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CHARTER.

AN ACT TO INCORPORATE "THE ACADEMY OF
SCIENCE OF ST. LOUIS."

Be it enacted, by the General Assembly of the State of Mis-

souri, asfollows :

Section i. That George Engelmann, Hiram A. Prout,

Nathaniel Holmes, Benjamin F. Shumard, Charles W.
Stevens, James B. Eads, Moses M. Pallen, Adolphus

Wislizenus, Charles A. Pope, Charles P. Chouteau,

William M. McPheeters, and others—who have heretofore

formed an association in the city of St. Louis styled " The
Academy of Science of St. Louis," having for its object the

advancement of Science, and the establishment in said city of a

Museum and Library for the illustration and study of its various

branches—their associates and successors, are hereby declared

and created a body corporate by the name and style aforesaid
;

and by that name they shall have perpetual succession, may sue

and be sued, implead and be impleaded, in all courts of compe-

tent jurisdiction ; may acquire by purchase, gift, or devise,

receive and hold, property, real, personal, or mixed, and the

same exchange, sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of, as they may
deem proper, for the objects and purposes aforesaid, and not

otherwise ; may have a common seal, and break or alter the same

at pleasure ; and may make such constitution, regulations, and

by-laws, as may be requisite for the government thereof, not

being contrary to the laws of the land, and may alter the same

at pleasure.



CHARTER.

Sec. 2. The constitution and by-laws of said association now
in operation shall govern the corporation hereby created until the

same shall be regularly altered or repealed, and the present

officers of said association shall be officers of this corporation

until their respective terms of office shall expire, or be vacated

in pursuance thereof.

Sec. 3. The property and effects now belonging to the asso-

ciation aforesaid shall, on acceptance of this charter, thereby

become vested in the corporation herein created, and all property

owned or held by this corporation shall be exempt from taxation

so long as the same shall continue to be held and used in good

faith for the objects and purposes aforesaid ; but whenever any

real estate of the corporation shall be leased to any other person

or persons, the leasehold interest therein shall be taxable to the

lessee or lessees thereof, as in other cases.

Sec. 4. The members of this association acquire no indi-

vidual property in the real estate, cabinets, library, or other

effects thereto belonging, which are hereby declared to be fully

vested in the corporation as such ; but the interest of the mem-
bers therein shall be usufructuary merely, and shall not be trans-

ferred, assigned, hypothecated, or otherwise disposed of, than as

hereinbefore provided.

Sec. 5. Whenever this corporation shall have failed to answer

the purposes for which it was created, or shall suffer its charter

to be forfeited by the law of the land, its cabinet collections and

library shall revert to and become vested in the City of St. Louis,

to be deposited with some public institution in said city, for

general use and inspection, under such regulations as the said

city may prescribe.

Sec. 6. This act shall be taken as a public act, and be in

force from and after its passage.

R. C. HARRISON,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

H. JACKSON,
President of the Senate.

Approved, January 17, IS57.

TRUSTEN POLK.



CONSTITUTION

ACADEMY OF SCIENCE OF ST. LOUIS.

ARTICLE I.

STYLE.

Section i. This Association shall be called "The Acad-
emy of Science of St. Louis."

ARTICLE II.

OBJECTS.

Section i. It shall have for its object the promotion of

Science and preeminently the Natural Sciences.

Sec. 2. As means to this end the Academy shall hold meet-

ings for the consideration and discussion of scientific subjects
;

shall take measures to procure original papers upon such sub-

jects ; and shall, as often as may be practicable, publish its

Transactions. It shall also establish and maintain a Cabinet of

objects illustrative of the several departments of Science, and a

Library of works relating to the same. It shall also place itself,

by correspondence and otherwise, in relation with other scientific

institutions in America and elsewhere.

ARTICLE III.

MEMBERS.

Section i. This Academy shall be composed of two classes

of members—associate members and corresponding members.
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Sec. 2. The associate members shall constitute the main

body of the Academy, and shall exclusively conduct its affairs,

elect its officers, admit its members, etc. They shall be men

desirous of cultivating one or more branches of Science. They

shall pay upon admission an initiation fee of five dollars, and a

semi-annual payment of three dollars so long as they continue

members.

Sec. 3. Any person elected an associate member may become

a life member upon the payment of one hundred dollars, which

will exempt him from any further assessments. Life members

shall be entitled to all the privileges of associate members, in-

cluding access to the Library and Cabinet, and shall have free

admission to any Lecture or course of Lectures which shall at

any time be delivered before or under the auspices of the

Academy.

Sec. 4. Corresponding members shall consist of men of

science, not living in the city and county of St. Louis, who shall

be elected such by virtue of their attainments, and of other per-

sons, not resident in the city of St. Louis, who may be disposed

to further the objects of the Academy by original researches,

contributions of specimens, or otherwise.

Sec. 5. All candidates for admission into the Academy as

associate or corresponding members must be proposed in writing

by two associate members at a regular meeting, and be balloted

for separately at the next regular meeting thereafter. The affir-

mative vote of three-fourths of the members present shall be

necessary to elect a candidate.

Sec. 6. All members shall have the privilege of attending the

regular meetings of the Academy, and shall have access to the

Library and Museum, with the privilege of introducing to the

same their families and friends.

Sec. 7. If any associate member elect shall not pay the fee

of initiation within six months from the date of his election into

the Academy, the election shall be null and void ; and if any

member shall not pay the semi-annual contribution within six

months after he has been duly notified that the same has become

due, he shall cease to be a member of the Academy : provided,

however, that every such member who shall be absent from the

city or county of St. Louis for the space of six consecutive
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months, or longer, shall be exonerated from the payment of all

dues accruing during his absence.

Sec. 8. If any person shall be balloted for and rejected, or

his name be withdrawn previously to the ballot, no entry of said

rejection or withdrawal shall be made on the minutes of the

Academy.

Sec. 9. No person who has been proposed for membership

and who has for any reason failed to be elected, shall be again

proposed within the next six months.

Sec. 10. Any member may resign by notifying the Record-

ing Secretary of such intention, provided he produces to the said

Secretary a certificate from the Treasurer that all arrears due

from him to the Academy have been discharged.

Sec. 11. Members may be expelled from the Academy by a

vote of a majority (being not less than twelve) of the members

present, at any regular meeting, for any act of flagrant disrespect

to the officers or members, or for any intentional violation of the

constitution, or for any grossly immoral conduct : provided, how-

ever, that no member shall be thus expelled without having an

opportunity of being heard in his own defence.

ARTICLE IV.

OFFICERS.

Section i. The officers of the Academy shall be chosen from

the associate members, and they shall consist of a President,

first and second Vice Presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, a

Recording Secretary, a Treasurer, a Board of Curators, and a

Librarian. Said officers shall be elected at the first stated meeting

in the year
v
by ballot, and shall hold their offices for one year, or

until their successors are elected.

Sec. 2. It shall be the duty of the President to preside over

the meetings of the Academy ; to nominate all committees other

than those specially excepted ; to call extraordinary meetings at

the request, in writing, of three associate members ; to give the

casting vote, and to sign all orders on the Treasurer.

Sec. 3. The duties of the ist Vice President shall be the same

as those of the President, during his absence ; and of the 2d Vice

President, the same during the absence of both President and 1st

Vice President.
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Sec. 4. It shall be the duty of the Corresponding Secretary

to conduct all the correspondence of the Academy ; to keep cor-

rect copies of all letters written by him in such correspondence,

and to make regular reports of the same ; and to notify all cor-

responding members of their election. And it shall be the duty

of the Recording Secretary to keep correct minutes of the pro-

ceedings and transactions of the Academy ; to keep all reports

and other papers read before it, unless their disposal shall be other-

wise ordered ; to notify all associate members of their election ; to

keep a correct list of the members of the Academy, with the

dates of the election, and the dates of resignations, expulsions

and deaths that may occur among them ; and to keep the consti-

tution and common seal of the Academy.

Sec. 5. It shall be the duty of the Treasurer to take charge of

the funds of the Academy, and attend to the collection and pay-

ment of money ; but no money shall be paid by him except on

an order of the Academy, signed by the President and counter-

signed by one of the Secretaries : he shall keep a clear and de-

tailed statement of all receipts and expenditures, shall keep his

books accessible to the proper committees appointed for their

examination, and he shall lay before the Academy, at the last

stated meeting in the year, a statement of all receipts and expen-

ditures during the year ; and he shall give security, satisfactoi-y

to the Academy, in the sum of five thousand dollars, for the faith-

ful performance of his duties. And he shall deposit, in the name
of the Academy of Science, all funds of the Academy coming

to his hands, when amounting to $25.00, in such incorporated

bank in the city of St. Louis as shall from time to time be desig-

nated by the Academy, by resolution ; and the same shall draw

from said bank, by check in the name of the Academy of Science,

signed by him as Treasurer of said Academy, as needed for the

payment of its debts or expenses.

Sec. 6. The Librarian shall take charge of all books belong-

ing to, or deposited with, the Academy, and shall be responsible

for the same ; he shall keep a catalogue thereof, in which the

names of contributors shall be inscribed, with the dates of their

reception, conformably to the by-laws that may be established for

the regulation of his duties ; he shall superintend the publication

and distribution of all memoirs, essays and papers, written by
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members, whenever so ordered by the Academy, and shall attend

in the Library at such times as the by-laws may prescribe.

Sec. 7. It shall be the duty of the Curators to have charge of

the Museum of the Academy, to supervise the arrangement of all

specimens and apparatus belonging to it, to direct the manage-

ment of it, and to do all things necessary for its preservation and

repairs. They shall purchase all articles wanted in the fulfilment

of their duties aforesaid, hire janitors, keep the keys of all cases

in the Museum, and shall report all additions made to the differ-

ent departments under their charge, at the last stated meeting in

the year.

ARTICLE V.

MEETINGS.

Section i. The meetings of the Academy shall be held at

such times as the by-laws may direct.

ARTICLE VI.

AMENDMENTS.

Section i. The constitution may be amended in the follow-

ing manner, viz : Any amendment proposed may be submitted in

writing to a regular meeting of the Academy ; it shall lie over

for consideration four weeks, when it shall be acted upon at the

first regular meeting succeeding the expiration of the above

named period, and may be adopted as a part of the constitution

by a vote of two-thirds of the members present.
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ARTICLE I

COMMITTEES.

Section i. Standing committees shall be appointed on the

Cabinet, on the Library, and on Publication.

Sec. 2. These committees shall consist of three members,

who shall be appointed at the last regular meeting in January of

each year.

Sec. 3. In appointing these committees, the President shall

nominate the first member ; the first member so nominated shall

nominate a second, and the two so nominated shall nominate

the third.

Sec. 4. All committees must report in writing, and every

report must be signed by a majority of the committee offering it.

Sec. 5. All special committees must report at the regular

meeting next succeeding their appointment.

Sec. 6. The standing committee on the Cabinet shall have

charge, in conjunction with the Curators, of the collections of the

Academy, make exchanges of duplicates, arrange and keep in

order all donations and deposits, carefully labelling each article,

and keep a correct catalogue of all additions to the Cabinet, and

report at the last stated meeting in the year.

ARTICLE II.

LIBRARY.

Section i. The Librarian shall keep a correct catalogue of

all books belonging to the Academy, the Library of which shall

be open to the inspection and use of members.
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Sec. 2. There shall he two sets of keys to the cases containing

the books, one of which shall be kept by the Librarian, and the

other by the chairman of the Library Committee.

Sec. 3. Members may borrow books, the property of this

Academy, from the Librarian, on signing a promissory note for

fifty dollars, which shall become void when the book is returned.

Sec. 4. But no works shall be loaned from the hall, on any

account whatever, except those marked with an asterisk (*) in

the catalogue, unless by an affirmative vote of three-fourths of the

members present, at a regular meeting, when the application is

made ; and in case of deposited books, the written consent of the

depositor having previously been obtained ; the name of the bor-

rower and the title of the book to be recorded on the minutes, and

full security given for its safe return, by note or otherwise, the

value whereof shall be determined by the Library Committee.

Sec. 5. No book shall be kept from the Library longer than

two weeks. A fine of twenty-five cents shall be imposed for each

week that any book is kept over the time laid down in this section.

Sec. 6. No member shall be allowed to renew the loan of a

book, if any other member shall be desirous of obtaining it.

Sec. 7. The Librarian and Library Committee shall be respon-

sible for all works committed to their charge.

ARTICLE III.

Section i. No specimen or apparatus contained in the Mu-
seum of the Academy shall be taken from the hall, under any

pretence whatever, unless by vote of the Academy.

Sec. 2. The keys of the cases containing the collections shall be

kept by the Curators and members of the respective committees

attached to the different departments, who alone shall have liberty

to open the cases ; and they shall be responsible for all articles

committed to their charge. If any member is desirouSrto inspect

more closely the specimens in the collection, for purposes of study

or description, he must apply to the Curators, or a member of the

committee on that department.
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Sec. 3. All articles in the Museum must be kept labelled as

far as practicable, and a catalogue of the articles in each depart-

ment kept by the committee attached to the said department.

Sec. 4. When a member of the Academy deposits in the Mu-
seum a sufficient number of articles to fill an entire case, a key of

said case shall at all times be at his command.

Sec. 5. Books or objects of Natural History, deposited with

the Academy, shall be returned only on a request of the owners,

or their representatives, and in all cases a receipt shall be given to

the Curators when the articles are returned.

Sec. 6. No specimen which is not capable of being arranged

in the cabinet shall be received on deposit, unless the consent of

the committee on the department in which the specimen should be

classed, and that of the Curators, be first obtained in writing.

Sec. 7. Visitors may be admitted to the Museum at hours to

be fixed by the Board of Curators, approved by a vote of the

Academy.

Sec. 8. No children under twelve years of age shall be

admitted unless accompanied by persons who will become re-

ponsible for their good behavior ; and should any damage result

to any of the furniture, specimens, or any property of the Acad-

emy, through any admitted child, pecuniary remuneration shall

be made by the person or persons assuming such responsibility

;

the damages to be assessed by the Librarian and Curators.

ARTICLE IV.

, COMMUNICATIONS.

Section i. All written communications intended for publi-

cation, read before the Academy, shall be referred to special

committees, who shall report thereon at the regular meeting next

succeeding their appointment.

Sec. 2. All such communications become the property of the

Academy, and shall be deposited in the archives, and those

deemed suitable for publication shall be published when so or-

dered by the Academy ; a copy, however, of any paper read

before the Academy may be taken by the author.

Sec. 3. Original papers, on the subjects before enumerated,

may be subject to discussion.
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ARTICLE V.

MEETINGS.

Section i. The regular meetings of the Academy shall be

held on the first and third Monday evenings of every month, at an

hour to be fixed from time to time by the Academy ; no change,

however, shall be made except after two weeks' notice given at a

regular meeting.

Sec. 2. The order of proceeding, at the regular meetings of

the Academy, shall be as follows

:

1. Minutes of the last meeting read.

2. Reports of committees.

3. Report of the Corresponding Secretary.

4. Donations to the Museum and Library.

5. Written communications.

6. Verbal communications.

7. Deferred business.

8. New business.

9. Elections and proposals for membership.

10. Adjournment.

ARTICLE VI.

AUTHORITY.

Section 1. On all points of order that are not provided for

in these by-laws, Cushing's Manual shall be the standard au-

thority.
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ACADEMY OF SCIENCE OF ST. LOUIS.

Notes on the Genus Yucca.

Bv George Engelmann, M.D.

The stately Yuccas of liliaceous alliance and ofAmerican origin

had attracted the attention of European horticulturists long before

Linnaeus classed the then known species, four in number, and,

indeed, three of these were based on specimens cultivated in Euro-

pean gardens, two of them, Yucca alolfolia and Yucca Draconis,

on the elegant and very accurate figures of cultivated plants by

Dillenius, published some 140 years ago. Ever since then the

Yuccas have remained favorite plants in the gardens on account

of their palm-like (hence Palmilla of the Mexicans), either rigid

and pungent, or gracefully curved foliage, shooting up from the

ground in pleasingly regular masses, or raised into the air on sim-

ple or branching trunks, all overtopped by immense white pani-

cles of hundreds of glorious flower-bells.

It thus happened that these plants fell into the hands of pro-

fessed horticulturists, and—perhaps because the herbaria could

afford only few and very incomplete specimens—scientific botan-

ists rather shunned them, as they did many other such plants, and

notably among them the Cacti. With these they share the pre-

cious property of being easily propagated from some, perhaps a

single, imported specimen ; hence, the individual peculiarities of

such specimens, propagated a thousand and a thousand fold in the

iii—
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course of a century (for most of our cultivated Yuccas have been

thus long in the hands of nurserymen), at last impress the obser-

ver with the dignity of specific characters. But the botanist finds

it necessary to fall back on the organs of inflorescence and fructi-

fication as the only safe guide in such difficulties ; here, however,

the cultivated Yuccas leave us in the dark. They yield us flowers,

to be sure, but we find the flowers so very similar in many species,

and again so dissimilar in different forms of the same species, that

evidently but little light can be obtained from their study. And
the fruits ? Unfortunately the Yuccas scarcely ever have borne

fruit in European gardens. The difficulties are increased by the

fact, that, as will be shown below, in their native homes these

plants vary remarkably in the structure and the form of even their

more important organs ; and before fuller examination of native

forms can be had, we must remain in considerable doubt as to the

limits of species.

My attention was drawn to this genus, when, since 1842, Mr.

F. Lindheimer sent several then undescribed species from Texas,

and Dr. A. Wislizenus, and after him Dr. J. Gregg and Mr. A.

Fendler, others from New Mexico and Northern Mexico. A few

years later the botanists of the Mexican Boundary Commission and

of the Pacific Railroad Exploring Expeditions added to the stock of

our knowledge, and within the last decade the explorers of the

botany of California and of Arizona filled up some further gaps.

Within the last two years an unpretending physician of South

Carolina, Dr. J. H Mellichamp, who does not even claim to be a

botanist, but is imbued with arduous zeal and keen sagacity, and

who lives right among the Yuccas, has wonderfully improved his

opportunities, and has very greatly aided me in my investigations

by specimens as well as by his observations. I may add here that

also on other families of plants of his rich State, already so long

and well known through the labors of a Walter and an Elliott,

have his researches shed new light, as will appear in future pages

of these Transactions.

Having thus been interested in the Yuccas for many years, I

ever had an eye on these plants, and in my travels in Europe

I neglected no opportunity to study them in the herbaria as

as well as in the gardens. There I was first struck with the " fact"

that " Yuccas do not bear fruit." To be sure, I had seen the fruits

in the Texan and New Mexican collections, and had observed the
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capsules in our St. Louis gardens ; but I found none in Europe,

or almost none, I should say, for in the botanic garden of Venice

I gathered the pulpy pods from a large Tucca aloifolia, about 15

feet high. This was the only Yucca fruit seen by me in Europe,

though I have since learned that in other instances also, though

only exceptionally, fruit and good seed have been produced there,

principally by this same species, and very rarely by others.

The question why the flowers should almost invariably fail, had

been frequently discussed and various reasons suggested, such as

sexual incompleteness of the flowers or impossibility of self-fertili-

zation of plants originating from the same stock.

I had observed that all the Yuccas which came under my notice^

opened their more or less pendulous flowers in the evening, and

half closed them during the following day, after which they wither-

ed. The anthers were observed to open a little before the flowers

did, and to expel a large-grained glutinous pollen, which did not

seem to readily find its way to the stigma. And how is the stigma

constituted ? The conspicuously papillose termination of the pis-

til had always been considered the stigma, but closer examina-

tion showed its papillae to be epidermidal appendages, corres-

ponding to similar ones on the filaments, and entirely destitute of

stigmatic functions ; never did they contribute to the development

of a pollen-grain occasionally adhering to them. Dr. Mellichamp's

notice of a minute drop of glutinous liquid in the tube formed by

the coalesence of the so-called stigmas, led me on to further ex-

periments. That tube proved to be the real stigma, exuding

stigmatic liquor, and insects (in these night-blooming flowers, of

course, nocturnal insects) must be the agents which introduced

the pollen into the tube. Last June, several forms of Yucca which

were blooming under my windows , were carefully watched, and

soon different species of beetles were found in the flowers, but not

as regularly and frequently as white moths, which, usually in

pairs, disported themselves in the open flowers at dusk, and were

found quietly ensconced in them when closed in day-time.* The
suspected insects were handed over to my friend, Mr. C. V. Riley

^

who thereupon took up the zoological part of the investigation,

* These snow-white ''millers" which I have found in almost every flower examined

when closed in daytime, doubtless enter their " ivory palaces " at night, and would be quite

sufficient for the purpose. Dr. M.—Later, the same correspondent adds : Where I have

found many moths last year, I noticed none or few this season. A few weeks later the plants

were found without fruit, or with fruit bearing empty seeds.
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the surprisingly interesting results of which are detailed by him

in the succeeding paper.

GERMINATION.

The seeds of Yucca germinate easily, the cotyledon remaining

partly in the ground * within the seed, extracting its liquified con-

tents, and never grows into a leaf-organ ; the first leaf issues from

a slit in the cotyledon opposite the remnants of the seed ; the suc-

ceding six or eight leaves of the first season following in §

order, which, in the further growth of the plant, gradually changes

to the higher orders of $ and further. From the nodes of the very

short axis, stout white rootlets break through the back of the

leaves, the first one through the back of the cotyledon, opposite

the first leaf, while the original radicle withers away. The Cali-

fornian T. Whipplei is the only one in which the axis, together

with the base of the leaves, swells up into a sort of bulb.

In the second season, a stout, cylindrical secondary axis origi-

nates from the axil of one of the earliest of last year's leaves,

covered with scale-like leaf-rudiments, and eventually producing

from its nodes the rootlets which are to nourish the plant. This

secondary axis takes a horizontal direction in all the species I

could examine, especially in the different forms of T. jilamen-

tosa; only in T. angustifolia I have always found it to grow

straight downwards, continuing this direction through, at least,

the third and fourth year, and perhaps longer. Some observations

seem to indicate that T. gloriosa develops in a similar manner.

The terminal bud of this secondary axis does not seem to form

leaves as long as the primary leaf-bud continues to grow, and

probably not until it has produced a flowering stem, and perhaps

not even then for years. At last, however, the secondary axis

branches out, if horizontal, near the surface of the soil, if perpen-

dicular, as in T. angustifolia, at a certain depth, even two or three

feet, below it, forming horizontal branches, and eventually send-

ing out leafy shoots above the surface. Some species are sur-

rounded by such offshoots, thus forming clumps or thickets ; T.

baccata, T. gloriosa, T. jilamentosa, behave in this way, while

T. angustifolia is said to do this much more sparingly, and T.

aloifolia quite rarely.

*The very similar seeds of Agave have a very different development; in their germi-

nation the cotyledon grows into a leaf, bearing the remnants of the seed on its tip-
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ROOTSTOCK.

While the rootlets of Yucca annually spring from the youngest

part of the rootstock, and decay again after a season, the root-

stock itself increases often to a large size and irregularly

branched shape. We have very few data about the form of this

organ ; in fact, the only definite information, accessible to me, has

been imparted by Mr. Lindheimer, who, with persistent zeal, has

dug up from the often hard and stony soil of West Texas the dif-

ferent species accessible to him. He informed me that Y. an-

gustifolia usually exhibits a perpendicular rootstock of a finger's

thickness, and two or three feet long, " rising from" (it is evi-

dent from what is stated above, that it is rather " descending to")

a long horizontal simple or branching part, one or one and

a half inches thick, exhibiting many knobs and buds of future

shoots. Y. rupicola has a rootstock consisting of a few thick,

cylindric, horizontal branches, one to two feet long. The tree-

like Y. Treculiana has few short, thick, club-shaped, horizon-

tal branches to its rootstock, sometimes only a single, short and

very stout knob, which does not seem to readily sprout out. It

will be interesting to study these conditions in other species in

their native localities.

The rootstock of all the Yuccas is, under the name of "Amole,"

an important article in a Mexican household, being everywhere

used as a substitute for soap, as it is replete with mucilaginous

and saponaceous matter, probably a substance analogous to the

saponine of the Saponaria root. It is curious to learn that the

negroes of the coast of South Carolina repeatedly destroyed Dr.

Mellichamp's carefully observed clumps of Yuccas, in order to

obtain the saponaceous rootstock. How may the knowledge of

its quality have reached them? Perhaps from the West Indies.

The trunk of the Yuccas either remains entirely below the sur-

face, or it takes different degrees of development above ground.

Heretofore, specific characters were partly based on such differ-

ences, but we know now that only few species are regularly and

always acaulescent (Y. rupicola), while others, when in a per-

fect, or flower-bearing state, always have trunks ( Y. aloifolia and

Y. Treculiana, though this species was first described as stem-

less) ; a certain number, usually counted as acaulescent, under
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favorable circumstances make short trunks, sometimes of only a

few years' duration (T. Jilamentosa, and still more T. angusti-

folia)^ and others, again, among them most notably T. baccata,

are absolutely stemless near their northern limits, while the farther

south we meet them, the higher and more tree-like their trunk

grows.

The primary axis of the Yuccas is terminated by the inflores-

cence and its apex dies with it. The plant is then rejuvenated by

lateral buds, either from the same axis or from the subterranean

rootstock. In the first instance the buds appear about the time

of the maturity of the fruit, in the trunk-bearing forms from the

axils of the uppermost, in the stemless ones from those of the low-

est leaves. A single subterminal bud will soon simulate the

direct continuation of the main axis ; several buds will produce

branches in the trunk-bearing species, while in the stemless ones

they will give the plant a cespitose appearance. From Dr. Mel-

lichamp's observations, it seems that the caulescent Yuccas show

certain differences in the place where the bud appears ; he noticed

the young bud of T. aloifolia, from exactly the uppermost axil,

at the base of the inflorescence, while in T. gloriosa it sprung

from between the uppermost and the next lower series of leaves.

In a Y. jilamentosa in my garden, I observed several buds in the

axils of the highest leaves developed two years in succession, so

that a short branching trunk was formed, while after the third

year the vitality of this trunk seems to have died out, and the

plant was rejuvenated by shoots from the subterranean root-

stock. In other forms, which probably belong to the same species,

I find only rarel.y, in very vigorous garden specimens, a bud from

the uppermost axils, while almost always they branch from below

the crown of leaves. But observations of this kind, relating to

the biology of these plants, have been made too seldom to permit

yet the deduction of general laws.

The Yucca trunk has a light fibrous wood, which exnibits dis-

tinct marks of concentric arrangement, so that in an old trunk of

T. Treculiapa, of two and a half feet in diameter, I can count

twenty layers in a space of two and a half inches, or one and a

half lines to the layer; the trunks certainly grow in thickness as

they get older. Another peculiarity of old Yucca trunks is their

thick, corky bark ; the above mentioned T. Treculiana, sent by

Mr. Lindheimer, has an irregular., rather scaly, dark gray bark of
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a quarter or a third of an inch thickness, resembling that of some

elm or willow ; a trunk of Y. aloifolia, received from Dr. Melli-

champ, is covered with a bark of the same thickness, of a deep

brown color, broken up into numerous small square or angular

fragments, much like that of the dogwood (Comus Jiorida).

The bark of a section of Y. brevifolia, sent by Dr. Parry, is

similar, but over half an inch thick, and still more deeply cleft.

The investigations, of these organizations would form a worthy

subject for an experienced phytotomist.

The leaves of the Yuccas are evergreen, i.e. they last at least

a whole year, in the low species, or several years in the arbores-

cent ones. They are lance-linear, abruptly narrowed above a

very broad, mostly membranaceous base, and usually widening

again near or above the middle (some narrowed-leaved species

are not contracted below the middle), and gradually, or rarely

abruptly, terminate in a horny, often sharply pointed, rarely ob-

tuse, sometimes soft and herbaceous spine, below which the tip

of the leaf is more or less concave and involute. The leaves are

usually more or less thick, and more or less rigid, but we find all

the transitions from the stiff and sharp pointed (" Spanish bayo-

net ") to the soft and flaccid leaf. Their size in the different

species varies from half a foot to four feet in length, and from one

quarter to two and three inches in width.

The upper side of the leaf is flat (the tip excepted), or almost

always more or less concave, sometimes deeply channeled, and

occasionally folded or plicate. The lower side is convex, and its

lower part bluntly keeled. The surfaces are smoothish or more

or less rough, and this roughness is the result of the peculiar struc-

ture of the cells surrounding the stomata. The lateral walls of

these cells are thickened, hard and transparent, and somewhat

elevated above the general surface ; especially in the true Y. fila-

mentosa the edges of the upper and lower marginal cells protrude

over the stoma like minute, beautifully chiseled, conchoidal shields*

sometimes almost completely covering it. In Y brevifolia the

edges of other cells are also apt to protrude, and, besides, number-

less little knobs, similar to the marginal asperities, to be described

below, increase the roughness of both surfaces. I notice the same

appearance on the lower surface of the leaves of the Y. Treculi-

una and Y. canaliculata, and, less distinctly, on Y. gloriosa.
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The color of the leaves varies from deep or fresh green through
dull green to light glaucous.

Of great interest and diagnostic importance is the edge of
the leaf. In some species (e.g. T. aloifolia, T. brevifolia, T.

rupicola) it is rough, or, as it is usullay termed, serrulate, and re-

mains unaltered through life. The teeth consist of small, irregular,

isolated cartilaginous knobs, each consisting of quite a large num-
ber of colorless prismatic or clavate cells, arranged in fan-shaped
or straight bundles. These are the "serrulate" or rough-edged
Yuccas.

Others have "smooth-edged" leaves, (V. gloriosa, T. Trecu-
lianct)

; the edge, at first green, and often roughened with very
delicate and deciduous asperities, soon becomes discolored and
brittle, and in old leaves is apt to crumble off, or sometimes to de-

tach itself in a few short fibres, thus approaching the next form.

The " filamentose," or fibrous-edged Yuccas ( T. fila?nentosa,

T. angustifolia, T. baccatd) constitute the third class. In these

the fibrous system of the leaves is much stronger and tougher
than in the last, and, the parenchymatous tissue soon withering
on the edge, the marcescent marginal fibres detach themselves as

more or less numerous, delicate, or coarse, straight, or often curled

threads, of a whitish, ashy or reddish color. In the young leaf

they are most conspicuous, especially near the involute point of the

leaf, but in old ones they sometimes become obsolete.*

Some importance has been attached to the number of leaves,

which in healthy plants precede the development of the inflor-

escence, and there really is a relative difference in this respect in

different species ; but specific characters could hardly be based on
a condition which depends so much on external influences of soil,

climate, etc. From Dr. Mellichamp's notes it is evident that wild

plants, in good health, exhibit a great many more leaves than cul-

tivated ones, and that the number not rarely rises above one hun-
dred on one axis.

The diagnostic characters derived from the leaves must be

adopted only with great .circumspection. The characters of the

edges of the leaves are the most constant and reliable ones, though

the abundance, thickness, and, still more, the length of the fibres,

* A fourth form of leaves is described in the books as having- marginal spines, and T.
spinosa, H. B. K. nov. gen. I. 289, from Mexico, is quoted as the representative of this type.

But the inspection of the Berlin Herbarium proves this to be a factitious species, made up of

Yucca flowers (similar to those of Y. Treculiana) and the spiny leaves of Dasylirion

acrotriche.
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vary considerably, even in forms of the same species. The shape

of the leaf is quite variable, and more so still its color, its thick-

ness, its stiffness, (hence its direction) and the nature of its ter-

minal spine ; broader leaves, with abundant parenchyma are apt

to become plicate, while in the same species leaves of stronger

fibrous structure are even. The characters derived from the

roughness and the peculiar structure of the stomatic surroundings,

as above detailed, are also inconstant, and therefore unreliable.

INFLORESCENCE.

The inflorescence, which terminates the axis in Yucca, usually

consists of a compound raceme or panicle of different dimensions,

from two to three or four feet high, with differently developed

lateral branches, and, therefore, of different shape, oval, lanceo-

late or pyramidal, and in one species at least (the northern form

of T. angustifolia) reduced to a simple raceme or spike. This

inflorescence is nearly sessile between the uppermost leaves,

especially in the arborescent species ; or it is raised on a longer

or shorter scape, sometimes longer than the inflorescence itself,

principally in the acaulescent forms. The scape bears reduced,

bract-like leaves, those of the inflorescence itself usually becoming

quite small and membranaceous, or, in some southern species, in-

creasing in size, broad, concave and spathe-like, fleshy and dis-

colored. The inflorescence is smooth or rough or pubescent, but

no important value can be assigned to these differences. The

pedicels are single or (on reduced branchlets) clustered, always

distinct, but shorter than the flowers, curved, patulous, declined

or pendulous, never, during the flowering period, erect.

FLOWERS.

The Yucca flower consists of a perigon of six oval or lance-

oval segments, united at base with one another, with the stamens

and with the pistil, and not articulated, so that they wither after

flowering without falling off. The perigon, expanding only for

one evening and night, forms a shallow cup of whitish, cream-

white,t or greenish-white color, sometimes externally tinged

with purple, of two to five inches in diameter ; on the following

morning, the fading segments conniving, the flower assumes a

globose or deep bell shape, of one and one-fourth to three inches

f The flowers of T. canaliculata are described and figured in the Botanical Magazine as

" straw-yellow."
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in depth, j The three outer segments are usually narrower and often

a little shorter, and more frequently tinged with green or red along

the midrib and tip ; the three inner ones are broader (except ap-

parently in 2". Guatemalensis, where they are narrower), more
petaloid, of more delicate texture and color, and, in some species,

tipped with a small bunch of short white wool. They possess a

certain, usually not pleasant, fragrance.

The size of the flower and even the shape of the segments is

extremely variable in some of the species ( 7". baccata, T. Tre-

culiana, 2'. rupicola), andean scarcely be used for diagnostic

purposes.

The six stamens, in two series, but of nearly equal length, are

adnate to the base of the perigon, and always shorter than this,

and mostly shorter than the pistil ; only in Hesperoyucca they

are longer than the latter. Straight in the bud, they are fre-

quently more or less recurved and even uncinate after maturity,

in some forms more, in others less, but I am not able to discover

a specific character in this change of form.

The filaments are fleshy and club-shaped, and in the true Yuc-
cas covered, especially upwards, with transparent one-celled

papilla? or papillose hair ; a minute point on the obtuse, some-

times slightly trilobed apex bears the introrse anther. In Hesfero-

yucca the filament is smooth, thicker upwards, but with an acute

tip.

The anthers are comparatively small, z\ or usually 3-4 millim.

long ; in exceptional cases, only in cultivated plants of T. an-

gustifolia, I have seen them 5-6 mm. long ; they are sagittate or

cordate at the base, rounded and entire or notched at tip, ad-

nate on the back and two-celled ; they open longitudinally just

before the perigon expands, and contracting to one-third or less

of their size, and curling backwards, expel the large, compa-
ratively scarce, globose, glutinous pollen grains of 0.055-0.070

mm. diameter. The size and shape of the anthers seem to me
to vary in the same species.

Hesperoyucca has smaller, deeply cordate, emarginate, some-

what didymous anthers, \\-2 mm. long, and broader than long,

bearing pollen similar to that of the other Yuccas.

The pistil in the true Yuccas is a cylindric or rather prismatic,

\ It is this day-time appearance which is almost always described and figured, and which

gives an erroneous impression as to the form of the well developed flower.
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obscurely six-sided ovary, sometimes irregularly impressed and

angled by the close application of the stamens in the bud, rarely

attenuated at base ; terminated by three, more or less united, stig-

mas, which are usually sessile, or are elevated on a style formed

by the gradually attenuated upper part of the ovary. Only in T"*

Guatemalensis the ovary is more oblong than prismatic.

The ovary consists of three carpels, opposed to the exterior

perigonial lobes, forming by their connection three primary dis-

sepiments each one bearing on two central placentas two series

of numerous flat, horizontal anatropous ovules on very short (not

long, as is sometimes stated) funiculi, separated from one an-

other by a secondary dissepiment, springing from the back of the

carpel ; the single ovules, however, are not separated by trans-

verse dissepiments as Gaertner has it

The Yuccas with thick seeds and fleshy fruit bear thicker

ovules (0.3-0.4 and even 0.5 millim. thick), those with thin seeds

and capsular fruit thinner ones (0.2-0.25 mm. thick), so that to

some extent we may, from the thickness of the ovules in well

developed flowers, guess at the section to which the plant may
belong. T. gloriosa and 2". Treculiana, however, have some-

what thinner ovules than the others of their section, and in some

forms, which I class with Y.jila?nentosa, I have found them oc-

casionally as thick as these.

The three carpels are firmly united from the centre of the ovary

to beyond the middle ; here a thin tube, open at the base and top

of the ovary, and from this to the external surface a more or less

closely compressed slit, separate them. These slits open as the

fertilized ovary grows, and in the fleshy-fruited species eventually

form the three inner, impressed sides of the six-sided pod.

The always glabrous ovary is either obtuse and abruptly termi-

nated by the stigma (T. aloifolid), or it is gradually attenuated

into a conical or prismatic, glabrous style, sometimes as long

as the ovary itself ( T. rupicola), which towards the tip ends in

the stigmas. This style is an organ of great variability in length

and thickness, and may or may not be present in forms of the

same species.

Stigmas we conventionally call the terminations of the three

carpels, which are distinguished from the ovary and style by their

coating of transparent oval or globose epidermidal cells, which,

however, as already stated, have no stigmatic function, not even
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that of gathering the pollen. The three stigmas, emarginate or bi-

lobed at the summit, are more or less united, and form a tube
;

they are generally erect, but in some species, especially in the true

T.Jilamentosa, they are at last patulous and even recurved. The
inside of the stigmatic tube, somewhat triangular in the transverse

section, with three pairs of tiny prominent ridges, corresponding

to the commissures of the carpels, is coated with much smaller

and less elevated, truly stigmatic cells, which exude the stigmatic

liquor, under the influence ofwhich alone the pollen can develope.

The tube terminates near the upper ends of the three ovarian cells*

and seems to communicate directly with them.

Hesperoyucca has an obovate ovary of a similar structure,

crowned by a shorter or longer, sometimes filiform style, bearing a

very peculiar, large, hood-shaped, trilobed stigma, beset with long

filiform papillae.

The color of the stigma is usually of a pearly white, while the

ovary is dull or greenish-white ; only in T. angustifolia, I find

the stigma bright green.

FECUNDATION.

The fecundation of the Yucca flower, as has been stated in the

introduction, is very uncertain, and evidently depends on con-

tingencies not always attainable, so that very often in its native

condition, and almost always in cultivation in Europe, these plants

remain sterile. The flower can only be fertilized by the intro-

duction of the pollen into the stigmatic tube ; this at least in the

capsule-bearing Yuccas, which alone I have been able to examine
in the growing state, is accomplished almost always by a noctur-

nal insect, the Promiba yuccasella (thus named by Mr. Riley

and described in the next paper). Even where we are unable to

observe the moth itself, its traces are manifest in the presence of

its offspring, the larvae, feeding on the maturing seeds, tunneling

their rows and finally emerging through a perforation of the cap-

sule. Wherever, therefore, we find such perforated capsules, or

merely the remaining annular rim of seeds, we know that Pronuba
has been at work. The capsules and seeds of the Californian

Hesperoyticca also show the unmistakable traces of this or a

similar insect. On an average in our gardens, as well as in the

fields of the coast of South Carolina, about two-thirds of the cap-

sules and their seeds bear the marks of these larvae.
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Of the baccate Yuccas, T. gloriosa and its allies seem to bear

fruit very rarely, as neither my correspondents nor I myself have

thus far ever been able to obtain one ;
2". Treculiana is abun-

dantly fertile in its native localities, but will not fructify, as Mr.

Lindheimer informs me, in the gardens of the same region ;
T.

aloifolia, however, matures its pods more readily than any other

species in Europe, where our moth cannot have an agency in it.

We, therefore, are forced to assume that some other mode of

fecundation, or even self-fertilization, can take place with them.

Occasionally, no doubt, the moth performs its functions in the

flowers of this species as well as in the capsular Yuccas. Dr.

Mellichamp has found its larvte tunneling the seed rows of T.

aloifolia, destroying 10 to 14 seeds during its growth, and event-

ually emerging through the characteristic perforations of the sur-

face. He discovered also another larva in the green pods of this

species, the egg of which is evidently deposited into the rind of

the ovary or young fruit, and which principally feeds on the im-

mature pulp and only rarely attacks the growing seed. This, Mr.

Riley thinks, must be the larva of a hymenopterous insect, which

has, perhaps, nothing to do with the fecundation of the flower.

But how may these Yuccas be fertilized without the action of the

Pronuba ? Probably, occasionally, and, so to speak, accidentally by

other insects, or possibly sometimes by the withering and conniv-

ing segments of the flower bringing adhering clumps of pollen in

contact with the stigmatic juices in the open tube. Such chances,

however, seem to be slim, not to say improbable, and in this case

impregnation would have to take place on the day following the

opening of the flower.

It has been stated above that the quantity of pollen is small,

and that the grains are large and somewhat viscid ; thus, when

expelled from the contracting anthers, they remain in little clumps

here and there within the flowers, on the papillose filaments, or,

more frequently, attached to the inner surface of the perigon.

When introduced into the stigmatic tube and in contact with its

secretion, its tubes are developed, and, when we carefully dissect

a fertilized ovary, large bundles of straight parallel tubes are

found to fill the cells and to find their way, one to almost each

ovule. I have followed them, through both openings of the

ovule, and found them attached with their enlarged end to the

outside of the nucleus, separated from the germinal vesicle by two
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layers of cells. It is probable that the minute, almost filiform,

egg of the moth is carried with and between these bundles of pol-

len tubes as they elongate and push on into the ovarian cells

and among the ovules.

As soon as fertilized the nascent fruit of the capsular Yuccas

(and apparently also of Clistoyucca) becomes erect and its pedicel

thickens and hardens, while the young fruit of Sarcoyucca re-

mains pendulous, as the flower was, and as afterwards the mature

fruit is, and its pedicel more flexible.

The Yuccas bloom from the early summer months to the end of

the autumnal season. The first one in the latitude of St. Louis (all

cultivated plants) is T. angustijolia, which opens its flowers

when the roses are in full bloom, from the middle to the end of

May ; the true T. Jilamentosa makes its appearance next, about 10

or 14 days later ; then come, one after another, different forms allied

to the latter. Later than these, in July and August, T. aloifolia

unfolds its flowers, and T. gloriosa very often, in our gardens, as

well as on the coast of South Carolina, blooms in September and

even in October.

The fruit of the Yucca, is an oval or prismatic, more or less,

distinctly six-angled, more or less completely six-celled pod, usually

with a short beak, bearing six rows of horizontal seeds. This pod

is either pulpy and never opens, or it is dry, and dehiscent, or it

is intermediate between these extremes. Some of these condi-

tions of the fruit were known to the older botanists ; Linnasus

(Syst. Nat. ed. X., 1759, n. 388) has a capsula trivalvis; Gaert-

ner (Fruct. II. p. 34, t. 85 ; 1791) figures and describes the fruit

of " T. Draconis" as bacca carnosa .... non secedens ; Nut-

tall, Gen. I., p. 218 ; 1818, says : capsule opening at the summit

;

but he mentions that of T. gloriosa as pulpy ; Endlicher (Gen. n.

1117; 1836) tries to reconcile the apparent discrepancies by de-

scribing the capsule as subbaccata, demtwi dehiscens ; Kunth,

Enum., and later botanists have followed Endlicher. In the Bo-

tanical Notes to Wislizenus' Memoir of a Tour to New Mexico,

etc., 1S48, p. 101, I first distinguished the Yuccas with u juiceless

capsules and thin seeds" from those with "succulent fruit and

thick seeds" Subsequent American botanists (Torrey in Bot.

Mex. Bound, p. 221, and especially Chapman in Southern Flora,
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p. 485), confirm and adopt these differences. In S. Watson's

Botany of the 40th Parallel (Utah and Nevada), 1871, I have

briefly characterized the four sections of Yucca, as I now under-

stand them.

The fruit in some Yuccas is pendulous, pulpy and indehiscent,

with a sort of crown or disc at base, consisting of the enlarged

remnants of the perigonal segments and the stamens (S arcoyuc-

ca) ; in another, thus far only imperfectly known, species the

originally fleshy fruit eventually dries up, and constitutes a spongy

pericarp, which never opens, and is apparently erect, with a disc

at base like the former ( Clistoyuccd) ; in a third group, the erect

fruit is dry and capsular , the base is contracted into a short

obconical stipe ; it opens with three valves corresponding with the

carpels and dividing the primary dissepiments, the valves finally

divide again at tip ( CJuznoyucca) ; in the fourth group, repre-

sented like the second, by a single species, the pod is similar to

that of the last section, but opens at tip through the middle of the

carpels loculicidally, the three valves remaining entire (Uespero.

yucca).

The secondary dissepiments are usually incomplete at base

and top, and, at least in one form (
7".JUamentosa) , they are often

rudimentary throughout ; in ffesperoyucca they seem to tear

irregularly at the dehiscence of the capsules.

All the Yucca fruits, but more especially the capsular ones, and

those of some species more than of others, are extremely variable

in shape, and this seems to be caused principally by the irregular

development of the seeds. When these fail near the middle, the

capsule becomes constricted (very often in the true Y.Jilamento-

sa) ; when near the top, it usually is beaked (forms of T.rzipi-

cola); so that definite diagnostic characters cannot be derived

from these apparently so well-marked differences in the shape of

the capsule. In the species just named, and in the T. baccata, the

beak of the fruit may also be the result of the development of an

elongate. 1 style.

The substance and the surface of the capsules would also seem

to afford good distinctions, for we find the capsule in some thin
?

membranaceous and smooth ; in others, thick, ligneous, cross-

wrinkled, with thick carinal and also lateral ridges, and some-

times warty ; but I have observed such differences in forms of the

same species, and especially in T. jilamentosa, which seems to
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be one of the most variable species, perhaps, only because we
know more of it than of the others.

SEEDS.

The seeds of the Yuccas are compressed, of a triangular-obvate

or obliquely ovate, or sometimes even orbicular form, the straight-

er, inner margin with the indistinct raphe corresponding with the

secondary dissepiment, and the angle at its base containing the

hilum. They vary in size from 6-12 or 13 millim. in diameter, and

0.6-3.5 millim. in thickness. The thin black more or less opaque
testa exhibits, under a strong power, elevated cells or tubercles,

each with or without one or several pits or impressions ; in some
forms these cells appear larger and irregularly rugose, but I have,

thus far, not been able to discover constant specific characters even

in the seed surface.

The seeds are of three different forms, corresponding with the

three kinds of fruit. The baccate Yuccas have the thickest seeds

(2 -5~3-5 mm.), of an uneven rugose or undulating surface, with

a very narrow two-edged rim, and a deeply lobed or ruminated

albumen, as already indicated by Torrey, in Bot. Mex. Bound.,

in the instance of T. baccata ; I have been able to examine only

the seeds of this species, T. aloifolia and T. Treculiana. Clisto-

yucca has a thinner seed (2 mm.), with a little more distinct rim,

and with an even albumen. All the capsular Yuccas have the

thinnest seeds, (0.6-1.2 mm.) with a very distinct, narrower or

wider, thin and brittle margin, and with an even albumen.

The semi-transparent, hard, almost corneous, farinaceous and
oily albumen, ruminated in Sarcoyucca, plain in all the others,

contains the straight or mostly more or less curved axil embryo
which extends diagonally from the hilum, to which the short

caulicle points, almost to the opposite margin, thus attaining the

full length of the albumen. Only very rarely and in imperfect

seeds I have seen a shorter embryo, such as Gaertner figured, and
Kunth described, as being less than one-half or only one-fourth

as long as the diameter of the albumen. The slit in the base of

the cotyledon, under which the plumule is concealed, shows the

cotyledon to be about four or five times as long as the caulicle.

MONSTROSITIES.

I have seen very few abnormal developments of Yuccas, and
these only in the flowers. Tetramerous flowers with an eight-
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parted perigon, eight stamens and a four-carpellary ovary and

fruit, more or less regularly developed, are not quite rare in cul-

tivated as well as wild plants. In overgrown garden specimens

of T. angustifolia, I have seen flowers irregularly doubled, the

number of perigonal lobes increased, some of them yet bearing

the traces of anthers, or filaments bearing perfect anthers, with

petaloid excrescences or wings, also filaments adnate to the ovary,

and some of them even tipped with the green stigma of the species.

In a cultivated form of T. jilamentosa, the floral axis was elon-

gated, the perigonal segments separated and increased in num-

ber, the exterior somewhat foliaceous, and bearing regular or ir-

regular axillary flowers.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.

Yucca is a peculiarly American genus, the limits of which were

said by the old botanists, Linnaeus among them, to extend from

Canada to Peru. It is certain, however, that no Yucca grows

in Canada, and I find no evidence of any being indigenous in coun-

tries south of the Equator. The greatest development of the genus

is found in Northern Mexico, and the Southern United States, to

the Pacific, principally between the 25th and 35th deg. N. lat. On

the eastern coast, one species, T.flamentosa, extends as far north

as 38 , while on the western, so much milder slope, they are

not found farther than 35 , or perhaps 36 . On the western

plains, the hardiest species, T. angustifolia, reaches as high up

as 44 or 45 . Southward, a form allied to Y. aloifolia has cer-

tainly been met with in Yucatan ; and another species, T. Gua-

temalensis, is said to be a native of Central America. I have seen

no specimens from the West Indies, though many authorities

credit these islands with T. aloifolia, nor have I seen any from

South America.

The capsular Yuccas represent the low, or herbaceous, northern

type of the genus ; all the known species belong to the United

States, and only two of them ( T. angustifolia and T. rupi-

cola) extend beyond the Rio Grande into Northern Mexico. The

baccate Yuccas are the more southern, caulescent, forms, and

some of the species do not come up into our territory. The east-

ern and western species are entirely limited by the Mississippi,

which none of them seem to cross. T. angustifolia is a native

of the great plains from north to south, and also extends south"
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westwardly into the mountain region ; T. rupicola inhabits the

southern portion of the plains. Clistoyucca and Hesperoyucca

are southwestern types, peculiar to Arizona and California.

SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT.

In the foregoing pages it has been shown that in the fruit and

seed we have excellent characters for the arrangement of the

species of Yucca into several very natural groups ; the nature of

the edge of the leaves furnishes proper subdivisions ; the specific

characters are based upon the differences of trunk, leaves, flowers,

and also of fruit and seed.

Yucca, Lin.

Perigonium patulum demum globoso-campanulatum six-parti-

tum subpersistens ; segmenta lanceolato-ovata acutiuscula ; fila-

menta clavata multo breviora, antherae biloculares introrsum

dehiscentes parvae
;
pollen globosum ; ovarium tricarpellare tri-

loculare, loculi incomplete bilocellati : stigmata 3 emarginata

plus minus connata tubum stigmaticum efformantia ; ovula plu-

rima compressa horizontalia anatropa brevissime funiculata 6-

seriata ; fructus baccatus seu capsularis incomplete 6-locularis

;

semina obovato-triangularia compressa horizontalia 6-seriata

nigra, embryo diagonalis albumini corneo asquilongus.

Plantae in America tropica cis aequatorem et prascipue in

boreali calidiore indigent ; caudice arborescente elatiore vel

humiliore, sa?pe hypogseo ; foliis in apice caudicis confertis

lineari-lanceolatis crassis rigidis rarius ftaccidis apice plerumque

spinescentibus
;

panicula terminali multiflora subsessili vel in

scapo bracteato elata ; floribus majoribus albidis.

I. Euyucca : filamenta clavata obtusa papillosa pistillo plerumque

breviora demum patula vel recurva, antherse cordato-sagittatre

;

ovarium prismaticum, stigmata papillosa.

A. Sarcoyucca : fructus indehiscens baccatus pendulus ; semina

crassa undulata immarginata albumine lobato-ruminato.

Plantae plerumque arborescentes panicula ssepius sessili.

* Folia margine serrulato-asperata.

i. Yucca aloifolia, Lin.: caule elatiore; foliis lineari-

lanceolatis supra leviter concavis nunc rigidis pungentibus lsevibus

margine asperrimis ; bracteis panicuke subsessilis ovatae vel

oblongae glaberrimae minoribus triangularibus marcescentibus

;
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perigonii segmentis ovatis ; staminibus ovarium prismaticum

stigtnatibus sessilibus brevibus crassis rectis coronatum nunc

aequantibus demum patulis ; bacca prismatica six-angulari acuti-

uscula.

Forma gemiina : simplex vel parce ramosa ; foliis crassis

rigidissimis mucrone valido brunneo pungentibus.— T. aloifolia,

Lin. et auct. plur. T. Draconis? Elliott, Bot. I. 401.

Var. /?. Draconis: elatior, subsimplex ; foliis laxioribus saepius

demum reflexis mucrone debiliore pungentibus.— T. Draconis,

Lin.

Var. y. conspicua : e basi ramosa ; foliis laxioribus supra

lucidis in mucronem debiliorem virescentem excurrentibus.— K
conspicua, Haw. Suppl. pi. succ. 32.

I have seen native flowering and fruiting specimens of the

genuine plant only from South Carolina, whence Dr. Mellichamp

has abundantly supplied fresh and dried material, and from Flor-

ida ; it there grows always near the coast, often, and apparently

most luxuriantly, under the direct influence of salt-water ; it ex-

tends to North Carolina and to the eastern gulf States ; it is also

credited to the West Indies and to the eastern coast of Mexico ; but

on the shores of Louisiana and Texas it seems to be unknown. Var.

(} is said to be a native of South Carolina ; var. y was described

from plants cultivated in English gardens ; its native country is

unknown ; my description is taken from several magnificent

specimens in the botanic garden of Naples, probably correctly

named.

On the coast of South Carolina T. aloifolia grows 6-8 or very

rarely 10-12 feet high, mostly simple, sometimes, in favorable

localities, with a few, often three, branches ; trunk seldom more

than 4 or 5, at most 6 inches in diameter, only the lowest part of

the oldest ones covered with a rough dark brown bark ; higher

up the marks of the leaf-bases are seen, while the upper part is

coated with the withered and dependent leaves themselves, per-

sistent for years ; the rigid foliage forms dense heads, the leaves,

in ^-| or even higher orders, are narrowest above the very broad

base, and widest about the middle. I find them in the native

specimens usually 1S-24 inches long, and ii-2 inches wide;

grown in the shade, they reach a length of 24-32 inches by 1 £

inches in width ; under the direct influence of salt-water on the

sandy beaches of the islands near Charleston they have been
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found shorter and broader than usually (18-21 by I2-2I inches),

and it was here that the three-branched plants were observed.

In cultivation the leaves are 12-21 inches long, and 1— 1 i wide.

Dr. Mellichamp has sometimes, in plants growing close to the

beach, seen the upper surface of leaves incrusted with a white

deposit, which might be taken for saline efflorescence, but proves

to be carbonate of lime, with a very delicate film of organic

matter representing a cast of the epidermis cells
;
probably an

exudation from these cells of oxalate of lime altered by oxydation.

The flowers open in July and August, and in the evening

expand 3-4 inches, while in daytime they are 12-if inches

deep. I find the stamens, in native as well as in cultivated

plants, as long as the ovary, often as long as the whole pistil and

occasionally even overtopping it. The unusually stout ovary with

the short stigma is 9-1 1 lines long, the ovules I found 0.35-0.38

mm. thick. The pod is 2J-3 times as long as it is thick (3-4 by

ii-if inches), six-sided, the sides corresponding to the carpels

more elevated, the alternate ones sharply depressed and turning

purple before the rest of the fruit, which at last assumes a deep

purple color inside and outside, has a sweet, not unpleasant,

taste, and is much eaten under the name of Banana. It is always

acutish but never rostrate, distinctly tipped with the 3-lobed

stigma preserving its tube, whence the fruit is described as " per-

forated at the apex." The seeds, 6-7 mm. in diameter by 2^-3

in thickness, are very similar to those of all other Sarcoyuccas

examined by me.

Var. Draconis I cannot distinguish from the last except by the

leaves being said to be less crowded, longer, softer, less pun-

gent, and somewhat flaccid and curved. It is said to come

from the same region where my specimens, above described, were

obtained, and may perhaps be the form with very long leaves,

grown in the shade, described above. The plants, cultivated here

and there under that name, may in part be T. Guatemalensis, de-

scribed below.

Var. consflicua, or at least the plant cultivated under that name

in the botanic garden at Naples, differs from the type by its softer,

though not pendulous, leaves, with a green scarcely pungent point.

It there makes large bushes, over 20 feet high, branching abun-

dantly from or near the base, the thickest trunks 6-9 inches in

diameter. I notice that the panicles, sometimes three feet long,
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are almost sessile on the older trunks, as they usually are in this

section ; but in vigorous young shoots they are born on a scape

of nearly their own length. When I examined the plants they

had not borne fruit for many years, though flowering abundantly
;

I learn that they have been fertile since, but have not obtained

the pods.

There are other forms of serrulate Yuccas, most probably

of this section, described in the books or enumerated in the

catalogues of nurserymen, which are entirely unknown to me.

1'. serrzdata, crennlata, arcuata, tenuifolia, all named, but

scarcely described, by Haworth, (Suppl. PI. succ.) about fifty-

four years ago, from cultivated, partly very young, plants, and

not known now, and T. aspera, Parmentieri and albospica

of the catalogues, undescribed, as I believe, will probably prove

in part to be forms of T. aloifolia, and the names, which cannot

be identified now, the original types having perhaps disappeared

from the gardens, and their native country being unknown, ought

to be dropped. The two following, however, of which at least

their flowering state and native country are known, are believed

to have a claim to specific distinction.

2. Yucca Yucatana, nov. spec. : elata, e basi ramosissima
;

foliis lanceolato-linearibus versus basin vix angustatis carnosis

brevioribus margine tenuissime asperatis demum patulis recur-

visve
;

paniculaa ovatte subsessilis dense pubescentis bracteis

ultimis lanceolatis albis ; florum minorum segmentis ovato-lanceo-

latis, staminibus demum uncinato-recurvis ovario prismatico

stigmatibus parvis erectis emarginatis coronato multo brevioribus.

Ruins of Nohpat, Yucatan, collected in flower, Nov. 24, 1865,

by Dr. A. Schott, who, not only by his specimens, but also by

notes and sketches, aided me in drawing up this description.

—

Habit of the plant very similar to that of the above described

var. conspicua; about 20 feet high, branching abundantly from

and near the base ; leaves in the specimens before me 14-16 inches

long and about 1 inch wide, thick, fleshy, smooth, but apparently

not rigid, with extremely slight marginal asperities ;
points of

leaves in my specimens broken oft- Panicle densely villous,

bracts fleshy, whitish ; flowers spreading about 2 inches, seg-

ments 14 lines long, less than half as wide ; pistil similar to that

of T. aloifolia, but stamens much shorter and anthers smaller.

It is quite possible that this plant is already in cultivation and
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may have received a name not known to me, but no accessible

description agrees with it.

3. Y. Guatemalensis, Baker in Sa?inders' Ref7ig. bot. V. t.

313, Jul., 1872: elata ; foliis majoribus lanceolatis leviter con-

cavis planiusculisve ltevibus tenuioribus margine levissime

asperatis rnucrone concolore vix pungentibus deraum patulis

;

perigonii majoris segmentis lanceolatis sursum angustatis, interi-

oribus angustioribus longioribus ; filamentis apice patentibus

ovario prismatico-oblongo stylo brevissimo stigmatibusque pro-

funde bilobis patulis coronato brevioribus.

From " Guatemala and Mexico" ; flowered in the Kew Gar-

dens in September, 1S71, whence through Mr. Baker I obtained

dried specimens. That plant was 8 feet high, with leaves 2^-3

feet long and 22-3 inches wide; panicle sessile between the

upper leaves, ovoid, 2-3 feet long ; flowers spreading apparently

5 inches, with narrow segments (3 inches long and f-i inch wide)

and, an unusual case, the inner ones narrower than the outer.

The most characteristic part of the flower is the ovary, which is

only twice as long (f inch) as it is thick, and bears on a short

style 3 deeply and acutely bilobed spreading stigmas ; the walls

of the carpels are unusually thick, the ovules themselves have the

diameter of others, but are very thick (0.5 mm.) indicating very

thick seeds and a pulpy fruit, which will probably be also found

short and thick.

This species is said not to be rare in collections but seldom to

flower ; it seems that it is often taken for T. Draconis, and it

really resembles the typical figure of that plant by Dillenius. In

the botanic garden of Rome are several fine specimens named
thus, which I scarcely hesitate to refer here ; they are 15-18 feet

high, 1 foot in diameter at the enlarged base, not branched* ; leaves

22-2! feet long, 2-2 i inches wide, much contracted above their very

broad base, thin and somewhat flaccid or even pendulous, glossy

on the upper surface, delicately serrulate and with a very weak
point. The plants have not flowered.

* * Folia margine integra.

4. Yucca gloriosa, Lin.: caule humiliore nunc ramoso

;

foliis lineari-lanceolatis versus basin latam angustatis supra plano-

* Shoots have been cut off from the base! These cultivated plants are often altered in

appearance by trimming and by the removal of the dead leaves, which, left to nature, would
continue to cover the trunk for several feet below the living leaves.
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concavis saspius plicatis opacis fere glaucescentibus dorso asperu-

lis pungentibus
;

panicula angustiore nunc pubescente pedun-

culata folia excedente, bracteis e basi lata lanceolatis, summis

marcescentibus ; staminibus ovarium prismaticum apice attenua-

tum stigmatibus gracilioribus coronatum subaequantibus, effoetis

uncinatis.

Forma genuina : foliis latioribus rigidis rectis
;

panicula

angusta pubescente seu glabrata.

Var.
ft.

plicata : foliis latioribus tenuioribus valde plicatis ex-

terioribus patulis ; filamentis parce papillosis ovario asquilongis

demum circinato-uncinatis ; stigmatibus distinctis subdivergenti-

bus basi in stylum brevem contractis.

Var. y. recurvifolia : foliis debilioribus patulis recurvis, juni-

oribus glaucis
;
panicula subpuberula ; filamentis parce papillo-

sis pistillum aequantibus.— T. recurvifolia, Salisb.

Var. 0. planifolia: caule brevissimo
;
panicula ovata subsessili

folia angustiora plana vix excedente staminibus pistillum aequan-

tibus demum uncinatis ; stigmate brevi crasso sessili.

North Carolina to Florida on sandy sea-beaches.—All the

specimens I have seen came from South Carolina, and belong to

the principal form. Their stem is from a few inches to 4 or 6

feet high and 4-6 inches in diameter, simple or with a few branches

and even the oldest ones entirely covered with a shaggy coat of

old withered pendant leaves. -Leaves 2-22 feet long and I2-2?

inches wide, stiff, sharply pungent, very frequently longitudinally

folded, the narrower ones sometimes even. The edge of the

young leaf is pale and usually delicately serrulate toward the

base ; later it turns brown and brittle, the asperities disappear,

and it is apt to crumble off or occasionally to detach itself in a

few fibres. The surface of the leaf is of a dull, often pale or

glaucous, green, and on the under side, especially towards the tip,

rough with small asperities. The panicles—2-4 feet long, 1-12

feet in diameter, contracted upward and downward, where the

flowers often spring directly from the main axis—are raised above

the leaves on a stalk of their own length or shorter, beset with

herbaceous bracts, lanceolate from a broad base ; ultimate bracts

of same shape, small and membranaceous
;

panicle, or at least

the pedicels, often pubescent, or nearly or quite glabrous. Flowers,

as in the genus, wide open in the evening, 35-4 inches wide,

whitish, tinged externally with green or brownish or reddish
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green
; segments ovate, acute, or nearly lance-ovate, the inner

longer and wider than the outer ones, minutely pubescent at tip

(which, perhaps, is meant by Elliott's "sparingly ciliate").

Stamens often as long as the whole pistil, or at least as long as

the ovary, straight at first or only patulous, but at last mostly re-

curved and even variously twisted ; filaments in some forms
scarcely papillose, in others strongly hispid ; anthers deeply

emarginate at tip, stigmas narrower than the prismatic ovary and
much longer than wide, divided upwards and at last somewhat
divergent ; the ovules thinner than usually in this section, in the

wild flowers examined by me 0.25-0.30 mm., in cultivated ones

0.25-0.33 mm. thick. I have not been able to obtain the fruit,

which is said to be 6-angled, pulpy, and of a deep purple color,

by Elliott and by Nuttall, both of whom singularly enough omit
to describe the much more common fruit of T. aloifolia. The
seed which was sent to me is smaller and thinner than that of that

species, (5.2-6.0 mm. in the longest diameter and 1.8-2.0 mm.
thick) but otherwise very similar to it.—The flowering time seems
to be July to October, very often, in South Carolina, in autumn.
The cultivated plants, which I have seen, scarcely differ from

this form ; their flowers are sometimes larger, and either whitish

or cream-white, or very often externally greenish-purple
; they

seem to open usually in July and August, or, sometimes, later in

the fall.

T. acui?iinata, Sweet, and T. obliqua, Haw., garden species,

the native country of which is unknown, seem to belong to the

typical form.

The variety which I have distinguished as var. plicata I have

found under the name of T. plicata in Mr. G. Thuret's gardens

at Antibes near Nice, flowering in February and March ; it has

a trunk over 2 feet high, with thin but stiff, much folded leaves,

I \-2\ feet long and 2-2 \ inches wide, glaucous above, rough

beneath, serrulate near the base
;

panicle large, flowers over 4
inches wide, externally tinged with brown-red ; stamens as long

as the ovary, which is contracted into a narrow neck, a sort of a

style, bearing the thicker, divaricate stigmas.

Var. recurvifolia is the well known and commonly cultivated,

elegant garden form, said to come from Georgia, where Elliott

also seems to have seen it, but nobody apparently has found it

since. I cannot distinguish it from the type but by the flaccid,
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gracefully recurved leaves. Y. recurva, Haw., and Y. ftendula,

Sieb. and Carriere, are synonymous, and Y. sufierba, Haw., Y.

rufocincta, Haw., seem not to differ. Y. ensifolia, Baker, Ref.

bot. V. t. 317, and the smooth-leaved Y. Ellacombii, Baker, Gard.

Chron. 1. c, Ref. bot. ib. t. 318, are intermediate forms connect-

ing this variety with the typical plant.

V ar. plan 1[folia is also based on a single specimen, which I

found in September, 1868, in flower in the botanic garden of

Genoa, under the name of Y. glauca. Its short trunk, long and

narrow (2? feet long, \\ inches wide), even, not at all plicate,

leaves, and especially the short stigma, which is almost as thick

as the ovary and resembles that of Y. aloifolia, distinguish this

form. Flowers whitish, smaller, 2 or 22 inches wide; filaments

as long as the pistil ; anthers small, entire above ; ovules only

0.26 mm. thick ; fruit unknown. Could it be the T. glauca of

gardens ?

Yucca jlexilis, Carr, Rev. Hort. viii. t. 89, to which Mr. Baker

refers his Y. pruinosa, Gard. Chron. I.e., and Y. tortulata, Baker,

ib., may be smooth-leaved forms of Y. gloriosa ; they are thus

far only known as acaulescent, and in foliage only. Leaves of

both 2-22 feet long, \\ inches wide, stiff and pungent ; the edges

serrulate towards the narrowed base.

Yucca Boerhaavii, Baker, Gard. Ch. 1870, p. 121 7 : caulescens,

e basi latissima lanceolato-linearibus elongatis infra vix angustatis

planis lawissimis, in mucronem herbaceum mollem excurrentibus.

This plant makes a short trunk ; leaves 27 inches long, about

9 1. wide, with traces of marginal denticulation ; flowers are un-

known.—It may be an extreme form of 7". gloriosa.

Yucca DeSmetiana, Baker, 1. c. : caulescens, foliis plurimis

lanceolato-linearibus brevibus, versus basin angustiorem obsolete

denticulatis crassis lasvissimis in mucronem vix pungentem excur-

rentibus.

This little plant is cultivated in many gardens, but has, I be-

lieve, never flowered. The very fleshy purplish-green leaves are

only 10-15 inches long, 6-9 lines wide, and scarcely pungent. Its

native country is unknown.

5. Yucca Treculiana, Carriere, Rev. Hort. vii. p. 280,

185s, Baker, Gard. Ch. 1. c. p. S28 : caule elato ramoso ; foliis

longissimis rigidissimis profunde concavo-canaliculatis margine

brunneo serrulatis tunc integris demum parce filamentosis pun-
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gentibus subtus asperrimis
;
panicula densiflora ovata subsessili

lasviuscula, bracteis inferioribus amplis ovatis seu ovato-lanceola-

tis pungenti-cuspidatis pergamentaceis albidis, summis ovatis

seu lanceolatis albis ; starainibus pistillo vix brevioribus uncina-

tis ; ovario prismatico in stylum stigmatibus gracilibus coronatum
attenuato ; bacca fere cylindrica elongata rostrata.— T. longi-

folia, F.ngelm. in sched. 1846 ; Buckley in Proc. Acad. Phil. xiv.

8, 1S62.

Texas from the Matagorda Bay and the Brazos and Guada-
loupe, south and southwestward into Mexico, at least as far as

Saltillo, Parras and Chihuahua, on the sea beach and in the in-

terior, on the gravelly overflowed banks of streams and on the

stony declivities of their slopes ; flowering in April and May.

—

Specimens from Texas and full notes were supplied by F. Lind-

heimer, Mexican ones by Dr. Wislizenus and Dr. Gregg.

This is perhaps the most magnificent Yucca known ; trunks

6-15 and, even in Texas, sometimes 20-25 feet high, and 1-2 feet

thick, terminating in several (sometimes 5-7) branches, each one
bearing a crown of long rigid leaves, and often a panicle 2-4 feet

long of something like 500 flowers. The bark of very old trunks

has been noticed above
;
younger stems are covered with the re-

flexed withered foliage.—Leaves longer than in any other species,

2^-3, and very often 4 or even 4 J feet long and 2-3 \ inches wide
when flattened out, deeply channeled and quite semi-circular in

the cross-section, thick, rigid and straight, " bright sea-green,"

very rough on the back, less so on the upper surface, terminated

by a stout brown spine. The edge of the leaf at different stages

of development partakes of the character of all the three forms,

as to a less extent also do the leaves of Y. gloriosa; the margin

of the young leaf is deep brown with a pale, cartilaginous,

strongly serrulate edge ; then it becomes smooth and at last is

often detached in brown rough fibres.

The short peduncle or scape of the inflorescence is 1-2 inches

in diameter, the panicle 2-4 feet long, much branched and dense

flowered, glabrous or sometimes upwards pubescent, bearing

large conspicuous bracts 4 or 5 inches long, 1-3 wide concave,

fleshy or leathery, greenish outside, whitish inside, with a sharp

herbaceous or brown point ; the ultimate small bracts are similar,

mostly ovate-lanceolate ; in Mexican specimens from Parras they

are thinner, oblong, obtuse, and pure white.
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The flowers vary from 2 to over 4 inches in expansion, and, if

I may judge from the dried specimens, are remarkable for the

unusually narrow, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate segments of the

perigon, 1 3-2 or even z\ inches long, and about \ as wide, and

conspicuously pubescent at tip ; in the Mexican forms I find the

segments more ovale and of the ordinary shape of most Yucca

flowers, and only \\-\\ inches long. The very slightly papillose

filaments, as long as the ovary and erect in the bud, soon become

recurved-hooked. The prismatic ovary terminates in a slender,

short or longer, style, crowned by deeply divided strongly bilobed

stigmas. I find the ovules invariably thicker (0.4-0.5 mm.) than

in any of the foregoing species.

The fruit is a pulpy cylindric, or rather indistinctly 6-sided,

somewhat sulcate and 3-lobed, strongly rostrate berry 3-4 inches

long, about 1 inch thick, of a bitter-sweetish pleasant taste, much
eaten by the Indians, who roast them and peal the acrid rind off.

Seeds 6-7 mm. in the longest diameter, and 3 mm. thick, very

similar to those of Y. aloifolia but with the back less rounded.

Yucca canaliculata, Hooker, Bot. Mag. 86, t. 5201, i860,

described from a plant cultivated at Kew, with a stem 1-2 feet

high, leaves 2 feet long, concave, semi-cylindric, rough on back,

very probaby is not different from our plant ; the flowers, in a

peduncled pyramidal panicle, 4 or 5 feet high, are described as

sulphur-yellow, but are stated by Baker in Gard. Chr. 1. c to be

cream-white.—A specimen in Mr. Henry Shaw's Missouri Bo-

tanical Garden, thus labeled, flowered in April, 1872 ; its trunk

is 4 feet high, the leaves 22-3 feet long, panicle 2 feet long, \\

feet wide, very densely flowered ; flowers 3-31 inches wide, seg-

ments ovate acute, outer 8-9, inner ones 9-1 1 lines wide; fila-

ments strongly recurved even when the flower has barely opened
;

anthers very slightly notched above, with a bunch of white articu-

lated hair, corresponding with the hair at the tip of the perigon.

Yucca glauca. Sims, as understood by Baker and figured in

Refug. bot. v. t. 315, and Y exigua, Baker, ib. t. 314, which can

scarcely be distinguished from it, are classed with the acaulescent

entire-leaved Yuccas, though the former bears a few fibres

;

their fruit, in Europe unknown, may possibly be capsular, of

which more at the proper place. Both are characterized by

the conical, attenuated stigma.

Y. orchioides, Carriere, Rev. Hort. 1861, p. 369, t. 89, as
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quoted by Baker, is described as the smallest of all Yuccas
;

stemless like the last, with few short, soft-pointed leaves (9-10

inches long, 1 inch wide, almost flat) ; scape with a simple pubes-

cent raceme only 1 i feet high, perianth 1 inch deep ; native country

unknown.—Could it be a dwarfed variety of some other form>

possibly of the last mentioned T. glauca ?

*** Folia margine filifera.

6. Yucca baccata, Torrey in Bot. A/ex. Bound. 221, 1S58;

Ives' Rep. Bot. 29. : acaulis seu plerumque caulescens ; foliis

anguste lanceolatis versus basin dilatatam angustatis crassis rigi-

dissimis scabris mucrone brunneo robusto pungentibus concavis
;

margine fills crassioribus ornatis
;
panicula brevius seu longius

pedunculata plerumque lasvi, bracteis inferioribus amplis ovato-

lanceolatis cuspidatis pungentibus pergamentaceis supra albidis,

ultimis lanceolatis ; staminibus demum patulis vix recurvis ova-

rium prismaticum fere aequantibus ; stylo vario nunc elongato
;

bacca saspius ovata rostrata.— T. crassijila, Engelm. in sched.

1848.

Forma genuina, borealis, stolonifera ; caule nullo seu breviore
;

foliis longioribus latioribus asperrimis rigidis&imis, fills margina-

libus crassis cinereis ; segmentis florum magnorum angustis, stylo

elongato.

Var. /?. australis : caule elato ramoso, foliis tenuioribus las-

vioribus, fills marginalibus tenuioribus srepe brunueis ; segmentis

florum minorum ovatis, stylo breviore.

A southwestern species, extending from Southern Colorado,

C. Thomas, to New Mexico, Dr. Wislizenus, A. Eendler no.

849, Ch. Wright, Dr. Bigelow, and West Texas, A. Schotl,

and into Southern Utah, y. E. yohnson, Arizona, Dr. E. Pal-

mer, California, (Los Angeles, Capt. Russel, Providence Moun-
tain, Dr. y. G. Cooper, Monterey, Dr. Parry), and far into

Mexico (Chihuahua, Dr. Wislizenus, Parras, G. Thurber, and

Saltillo, Dr. Gregg).—Flowering season according to latitude

from Marcn to June, or in Northern Mexico, where with the

rainy season a second spring opens, often again in August and

September.

The very full series of specimens before me satisfies me as to

the great variability of this species, the extremes of which are so

very dissimilar. The typical plant towards its northern limits is

stemless, more southwardly it makes trunks of 1 or 2 to S or 10
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feet high, covered with the refracted dead leaves. Leaves i £-3

feet long, 1-2 inches wide, narrowed downward, gradually atten-

uated into a very stout sharp or blunt brown point, channeled or

quite concave, thicker than in most other species, very stiff' and

rough, especially on the back ; on old branching plants Dr. Pal-

mer found the leaves scarcely over 1 foot long and 1 inch wide,

but very thick. The fibres are as thick as ordinary twine, and

often regularly curved backward. The panicle of the stemless

form is raised on a scape of almost its own length, in caulescent

ones the peduncle is shorter. The exterior bracts are 4 or 5 inches

long and 2 wide, similar to those of the last species, but narrower.

The flowers are large, spreading 4-5 inches, segments 22-3-4- inches

long, f-i inch wide, stamens papillose-hispid, as long as ovary,

rarely at last reflexed
;

pistil 1-2 inches in length, style slender,

unusually long for the genus, in the largest flowers equalling the

ovary, in others $ or only I its length ; ovules about 0.4 mm. thick.

The fruit is a dark purple berry, oval, " about the size and shape

of a hen's egg" with a very distinct and often elongated beak,

which is marked with six grooves, while the fruit itself is not

angled or grooved. Some fruits, I have seen, were 3 inches long

and 2 in thickness, with a beak of about half their length ; one

fruit from Arizona was 5 inches long, cylindric and curved. The

base is protracted below the remnants of the perigon, which is

not the case in the fruits of T. aloifolia or T. Treculiana ; the

pods of these three species are remarkably distinct, and always

easily recognized, while the seeds themselves are very similar.

The fruits are said to be " savory like dates," and are eaten fresh

by whites and Indians, and cured by the latter for winter pro-

visions. Dr. Palmer informs me that the Arizona Indians find

the stewed flower-buds and flowers quite pleasant and nourish-

ing. The seeds are often distinguished from those of the other

Sarcoyuccas by their large size, 10-17 mm. in the longer diame-

ter and 2-3 mm. in thickness ; but other fruits from the same re-

gions have seeds only 7-8 mm. long and 1.8-2 mm. thick.

Var. /?, the southern, Mexican, form of this species, is princi-

pally distinguished by its smaller flowers, 2-3 inches wide, with

ovate or lance-ovate segments ii-if inches long and usually more

than half as wide ; by their short style and the somewhat thinner,

less rough, leaves, with thinner, often red-brown, fibres ; the pani-

cle is sometimes pubescent. Dr. Gregg notes that it is very
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abundant in the plains and valleys about Saltillo ; his statement is

almost incredible, and is not supported otherwise, that sometimes

it reaches the height of fifty feet, with leaves 1-3 feet long, " seed

said to be actively purgative." Prof. Thurber brought from Par-

ras leaves and fruit of this species, an account of which, together

with a cut, is found in Bartlett's Personal Narrative II, 491 :
" a

plain covered with Yuccas presents a beautiful appearance when

in flower in pyramidal spikes several feet in length .... the

trees 25-30 feet high and 2-3 feet in diameter, with ten or a dozen

branches" ; he mentions that the fibres of the leaves are used

for cordage, the trunks for palings or they are split into slabs

for the covering of huts ; the tender top of the stem is roasted

and eaten under the name of quiote ; the edible fruits are called

latiros. A specimen of the latter I find oval, 2 inches long, with

a beak of \ inch ; seeds small for the species. We learn in the

above account that the inflorescence is pyramidal ; the cut repre-

sents it as sessile or peduncled, and about 3 times as long as wide.

The Californian forms are in foliage intermediate between the

northern and southern extremes ; a leaf collected at Monterey and

distinguished by its narrowness (less than f inch wide) probably

indicates the northern limit of the species.

The caulescent fibrous-leaved Yuccas, recently introduced from

Mexico in European establishments, of none of which either

flower or fruit is known, seem distinguished by narrower and

smoother leaves, some with red, others with gray marginal fibres,

but they may possibly be only forms of our species ; they are lucca

pericidosa, Y.polyphylla, T. circinata and T. scabrifolia, Baker

in Gurd. Chron. 1870, p. 10S8, and T. jilifera of the gardens.

7. Yucca Schottii, nov. spec. : caule humiliore saepius e basi

ramoso ; foliis minoribus lanceolato-linearibus rectis rigidis eras-

sis sub-pungentibus supra concavis subtus convexis lasvissimis

versus basin paulo angustatis, margine fills tenuissimis rectis

albidis ornato
;

paniculae nuncpuberulae sparsiflora supra folia

elatas pedunculo et ramis flexuosis, bracteis exterioribus magnis

lanceolatis ; fiorum minorum staminibus demum uncinatis, ovario

in stylum brevem stigmate brevi coronatum abeunte ; bacca ovata

breviter rostrata, seminibus magnis crassis.— T. brevifolia, Schott

in Herb. ; Y.puberula, Torrey in Bot.Mex. Bound. 221, non Haw.
Upper Santa Cruz River in Southern Arizona, A. Schott, in

June and July, 1855.—Trunk 2-5 feet high, crooked, covered with
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a shaggy coat of dead leaves. Leaves "yellowish-green," 9-10

inches long, 6-S lines wide ; marginal fibres singularly fine and

straight
;

panicle pvibescent or glabrous, its axis not straight, as

is usual in these plants, Mr. Schott expressly remarks, but

variously twisted ; lower bracts 4-5 inches long, 1 inch wide
;

the pendulous, ovate, short-rostrate berry not at all angled,

about 2 inches long.—Some doubt may exist whether all the

parts of specimens in Schott's, Torrey's and my own herbarium,

all collected by Dr. Schott, belong together ; from these speci-

mens the leaves and flowers have been described above, while in

the account of the stem and fruit I had to rely on Mr. Schott's

notes, who possibly may have mixed the fruit of T. baccata with

the foliage of the new plant ; but the leaves appear so peculiar

that there can scarcely be a doubt about the distinctness of the

species to which they belong.

B. Clistoyucca : fructus indehiscens, erectus? demum siccatus>

spongiosus; semina crassiuscula plana vix marginata, albu-

mine integro.—Arbor elatior ramosa, panicula sesili.

* Folia serrulato-asperata.

8. Yucca brevifolia, Etigelm. i?i S. Watson, Bot. King
Expl. 1871,/. 496: caule elato ramoso ; foliis brevibus e basi

lata sensim angustatis late linearibus supra planiusculis versus

apicem concavis subtus convexis carinatis pungentibus rigidissi-

mis utrumque asperrimis margine durissimo serrulatis
; panicula

sessili ramosa; fructu ovato obsolete 6-angulato acutato.— T.

Draconis ? var. arborescens, Torr. Bot. Whipp. Pac. R. Exp.

iv. 147.

On the arid plateaus between the Colorado River and the South

California Mountains, in latitude 34i°-36°, at an altitude of 2000-

4000 feet, in patches from Southwestern Utah, Northwestern

Arizona to Southern Nevada and to Southeastern California,

where it is abundantly distributed on the " Palm-plains," also

called " Tahichipi desert," between the Mohave River and

Walker's Pass, often forming straggling forests. It was first

noticed by Fremont 1844, ten years later by Bigelow, and since

then by Brewer, Parry, Palmer and Johnson, and has lately even

formed the object of photographic pictures. Leaves and fruit

with seeds have been obtained, and young plants raised, but the

flower remains unknown.
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This remarkable Yucca makes considerable trees, 15-20-30

feet high ; the stout rough-barked trunks, often 1-2 feet in diame-

ter, 3-10 feet high, before they send off the long and numerous

branches, of which, in a very characteristic photograph, I have

counted 23 large and small ones. Leaves stiffer, harder and

rougher, and perhaps shorter than in any other species, some-

times only 3-4, usually 6-S, and rarely, in young and vigorous

specimens, even 10-12 inches long, 3-6 lines wide, not at all

narrowed above the base, glaucous, very rough on both sides,

with small but stout whitish or brown teeth on the edge, and a

stout and sharp brown point. The flower is said to be small and

white. A fruit before me is evidently erect, as the fragment of

the branch to which it is attached indicates, oval, slightly 6-

sided, pointed but not rostrate, and tipped with the well-preserved

short, sessile stigmas. The fruit is light and perfectly dry, the •

brown somewhat spongy fragile pericarp 2-3 lines in thickness.

Seeds large, 11-12 mm. in diameter, 2-2$ mm. thick, with a nar-

row margin and an even, not ruminated, albumen. In both the

fruits, I have been able to examine, the traces of the moth Pronuba

are apparent by the perforated rind and gnawed seeds or their

empty ring-like rims.

C. Ch^enoyucca : fructus capsularis, erectus, septicide dehiscens,

demum apice 6-valvis : semina tenuia plana, latius marginata,

albumine integro.— Acaules vel vix caulescentes, panicula in

scapo elata.

* Folia margine serrulato-asperata.

9. Yucca rupicola, Schecle in Linncea, 23, p. 143, 1S50:

acaulis, foliis lineari-lanceolatis supra basin latiorem angustatis

canaliculatis supra planiusculis subtus convexis rigidis erectis

pungentibus ; scapo elato infra bracteis majoribus foliaceis ornato,

panicula pyramidali laxiflora bracteis parvis marcescentibus

stipata ; florum majorum segmentis ovatis acuminatis nunc arista-

tis apice nudis, staminibus rectis demum patulis ovario ipso

sequilongis, stylo elongate ; capsula acuta seu rostrata nunc medio

constricta, seminibus angustius marginatis.— T. toriifolia, Lind

heimer in sched. 1846, T. lutescens, Carriere 1. c. vii. 579, ex-

Baker.

Var. a. tortifolia: foliis saturate viridibus varie tortis undula-

tisve saepius obliquis dorso laevibus et capsulis cum seminibus

majoribus.
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Var.
ft.

rigida: foliis pallidis glaucis planis doi'so carinatis

asperatis et capsulis cum seminibus minoribus.

Western Texas in fertile soil mixed with broken up cretaceous

limestone rocks, discovered by F. Lindheimer, 1845, on the pla-

teaus west of New Braunfels, and described from his specimens

by Scheele : found afterwards by the botanists of the Mexican

Boundiry Survey; the second or southwestern form was sent by

Dr. Gregg from Mapimi in the Mexican State of Coahuila, and

by Dr Bigelow from the mountains of the volcanic district of

Bufatello near Presidio del Norte on the Rio Grande.—Flowers

in Texas in May and June, " after 2' Treculiana and before T.

angustifolia"

As far as my information goes this species is always stemless :

a misapprehension of Lindheimer's notes must be the cause of

Scheele's, and after him Baker's, ranging it among the caulescent

Yuccas, with a " stem 4-7 feet high" ; rootstock of few stout

branches 1-2 feet long ; leaves dark or bright green, opaque, nar-

rowed above a not very broad base 1-2 feet long, f-if inches

wide with brown-red, strong serratures, mostly undulate, oblique,

one side longer than the other, therefore twisted, stout, thick,

sharp pointed, but not to be compared with T. aloifolia. Scape

4-7 feet high, with long leafy narrow lanceolate bracts
;
panicle

with few large "greenish-white " flowers which apparently spread

3-4*, perhaps 5 inches, and are well characterized by the very acute

sometimes even aristate, when dried, strongly nerved, segments,

I i—34 inches long, 10-14 lines wide, the inner wider than the

outer ; also by the erect or slightly spreading, never recurved

stamens, which are of the length of the prismatic ovary ; and by

the slender style, which, in all the specimens seen by me, is as

long as the ovary; ovules 0.2 mm. thick. Capsule 2-2* inches

long, about 1 inch thick, acute or cuspidate or rostrate, prismatic

or, very often, variously constricted or distorted, often showing

traces of the Yucca-moth ; secondary dissepiments sometimes

like those of most species, incomplete at top and bottom, but not

rarely, especially in very acute capsules, entire above or nearly so.

Seeds 7-8 mm. long, with a distinct but narrow margin.—This

form is reported to be in cultivation in France from Mr. Trecul's

seeds under the name of T. tortilis or contorta.

Var. rigida looks very different indeed, with its smaller, pale,

yellowish or glaucous, often rough, straight leaves, only S-12

iii—

4

[June 27, 1873.1
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inches long, and 3-6 lines wide, and its small wrinkled, less

pointed capsule, ih inches in length, and seeds only 5-6 mm. in

diameter ; the scape is said by Dr. Gregg to be 5-10 feet high
;

flowers not seen ; the short beak of the fruit indicates a short

style. Wright's No. 1909 from Eastern New Mexico connects

both forms.

** Folia margine filifera.

10. Yucca angustifolia, Pursh. Fl. ii. 227 ; subcaulescens
;

foliis (plurimis) e basi latiore linearibus lsevibus plerumque pun-

gentibus ; stigmatibus ovario brevioribus viridibus ; capsula pris-

matico-ovata obtusa brevi-cuspidata, seminibus magnis late

marginatis.

Forma genuina : acaulis seu breviter caulescens ; foliis rigidis

radiatim porrectis pungentibus ; racemis plerumque simplicibus

inter folia fere sessilibus ; florum segmentis late ovatis e cupreo

virescentibus nunc albidis ; capsulis majoribus vix unquam

constrictis.

Var. 8. data: caule altiore ; foliis numerosissimis rigidis

pungentibus nunc glaucescentibus filamentosissimis rare denuda-

tis, demum refractis
;
panicula oblonga seu lanceolata supra folia

elata ; florum segmentis albidis angustioribus ;
capsulis ut supra.

— T. angustifolia var. radiosa, Eng. in King Bot. 40th par. 496.

Var. X- mollis : acaulis; foliis supra basin angustatis medio

latioribus mollibus vix pungentibus ; racemis rarius ramosis scapo

ipso bracteis brevibus lanceolato-subulatis ornato brevioribus ; cap-

sula breviori nunc cum seminibus angustius marginatis minore.

—

Tucca slricta, Sims Bot. Mag. 2222 fide Baker, Gard. Chr. 1. c.

All the forms of this species are characterized by the secondary

axis descending horizontally, narrow leaves, bright green stigmas

and large capsules and seeds, but var. y in many respects ap-

proaches to and forms a connecting link with the next species.

They are peculiar to the West and Southwest.

The typical T. angustifolia is the more northern form of the

plains from Northwestern Missouri and Western Iowa west and

northwestward to Colorado and New Mexico ; fl. May and June,

earlier than the allied species. Trunk none, or, farther south,

short ; leaves very stiff and sharp pointed, 1-2 or in cultivation 3

feet long, 3-6 lines wide ; raceme simple or with few short

branches 1 or 2 to 3 or 4 feet long almost sessile, the base hidden
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between the inner leaves ; flowers i$-2$, in cultivation even 4 or

5 inches wide, usually greenish white or tinged with green-brown :

lobes broadly ovate ; stigma half the length of ovary ; capsule

usually 3 inches long, half as thick; seeds 10-12 mm. wide. In

dwarf forms the leaves are sometimes only half a foot long and

1-2 lines wide.

Var. 8 is the southwestern form extending from West Texas

to Utah, Arizona and Northern Mexico ; trunk 3-5 feet high
;

leaves |— 1 J feet long, 3-6 lines wide, rigid, often glaucous, with

an abundance of long fibres or, rarely, almost destitute of them,

(Wright, Gregg) ; naked part of scape about as long as the pani-

cle, together 6-8 feet,whole plant therefore often over 12 feet high
;

flowers mostly white 2-2^ inches wide; capsules and seeds as

large as in the type. It is not improbable that the narrow-leaved

Mexican forms, doubtfully referred to p. 46, Y. baccata, may
belong here ; flower and fruit would decide.

Var. y is found southeastward in Arkansas, Louisiana and

throughout Texas, distinguished by its wider, softer, less pungent

leaves, distinctly narrowed above the base, 1-1J, rarely 2, feet

long, 5-8 lines wide in the middle, half as wide below ; scape 2-3

ft. high, flowers usually in a raceme, 2-1 ft. in length, sometimes

paniculate, \\-2\ in. wide, greenish-white; green stigmas some-

times as long as ovary, often shorter ; capsule shorter than in the

other forms, 2-2 \ inches long, sometimes constricted ; seeds 9-10

rarely 10-12 mm. wide. T. stricta, which is referred here, is said

to come from South Carolina, entirely outside of the limits of this

form, which makes a transition to the next.

11. Yucca filamentosa, Lin.: subacaulis; foliis lineari-lanceolatis

supra basin latiorem contractis apice indurato seu molli
;
panicula pyra-

midata in scapo foliaceo-bracteato alte supra folia elata; stigmatibus

elongatis nunc distinctis albidis ; capsula cuspidata, seminibus angustius

marginatis.

Forma gemiina : saepius breviter caulescens ; foliis rigidioribus rectis

mucrone nunc obtusato brevi apicatis dorso scabridis, filis marginalibus

crebris plerumque circinatis; panicula ramis fere horizontalibus pyrami-

data densifiora scapo bracteis minoribus spatulatis instructo requilonga

seu longiore lsevi ; slaminibus ssepe pistillo requilongis; stigmatibus

gracilibuis demum divergentibus seu recurvatis ; capsula minore plerum-

que medio constricta, dissepimentis secundariis fere semper rudimenta-

riis; seminibus minoribus.

a. afigustifoh'a : foliis (plurimis) lineari-lanceolatis e medio sensim

angustatis.— T. filamentosa, Lin. ex Gronov. virg. 152.
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b. latifolia : foliis (paucioribus) rigidioribus sursum latioribus nunc

spatulatis versus apioem sa-pius obtusatum abrupte mucronatuni cochlea-

to-concavis.— V. concava, Haw. suppl. 34.

Yar. 5, ftaccida: acaulis; foliis (pluribus), lineari-lanceolatis moliibus

flaccidis demum irregulariter decurvatis refractisve glaucescentibus vix

scabrellis subinermibus margine filis tenuissimis abunde ornatis ; scapo

bracteis brevibus spatulatis instructo paniculse nunc puberulae Eequilongo

;

ovario versus basin irregulariter angulatam angustato, stigmatibus bre-

vioribus conniventibus sursum attenuatis; capsula majore saepius con-

stricta angulata sursum profunde triloba, seminibus majoribus. — T.

flaccida, Haw. suppl. 34? Refug. bot. 5. t. 323?

Var. ? y bracteata: subacaulis; foliis (plurimis) lineari-lanceolatis

rigidiusculis scabrellis mucrone debili aristatis abunde filiferis, exteriori-

bus demum nundatis laxis ; scapo bracteis foliaceis majoribus infra medium

latioribus sensim angustatis fere imbricato flexuoso quam panicula ramis

ascendentibus pyramidata asperuia seu puberula multo longiore; stami-

nibus ovarium fere sequantibus ; stigmatibus profunde divisis elongatis
;

capsula prismatica ovatave.

Yar. ? 0. Icevigata: subacaulis; foliis (paucioribus) lanceolato-linea-

ribus elongatis fere planis kevibus rigide pungentibus margine mox

denudatis laxis deflexis demum decumbentibus ; scapo bracteis lanciformi-

bus e medio sensim angustatis instructo quam panicula ramis ascendenti-

bus laxifloris pyramidata lsevissima multo longiore; ovario staminibus

breviore stigmatibus ad basin divisis rectis aquilongo ; capsula prismatica.

This most variable plant is a native of the coast region of the south-

eastern btates from Maryland, W. M. Canity, to Florida, Alabama, and,

according to RiddelFs Cat., to Louisiana.—Numerous varieties, often

difficult to class, have been described in European gardens.

Linmeus' diagnosis: foliis lanceolatis acuminalis together with the

Hab. Virginia, points to the narrow-leaved form of what I have described

as the genuine plant, as the one he and Gronovius had in view. Of this

and other forms numerous specimens and full notes have been obtained

from Dr. Mellichamp, of South Carolina, on which the following descrip-

tions are based.

The genuine plant has a short trunk of 2-5 inches or a foot, (Chapm.

Fl. 475), stiffer, rougher, " reed-like," dull green leaves and smaller cap-

sules than any other variety, and blooms earlier, in S. Carolina in May,

in gardens of St. Louis in the first weeks of June.—The narrow-leaved

form makes tufts of 60-S0 or 100 leaves, 16 or 18-20 and 22 inches long, i-i\

rarely ih inches wide, widest about the middle, tapering to a hard ob-

tusish point, with numerous, rather thin, curly fibres. The broad-leaved

variety has only 30-60 leaves, 20-24 inches long. 2-3 inches wide about

the upper third, and broad to the almost obtuse blunt tip; outer shorter

leaves often broad-spatulate and quite obtuse ; margin with fewer, coarser,

more curly threads. The scape of both forms is 4-8 or 9 feet high, stout,

very soft and smooth, pale green, below with oblique, spatulate bracts, 2,

rarely 3 inches long; panicle with numerous nearly horizontal dense-
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flowered, branches as long or longer than the naked part of the scape.

Flowers 2^-3 inches wide, white, tinged with green ; stamens as long as

the pistil, at last spreading, the elongated eventually recurved stigmas

rather shorter than the ovary. Capsule i£ inches long, more or less con-

stricted, thin, smooth and papery in some localities, hard, wrinkled and

longer beaked in others; secondary dissepiments mostly very incomplete,

not reaching to the centre ; but in a Maryland specimen, and in some

cultivated ones, of the ordinary form, so that no specific character can be

based on them; seeds 6 mm. diam.—Forms intermediate between a and

b are found wild and in cultivation; leaves sometimes more flaccid, with

fewer fibres, shorter stamens or stigmas, longer capsules, larger seeds.

The variety Jlaccida is described from plants in common cultivation

about St. Louis, wild specimens I have not seen; it is doubtful whether

it is Haworth's plant, which has fila validissima, or of the Refugium,

with broad, involute leaves, but the short attenuated stigmas fully agree;

the characters indicated in Gard. Chron. I.e., "an irregular, untidy

appearance," " leaves conspicuously filiferous," "point not at all pun-

gent," •' panicle pubescent," point to our plant. — It is mostly stemless

with 40 60 leaves, 20-26 inches long, i-i| inches wide, thin, at first

glaucous, flat, sometimes plaited, with a weak not pungent point, and

numerous very thin threads, outer ones abruptly recurved or deflexed.

Scape 4-6 feet high, bracts as in the last; panicle pubescent, about as

long as the naked part of the scape. Flowers 2-3 inches wide, white with

greenish; ovary attenuated and angular-impressed towards the base and

attenuated upwards towards the short, somewhat unequal, together coni-

cal, stigmas. Capsule 2£ inches long, always constricted in the middle,

angular and towards the short beak deeply trilobed ; seeds 8-10 mm. long.

— r.puberitla Haw. Phil. Mag. 182S, p. 1S6, Refug. 1. c. t. 322 is scarcely

distinct, as Mr. Baker 1. c. already suggests for this as well as for T.

Jiaccida.— T. glauca, Sims Bot. Mag. t. 2662, Refug. t. 315, with exactly

the pistil of our plant, but leaves almost without fibres, also belongs

here.

The two following forms, which may eventually prove distinct from V.

plameutosa, I have not been able to identify with any described species.

All often grow together on the coast of South Carolina and there ever

retain their characters unaltered.

Var. ? bracteata has 50-100, usually about 70 leaves 20-24 i n - long, i-ii

or even \\ inches wide, with a sharp but slender and weak point, and nu-

merous thin deciduous threads. Scape 4-6 feet high, stout, greenish

bronze, almost covered with large foliaceous bracts, the lower 9-12, upper

4-6 inches long, tapering upwards ; panicle contracted, scarcely half as

long as the flowerless part of the scape, rough, uneven or somewhat

pubescent. Flowers white with greenish, about 3 inches wide; pistil 16

lines, stamens half as long, elongated stigmas at last divaricate at tip.

Capsule i£-2 inches long with a short cusp, rarely constricted. Seeds S

mm. wide. The rarest of the South Carolina forms, and not seen from

anywhere else; fl. later than the others, in the second half of June.
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Var. ? Icevigata is well characterized by its very long (30-40 inches,

10-15 lines wide), deep green, smooth, thickish, very sharp pointed leaves,

only 25-50 in number; lower third attenuated into a narrow stalk, leaf

therefore soon decumbent; epidermis cells 3 times as long as wide. Scape
8-10 feet high, smooth, purple below with lance-shaped bracts 6-9 inches

long; panicle half as long as peduncular portion, contracted, with com-
paratively few, sometimes slightly pubescent branches. Flowers often in

pairs, smaller than in last, 2^-1, inches wide, white with purple tinge, of

a strong almost disagreeable odor, which was not noticed in other va-

rieties ; stigmas divided to the base, deeply bilobed. Capsules i£-2 inches

long; short pointed; seeds 8^-9 mm. wide. This is the most common
species between Charleston and Hilton Head, on the sandy coast, but is

also found on the clayey soil up the rivers; it probably extends down the

coast to Florida, as I have seen a specimen from Tampa Bay, Fl.,

about 2 weeks after the first and as long before the last form. A
transition form between this and the regular T. filament'osa is cultivated

in the Missouri Botanical Garden, with shorter, weaker-pointed leaves,

lanciform bracts and constricted capsules.

II. IIesperoyucca : filamenta clavata, acuta. la?via, erecta, pistillo sublongiora;

anthers didyma; transversa;; stylus tenuis, stigma calystraeforme papilloso-

pilosum; capsula erecta loculicide trivalvis, valvis indivisis; semina ut in

Chanoyncca.—Planta acaulescens, folia margine serrulato-asperata, panicula

in scapo elata.

12. Yucca Whipplei, Torrey, Bot. Mex. Bound. 222 ; Bot. Exp. Ives,

29; subacaulis; foliis paucioribus e basi lata attenuatis lineari-subulatis

saspe falcatis carinatis rigidis pungentibus hxvibus glaucis ; scapo bracteis

late vaginantibus sursum foliaceis pungentibus munito paniculamgrandi-

bracteatam Isevem gerente; capsula globoso-obovata obtusa.

California, on dry rocky hills, rare north of San Francisco, abundant
from Monterey to San Diego, eastward to the Cajon Pass and into

northwestern Arizona; fl. in April.—Trunk none or short, sometimes
prostrate between rocks, stoloniferous ; leaves 10-20 inches long, 4-6 lines

wide, concave only near the stout point; scape 4-12 feet high, together

with the lower part of the panicle itself, beset with bracts 6-9 inches long,

consisting of a broad whitish base terminating in a short rigid leaf.

Flowers greenish white, spreading 2 to 4 inches; segments i£-2£

inches long, 5-12 lines wide, outer much narrower than inner ones; an-

thers i-i£ lines across; pistil 4-8 lines long; style proper slender, as long
as or much shorter than the ovary; trilobed hood-like stigma 3 times as

thick as style and longer than thick. Capsule less than 1 to nearly 2

inches long, frequently rough ; secondary dissepiments incomplete at both
ends, divided and often rent by the opening of the capsule; seeds 6^-8
or 9 mm. in diameter, with a very narrow margin.—Most of the specimens
and numerous notes have been communicated by Prof. W. H. Brewer of
the California State Survey.
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On a new Genus in the Lefidofterous Family Tineid^e,

with Remarks on the Fertilization o/"Yucca.

By Charles V. Riley.

PRONUBA. Nov. Genus.

Generic Characters. — Front ivings (Fig. i, h) elliptical, the apex

subacuminate; disc closed, though somewhat indistinctly between marginal

veins. 5-8; 12-veined exclusive of submedian (i«) ; costal vein stout, con-

nected with subcostal near

base and not extending

beyond middle of wing
;

the subcostal vein sends,

from about one-fourth its

length from base, a branch

which reaches costa where

the latter commences to

round off; it also sends,

from about the middle of

the wing, a branch through

the discal space, forming

an accessory discal cell,

and sometimes considera-

bly passing the disc and forking outside so as to torm marginal veins 7 and

8, though more often forking just at the transverse discal vein ; a feeble

disco-longitudinal veinlet starts independently near the base, forks near the

middle, and forms a second accessory discal cell ; submedian vein distinct

only near the margin, and indicated by an opaque line along the basal half

of the fold; internal vein feeble, and bifid at basal third. Hi?id wings (Fig.

1,/) broad, subacuminate at tip; shoulder slightly produced and armed,

in the $, with a long spine, and in both sexes with a tuft of long scales

;

8-veined, exclusive of submedian (ia) which is distinct; disc entire; costal

vein extending three-fourths the length of wing; an independent, feeble,

disco-longitudinal veinlet, forking about the middle of the wing, the upper

branch sometimes considerably passing the disc and then forking into mar-

ginal veins 5 and 6, but more often forking at transverse vein ; internal

vein feeble and simple. Head (Fig. 1, a, $ ) free, sparsely haired ; epicrani-

um flattened or depressed ; ocelli obsolete ; clypeus large ; eyes round and
salient; antenna; filiform and simple in both sexes, nearly one-half as long

as front wing, the basal joint long, bulbous, and twice as stout as the oth-

ers; maxillary palpi (Fig. 1, b) very long, 5-jointed, the basal joint in the

$ produced into a long, stout, cylindrical, prehensile tentacle, armed with
spines springing from flattened tubercles (c); this joint in the $ a mere

* Explanation of Fig. 1.

—

a, denuded head parts; b, maxillary palpus ° ,' c, tuber-

cle on same; d, maxillary palpus f ; e, wing scale;/, front leg; g, labial palpus; h, de
nuded front wing; ;', denuded hind wing; j, ovipositor— all enlarged.
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blunt-pointed tubercle (Fig. I, d); the other joints almost smooth; 2nd,

short, stout, and directed backwards ;
3rd, more slender and as long again

as 2nd
;
4th, thrice as long as 3rd

;
5th, as long as 2nd, slender and subfu-

siform; labial palpi (Fig. 1, g) moderately covered with hair-like scales,

reaching nearly to base of antennae; 3-jointed; basal joint curved and

stout; 2nd, half as long and straight; 3rd, short and fusiform : tongue long

and smooth. Legs with the usual single spur on the front, a pair on the

middle, and two pair on the hind tibia;. Abdomen 0. with the terminal

joint laterally compressed, long, horny, bare ; the sheath of the ovipositor

acute ; the ovipositor when extended very long, fine, and thread-like ;
6*

shorter, blunt, and slightly swollen at tip; the genital hooks large, symme-

trical, the upper edge entire and thickened, the lower edge excavated about

the middle, with a dark tooth in middle of excavation.

Approaches in the venation of the wings such genera as Ana-

phora Clem, and Amydria Clem., but is at once distinguished

from all other known genera by the characters given, and espe-

cially by the maxillary palpi. The variation in the wing vena-

tion affords another illustration of the unsoundness of the principle

of founding genera on the pterogstic characters alone, especially

when taken from one or two individuals only.

Pronuba yuccasella, n. sp. (Fig. 2, c.)

Average expanse, $ 1 inch ; o* 0.90 inch. Front -wi?igs, above, uniform-

ly silvery-white, the scales loosely set; fringes concolorous : beneath, pale

fuscous with a brassy reflection
;

paler

internally ; fringes either concolorous or

paler; costa with a brush of dark hairs.

Hind -wings semi-transparent, pale fus-

cous both above and below
;
paler inter-

nally, the fringes white and the brush on

shoulder dark. Head white ; antennae

and tongue dingy yellow; maxillary pal-

pi of same color, with the exception of

tentacle, which is darker; labial palpi

with scales on 2nd joint dark brown above : eyes black. Thorax white.

Legs dingy yellow, more or less covered with pale scales. Abdomen with

the terminal joint in $ always bare, with the exception of a few short stiff

hairs near tip, and the scales on the other joints very loosely attached.

Described from 9 o*s, 15 $s.

I take the present occasion to describe this new genus, not be-

cause it is so characteristic and anomalous, but because, firstly,

the species belonging to it has such very interesting habits ; and,

* Explanation of Fig. 2.—a, larva; b, moth, wings closed; c, same, wings expand-

ed—natural size; d, lateral view of a joint; e, head, under side; /, same, upper side; g, h
f

i,j, k, leg, maxilla, mandible, labium, and antenna of larva—all enlarged.
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secondly, there is much yet to learn of these habits, and I wish to

draw the attention of entomologists to the subject.

Of late years, and more especially since the publication of Mr.
Chas. Darwin's interesting work on the fertilization of Orchids,*

we have come to understand more and more the important part

which insects play in the fertilization of plants ; and the old idea,

that color and perfume in flowers were intended for man's espe-

cial pleasure, is giving way to the more natural and philosophic

view that they are useful to the plants by attracting the needed

insects.

In Dr. Asa Gray's recent little work, " How Plants Behave,"

etc., instances enough are given, in an admirably plain and lucid

style, to show the manner in which many flowers are curiously

and elaborately constructed so as just not to do of themselves

what must necessarily be done for them in order to prevent de-

generacy or extinction of the species. Some plants, as Fritz

Muller proved, are so self-impotent that they never produce a

single seed by aid of their own pollen, but must be fertilized by that

of a distinct species or even of a supposed distinct genus ; while

in some cases the pollen and stigma mutually act on each other in

a deleterious manner.f The wind is an important agent in the

fertilization of certain plants, and some are fertilized even by

the higher animals ; but by far the greater number are fertil-

ized, or more strictly speaking pollenized, by insects ; while the

number of species (termed Entomophilce by Delpino) which

absolutely depend for pollenation on insect agency is not in-

considerable. These insect pollenizers belong to several Orders,

but mostly to the Hymenoptera and Lepidoptera. A familiar

example is furnished by our milk-weeds (AscleJ>/as), the pollen-

masses of which may often be found adhering in pairs to the legs

of bees and other insects, and sometimes in such quantities as to

prove a real detriment and incumbrance to the bearers. Every
year I receive specimens of such pollen-burdened bees, which are

generally supposed to be infested with some parasite ; and Mr.

Jas. D. Meador, of Independence, lately sent me a very gloomy
account of the dangerous condition of his apiary from this cause.

Each of the numerous flowers which constitute the well-known

* On the various Contrivances by which British and Foreign Orchids are fertilized by
Insects. London, 1S62.

f See Darwin's "Animals and Plants, etc.," II. p. 132.
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umbels is curiously constructed so that the pollen-masses, which

look like little flattened, ovoid pieces of wax. can only come in

contact with the stigma by artificial means ; and we find that they

hang by a bent stalk, attached to a flattened, ovoid, brown organ

having a cleft which catches the claws or tarsal hairs, or the fine

hairs surrounding the trophi, of insects climbing over the umbels.

With most of the plants of this kind, now known, fructification

may be brought about by the aid of more than one species of in-

sect ; and none, perhaps, offer a more striking instance of depend-

ence, or more curious floral mechanism to allure, than do the

Orchids. They display an infinitude of curious contrivances and

adjustments for the purpose. In the genus Habenaria, for in-

stance, the peculiarities of which are described by Dr. Gray, we
find flowers that, in some cases, strongly recall butterflies ; a se-

parate pocket for the nectar ; the pollen bound together in masses

by elastic threads so as to lessen the chances of loss ; and the base

of the stamens forming flattened, sticky discs, placed in the best

possible position for adhering to the head parts of a moth or but-

terfly endeavoring to reach the nectar. In all these features, and

others that might be mentioned, there is remarkable adaptation
;

and the flowers of many species, as they unfold their petals, seem

not only to invite, but to court and crave, the intervention of some

scaly-winged marriage priest of "glorious color and glistening

eye" who shall at once procure a suitor and perform the nuptials.

Yet here we have adaptation of the plant only, and except

in one or two rare instances, as, for instance, in that of a

Madagascar Orchis {Angrcecum sesqidpedale), where the nec-

tary is so deep that its nectar can only be reached by a moth

with a very long tongue, our Orchids are not dependent for

pollenation on any one Lepidopterous species, but may be

aided by many which have tongues of sufficient length. Our
Yuccas, on the contrary, seem to depend for assistance, so far

as we now know, on the single little Tineid which I have

described, and for this reason are among the most interesting of

entomophilous plants. At least such is the case with the cap-

sule-bearing species, i. e. those which have dry, dehiscent pods
;

and I will here premise that my observations have been made*

upon a filamentose-leaved species, in common cultivation about

* The fructification of such Yuccas as bear fleshy, pulpy fruit, of which T. aloifolia may
be taken as the type, has not been studied; but, even with this last mentioned species, the
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St. Louis, and which Dr. Engelmann takes to be T. puberula or

T. glatica.

Dr. Engelmann has made some interesting observations on

the fertilization of Yucca.f and to him I am indebted for draw-

ing my attention to the fact that the plants of this genus must rely

on some insect or other for fertilization. The sagittate anthers

open a little earlier than does the perianth, and expel the pollen

grains, which, being glutinous, remain attached in different sized

lumps to the inside of the flower. The stigmatic tube contains

nectar, and is connected with the ovarian cells, and the pollen must

be introduced into the tube, but cannot be so introduced without

artificial aid.

There are several insects that frequent our Yuccas about flow-

ering-time. Some, doubtless, feast on the pollen, while others feed

either by gnawing into the young fruit or pumping the juices

therefrom ;* but the only insect which I have found actively en-

gaged in the pollenation is our little Tineid, which maybe known,

in popular language, as the Yucca Moth.

During the daytime, we may, by knowing what and where to

facts, so far as known, strongly indicate that Prouiiba is principally, if not solely, instru-

mental in bringing it about. Its seeds are infested with our Pronuba larva, though not to

the same extent as are those of the dehiscent species. It would be premature to speculate

until we have further facts ; but it is not at all unlikely that the seeds of the fleshy pods are

less congenial to the larva-, and that a smaller percentage is produced from the eggs con-

signed to such pods by the moth. In addition to the Pronuba larva in the seeds, the fruit of

T. aloifolia nourishes a smaller white, apodous larva which is foifnd in the pulp, sometimes

in considerable numbers. It may lie traced from slight depressions on the outside, and shows

Hymenopterous affinities. It occasionally gnaws into the seed from the outside, but its leg-

less character will at once distinguish it from the larva of Pronuba, which will be described

further on.

t See Bulletin of Torrey Botanical Club, vol. iii. No. 7.

* I have taken the following insects from the flowers : Coleovtera—Anthonomus sig-

natus Say, whose larva I have known to feed on certain Aphidan Hickory galls— Chauliog-

nathits Pennsylvanicus (DeGeer), and C. marginatus (Fabr.). Both these insects have the

maxilla' peculiarly modified into slender, pilose, extensile seta? or feelers, which doubtless

resemble in function the tongue of moths, and enable them to lap honey. I once thought

these might have something to do in the pollenation of the plant, and possibly they do in a

small degree ; but I could never find them near the stigma, and their sole object seemed to be

to feed upon the pollen, for which purpose their jaws are well suited. They are found on a va-

riety of pollen-bearing plants, such as Spircea, Ritbus, Solidago, etc , while as larvae they are

carnivorous, the first named being one of the principal enemies of those notorious fruit dep-

redators Conotrachelux nenuphar (Herbst) and Carpocapsa pomonella {"L\nn.)—Euryomia

melancholica Gor. & Perch, a chafer very fond of eating into the flowers and fruit of a variety

of plants. Heteroptera—Lygus robinia Uhler— Orthotylus discoidalis Uhler— Cylloco-

ris scutellatus Uhler— Theognis phyllopus Uhler (= albicinctus Say). The last is notably

found on Yuccas, but the others more commonly on other plants, and they all derive nour-

ishment by puncturing and sucking, their punctures causing little rusty specks on the fruit.
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seek, often find this moth, either singly or in pairs, resting with

folded wings (Fig. 2, b) within the half-closed flowers. It is then

not only hidden, but well protected by the imitative color of the

front wings with that of the flower. If we visit the plants after

" * * * * the garish day

Has sped on his wheels of light away,"

and when, with full-blown perianths, the Yucca stands in all her

queenly beauty and sends forth her perfume more strongly upon

the night air, we shall, with a little patience, meet with this same
moth flitting swiftly from flower to flower and from plant to plant

—the dusky nature of the hind wings and of the under surface

of the front wings almost completely offsetting and neutralizing,

when in motion, the upper silvery whiteness of the latter, and

thus still rendering the insect a little difficult of detection. It

is principally the male which we thus see flying, and by aid of a

"bull's eye" we shall find the female for the most part busily at

work in the flowers. He, with stronger wing-power, can afford

to pass, in the most pleasurable way, the few brief days allotted

him ; but she is charged with a double duty, and loses little time

in its performance.

Before she can carry out the maternal task of continuing her

race, she must act as foster-mother to the plant in order to insure

a proper supply of food to her larvae, which feed on its seeds.

With her maxillary tentacle, so wonderfully modified for the pur-

pose, she collects the pollen in large pellets, and holds it under

the neck and against the front trochanters. In this manner, she

sometimes carries a mass thrice the size of her head (Fig. 1,

a 1). Thus laden she clings to the top of the pistil, bends her

head, thrusts her tongue into the stigmatic nectary and brings the

pollen-mass right over its mouth. In this position she works with

a vigor that would indicate combined pleasure and purpose—mov-

ing her head and body from side to side, and apparently making

every effort to force the pollen into the tube. Such is the method

by which our Yuccas are fertilized.

The foregoing account of the insect's habits is founded on re-

peated observation ; but we now come to that portion of its career

to which I more especially wish to call attention, and which must

be considered hypothetical till confirmed by future investigation.

Yet I feel as certain of the correctness of my conclusions as

though thev had been demonstrated.
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For want of sufficient time I have been unable to catch the moth

in the act of oviposition ; but from careful examination I am satis-

tied that the eggs are not deposited on the outside of the fruit.

They are either thrust into it from the side or from the stigmatic

opening, following, most probably, the course of the pollen tubes.

I strongly incline to the latter view, for, though many Lepidoptera

are furnished with extensile ovipositors which enable them to

thrust their eggs into crevices and other orifices, I know of none

which actually puncture. Nor have I been able to discover any

trace of punctures leading to eggs.

Neither have I been able to discover the egg in situ; which

is not to be wondered at, however, as when examined in the

female abdomen it is found to be long, narrow, soft, and flexible,

and of the exact color of the flesh of the young fruit. The ovi-

positor is so very fine and extensile that it may be thrust into the

most minute and narrow passage.

If, a day or two after the flowers have withered (between June

15 and July 5 in the latitude of St. Louis with the species men-

tioned), we carefully dissect the young fruit, we shall often find it

to contain from one to half a dozen, but more generally two, young

larva.'. They are always found within the nascent seed, and their

bodies are, at this time, so much of a color and consistence with

the surrounding pabulum, that we could hardly detect them but

for the comparatively large, dark jaws. The larva retains its white

color till after the last molt, when it acquires the carneous tint so

common, at that age. to fruit-boring moth larvae. It is then char-

acterized as follows :

Description of Larva.—Average length 0.55 inch. Broadest on thora-

cic joints, thence gradually decreasing to extremity, which is quite small.

(Fig. 2, a.) Color carneous, with a paler greenish tint below. No pilifer-

ous spots, but a few very minute and short stifl' hairs springing from the

ordinary positions of such spots. A transverse dorsal wrinkle, on each of

the principal joints, more or less distinctly divided in two by a medio-

dorsal depression which is sometimes slightly bluish. Joints deeply incised

and with a lateral, substigmatal, longitudinal wrinkle. (Fig. 2, d.) Tho-

racic legs stout, but short, with three joints and a claw. No prolegs. Stig-

mata (9 pair) forming a small rufous circle on anterior portion of joints 1

and 4-11. Head (Fig. 2, e,f, k, i,J. k) partially retractile, copal-colored;

epistoma sharply defined ; labrum slightly pilose ; mandibles stout, rounded,

and with four acute teeth, each diminishing in size from without; maxillae

with the inner lobe rounded and furnished with (usually 2) short fleshy

hairs, the palpi 4-jointed, the terminal joint with bristles; labium promi-
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nent, with the spinneret conspicuous and the palpi 2-jointed—the first joint

long with a fleshy hair at tip, the second small, spherical, and also termi-

nating in a fleshy hair; antenna.1 2-jointed, the terminal joint with a bristle:

ocelli pale, around a dark crescent. Cervical shield flattened and not well-

defined.

White when young. Mostly curved in the fruit like the larvae of Cur-

cnlionidcB.

Described from many specimens.

Two larvae are seldom found in the same seed-row, and each

one, on attaining full growth, consumes only the inside of from

fifteen to twenty seeds. Each pod contains, on an average, up-

wards of two hundred of these seeds, disposed in six rows, and

might consequently sustain a dozen larva? ; so that when, as is

usually the case, there are not more than two such larvae to a pod,

an abundance of perfect seed remains to perpetuate the plant.

Yet sometimes every seed will be destroyed, especially in the spe-

cies with smaller capsules.

It is quite possible that the moth may, at times, introduce the

pollen into the stigmatic tube without consigning any of her eggs

to the fruit, and we should naturally expect to find some capsules

uninfested with her larvae. But I have this year examined hun-

dreds of capsules around St. Louis, and some in South Illinois,

and not more than four or five per cent, were uninfested. Some-
times every pod on the same plant had its worms, while at others

half the pods on a given panicle would be free of them. From
the very large percentage of infested pods, I conclude that ovipo-

sition naturally and immediately follows fertilization, unless the

moth be disturbed.

When mature the larva bores a hole through the capsule, drops

by a web to the ground, burrows a few inches below the surface,

and constructs an oval cocoon of earth, lined on the inside with

silk. Here it doubtless rests in the larva state through the fall,

winter and spring months, and completes its transformations about

the time the Yuccas begin to bloom ; for it is a very general rule

with Tineidaa that when they hybernate in the preparatory state,

it is as larva;, the term of the chrysalis state being brief.

The only natural enemies of the larva that I yet know of are

ants. These omnivorous creatures often get into the capsule and

devour the worm when it is about to leave, and its burrow may
frequently be found crowded with them.

Though another year must roll around before the latter part of
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our Pronuba's history, as here given, can be positively substan-

tiated, let me hope that the next blooming-season of our Yuccas
will find other eyes than my own watching her ways and methods.

We have in this little moth a remarkable adaptation of means
to an end. There is between it and its food-plant a mutual inter-

dependence which at once excites our wonder, and is fraught with

interesting suggestions to those who are in the habit of reasoning

from effect to cause. Whether we believe, as I certainly do, that

this perfect adaptation and adjustment have been brought about

by slow degrees through the long course of ages, or whether we
believe that they always were so from the beginning, they are

equally suggestive of that same law and harmony so manifest

throughout the realm of Nature.

The peculiar structure of the flower which prevents self-fertili-

zation, though on a superficial view it strikes one as a disadvan-

tage, is in reality a great 'benefit ; while the maxillary tentacle

of the female moth is very plainly an advantage to her species in

the "struggle for life"; and it is quite easy to conceive, on Dar-

winian grounds, how both these characters may gradually have

been produced in the course of time from archetypal forms which
possessed neither. These peculiarities are, moreover, mutually

and reciprocally beneficial, so that the plant and the animal are

each influenced, and modified by the other, and the same laws

which produced the beneficial specialization of parts would main-

tain them by the elimination of all forms tending to depart from

them.

It may be that the glutinous nature of the pollen renders con-

sectaneous its accumulation by the spinous maxillary tentacles of

the female moth ; and that, when she is sipping nectar, the vigor-

ous working of head and body from side to side is simply an effort

to get rid of an incumbrance. It may be that all her actions are

the result merely of "blind instinct," by which term proud man
has been wont to designate the doings of inferior animals ; but for

my part I have not been able to watch her operations without feel-

ing that there is in all of them as much of purpose as there is in

those of the female Pelopcens, who so assiduously collects, para-

lyzes, and stores away in her mud-dabs, the spiders which are to

nourish her young; or in the many other curious provisions which
insects make for their progeny, which, in the majority of instances,

they are destined never to behold. Nor can I see any good reason
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for denying these lowly creatures a degree of consciousness of

what they are about, or even of what 'will result from their labors.

They have an object in view, and whether we attribute their per-

formances to reason or instinct depends altogether upon the mean-

ing we give to these words. Define instinct as "congenital habit,'-'

or "inherited association," and most of the doings of the lower

animals may be very justly called instinctive. But I cannot help

thinking that the instinctive and reasoning faculties are both pres-

ent, in most animals, in varying proportion, the last being called

into plav only by unusual and exceptional circumstances ; and that

the power which guides the ? Pronuba in her actions differs only

in degree from that which directs a bird in building its nest, "or

which governs many of the actions of rational man.

I will conclude by referring to one practical phase of this sub-

ject. As the insect and its food-plant are inseparable under natural

conditions, the former doubtless occurs wherever the latter grows

wild. Pods of T. angiistifolia which I gathered on the Black Hills

of Colorado, in 1867, all show the unmistakable holes of egress

of the larvae ; while those of V. rupicola from Texas, of V.

Whipplei from California, and of others from South Carolina

and Texas, now in the herbarium of Dr. Engelmann, all show this

infallible sign of having been infested. Through the courtesy of

the same gentleman, I have also received the moth, taken around

Yuccas, from South Carolina, and the pods of several species from

the same State and from Texas, while the larva? were yet working

in them. There is every reason to believe, however, that beyond

the native home of these plants the insect does not occur, except

where it has naturally spread or been artificially introduced
;
and

it is an interesting fact that, so far as I am able to learn, the dehis-

cent species in the northern parts of this country and in Europe

never produce seed.

The cocoons containing the dormant larvae can be very conve-

nientlv sent by mail from one part of the world to another, and by

their aid our transatlantic florists may yet have the satisfaction of

getting seed from their Yuccas without any personal effort.
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Descriptions of North American Hymenoptera.

By Benj. D. Walsh, M.A.

(with notes by e. t. cresson.)

[Among the MSS. left by my deceased friend, Mr. Benjamin D. Walsh,

was found that from which is prepared the present memoir, containing de-

tailed and carefully written descriptions of many species and a few new

genera of North American Hy?ncnop(era.

Before the MS. (referred to me by Mr. C. V. Riley) came into my hands,

I had published in the Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, Sept., 1870, a paper on the

Sub-family Pimplarice, in which many species described by Mr. Walsh (in

the MS.) as new, were published under other names. In order, therefore,

to prevent an unnecessary increase in the synonymy of species, the names

given them by Mr. Walsh were suppressed as of no value, and those having

priority substituted. The descriptions are carefully prepared, and the com-

parative remarks, for which Mr. Walsh was always famous, exceedingly

valuable to the student.

I owe much to the kindness of Dr. Wm. LeBaron, State Entomologist

of Illinois, who made the identification of the species quite an easy task, by

placing in my hands for comparison the specimens from which Mr. Walsh

made his descriptions. These, together with about three-fourths of the cele-

brated Walsh Collection, were, most unfortunately, destroyed by the terri-

ble conflagration that visited the city of Chicago in October, 1S71.

I have only to add that all that is given below is from the original MS.
of Mr. Walsh, excepting the few notes enclosed within brackets.]

Family TENTHREDOID^.
Genus HYLOTOMA.

HjlotOllia SCUtellata, Say, $ .
— Bright sanguineous. Head blue-

black, highly polished and glabrous. Clypeus finely but distinctly

rugose, emarginate in an angle of about 135 , the apex of which is

sometimes more or less rounded off so that the emargination approxi-

mates more or less to a circular arc of about 60°. Labrum transverse,

squarely truncate at tip or slightly emarginate. Antennae f as long as the

body, black, very rarely (1 $) tipped with rufous; the long terminal joint

finely rugose and opaque, but unarmed. Thorax highly polished and gla-

brous ; a vertical stria, having the appearance of a suture, always dividing

the side of the collare into two subequal triangles in the dried specimen.

Prothorax, tegulae, mesonotum except almost always the scutel (iS out of

21 $), anterior angles of the collare or very rarely (1 $) only its extreme

anterior angles, lower surface of the mesothorax up to the suture dividing

it from the sanguineous pleura, and the entire mesothorax, including the

basal plates, all blue-black. Very rarely (1 $) there is a lateral sanguine-

ous spot on the basal plate. Cenchri whitish. Abdomen polished and gla-

brous ; basal membrane pale luteous. Last ventral joint more or less tinged

iii—

r

[May 7, 1S73.]
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with luteous. Ovipositor dull luteous, each plate with a narrow blackish

vitta in its middle; sheaths black, sanguineous on their superior base. Legs

blue-black; tarsi blackish. Wings clouded with fuliginous, opaque blue-

black along the costal margin, the postcostal space mostly hyaline. Veins,

costa and stigma black. Hind wings paler, the hyaline space extending on

to the disk. The last submarginal cross-vein very rarely (25) with a stump

of a vein springing from it at the curve. Length $ .35-.40 (.45 Say) inch.

Front wing 0. .38-40 inch.

O* Differs from 0. only as follows :— 1. The antennae are h. (not f ) as long

as the body, and the hairs on the last joint are | its breadth. 2. The scutel

is full as often black as sanguineous. 3. It is often the case that only the

extreme anterior angle of the collare is black. 4. From 2 to 6 of the basal

oints of the dorsum of the abdomen are often black (5 $ out of 9^) except

laterally, and the last ventral is never luteous, but often tipped more or less

widely with black. 5. The wings are much paler, the costa only blue-black.

Length $ .27-.30 inch. Front wing <$ .28-.30 inch.

Nine 6* , twenty-one ? . A very handsome species. Say describes

the ? only, and from a single specimen with mutilated legs. He
makes the ground-color to be "fulvous" or "reddish-yellow," in-

stead of sanguineous as in all my 6* ? ; but his specimen was per-

haps alcoholic. He gives no habitat for the species. It is singular

that this insect should vary in both sexes, so as sometimes to lack

the very character from which Say's name is derived, viz. the red

scutel. His ? was .05 inch longer than any of mine. In 1 $ 1 ?

with black scutel and 1 ? with sanguineous scutel the 2d recur-

rent vein coincides with the 2d submarginal cross-vein, and all the

intermediate grades occur between this and the normal structure.

The same thing occurs also sometimes in dulciaria, Say, and cal-

caneal Say, as shown below. As it is upon this character that the

genus Scodina, St. Farg. & Serv., appears to have been exclusively

established, it must in that case be suppressed. (See Brulle Hy-

men, p. 669.)

Hylotoma COCCinea, ( ??) Fabr. ? .—Differs from the above $ only as fol-

lows :— 1. The head, except the tips of the mandibles, the palpi, and some-

times the labrum, which are dusky, and the eyes and antennae, which are

black, is sanguineous. 2. The clypeus is scarcely rugose. 3. The antennae

are only \ as long as the body. 4. The entire thorax is bright sanguineous,

except the tegulae and a mesonotal spot above the origin of each one of the

4 wings, which are black, and the cross-carinee and basal plates of the me-

tanotum, which are obfuscated. 5. The hind coxae, except at tip, are san-

guineous ; the rest of the legs black. 6. The hind wings are as dark as the

front ones, except on the costa ; and in both wings of 1 $ the last submar-

ginal cross-vein has a stump of a vein springing from it. Length $ .43~.45

inch. Front wing $ -38--39 inch.
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d Differs from tf scutellata only as follows : 1. As in $ coccinea, the cly-

peus is scarcely rugose, while in all my $ scutellata it is very obviously so.

2. The thorax is entirelv bright sanguineous, except the prothorax, tegulae,

a large mesonotal spot above the origin of each of the 4 wings, the lower

surface of the mesosternum, and the metanotum, which are all black ;
but the

basal plates are pale fuscous. 3. The abdomen is bright sanguineous, with

only the tip of the last ventral joint fuscous. 4. The front wings are fuligi-

nous up to the stigma, hyaline beyond the stigma. Length tf .28 inch. Front

wing 6* .28 inch.

One 6% two ?. Fabricius, as Mr. Norton kindly informs me,

describes his coccinea as " Sanguineous ; back of the thorax and

die legs black ; wings obscure cyaneous, hyaline at the apex."

From such a brief notice it is impossible to decide whether my

species is identical with his, and the point can only be determined

from inspecting his original specimens, if still in existence. Argu-

ing such questions as these is simply labor lost, and scientifically

as unprofitable as puzzling over any other archaeological enigma.

My 6* might be taken for an extreme variety of scutellata, but for

the different sculpture of the clypeus and the conspicuous hyaline

tips to the wings. The d
1 head being black and the ? head san-

guineous is very remarkable and unusual in Tenthredinidce, and

possibly the 6* may be a distinct species.

HylOtOUia (llllciaria, Say, <j>.—Luteo-rufous. Head blue-black, polished

and glabrous. Clypeus emarginate in a very obtuse angle, finely but dis-

tinctly rugose. Labrum transverse, truncate at tip. Palpi varying from

pale dusky to whitish. Antennae black, J as long as the body, the last joint

unarmed and with fine ruga;. Thorax polished and glabrous, verging on

rufous above. Tegulae and metanotum, including the basal plates, more or

less stained with fuscous. Lower surface of the mesothorax blue-black up

to, but never beyond, the suture dividing it from the pleura. Cenchri whit-

ish. Abdomen polished and glabrous, rarely with a fuscous dorsal dot at

the tip of joints 3-5; the sheaths (last ventral), except sometimes their ex-

treme base, blue-black; ovipositor concealed. Legs blue-black; tarsi black-

ish, the 1st joint of the hind tarsi sometimes whitish on the basal |. Wings

clouded with fuliginous, darker along the costal margin with some blue-

black reflections. Veins, costa and stigma black. Length $ .27-.35 inch.

Front wing $ -30--34 inch.

d* Differs from $ only as follows :— 1. The antennae are § as long as the

body, the usual hairs on the last joint nearly as long as the joint is wide.

2. The tegulae and the entire thorax above and below, except the cenchri

which are whitish and the basal plates which are luteo-rufous, are blue-black.

3. The abdomen is immaculate. 4. The wings are several shades paler, but

there is an obvious darker cloud extending from the base of the stigma to
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the usual dark dot in the disk of tha 2d submarginal, which cloud exists in

5 also, but is not noticed from the rest of the wing being equally clouded.

Length $ .27 inch. Front wing o* .27 inch.

One 6* , six ? . Say describes very briefly from a single $ , the

0* being unknown to him. The remarkable false suture on the

collare, which exists in the two preceding species, is not found

here. In my d
1 and one of my °. ? , the 2d recurrent vein coin-

cides with the 2d submarginal cross-vein.

HylOtOIlia calcanea, Say (= scafiularis, King, according to Norton), $.

—Blue-black. Head polished and glabrous. Clypeus emarginate in a very

obtuse angle, finely punctato-rugose. Labrum transverse and truncate at

tip. Palpi pale dusky or whitish. Antenna? black, almost f as long as the

body, finely rugose and scarcely pubescent. Thorax polished and glabrous,

pale rufous. Tegulze, metanotum including the basal plates, except some-

times a small whitish band between and behind the cenchri, lower surface

of the mesothorax up to the suture, and occasionally its entire pleura as well

as the humeral sutures and some clouds on the collare, and also the tip of

the scutel, all blue-black. Abdomen glabrous and polished, occasionally

coal-black above. Basal membrane whitish, sometimes pale dusky. Ovi-

positor luteous; its sheaths black. Legs blue-black; tarsi blackish ; the

basal I of the 1st joint of the hind tarsi, and sometimes the basal £ of joint

2 also, whitish. Wings clouded with fuliginous, darker along the costa

with some blue-black reflections, more hyaline towards the tip in the front

wings. Veins, costa and stigma black. Length $ .37-.40 (less than .35

Say) inch. Front wing o_ .37-. 40 inch.

o" Differs from $ only as follows:— 1. The black color is but slightly

tinged with blue. 2. The antenna are fully
f-
as long as the body, the usual

hairs on the last joint nearly as long as the joint is wide. 3. The thorax,

including the basal plates, is entirely black, except the collare, which is ru-

fous
; 4. The legs are entirely black, except that in the front legs the knees,

tibia; and tarsi are anteriorly whitish, and sometimes in the hind legs the

whole of the tibite and all but the extreme tip of the two basal tarsal joints,

are whitish. 5. The wings are fuliginous, hyaline in the front wings beyond

the stigma and in the hind wings at the extreme tip. Length d
1

-25-.27 inch.

Front wing c? .25~.26 inch.

Two d
1

, three ? . Say's description is very brief and imperfect,

and, though he evidently describes the $ only, he says nothing of

the sex. He describes the tarsi as "white or whitish at base,"

whence it would be inferred that all six tarsi are so. In one wing

of one d
1 the 2d recurrent vein exactly coincides with the 2d sub-

marginal cross-vein and in the other wing almost so ; and in both

wings of one $ the 3d submarginal cross-vein bears a stump of a
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vein. Air. Norton asserts that "ordinarily the 6* and ? are alike,"

and he describes as "Variety a <$" a o* apparently identical with

mine, which is said to have been taken in coitu with the normal

$ . {Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil. iii. p. 6.)

Family ICHNEUMONID R.

[The annexed figure, representing the front wing o

given to indicate the locus of the bul-

la? A—G, frequently referred to in the

descriptions given below. For a de-

tailed description of these bullae, and

remarks about their generic and spe-

cific value, the reader is referred to

Mr. Walsh's paper "On Phytophagic Varieties and Phytophagic Species,"

in Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil. vol. v. p. 209, and vol. vi. p. 242.

—

Cresson.]

JOPPIDIUM, new genus.

Head transverse ; face flat ; clypeus large, transversely oval,

the clypeal suture distinct ; mandibles large, bidentate, and, as

well as the whole mouth, prominent. Antennae moderate, seti-

form ; the 1st joint obliquely truncate above nearly to its base, the

2d joint large, projecting beyond the tip of the 1st ; first 3 joints

of the flagellum long, subequal, the rest gradually shorter, the ter-

minal J ? flattened except at tip and dilated to about double its

width elsewhere (as in yoppa ? Brulle Hym., Plate 43, fig. id).

Thorax with the mesonotum gibbous and the parapsidal grooves

usually distinct ; scutel hunched and rather elevated ; metathorax

gradually declivous, the typical areas mostly obliterated. Abdo-

men peduncled, elongate-oval, basally depressed, slightly com-

pressed at tip, much narrower than the thorax, and a little longer

than the head and thorax together. Joint 1 very long, slightly and

gradually inflated towards the tip, the spiraculiferous tubercles

placed at about f of the way to the tip, where the peduncle ter-

minates and there is a slightly curved geniculation. Joint 2 longer

than wide, the rest gradually shorter and shorter, the terminal joint

not retracted. Venter excavated, longitudinally bicarinate. Ovi-

positor moderate ; the "anus slit," as it is termed. Legs long and

slender, the femora not incrassate, the hind femora and trochan-

ters longer than usual ; spurs normal ; 1st tarsal joint of the front

legs basally more emarginate than usual, the 4th tarsal joint in all

the legs short and entire ; claws simple, longer than the pulvillus.
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Wings wider than usual ; radial area elongate ; areolet large, pen-

tagonal ; ist recurrent vein strongly curved in the middle; 2d

recurrent vein with the salient angle pretty distinct, but very ob-

tuse. Bulla? four, A, B, CD and E, all very distinct and normally

located.

Distinct from jfoppa, by the antennae 0* not being submonili-

form, by the long and slender ist abdominal joint, by the long

ovipositor, and by the entire 4th tarsal joint. From Baryceros,

by the antennas being dilated only in ? and by the areolet not be-

ing obsolete. From Helwigia, by the antennae being dilated only

in $ , by the abdomen not being strongly compressed, by the

ovipositor not being very short, by the cubito-discoidal cell not

receiving both the recurrent veins, and by the areolet not being

obsolete. And from JSticeros, by the abdomen not being sessile,

by the ovipositor not being very short, and by the areolet not

being obsolete.

Joppidilim ruflceps, n. sp. — $ — Black. Head subopaque, finely and

densely punctate, and as well as the mouth, rufo-sanguineous, except the

disk of the occiput, a cloud around the ocelli, the region between and above

the origin of the antennae, and the extreme base and tip of the mandibles.

Antennae § as long as the body, rufous on their basal £, shading into yellow

on their middle \, their terminal \ brown-black. First joint of flagellum 4

times as long as wide, the 2d and 3d joints each about \ shorter than the

preceding. Thorax subopaque, with long, sparse, gray pubescence, conflu-

ently and rather coarsely punctate, more finely on the mesonotum except

the scutel. Carina? of the metathorax obsolete except the transverse cari-

na? of the lateral areas and a trace of their hind carinse. Tegula? piceous.

Abdomen polished, with rather sparse, almost microscopic punctures and

appressed pubescence. Joint 1, 5 times as long as wide, \ wider at tip than

at the extreme base, suddenly contracted behind the base to | its basal width,

thence with its sides, except a small spiraculiferous tubercle, nearly straight

to the tip; the carina? only indicated by a small, shallow fovea at the ex-

treme base. Joint 2 longer by \ than wide, 2% times as wide at tip as at

base
; 3 slightly shorter than wide ; 4-S much shorter than wide, and all of

them rufo-sanguineous. Venter blackish, the base of joint 1 and the tip of

1-3 whitish; the carina? of 4 and 5, and the whole of 6, rufo-sanguineous.

Ovipositor piceous, scarcely \ as long as the body; sheaths brown-black,

basally not quite £ as wide as the last tarsal joint of the hind legs, termin-

ally a little tapered. Legs yellow, with all their coxa? and the hind tro-

chanters and femora, except the knees, black; the 4 front legs with their

trochanters and femora, except the knees, rufous, the upper surface of the

middle trochanters blackish. U rings subopaque, black; veins black; stig-

ma black, its extreme base paler. Areolet with its inner and outer sides

nearly parallel. Bulla? large and white; on the side of the areolet which
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1

adjoins the outer discoidal cell, a small, internal semi-bulla not encroach-

ing on the vein itself. Length 5 .52 inch. Front wing °. .42 inch. Ovi-

positor .23 inch.

The d
1

differs from the $ only as follows :— 1. The black space above the

antennae is confluent with the black cloud around the ocelli, leaving on the

front only the orbits rufo-sanguineous. 2. The antennae are f as long as

the body ; the yellow color on their middle extends nearer to the tip ; and

the 1st joint of the flagellum is only thrice as long as wide. 3. The tuber-

cles on abdominal joint 1 are more robust than in °.. The abdomen is

black, except joint 8, which is retracted, and the penis, both of which are

rufous; and the venter is blackish, except the base of joint 1, which is whit-

ish. Length tf .50 inch. Front wing o* -45 inch.

One 6" , one ? , taken on umbelliferous flowers in July. The 6*

may perhaps be Banchus cequatus, Say, but the mouth and orbits

are not "yellow" but rufo-sanguineous ; there is no "whitish dot"

on the stigma but only a paler stain ; and the tegula? is not "honey-

yellow" but piceous. The 4 anterior legs are also described by

Say as "honey-yellow," whereas in my species their femora are

rufous and their tibia? and tarsi yellow, to say nothing of the black

coxae. Say may have described from an alcoholic specimen, in

which, as usually happens, the sanguineous color had changed to

yellowish. I have very numerous specimens of his Hyloto?na scu-

tulata, both 6* and $ , the pale color in all which is bright san-

guineous, while Say describes it as "reddish yellow." I have also

two specimens of his Podabrus tricostatus (Coleoptei'a), in which

the lateral edges of the thorax are sanguineous both in the recent

and in the dry individual, while Say describes them as "yellow"

or " rufous." Dr. Velie brought from Colorado two pinned and

numerous alcoholic specimens of a beautiful new species of CEdi-

poda (Orthoptera), allied to sulphured, Fabr. In the former the

wings are a deep, full scarlet ; in all the latter they are a dingy,

very pale salmon-color. Authors that are unfortunately compel-

led to describe from alcoholic specimens, should state the fact

;

otherwise their colorational specifications are generally more or

less unreliable, grass-green after immersion in alcohol often chang-

ing to brown, and sanguineous to yellow or salmon-color. I can-

not even guess what Say intended by saying of his Banchus cequa-

tus " hypostoma with two slight lobes situated longitudinally"

unless he refers to the cheeks, which are, of course, situated trans-

versely, although in my riificeps each of them is longitudinally

elongated in consequence of the abnormal prominence of the

whole mouth.
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Genus CRYPTUS, Fabr.

Section i, Cresson.—"Scuteland abdomen black."

Cryptus robustus, Cress.— 9.—Mr. Cresson correctly remarks

of the $ that "joints 2-4 of the four anterior tarsi are short [equi-

laterally] triangular, dilated and spinose, which seems to be an

important character of the species." (Proc. &c. iv. p. 265.)

Judging from the analogy of % 9 Labena, Cress., where the hind

tarsi of % are normal and those of 9 abnormal, I should infer

that this is a mere sexual character peculiar to $ . I have no

doubt, judging from the descriptions, that Cr. crassicorm's, Cress,

is the 6* of robustus, as doubtingly suggested by Mr. Cresson

{Proc. &c. iv. p. 265), and nothing is said as to its tarsi being

abnormal. Eight ? from Colorado, collected by Dr. Velie.

Section 2, Cresson. — " Scutellum pale; abdomen black."

Not represented.

Section 3, Cresson.—" Scutellum with pale markings ; ab-

domen red, or red and black."

Cryptus atriCOllaris, n. sp.— $ .—Rufous. Head black, subopaque, very

finely and rather closely punctate. Wide orbits, broadly but not deeply

emarginate opposite the antennae, a spot on the vertex just behind the ocelli

which is often very minute but rarely absent, clypeus, and very often a large,

quadrate spot above it and separated from it only by the black clypeal suture,

cheeks, mandibles except their teeth, and palpi, all white. Antenna; nearly

as long as the body, brown-black; the 1st joint of the scape, and sometimes

3 or 4 of the following joints, rufous beneath ; flagellum with more or less

of the tip of joint 5, the whole of 6-9, and sometimes the base of 10, white

above and below. Joint 1 of the flagellum 6 times as long as wide, joint 2

shorter by \\ the rest gradually shorter and shorter. Thorax tinged with

yellow below and on the metathorax, subopaque, very finely and densely

punctate ; the parapsidal grooves distinct but not impressed ; the disk of

the collare on each side longitudinally aciculate. Metathorax with the nor-

mal areae obsolete, except the cross-carinae and the acute, thorn-like tips of

the lateral areas. Tegulae, a line under the front wing sometimes obscurely

prolonged downwards on the front edge of the mesothoracic pleura, abroad,

pointed line underlying the humeral suture to its very tip, a subquadrate

spot on the disk of the mesonotum, both scutels, and the anterior edge of

the collare, all white. The rest of the collare, as well as the humeral suture,

more or less of the depressed areas surrounding the 2 scutels, and sometimes

the parapsidal grooves and rarely the entire lateral lobes of the mesonotum

and the base of its middle lobe, all black. Abdomen oval, not much longer

than the head and thorax together, polished, with very fine, rather sparse,

shallow punctures, sometimes tinged with yellow, especially at its base ; the

tip of joint 1 generally more or less tinged with white. Joint 1, 2\ times as
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long as wide, 2J times as wide at tip as at the extreme base, its narrowest

part J of the way to the tip, gently concave from near the base | of the way

to the tip, where the small spiraculiferous tubercles are located, thence with

its sides slightly convex and scarcely divergent. Carina? only represented

by a shallow, narrow, dorsal excavation reaching to the middle, thereafter

obsolete. Joint 2 as long as wide, and twice as wide behind as before ; the

rest rapidly shorter and shorter. Joint 3 almost always with a dark capil-

lary transverse line behind the middle, and 4 almost always with one on the

middle. Venter excavated, longitudinally unicarinate, tinged with yellow

except at tip. Ovipositor scarcely half as long as the body, piceous, some-

times rufous ; sheaths black, basally as wide as the last tarsal joint of the

hind legs, and slightly tapered towards their tip. Legs pale rufous ; front

coxae and trochanters, middle trochanters, tips of middle coxae, and the hind

tarsi except generally their extreme base, all whitish ; hind tibiae, especially

towards their tips, infuscated. Wings subhyaline, sometimes tinged with

smoky yellow ; veins black ; stigma rufous edged with black, but always

pale yellowish at base, and rarely entirely pale except the black edging.

Radial area elongate, its posterior angle about 135 . Areolet with its sides

always converging towards the radial area, so that its anterior side is about

equal to either one of its two posterior sides. First recurrent vein obtusely

angulated, sometimes with, sometimes without a stump of a vein at the an-

gle; second recurrent vein gently convex exteriorly or obsoletely angulated.

Length $ .30-38 inch. Front wing $ -30-33 inch. Ovip. .14-. 16 inch.

The o* differs from $ only as follows :— 1. The entire face and the cheeks

nearly up to the vertex are white, and the spot on the vertex is larger and

never absent. 2. The antennae are full as long as the body, in the flagel-

lum all but the extreme base of joint 10, the whole of 1 1-15, and the extreme

base of 16, are white (instead of joints 5-10), and its 1st joint is only 4 times

as long as wide. 3. The mesothorax is black above and for a short space

beneath the front wing, except in both cases the white markings, and the

rest of it is white; the hind surface of the metathorax is also white, and its

upper surface sometimes entirely black. 4. The abdomen is elongate-oval,

J longer than the head and thorax together. Joint 1 is full thrice as long

as wide, and only twice as wide at tip as at the extreme base ; its tubercles

are much larger, and behind them the sides of the joint are parallel ; and

joint 2 is only twice as wide at tip as at base. 5. The 4 front legs have their

coxae and all their trochanters white, the hind coxae have a terminal white

spot above, and the hind tarsi are entirely white. Length o* -30-36 inch.

Front wing $ .25-27 inch.

Three % ; nine 9 . We find the % pectus white and the ? pectus

rufous in Mesosthenus thoracicus, Cress., also, and in many other

Ichneumonidce. Distinct at once from Cr. tr/descens, Cress.,

% and Cr. soror, Cress., % by the white annulations of the anten-

nas % 9 and the white face and pectus % . From Cr. semirufus^

Brulle 9 (N. Am., length .46 inch, ovip. .30 inch), the 9 is sepa-

rated by the uninterrupted orbits, by the mesosternum not being
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black, by the smaller size, and by the relatively smaller length of

the ovipositor, viz. less than J instead of f of the body.

OyptUS rhomboidaliS, n. sp.— $.—Differs from the normal atricollaris

$ only as follows :— i. The size is almost k smaller. 2. The orbits are

widely interrupted behind the eyes, and are relatively narrower except on

the face, and there is no quadrate white spot above the clypeusand none on

the vertex. 3. The antennae are absolutely as stout as in atricollaris, and

therefore relatively much stouter; the white annulus is narrowly brown-

black beneath, and the first joint of the flagellum is only 3J (not 6) times

as long as wide. 4. The thorax is nowhere tinged with yellow; there is a

large rhomboidal black spot in front of the middle coxae, prolonged in a

narrow line to the front coxae ; the anterior edge of the mesothoracic pleura,

and all the depressed areas surrounding the 2 scutels, are black; the white

line under the humeral suture stops short of its extreme tip ; and there is

no white spot on the disk of the mesonotum. 5. Instead of the tip of abdo-

minal joint 1, the tips of two or three of the anal joints are narrowly white.

•6. In the 4 front legs the coxae and trochanters are all white ; in the hind

legs the femora and tibiae are dark rufous, the latter infuscated at the ex-

treme tip and whitish on their basal A, and the tarsi are pale rufous. 7. The
radial area is less elongate, its posterior angle being only 120 . Length $

.17 inch. Front wing Q. .15 inch. Ovip. .07 inch.

One ? ; o* unknown. Distinct from iridescens, Cress, o* and

soror, Cress, o* by the thorax not being generally black and by

the abdomen not being partly black, and from the former also by

the unicolorous hind tarsi. Comes very near the brief and indefi-

nite description of sem/rufus, Brulle (N.Am.), but differs by the

metathorax not being more strongly punctured than the rest of the

thorax, by the much smaller size (about i), and by the relatively

shorter length of the ovipositor (£ the body instead off).

CryptllS Cinctipe.S, n. sp.— $•—Differs from the normal atricollaris $
only as follows:— 1. The size is almost $ smaller. 2. The orbits are very

narrow, and are obsolete except on the face ; there is no white spot above

the clypeus and none on the vertex, and the cheeks are black. 3. The an-

tennae are only f as long as the body, absolutely nearly as stout as in atri-

collaris $, and therefore relatively much stouter; besides the scape, joints

1-3 of the flagellum are rufous beneath; the lower surface of the white an-

nulus is narrowly tinged with dusky; and joint 1 of the flagellum is only 4

(not 6) times as long as wide. 4. The thorax is nowhere tinged with yel-

low. In the metathorax the whole posterior sides of the lateral and central

areas are present, so as to show a complete posterior area; there is no dis-

coidal white spot on the mesonotum ; the anterior and upper edge of the

mesothoracic pleura is black so as to enclose the white line under the front

wing; all the depressed areas surrounding the two scutels are black; and

there is a large rhomboidal black spot before the middle coxae, prolonged
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in a narrow line to the front coxae. 5. Instead of the tip of joint 1, the tips

of abdominal joints 6-8 are narrowly white; and joint 1 is only twice as

wide at tip as at its extreme base. 6. In the 4 front legs the coxae and tro-

chanters are all white, and there is an indistinct whitish annulus at the base

of the middle tibiae. In the hind legs the tips of the coxae and the whole of

the trochanters are whitish; the basal $ of the tibiae, the spurs, and the ba-

sal § of tarsal joints 1 and 2, are all white; and the extreme tip of the femora

and the terminal £ of the tibiae all round, and their middle f exteriorly, are

all black. 7. The radial area is less elongate, its posterior angle being only

about 120 . Length 0. .19 inch. Front wing $ .18 inch. Ovip. .07 inch.

The c? differs from $ only as follows :— 1. The tips of the cheeks and the

entire face, except a minute black spot below each antenna, are white. 2.

The antennae are full as long as the body ; the scape is rufous except a black

dot above and a large white spot below; and the 1st joint of the flagellum is

rufous below. Instead of the tip of joint 5 and the whole of joints 6-9, it is the

tip of joint 9, the whole of 10-14, and the base of 15, that are white in the

flagellum all around. 3. The lower h. of the pleura, and the mesothoracic

sternum below, are white ; the black spot before the middle coxae very small.

4. The abdomen is elongate-oval, \ longer than the head and thorax to-

gether, and rufous immaculate, save that the extreme tip is obfuscated. 5.

The hind tarsi are entirely white, except joints 4 and 5, and a dot at the tip

of joint 1, which are fuscous. Length o" .27 inch. Front wing o* - 2o inch.

One d
1

; one $ . The ? comes very near rhomboidalis $ ,
n. sp.,

especially in the rhomboidal black spot on the pectus, whence

that species takes its name, but is sufficiently distinct by the short

orbits, the black cheeks, the whitish hind trochanters, the white

hind spurs, and the biannulated hind tarsi. From the other three

species belonging to this group, it diners in the same way as

rhomboidalis. The sexual distinction in the locus of the anten-

nal annulus is remarkable, and occurs also in Cr. atricollaris

,

n. sp.

CryptllS rufifrons, n. sp.— $.—Differs only as follows from the normal

atricollaris ? :—1. The size is rather smaller. 2. The orbits (very wide

above the cheeks), face, clypeus, mandibles except their teeth, and cheeks,

are all pale rufous; and the palpi are yellowish white. 3. The antennae

are only f as long as the body, absolutely full as stout as in atricollaris $

and therefore relatively stouter; the white annulus is narrowly tinged with

dusky below, especially on joint 9; and the 1st joint of the flagellum is only

4 (not 6) times as long as wide. 4. The thorax is nowhere tinged with yel-

low. The metathorax has the lateral areas, as well as their cross-carinae,

pretty distinct; a small triangular basal area; a small and indistinct obtri-

gonate central area; and a large, declivous, pentagonal, posterior area.

The white line under the front wing is conspicuously prolonged down-

wards ; the white line under the humeral suture does not nearly attain its

tip and is obtuse in front; there is no discoidal white spot on the mesono-
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turn ; and the metathoracic scutel is rufous, not white. The collare, except

its white lines and a large black spot above, is rufous ; all the depressed

areas surrounding the 2 scutels are black; and there is a small b'ack spot

in the excavation before the middle coxs. 5. Instead of the base, abdomi-

nal joints 6-8 are tinged with yellow. Joint 1 is thrice as long as wide, and

thrice as wide at tip as at its extreme base, and its tubercles are pretty large

and acute ; the capillary line on joint 3 is distinct, that on 4 obsolete ; and

the ovipositor is rufous. 6. The legs are pale rufous ; the 4 front legs with

their coxae and trochanters pale yellow; the hind legs with their tibiae and

tarsi obfuscated. 7. The posterior angle of the radial area is 120 , and the-

area consequently is less elongated. Length $ .27 inch. Front wing $

.22 inch. Ovip. .10 inch.

One ? ; % unknown to me. Distinct by its rufous face, &c.,.

from all the other species belonging to this section.

CryptUS? (Ischnus, Cress.) albitarsis, Cress.—$.—In one specimen the

white bilobed spot on the disk of the face is confluent with the white orbits;

and in both the clypeus is white, except its extreme tip, which is black; and

there are very narrow white orbits behind, but not above, the eye. The
1st joint of the flagellum is full thrice as long as wide. In the thorax the

parapsidal grooves are deeply impressed, and in one specimen the white

line underlying the humeral suture is reduced to a mere basal dot. In one

specimen the scutel is entirely white. In the metathorax the lateral areas

want their outer sides, the basal area is obsolete, and the central area is

pentagonal (not "subquadrate") with its lateral sides indistinct; posterior

area indistinctly hexagonal. In the wings the radial area is elongate, its

posterior angle being 135 . The areolet is rhomboido-pentagonal, its inner

and outer sides subequal and the longest, the two hind sides subequal and

each £ shorter, and the anterior side h. shorter than the outer one. Legs

black. The front legs with their coxae inferiorly, and the whole of their

trochanters, knees, tibiae, and tarsi, white ; and the front face of the femora

pale rufous. Middle legs the same, except that the 2d trochanter is black

and the 1st is vittate above with black, and that the entire base of the femora

is black. Hind legs, with sometimes the basal § of the basal trochanters

beneath, and always the tarsus, except the extreme tip and the basal £-£ of

joint 1 which are dusky, white. Abdomen S times as long as wide, the 1st

joint 6 times as long as wide, only ±-\ wider at the tip than at the extreme

base, the tubercles placed § of the way to the tip. Joint 2, z\ times as long

as wide, and if times as wide at tip as at base. The rest rapidly shorter

and shorter. Length tf .43-45 G37-.42 Cress.) inch. Front wing $ .27-

.29 inch.

Two 6*
; ? unknown to me. The discrepancy in the colora-

tion of the legs, as compared with Mr. Cresson's description, is

considerable, and may be attributed partly to variation, partly to

alcoholic transcoloration, and partly perhaps to the sacrifice of

verity to brevity in the description. It is singular that in every
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one of twelve species referred to Ischnus by Cresson, besides

Ischnus? fiaratus, Say, 1S2S, the % % only are known ; so that it

is left as yet uncertain to what genus they really appertain. Mr.

Cresson' s specimen or specimens of this species, like mine, came

from Illinois, and one received by me from him since the above

was written agrees in every respect with the above description

down to the minutest details in the legs.

[Ischnus albitarsis, Cress., is doubtless the <$ of Cryptus america?ius,

Cress., and varies much in coloration, especially of face and legs, and also

in size.

—

Cresson.]

CryptUS lligricalceatUS, n. sp.—o*-—Differs from the above only as fol-

lows :— 1. The bilobed spot on the face is confluent with the white orbits,

and there are very narrow white orbits behind, but not above, the eye. 2.

The white line underlying the humeral suture is reduced to a mere basal

dot. 3. There is no "white spot above the anterior coxa;," i.e. a more or

less abbreviated white line on the anterior edge of the collare. 4. In the

front, as well as in the middle legs, the 2d trochanter is black ; in the 4 front

legs the terminal \ of the tarsi is dusky; and in the hind legs the entire tar-

sus is so. Length o* -35 inch. Front wing o* .25 inch.

One 6*
; ? unknown to me. It is only by the two last charac-

ters recited above that this insect can be separated from albitar-

sis, as the two first occur sometimes in that species. It may per-

haps be a mere variety of that species, but it will require a good

series of specimens to prove the fact. As a general rule, the col-

oration of the legs is pretty constant in this family ; but in Cr.

iridescens, Cress., the hind tarsi vary almost as much in their

coloring as do those of albitarsis and nigricalceatus, with all the

intermediate grades.

[This is merely a variety of albitarsis.—Cresson.]

CrjptUS [iridesoeilS, Cress.]—6*.—Black. Head opaque, very minutely

punctate, subpolished on the vertex and clypeus. Orbits very narrow and

subobsolete or sometimes obsolete on the face, interrupted opposite the

antenna;, broader and almost always distinct to the commencement of the

vertex, and elsewhere obsolete, the terminal £-§ of the clypeus almost always,

the mandibles except their teeth, and the palpi, all white. Antennae brown-

black with the basal joint bright rufous beneath and the membranous base of

the 1st joint of the flagellum often rufous all around, \-% as long as the body,

rather slender, joint 1 of the flagellum 4-4.^ times as long as wide; joint 2

shorter by \ ; the rest slowly shorter and shorter. Thorax opaque, closely

and very finely punctate, less so on the mesonotum which is subpolished

;

parapsidal grooves acute but not impressed ; the usual glabrous polished

spot on the hind edge of the mesothoracic pleura very obvious. Metano-

tum more coarsely rugoso-punctate, its carinate areas absent, except the
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cross-carinse of the lateral areas and a trace of their tips, and a semicircular

basal area, the disk of which last is polished and smooth. Tegulae, a short

line under the front wing, a line underlying the humeral suture nearly to

its tip, which line is usually resolved into a basal and terminal dot, the lat-
*

ter and sometimes both of which are often obsolete, both scutels, the ante-

rior edge of the collare generally, and an obscurely-defined, horseshoe-

shaped spot on the hind part of the metathorax, sometimes reduced to a

mere roundish spot on the tip of each lateral area, sometimes entirely obso-

lete, all white. Abdomen rufous, elongate, oval, subpolished, with very

minute rather sparse punctures. Joint i, 3J times as long as wide, 2^ times

as wide at tip as at base, its sides gently concave | of the way to the tip,

where the small tubercles are placed, thence subparallel and subconvex to

the tip. Toint 2 longer by \ or \ than wide, and twice as wide at tip as at

base ;
joint 3 square or rather shorter than wide ; the rest slowly shorter

and shorter. Base and extreme tip of joint 1 generally whitish, and a large,

semicircular, dorsal, white spot always on joint 7. Basal \-\ of joint 2,

sometimes the basal \ of joint 3, or of 3-5, and the extreme tip of joint 5,

and always the whole of 6-8, except rarely the terminal f of 6, and always

the white spot on 7, all black. Venter pale rufous, tip blackish. Legs ru-

fous. The 4 front legs with their coxaj and trochanters white, the coxae

occasionally tinged with rufous. Hind legs with the extreme base of the

basal trochanters often blackish, the 2d trochanter often whitish below, and

the terminal \ of the femora black; tibia? fuscous, their basal \ whitish;

spurs whitish ; tarsi pale fuscous, with the extreme base of joint 1 and some-

times of 2 also, the terminal \-\ of 2, and the whole of 3 and 4, more or less

obviously white or yellowish-white, sometimes entirely fuscous except the

extreme base of all the joints. Wings subhyaline ; veins black; stigma

black, its basal £ yellowish-white. Radial area short, its posterior angle

no° or 120 . Areolet almost regularly pentagonal, its outer side usually

rather shorter than the inner side, and the 2d recurrent vein often entering

it rather nearer its base than its tip. Length d
1 .17-28 inch. Front wing o*

.13-21 inch.

Fourteen o* ; $ unknown to me. A rather variable species.

The variation in the coloring of the clypeus is especially remarka-

ble and unusual. Distinct at once from atricollaris, n. sp., rhom-

boidalis, n. sp., cinctifies, n. sp., rufifrons, n. sp., and semirufus,

Brulle, by the antennas not being annulate ; and from Cryphis?

(Ischnus) albitarsis, Cress., and Cr. nigricdlceatus, n. sp., by

the much less slender abdomen.

To this section belong also Cr. semirufus, Brulle (N. Am.),

and, if with Brulle we reject the genus Hofilismenus, Grav., H.

thoracicus, 6*, Cress., which differs from all the preceding by

having the thorax black, with the scutel and the metathorax

rufous.
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Section 4. Cresson.—

"

Scutellum black; abdomen red, or real

and black."

A.

—

Antennce not annulate with white ; coxce and trochan-

ters mostly black.

OyptllS americanUS, Cress.—.5—The antennnp are § as long as the

body; the 1st joint of the flagellum (= 3d joint of antennae, Cress.) 5^
times as long as wide, the 2d and 3d joints (= 4th and 5th of antennae,

Cress.) each } shorter than the preceding, so that the 3d joint is T
9
^ or ra-

ther more than £ as long as the 2d ; the rest gradually shorter and shorter.

In the metathorax the lateral areas, except their outer sides as well as

their cross-carinae, are distinct; there is a small subquadrate basal area;

a large equilaterally obtrigonate central area separated from the poste-

rior area by a robust cross carinas; and not only do the tips of the lateral

areas terminate in an acute thorn, but the outer tips of their cross-carinae

project in a small, robust tooth. The areolet is pentagonal, its inner and

outer sides the longest, its anterior side the shortest. The radial area is

elongate, having a posterior angle of 135 ; and the 1st recurrent vein is

angulated at 135 with a stump of a vein at the angle. Legs black; tips

of the 4 front femora, especially the anterior ones, shading into rufous;

all 6 tibia? and tarsi pale fuscous, tinged, especially in the front legs, with

rufous. First abdominal joint with its carinae extending f of the way to

the tip. Length $ .37 (.25-.50 Cress.) inch. Front wing $ .30 inch.

Ovip. .23 inch.

One ? ;
6* unknown to me. By some clerical or typographi-

cal error the ovipositor in Mr. Cresson's diagnosis is said to be

"as long as the body," instead of "as long as the abdomen," as is.

correctly stated in his description and also on p. 300. Precisely

the same error is repeated in the diagnosis of his Cr. persimilis*

In this species all the tibiae have an irregular double external row

of minute thorns as in several of the following species in Cr. ro-

bustus, Cress., and in Phytodietus, Grav.

CryptUS persimilis, Cress.— $.—The antennae are § as long as the bo-

dy, the 1st joint of the flagellum (= 3d joint of antennae, Cress.) only 4 \

times as long as wide, the following joints proportioned as in anterica-

ttus. The metathorax differs from that of americanus in the basal and

central areas being subobsolete except the posterior carina of the latter,

and in the cross-carinae of the lateral areas not projecting laterally in a

distinct tooth. Areolet as in americanus, except that its anterior side is

usually no shorter than either one of the two posterior sides. First recur-

rent vein usually with a stump of a vein at its angle. Abdomen as in

americanus, except that the basal § of joint 1 is either entirely or laterally

black. Length 5 -30-.37 (.33 Cress.) inch. Front wing $ .23-26 inch.

Ovip. .20 inch.
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Three °.
;

6* unknown to me. Two $ are smaller, and yet

have as long an ovipositor as the larger $ , and in bot h these two

the ist abdominal joint is entirely black on its basal % and the ist

recurrent vein has a stump of a vein at its angle, neither of which

characters occur in the large °

.

CryptllS frater* Cress.— J.— The antennae are rufous, shading into

brown-black on the extreme base and tip,
f-
as long as the body; ist joint

of the flagellum 4 times as long as wide, the rest gradually shorter and

shorter. The parapsidal grooves of the thorax are distinct and acute but

not impressed. The carinas of the metathorax are obsolete, except the

cross-carinae of the lateral areas, which are continuous with each other,

and a trace of their terminal angles. Areolet in a regular pentagon.

Radial area very short, its posterior angle about ioo°. Length $ .20

(27 Cress.) inch. Front wing 0. .16 inch. Ovip. .03 inch.

One 9 ; o* unknown to me. The terminal 3 or 4 abdominal

joints are in my specimen greatly retracted ; otherwise it would

measure more in length.

CryptllS? albisoleatllS, n. sp. ?— <$.—Black. Head opaque, closely and

very finely punctate, subglabrous and polished on the clypeus and espe-

cially on the vertex. Clypeus hunched and transversely oval. Palpi very

pale rufo-fuscous. Antennae | as long as the body, very robust, being as

stout as the middle tibiae, brown-black, tinged with rufous beneath at the

extreme tip; joints very distinct. Joint 1 of the flagellum twice as long as

wide, the rest very slowly shorter and shorter. Thorax with fine, close-set

punctures, polished above, where the punctures are finer and more sparse,

subopaque beneath ; scutel flat
;
parapsidal grooves distinct and impressed

on the anterior J, thereafter suddenly obsolete. Metathorax opaque and

rather coarsely rugose; the hind carinae of the lateral areas distinct and

prominent at the angles in a rectangular tooth, their cross-carinae also

indistinctly present; posterior area large and pentagonal; the other areas

obsolete. Abdomen rufous, oval, 4.4 times as long as wide, subpolished,

with almost microscopic, rather sparse punctures. First joint thrice as

long as wide, thrice as wide at tip as at base, its sides straight and slight-

ly divergent! of the way to the tip, where the large rectangular tubercles

are placed, thence subconvex and subparallel. Joint 2 wider by J than

long, and twice as wide behind as before; the rest rapidly shorter and

shorter. Joint 3 with a subobsolete, transverse, medial, capillary, dark

line; 5-8 obfuscated, and 7 almost entirely covered by a whitish spot.

Venter rufous, the tip as well as the penis dusky. Legs pale rufous. The
basal trochanters in all 6 legs and the 4 hind coxae black; middle tibiae

faintly, hind tibne strongly, obfuscated; 4 hind tarsi white, with the basal

§ of joint 1, and the whole of 5, pale fuscous. Wings subhyaline; veins

black, stigma dusky. Radial area short, its posterior angle 120 . Areolet

in a regular pentagon. Length <$ .25 inch. Front wing $ .18 inch.
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1

One d
1

; ? unknown to me. Very near Cr. albitarsis, 6* Cress.,

but that species is said to have "rather slender" antennas, basally

•" rufous beneath" (not brown-black), and " all the coxce and tro-

chanters except the apical half of the posterior pair [of trochan-

ters] black" ; whereas in albisoleatus the 2 anterior coxae are

entirely rufous, the 4 posterior ones entirely black, and all the 6

terminal trochanters are distinctly rufous. The two may possibly

be identical ; but if so Mr. Cresson has made some poor describ-

ing. In any case, if Ischnus albitarsis, dS Cress., be, as I sup-

pose, a Cryptus, the specific name albitarsis will be here pre-

occupied. Distinct from all the preceding by the white tarsi.

[Crvptns albitarsis, Cress., and albisoleatus,, Walsh, although closely

allied, are two very distinct species ; the former, which I now consider to

be the o* of similis, Cress., has a longer and more slender antennae, black

anterior coxa; and trochanters, a flat scutellum (which is convex in albi-

soleatus'), a differently sculptured metathorax, and the apex of first abdo-

minal segment prominently nodose.

—

Cresson.]

CryptUS [lilliatllS, Cress.]—

d

1.—Differs from albisoleatus, d\ n. sp.? only

as follows :— 1. The clypeus and vertex are punctate and opaque, and the

palpi are white except the last 2 joints which in certain lights are tinged

with fuscous. 2. The antenna? are immaculate, a little less robust, joint

1 of the flagellum being almost 2\ times as long as wide. 3. The thorax

is subopaque and uniformly sculptured above and below; the parapsidal

grooves are distinct, and impressed on the anterior \ (not£); and the

central area of the metathorax is quadrate and distinct except that it is

confluent behind with the posterior area. 4 The 1st abdominal joint is 4

times as long as wide, and only twice as wide at tip as at base; its sides

parallel \ of the way to the tip, where the tubercles are located and there

is a sudden expansion, thence nearly straight and subparallel or scarcely

divergent. Joint 2 as long as wide, and about 2-i times as wide behind as

before. A subterminal, capillary, dark line on joint 3, and a medial one

on 4. Basal k~\ of joint 1 blackish; elsewhere the abdomen and venter

are rufous-immaculate. 5. The legs are pale rufous. All the coxae and

trochanters, basal {-% of the front femora, all but the knees in the middle

femora, and the whole of the hind femora, tibiae, and spurs, black. All 6

tarsi white, the basal h of joint 1 in the hind legs, and the whole of joint 5

in all 6 legs, black. 6. The stigma is dull rufous edged with black. Areo-

let pentagonal, with its inner and outer sides parallel and its 2 hind sides

•each about \ shorter than the other 3 which are subequal. Length $ .30

inch. Front wing <$ .25 inch.

Two S ; 9 unknown to me. Distinct at once from Cr. albi-

tarsis, d
1

, Cress., and albisoleatus, d
1

, n. sp., by the subopaque

mesonotum with unabbreviated parapsidal grooves, and by the

iil—

6

[
May 20

-
lS73-l
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more or less black femora ; and from all the other preceding spe-

cies belonging to this group by the white tarsi.

CrjptUS albiCJlligatUS, n. sp.—o*.— Differs from albisoleatus, tf, n. sp.,

only as follows :— i. The clypeus and vertex are punctate and opaque, and

the palpi are white except the last joint which is fuscous in all lights. 2.

The antenna; are * as long as the body, immaculate and much less robust,

joint 3 being thrice (not twice) as long as wide. 3. The thorax is uni-

formly and rather coarsely punctate ; the parapsidal grooves shallow but

pretty distinct on the anterior h and in addition there is a shallow median

groove nearly attaining the scutellar fovea. Metanotum very coarsely

rugose; the hind angles of the lateral areas turned vertically upwards in

a blunt tooth; their cross carina: distinct and in range with the front ca-

rina of the central area, which is obscurely defined, twice as long as wide,

constricted in the middle, and confluent with the posterior area. Basal

area transverse; posterior area indistinct. 5. The abdomen is elongate-

oval, 6h times as long as wide ; the 1st joint 6 times as long as wide, scarce-

ly wider at tip than at base, the spiracle placed § of the way to the tip,

but without any tubercles, so that, except a slight inflation at the extreme

tip, and the usual slight dilatation at the extreme base, the joint is linear.

Joint 2 longer by \ than wide, and 2^ times wider at tip than at base; 3

square; the rest slowly shorter and shorter. Basal J of joint 1 black; the

rest of the abdomen, as well as the venter, rufous. 5. The legs are blacks

In the 4 front legs the knees and tibia?, except the inside of the tibia? which

is rufous, are white ; and in all 6 legs the tarsi are white with joint 5 dusky,

and in the hind tarsi the basal f of joint 1 is black. 6. The wings are

tinged with smoky yellow. Radial area long, its posterior angle 135 with

its apex not in the least rounded off and abutting on the outer side of the

areolet. Areolet pentagonal ; its inner and outer sides parallel or scarcely

convergent in front; its inner side equal to its anterior side, and the 3

other sides \ shorter and subequal. Length 6* -46 incn - Front wing 6*

about .30 inch.

One c? ; 9 unknown to me. Distinct from all the other $ 6*

belonging to this section by the elongate, linear 1st abdominal

joint, and from all the 9 9 by its conspicuous white tarsi. Very

like Cryptus (Ischnus) albitarsis, 6", Cress., at first sight, but

distinct by its black face, tegulae, thorax, coxre, and trochanters.

[Doubtless a mere variety of albitarsis.—Crksson.]

CrjptUS piCtiCOXUS, n. sp.—o*-—Black. Head subopaque, densely and

very finely punctate. Orbits, very wide next the mouth, slender above

and behind, and interrupted behind as they approach the cheeks, clypeus

except its extreme tip and a large quadrate spot immediately above it and

almost confluent with the facial orbits, mandibles except their teeth and

palpi, all white. Antennae rather robust, | as long as the body, brown-

black with a white spot on the 1st joint below; 1st joint of flagellum 2|
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times as long as wide ; the 2d joint i shorter ; the rest very slowly shorter

and shorter. Thorax opaque, finely and confluently punctured, less so on
the mesonotum which is subpolished. Parapsidal grooves acute and im-

pressed on the anterior 5, with a subobsolete dorsal stria between them.
Metathorax with the lips and the cross-carinas of its lateral areas distinct

:

the central area large and pentagonal, with its sides indistinct, and con-

fluent behind with the posterior area; the basal area obsolete. Tegulre,

and a short line under the front wing, white. Abdomen rufous with the

basal I of joint 1 black, elongate-oval, about 7 times as long as wide, sub-

polished and almost microscopically sculptured. Joint 1 rather robust,

twice as long as wide, \ wider at tip than at the extreme base, its sides

gently concave § of the way to the tip where the spiraculiferous tubercles

are placed, thence subparallel. Joint 2 longer by \ than wide, and 4 wider

at tip than at base
; 3 scarcely longer than wide ; the rest gradually shorter

and shorter. Venter rufous ; veins black. Legs rufous. The 4 front legs

with their knees white, and their coxa; and basal trochanters white below
and black above; the 2d trochanter in the front legs white below. Hind
legs with their coxa;, the whole of their basal trochanters, and the base of

their second ones, black; and the tip of the tibiae and the entire tarsi fus-

cous. Wings subhyaline, tinged with smoky yellow; veins and stigma

black; radial area elongate, its posterior angle 135 . Areolet with its

inner and outer sides the longest, and its anterior side \ shorter, the 2

posterior sides subequal and of intermediate length. First recurrent

vein angulated at 135 , with a stump of a vein at the angle; second

recurrent vein distinctly angulated. Length $ .36 inch. Front wing d
1

.26 inch.

One 6*
; 9 unknown to me. Might be taken for the 6" of fer-

similis, Cress., but for the white (not dark) mandibles, palpi and
tegulai, the coloration of which parts is not a sexual character in

this family. Moreover, the antennae are proportionally too stout

and the abdomen too slender. The same characters separate it

from the other ? ° belonging to this group, and from the d
1
6* it

is separated at once by the presence of white markings on the

head and the absence of them on the tarsi. The ornamentation

of the coxae
.
and trochanters is very like that of Cr. (Ischnus)

albitarsis, Cress., which belongs to Section 3, but the abdomen
is not near so slender.

B.

—

Antenna not annulate 'with -white. Coxce and trochan-

ters not marked at all zvith black.

CryptllS ultimus, Cress.—$.—The head is subopaque and very mi-
nutely and closely punctate. The 1st joint of the flagellum is 4 times as

long as wide, with its membranous base rufous ; the 2d joint i shorter ; the
rest gradually shorter and shorter. The parapsidal grooves of the thorax
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are acute but not impressed, and the metathoracic areas are all indistinct-

ly present, the central area large and pentagonal, and the tips of the late-

ral areas acute but not thorn-like. In the areolet the inner and outer

sides scarcely converge in front, and the outer side and that next the dis-

coidal cell are shorter by \ than the other 3, which are equal. Radial area

short, its posterior angle about 120 . First recurrent vein very obtusely

angulated. First joint of the abdomen 2\ times as long as wide, 2^ times

as wide at tip as at the extreme base, gradually dilated from near the base

to the extreme tip, the spiracles not tuberculiform. Joint 2 as long as

wide, and twice as wide behind as before; 3 full twice as wide as long; 4
shorter and entirely black ; the rest greatly retracted, but the normal white

spot on 7 very plain. Length ? .23 (.33 Cress.) Front wing $ .18 inch.

One ? ;
6* unknown to me. Mr. Cresson describes the 1st and

2d joints of the flagellum (= 3d and 4th of antennae) as subequal
;

but this can scarcely be so in a Cryptus.* His single specimen

was from Colorado. But for the retraction of the terminal joints

of the abdomen, my specimen would measure more in length.

Genus BASSUS, Grav.

In this genus the coloration and size appears to be pretty con-

stant, the only variations of any consequence occurring in the

lateral spottings of the abdomen and in the size of the facial white

spot of 2. The hooked or clavate spot overlying (not underlying)

the humeral suture is very characteristic of Bassus, though it oc-

curs also in a few other genera, e.g. Lampronota and Tryphon.

The bullae A and B are represented in the first Section by two

faint semibullae in the 2d cubital cell, one at its upper corner, and

one at the point where the 2d recurrent vein joins it ; and, as C
and D are confluent, there are in the first Section two complete

bullae only, CD and E. In the second Section A is absent, B
distinct, and C and D confluent as in the first Section ; and here

there are consequently three bullae, B, CD, and E. In both Sec-

tions E is remarkable for being located very close to the angle of

the 1st recurrent vein.

Section i.—Areolet obsolete.

BassilS [Scutellaria, Cress., Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. ii. p. 112].—$.—

Black. Head subopaque, finely and rather densely punctured, subglabrous

and polished on the vertex and clypeus. Orbits from the vertex to the cly-

peus, a roundish spot of very variable size on the middle of the face, and

* The first and second joints of the flagellum (= third and fourth of antennae) are, I find,

equal or subequal in length in nearly all the species of Cryptus known to me ; therefore Mr.

Walsh could not have really meant what he has written.—Crbsson.
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the clypeus, mandibles except their teeth, and palpi, all white. Clypeus

subtruncate at tip, its anterior edge reflexed and emarginate in the middle

so as to appear bilobate. Antenna; f as long as the body, brown-black,

beneath dull rufous except the 1st joint; 1st joint of flagellum thrice as

long as wide. Thorax finely and rather sparsely punctate and polished.

The tegulse, a short line beneath the front wing, a spot before it, and

a short subclavate line adjoining the humeral suture above, all three of

them almost contiguous, a large subquadrangular spot on the scutel

and a transverse line behind it, all white. Metathorax finely rugose with

the carina? well defined, the basal area absent, the central area quadrate

and confluent with the posterior area and the cross-carina; of the lateral

areas absent. Meso- and meta-sternum pale rufous. First joint of the ab-

domen rugose, with two very distinct longitudinal carina; obsolete towards

the tip. and a transverse white line on the middle \ of its terminal edge,

the outer \ of that edge elevated into a glabrous, highly polished carinal

Joints 2-4 rugoso-punctate, each gradually less so, 1-3 with a transverse

stria behind the middle, 4 with one before the middle, all filled with

short, parallel, longitudinal ruga? which are coarser on joint 1 ; the re-

maining joints more and more glabrous and polished; 2-7 each with

a very narrow terminal whitish or pale rufous line. Venter blackish,

irregularly blotched with white. Legs pale rufous, the anterior coxa?

and trochanters white ; the anterior surface of the 4 front legs, especially

at the knees, whitish; the extreme tip of the hind femora and the whole

of the hind tarsi brown-black; hind tibia; with the basal \ and termina.

§ black, the intervening § white. Wings hyaline; veins black; radius

pale rufous; stigma black but basally whitish, and twice as long as wide,

rj Differs from $ in the entire face and the basal joint of the antenna;

below being white, and in the tips of abdominal joints 2 and 3 being some-

times marked laterally with a distinct, transverse, white spot. Length rj"

19-.22 inch; $ .21-. 27 inch. Front wing $ .22 inch; Cj .22-. 25 inch.

Two % , three 2 . Comes very near to the B. maculifrons.

Cress., the $ only of which is described ; but 2 differs in the me-

tathoracic carinas being very distinct, instead of absent, in the hind

tibiae being annulate with white, and in the abdomen not being

laterally spotted. From B. orbitalis, Cress. (? only described)

2 differs in having a white spot on the face, in having no white

spot on the pleura behind the anterior coxae, in abdominal joint 2

not being crenulate basally, and in abdominal joints 2-4, instead

of 1-3, being transversely striate. From both species it differs in

the antennas being longer and rufous beneath, and in the pectus

being rufous, not black. The three species referred to Basstis

by Say, evidently from the long ovipositor, do not belong here,

and are probably Braconidce.

Bassus triplcticrus, n. sp.—cj"?—Differ from the cT2 of the above only

as follows:— 1. The meso- and meta-sternum are black, not rufous. 2.
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The abdomen is dorsally black with the extreme tip of joint i, and the

whole of joints 2 and 3 rufous, and ventrally black with joints 1-3 obscure

rufous. 3. The hind femora are immaculate. 4. The hind tibiae have

their basal i black, their next f white, their next I black gradually shading

into the terminal i which is bright rufous, thus presenting three distinct

colors, whence the specific name. The $ differs also in having no facial

white spot from the $ of [scuteltaris, Cress.] Length o* .20 inch; $2i-.27

inch. Length wing o* -19 inch; § -19-25 inch.

One % , four ? . Separated at once from Mr. Cresson's two

species, and from \scutellaris, Cress.,] by the broad red band on

the abdomen and by the remarkable coloration of the hind tibiae.

[This is probably only a variety of sycophanta.—Cresson.]

Bassns sycophanta, Walsh, [Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. ii. p. 112].— Q..—

Differs from [scutellaris, Cress.] $ only as follows:— 1. The white spot

is not located on the disk of the face, but on its tip so as to connect with

the clypeus; and the orbits widen as they approach the clypeus so as to

be more or less confluent with the white spot. 2. The antennas are brown-

black immaculate. 3. Besides the described white markings of the tho-

rax, an abbreviated line on the front submargin of the mesothoracic pleura,

a line on the front submargin of the lower surface of the mesosternum,

which is prolonged backwards at right angles half way to the metaster-

num, and a short line in the suture under the hind wing, all white. And
the posterior declivity of the metathorax is generally tinged with rufous,

the rest of the thorax being black. 4. The carinas of the 1st joint of the

abdomen are less distinct, and fade out halfway to the tip. Joints 1-3,

and sometimes the base of 4, are rufous immaculate, the rest of the abdo-

men black. Venter basally dull rufous, terminally blackish. 5. The hind

femora are immaculate, and the hind tibiae have their basal A black, their

next I white, their next A black, gradually shading into the last A, which

is bright rufous. Length $ .21-25 inch. Front wing $ .19-22 inch.

Thi-ee ? ; the % , which is unknown to me, will no doubt have

a white face and the first joint of the antennas white below. Re-

markably like tripicticrus 2, n. sp., but differs by the white spot

on the face, by the white lines on the sternum, and by the 1st joint

of the abdomen being rufous immaculate and having its carinas

less strongly developed. Any one of these characters might, if it

stood alone, be attributed to variation ; but as the three are per-

sistent throughout, they manifestly are of specific value. The hind

legs are exactly like those of tripicticrus, and the species is sepa-

rated from others by the same characters as tripicticrus.

Bassus rilflcrus, n. sp.—$.—Face with a large oblong spot in the mid-

dle which extends to the clypeus, and the clypeus. mandibles, and palpi,

all yellowish-white. Clypeus semicircularly emarginate at tip. Antennae

£ as long as the body, brown-black, scarcely paler beneath, the 1st joint
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stained with yellow beneath. Thorax subglabrous, polished, with the

tegulae, a short line below the front wing, a short line tapered to a point

in front adjoining the humeral suture below, and a large elongate spot,

clavate and hooked backwards at tip, adjoining it above, all three spots

contiguous, and an elongate spot in front of the middle coxa, pale yellow.

Metathorax finely rugose with the carinae subobsolete. Abdomen with the

whole of the 1st and the basal half of the 2d joint finely rugose or almost

glabrous, the normal carina? of joint 1 only indicated by a slight but broad

depression fading out before it attains the tip, which tip on each side is

furnished with a polished, transverse, short carina or tubercle. The rest

of the abdomen is subglabrous and polished. No transverse carina? ex-

cept on joint 3, and even there it is indistinct. The terminal \ of joint 2

and the whole of joint 3 rufous. Venter basally rufous, towards the tip

blackish. Legs pale rufous, the coxae and trochanters of all 6 yellowish-

white. Wings hyaline, veins and stigma black, the stigma but slightly

paler at base and about twice as long as wide. Length o* -i8 inch. Wing
<J .19 inch.

One % ; 2 unknown to me. Sufficiently distinct from all but

the preceding two species by the red-banded abdomen, and from

those by the immaculate hind tibia? and scutel, and the nearly

smooth metathorax and ist abdominal joint.

Section 2.—Areolet present.

liassus semifasciatlis, n. sp.—o*-—Black. Head subopaque, with very

minute, close-set, shallow punctures, more sparse on the vertex. Clypeus

describing a circular arc, posteriorly of 90 with the fovea?, as usual, placed

in the suture, £ of the way from the outer angle, anteriorly of 30 with the

middle J of the arc renexed. Face except the terminal fovea?, broad orbits

almost reaching the vertex, clypeus, mandibles except their teeth, and

palpi, all yellowish-white. Antennae f as long as the body, brown-black,

the liagellum tinged with rufous beneath, and its first joint with white;

the scape yellowish, white beneath. First joint of flagellum 4 times as long

as wide. Thorax polished, with very minute, but not close-set, shallow

punctures. Metathorax more coarsely rugoso-punctate, subopaque, and

with the lateral carinate areas distinct, but without any cross-carina?.

Tegula?, a line under the front wing, a quadrate spot before the tegula un-

der the humeral suture, a broad line clavate and slightly hooked back-

wards at tip overlying the humeral suture nearly to its tip, all three of

these spots contiguous, the scutel and a short transverse line behind it,

the entire prosternum, the anterior margin of the mesosternum nearly up

to the wing, an unabbreviated vitta near the bottom of its pleura and

another which is abbreviated behind still lower down, and the anterior

margin of the metasternum up to the wing, all white. Abdomen narrower

and less flattened than usual, subopaque on joints 1-4, with confluent fine

punctures obsolete towards the tip, and the tips of the joints which are

subpolished. Joint 1 longer by £ than wide, with a lateral, spiraculiferous
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tubercle placed J of the way to its tip, and very large and prominent; the

2 usual carina? reaching § of the way to its tip. Joint 2 with a round

fovea in its anterior angle. Joints 2 and 3, with a subobsolete transverse,

medial stria widely interrupted on the dorsum. Joint 1 with a narrow,

terminal white line; 2-6 with a white fascia on their terminal J, very nar-

rowly interrupted above on 2, but more and more widely so in each suc-

cessive joint, till in 6 if is reduced to a mere lateral white dot. Venter

yellowish-white. Four front legs very pale rufous, hind legs pale rufous

;

all the coxae and trochanters white ; tips of the 4 front tarsi, and the whole

of the hind tarsi fuscous. Wings hyaline; veins black, radius whitish;

stigma black, whitish at base, twice as long as wide. Bullae indistinct,

the wings being in bad order. Length $ .19 inch. Front wing o* .16

inch.

One % ; 2 unknown to me. Very near maculifrotis. Cress.

($ only described), and may possibly be the other sex of that spe-

cies. Differs by its white face and orbits, and by the legs being

more marked with white, which are common sexual characters

in % IchneumonidcB ; and also in the pale markings of the sternum

and abdomen, which may possibly be also sexual characters. The
clypeus, however, is not " profoundly impressed on each side,"

unless by this phrase is meant the usual fovea?, which are located,

as in all Ichnewnoniclce, in the clypeal suture ; neither is its "ba-

sal margin prominent," nor is the metathorax "without elevated

lines."

BasSUS bicapillaris, n. sp.—^.—Black. Head with the clypeus piceo-

rufous and truncate at tip, its anterior edge reflexed and in the middle

slightly depressed and emarginate. Mandibles and palpi white. Antennae

f as long as the body. Thorax very finely and regularly punctate so as to

appear subglabrous and polished. Tegulae, a short line beneath the front

wing, a roundish spot before it, and a subclavate line adjoining the hu-

meral suture above, all three of them nearly contiguous, white. Scutel

rufous. A capillary white line extending in a semicircle from the front of
the base of one hind wing behind the scutel to the front of the base of the

other one, and a similar line parallel with the first and extending from-

the back of the base of one hind wing to the back of the base of the other

one. Abdomen with joints 1-3 rugoso-punctate, each gradually less so,-

the remaining joints gradually almost glabrous and polished. No trans-

verse striae. Joint 1 with a wide, flattish, subglabrous, longitudinal carina

bifurcating in front, and a narrow, acute, sublateral one terminating in a

small, glabrous tubercle at each hind angle. Joint 2 with similar carinae,.

fading away at the middle. Venter blackish. Legs pale rufous. Hind

trochanters white. Terminal \ of hind femora, and whole of hind tarsi,

black. Hind tibiae black, with their basal £ white. Wings hyaline; veins

black, paler on the postcosta; the radius whitish; stigma black, 3 times as.
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long as wide, and with its basal ^ whitish. Areolet peduncled, obliquely

oblong and twice as long as wide. Length 0* -21 inch. Front wing o*

.20 inch.

One % ; ? unknown to me. Sufficiently distinct from all de-

scribed N. A. Bassus by the areolet, and by the capillary white

lines on the metathorax, whence the specific name.

CATOCENTRUS, new genus.

Head transverse, scarcely wider than the thorax. Face with

a large, transversely oval tubercle on its disk, declivous above,

gradually sloped elsewhere, and projecting forwards beyond the

line of the eyes about § their shorter diameter. Cheeks not at all

inflated. Antennae with the ist joint of the scapus as large as

usual, truncate a little obliquely from above downwards, the 2d

joint not larger than usual ; the ist joint of the flagellum rather

long, the following joints all longer than wide except towards the

tip. Thorax much prolonged beyond the wings (as in Metopius)

so that the front wings are set on a little behind the middle
;
par-

apsidal grooves" usually obsolete. Scutel rounded, with a very

deep and wide transverse stria at its base. Abdomen sessile,

curved downwards, subclavate, with joints 2-6 constricted at base

(as in Metopius), and only joints 1-6 visible from above or be-

hind, 7 and 8 being telescopically retracted (as in Metopius), and

only seen from below. Joint i short and but slightly longer than

wide, and very slightly wider behind than before. Ovipositor and

its sheaths very short, generally exserted and directed perpendicu-

larly downwards. Venter as much excavated as in Pitnpla, so

that the ventral and dorsal integuments are contiguous. Legs

short, rather robust ; hind tarsi much shorter than their tibiae
;

front and middle tarsi a trifle longer than their tibiae. Spurs nor-

mal. Tarsal claws unarmed, short and robust, shorter than the

pulvillus. Wings pretty long, with a moderately long radial area,

and usually with a small, rhomboido-triangular areolet, the 2d

recurrent vein usually more or less triangulated ; the ist recurrent

vein not angulated, but curved near its base. Bullae 5, A indis-

tinct and sometimes subobsolete, placed on the anterior angle of

the areolet ; B normal ; C and D separated by the salient angle

of the 2d recurrent vein ; and E rather closer to the curve of its

vein than to the areolet.
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Closely allied to Metopius both in coloration and structure, but

differs by the facial swelling not being buckler-shaped nor acutely

declivous all round, by the rounded scutel, by the small areolet,

by the 2d recurrent vein being more or less biangulated instead

of perfectly straight, and by bulla? C and D being distinctly sepa-

rated. Allied to Exochus, Grav., Polyrhabdus, n. g., and Or-

thocentrus, Grav., by the facial swelling ; but differs by the cheeks

not being at all inflated, by the front wings being set on behind

the middle of the thorax, by the constricted abdomen, and by many
other characters. Gravenhorst, in his description of the genus

Orthocentrus, has said that the ovipositor is erect (erectus), by

which, of course, he means that it is directed upwards, or exactly

the reverse to that of Catocentrus. Brulle has made the ridicu-

lous mistake of translating "erectus" by the French word "droite"

(straight), thus confounding "erectus" and "rectus" (Hym. p.

115). The position of the ovipositor, whether erect or oblique,

or pointed downwards, is, however, sufficiently indefinite and

variable character by which to define a genus ; for I find that in

different specimens of one and the same species (e.g. Cylloceria

\_occidentalis, Cress.]) the ovipositor is sometimes directed straight

upwards, owing to the retraction of the terminal dorsal joints,

sometimes directed obliquely backwards in the usual manner.

CatOCeiltliruS pllilailthoides, Walsh [Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. ii. p. no].

—cf ..—Black. Head with the vertex subglabrous and polished; front

and face closely and finely punctate ; the face bearing on its disk two large,

roundish, subcontiguous, yellow spots, transversely arranged. Clypeus

truncate and rather coarsely rugose. Mandibles and palpi piceous. An-

tennae § as long as the body, brown-black, the flagellum beneath dull

rufous, and the 1st joint of the scapus laterally and beneath yellow. Tho-

rax subpolished, finely and closely punctate, the punctures finer and more

sparse beneath. Metathorax with the two carinate lateral areas distinct

and divided each by cross-carinse. The other areas obsolete. Under the

tip of each humeral suture a triangular yellow spot. Scutel with a large,

subquadrangular, yellow spot, rather wider in front than behind, and with

its four angles, especially the front ones, considerably prolonged ; a trans-

verse yellow line behind this spot. Abdomen basally truncate; the angles

acute and a little prolonged; joint 1 oblong and flattened, $ \ and $ \

longer than wide, o* \ and $ \ wider behind than before, laterally a little

concave, the concavity greatest J of the way to the tip; the usual two ca-

rinas well developed on it but fading out towards its hind edge; the joint

itself glabrous and polished between these carina?, elsewhere slightly ru-

goso-punctate and polished ; its terminal J yellow. Joints 2-5 finely and
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densely punctured, slightly shining, the terminal -I of each yellow. The

remaining joints, so far as visible, less punctured. Venter stained with

yellow. Legs with the 6 trochanters o* yellow, $ stained with yellow;

c?$ with the 4 front tibiae, the 4 front tarsi except their extreme tips, the

basal f of the hind tibize and the tips of all 6 femora, all yellow. Wings

hyaline, with a brown-black cloud along the costa fading out half way

across the wing and darkest towards the tip; veins black; stigma dark

rufous, subhyaline only at its extreme base, and thrice as long as wide.

Areolet almost rhomboido-triangular. the 2d recurrent vein entering it \

of the way to its tip. Length c?2 -30 inch. Wing d"? .27 inch.

One % , two 2 , taken on umbelliferous flowers in August. May
be l-eadily mistaken for a small Philanthus or Cerceris.

Genus METOPIUS, Grav. (=Peltastes, Illig.)

But three bullae exist in this genus, B, CD, & E, and they are

all smaller than usual, though very distinct. Their location is nor-

mal. Most of the yellow markings seem to be here very variable

in their extent, and some of them to be occasionally obsolete. In

the European AT. necatorius, for example, we are told that the

yellow band at the tip of the ist abdominal joint sometimes almost

entirely covers that joint, and in Bridle's description of his M.
pinatorius that the 7th abdominal joint has sometimes no termi-

nal yellow border. (Brulle Hym. p. 120.)

MetOpiUS (peltastes) pollinctOrillS, Say (= M. pinatorius, Bru lle,=

M. cordiger, Brulle).

From Bridle's slovenly descriptions of his M. pinatorius and

J\I. cordiger, and of their distinctive characters, I have compiled

with some labor the following Table, omitting those points which

he quotes as distinctive characters, but in which, according to

his own descriptions, the two insects are not distinguishable.

For example, he first says that the two yellow spots on the meta-

thorax of pinatorius " are sometimes absent," and then he adds,

only five lines afterwards, that it "has no yellow spots there at

all" ! ! And, after such a blunder as this, he quotes the presence of

two large yellow spots on the metathorax as one of the characters

which separate cordiger from pinatorius III For the sake of

comparison I have also included in the same Table Say's M. pol-

linctorius, 1st. from his description, and 2d. from a single 2 spe-

cimen in my Cabinet.
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as the hind femora are as Say describes those of his pollinctorius,

"yellow at base" and black at tip. As in Say's pollinctorius o"2

(but not in my 2), the 2d abdominal joint has a lateral yellow spot

at tip ; but the entire metathorax is black immaculate. As com-

pared with my 2 , the abdomen is more strongly sculptured, so as

to be opaque instead of subpolished.

Genus EXOCHUS, Gravenhorst.

Gravenhorst has placed the group to which this genus apper-

tains between the groups Ichneumon and Trogus, which, as

Bridle has well observed (p. 298), are too closely allied to be thus

separated, and with which it seems to have no other analogy than

the possession of a very short ovipositor. Its abdomen indeed is

as sessile as that of any Pimpla (though there is a very consider-

able difference in different species in the basal breadth of its first

joint), and it is scarcely correct to call it, as Gravenhorst does,

subsessile. The protuberant face shows its connection with

Jlfetopius, and in fact most of the Pimploid genera have a more

or less prominent tubercle on the face, which in some species, e.g.

Glypta tuberculifrons, n. sp., is very prominent. My species

show a considerable difference in the comparative length and

breadth of the first joint of the flagellum, and consequently in that

of the succeeding joints also, the first joint being in Icevis 2 and

albiceps % only twice as long as wide ; in albifrons 2 , antiuli-

crus %, and atriceps %, v\ times as long as wide; and in albi-

frons % 35 times as long as wide. There is a similar difference in

the incrassation of the hind femora, which in Icevis 2 are only

twice as long as wide, in atriceps % 2\ times, and in the other three

species 2 J times as long as wide. In this genus there are but three

bulla?, A, CD, and E ; A indistinct and sometimes obsolete on the

forward end of the areolar cross-vein, CD located well forwards

on its vein, and E rather nearer to the angle than to the tip of its

vein. Judging from the single species of which I possess many

specimens, the size and coloration are both pretty constant.

Section 2, Cresson.—Areolet obsolete.

ExOChllS liCVis, Cress.— 5*

—

Head opaque, with confluent, rather fine

punctures and pubescence on the face, the punctures finer and more sparse

on the subpolished vertex. Face, when viewed in profile, projecting be-

yond the eyes by a distance equal to their shorter diameter. Clypeus

glabrous and polished. Mandibles and the upper edge of the face rufous.

Palpi yellowish-white. Antenna; f as long as the body, brown-black,
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with the flagellum very robust except at the tip and at the extreme base

more or less tinged with rufous beneath, their tips a little convolute, the

ist joint of the flagellum twice as long as wide, all the following joints

shorter than wide. Thorax subpolished, with fine, rather close-set punc-

tures, more sparse on the metathoracic pleura. Metathorax with 4 equi-

distant longitudinal carinae, which all attain the lunate area of the poste-

rior declivity, the 2 outer ones medially connected with each other by a

cross carina, and the two middle ones forming a central area scarcely

closed at tip and twice as long as wide, which, as well as the lower part

of the metathoracic pleura, is glabrous and highly polished. Tegulse yel-

lowish-white. Abdomen as long as the head and thorax together, polish-

ed, with very fine, moderately dense punctures. Joint 1 longer by \ than

wide, and nearly thrice as wide behind as before ; its 2 carina; extending

more or less distinctly f of the way to the tip, the space between them

glabrous but not excavated except sometimes slightly towards their tip.

Ovipositor rufous, seldom exserted. Legs bright rufous, immaculate.

Wings hyaline; veins and stigma black. Areolar cross-vein full as long

as usual. Length § .20-25 inch. Front wing Cj .16-18 inch.

Six ? , two with the ovipositor exserted ; % unknown. Judging

from analogy, I should anticipate that the entire face of % would

be rufous. Differs from Mr. Cresson's description in the palpi

being whitish (not "piceous") in the rufous band on the face, in

the antennas being f (not I) as long as the body, in the ist abdo-

minal joint not being "canaliculate," and in the legs being bright

rufous (not " reddish-brown"). A specimen received from Mr.

Cresson agrees in all these points with mine, and seems to me to

be a 2 ; and not a % , as supposed by its describer.

ExOChllS albifroilS, [Walsh, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. ii. p. 114].—o*?.—

Differ from the preceding only as follows:— 1. The face projects beyond

the eyes scarcely § of their shorter diameter, and the clypeus is punctured

like the face. 2. The face, clypeus and mandibles except their teeth, and

in d
1 a small triangular spot on the vertex adjoining each eye and a very

narrow orbit extending just beyond the antenna?, are all yellowish-white.

3. In cf the ist joint of the scapus is yellowish-white beneath ; and the ist

joint of the flagellum is in d 3k, in $ 2k times as long as wide, the following

joints about h longer than wide, and the tips % ? are not convolute. 4.

The 2 middle carinas of the metathorax are medially connected by a cross-

vein so as to form a complete basal and central area, which last is divided

from the posterior area by a distinct carina. 5. The tegulse, a long capillary

line under the front wing, a broad line clavate at base and underlying the

humeral suture from the tegula nearly to the tip, the whole scutel d or a

wide line at its tip and sometimes also a narrower one at its sides in $,

and 0*$ a transverse line behind the scutel, are all white. In d the entire

mesosternum and its pleura, as well as that of the metasternum, nearly up

to the wing, in $ only a spot above the middle coxa, a patch above the
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hind coxa, and more or less of the lower face of the mesosternum, are all

rufous. 6. The abdomen is in tf \, in $ £ longer than the head and tho-

rax together. Joint 1 is only J wider behind than before, and its 2 carinas

in $, and sometimes in $, only extend half way to the tip. 7. The legs

are rufous, but the 4 front tibia? are internally whitish, and the 4 front

tarsi entirely so. In the hind legs the femora are lightly tipped with

black, the knees whitish, the terminal {-\ of the tibiae black, and the tarsi

white with the extreme tips of the joints black. 8. The wings are slightly

tinged with dusky. Length o* -27; o" -30-.3I inch. Front wing d
1

.23 ; $

.25 inch.

One % , two ?. Distinct from pleuralis % , Cress., dorsalis % ,

Cress., and pallipes % , Cress., by their "broad white orbits" be-

ing reduced to a spot on the vertex, and by other characters.

ExoChllS aiinillicrilS, n. sp.—d\—Differs from Icevis $ only as follows :

1. The face projects beyond the eyes scarcely § of their shorter diameter,

and the clypeus is punctured like the face. 2. The face, clypeus, mandi-

bles except their teeth, a small triangular spot on the vertex next the eye,

and a very narrow orbit reaching just beyond the antennae, are all yel-

lowish-white. 3. The first joint of the scapus is yellowish beneath; joint

1 of the flagellum is 2k times as long as wide, the following joints about £

longer than wide, and the tips are not convolute. 4. The carinate areas

of the metathorax are all complete as in albifrons. 5. The tegulae, a short

capillary line under the front wing, a large triangular spot adjoining the

tegula in front, a transverse line at the tip of the scutel and another be-

hind it, the entire lower face of the mesosternum, and a large spot before

each anterior coxa, are all yellowish-white. No rufous markings. 6. The

abdomen is \ longer than the head and thorax together. Joint 1 is only

\ wider behind than before, and its 2 carinae reach \ of the way to its tip.

7. The legs are rufous, but in the 4 front legs the coxa, both trochanters,

the knees, the inner face of the tibiae, and the entire tarsi, are whitish. In

the hind legs, the lower face of the coxa and both trochanters are whitish,

the first \ of the tibiae and also their extreme tips are black and the second

^whitish; and the tarsi are whitish with the extreme tips of the joints

black. Length 0* -23 inch. Front wing o" -i8 inch.

One % ; 2 unknown to me. Distinct from albifrons % by the

whitish sternum, coxae and trochanters, the whitish annulus on the

hind tibiae, and the black hind knees ; and from pleuralis, Cress.,

dorsalis, Cress., and pallipes, Cress., by its having no "broad

white orbits." I am not sure of the sex of the above, but infer it

to be % from the spot on the vertex being similar to that of %

(not ?) albifrons.

ExOChllS Jltriceps, n. sp.— o"-—Pale rufous. Head black, opaque, with

confluently fine, shallow punctures, obsolete on the vertex which is polished

and subobsolete on the clypeus. Face extending beyond the line of the
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eyes by f of their shorter diameter. Face, orbits reaching to the occiput

where they are dilated into a triangular spot, clypeus, mandibles except

their tips, palpi and cheeks half way up the eye, all yellowish white.

Antennre brown-black, with joint i whitish beneath, f as long as the body,

ist joint of flagellum 2-i times as long as wide, 2d and following joints

about ij times as long as wide. Thorax subpolished, with distinct, rather

close, shallow, fine punctures, much less distinct and close on the pleura

and sternum. Metathorax without a trace of any carinas. Tegulae, a

broad line underlying the humeral suture nearly to its tip, and the lower

face of the mesosternum, all whitish. The lateral and anterior margin of

the mesonotum, and the region surrounding the two scutels, black. Abdo-

men i longer than the head and thorax together, subpolished, with rather

close, fine, shallow punctures, obsolete on the tips of the joints. Joint i

squarely truncate at base with the angles acute, £ longer than wide, £

wider behind than before, its 2 carina? only reaching J of the way to the

tip ; its anterior angles, and the lateral carina nearly to its tip, black. Joints

7 and 8 black. Four front legs whitish, with the 4 femora (except the knees)

and the outer face of the middle tibiae, pale rufous. Hind legs pale rufous,

with the tips of the coxae, and the entire trochanters, spurs and tarsi,

whitish ; extreme tips of the femora, of the tibiae and of the tarsal joints,

obfuscated. Wings subhyaline ; veins and stigma black. Length $ .24

inch. Front wing $ .18 inch.

One <? ; $ unknown to me. Distinct by its rufous abdomen,

etc., from any of Mr. Cresso'n's species.

ExocllUS albiceps, n. sp.—^.—Differs from the above only as follows :

1. The head is white, except a black spot just enclosing the ocelli and a

large lunate black spot on the occiput, medially confluent with the other

one by a short space. Face, except the orbits, tinged with rufous. 2. The

ist joint of the flagellum is only twice as long as wide, the 2d only \ longer

than wide, and the following joints square. 3. The thorax is glabrous and

polished, and the carinae on the metathorax are all distinct as in albifrons.

The white markings are rufescent and less distinct, and the only black

markings are a short line inside the origin of the front wing, an indistinct

vitta on the disk of the lateral lobe of the mesonotum, and a large spot at

the tip of its middle lobe. 4. The first joint of the abdomen is immacu-

late, \ longer than wide, and twice as wide behind as before, its 2 carinae

reaching half way to the tip. An obtrigonate, dorsal spot at the tip of

joint 5, and the whole of 6-8, black. 5. The legs are all dull luteous, with

an abbreviated, exterior vitta on each femur, and an unabbreviated one

on each tibia. Length 0* «l8 inch. Front wing d
1

-*5 inch-

One o* ; $ unknown to me. Distinct from all Mr. Cresson's

species by its rufous abdomen, etc.

EXOCHISCUS, new genus.

Head with the face and cheeks prominent (as in Exochus).

Antennae short and robust, subgeniculate ; the ist joint very long,
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scarcely incrassated, cylindrical, and truncate a little obliquely

from above downwards, the rest all short
;
joint 2 not much shorter

than the 1st joint of the flagellum. Thorax with the parapsidal

grooves obsolete. Scutel triangular, flatfish, elevated. Metatho-

rax with the carinate areas mostly developed. Abdomen sessile,

elongate suboblong, compressed at tip
;
joint 1 unusually long, its

sides but slightly converging in front. Joints 1 and 2 strongly

sculptured and opaque ; the rest glabrous and polished. Venter

excavated. Ovipositor ? Legs robust and short ; coxae and
femora incrassated, especially in the hind legs. Spurs normal.

Tarsal claws simple, and, as well as the pulvillus, long and slen-

der. Wings moderate. Radial area and stigma very short. Areo-

let large, pentagonal. Both recurrent veins but slightly curved.

Veins at the tip of the wing subobsolete, except those of the radial

area. Bulla? indistinct but apparently 4, A, B, CD, and E ; A and
B on the outer side of the areolet (as in Orthocentrus, Grav.), C
and D confluent or separated only by an indistinct dot, andE rather

nearer to the angle of its vein than to the areolet.

Differs from Exochus, Grav., by its large pentagonal areolet, by
its long tarsal claws and pulvillus, and the great length and coarse

sculpture of its first two abdominal joints ; from Periope, Haliday,
by its sessile abdomen, by its spurs 1, 2, 2 (not 1, 2, 1), by its sim-

ple claws, and by its large pentagonal areolet ; from Orthoccntrus,

Grav., it is separated at once by its simple claws ; and from Polyr-
habdus, n. g., by its areolet not being obsolete. In the compressed
tip of the abdomen it resembles Periope, Hal.

ExOClliSCUS pusillllS, n. sp.—ry?—Black. Head subopaque, with mi-
nute, rather sparse punctures ; vertex polished. Face projecting beyond
the eyes by a space equal to their shorter diameter. Face brown ; lower
part of the face, clypeus, cheeks, mandibles except their teeth, and palpi,

all brownish-yellow. Antenna; yellowish-brown, very robust, a little con-
volute at tip, half as long as the body. Joint 1, ih times as long as wide,
scarcely more robust than the flagellum

;
joint 2 square; 1st joint of the

flagellum longer by h. than wide; the rest slowly shorter and shorter.

Thorax subpolished, with minute, rather sparse punctures ; the entire

pleura and the metanotum polished and glabrous. Metathorax with the
carinate areas complete, save that the cross-carinae of the lateral areas are

absent, and the basal is confluent with the central area; the two dorsal

carina; converging on their basal i, thence straight and equidistant, the
space between them with transverse rugae; exterior tip of the lateral area
prolonged in a minute, robust, blunt thorn. Tegula; brownish-yellow.
Abdomen with joints 1 and 2, except their extreme tips, opaque and

iii—7 [May j3 , 1S73.]
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coarsely and longitudinally rugose; the remainder of the abdomen, ex-

cept a few minute ruga? at the base of joint 3, glabrous and polished.

Joint 1 twice as long as wide, i wider behind than before, its sides slightly

convergent i of the way from the tip to the base, thence parallel nearly

to the base, where they converge rapidly but in a regular curve without any

angle or tooth; carinas distinct, but not lofty or acute, all the way to the

tip, and enclosing between them a shallow excavation. Joint 2 longer by

\ than wide
; 3 nearly as long as 2 ; the rest rapidly shorter and shorter.

Extreme tips of 1-4 rufo-piceous. Venter luteous on the basal §. Legs

pale dull rufous; the 4 front ones honey-yellow. Wings hyaline; veins

brown; stigma pale dusky, twice as long as wide. Radial area with a pos-

terior angle of 90 . Areolet pentagonal, its sides converging a little as

they approach the radial area, the 2d recurrent vein entering it rather

nearer to its tip than to its base. Length 0* ? .13 inch. Front wing $>
.12 inch.

One o* ; $ unknown to me. Distinct by the shape of its areo-

let from all the Exochus described by Mr. Cresson that have any

areolet at all, viz. apicalis and fulvipes=pygmceus.

POLYRHABDUS, new genus.

Antennae rather robust, with the first joint of the scapus square-

ly truncate and joint 2 large ; first joint of the flagellum short

and the following joints almost square. Face and cheeks prom-

inent as in Exochus. Scutel flattened and laterally and termi-

nally carinate. Abdomen sessile
;

joint 1 with about 5 distinct

longitudinal carinas on its dorsal surface, joint 2 with 3, and joints

3 and 4 with 1 only. Venter much excavated. Ovipositor very

short. Legs short and robust ; femora incrassate ; tarsal claws

moderately long and simple
;
pulvillus as long as the claws. Wings

shorter than usual. Areolet obsolete. Areolar cross-vein as long

as usual. Bulla? 2, located as in Exochus, except that E is pretty

close to the angle of its vein.

Distinct from Exochus bv its carinate abdomen, its excavated

venter and its short wings ; and from Alomya by its sessile abdo-

men, obsolete areolet, the distinctness of its terminal wing-veins,

its prothorax not prolonged in front, and its hind femora being

more incrassate than the 4 front ones instead of vice versa.

PolyrhabdUS Cariniger, n. sp.— $.—Black.—Head opaque, with very

fine, dense punctures and pubescence, sparse on the subpolished vertex.

Face projecting beyond the eyes § of their shorter diameter, pale yellow

above and laterally, rufous on the disk and as far as the clypeus ; the ter-

minal fovea;, and a small, flat tubercle on its upper disk, fuscous. Clypeus

and mandibles, except their tips, rufous. Palpi whitish. Antennae brown-
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black, h as long as the body, the 1st joint of the flagellum twice as long

as wide, the 2d joint J longer than wide, the following ones square. Thorax

polished, with fine, rather close-set, shallow punctures
;
parapsidal grooves

subobsolete. Scutel flat, elongate semi-oval, with a very distinct lateral

and terminal carina, and a transverse, deeply impressed stria at its base.

Metathorax with 4 longitudinal carime, and a posterior lunate area, but

no cross-carime. Tegulse whitish. Abdomen subopaque, with close-set,

fine punctures. Joint 1 longer by \ than wide, h wider behind than be-

fore, with five longitudinal, acute, lofty carime distinctly visible from

above, viz. : the 2 usual dorsal ones and a third in the terminal § of the

space enclosed between them, and the 2 usual lateral ones which are here

elevated on the dorsum so as to appear detached from the lateral edge of

the joint when viewed from above. Joint 2 with 3 such carinse, the 2 outer

ones a continuation of the lateral carinre of joint 1 and the middle one a

continuation of its middle carina. Joint 3 with 1 carina only, a continua-

tion of the middle one ; and joint 4 with the same but only prolonged half

way to its tip. Ovipositor exserted and as well as its sheaths blackish.

Venter whitish. Legs rufous immaculate. Wings subhyaline, veins and

stigma black. Length Cj .27 inch. Front wing $ .17 inch.

The $ differs from the $ only as follows : 1. The entire face and a short

orbit extending just beyond the antennae, the cheeks, clypeus, and mandi-

bles except their teeth, are all pale yellow immaculate; and the tubercle

on the face is obsolete. 2. The antennae are § as long as the body, the 1st

joint of the flagellum twice as long as wide, the 2d £ longer than wide,

and the following ones £ longer than wide; and the 1st joint of the scape

is yellow beneath. 3d. The 4 anterior coxee are whitish at tip. Length

$ .30 inch. Front wing o* «20 inch.

Two c?, one ?. Differs from Tryphon carinattts, Cress., by
the 2d abdominal joint having 3 (not 1) carina?, by the 3d and 4th

being unicarinate (not simple), and by the protuberant face. Very
distinct from all other allied N. A. species by the short wings and

the remarkable carinas of the abdomen. One r? was bred from a

small Lepidopterous pupa.

[Genus ORTHOCENTRUS, Grav.]

Face and cheeks as prominent as in Exochus. Antennae mo-
derate, joints not unusually short, the 1st joint of the scapus trun-

cate rather obliquely from above downwards, the 2d joint large.

Scutel hunched, its sides declivous. Abdomen sessile, elongate-

oval, almost elongate-oblong in d", the 2d joint in o* rather longer

than wide. Ovipositor very short. Legs somewhat short and
robust, the hind coxce and femora much incrassated

; tarsal claws,

especially those of the hind legs, nearly as long as the last tarsal

joint, and suddenly dilated on their basal \ into a large tooth, the

2 teeth together simulating a 6th tarsal joint
; pulvillus very nar-
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row but as long as the claws. Wings with a large pentagonal

areolet, sometimes incomplete by its terminal vein being subobso-

lete. When the areolet is complete the bulhe A and B cover

nearly the whole of its terminal side and are separated only by a

minute dot, C and D are confluent or separated from each other

only by an indistinct dot, and E is as close as possible to the angle

of the ist recurrent vein. When the areolet is incomplete A and

B are absent, the other bulla? remaining the same ; and there are

then consequently but 2 bulhe, CD and E, instead of 4, A. B,

CD, and E.

Distinct from Exochus and Polyrhabdus by its hunched scutel,

by its long, toothed tarsal claws, and its large pentagonal areolet

:

and from Alomva by its sessile abdomen, its wings as long as usu-

al, and with the terminal veins distinct, its toothed claws, etc.

[Mr Walsh considered the two following species as belonging to a new

genus which he called Pac/iyonyx ; but they cannot be generically separated

from Orthocentrus. Grav.— Cresson.]

[OrthOCeiltrilS] trffaSCiatUS, n. sp.-^$.—Black. Head subopaque with

very minute, rather close-set, punctures, more sparse on the subpolished

vertex. Face, cheeks, and the whole mouth, white. Antennae § as long

as the body c?i \ as long $. with the first joint of the flagellum about i\

times as long as wide, and the following joints about twice as long as

wide, brown-black, the scape and the extreme base of the flagellum whitish

beneath, especially in d- Thorax polished, with very minute, rather

dense punctures, more sparse on the mesothoracic pleura. Metathorax

transversely rugose above, with 4 longitudinal subequidistant carina? all

attaining the lunate area of the posterior declivity, which is bounded by

a well-defined carina throughout. Lower face of the mesosternum rufous,

and in d its pleura also fully half way to the wing. Abdomen opaque,

very finely and rather densely rugose, subpolished towards its tip and at

the tips of the joints. Joint 1 in d full twice as long as wide, in ? \

longer than wide, d? I wider behind than before, d with its sides nearly

straight, 0. with its sides strongly convex for the ist £, thence gently con-

cave nearly to the tip, so that the whole joint is elongate-campanulate,

<d$ geniculate at \ the way to its tip, which is bisinuate, its 2 carina?

distinct nearly to its tip and enclosing in their basal i a round excavation.

Joint 2 in d longer by \ than wide, d? with a large, impressed, lateral,

sub-basal puncture, joint 3 square in d, joint 2 square in $, the rest in

d1

? gradually shorter. Joints 2 and 3 with their terminal \ clay-yellow,

and joint 1 with a similar band, which in $ is narrower, darker and less

obvious. Venter d $ yellowish except at tip. Four front legs d $ yellow-

ish-white ; hind legs very pale rufous, d with the coxa? brown above and

the entire femora, or sometimes only their upper surface, and sometimes

the tip of the tibia;, brown. Wings subhyaline; veins brown; stigma
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nearly triangular, pale brown, twice as long as wide. Areolet large, pen-

tagonal, the 2d recurrent vein entering it at | the way to its tip. Length

^.17 ? .12 inch. Front wing o* ? .13 inch.

Two d", one ?.

[Ol'thOCentms] Stigmatias, n. sp.— $.—Differs from the above $ only

as follows:— i. The face and the lower surface of the scape are yellowish-

white (not white), and the entire rlagellum is dull rufous or pale yellow-

ish rufous below. Joints of the flagellum a little shorter. 2. The meso-

sternum is sometimes entirely black. 3. The 3 fasciae on the abdomen are

narrower, darker and much less distinct, that on joint 1 sometimes obso-

lete. 4 The 1st abdominal joint has its sides gently concave on its mid-

dle i, but elsewhere convex, their general direction being straight. 5.

The hind legs are of a darker rufous. 6. In the wings both the veins and

stigma are black, the stigma a little hunched on the costal margin, and

very strongly hunched on the side adjoining the discoido-cubital cell, so

as to describe a circular arc of 45 . Areolet the same, but with its outer

vein so slender and pale as to be only visible in certain lights. Length

2 .15 inch. Front wing § .12 inch. 1

Two $ ;
0" unknown to me. But for the different structure

of the 1 st joint of the abdomen and the hunched stigma, this

might be taken for a variety of the preceding.

Genus CERATOSOMA, Cresson.

The swelled face, which projects beyond the eyes by a space

about equal to f their shorter diameter, shows the connection of

this most anomalous genus with Exochus, etc. Air. Cresson has

omitted to notice one of its most remarkable characters, viz. :

that the mouth is rostriform as in Osprynchotus, Spin., and Lapton,

Nees, and in the Braconide genera Agathis and Vipio. The cly-

peus and mandibles are also larger and more prominent than com-

mon, but the mandibles have the usual subequal teeth, instead of

being destitute of teeth, as they are described in the two Ichneu-

monidous genera named above. Occasionally this rostrum is a

little retracted, but ordinarily it projects beyond the clypeus by a

space equal in length to the longer diameter of the eye. Mr.

Cresson speaks of a " small tooth near the tip of the tarsal claws "

o* 2 . This tooth exists only in ? , and it is long, acute and slender,

and placed on the middle of the claw beneath. In the cT the ter-

minal \ of the claw bears, not a tooth, but 7 or 8 fine, long pec-

tinations. I am not aware of any other example in Ichneumoni-

dce where sexual differences exist in the armature of the tarsal

claws. The genus is further remarkable by the entire body being
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absolutely glabrous, which does not occur elsewhere in this family

so far as I am aware. The thorn-like extremity of the ? abdomen,

whence the genus takes its name, is produced by the 6th ventral

uniting with the 7th dorsal to form a perfectly smooth and very

elongate cone, the whole being jointed together so closely that it

requires a good lens to perceive the suture, and being basally em-

braced by the sides of the 6th dorsal. Occasionally from the

tip of this cone there projects the tip of the sheaths of the ovi-

positor ; but more usually they are entirely concealed within.

No doubt, as in Figitidce, (see Proc, etc., ii. p. 467, fig. 3, and

p. 468, note,) the entire tip of the abdomen is used to pierce the

body of the ichneumonized insect. As will be at once perceived,

this is a very different arrangement from the ploughshare-shaped

6th ventral of Arotes and Accenitus, which, like the ventral valve

of Cyfzips, {ibid. p. 467, fig. 1 a,) is entirely disconnected from

the dorsal segments. The areolet is large and rhomboidal. The

bullae are very large and obvious on the brown wing, and are 3

in number, B, CD and E ; but as both recuiTent veins are nearly

straight, the location of CD and E cannot be definitely fixed, fur-

ther than that they are always much nearer to the areolet than to

the other end of the vein. Out of 34 specimens carefully ex-

amined, the only irregularity in the bullae that I could detect was,

that in 1 <$ fasciata B was obsolete, and in 3 S fasciata C andD
were not quite confluent. In coloration, but not in size, the genus

varies very considerably.

CeratOSOllia apieallS, Cress.—$ ? .—My specimens differ as follows from

the description :— 1. The face, clypeus and palpi are yellow immaculate,

and, instead of 2 fulvous spots on the occiput, the entire occiput, except a

j'ellow orbit narrower above and running across the entire vertex, but

very wide below, is ferruginous. 2. The ferruginous color of the thorax

is more or less densely stained with black ; and there is always on the disk

of the mesonotum a quadrate yellow spot, the anterior angles of which

are connected with the clavate tip of the broad yellow line that overlies

the humeral suture by a more or less obvious narrow yellow vitta, thus

leaving an oblong blackish spot on the tip of the mesonotum. 3. There

is a more or less broad anterior yellow margin to the mesosternum and its

pleura, and a very narrow one to the pleura of the metasternum, the two

yellow margins more or less entirely connected by an intermediate elon-

gate yellow blotch of variable size and shape, which is located at the bot-

tom of the pleura. 4. The terminal 4 of the metathorax is, as described, yel-

low, but on each side of its basal 4 there is a roundish yellow spot, which

is occasionally confluent with the terminal yellow part. 5. The abdomen,
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•except sometimes towards its base, is not ferruginous but black. Joint 1

is yellow, with a black, or sometimes ferruginous, round spot on each

side £ of the way to its tip, which two spots are generally more or less

confluent with the base and with each other; and the terminal £ of joints

2-7 (not merely of 1-4) is yellow, but more obscurely so on the last joint

or two. In a single 0. , there is a large, lateral, roundish, yellow spot

just forward of the tip of the black basal £ of joint 2. Length tf .47-49,

$ .49--57 inch. Front wing J .40, $ -42--45 inch.

Two d\ four ? ; all taken in August on Golden-rod and other

flowers. Perhaps as this species was described by Cresson from

alcoholic specimens, taken in Colorado, its true coloration was

partly misstated. To some colors alcohol is absolutely ruinous.

CeratOSOlIia fasciata, Cress.- 6*?-—Differs in no respect from the o"

$ apicalis described above, except, 1st, in the large spot on the occiput

being generally in '3 (but not in $) rather black than ferruginous, and in

its being occasionally more or less confluent with the black spot above the

antennae; 2d. in the quadrate yellow spot on the disk of the mesonotum

being smaller, and generally but not always isolated; 3d, in the yellow

lateral spot on the anterior \ of the metathorax being usually smaller,

occasionally obsolete, and never confluent with the yellow terminal h of

the metathorax; but especially, 4th, in the apex of the front wing being,

not hyaline, but pale brown like the rest of the wing. In not a single

specimen 0*$ is the face or clypeus partly ferruginous, as apicalis $ is

described by Cresson; and all the variations noted above under apicalis

occur here also, with the single exception of the last one enumerated.

Length tf .33-.48, $ -45--47 inch. Front wing d .32-. 40, $ -37--40 inch.

Twenty-four d
1

, four ?, all taken in August in company with

apicalis on the flowers of the Golden-rod. It appears from the

above that there is not a single perfectly constant character to

separate these two species, except the hyaline tip of the wing of

apicalis, which is absolutely invariable, and towards which no

approximation whatever is made in the 28 specimens offasciata.

And yet these two very closely allied but perfectly distinct species,

each represented by numerous specimens, occurred promiscu-

ously in the same week in the same very limited locality. To any

one who disbelieved in the present existence of species, this would

be a suggestive fact. To those who believe that species have been

distinct for all time, the Unity of Coloration that we see in these

two highly ornamented species offers an insoluble enigma.

Genus TRYPHON, Gravenhorst.

We have but to refer to the descriptions of this genus given by

authors to see that, like many others in Ichneumonid<z, it is a
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very polymorphous one, and comprises very discordant materials.

No less than 99 British species are referred to it by Westwood.

(Synofis. p. 47.) The bulla? are noticed under the same species

which I possess. Those of seminiger, Cress. 2 are B, C, D and

E, C and D not so widely separated.

TryphOIl UtriCOXUS, n. sp.— 9 ?.—Black. Head subpolished, with fine,

confluent punctures, minute and sparse on the vertex and clypeus. Face,

but not the cheeks, a little prominent on the disk. Anterior \ of the cly-

peus, mandibles except their teeth, and palpi, pale rufous. Antennae § as

long as the body, brown-black, the scapus and part of the 1st joint of the

flagellum covered beneath with long, whitish pubescence; 1st joint of fla-

gellum 2\ times as long as wide. Thorax subpolished, with fine, dense,

confluent punctures—finer, shallower and more sparse on the pleura. Scu-

tel elevated, its sides carinate, loftily towards its base, its anterior surface

flattish. Metathorax coarsely rugose, the normal carina; all present, the

central area small and \ wider than long. Tegular yellowish-brown. Ab-

domen depressed, oval, with the 1st joint subpolished and finely rugoso-

punctate, £ longer than wide, £ wider behind than before, its sides straight

save a rounded tubercle at each anterior angle, and a smaller acute one

bearing the spiracle at § of the way to the tip ; the two dorsal carina? acute

and attaining the tip where they unite. The remaining joints subopaque

except towards the tip, with minute, shallow, rather sparse punctures.

Joint 2 with a basal and medial tubercle, each not far from the lateral edge.

Joint 1 coal-black; joint 2, and the basal § of 3, rufous; the rest blackish.

Venter dull pale rufous, obfuscated at tip. Legs rufous, moderately slen-

der, the coxae and the basal trochanters of all the legs black. Wings sub-

hyaline; veins black ; stigma black, basally whitish. Radial area rather

short, its posterior angle about 115 . Areolet small, triangular, obliquely

elongate, and with a short petiole. Bulla; 5, A on the petiole, B normal,

C and D widely separated, and E longer than usual and almost touching

the angle of its vein. Length ? ? .20 inch. Front wing ? ? .17 inch.

One rJ ; 2 unknown. Belongs to Mr. Cresson's 4th Section.

Distinct from americanus, Cress, cf, affinis, Cress. 2 (which is

apparently the other sex of americanus), seminiger, Cress. 2,

semirufus, Cress. 2, analis, Cress, cf, festivus, Cress, cf, cinctus,

Cress, cf (Cuba), and claviventris, Cress, cf (Cuba), by the col-

oration of its abdomen ; from tibialis, Cress, cf by the hind legs

not being annulate with black and white ; and from rufodnctus^

Cress. 2, minimus, Cress. 2, cafiilatus, Cress, cf, exiguus, Cress.

2 (Cuba), UneolaHis, Brulle 2 (S. A.), and mesoxanthus, Bridle"

2 (S. A.), by the coloration of the legs and the areolet not being

obsolete.

[This is probably only a variety of T. dimidiatus.—Cress.]
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Genus EXENTERON, Hartig.

Section i .

—

Areolet rhomboido-triangular.

ExeilterOIl OmatUS, n. sp.—cf.—Black. Head large and \ wider than

the thorax, subpolished, with very minute, sparse punctures ; the face sub-

opaque and indistinctly rugoso-punctate. Face, a short, narrow orbit just

passing the antenna;, cheeks below the eye, clypeus, and mandibles except

their teeth, all yellow. 'Palpi whitish. Antenna; as long as the body, brown-

black on their basal \ save that the scapus is yellow beneath, the other \

gradually rufous; 1st joint of flagellum 34 times as long as wide. Thorax

polished, with very minute, sparse punctures. Metathorax subopaque and

finely rugose, with its carinate areas all complete ; the central area \ longer

than wide, rounded in front, and with its sides straight but slightly conver-

gent behind. Tegulae, a line under the front wing, a pointed line clavate

behind adjoining the tegula and underlying the humeral suture h way to

its tip, scutel and a transverse line behind it, and also the prosternum, all

yellow. Abdomen short, depressed, broadly obovate, subpolished, with very

fine, sparse punctures which are subobsolete towards its tip and the tips

of the joints. Joint 1 squarely truncate in front, with the apex of its anterior

angles prolonged a little, £ longer than wide, £ wider behind than before,

its sides parallel f of the way to the tip, thence gradually diverging; the

2 usual carina; distinct | of the way to the tip. Joint 1 black, with an ob-

trigonate, rufous, dorsal spot on its terminal J; the rest of the abdomen

pale rufous. Venter pale rufous. Legs pale rufous ; the 4 front legs with

their coxae and trochanters yellowish-white, but the middle coxa; with

their anterior face rufous. Wings long, hyaline; veins black; stigma

black, its basal \ whitish. Areolet sessile, rhomboido-triangular, and ob-

liquely elongate, the 2d recurrent vein entering it full § of the way to its

tip. Bulla; 4, A, B, C, and E ; A and B on the exterior cross-vein of the

areolet and separated by a considerable space, C midway between the sa-

lient angle and the areolet, and E rather nearer to the angle of its vein

than to the areolet. Length c?. 17 inch. Front wing o* .17 inch.

One a ; ? unknown to me.

Section 2.

—

Areolet triangular.

Exeilteron flaviCOXUS (Cteniscus jlavicoxa;, Cress., 5 only described).

—^.—Differs from the preceding 6* only as follows:— i. The orbit is pro-

longed to the vertex, much contracted in width opposite the antennae,

thence widening till at the commencement of the vertex it is expanded

into a short, blunt, robust bifurcation. 2. The yellow cheeks are widely

prolonged behind the eye, so as to be only separated from the frontal or-

bits by a space equal to \ the shorter diameter of the eye. 3. The antennae

are only | as long as the body. 4. The 3 cross-carinae of the metathorax

are subobsolete ; the yellow line under the humeral suture is much wider

and extends twice as far forwards, and there is a square yellow spot on

the disk of the mesonotum. 5. The abdomen is elongate-subolong, joints

2-5 being of uniform width. Joint 1 is \ narrower at tip than the base of
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2, full twice as long as wide, £ wider behind than before, the humeral an-

gles separated by a short space from its base, and respectively J and | of

the way from these angles to the tip there is another tooth-like angle, the

3 lateral interspaces each gently concave, and the joint widest at the hind-

most angle. Joint i is black, with a small, obtrigonate, dorsal, yellowish

spot at tip, and there is a large, blackish cloud on each anterior angle of

joint 2, the space between and behind these 2 clouds yellowish. The rest

of the abdomen pale rufous. 6. The legs are pale rufous, but all the coxae

and trochanters are pale yellow. 7. The areolet is triangular and slightly

peduncled, its exterior side a little convex, the 2d recurrent vein entering

it exactly at its tip. Bullae 4, B, C, D, and E; C and D very wide apart,

and E rather nearer to the angle of its vein than to the areolet. Length

o" .24 inch. Front wing o* .20 inch.

The ? (as described by Mr. Cresson) differs from the above tf only as

follows :— 1. There is a dark stain on the middle of the face, and the tips

of the antennae are "yellowish," not rufous. 2. There is no j-ellow spot

on the disk of the mesonotum, only the tip of the scutel is yellowish, and

the metascutellum is immaculate. 3. The posterior tibiae are brownish.

4. The abdomen is "short, broad, and subdepressed''
;
joint 1 black im-

maculate, and the sides of 2-4 (not of 2 only) blackish. Length ? (Cres-

son) .21 inch.

One 6*. As the differences between my $ and Mr. Cresson's ?

are mostly sexual, or such as may perhaps be ascribed to varia-

tion, I have considered the two as provisionally identical.

Genus CTENISCUS, Haliday (=Exenterus, Hartig).

Head large and transverse. Clypeus moderate, transversely

oval. Antennas moderate; the 1st joint obliquely and laterally

truncate ; the flagellum with the joints rather long. Thorax with

the parapsidal grooves distinct but not impressed. Scutel ele-

vated. Carinate areas of the metathorax mostly distinct. Abdo-

men sessile, elongate
;

joint 1 long, flattened, subolong
;
joint 2

much shorter ; the rest slowly shorter and shorter. Venter exca-

vated. Ovipositor . Legs slender, moderately long ; spurs

1,1,0; claws pectinated, the pulvillus shorter than the claws.

Wings moderate ; radial area and stigma rather short ; areolet

triangular, small ; 1st recurrent vein angulated ; the 2d recurrent

vein almost straight, slightly convex externally. Bullae 3, B, CD,

and E ; B normal, small, and indistinct ; CD occupying the mid-

dle of its vein, and E pretty near to the angle of its vein.

Differs from Periope, Haliday, by its sessile (not subpetiolated)

abdomen, its flat (not protuberant) face, and its spurs 1,1,0 (not

1, 2, 1). And fro'm Exyston, Schiodte, by its sessile (not petio-
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lated) abdomen and its pectinate claws. Exenterus, Hartig, as

described by Brulle, appears identical with Cteniscus, Hal., as

described by Westwood, having, as Brulle expressly asserts,

"small, simple claws" ; and yet on the very next page Brulle says

that Bxyston differs from Exeittei-us in the claws being sim-

ple ! ! {Hymen, pp. 320-1.) Wesmael, writing in 1854, seems

to be unacquainted with Cteniscus which was published in 1840,

for in his Synoptical Table he refers solely to Exenterus, and

says that that genus usually has pectinate claws.

Cteniscus albilineatus, n. sp.—6*?—Black. Head polished, the face

and the base of the clypeus with some minute, sparse punctures. Face

except the terminal foveae, a short, narrow orbit scarcely passing beyond

the antennae, cheeks, clypeus except its tip which is honey-yellow, man-

dibles except their teeth, and palpi, all white Antenna; § as long as the

body, brown-black, pale yellowish-brown beneath on their middle \.

Thorax polished, with very minute, rather dense punctures. Metathorax

subpolished and rugose, the carinate areas all present, save that the basal

is confluent with the central area, and the cross-carinae of the lateral

areae are absent. Hind angles of the lateral areas prolonged in a short,

robust thorn directed outwards and backwards. Tegulae, a spot before

them under the humeral suture, a line under the front wing, a transverse

spot on the anterior edge of the mesothoracic pleura, the anterior edge of

the collare, the presternum, the hind surface of the scutel, and the whole

of the metathoracic scutel, all white. Abdomen subopaque, densely and

minutely rugoso-punctate, subpolished towards its tip and the tips of the

joints. Joint 1 longer by half than wide, \ wider behind than before, its

anterior angles laterally prolonged in a short, robust tooth, its sides pa-

rallel on the terminal £, thence scarcely concave and slowly converging

to the basal tooth ; carinae distinct and acute nearly to the- tip. Joint 2

slightly longer than wide, \ shorter than joint 1
;
3-8 slowly shorter and

shorter. Tip of 2-7 with a marginal white line, gradually stouter on 2-6,

on 7 very slender. Venter whitish. Four front legs pale rufous, with

their coxae and trochanters white. Hind legs black, with the 2d trochan-

ter, and the upper face of the coxae, white. Wings hyaline; veins black,

radius rufous; stigma black, its basal i whitish. Radial area with a pos-

terior angle of 120 . Areolet with its inner side ^ shorter than either of

the other two. Length 6*? -25 inch. Front wing o* ? .22 inch.

One 6" ? ; $ unknown. It is possible that the compression of

the tip of the abdomen may be due to an accident, but it has not

that appearance.

[This is very closely allied to C. annulipes, Cress., Trans. Am. Ent.

Soc. ii. p. 112.

—

Cresson.]
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Genus RHYSSA, Grav.

In this genus the bulla A is absent, B is located at the lower

end of its cross-vein, C and D are wide apart, and E is nearer than

usual to the angle of the first recurrent vein. Judging from the

only species

—

Rh. huiator, Fabr.—of which I possess numerous

specimens, the amount of colorational variation is small, but the

variation in size is very great, some <$ specimens being \ longer

than others, and the ovipositor in one of my specimens being only

\ longer than the body ; while in others, according to Brulle, it is

nearly twice as long as the body.

Rhyssa atrata, Fabr., and Rhyssa lunator, Fabr. — This last

does not occur near Rock Island, 111. ; but I took numerous spe-

cimens in South Illinois, in the beginning of July, flying round a

hickory log, and I have also seen specimens in Mr. Bolter's col-

lection at Chicago.

Rhyssa [(pimfila) humida, Say, Bost. Jour. ii. p. 224]. — $. — Black.

Head with broad, white orbits, which are widely interrupted on the ver-

tex and narrowly at the insertion of the antennae, where the white color

is replaced by a shallow, square depression with a glassy, semipellucid,

lead-colored lustre. Palpi white. Antennae brown-black, § as long as

the body. Thorax with the transverse rugae coarse; the tegulae, a large

oblong spot under the front wing, and a very large triangular spot before

it prolonged at the tip in a line as long as the triangle itself and the whole

adjoining the humeral suture below, a line above the anterior coxa', a pair

of parallel lines arranged side by side longitudinally on the disk of the

mesothorax and half as long as the mesothorax itself, the lateral and hind

margin of the scutel, and two round subconfluent spots transversely ar-

ranged on the postscutel, all white. Metathorax very finely rugose, pol-

ished, with a longitudinal acute stria deeply impressed in front and fading

out behind. Meso- and meta-sternum and their entire pleura glabrous

and polished, pale rufous, except that on the terminal £ of the metathora-

cic pleura there is an elongate white spot separating the black color from,

the rufous. Abdo?nen polished, with very fine transverse rugae
;
joint 1

with a shallow, wide dorsal stria extending nearly to its tip, and basally

wider and deeper; joints 2-7 each with a lateral, subterminal, roundish,

white spot, which in 2 is a mere white dot, and becomes larger in each

successive joint, till in 6 and 7 it not only covers nearly the whole length

of the joint, but extends upwards so as to be respectively 2 and 3 times as

wide as long; joint 8 highly polished and tapered to a conical point be-

hind, the cone about as long as joint 7 and flattened below. Ovipositor

piceo-rufous, a little longer than the body, its sheaths black both inter-

nally and externally. Venter, with the tip of the joints, whitish. Legs

pale rufous, the anterior trochanters whitish; the knees, tibiae, and tarsi.
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of all 6 legs also whitish, except that the exterior surface of the middle

tibia; and tarsi and all the tarsal tips and sutures are obfuscated, and that

in the hind tibiae the terminal l is dusky and there is an infuscation ex-

ternally near their base. Whigs hyaline; veins black, paler on the post-

costa; stigma black, 4 times as long as wide and whitish on its basal \.

Areolet rhomboido- triangular, the recurrent vein entering it in the middle

below, and with a peduncle half longer than the triangle itself. A faint,

brown cloud in the inner angle of the radial area. Length 9 .55 inch.

Front wing 9 .40 inch. Ovipos. .70 inch.

One ? ;
6* unknown to me. Allied to persuasoria, Linn., of

Europe, Canada, and the Rocky Mountains, and also to albo-mac-

ulata, Cress. ; but is distinguished at once from both by the very

different markings of the thorax and abdomen, and by the meso-

and meta-sternum being rufous, not black. From JVorto/ii\ Cress.,

it is at once structurally separated by the 2d recurrent vein enter-

ing the areolet in the middle of its posterior side, and not at the

apex as in lunator and atrata, and by the white orbits being en-

tirely interrupted opposite the antennae, and not merely emargin-

ate there. Atrata, Fabr., htnator, Fabr., nitida, Cress., Icevi-

gata, Br., 7nargi?talis, Br. (hab. unknown), and terminalis, Br.

(Chili), have no white markings either on the thorax or abdomen,

and otherwise are entirely unlike. I suspect that these 3 species

with white markings on the thorax and abdomen, viz. persuaso-

ria, albo-maculata, and humida, are all distinguished from the

others by having a rhomboido-triangular, not triangular, areolet

;

and in that case they may conveniently form a separate subgenus

to which the name of Pararhyssa may be given. Epirhyssa,

Cress., which has no areolet at all, has a coloration very similar

to that of Rhyssa proper.

[Atrata, lunator (—laevigata (^), Nortofii, and nitida, all belong to

the genus T/ialessa, Holmgren; while persuasoria, albo-maculata, humi-

da, and canadensis, belong to Rhyssa proper.

—

Cresson.]

Genus EPHIALTES, Grav.

In this genus, which has a rhomboido-triangular areolet, the

bulla A is small, often subobsolete, occasionally obsolete, and is

placed on fhe same cross-vein as B, but immediately adjoining

the radial area, and is separated from B, which is located near

the other end of its cross-vein by a considerable space. The other

bullae are all present and normally located, except that C and D
are very wide apart, and E is generally closer than usual to the an-

gle of the 1st recurrent vein. Unlike Rhyssa* Ephialtes does not
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seem to vary very considerably in size, though in irritator some

specimens appear to be \ longer than others ; and, so far as my
scanty specimens show, it varies but very little in coloration. All

my species have as hort, robust, basal tooth on the tarsal claws.

F|»hialt''S jrigas, n. sp. — ?.

—

Head with the vertex and front subgla-

brous and polished, the face (except the orbits) and the clypeus closely

punctate, subopaque, and with sparse cinereous hairs, the clypeus trun-

cate at tip, and slightly emarginate and depressed in the middle. Palpi

yellowish-white. Antenna? full i as long as the body. Thorax above and

below a little hairy, especially behind; polished, with fine but not dense

punctures interspersed, especially on the anterior lobe, with oome fine

longitudinal rugae. Tegulse brownish-white. Metathorax finely rugoso-

punctate, with two acute, lofty, subparallel carina? extending full halfway

to the tip, where they suddenly expand so as to enclose an obsemicircular

space, the excavation between the parallel carina? glabrous in the middle

throughout. Abdomen opaque and presenting the appearance of virgin

silver, excepting of course on the small glabrous and polished tip of each

joint, with regular, confluent, fine punctures entirely free from rugae except

on joint i ; these punctures gradually disappear towards the tip of the ab-

domen, so that the last few joints are subglabrous and polished. Joint I

laterally rugoso-punctate, with the usual 2 dorsal carinae lofty at base and

fading out at \ the way to the tip, and a lateral one lofty at tip and fading

out f the way to the base. A subhemispherical, highly polished excava-

tion on each side in the suture between the ist and 2d joints, from which

there proceeds an oblique, deeply impressed stria terminating in the spi-

racle of joint 2. A similar but much fainter excavation and stria in the

following suture. The usual tubercles very distinct on joints 3-5, and

elongate, not round. Joints 1 and 2 equal in length, each being 2£ times as

long as wide
; 3 a trifle shorter

; 4 shorter by \ than 2 ; and 5 shorter by \

than 4, so as to be only about \ as long as either 1 or 2. Ovipositor full \

longer than the body. Legs pale rufous, all the sutures a little darker; all

the spurs, the tips of the 4 front tarsi, the tips of the hind tibiae, and the

whole of the hind tarsi, a little obfuscated. Wings subhyaline, tinged with

smoky yellow; veins black, the radius and the extreme base of the other

veins pale rufous ; stigma black, 5 times as long as wide, and with its ba-

sal I pale rufous. Areolet rhomboido-triangular, the 2d recurrent vein,

which describes a regular and very convex curve, entering it i£ of the way

to its tip. Length 5' 1.27 inch. Front wing 9 .83 inch. Length abd. 9

.85 inch. Width abd. 9 .10 inch. Ovipos. 1.80 inch.

One ? , taken on the wing in October ;
6* unknown to me. This

is the largest species found in North America except occidentalism

Cress., from which it differs in the very different proportions of

abdominal joints 1-5, in their not being transversely striate, and

in the ovipositor being black, not ferruginous, which last charac-

ter however is probably of but slight specific value. May possibly
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be identical with manifestator, Linn. (Europe) ; but Mr. Cresson,

in enumerating the characters which separate that species from

his occidentalism does not mention any of those which separate

gigas from occidentalis. E. rufescens, Cress. (Cuba), and all

the 10 species described by Brulle, diner in the body being partly

luteous, ferruginous, or rufous, and in other respects.

Ephialtes pygmaeus, n. sp.— 9.—Differs from gigas 9 as follows: — i.

The size is £ smaller. 2. The face is polished and but sparsely punctate.

3. The carinae of the metathorax are much less prominent in front and

subobsolete behind. 4. The relative proportion of abdominal joints 1-5 is

somewhat different, 2 being distinctly shorter than 1, and 2-5 each about

\ shorter than the preceding, so that 5 is only about h as long as 1 ; and in

addition, instead of 2 being 2\ times as long as wide, it is only i£ times as

long as wide. 5. The tubercles on abdominal joints 2-5 are round, not

elongated. 6. The ovipositor is rather piceous than black. 7. The legs

are pale rufous, but both trochanters of the front leg, the outermost one

of the middle leg, and sometimes the outermost one of the hind leg, are

distinctly whitish; and the 4 front knees, tibiae and tarsi are yellowish-

white, the exterior tips of the tibiae and the tarsal tips obfuscated, espe-

cially in the middle legs. In the hind legs the terminal ^ of the femur i6

fuscous, the tarsus is entirely fuscous, and the tibia is fuscous with its

basal I white and a whitish interior vitta extending § of the way to the tip.

8. The wings are subhyaline. Length V .58-63 inch. Front wing ? .46

-.48 inch. Length abd. V .38 inch. Width abd. 9 .07 inch. Ovipos.

• .73--S3 inch.

Two ?
;

6* unknown to me. Differs from occidentalis, Cress.,

by the first two characters which separate gigas from that spe-

cies, and by the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th and 7th characters which sepa-

rate pygmccus from gigas. From tnanifestator (Europe), rufes-

cens, Cress, and Bridle's 10 species, it differs in the same way as

gigas does.

Ephialtes pusio, n. sp.— $.—Differs from gigas $ as follows:— 1. The

size is \ smaller. 2. The face is highly polished and scarcely punctate.

3. The metathoracic carinse are obsolete, being represented only by a

slightly impressed stria extending § of the way to the tip. 4. The carinse

of the 1st abdominal joint are entirely obsolete. 5. The relative propor-

tions of the first 5 abdominal joints are quite different, 2-4 being equal in

length and each twice as long as wide, and 1 about i shorter, and 5 a trifle

shorter than 2-4. 6. The usual tubercles are obvious only on 3 and 4, and

are much less prominent and round, not elongated. 7. The ovipositor is

rather piceous than black. 8. The legs are pale rufous, all the sutures a

little darker, but both trochanters of the front leg, and the outermost one

in the middle and hind leg, are whitish; and in the front leg the tarsal

tip, in the middle leg the exterior face of the tibia and the whole tarsus,
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and in the hind leg the extreme tip of the femur and the whole tibia and

tarsus, are pale fuscous. 9. The wings are subhyaline. Length $ .60

inch. Front wing $ .36 inch. Length abd. $ .42 inch. Width abd. $

.06 inch. Ovipos. .85 inch.

One ? ; o* unknown to me. Comes very near pygmceus, n. sp.,

but differs notably in the carinae of the metathorax and of the 1st

abdominal joint being obsolete, in the slenderer abdomen, and in

the entirely different proportional length of the first 5 abdominal

joints. In this last character it approximates remarkably to occi-

dentalism Cress., which is said to have the first 5 abdominal joints

subequal ; but it differs from that species by these joints being only

twice, instead of thrice, as long as wide, and by the 1st, 3d, 3d,

4th and 8th characters which separate pusio from gigas. From
the other described species it differs like the preceding.

Ephialtes irritator, Fabr.— $.—Differ from gigas, n. sp., as follows :

—

1. The size is nearly \ smaller. 2. The palpi are dusky. 3. The tegulae

are pure white. 4. The pectus is subglabrous and highly polished. 5.

The metathorax is more coarsely and strongly rugoso-punctate, the carinas

subobsolete, but with an acute, impressed stria between them extending

5 of the way to the tip. 6. The abdomen is subpolished, the punctation

being less strong; joint 1 is twice as long as wide, and, as in pygmams,

joints 2-5 are each about \ shorter than the preceding. Joint 1 black, the

remainder rufous, 2-4 each with a short, transverse, black spot at the la-

teral tip. Venter, except the basal \ of joint 1, dull pale rufous. 7. The
usual tubercles are distinct on 2-5, but, except on 2, round instead of elon-

gate. 8. The ovipositor is piceous. 9. The legs are pale rufous, with all

6 coxae and the basal trochanters of the hind leg biack; both trochanters

of the front leg, the 2d and all but the lower surface of the basal trochan-

ter of the middle leg, all 6 knees, and the tibiae and tarsi of the 4 front

legs, yellowish-white; hind tibiae and tarsi pale dull rufous. 10. The

wings are subhyaline, and it is only the base of the radius that is pale ru-

fous, and the stigma is entirely black. Length $ .64-. 70 inch (.98 inch

Brulle). Front wing $ .53-. 54 inch. Length abd. $ .41-47 inch. Width

abd. $ .07 inch. Ovipos. .84-. 85 inch (1.18 inch Brulle).

Two $ ; c? unknown to me. Readily distinguished from all

the preceding, and from occidentalism Cress., and manifestator

(Europe), by the rufous abdomen. Eph. rufescens, Cress., dif-

fers in having the 1st abdominal joint rufous instead of black, but

a single pair of black spots on the abdomen, and by its rufous

head and thorax. It is remarkable that Eph. oculatus (South

Africa) has the same 6 abdominal spots that irritator has, though

it is otherwise quite different. None of the other species described

by Brulle exhibit this character. According to Brulle, irritator
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has the tip of abdominal joints 5-8 more or less black. I find no

traces of this character in my specimens. The habitat he gives

is Carolina. According to Mr. Cresson, there is a specimen in

the collection of the American Entomological Society "with the

abdomen half black," i. e. with the normal spots on 2-4 con-

fluent.

Genus CYLLOCERIA, Schiodte.

The very remarkable emargination at the tip of the 3d and base

of the 4th joint of the flagellum of % antenna, which has much
the appearance of an accidental mutilation propagated by inher-

itance, seems to identify this genus sufficiently when taken in

connection with several other characters in which the American

type agrees with the European one. Bridle, indeed, states only

that " the tip of the 6th and base of 7th joints are emarginate,"

without specifying whether he refers to the antennae or to the ab-

domen ; but the etymology of the generic name proves that he

must refer to the antennas. The American type differs, however,

from the European type in the 1st joint of the antennas being la-

terally (not inferiorly) truncate in an angle of about 45 . More-
over, the 2d joint of the maxillary palpi is elongate-obtrigonate,

and 22 times as long as wide ; the 3d joint h longer than the 2d,

but a trifle narrower, straight, and basally a little constricted ; the

4th and 5th slender and each respectively a trifle shorter than the

preceding. Whereas Brulle says that the 2d joint is wider than

the others, and that the 3d is twice as wide as the 2d and curved
;

so that it is impossible to tell which, according to him, is the

wider, the 2d or the 3d. But in Ichneumonidce the structure of

the palpi appears to be rather of specific than of generic value.

His description of the labial palpi agrees exactly. In my species

the mandibles are toothed, the clypeus is very short and transverse

as in Xylonomus, etc., the head scarcely twice as wide as long

and much excavated behind so as to describe a circular arc of

about 6o°, and the parapsidal grooves are as deeply impressed as

in Xytonomus, etc. In the 2 the terminal joints of the abdomen
are extended and the 6th ventral not prolonged, or, as it is term-

ed, "the anus is slit." The bulla* are 4, A, C, D, and E ; A in-

distinct and placed on the forward end of the areolar cross-vein,

C well forwards on its vein, C and D quite widely separated,

and E pretty close to the angle of its vein.

iii—

8

[May 24, 1S73.I
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Cylloceria [occidenlalis. Cress., Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 160.]— £.

—Black. Head subopaque, with very minute, rather dense, shallow punc-

tures and rugae ; labrum more or less exserted, polished. Palpi, except

the ist joint, whitish. Antennae
f-

to quite as long as the body, brown-

black, the flagellum sometimes rufous beneath, sometimes entirely rufous
;

ist joint of the flagellum 6 times as long as wide ; 2d joint § as long as the

ist; the rest rapidly shorter. Thorax polished, with very minute, rather

sparse, shallow punctures, the pleura of the mesothorax minutely acicu-

late. Metathorax and its pleura opaque, finely and densely rugoso-punc-

tate, with 6 longitudinal parallel carina? attaining the lunate area, the 2

middle ones the nearest, and the 2 outer ones, one of which is lateral, the

next nearest. No cross carinae. Tegulae whitish. Abdomen oval, opaque,

with dense rugae, fine on joint 1, minute on 2 and 3; joints 4-8 and the

tips of 2 and 3 subglabrous and polished. Joint 1 almost twice as long

as wide, \ narrower at tip than is the base of 2, twice as wide behind as

before, its sides scarcely convergent for \ of the way from the tip to the

base, at which point the tubercle is located, thence converging rapidly;

the usual carinas obsolete except at the extreme base. Joint 2 half as long

as 1 and $ wider than long; 3-5 a little shorter; the rest short. Oviposi-

tor rufous, basally piceous, about § as long as the body; sheaths black,

tapered, basally § as wide as the last tarsal joint of the hind legs. Venter

excavated, longitudinally carinate, more or less whitish at the tips of the

joints. I-egs pale rufous; the tips and sometimes the whole of the hind

tibiae fuscous. Wings subhyaline, more or less tinged with smoky yel-

low. Veins black; stigma black, its basal \ white. Radial area rather

elongate, its posterior angle about 135 . First recurrent vein but slightly

crooked, the 2d regularly convex outside. Length $ -36-.43 inch. Front

wing 5 -27~.32 inch. Ovipos. .19-. 30 inch.

The o* differs from ? as follows: — 1. The antennae are brown-black

immaculate, more robust, the ist joint of the flagellum scarcely 5 times as

long as wide. 2. The abdomen, as usual, is narrower; joint 2 is full twice

as long as wide, its carinae are distinct for \ of the way to the tip, and joint

2 is nearly square. Length $ -30--35 inch. Front wing o* .25-.30 inch.

Three % ; three ? . The first N. A. species hitherto recognized

as belonging to this genus. But for the great difference in size

($ .15 inch) this might be taken for Anomalon sexli?zeatum. Say.

In my smallest ? the ovipositor is " hardly as long as the abdo-

men," as described by Say ; in the other 2 ? it is considerably

longer.

Genus LAMPRONOTA, Curtis (= Lissonota, Grav., preoccupied).

In this genus the venter is longitudinally carinate towards the

base, and in Z. breviventris, n. sp., Z. nigrita, n. sp. , and a

single specimen of Z. pictiventris, n. sp., the carination is con-

tinued nearly to the tip, thus giving the tip of the abdomen a
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compressed appearance. Both these characters denote an affinity

with the Banchus group ; but the elongate intermediate joints of

the abdomen in most species, and the subobsolete abdominal tu-

bercles in others, show its relations to be rather with Ephialtes.

The fundamental difference between Lampronota and Ephi-

altes is that the terminal abdominal joints are here retracted in

both sexes, but much more so in $ than in % , and in the ? the

6th ventral is prolonged behind so as to form a ventral valve ex-

tending always to the tip of the abdomen and occasionally beyond

it. In both genera abdominal joints 2 and 3 are longer than wide,

with the exception of L. picliventris, n. sp., L. brcviventris,

n. sp., and L. nigrita, n. sp., but they are proportionally more

so in Ephialtes. In all my species of Lampronota the declivous

posterior surface of the metathorax is lunate and bounded by a

distinct carina, the lunate area being closed above, and not com-

municating, as in Ephialtes, with the elongate area enclosed by

the two normal longitudinal carinae. The claws are also simple
;

the areolet is rhomboidal and more or less petiolated, instead of

being, as in all my Ephialtes, rhomboido-triangular and sessile
;

and the 2d recurrent vein is more or less biangulated, instead of

forming a regular convex curve. The colors are black, or black

and rufous ; the abdomen often more or less rufous ; with the

head, the humeral suture, and the scutel, often marked with white.

The bullae are generally but three in number, B, CD, and E ; B
located well backwards on the cross-vein ; CD well forwards on

account of the salient angle of the second recurrent vein being

well forwards, and generally with a black dot placed at the

the apex of the angle and representing the typical stump of a

vein ; E further than usual from the angle of the first recurrent

vein, being generally rather nearer to the areolet than to the an-

gle, or at all events in the middle between the two. But in L.

breviventris, which, as will have been seen, is otherwise anoma-

lous, there are 4 distinct bullae, B, C, D, and E ; C and D being

here separated distinctly by a black space nearly twice as long as

the vein is wide, and the biangulation being subobsolete. In other

respects the bullae do not differ in this species. Judging from the

two species ofwhich I possess numerous specimens, and the three

species of which I possess two only, the genus is pretty constant

both in size and coloration. In interpellata, n. sp., pictive?itris,

n. sp., and breviventris, n. sp., traces appear of the abdominal
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tubercles which are well known to be characteristic of Ephi-

altes.

Section I.— Thorax and legs with white or pale yellow

markings.

Lampronota [scilteliaris, Cress. Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 161.]— <j>.

—Black. Head very finely punctate, less densely on the vertex, very

densely on the face, which is covered with sparse, cinereous pubescence.

Orbits narrowly white from the top of the vertex nearly to the mouth.

Clypeus, mandibles except their teeth, and palpi, white; the clypeus

sometimes pale dull rufous. Antennae \ as long as the body, brown-

black, dull rufous beneath towards the tip. Thorax subopaque with fine

dense punctures, the metathorax more coarsely rugoso-punctate, the two

normal longitudinal carinae represented only by a single obtusely im-

pressed stria. Tegulae and a spot before them, a short line under the

front wing, an elongate robust line generally widened above near the tip

and overlying the humeral suture nearly to its tip, a large Y-shaped spot

on each side ofthe meso- sternum (the prongs of the Y very rarely subobso-

lete), ageminatespoton the hindendof themesosternum very rarely absent,

and the sides and tip of the scutel, all white. Disk of the scutel except in

a single specimen, meso- and meta-sternum below and halfway up their

pleura, and occasionally an indistinct vitta above the front wing, all ru-

fous. Abdomen subclavate when viewed from above, owing to the length

of the ist joint and joints 6-8 being chiefly retracted. Joint i with only a

basal trace of the normal carinae, 2\ times as long as wide and A wider

behind than in front, with the sides straight. Joints 2-4 with their sides

parallel, 2 and 3 equally long and each £ shorter than 1, 4 shorter by £

than 3, and 5 about h as long as 4. All the visible joints very finely,

closely and evenly rugoso-punctate so as to be subopaque. Ovipositor

nearly as long as the abdomen, piceous; sheaths broad, tapered to a

point, and with very fine, short, dense ciliations. Venter with the sutures

broadly whitish. Legs pale rufous, the 4 front coxae except the lower sur-

face of the middle ones, both trochanters of the 4 front legs, the terminal

one of the hind legs, and also the hind knees, all whitish. Tips of the 4

front tarsi, extreme tips of the hind femora up to the whitish knees, an

exterior vitta on the hind tibia extending from the knee to the tip and

towards the tip extending all around, and the whole of the hind tarsi, all

pale fuscous. Tarsal claws with very long pectinations. Wings sub-

hyaline; veins black, radius rufous; stigma rufous edged with black, and

3 times as long as wide. Areolet rhomboidal, the peduncle as long as

the rhomb. Length $ .£-.45 inch - Front wing ? -35"-37 inch. Ovipos.

.27 inch.

Seven $ ;
0" unknown to me.

Lampronota [tegalaris, Cress., Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 163].—0*.—

Differs only from the preceding ^ as follows:— 1. The entire face except

the lateral foveae at tip, the entire clypeus, a short orbit extending above
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the antenna;, and a spot on the lower surface of the 1st antennal joint, are

all white. Except the above spot, the antennae are brown-black immacu-

late. 2. The thorax is more coarsely sculptured, and, except that the tegular

and a minute line under the front wing are white, all the white and rufous

markings of \scutellaris, Cress.] are absent. 5. The abdomen is more

coarsely punctate, elongate-oval instead of clavate, and of course more

elongate, the terminal joints being more opened out and the few last sub-

glabrous and polished. Joints 1-3 are proportioned as in \_scutellaris~\,

4-7 each about \ shorter than the preceding so that 7 is only k as long as

3, 8 small. 4. The 4 front legs differ in all the coxae and trochanters be-

ing milk-white immaculate, and in the knees and a basal exterior vitta on

all 4 tibiae and the basal £ of all 4 tarsi being whitish. In the hind legs

the coxae are black lightly tipped with white, the basal trochanters black

lightly blotched with white, the terminal ones vice versa; the femora, the

terminal § of the tibia and the whole of the tarsi black, the basal § of the

tibiae white; claws simple. 5. The stigma is black, and the radius only

basally rufous. Length o* .44 inch. Front wing o* -28 inch.

One % ; $ unknown to me. Besides the tarsal claws being

unarmed, the total absence of the large white spot before the

front wing and the very different coloration of the sternum,

which are not, so far as I am aware, sexual characters in Ichneu-

monidcE, would forbid this 6* being correlated with the preceding

$ . On the other hand, the coloration of the face, antennae, scutel,

and legs, are common sexual characters here, of which many

examples occur in Basstis, Ichneumon, Pi7>ipla, etc.

Lampronota amphimilSBlia, n. sp.—cT.—Differs from {scutellaris, Cress.]

5 only as follows : i. The white or whitish markings of the latter, whether

on the body or on the legs, become here yellow or are obsolete. 2. The face

up to the front except the lateral foveae at the tip, and the entire clypeus,

is pale yellow, with a triangular black spot beneath each antenna and an

acute black line descending from between the antennae nearly to the cly-

peus. The antennae are brown-black immaculate, except that there is a

small pale spot on the basal joint below. 3. Except the 3 pale spots un-

der and before the front wing, the largest one of which is hooked back-

wards near the tip, and except also that there is a minute pale vitta on

each side of the scutel, the thorax is immaculate and more coarsely sculp-

tured. 4. The 2 longitudinal carinas of the metathorax are distinct but

low, and diverge from the first § of their length, the enclosed space

being perfectly level and without any stria. 5. The abdominal joints are

proportioned as in \tegularis~\, but the anterior angle of 2 is reflexed into

a tubercle, and the spiracles of 1-3 project in a lateral tubercle, each less

so than the preceding. 6. Except the basal \ of joint 1, the terminal \ of

5, and the whole of 6-8, the abdomen is rufous. The venter is pale dull

rufous except towards the tip and at the extreme base- 7. Instead of the

middle coxae being rufous beneath, they are black on their interior base.
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In the hind legs the coxae and the basal trochanters are black lightly tip-

ped with whitish, the other trochanters pale yellow basally marked with

black, and the rest of the leg black except that the knees and the basal |

of the tibia; are pale yellow; claws simple. 8. The peduncle of the areo-

let is only $ as long as the rhomb. Length tf .52 inch. Front wing o*

•35 inch.

One % ; ? unknown to me. Neglecting the difference in the

claws, this c? could scarcely be referred to \_scutellaris\ 2 on ac-

count of the wide, rufous band on the abdomen, which, so far as

I know, is not a sexual character in this family.

[This is probably only a variety of L. varia, Cress., Trans. Am. Ent.

Soc. iii. p. 164.

—

Cresson.]

Lailipronola [frigida, Cress., Canadian Entomologist, i. p. 36].— o*-

—

Differs from [Scutellaria, Cress.] o* only as follows :— 1. The white mark-

ings of the latter, whether on the body or the legs, become here pale yel-

low or are obsolete. 2. The entire face, except the lateral fovea: at the

tip, and the entire clypeus, are pale yellow, and the orbits are pale yellow

up to the top of the vertex, but are interrupted opposite the ocelli by a

space rather longer than they are wide, so as to leave a pale yellow dot

on the vertex. 3. The antenna; are full as long as the body, brown-black

above and below, with the 1st and 2d joints pale yellow beneath. 4. The
pale spot before the front wing is prolonged in a slender, pointed line

along the lower edge of the humeral suture nearly to its tip, and above

the humeral suture there is only a small elongate spot opposite the tip of

the preceding. The tegulae and a short line under the wing, the anterior

border of the collare, and the entire mesosternum halfway up its pleura,

with the exception of its declivous surface in front and a large geminate

black spot behind, are also pale yellow. The rest of the thorax is black.

5. The metathorax is entirely opaque, and the longitudinal carina; are

entirely unrepresented. 6. The abdomen is regularly elongate-oval, and

the joints are proportioned and sculptured nearly as in {tegulctris, Cress.],

but the terminal \ of 1 and the whole of 2-8, except an obfuscation on 8,

are rufous. Except the basal \ of 1, the whole venter is dull pale rufous.

7 The 4 front legs are pale rufous, with all their coxae and trochanters

pale yellow. The hind legs are pale rufous, with the terminal i of their

coxae and the terminal trochanters pale yellow ; claws simple. 8. The
stigma is black, basally tinged with rufous; and the peduncle of the areo-

let is scarcely £ as long as the rhomb. Length 0* -35 inch. Front wing

<5 .25 inch.

One $ ; ? unknown to me. Sufficiently distinct from all de-

scribed N. A. species, except the following, by the interrupted

orbits.

Lailipronola illterpellata. n. sp.—$.—Differs from [scutellaris, Cress.]

$ only as follows :— 1. The white markings of the latter, whether on the
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body or the legs, become here pale yellow or are obsolete. 2. The entire

face, except the two foveas at the tip, and the entire clypeus, are yellow,

and the orbits are pale yellow up to the top of the vertex, but are inter-

rupted just below the ocelli by a space twice as long as they are wide.

Beneath each antenna is a minute black triangle, and from between the

antenna? there descends halfway to the clypeus a capillary black line. 3.

The antennas are brown-black immaculate, and have on the 1st joint be-

low a small, pale dull yellow spot. 4. The pale spot before the front wing

is prolonged in a slender, pointed line along the lower edge of the humeral

suture nearly to its tip, and above the humeral suture there is only a very

minute, elongate spot opposite the tip of the preceding. The tegulse, a

short line under the wing, and a narrow line on the anterior border of the

collare, are also pale yellow; but the rest of the thorax is black. 5. The

metathorax is entirely opaque. 6. The abdomen has the sides of joints

-2-6 exactly parallel, and the terminal joints being more opened out are

seen to be subpolished. Joint 1 is only twice as long as wide, and twice

as wide behind as before, with its sides straight. Joints 2 and 3, but espe-

cially 2, have each a pair of subobsolete tubercles similar to those of Ephi-

altes, and are each ^ shorter than 1, and ^ longer than wide, 4 shorter by

i than 3, 5-7 each £ as long as 3, and 8 concealed. The terminal I of 1

and the terminal £ of 2-4 are rufous, the rest of the abdomen black. Ven-

ter mostly dull pale rufous. 7. The 4 front legs are rufous, with all their

coxa; and trochanters pale yellow. The hind legs are rufous, their coxae

and basal trochanters all black, with the extreme tips whitish, and their

terminal trochanters rufous above and pale yellow below; claws simple.

8. The stigma is black with its disk dull rufous, and the peduncle of the

areolet is scarcely 3
S as long as the rhomb. Length o* -34 inch. Front

wing o* -24 inch.

One % ; ? unknown to me. Very near the preceding, but dis-

tinguished at once by the nearly black abdomen and by numerous

other characters. The interrupted orbits separate it at once from

all other described N.A. species.

Lampronota pictiventris, n. sp.—d1.—Differs from [scutellaris, Cress.]

$ only as follows:— 1. The white markings of the latter, whether on the

thorax or the legs, become here yellowish-white or are obsolete. 2. The

entire head is black, except that the clypeus all but the tip which is more

or less of it rufous, the palpi, and the mandibles all but their black teeth,

are whitish. 3. The antennae are brown-black immaculate. 4. The tegu-

lae and a minute spot before the front wing are whitish, but the rest of the

thorax is black. 5. The metathorax is entirely opaque. 6. The abdo-

men is regularly elongate-oval and the terminal joints are subpolished.

Joint 1 is only twice as long as wide, \ wider behind than before, with its

sides straight. Joints 2 and 3 each J shorter than 1, but are no longer

than wide, 4-7 are each about \ shorter than the preceding joint, and 8

is scarcely visible. On 2 there is a pair of pretty distinct tubercles, and a

subobsolete pair on 3. The extreme tip of joint 3 and the whole of 4 and 5,
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except a medial black band which on 5 is sometimes interrupted, rufous.

The terminal J of 6 obscurely rufous. Venter yellow, with an abbreviated,

lateral, fuscous vitta on each joint, the entire base of 1 black and the two
or three last joints mostly fuscous. 7. The legs are rufous, the front coxae

and trochanters yellowish; in the middle and hind legs the coxa; and the

basal trochanters are black tipped with yellowish and the terminal tro-

chanters vice versa. Claws simple. 8. The stigma is black, and the peti-

ole of the areolet is only \ as long as the rhomb. Length rf .35-.3Q. inch.

Front wing o* .26-.27 inch.

Two % ; 2 unknown. Very like the preceding, but sufficiently

distinct by the black face, the black middle coxae, and the differ-

ent fasciation of the abdomen.

Lampronota breviventris, n. sp., $.—Differs from {scutellaris, Cress.]

5 only as follows :— 1. The white markings of the latter become here yel-

lowish-white or are obsolete. 2. The entire head is black, save that the

clypeus is rufous, and the palpi and mandibles, except their black tips,

whitish. 3. The antennae are brown-black immaculate and only § as long

as the body. 4. The tegulse and a minute spot before them are whitish,

but the rest of the thorax is black. 5. The metathorax is perfectly opaque,

and its two carina? are pretty distinct except towards the tip. 6. The ab-

domen is regularly oval, and the terminal joints are subpolished. Joint 1

is only § longer than wide, 2^ times as wide behind as before, with its

sides straight | of the way from the tip to the base, whence they converge

more rapidly. Joint 2 is J shorter than 1, but is scarcely as long as wide

;

3 is a trifle shorter than 2 and \ shorter than wide, and 4-7 regularly and
rapidly diminish in length. On joints 2 and 3 there is a pretty distinct

pair of the typical tubercles. Basal § of joint 1 black; the rest of the ab-

domen rufous. Ovipositor \ longer than the body, bright rufous, piceous

at the extreme tip; sheaths black, very slender, and of uniform width

throughout. Venter yellowish, with an abbreviated, lateral, fuscous vitta

on joints 2-4; joint 6 slightly projecting beyond the tip of the dorsum.

7. The legs are rufous immaculate. Claws simple 8. The stigma is black

and the petiole of the areolet is very short. Bulla; C and D widely sepa-

rated, and the 2d recurrent vein scarcely biangulated. Length § .37 inch.

Front wing Q. .26 inch. Ovipos. .45 inch.

One 9 ;
6* unknown to me. But for the differently colored ab-

domen, and especially the difference in the bulla?, this might be

taken for § of pictiventris. Differs from all the species but pic-

tiventris and ttigrita by the shortness of abdominal joints 2 and

3, and from all without exception by the bulhe C and D not being

confluent. A similar anomaly in these bulla? occurs in Pimpla

annulipes, Brulle.

Section 2.— Thorax and legs without white or pale yellow

markings.
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Lampronota [amerieana, Cress., Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 164].—$.
—Black. Head subopaque, densely and rather coarsely punctate. Cly-

peus and palpi dull rufous, the clypeus polished. Mandibles piceous.

Antennae brown-black, \ as long as the body. Thorax subopaque, conflu-

ently and rather coarsely punctate; metathorax opaque, coarsely rugoso-

punctate, the longitudinal carina; obsolete. Abdomen elongate-ovate,

almost microscopically punctate, subpolished
;
joint 1 slightly rugose,

about i\ times as long as wide, £ wider behind than before, its sides

straight, the usual carina; fading out at \ the way to the tip; 2 and 3 each

i shorter than 1, and £ longer than wide; 4 shorter than 3 by ? ; the re-

maining joints rapidly shortened. Basal f of 1 black, the rest of abdo-

men rufous. Venter pale dull rufous except the basal £ of 1 ; 6 triangu-

larly prolonged beyond the tip by a space nearly equal to £ the breadth

of the abdomen. Ovipositor as long as the body, piceous; sheaths black

, and of uniform width throughout. Legs black, with the front tarsi, the

tip of the front tibia; and sometimes the whole of them and the knees as

well, all dull rufous. Claws simple. Wings tinged with yellowish smoky;
veins black; stigma black tinged with rufous at base, and 3 times as long

as wide. Areolet with the peduncle § as long as the rhomb. Length $
.47-.50 inch. Front wing 0. .35-.39 inch. Ovipos. .50-.53 inch.

Two 2 i
6* unknown to me. Distinct from all the preceding,

and from rnjithorax, Cress. (Cuba), by the total absence of any

white or yellow markings. Comes very near montana, Cress.,

but differs by the 4 hind legs being entirely black, by the wings

not being fuliginous, and probably by the unusual prolongation

of the 6th ventral, which is not referred to in the description of

that species.

Lampronota imitatrix, n. sp. — 5 — Differs only as follows from the

preceding:— 1. The size is \ smaller. 2. The teguhe are brownish-white.

3. The longitudinal carina; of the metathorax are represented by two
parallel stria; confluent in front and evanescent § of the way to the semi-

lunar carina. 4. The abdomen is distinctly but very finely punctate; joint

1 is twice as wide behind as before, and the spiracle projects laterally in

a distinct tooth, the sides being otherwise straight; 2 and 3 are each only

\ longer than wide, and 4 is f as long as 3. 5. Abdominal joints 5-S are

black both dorsally and ventraUy, joint 1 being colored as in [amerieana,

Cress.] 6. The 6th ventral is not unusually prolonged. 7. The oviposi-

tor is pale rufous, and is a little shorter than the body. 8. The legs are

entirely pale rufous. 9. The wings are subhyaline, the radius pale rufous,

and the stigma black, brownish-white at the extreme base and rufous at

the extreme tip. The peduncle of the areolet is scarcely h as long as the

rhomb. Length Q. .35 inch. Front wing $ .23 inch. Ovipos. .29 inch.

One ? ; j\r unknown to me. Distinct from rujithorax, Cress.,

and from all the preceding but \americana, Cress.], by the ab-

sence of pale markings, and well separated from [americana>
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Cress.] by the 3d, 5th and 7th characters given above. From
montana, Cress., it differs in the coxae and trochanters being all

rufous not black, by the wings being subhyaline not fuliginous,

and by the black tip of the abdomen.

Lampronoia [rnbrica, Cress., Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 165].— 2.

— Differs only as follows from [americana, Cress.]: — 1. The size is h

smaller. 2. The mandibles are dull rufous, except the tips of their teeth

which are black. 3. The orbits are white from the insertion of the anten-

nae to the hind end of the vertex. 4. The scutel, the hind £ of the meso-

thoracic pleura, and the entire metathorax except its anterior edge above,

are all rufous ; and the tegulae are brownish-white. 5. The longitudinal

carinas of the metathorax are represented by 2 parallel striae confluent in

front and behind attaining the semilunar carina. 6. The abdomen is sub-

clavate, and a spiraculiferous tubercle projects very slightly on each side

of joint 1. 7. The abdominal joint 1 is entirely rufous, but joints 6-8 are

black. Venter yellowish-white. 8. The ovipositor is rufous, and propor-

tionally
I
longer. 9. The legs are pale rufous, with the middle tarsi and

the hind tibiae and tarsi obfuscated. 10. The wings are subhyaline, with

the radius rufous; the stigma is black, brownish-white on its basal J, and

only 2i times as long as wide. Areolet scarcely peduncled. Length ?

.23-. 25 inch. Front wing ? .18 inch. Ovipos. .30 inch.

Two 2 ; o* unknown to me. Sufficiently distinct from all de-

scribed N. A. species by the black mesothorax and rufous scu-

tellum.

Larapronota lligrita, [Walsh, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 159].—0"? •—

Differ from [americana, Cress.] $ only as follows :— 1. The whole body

is black, much more robust, and, except the abdomen, obviously pubes-

cent. 2. The head is opaque and, including the mouth, immaculate; the

face with long pubescence, and the clypeus opaque and punctate. 3. The

metathorax is punctured like the mesothorax, and in rj
1 the tegulae are

sometimes pale dull rufous. 4. The abdomen is immaculate, oval, about

4 times as long as wide ? , 5 times tf, subpolished, with very minute, dense

punctures, more sparse towards the tip and tips of the joints. Joint 1 with

some rather coarse longitudinal rugae near the tip, its sides straight save

that they are slightly incurved at the extreme base and tip, especially ? ;

? h o* I longer than wide, d1

2 4 wider behind than before. Joint 2 shorter

by I than wide §, square c? ;
joint 3 c? ? a little shorter than 2; the rest

rapidly, especially in $, shorter and shorter. Ovipositor J as long as the

body, piceous, basally curved upwards ; sheaths black, not tapered, as

wide as the last tarsal joint of the hind legs. Venter blackish, in 5 a lit-

tle excavated and strongly carinate longitudinally to the tip, with joint 6

no longer than the dorsum, in q* excavated. 5. The legs $ are black im-

maculate, in a bred $ rufous except all the coxa; and trochanters and

the 4 front femora, the tibiae and tarsi with a whitish reflection from

dense, short pubescence. Legs o* black, the extreme tips of all the femo-
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ra, and sometimes in the 4 front legs their upper surface also, and always

all the tibia? and tarsi, dull pale rufous, tf O. Claws simple. 6. The wings

o* ? ars subhyaline, tinged more or less with smoky yellow; veins and

stigma black. Areolet rhomboidal, the 2d recurrent vein entering it rather

nearer the base than the tip of the wing, the peduncle about $ as long as

the rhomb, and the bulla CD without any black dot. Length o* .37-50,

§ -35--45 inch. Front wing ^.29-37, $ 28-36 inch. Ovipos. .n-.i6inch.

Two % , four $ . One $ was captured Mar. 4, and one ? cap-

tured Ap. 19, and another 9 was bred from a small lepidopterous

pupa, inside the split integument of which it had spun its white

cocoon. Distinct from all the preceding by its immaculate black

body, and from all but pictiventris and breviventris by the short

intermediate joints of its abdomen.

[This belongs to the genus Arenetra, Holmgren. —Cresson.]

Genus GLYPTA, Gravenhorst.

In this well-marked genus the bulla? are but three in number,

C, D, and E ; and sometimes but two, CD and E, C and D being

usually separated only by a minute black dot, which often ter-

minates in the usual stump of a vein, while occasionally, but only

in those species where the salient angle of the biangulated 2d

recurrent vein is obsolete, the black dot is obsolete and C and D
become completely confluent. C and D are located well forwards

on their vein, and E pretty close to the angle of its vein. In both

those two species of which I possess numerous specimens, the

coloration, especially that of the legs, is very constant. In one

of the two the size is also remarkably constant, while in the other

it varies considerably. On the whole, Glypta may be considered

as a pretty constant genus The colors are black and rufous with

more or less white markings.

Section i.—Hind legs not annulate -with white. Abdomen

Hack. Clypcus white.

Glypta simplicipes, [Walsh, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 156.]— $.—
Black. Head rather coarsely punctate, sparsely on the vertex which is sub-

polished, and more closely on the face which is subpubescent and opaque.

Face with a wide, flat, discoidal tubercle, more obvious in some specimens

than in others, but always opaque and sculptured like the face. Clypeus

and mandibles, except their teeth, white. Labrum piceous, occasionally

rufous. Palpi very pale rufous. Antenna; % as long as the body, brown-

black, dull rufous beneath except the scape. Thorax subopaque, rather

coarsely punctate ; metathorax more coarsely rugoso-punctate and with

the carina; distinct. Tegula;, an acutely pointed line under the humeral
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suture, usually extending nearly to its tip and robustly clavate at base,

occasionally extending only halfway to its tip, and a terminal quadran-

gular spot on the scutel, all white. Abdomen subopaque. rather coarsely

punctate, polished and subglabrous towards the tip. Joint i longer by 4

than broad and | wider behind than before, with the two usual carinas

lofty on the basal \, thence subobsolete. Ovipositor scarcely § as long as

the body, rufous, darker at base; sheaths black, gradually and slowly ta-

pered, about as wide at base as the last tarsal joint of the hind leg. Venter

whitish, sometimes blackish towards the tip. Legs pale bright rufous,

the anterior coxae very rarely blotched with white in front. Hind legs with

the terminal £ or sometimes f or occasionally \ of the tibiae gradually

black; tarsi black; extreme tip of the femora very rarely fuscous. Wings

subhyaline tinged with smoky yellow; veins black; stigma dark rufous

edged with black, sometimes all black; 2d recurrent vein distinctly bian-

gulated. Length $ .37-40 inch. Front wing $ •3 I ~-34 inch - Ovipos.

.26-.28 inch.

Fourteen ? ; o* unknown to me. Distinguishable from vari-

ces, Cress., and from all other species here described but albi-

scutellaris by its white scutel, and from that by its hind legs not

being annulate with black and white.

Section 2.— Hind legs multlannualate with black and

white. Abdomen and clypeus black.

Glypta tuberCllliirons, [Walsh, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 152.]—

d

1

2*

—Differ from simplicipes only as follows :— 1. The tubercle on the face is

large and obvious, varying in prominence but generally semicircular on

a profile view, its tip always polished and sparsely punctate. 2. The cly-

peus and mandibles are entirely black, the clypeus with a small, subpol-

ished, flattish tubercle on the middle of its anterior edge. 3. The thorax

is subpolished and less strongly sculptured. The white line under the

humeral suture never extends further than halfway to the tip, and some-

times less, the scutel is immaculate, and the metathoracic pleura where it

adjoins the coxa is always rufous for a small space. 4. The venter is more

generally blackish. 5. The ovipositor is proportionally a little shorter,

and the sheaths are basally 1&-2 times as wide as the last tan-al joint of

the hind leg, and much more suddenly tapered. 6. The legs are pale

bright rufous, but in the front legs the coxae and both trochanters are

white, the coxae and basal trochanters sometimes lightly spotted, or very

rarely, and in $ only blotched strongly, with rufous. In the middle leg

the 2d trochanter is white, the tibia has its basal \ whitish and its extreme

tip black, the intervening space rufous internally and externally whitish,

with a pale dusky semi-fascia at the basal end ; tarsi white, tips of all the

joints dusky. In the hind leg the terminal \ of the femur is black, the

tibiae are white with their 2d and terminal \ black, and the tarsi are black

with the basal hr\ of joints 1-3 white. Spurs of 4 hind legs white tipped

with black. 7. The stigma is black, the base and occasionally the tip dull
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rufous, the radius is dull rufous, and the salient angle in the biangulated

2d recurrent vein is subobsolete or obsolete. Length^ .51-. 55 inch; $

•33
--5° inch- Front wing o* «3o--37 inch; $ .27-.40 inch. Ovipos. .22.-

.30 inch.

Three o* ; eight 2. In this species there are absolutely no sex-

ual variations, except that the white markings of the legs are, as

usual, brighter in d
1

. Comes near varipes, Cress., but that spe-

cies is expressly stated to have all the coxa? ferruginous, and noth-

ing is said of any of its trochanters being other than ferruginous.

Moreover its ovipositor is " about as long as the body," instead

of being little more than half as long, and the description of the

hind tibia? does not agree at all.

Glypta diversipes, n. sp.—$.—Differs from simplicipes $ only as fol-

lows :— 1. The tubercle on the face is large and obvious, but not near as

prominent as in tuberculifrons, and its tip is polished and sparsely punc-

tate. 2. The clypeus is black, the mandibles rufous including their teeth,

and the palpi are whitish. Labrum not seen. Antennae brown-black im-

maculate. 3. The thorax is subpolished and less strongly sculptured, the

white line under the humeral suture is less robust and only extends half

way to tip of the suture, and the scutel is immaculate. 4. The carina? on

abdominal joint 1 extend distinctly f of the way to the tip, whence they

become subsolete. 5. The ovipositor is full | as long as the body, and is

black except the rufous tip. 6. The legs are pale rufous. In the 4 front

legs the coxa?, both trochanters, the knees, the exterior face of the tibia?,

and the entire tarsi except their fuscous tips, are all white; but the mid-

dle coxa? are anteriorly rufous except at tip. In the hind legs the termi-

nal \ of the basal trochanter, and the whole of the second one, are white;

the extreme tips of the femora are fuscous ; the tibia? are white with their

terminal ! interiorly dusky, the dusky vitta prolonged a little laterally at

its base so as to foreshadow a black annulus, and on the terminal \ form-

ing a complete black annulus; and the tarsi are black with the basal J-J

of joints 1-3 white. Spurs of all the legs white. 7. The wings are hya-

line, veins black, radius rufous, stigma pale rufous edged with black, the

salient angle in the biangulated 2d recurrent vein obsolete, and the bulla?

C and D confluent, with an exterior dusky dot at the point of confluence.

Length $ .30 inch. Front wing $ .25 inch. Ovipos. .21 inch.

One $ ; o* unknown to me. Very near varipes, Cress , but

differs in the 4 front coxa? and trochanters being all more or less

white. The unusual coloration of the hind tibia agrees very well

with that species.

Glypta rufiplaralis, n. sp.— <$.—Differs from shnplicipes $ only as fol-

lows :— 1. The tubercle on the face is large and obvious, but not near as

prominent as in tuberculifrons, and its tip is polished and sparsely punc-

tate. 2. The clypeus and mandibles are black and the palpi whitish.
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Labrum not seen. The antennae are full f as long as the body. 3. The
thorax is subpolished and less strongly sculptured; the white line before

the front wing becomes a mere white spot; the scutel is immaculate; and

the pleura is rufous halfway up from the middle and hind coxa?. 4. The

carinae on abdominal joint 1 extend distinctly § of the way to the tip,

whence they become subobsolete ; and the terminal J of 1 and the whole of

2, except an obfuscation on each of the 3 tubercles, are rufous. 5. . .
.

6. The legs are pale rufous. In the front legs the coxa? and both trochan-

ters are white. In the middle legs the 2d trochanter is white and the tarsi

dusky, with the basal |-£ of joints 1-3 white. And in the hind legs the

extreme tip of the femora is black, the tibia; are white with their 2d and

terminal \ black, and the tarsi are black with the extreme base of joints

1-3 white. Spurs of all 4 hind legs white, lightly tipped with fuscous. 7.

The wings are subhyaline, veins black, radius rufous, stigma pale rufous

edged with black, the salient angle of the 2d recurrent vein obsolete, and

the bullae C and D confluent, with a minute, exterior, dusky dot at the

imaginary point of confluence. Length q* .25 inch. Front wing o" -19

inch.

One o* ; 2 unknown to me. Might be taken for the o
71

of di-

versipes, n. sp., but that it differs in its black mandibles, its partly-

rufous thorax and abdomen, and in the coloration of the legs.

From varipes, Cress., it differs still more widely than does diver-

sipes. I observe that in tuberculifrons, d $ the rufescence of

the pleura is perfectly constant throughout my eleven specimens.

Glypta rufiscutellaris, [Walsh, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 153 .]—0*$.

—Differ from simplicipes 5 only as follows :— 1. The tubercle on the face

is large and obvious, but not near as prominent as in tuberculifrons, and

its tip is polished and sparsely punctate. The clypeus and mandibles are

black and the palpi whitish. Labrum not seen. Antennae generally

brown-black immaculate, rarely dull rufous beneath in the middle. 3.

The thorax is subpolished and less coarsely punctate; the white line un-

der the liumeral suture almost always extends nearly to its tip, but is

occasionally abbreviated terminally by full one-half ; and the whole scu-

tellum or occasionally only the terminal h- the lateral lobes of the meso-

notum generally, the lower face of the sternum generally, and always

about halfway up its pleura from the middle and hind coxae, are all ru-

fous. 4. The carinae on abdominal joint 1 extend full I of the way to its

tip, whence they become subobsolete. 5. The ovipositor is black except

its rufous tip, and the sheaths are a little wider at base than the last tarsal

joint of the hind leg. 6. The legs are pale rufous. In the front legs the

coxae, both trochanters, the knees, the entire face of the tibiae, and the

entire tarsi except their fuscous tips, are all white. In the middle legs

the extreme tip of the coxae, and sometimes, in addition, the whole inte-

rior face, both trochanters, and the knees, are all white; the tibiae are

whitish with their 2d and terminal \ very pale dusky; and the tarsi are
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dusky with the basal |-J of joints 1-5 white. In the hind legs the 2d tro-

chanter and the knees are white; the extreme tip of the femora as far as

the white knees is black; the tibiae are white with their 2d and terminal £

black, the two black annuli more or less elongated towards each other on

the interior face; and the tarsi are black with the basal ^-J of joints 1-5

white. Spurs of all 4 hind legs white. 7. The wings are subhyaline;

veins black, radius rufous; stigma pale or dark rufous edged with black,

sometimes entirely black; salient angle of the 2d recurrent vein obsolete, ,

and the bullae C and D confluent, with a minute, exterior, dusky dot at

the point of confluence. Length tf .17 inch
; $ .23-3S inch. Front wing

(5" .15 inch; $ .18-.33 inch. Ovipos. .13-.20 inch.

One d
1

, bred Aug. 15 from some of the Microlepidoptera that

burrow in the gall Sallicis brassicoides, Walsh ; five 2 , one bred

Apr. 5 from the gall on the Solidago inhabited by Euryptychia

saligfieana, Clemens, another Sept. 20 from Microlepidopterous

larva that mines the gall Shiercus prunns, Walsh, and a third

found dead in the Cecidomyidous gall Salicis strobiloides,0. S.,

where it had doubtless preyed on some of the Microlepid optera

that are inquilinous in that gall. In the first and last of the above

galls I have repeatedly found a robust, bright orange-color larva

enclosed in a tough, opaque, brown cocoon, which I have little

doubt appertains to this species, though I failed to breed the

imago from isolated specimens. This Glypta is very near both

the preceding, but may be distinguished at once by the rufous

scutellum, and \>y several minute but apparently constant charac-

ters. The variation in the coloration may perhaps be partly due

to some of my bred specimens having been prematurely killed.

Glypta albiscutellaris, n.sp.— c?.—Differs from simplicipes ? only as fol-

lows :— 1. The tubercle on the face is large and obvious, but not near as pro-

minent as in tuberculifrons, and its tip is polished and sparsely punctate. 2.

The clypeus and mandibles are black and the palpi whitish. Labrum not

seen. Antennae brown-black, dark reddish-brown except the scapus beneath.

3. The thorax is subpolished and less coarsely punctate; the white line

under the humeral suture is wide and of nearly uniform width through-

out and extends to the tip of the suture: and the scutel and a narrow

transverse line behind it are white. A broad vitta inside the origin of

the front wing, the lower surface of the sternum and its pleura full half

way up from the middle and hind coxae, are all pale rufous, verging

beneath upon white. Mesothoracic spiracle black. 4. The carina? on

abdominal joint 1 extend £ way up to its tip, and are thence subobsolete.

5 6. The 4 front legs are white with the tips of the tarsal joints

lightly obfuscated. The hind legs are white with the femur pale bright

rufous, except the knee which is white and the extreme tip before the knee

which is black; tibiae with their second \ externally black, and their ter-
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minal I
black all around ; tarsi black with the basal ^-J of joints 1-5 white.

Spurs of all 6 legs white. 7. The wings are hyaline ; veins black; stigma

black, rufous at base; the 2d recurrent vein scarcely biangulated and with

bulla; C and D confluent. Length o* -25 inch. Front wing d
1

.20 inch.

One d ; $ unknown to me. Distinct from all N. A. Glyfita

but simplicipes by its white scutel, and from that species by its

black clypeus, pale sternum and legs, etc.

Section 3.

—

Hind legs multiannulate with white and black.

Abdo?nen black. Clypeus white.

Glypta lon#iventris, [Walsh, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 154.]— $.—
Differs from simflicipes Q. only as follows:— 1. The tubercle on the face

is large and obvious, but not near as prominent as in tuberculifrons, and

its tip is polished and sparsely punctate. 2. The palpi are whitish, and

the antennae are dull rufous beneath only on their terminal J, and on the

terminal h of joint 1 and the whole of joint 2. 3. The thorax is subpol-

ished and less coarsely punctate ; and the metathoracic carina;, except the

lunate area on the posterior declivity and the 2 longitudinal carina; for §

of the way to the lunate area, are obsolete. The scutel is immaculate,

but the meso- and meta-sternum, and also the pleura for a small space

above the middle and hind coxa;, are rufous. 4. The abdomen is longer

and slenderer than usual, and the carina; of joint 1 extend about £ way
to its tip, whence they gradually fade out. 5. The ovipositor is piceous,

rufous at tip, full § as long as the body; and the sheaths are basally h

wider than the last joint of the hind tarsus, and taper much towards the

tip. 6. The legs are pale rufous. In the front legs the coxae except some

rufous blotches, both trochanters, the knees, the anterior face of the tibi ae,

and the tarsi, are all white. In the middle legs both trochanters, the

knees, the anterior face of the tibiae except an external obfuscation on its

2d and terminal \ and the spurs, are all white; and the tarsi are dusky,

with the basal |-£ of joints 1-5 white. In the hind legs both the trochan-

ters are white, the basal one with a median fuscous annulus; the extreme

tip and a basal cloud on the femora are black; the tibiae are white, with

their 2d and terminal 1 black; and the tarsi are black, with the basal 4-J

of joints 1-5 white; spurs blackish, white at base. 7. The wings are sub-

hyaline; veins dusky, radius pale rufous; stigma pale rufous, whitish at

base, the bounding vein in front dusky; 2d recurrent vein with its salient

angle obsolete, and the bullae C and D confluent.

The o" differs from $ as follows— 1. The space between the origin of the

mandibles and the eye, and sometimes the entire face § of the way to the

antennae, is white, as well as the clypeus. 2. The antennae are beneath

dull rufous throughout, except the scape which is either entirely white

beneath, or has the basal £ of joint 1 black. 3. The metathoracic carina;

are sometimes partially obsolete, precisely as in $, sometimes pretty dis-

tinct. 4. The entire prosternum and a line on the upper 5 of the anterior

edge of the collare are white; and the rufous color on the meso- and me-
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tathoracic pleura extends half way up to the wings. 5. The front coxae

have no rufous blotches ; the middle coxae are white with rufous blotches,

instead of being rufous ; the two obfuscations on the middle tibiae are

much more distinct; and in the hind legs the extreme tip of the coxa is

white, the space intervening between the 2d and terminal \ on the tibia

is sometimes pale rufous instead of white, and the spurs are sometimes

entirely white. Length % .34-37 inch
; $.33 inch. Front wing % .23~.27

inch. Uvipos. .23 inch.

Two % ; one 9. Distinguishable from varipes, Cress., and

from all the preceding but simplicipes, by its white clypeus, and

from that species by its rufous sternum and multiannulate hind

legs.

Ulypta ruficornis, n. sp.—$.—Differs from simplicipes $ only as fol-

lows :
— i. The facial tubercle is very slightly polished and a trifle more

prominent. 2. The mandibles are pale rufous with their teeth black, and

the palpi are whitish. The antennae are opaque rufous above and below,

except joint i which is black and polished. 3. The thorax is subpolished

and less strongly sculptured, the metathoracic carina; distinct. The white

line before the front wing is very short, and the scutel is immaculate. 4.

The carina; on abdominal joint 1 extend § of the way to the tip, whence

they become subobsolete. 5 6. The legs are pale rufous ; the 4

front legs with the coxae, both trochanters, and the knees, white, and the

spurs and tarsi whitish ; the hind legs with the 2d trochanter white, the

extreme tip of the femora black, the tibiae white with their 2d and ter-

minal I black, and the tarsi black with the basal |-| of joints 1-5 white;

spurs blackish. 7. The wings are subhyaline : veins black; stigma rufous

edged with black, and the 2d recurrent vein with the salient angle obso-

lete, and bullae C and D confluent. Length ^ .27 inch. Front wing d
1

.22 inch.

One 6*
; ¥ unknown to me. Distinct from longiventris by its

rufous mandibles and antenna;, its black sternum, and the differ-

ent ornamentation of its legs ; from varipes, Cress. , and all the

preceding but simplicipes and longiventris, by its white clypeus
;

and from simplicipes by its rufous mandibles and antenna;, and

its entirely different legs.

Section 4.

—

Hind legs multiannulate with black and white.

Abdomen black with white bands. Clypeus white.

Glypta [scitula, Cress., Trans. Am. Ent. Soc iii. p. 155.]— $..—Head

subglabrous, polished, scarcely pubescent; facial tubercle very small and

imbedded in a carina which descends from between the antennae nearly

to the clypeus
;
general color black, with an orbit entirely surrounding

the eye, the face except a minute elongate spot under each antennae, the

clypeus, the mandibles except their teeth, and the palpi, all white An-

iii—9
[May 26, 1873.]
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tennae brown-black above, dull rufous below except the 1st joint which is

black tipped below with white. Thorax sparsely and very finely punc-

tate, polished, the carina of the metathorax obsolete. General color a

pale bright rufous. Tegular white; lateral lobe of the mesonotum with

a black vitta which occupies its disk and is edged internally by a white

line, the terminal J of the lobe white and confluent with a broad white

vitta which extends broadly below, and very narrowly above the humeral

suture to its tip; middle lobe of the mesonotum with its terminal ? black.

Scutel white at its tip. with a round, discoidal, black spot on its highest

part. Lower surface of the sternum with its medial suture black in front,

and a small blackish spot behind the anterior acetabulum. Metathorax

black above, laterally white with a black line on the anterior submargin
;

a curved, white, capillary line, confluent in front with a transversely ob-

long white spot behind the scutel, extends from the origin of one hind

wing round the tip of the scutel to the origin of the other; and there is a

transverse white line on the upper edge of the posterior declivity of the

metathorax. Abdomen black, subpolished, with fine but not dense punc-

tures ;
joint 1 longer by \ than wide and twice as wide behind as before,

with the usual carinas obsolete, but with the same oblique, lateral striae as

joints 2-5; hind and lateral edge of 1-7 conspicuously white. Ovipositor

h as long as the body, rufous ; the sheaths black, basally h, wider than the

last tarsal joint of the hind leg, and tapered to the tip, which is obtuse,

so as to be there of the same width as that joint. Venter whitish. Legs

white. The 4 front legs with their femora very pale rufous. The hind

legs, with the basal § of their coxae and a lateral spot on the basal trochan-

ter, black ; femora bright pale rufous, with a basal cloud and their extreme

tip, except the white knees, black; tibiae with their second \ laterally and

their terminal \ all round, black ; tarsi dusky, except the basal I of joint 1

.

Wings subhyaline; veins black; stigma black, basally pale rufous: the

2d recurrent vein with its salient angle obsolete, and the bullae C and D
confluent and smaller than usual. Length $ .21 inch. Front wing $.18

inch. Ovipos. .10 inch.

One ? ; c? unknown. This is one of the loveliest ichneumon-

flies known to me, the black, red and white colors being most

artistically arranged, so as to produce very striking contrasts.

Entirely distinct from all other N. A. Glypta known to me by

the banded abdomen.

Genus PIMPLA, Fabr,

This very extensive genus will probably be eventually subdi-

vided into two or more genera. At all events melanocephala,

Brulle, with its pale rufous body, its subpentagonal areolet, its

well-developed metathoracic carina?, its long 1st abdominal joint,

and its robust legs, is very unlike any of the species that here

follow it. Remarkable sexual variations in the structure of the
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1st abdominal joint occur in conquisitor, Say, inquisitor, Say,

and scriptifrons, n. sp. ; and the colorat ion of the coxa; and tro-

chanters varies sexually in several other species according to the

usual law, viz. that o* legs are lighter-colored than 2 legs. The

size varies enormously in annulipes and conquisitor, Say, and

would probably be found to do so in other species also if we

could generalize on an equally large number of specimens. The

coloration, on the contrary, is very constant, especially in the legs.

The bulla; are 5 in number, A placed above B on the terminal side

of the areolet, the two being generally separated only by a very

minute space, and in annulipes being confluent ; C and D gen-

erally separated by a considerable space, but in the above-named

species sometimes only by a minute space and sometimes not at

all ; and E rather further from the areolet than from the angle of

the 1st recurrent vein.

Section i.—Areolet subpentagonal.

Pimpla molanocephala, Brulle.—^. — Yellowish-rufous. Head black r

subopaque, with rather sparse, very fine punctures, polished on the ver-

tex; a geminate, roundish, rufous spot transversely arranged under the

antenna-. Mandibles except their teeth rufous. Palpi pale yellowish-

rufous. Antennae nearly as long as the body, brown-black, the scape and

the extreme base of the flagellum yellowish-rufous beneath; 1st joint ot

flagellum 2\ times as long as wide. Thorax polished, with sparse, almost

microscopic punctures, more close-set above ; the mesonotum reddish-

brown, except the scutel and a line on each parapsidal groove. Metatho-

rax (as in Ichneumon generally) with an elongate central area and lateral

triangular area, which last however is not bisected by any transverse ca-

rina; the area on each side these last punctate and subopaque; the area

of the posterior declivity hexagonal. Abdomen polished, with sparse,

almost microscopic punctures; the normal tubercles subobsolete. Joint 1

narrower by J at the tip than the base of 2, full £ longer than wide, its

sides nearly parallel except on the basal £ where they gradually converge
;

the usual 2 carina distinct and nearly attaining the tip. Joints 2-8 tinged

with reddish-brown towards their base. Ovipositor rufous, about h. as-

long as the body; sheaths black, very finely and sparsely pubescent,

scarcely tapered, k as wide as the last tarsal joint of the hind legs. ,.-
: Legs

short and robust. Tarsal claws robust„and, as well as the whole of

the last joint of the hind tarsi, brown. Wings subhyaline, tinged with

smoky yellow and at their extreme tip with fuscous; veins black, radius

rufous; stigma rufous, its disk paler; areolet pentagonal, its anterior side

only \ as long as either of the adjacent sides, and the 2d recurrent vein

entering it § of the way to its tip. Bullae normal; C and D pretty wide

apart. Length $ .37 (Brulle .56) inch. Front wing $ .33 inch. Ovipos.

.17 (Brulle .20) inch.
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The rj\ which was unknown to Brulle, only differs in the entire rlag^l-

lum except the extreme tip being rufous beneath, in its 1st joint being

only twice as long as wide, and in the stigma being entirely yellowish-

rufous, the bounding veins black. Length $ .29-.30. inch. Front wing $
•2S--33 inch -

Two o* ; one ?. Closely allied to, and perhaps identical with,

fascicornis, Brulle (Guadeloupe). Has a different habit, owing

to its robust legs and elongate 1st abdominal joint, from any of

my other species ; but is probably, judging from the colorational

pattern, allied to cubensis, Cress. , which is expressly stated to

have rather stout legs, and to five other Cuban species described

T>y Mr. Cresson, none of which however have a black head like

melanocephala. From nigriceps, Brulle (Chili), which has a

black head, it is separated at once by having no transverse carina

on abdominal joii.ts 2-5. I have no other species of Pimfila that

has the carina? of the metathorax all well-developed.

[This belongs to the genus Tkeronia, Holmgren.—Cresson.]

Section 2.

—

Areolet rhomboidal or rhomboido-tri'angular^

f Hind tibice with no white bands.

Pimpla pedalis. Cresson.— o* ?. — It may be added to Mr. Cresson's

somewhat brief description, based on a single $ specimen, that the palpi

are often rufous towards their tips rather than fuscous, and generally

have a rufous tinge throughout; and that the 1st joint of the flagellum is

about 34 times as long as wide in d\ and 5 times as long as wide in $.

'The metathoracic carinae are usually obsolete, with the exception of a

•small basal portion of the two middle ones. These last, however, are

sometimes prolonged and crossed at tip by another one, so as to form a

tolerably distinct central area, about £ longer than wide. The wings in

all my specimens are subhyaline, generally with a smoky-yellow tinge;

the stigma is basally whitish ; and the areolet is rhomboido-triangular,

the 2d recurrent vein entering it § of the way from its basal to its terminal

angle. Bullae normal; C and D pretty wide apart. The legs are very

bright (not "dull") rufous; it is only the basal §-| of the front coxae that

is black in d\ though in $ all but the very extreme tip, and sometimes the

whole coxae, is so; and the extreme tip of the hind femur is always black

o" $. The abdomen, except towards its tip and on the terminal margin

of the joints, is confluently punctate so as to have an opaque appearance,

and the usual tubercles are subobsolete, and sometimes, especially in $,

almost undistinguishable. Joint 1 is £ longer than wide, \ wider behind

than before, with the usual two carinae reaching | of the way to the tip,

and enclosing between them on the basal \ of the joint a polished, nearly

circular excavation. The ovipositor is scarcely half as long as the body,

piceous, and the sheaths are black with very short and very fine pubes-
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cence, and half wider than the last tarsal joint of the hind leg. Length d1

• 37-.54inch; $ .5S-.64 inch. Front wing tf .31-.40 inch; $ .49~-53 inch

Ovipos. .28-.30 inch.

Seven d ; three 2. Mr. Cresson's specimen was probably al-

coholic, which may account for the discrepancies in the color of

the legs and wings. There are no other sexual distinctions than

the usual stoutness of the d antennae, and the slight difference in

the coloring of the front coxae. The tegulse in all my specimens

are black, which is unusual in this genus. It is possible the <d of

pedalis that Brulle has erroneously correlated with his 2 rufipes

from S. Am. At all events his brief description agrees with pe-

dalis. The 2 is very like instigator 2 (Europe), but that species

has rufous legs, with all the coxae and trochanters and the hind

tarsi black 2.

Pimpla [pterelas, Say.]— $. — Black. Head perfectly glabrous and

highly polished. Palpi dull dark rufous. Antennae § as long as the body,

with the ist joint of the flagellum 3^ times as long as wide, brown-black,

tinged with rufous beneath towards their tips. Thorax polished, sparsely

and finely punctate, glabrous on the mesosternum and its pleura; the two

carina; of tne metathorax extending to the posterior declivity, the others

obsolete. Tegulre yellowish-white. Abdomen polished, rather coarsely

and closely punctate except behind and on the tips of the joints, the usual

tubercles pretty distinct. Joint 1 longer by \ than wide and h wider be-

hind than before, the usual carina? extending f of the way to the tip and

enclosing between them on the basal h of the joint a polished oval exca-

vation. Ovipositor piceous, full h as long as the body; sheaths black,

scarcely tapered, rather hairy than pubescent, the hairs dense and long,

and the sheath including its hairs scarcely wider at base than the

last tarsal joint of the hind legs. Venter dull whitish. Legs bright pale

rufous, immaculate save the usual obfuscation of the tarsal tips. Wings

subhyaline, tinged with smoky yellow; veins black, radius rufous except

towards the stigma; stigma black, its basal \ whitish. Areolet rhomboido-

triangular, the 2d recurrent vein entering it scarcely f of the way to its

tip. Bullae all distinct and normal, C and D very wide apart. Length

$ .37 inch. Front wing $ .29 inch. Ovipos. .22 inch.

One 2 ; <d unknown to me. Differs from the preceding by

the glabrous and highly polished face, the pale tegulae, the hairy

sheaths, and the immaculate legs.

ft Hind tibice black with a medial white band.

Pilll])la aunulipes, Brulle.— ^ $.—Differ from [pterelas. Say,] 2 only

as follows :— 1. The head is sparsely and finely punctate, especially on

the face, which is sometimes so pubescent as to appear opaque, sometimes

has the pubescence mostly removed so as to be subpolished. A minute,
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glabrous tubercle on the disk of the face. 2. The palpi are generally dull

dark rufous in $, sometimes pale rufous, sometimes almost whitish, but

in d they are always whitish. The antenna? are about f as long as the

body, the 1st joint of the fiagellum in d 3-3J times, in $ 4-5 times, as long

as wide, the entire flagellum d? tinged with rufous beneath. 3 The

thorax is finely and sparsely punctate both above and below, and the me-

tathorax is confluently and rather coarsely punctate, and usually more or

less covered with fine whitish pubescence so as to be opaque, the poste-

rior declivity and a small area behind the scutel glabrous and polished,

the two glabrous areas never quite confluent. Carina all obsolete, except

a small basal portion of the two central ones. 4. The abdomen is conflu-

ently punctate and opaque; the usual tubercles are subobsolete ; and the

sides and extreme tips of the intermediate joints are often more or less

tinged with sanguineous in $, sometimes conspicuously so, but never in

d- In joint 1 the usual carina scarcely extend halfway to the tip, and

enclose between them a glabrous, circular, subbasal excavation. 5. The

ovipositor is h as long as the body; the sheaths pubescent, scarcely ta-

pered, and basally rather narrower than the last tarsal joint of the hind

legs. Venter dull rufous, blackish at tip, sometimes all blackish except

the extreme base. 6. The legs are pale bright rufous, but in the front legs

of more than { of the cJd
1 the trochanters are whitish, in the middle legs

d$ the second \ of the tibia is whitish, and very rarely the first \ and the

terminal £ blackish exteriorly; and in the hind legs the d2 extreme tips

of the femora and the whole tibia except the second % are black, and the

tarsi are pale dusky, often with the base of each joint gradually a little

paler. 7. The areolet is mostly rhomboidal, very rarely subtruncate an-

teriorly, but never peduncled. The bullae A and B are confluent, and C
and D sometimes separated by a small space and sometimes quite conflu-

ent. Length d -I4--44 inch; ? .20-.47 inch. Front wing d.n--33 incn
5

? .20-38 inch. Ovipos. .10-. 19 inch.

Twenty-six d ; twenty-seven 'i . I bred a single 2 from a

small Lepidopterous pupa. The variation in size is enormous, but

all the intermediate grades occur, and the variations enumerated

in the description are not correlated with size. In P. conquisi-

tor, Say, the size is almost as variable. Very near tenuicornis,

Cress., described from a single 2, but differs in the metathorax

not being " indistinctly sculptured," in the tegulae being always

white not '-piceous," in the anterior coxa; being never black, and

in the middle tibia? being always annulate with whitish and the

tips of the hind femora black. Brulle describes only the 2, and

says that "it is only behind that the middle tibiae are black"
;

whereas it is only on their exterior (or superior), not on their

posterior, surface that they are ever black, and even then but

rarely so. Sanguineous tips to the intermediate abdominal joints
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occur also in rujipes, Brulle (S. Am.), and in fictipes 2, n. sp.,

scriptifrons d 2 , and annulicornis d
1

2 , n. sp.

Phnpla pictipes, n. sp.— 2-—Differs from ruficrus $ only as follows :

—

i. The head is sparsely and very finely punctate, more densely on the

face, which is sparsely pubescent and subopaque. 2. The palpi are whit-

ish and the antennae are brown-black immaculate, with the ist joint of

the flagellum about 4 times as long as wide. 3. The whole thorax is pol-

ished and very finely and sparsely punctate except the metathorax which

is pubescent, opaque, and closely and more coarsely punctate, except a

broad, highly polished, glabrous stripe extending from base to tip and

showing at its base the usual two carina;. Tegulae white, and before them
a white spot pointed in front. 4. The abdomen is subopaque, confiuently

punctured, rather more coarsely so than the metathorax, and the extreme

tip of joints 1-6 is pale sanguineous except laterally. The usual tubercles

subobsolete. A very deep, transversely oval, lateral fovea occupying
§

of the suture between joints 1 and 2. 5. The ovipositor is rufous; the

sheaths black, sparsely pubescent, rather wider at base than the last tar-

sal joint of the hind leg, and but little tapered. Venter blackish, broadly

whitish on the sutures except towards the tip. 6. The legs are pale ru-

fous. Front legs with the basal f of the coxae, and an abbreviated, exte-

rior vitta on the tibiae, black; tarsi whitish. Middle legs with the second

i of their tibiae white; and an exterior black vitta, interrupted near the

tip, on the remaining part; tarsi black, with the basal \ of joints 1-3 and

5 white. Hind legs with the tips of the femora black; tibiae black, with

their second \ white; tarsi as in middle legs; spurs white. 7. The wings
are hyaline; veins black, radius rufous; stigma black, its basal \ pale ru-

fous. Areolet rhomboidal. Bullae all distinct, C and D separated by a

pretty wide space. Length $ .32 inch. Front wing $ .30 inch. Ovipos.

.15 inch.

One 2 ;
0* unknown to me. Distinct from anntdipes by the

white spot before the tegula, by the uninterrupted glabrous meta-

thoracic vitta, by the black front coxae, and by the tarsi of the

4 hind legs distinctly annulate with white. In Pimpla the 4th

tarsal joinc is small as compared with that of Glypta, which ac-

counts for its being often not annulate with white like the other

4 joints. The front coxae 2 alone being black is abnormal, but

occurs also in tenuicor?iis 2, Cress.,. an?iulicornis 2, n. sp.,

conquhitor, 2 Say, bicolor 2, Brulle (N. Afr.), andbiltneala 2,

Brulle (S. Afr.) Distinct from ienuicornis, Cress., by the white

tegula and the white spot before it, and by the beautifully annu-

late 4 hind tarsi.

Pimpla ainiulicornis, [Walsh, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 147-]—rj\

—

Black. Head polished, very finely and sparsely punctured, less sparsely

on the face. A narrow white orbit extending from the mouth to the ver-
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tex. Palpi whitish, basally pale rufous. Antennae | as long as the body,

1st joint of flagellum 4^ times as long as wide, the scapus shining black,

the flagellum, except the sutures which are black, pale brown-black above,

brownish-white below. Thorax polished, very finely and sparsely punc-

tate, much more closely on the subopaque mesonotum; parapsidal lines

distinct. Metathorax with the usual two carina divergent and pretty dis-

tinct as far as the posterior declivity, and the enclosed area as well as the

declivity highly polished ; its pleura with long, white pubescence. Tegu-

la; a largish oval spot under the front wing, and another touching the

tegula under the humeral suture, a large quadrangular spot on the scutel

with a capillary line extending from its tip to the anterior origin of the

hind wing, and a transverse spot behind the scutel, all white. Abdomen
subopaque, finely and confidently punctate, subpolished behind and on

the tips of the joints, the usual tubercles subobsolete, and the extreme tip

of joints 2-7 or 3-7 pale sanguineous. Joint 1 terminally \ narrower than

the base of 2, \ longer than wide, \ wider behind than before; the two

carinse distinct to the tip, where they converge, but obtuse and not lofty

behind, and on their basal \ enclosing a polished, oval excavation. A
deep, subtriangular, lateral fovea in the suture between 1 and 2, occupying'

full ? of the suture. Ovipositor black, not quite \ as long as the body,

with its tip hooked downwards; sheaths black, very finely pubescent, a

little tapered, their basal part about as wide as the last tarsal joint of the

hind leg of a $ of similar size. Venter blackish, the sutures widely whit-

ish. Legs pale rufous. Front legs with the basal | of their coxa? black,

and the knees, the inside of the tibiae, and the whole of the tarsi, whitish.

Middle legs with the knees, the tibiae except an exterior rufous vitta in-

terrupted on the second \, the spurs and the tarsi whitish. Hind legs with

the extreme tips of the femora and the basal and terminal j of the tibia?

black, the middle § of the tibia? and the spurs white ; tarsi black, the ba-

sal |-£ of joints 1-3 white; joint 5 missing. Wings subhyaline, slightly

obfuscated at tip; veins black, radius pale rufous; stigma black, its basal

i white. Areolet rhomboidal. Bullae normal and distinct, C and D pretty

widely separated. Length $ .47 inch. Front wing £ .38 inch. Ovipos.

.18 inch.

The (j
1 differs from $ only as follows:— 1. The entire face except the

terminal fovea;, the clypeus, the mandibles except their teeth, and the

palpi, are white. The white orbits are continued to the occiput, but in-

terrupted opposite the ocelli by a space as long as they are themselves

wide. 2. The 1st joint of the flagellum is only 3^ times as long as wide,

and the scapus is brownish-white below. 3. There is sometimes a short,

whitish line in each parapsidal groove of the thorax opposite the tegula.

4. The front legs are entirely white, including the coxae and trochanters,

except that the femora are more or less rufous. Middle legs entirely

white, except more or less of the outer surface of the coxae, and the outer

surface and sometimes the whole of the femora. Hind legs the same as

in $, except that the basal £ of tarsal joint 4 sometimes, and always of

the missing 5th joint, is white. Length $ .37-.41 inch. Front wing tf

•3°--33 inch -
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Two o* ; one 2. Distinct from all the preceding by the multi-

annulate antennas and the white scutel. Similar antennae occur

in P. ephippium, Brulle (N. Afr.)

Pimpla (Cryptus) COIiqnisitor, Say (= Cryptus plurivinctus, Say).—

$.—Black. Head subopaque, finely and closely punctate, more sparsely

on the vertex. Palpi white. Antennae full f as long as the body, brown-

black, the flagellum tinged more or less with rufous below, its ist joint 4-4^

times as long as wide. Thorax subpolished, closely and finely punctate

;

metathorax more coarsely rugoso-punctate, its sides pubescent, the two

normal carina? pretty distinct and extending to the posterior declivity,

which, as well as the space enclosed by the carina-, is highly polished.

Tegulae and a quadrangular spot acutely prolonged in front, and under-

lying the humeral suture and nearly reaching its tip, both white. Abdo-

men subopaque, confluently and rather coarsely punctate, more sparsely

behind and on the tips of the joints. The usual tubercles indistinct or

obsolete. Joint 1 longer by £ than wide, \ wider behind than before, the

usual carinas only reaching halfway to the tip, and enclosing an oval,

polished excavation. In the suture between 1 and 2, a deep, lateral, trans-

versely oval fovea occupying about J of it. Tips of 1-7, except the part

of 1 adjoining the above fovea, and except a small lateral space on the

others, terminated by a conspicuous, well-defined white line, of uniform

width, which is sometimes tinged with sanguineous. Ovipositor scarcely

£ as long as the body, piceous ; sheaths black, pubescent, a little tapered,

basally full as wide as the last tarsal joint of the hind leg. Venter black-

ish, broadly whitish on the sutures except sometimes behind. Legs pale

rufous. Front legs with the coxae often basally more or less black; tro-

chanters sometimes whitish ; tibiae with a subbasal, exterior, fuscous line,

the space around which is more or less extensively whitish. Middle legs

with the first i of the tibiae black and the second £ white, the remaining

I often with a short exterior black line next the white annulus; spurs

whitish, sometimes tipped with black; tarsi dusky, with the basal §-£ of

joints 1-3 and 5 whitish. Hind legs with the terminal £ of their femora

black; tibiae white, with their basal I and terminal f
black; spurs white;

tarsi black, with the basal §-J of joints 1-3 and 5 white. Wings subhya-

line, tinged with smoky yellow; veins black, radius rufous; stigma black,

its basal \ reddish-white. Areolet rhomboidal. Bullae normal, C and D
wide apart. Length $ .27-55 inch - Front wing $ .23-.40. inch. Ovipos.

.i2-,27 inch.

The $ differs from $ only as follows :— 1. The ist joint of theflagellum

is only 3 times as long as wide; the terminal §-| of the scape, and gener-

ally the ist joint of the flagellum are whitish below, and the rest of the

flagellum is rufous below. 2. The ist joint of the abdomen is about \ nar-

rower at tip than the base of the 2d, and except at the extreme base its

sides are subparallel. Its carinae almost always extend nearly to the tip.

3d. In the front legs the coxae, both trochanters, and the tarsi, are white;

and in the middle legs the coxae are whitish interiorly. Length o* -22-33

inch. Front wing $ .17-25 inch.
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Five d\ ten ? ; one 6* bred June 7 from a small Lepidopterous

pupa beaten off forest-trees. The variation in the size of 2 is

considerable, and evidently deceived Say into treating the sizes

as distinct species ; but all the intermediate grades occur, and a

still wider range is met with in the size of P. atinulipes, Brulle.

(See above.) Say describes his 2 plurivinctus as having been

bred from the cocoon of a Bombyx, which is probably Clisio-

campa americana. According to Mr. Cresson {Practical Ento-

7nologist, i. p. 19), conquisitor was bred from this same cocoon.

To this group also appertains apparently P. tenuicornis,

Cress.

tft Hind tibia black -with a basal and a medial white

band.

Pimpla (Ichneumon) inquisitor, Say.— $.—Black. Head highly pol-

ished, very sparsely and almost microscopically punctate. Clypeus occa-

sionally piceous. Palpi white. Antennae \-% as long as the body, with

joint 1 of the flagellum 3-4 times as long as wide, brown-black, the flagel-

lum more or less tinged with rufous beneath. Thorax highly polished,

sparsely and almost microscopically punctate, the metathorax rather

closely and finely aciculate on the upper part of its pleura, and with its

two carina; distinct as far as the posterior declivity. Teguhe, and a con-

tiguous quadrangular spot in front of them, white; the latter sometimes

rufescent, and the upper anterior angle of the quadrangle sometimes

slightly prolonged. Abdomen subpolished, finely and confluently punc-

tate except towards its tip and the tips of the joints, the normal tubercles

pretty distinct. Joint 1 scarcely narrower at tip than the base of 2, { longer

than wide and h wider behind than before, the two carina? distinct nearly

to the tip and enclosing on their basal \ a highly polished excavation, the

polished surface continued between them | of the way to the tip. A shal-

low, transverse, lateral fovea on the suture between 1 and 2 occupying §

of its width. The very extreme tip of joints 5-7, and rarely that of 3 also,

pale sanguineous. Ovipositor piceous or black, h~% as long as the body;

sheaths black, rather densely hairy than pubescent, a little tapered, and

basafly full as wide as the last tarsal joint of the hind leg. Venter whitish,

rarely pale fuscous. Legs pale rufous. Front legs with both trochanters

generally whitish, and the tibia- and tarsi whitish more or less tinged with

rufous. Middle legs with the 2d trochanter generally whitish, and the

tibiae and tarsi whitish more or less tinged with rufous, the tibia; always

with their middle \ faintly paler. Hind legs with the extreme tip of the

femora, except sometimes a very narrow white knee, obfuscated ; the tibiae

white, with their second \ and terminal £-£ black, and the tarsi dusky,

with the basal §-£ of joints 1-3 and occasionally of 1-5 white. Wings

subhyaline, tinged with smoky yellow; veins black, radius rufous ; stigma

black, basally pale rufous, sometimes with its disk also pale or dark rufous.

Areolet rhomboido-triangular, the 2d recurrent vein entering it § of the
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way to the tip. Bullae normal, distinct; C and D very wide apart, C
sometimes almost touching the areolet. Length ? .34-.40 inch. Front

wing 9 .29-.36 inch. Ovipos. .20-29 inch.

The <f differs only as follows from the normal ? :—1. The 1st abdominal
joint is proportionally longer, being full £ longer than wide, and its cari-

na are loftier and more acute behind. 2. In the front legs the coxae, as

well as both trochanters, are white; in the middle legs both trochanters

are white; and in the hind legs both trochanters are white, the tibiae have

their terminal f (not £) black, and the tarsi have the basal §-£ of joints

1-5 white. Length tf .30 inch. Front wing d
1

.24 inch.

One 6*
;
six 9 . Sufficiently distinct from all the preceding by

the two white bands on the hind tibite. The variation in the com-
parative length of 2 antenna? and ovipositor is remarkable, some
of the longest 2? having the shortest ovipositor and vice versa,

and a 2 with a very long ovipositor having very short antennae.

A similar variation in the comparative length of the ovipositor

was noticed in Rhyssa lunator, Fabr. Say refers his inquisitor

to Ichneumon, but so he does also three other species which he

describes as having long ovipositors

—

pterelas, concinnus, and

hilaris—the first of which he himself states to belong to Pimpla.

His description of the areolet agrees precisely; but the length

which he assigns to the body— 2 .25 inch—would be rather too

small, if we did not consider that in annulipes my largest 2 is

135 per cent, longer than my smallest one. The sexual distinc-

tion in the length of the 1st abdominal joint and the development

of its carinae is noteworthy, and occurs elsewhere also ; though it

does not appear to have been hitherto observed by authors.

Pimpla SCriptifrOIlS, [Walsh, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 14S.]— ?.—
Differs from the normal inquisitor 9 only as follows: — 1. The clypeus

is white, blackish at tip; the mandibles are basally white; a white or-

bit, sometimes obsolete from a little beneath the antennae to the mouth,
extends from the mouth to the occiput; and beneath the antennae

there is a transverse white line, sometimes not attaining the orbits and
sometimes medially interrupted for a short space. 2. The terminal \ of

the scape, as well as the entire rlagellum, is rufous beneath. 3. The
metathorax is rather closely aciculate up to the two carinae, leaving the

space between them, the posterior declivity, and the lower part of the

pleura, all highly polished. Tegulae, a line under the front wing, a nar-

row line which is basally clavate underlying the humeral suture nearly

to its tip, a transverse line at the tip of the scutel and another behind it,

all white. A large, bright rufous patch above the origin of the middle

coxae, and a duller one which is sometimes obsolete on the hind end of

the lower face of the mesosternum, the two sometimes confluent and
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covering the whole lower surface. 4. On abdominal joint 1 the highly

polished surface is confined to the anterior excavation, the carina? only

extending halfway to the tip; joints 2-7 mostly with a very narrow san-

guineous line behind. 5. The ovipositor is less than £ as long as the

body, and the sheaths are pubescent rather than hairy. Venter whitish.

6. The front coxa? are white, except sometimes externally; both trochan-

ters of all the legs are white, but the basal one of the 4 hind legs is supe-

riorly rufous; and in the hind tibiae the terminal | (not &) is black, and

the tarsi are black with the basal §-J of joints 1-5 white. Length $ .26-

.32 inch. Front wing $ .22-. 27 inch. Ovipos. .10-12 inch.

The 0" differs from the O. only as follows :—1. The clypeus and face are

white except the terminal fovea? on the face, and the whole scape is white

beneath. 2. The whole mesosternum and its pleura halfway to the wing

is bright pale rufous. 3. The carina? on abdominal joint 1 extend nearly

to the tip, and the whole space between them is glabrous and polished.

4. The anterior and middle coxa?, besides all the trochanters of all 6 legs,,

are white immaculate. Length, o* 3° inch. Front wing tf .24 inch.

One 6*
; three 2. Easily known from my o* of inquisitor by

the white face, the white orbits, and very remarkable white line

beneath the antennas ? , the rufous mesosternum S 2 , and the white

scutel o* 5

.

Pillipla Vidua, n. sp.— $.—Differs from the normal inquisitor $ only

as follows:— 1. A white orbit extends from the insertion of the antenna?

to the occiput. 2. It is only the last joint of the scape and the basal joint

of the flagellum that is rufous beneath, the rufous color terminating sud-

denly. 3. The metathorax is rather closely aciculate up to the 2 carina?,

leaving the space between them, the posterior declivity, and the lower

part of the pleura, all highly polished. Tegulae, a line under the front

wing, a narrow line which is basally clavate underlying the humeral su-

ture nearly to its tip, a transverse line at the tip of the scutel and another

behind it, all white. A small, indistinct, rufous spot above the origin of

the middle coxa?. 4. In abdominal joint 1 the highlv polished surface is

confined to the anterior excavation, the carina? only extending halfway

to the tip, and there is no sanguineous tip to any of the joints. 5. The

ovipositor is less than h. as long as the body, and pubescent rather than

hairy; and the venter is distinctly dull rufous. 6. In the front legs the

coxa? and both trochanters are white; in the middle legs the 2d trochan-

ter is white, and there is a faint fuscous annulus on the second \ of the

tibia; and in the hind legs the 2d trochanter is white, the femur is tipped

with black up to the white knee, and the tibia has its 2d and terminal \

black. Otherwise as in inquisitor $. Length $ .26 inch. Front wing $

.20 inch. Ovipos. .10 inch.

One 2 ! d
1 unknown to me. Distinct at once from inquisitor

J by its short white orbits, its white bands on and behind the

scutel, and the rufous mesosternal spot ; and from scriptifrons ?
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by its immaculate black face, black mandibles, immaculate abdo-

men, and rufous venter.

Pillipla Calebs, n. sp.— rf.—Differs from the normal inquisitor $ only

as follows :— 1. The whole face, excepting the terminal fovea; but includ-

ing a short orbit just passing the origin of the antenna;, is white. 2. The
antenna; are full \ as long as the body, the scape white below, the flagel-

lum rufous below. 3. The metathorax is rather closely and finely acicu-

late up to the two carina;, leaving the space between them, the posterior

declivity, and the lower part of the pleura, all highly polished. Some-

times on the hind edge of the scutel there is a pair of small, obscure,

whitish spots, transversely arranged. 4. The 1st joint of the abdomen is

full \ longer than wide, and its carina; extend nearly to the tip, and are

loftier and more acute than in V inquisitor, though the entire joint exactly

resembles that of my £ of inquisitor. All the joints immaculate. 5. . . .

6. The legs are pale rufous. The 4 front legs with the coxa;, both tro-

chanters, knees, tibia;, and tarsi, all white. Hind legs with the 2d tro-

chanter white; femora wijh their extreme tips black; tibia; white, with

their 2d and terminal \ black; tarsi white, with the extreme tips of the

joints black. Length $ .30-.35 inch. Front wing $ .23-.29 inch.

Two <$ ; ? unknown to me. But for the white orbits not ex-

tending to the occiput, and the absence of the white spot under

the front wing, this might be taken for the S of vidua ?, n. sp.

But in all the numerous cases known to me where the ? in Ich-

neumonidce has white orbits and a black face and the 6* a white

face, the 6* has orbits as long as those of ? . And there seems

scarcely any sexual variation in the 3 typical white spots before

and under the front wing. Readily known from my 6* of inqui-

sitor by its white face and clypeus ; and from scripttfrons 6* by

the very short orbits, the absence of the white spot under the front

wing, the black metasternum, and the longer 1st abdominal joint.

[This is without doubt the true $ oi inquisitor, Say, as the Entomolo-

gical Society possesses specimens of both sexes of the latter species bred

from the same cocoon. The d1 correlated with the true Cj inquisitor by

Mr. Walsh evidently belongs to another species allied to alboricta and

tndagatrix.—Cresson.]

Pimpla? illdagatriX, [Walsh, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc iii. p. 146.]—$.—
Differs from the normal inquisitor only as follows :— 1. The antennae are

full \ half as long as the body, the 1st joint of theflagellum 3 times as long

as wide; the scapus is whitish below, and the extreme base of the flagel-

lum is often rufescent. 2. The abdomen has the normal tubercles sub-

obsolete and joints 2-to 4 elongate. Joint 1 is \ narrower at tip than the

base of 2, full h longer than wide, and nearly of uniform width except at

the extreme base. None of the joints are perceptibly sanguineous at tip.
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3. The 4 front legs are white, generally immaculate, but occasionally with

the femora tinged with rufous. In the hind legs both trochanters are

white; the femora have a distinct white knee preceded by a black annu-

lus; and the tibia; on their second £ have only a short lateral black vitta.

4. The wings are hyaline; veins black, radius whitish; stigma black, ba-

sallj' whitish. Radial area short, with a posterior angle of only no or

115 . Length d
1

.17-. 24 inch. Front wing $.15-.

1

8 inch.

Four % ; $ unknown to me. Three % were taken Apr. iS in

the window of a dwelling-house infested by carpet-moths {Tinea

tapetzclla, Lin.), on which they had probably been preying.

Known easily from my 6* of inquisitor by the oblong 1st abdom-

inal joint, and from that % and all my other Pimpla % ? by the

short radial area and the elongate intermediate joints of the abdo-

men. The sides of the abdomen are parallel, and joint 2 is \

longer than wide, the succeeding joints each gradually shorter

till joint 5 is square. Hence, strictly speaking, it does not belong

to Pimpla as defined by authors, and it might be referred to

Ephialtes with almost equal propriety, though the tarsal claws

are simple. I refer it provisionally to Pimpla, partly on account

of its having no tooth on the tarsal claws, partly on account of

its coloration, and especially that of its legs, agreeing so closely

with that of the species which precede it and being quite differ-

ent from that of any Ephialtes known to me, and partly on

account of the short radial area which is utterly abhorrent from

Ephialtes. For in most Ephialtes and in Pimpla melanoce-

phala the radial area is very elongate, while in all my other

Pimpla it is of medium length, its posterior angle being about a

quadrant and a half, or 135 . Indagatrix is in reality one of

those aberrant species which so often perplex and annoy syste-

matists and delight the souls of Lamarck and Darwin.

Section 3.

—

Areolet triangular. {Hind tibice as in Section 2,

tit-)

Pimpla illVCStigatrix, n. sp.— 5.—Differs from the normal inquisitor $
only as follows :— 1. The antenna; are full \ as long as the body. 2. The
quadrangular white spot before the tegula is always prolonged in an acute

white line which generally reaches halfway to the tip of the humeral su-

ture. 3. The abdomen is much more coarsely, and although closely, yet

not confluently, punctate. 4. The ovipositor is bright rufous, sometimes

so pale as to be almost ochreous. 5. In the front legs both trochanters

are always white, but in the middle legs the 2d trochanter is never so.

6. The areolet is subpetiolated and triangular, the 2d recurrent vein
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entering it at its extreme tip. 7. The bulla A is represented only by an

indistinct semi-bulla on the outer side of the petiole, while in all my 7

specimens of inquisitor it is very distinct and straddles its vein as usual.

Length $ .2S-.40 inch. Front wing $ .24-. 36. Ovipos. .16-. 26 inch.

Three ? ;
6* unknown to me. Would be almost certainly-

taken for a variety of inquisitor, so closely does it resemble that

species, but for the difference in the areolet, which is perfectly

constant in all my specimens of both species.

Pillipla [illboricta, Cress., Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 147.]— rj
1-—Dif-

fers from the normal $ of inquisitor only as follows :— 1. The clypeus and

the mandibles, except their teeth, are white. 2. The antennae are £ as

long as the body, and the scape is white below. 3. The abdomen is com-

paratively much more coarsely, and although closely, yet not confluently,

punctate. 4. The 4 front legs are entirely white except the femora, and

except that the middle tibia have a rufous exterior vitta. In the hind legs

both trochanters are white, and the tibia? have their second £ and ter-

minal § (not I) black. 5. The wings are hyaline; the stigma is whitish

at its extreme base ; and the areolet is sessile and triangular. The bulla A
is entirely absent, the others normal, C and D pretty wide apart. Length
0* . 27 inch. Front wing o* .19 inch.

One 3 ; 9 unknown to me. Might be taken for the 6* of the

preceding but for the white clypeus and mandibles, which parts

do not vary sexually in Ichneumonida, so far as I am aware, where

both sexes have a black face. In the coloration of its legs and

its general appearance it resembles much my %> of inquisitor, but

is distinguishable not only by its very different areolet, but by the

much shorter ist joint of its abdomen.

Genus POLYSPHINCTA, Gravenhorst.

The insects which I refer to this genus are, to my knowledge,

the first representatives of it hitherto described as North Ameri-

can, and apparently belong to two different genera, since the areo-

lar cross-vein in Section i is subobsolete, as is said to be the case

in Polysphincta, and in Section 2 is fully developed. In both the

venter is as much excavated as in Pimpla, but in Section 2 the ist

joint of the scapus is truncate from inside to outside more ob-

liquely, and the 2d joint is comparatively smaller, than in Section

i. As the ist Section agrees pretty well with the characters of

the genus, and the 2d does not, it is consequently the latter that

is aberrant ; but I dislike establishing a new genus from a single

specimen of one sex, and therefore leave it provisionally as a Sec-
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tion of the old genus. In Section i there are three bullae, C, D,

and E ; in Section 2 four, A, C, D, and E ; and in both cases C
and D are wide apart.

Section i.—Areolet obsolete.

Poljsphincta lligriceps, n. sp.—o"?-

—

Head black, subpolished, with

very fine, sparse punctures, and a longitudinal carina on the disk of the

face. Mandibles, except their extreme tip, and palpi, whitish. Antennae

brown-black, f as long as the body, joint 2 placed nearly at the tip of I

and larger than usual ; 1st joint of flagellum about 4 times as long as wide,

the scapus and one or two joints of the flagellum whitish beneath. Thorax
pale rufous, polished and glabrous, with the parapsidal grooves deeply

impressed, and the anterior lobe of the mesonotum very prominent; scu-

tel pale luteous. Tegula?, a contiguous spot before them, and a line under

the front wing, all whitish. Metathorax dark rufous with the pleura pale

rufous, opaque and minutely rugoso-punctate, with 4 more or less distinct

longitudinal carinae, the two on each side confluent behind, and the two

outer ones 2\ times further from the middle ones than these are from one

another. Abdomen subopaque, very minutely rugoso-punctate, subpol-

ished towards the tip and at the tips of the joints. Joint 1 longer by J

than wide, % wider behind than before, its sides straight except that they

converge at the extreme base, the two carinae enclosing a shallow, tri-

angular excavation on the basal J, thence subsolete to the tip. Joints 1-5

with an obliquely transverse, impressed, lateral stria, rather beyond the

middle, and sloped the contrary way to those of Glypta. Joints 1-5 q
7
",

1-6 $, dark rufous tipped with black; 2-5 stained with translucent clay-

yellow on basal \ tf, or basal £ $ ; 6 and 7 c?> or 7 only 5, entirely black.

Ovipositor exserted. twice as long as the abdomen is wide, and, as well

as its sheaths, black. Venter whitish, its tip black. Legs white; all the

6 femora, the 4 front tibiae, and the hind cox;e, pale rufous; hind femora
with a terminal, superior, dusky vitta; hind tibiae with their second \
dusky externally, and their terminal f black all around; hind tarsi dusky
with their basal |-| of joints 1-5 gradually whitish. Wings subhyaline

;

veins black; stigma pale dusky, \ as long as wide. Radial area short, its

posterior angle about ioo° ; the areolar cross-vein subobsolete, so that

the sides of the radial area almost decussate with the two adjoining veins.

Bulla? 3, distinct but small; A and B obsolete, C and D wide apart, C
placed well forwards, E § of the way to the angle of the 1st recurrent vein.

Length d .15, ? .18 inch. Front wing $ .13, ? .15 inch. Ovipos. .03 inch.

One % ; one $ . An elegant little species.

Polysphincta lligrita, n. sp.—^.—Differs from the preceding $ only as

follows :— 1. The thorax is black, except that the entire metathoracic pleu-

ra and the anterior and posterior margins of the metathoracic pleura are

rufous. Tegulai and a spot before them, a line under the front wing, and
the hind edge of the pleura of collare, all white. 2. The 1st joint of the

abdomen is scarcely j wider than behind than before, and its two carinae
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are distinct and acute nearly to the tip, and here there is no obliquely

transverse stria as on 2-5. 3. Abdominal joints 2-5 have no basal yellow

band, and 5 has its terminal £ black. 4. In the hind legs the tibia have

their basal | dull rufous and their terminal £ dusky; and the tarsi are en-

tirely dusky except the extreme base of joints 1 and 2. Length ft .13 inch.

Front wing q* .10 inch.

One % ; ? unknown to me. Might be taken for a variety of

the preceding but for the structural differences in the ist abdom-

inal joint.

Section 2.

—

Areolet pentagonal, but terminally subobsolete.

PolysphillCta pimploides, n. sp.—$.—Black. Head glabrous and pol-

ished, with a longitudinal carina on the disk of the face. Palpi

Antenna; \ as long as the body, with the ist joint of the tlagellum 4 times

as long as wide, dull rufous above, paler below, and whitish towards the

1st joint, which is dusky above and below. Thorax highly polished, gla-

brous. Tegula; whitish. Metathorax polished, with rather sparse, fine

punctures, and the usual two carina; pretty distinct halfway to the tip;

the lower half of pleura pale rufous. Abdomen subopaque, with rather

•coarse, confluent punctures, more polished towards the tip and the tips of

the joints. The same tubercles on joints 2-5 as in the normal Pimpla,

and behind them, as well as on the hinder part of joint 1, a shallow, im-

pressed, obliquely transverse, lateral stria, sloped the contrary way to

those of Glypta. Joint 1 longer by \ than wide, | wider behind than be-

fore, with the two carina; distinct \ of the way to the tip, and enclosing

on the basal J of the joint a triangular excavation, but on the terminal §

entirely obsolete. Joints 1-3 and the basal part of 4 luteo-rufous. Ovi-

positor $ as long as the body ; sheaths pubescent and scarcely tapered,

luteo-rufous inside, dusky outside. Legs pale rufous; the 4 front legs with

their trochanters, tibia;, and tarsi, whitish; the front tibia; with an exte-

rior basal dusky vitta ; middle tibia; with their 2d and 3d terminal I pale

dusky, and middle tarsi with the tips of the joints obfuscated. Hind legs

with the extreme tip of the femora narrowly white, preceded by a black

annulus; tibia; white with their second and third \ and their terminal f

black; tarsi white with the terminal J-^ of joints 1-3 dusky, 4 and 5 pale

rufous. Wings svbhyaline ; veins dusky; stigma twice as long as wide,

pale dusky, paler at the extreme base. Radial area moderate, its poste-

rior angle about 135 . Areolar cross-vein as long as usual, and beyond

it, but only in certain lights, a very slender, hyaline cross-vein so as to

make a completely regular pentagonal areolet. Bulla; 4 small but dis-

tinct, one (A) on the forward end of the areolar cross- vein, C and D pretty

wide apart, and E rather nearer to the angle of the ist recurrent vein than

to the areolar cross-vein. Length $ .16 inch. Front wing $ .14 inch.

Ovipos. .08 inch.

One 2 ; % unknown to me. Has exactly the general appear-

ance of Pimbla inquisitor, Say ; but, besides the difference in the

iii— 10 Dune '> lS73-l
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neuration, is distinguishable by having no white spot before the

tegu'as, by the pale bands on the abdomen, by the different struc-

ture of the :st abdominal joint, and by having no fovea? in the

suture behind that joint.

Gfnus EXETASTES, Gravenhorst.

In this genus the mouth is a little rostriform, the clypeus and

mandibles being elongated so that the whole extends beyond the

eyes by a space nearly equal to their longer diameter. The cly-

peal suture is obsolete. In both my species the 1st joint of the

antennas is obliquely truncate rather laterally than beneath as

Brulle describes it. The areolet is large and rhomboidal, and

varies occasionally by being slightly peduncled. The bullae are

4, or sometimes 3 only ; A small and indistinct, and sometimes

entirely obsolete, normally located ; B normal ; CD well for-

wards on its vein, and E in suaveolens, n. sp. (22 specimens), re-

markable for being always nearer to the areolet than to the angle

of its vein, but in fascipennis, Cress. (1 specimen), exactly in the

middle. In a single % of the former species the normal stump of

a vein on the 1st recurrent vein is obsolete. Judging from the

one species of which I have numerous specimens, the coloration

varies but very slightly, the size is remarkably constant, and there

are none but the necessary sexual distinctions.

Exetastes suaveolens, n. sp.—^ $.—Black. Head opaque, with fine,

dense punctures; clypeus as long as wide, its terminal \ glabrous, polish-

ed, and semicircular. Palpi blackish. Antennae as long as the body,

brown-black, very rarely $ with the flagellum reddish-brown; 1st joint of
the flagellum 4^ times as long as wide; joint 2 half as long as 1 ; the rest

gradually shorter. Thorax subopaque, with fine, dense punctures; scutel

elevated. Metathorax square, coarsely rugoso-punctate, with the lunate

area and 6 parallel longitudinal carina;, including the 2 lateral ones, all

more or less indistinct, but generally present; the cross-carina: obsolete.

The hind angles above the hind femora terminating in 2 small, robust

thorns, transversely arranged. Abdomen glabrous and highly polished,

more or less curved, usually in a quadrant. Joint 1 thrice as long as wide,

twice as wide behind as before, its sides straight, save that the spiraculi-

ferous tubercle projects a little laterally \ of the way to the tip, behind
which points the whole dorsal surface is gently excavated; carina; obso-

lete except at the extreme base. Joint 2 longer by \-\ than wide, accord-

ing to the degree of compression ; the rest gradually shorter. Ovipositor

and sheaths rufous or blackish, very short, exserted, but scarcely project-

ing beyond the tip of the abdomen. Venter generally protuberant, some-
times excavated, always more carinate longitudinally, except in a single
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0* where the carination is subobsolete. Legs black; more or less of the

tips and of the superior surface of the 4 front femora yellowish-rufous or

rufous; all 6 tibiae and tarsi bright gamboge yellow, the tarsal tips not

obfuscated. Wings subhyaline, more or less strongly tinged with fuscous,

especially at tip. Veins and stigma black, the stigma occasionally red-

dish-brown. Radia.1 area elongate. Areolet rhomboidal, occasionally

with a short petiole, the side that faces the apex of the wing \-\ longer

than the other 3 (which are equal), and more or less convex externally.

Angle of the 1st recurrent vein about 135 ; the 2d recurrent vein biangu-

lated, but with the salient angle more or less subobsolete. Length o* -47

-.54, $ .43--53 in ch. Front wing $ .39-46, $ -3S-.43 inch.

Eighteen I, four 9, all taken in July, 1865, on umbelliferous

flowers, except a single $ . When handled alive, this species gives

out the same peculiar smell as do most, if not all, species of Bom-

bus. Very near ?iiger, Cress., but differs in the wings not being

" uniform dark fuliginous," and in the hind tibiae and tarsi being

always yellow (not black). Mr. Cresson's other ten species are

quite dissimilar.

Exetastes fascipennis, Cress.— $.—The wing-band is "beyond the

middle," as is correctly stated in Mr. Cresson's diagnosis, not "before the

middle," as is stated in his description, probably through some clerical or

typographical error. There are the same subobsolete carina? on the meta-

thorax as in suaveolens; the areolet is shaped precisely as in that species,

and the 4 typical bulla; are all present. Length 9 .45 (.37"-5° Cress.)

inch. Front wing 9 .34 inch. Ovipos. .07 inch.

One 9 ; % unknown to me. In having only the 1st joint of the

scape rufous, and in many other characters, this species singularly

recalls E. castaneus, BruWe (S. A.), but differs in the thorax being

punctate, not " granulated or rugose."

LEPTOBATUS, Gravenhorst.

This genus seems to differ from Exetastes only in there being

no stump of a vein on the 1st recurrent vein, in the mouth being

scarcely rostriform, in the longer ovipositor, and in the prolonga-

tion of the 6th ventral beyond the tip of the abdomen. The cha-

racter assigned to the European species of the 1st abdominal joint

being a little contracted at tip, I do not find in mine. As the only

strongly distinctive characters between these two genera are pe-

culiar to the ? , I suspect, from the pattern of coloration being so

similar on the thorax, that Mr. Cresson's Ex. flavitarsis and Ex.

consimilis, the S o* only of which are known to me, are congeneric

with my Leptobatus. The bullae are 3, B, CD, and E ; B normally
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located, CD well forwards on its vein, and E nearer to the areo-

let than to the crook of its vein, as in Exetastes.

LeptObatllS illinoiensis, n. sp. — ?.— Black. Head subopaque, with

very minute, rather dense punctures, obsolete towards the tip of the cly-

peus. A small, hunched, longitudinally oval tubercle on the disk of the

face, polished on its tip. Clypeus, except its extreme base, and a lateral

dot on the vertex adjoining the eye. pale luteous. Palpi blackish. An-

tennae brown-black, § as long as the body, rather convolute at tip ; 1st

joint of the flagellum 4^ times as long as wide; the 2d joint \ as long as

the 1st; the rest very gradually shorter. Thorax subpolished, with mi-

nute, rather dense punctures. Pleura of metathorax finely, its notum

rather coarsely, rugoso-punctate; its carina; entirely obsolete. Tegulae, a

short, slender line under the front wing, a very broad line overlying the

humeral suture nearly to its tip and connecting from its tip with a pair

of transversely arranged, discoidal spots on the mesonotum byavittaonly

\ as wide as either the line or the spot, and the sides (but not tip) of the

scutel, all yellowish-white. Abdomen glabrous and polished, arched near-

ly in a quadrant, pale rufous except the basal I of joint 1. Joint 1 geni-

culate I of the way to its tip, twice as long as wide, twice as wide behind

as before, its sides straight save that the spiraculiferous tubercle projects

slightly % of the way to its tip ; carina; only represented by a shallow, oval

excavation before the geniculation, and an abbreviated, narrow, shallow,

longitudinal one behind it. Joints 2, 3 and 5 about square ; 2 with a small,

subbasal, lateral tubercle. Joint 4 rather longer than wide, owing to the

compression of the tip of the abdomen; 6 short; the rest retracted above,

but obliquely a little exserted below. Venter basally blackish, terminally

rufous, basally excavated, terminally protuberant, longitudinally carinate

throughout; joint 6 projecting far beyond the dorsal tip of the 6th dorsal,

so that, when seen in profile, the tip of the abdomen is obliquely truncate

in an angle of 45 . Ovipositor dark rufous, nearly J as long as the body;

sheaths black, not tapered, rather wider than the last tarsal joint of the

hind legs. Legs black; the 4 front legs with the superior surface of the

femora, the whole of their tibia; and tarsi, and an elongate spot on the an-

terior tip of the anterior coxa;, all pale luteous. Hind legs with the supe-

rior surface of their femora, except basally, pale luteous; tibia; and tarsi

pale luteous, with the inferior surface of the tibia: and of the 1st tarsal joint

fuscous. Wings hyaline, tinged with smoky yellow. Veins black; stigma

black, its basal \ whitish. Radial area elongate. Areolet rhomboidal, the

side facing the apex of the wing a litttle convex externally, and \ longer

than the other 3 which are equal. First recurrent vein crooked, but with-

out any stump of a vein at the crook; the 2d subobsoletely biangulated,

its bulla occupying nearly the whole 2 sides of the salient angle. Length

$ .43 inch. Front wing $ .33 inch. Ovipos. .13 inch.

One r? ; ? unknown to me. The first N. A. species hitherto

described. But for the black mandibles, the blackish palpi, and
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the different pattern of ornamentation in the legs, this might be

taken for the unknown $ of Exetastes flavitarsis, Cress. In the 2

tubercles on the 2d abdominal joint it resembles Ex. consimilis o",

Cress., the 9 of which is also unknown, but disagrees in the same

respects with that species, and in addition in not having the 1st

abdominal joint " distinctly punctured."

Genus AROTES, Gravenhorst.

In this genus, which is remarkable for the cubito-discoidal cell

receiving both recurrent veins, as in Ophion and the allied genera,

there are three distinct bullae, C, D, and E ; C and D separated

by a space as long as either of them, the 2d recurrent vein being

not angulated but slightly convex externally, and E about in the

middle between the angle of the 1st recurrent vein, which is very

nearly straight, and the areolar cross-vein.

[In formosus, Cress., vicinus, Cress., and venustus, Cress., the second

recurrent nervure is confluent with the areolar cross-vein.

—

Cresson.]

Arotes (Accenitus) (lecorus, Say.— $ .—Black. Head subopaque, with

dense, rather fine, shallow punctures ; vertex glabrous and polished. La-

brum small, semicircular. Face, except a longitudinal, cariniform tubercle

on its disk and the foveas at its tip, orbits very wide on the cheeks and be-

hind the eyes, but interrupted widely opposite the ocelli and narrowly or

sometimes scarcely by a dusky suture separating the cheeks from the face,

clypeus, labrum, basal £ of mandibles, and palpi, all white Antennae f as

long as the body, brown-black, the extreme tip pale brown. Joints 11 or 12

to 23 or 24 of the flagellum white. First joint of the flagellum 3^ times as

long as wide ;
joint 2 shorter by \ ; the rest slowly shorter and shorter.

Thorax subopaque, with dense, rather fine, shallow punctures ; the disk of

the lobes of the mesonotum, and of the mesothoracic pleura, glabrous and

polished. Metathorax above subpolished with some coarse rugae, the cari-

nate areas all complete. Basal and central areas each subquadrate, but the

latter rather wider than the former. The hind angles of the lateral areas

not prolonged into a thorn, and the hind angles of the metathorax itself

rounded off. Tegulre, a broad line under the front wing, a dot or some-

times a triangular spot under the humeral suture near its base and a dot

under it near its tip, a broad line overlying the humeral suture from near

its tip to behind the tegula, a large quadrate spot on the disk of the mesono-

tum divaricating in abroad clavate line on the lateral margin of its anterior

lobe, both scutels extending into the areas on each side of them, the posterior

£ of the metanotum, a large spot on the metathoracic pleura, a line on the

hind edge and a broad abbreviated band on the front edge ofthe mesothoracic

pleura, the latter sending off a curved branch on to the disk of the pleura,

and the two connected by a broad vitta at the bottom of the pleura which

sends oft" obliquely forwards a narrow linear branch on the lower face of the
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sternum, a triangular spot on the anterior lateral margin of the collare, and

another in front of each anterior coxa, all white. Abdomen glabrous and

polished. Joint 1 narrower at tip by \ than the base of joint 2, 3^ times

as long as wide, 2k times as wide at tip as at base, its sides straight and

scarcely convergent halfway from the tip to the base, where the spiraculi-

ferous tubercle is placed, thence gently concave to near the base, the nar-

rowest part of the joint being f of the way from the tip to the base; the

carina; only represented by a small, shallow, basal excavation. Joint 2

slightly shorter than wide; 3-8 slowly shorter and shorter. Tips of the

joints with a white subequal band £ as long as joint 4, which on 1-3 does

not quite attain the extreme tip. Venter whitish; the 6th ventral elongate-

semiconical, full 3 times as long as wide, its tip and inferior edge obfus-

cated. Ovipositor piceo-rufous, as long as the body ; sheaths brown-black,

rufous at tip, slowly tapered, basally f as wide as the last tarsal joint of the

hind leg. The 4 front legs honey-yellow, with their coxa; and both tro-

chanters white, and their tarsi tinged with white; the 2d trochanter of the

middle leg blackish above. Hind legs pale bright rufous, with the coxa;,

the 2d trochanters, and the extreme tips of the femora, black ; the coxa;

superiorly and inferiorly white except at tip; the basal trochanters and the

tarsi white. Wings subhyaline, tinged with smoky yellow, with a large

fuscous spot occupying the apex. Veins black; stigma black, basally paler.

Radial area elongate. Length $ .60-.64 (nearly .60' Say) inch. Front

wing ? -52-.54 inch. Ovipos. .60-.63 inch.

Two 9 , captured in South Illinois in June or July ;
6* unknown

to me. The ornamentation of the mesosternum in this and the

following species strongly recalls that of \Lampronota scutellaris,

Cress.], except that here the two prongs of the Y differ in thick-

ness as in the Roman Y. Differs from Say's brief description of

the 9 in the mandibles being basally white (not black immacu-

late) ; in the markings of the pleura beine as white as those of

the dorsum of the thorax (not yellowish) ; in the coxae and tro-

chanters of the 4 front legs being white (not honey-yellow) ; and

in the hind coxae not being " honey-yellow with 3 large yellow

spots" (! !) but black with 2 large white spots. From the pro-

miscuous way in which the items of Say's description are put

togtther, the thorax being described piecemeal in three different

places, it seems to have been drawn up in a hurry, and probably

the four differences noted above are not variations but mistakes.

The species is stated by Say to have been taken in Indiana, most

probably near his residence on the Wabash, only 100 miles N.E.

of the point where I took my specimens. Say describes the 6*

of what he supposes to be this species as differing from the ? in

having " prominent spines" on the metathorax. This is not a
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sexual character in Ichneumonidce, and consequently his 6* is pro-

bably a distinct species [belonging to the genus Mesostenus, Grav.

—Cresson].

Arotes [ailKPHUS, Cress.]—

d

1.—Differs from the above $ only as fol-

lows ;__!. The face, including the 2 fovea:, is white immaculate, and the

orbits are not at all interrupted below. 2. The antenna; are full as long as

the body, the scapus and the base of the flagellum whitish below; and the

flagellum white from about joint 15 or 16 to the last joint or two, which are

brown. Joint 1 of the flagellum only 2& times as long as wide. 3. The hind

angles of the lateral carinate areas of the metathorax are prolonged into a

short, robust, blunt thorn directed upwards and backwards. 4. The whole

pleura of the collare, except an abbreviated black line on its hind margin,

is white. The white spot covering the hind h of the metanotum extends

forwards so as to cover the central area and the hind £ of the basal area;

and the broad abbreviated band on the front edge of the mesothoracic

pleura is absent, except the curvee branch of it that occupies the disk of

the pleura. 5. Abdominal joint 1 is 4-^ timer long as wide, scarcely twice

as wide at tip as at base, its sides nearly straight except that the tubercle

is very large and prominent in the middle, and the extreme base is a little

widened. The carina: are further represented by a shallow, longitudinal

excavation extending from opposite the tubercle nearly to the tip. Joint 2

slightly longer than wide. 6. Besides the terminal white band on joint 1,

there is a dorsal white vitta extending ? of the way to the tip, and it is only

on joint 1 that the terminal white band does not quite attain the extreme

tip. 7. The 6th ventral, of course, is small, and, as well as the 7th, white;

the 8th is black. 8. The legs are white; the hind legs with their coxa:

superiorly and on their extreme base black; their femora and tibia;, ex-

cept the knees, superiorly black. 9. The basal j of the stigma is white.

Length o* -46 inch. Front wing o* -4 l inch.

One 0*, found dead, but uninjured, in an oak stump ; $ un-

known to me. Diners from the 9 described by Say as decorus, in

the mandibles not being basally black ; in the antennae being sub-

terminally white, instead of having a white postmedian annulus

of about 8 joints; in the scutel not having a black disk; in the

pectus not being "pale honey-yellow"; in the 1st and 2d abdomi-

nal joints being differently marked ; in the legs being white, not

honey-yellow ; and in the hind femora and tibiae being vittate

above with black. In the metathoracic thorns it agrees with it.

ACCENITES, Gravenhorst (= 'Aceenitus, Latreille).

In this genus, which is readily distinguishable from Arotes not

only by its very robust legs and antenna?, but by the cubito-dis-

coidal cell receiving only the 1st recurrent vein ; there are 3 very
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distinct bullae, C, D, and E, besides a semi-bulla representing the

bulla B opposite the anterior tip of the 2d recurrent vein, which

semi-bulla is always indistinct but never entirely absent. C and D
are wide apart, the 2d recurrent vein being convex externally, and

E is pretty close to the angle of its vein, which is angulated at

about 135 . Brulle says that the tarsal claws are bifid ; Latreille

does not so state, and they are certainly simple in both sexes in

my species. He says also that the 1st joint of the antenna? is

truncate obliquely below ; it is truncate laterally in my species.

ACffinites rupinsulensis, [Walsh, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 144.]—

9..—Rufous. Head subopaque, with dense, rather fine, shallow punctures,

sparse on the subpolished vertex and clypeus. Orbits, except above, tinged

with yellow; tips of the mandibles, orbits of the ocelli, and a quadrate

space above the organ of the antennae and extending to the ocelli, all black.

Antennae § as long as the body, very robust; joint 1 of the flagellum twice

as long as wide, 2-6 gradually shorter till 6 is square; the rest slowly

shorter and shorter. Thorax subpolished, with dense, rather fine, shal-

low punctures, finer and more sparse on the notum ; the disk of the meso-

thoracic pleura glabrous and highly polished. Metathorax above rather

finely rugose; the normal carinate areas all present, save that the central

is confluent with the lunate area, which last is glabrous and polished.

Scutel tinged with yellow. Inferior angle of the collare, and edges of the

4 front acetabula, black. Abdomen obovate, polished, with sparse, almost

microscopic punctures. Joint 1, 2\ times as long as wide, *\ times as wide

behind as before, its sides nearly straight save that the tubercle forms a

gentle convexity on their middle ; carinae obsolete except at the extreme

base; a small, transverse, lateral fovea in the terminal suture. Joint 2

wider by £ than long; the rest gradually shorter. Venter basally tinged

with yellow, more or less excavated, and always longitudinally carinate;

joint 6 elongate semiconical, more or less projecting beyond the tip of the

dorsal joints as they are more or less retracted. Ovipositor as long as

the body, piceo-rufous; sheaths brown-black, rufous at tip, not tapered,

basally § as wide as the last tarsal joint of the hind leg, and on their ter-

minal i expanded to full as wide. Legs rufous. Four front legs with

their tibiae and tarsi tinged with yellow. Femora of the hind legs with

their basal sutures, and a cloudy spot under their tip, black. Wings sub-

hyaline, the terminal edge clouded with dusky. Veins black; stigma ru-

fous, edged behind with black. Radial area rather elongate, its posterior

angle 135 . Length $ -32-.35 inch. Front wing $ .30-.32 inch. Ovipos.

•3°--33 inch -

The o* differs from $ only as follows : — 1. The face, orbits up to the

ocelli, cheeks, clypeus, and mandibles except their black tips, are all yel-

low. 2. The antennae are full \ as long as the body, and the joints slightly

more elongate. Joint 1 yellowish beneath. 3. The collare is immaculate

and the scutel yellow. 4. The abdomen, as usual, is narrower, 5$ or 6
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times as long as wide, and elongate-rhomboidal, the tip of the 2d joint

abutting on the lateral angles of the rhomb, and the extreme base and tip

of the rhomb being truncate. Joint 2 only £ wider than long. Ventral

joint 6 small. 5. There is no spot under the tip of the hind femora.

Length rj? .37 inch. Front wing q" .35 inch.

One 6*
; three ? . Ac. stigmaterus, Say, is a Xylonomus. Ac. de-

corus, Say, is an Arotes. The only remaining N. A. species that

has been referred to this genus is Ac. melleus 2 , Say, which pro-

bably belongs here, but differs from rupinsulensis 2 in the antennae

being white with their basal i black above (not rufous immacu-

late), in the occiput having a dusky spot, and in the sutures round

the scutel and on the abdominal dorsum being blackish.

[Genus PHYTODIETUS, Grav.]

Head with^the face triangularly hunched under the antenna?.

Clypeus small, transversely oval, hunched, and prominent. Man-
dibles bidentate. Antenna? slender, about as long as the body,

the 1st joint laterally and obliquely truncate
;
joints of the fiagel-

lum rather long. Thorax with the parapsidal grooves subobso-

lete ; the metathorax nearly smooth. Abdomen minutely punctate

and polished, with no striae or tubercles, elongate-oval, subsessile

6*, subpetiolated 2- , the ist joint long and tapered gradually to its

base
;
joint 2 much shorter ; the remaining joints slowly shorter

and shorter. Venter longitudinally carinate throughout, 6* slightly

depressed, 2 slightly depressed towards the base, strongly com-

pressed and protuberant towards the tip. Terminal joints of the

abdomen not $ 2 retracted, and the 6th ventral ? not materially

prolonged. Ovipositor moderately long. Legs long and slender,

especially the hind legs ; tibiae all with an irregular double exter-

nal row of minute thorns directed obliquely backwards, more

conspicuous on the hind tibiae ; spurs normal ; claws pectinate
;

pulvillus shorter than the claws. Wings long ; radial area and

stigma rather long ; areolet small, sometimes peduncled, triangu-

lar, the 2d recurrent vein, which is regularly convex externally,

entering it at its extreme tip ; ist recurrent vein curved suddenly

and strongly near its base. Bullae four, B, C, D, and E ; B small

and indistinct, normally located ; C and D separated by a wide

space, and E normal.

Allied to Banchus by its pectinate claws, but differs by its abdo-

men not being sessile, by its ovipositor not being rather long, and
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by its areolet not being large and rhomboidal. From Leptobatus and

Exetastes it differs by the "anus being slit," by the pectinate claws,

and by the areolet not being large and rhomboidal ; and from the

former, in addition, by the 6th ventral ? not being prolonged.

From Colsocentrus it seems to differ only by the much shorter ovi-

positor and the 6th ventral ? not being enormously prolonged,

and by the pectinate claws. In coloration it partly resembles

Arotes, but it is separated at once from Arotes, Tropistes, and Acce-

nites, by the pectinate claws and by the areolet not being obsolete.

I know of no other Ichneumonidous genus where the tibia are

thorned except Labena.

[PhytOdietUS vulgaris, Cress., Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 166.]—£.—
Black. Head subopaque, with very minute, dense punctures, sparse on

the subpolished vertex. Mandibles, except their teeth, palpi, and a short

line on the vertex adjoining the eye, all white. Antenna; full as long as

the body, brown-black, rufous beneath towards their tips; adjoint of the

scapus and ist of the flagellum white exteriorly; ist joint of the flagellum

4 times as long as wide, the next joint \ shorter, the following ones very

slowly shorter and shorter. Thorax opaque above, subopaque beneath,

with almost microscopic punctures somewhat coarser on the metathorax;

carina; of metathorax only represented by a shallow, obtuse, dorsal stria

fading out towards the tip. Tegulae, a spot under the front wing, a spot

under the humeral suture in front of the tegula, and a more or less cla-

vate line above it reaching more or less nearly to its tip, a pair of small

spots transversely arranged on the disk of the mesonotum, tip and sidps

of the scutel or sometimes only the basal § of its sides besides the tip, the

whole of the metathoracic scutel, a capillary line leading from either scu-

tel respectively to the front and hind origin of the hind wing, and near

the tip of the metathorax a lunate band, broad at each end, and in the mid-

dle very broad and advanced forwards in an angle the apex of which is

bifid, all white. Lower face of the mesosternum and meso- and meta-

thoracic pleura halfway to either wing, pale bright rufous. Abdomen
polished, with very minute but not sparse punctures. Joint i longer by i

than wide, z\ times wider behind than before, its sides straight or scarcely

convex; carina; only represented by a triangular excavation on the basal

\. A small, transverse, lateral fovea cutting off the acutely prominent an-

terior angle of joint 2 so as to simulate a continuation of the suture. Joint

2, f as long as i, and \ wider than long. A white line on the tip of joints

1-7, narrower on the hindmost of them. Venter blackish, the base of joint

1 and the tips of 1-6 all whitish. Ovipositor as long as the abdomen,

piceo-rufous ; sheaths black, finely pubescent, not tapered, as wide as the

last tarsal joint of the hind legs. Legs pale rufous. Front legs with the

coxae, both trochanters, knees, tibia;, and tarsi, white, the tibia' exteriorly

infuscated. Middle legs with the tip of the ist and the whole of the 2d

trochanter, broad knees, tibia', and tarsi, all white, the femora obfuscated
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at tip inside the white knee, the tibiae, except the white knee, with an ex-

terior fuscous vitta which on their middle h is more or less obsolete, and

with a narrow, terminal, fuscous annulus, and the tarsal joints with their

extreme tips fuscous. Hind legs, with the tip of the 1st and the whole of

the 2d trochanter and broad knees, white; the base of the 1st trochanter,

the extreme base and a subterminal annulus on the femora, the tibiae ex-

cept the white knees and except an exterior white vitta occupying their

middle ^, and the tarsi, except the basal ^-| of the 1st joint which is white,

all black. Spurs whitish. Wings hyaline; veins black, radius rufous;

stigma rufous edged with black. Radial area rather long, its posterior

angle 135 . Areolet triangular, its interior side J shorter than either of

the others, peduncled, the peduncle about 2 as long as the triangle. Bulla;

4; B at the extreme posterior end of its vein, C close to the anterior end

of its vein, D very widely separated from C, and E rather further from

the areolet than from the angle of its vein. Length $ .28 inch. Front

wing J .27 inch. Ovipos. .14-. 15 inch.

Variety-— $.—Differs from [normal] $ only as follows:— 1. The short

white lines on the vertex are reduced to mere white dots. 2. The 2d joint

of the scapus and the 1st of the flagellum are pale brown, not white, ex-

teriorly. 3. Onlv the basal k of the side of the scutel, in addition to its

tip, is white. 4. The white band on the metathorax is reduced to 4 white

dots arranged in a transverse curve with its convex side forwards; and

there are no rufous markings on the sternum, except a large spot above

the hind coxa and a small one above the middle coxa. 5. The ovipositor

is very pale rufous. 6. In the middle legs there are no fuscous markings,

save that the extreme tip of the tibiae and of the tarsal joints is fuscous.

In the hind legs the vitta on the tibke is pale brown, so as to be scarcely

noticeable, not white; and the tarsi are dusky, not black, and with no

vestige whatever of any white annulus on joint 1. Length 9 .31 inch.

Front wing $ .30 inch. Ovipos. 14 inch.

The (5* differs from [normal] $ only as follows:— 1. The face, cheeks,

orbits to the top of the vertex and half way up behind the eye from the

cheeks, and the clypeus, are all white. 2. The entire scapus is white be-

low, and the 1st joint of the flagellum is only 3^ times as long as wide.

3. The carina; of the metathorax are entirely obsolete. 4. In addition to

the white markings of $, the entire lower face of the pro- and meso-ster-

num and halfway up the mesothoracic pleura, a line on the anterior mar-

gin of the collare, and a short longitudinal line before the hind coxa, are

all white. No rufous markings. 5. The 1st abdominal joint is only 3

wider behind than before, and joint 2 is scarcely wider than long. 6. The
venter is mostly whitish except at tip, and the carina is protuberant at

base but not at tip. 7. In the middle legs, the coxae as well as both tro-

chanters, broad knees, tibke, and tarsi, are white; and there are no fus-

cous markings save that the extreme tip of the tibiae and of the tarsal joints

is fuscous. In the hind legs, the coxaj are inferiorly white towards their

tips, both trochanters are white except two dusky lines on the upper face

of the basal one, and on the tibiae the exterior median white vitta becomes
a median white annulus. Length o* .29 inch. Front wing ^ .26 inch.
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One 6*
; three $ . The sexual distinctions, especially the 4th,

are very striking.

[PhytOdietllS distinCtUS, Cress.. Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 166.]—$.

—

Differs from {vulgaris, normal] $> only as follows : 1. The disk and anterior

edge of the clypeus, a narrow orbit interrupted for a short space just behind

the vertex and also on the cheeks, the palpi, and all but the tip of the mandi-
bles, are yellowish-white. 2. The antennae are pale brown exteriorly from
the 2d joint of the scapus inclusive to their tip. 3. The carina of the metatho-

rax are entirely obsolete ; only the tegulae, a dot before them under the hume-
ral suture and another above it near its tip, the tip and basal £ of the sides of

the scutel, the whole of the metathoracic scutel, and a capillary line leading

from either scutel respectively to the front and hind origin of the posterior

wing, and near the tip of the metathorax a broad, subequal, lunate band,,

are white; and there are no rufous markings. 4. Abdominal joint 1 is 2^

times as long as wide, twice as wide behind as before, its sides straight save

that there is an obtuse salient angle near the base, and that halfway to the

tip the tubercles project a little laterally; carinae commencing at the apex

of the salient angle and fading out opposite the tubercle. Only the tip of

ventral joints 1-5 (not 1-6) is white. Ovipositor pale rufous. 5. The legs

are pale rufous immaculate, save that in the front legs the basal h. of the

coxa? and the tarsal claws, in the middle legs the last tarsal joint, and in

the hind legs the terminal \ of the tibiae and the whole of the tarsus, are

fuscous. Length $ .33 inch. Front wing ? .29 inch. Ovipos .15 inch.

One ? ;
6" unknown to me. Remarkably like the preceding,

and yet quite distinct by the simple coloration of the legs. The
front trochanters are very slightly tinged with yellow, so that the

d
1

will probably have them yellow.

CRYPTOCENTRUS, new genus (= Cryptocentrum, Kirby?).

Head with the face triangularly hunched under the antennae

Clypeus short, wide, and transversely truncate for its whole

breadth. Mandibles bidentate. Antenna? slender, about as long

as the body, the 1st joint laterally and obliquely truncate ; the

joints of the flagellum rather long. Thorax with the parapsidal

grooves subobsolete, the metathorax with the carinate areas

mostly distinct, scutel trapezoidal. Abdomen polished, very mi-

nutely punctate, with no striaj or tubercles, elongate-oval, ....
6*, subpetiolated 9, the 1st joint rather long and tapered gradu-

ally to its base, joints 2-6 slowly shorter and shorter, 7 and 8 al-

most retracted so that the tip of the abdomen is almost squarely

truncate. Venter d
1

. • • . , $ slightly depressed towards the

base, strongly compressed and protuberant towards the tip, and

longitudinally carinate throughout, the 6th ventral squarely trun-
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cate. Ovipositor and sheaths very short. Legs long and slender,

especially the hind legs. Tibiae without thorns. Spurs normal.

Claws unarmed, the pulvillus as long as the claws. Wings long.

Radial area and stigma rather short. Area obsolete, the areolar

cross-vein transverse and as long as usual. First recurrent vein

much curved but not angulated ; 2d recurrent vein obsoletely bi-

angulated. Bullae 4, A, C, D, and E ; A subobsolete and placed

on the anterior end of the areolar cross-vein, C and D close to-

gether on either side of the salient angle of their vein, and E
pretty close to the curve of its vein.

Differs from Tropistes, Arotes, and Acxnites, by its very short ovi-

positor ; from Arotes, by the cubito-discoidal cell receiving only

one recurrent vein ; and from Arotes and Accenites, by the 6th ven-

tral $ not being prolonged. From the other Banchoid genera it

is separated at once by its obsolete areolet. Kirby's genus Cryp-

tocentrum disagrees with mine in the anterior margin of the face

being "crenate" and in the abdomen being "sessile," so that the

first joint is "rather wider at the apex."

CryptOCeiltrus {(Trypkon?) SllbmargiliatUS, Cress., Proc. Ent. Soc.

Phil. iii. p. 274.]— $.—Black. Head subopaque, with very minute, rather

sparse punctures, obsolete on the polished vertex. Clypeus, 4 equidistant

small spots adjoining it behind, the outer one on its lateral extremity, man-

dibles except their teeth, and palpi, all white. Antennae brown-black, the

1st joint of the flagellum 4 times as long as wide, the 2d joint £ shorter, the

rest slowly shorter and shorter. Thorax subpolished, with very minute, ra-

ther sparse, shallow punctures. Metanotum minutely rugoso-punctate, sub-

opaque ; the basal area equilaterally triangular, the central areaobovate and

truncate at tip ; lateral areas with their exterior side obsolete and no cross-

carinae; posterior area distinct and bisected lengthways by a carina. Tegu-

lae, a line under the front wing, a spot under the humeral suture before the

tegula, and a broad line overlying it nearly to its tip and terminally clavate,

and also both scutels, all white. Lower face of the mesosternum and meso-

and meta-thoracic pleura halfway to either wing, all pale rufous. Abdo-

men polished, densely and very minutely rugoso-punctate; the 1st joint

subopaque, longer by £ than wide, 2\ times wider at tip than at base, its

sides straight, its carinas distinct nearly to the tip, its terminal J with one

or two longitudinal striae on each side of the carinas; joint 2 square; 3-5

slowly shorter; 6 short; 7 and 8 very short. Tip of 2-7 and middle \ of

the tip of 1 with a white line; very slender on 1, 2, 6, and 7. Venter with

the longitudinal carina whitish. Sheaths of ovipositor black, not quite

attaining the tip of the dorsum. Legs pale rufous. Four front legs with

their coxae and trochanters white, except the basal § of the middle coxae;

middle legs with the basal \ of their tibia? and of their tarsi whitish ; the
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tarsal tips fuscous. Hind legs with their 2d trochanters white; the upper

face of their 1st trochanters, the tibiae, and the tarsi, black; the second and

third I of the tibiae white. Spurs whitish. Wings subhyaline ; veins black
;

radius rufous ; stigma black, its extreme base whitish. Radial area with

its posterior angle about 120 . Length $ .30 inch. Front wing £ .29 inch.

One $ ;
6* unknown to me. Has the general appearance of

\_Phytodietus vulgaris, Cress.], but is generically very distinct. Dif-

fers from Cryptocentrum lineolatum, Kirby (Lat. 65°), in the face,

orbits, and inferior surface of the scape, not being white ; in the

abdominal white fascias not being interrupted behind, and in the

smaller size (.30 instead of .50 inch).

XylOIlOIIlUS [albopiCtUS, Cress., Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 168.]—$.

—Black. Head subpolished, with very minute, sparse punctures, and on

the face with some rugae. Face projecting beyond the eyes \ of their shorter

diameter. Clypeus pale rufous, slightly longer than the flagellum of the

antennae is wide. Labrum semicircular, very pale rufous. Mandibles un-

armed. Palpi pale luteous. Orbits very wide on the occiput, but with a

very narrow interruption just beneath the antennae and a wide one on the

vertex, and also two dots transversely arranged on the disk of the face, all

white. Antennae | as long as the body, perceptibly clavate at tip; the 1st

joint of the flagellum thrice as long as wide; joints 3-5 a little longer than

1 ; 2, 6 and 7 about equal to 1. Joint 10-13 of the flagellum white. Thorax

subopaque,with very minute, dense rugae, coarse on the pleura of the meta-

thorax but subobsolete on the front \ of its notum, which is subpolished.

Carinate areas of the metathorax all present, save that the basal area is

obsolete by the confluence of its two sides. Central area h longer than wide,

truncate-ovate, with its base angular. Lateral areas apically prolonged in

a somewhat slender thorn directed upwards and backwards. Tegulae, a

line under the front wing, a line underlying the humeral suture nearly to

its tip from a little in front of the tegula, a transversly oblong spot on the

scutel and a line behind it, posterior declivity of the metathorax including

its thorns, and a line on the anterior edge of its pleura, all white. Meso-

notum in front of the scutel rufo-piceous. Abdomen subopaque, with very

minute, dense rugae. Joint 1 thrice as long as wide, thrice as wide behind

as before, the two carinae indistinctly traceable to the tip, where they coalesce

in a subpolished tubercle, but with the space between them level ; the sides

of the joint straight, save that the spiraculiferous tubercle is placed f of the

way to their tip. Joint 2 with a deeply indented stria cutting oft" an isosce-

les triangle on its basal corner, so that the stria strikes the side of the joint

\ of the way to its tip, from which point proceeds a short, shallow stria

sloped the contrary way. Joint 2 longer by ? than wide; 3 wider by 1 than

long; 4-7 short; 8 as long as wide; 7 and 8 concave above, and 8 tapered

and obtusely pointed when viewed from above, acutely pointed in profile.

Joint 1 with a lateral, longitudinally oval, white spot at tip; 2 with a lon-

gitudinally obsemioval spot at tip
; 3-7 with terminal white fascia, inter-
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rupted on its middle £, and in 3 and 4 not quite attaining the lateral mar-

gin. Ovipositor § as long as the body, piceous ; sheaths black, tapered,

slightly expanded at the extreme tip. Venter dull luteous except at tip,

much inflated, and longitudinally carinate. Four front legs pale rufous;

middle legs with the knees white, the upper face of the femora and the sub-

basal suture of the tibiae obfuscated, and the last tarsal joint black. Hind

legs black, with the trochanters, the inner surface of the middle of the tibiae,

and tarsal joints 1-4, cloudy rufous ; and the basal \ of the tibiae white.

Wings subhyaline ; veins black ; stigma black, its basal \ white. Radial

area 3^ times as long as wide. Length $ .43 inch. Front wing $ .30 inch.

Ovip. .26 inch.

One 2 ; <$ unknown to me, but in all probability will have a

white face. By far the smallest N. A. species yet described, and

distinct at once by its semifasciate abdomen.

Genus ECHTHRUS, Gravenhorst.

This genus may be recognized by its subpetiolated abdomen

and nearly cubical head, and by its pentagonal areolet. The group

in which the areolet is obsolete would seem to belong to a distinct

subgenus. In mv species the clypeal suture is obsolete, but the

two foveas that normally lie in that suture are present, and indi-

cate that the clypeus is typically as short as it is in Odontomerus

and Xylonomus, thus exposing a large portion of the labrum in all

these genera. I do not find this character referred to anywhere

by authors, but it is obvious in E. reluctator (Europe). The

mandibles are toothed as in Odontomerus. The bulla? are large

and generally 4 in number, A, B, CD, and E ; A indistinct, rarely

obsolete ; B sometimes occupying the whole exterior side of the

areolet ; CD often with a dark dot between them and together

occupying the middle } of the 2d recurrent vein, which is usually

perfectly straight; and E pretty close to the crook of the 1st re-

current vein. In E. (C/yptus) ornatipeiinis, Cresson, which is an

aberrant species in other respects, the 1st recurrent vein is nearly

straight, E is close to the areolet, and CD adjoins the areolet.

Eclltbrus aillluliCOrnis, n. sp.— $.—Black. Head opaque, very mi-

nutely and densely rugoso-punctate, subopaque on the vertex. Mandi-

bles (except their teeth and their lower edge) and labrum rufous. Palpi

whitish. Antennae brown-black, | as long as the body, obviously clavate,

the terminal \ of the flagellum being nearly twice as thick as the extreme

base
;
joint 1 of the flagellum slender and 4 times as long as wide, 2 shorter

by \, and the following joints very slowly shorter; joints 7-9 ofthe flagellum

whitish. Thorax opaque, very minutely and densely rugoso-punctate, sub-

glabrous and polished on the pleura. Parapsidal grooves subobsolete. Meta-
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thorax with the basal area small and elongate, the central area enormously

large and divaricated widely behind so as to cut off the lateral areas, which

have no cross-carina, from the posterior area. Tegulae white. Abdomen regu-

larly oval, opaque, very minutely and densely punctate, subpolished towards

the tip and the tips of the joint. Joint I strongly arched, 2$ times as long

as wide, thrice as wide behind as before, its sides straight except at the ex-

treme tip, where they are first incurved and then excurved in a blunt tuber-

cle, behind and outside which in the following joint is a similar tubercle;

the two usual carina? faintly traceable to the tip, and enclosing a shallow

excavation. Joints 2 and 8 as broad as long, and 8 curved upwards at tip

as in Xylonomus $ ; 3 and 7 shorter by \ than broad ; the rest short. The

extreme terminal edge of 3-7 whitish, which in 5-7 is due only to the con-

necting membrane being white. Ovipositor f as long as the body, inserted

\ of the way from the tip of the abdomen to its base ; sheaths black, ta-

pered, pubescent, basally half wider than the last tarsal joint of the hind

leg. Venter longitudinally carinate, scarcely excavated, black, the sutures

whitish. Legs rufous ; front legs with the tibiae strongly inflated ;
middle

legs with the basal \ of the tibiae, and the basal \ of the 1st tarsal joint,

white; tip of tarsus brown. Hind legs with the terminal \ of the femora

and the tibia? and tarsi black, save that the knees, the basal \ of the tibiae,

the spurs, and the basal £ of the 1st tarsal joint, are all white. Wings hya-

line; veins black; stigma black, its extreme base white. Radial area mod-

erate ; its posterior angle about 120 . The 1st recurrent vein slightly curved

inside the middle; the 2d slightly convex outside. Length $ .25 inch.

Front wing ? .20 inch. Ovipos. .10 inch.

One 2 ;
6" unknown to me. The front tibiae are similarly in-

flated in E. reluctator (Europe), in two Canadian species [fiiger,

Cress., and abdominalis, Cress.] and in Cryptus? ornatipennis, Cress.

(Cuba), which, like annulicornis, has the last two abdominal joints

very large, and the last upcurved as in Xylonomus 9. It is only

this last joint that is here rufous, and not the last two as is stated

by Cresson.

Genus LABENA, Cresson (= Mesochorus, Brulle non Gravenhorst).

Head subcubical ; the space between the eyes widest at the

insertion of the antennas, thence narrowed rapidly towards the

vertex, more slowly towards the mouth, so that the eyes are

slightly but distinctly emarginate. Clypeus moderate, transverse-

ly suboval, almost entirely concealing the labrum. Mandibles

bidentate. Antenna? 6* about as long as the body, ? about i as

long as the body ; o" 2 neither tapered nor clavate ;
joint 1 very

obliquely truncate on the outside, and enclosing nearly the whole

of joint 2 ;
joints of the flagellum rather short. Thorax with the
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parapsidal grooves almost obsolete, the space behind the wings

about as long as that before them. Scutel subquadrate, flattish.

Metathorax subcubical, its sides a little convergent behind, the

carinate areas generally, except the posterior one, all distinct.

Abdomen subpetiolated, elongate-clavate d1

, clavate 2, d1

2 with

their sides nearly straight to beyond the middle, the tip of joint 5

d1

,
joint 6 2, being about the widest part. Joint 1 d1

2 very long
;

joint 2 longer than wide
;
3-6 d1

nearly square
; 3-7 2 shorter than

long and subequal. Venter unusally corneous, flattened, and with

a slight longitudinal carina ; anus 2 slit, as it is termed. Ovi-

positor about as long as the abdomen ; sheaths moderate, not ta-

pered. Legs moderate ; in all 6 legs 2 tarsal joints 3 and 4 very

short, and joint 3 acutely bilobate ; in the middle legs 2 tarsal

joint 2 likewise short, and the tibiae twisted as in Odontomerus 2
;

in all 6 tarsi d1

only joint 4 very short, and all the joints simple.

Both front and middle tibiae 2 inflated near their tip. Hind coxae

d1

2 long and slender, and about as long and stout as the femora.

Spurs normal. Claws simple, moderately long, much longer than

the pulvillus. Wings moderate. Stigma and radial area elon-

gate. Areolet large, rhomboidal, its anterior angle often more

or less truncate. The 1st recurrent vein almost straight ; the 2d

recurrent vein biangulated. Bullae 4, B, C, D, and E ; B on the

posterior end of its vein, C close to the areolet, D between the

two angles of its vein, and E nearer to the tip than to the base of

its vein.

Closely allied to Xorides, Grav., by its face narrowed below,

and to Odontomerus by the singularly twisted middle tibiae 2,.

which character is here subobsoletehy shown also in the front ti-

biae 2. Differs from all the other genera belonging to this group,

except certain Echthrus, viz., annu/icomis, n. sp., and ornatipentiis,

Cress., by the obsolete parapsidal grooves and the large areolet.

From Echthrns it is at once separated by the emarginate eyes, the

long clypeus, the singular structure of 2 legs, and the separation

of bullae C and D. The abdomen o* is not greatly elongate and
almost linear, as in Xorides o" and Xylonomus d

1

, nor has it the

tips of its joints emarginate as in Xorides d". Brulle
-

entirely over-

looked some of the most remarkable characters of this genus, e.g.

the face narrowed in front, the subcubical head, and the bilobate

3d tarsal joint 2, and confounded it with Mesochorus, Grav.,

which appertains to an entirely different group, and has a trans-

iii— II [June 9, 1S73.]
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verse head, a short ovipositor, and normal tibiae and tarsi d 2.

He was unacquainted with d
1

, and therefore of course failed to

recognize the singular sexual differences in the tarsi. Cresson,

on the other hand, as well as Say, entirely overlooked the twisted

4 front tibiae and the short 3d and 4th tarsal joints of the 2

.

Labeiia gralliltor, Say (= Mesockoi'tis fuscipe tint's, Brulle).— Q.
.—Ru-

fous. Head polished and glabrous; face and clypeus opaque, with rather

coarse, transverse rugae; the foveas at the tip of the face rather small and

indistinct. Clypeus with its base in a circular arc of 6o°, its tip in a cir-

cular arc of 120 . Orbits, especially in front, tinged with yellow; tip of

the mandibles black. Antennae 5 as long as the body; the flagellum with

its extreme base and tip slightly tapered, its 1st joint 2\ times as long as

wide, the 2d shorter by £, the rest very slowly shorter and shorter. The
third i of the flagellum tinged with yellow, the terminal \ with black.

Thorax subopaque, finely and confidently punctured, the disk and hind

edges of the mesothoracic pleura glabrous and polished. Metathorax

with the basal area subquadrate, the central area hexagonal and £ longer

and wider than the basal area with its posterior side sometimes indistinct,

the lateral areas strongly constricted by their cross-carina; and open be-

hind, so that the posterior area is almost obsolete. Tegulas, a line under

the front wing, both scutels and the areas on either side of them, a longi-

tudinal line on each side of the mesonotum, a line under the humeral

suture, the hind part of the metathorax and the anterior edge of its pleura,

all tinged with yellow. Many of the sutures, both above and below,

stained with black. Abdomen glabrous and polished at base, subopaque,

with very minute, dense punctures towards the tip. Joint 1, 3^ times as

long as wide, 2\ times as wide at tip as at base, its sides straight for f of

the way to the tip, thence with the usual tubercle, immediately behind

which they are slightly constricted and thence to the tip very gently con-

vex. Joint 2 longer by \ than wide and shorter by \ than joint 1. Ex-

treme tip of joint 1, and obsoletely so of one or two of the following joints,

yellow; the sutures toward the base of the abdomen blackish. Venter

reddish-brown except at tip, the tip of joints 1 and 2 tinged with yellow.

Ovipositor § as long as the body, rufous, its tip black; sheaths yellowish

rufous, their tips black. Legs with the tarsi and especially the tibia

tinged with yellow. Front tarsal joints proportioned as 14, 7, 2, 2, 7

;

.middle tarsal joints as 14, 4, 2, 2, 12; hind tarsal joints as 14, 7, 2, 2, 9.

Wings shining umber brown, with their extreme base and an ill-defined

cloud reaching from the base of the stigma to the hind edge of the 2d cell

of the limb, hyaline; hind wings with the postcostal space and some-

times also with an elongate discoidal cloud, hyaline. Veins black; stigma

rufous, 4J-5 times as long as wide. Areolet large, rhomboidal, with the 2d

recurrent vein entering it slightly beyond the middle, and with its anterior

angle slightly truncate. Bullae all distinct, large, white, and encroaching

on the brown membrane of the wing. Length $ .76 (.60 Brulle) inch.

Front wing $ .64 inch. Ovipos. .53 (.43 Brulle) inch.
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The tf differs from the $ only as follows:— 1. The entire face, front

up to the ocelli, and clypeus, are yellow; and the mandibles, except their

teeth, and palpi are tinged with yellow. 2. The antennae are nearly as

long as the body, immaculate except the black tip, and except that 1st

joint of the scapus is yellowish beneath. 3. The parts of the thorax

that in $ are tinged with yellow are here yellow; and in addition there is

a large yellow spot on the upper part of the mesothoracic pleura, and an

indistinct yellowish vitta on its lower part; and the lateral disk of the

collare is yellow. Moreover the sutures are more generally and more

strongly black, and there is a black line dividing the two yellow spots on

the mesothoracic pleura. 4. The tip of the abdomen is almost micro-

scopically punctured and subpolished. Joint 1 is 3! times as long as wide,

and joint 2 is | longer than wide. The tip of joints 1-5 is yellow, less

widely and distinctly in each successive joint. In the venter the tip of

1-5 is yellowish. 5. In all 6 legs the tarsal joints are proportioned as

10, 6, 5, 2. 6. The wings are subhyaline, except that the principal veins

are clouded with brown, and the tip beyond the areolet in the front wing,

and a corresponding portion in the hind wing, is brown. The areolet is

also more strongly truncate in front, so as to be almost rhomboido-penta-

gonal, and the bullae are much less distinct. Length o* .4S inch. Front

wing o* .41 inch.

One d\ taken at large ; one ?, bred from Hickory-wood infested

by the Coleopterous Cerasphorus cinctus^ Fabr., and one ? from

Coll. Ent. Soc. The genus may perhaps inhabit other timber-

trees as well, but like the genus Carya (Hickory) it seems to be

peculiar to America, the only other known species

—

rufus, Brulle

—occurring in Guiana. Bridle's specimen was taken in Caro-

lina. His specimen ($) approximated to the 6* somewhat more

than mine in the yellow markings of the mouth and thorax, and

he says nothing of the hyaline markings of the wings, nor of the

black tip to the ovipositor. This is the only Ichneumonidous

species known to me where the abdomen is more strongly sculp-

tured and more opaque behind than before.

Genus ODONTOMERUS, Gravenhorst.

There are here three very distinct but very small bullae, C, D,

and E—C and D widely separated from each other, and E rather

nearer to the angle of its vein than to the areolet—besides two

indistinct semi-bullae occupying the position of A and B. It is

singular that Say should have noticed the bulla? in Od. mellipes,

when they are so very much more obvious in many other species

where he has said nothing at all about them.
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OdOntOmeruS (Anomalon) mellipes, Say.— $.—Black. Head polished,

with fine, shallow, not thick-set punctures, subobsolete on the vertex. Face

finely rugose on the disk, which projects beyond the eyes by \ their shorter

diameter. Clypeus scarcely as long as the flagellum of the antennae is

wide. Labrum truncate-triangular, rufous, with long rufous hairs. Mandi-

bles toothed as usual, and basally rufous. Palpi pale luteous. Antennas % as

long as the body, with the 1st joint of the flagellum 3 times as long as wide,

and the following 6 or 7 joints rather shorter, the 3d joint the longest of

them; the scapus black, the flagellum reddish-brown. Thorax polished,

with very fine, sparse, shallow punctures, the spaces on each side of the

two scutels with oblique stria?. Metathorax a little rugose, its carinate

areas complete save that the basal is confluent with the central area, which

thus becomes thrice as long as wide. Lateral areas angulated behind, and

terminating in an acute thorn directed upwards and backwards. Abdomen

polished, with very minute, sparse, shallow punctures. Joint 1 with a few

rugae and with the 2 usual carinae indistinctly traceable to the tip, 2| times

as long aswide and 2| times as wide behind as before, its sides straight

save that their extreme tip is a little constricted and the spiraculiferous tu-

bercle is placed § of the way to the tip. Joints 2 and 7 as long as wide, 2

with some close-set, transverse rugae at its extreme base ; the other joints

short. Dorsal surface of 7, and especially of S, concave, and 8 tapered to a

point acute in profile view and obtuse when viewed from above. Oviposi-

tor J longer than the body, its sheaths full £ wider on the terminal ^ than

at base. Venter excavated, of an obscure gray except at tip. Legs pale

rufous; the tips of the middle tarsi and the whole of the hind ones fuscous;

the middle tibiae twisted as usual ; the tooth on the hind femora placed §

of the way to the tip. Wings subhyaline slightly tinged with smoky yel-

low; veins black; stigma black, basally whitish. First recurrent .vein

slightly angulated at \ of the way to its tip ; 2d recurrent vein slightly con-

vex towards the tip of the wings. Length $ .38 (.34 Say) inch. Front

wing $ .28 inch. Ovipos. .50 inch.

One 2 ;
6* unknown to me. Distinct from ALthiops, Cress., and

abdomitialis, Cress. , by its metathoracic thorns and by its wings

not being fusco-hyaline, and from the latter by its rufous coxa?

and trochanters and black abdomen. From striatus, Brulle (Eu-

rope), it is separated at once by the tooth on its hind thighs

Genus XYLONOMUS, Gravenhorst.

This genus is very remarkable for possessing the same sub-

basal, oblique, connate suture on the tibia which occurs in certain

of the true Spiders, and which becomes a free suture in the Pha-

langioid Spiders—a peculiarity which does not appear to have

been hitherto noticed by authors. The tendency hereby exhibit-

ed is further exemplified in the double trochanters found through-

out the entire family Ichneumonida. If we can trust to Westwood's
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figure, there exist in the tibia of the degraded Dipterous genus

Nycteribia two subequidistant transverse sutures, whether free or

connate does not appear. But Latreille says nothing of any

such character in his description of the genus, and I find no traces

of any sutures, whether free or connate, in the tibia of the allied

genus Ornithomyia. (See Westw. Intr. ii. p. 580, fig. 15, and

Latr. Gen. Cr. Ins. iv. p. 364.) The bulla? of Xylonomus are very

distinct but exceedingly minute, being stouter than the width of

the vein they occupy. They are three in number, C, D, and E ;

C and D equidistant from each other and from the tips of their

vein, and E much nearer the tip than the base of its vein. There

are no semi-bulla?, such as exist in Odontomerits, probably because

the areolar cross-vein is here subobsolete.

XylOllOniUS (Acaznitus) StigmapterilS, Say.— $.—Black. Head opaque

-with fine, dense rugae, subopaque on the vertex. Face projecting beyond

the eyes J of their shorter diameter. Clypeus scarcely as long as the fla-

gellum of the antennas is wide. Labrum longitudinally semi-oval, with

rufous hairs. Mandibles unarmed. Palpi black, the last 3 joints whitish.

Antenna? | as long as the body, scarcely clavate at tip; the 1st joint of the

flagellum thrice as long as wide, and 6 or 7 of the following joints \ longer

than the 1st; a white annulus extending from the middle of the 9th to the

middle of the 14th joint of the flagellum. Thorax finely and closely punc-

tured, subpolished below, subopaque above, with 8 or 9 coarse, close-set

longitudinal stria? at the bottom of the collare, and some finer bi-flabellate

ones at the base of the middle lobe of the mesonotum. Metathorax finely

rugoso-punctate, coarsely on its pleura ; the carinate areas all perfect save

that the basal is confluent with the central area, the latter equally long with

the former but 2$ times as wide, of a truncate-ovate shape, and \ longer

than wide. Tip of each lateral area prolonged into a robust thorn directed

upwards and backwards. Mesonotum in front of the scutel (except the

striate space), and also the mesothoracic pleura, rufo-piceous. Abdomen
subopaque, with very minute, dense, shallow ruga? ; coarser on the 1st joint,

especially towards its tip. Joint 1, 3^ times as long as wide, thrice as wide

behind as before, its sides straight except that their extreme tip is a little

constricted and that the spiraculiferous tubercle is placed § of the way to

their tip ; the two carina? indistinctly traceable to the tip, where they co-

alesce in a small, subpolished tubercle, the intervening space level except

that there is a shallow groove opposite the spiracles. On joint 2, from the

tip of each carina of joint 1, there proceeds an oblique, impressed stria to

the middle of the lateral edge so as to cut off an elongate triangle. Joint t

longer by £ than wide
; 3 longer by \ than wide

; 4-7 short; 8 rather longer

than wide, curved upwards and tapered to an acute point when viewed in

profile, truncate-triangular when viewed from above. Ovipositor piceous,

^ longer than the body; sheaths black, regularly and slowly tapered to the
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extreme tip, where they expand nearly to their basal width. Venter in-

flated and longitudinally carinate. Legs black.; front knees, extreme base

of all 6 tibire, basal £-£ of the ist tarsal joint in all 6 legs, and in the 4 front

legs the whole of joints 3 and 4, but in the hind legs of 4 only, all white.

Wings hyaline, the front ones slightly tinged with smoky yellow ; veins

black; stigma black, its basal \ white. Radial area nearly 4 times as long

as wide. Length $ .93 (over 1.00 Say) inch. Front wing $ .64 inch.

Ovip. 1. 10 inch.

One $ , taken in August on a decayed Elm infested by Physoc-

nemum brevilineimi, Say, and Leptura americana, Hald. ; o* un-

known to me. Distinct from Cincticornis, Cress., by the white

annulations of the legs. Say, in referring this species to Accenitus,

evidently mistook the prolongation of the Sth dorsal joint of the

abdomen for the prolongation of the 6th ventral found in that and

other allied genera.
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Atmosfihkeric Electricicity

.

By A. Wislizenus, M.D.

YEARLY REPORT OF ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY,
TEMPERATURE, AND HUMIDITY, FROM OBSERVATIONS MADE
AT ST. LOUIS, MO.

I.

—

Monthly Mean of Positive Atmospheric Electricity from 1861-1872,
based on daily observations at 6, 9, 12, 3, 6, and 9 o'clock, from morning
till night.

ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY.

1S61.

IS62.

1863.

1864.

»§6S

i6.5
12 1

16.9

1S8
12.2

5 9
92 8.2

5 °
1869 87

J

25
1S70 I 8.6 10 2

1871 ! 6 9 I 8.5
'S72 'Q-7

j

".3

Mean 10 6 10.0

8.8
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3.— Yearly Mean of Positive Electricity, of Temperature, and of Rela-
tive Humidity of the Atmosphere at the hours of 6, 9, 12, 3, 6 and 9,

from morning till night, based upon daily observations at those hours
from 1861-1872.

ELECTRICITY.

YEAR.
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4.

—

Direction of Wind from 1S61-1S72 at St. Loui Mo.

Year.
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globe. A galvanometer of suitable strength may perhaps answer

the purpose as a more convenient measuring instrument. I will

give it a trial this year and report on it at some future time.

As an important addition to our knowledge of atmospheric elec-

tricity, I consider the discovery, resulting from my observations,

of its threefold periodicity—the daily, the annual, and the secu-

lar (perhaps better called the cyclical). The daily one has been

partially guessed at by some observers without proof positive,

while the two others were not even thought of. The daily waves

of positive atmospheric electricity are not so constant that they

would show themselves every day : meteorological influences

—

especially temperature, humidity, and direction and force of wind

—modify it so often, that the regular order of electricity appears

even sometimes reversed ; but in the course of a week, a month, or

a year, these conflicting influences counterbalance each other, so

that the steady undercurrent of periodicity becomes always visi-

ble and unmistakable. Thus we see in Table 3, in which the

mean of the six daily observations is given for each year and for

the twelve years successively, at the different hours of observation,

two maxima and minima of electricity, with two intermediate

points. The first maximum appears at 9 a.m., the first minimum
at 3 p.m. ; the second maximum at 6 p.m., the second minimum
at 9 p.m. The daily periodicity is thus sufficiently proved ; a trial

of 12 years with about 25,000 observations leaves no doubt on

that point.

The second periodicity is the annual, exhibiting itself in the

regular, gradual increase in quantity or intensity of electricity

during the six colder months of the year, culminating generally

in January ; and of a gradual decrease of electricity during the

six warmer months, with its lowest point generally in July.

Slight deviations between two consecutive months will take place

in different years, but in the mean of the twelve years strict regu-

larity is preserved, as Table 1 will show. The existence of the

annual electricity is thus as clearly proved as the daily. But a

point, which I raised in a former paper in regard to it, is not yet

decided. I asked myself, if the regular increase of electricity in

the colder season (and vice versa) was caused directly and ex-

clusively by the change in temperature, or by some internal con-

nection between atmospheric electricity and terrestrial and solar

magnetism, of which I consider atmospheric electricity an emana-

tion and offspring. If the latter hypothesis should be correct, our
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nearer approach to the Sun during the colder season (perihelion)

might explain this regular increase of electricity during our win-

ter (and vice versa). But in that case our southern hemisphere

would in all probability be simultaneously affected, and electri-

city, like magnetism, would show there similar phenomena in

their summer as with us in winter. Regular and careful obser-

vations, continued for years in both hemispheres simultaneously,

with the same instruments, can decide that question.

A third periodicity is the cyclical. In Table 1 the last column

contains the yearly means of electricity for the twelve years. We
find there from 1861 a gradual increase for three years, with a

maximum of 9.2 in 1863 ; then a gradual decrease for five years,

with a minimum of 2.5 in 1868 ; then an increase again for four

years, up to 1872 inclusive. This regular increase and decrease

cannot be merely accidental, but is in all probability governed

also by a law of periodicity. If 1873 should show a second max-

imum, it would establish a cycle of ten years, similar to that of

magnetic phenomena and of the Sun-spots. How far this cycle

coincides with the cyclical changes of magnetism in St. Louis I

was not able to ascertain, because no regular observations of mag-

netism are made here. Neither are any observations for Sun-

spots accessible to me, except those of Mr. Schwabe in Germany,

with a computed maximum in 1S61 and the last minimum in

1867, differing from mine respectively two years and one year.

There may be various reasons for this discrepancy. The instru-

ments for electrical observations still require improvement ; my
own observations may be sometimes defective, not having leisure

to make them with the regularity I could wish. Electricity is,

unlike magnetism and Sun-spots, often disturbed by other meteo-

rological phenomena, and the most important of these disturb-

ances, as by thunderstorms and windstorms, ought to be excluded

from the calculations for periodicity ; the observations of Sun-

spots themselves are liable to mistakes on account of the numer-

ous days in the year when clouds prevent observation ; all these

investigations are of comparatively recent date and as yet far too

isolated, so that, with more perfection, future observers may esta-

blish a still closer approximation between them. Our present

knowledge certainly warrants us to accept a near relationship

between terrestrial magnetism, Sun-spots, and atmospheric elec-

ticity, and by more extended observations we will reach at last

the final aim of all scientific research—truth.
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As to the practical use of electrical observations for meteoro-

logical predictions, I believe that, in their present state, they can-

not surpass the barometer, but prove a valuable aid to it. Thus,

they will often predict storms by a sudden change from positive

into negative electricity ; snowstorms develop locally a high de-

gree of positive electricity, while for great distances they create a

vacuum, a total absence of electricity ; during an Aurora high

positive electricity prevails, with sudden fluctuations in intensity,

etc. If observations of electricity were made as generally as

those of barometer, their usefulness in that respect would be

greatly enhanced.

The interest in meteorological observations has been awak-
ened in this country. Our meteorological Signal Bureau, under

supervision of the government, has in the short time of its exist-

ence fulfilled all reasonable expectations, and promises to become
more useful every year. If it could be so arranged, that perhaps

at a dozen stations, well-selected throughout the United States,

the usual meteorological observations were combined with those

of magnetism, electricity, and Sun-spots, a most desirable object

would be obtained with comparatively little expense.

Such investigations offer also a fine field to young men of a

scientific turn of mind. St. Louis is no longer the village of old,

with a coon-skin currency and a small Indian traffic. It has grown
in population to be the fourth city of the Union ; millionaires and
rich merchants reside here, whose sons receive a liberal educa-

tion and they are not under the necessity of working hard for a

living ; they are in a position to cultivate the arts and sciences,

and to aspire to the higher pursuits of life ; the increase of hu-

man knowledge by scientific research is within their compass.

History tells us that the trophies of Miltiades disturbed the slum-

bers of Themistocles. Should not some young man in our midst,

x)f independent means and higher ambition, be aroused by the

fame of a Tyndall, a Bunsen, a Secchi, and others, to erect here

a physical observatory for original investigation in Magnetism,

Electricity, Sun-spots, and that most wonderful of recent discov-

eries, Spectroscopy ; to naturalize these studies amongst us, and

to build up for himself, during his lifetime, a monument " more

durable than brass" and more solid than greenbacks ? The rest-

less spirit of youth requires only direction to useful activity—may
that seed-grain of advice from an older man fall upon fertile soil

!
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Catalogue of Earthquakes for 187 1,

PEEt'ARED FROM THE RECORDS IN THE DAILY PBE88,

By Richard Hayes.
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Jan. 1

12 P.M.
Jan. 1

9

15
18

28

31

Last
part of
month

New Zealand

Guzerat, Ind.
Guayaquil, )

Ecuador )

Oaxaca.Mex.
Laconia.
N H., U.S.

Accra, Africa
Assam
Monado, Ce
lebes

Bombay ...

Cartal, Asia
Minor

Mexico

One of the smartest for some time .

11
4 A.M

16
17
18

10-11
P.M.

21
Previ's
week

22
22
23
24
25
28

Rye, N. H.,
US

Guanape Isl

Minatitlan,
Mexico .

.

Honolulu

Illapel, Chili

I
Valparaiso

Burmah ....

Hayti
Hawaian Isl

Characteristics.

Slight; movement from interior towards the
coast

Siveral days about this time shocks were felt.

Quite severe for that region.
Some severe shocks
One shock

Slight local shock
Extended over a large tract of country

Nature iii.414

" 394

Daily papers

Nature iii. 394

iv. 85
iii. 394

Shock of several seconds; slight damage.
An eruption of the Colorucco volcano during
the month

Slight
From the 5th to the 9th the water around them
was violently agitated, causing whirlpools
and injuring* the shipping

Hayti
Santiago de
Cuba

Two shocks followed by a wave rising 1 foot
Three shocks, lasting over a minute; houses
in many of the valleys were greatly shaken.

Very strong shock; freshest from the moun
tains

Strong shock

Somewhat severe and extended
Felt also in other \V. I. islands ,

Lasted about one minute, preceded by a roar
ing sound heard far out at sea ; rocks were
thrown down from the mountains, clefts

opened in the ground and houses were over
thrown. Also a bright light was seen in the
east at the same time

Slight

Several shocks

Trinidad
Puno, Peru
Hawaian Isl.

Puno, Peru
Hawaian Isl.

Chili
Jolisco, Mex.
Humboldt
Co., Cal. .

Janesville,
Wis., U. S.

Bogota, U. S.

Col
Arequipa,
Peru

New Hamp. .

Monado, Ce-
lebes .

Cartago, U.S.
Col

Puno, Peru

Slight shock

Authorities.

S. meteor fell, followed by an earthquake

Severe ; chimneys thrown down.

Slight

After many rainy days ; slight.

Slight

Telegram

Nature iv.

Daily papers

Nature iii. 472

v. 7
Daily papers

Am. Jour, of
Science

Daily papers

Nature iv. 169
" " 230
" " 169
» " 230

Daily papers

Nature iv. 51

" 169

Daily papers

Nature iv. 85

" 51
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17
llP.M

18
7 A.M
U

England .

April 1

2

Salvador,
Cen. Amer.

Chili
\requipa,
Peru

Salvador,
Cen. Amer.

Yagolanda (

Island

Melbourne
San Franc'co
Valparaiso
Shetland..

May 1

Slight
Severe shocks

.

Slight

Burmali ....
Arequipa,
Peru

Argyle
Wilmington.
N. C

Burmali ....

Scotland
Chili
Hayti
Lat. 30° N.,
Lon. 140* F.

Camiguin.
Phill. Isl. i

Characteristics.

For several days previous shocks were felt in
various places, preceded by an electric
storm

All the northern counties
Daily papers
Nut lire iii.413

Two shocks
From the '2d to the 14th the volcano Rocwang
was active. On the 5th, a wave swept over
the island destroying three villages and 416

persons ' —
Severe
Two slight shocks
Severe shock
attended by loud noises along the Stony Hill
range

Slight

India
Bingtang Isl.

Canada
Gelghit. Asia,
Agra, India,
&c

Himalayas
Marmoritza,
Asia Minor

Wagga-Wag-
ga, Austral.

Minahassa,
)

Celebes, >

7> 2 P.M. >

Long Island,
N.Y., 10 p.m.

New Jersey

Simla, 9.40 pm
Tacua, Peru,

7 p.m
Madeira, 6 Pi

California .

Chiriqui, 7.50

Several days
Slight
During the month a volcano was seen and a
severe earthquake felt

For some months previously, especially in

March, there was a succession of violent
shocks, causing crevices &c, in the open
country. On May 1st, about 5 p.m., a level
plain near the village of Cotarwen began to

subside till the tops of houses became level
with the surface of the earth, when sudden
ly the whole plain fell in, engulfing 150 per-
sons. This became the crater of a volcano
1500 feet wide, from which smoke, ashes and
stones were sent into the air. A pause till

dark succeeded when there was another ex-
plosion, and the volcano continued to eject

stones and earth
Two slight shocks
Very destructive
Two shocks. Also in Georgia, U. S

Two were felt, on the 22d and 23d

Causing a lake to emit sulphurous odor .

Almost destroyed

.

Two heavy shocks.

Extended throughout Minehassa

About a dozen since-

Slight shock
Water in a canal disappeared through a sink
ing of the land

Slight; weather had been very sultry

Strong shock • • •

Slight ..

Sharp shock
p.M.l Severe

Authorities.

Daily papers

Nature iv. 169

Daily papers

Nature iv. 169

Daily papers

Honololu Ga-
zette

Nature iv. 375
Daily papers

" 350

v. 225

Daily papers

Nature iv. 325

" 418
" 436

Daily papers
Nature iv. 350
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July 5
5
10

11

13
15

10

20

20
24
25

Aug. 7

Sept. 3

20

29
Oct. 4

5

San Franc 'co
Tacua, Peru
S. Lat, 20-30.,
E.Lon.l4»4
Valparaiso ..

Boston
Gorontalo,
12£&10£p.m

Gorontalo,
12 >i a.m

Santiago de
Chili

N.Eug. States
Cairo, Ills.

Bell'ville, 111

12.40 p.m.

New Hamp-
shire.

Wolfeboro,
New Hamp.

Gorontalo,
5 a.m

Jamaica
Callao, 8§P.M.
St. Thomas, r

W. 1 1

Off Peru ....

Gorontalo,
3 p.m

Worthing,
Eng.

Gorontalo,
1 P.M

Jamaica,
4 P.M.

"9.20 "
Carrizal Bajo

Chili, 4.3 pm
Bombay ....

Arequipa
Peru, 12.50 pm

Constantino-
ple . .

New Jersey,
9.40 a.m

Characteristics.

Slight

Two violent shocks at sea
Strong; preceded by a rumbling noise
Slight

Two shocks

Heavy

Very severe
Two severe shocks lasting lour seconds
Slight
This seems to have been felt throughout St.
Clair county. A rumbling noise and sensible
vibration of buildings were experienced.

The water near the centre of Winnepisseoge
lake appeared to sink suddenly and was fol-
lowed by large waves, there being no breeze
stirring at the time

Eruption of the volcano; stones and
thrown as far as Halmaheira. The Batavia
Handelsblail, Sept. 25, states that on the af
ternoon of Aug. 7 a violent earthquake was
felt. Exact direction unknown. The Ter-
nate mountain had from 9 a.m. caused a
dull, rumbling sound to be heard, varied at
intervals by loud reports, and began in the
course of the day to cast out streams of lava.
A southerly wind changed the direction of
the lava streams flowing landwards, and
led the tire in seven currents to the ravines.
The eruption of Are and stones lasted about
twelve days, after which it became less.
This outburst was the most violent known
at Ternate within the memory of man. The
whole island shook from the under-ground
motion. On Aug. 28 the volcano was again
at rest, only a small cloud was seen coming
out of the crater.

Slight

No damage done
Severe. Also felt at sea
Several shocks in the afternoon. In the fore-
noon a violent hurricane swept over the
island, scarcely a house remained standing.

Seaquake. Quite severe

Seaquake

Two slight shocks.
One shock

Very strong vertically

Slight
Sharp shock accompanied by rumbling.

Preceded by a loud noise
Slight
No damage
Considerable damage to buildings in Iqui-
qui, Pica, Mortilla, Tarapaca, Usmagama,
Guasquina, and Pachico. The steamer Pa-
nama felt the shocks at sea.

Violent

Felt also in Pennsylvania and Delaware

Telegram
Daily papers

Nature iv. 454
« 326

A. B. Meyer

Nature iv. 454
Daily papers

Lebanon
Jour.

Telegram
A. B. Meyer
Nature v. 225

Daily papers

A. B. Meyer
Nature iv. 387

V. 14

Telegram
Daily papers

A. B. Meyer

Nature iv. 34!

A. B. Meyer

Nature iv. 454
" 387

Daily papers
Iquiqui Mer-
curio, Oct. 8

Daily papers
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Time.
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showing the number of different days in each year on which

earthquakes have been reported from 1739 to 1842, and that the

largest maxima occurred in the years of the heliocentric conjunc-

tion and opposition of Jupiter and Saturn, with but three excep-

tions, and in those cases the increase began in those years, but

the maximum was not reached till the following sear. I also

suggested that these planets induce electric currents which call

into action those forces to which the causes of siesmic phenomena

are usually ascribed. My subsequent investigations have only

tended to confirm the opinion then expressed. I cannot see why

there should be any regular periodicity at all, unless the super-

inducing cause is outside of the earth itself; and, as it seems to

me, it cannot be gravitation, for, if it were, the periodicity could

not be so so strongly marked as it is in respect to these two plan-

ets, since their effect upon the tides is inappreciable. The phy-

sical condition of those two bodies and their exceedingly rapid

axial rotation would seem to fit them for exerting, in some of its

forms, a greater amount of repelling force than any other heav-

enly body in our system excepting the Sun.

Hi—12 June 2I
>
l873-
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Supplementary Notes on Pronuba Tuccasella.

By Ciias. V. Riley, M.A.

[Fig
-
3° In the paper en this insect which was com-

municated to the Academy last fall, and which

s now in print, the latter part of the natural

j'j^L history of Pronuba, as there given, needs to be

substantiated ; and I now take pleasure in sup-

plementing and completing it.

As I suggested it would, the larva remains

in its cocoon unchanged all through the fall,

winter and spring months, and does not as-

sume the chrysalis state till a fortnight or so before the bloom-

ing of the Yuccas. It is one of the hardiest larva? I have had

to do with, and will not only repeatedly mend its cocoon when

this is cut or torn, but, when extracted from it, will survive for

months if afterwards kept in a tight vessel. This tenacity of life

makes its safe transportation from one country to another all the

more sure and easy.

The chrysalis works its way through a long dorsal rent in the

larval skin, so that this latter is not compressed into a little mass,

as is the more usual way with Leftidofttera, but retains nearly

its original length.

Description of Chrysalis, O (Fig. 3, m, lateral view). — Average

length 0.30 inch; greatest diameter about i the length. Thick and stout,

with the dorsum greatly arched. Head with a prominent, conical projec-

tion on top, and two smaller ones between the eyes. Most characteristic

feature a series of six dorsal, arcuated, horny plates—one on the anterior

half of each of joints 5-10. These plates have anteriorly 10-12 blunt,

flattened, recurved projections, the largest in the middle, from which the

others are successively lessened. The ends of some of the larger ones are

shaped like the share of the more common shovel-plow. In the first row

the arcuation is greatest, and the projections largest and directed most for-

ward ; all which features are gradually lessened with each succeeding joint.

Joint 11 has no plate, and but four posteriorly-directed spines, while joint

12 has two broad and flattened dorsal processes. Tip of abdomen rounded

and reaching beyond the processes. Each joint has a transverse series of

stiff yellow hairs and four such are quite conspicuous on mesothorax, and

others on top of head and on face. Color when fresh pale green, with the
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wing-sheaths darker. When mature, and just before giving forth the moth,

the head, thorax, breast between the antenna;, and tip of abdomen, are

light brown ; the eyes, dorsal plates, and projections, darker brown ;
the

Aving-sheaths and interspaces between dorsal plates whitish ;
and the sides

greenish.

r? (Fig. 3, I, dorsal view) distinguished generally by his somewhat

smaller size; by the dorsal projections not diminishing on joints S-n, but

rather increasing in size; by the greater shortness of joint II, and greater

length of joint 12 ; and by the apex not being so rounded, and not extend-

ing beyond the broad anal horny processes. At maturity the maxillary

pieces are somewhat natter, owing doubtless to the fact that in £ the spiny

cvlindrical tentacles lie stretched nearly their whole length and cause them

to bulge more.

Thus in the chrysalis state this insect is as abnormal and as ad-

mirably adapted to its conditions and wants as it is in the larva

and imago states. Sexual distinctions are very rarely observable

in chrysalides ; but after I had learned to distinguish between

them I could readily separate the sexes in this case, and my judg-

ment was confirmed upon the issuing of the moths. By a series

of contortions, but more especially by alternate forward and back-

ward movements of the dorsal projections, this chrysalis easily

ascends to the surface of the ground, the cephalic spines serving

to open the end of the cocoon and the dorsal projections making

excellent levers by which it pries its way through the soil.

I found it very difficult to hasten the natural process of devel-

opment, for notwithstanding that, in my anxiety to force a few

specimens, I kept them throughout the winter in a mean temper-

ature of about So F., I did not succeed in getting a chrysalis till

May 5th. As the blooming season of our filamentous Yuccas is

comparatively brief, and as all moths issuing before or after such

blooming would be likely to die without issue, we find the habit

of developing at the proper season very strongly fixed. My first

moths issued (three of them, all forced) May 30th, leaving their

exuviae lying on the top of the ground. The cocoons out-doors,

and which are seldom more than five or six inches below the sur-

face of the ground, yet contain (June 2d), many of them, the

unchanged larva.

In my fifth Report will be found evidence to show that in a

single case 7'ucca filamentosa has produced seed in England.

This exceptional fact indicates either that Pronuba occurs there
;

that other insects may occasionally be the pollenizers, or, as sug-
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gested by Dr. Engelmann {ante p. 29), that self-fertilization may
exceptionally take place. The first view may not appear very

plausible, but, to quote from the Report mentioned, "if both sexes

of the insect were, by some chance, introduced into a locality

where Yuccas of blooming age were growing, there is no reason

why they should not multiply ; and such chance introduction

is not impossible, since the larva not unfrequentlv remains in the

capsule after the seed is ripe, where it fastens a number of the

riddled seeds together into a sort of cocoon, which might easily

pass unnoticed in gathering seed ; and, if buried in the ground

with such seed, would in time give forth the moth."

As bearing on the subject of the insect's range, we have proof

that it occurs on Long Island and around New York. Since writ-

ing my former paper I have examined the wild T. angustifolia

around Manhattan, Kansas, and always found traces of Pronuba;

but of seventy plants, including several species, examined in the

garden ofMr. Meade Woodson, of Kansas City—a gentleman who
is a great admirer of the genus—not one has yet produced seed.

Mr. Edgar Sanders, of Chicago, tells me that/plants of T. Jlac-

cida do not there produce seed. Mr. Henry Wheatland, of Sa-

lem, Massachusetts, says that T.Jilamentosa never produces seed

there ; and I learn from Professor Gray that it is equally barren

at Cambridge.
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On the Occurrence of Iron Ores in Missouri.

By Jas. R. Gage, M. E.,

ASSISTANT STATE GEOLOGIST OF MISSOURI.

During my connection with the State Survey I have made a

collection of the Iron-ores, which I wish to donate to the Society,

and at the same time would make a few remarks upon the occur-

rence of these ores.

There are but four ores from which iron is extensively derived,

viz. :

Spathic Iron (Carbonate of Iron, iron spar)
;

Red Hematite (Specular, Oligist, iron glance)
;

Brown Hematite (Limonite, bog-ore, hydrous oxide)
;

Magnetite (magnetic iron).

As the first mentioned ore has as yet not been found in sufficient

quantities in this State for mining purposes, we will now pass to

the consideration of the three latter in regard to their geological

position and occurrence in Missouri.

These Iron-ores are found in what are known in Missouri as

the Saccharoidal Sandstone, 2d Magnesian Limestone, and 2d

Sandstone (all of which are included in the Lower Silurian for-

mation), and in the Porphyries which geologically lie below and

belong to the Primary or Palaeozoic age. These ore deposits are

found in the above-mentioned rocks, and appear as veins, lodes,

beds, segregations and impregnations, and may be the result of

direct precipitation from a solution, especially in cases where

they occur as beds, or from a variety of causes, all of which we
will consider.

Theories in explanation of vein-formations were offered almost

as early as Geology may be termed a science. From the time of

Agricola, who was the first to propound a theory, down to the

time of Werner and Hutton, who systematized Geology and re-

ally established its claims to be ranked as a science, each has

had a theory to account for the origin of vein-formations ;
some

of which we will now examine, and see if any is sufficiently well

supported by facts to explain the vein ore-deposits in Missouri.

According to Cotta's classification, in his work entitled Erzla-

gerstdttenlehre^ they are divided as follows :

1. Theory of Contemporaneous Formation : the lodes are not mineral mat-

ter filling fissures, but were formed synchronously with the enclosing

rock, or subsequently by a metamorphosis of the altered regions of the
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same.—This theory was held by Stahl, Zimmerman, Von Charpentier,

and Von Trebra.

2. Theory of Lateral Secretion : the lodes, fissures, or veins, have been

filled from the neighboring rock.—Delius, Gerhard, Lasius.

3. Theory of Descension : the veins or fissures have been filled by material

furnished from some source above.—Baumer, Werner.

4. Theory of Ascension : this theory claims that the veins were filled by

material brought from below, and may have been introduced in the

following manner

:

a. By Infiltration : the material was deposited from an aqueous so-

lution, as mineral water.—Lasius.

b. Bv Sublimation : O.. the material was introduced into the fissures

bv ascending steam.—Lehmand and perhaps Becher.

Bv Sublimation : p. the fissures were filled by sublimation from

matter in a gaseous condition.

c. By Injection : an igneous force has injected the matter while in a

fluid condition into the fissures, where it afterwards solidified.

Cotta says that neither the theory of contemporaneous formation

nor that of descension has had any upholder since Werner, thus

leaving only a choice between the theories of Lateral-secretion

and Ascension.

Now if by the former a literal interpretation is rendered, and it

is understood in the sense that the ore-deposits resulted from the

immediate contact rock, through which some solvent passed dis-

solving out the ingredients and afterwards depositing them in the

veins or fissures, then this theory would not account for the ore-

deposits which have come under my observation ; but if we may
interpret the term lateral not as applied literally, and look upon

the contact rocks not as the source of the material furnished, but

merely as conductors through which the solvents passed holding

the material in solution, then the Lateral-secretion theory, in my
opinion, accounts for all the vein ore-deposits which I have care-

fully examined.

The ore-deposits of this State which occur in the Lower
Silurian formation may have resulted, especially the bedded

ore, by a direct precipitation from a solution, or by the Ascen-

sion theory as defined by Cotta, as, for example, the veins of

specular-ore in the 3d Sandstone formation in Crawford Coun-

ty ; for, though having seen these formations, I have not been

able to correlate the few facts gathered, and can offer no the-

ory for their origin. But the Ascension theory will certainly

not account for many of the ore-deposits found in the por-

phyries of the Palaeozoic formation ; for neither by sublimation
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nor by injection could, for example, the ore-cleposit on Pilot

Knob have been formed ; neither by infiltration, if the material

deposited was necessarily introduced in a state of aqueous solu-

tion from below : but if we interpret Infiltration to mean that a

solvent passes through the enclosing rock to the fissures, and may
either before reaching the rock hold in solution the material to be

deposited or dissolve the particles on its passage—but geographi-

cally the source of the solvent is below the point where the depo-

sition is made—then the Infiltration of the Ascension Theory

resolves itself into the Lateral-secretion Theory, and they become

one and the same. It is only by the process of lateral-secretion I

can account for many of the ore-deposits in the Porphyries ; for

example, in the Pilot Knob formation this seems to me the only

tenable theory. For we have in Pilot Knob a large iron-ore bed

lying in Porphyry : we cannot account for it having been depos-

ited directly from water ; for we would have to imagine first a

bed of Porphyry, then a large body of water holding the material

in solution, then a precipitation, and afterwards a porphyritlc

mass formed on top of the ore-bed. And where shall we look

for the origin of this Porphyry? Echo must answer, Where?

for science certainly will not. It cannot be accounted for by

Sublimation, for fissures were necessary for the reception of the

sublimated material, and also as channels for conduction ; the

bed is not a fissure caused by contraction or some other force

of nature, and, if it were, no trace of fissures exists below through

which the material could have been conveyed to the existing bed.

The same reasons can be urged against Injection, the deposition

of the bed is too regular to be the repository of injected matter

;

and if the ore had been injected into its present position, traces of

veins or fissures would exist in the underlying Porphyry, but no

such traces exist. Consequently all these theories are untenable,

and for a solution of the problem as to the origin of ore-deposits

we only have the Lateral-secretion Theory, but which, I think, is

all that is necessary for an explanation.

When I first examined the ore-deposit on Pilot Knob, I was at

a loss to account for its origin ; the conglomeratic porphyry mass

overlying the ore-bed forbid the thought of the ore having been

precipitated directly from a large body of water which had pre-

viously held the ore in solution. And, for reasons previously

stated, an igneous origin was equally untenable : the formation

on Cedar Mountain originated the germ of the thought, which
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afterwards became conviction, as to the process by which these

ores were deposited. Cedar Mountain is, in the greater portion,

a mass of Porphyry, more or less dense in texture, with little or

no quartz ; the lesser portion is a conglomeratic porphyry mass.

Wherever a section of this conglomeratic mass is exposed to view
it shows irregular deposits of iron-ore, which, when carefully ex-

amined, seem to be younger than the conglomerate, and the con-

viction is forced upon the examiner that the deposit has been
formed by replacement, and that some solvent has gradually re-

moved the porphyry and at the same time deposited the iron-ore

in the vacated place : this could not have been accomplished in

the present physical condition of the mountain, as the ore extends

to the very highest point, and it is not probable that a solvent

would force its way upwards unless acted on by some subterra-

nean force ; then, for an explanation, we must imagine the pres-

ent localities of the ore-deposits to have been at a much greater

depth during the formation than they at present occupy. This

being granted, the theory of a replacement of the porphyry by
the ore through lateral-secretion would fully account for the ori-

gin and present condition of the ore-bed.

Being convinced of the process by which the ore-deposits were
formed at this locality, I turned to Pilot Knob to see if this the-

ory would not account for the formations there. But the question

was forced upon me to inquire why there was so much regula-

rity in the latter formation— if a solvent passed through the

conglomeratic mass, why was the porphyry dissolved in one di-

rection and always with an average thickness, the whole mass
being chemically and geologically the same. But here arises

another question, xvere they homogeneous? Above and below
the bed of ore lie porphyry conglomerates ; but was the space

now occupied by the ore at one time filled by the same overlying

and underlying porphyry conglomerate, or by some less durable

substance with a slaty or bedded texture ? If the latter, then the

problem was easily solved, because a solvent percolating the mass
would be most likely to attack that material which offered least

resistance. A stratified or bedded porphyry would offer much
less resistance to a solvent than a dense homogeneous porphyry.

These questions and their answers occurred to me, and I imme-
diately sought for some sign of bedded porphyry, but on the Knob
found none. I looked further, and discovered east of the Knob a

singular formation of a slaty texture, with dip and strike, though
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not precisely the same, yet similar to the ore-beds of Pilot Knob :

this formation passed from ferruginous slates almost to pure

seams of iron, and in fact the formation lying in the porphyry hill

contained in the same bed specular-ore.

These iron-slates were no doubt at one time first banded, then

stratified porphyry ; then the texture became bedded ; finally

slaty : and when it reached this stage, and was ready to be easily

acted upon, the solvent came, dissolved the porphyry slates away,

and replaced in their stead these ferruginous slates and iron-ore.

I felt fully warranted in drawing this conclusion from the facts

already gathered ; but to remove all doubt, and make the chain

of evidence complete, another link was wanting. I had seen the

gradual change from porphyry slates into ferruginous slates and

these into ore-beds, but as yet no indication of the origin of the

porphyry slates. The last link needed was furnished in the ra-

vine on the south-west slope of Buzzard Mountain ; here there is

a gradual transition of texture from banded into stratified, strati-

fied into bedded, bedded into slates : thus the chain is complete,

and fully accounts for the bedded texture of the Pilot Knob ore.

And in order to fully understand all the changes we have but to

imagine the present position of the ore-bed, when occupied by

slates, to have been situated at a great depth ; and by replacement,

according to the theory of lateral-secretion, the slates disappeared,

the ore-beds were formed, and later, through some subterranean

force, the whole formation, including the ore-beds and the over-

lying and underlying conglomeratic porphyries, were slowly ele-

vated to their present position.

Having examined into the origin and present position of the

ore-deposits found in the porphyries, we will glance at their min-

eralogical and chemical properties. These iron-ores may be

divided into three classes—Magnetite, Specular Iron, and Man-

ganiferous Iron. The magnetite is the richest iron-ore, yielding

72.4 per cent, of the metal. Magnetite is found only in one local-

ity to any extent, occurring in veins on Shepherd Mountain, the

enclosing rock being a red porphyry with a dense matrix contain-

ing crystals of a triclinic feldspar with no free quartz ; the vein-

formation is the predominating occurrence of the ore in this

district.

The specular-ore occurs much more extensively, being found

throughout the whole porphyritic district, with a variety of tex-

ture : in beds, as on Pilot Knob ; in true veins, as on Shepherd
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Mountain and Iron Mountain ; lenticular veins, Iron Mountain
and Hogan Mountain ; as segregations and impregnations, in the

Porphyry matrix throughout what is known as the iron region.

Manganiferous iron-ore was discovered at several points, but

only in one place to my knowledge does it occur in sufficient

quantities for mining purposes ; here it has a thickness of four-

teen feet, and yields from 10 to 12 percent, of manganese. I

would here remark that this ore is one of the most important of

the iron ores, yielding one of the finest products for the manufac-

ture of steel.

On the table you will find specimens of iron-ore with the analy-

sis of each attached ; the iron-ores from other localities have also

been analyzed, but I did not feel at liberty to make known their

results until after the publication of this year's Report on the

Geology of Missouri. After the said Report appears, I will at-

tach to each their respective analysis.

The following analyses are made from specimens from Pilot

Knob, Cedar Mountain, Shepherd Mountain, Buford Mountain,

and Iron Mountain. From Pilot Knob there are two varieties,

one from above the seam, the other below the seam of clay slate.

The lean ore contains a large per cent, of porphyry ; below the

seam is the richer ore, from which most of the iron is derived.

The Buford Mountain ore is rich in manganese, and will fur-

nish a fine Spiegeleisen, from which no doubt, later, a fine qual-

ity of steel will be manufactured.

Insoluble silicious matter.
Peroxide of iron,

Protoxide of iron,
Alumina,
Lime, -

Magnesia, -

Manganese,
Sulphur, -

Phosphoric acid, -

Metallic iron,

Phosphorus, -

Specific gravity,

PILOT KNOB.

Below the Slate Seam, Above the Seam.

No. 3.
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These mountains are composed of porphyries, with various

textures, there being no other rock in the immediate neighbor-

hood except some low chert and limestone knolls belonging to

the Lower Silurian formation ; the limestone is found through-

out the valleys, reaching as high up as the 300-foot contour line

on the mountains.

The term " porphyry" was originally applied to any igneous

rock of a red or purple color, without any regard to its constitu-

ents or structure ; but by the term "porphyry" I mean a compact,

microcrystalline, feldspathic base, in which crystals of feldspar

or quartz, or both, are developed.

Nauman proposed to call any feldspathic base, whether it con-

tained crystals of quartz alone or associated with crystals of feld-

spar, " porphyry," and collect all the quartzless porphyries under

the name of " Porphyrite." This nomenclature has been pretty

generally accepted, especially in Europe ; and although thinking

it the best yet proposed, and being accustomed to it myself, yet,

as the members of the Survey, in speaking of porphyry, have
understood the rock as first defined, I shall include all under the

general name of Porphyry according to their definition.

In this district there are several varieties of porphyry ; a dense

pink-colored porphyry predominates, and is the characteristic

porphyry of all that region lying back of Pilot Knob. This por-

phyry is usually flesh-colored, but varying in shade, sometimes

passing into a deep liver color, with dense matrix, no crystals of

quartz or feldspar ; fracture sometimes smooth, again jagged, but

generally inclining to half conchoidal : the texture is very varied.

A mile east of the Knob, it passes from massive into stratified,

slaty, and bedded ; immediately in rear of the Knob, mostly

massive, but a few points show magnificent columnar structure.

These porphyries seem to be older, and apparently belong geo-

logically below the porphyries of Pilot Knob.

The general character of the Pilot Knob porphyries is con-

glomeratic, but the porphyries vary in texture, color, and the ma-
terial which acts as a cement. All that mass of porphyry over-

lying the ore-bed is a conglomerate, having a granular iron-ore

matrix (the iron-ore acting as a cement) containing weathered,

angular and rounded fragments of porphyry lying firmly fixed in

the mass ; the exposed sui"face presents a bright, metallic lustre,

produced by the fine points of iron-ore. On the exposed parts
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of the outcrop the porphyry is very much weathered and shows

little structure ; but on a fresh surface, where the fracture is very

ragged and uneven, a greyish-white weathered porphyry is seen

lying, breccia-like, in the mass.

On the south-west side of the Knob is a large outcrop of a light

purple colored, lustreless, earthy porphyry, very much weath-

ered ; and farther down, an accumulation of a white steatite min-

eral in a conglomeratic porphyry : this mineral is probably a

product from the decomposition of the feldspar in the porphyry.

Immediately underlying the conglomeratic porphyry which

forms the top of the Knob is a bed of lean iron-ore, or flag-ore.

16 feet in thickness ; this flag-ore is composed of alternate layers

of silicious iron-ore and a light liver-colored ferruginous porphy-

ry, the layers of neither being less than -L and not more than } of

an inch in thickness. The flag has a shit)- texture, and cleaves

with an even granular fracture parallel to the bed ; with more

difficulty it breaks in the direction of the strike, and when broken

presents a fresh, granular, uneven fracture. The flag also pos-

sesses a jointed structure (similar to the columnar porphyry

east of the Knob and the plate porphyry on Buzzard Mountain),

being cleft internally by Assures or joints ; the jointing is very

regular, the clefts or fissures observing one general direction,

causing pieces severed from the mass to form regular plates and

columns, the axes of the jointed plates being at right angles to

the plane of the larger cooling surface, or at right angles to the

plane of bedding. When first seen, I thought this flag must be

of sedimentary origin, having originally been deposited in hori-

zontal layers, then depressed to a great depth, subjected to heat

and afterwards elevated, and by unequal cooling had imparted

to it this jointed structure ; but I now think that the porphyry

was formed by igneous action. Being at great depth, and under

great pressure, different textures were assumed as the force most

favorable to the formation of the massive or bedded structure pre-

dominated. This bed, now a flag-ore, which was at that time a

porphyry, on cooling assumed a plate and columnar texture ;
and

when the porphyry was removed, and replaced through Lateral-

secretion action by the present occupants, the structure or texture

was undisturbed.

Immediately underlying the flag-ore is the iron-ore bed proper,

separated from the former by a clay-slate averaging two feet in
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thickness ; this, included with both the iron beds, presents a thick-

ness of forty feet. The strike of the formation is N. 50 W., S.

50 E. from the true meridian ; dip at the upper cut 21 , and at

the lower cut 14 .

I would here call especial attention to those specimens of iron-

ore lying on the table which present a jointed structure ; on the

faces of some you will find thin sheets of Calc Spar, and in several

pieces taken from the mass of iron-ore lying in the lower bed will

be observed cavities filled with the same mineral. This is a very

unusual occurrence, for, though Quartz particularly, Apatite, and

other minerals, are frequently found associated with iron-ores, I

have never before observed this paragenesis.

The porphyry of Buzzard Mountain comes under the same

classification as that back of the Knob from the fact that it is a

quartzless porphyry, but its texture is entirely different ; here we

have a conglomerate, with a dense feldspathic base containing

pebbles and fragments of porphyry ; this conglomeratic mass is

several hundred feet wide, and is bounded by a porphyry of a

dense massive texture ; the conglomerate extends quite across the

mountain, and on the south side comes flush up against a dense

porphyry which presents a beautiful banded, stratified, and bedded

structure. Nearly the same character of rock composes Cedar

Hill, with the addition of a jaspery porphyry which is found mas-

sive in considerable quantities, and is considered by the miners

as an indication of iron-ore deposits. On this hill is a large

deposit of Specular and Micaceous iron-ore, in irregular lenticu-

lar veins, and irregular masses scattered through the conglomer-

atic formation. Portions of the porphyry here differ from the

previously described porphyries in possessing amygdaloidal struc-

ture, in the cavities of which frequently crystals- of Orthroclase

and Oligoclase are found.

On Shepherd Mountain there are two varieties, one with a dark

matrix containing abundant crystals of quartz ; the other is a

porphyry free from quartz, but containing large and abundant

crystals of feldspar. (These different varieties you will find here

on the table and can examine at your leisure.) Near the summit

of the mountain is a dense flesh-colored porphyry, feldspathic

base, matrix containing no crystals, and of a highly conchoidal

fracture. This porphyry is very similar to those already described.

Interest is added to this porphyry from the fact of its containing
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the magnetite deposits and specular iron-ore of this mountain. It

seems to be j'ounger than the dark liver-colored porphyry which

constitutes the mass of the mountain. I judge it to be younger

from the fact of finding fragments of the purple porphyry en-

closed in its mass near their line of contact. This red porphyry

has at some points a jointed structure, and along the seams I found

a purple mineral which I first thought Amethyst, but afterwards

judged to be Fluorspar from its degree of hardness, but have not

yet had the time positively to determine.

The ores of Shepherd Mountain are highly magnetic, affecting

the needle (compass) far out into the valleys ; a large mass will

support heavy weights of iron. The ores of Pilot Knob and Cedar

Mountain, though not magnetic, possess polarity, and on the

south spur of Pilot Knob my needle was so strongly affected that

the solar compass had to be substituted. On the north-west slope

of Cedar Hill the compass was similarly affected.

Now upon correlating all my facts, the result of several months'

investigation, I find (certainly much of this may be called theory,

for it does not admit of direct proof) that this region is composed

of mountains of porphyry, sometimes isolated as Shepherd Moun-
tain, sometimes several connected by saddles as Pilot Knob with

Buck and Peck Mountains, the intervening valleys covered with

limestone, chert, and sandstone, belonging mostly to the Lower
Silurian, a portion of the limestone (south of the Knob) belong-

ing to the Azoic age, the whole formation being devoid of any

fossil remains : the porphyries composing the mountains varying

in texture, sometimes with compact matrix, with and again with-

out crystals, possessing here a slaty texture, then bedded or stra-

tified, and again passing from a granular matrix into a conglom-

erate containing impregnations, segregations, veins and beds of

iron-ores, which ores I have every reason to believe have been

deposited—possibly (?) with the exception of the deposit on Shep-

herd Mountain—through replacement of the porphyry by lateral-

secretion when the porphyry masses were at great depth, and
later a subterranean force caused them to assume their present

position : by elevating some portions and depressing others a

rugged outline was given to the present shape of the mountains,

and since their elevation no violent force of nature has acted on

them, though rains and storms have taken an active part in giv-

ing the present contour lines by attacking material which offered
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least resistance, the sides have been eroded, new ravines (gener-

ally on the line where two porphyries of different texture came

in contact) have been formed, old ones widened and deepened,

and jagged promontories have been rounded oft* or worn away.

Long after the mountains assumed their present general shape,

the sea covered the valleys and deposited the Azoic limestones

which crop out south of this region ; then the sea probably re-

ceded, but again appeared to occupy its old ground, and during

this latter occupation deposited the Silurian magnesian lime-

stones which now cover the beds of the valleys, and which in

places along the mountain sides reach as high as the 300-foot

contour line. During the Silurian age, while this deposition was

going on, if the sea was not too deep, all these porphyry knolls

reared their heads above its surface and formed an archipelago

of rocky islands. After many ages, as man counts time, the

sea once more receded, not to occupy the ground again, unless it

does so at some future time. After the disappearance of the sea,

the quieter and less perceptible agencies of nature, but not the less

active nor less powerful in their ultimate results, rain and storms,

widened and deepened the ravines and valleys, wore away the

rocks, and then covered the slopes of the mountains and beds of

the valleys with soil from the removed debris.
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Descriptions of the early Stages of Apatura Lycaon, Fabr., and
Apatura Herse, Fabr. / -with Remarks on their Synonymy.
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One of the most beautiful of European butterflies, much coveted
and prized by the collector, especially in England, where it is ex-

tremely rare, is that known as the Purple Emperor (Apatura Iris

Fabr.) The wings in the male of this magnificent species exhibit
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On page 218, last line in column representing number of "feet in thick-

ness," read 285£ feet.

On page 241. for "Shrank" read Schrank.

On page clxvi.. strike out the second paragraph.
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the larva and chrysalis have been sought by some of the earlier

entomologists, and of the pleasure which their discovery has af-

forded. The larva feeds on Salix.

In this country there are two butterflies belonging to the genus
Apatura, as heretofore understood, viz., Lycaon Fabr. and Herse
Fabr. The complete natural history of these has so far remained
untold

; and from any figures or descriptions extant they could
not be distinguished from each other in their earlier stages. In

Boisduval et LeConte's Iconographie•* to which we naturally look

for something respectable, the figures are, to speak in their own
language, affreuses. No characteristics are given by which the

* Hist. Gen. et Icon, des Lepid. et des Chenilles de l'Am. sept., 1S33.

iii—13 [Deo. 10, 1873.]
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least resistance, the sides have been eroded, new ravines (gener-

ally on the line where two porphyries of different texture came

in contact) have been formed, old ones widened and deepened,

and jagged promontories have been rounded oft' or worn away.

Long after the mountains assumed their present general shape,

the sea covered the valleys and deposited the Azoic limestones

which crop out south of this region ; then the sea probably re-

ceded, but again appeared to occupy its old ground, and during

this latter occupation deposited the Silurian magnesian lime-

stones which now cover the beds of the valleys, and which in

places along the mountain sides reach as high as the 300-foot

contour line. During the Silurian age, while this deposition was
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Descriptions of the early Stages of Apatura Lycaon, Fabr., and
Apatura Herse, Fabr. ; with Remarks on their Synonymy.

By Chas. V. Riley, M.A., Ph.D.

One of the most beautiful of European butterflies, much coveted

and prized by the collector, especially in England, where it is ex-

tremely rare, is that known as the Purple Emperor {Apatura Iris

Fabr.) The wings in the male of this magnificent species exhibit

now the deep brown which alone the female, as a rule, possesses,

now a beautiful deep violet-blue, according to the direction from

which we view them. This changeability of color is owing to the

peculiar form, shape and arrangement of the wing-scales. If, by

the aid of a good microscope, we examine these scales, we shall

see that, besides the longitudinal imbrications so generally cha-

racteristic of the wing-coverings of the Lepidoptera, they are

furnished, on the parts naturally exposed, with innumerable mi-

nute, transverse, angular ridges, each having a brown and each

a blue surface exposed—a fact which, by means of his excellent

magnifier, Rosel von Rosenhof demonstrated a century and a

quarter ago, and which at once explains the peculiarity which

renders the butterfly so conspicuous among its scaly-winged com-

panions. The adolescent life of this butterfly is quite inter-

esting, and there are amusing accounts of the zeal with which

the larva and chrysalis have been sought by some of the earlier

entomologists, and of the pleasure which their discovery has af-

forded. The larva feeds on Salix.

In this country there are two butterflies belonging to the genus

Apatura, as heretofore understood, viz., Lycao?i Fabr. and Herse

Fabr. The complete natural history of these has so far remained

untold ; and from any figures or descriptions extant they could

not be distinguished from each other in their earlier stages. In

Boisduval et LeConte's Iconographie* to which we naturally look

for something respectable, the figures are, to speak in their own
language, affreuses. No characteristics are given by which the

Hist. Gen. et Icon, des Lepid. et des Chenilles de l'Am. sept., 1833.

iii—13 [Deo. io, 1S73.]
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larvae could be separated with any certainty, while the chrysali-

des are wrongly represented hanging by the tip of the body, at

right angles from the point of attachment (which they never do),

rounded and entire dorsally (they are notched and angular), and

without a single generic character that belongs to them. Nor au-

thors nor draughtsmen, if they ever saw the earlier stages of these

butterflies, could have looked at them with any degree of care
;

and it is quite natural that neither the descriptions in Morris's

"Synopsis," which are abridged from the Iconographie, nor the

figures in Glover's unpublished Plates, which are copied from

the same, should gain in lucidity. Dr. Asa Fitch* makes a brief

allusion to Herse, but the information he communicates is evi-

dently obtained from the Iconographie just mentioned, as it contains

the same errors. None of our other standard entomological

authors refer to these butterflies, for which reason a few facts re-

garding them may not be uninteresting.

They both feed on Hackberry (Celtis), and, so far, I have found

them on no other plant. The Hackberry is sufficiently common

in the bottom lands of Missouri, and two tolerably constant forms

are easily recognizable : i

—

{pccidentalis Linn.) with broad, rough-

ish, sharply serrate leaves, purple-black drupes, and rather pale

bark, which on the trunk is rough and strongly cleft so as to look

as if hacked ;
2

—

(Mississippiensis Bosc.) with smaller, narrower,

darker leaves, less serrate and often entire, yellow drupes, and

darker bark, the trunk appearing knotty. A third form {crassifolia

Lam'k), having most the aspect of Ulmus, occurs less frequently.

It is much like occidentalism but with more supple limbs, and rough-

er, thicker leaves, which, when plucked, wilt much more rapidly

than do those of the other forms. Botanists differ as to whether

these forms are specific or varietal. Dr. Gray refers them all to

occidentalism and, as intermediate varieties are found and the seed-

lings from the same tree are exceedingly variable, this seems the

proper course. But Prof. Planchon, who has monographed the

genus, considers i and 2 good species, and the third doubtful.

The two butterfly larvae I am about to speak of feed indiscrimi-

nately on all three, but, so far as my experience goes, show a

preference for occidentalis.

* irdN.Y. Rep., § S3.
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The Lycaon Butterfly (Apatura Lycaon, Fabr.)

{Fig. 3-

Apatura Lycaon— a, egg; b, larva, dorsal view; c, d, chrysalis, dorsal and lateral

views; e, imago cf, the dotted line showing form of V—all natural size.

During the month of May the larvae of this species may be

found on the above-mentioned trees, coming to their full growth,

pretty uniformly, by the end of the month. They are then (Fig.

3, 6, and Fig. 4, g) rather more than an inch long, of a pea-green

color, with a series of yellow spots along the middle of the back,

and three yellow lines each side, the intermediate one undulating,

often obsolete on the anterior part of each joint, and containing a

little lead-colored dimple. The body is more or less thickly gra-

nulated with pale papillae, reminding one of Paphia, swells in the

middle, from which it tapers both ways, the anal extremity end-

ing in two horns. The back and sides are flattened, the latter

sloping slightly, roof fashion. The most characteristic feature is

the head, which, though variable in color, is always surmounted

at this age with two antlers.

This larva is found when at rest on the underside of the leaf,

usually on a carpet of silk, and often with a portion of the leaf

bent around it. The lower part of the head is then drawn un-

der the neck and the antlers thrown forward (Fig. 3, b). In pre-

paring for the chrysalis state, it spins on the underside of a leaf a

little bunch of silk in which to entangle its anal prolegs. Some-

times, but not often, it partially covers itself with a curled leaf, or

with two leaves drawn together. Here it rests for about two

days, when the larval head and skin split open, and the soft and

unformed chrysalis works them back to the extremity of its body.

It then secures itself, knocks off the shrunken skin, and soon

assumes the delicate green color marked with cream-yellow, and

the elegant form (Fig. 3, c, d) which Nature has imposed upon
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it. Most naked chrysalides, which have the bodies appressed to

the object of attachment, are girded and supported by a loop

adroitly constructed by the larvae,* but our Lycaon chrysalis, by

aid of its peculiarly elongate anal pad of crochets running under

the end of the abdomen, is enabled to retain this position without

any such loop. In this it differs from all the other members of

its family (Nymphalid.e) which simply suspend themselves by

the tail, and which hang more or less directly at right angles from

the object of attachment, when not supported by leaves.

Fig. 4]

Apatura Lycaon —f, egg. magnified; g, larva, lateral view ; h, imago, underside —
natural size: i, j, k, I, m, the five different larval hends; », o, dorsal and lateral views of

larval joint—enlarged.

The chrysalis state lasts about ten days, when the enclosed but-

terfly bursts the fragile shell and drags its limp self out. Clinging

for a time to the ruptured husk, while the compressed wings visi-

bly enlarge, the butterfly at last flies oft'—a perfected piece of Na-

ture's unrivaled handiwork. Well known in cabinets under the

old name of Apatura celtis Boisd., it is of a more or less intense

russety-gray, inclining to olivaceous and shaded with dark brown,

which, in certain lights, shows its relation to the European Iris by

a faint purple reflection. The figures (3, e, and 4, h) will stand

in place of more elaborate description. Aside from the genital

organs, the sexes are, as a rule, quite easily distinguished by the

* This is well-known to be the rule in the Rhopalocerous families PapilionidcE, Eryci-

nidce, and Lycczn :
die. It occurs also in some Heterocerous genera. I have bred the neat

little Geometrid Aridalia persimilata Grote from Ageratum, and its chrysalis mimics

Papilio not only in being supported by a loop, but in having ocellar tubercles. The same

habit obtains in the European Tineid Elachisia cinereopunctella Haw. which mines the

leaves of Carex (see Stainton's Nat. Hist. Tin. III., PI. 4. Fig. 1, c), and doubtless in

others.
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larger size of the female, and her less falcate front wings and

broader, more rounded hind wings ; but where these characters

can not be relied on, as is sometimes the case, the sexes can yet

be distinguished by the difference in the impotent front legs, the

male having the feet (prsi) and shanks {tibia;) of these legs cov-

ered with soft whitish hairs, while in the female they are naked

as in the other legs.

The butterflies begin to appear in the latitude of St. Louis by

the middle of June, and by the end of that month the eggs may

be found. These eggs (Fig. 3, a, and 4,/) are attached rather

slightly to the underside of a leaf, either singly or in small clus-

ters not exceeding a dozen. In form they are nearly globular,

with very delicate longitudinal ribs, and still finer transverse striae.

In hatching, the enclosed larva pushes open the crown, which lifts

like a cap. When first hatched this larva is of a uniform yellow,

sparsely covered with a few soft hairs, and with a head (Fig. 4,

/') which is jet-black and always hornless—thus differing materi-

ally from the head subsequently worn. The larvae of this, the first,

brood feed for rather less than a month, when they transform

and give out the second brood of butterflies during August. These

lay eggs again, which in due time hatch. But the second brood

of larvae thus hatching, instead of feeding with good appetite as

did the first brood, is more lethargic from the start, and develops

more slowly. Every worm, after passing through the second or

third molt, ceases to eat ; then shrinks in size and stations itself

on the underside of a leaf. Here it changes its fresh green color

for a dingy grayish-brown (caused by more or less distinct pur-

plish marks on a dingy yellow ground), the better to keep in con-

formity with that of its dying support, with which, eventually, it

falls to the earth, and there hibernates. A heavy snow may cover

it many inches deep ; a drenching rain may soak it through and

through ; the mercury may sink 22° F. below, or rise So° above

zero ; but this little worm is indifferent to all, and sleeps a profound

torpid sleep from the first of October till vegetation starts anew the

ensuing spring. The weather in St. Louis is often delightfully

mild and even warm long after this larva has gone into winter

quarters, but nothing short of the animating breath of the vernal

year prompts it to renew the activity it lost the fall before.

In acquiring its winter habit the joints are greatly contracted,
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the body becomes somewhat translucent, while the hairs from

the papillae become stouter ; and in this condition it has a conchi-

liform appearance, and strongly recalls the young Thecla larva,

or the young larvae of such Heterocerous genera as Euclea and

Adoneta.

Thus there are two broods each year, but they overlap each

other so that a few of the later individuals of the first coexist with

the earlier individuals of the second, and the butterflies may be

found more or less abundantly from early June till September.

The larva experiences four molts, so that there are four heads

(7,y, k, I) which are shed entire, and a fifth {pi) which is split

open by the chrysalis and attached to the last larval skin. Dur-

ing the rest preceding each molt the antlers of the new head will

be found laid back on the first joint, below the skin.

The Herse Butterfly (Apatura Herse, Fabr.)

IF*. 50

Apatura Herse—a, eggs: b, larva; c, chrysalis; d, imago ff, the dotted line showing

form of 9— all natural size.

This butterfly (Figs. 5, d, and 6, //) is at once distinguished

from Lycaon by its larger average size, more fulvous color and

different ornamentation, especially of the front wings. Aside from

the sexual characters already given in speaking of the previous

species, the male in Herse is generally brighter colored than the

female, with the markings, especially of hind wings, much more

clearly defined ; so that, instead of the distinct pattern of hind

wing which I have illustrated (Fig. 6, //), the female has the

marks more or less obsolete, and the general tint deeper and more

uniform. The species extends farther north and east than Lyca-

on ; but in the Mississippi Valley and the more southern States
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both species occur, and I have often found their larvae feeding on
the same tree. Herse is, however, less common than Lycaon.

Boisduval gives Prunus as food-plant of the species, but it has

never been since recorded as occurring on trees of that genus,

and Mr. Samuel H. Scudder, of Plymouth, N. H., to whom I sent

young larvae, found that they refused plum-leaves, and died rather

than eat of them.

\_Fig: 6.]

Apatura Herse—^, larva, half grown, dorsal view*\ h , imago J
1 underside— natural

size; i, J, k, I, m, the five different heads of larva; n, o, dorsal and lateral views of larval
joint; /, egg—enlarged; q, larva; as when hibernating—nat. size.

The eggs of Herse (Figs. 5, a, and 6,/), unlike those of its con-

gener, are invariably deposited in dense batches of from 300 to

500, and two, or more often three, tiers deep. Otherwise they dif-

fer from those of Lycaon mainly in being a little broader on the

crown. When first laid they are pale yellowish-white, but, towards
hatching, the mass, if uninjured, acquires a deeper buff color.

—

The larva, in the first stage, is easily distinguished by its copal-

yellow, instead of black, head ; and in the other stages by having
a dark medio-dorsal line, and a straight, instead of a wavy, supra-

stigmatal line. The head is also larger, more pubescent, broader
at top, and with the antlers larger, more spiny, and more hairy.

The spines vary somewhat in sharpness and size, but are often

very conspicuous in the third molt, when a worm at rest presents

a really singular appearance (Fig. 6,g). These larvae are more
or less gregarious up to the third molt, after which they scatter.

The habit, after they scatter, of hiding within leaves drawn around
them, is more determined than in Lycaon ; and the young of the
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second brood fall with the leaf and hibernate huddled together in

companies of five and upwards (Fig. 6, q). They have a habit,

before separating, of feeding side by side, eating the leaf from the

tip downwards but leaving the stouter ribs. Spinning a thread

wherever they go, they often, in traveling from leaf to leaf, make
quite a pathway of silk ; and if the branch be suddenly jarred

they will drop and hang suspended in midair, and, after reassur-

ance, climb up again with the thoracic legs.

I have not reared this species from the egg to the imago as 1 have

Lycaon, but it doubtless goes through the same number of molts,

as I possess five different sized heads. It is probable, however,

that the number will not correspond in the festival and autumnal

broods ; for I have reason to believe tbat some of my first brood

of Lycaon larva? went through but three molts ; while I have

watched Herse go through the third molt after it had ceased feed-

ing in the fall, with scarcely any perceptible enlargement of the

head—this third head being of smaller size and browner color

than the corresponding one from the first brood.

Both species are found on the lower branches of the trees more

especially, and very seldom on the higher.

Parasites.

The larger species is evidently most prolific, and one would

suppose that it would be the most numerous ; but its eggs, being

laid in a batch, are more apt to be destroyed in great numbers by

cannibal and parasitic insects. Such indeed is actually the case,,

for, while I have yet found no parasites on Lycaon, of ten batches-

of Herse eggs eight have been found more or less infested with a

minute Chalcid fly, one fly to each egg.

The egg thus infested becomes purplish, so as readily to be dis-

tinguished from the sound ones, and even when empty an egg

that has been parasitized is easily recognized by the crown being

perforated instead of lifted up. I have not reared the parasite,

and have been unable to extricate any perfect specimens. From
fragments, the species seems to be blue-black ; what appear to be

the front tibia? have a prominent spur lacking in the others, while

the antennae seem to be 6-jointed, 2 being twice as long as bulbus,

3, 4 and 5 subequal and half as long, 6 fusiform and as long as 2.

It evidently belongs to the Trichogrammida, and comes near Bra-

chista.
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Bibliographical.

For forty years past these two butterflies have been known in

entomological works by the names of Apatura celtis Boisd. and A.

Clyton Boisd. Even in Mr. Edwards's recent work* these familiar

names were retained. But in Mr. Scudder's Revision! these

insects are referred to under the generic name Doxocopa and the

specific names which I have here employed.

Of the generic name it need only be said that Apatura was cre-

ated by Fabricius in 1807 ; Doxocopa by Hiibner in 181 6. From
information kindly communicated by Mr. Scudder, the latter ge-

nus seems to differ from the former principally in the antennae

being proportionally more slender, the club shorter and less

uniform, the palpi more slender and yet shorter, and the legs

also more slender ; while the hind wings in the male Apatura are

not hollowed out as in Doxocopa. This last character is of little

value, as it is variable in the same species. The other points of

difference also appear trivial indeed when we consider the many

points of resemblance. It is reasonable to suppose that many of

the honored writers on diurnal Lepidoptera, since Hiibner's time,

have been familiar with his diagnosis of Doxocopa, and that they

ignored the genus because they considered that the characters

were not sufficient to separate it from Apatura. Kirby, as late

as 1 87 1, did so. Opinions will differ as to what should consti-

tute a genus, and my own opinion is expressed in the name I here

employ. Mr. Scudder may be able by study of the preparatory

stages to establish more emphatic differences in his forthcoming

work. If so, Doxocopa will doubtless be employed for our spe-

cies, but it will be Doxocopa Scudder and not Doxocopa Hiibner,

as the latter knew nothing about those differences. Until that time

I have thought best to follow preceding authors. Judging from

figures of the European Apaturas, the most important differences

between them and our two N. A. species will be found in the

chrysalis state, and principally in the shape of the cremaster.

The horns of the European larvae are less branching, and the

notum of the thorax in the chrysalis is more depressed ; but our

two N. A. species also differ in these characters.

* The Butterflies of N. A., by Wm. H. Edwards; Philad., 186S-72.

t Sys. Rev. of Some of the Am. Butterflies, by S. H. Scudder; Salem, Mass., 1S73.
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Regarding the specific names, Lycaon and Herse were named

by Fabricius, as Mr. Scudder informs me, from paintings, "un-

questionably representing our species, in the possession of a Mr.

Jones," and now at Oxford, Eng. No locality was given for them.

Did some rule prevail such as that which has been suggested by

Prof. Westwood—viz., that after an insect has been universally

designated, say for a quarter of a century, by a specific name,

that name should nevermore give way to any that might be resus-

citated—we should not now be called upon to change Boisduval's

familiar titles for these familiar butterflies. So long as no such

rule exists, the quickest way to get rid of the confusion now at-

taching to the specific nomenclature* is to follow Mr. Scudder,

who has given the subject so much attention. In the higher

animals, Audubon and Bachman did not hesitate to reject such

names as Anisonyx rufa Rafinesque, or Arctomys rufa Harlan

—

names given to an animal which Lewis and Clark had described,

but which the namers had never seen ; and to adopt, instead, the

Aplodontia Leporitia Richardson, which, though it had not priority,

was first coupled with a truly recognizable description from the

animal itself. On similar grounds Mr. Scudder would have been

justified in rejecting the Fabrician names. As a matter of inter-

est to Lepidopterists, I produce these two descriptions (kindly

copied for me by Mr. Scudder) which have remained so long un-

noticed and unrecognized

:

[Fabricius, Entomologia Systematica, Tom. iii., pars i., p. 228.]

Lycaon, 714.—P. S. Alis dentatis, anticis fuscis, flavo alboque macula-

tis, posticis ferrugineis, ocellis sexcaecis; subtus variegatis, ocellis octo.

Papilio Lycaon. Jon. fig. pict. 4, tab. 17, fig. 1.

Habitat , Mus. Dom. Drury.

Corpus medium, fuscum abdominis lateribus fulvis. Ake anticse supra

fuscae; flavo alboque maculatae ocelloque caeco atro iride rufa; subtus basi

flavae, fusco maculatae, apice fuscae maculis tribus albis ocellisque duobus

atris iride flava, anteriori pupilla alba, posteriori ca_-co. Striga margina-

lis flava. Posticae basi obscurae striga e maculis quinque flavis, apice rufis,

maculis sex ocellaribus, atris. Subtus flavo fuscoque variegate, ocellis

octo atris iride flava pupillaque coerulea. [p. 229.]

* For instance, Lycaon and Herse are referred by Kirby (Syn. Cat. p. S7) to Hipparchia?

and yet on p. 363 of the same work we have Apatura Lycaon, of which Herse is designated

as ?.
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Herse, 718. P. S. Alis dentatis fusco ferrugineis : anticis albopuncta-

tis, posticis utrinque ocellis septem caecis. [p. 230.]

Papilio Herse. Jon. fig. pict. 4, tab. 7, fig. 2.

Habitat , Dom. Drurj.

Corpus fusco ferrugineum. Aire anticae obscure ferrugine<e, pone medi-

um fascia emaculis sex punctisque quatuor apicis albis, subtus pallidiores.

Posticre fusco ferruginea: ocellis septem nigris iride ferruginea : secundo

tertioque pupilla ferruginea, reliquis caecis. Subtus pallidiores ocellis sep-

tem cceruleis iride flava, annulo nigro.

It will be seen that, aside from minor shortcomings, the differ-

ence in average size between the two species is not stated ; noth-

ing is said of the underside of the bodies ; no sexual distinctions

are given, while the description of the spots on the primaries of

Herse as white is well calculated to mislead, for in all specimens

which I have seen they are distinctly bright ferruginous or "ochry-

vellow" as Boisduval describes them. The figure from which

the description was made, if it represents our species, must be

incorrect, or must have been made from an etiolated specimen.

As to the number of the spots, it varies on the primaries ; and

on the secondaries, while in both species the seven ocellar spots

are always distinct inferiorly, the first and last are often, one or

both, partly or entirely obsolete superiorly, so as to leave but

five or six. More generally six are visible in the 6* and five

only in the $ . The eighth inferior spot in Lycaon, as described

by Fabricius, can only refer to the small, more or less obsolete,

and almost always simple, oval spot on the middle of the inner

border.

It is doubtful if, without the drawings, these Fabrician spe-

cies could have been satisfactorily determined ; so that Boisduval

can not be blamed for redescribing them. We should be justified

in ignoring such inadequate descriptions in a modern author ; but,

for many good reasons, it is the custom to make the best of those

of the older authors, who sometimes described a species in one

single word.

Have we other Species of the Genus in the United States?

Besides the two species of Apatura, the natural history of

which I have just detailed, three other supposed species have been

described, viz., A. Idyja Hiibn. (Doxocopa /., Exot. Schm.), A.

Proserpina Scudd. (Trans. Chic. Ac. Sc. I
, p. 332), and A. Alt-
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cia Edw. (Butt, of N. A. p. 135). I know nothing of the first;

but from the fact that Kirby (Syn. Cat. Diurnal Lep. p. 262) con-

siders Clyton Boisd. a synonym, it will, perhaps, turn out a va-

riety of Herse Fabr. The other two are considered synonyms

—

Proserpina of Herse and Alicia of Lycaon—by Scudder in his

latest published opinion (Syst. Rev. etc. p. 9) ; and from the de-

scriptions I should agree with him in believing them mere varie-

ties of the Fabrician species. It is, therefore, probable that we
have but the two species I have figured.

Mr. Edwards informs me that he still considers Alicia a good
species ; and that he is confirmed in the belief from the fact that

not a single Alicia was obtained from many specimens of Lycaon
bred by himself last summer, or from those bred by me. But I

should not expect to breed Alicia far away from its locality, any
more than I should expect to breed the dark form of Limenitis
Misippus or the dark female of Papilio Turnus in the more
northern States. I am always suspicious of species founded on
slight variations when one or two individuals only have been seen.

Herse varies considerably, so that specimens as distinctly marked
as my figure are the exception, and in the female the markings
on the hind wings, both above and beneath, are often sufficiently

obsolete to give the wing a uniform appearance, with the barest

indication of a series of paler spots. Lycaon varies also not only

in the intensity of color and distinctness of the marks, but in the

relative size of many of the spots ; that nearest the apex and that

nearest the middle of the front wing being sometimes obsolete,

while the dark ocellar spot on the same wing, which is usually

simple, sometimes has a white discal speck. Mr. Edwards's Ali-

cia, as may readily be seen from his excellent figures, is, so far as

we now know, larger than the average size of Lycaon and the ge-

neral color is more fulvous ; but there is absolute similarity of pat-

tern between the two. Now as Lycaon varies both in size and
depth of color, we may reasonably infer that Alicia will be found
to do so, and that, so far as these characters go, the description

of Alicia is from two specimens and is of little value. The
average size of Lycaon, in the locality from which I write, is

much less than that of Herse; yet Boisduval {auctore Morris)

gives his celtis the same size and form as his Clyton, while Fabri-

cius mentions no difference in the size of his two species ; so that
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if we really have to do with three instead of two species, then Ali-

cia Edw., so far as size is concerned, is but a redescription of celtis

Boisd., and the small form which occurs in the Middle and West-

ern States remains undescribed. The fact that Boisduval cites

his celtis from the Southern States, and that his description of

the larva does not at all correspond with mine, would indeed give

such a view a degree of plausibility ; but, for my own part, I

much prefer to believe that the differences in the butterflies are

varietal, and that the discrepancies between the descriptions of

the larva may be accounted for on the strong probability that

Boisduval's description and figure of the larva are as untruthful

as those of the chrysalis. But all such questions must be left to

the future to decide ; meanwhile Mr. Edwards's opinion is, in

one sense, as rightfully held as Mr. Scudder's or mine.

Descriptive.

Apatura LYCAON. Egg—Average diameter 0.03 inch. When first laid,

opaque white, becoming day by day more translucent. About and around

the crown are a few pale purplish specks and marks, which deepen until

they are sometimes black, and as the embryo develops its black head shows

plainly through the crown and the egg becomes slightly grayer. Shape

globular, the top flattened, the base still more so ; about as wide as deep,

averaging 0.025 inch either way, the depth most often exceeding. From

19-20 longitudinal, rather prominent ribs, and about twice as many very

delicate transverse striae, the latter best seen on the empty shell, and both

ribs and stride becoming obsolete on the crown.

Attached not very firmly and always on the underside of a leaf, in batches

of from 1-12 (7, 7, 5, 7, 7, 1, 4. 2
> 3» 7> "> I2

>
observed). Egg period from

6-10 days.

Larva—Newly hatched 0.075-0.08 inch long. Body cylindrical, tapering

very slightly behind, pale yellow, immaculate, with concolorous piliferous

dots giving rise to short pale hairs, 4 of these dots dorsally trapezoidal

and 3 lateral around each spiracle. Head twice as large as joint 1, polished

black, slightly bi-lobed, with very minute pilose points and a few long hairs,

but no horns whatever. Anal horns pale just after hatching, becoming

dusky at tips, short, and terminating usually in three blunt, pilose lobes.

When two days old the dorsum flattens and the characteristics of the second

stage begin to show. In the second stage the color is green, the form less

cylindrical, each joint with four tolerably distinct annulets and numerous

pilose papillae. A straight subdorsal, longitudinal, yellow stripe connects

across dorsum on anterior annulet, and sometimes on second, leaving, in

consequence, a series of subquadrate dark-green dorsal spaces ; a supra-

stigmatal, undulate, paler and narrower line, and a substigmatal one straight

and of the same thickness. Anal horns less blunt at tip. Head broader
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than long with the sides bulging and with two horns on top diverging

at right angles from each other, and in length about one-third the width

of head, each ending in a prominent, more or less acute, bifurcation, and

giving out three lesser branches from the sides : also with a prominent

lateral, slightly decurved and acute spine, a lesser one above and below

this, and two on top between the bifurcate horns. The color is quite varia-

ble, sometimes being entirely dark-brown, but more often pale, with the

jaws, sutures, ground of ocelli, and tips of horns, dark. It is furnished

with a few short hairs. In the third stage there is but little change
;
joints

5-9 are proportionally somewhat more enlarged, and the spines on the head

proportionally increased in length. The papillse become more prominent

and numerous, and the transverse yellow line connecting the subdorsal lines

across the anterior wrinkles as well as the supra-stigmatal line become

less continuous. The fourth and fifth stages are similar, the horns on the

head are lengthened but the forks and the spines shortened, while the trans-

verse stripes and the supra-stigmatal line are generally interrupted. The
mature larva may be thus described :

Average length, 1.15 inches. Head as broad or broader than long, the

cheeks bulging, the horns half as long as head, slender, the bifurcations

reduced and rounded, the spines not prominent; shallowly punctate and

sparsely pubescent; color either green with faint touch of brown on jaws,

at ocelli and tips of horns, or brown-black with more or less pale color,

and always four stripes in front, two short ones near ocelli, and two others

running by the side of epistoma and tapering up the horns. Body bright

pea-green, very small on joint 1, enlarging in middle, and tapering to ex-

tremity, which ends in two horizontal, slightly diverging anal horns. Each

joint with about four annulets. A medio-dorsal series of yellow spots the

width of first annulet; a pale white and yellow stripe, thickest at sutures,

running each side of dorsum to tip of anal horns; a series of pale, oblique

supra-stigmatal marks containing a lead-colored impressed point; and a

straight substigmatal line. Covered with numerous irregular pale papil-

lae, largest on yellow parts. Ventrally more smooth, glaucous, and with

soft colorless hairs. Legs pale, the pads of prolegs dusky. The supra-

stigmatal oblique dashes are sometimes connected to form a wavy line, and

there are are other minor variations of color and markings.

Chrysalis—General surface faintly aciculate. Dorsum narrow-edged,

in outline strongly arched on abdominal joints 3-8 (6-1 1 of body exclusive

of head) ; straight and falling at an angle of about 130 from 3rd abdomi-

nal joint to metathorax, thence rising at the same angle straight to middle

of mesothorax, and falling again at an angle of about 120 direct to head.

From a dorsal view the outline broadens regularly from anal extremity to

wing-sheaths, is parallel thence to the region of the metathorax, then

bulges and is broadest at the wing-shoulders, and gradually decreases

again to the ocellar tubercles. The inferior surface forms a straight line

from the eyes to the tip of the legs, then makes a slight upward curve and

ends in abutton or cremaster, which represents the anal larval prolegs and
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is on a plane with the longitudinal axis of the body; it is divided anteri-

orly, produced into a trigonate blunt point behind, and furnished along

the flat inferior surface with soft ferruginous hooklets, which issue from it

at right angles and form a long, narrow pad, united and most dense at

posterior extremity, but divided anteriorly. The ocellar tubercles are

trigonate, the sides of the abdomen slope skiff-like, joints 6, 7 and 8 ad-

mitting of very free side-motion by broad, smooth sutures, which narrow

dorsally to a point. The dorsal edge is slightly carinate, especially on

mesothorax, and more or less jagged, especially on abdominal joints 3-8,

which have their anterior edges produced into small teeth, like saw-teeth,

white with a polished black spot each side. A raised line starts from ante-

rior edge of abdominal joint 3 and thickens to wing-shoulders; another,

from middle of mesothorax, extends around outer edges of ocellar tubercles,

while another margins the hind wings. The color is pale translucent green,

with still paler and darker mottlings ; a series of pale oblique lines and a

longitudinal substigmatal one on the abdomen. The dorsal carina is yel-

low on the arched abdominal portion, except at anterior edges of joints

already described ; elsewhere it is cream-colored. The veins of wing-

sheaths, joints of antennie, and the raised lines, are all of the same pale

color. Stigmata pale and barely noticeable.

Apatura Herse. To avoid repetition it will be best to describe Herse

by comparison with Lycaon.

Egg—On. an average rather flatter on the top, with the sides more paral-

lel. Pale yellowish-white at first, with the marks that afterwards appear

around crown, fewer and never as dark as in Lycaon. Attached to the

underside of a leaf in batches of 300-500, generally three tiers deep.

Larva—When newly hatched differs from Lycaon in the head being pale

copal-yellow and translucent; the jaws are brown and the ocelli spots

black; the anal horns are scarcely perceptible; the pale hairs from pilifer-

ous spots are nearly as long as the diameter of the body. Before the first

molt takes place the characteristics of second stage begin to show. In the

second stage it is easily distinguished from Lycaon by being longitudinally

striped superiorly with 8 pale and 7 dark stripes, or, in other words, instead

of the subdorsal pale stripes connecting transversely on the anterior annu-

lets, there is amedio-dorsal dark, continuous line, bordered each side with

a pale one, and the supra- stigmatal line is straight instead of wavy. The

head has stouter lateral spines and is more pilose. It is yellowish and often

with brown marks in front of the horns and around the mouth. In the third

stage the colors are yet more intense and the antlers lengthen, and, com-

pared with Lycaon, the base of these antlers is stouter, so as to give a

straighter appearance to the sides of the head, which are more stoutly

spined and thickly pilose. In the succeeding changes these characters are

little altered, except that the head becomes greener, the papilla? more con-

spicuous, and the medio-dorsal dark stripe proportionally narrower. The
mature larva may be thus described :
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Length i. 25-1.50 inches. Head bluish glassy-green, longer than broad,

the sides almost parallel; with dark ocelli-ground and rarely dark marks
in front and at base of antlers; shallowly punctate and quite pilose; the

antlers stout, with lateral prongs as stout as terminal. Color of body usu-

ally bright green, the dorsum paler or yellowish, with a deep blue medial
vascular line bordered each side by a paler yellow one. A subdorsal,

supra and substigmatal continuous straight line, each either white or

cream-color, and the two former either simple or bordered above with

green and below with blue-green ; the papillae quite prominent on the sub-

dorsal and substigmatal lines.

Chrysalis—Differs only in being larger, in showing on the abdomen
traces of the pale longitudinal larval lines, and in having the mesonotal

ridge less angular.

On the Ov/'position of the 7'ucca Moth.

By Chas. V. Riley.

My last summer's observations have enabled me to complete

the natural history of Pronuba yuccasella ; and as a sequence to

what has already been published in the present volume of our

Transactions (pp. 55-64 and 178-180), I condense the facts as

to the method of oviposition from an article in the American Natu-

ralist (vol. vii. p. 619), where they are given at greater length.

Analogy has proved a false guide, and the curious 5 Pronuba

adds to the anomalies which belong to her. Instead of being

thrust into the stigmatic opening, as I was most inclined to be-

lieve, the eggs are actually conveyed into the young fruit from its

side. The female, for the most part, gathers her load of pollen

from the contracted and curled anthers. In ovipositing she almost

always stations herself between two stamens, and, puncturing the

fruit with her ovipositor, conveys the egg to its destination.

This egg is very narrow, elongate, soft, flexile, rather translu-

cent, pointed anteriorly, and of the exact color of its surrounding.

It lies curved in the ovarian cavity, always on the rounded side

next to the primary dissepiments, and with the anterior end gen-

erally close to the placenta. The operation of thus consigning an

egg lasts but a few seconds, and the ovipositor is no sooner with-

drawn than the moth runs up to the top of the pistil, uncoils her

pollen-bedecked tentacles, thrusts them into the stigmatic tube,

and works her head vigorously as previously described.
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•'This carrying of the pollen to the stigma generally follows every act

of oviposition, so that, where ten or a dozen eggs are consigned to a sin-

gle pistil, the stigma will be so many times be-pollened. The ends of the

tentacles, which are most setose and spiny, and which are always curled

into the pollen-mass when not uncoiled, must necessarily carry a number

of pollen grains each time pollination takes place; and I have noticed a

gradual diminution in the size of the collected mass, corresponding, no

doubt, to the work performed, which is indicated by the rubbed and worn

appearance of the individual — the freshest specimens always having the

largest loads.

" While oviposition is generally followed (and not preceded, as I for-

merly supposed) each time by pollination, yet the former sometimes takes

place twice, thrice, or oftener, without the latter being performed ; and I

suspect that the converse of this is equally true.

" * * * I have little doubt but that the egg increases in bulk, before

hatching, under the influences of impregnation and endosmosis, and Dr.

Engelmann tells me that he has been able to trace the embryo larva under

the extremely delicate egg-covering, and to observe it curled up at the

anterior end of the egg, which greatly enlarges. This larva hatches on

the fourth or fifth day after the laying of the egg, and usually commences

feeding between two ovules, which, in consequence of its action, swell

abnormally. Thus, in making a longitudinal section of the fruit, these

swollen ovules often indicate the presence of the worm where it would

otherwise be overlooked while very small.

"Though oviposition generally takes place in the manner described, the

moth head outwards and straddling two stamens, an entirely opposite

position must sometimes be assumed, since larvae and punctures are not

unfrequently found in the upper part of the fruit, especially where a single

one is stocked with ten or a dozen larvse, as is sometimes the case.* As

the fruit enlarges, the mouth of the puncture forms a slight, discolored

depression, more noticeable in some varieties than in others: but the pas-

sage-way becomes obliterated.

"My observations this summer might be extended much in detail. They

have convinced me more than ever that Prouuba is the only insect by the

aid of which our yuccas can be fully fertilized ; for I have studied this fer-

tilization diligently night after night, without seeing any other species go

near the stigma. The stigmatic opening closes after the first night, and I

know of no crepuscular or nocturnal species which could collect the requi-

site amount of pollen and bring it so to bear on the stigma that each ovule

would receive the influence of a pollen grain. The species already enu-

merated! as frequenting yuccas are mostly diurnal and have nothing to do

in the work ; and wherever I have excluded the moth from the flowers, by

enclosing the latter with netting, no fruit has been produced. I am there-

* I have counted as many as twenty-one larva? in a single capsule of what is apparently

V.flaccida. t Ante, p. 59.

hi— Id.
[April 25, 1874.]
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fore led to believe that the few rare instances of yucca-fertilization in local-

ities where Pronuba may be presumed not to occur, have been brought

about bv another insect accidentally, or by the stamens reaching an excep-

tional length, and the anthers being brought into contact with the stigma

by the conniving of the closing petals. I have found the stamens of vary-

ing length in the flowers on the same panicle, and in some instances

almost as long as the pistil."

Notes on the Genus Yucca. No. 2.

By George Exgelmann, M.D.

Since my paper on Yucca was published (pp. 17-54 ot this

volume) I have been enabled to make the following corrections

and additions :

Page 20. The examination of more seedling Yuccas has proved

that the growth of the secondary axis and the young rootstock

exhibits the following forms : In Y. aloifolia as well as in Y. fila-

mentosa, var. Icevigata, I have found a single horizontal branch ; in

Y. angustifolia genuina and var. elata a single perpendicular branch

directed downward, and in Y. filamentosa genuina latifolia all the

young plants examined at the end of the second year exhibited

2-5 secondary axes directed downwards |to 2 inches and then

abruptly bent upwards. More observations' are needed about

these interesting peculiarities and their constancy in each species

or variety ; it is possible that the nature of the soil and the mode

of cultivation may have some influence on them.

Page 26. The bunch of white wool is always present at the

tip of the perigonial lobes, but is very slight and short in some,

and longer and more copious in other species ; the hairs consti-

tuting it consist of single or sometimes of several cells.

Page 27. Yucca Treculiana has, as is also stated on p. 43, very

thick ovules, and thus all Sarcoyuccas have such ovules and can

by them be readily recognized even in the flower and where the

fruit remains unknown. Y. gloriosa with its thin ovules does not

belong to this section at all, as will be shown below.

Page 28. The stigmatic tube does communicate directly with

the three ovarian cells, but the passage closes immediately after

the night of flowering.
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Page 29. I have seen the vestiges of the moth, or rather its

larva, in all the vSarcoyuccas as well as in all those with dry pods
;

but fruits which show no trace of the larva may be seen more

frequently in the former than among the latter. This does not

indicate that all may not have been fertilized by the action of

the moth, but in such cases either no eggs were laid or they may

have aborted.

Observations made last year by Mr. Riley and myself have

proved that the filiform flexible egg of the moth is not deposited

with the pollen into the stigmatic tube, but that the mother intro-

duces it through a puncture in the side of the ovary directly into

one of the cells just between two ovules, both of which at once

begin to swell up to three or four times the thickness of the healthy

ovules, and are thus preparing the sustenance of the young larva,

which feeds on one or usually on both of them until able to attack

the meanwhile more or less developed young seeds joining the

former. In a few cases I have seen the very young larva at a

place where four ovules, two from each side, meet, and here all

four were prematurely enlarged.

Page 31. See below an account of the fruit of the Clisto-

yucca.

Page 34. At the end of the character of Yucca add : floribus

majoribus pendulis nocturnis albidis nunc virescenti seu purpu-

ruscenti colore tinctis olentibus.

Page 36. Southerners object to the remark, that the fruit of

Y. aloifolia is "much eaten" ; I should say that it is edible, and I

am informed that on the coast of Florida this species makes al-

most impenetrable thickets in which bears have their passages

and no doubt their lairs, and in the fruit of which they delight.

Page 37. Y aspera and T. albospica are erroneously introduced

here ; for their proper place see below.

Page 3S. Y. gloriosa does not belong to Sarccyucca, where, rely-

ing too much on the statements of others, I had placed it. Dr.

A. Schott, who has repeatedly been mentioned by me as a close

observer of Yuccas in the Southwest, was fortunate enough last

autumn to discover a specimen loaded with fruit, growing in the

open ground in the congressional garden at Washington. A pho-

tographic view was taken and specimens of the fruit and ripe
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seed were gathered, which latter have already germinated. The
fruit is a pendulous, dry, leathery, not opening capsule or berry,

of deep brown color, with (as the ovules, described p. 40, indi-

cated) thin seeds ; the species therefore belongs to Clisioyucca,

the character of which section will have to be slightly modified.

Those botanists who described the fruit as pulpy must have con-

founded it with that of Y aloifo/ia, as indeed seedsmen in Europe

also have done, whose wrongly-named seeds, raised in Italy or

Sicily, I have on page 40 erroneously described as those of Y
gloriosa.

The best formed fruits, seen by me, were, before full maturity,

3 inches long, 1 inch in diameter, prismatic, cuspidate, the 3
wider sides forming the back of the carpels and opposite the outer

segments of the flower, and 3 alternate sides, corresponding to

the commissures, only half as wide as the others, depressed and

separated from the others by 6 prominent ridges. The fruit at

this stage is altogether like a small fruit of the Y. aloifolia, only

more pointed. At maturity its parenchyma dries up, the texture

becomes leathery and the markings less distinct. Fruits infested

by larvae are often smaller, constricted about the middle or vari-

ously twisted. In such fruits the rains of a wet autumn are apt

to penetrate through openings made by the larvae, and cause the

germination of the seeds in the closed pod —Seeds 7-S mm. in

the longest diameter, i-ii mm. thick, with an entire albumen;

differing from the seeds of the capsular Yuccas only by the entire

absence of a wing-margin.

Page 41. Y. Treculiana and Y. cavaliculata are synonymous; if,

as it is said, no sufficient character accompanies the name given

by Carriere in 1S5S, and if the first description of Y. 'Ircculiana

was published by Herincq, 1863, in the Horticulteur Francais, then

Hooker's name of Y. caualiculata, published with description and

figure in i860, would have precedence. — Fruits lately obtained

from Southwestern Texas are 3-42 inches long and 1-1 \ in diam-

eter, pointed but scarcely rostrate, somewhat less distinctly six-

angled than those of Y. aloifolia. Seeds 7-S mm. wide, 2-3 mm.
thick, the smallest ones the thickest.— Ytcca aspera, Regel, Gar-

tenfl., is the same, to judge from a specimen cultivated here
;

Y. gigantea^ Lem. Rev. Hort. 9 (1S60), p. 222, fide Baker Gard.
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Chron. 1. c, would, from the size of the leaves (42 ft. long), have

to be referred here, if the leaves were not said to be glabrous and
shining.

Page 47. The character of Clistoyucca is to be modified as fol-

lows :

Fructus indehiscens, pendulus (in altera specie erectus?), deraum
siccatus ; semina tenuiora, plana, vix marginata, albumine inte-

gro. — Planta; caulescentes, altera arborescens, panicula sessili

vel pedunculata.

* F'olia serrulato-asperata.

Yucca brevifolia, Engelm. : pericarp spongy (erect?) seeds thick-

er, — Dr. Parry has just sent a specimen, which shows the panicle to

be ovate, dense-flowered ; bracts wide and membranaceous, much like

those of T. Treculiana (as are also the flowers), the lower ones 2 inches

wide, 3-4 inches long, tapering into a herbaceous serrulate point; the

upper ones 1 inch long, oblong obtuse, of thinner texture, white; segments
of perigon 2\-i\ inches long, narrow; ovary attenuated into a short style,

ovules 0.4 mm. thick.—In Southern Utah in flower about the end of April.

** Folia margine integra, etc

Yucca gloriosa, Lin. : pericarp leathery, pendulous; seeds thinner.

Page 50. T. constrida, Buckley, Proc. Phil. Ac, 1863, page S,

seems to belong to T. angustifolia, var. elata, and 2'. albospica of

European gardens to var. mollis of the same.

Page 51. Y. filamentosa : numerous specimens from South

Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama, prove that the varieties are

difficult to keep apart. Even the most marked forms of genuina

laiifolia have sometimes large, not contracted, capsules, with near-

ly complete secondary dissepiments and large seeds. As thus the

characters, by which I have tried to distinguish the forma genuina,

prove to be uncertain, this arrangement of the different forms will

have to be abandoned ; we may simply distinguish them as var.

angusta (preferable to angusUfolia on account of the species of that

name), var. lala, etc. Y. filamentosa seems confined to the low
country of the Southeastern States and not to penetrate into the

interior more than perhaps 100 miles, while T. gloriosa and

aloifolia appear to be strictly sea-side plants. The westernmost

specimens of T. filamentosa I have seen came from the western
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border of Alabama ; but it is said to grow also in Mississippi and

Louisiana.

X -ax . flaccida : the contracted panicle is usually shorter than the

peduncular part of the scape.

Var. IcBvigata I have now also seen in cultivation, remarkable

for the narrow, smooth, flaccid or even prostrate leaves ; the tall

(6-9 feet high) scape purplish-brown ; the narrow panicle three

times as long as wide, about as long as the peduncular part of the

scape ; flowers and young fruit with purplish tinge ; secondary

dissepiments of large capsule very incomplete, or almost want-

ing ; in the wild plant they are nearly perfect.

Page 54. T. Whipplei does not occur north of Monterey ; it

abounds near San Luis Obispo, whence Dr. W. W. Hays has sent

seeds and living plants.

The following synopsis exhibits at a glance the arrangement of

the species and their geographical distribution :

Yucca, Lin.

Sarcoyucca.

T. aloifolia, Lin., southeast and south.

T. Tucatafia. Eng., south.

T. Guatemalcnsis* Baker, south.

T. Treculiana, Carr., southwest.

T. baccata, Torr., southwest.

T. Sckottii, Eng., southwest.

Clistoyucca.

T. brevifolia, Eng., southwest.

)'. gloriosa, Lin., southeast.

Chcunoyucca.

T. rupicola, Scheele, southwest.

T. angustifolia, Pursh, west and southwest.

1'. jila7nentosa, Lin., southeast.

Hesperoyucca.

1'. Whipplei, Torr., southwest.
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Descriptions of two new subterranean Mites.

By Chas. V. Riley.

[Fig. s.]

^»_J|^

wr- ->?-- -

Tyroglyphus phylloxer.e-u, b. dorsal and ventral views; c, enlarged jaw and
palpus; d, tarsus; e. anal tubercles of male; /, forms of tarsal projections; g, h, tarsal

terminations.

Tyroglyphus phylloxera, Riley & Planchon, fig. 8.—When
full grown 0.03 inch long, and about half as broad. Colorpale yel-

lowish, with a brownish medio-dorsal circular spot, around which
there extends a gamboge-yellow discoloration, in some specimens
restricted, in others occupying nearly the whole upper surface of

the abdomen ; trophi, legs, especially two anterior pair, and
cephalothoracic sutures, of a faint rosy brown ; the epimera of a

deeper brown. The hairs of the body arranged much as in T.

siro. Linn, springing from minute papilla?, and not exceeding in

length A diameter of body. Tarsal or terminal joint of legs with

a short and prominent basal hair (d), sometimes fine and knob-

bed at tip. sometimes more fleshy and rounded at tip (/) ; often

lacking on the two hind pair ; also sometimes with other fleshy

growths (g) : tarsal claw usually distinct (d), but sometimes re-

tracted or obsolete {h). The usual pair of small tubercles each

side of vulva, and a larger flattened circular tubercle each side of

anal slit in <$

.

When immature the color is whiter with less of the yellow,

dorsal discoloration, and the hairs are relatively longer. The
form varies according as the cephalothorax is retracted or not,

and the abdomen instead of being oval is sometimes constricted

in the middle, at others more spherical.
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Many of the characters enumerated belong to all the species of

the genus ; and in studying large numbers it is difficult to give

any specific diagnosis which shall at once distinguish it from all

other described species. To do so will require continued study

of all the stages from the moment of hatching, as well as of its

Hypopus form—a study which I have not yet been able to give.

Found in considerable numbers on the roots of grape-vines,

and feeding on Phylloxera vastatrix.

{Fig. 9-

/^

^r *&f

Hoplophora arctata— a, ventral view closed; b, side view closed; c, do. slightly

open; d, do. more open; e, dorsal view, with legs fully extended.

Hoplophora arctata, n. sp.—Length 0.028 inch ; diameter

scarcely half the length. The horny shield of a highly polished,

smooth, mahogany-brown. Legs and trophi carneous-brown.

Dorsum arched. Differs from most described Hoplophoras in

the very smooth and unarmed covering, and from all in the great

narrowness of body.

Found associated with the preceding, and probably feeding on

the decaying roots. It is, I believe, the first American species

described.

On the Well at the Insane Asylum, St. Louis County.

By G. C. Broadhead.

{Plate I.)

This boring was made by direction of the St. Louis County

Court, and prosecuted under "order of the court," and paid for

out of the county treasury. The object was to obtain a good sup-

ply of fresh water for the use of the Asylum.

The work was superintended by Mr. C. W. Atkinson, who col-

lected specimens from every few feet, and carefully arranged
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VERTICAL SE(mQX OJF BORINGS
AT THE ST.Z0THS COUNTYINSANE ASYLUM.

BY G. C. BROADHEAD, State Geologist of Mo
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Sandstone

.

Dark. Afax/nesiccri Slate..

Mai/n eJtlctn Limestone with
some Sand in Ion i r //<<-/.«

Sandstone;
Sa tut- ten d' l,im'csLutU'.

Brown andRed Sandstone
Lower Bed* third and Red .
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S553

WzJ?

('ran tic

.
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them in boxes, which were stored away in the Asylum. He also

hied with the County Clerk a section and record of the work.

Through the kindness of Dr. Hazard, Superintendent of the

Asylum, I obtained a complete suit of these specimens, and from

an examination of them I have made out the following Section.

which differs but little from that of Mr. Atkinson :

SECTION OF BORING.

-i: DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL PASSED THROUGH.
I Total
Depth
helow
surface.

r 2

IL
i 4

I 5
III. 6

f 7

I
§ 3

I 9 9
IV. \ io 6

I
13 i

1 14 S

\ 15 139

VI. 16 3

f 17 l 16

Clay
Tumbled masses of Limestone
Red Clay -

Limestone
Red Clav
Coal
Fire-clay
Light-colored Limestone. Bottom of well dug

before commencement of boring
Blue and drab Clay, slightly calcareous
Cherty Limestone
Dark and bluish-gray Shales, slightly calcareous

Cherty Limestone
Coal

VII. i

Light-blue Clay
Hard cherty Limestone, blue, drab, and gray;
some of it cherty, the upper part fine-grained,

the lower coarse, to

Blue Shales
Drab and gray Limestone, generally hard and'

cherty, but a portion of it is free from chert.— It'

is drab in color to .

" then dark ash-colored at
" " " drab " to
" " grayish and light drab to ..

" " cherty at

and is of a dark color to

Dark-drab Limestone
The recorded Section reports white Limestone

alternating with Shales from 43S to

Hard blue cherty Limestone
Very hard Chert at

Coarse bluish-gray Limestone from 628 to

Buff and drab cherty Limestone at

Sandstone, very fine-grained, to

Chert and Limestone at

Mostly light-gray or drab Limestone to

Red Limestone from 790 to

Light-drab and gray Limestone with some Chert
from S00 to

.'

44 «
49
57
61

66
6S

So
86

107

259
262

2S9

300
362
420
420
43S
SCO

536
628
6S2

709
721

73-

790

,;:
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The above Section with specimens would indicate the forma-

tions about as follows :

THICK-
NESS. GEOLOGICAL FORMATION.

40
SO

670

93
421

148

135
5i7
82

83S

98
'3S4

54,
2S54

ft. .Clays of "Bluff"
Coal Measures
Lower Carboniferous Rocks
Chouteau Group
jTrenton with Black River and Birdseje
(First Magnesian Limestone
Saccharoidal Sandstone
Second Magnesian Limestone
Second Sandstone
Third Magnesian Limestone
Third Sandstone
Fourth Magnesian Limestone
Potsdam Sandstone
Mostly all Granite, the lower 40 ft. being certainly

I Granite ; the upper portion may be Sandstone .

.

TOTAL
DEPTH.

I20 ft.

79O

883
I304

I4S2
I5S5

2I02
2IS4
302 2

3I20

3504
355S

3S43*

In the above section, the thickness of the several Geological

Formations is made up from Mr. Atkinson's descriptive sections

and an examination of specimens from the borings. It may there-

fore be considered only an approximation, for in a deep well,

where all material is brought up in a comminuted state, there

may be errors ; but from the data it as correct as we can make it.

Two well-marked formations are recognized, viz., the red cal-

caieous beds at the upper portion of the Chouteau Group, and the

Saccharoidal Sandstone. They have formed the chief guides in

the construction of our section. An important fact is also brought

forth in the determination of thickness and extensive range of this

Sandstone, so useful for glass making, etc.

For comparison, I give the following Tabular Statement of the

thickness of the same Geological Formations in different counties

of Missouri :
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1

ABSTRACT OF THE RECORDS.

The borings indicate 63 ft. of Clay,

6 " Coal,

360 " Shale,

2725 kt Limestone.

435
ki Sandstone.

When the borings began, the water in the well stood at 40 ft

below the surface ; at 134 ft. an S or 10 inch opening was struck,

and the water sank in the well to a depth of 128 ft. Salt water

was obtained at 1220 ft. At 1225 and 1262 ft. from the surface

a strong petroleum smell was recognized. Sulphur water was
reached at 2140 ft. At 2256 the water in the sand-pump indi-

cated three per cent, of Salt ; at 2957, four and a half per cent.

;

at 3293, two per cent. ; at 3367, less than two per cent. ; at 3384
ft. three per cent. ; and below 3545, seven to eight per cent.

TEMPERATURE.

Experiments with a Fahrenheit registering thermometer indi-

cated the following ;

At the depth

.1 . i

u
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to \\ inches. A 42-inch drill was then put down, and boring

commenced March 31, 1866, continuing night and day for 3 yrs.

5 mos. and 10 days, every day except Sunday, until August 9.

1869, when work was stopped at a depth of 3843 feet 6 inches.

From the 9th of July, 1866, to the 28th of January, 1867, was

occupied in enlarging the bore. It was enlarged to n| inches to

a depth of 1131 ft., and a short iron tube put down. The bore

below was enlarged to 6 and afterwards to 10 inches, to 953
ft. depth. A sheet-iron tube, 79 ft. long, was then put down,

resting on an offset at the bottom of the 10-inch bore. The 4-inch

bore was then enlarged to 6 inches to a depth of 1022 ft., and a

5-inch wrought iron tube, weighing over 6 tons, put down, reach-

ing from the top to the offset at the bottom of the 6-inch bore.

The 42-inch bore was continued downwards to the depth of 3S43

feet 6 inches without need of further tubing.

Two wooden plugs with iron screws at the end were driven in,

one at the 1022-ft. offset, the other at the 953-ft. offset, in order to

separate the fresh from the salt water. Ifthese were withdrawn,

the well would be clear from the top to the bottom. The 5-inch

tube, reaching to 1022 ft., has been withdrawn, and a pump put

down to 400 ft. This pump was worked a few days, the water

found to be a little salty and the supply limited.

DIFFICULTIES CONTENDED WITH.

On the 1 6th of April the jars broke in the well, and all

broken parts were taken out the same day from a depth of

227 feet. About this time soft clay fell from the upper portion

of the bore, when reaming to 6 inches was begun. On the 23d

of the same month, 53 ft. of 5-inch tubing was put in and boring

resumed. On the 19th of June, the jars broke at a depth of S41

ft., and four days were occupied in getting them and their broken

parts out. On the 14th of November, 1867, the rope attached to

the sand-pump parted, leaving the pump and most of the rope in

the well, but it was taken out in five days. On the 14th of May.

1S67, at the depth of 1876 ft., the jars broke, and two and a half

days were consumed in taking out the broken parts and making

repairs. At 2140 ft. a hard flinty opening was struck which caused

the drill to deviate from a direct course, and it was with difficulty

that the place was passed. On September 6th, at 2354 ft., the
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drill-screw gave way and left the drill in the well ; it was re-

moved in ten hours. The hardest flint rock was met with at 2513

ft. On November 14th, 1S67, the poles parted at 900 ft. from the

surface, also near the top, allowing twenty-seven poles to pass

down alongside the lower poles. Twenty-seven new poles had

to be made, which, together with taking out the broken poles,

retarded the work six days. August 10, 1868, at 3240 ft., the iron

of the lower pole broke in the well ; in twenty-eight hours the

broken parts were taken out. On the nth of August the pump
rope parted. This was the greatest difficulty met with, and ten

days were consumed in making repairs.

The poles parted often during the work, causing detentions of

a few hours, but the loss of time from all causes was less than ten

per cent, for 3 years and 5 months. At the beginning of the bor-

ing the drill would fall on the bottom 48 to 50 times per minute,

at the depth of 3,000 ft. 28 to to 30 times, and at 3843 ft. 20 to 25

times.

It is of great interest to compare this Artesian well with the

one at Belcher's Sugar Refinery, in the upper part of the city,

about 300 ft. from the banks of the Mississippi, and about 6 miles

E.N.E. from the Asylum well. An account of this well by Dr.

Litton was published in the Academy's Transactions, vol. i. p. So.

It is, according to Dr. Litton's statement, 420 feet above the sea,

and therefore about 1S0 feet lower than the well at the Asylum,

which is nearly on a level with the Compton Hill Reservoir, and

600 feet above the Gulf of Mexico.

The Asylum Well indicates Red Limestone at 790 ft. ; the Bel-

cher at 650 -j- 1 80= 830 ft. From the red marly beds to the White

Sandstone there is no material difference in distance in the two

wells.

Salt water was obtained in the Asylum Well at 1040 ft. and in

Belcher's at 6104-180=790, and at 849-1-180=: 1029 ft.

The two wells we see possess some common characteristics,

but the lower strata in Belcher's Well do not seem to have been

recorded with sufficient care.
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Occurrence ofBitumen in Missouri.

By G. C. Broadhead.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.

In the western part of Ray county limited quantities of Bitu-

men are seen oozing from between thin layers of Sandstone. In

Lafayette, 12 miles southeast of Lexington, the Sandstones are

very much saturated with it. It is occasionally found in the south-

ern part of Cass and at several places in Bates. South of the

Marais des Cygnes, near the line of Bates and Vernon, we find

the Sandstone of the same geological age as that of Lafayette

county very thoroughly saturated. In Vernon it is more generally

diffused, and in Barton exists in nearly all the rocks. In Jasper

it occurs occasionally in the northern and western portions of the

county, and particularly abounds at Minersville and Joplin. In

this county it was not found any farther east than Sarcoxie.

I have not observed the occurrence of Bitumen in paying quan-

tities in anv of the counties above named. It is reported to be

abundant at several places in Kansas, chiefly in the vicinity of

Paoli. From my own observations, the quantity of Bitumen

seems to increase in going southwardly, and is more generally

diffused.

GEOLOGICAL OCCURRENCE.

The Sandstones of Ray and Jackson which carry the Bitumen

belong to the Middle Coal Measures, and the first observed occur-

rence is about 70 feet below the top of these Measures. This was

at the Saunders Well, in Ray county. The rock here has a strong

bituminous odor, is dark or of a black color, with occasional

drops of viscid black tar issuing from between the layers. When
this is mingled with water, a beautiful iridescence is apparent on

the surface.

The Bituminous Sandstone at Parkerville, Bates county, is

geologically of the same age as that of Ray county, but only con-

tains a small per cent, of bitumen. On Mulberry creek, in Bates

county, it was observed accompanying a Limestone of the Mid-

dle Coal Measures. It was here detected only by the peculiar

odor of the rock, which was also very hard and tough, and of a

dark-bluish ash color.
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Between the Marmaton and Marais des Cygnes rivers, in the

southeastern part of Bates county, the "Micaceous Sandstone" of

the Lower Coal Measures is very bituminous. On Mr. Newton's

farm I observed viscid masses of bitumen, of the consistency of

tar, flowing slowly from between the layers of the Black Sand-

stone. In the southern part of Vernon and in Barton there are

several tar springs always flowing from Sandstone of the Lower

Coal Measures. In some of the wells of the western part of

Vernon the water is strongly impregnated, and at one of them I

noticed a thick coat of tar on the rope. In drinking from a small

spring in the northwest part of Vernon county, flowing from shales

limestone, I detected a bituminous taste.

A few miles southeast of Butler, Bates county, is a bed of Gray

Limestone whose outward appearance presents no indication of

containing bitumen, but when broken we find the place once oc-

cupied by fossils replaced by bitumen.

The Blue Limestone, so abundant in the western part of Ver-

non and near Ft. Scott, and sometimes known as Ft. Scott Mar-

ble, is highly bituminous, and very hard and tough.

Many of the Sandstones of Vernon and nearly all those of Bar-

ton county are impregnated with bitumen. It does not seem very

abundant in beds of clay shales ; but when dark shales contain

black concretions, the latter are generally very bituminous. It is

a noticeable fact that the more bitumen in the rock, the harder it

is. The Coals of Southwest Missouri are, nearly all, very highly

bituminous. Some of those of Bates and Vernon, all those of

Barton, those of Jasper, and some of the Cedar county Coals, on

fresh fracture emit a strong bituminous odor.

The bituminous rocks above named are all of the age of the

Coal Measures, and include the Middle and Lower Measures,

and, if their various vertical thicknesses were added up, would

amount to not less than 600 feet.

But the bitumen is not entirely confined to the Coal Measures.

In the eastern part of Barton, and in Jasper, the Lower Carboni-

ferous limestones are often quite bituminous ; in fact, all the dark-

looking limestones of that part of the State are bituminous. At

Minersville, Joplin, and other mining localities, the limestones,

especially the dolomitic, are much saturated with bitumen, and

iii— IS
[Sept. 1, 1874.]
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masses of tar are often found intimately associated with. the

gangue of the lead.

BORINGS.

These occurrences of Bitumen have given rise in some places

to considerable outlay in search of richer deposits, and some deep

wells have been sunk. Two wells in Ray county are over Soo ft.

deep. The Saunders well, S02 ft., commenced with oil near the

surface, but records do not indicate an increase downwards.

Over 500 ft. of this boring seems to have been in Coal Measures.

The McCausland well, in Lafayette county, was sunk about

as deep as the Saunders well. That near Parkerville, Bates

county, was bored to a little over 500 ft. Borings at foot of bluffs

.at Kansas City report a ilow of bitumen to the surface from a

depth of 1 So ft. If so. its fountain-head must be in the same

sandstone in which it was found at Saunders well in Ray county.

This sandstone is No. 69 of General Sec. of Middle Coal Meas-

ures. (Mo. Geo. Rep. 1S72, Part II. p. 82.)

The above are the main facts that have come under my observa-

tion. The origin of the bitumen remains to be solved. I think it

most probable that the chief source of these bituminous deposits

is in the Coal Measure sandstones, from whence they have escaped

and entered the limestones.

Although, as above stated, Bitumen seems so generally diffused

in Southwest Missouri, I do not believe it exists in quantity suffi-

cient, at any one place, to prove remunerative.

Results of Investigations of Indian Mounds.

By Jas. R. Gage, M.E.

In March, 1S73, 1 investigated several "'mounds" in Washington

and Issaquena counties in the State of Mississippi. Throughout

the valley of the Mississippi a very large number of the mounds

exist, and are especially numerous in the river counties. I have

frequently observed these mounds in Bolivar, Coahoma, Issaque-

na, and Washington, but my examinations have been confined to
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a very few, and the data obtained will not admit of any general-

ization ; I will therefore confine myself to the facts obtained by

the investigations.

Davis and Squier have classified the mounds under the follow-

ing heads

:

( for Defence,
I. Enclosures -| Sacred,

( Miscellaneous.

j
of Sacrifice,

Tr ,. , ) for Temple-sites,
II. Mounds < c o K

j
of Sepulture,

' of Observation.

In my explorations I observed no works which might be strictly

denominated enclosures. One very large mound examined in

Washington County was about So feet in diameter and 40 feet

high, in the shape of a truncated cone. The results of the inves-

tigation led me to conclude that this had been a mound of obser-

vation. On opening it no relics were discovered ; it was entirely

composed of soil of the country (denominated "buckshot land")
;

it is built on the old bank of the Mississippi river, and crowns a

conspicuous point which overlooks the surrounding country ;

—

there are no other mounds in the immediate neighborhood.

The second mound examined contained a large number of flint

(properly "chert") arrow-heads and hatchets ; this mound was

about 2 feet high and some 15 or 20 feet in diameter. No doubt

at one time it was higher, but, being situated in the middle of a

field which has been under cultivation for forty years, it has been

cut down by the plow. In the neighborhood numerous arrow-

heads lie embedded in the soil and are turned up every spring
;

no doubt they all existed at one time in the mound and have been

plowed out.

About 100 yards distant I opened a third mound, with much

more satisfactory and interesting results. This mound, though

only 11 feet high, is the most prominent piece of land for miles
;

it stands in the middle of a cultivated field, and from its top one

can see over the open ground for a great distance. This mound

in general appearance shows great resemblance to the other

mounds in that region, and, though the mounds differ in height

and diameter, they are nearly all of a flat truncated-cone shape.
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This mound under discussion was 1 1 feet high and 30 feet in di-

ameter at the base. The soil composing the mound is identical

with that of the country ; this soil is principally a clay mixed

with a little sand. (See '"Silt Analysis of Soils of Mississippi."

by E. W. Hilgard, in American Journal of Science and Art.)

The mound was formerly covered by a heavy growth of timber,

but is now nearly bare, only one tree standing, a very large white

oak (Q.alba, L.), 36 inches in diameter; a few steps distant, and

nearly the centre of the top surface of the cone, is the trunk of

another oak, 30 inches in diameter.

I commenced investigation by driving an open tunnel, from

three different points, on a level with the base towards the cen-

tre ; after excavating S or 10 feet a skull was discovered, but in

such a decayed condition that it immediately crumbled to pieces.

A few minutes later the workmen in the other two ditches made

similar discoveries. We now became more careful, and by

digging around the skull we were able to procure it intact. In-

removing a considerable amount of soil.

The skulls were in a very poor state of preservation—the gela-

tinous matter had been entirely dissolved away, and the earthy

material very much resembled a spongy mass saturated with wa-

ter, being so soft that water could be pressed out by a very slight

force ; the bony structure was very fragile, but on drying became

quite hard and brittle.

The soil contained a great deal of moisture, being perfectly sa-

turated from two feet below the surface to the base of the mound,

and, as the soil was usually in that condition, it was very unfa-

vorable to the preservation of the remains. In one of the better

preserved specimens I observed a characteristic which Foster

points out in his "Prehistoric Races of the United States"— the

tendency at the union between the parietal and squamous bones

towards a straight line. In nearly all of the specimens, although

the skulls were in a very decayed condition, the perfect form re-

mained ; the nasal bones stood out prominently, and the large

massive jaw-bones were filled with worn but well-preserved

teeth ; except portions of the upper jaw-bone, none of the

facial bones were wanting. From the size of the skulls, I

judge the twelve skeletons exhumed were all adults. Many
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of the other bones of the skeletons were in excellent preserva-

tion, as the femurs, tibiae, and tarsi. As these bones were in

a horizontal position and the crania vertical, I have no hesi-

tation in asserting they were seated in a circle, and in a sitting-

posture faced the centre. From the slight examination given to

the skulls during the disinterment, I judged that in brain vol-

ume they were not greatly inferior to the Caucasian ; but. judg-

ing from the narrow forehead and the receding frontal bone, and

the development of the posterior lobes, the latter must have been

the seat of the greater portion of the brain. The original con-

tents of the crania had been entirely removed and replaced by

soil ; this soil dried very rapidly, and in contracting caused the

skulls to break to pieces. I was very careful in packing these

specimens, but in transporting them nearly a thousand miles by

river to St. Louis they became very much injured, some of the

skulls being completely destroyed and most of them entirely

lost.

I noticed that several of the tibia1 were very much flattened,

and supposed it must have been unnatural and occasioned by

the pressure from the weight of the overlying soil, until I read

H. Gillman's report upon "Indian Mounds in Michigan" in the

American Journal of Science and Art, January number, 1874, in

which he says, ''And I here repeat the interesting fact that all

the tibiae unearthed invariably exhibited the compression or flat-

tening characterizing platycnemic men."

Directly in front of the mouth of each skeleton were placed

from two to three vessels of pottery, beautifully ornamented with

etchings and tracings, and in one or two specimens figure decora-

tions were attempted. If these vessels were filled on their inter-

ment, their contents had long been removed and afterwards

replaced by soil. If they originally contained food, all traces of

the absence of such could be easily accounted for, as the mound

was occupied by numerous ant colonies and other insects ; or the

contents might have been removed, and then replaced with soil

bv the water which after every rain percolated the mound.

Thinking if the vessels had been filled with food, and if birds or

fish had been an article of diet, most probably bones would re-

main, I subjected the contents to analysis, but under a 400 power

microscope no trace of organic remains was to be seen.
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Baldwin asks, "What but time could have caused these skele-

tons to dissolve and become as dust, as all the circumstances

attending their burial were unusually favorable to their preserva-

tion? The earth around them has been invariably found to be

wonderfully compact and dry." The condition of the bones can-

not always be used as an accurate measurement of time, as here

were remains found surrounded by very unfavorable circumstan-

ces for their preservation.

Squier and Davis claim to have found a skull belonging incon-

testably to the Mound Builders taken from a mound situated in

the Scotia Valley, four miles below Chilicothe ; but Foster says

(p. 291), "Any comparative anatomist on referring to their plate

will instantly recognize it as of the Indian type." Foster says

that our knowledge of the Mound Builders' crania is exceedingly

scant, as we have found but few specimens which were incontest-

ably of that race. In regard to the bones I disinterred there can

be no question ; the surrounding circumstances proved them to

belong to that race beyond a doubt ; the positions of the skele-

tons, and pottery, and other contents of the mound, clearly prove

they could belong to no other race.

The work upon the various vessels made of pottery would in-

dicate that the Mound Builders had attained a high degree of

skill in the plastic arts, and this race must have been far in

advance of those living in the Stone and even Bronze Age of Eu-

rope, as Sir John Lubbock says that "few of the British sepul-

chral urns belonging to the ante-Roman times have upon them

any curve lines. Representations of animals and plants are also

wanting. They are even absent from all articles belonging to

Bronze Age in Switzerland, and I might also say in Western

Europe generally, while ornaments of carved and spiral lines are

eminently characteristic of this period. The ornamental ideas

of the Stone Age, on the other hand, are confined, so far as we
know, to compositions of straight lines, and the idea of a curve

line scarcely seems to have occurred to them. The most elegant

ornaments on their vases are- impressions made by the finger-

nail, or by a cord wound around the soft clay."

—

{Prehistoric

Times, p. 257.)

The Mound Builders were not content with straight lines : here

are over 20 specimens taken from this mound, and you can see
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how beautifully the surfaces were ornamented with fret-work and

various figures ; and here is a kettle-like vessel having for one

side the profile of a human being. One of the specimens was

undoubtedly a water-jug, and being unglazed water could readily

permeate the clayey material, and, rapidly evaporating in hot

weather, would create a lower temperature than the surrounding

air and then impart its temperature to the enclosed water, and by

this device furnishing a cool beverage for summer.

Besides the pottery, the mound contained other interesting rel-

ics, one of which was an article made of magnesian limestone,

round in shape, being two inches in diameter and a quarter of an

inch thick, and discoidal on both sides. This is a characteristic

implement, and frequently found in sepulchral mounds. Foster

quotes a number of speculations indulged in as to the uses of this

discoidal stone—among them the suggestion of Schoolcraft, that

they were used as quoits. The little notches in the sides of the

one I have here would give color to the supposition ; and they

wTere evidently made by striking against some hard substance, for

in places the stone was worn very smooth, as through much

handling.

Another implement was made of a very hard sandstone, almost

quartzite ; its shape was a fiat quadrilateral figure, 6 inches long

by 4 wide, and 2 in thickness.

Among the other interesting relics was a pipe, from which it

seems the Mound Builders were not unaware of the narcotic

properties of tobacco. The pipe was very plain, having not a

single line for ornament. During the disinterment a small frac-

ture revealed a fresh surface showing that the pipe was manufac-

tured from fire-clay : it had been burned very hard, and from its

appearance I judged it had seen a great deal of service.

In this mound I discovered no metalic remains, though I was

informed by a gentleman who had opened several that he had

found implements of copper and plates of mica, with fragments

of obsidian. These facts would indicate that they enjoyed com-

mercial advantages to a very high degree, as I am acquainted

with no point where obsidian could have been procured nearer

than Mexico—the mica most probably from North Carolina, it

being the nearest point where that mineral occurs. As the Mound
Builders must have been ignorant of the art of smelting, this cop-
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per must have been protured in a native state from the mines of

Lake Superior, and that they did work these mines seems no

longer a question of doubt. Professor Pumpelly, our late State

Geologist, informed me he had seen marks of mining there of

great antiquity, which must have been the work of the Mound
Builders.

We should not be too hasty in drawing our conclusions, as rel-

ics sometimes found under circumstances which would indicate

their Mound Builder origin, are afterwards proved to belong to

another race. Prof. G. C. Forshey, in "Ancient Monuments,"

says : "Mounds ! mounds without number * * * . The first

of these groups is some fifty miles above Vicksburg, on the west

bank of the Mississippi, two miles back, on the estate of Dr.

Keene Richards, called Transylvania. The temple, which is the

central figure of twelve mounds, looms up grandly from the level

of the alluvial plain. Arrow-heads and pottery have always been

abundantly found on these mounds. One ofthem is used as a ceme-

tery for the colored population of the plantation" (The italics are

mine.) I wish to draw attention to the fact that too great care

cannot be exercised in these investigations, as the negroes are usu-

ally buried in coffins of light wood, which in that damp soil decav

in a few years ; and as they are usually interred with their neck-

laces of beads and other trinkets, these relics found in the mounds
might lead to great confusion in assigning to them their proper

origin. It is not an unusual case in the South to use the mounds
as cemeteries for the negroes. I have seen several used for that

purpose.

I have been in communication with Mr. Anderson, of Centre-

ville, Ohio, who examined a large number of mounds throughout

the Mississippi Valley to Mexico, and who visited us on the

plantation in Mississippi several years ago, and during his stay

examined a number of mounds in the immediate vicinity of my
explorations, and I will conclude my remarks by reading a few

extracts from his letter:

"A desire to send you photographic representations of the articles found

in my hurried explorations of the Issaquena Mounds, is I hope sufficient

apology for the delay in answering your favor of the 21st ult.

"The result of the examinations were to me a great and agreeable sur-

prise. I knew not what to expect beyond a few pieces of mica, some broken
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earthenware, and perhaps a specimen or two of obsidian, and therefore felt

unusual pleasure in bringing to light a rich and remarkable collection of

vases, urns and bowls of archaeological pottery, and varied and various

implements of stone, which you will find figured in the accompanying

charts. With one exception, the vessels are all of the same material as

those usually found in mound excavations, well-worked clay intermixed

with broken shells or other calcareous matter. The exception is a little

pot-hooked vessel with cars for hook suspension, which is of a darker color

and apparently of a firmer material, though much injured when exhumed.
" I will now give, as you request, some account of the labor and discov-

ery. On the 22d of February, 1871, I commenced opening the first mound

by trenching on the level from the west. The first bones disturbed were

the extremities of three individuals buried standing. The femurs, tibia?

and tarsi were in good preservation, and maintained their vertical posi-

tions so perfectly that one of my companions exclaimed, ' These fellows

must have been buried in a barrel.' The more earthy bones of the dorsal

and cervical vertebra? had entirely disappeared. My surmise was that they

were the sentinels or outstanding guards, with heads above ground 'to

watch and ward ' over their superiors in the centre. We next reached a

large deposit of ashes and burnt earth, the residuum of a sacrificial fire so

intense that not a bone or even tooth was discoverable, over this large bed

of undistinguishable rabble, waiting their delivery.

"Approaching the centre of the mound, and about five feet above the

level, we met with a few pieces of pottery, then a whole specimen, and

another and another to the number of twenty-five or thirty. I confess now

to having felt an almost childish delight at the discovery. I had broken

into the domestic sanctum of a venerable Mound Builder ! I had resur-

rected his bones and robbed his ancient pantry! I had scattered his ar-

mory and rejoiced ! I rejoiced at my folly and my good luck, and why
should I not? Messrs. Squier and Davis had said, 'It is much to be re-

gretted that none of these remains have been recovered entire in the course

of our investigations.' Now bear in mind that they had opened scores and

scores of mounds; and I now learn from Llewellyn Jewett, in his 'Grave

Mounds and their Contents' of Great Britain, that it must not be supposed

that they, (the urns, &c) are often found in a perfect state; on the con-

trary, the urns are usually very much crushed.

" As near central as possible la}' the three great men of the nation;

around them matters of use and ornament, urns and vases, beads and ar.

rows; adjoining the heads of each, in pairs, a drinking vessel and a food

vessel, all once filled, but now alas! skull, urn, and bowl, quite empty,

dry, and foodless. Not far off we discovered two skeletons on whose cra-

nia the bowls were placed like helmets. I know not whether this was

accident or design ; I think the latter. I had no authority to ' prophesy

on the bones or make them speak,' but I felt persuaded that my new-found

friends had once been mighty leaders, perhaps glorious heroes, in their

days of action.
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'•In this little collection you will find some points of agreement and

some of difference from the contents of other mounds. The cinerary urn

on Chart No. 2 is the exact counterpart of those delineated in the works of

Llewellyn Jewett, where, as the little common caricature of the human face

on the same plate, was perhaps never seen before. The celts or wedges

have also their concord and discrepance. The three larger are of silicified

wood : the grain, bark and knot marks strongly resemble sycamore: some

are jasper-colored, others gray and yellow. I think I have never before

seen instruments with keener edge or brighter polish.

" I send also for your acceptance and consideration the photographs of

two carved stones : the one is a copy of the disc obtained for me by my
friend Dr. Robinson, of Lake Washington, Miss., and which was taken out

of an Issaquena mound ; the other photograph is of the world-renowned

Toltec Calendar. The first one, with its birds, serpents, and pipe border,

was the moving cause of my subsequent investigations in Issaquena. The

contemplation of this stone excited in me an archaeological interest I had

never known before. My memory carried me back to the many hours I

had spent under the walls of the Cathedral of Mexico trying to unravel the

mystery of that old record of Time. I have fancied a resemblance, but I

cannot establish a complete agreement between the two tablets Here are

the eighteen pipes of the border, corresponding to the eighteen months of

the year, but the twenty days of the month and the five intercalaries are

not to be found. The thirteen hieroglyphical figures and the four zodiacal

signs, which as multiples give the fifty-two years of the Aztec cycle, are

also absent on the Mississippi stone.

Yours very truly,

W. Marshall Anderson."

I hope these remarks may excite such an interest as shall lead

to further and immediate active investigations in our midst : there

are many unexamined mounds in our vicinity which would well

repay exploration. " The noblest study of mankind is man,"

and the late and rapid advancement in the knowledge of Archae-

ology also shows it to be one of the most interesting. And as we
have such a fine field for investigation, in which so few laborers

are at work, I hope we may be able to do something to add to the

knowledge and advancement of this most important and interest-

ing study.
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Descriptions and Natural History of tzvo Insects -which

brave the Dangers of Sarracenia variolaris.

By Chas. V. Riley, M.A., Ph.D.

Renewed interest has lately been manifested in the insect-

catching attributes of various plants, and especially of Dionaea,

Drosera, Nepenthes, Darlingtonia and Sarracenia, and some

important additions to our knowledge of the functions of these

plants have been made— additions largely due to the exertions

of Mr. Darwin, who is understood to be preparing a work on the

subject of "Insectivorous Plants." Sarracenia variolaris, more

particularly, has been the subject of careful and thorough obser-

vation and experiment on the part of Dr. J. H. Mellichamp of

Bluflton, S. C, through whose kindness and that of Mr. H. W.

Ravenel of Aiken, S. C, I have been enabled to study the insects

associated with the plant.

The leaf of Sarracenia is, briefly, a trumpet-shaped tube

representing the petiole and having a broad ventral wing, with a

hood or lid covering more or less completely the mouth. The

inside wall is so furnished that most insects entering the tube

are prevented from issuing again. From the mouth to about

midway to the bottom it consists of a dense, velvety pubescence

which is quite slippery, especially as the finger passes over it in

a downward direction, and effectually prevents most insects from

scaling the tube. From midway downward the surface is beset

with retrorse bristles which gradually increase in size till within

a short distance of the bottom, where they suddenly cease and the

surface is smooth. Similar bristles are also found under the hood.

It had long been known that insects were caught in these tubes

in large quantities, and were drowned and macerated in a fluid

which gathered at the bottom. Dr. Mellichamp has now settled

beyond dispute that the fluid—which is a pure secretion, and not

the result of dew or rain, as it partly may be in some of the spe-

cies of Sarracenia with more open lids—has toxic and solvent

properties ; and that not only is honey secreted in numerous drops

around the inside of the mouth, but that there is actually a trail

of it, when the leaf is in fullest vigor, running down the margin

of the wing to the ground—the whole forming a most effectual lure

to honey-loving insects.
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The insects which meet their death in this pitcher comprise

numerous species, and are of all orders ; but, as one might natu-

rally infer, the ubiquitous, honey-loving ant is the principal vic-

tim. But, while most insects fall an easy prey to the mechanical

and secretory allurements of the plant, there are two species more
especially which are proof against those allurements, and which
seem to be invariable accompaniments of the tube-like leaf

—

the one feeding upon it directly, the other sponging upon the

captured and macerated insect-remains. Of these two insects, I

herewith submit full descriptions.

{Fig-

The first is Xanthoptera semicro-

cea Guen., kindly determined by Mr.

A. R. Grote of Buffalo, N. Y., our

leading authority on the Noctuidae.

It was many years ago figured, in

a yet unpublished plate, by that

ardent entomologist, John Abbot,

who, toward the close of the last

century, did so much to clear up the

natural history of North American

moths. Guenee's descriptions were

made from these drawings, and, as a

consequence, are not as complete as

one could wish. I am not aware that the insect has ever been

definitely referred to by any other authors, and its complete natu-

ral history has certainly remained unknown. The egg is laid

within the tube, and the young larva covers the smooth surface

with a fine gossamer-like web, generally closing up the mouth by

webbing the lips together. As it increases in size it frets the leaf

within, feeding on the parenchyma and leaving only the epider-

mis. Its ochre-colored excrement falls in pellets to the bottom

of the tube, where it gathers in a compact mass above the putrid

remains of the insects which had been captured before the closing

of the mouth. The transformations are undergone in a slight

cocoon usually constructed just above the mass of excrement.

There are at least two broods of the insect each year, the first

larvae appearing during the early part of May, the second toward

the end of June.

Xanthoptera semtcrocea. — a,

egg, enlarged, the natural size indi-

cated at side; b, c, larva, back and
side views ; d, chrysalis ; e, moth, nor-
mal form, with wings expanded

; /,
pale variety, with wings closed

; g t

enlarged tubercle of larva.
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Xanthoptera semicrocea Guen. Egg— Globular, slightly flattened

at top and bottom; 0.02 inch in diameter. Color, when mature, grayish.

With about 35 vertical ribs of a paler color, some of them anastomosing

and all becoming fainter toward the crown, which is smooth.

Larva—Average length 0.8 inch. Thickest in the middle of the body,

and having but three pairs of prolegs. Color deep crimson, or lake-red,

the joints being deeply separated, and their borders, especially posterior-

ly, being white and strongly contrasting with the red. On each of joints

4, 5, 6 and 7 is a pair of more or less confluent, velvety-black, dorsal

patches, and a subdorsal, fleshy tubercle, the foremost a little the longest,

the others gradually diminishing in length. The other joints are each

ornamented with about a dozen small, dark, conical tubercles, trans-

versely arranged on 2 and 3, from a trapezoid to a square on 8, 9, 10 and

11, and on 12 in an opposite position to those on 9 : on the cervical shield

there are two rows and on the anal plate they are all brought close to-

gether. The red parts are raore or less thickly beset with short, fuzzy,

dark hairs, which are especially dense on the velvety patches and large

tubercles mentioned. Venter from joint 8 to anus pale. Head yellowish-

white with a deep brown transverse band around the mouth and the fore-

head, and an irregular spot of the same color on the top and on the front

of each lobe. Thoracic legs dark brown; prolegs dusky.

The newly hatched larva is pale, with the dark bands noticeable prin-

cipally on joints 4-7, the head uniformly pale-brown, and the tubercles

scarcely noticeable and surmounted by one or more stiff hairs. In the

second stage the tubercles become more prominent, but those on joints

4-7 are not relatively so much larger than the others. In the third stage

the characters of the mature larva are assumed, except that the colors do

not contrast so greatly, the short hairs are not so dense, and the head is

often unicolored.

Many specimens examined, taken on both 5. rariolari's and S. JJava.

Chrysalis — Uncharacteristic; varying from yellowish-brown to maho-

gany-brown in color; the head produced into a slight cone in front be-

tween the eyes, and the tip of the abdomen armed, in perfect specimens,

with two straight converging thorns, and several smaller curled hooks.

Imago—Average expanse 0.8 inch. Colors, glossy straw-yellow and

black. Primaries with the basal half straw-yellow, varying from pale

chrome to ochre; the terminal half brown-black with a gray and violet

reflection ; the two colors sharply separated across the wing at about a

right angle from costa. Secondaries same as terminal half of primaries,

but usually somewhat paler, especially toward base. Under surfaces uni-

formly purplish-gray, inclining to yellow basally, and with a somewhat

darker median shade usually discernible on primaries. Head black, with

palpi beneath and antennae yellow. Thorax of the same two colors, sharp-

ly separated across the shoulders. Legs yellowish, the tarsi with minute

spines, the spurs often with a spinous tip. Abdomen yellowish at base,

otherwise concolorous with secondaries.
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The species is very variable, the dividing line of the two colors, on

primaries, being usually across the middle, but in some specimens much
nearer the base of the wing. A striking variety (two specimens) is of a

uniform straw-yellow, with the faintest dusky shade across the middle and

subterminal portions of primaries ; while several have the dark parts more
or less suffused with yellow.

Twenty-five specimens examined, $, $>, mostly reared from the larva.

The scales are very slightly attached, and it is difficult to get good speci-

mens except by rearing them.

The second insect which is always found connected with Sar-

racenia is a Dipter, helonging to the genus Sarcophaga. The
mother-fly drops her living larva; within the tube to the number

[Fig. 11.] °f upward of a dozen, and

these easily find their way to

the bottom, where they feed on

the softer parts of the macer-

ated insects which have accu-

mulated there. As a rule, but

one of the Sarcophaga larva;

matures, the others having fall-

sakcophaga sakracein.k. — a, larva; b, en victims to its gluttony and
pupa; c. fly, the hair-lines shovvintr average na- . . ,,.. c .,

tural lengths; d. enlarged head and first joint Superior Strength. When full
of larva. "show-ins: curved hooks, lower lip (jr), ...

, ,
. ,

and prothoraciefpiraele; send ofbody of same, ted, Or rather when it liaS ap-
showing: stiemata ( f) and iirnk'gs itnd vent; It, , 11.1 • 1

tarsal daws of „v with proiectino- pads ; /, an- propnated all the nourishment
tennaofsame All enlarged. ^ ^^ ^ maggot works

through the tube (by this time weakened and decayed at base)

and burrows in the ground, where it undergoes its transforma-

tions, and whence in a week or more, according to the season,

the fly emerges. The species may be recognized from the fol-

lowing description :

Sarcophaga sarraceni.e, n. sp. Larva—0.30-0. S5 inch long. Body

composed of but 11 visible joints exclusive of the head; microscopically

and transversely shagreened ; transversely wrinkled, the hind wrinkle on

each joint more particularly prominent laterally. Head extremely small,

or } as large as joint 1 ; showing a division into two maxillary lobes at

the tip, and a larger labial lobe, beneath, with a small bunch of setous

fibres issuing from it; the black retractile jaws, of the ordinary form, issu-

ing between these lobes, and the antenna? showing in two small rufous

projections above the maxillary lobes: sparsely armed anteriorly with mi-

nute conical, sharp-pointed spines, decurved in front, directed backward

beneath. Prothoiacic spiracle pale rufous, retractile, sponge-like, stud-

ded with numerous lobules, divided at the end into a variable number of
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branches (6 being usually apparent, never more than 8), which in their

turn ramify into lobules. Anal stigmatic cavity quite deep; the fleshy

prominences on the carina surrounding it, sub-obsolete; the stigmata

but slightly excavated below, the border brown, enclosing three brown

openings, the lower ends of which reach to a circular clear space in the

corneous and pale rufous peritreme. Anal prolegs quite small, with the

longitudinal anal slit between, and a corneous plate in front of them.

Pufiarium — 0.25-050 inch long; neither smooth nor highly polished,

and varying from j^ellowish-brovvn to deep brown-black in color. Insec-

tions more or less distinctly traceable. Head and prothoracic joint re-

tracted ; the prothoracic spiracles, protruding and forming two small ears,

about as long as joint 2 ; the mass of lobules hardened and rufous. Joints

2 and 3 constricted and flattened; 4 suddenly bulging. End of body

squarely docked by spiracular cavity, the rim of which forms quite a ridge.

Imago— Length of body 0.23-0.56 inch. Head pale golden-yellow,

especially when viewed from above, with a dark brown or bronze sheen,

especially below: eyes ferruginous, in life; duller and bronze-colored in

death : stripe between the eyes and all appendages jet-black, though show-

ing, in fresh specimens, shades of brown or yellowish-brown, especially at

inner base of antennae and on maxipalps. Thorax pale ash-gray, with

three prominent, dark, longitudinal, dorsal vittse, and two which are short-

er, on each side; the two intervening pale dorsal spaces showing also

a narrow darker line along their middle : wings slightly fuliginous; teguhe

sordid white : legs black, with the front thighs grayish beneath ; cushions

large and pale yellowish. Abdomen of the same gray—inclining, in some
specimens, to pale golden-yellow, especially behind— checkered with black,

the pattern varying with each change of light, but 3 longitudinal lines

tolerably distinct from above, the side ones approaching or joining the me-

dial one on the anterior part of each joint, and the whole looking check-

ered as the light falls on the sides : anus always, and frequently the hind

margin of preceding or 4th abdominal joint, pale reddish-brown, the color

deepening and becoming less noticeable in the dead specimen; the globu-

lar and highly polished S genital organ of a brighter and deeper reddish-

brown.

Described from numerous specimens reared from Sarrace?ua variola-

ris and 5. flava.

Remarks.—Though there is such great variation in size—depending,

no doubt, on the amount of nourishment obtainable by the larva—there is

not much in coloration. The species agrees tolerably well with the de-

scriptions of carnaria except in having a red anus, and should perhaps

be considered only a variety of this last. Whether it be any of Walker's

or Desvoidy's species mentioned in Osten Sacken's catalogue, I have no

means of positively knowing, but I have carefully read over the descrip-

tions of Meigen, Macquart and Wiedemann without feeling warranted in

referring it to any of them. Several of the brief descriptions of these

authors might answer for it, barring the red anus ; for a number of them
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consist of two or three lines, without measurements; and, for aught the

student can see to the contrary, several of them apply to one and the same

species. A name, a slight modification of the descriptive language, with-

out altering the description, and behold a new species ! Such is the im-

pression which Macquart's work, more especially, in this genus, leaves on

the mind. The Muscidre are proverbially difficult to study on account of

the many close resemblances which the different species present. In such

difficult genera as Sarcophaga science is best served by full descriptions

of the different stages, coupled, if possible, with the habits of the species;

and my own object is to so characterize the present species that future stu-

dents cannot fail to recognize it—the name under which it goes being of

minor importance.

The larva differs from Packard's description of that of carnaria in the

character of the prothoracic spiracle, in lacking the 12 blunt spines

around the anal spiracular region, and in having the clear space in the

peritreme of the anal spiracles, by which it seems to agree more with his

description of Calliphora, and to indicate that this feature cannot be

looked upon as of generic value, as Dr. Packard suggests it may be.*

Descriptions of tzvo new Jlfot/is.

By Chas. V. Riley.

Genus Xilllthoptera Guenee.

Xanthoptera Ridingsii, n. sp. (Fig. 12 d")-— Colors pale, bright,

glossy straw-yellow and brown-black. Primaries yellow with a dark band

across the base, reaching close to the thorax on the costal half, only \ as

wide and outwardly obliquing on the inner half; a second band across the

middle as wide as the costal part of the basal one, slightly arching with the

posterior border; a third much broader occupying the posterior third of

wing, with a narrow line more or less distinctly separated from its arched

* On the Transformation of the common House-fly, with Notes on allied Forms, by

A. S. Packard, Jr., M.D. The author of this interesting essay, which received the Walker

prize and appears in the Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. xvi. 1S74. does not seem to have

been familiar with Samuelson's little work on The Earth-vjorm and the Housefly, or with

some others cited in Hagen's Bibllotheca, as he refers to only three authois (DeGeer, Bou-

che, and Keller) who have treated of the habits of Musca domestica. His own paper is, how.

ever, replete with original observations, and from a comparison of the larvae of Musca, Cal-

liphora. and Sarcophaga, he mentions the number of principal divisions of the prothoracic

spiracle, and the absence or presence ofthe clear space in the peritreme of the anal stigmata

as of generic value. Thus in Musca the main divisions in the prothoracic spiracle are said

to number 6-S, in Calliphora 9 and in Sarcophaga 11 ; while, aside from these differen-

ces, the only other structural difference between the last two genera is said to be in the

absence of the clear space in the peritreme of the anal stigmata in Sarcophaga and its

occurrence in Calliphora. My own studies of Sarcophaga sarracenice would seem to les.

sen the importance of these characters as generic guides.
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inner margin, especially near the costal and inner borders. Secondaries

grayish-brown, becoming paler basally, with two faint transverse, median

dusky bands. Under surfaces gray-brown, yellowish toward base, the dark

bands of upper surfaces, except the basal one on primaries, faintly indi-

cated. Body yellowish, the head and prothorax bushy and deep brown-

black, the color not abruptly separated across the shoulders, but tapering

on to the mesothorax; the prcmotum, palpi above, front femora and tibia-

above, and the other tibia; toward their tips, dusky. The abdomen also

sometimes dusky above toward tip. Expanse o.S-1.05 inch.

[2^.12.] Five specimens, 2 c?'s 3 $'s, examined; 3 in the

[ 3f^ :x—iffit-s-es ^~Uj collection of the American Entomological Society,

ti_-^ _'_". nfn J | [^ 2 in my own. The dark bands vary in thickness,

and the second or median one may be a little within

or without the middle of the wing, regular or irregu-

Xaxthopteka riding- lar on its posterior margin, while the yellow space

sii. between it and the broad posterior band may be

obsolete (2 specimens) or subobsolete (1 specimen).

Larval habits unknown.

The specimens were collected in Alabama by Mr. J. S. Ridings,

to whom I take pleasure in dedicating the species. In colors it

closely approaches scmicrocea, of which it has been considered a

variety. It is however a brighter, more graceful species, the pri-

maries being somewhat narrower, with the posterior border more

oblique : and while scmicrocca varies greatly, in none of the

specimens that I have examined is there the slightest approach to

the basal dark band in the primaries, or to several of the other

characters indicated.

Genus Cerura Shrank.

Cerura multiscripta, n. sp. (Fig. 13 $.)—Color white with brown-

black and black markings. Primaries white, slightly silvery, crossed with

8 irregularly undulate and angulate, narrow, black lines, as follows: 1,

basal, obsolete on costal and inner borders, and preceded by a black spot

close to thorax ; 2 reaching to both borders, but broken
; 3, 4 and 5 proxi-

mate, and irregularly undulating almost straight across the basal fourth

of wing, 3 and 4 thickened and confluent toward costa and generally form-

ing a circular spot between subcc-tal and median veins: 6, 7 and S ob-

liquing more toward apex, lunulate and more widely separated between

veins 2-3-4, more approximate and retreating toward base between veins

1-2 and 4-6, and generally so close along vein 2 as to coalesce : broader,

more intense, irregular marks occupy the spaces toward apex and anal an-

gle, left by the retreating of line 8, thus leaving a regularly denned terminal

space. Veins more or less dusted with black, and conspicuously marked

in terminal space. A distinct row of terminal spots between the veins,

iii— 16 [Feb. 1, 1S75.]
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The median space between lines 5-6 is about as wide as the terminal, and

has a small discal ring and a costal spot. Fringes white. Under surface

fuliginous, with the borders white, the costal and terminal marks mostly

repeated, and with two duskier shades across subterminal space. Seconda-

ries fuliginous, with terminal black spots between the veins; lunule, and

two more or less distinct transverse bands, duskj' : fringes white : under

surface paler, with the dusky bands more strongly relieved. Head beneath,

front femora and tibiae inside, two spots on middle and hind tibiae, tarsi,

pectinations of antennae, a mark (obsolete in one specimen) between eyes

and bases of wings, aero s the shoulders, around the teguhe and at base

of thorax; a spot on each tegula and two in middle of thorax, and a trans-

verse band on anterior edge of each joint superiorly—brown-back.

Alar expanse 1. 25-1.50 inches. Length of body 0.60-0.75 inch.

Described from three ?'s, one bred by myself, one by Miss M.
E. Mnrtfeldt of Kirkwood, Mo., and one by J. R. Muhleman of

Woodburn, Ills.— all from Willow-feeding larva?. In each case

the larva; were supposed to belong to borealis. and no critical

descriptions were taken. The variation is not meat : in one spe-

cimen the wings are noticeably shorter and more rounded than

in that chosen for my figure, and the marks on primaries are less

clearly defined: the bands on secondaries are also scarcely indi-

cated, or only by faint spots on the veins, while the costal marks

on primaries inferiorly coalesce so as to form but 3 broad marks.

\F'g- 13] The eggs of Cerura are hemispheri-

- , -l'j£
: ''- cal, i.e. very Hat on the attached side.

P&ri'fjiptS^C? and while the larva? of multiscrifta

and borealis so closely resemble each

/ ,:• other, their eggs are easily distin-

guished ; those of the former being

|»^ pale yellowish-green, and those of the

Cerura multiscripta. latter jet-black.

The species approaches nearer to the European bicitspis than

to the N. A. borealis. I am unacquainted with the scitiscripta

Walker, of Grote & Robinson's kt List" ; but as Mr. Grote has

seen multiscripta and pronounced it new, I have no hesitancy in

describing it.
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Catalogue ofEarthquakes for the Tears 1872-73.

Prepared by Richard Hayes.

1S72.

January 4
5
6

8p.m
ic

14&1S

Sheffield, Eng.
Pana, Sandw. Isl,

Khabooshan

New Hampshire
and Quebec

Arequlpa, Peru
Darjeeling, Asia

16 Valparaiso
23 Guayaquil
27IZambales, Luzon
2S Malaga

3 P.M.
2S Shamaka, Russia
29 Manill

7 P.M
Patua, Bengal

Asia M.
Wenona. Mich

Slight
Heavy. Volcano Kila Kua active

Severe. Destroyed the town, killing about 4.030

persons

Somewhat heavy;
Several shocks . .

Three shocks

5 a M
6

7

7
S
S

13
16

25
27

March 2

6
evening

6 (or S )

9 A

City destroyed ; shocks very protracted
Three slight shocks, E. toW
Severe shock
Frequent during the month
Three shocks from N. N E.

Herzogovinaog.

Camarines,Luzon
Herzogovina
Cairo, Ills , and
Memphis, Tenn.

Lisbon
Herzogovina
Arequipa, Peru . .

Herzogovina.

Berlin, Dresden
Chemnitz, Ba
den, Bach, Wei
mar, Rudolstadt

Manilla

26 Inyo Co., Cal.

Characteristics.

damage

Many strong shocks, E. to W.
"Tndulatory.'N. to S

Authority.

Continued
Slight ...

N.W. to S.E. No damage

Not x iolent but continuous at intervals for about
one hour

Several strong shocks

Telegram
Naturev 5:39

" v.6:39

Daily press

Nature 5:413

5 =349
" SH22

" S=4'2
" S:4>2

Professor
Rockwood

Nature v.6:v4
6:34

Daily press
Kature 6:34

Daily press

Nature 6:34
Daily press
Nature 6:34

" 6
a
:H

6 .-34

Daily press

Nature 6:186

6:iS6
6:iS6

This earthquake extended over nearly 7 degrees
of latitude, including the whole of "California,

and eastward as far as Virginia City, Nevada
The shock was most violent and destructive

in the county of Inyo, east of the Sierra Ne-
vada. The village of Lone Pine, containin

about 500 inhabitants, was greatly damaged,
over 50 adobe buildings being ruined, and in

their fall killing 27 persons and seriously

wounding 34 others These fallen houses
seemed to have been pushed N.E. Prof. J
D. Whitney says: "The almost universal tes

timony of the residents of that portion of the
valley was to the effect that the shocks came
from that portion of the Sierra Nevada be
tween Owens Lake and Independence. To
the south of the lake the vibrations were felt

as approaching from the N.W. At Lone Pine
they were referred to the W., and as we moved
up the valley the direction was assigned more
to the S. of W." He also says : ''Midway in the
valley, commencing about 3omiles N. of Lone
Pine and extending for 10 miles, is a region
of volcanic cones and lava-flows of recent
geological date, but now all quiet."— Shocks
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Date. Loc

1872.

Mar. 26 Mexico

26 Paducah. Ky. .

.

27 Salt Lake
27 Oaxai

April 3 Antioch, Syria

(, Vesuvius .

.

14 & is Acra. Africa

15 Java

June

July

19 ;

io Memphis, Ttnn..
2-v Japan
4 Ashland,Virginia
5 Valparaiso
37 Georgia, U. S. .

2j Copiabo
8 Missouri, western

15 p.m. counties
1 ' Long Island, New

5:25A.M York
!2Chopee, Klian-

7 p.m.
1

deesh, Atn.-.lner,

Duri.
Dhulia, i

ilgaor

15 Tripatore. India.

27 Valparaiso ....

August 6 Colima, Mexico
8 Scotland
13 S.mdwich Islands

Sept. 7 Italy

14 Inyo Co., Cal. . . .

15 Vokahama, Japan
- i . China

28 Lima Peru
October 2 .->an Franc'co.Cal.

9 Iowa and Dakota.

ilifornia

18 New South Wales
Nov. 12 California and

\e\ ada
13 Derby, England.

4:10P.M.
iS New Hampshire .

Dec. 10 Helena, Montana
4:30 P.M.

7 A.M.
14

9:30 P.M.

<S

5 (?)

Characteristics

.

were of almost daily occurrence till the 17th

oi .May. when one occurred lasting :o seconds.
Supposed to be synchronous with the one in

California. Felt through several of the Mexi-
can States.

Slight shock

Destroyed many churches and dwellings
Severeshock, lasting 40 seconds, destroying
large portion of the ancient city, and buryin^
hundreds of the inhabitants, the number of
killed being estimated at more than 1,000

Eruption ...t

Several violent shocks
Violent e uption of volcano, destroying many

lives and much property

j-> houses destroyed

Authoriff.

Daily press

Sharp
Slight

Slight, lasting about one
Slight
Three shocks
Slight
Strongest since 1S39
Shocks near Mauna Loa

Slight shocks near Vesuvius
Several shocks
Severe
Sharp
Slight

Natid

Severe

Two shocks

.

Severe

Sharp
Slight

Severe

.

Slight

6:37s
6:37s
6:462

Dailv press
Sali/re 6:37s
\ Professor
(
Rockwood

Daily press

Nature v. 7:6

Daily press

Portland, Oregon. "

Lehore, India . . Severe; over 200 persons killed by falling

houses
ind .... Severe

Bogota Smart shock

Dumfries. Scotl'd Severe
Arequipa, Peru . ,

'•

San Salvador .. San Vicente destroyed
Ooalpara, in

Suchin, Indi
Slight

Nature v. 8:5
Rockwood
Daily press

Nature 7 -289

Rockwood
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t

JS73-

January 1

7 =SS a.m.

4 P.M.
:i

SA.M

Guayaquil
Goaipara, India
Vienna

3

5 (?)

6(?)
9
10

20

March 7

6 A.

M
Sp.m

April 14

16

9 :5o p.m.
27

29
2 P.M.

May 6
June 29

S A.M.

Location. Characteristics.

Lehore, India Severe

Slight

Two shock-. X'.W. to S.E.

. . . Three shocks

Sullanpore, India Sharp

Brunswick, Me. Slight

Dardanelles .... " S. to N

Bemlipatan, India "

Rangoon " .• •
Samos Succession of shocks till February 4; in all, 104

shocks
San Francisco ...(Slight

Lehore .... ....

Athens
Antioch
Durazzo, Turkey.
Kavalla,

J
a/at.

San Vicente
Peshawar, India .

Jerusalem .....
M itylene
Kuril Hissa, Asia
K istport, Maine
Rhodes ....

janina, Turkey

San Salvador
Goaipara, India.
Dumfries, Scotl'd

Attnk
Doncaste'-, Eng.

Destroyed
Sharp shock
Slight
Two shocks, E. to W.
Twe >ty shocks
Slight
Strong ,

July

6:30 P.M.

9

Dec.
7:21

San Salvador ...

Northern Italy.

Northern Italy

Buffalo, N York
Valparaiso
Rome. Italy . .

Guatemala . . .

San Salvador. . . .

Panama
San Francisco
Austin, Nevada
Unionville, Cal.

Asia Minor .

Oregon, Nevada
and California

Bear Lake Vallev
in Utah ...

Slight

Destroyed

Rumbling shock

Lasted several seconds
Sharp shock

hocks continue
At Filotto a church was destroyed, 3S persons

killed; and in four villages near Vattoria, 14

were killed and many injured

Shocks continue
Three shocks "

Much damage
Slight shocks
Several shocks
Slight
Shocks felt throughout the Isthmus
Slight ; an eruption of Mt. Rainer
Three shocks
Severe

Authority.

Valure 7 1289

•• 7:3"
" 7:3"
•' 7 -iS'i

Daily press

Nature 7 1311

Daily press

An/lire 7 \2q~j

Daily press

Nature 7 : 251

" 7:25'
'• 7:251
" 7>2Ji

Daily press

Nature 7 1251
" 7:292
" 7H32

Rockwood

Nature 8:12

Daily press
Nature S : 94

" S: S

S:ii2
'• S: 12

irapors of sulphur followed the first

Severe

Heavy shock

Nature 9 :<)},

Daily press
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On the Forms and Origin of the Lead and Zinc Deposits

of Southwest Missouri.

By Adolf Schmidt, Ph.D.

The geological formation in which the lead and zinc deposits

of Southwest Missouri mainly occur is the Keokuk group, belong-

ing to the Lower Carboniferous system. This group consists, in

some places, of immense more or less thinly stratified chert beds

;

in others, of limestones, which are frequently bituminous ; in oth-

ers, of alternate layers of chert and limestone : and finally, in

places, of silico-calcite, which is an irregular and often very inti-

mate mixture of concretionary forms of both chert and limestone.

All these rocks are more or less fissured and broken in the vicinity

of the ore deposits, and the limestones are altered by dolomization

and by partial dissolution. These alterations seem to have cre-

ated the empty spaces in which the ores were principally depos-

ited ; for we find the best lead deposits in such districts where the

chert beds are the most fissured and broken, where the limestones

are the most cavernous and the most extensively metamorphosed

into dolomitic limestone and into dolomite rock. The lead and

zinc ores form in these rocks, principally, the following five kinds

of deposits :

1. "Runs" (so called).

2. "Openings" (so called).

3. Impregnations of fissured chert beds.

4. Irregular deposits in loose accumulations of broken chert.

5. .Seams and impregnations in quartzite.

I will give a general description of these various deposits.

1. " Runs" is a designation given by the miners of Joplin to

such deposits which extend chiefly in one horizontal direction,

while limited to five or six feet only in width and height. They

are generally in a thick limestone layer, and have mostly a chert

layer as roof and another chert layer as bottom, which chert lay-

ers cut oil' the ore more or less completely. The ores are inva-

riably connected with dolomite, either fresh or rotten, and reach

sidewise into the limestone only as far as the latter is dolo-

mitic and crystalline. The outer portions of the run (in its cross

section) contain the galena merely disseminated in' the crystalline
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limestone, while the central portion of the inn is much richer,

and often shows very thick seams and pockets of galena, as well

as a more completely dolomized, and in places leached, rotten,

and disintegrated rock, with layers of dolomite crystals. The
length or longest horizontal extent of a run varies from twenty to

several hundred feet.

It can hardly be doubted that these runs were formerly vertical

fissures in a layer of limestone, limited above and below bv chert

layers
; that solutions of bicarbonate of magnesia attacked the

limestone on both sides along the fissure, and converted it, to a

greater or less extent, into cracky and porous dolomitic limestone,

and often completely into dolomite. A diminution of volume in

the mass of the rock is always connected with such dolomization,

and the pores, cracks and cavities thus produced gave the mineral

solutions an opportunity to deposit the ores in them. The occa-

sional occurrence of disseminated ores with well developed crys-

tals entirely inclosed by the dolomitic rock, indicates that the

dolomization and the deposition of the ores have taken place, in

most localities, simultaneously or nearly so, and that the galena

has been deposited in the rock while the latter was in a soft or

magmatic condition. The absence of galena in the mass of en-

tirely unaltered limestone forbids to think that the galena had

been an accessory constituent of the limestone as formed origin-

ally. The galena seams are frequently found disturbed and

broken in the runs, and are then always accompanied by loose

disintegrated masses of coarsely crystalline dolomite, of a rotten

appearance. In such places a leaching process has undoubtedly

taken place after the deposition of the ore. Waters containing

carbonic acid dissolved the purely calcareous portions of the do-

lomitic rock, leaving behind the crystallized dolomite, which is

less soluble. The downward movements in the rock masses, caus-

ed by this leaching process, broke and disturbed the ore seams.

Several runs often occur together, and are then mostly parallel

to each other and separated by altered limestone. Two, three,

and four runs are also occasionally found one below the other,

and separated by mostly broken, yet sometimes solid, layers of

chert and of limestone.

2. "Openings" are deposits which in their interior construction,

and in the character of the materials which compose them, are
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quite similar to the "runs" just described : but they differ in their

extent and somewhat in their genesis. Their vertical extent, al-

though often as large as that of the runs, does not as a rule reach

from one chert layer to another. The openings have generally a

chert layer'as roof, but the bottom is often an uneven, wavy sur-

face of limestone, somewhat softened and sandy near the opening,

and turning rapidly into an intact, hard limestone a few feet below

the bottom of the opening.

Horizontally the openings extend not in one direction princi-

pally like the runs, but they form continuous beds extending over

small districts of irregular outlines, generally several hundred feet

in diameter.

The above description throws a light on the genesis of these

deposits, showing that the processes of alteration have not started

in vertical fissures, in this case, and proceeded sidewise, but that

they were started, in horizontal partings of strata, mostly below a

chert layer, and have proceeded downward into the underlying

limestone layer to a greater or less distance according to circum-

stances. The alterations themselves are similar to those that pro-

duced the runs, and the deposition of the ores seems to have taken

place in the same manner.

Numerous such deposits generally occur together, forming

larger ore districts, as e.g. that of Granby, which covers a whole

section or square mile, as far as known at present. The single

deposits are separated from each other bv the rising surfaces of

the underlying limestone.

We also find in many places two or three such deposits, one

below the other, being separated from each other by alternate

layers of limestone and chert.

The zinc ores in these uopenings" are not uniformly sulphurets

like the lead ores, but they are mostly oxidized ores, either sili-

cates or carbonates, and often occur in wavy layers, several feet

in thickness.

3. Impregnations of fissured chert beds with lead and zinc ores

frequently occur in the vicinity of the runs and openings above

described, as well as sometimes alone. The ores are mostlv sul-

phurets. and fill all the larger and smaller vertical and horizontal

fissures in the chert beds. They fill them exclusive of any other

substance, and in most instances fill them completely. The limit
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between the ore and the chert is sharp, and no ore is found in the

mass of the chert itself. The chert is hard and unaltered. The

galena is as coarsely crystalline in its structure as the respective

widths of the fissures would allow, showing that the ore has crys-

tallized out of a very thin solution, which must have filled the fis-

sures for a very long period without interruption.

4. Irregular deposits of galena, in loose accumulations of

broken chert, arc very frequent, especially in the Joplin district.

The whole lower part of Joplin creek valley is filled with such

accumulations to a considerable depth, in places to more than 70

feet. The galena found in these loose chert masses is partly old,

partly of more recent formation. The former seems to have been

deposited, while the chert beds were simply fissured, but not

greatly disturbed from their position. Afterwards, when these

beds became gradually more and more broken through the trans-

formation and dissolution of the underlying limestones, the galena

seams broke down with the chert beds, and the quantity of ore

was increased by the addition of all that ore which may have

been originally contained in the limestone strata, now removed

by dissolution. The galena in these deposits is therefore in part

loose, in part adhering to chert fragments. It frequently shows

signs of friction and impressions of sharp-cornered chert frag-

ments. The crystals are often compressed, and loose pieces are

rounded off. But besides this galena, which was formed in the

original strata, in some localities intact and well developed galena

crvstals occur deposited on all sides of loose chert fragments.

This fact shows that the deposition of 1 his ore has continued dur-

ing the slow destruction of the strata, and that it has continued

after the chert was. as it now is, entirely broken up into loose

fragments.

5. Seams and impregnations in quartzite represent the fifth and

last form of lead and zinc deposits observed in Southwest Mis-

souri. They occur in some localities near Joplin, but are espe-

cially represented in the mines of Oronogo (late Minersville).

There we find considerable masses of quartz rock, partly dis-

tinctly crystalline and composed of either pyramidal or prismatic

crystals, partly very line-grained or subcrystalline. This rock is

mostly of gray or of grayish-brown color. It is often impregnated

with bitumen, and emits a bituminous odor when broken. It
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frequently contains disseminated crystals of zinc-blende, often so

fine and numerous that the lock appears impregnated with this

mineral. It contains also irregular cracks and pockets filled with

galena, and sufficiently large to be worked with great profit.

This quartzite must be of much later origin than the chert and

the limestone; for it incloses and cements together numerous

chert fragments, with which it often forms a conglomeratic rock,

and it also incloses larger masses of softened limestone. In sev-

eral places the quartzite has evidently been infiltrated into loose

sandy beds of thoroughly dolomized and entirely disintegrated

limestone. In this case the quartz contains numerous rather irre-

gularly disseminated crystals of dolomite, as well as crystals of

blende, and occasionally of galena. Such crystals have often been

removed afterwards, leaving the quartzite as a porous mass, full

of impressions of dolomite and of blende crystals. The cavities

formerly occupied by these crystals are sometimes seen rilled or

lined with carbonate of lead or with silicate of zinc.

It seems evident from the descriptions just given that all these

various deposits are the results of certain chemical and geological

actions, weak and slow in themselves, but steady and prolonged

over many centuries. With the only exception of the valley

bottoms, where the action of running water has produced more

decided irregularities, the appearance of the lead-bearing rocks is

such as to indicate a very slow and gradual settling through the

metamorphic action of magnesian solutions and through the dis-

solving action of acid waters. The settling and breaking down

of the strata must have naturally taken place at intervals in many

instances, while the deposition of the ores appears to have been

continuous.

The fact that thin seams of ore are sometimes found in unal-

tered limestone indicates that the deposition of the ores may have

begun before the metamorphic action. But there was at that time

comparatively but little room for ores to be deposited in, and it

was only after the partial dolomization of the limestone beds

along certain vertical and horizontal fissures that richer ore de-

posits could be formed. These were at first "runs" and "open-

ings" ; and afterwards, after the chert beds became more fissured

through the alteration of the interstratified limestone, more exten-

sive impregnations of such chert beds could be formed. The
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entire disintegration of these chert beds, which took place locally,

produced the irregular deposits in loose chert, and finally local

infiltrations of quartz into the broken rock-masses, under con-

tinued deposition of ores, created the fifth kind of deposits afore

described, which consequently must be considered as the latest.

The various processes by which all this has been effected must

have taken an enormous amount of time for their completion.

The dolomizationof limestone is naturally a very slow process;

so is also the dissolution of limestone, even then when we assume

that the waters circulating in the rocks were formerly much more

acidic than they are now. Very slow is also the deposition of

quartz, because water is capable of dissolving but very little of it.

That the deposition of the ores must have been very slow, ami

must have ensued from exceedingly thin solutions, is shown by

the large size of the crystals. In many places the crystals of ga-

lena reach a diameter of three inches and more. The subcarbo-

niferous rocks in which these processes have taken place are very

old. Their age must be estimated, according to some remarks of

Professor Dana in one of his recent publications, at twenty mil-

lions of years at the very least. Thus we see that these processes

had ample time to take place, even under the supposition that the

solutions which effected them were but little, if any, more satu-

rated with acids or with metallic oxides than many of our present

spring waters.

From all what I have said on the character of the lead deposits

of Southwest Missouri, it appears that these deposits do not fill

large vertical fissures, cutting through thickly stratified or through

unstraliiied rocks : they have in no place the slightest resemblance

to true veins. But they are spread through the rocks horizontal-

ly, and extend, in varying richness, over the whole southwestern

part of the State. The layers of rocks in which the ores are found

at present lie only from 40 to 120 feet below the surface of the

ground, and are therefore much easier to reach and much cheaper

to mine than similar ores which occur in some other countries in

the form of veins. If we compare the work and the production

of a poor Saxon miner, who. at a depth of two to three thousand

feet, drills and blasts on a vein often but one or two feet wide, and

mostly composed of much hard gangue and but little ore:— if we

compare this with the work and the production of a Missouri
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miner, who works at a depth of perhaps sixty feet in the average.

mostly with a simple pick, in loose materials or in softened rock,

then we understand equally the immense advantage of the Mis-

souri deposits over regular vein deposits, and the reason of the

wonderfully rapid development of lead-mining in this State. As

some of the oldest mining districts in the State are as yet far from

being exhausted, and as very large territories containing the same

rocks as those old districts have been its yet very insufficiently

investigated by mining, a further and larger development may be

confidently looked for.

Whether, or not, other lead deposits exist below that level in

which the present mining operations are carried on. can only be

decided by practical investigation. The character of the depos-

its, as I have described them, does not indicate that they may

continue to a great depth, and in various places an entirely bar-

ren limestone has been struck below the ore. and has been pene-

trated to a depth of sixty and a hundred feet without favorable

results. But as it happens sometimes that barren and ore-bearing

rock formations alternate, this may prove to be so in Missouri, and

the future discovery of deeper galeniferous layers is not absolutely-

impossible, although there is nothing to indicate them at the pres-

ent time. However this may be, the production of lead ores to

be expected from the development of those lead-bearing strata

which are at present known and mined will certainly be more

than sufficient to supply and to satisfy the present generation, and

there can be no reasonable fear that we shall ever see the end of

lead-mining in Missouri.

On the Terebratula MormoniL

By Jules Marcou.

A friend has called my attention to a memoir just out. entitled

"On the Carboniferous Brachiopoda of Itaituba, Rio Tapajos, Bra-

zil," by O. A. Derby (Bull. Cornell Univ. Science, vol. i. Xo. 2)
?

in which a small Terebratula is described under the name Eume-
tria (Hall) puuctulifera Shumard, with the following synonimia :

\
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" Rehia functulifera Shumard, 1S5S— Trans. St. Louis Acad.

Sci vol. i. p. 220. Meek. 1S72, Final Report of Geol. of Nebr.,

p. 181, PI. I. fig-. 13; and PI. V. fig. 8. Terebratula Mormonii

Marcou, 1S5S, Geol. of N. Am. p. 51, PI. VI. fig. 11."

Questions of priority have been settled hitherto by dates and a

strict adherence to truth. If these principles are abandoned, the

fancy or preference of the writer will form the only ground of

decision. It is because such principles are involved in this case,

that it is well to bring the matter before naturalists, every one

being interested in upholding, with the greatest care and exact-

ness, questions of priority as a vital matter in classification.

Prof. Derbv's synonimia is copied verbatim, with the exception

of the genus Retzia King, being replaced by the genus Eumetria

Hall, from Mr. F. B. Meek's " Report on the Pakeontology of

Eastern Nebraska, with some Remarks on the Carboniferous

Rocks of that District" (see '-Final Rep. of the U. S. Geol. Surv.

of Nebraska, by F. V. Hayden"), who says, p. 1S2. " I am in

doubt whether Dr. Shumard's name, R. functulifera, or Prof.

Marcou's name. Terebratula Mormonii, for this shell, has pri-

ority, both having been published in 1S5S. If Prof. Marcou's

name was published earlier in the year than Dr Shumard's, it

would of course have to be retained. If the two names, however,

were published exactly at the same date, or so near it as to leave

the question of priority in doubt, the name functulifera should

be retained, as it was proposed along with a much better descrip-

tion, and with a correct knowledge of the affinities of the shell."

So Mr. Meek cuts short his doubts first expressed and adjudges

the priority to Dr. Shumard. It is just to say that the late Dr.

Benj. F. Shumard has never questioned my priority, and that Mr.

Meek put forward his claim several years after his death.

My "Geology of North America." which contains Terebrattila

Mormonii, was published in Zurich. Switzerland, in February.

185S ; see the date of the letter of dedication to the late Prof. L.

Agassiz, p. vi. Dr. Shumard's memoir, entitled "Descriptions

of New Fossils from the Coal Measures of Missouri and Kansas,

by B. F. Shumard and G. C. Swallow," was read at the meeting

of March 8, 1858, of the St. Louis Academy of Science, and re-

ferred on motion to the committee on publication, and it did not

appear in print until the beginning of June. 1858, as may be seen
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in the Trans, of the Acad, of Sci. of St. Louis, vol. i. pp. 113 &

309. As regards priority there cannot be any doubt.

Mr. Meek also claims that Shumard's description is -'111110-11

better, and with a correct knowledge of the affinities of the shell."

At the same time, Mr. Meek carefully avoids saying a single word

about drawings. Dr. Shumard's descriptions are -without figures
;

I give four different views of a very line specimen, and, I may

add. good figures, well drawn by the artist. Besides, I have so

well recognized "the affinities of the shell," that I say. "This spe-

cies resembles much the Terebratula radialls Phillips." Mr.

Meek repeats my opinion almost verbatim, saying, "Specifically,

this form is related to Retzia radialls Phillips." However, that

quotation is inexact, for Phillips does not call it Retzia but Te-

rebratula; and his description is even shorter than mine, for he

describes it in half a line, while I give two full lines. By the way.

Dr. Shumard did not recognize the affinities with Phillips's spe-

cies. Of course. Mr. Meek has a perfect right to prefer Dr. Shu-

mard's description and to use the generic name Retzia, just as

Prof. Derby prefers the generic name EtimetrIa, and Phillips

and I the well-known name Terebratula. Every one knows that

genera are not natural sections, but merely convenient groups for

the classification of species which do not differ materially ;
and

that no two palaeontologists, or zoologists, agree on genera, is

a matter of notoriety. I am far from attaching any importance

whatever to the almost innumerable genera which have been

launched during the last twenty years among the Brachlopoda.

Mr. Meek has not confined his changing of names to the Tere-

bratula Mormonii. and has done the same without explanation

for Orthls Pecosll, which he calls O. carbonarla; Terebratula

Uta, which for him is Rhynch. Osagensts, etc. This putting

aside the date of publication, figures of fossils, and descriptions, is

to say the least, a very severe attack against the right of priority.

In regard to the "Final Report of the U. S. Geol. Surv. of Ne-

braska," (Washington, Svo. 1872,) my name occupies so promi-

nent a place in the criticisms of Mr. Meek that I will say nothing,

letting my observations and Prof. Geinitz's descriptions of the

fossils stand on their own value. But everybody will be struck

with the curious discrepancy between the opinions of Mr. Meek

and Mr. Hayden, both of whom agree, in the text, that tne Per-
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mian (Dyas) does not exist in Nebraska ; which does not prevent

them, however, from coloring a part of their geological map,

accompanying their reports, as having a Permian (Dyas) belt

across the State of Nebraska from the Kansas boundary line to

the River Platte !

On Climatic Change in Illinois— its Cause.

By Amos Sawyer.

The object I have in view in directing your attention to this

subject, is not to defend some pet theory of my own, but in order

that older heads than mine may be induced to investigate it, and

determine as to the correctness of my views.

The great change which has taken place in our climate has, as

a natural consequence, excited our curiosity to try and find out

the cause or causes producing this result. I shall, therefore, state

the case as witnessed by the writer in this section of Illinois, and

attempt to show that the reasons heretofore' assigned are not in

themselves sufficient to account for the change, but are untenable,

or at least not applicable to this part of the country.

During the last twenty years our climate has been slowly but

surely changing from wet to dry ; and although this change has

been beneficial in a sanitary point of view, agriculturally consid-

ered, it has, and will hereafter prove to be, a great obstacle to the

successful cultivation of our soil. In trying to account for this

change, some writers attribute it to the destruction of the forest

trees ; others, to the cultivation of the soil, which they claim

" promotes and hastens evaporation," etc. But the most import-

ant agent—one that is yet to produce greater mischief—seems to

have escaped their attention : it is the aqueotts. The chemical

and mechanical effects of this agency are constantly at work, and

the result is plainly visible in the deepening of the channel of all

our small streams.

In the early history of our State, when the wild grass grew

rank, and even little ponds had water-basins from three to five

feet deep, the process of evaporation was carried on much more

slowly than at present, and consequently when the heat became
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intense during summer there was an immense amount of watery

vapor in the atmosphere ready to be condensed in deluging show-

ers upon the slightest change in the temperature.

At the present time all our prairie land is in cultivation, or used

as pasture : the ponds and small lakes have become so rilled up

that they contain less than half the former amount of water ;

the stock now consumes the reeds and marsh-grass, exposing the

water to the direct rays of the sun, thereby promoting evapora-

tion, so that by mid-summer even the muck in their basins has

dried to a hard crust, and a change in the temperature during

the heated term brings, as a rule, a cool, dry atmosphere instead

of rain, as in former years. The large amount of water consumed

by our domestic animals, which have increased with the increase

of population, must not be overlooked. In this State, at the

present time, we have at least three million horses, cattle, and

mules, and five million hogs and sheep, and they will consume

not less than seventy million gallons of water every twenty-four

hours—quite a lake of itself.

As I before remarked, it is the aqueous agent that is hard at

work night and day, summer and winter, overcoming every ob-

stacle placed by nature or man to impede its progress. The work

marked out for it to do is no less than the complete drainage of

the ponds and lakes of our prairies ; and so surely as the world

stands, so surely will the task be accomplished in a thorough and

workmanlike manner. Every little streamlet has its miniature

Niagara Falls ; but, unlike their giant relation, they are making

visible progress every year, and are consequently (strange as the

language may seem) more instructive. The "hard-pan," which

only yields after repeated blows from the sturdy laborer's pick,

and grinds off its steel at the rate of two inches per day, crumbles

and gives way under the combined agency of frost and water

:

the largest trees in the forest yield to the conquering element.

To convey an idea of what I'mean, let me give you an account

of the progress made during the last quarter of a century by one of

these small cataracts, as witnessed by the writer. Spring Branch

empties into the Middle Fork of Shoal Creek, near the town of

Hillsboro, Montgomery Co., Ills. ; it has three large tributaries:

the main branch is about four miles long, and its source is a large

lake and several small ponds in the same neighborhood. The
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main stream passes through heavy timber for about three miles,

the rest of the distance is prairie, with the usual amount of wil-

lows. The original bed of the creek averaged 7 feet wide and
z\ feet deep, but in time of high water it would average 100 feet in

width : below the falls it is now 21 feet wide and 9 feet deep, and
never overflows its banks ; the increased width is therefore 14 ft.,

and the depth 6 \ feet. These falls have travelled over 3,650 yards

since 1849, leaving an impassable barrier behind them. It has

displaced about 35,680 cubic yards of alluvial soil and clay, 500
cubic yards of gray "hard-pan," and 320 cubic yards of pipe-clay.

The above shows an annual average progression of 146 yards,

and an annual displacement of 1460 cubic yards, or about 1700

tons. From 1849 to 1853, or 4 years, it travelled 1650 yards, an

average of 4125 yards per year. It required 2 years to work its

way through 50 yards of "gray hard-pan" ; but like an army long

kept at bay, yet finally overcoming the obstacle which for a time

prevented its further progress, it rushed on with irresistible im-

petuosity, and, after causing the downfall of many a mighty mon-

arch of the forest, we find our little Niagara in 1859, or m 4 years,

1500 yards further up stream, showing an advance of 375 yards

per year ; nearly a fourth of this time, however, was spent in

passing 32 yards of pipe-clay. It now passed two of its tributa-

ries, thereby reducing the amount of water nearly one-half; con-

sequently its progress has been less rapid, although the depth

remains the same. From 1859 to 1873 it has been working its

way through ordinary hard-pan, 450 yards ; since January, 1874,

it has cut out 50 yards more, the season being very favorable for

the work. It now has about 3,000 yards to traverse through the

prairie ere it completes its work
;

yet the task will be compara-

tively easy, and without a doubt will be accomplished during the

next 25 years.

Every little streamlet is bringing its bed down to a level with

its parent stream, and the merry rippling of their little cascades

greets the ear on every side, and tells you in language not to be

misunderstood that they will in time accomplish the work allot-

ted them to perform—the thorough drainage of the land through

which they pass : and, when this shall have been accomplished,

that it will necessitate some system of irrigation in order to suc-

cessfully cultivate the soil, I think there can be no doubt ; in fact,

iii—17 [Mar. 25, 1875.]
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I think that want is being already felt. Understand me, I do not

predict that this country will become a barren waste through lack

of rain, but that we will be certain to suffer more and more each

year from drouths during the summer months, if we continue to

advocate the indiscriminate drainage of our ponds and lakes.

Attention has been directed to the destruction of the forest trees

as the main cause, whereas I am convinced it is due to the fact

that we have been hard at work for years bleeding the soil to

death, as it were ; for surely water, in one sense, is soil in mo-

tion. The ponds and lakes are as essential to the vegetable as

they are to the animal kingdom : in the first case, it is indirectly

through the medium of the atmosphere, and is deposited as rain

on the earth, where it is absorbed and enters the general circula-

tion ; in the other, it is taken directly into the system. These

reserve waters are as essential to the agricultural world as bank

reserves are to the financial. To compensate for the loss of these

natural water-fountains we are obliged to furnish our animals

with water from deep springs (wells) ; but this cannot be done

for the vegetable kingdom, hence it suffers. In proof of what I

have said, I refer the reader to the more recent results obtained

in the Isthmus of Suez, as witnessed by M. Lesseps, the dis-

tinguished engineer of the Suez canal, and published as one of

the results of that stupendous work. If I remember rightly, he

says :
" Clouds came up accompanied by thunder and lightning,

and rain fell, in showers for some distance each side of the canal,

where it had never been known to rain before, and greatly to the

terror of the natives." Again, in the report made to the French

Government by the officers in charge of the artesian wells sunk

in the desert, one of the results obtained by these artificial springs

was ' - a free growth of grass, vegetables, trees, and even seeds of

plants that had lain dormant in the soil probably for ages, and

simply required moisture to awaken them to life and splendor.

Even here in these artificial oases we find they are blessed with

occasional showers."

In regard to our own arid plains, and the efforts being made by

the General and State Governments to overcome this great obsta-

cle to their cultivation, I think too much importance is attached

to the supposed influence of trees, although I admit they they are

valuable, and really necessary as wind-breaks, fuel, etc. ;
but by
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forming a series of artificial ponds and lakes, at short intervals,

an immediate change for the better would be noticed in seasona-

ble showers during the summer months : to which may be added

the important consideration that this plan is cheaper, and assur-

edly much more effective than any other that has been suggested.

Two men with a plow, road-scraper, and a span of horses or

mules, could make two good ponds per week, or at least twenty-

four during the season ; consequently a fair trial of this plan would

cost but little, and might prove beneficial to the whole country.

The change in the climate of Illinois cannot certainly be attri-

buted to the destruction of forest trees, at least in the middle and

northern part of the State, for they have increased since the time

when, with every annual burning of the prairie, their front lines

were scorched and beaten back— the ground, in time, becoming

prairie, and assisting in the wholesale destruction of the life it had

nourished from its bosom. Now the timber is encroaching on the

prairie, and to-day the area of woodland is greater than it was

twenty years ago, for in almost every fence-corner in the prairie

you will find a vigorous young tree growing
;
the owners of the

land have planted shade and fruit trees ; a beautiful line of dark-

green marks the useful osage-orange hedge that" incloses, divides,

and subdivides its owner's land, where, a few years ago, not a

tree was to be seen within the field of human vision ; and the mo-

notony while crossing these plains was unbroken, save when the

graceful deer came bounding across your path, or the sneaking

wolf, at some safe distance from his enemy, viewed your passage

across his domain. It was a weary, unpleasant, dreaded journey ;

and no mariner ever strained his weary, anxious eyes to discover

the beacon-light which assured him that his reckoning was cor-

rect, than the pilot of a "prairie schooner" watched the dull,

leaden horizon recede until the blue outline which marks the

advanced guard of the timbered land met his view ; and the glad

shout of "there 's a tree !" is only surpassed by the loud, cheering

cry of the sailor, when, after a lengthy voyage, he first discovers

land.

Inquiry and personal observation have convinced me that the

removal of trees from around a "living spring" of water rather

increases the flow than otherwise ; in no instance has it dimin-

ished. One close to my place fills its little channel just as of old.
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although every tree, for fully a mile in the direction of its source,,

has been removed, and the ground is in cultivation. This is one

of some half dozen similar cases where I have observed the effect.

An old man of 80 told me that on his plantation in North Caroli-

na, there was a marshy spot that kept a small stream running part

of the year, but in the summer dried up : he cut the trees from all

around this spot and cultivated the ground ; when, lo ! the muddy

water that had formerly, by a hard struggle, pushed its way up

to the light of day, burst forth in a large, clear stream, apparently

invigorated by the light of God's sun, and has continued to fur-

nish an abundant supply, summer and winter, for the last fifty

years, although all the adjoining property is now in cultivation.

In summing up—or, in other words, to succinctly mention the

various causes which have, combined, produced this change in

our climate—I will mention them in the order of their importance,

as I view it

:

1. The natural and artificial drainage of our ponds and lakes.

2. The increase of our domestic animals, and consequent in-

creased consumption of water and grass, the pastures being quite

bare by the first of July, and the ground as dry as a chip.

The cultivation of the soil is rather an advantage than other-

wise, .in my opinion ; for during the night, in hot weather, it

becomes cooler than the surrounding atmosphere, and if the

earth is loose the air will penetrate it and part of the moisture it

contains be condensed, and, as it is protected from the direct rays

of the sun, it will not evaporate as rapidly as the dew on the grass,

but is retained to nourish the plants growing in the soil ; and you

will find the ground moist in a well cultivated field, when that of

the pasture is as dry as powder.

If the destruction of the forest trees is one of the causes else-

where, as I before remarked, it will not, I am certain, apply to

Illinois ; and I very much doubt if it exerts any influence either

way,—believing that in those instances where such was thought

to be the case, other and more important causes have been over-

looked. It appears to me to be another "trout and bucket of wa-

ter" affair ; evidently, some wise man has risen and propounded

the question, and all his brother philosophers have been bending

their energies to solve the problem, taking it for granted that it

has been correctly stated.

Hillsboro', Ills., March 31, 1S74.
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Iron Manufacture in Missouri.

A General Review of the Metallurgical Districts and their Resources.

By Adolf Schmidt, Ph.D.

In my treatise on the Iron Ores of Missouri, published in the

Geological Reports of the State for 1872, 1 have divided the State

into four great ore regions— the Eastern, the Central, the West-

ern, and the Southern.

I. The Eastern region comprises

1. The ore district along the Missisippi River, in Ste. Genevieve,

Perry, and Cape Girardeau Counties.

2. The Iron Mountain district, in St. Francois and Iron Counties.

3. The South-eastern limonite district, in Madison, Iron (southern

portion), Bollinger, Wayne, Stoddard, and Butler Counties.

4. The Franklin County district, in Franklin, the northern part of

Washington, and the western part of Jefferson Counties.

II. The Central region comprises

5 (1). The Scotia district, in Crawford County.

6 (2). The Steelville district, in Crawford County.

7 (3). The ore district on the Upper Meramec River and its tributa

ries, in Crawford and Dent Counties.

8 (4). The Salem district, in Dent and Shannon Counties.

9 (5). The Iron Ridge district, in Crawford County.

10 (6). The St. James district, in Phelps County.

11 (7). The Rolla and Upper Gasconade district, in Phelps and Pu-

laski Counties.

12 (8). The Middle Gasconade district, in Phelps and Maries Coun-

ties.

13 (9). The Lower Gasconade district, in Osage and Gasconade

Counties.

14 (10). The Callaway County district, in Callaway and Boone

Counties.

III. The Western or Osage region comprises

15 (1). The Lower Osage district, in Cole (eastern part), Osage

(western pait), and Miller Counties.

16 (2;. The Middle Osage district, in Camden, Morgan, and Benton

Counties.

17 (3). The Upper Osage district, in St. Clair and Henry Counties.

IV. The Southern region comprises

18 (1). The White River district, in Greene and Christian Counties.

19 C2). The Ozark County district, in Ozark and Douglas Counties.
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The divisions as given above will be used in the present essay.

T.wo districts, however, which do not contain any ores themselves,

but which have nevertheless become very important manufactur-

ing centres, will have to be added, namely,

V. The manufacturing districts of St. Louis and Grand Tower.

The former of these two districts is partially, the latter wholly,

situated in the State of Illinois, but both use Missouri iron ores

almost exclusively.

It is intended to give in the present essay a brief review of the

five industrial regions above mentioned, in regard to their loca-

tion and extent, to their means of inter-communication, to then-

resources for the iron manufacture, and, finally, in regard to the

actual development of these resources, according to our present

stage of information.

I. EASTERN ORE REGION.

Extent.—The Eastern iron Ore Region of Missouri extends

over the following counties, in which iron ores are known to

exist, namely: Butler, Stoddard, Bollinger, Cape Girardeau,

Wayne, Reynolds, Iron, Madison, Perry, Ste. Genevieve, St.

Francois, Washington, Jefferson, and Franklin.

Means of Communication.—The Franklin County district has

its commercial outlet over the Atlantic and Pacific railroad,

through the stations Moselle, St. Clair, and Stanton. The iron

ores of Ste. Genevieve, Perry and Cape Girardeau Counties will

have to be shipped from various points on the Mississippi.

All the other districts in the Eastern region are situated along

the St. Louis and Iron Mountain Railroad. This road, after leav-

ing St. Louis County, and passing near a few iron ore deposits in

Jefferson and Washington Counties, divides into two branches at

the station of Bismarck. A few miles further south the western

branch reaches the Iron Mountain district with its specular ores,

in Southern St. Francois and Northern Iron Counties, and after-

wards runs through the western half of the south-eastern limonite

district, through Southern Iron County, through Wayne and But-

ler Counties, and thence farther south into the State of Arkansas.

At Poplar Bluffs, in Butler County, it joins the Cairo, Arkansas

and Texas Railroad, which runs eastward to the Mississippi

River, and thus forms another outlet for the mining districts of
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Butler, Wayne and Stoddard Counties. The eastern branch of

the St. Louis and Iron Mountain Railroad intersects the eastern

part of these districts, especially the iron fields in Madison and

Bollinger Counties, to join the Mississippi at Belmont.

Resources and their Development.—The natural resources of

the different districts of the Eastern Ore Region are very different.

1. The district along the Mississippi River, in Ste. Genevieve,

Ferry, and Cape Girardeau Counties, has been, as yet but little

investigated and opened. Some mining has been done in Perry

County, a few miles below and opposite Grand Tower, and some

of the limonite ores found were shipped to the latter place to be

smelted. But no larger and reliable deposits have been discov-

ered in that district, so far as can be judged from present data.

It appears that this district is provided with an abundance of

fuel, as it contains extensive tracts of fine timber-land, and being

also situated in pretty close proximity to the Big Muddy coal

fields of Illinois ; but the quantity of iron ores, as known at pres-

ent, would not justify the erection of iron-works. The ores

may, however, be mined unci shipped on the Mississippi to

Grand Tower, South St. Louis, or up the Ohio River. An iron

industry might develop itself successfully in this district if it was

connected by one or two railroad lines with the Iron Mountain

district, which abounds in ores, but lacks fuel. Such a railroad

line has been projected, running from Iron Mountain over Farm-

ington to St. Mary's on the Mississippi River, but it has not yet

been built. It would undoubtedly contribute largely to the de-

velopment of both districts.

2. The Iron Mountain district, in Southern St. Francois and

Northern Iron Counties, is probably the richest district in iron

ores in the State. The ores are mostly specular, and in part of

great purity, and yielding the highest percentages of pig-iron in

the furnaces. The mines are developed in a considerable degree.

Iron Mountain, Pilot Knob, and Shepherd Mountain especially,

have been worked continually for a number of years, and have

produced very large quantities of iron ore, which were partly

smelted with charcoal in the district, partly exported to South

St. Louis and Grand Tower, as well as up the Ohio River into

Southern Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. This refers

principally to the Iron Mountain ore, which on account of its
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richness and hardness is specially adapted for export. The Iron

Mountain district contains also considerable areas of either good

'or fair timber-land, which has been sufficient so far to supply

with charcoal four blast-furnaces now existing in this district.

One of these furnaces is located at Irondale, two at Iron Moun-

tain, and one at Pilot Knob. The supply of charcoal fuel seems,

however, to become more difficult from year to year, and is cer-

tainly insufficient to allow any larger development of the iron

manufacture in the district. This difficulty could only be over-

come by a direct communication by railroad with the Mississippi

River, and thereby with extensive well-timbered districts, as well

as with the coal fields of Western Illinois. A particular advan-

tage might thereby be gained by the Pilot Knob Company. This

company owns deposits of iron ore specially adapted to the ma-

nufacture of Bessemer pig, as I have already shown in some pre-

vious publications, and owns also deposits of manganesic iron

ore adapted to the manufacture of spiegeleisen, required in the

Bessemer process. Thus the lack of fuel seems to be the princi-

pal impediment to the erection in that vicinity of a Bessemer

establishment, which would undoubtedly be one of the most suc-

cessful and lucrative.

3. The South-eastern Limonite district contains numerous

limonite deposits scattered over Madison, Bollinger, Iron, Wayne,
Stoddard, and Butler Counties. The ores are mostly well adapted,

after being calcined, to produce a good foundry iron. The whole

district is pretty richly timbered, and contains several large

streams, running from north to south, such as Whitewater, Cas-

tor, St. Francois, and Black Rivers, besides numerous smaller

branches. It is also intersected by three railroad lines ;—two

branches of the Iron Mountain Railroad connect it with the city

of St. Louis on the north, and with the States of Arkansas, Ten-

nessee, and Kentucky, on the south ; while the Cairo, Arkansas,

and Texas Railroad forms the directest route from the western

portion of the district to the Mississippi. As over one hundred
deposits of iron ore have been pointed out in this district—partly

in the Geol. Reports for 1S72, by myself, and partly in the Geol.

Reports for 1S74, by Mr. P. N. Moore— it can hardly be doubted

that this district will be able to feed several blast-furnaces for a

considerable number of years. The fuel is abundant and the
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markets are of easy access. Some mining was done at a few

banks in Madison, Bollinger, and Butler Counties, and the ore

was shipped in part to Iron Mountain, Pilot Knob, Irondale, and

South St. Louis, to be mixed with specular ores and thus smelted ;

another part was shipped to the Mississippi and thence boated

up the Ohio River into other States. But, on the whole, this

district is as yet but little developed.

4. The Franklin County ore district is situated on the Atlantic

and Pacific Railroad line, and may be divided into two subdis-

tricts, one of which is found south of the station of Moselle, the

other south-east of the station of Sullivan. Both are well tim-

bered. In the Moselle subdistrict limonite ores have been found

exclusively. About ten years ago a charcoal furnace was built

half a mile south of Moselle station. This furnace is known as

the Moselle Iron Works, and is yet in successful blast for the

greater part of every year, although for the last few years most

of the ores smelted were brought from various deposits of specu-

lar ore in the Central Ore Region, and mixed with the Moselle

limonites, as the latter do not occur in very large quantity.

The Sullivan subdistrict contains some specular ores besides the

limonites, and thus forms the transition from the Moselle limon-

ite district into the specular ore region of Central Missouri. A
few of the ore-banks only are situated in Franklin County, most

of them being across the southern county line in the N.W. corner

of Washington and in the N.E. corner of CrawfoVd Counties.

At the time when I visited that district in 1S72, the mining opera-

tions had not proceeded far enough to disclose a well secured

supply of ore for a blast-furnace ; but I am informed that new

discoveries of value have been made there since. A charcoal

blast-furnace was also erected in the N.W. corner ot Washington

County. This furnace, called the Hamilton Iron Works, went

first into blast in October, 1S73.

II. CENTRAL ORE REGION.

Extent.—The Central Iron Ore Region of Missouri includes

the following counties : Crawford, Dent, Shannon (northern half),

Phelps, Pulaski, Gasconade, and the eastern parts of Maries and

Osage ; to which may also be added Callaway County on the

north side of the Missouri River. The main portion of this re-

gion is limited in the east by a line which nearly coincides with
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the boundary between Crawford and Washington Counties, and

in the west by the dividing ridge between the Gasconade and

Osage waters. I hardly need to remark that these divisions are

more or less arbitrary, and have been adopted merely for the sake

of convenience, and for the greater precision they give to our

geological and metallurgical descriptions. These divisions were

made, however, with clue reference to the existing means of inter-

communication, so as to group together as far as possible such

districts as have at the present time about the same commercial

outlets for their products.

Means of Communication.—-The central portion of this im-

portant iron region is opened to commerce by the Atlantic and

Pacific Railroad, which runs from N.E. to S.W. through the

northern parts of Crawford, Phelps, and Pulaski Counties ; and

by the St. Louis, Salem, and Little Rock Railroad, which

branches off from the Atlantic and Pacific at Cuba City and

passes through the rich ore districts of Crawford County, termin-

ating at present at Salem in Dent County.

As the Gasconade River is navigable to a limited extent only,,

the iron districts in Gasconade and Eastern Osage Counties are

as yet of difficult access. Their nearest line of communication is

now the Missouri Pacific Railroad, which runs from east to west

along the southern bank of the Missouri River, or else the Mis-

souri River itself.

Callaway County is intersected from north to south by the rail-

road from Mexico to Jefferson City.

Resources and their Development.—The largest part of the

southern half of the Central iron region in Crawford, Dent,

Shannon, and Phelps Counties, is next to the Iron Mountain dis-

trict the richest in the State, containing very numerous and valu-

able deposits, some of which rival in size those of Pilot Knob.

The ore is here almost everywhere specular, mixed with soft red

hematite. This kind of ore reaches westward to the Upper Gas-

conade into Pulaski and Maries, and even across the dividing

ridge into the Osage region in Miller County. All these districts

have, besides the ore, an enormous supply of hard timber well

adapted for charring, and are irrigated by the Meramec and Gas-

conade Rivers and their tributaries. Four successful iron works

are already established in the most favored parts of this region,

three at various places along the Meramec River—namely, the
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Scotia Iron Works, 9 miles south of Leasburgh station ; the Me-
ramec Iron Works, 7 miles south of the St. James station ; and

the Midland Furnace, near Steelville ;—the fourth works are the

Ozark Iron Works, situated at Ozark station, on a branch of the

Upper Gasconade River. All these are well selected spots for

the iron manufacture. There are, however, many more such

spots in this region, and the supply of ore would be sufficient

for a considerable number of additional furnaces. At present

nearly all the ore from the largest and best deposits is exported

to St. Louis, Illinois, Indiana, and Pennsylvania, while at the

same time cheap fuel abounds and lies idle in the immediate vi-

cinity of the ore-banks. This is evidently an unnatural and unfa-

vorable condition of affairs, which should be remedied by the

erection of more fui'naces, so that more labor and population will

be drawn into these districts, and that the State may enjoy the full

benefit of its own resources.

As to the northern portion of the Central Iron Region, com-

posed of Gasconade County and the eastern half of Maries and

Osage Counties, it may be said that fuel and water abound, and

that especially in Osage County a considerable number of limon-

ite deposits are known to exist. In several localities some prac-

tical work has been done. But no general geological investiga-

tion has as yet been made which alone could furnish the data

necessary to judge of the industrial importance of the district as

a whole. Many of the deposits seem to be too remote from the

railroads—the Missouri Pacific as well as the Atlantic and Paci-

fic—to make their transportation to any of the existing blast-

furnace works profitable at the present time. If, however, private

reports may be relied on, there must be ore enough in these dis-

tricts to supply a few charcoal furnaces.

Somewhat less rich in timber, because more cultivated, is the

Callaway district, whose ore-banks present a favorable appear-

ance, but are not sufficiently opened to be judged in regard to

their metallurgical value.

III. WESTERN ORE REGION.

Extent.—The Western Iron Region of Missouri extends prin-

cipally along the Osage River, over the counties of St. Clair,

Henry, Benton, Morgan, Camden, Miller, Cole, and over the

western portions of Maries and Osage Counties. The dividing
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ridge between the Osage and Gasconade waters may be taken as

the eastern limit of this region, which limit separates it from the

Central Ore Region, just described.

Means of Communication.—The principal medium of com-

munication of this Western Iron Region is at present the Osage

River, which is navigable from its mouth, near Osage City, to

Warsaw (Benton County), during the larger half of every year.

Freight steamers are now running regularly between Osage City

and Linn Creek (Camden County), and are soon expected to ex-

tend their trips as far as Warsaw. The southern parts of Cam-

den and Miller Counties are also accessible from the Atlantic and

Pacific Railroads, while the most northern parts of Cole and

Osage Counties are in contact with the Missouri Pacific Railroad

and with the Missouri River.

A narrow-guage railroad has, besides, been planned for some

time, and is partially built, running from Jefferson City over Rus-

selville to Versailles (Morgan County), and thence to Warsaw

(Benton County). The idea of completing this railroad was

lately taken up once more by a company at Jefferson City, and it

may be hoped the plan will soon be carried out practically. This

would open not only the lead districts of Cole and Morgan, but

also the iron fields of Benton, Henry, and St. Clair Counties, and

make them of easier access than heretofore. The nearest rail-

road to the last named districts is at present the Missouri, Kansas

and Texas R.R.

Resources and their Development.—In the Lower Osage re-

gion, between Tuscumbia and Osage City, by far the greater part

of the iron ore seems to lie south of the Osage River. A few

banks are, however, known north of it in Cole and Northern

Miller Counties. The western half of Osage County, situated

along the Osage River, is, as far as known at present, less rich

in iron ore than the eastern half, situated along the Gasconade

River. The richest known iron district on the Lower Osage is

in Southern Miller County, including a strip of Maries County

along its western boundary. About forty deposits are known at

present in this district. The ores are both limonites and specu-

lar, the former occurring more frequently within a few miles cf

the river, while the specular ores are found in greater abundance

in the south-eastern corner of Miller County and in the adjacent
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portion of Maries County. Several of these deposits have been

opened by practical work, and show considerable quantities of

iron ore. (The location of the various banks is shown on my
map of the Lead Region of Central Missouri, published with the

Geol. Reports of the State for 1S74.) Good hard timber is plen-

tiful over the whole district, and is especially fine and large in the

Osage bottoms. Favorable furnace-sites also exist on the Osage,

as well as in some well-watered portions of the highlands.

The remarks just made in regard to timber and furnace-sites

may be applied with equal propriety to the Middle Osage district

between Tuscumbia and Warsaw, and to the Upper Osage dis-

trict above Warsaw. In both these districts numerous larger and

smaller deposits, principally of limonite, are scattered over the

country within about ten miles on both sides of the Osage River.

Camden County contains, besides the limonites, some deposits

of specular ore ; and the Upper Osage district contains, besides

the limonites, limited beds of red hematite. A few only of these

various deposits have been opened by practical work : but a look

at the ore-bank map, published with the Missouri Geol. Report

for 1872, will show that the number of deposits is so large as to

warrant a good supply of ore for at least a few charcoal furnaces.

The furnaces should, however, be built on the bank of the river,

so that they may draw their supplies from any part of the whole

district without great expense, and also that they may have a

greater facility for shipping their products. Linn Creek, Warsaw,
as well as numerous spots between these two towns on the river,

would be well suited for the purpose. One furnace, called the

Osage Iron Works, was built in 1S72 on Boulinger Creek, 12 miles

north-west of the town of Linn Creek, in Camden County. Al-

though unfortunately located at some distance from the river, and

in a part of the country where ores are not very abundant, this

furnace was in successful operation until the late financial crisis.

The construction of the railroad above mentioned, from Jeffer-

son City to Warsaw, will give this latter place considerable ad-

vantages for the manufacture and shipment of pig-iron.

IV. SOUTHERN ORE REGION.

Several deposits of limonite ore have been reported by B. F.

Shumard in Ozark and Douglas Counties, on the North Fork of

White River, and several others are known in Christian and
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Greene Counties. But a thorough investigation of these districts

with special reference to iron ores has not yet been made ; no

reliable judgment can therefore be formed regarding their indus-

trial importance. The name of Southern Iron Ore Region of

Missouri has been given to these districts because some iron ore

deposits are known to exist there, and because the similarity of

the geological formation with that of other iron districts gives

hope that more of such deposits may yet be found, and, finally,

because these deposits are too remote from all the other districts

to be grouped with any of them.

V. THE MANUFACTURING DISTRICTS OF ST. LOUIS AND GRAND
TOWER.

St. Louis, including South St. Louis (formerly called Caronde-

let) and East St. Louis (situated on the eastern bank of the Mis-

sissippi in Illinois), has become a very important centre for iron

manufacture within the last eight or ten years, although neither

iron ore nor coal fit for iron-smelting is found anywhere in this

vicinity. This has been mainly effected through the facilities of

communication with the Missouri ore deposits on the one side,

and with the excellent industrial coal of Illinois on the other. The
fact that these facilities are increasing every year opens promis-

ing prospects for a yet grander development of the St. Louis iron

industry in the future. Since the completion of the great bridge

across the Mississippi, St. Louis and East St. Lou : s may be con-

sidered as one large industrial complex. This complex is at

present connected with the South-eastern ore region through

the Iron Mountain Railroad, with the Central Missouri ore

region through the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, and with the

Western ore region through the Osage and Missouri Rivers. It

is also connected in Illinois with the bituminous coal of Belleville

by the St. Louis and Cairo Short-line, and with the Big Muddy
field, with its excellent industrial coal, by three routes, namely,

the St. Louis and Cairo Short-line, the Cairo and St. Louis nar-

row-guage road, and by the Mississippi River in conjunction with

the Grand Tower and Carbondale Railroad.

Excellent coke can be and is obtained at fair rates from bevond
Pittsburg, Pa., partly by the several railroad routes, but mainly

by river, the boats being tugged down the Ohio to its mouth and

then up the Mississippi. Limestone suitable for fluxing iron ores
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in the blast-furnace is abundant in the vicinity of St. Louis, as it

is also in almost all parts of the State south of the Missouri river.

St. Louis district, as above defined, contains at present the fol-

lowing larger establishments for the manufacture of pig-iron, or

of wrought-iron :

Vulcan Iron Works, at South St. Louis, with three blast-furnaces and one

large puddling and rolling mill.

Jupiter Iron Works, at South St. Louis, with one large blast-furnace.

South St. Louis Iron Works, at South St. Louis, with two blast-furnaces.

Missouri Furnace Works, at South St. Louis, with two blast-furnaces.

Helmbacher Forge, at South St. Louis, with a puddling and rolling mill

Laclede Rolling Mill, in the northern suburbs of St. Louis.

Meier Rolling Mill, at East St. Louis, Ills.

Bessemer Iron Works, at Bessemer, Ills., opposite South St. Louis, with

two blast-furnaces.

There are, besides the above, several important forges and mills

producing wrought-iron for the manufacture of various special-

ties, such as McDonald's Steam Forge, at South St. Louis ; the

Harrison Wire Works, in Western St. Louis; and the St. Louis

Nut and Bolt Works, at East St. Louis, Ills.

The manufacture of coke from Illinois coal has been started in

East St. Louis. This branch of industry is well worth the atten-

tion and support of both the pig-iron manufacturers and the own-
ers of Illinois coal mines; of the former, because it makes them
less dependent on the supply from distant Pennsylvania, and may
therefore become of very high importance to them in certain

easily imaginable emergencies. The erection of large and effi-

cient coke-works would be also advantageous to the owners of

coal mines in Illinois, because coke-works can use up all the fine

coal and pa}' a fair price for it, while without them the price of

slack-coal will naturally decrease in proportion to the production

of coal in general, and will finally, in places, become entirely un-

salable. As it has been practically proved at the coke-works of

East St. Louis, and of Grand Tower, that the Big Muddy coal, as

well as the coal from an extensive district north and east of the

Big Muddy field, is able to produce a good furnace-coke, a well

arranged and well conducted coking establishment must necessa-

rily become a successful enterprise, provided that reasonable

terms can be obtained from the railroads for the transport of coal-

slack and of coke. The most available place for the erection of
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coke-works is undoubtedly near each mine, because no freight

lias then to be paid on the large percentage of dirt which the

slack often contains, nor on the volatile substances which are

separated from the coal in coking. Often, however, the produc-

tion of slack at a coal mine is not large enough to feed a separate

coking establishment : therefore, coke-works may also be estab-

lished in such places where they can with facility draw their raw

material from a number of mines. Such works should generally

be located as near as possible to the furnaces that use the coke,

and for such establishments East St. Louis is undoubtedly a favor-

able locality.

I will add a few remarks on the Grand Tower district of Illi-

nois. This district receives the ores for the manufacture of pig-

iron almost exclusively from Missouri, especially from the Iron

Mountain district (Iron Mountain and Pilot Knob) and from

Central Missouri. The ores are shipped over the Iron Mountain

Railroad to a point on the Mississippi River south of the city

of St. Louis, and are thence taken by boat to Grand Tower. The

latter place is situated in Jackson County, Ills., immediately on

the river, and is connected by the Grand Tower and Carbondale

Railroad with the extensive beds of excellent coal, which have

been opened and worked for some time, at several points along the

Big Muddy Creek and north of it, and which are known to extend

considerably towards the north and east. The coal is of such a

quality that it may be used in the blast-furnace raw, while at the

same time it is well adapted for coking, and makes a pretty good

furnace-coke.

There are at present two iron works at Grand Tower, namely,

the Grand Tower Iron Works, consisting of two blast-furnaces

and one coking establishment ; and the Big Muddy Iron Works,

consisting of one blast-furnace. Both are situated close to the

Mississippi River, and are m immediate connection with the

railroad-net of Illinois through the Grand Tower and Carbondale

line, which latter intersects the Big Muddy cOal-field.

CONCLUSION.

From the general review just given it may be seen that the iron

industry of Missouri, although not unimportant at present, is capa-

ble of considerable further development. Let us hope that a time

favorable for this will soon come.
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Remarks on Canker-worms and Description of a new
genus of Phalcenidce.

By Chas. V. Riley.

[Read Oct. iS, 1S75.]

From the time when Wm. Dandridge Peck published (in 1795)
his essay on the Canker-worm, which received a prize from the

Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture, up to the

year 1873, all writers on the subject spoke of the the Canker-

worm under the impression that there was but one species. Nev-
ertheless two very distinct species have been confounded under

this name. The first intimation we have of there being two spe-

cies is where Harris—after describing at length, as the Canker-

worm Moth, not the species first called the Canker-worm by Peck,

but the larger species (pometaria) here treated of—uses the fol-

lowing language : ""Specimens of a rather smaller size are some-

times found, resembling the figure and description given by Prof.

Peck, in which the whitish bands and spots are wanting, and

there are three interrupted, dusky lines across the fore-wings,

with an oblique, blackish dasli near the tip. Perhaps they con-

stitute a different species from that of the true Canker-worm

moth. Should this be the case, the latter may be called Ani-

sopteryx pometaria."* The portions of this passage which I have

italicized are well calculated to mislead, for the term "true Can-

ker-worm Moth," should only apply, in justice, to that described

as such by Prof. Peck, and not, as Harris here applies it, to the

other species. Indeed, most subsequent writers, including Fitch,

Packard, Mann, and myself,-}- were misled by the language, and

took it for granted that the name pometaria was proposed for

the smaller form—a mistake first clearly pointed out by Mr. H.

K. Morrison, of Cambridge. J

So long as the male moths only were carelessly compared,

there was always a question as to whether the differences were

varietal or specific— 1st, because the general resemblance is

strong ; 2nd, because each species varies considerably both in

size and ornamentation
;
3rd, because the wing-scales, especially

* Insects Injurious to Vegetation, 3rd ed. p. 462.

t Vide Fitch, Rep. HI. § 3S; Packard's Guide, 3rd ed. p. 324; Mann, Proc. Bost. Soc.
Nat. Hist., xv. p 3S2.

X Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. xvi. p. 204.

iii— IS [Nov. s, 1875.]
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of one species, easily rub oft", and perfect specimens, captured at

large, are uncommon. More careful comparisons made in 1S73

by Mr. Mann {Joe. cit.) between both sexes, established the spe-

cific differences of the two ; and further comparisons, by myself,*

of the preparatory states, showed these differences to be still more

remarkable than had been supposed. During the present year I

have been able to make still more careful comparisons, which

show the two insects to be so very distinct that they must be sepa-

rated generically. These differences are set forth in the follow-

ing comparative columns. They show that pometaria alone can

be retained in the genus Anisopteryx, and for vernata I have,

therefore, erected a new genus, Paleacrita.

Paleacrita vernata.

Elliptic-ovoid, the shell of deli-

cate texture and quite yielding; ge-

nerally appearing shagreened or

irregularly impressed ; nacreous,

and laid in irregular masses in se-

creted places. (Fig. 14, b.)

Eg&
Anisopteryx pometaria.

Squarely docked at top, with a

central puncture and a brown cir-

cle near the border; of firm texture.

and laid side by side in regular

rows and compact batches, and

generally exposed. (Fig. 18, a,

b, c.)

No prolegs on joint S. (Fig.

14. a.)

Head distinctly mottled and spot-

ted, the top pale, and two pale trans-

verse lines in front.

Body with eight superior, narrow,

pale, longitudinal lines barely dis-

cernible, the two lowermost much
farther apart than the others.

Dorsum pale, with median black

spots; subdorsal region dark; stig-

mata] region quite pale.

Piliferous spots quite visible and

large on joint 11, where the pale

lines generally enlarge into white

spots immediately in front of them.

When newly hatched dark olive-

green or brown, with black shiny

head and cervical shield.

With a pair of short but distinct

prolegs on joint S. (Fig. 18, /.)

Head very indistinctly spotted,

and dark on top.

Only six superior, broad, and

very distinct pale lines, those each

side equidistant.

Dorsum dark, without ornament

:

subdorsal region pale; stigmata)

region dark.

Piliferous spots subobsolete.

When newly hatched pale olive

green, with very pale head and cer

vical shield.

7th Mo. Ent. Rep., pp. Sc-SS.
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VERNATA. ,>' METARIA.
Chrysalis.

Foimed in a simple earthen cell,

ie earth compressed, and lined

with very few silken threads so as

to form a fragile cocoon, which

easily breaks to pieces.

Male— Sparsely and shallowlv

pitted. Pale grayish brown, with a

greenish tint on the wing-sheaths,

which extend to the posterior edge

of the 5th abdominal joint: abdo-

men with the spine at tip generally

simple, and only occasionally slight-

ly bifurcate.

Female — With wing-sheaths,

but, compared with those of the

male, thinner and extending only to

posterior edge of the 4th abdominal

joint : much more robust and more

arched dorsally, with the mesotho-

racic joint shorter, and much redu-

ced in size. Pitted like the male.

(Fig. 17.)

Formed in a perfect cocoon of

fine, densely spun silk of a buff co-

lor, interwoven on the outside with

particles of earth ; never breaking

open except by force or purpose.

Male — Not pitted. Darker
brown than vernata ; the wing-

sheaths, as in vernata, reaching to

the 6th abdominal joint; the anus

more blunt and with the spine

more dorsal, decurved, and alwaj-s

bifurcate, the prongs spreading

and often long and fine. (Fig.

21, a.)

Female— Differs from the male

in the same way as vernata, but is

relatively stouter and more arched

dorsally : a broad, dusky, dorsal

stripe often visible toward the time

of issuing— all the more remarka-

ble that there is no such stripe on

the imago, whereas in vernata,

where the imago has such a stripe,

it is not indicated in the chrysalis.

(Fig. 21, b.)

Imago
short, but dis-Male—Palpi

tinctly 2-jointed.

Antenna: with not quite 40 joints,

the longest more than twice as long-

as wide, each with t-vo pairs of hair

fascicles, springing from very slight,

lateral elevations, the longest hair

about thrice the diameter of joint.

Looking from above, with ordinary

lens-power, these hairs give the ap-

pearance of fine, ciliate pectina-

tions. (Fig. 15, c.)

Abdomen with lhe first seven joints

bearing each two transverse dorsal

rows of stiff, reddish spines, pointing

posteriorly.

withMale—Palpi rudimentary

joints indistinguishable.

Antenna? with over 50 joints, the

longest net twice as long as wride,

each with one pair of fascicles of

slightly curled hairs, the longest

about thrice as long as the diame-

ter of the joint, and all springing

from a prominent, dark hump
which occupies the basal half of

the joint beneath, and gives a some-

what serrate appearance from the

side. The same appearance of

ciliate pectinations looking from

above. (Fig. 19, c, d.)

Abdomen without spines and of-

ten with a moderate anal brush.
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VERNATA.

Wings delicate, silky, semi-trans-

parent, transversely striate, the

scales short and very loosely at-

tached.

Front-wings with costal and sub-

costal veins well united, with the

discal cross-vein partially open, and

but two short costal branches, the

superior veins straight.* (Fig. 15,

a.)

Upper surface brownish-gray.

Crossed by three jagged, dark

lines, sometimes obsolete except on

the submedian and median veins,

and on the costa where they are

always distinct and divide the wing

into four subequal parts. No white

costal spot. (Fig. 16, a.)

A pale, jagged, subterminal band,

corresponding in some degree to the

outermost band in pometaria, but

running out to apex, where it is

always sharply relieved posteriorly

by a dark mark, and often the whole

length by dusky shadings.

Hind-wings with the costal vein

bifurcating at, or but little beyond,

the discal, and with the independent

or vein 5 faint.

Color pale-ash or very light gray,

with a dusky discal dot.

POMETARIA.

Wings less transparent, more

glossy, not striate, the scales on an

average longer and more firmly at-

tached.

Front-wings with costal and sub-

costal less closely united, with the

discal cross-vein well closed, and

with three costal branches. All

the veins 7-1 1 are more distinctly

separated and the superiors more

curved, veins 9 and 10 forming an

open areolet near the disc : the

apex more produced. (Fig. 19, a.)

Upper surface also brownish-

gray, but somewhat darker, with a

purplish reflection.

Crossed by two less jagged, whit-

ish bands, the outermost suddenly

bending inwards near costa. where

it forms a pale, quadrate spot, re-

lieved by a darker shading of the

wing around it : the bands some-

times so obsolete as to leave only

this pale spot; but more often re-

lieved on the sides toward each

other by a dark shade, most persist-

ent on the veins. (Fig. 20, a.)

No such band.

Hind-wings with the costal vein

bifurcating considerably beyond

the discal, which is strongly el-

bowed ; vein 5 quite strong. (Fig.

19,*-)

Grayish -brown, with a faint

blackish discal dot.

* A microscopic examination shows the venation in vernata to be on the same plan as

that in pomelaria. The difference is that in vernata the costal vein is feeble and generally

obsolete at its termination, and all the veins 7-12 are more closely united with the costal

than in pometaria.
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VERNATA.

No white band, and rarely

marginal dots.

POMETARIA.

In most specimens a curved white

band runs across the wing, and the

veins inside this band and on hind

border are generally dotted.

U?ider surface with a dusky dis-

cal spot on each wing, and with

the outer pale band on upper sur-

face of front-wings as well as that

of the hind-wings showing distinct-

ly, the former relieved by a dusky

spot inside at costa.

Female—Antenna with over 50

joints, the longest hardly longer

than broad ; uniform in diameter;

without pubescence. (Fig. 20, c.)

Body and legs smooth, clothed

with glistening brown and white

truncate scales intermixed, giving

it an appearance of uniform shiny

dark ash-gray : somewhat paler

beneath. (Fig. 20, b, d.)

Under surface with a more or less

distinct dusky spot on each wing,

the front wing having in addition a

dusky line along median vein and

spot on costa toward apex. No pale

bands.

Female—Antenna generally with

but few more than 30 joints, the

longest about thrice as long as wide,

faintly constricted in middle, and

pubescent. (Fig. 16, c.)

Body and legs pubescent, clothed

with whitish and brown, or black,

dentate scales or hairs; general co-

loration not uniform. Crest of pro-

thorax and mesothorax black. A
black stripe along the middle of the

back of the abdomen, often inter-

rupted on the second to seventh

joints, with a whitish patch each

side of its front end. (Fig. 16, b.)

Abdomen tapering rather acutely

behind, and with an exsertile, two-

jointed, conspicuous ovipositor.

—

(Fig. 16, e.)

Two rows of spines on back of the

first seven joints more prominent

than in the male, and often giving

the dorsum a reddish aspect. (Fig.

16, d.)

Of a rather smaller size than

fometaria, the wings of the male

expanding from 0.86-1.30 inches,

and the female measuring 0.20-0.35

inch in length.

From the above detailed descriptions of the two species it is

evident that, as already remarked, pometaria alone can be refer-

red to the genus Anisopteryx, and this doubtfully. It agrees with

Abdomen tapering rather bluntly

behind, without exsertile oviposi-

tor.

No spines on abdomen.

The wings of the male expand

from 1. 05-1.35 inches ; and the fe-

male measures 0.25-0.40 inch.
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the European species of the genus in the principal pterogostic

characters, obsolete tongue, and rudimentary palpi ; and is, in-

deed, the analogue of the well known cescularia. Yet in the

antennal characters of the male, and especially in the basal hump
on each joint, it agrees more nearly with the typical species of the

genus Hybernia as characterized by Guenee. Again, so far as

we now know, it differs from Anisopteryx in the additional pair

of prolegs in the larva, and in the more distinct areolet in the

front-wing. I can find no detailed account of the early states of

any of the European species of the genus, though in none of the

descriptions of the larva at my command is any mention made of

additional prolegs. Mr. Geo. T. Porrit, who particularly de-

scribes the larva of A. cescularia* makes no mention of this

structural feature, and Guenee particularly says: "II ne faut pas

chercher des characteres pour les Anisopteryx dans les premiers

etats, car les chenilles ne different ni pour la forme, ni pour les

couleurs, ni pour les moeurs, de celles des Hybernia du premiere

groupe." Should future observations prove this statement correct,

then the characters that belong to pometaria may come to be

considered of generic value. For the present I deem it best to

refer it to Anisopteryx, as more careful study will probably show
that in the characters of egg, larva, and chrysalis, the European

species of the genus agree with it, and that some of the structural

features of the adolescent states have been overlooked in Europe,

as they so long were in this country.

Paleacrita, nov. gen., approaches much nearer Uyberjzia,

from which it is, however, readily distinguished by the double

pair of hair fascicles to each <$ antennal joint ; the pubescent

hairs that cover the female ; the two-jointed, horny, exsertile ovi-

positor ; but, more especially, by the dorsal abdominal spines in

both sexes—all characters unmentioned in existing diagnoses of

the genus.

One peculiar feature which I noticed in pometaria is that the

larva molts but twice. Yellowish-white when first hatched, with

the black eyelets showing distinctly on the pale head, it soon

deepens to pale olive-green, and the three whitish lines each side

show soon after birth. It develops very rapidly, often entering

* Ent. Month. Mag. (London) ix. 273.
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the ground within three weeks from hatching. The chrysalis is

not formed till about a month afterwards, whereas vernata takes

on this form two or three days alter entering the ground.

The practical lessons to be drawn from the differences here

pointed out between these two Canker-worms have been set forth

in the report already cited. Palcacrita vernata rises from the

ground mostly in early Spring, for which reason I have popularly

designated it as the Spring Canker-worm. The principal efforts

to prevent the female from ascending the tree should, therefore, be

made at that season. The cocoon being fragile is easily broken

by any disturbance of the land, and, as the chrysalis is more lia-

ble to perish when the cell is broken, fall-plowing of the soil under

trees that have been attacked by the worms is to be recommended.

The eggs being secreted, for the most part, under loose bark, the

scraping of trees in early spring, or any system of keeping them

smooth, will act as a preventive of injury. Anisopteryx pome-

taria, which I have called the Fall Canker-worm, rises, for the

most part, in the Fall, and should be attacked most persistently at

this season. Its cocoon being tougher, and its eggs attached to

smooth as well as rough trees, scraping and plowing will effect

little in preventing its injuries.

Both species attack fruit and shade trees ; but while vernata

is common and very injurious in the apple orchards of the West-

ern States, pometaria is rare there, and most common on the elms

of New England.

These two insects, so long confounded, forcibly illustrate the

practical importance of minute discriminations in Economic En-

tomology.

EXPLANATION OF FIGURES.

Fig. 14. Paleacrita vernata -.-a, full grown larva; b, egg, enlarged, the natural size

shown in the small mass at side; c, an enlarged joint, side view; d, do., back view, show-

ing the markings.

Fig. 15. P- vernata-.— a, b, venation of front and hind wings; c, joint of male antenna,

from above, greatly enlarged.

Fig. 16. P. vernata:—a, male moth; b, female do.—natural size: c, joints of her anten-

na;; d, joint of her abdomen, showing spines ; e, her ovipositor—enlarged.

Fig. 17. P- vernata:— Female chrysalis, the hair-line showing natural length.

Fig. 1S. Anisopteryx pometaria-.—a, b, egg, side and top views; c, joint of larva, side

view, showing markings—enlarged ; e, batch of eggs
; /, full-grown larva—nat. size.

Fig. 19. A. pometaria-.-a, b, venation of front and hind wings—nat. size; c, joint ct

male antenna, from the side; d, same from beneath—greatly enlarged.
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Fi°-. 20. A. pometaria-.—a, male moth; 6, female do., natural size; c, joints of her

antenna;; d, joint of her abdomen, enlarged.

Fig. 21. A. pometar\a:—a , male chrysalis; b, female do., the hair-lines showing natu-

ral lengths.

Spring Canker-worm {Paleacrita vernatd).

[Fig. is-]

[Fig. 14.]

6 <%

[Fig. 16.]

Fall Canker-worm (Am'sopteryx pometaria).
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Notes on the Natural History of the Grape Phylloxera

(Phylloxera vastatrix, Planchon)

.

By Chas. V. Riley.

[Read Oct. iS, JS75.]

It is well known to those who have followed the habits of

Phylloxera vastatrix, as these have been discovered and record-

ed, that one of the most important points in the life-history of

this insect that has hitherto remained unsettled, is the nidus which

the winged female chooses for the consignment of the few eggs

she lays. In 1S71 I ventured the supposition that these eggs were

deposited in the down of the leaf-buds,| but subsequent observa-

tion led me to believe that " the more tomentose portions of the

vine, such as the bud, or the base of a leaf-stem, furnish the most

appropriate and desirable nidi" for these winged mothers, and

that the eggs were also laid in minute crevices on the surface

of the ground, especially around the base of the vinej—all these

conclusions being based on observations made on the insects in

confinement. The question is an important one practically, as

the hope was entertained that, by knowing just where to look for

these eggs, we might be able to check the rapid spread of the

Phylloxera disease, since it is through them alone that the disease

can be started in new localities distant from infested regions.

Feeling, from past experience, that it was extremely difficult to

solve the problem in the open vineyard, and that experiments

with the insect confined in tubes were more or less unsatisfac-

tory, I built, early in September, a tight house of heavy Swiss

muslin, six feet high and four feet square, over a Clinton vine.

The house was built so as not to permit even so small an insect

as the winged Phylloxera to get in or out, and the vine was trim-

med so that but few branches and leaves remained to be exam-

ined. Into this enclosure I brought an abundance of infested

roots, and for the past five or six weeks I have been getting the

winged females confined where I could watch their ways. In addi-

tion, I prepared large, wide-mouthed glass jars, by half filling with

moist earth. Into the earth was then stuck a vial of water hold-

ing a tender grape-sprig with young leaves. The leaves were

f Fourth Mo. Ent. Rep., p. 65. X Seventh Mo. Ent. Rep., p.
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thus easily kept fresh and growing for a fortnight and upward.

From day to day, as the winged females were obtained from other

vessels prepared for the purpose with infested roots, they were

introduced into these jars containing living leaves.

The results of these endeavors to supply the winged mothers

as nearly as possible with the natural conditions have been satis-

factory, and they prove that, as was surmised, the eggs are laid

in crevices of the ground around the base of the vine, but still

more often on the leaves, attached generally by one end amid

the natural pubescence or rather down of the under surface ; and

while heretofore all efforts to artificially hatch the progeny from

these eggs have for the most part failed, I have this year succeeded

in hatching them without difficulty, and present a tube with liv-

ing individuals and also mounted specimens for the inspection

of members. I have also succeeded in getting both sexes of the

American Oak Phylloxera and in thus completing the natural

history of both species.

Though this true sexual form of vastatrix, from the winged

and agamous female, has never before been carefully observed

and described, it was nevertheless anticipated by Balbiani in his

studies of the European Oak Phylloxera {Phylloxera quercus

Fonsc.) and by myself in my studies of the American Oak spe-

cies {P. Riley7).* Balbiani had also obtained what is evidently

the same form from eggs deposited by wingless, hypogean moth-

ers late in the season and after the winged mothers cease to fly.|

The winged females carry in the abdomen from three to five

and sometimes as many as eight eggs. These eggs are of two

sizes—the smaller, which produce males, about \ the size of the

larger, which produce females. As the whole organization of

these aerial mothers—with the stout proboscis and ample wings-

indicates, freedom and nourishment are needed to bring the eggs

to perfection and cause their proper oviposition. In confinement

in small vessels, where these requisites are not easily furnished,

the eggs are generally voided, with the death of the parent, on the

sides of such vessels ; and those freely laid are with the greatest

difficulty brought to the hatching point. Only in two instances

did I succeed in doing this last year. These failures in the past

* Seventh Mo. Ent. Rep., p. 119

t Comptes Iiendus de VAcad. des Sc, Paris, Nov. 2, 1874.
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find their explanation not so much in the difficulty of supplying

the natural conditions, as in lack of experience as to what those

conditions were.

Whether owing to the want of down on the Clinton leaf, or to

the fact that the minuteness of the eggs makes it about as difficult

to find them on a square four feet of earth surface as the prover-

bial " needle in a haystack," the eggs found on the vine in the

afore-mentioned muslin enclosure were very few compared to the

number of winged insects which must have come out of the

ground. It was also next to impossible to find, and quite impos-

sible to follow, the sexed individuals after hatching. In the pre-

pared jars, where the tomentose leaves of Labrusca were kept. I

obtained more satisfactory results ; for, while a few eggs were

laid on the surface of the ground, especially in the space between

the earth and the glass, and a few others on the upper side of the

leaves, by far the larger number were attached to the under sur-

face, generally by one end and thrust between the natural down

of the leaf—evidently showing that this is the natural nidus cho-

sen. The winged mothers die soon after ovipositing, and their

shrivelled and decaying bodies adhere to the leaf-down.

IFig. 22.]

Sexed Phylloxera : a, female vaslalrix, ventral view, showing egg through trans-

parent skin; b, do. dorsal view; c, greatly enlarged tarsus ; J, shrunken anal joints as they

appear after oviposition; e, male cary&catdis, dorsal view— the dots in circle indicating

natural size.

By taking a leaf bearing eggs that are eight or nine days old

and enclosing it in a smaller, tightly corked, tube, the sexed indi-
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viduals hatch freely, and are easily watched. This hatching

takes place on about the tenth day after deposition, with our late

September temperature. The egg perceptibly enlarges during

this time, a fact that might be explained by endosmosis of the

leaf-juices were it not known that the same fact holds true of

many soft insect eggs that are not attached to succulent leaves or

other living vegetation. The red eyes are seen through the deli-

cate egg-shell early in the development of the embryon, and just

before hatching the joints of the body are perceptible. The egg-

shell is so delicate that in the process of hatching it is usually

pushed back in folds, and is left as a little wrinkled, whitish mass :

occasionally, however, it more nearly retains its original form.

The sexed individuals are at once distinguished from all the

other forms which this interesting species assumes by the obso-

lete mouth-parts, the sexual organs, and the more highly devel-

oped nervous system : otherwise, in size, in smoothness, and in

obsoleteness of the basal joint of tarsus, they most closely resem-

ble the newly hatched larva.

The female (Fig. 22, a, b) measures 0.40 mm. and is about one-third as

broad. The body widens slightly behind, and the two narrow anal joints

of the abdomen swell out prominently from the others. A mere swelling

between the two anterior coxa; represents the mouth-parts. The antennae

more nearly resemble those of the wingless, agamous Q. than of the winged

one, having but one rather small plate near the end of the third joint,

which third joint is generally constricted at base so as to give it a some-

what more pedunculate appearance than in the other forms : this does not

always appear, however, as in some of my mounted specimens the diame-

ter of the joint from base to tip is nearly uniform. The minute, black, dor-

sal hair-like points, as also the dusky subventral warts each side of sternum

just outside the coxae, are visible as in the agamous $, but not the six pale

medio-sternal tubercles between the legs. The legs have the tibiae rather

heavy terminally, and the tarsi show no distinct basal joint: they other-

wise precisely resemble those of the agamous $, and are, together with

the antennae, similarly more dusky than the body. In most of my mounted

and transparent specimens (9 examined), two irregularly contorted ner-

vous chords with numerous finer ramifications are distinctly visible, one

each side, crossing and joining on the prothorax and metathorax.

The male differs in no respect from the female except in the bulbous

penis tapering to a point; in broadening, if anything, before rather than

behind ; and in being about \ smaller. Barring the somewhat shorter black

points, he is the counterpart of the same sex in a larger species (carycecau-

lis) which I have already illustrated and the figure of which I here intro-

duce (Fig. 22, c).

The single egg which the true female carries develops rapidly
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after she is born, and on the second day already occupies nearly

the whole body, as shown at Fig. 22, a. It is delivered the third

or fourth day, and this generally happens independent of impreg-

nation.

This impregnated egg, which I have so far obtained only in my small

tubes, is smooth like the other eggs of the species, but more elongated or

ellipsoidal, and but very slightly broadest behind. It measures 0.32 mm.
and is nearly three times as long as broad. Bright yellow when laid, it

soon acquires a deeper, yellowish-green color. The posterior end is gen-

erally thickened or roughened by what is probably a mucous secretion

that serves to attach it.

Where this egg is naturally laid I have not yet ascertained, but

in all probability it is carried into or near the ground by the im-

pregnated parent. The young hatching from it is the normal aga-

mous female ; for, though I have not yet hatched this impregnated

egg of vastatrix, I have succeeded in doing so with that of Riley7,

and Balbiani long since did so with that of quercus. I am led to

think that, once impregnated, the female carries her egg into the

ground, because in 1S73 I found females whose abdomens, instead

of being filled with numerous small eggs, were distended with a

single large one ;* and though I was puzzled to interpret the fact

at the time, I have no doubt now that I then had under my eyes

the true, impregnated female here described, and that I over-

looked the obsolete mouth.

The habits of these sexed individuals, as I have been able to

observe in both the Grape and the American Oak species, are

similar to those recorded by Balbiani of the European Oak spe-

cies. The male is quite ardent, more active than the female and

somewhat longer-lived.

The complete natural history of the Grape Phylloxera, as set

forth in my 7th Report, may now be considered established. A
full biological view of the species exhibits to us no less than five

different kinds of eggs : 1 st, the regularly ovoid egg, 0.25 mm. long

and half that in diameter, of the normal, agamic and apterous fe-

male, as it is found upon the roots ; 2d, the similar, but some-

* One fact, which is not now interpretable, but may have a significance in future, I feel

constrained to record in this connection. It is that, in examining vastatrix, I have occa-

sionally met with degraded % 's (underground mothers) in which the abdomen, instead of

containing numerous small ova, was well-nigh filled with a single much larger egg. Every

observed fact leads to others yet unknown and unsuspected ; and the full hist' ry of Phyl-

loxera has yet to be written!—C7A Rep., p. 87.
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what smaller egg of the gall-inhabiting mother
;

3rd, the ? egg

from the winged mother, rather more ellipsoidal, and 0.40 mm.

long when mature ;
4th, the c? egg from same, I less in length and

rather stouter
;
5th, the impregnated egg, just described, 0.32 mm.

long and still more ellipsoidal. We have also the singular spec-

tacle of an egg from the winged mother increasing from 0.34 mm.

(its size when laid) to 0.40 mm. (its size just before hatching)
;

o-ivirig birth to a perfect insect 0.40 mm. long, and this in turn,

without any nourishment, laying an egg 0.32 mm. long. A being

is thus born, and, without food whatsoever, lays an egg very near-

ly as large as that from which she came.

From the observations here recorded I would draw the follow-

ing conclusions :

1. We can no longer entertain the hope of any practical good

from the knowledge of the nidus chosen by the winged mothers,

as the destruction cither of these or of their eggs—scattered as

they are on the leaves all through a vineyard— is out of the ques-

tion. The objects are too small to be practically searched for,

and it is virtually impossible to prevent the spread of the disease

in this stage. We might almost as well try to prevent mildew

by the destruction of the invisible floating spores that must at

times pervade the atmosphere of a vineyard. The hope enter-

tained by Lichtenstein that the winged mothers would congre-

gate and be attracted to some particular plant must, I think, be

abandoned.

2. The only preference shown in this respect would seem to be

for those leaves that are most downy or tomentose ; and from this

view of the case we get another probable reason why the varie-

ties of Labrusca which are characterized by an abundant downi-

ness on the under surface of the leaves suffer most from the insect.

3. Having already had the young from the impregnated egg of

Rileyi hatch in about a fortnight after it was laid—having shown

in previous writings that this species winters in the larva state, and

not in the impregnated egg as does the European quercus ; and.

remembering, further, that vastatrix resembles Rileyi in winter-

ing as larva, it is safe to conclude that the impregnated egg of vas-

tatrix will also hatch the same season that it is laid, and that we

cannot apply to it the term "winter egg" wdiich Balbiani applies

to the impregnated egg of quercus. It is not unlikely that, since
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a few of the winged females issue as late even as the latter part of

October, some few also of the later produced impregnated eggs

may pass the winter unhatched ; if so, they may be considered ex-

ceptions to the rule. In the same way, a few of the more common
eggs from the agamous ? may be exceptionally found on the

roots in winter, though as a rule only the hibernal larva is found.

In conclusion, I would state that this year's studies of both

vastatrix and Rilcyi confirm me in the opinion, elsewhere main-

tained (7th Rep., p. 91), that the term "pupa," as applied to the

sexed eggs by Lichtenstein, is quite unwarranted, and that the

egg-covering—thin and plastic though it be—can in no sense be

likened to a cocoon, and still less to a " silken cover."* The fact

of its shrivelling up makes it none the less an egg-shell, for this

shrivelling process occurs in all eggs with very delicate and plas-

tic covering, and may, indeed, be witnessed in the gall-inhabiting

form of vastatrix, though no one has thought of questioning the

ovarian nature of the eggs found in those galls.

My sincere thanks are due to Miss M. E. Murtfeldt, who has

carefully carried on observations for me during my necessary

absence. Without her patient watching and persevering efforts,

my endeavors must have measurably failed of results.

On a New Form of Lecture Galvanometer.

Bv Francis E. Nipher, Professor of Physics in Washington University.

[Read Oct. iS, 1875.]

In the September number of the American jfo?irnal of Sci-

ence, Professor George F. Barker has described a lecture gal-

vanometer which possesses marked advantages over any other

instrument heretofore described.

Barker's galvanometer is an attachment to the vertical lantern

manufactured by Geo. Wale & Co. of Hoboken, N. J., and its

construction may be understood from the following brief de-

scription :

The upper needle of an astatic system plays over the horizon,

tal condensing lens of the lantern, its deflections being shown by

* Stetleiner Ent. Zeitung, 1875. p. 35S.
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a scale photographed on glass immediately below it. From this

needle an aluminum wire passes downward through the lens and

inclined mirror beneath to the other needle, which is below the

lantern. A small coil, surrounding the lower needle, serves to

deflect the system of needles, which is supported by a silk fiber.

The instrument may be made of any desired delicacy, and is

evidently a valuable addition to the apparatus of the public

lecturer.

While meditating the construction of one of these instruments,

I hit upon another form of the instrument which appears to pos-

sess many advantages. A vertical section is shown in Fig. i. A
square box, Y Y, open at the top and bottom, is pierced on oppo-

site sides to admit the wooden rods, b. To the inner extremities

of these rods are attached coils, R, of covered copper wire, No.

18, wound upon cylinders of wood, a. Wooden rods, c, clamped

so as to move with gentle friction, bear a wire, w, from which an

astatic system of needles is suspended by means of a fiber of silk.

The upper needle is midway between the centers of the two coils.

The lower needle plays over a scale, s, photographed on glass

and graduated to fourths of a degree, beneath which is the hori-

zontal condensing lens of the vertical lantern. The needles are

ordinary sewing needles and are each 1.5 inches in length. Each

coil is composed of 34.7 meters of wire, the resistance of which

is 0.444 °hms. Each coil should have the same number of wind-

ings of wire, and the same resistance. This is easily effected by

IF*- 23.]

Scale %.
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care in winding. By sliding the rods b in or out, the distance

between the coils may be readily varied from 2 cm. to 10 cm., the

image of the needle being in all cases perfectly distinct. In this

way the instrument is adjusted to currents of any strength. Scales

cut in the rods b serve to regulate the distances.

On the outside of the box are six plates of brass, whose form

and arrangement are shown in Fig. 2. The extremities of the

coils are connected with the four plates A, B, C, D. This con-

nection may be made by binding-screws on the inside of the box,

in which case the coils may be replaced with ease by others of

greater or less resistance. The plates may be put in metallic

contact by means of brass plugs inserted at a, b, c, d, e, g; /i. k.

[Fig. 34.]

Putting plugs at h and e, and connecting the poles of a galva-

nic cup at the binding-screws A and C, the current runs suc-

cessively through the two coils R, each causing deflection in the

same direction. Let R represent the resistance of one coil, then

the galvanometer will have a resistance of 2 R. This arrange-

ment is very useful in working with ordinary currents from a con-

stant battery.

If, instead of the former connections, plugs be put at a, d,g,

and h. the wires from the source of electricity being connected at

E and F, then the galvanometer resistance becomes \ R. This ar-

rangement is of course to be used with circuits of small resistance

such as thermo-currents. For this kind of work the instrument

is thoroughly adapted.

This instrument can also be used as a differential galvanome-

ter. To do this, put the positive pole of the battery at E. Plug

i,i— iq [Dec. IS, 1875.]
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a and c. Divide die negative wire into two equal branches,

which are to be connected at B and D. The circuit being thus

closed, the needle evidently remains at zero. Introducing any

w re, the resistance of which is to be determined into one branch,

the needle is o course deflected. Bring the needle to zero again

by introducing known resistances into the other branch, and we

at once determine the unknown resistance.* Shunts may be intro-

duced into either of the half circuits. This may be done by intro-

ducing coils of a resistance \ R, or „\ R, between the binding-

screws A, B or C, D. The wires may also be wound upon metallic

plugs which have been split lengthwise, the parts being insulated,

and each being connected with one extremity of the wire. Perma-

nent shunts may be introduced by connecting one extremity with

plates A or D, the other being attached to an insulated plate to

be put in contact with B or C by means of a solid metallic plug.

These shunts are the same as those used in Latimer Clark's dif-

ferential galvanometer, and the manner of using them in deter-

mining resistances is too well known to need further explanation.

The advantages possessed by this instrument are

—

1. It is easily adjusted to any vertical lantern, from which it

can be removed in a moment if desired.

2. The distance of the deflecting coils from the needle being

readily varied, it can be adjusted to currents of various intensity.

^. The resistance of the galvanometer is quickly varied from

one-half to twice the resistance of one of the galvanometer coils.

4. The coils may be replaced by others when desired.

5. It can instantly be converted into a differential galvanometer,

and used in measuring electrical resistances.

6. It can be constructed in any work-shop, at a very small

expense.

St. Louis, Oct. 25. 1875.

* In determining fractions of an ohm, it is convenient to use a rheocord, made of plati-

num wire. Using wire weighing 7.37 grams per meter, the resistance of which is 1 ohm to

192.9 cm. of wire (which is 96.45 cm. on the instrument scale), and thousandths of an ohm

-•an be measured direct.
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Notes on Agave.

By George Engelmann, M.D.

Just as the Yuccas among the Liliaceous plants, of which I

have treated in a former paper (vol. 3, p. 17 & 210), the Agaves

present among the Amaryllidaceae a peculiar, gigantic, and some-

times tree-like development, not otherwise found in these fami-

lies. Like the Yuccas, they are confined to the new world ; but,

unlike them, which are represented by only about a dozen spe-

cies, of a more or less uniform and unmistakable character, the

Agave type branches out in perhaps a hundred (or 1S0 or 200,

if we dare trust the catalogues of nurserymen) species, of greatly

diversified appearance.

The botanical investigation of the Agaves meets with the same

difficulties as that of the genus above mentioned in connection

with them, the Yuccas, and as the Cacti, or, to use a term

more of horticultural than botanical significance, but sanctioned

by the authority of no less a name than that of the elder DeCan-

dolle, the Plantes grasses. They have, for the most part,

been long in cultivation, the individuals being propagated with

their individual peculiarities by suckers, and very rarely by

seeds. Many of them have never bloomed in Europe, and many
that did bloom have not been studied by competent botanists ; of

a large number, their native country is unknown, and the travel-

ling horticultural collectors have paid more, or only, attention to

marketable plants than to botanically- instructive specimens.

Moreover, most of these plants are so clumsy and so difficult to

properlv preserve for the herbarium that travellers have shunned

them ; so that even the standard herbaria contain mostly only

very scanty and incomplete material.

In the old United States only a single representative of the ge-

nus was known, the Agave Virginica, a rather small and incon-

spicuous plant, if compared with the extensive development the

genus attains in Mexico and further south, in the number of

species as well as in the bulk of individuals. But on our south-

western border lands, the same region where the Cacti become a

leading feature of the Flora, the botanists of the U. S. and Mexi-

can Boundary Commission, twenty to twenty-five years ago, dis-
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covered a greater development of the genus, and Prof. Torrey in

his Botany of that Boundary (published in 1S59) was a^e *°

indicate five other species ; his account, however, owing to an

insufficiency of material, is meagre and to some extent erroneous.

As far as I am informed, nothing has been added to our knowl-

edge of these plants in the sixteen years elapsed since his publi-

cation ; but in the last few years a quantity of new material has

been gathered, and, being placed at my disposal, has enabled me
to make a more thorough study of the genus.

The Agaves are American plants, some of which became
known to Europeans since the discovery of America, and espe-

cially since the conquest of Mexico : the great Agave Americana
is said to have been already in cultivation in Europe as early as

the year 1561 ; from the similarity of the spinous leaves they were

considered forms of the Aloes of the old word, and the name
"Aloe" has in popular language stuck to them to this day.

Linnaeus was the first to distinguish them, and in his Hortus

Upsalensis (174S), p. 87, he established the genus Agave, and

enumerated the characters by which "these American plants" are

readily known from the true "Asiatic and African Aloes." He
adds that he has " named them Agave, because that word indi-

cates something grand and admirable." It is interesting to

observe how even at that early date, when botanical geography

was not yet born, the geographical domains of these different

groups of plants struck the discriminating mind of Linnaeus as

something remarkable and characteristic.

The Agave.e were first recognized as a distinct tribe by R. A.

Salisbury,* who united in his 12th order of Sa?-mentacece Yucca
(with a "pericarpium superum") and Agave, Polyanthes and

others (with a "pericarpium inferum"), thus recognizing the

great resemblance of these plants, which we now place in differ-

ent but parallel families, just on account of the relation of the

ovary to the other parts of the flower.

Other botanists j have appended them to the Amaryllida-

ceos, but it must be confessed that they have only the inferiorJ

* Genera of Plants, ed. iS65, p. 77.

| EncUicher, gen., p. 1S1 ; Kunth, Enum. 5, p. SiS.

% In Agave the ovary is truly and entirely inferior, but the closely allied Polyanthes

shows ,1 partly (about }4' ) superior ovary.
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ovary in common with the true bulbiferous Amaryllidaceae,

distinguished by a naked scape and an involucral spathe. The

numerous horizontally-flattened black seeds, mentioned already

by Salisbury as being common to Yucca and Agave, are riot

found in the true Amaryllis family ; nor do these possess the fili-

form embryo which diagonally traverses the whole length of the

albumen. Other interesting differences are found in the valvate

aestivation of the Aeaveae and in their commissural* stigmas.

The majority of the Agaves are acaulescent and monocarpic
;

the short subterranean trunk continues to grow for yearsf until

vigorous enough to evolve the flowering stem, a continuation of its

axis, and dies after bearing fruit. During its growth a wreath of

numerous thick, fleshy, white root-fibres is developed every spring

from its lower part, while the lowest, oldest part of the trunk dies

and rots away. This is the case at least in Agave Virginica.

A few Agaves have persistent trunks, sometimes of considerable

dimensions ; these produce flowers repeatedly, just as the caules-

cent Yuccas do, from axillary branches, after the terminal bud of

the main axis has fulfilled its destiny and died. These secondary

branches are initiated by a pair of short and clumsy, strongly

carinate leaves, which may be considered as representing bud-

scales (JViedcrblaette?") , as I noticed in vigorous specimens of

A. Bouckeana, Jacobi, and A. chlorccantha, Salm, in the Berlin

botanic garden, 1S69.

In the acaulescent Agaves the subterranean trunk dies entirely,

or for the greater part; but in A. Americana, and probably in

the majority of the species, it first emits from the axils of decay-

ing leaves numerous offshoots, which grow into separate young

plants and thus propagate the individual. In A. Virginica it pro-

duces sessile lateral buds, which grow up, still adhering to the

persistent part of the old trunk, a sort of corm, giving to the plant

* Stigmas formed by the commissures of the carpels, therefore alternating with these, a

comparatively rare case. The common form is the carinal stigma, formed by the tip of the

carpel itself or its carina, therefore opposed or rather superimposed to the carpel, while the

true Amaryllidaceas have an imbricate a-stivation and carinal stigmas, and so have Yucca

and perhaps all Liliaceas.

| In A. Americana, in its home, eight to fifteen or more years ; under more unfavorable

circumstances, in cultivation in colder countries, much longer, even, it is said, fifty or a hun-

dred years, whence the name century-plant

.
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eventually a cespitose appearance. Polyanthes behaves just in

this manner.

The subterranean trunk of most (or all ?) Agaves contains, like

that of Yuccas and many other plants of these families, a great

deal of mucilage,* which, mixed with water, has detergent quali-

ties to a considerable degree ; these "roots" and the whole plants

thus used are known to the Mexicans by the name of Amole.

Another use is made of the trunk, when, before flowering, it

has developed a large quantity of saccharine matter, for nourish-

ment ; and not only the trunk of Mexican Agaves, but also that

of the larger Arizona species, is thus eaten, after baking, under

the name of Mezcal, and is said to be a very savory dish. The

name Maguey is more commonly used for the plant itself.

LEAVES.

The leaves of the Agaves are sessile with a broad sheathing

base, from linear to lanceolate or even ovate, the broader ones

contracted above the base, and widened again upwards. They

are thick and fleshy, sometimes soft, but usually of a firmer tex-

ture, rarely quite tough and hard ; in some species (only in the

first group) they decay at the end of the season, but in most Aga-

ves they are persistent for years.

The margin of the leaf usually bears hard and dark-colored

straight or hooked or variously flexed spiny teeth ;
sometimes it

is denticulate with minute, pale teeth ; rarely it dissolves, Yucca-

like, into threads ; in our A. parvijiora it combines the teeth on

the lower half with the fibres on the upper half of the leaf; very

seldom the edge of the leaves is entire ; in some species the whole

margin of the leaf bearing the spines becomes dry, hard and

horny, and is eventually, together with the spines, detached from

the leaf (A. heteracantha). It is not well-known whether the

spines, so much relied on to characterize the different forms, are

sufficiently constant ; it seems, at least, that an extensively culti-

vated form of A. rigida, of Yucatan, has lost its spines, and

produces them only occasionally and very sparsely : in the allied

genus Fourcroya, leaves with and without marginal spiny teeth

are of common occurrence.

* The suggestion made (p. 21) that the rootstock may contain saponine, has not been

verified by chemical analysis.
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The point of the leaf forms a soft herbaceous bristle, or usually

a hard and pungent spine, of different shapes, round, or com-

pressed sideways, or flattened on the upper surface, or concave,

or channelled ; and these characters seem to be constant and of

specific value.

The tissue of the leaf of most Agaves contains innumerable

extremely tough fibres, which, in some of the species with suf-

ficienly long leaves, afford, when freed from the surrounding

parenchyma, valuable textile material, usually called Pita, in

general use in their native countries, and even exported. A.

Americana furnishes a coarser Pita, A. rigida, and its cultivated

varieties are the source of the finer Sisal hemp ; other species, e.g.

A. heteracantka, are locally used for the same purposes.

INFLORESCENCE.

The flowering stem or scape shoots up from the centre of a

rosette of leaves, continuing the main axis ; it bears numerous

bractlike leaves (Hochblaetter), genera ly triangular from a

broad base, often attenuated into a slender tip, smaller as they

reach up into the inflorescence. All the vigor of the plant, all

the nourishment accumulated in the massive leaves and in the

succulent trunk, are used and exhausted in the production of the

inflorescence. It is well-known that A. Americana is exten-

sively cultivated in Mexico, principallv for the immense quantity

of saccharine juice prepared in its leaves for this purpose. When
the flowering scape shows the first signs of development, the

terminal bud and the innermost leaves are removed, when in

the basin thus formed the liquid collects and is dipped out ; on

an average about a gallon a day, for two or three months in suc-

cession, from a single plant 150 to 300 gallons in all. From this

juice the fermented {ftztlque) and distilled (mezcal) liquors are

prepared which are so generally used all over Mexico. The juice

which is extracted before the plant prepares to bloom is acrid and

not copious.

The flowering stems are in the different species from 3 to 20,

and, it is said, even 30 feet high, and from a few lines to 3-5

inches in diameter, together with those of the allied Fourcroyas,

the tallest flowering stems known.

The flowers are articulated on (usually extremely) short, per-
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sistent pedicels, bearing one or two small bracts. The inflores-

cence itself shows three different forms, and, according to these,

the numerous species of this genus naturally are distributed in

three different sections.

The first section, Singulijlorce, to which our A. Virginica

belongs, bears single flowers in a simple, generally slender spike,

never crowded as the spikes of the next section are ; each flower

is borne in the axil of a bract on a short pedicel, which is distin-

guished by a single lateral bractlet. This bractlet is normally

sterile, but in monstrous inflorescences may produce secondary

and tertiary flowers, which, however, can always be distinguished

from those of the next section by never appearing in pairs.*

The second section, Geminijlorcc (gen. Littcea, Tagliab., Bo-

napartea, Willd., non Ruiz & Pav.), comprises the species which

produce flowers in pairs, crowded into a more or less dense spike.

From the axil of each primary bract a short or rarely longer (e.g.

A. Utahe/isis) peduncle originates, bearing two opposite lateral

bracts (sometimes pushed somewhat towards the main axis), and

in their axils the flowers on two short (rarely, e.g. in A. atte-

nuate/,, Hort. Cels. Paris, 1869, longer) secondary pedicels with

bracelets of the third order directed owards the primary bract.

These bractlets occasionally bear a second p air of flowers with

lateral bractlets of the fourth order, directed inward, and in the

axils of these occasionally (A. attenuata rudimentary flower-

buds are seen. An internal perigonal lobe of the flowers of the

primary pair is directed backwards and outwards, towards the

margin of the primary bract, and an external lobe towards the

bractlet. In rare instances the primary peduncle does not ter-

* I have a plant of this species growing, brought from the woods in this vicinity, which

produces its irregularly crowded flowering spikes every year in the same manner. The
lateral bractlet usually bears a second flower on a similarly bracted pedicel; this second

bractlet stands either on the dorsal (towards the principal bract) or on the ventral (towards

the main axis) side of the little inflorescence; a third flower, if present, is not coeval nor

opposed to the second one, but later and higher up, and usually on the upper or inner side

of the second flower; if the antholytic development, which then is often combined with fas-

ciation. proceeds, parts of the primary flower may become more or less detached and again

bear incomplete axillary flowers. — It may here be remarked that the flower of the Singuli-

flora; is so placed in regard to bract and axis, that an external lobe of the perigon and one

carpel are turned towards the bract, and an internal lobe and the commissure of the other

two carpels towards the axis . That abnormal stock, however, produces sometimes towards

the tip of the spike flowers without a pedicel and without a lateral bractlet; in these one

external Iohe and one carpel are turned towards the axis.
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minate abruptly, as usual, but is continued into a bristle between

the flowers (A. ?nilis in H. Bot. Berlin), and may even bear a

third, median, flower, if the description of the inflorescence of

A. lophantha by Jacobi (Ag. p. 202) is to be relied on ; the flow-

ers are there said to be ternate, the pedicel of the middle one

being 1 line longer than those of the lateral ones.*

The species of the third section, Panicttlatce, are distinguished

by a branching inflorescence, a panicle, in which more or less

crowded bunches of flowers are borne on the end of secondary or

tertiary branches. I have not been able to examine fresh inflo-

rescences or their development, but, judging from dried frag-

ments, the flowers seem originally to appear in pairs, usually

with secondary and tertiary flowers unsymmetrically developed

from their pedicels, and at last clustered, sometimes 20 or 30

or more together, so that their relative position can not be un-

ravelled.

FLOWERS.

The flowers of the Agaves are thick and fleshy, often of lurid,

greenish, yellowish, or brownish colors ; rarely brighter, yellow

{A. deserti), or orange (A. Antillarum). They consist of an

inferior ovary, bearing the style, and a not articulated, subper-

sistent perigon, with the stamens.

The perigonal tube, straight, or often somewhat curved, is

either short, campanulate, sometimes quite shallow, or longer,

funnel-shaped, or even cylindric, or rather triangular-prismatic.

The lobes form two trimerous verticils, each of valvate aestiva-

tion, the thicker exterior ones covering the broader thinner

margins of the interior ones, leaving only a prominent, tapering

middle part free. The lobes are generally oblong or linear-

oblong, shorter or longer than the tube, flat or often channelled

and including the filament, concave at the obtuse tip, which is

sometimes thickened, and usually bears a short, whitish beard
;

they are erect or patulous, or sometimes at last reflexed.

The six stamens are more or less adnate to the tube, in some

* Some forms are described so as to leave us in doubt in regard to their inflorescence,

e.g. A. horizontalis, Jacobi, with a spike consisting of clusters of 3-S flowers in the axil of

each bract; others are said to have 1-3 or 4-5 flowers together. All these probably belong

to the Geminiflorse, with a greater normal or. perhaps, monstrous development of flowers.

It is to be hoped that in future botanists or amateurs will be more precise in their apprecia-

ciation of these characters.
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species free from near its base, in others adnate up to the base

of the lobes (an important character which has often been neg-

lected) ; the outer stamens are usually placed a little higher than

the inner ones. In the bud the filaments are always doubled up,*

geniculate, and straighten out when the flower opens, and almost

always become much longer than the perigon ; in a few species

they do not exceed the length of the lobes. The filaments are

generally attenuated from a broader base and terminate in a thin

point, on which they bear the large and conspicuous linear,j near-

ly quadrangular, somewhat introrse, 4-celled, versatile anther,

attached near or a little below the middle ; in A. Virginica the

filaments are thickened upwards, almost clavate. The globose,

or elliptic, delicately reticulated pollen-cells have, on an average,

a diameter of 0.06 to mostly 0.0S or even 0.11 mm.
The ovary consists of three carpels, opposite the outer perigo-

nal lobes, forming three cells, in each of which two vertical rows

of flat, horizontal, anatropous ovules spring from the central pla-

centae. The stout, somewhat triangular, tubular style rises to the

height of the anthers and sometimes above them, but its length

is variable and does not seem to be always characteristic. The
stigmatic part is thickened, clavate, or somewhat capitate, and

is divided into three carinalj lobes, which at last open some-

what, or especially in the first section, expand horizontally, and

are often emarginate or even obcordate ; after expansion they (at

least in A. Virginica) exude a viscid liquid—whether stigmatic,

or only intended to allure insects, has not been ascertained.

The flowers of Agave—I speak particularly of A. Virginica,

the only one I have been able to observe in its development, but

I suspect that the same holds good in ail the species—are ves-

pertine or nocturnal and proterandrous. They open late in the

afternoon or in the evening, and, while the filaments straighten

out and elongate, the anther-cells burst and emit the large pollen

grains, and on the following morning are found withering and

empty. The style at this period usually does not yet exceed

the perigon (in A. maculosa it is much shorter), and its lobes are

* Even the short filaments of A. maculosa are thus geniculate. (See p. 301. note.)

f The curved anthers spoken of in some descriptions can only refer to effete and with-

in ones.

{ See pa^e 293. note.
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firmly closed : but now it begins to elongate and attains its func-

tional maturity 4S hours after the anthers have opened, which

by this time have mostly fallen off.*

The Agave flowers are odorous, some of them, like A. Virgi-

m'ca, of the sweetest fragrance, resembling tuberose, though not

so overpowering ; others are more or less fetid. These odors are

most fully developed, as is also the case in the tuberose, in the

evening and at night, indicating undoubtedly the design of attract-

ing vespertine insects to assist in pollenization. But whether

insects aid in this process, or the higher-placed flowers drop their

pollen from the just bursting anthers on the opening stigmas of

the lower and older ones, has not been ascertained.

The fruit is always an erect, dry, 3-celled capsule, globose or

even depressed, or ovate, oblong and sometimes prismatic, ob-

tuse at base or contracted into a sort of a stipe, obtusish at tip or

acute or rostrate, opening above, generally about the upper third

or half only. The numerous horizontal seeds are flat, black,

semi-orbicular or obliquely orbicular with a shining or opaque

surface, which, magnified 100 or 150 diameters, shows the epi-

dermal cells flat and scarcely distinct from one another, or with

distinct, somewhat elevated cell-walls ; or they are slightly de-

pressed, giving the seed a pitted appearance, or rarely elevated

and tubercular. The areas of these cells are very minutely dotted

or pitted.

The filiform, cylindric, or slightly compressed embryo is as

long as the hard, whitish, semi-transparent, farinaceous and oily

albumen. In germination the seed-shell is elevated above the

ground on top of the largely developed foliaceous cotyledon, con-

trary to the behavior of Yucca, where the husk enclosing the

small and soon decaying cotyledon remains buried in the ground.

(See Notes on Yucca, 3, p. 20.)

Some species bear no fruit, but, in place of the withered flower,

or probably in the axil of its bractlet, a bud or bulblet appears,

which grows to a considerable size and will eventually sprout

and propagate the plant. All the so-called viviparous Agaves

* In figures of Agave flowers we not rarely meet with bursting anthers and a fully elon-

gated style in the same flower; which I suppose is factitious, and not founded on correct

observation.
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belong here. Some species, A. I.xtli, Karw., in the garden of

the late Mr. Thnret of Antibes, bears both capsules and bulblets
;

and so appears to do A. sobolifera (A. vivipara, Lam.) None

of our species possess this peculiarity.

The native country of the Agaves is preeminently Mexico ; in

the southwestern parts of the United States, mostly in Arizona,

13 species are found ; but only one of these extends to the 39 and

even 40 N. Lat., while in California the northern limit of the

Agaves is about 34 . A few species seem to be natives of the

West Indies, and a few more may be peculiar to South America.

The Agaves said to come from the East Indies, St. Helena, and

other parts of the old world, are propably all forms of A. Ame-

ricana originally brought there from America.

I now proceed to the enumeration of the species of the territory

of the United States, and of a few undescribed or imperfectly

known foreign Agaves of which I possess sufficient material.

Agave, Lin.

Perianthium superum tubulosum vel campanulatum, subregu-

lare, subpersistens, limbo 6-fido, laciniis valvatis. Stamina 6 ;

filamenta tubo plus minus adnata, in alabastro inflexa, demum
plerumque longe exserta ; antherre lineares versatiles. Ovarium

inferum, triloculare, ovulis anatropis horizontalibus in loculo

singulo biseriatis ; stylus apice incrassato trilobus. Capsula cori-

acea, loculicide trivalvis ; semina 6-seriata numerosissima. plano-

compressa, nigra ; embryo axilis, longitudine albuminis cornei.

Plantae Americana?, prcecipue Mexicans, acaules vel caule-

scentes, saepius giganteae ; foliis crassis saspissime aculeato-denta-

tis spinoso-mucronatis.

I. SlNGULIFLOR.E.

Flores e bractearum axillis singuli, laxe spicati.

The species of this section have a more herbaceous character

than those of the two others ; they are stemless, with softer, pro-

bably always annual leaves, not contracted above the base, with

marginal asperities more than teeth, and a terminal bristle more

than a spine. They are the Herbacece and S?ibinermes of au-

thors, which, however, include some species of the next section.

Only about a dozen species are known, three of them within our
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domain. The spikes are slender, the flowers fragrant, the stig-

matic lobes wide-spreading.

1. Agave maculosa, Hook. Bot. Mag. 1S59, t. 5122: foliis

e caudice subterraneo crasso cylindrico lanceolato-linearibus con-

cavis undulatis demum recurvatis glaucis lurido-macnlatis carti-

lagineo-denticulatis ; spicae laxiflorae bracteis lanceolato-subulatis
;

ovario ovato-lanceolato brevi, lobis lineari-oblongis erecto-patulis

tubo gracili subcylindrico sursum parum ampliato plerumque

multo brevioribus, staminibus fauci ipsae insertis lobos vix aequan-

tibus stylnm plerumque superantibus, stigmatibus demum patulis

obcordatis ; capsula oblonga longe cuspidata basi in stipitem con-

tracta.

—

A. maculata^ Engelm. in Bot. Mex. Bound. 1S59, p. 214,

11011 Regel ; A. Virginica, Torr. ibid., 11011 al.

Var. 3. brevituba : lobis perigonii tubo magis ampliato fere

aaquilongis, antheris longioribus.

Along the Rio Grande from below El Paso to Matamoros,

Wislizenus. 1 S47 ; Bigelow. Schott, 1850-52; the variety below

El Paso, Wright, No. 1095.—Fl. May and June.—The caudex,

somewhat different from the allied species, is a black cylindric

stock 2-4 inches thick and 4-6 inches long, bearing thick white

radical fibres at the base. Leaves 5-1 foot long, as many inches

wide, concave, flexuous, at length recurved ; scape 2-4 feet high,

spike 6-12 inches long: fragrant purplish-green flowers, about

2-2 J inches long ; ovary 3-4 lines, tube 1 inch and lobes 7-9 lines

long, filaments* and anthers as long as lobes. The stigma is

remarkable on account of the deep emargination, almost biloba-

tion, which form is only indicated in other Agaves, but is distinct

in Polyanthes. The firmer texture of the capsule (ii inches

long, i inch thick), and its stipe and beak, further characterize

this species. Seed 2-25 lines wide, thicker than usual in this

genus, marked by a flat reticulation.

2. Agave Virginica, Lin. : acaulis ; foliis late sen oblongo-

lanceolatis concavis undulatis flexuosis demum recurvis kete viri-

dibus herbaceo mucronatis margine asperatis
;
perigonii ovario

* This is one of the few Agaves with stamens so short that the}' may be called included;

they occur in all three sections. It is not impossible that superficial investigation has

classed several of these American plants with the Asiatic genus Polyanthes; but they have

—at least this one has— an entirely inferior ovary and filaments doubled up in the bud, both

of which characters are wanting in Polyanthes. Kunth (En. 5, p. 48) already suggests this

in regard to Polyanthes Mexicana, Zucc.
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ovato multo longioris tubo angusto sensim ampliato lobis line-

ari-oblongis erectis bis terve longiore, filamentis inferiori tubi

parti adnatis sursum clavatis perigonium vix duplo superantibus,

stigmatibus suborbiculatis demum patentibus ; capsula tricocca

subglobosa retusa breviter stipitata.

Var. ,3. tigrina : robustior ; foliis majoribus pulchre purpureo-

maculatis ; staminibus imo tubo adnatis; capsulis depresso-

globosis.

Lusus polyanthus : spica densiflora floribus in glomerulos

paucifloros congestis saepius antholyticis.

On dry hills and in open woods from Maryland and Virginia

southward and westward to Missouri and Texas, but not on the

western plains or in West Texas, nor on the Rio Grande ; the

variety in salt-marshes on the coast of South Carolina, Dr. Melli-

champ.—Fl. June to August, according to latitude.—This species

was first known through Clayton's collection, who described it as

••Aloe from Virginia," and makes mention of its fragrant flowers

and deciduous leaves ; from his specimens and notes it was pub-

lished by Gronovius in his Flora Virginica, 1739, and through

him became known to Linnaeus, who in 1751 (Amoen. Acad. 3,

p. 22) referred it to his new genus Agave.

Leaves mostly J-i foot long, 15 or 2 inches wide; in a form

from Houston, Texas, the leaves are lance-linear and not more

than half as wide ; marginal teeth extremely small, consisting of

single projecting epidermis cells, or larger, gV to (rarely) i line

long, and then consisting of innumerable short cells, not sharp-

pointed, but rough, like the small serratures of some Yuccas, only

less rigid. Scape altogether 3-5 feet high, of which the spike

measures 1 or 1 \ feet. Flower, including ovary but excluding

stamens—as I always measure Agave flowers— 1-1I inches long,

with the stamens \ or rarely 1 inch longer; anthers 6-62 lines

long. Capsules 7-9 lines long, a little less wide ; seeds 2-3 lines

wide, lightly reticulated, with depressed, minutely clotted areas.

Var. tigrina is larger and more robust ; leaves tapering to a

point or abruptly cuspidate, 1-1* feet long, 22-3 inches wide,

beautifully mottled; the purple color is produced by a clear

purple liquid contained in a single layer of small flattened cells

between the transparent epidermis cells and the large parenchy-

matous cells filled with chlorophyll and often with rhaphides

;
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capsule 8-9 lines wide, less high ; seeds over 4 lines wide. This

variety has retained its peculiarities in cultivation with me.

Of the sport with crowded, often antholytic flowers, and with a

tendency to fasciation, I have before spoken (p. 296, note).

3. Agave variegata, Jacobi, Hamb. Gart. Zeitg. 21, p.

459; Agav. p. 180; Saunders Refttg. Bot. v. t. 326: acaulis
;

foliis late lanceolatis undulatis margine asperato denticulatis

;

perigonii tubo late infundibuliformi ovario oblongo paulo lon-

giore lobos ovato-oblongos patulos demum reftexos longitudine

gequante seu eis paulo breviore, filamentis superiori tubi parti

adnatis longe exsertis, stylo demum stamina superante ;
capsula

oblonga cuspidata.

On the lower Rio Grande near Mier and Matamoros, Dr. J.

Gregg, May, 1S47.— Leaves (before me) 9-10 inches long, 1A-2

inches wide ; edge similar to that of the last, but teeth often

sharper and curved upwards ; scape " 3-5 feet high"
;
flowers in

Dr. Gregg's specimen about inch apart, in the axil of a broad

triangular bract, 4 lines long, upwards smaller. Flowers \\

inches long ; ovary, tube, and lobes, of nearly equal length, 6

lines, or tube a little shorter and lobes a little longer ; stamens

inserted about I or \ up the tube, not at the base of the lobes, and

about 2 inches in length ; anthers \ inch long ; style slender, at

last often longer than the stamens ; only capsule seen 10 lines

long and 6 wide; seeds unusually oblique (always?), z\ lines in

longest diameter.

I refer this plant from the Rio Grande with some hesitation to

Jacobi's and Saunders A. variegata, the stamens of which are

said to be inserted "in the throat," whatever that may mean
;
the

leaves of this plant, which is said to be '-probably" from Mexico,

and which has repeatedly flowered in Europe, are mottled with

lurid blotches, of which in my dried specimen no trace is visible.

I have not the means to ascertain whether any of the older names,

such as A. brachystachys, Caw, or A. polyanthoides, Hort., refer

to this same plant ; the former, however, seems to be a large

r

plant, with larger " entire" leaves; A. saponaria, Lindl., is cer-

tainly also similar, but, if the figure in Bot. Reg. 25 t. 55 is to be

relied on, is well-distinguished by having a prismatic flowertube.

The insertion of stamens in the tube is not mentioned by Lindley,
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nor is it scarcely ever spoken of in any descriptions, nor indi-

cated in the figures.

II. Geminiflor.e.

Flores e bractearum axillis bini oppositi, dense spicati.

The species appertaining to this section. 40 or 50 in the books,

4 of which belong to our F ora, are usually stouter, sometimes

with a short trunk, leaves rarely soft and almost herbaceous, but

perhaps always perennial, often tough and sometimes the tough-

est in the whole genus ; their margin is most variable, entire, or

with small pale cartilaginous teeth, or filamentose, or with stout,

horny, brown spines.— Together with the first section they con-

stitute the Agavcc spicatce of some authors ; others, who have

principally regarded the growth and foliage of cultivated plants,

have scattered them in various groups, mixed with the species

of the next section.

* Folia margine serrulato-aspera.

4. Agave falcata, n. sp.: acaulis ; foliis e basi lata linearibus

rectis seu plerumque falcatis rigidissimis supra planis conca-

visve (siccatis) dorso carinatis margine serrulato-asperatis apice

in spinam fere triangularem supra planiusculam excurrentibus
;

scapo et spica bracteis e basi latiore subulato-filiformibus marci-

dis deciduis stipato ; ovario lobisque perigonii ovatis erecto-patu-

lis eo aaquilongis tubo multo (ter) brevioribus ; staminibus medio

tubo vel ultra insertis perigonium fere duplo superantibus : stylo

gracili apice trilobo.

Saltillo, Buena Vista, and apparently all over that northern

part of Mexico, abundantly collected by Drs. Wislizenus and

Gregg in 1846-4S ; flowering in the latter part of May, and again

in July and August, probably at different seasons, as many Mexi-

can plants do, stimulated to development by a few rains or even

a single heavy one.— As the plant is common in a region often

traversed by collectors, it seems strange that it should not have

become known and been brought into cultivation long since ; but

I can find no description to which I might refer here, unless it be

the A. Californi.ca, Hort. Kew, of which I find a notice in Jaco-

bi's Agave, App. p. 47 ; but I strongly suspect that this refers to

n<> Agave at all. but to Yucca Whipplci.
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Leaves hard and rigid, finely serrulate, 6-15 inches long,

sheathing base i-i^ inches wide, soon contracted to the width of

3-5 or 6 lines, tapering to the point, the sharp brown spine of 6

lines in length, triangular, nearly flat above, with two sharp lateral

and one obtuse carinal edge ; leaves usually falcate, rarely straight.

Scape "3-8 feet high," bearing arid filiform bracts of 2 inches or

more in length, smaller in the inflorescence. Flowers crowded

on very short knobby pedicels, 12-15 lines long, ovary and lobes

each 25-3, tube 6-7 lines long, and at the throat nearly 3 lines

wide ; filaments inserted just above the middle of the tube, reach-

ing about 1 inch above the perigon ; anthers 7 lines long. Fruit

not collected.

** Folia margine filamentosa.

5. Agave Schotti : acaulis ; foliis e basi lata linearibus rectis

seu subfalcatis rigidis supra planis concavisve dorso convexis seu

(siccatis) carinatis margine abunde filiferis apice in spinam ro-

bustam teretem fuscam excurrentibus
;
pedicellis brevibus, ovario

et lobis perigonii patulo-erectis lineari-oblongis asqualibus tubo

anguste infundibiliformi multo brevioribus, staminibus superiori

tubi parti adnatis paulo exsertis ; stylo robusto staminibus de-

mum asquilongo.

—

A. ge?niniJiora? var. Sonorce, Torrey, Bot.

Mex. Bound. 214.

Sierra del Pajarito in Southern Arizona ; ft. August ; collected

only by the late Dr. Arthur Schott, 1855, to whose memory I

have dedicated this species in consideration of long years of friend-

ship and of the valuable services to science rendered by him in

many arduous exploring expeditions in the arid southwestern

wilds, as well as in the primeval tropical forests of the isthmus

and on the plains of Yucatan.

According to the discoverer, this as well as the next is one of

the Amole or soap-plants. Leaves 6-12 inches long, 3-4 lines

wide, terminating in a perfectly terete spine 3 lines long ; margin

splitting into numerous extremely fine whitish fibres. Scape $-6

feet high ; spike rather looser-flowered than in the last
;
primary

and secondary pedicels about 1 line long ; flower 1 ? inches long,

ovary as well as narrow lobes about 5 lines, the gradually widen-

ing tube 8 or 9 lines long, and bearing the filaments (S lines long

and reaching scarcely more than 1 line beyond the lobes) ih lines

iii—20 lDec - 27. 1875-]
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below the throat ; anthers 5-6 lines long, large for the Mower ; no

fruit seen.*

6. Agave paryiflora, Torrey, Bot. Mex. Bound. 214:

parvula, acaulis ; foliis rosulatis terras adpressis e basi lata vagi-

nante dentata lineari-lanceolatis margine infra bruneo-dentato sur-

sum in filamenta brevia crassa alba soluto, spina terminals rigida

supra plana ; scapo elatiore, pedicellis brevissimis ; floribus ge-

minis sen subquaternis parvis, ovario oblongo perigonio duplo

breviore, tubo profunde campanulato lobis oblongis erectis bis

longiore, filamentis basi tubi insertis subinclusis ; capsula pisi-

formi subglobosa breviter cuspidata.

On various sierras in the Pimeria Alta in Southern Arizona, in

fl. & fr. in July, A. Schott.—The leaves of this prettiest and small-

est of all Agaves are, together with the broad, sheathing base, not

quite 3 inches long ; base 1 inch wide and a little longer ; blade 1

1

inches long, 4 lines wide, somewhat contracted above the base
;

spines 2 lines long, at last gray. On its lower third or half the

leaf-margin bears very small, but rigid, sharp teeth, and higher

up separates into a few short, stout, white filaments—the only

instance of this combination, I believe, in the whole genus.

Scape 4-5 feet high. Flowers 6, ovary over 2, tube 22, and lobes

1 \ lines long, with stamens and style about 4 lines in length and

scarcely reaching beyond the lobes of the perigon ; anthers 3, cap-

sule 4-5, and seeds if lines long.

*** Folia margine aculeato-dentata.

7. Agave heteracantha, Zucc. in Act. Leop. Car. 16, 2,

675; Kunth, En. 5,836: subcaulescens ; foliis crassis rigidis

lineari-lanceolatis in margine corneo demum soluto aculeos com-

planatos uncinates gerentibus, spina terminali valida subterete

versus basin leviter exarata ; scapo et spica bracteis e basi trian-

gulari subulatis marcidis demum deciduis oi-nato ; floribus in

pedicellis brevissimis binis, perigonio ovario oblongo longiore,

* Dr. Gregg collected near Ocotillo, direction of Tepic, in Western Mexico, leaves of a

plant which he says bears a scape 5-6 feet high, and which, like many narrow-leaved Aga-

ves and Yuccas, was called Palmilla by the natives; unfortunately no flowers came along,

but, as it seems to be an undescribed Agave, it may be designated as A. angustissima:

leaves " 3-3 feet long," 2^-3 lines wide, convex on the back, filamentose on the margin, nar-

rowed into a short (a£ lines), stout, triangular, brown spine. It seems allied to A.jilamcn-

losa, Salm, which, however, has much shorter and wider leaves. The form of the terminal

spine precludes its being taken for a Yucca.
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lobis lineari-oblongis erecto-patulis tubum campanulatum brevis-

simum multoties superantibus, filamentis basi loborum insertis

perigonio fere duplo longioribus ; capsula ovata s. oblonga plus

minus cuspidata.

—

A. Poselgeri, Salm, in Bonplandia 7, 92 ; Ja-

cobi, Agav. p. 40 ; A. Lechuguilla, Torr. Bot. M. B. 213.

On the Rio Grande from El Paso down the river, Wright, 682,

1432, 1907 ; southward to Parras, Saltillo, and further, Gregg,

Wislizenus ; Karwinski, Poselger. Fl. in May.—I have ventured

to unite the different forms under the oldest (Zuccarini's) name,

the more so, as I was able to compare the original specimen in the

Munich botanical garden, where I found it in flower in August,

1869. Whether several other garden-forms, described under dif-

ferent names, all characterized by soluble corneous leaf-edges,

belong here, or constitute distinct species, can be decided only

when their flowers become known. Zuccarini's typical speci-

men has leaves 18 inches long and 22 inches wide, with a spine

1 \ inches long, the spiny teeth straight or curved up or down,

whence the specific name ; scape 6 feet high ; flowers only 1 inch

long (ovary 5, perigon 7, tube over 12, filaments 15 lines long

from base of tube) ; no fruit was matured, but many bulbilli were

sprouting from the top of the scape. Gen. Jacobi (Ag. app. p. 14)

describes a specimen which flowered at Brussels with perigon

divided to the base, most probably inaccurate, as no Agave is

known with such a flower.

Our plant gi'ows in mountainous and rocky localities, is called

Lechuguilla ("Lecheguilla" in the Mex. Bound. Bot. is a mis-

print), and its rootstock Amole ; the leaves furnish excellent but

rather coarse fibre, and the rootstock is used as soap and is a

"savory food" when roasted ; trunk 4-6 inches high
; leaves (be-

fore me) 10-20 inches long and 1-1J inches wide, margin and its

teeth dark red-brown, at last fading to ash-color and becoming

detached from the leaf, but adhering long to the terminal spine
;

teeth 9-12 or 15 lines apart, below smaller and straight, upward

larger (15-2 or even 3 lines long) and strongly uncinate, not irre-

gular, as in the original specimen ; terminal spine 7-9 lines long,

slightly grooved on lower third or fourth. Scape 6-10 feet high,

its bracts from 2 inches down to 2 inch long, deciduous, so that

in the flowering spike little of them is seen. The flowers before

me indicate two forms, one with a slender ovary, 7-9 lines long,
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larger flower (perigon 9-10, tube i-ii, anthers 6 lines long), and

oblong, strongly cuspidate capsule, about 1 inch long and half as

wide ; the other form has a shorter ovary, 5-7 lines long, smaller

flower (perigon 7-8, tube 5-1 line long), and rather shorter an-

thers, capsule shorter, 8 lines long and 6 wide, with a short

abrupt point. Both forms seem to ocur in all the localities men-

tioned, and certainly belong together. I have been particular in

describing them, because we rarely have occasion to study

numerous and varying specimens of these plants, but must be

generally satisfied with poor fragments, so that it is difficult to

ascertain the amount of variation within the species.

8. Agave Utahensis, E?tgelm. in S. Watson's Bot. 40M

Parall. p. 497 : acaulis ; foliis crassis glaucis e basi lata attenua-

tis in spinam validam infra carinatam supra usque ad apicem

late exaratam excurrentibus, margine acuieis rectis validis albidis

dentato ; bracteis scapi elati e basi lata subulatis marcescentibus

;

floribus (minoribus flavis) pedunculatis binis vel saspius quater-

nis, ovario oblongo perianthio subbreviore, tubo late campanulato

abbreviato lobis oblongis erectis ter quaterve breviore medio sta-

mina limbum paulo excedentia gerente ; capsula oblonga breviter

cuspidata.

Southern Utah, about St. George, etc., extending into Arizona,

Dr. E. Palmer, J. E.Johnson, F. Bischoft'.—Leaves 6-12 inches

long, l-if wide, not contracted above the wider base, very thick

and rather hard, strongly marked with the impressions of the

margins of the adjoining leaves ; terminal spine about 1 inch long,

pale or white in the specimens before me, with a darker base and

tip, almost triangular in the cross-section; lateral spiny teeth

1 i-2 lines long and as wide, white with a darker base. Scape,

together with the dense spike of 1-2 feet in length, 5-7 feet high
;

peduncles and pedicels distinct, in fruit often 3 lines long, ulti-

mate ones shorter. Flowers scarcely 1, perigon about i inch long,

lobes three times or more the length of the shallow and wide tube,

which bears the stamens in the middle, not at the base of the

lobes as many short-tubed Agaves do ; filaments less than £ inch

long, about 2 or 3 lines longer than the lobes ; anthers 5-6 lines

long; capsule 10-14 lines lonSi 4"5 wme >
seeds 1 %~2 lines wide >

marked with flat punctate areaa.
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III. Paniculate.

Flores ad apices ramorum inilorescentias congesti paniculati.

These are the typical Agaves, of which 20 or more forms are

enumerated, with stout, often very large, fleshy leaves, almost

always with spiny marginal teeth and strong spiny tips, a stout

and high scape bearing a paniculate inflorescence, the branches

of which are usually \-2 feet long or even more, stout, vertically

compressed, and naked up to the base of the branchlets or pedun

cles. Most of them are stemless, some have trunks several feet

high, but none grow as large as some Yuccas do. Among them

we find the economically and commercially most important

Agaves, especially A. Americana and A. rigida.

* Tubus perianthii lobis multeities brevior.

f Stamina tubi bast inserta.

9. Agave Newberryi, n. sp. : acaulis ; foliis e basi latiore

sensim angustatis lanceolato-linearibus rigidis integris apice acu-

leo fusco semitereti supra canaliculato armatis ; scapo gracili,

paniculae angustaj racemiformis ramulis remotis bracteis lanceo-

latis breviusculis fultis abbreviatis paucifloris
;

perigonii tubo

campanulato brevissimo, lobis oblongis, staminibus infimo tubo

adnatis.

—

Agave, n. spJ Torrey in Bot. Ives Exp. p. 29.

Peacock Spring, Northwestern Arizona, west of the San Fran-

cisco Mountains, between them and the Colorado River, over

4,000 feet alt., discovered, when just beginning to bloom, March

31, 1S58, by Dr. J. S. Newberry on Lieut. Ives' Expedition, and

named for him in commemoration of his services to Botany in

this and other western explorations.— This very peculiar plant,

of which we unfortunately know so little, is so different from the

other paniculate Agaves known to me, that their connection

seems to be altogether artificial ; but for the present I can not

do better than to place it between them and the last section,

to which the small stature and the form of the leaves seem to

approximate it, though the inflorescence is clearly a contracted,

short-branched panicle.

Leaves 7-10 inches long, at base | inch wide, with entire, car-

tilaginous margins,* terminating in a sharp, semi-terete or almost

* Possibly a horny tooth-bearing edge, such as we find in A.heteracantha, may have

broken oft", but no traces of such remain in the only extant specimen.
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triangular, dark colored spine, grooved on die upper side, and

about £ inch long. Scape 8 feet high, flowers in a long, loose

raceme or contracted panicle ; bracts lanceolate, about £ inch

long; branchlets 1-3 inches apart, 1-2 inches long, bearing 2-5

(not opposed) flowers. The whole flowerbud, just about open-

ing, nearly 1 inch long
;
prismatic ovary equal to perigon ;

tube

very short, only
-J

or £ of the lobes ; short stamens, which, when

fully developed, probably will not be much longer than the peri-

gon, from near the base of the tube ; anthers 45-5 lines long.

ft Stamina tubi fauci inserta.

10. Agave deserti, n. sp. : acaulis ; foliis crassis glaucis

supra basin latissimam aculeato-dentatam leviter contractis ovato-

lanceolatis sursum sensim attenuates in spinamgracilem elongatam

compressam ad medium anguste canaliculatam excurrentibus,

margine sursum corneo obscuro infra herbaceo aculeis uncinatis

flexuosis fuscis armato ; scapo graciliore bracteis distantibus

foliaceis lanceolate attenuatis dentatis stipato, ramulis panicuke

superioribus erectis, pedicellis fasciculatis longiusculis ; floris

flavi ovario subprismatico perigonium fere aequante, tubo infun-

dibuliformi brevissimo lobis oblongis erecto-patulis quater s. quin-

quies breviore, staminibus loborum basi insertis ipsis lobis duplo

longioribus ; capsula oblongo-prismatica breviter cuspidata.

Eastern base of the Southern California mountains and in the

adjoining deserts. Fl. in June, but occasionally, as most of these

plants do, at other seasons.—The then Lieut. Emory,* in the ad-

venturous expedition to California in the fall of 1846, was the

first to discover this species in Valcitron, southeast of San Felipe.

A few years later Dr. Parry found it "on the arid hills and valleys"

in the same region, and drew up a full description, but did not

collect any specimens. Since then it was lost sight of until within

this year, when horticultural collectors again brought it into no-

tice. My specimens were obtained from Mr. G. N. Hitchcock of

San Diego and Dr. E. Palmer.

* In his Notes on a Military Reconnoisance, Washington, 1S4S, p. 104, he says under date

of Nov. 29: "We rode for miles through thickets of the centennial plant and found one in

full bloom. The sharp thorns terminating every leaf were a great annoyance to our dis-

mounted and wearied men A number of plants were cut by the soldiers and the body

of them used as food." A few flowers were saved and are now in the late Dr. Torrey's

herbarium.
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The plant is one of the smaller of this section ; leaves densely

clustered around the base of the stalk, ascending and erect, thick,

fleshy, deeply concave, very glaucous, 6-12 inches long, £-2 wide,

contracted above the very broad base, which is edged with sharp,

straight, pale teeth, wider above the middle and terminated by an

unusually long (1-2 inches) and slender, laterally compressed spine

marked with a deep narrow groove half-way up ; the hard and

horny, dark colored edge of this spine extends down to about the

middle of the leaf, bearing the crowded, strong, hooked teeth (2-3

lines long) ; below the middle the teeth-bearing margin is herba-

ceous. The stalk is, according to Dr. Parry, 4-10 feet high, 1-2

inches thick below. The flattened branches of the panicle, almost

horizontal below, longest (2-3 inches) in the middle and nearly

erect upwards, divide into not very compact clusters of forked

pedicels, 2-3 lines in length, the ultimate ones shorter, bearing a

profusion of bright yellow flowers. Prismatic ovary a little shorter

than the perigon and scarcely contracted at top
;
perigon 10-1

1

lines long, tube only 1 5-2 lines long and wide, lobes about 9

lines long and z\ wide ; filaments inserted at base of lobes, about

twice their length ; anthers as long as lobes ;
capsule 1 f inches

long, 6-7 lines wide, pointed ; seeds 2\ lines in diameter.

n. Agave Parryi, n.sp.: acaulis ; foliis ascendentibus rectis

supra basin dilatatam vix angustatis ovato-lanceolatis versus

apicem attenuatis spina valida supra planiuscula medio leviter

carinata decurrente terminatis, margine aculeis distantibus mi-

noribus rectis sen paulo deflexis armato ; scapo valido brac-

teis magnis foliaceis triangularibus integris imbricato
;
paniculae

ramis robustis horizontalibus seu vix ascendentibus apice flo-

res numerosissimos breviter pedicellatos ochroleucos gerenti-

bus, ovario prismatico perigonium fere requante, tubo brevi

infundibuliformi lobis lineari-oblongis erecto-patulis duplo bre-

viore, staminibus siimmo tubo adnatis longe exsertis, stylo saepe

demum stamina excedente ; capsula ovata brevissime cuspidata,

seminibus majusculis.— A. Americana, 3 ? latifolia, Torr. Bot.

Mex. Bound, p. 213, pro Emoryi planta ; A. Mescal, C. Koch,

Wochenschr. 1S65, p. 94 (ex Jacobi), and A. crenata, Jacobi,

Agav. p. 229, quoad plantam neo-mexicanam.

Western New Mexico to Northern Arizona, and perhaps

eastward to the mountains below El Paso, apparently not south
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of the Gila River: fl.June and July.— The botanical history

of this species is similar to that of most of the larger Agaves,

the material for whose definition must be gathered piecemeal and

from many different sources. Oct. 19, 1846, a fruiting specimen

was collected near the "Copper Mines" by Lieut. Emory, in the

California expedition (see p. 310), 1. c. p. 59, now preserved in

the Torrey herbarium and mentioned in the Mex. Bound. Botany

as a short and broad-leaved form of A. Americana. In 1865

Dr. E. Coues sent flowerbuds from Fort Whipple, which seem to

belong to this species. In January, 1868, Dr. C. C. Parry, then

on a railroad surveying expedition, again found it and collected

seeds, which I distributed in Europe as A. Parryi; the young

plants, raised from them, are now advertised in nursery cata-

logues, but no description has yet been published. Then Mr. F
Bischoff, of Lieut. Wheeler's expedition of 1871, brought capsules

and seeds home. The first who, collecting foliage, flowers, and

fruit, enabled me to connect all these scattered fragments, was

Dr. J. T. Rothrock, Surgeon and Naturalist of Lieut. Wheeler's

Southwestern Expedition of 1874. He met with the plant in

"Rocky Canon" and as far north as Camp Apache in Northeast-

ern Arizona. Why Koch and Jacobi should have referred the

short notes of Torrey to a plant which they found in cultivation

in Europe, is unknown to me
; Jacobi's description does in nowise

agree with our plant, as the margin of the leaves is nearly straight

and not " deeply crenate," etc.

Leaves erectish or the outer ones patulous, 10-12 inches long,

3-32 inches wide, somewhat concave as all Agave leaves are, ra-

ther abruptly acuminate and terminating in a very robust spine,

1 inch long, flattened above, with two sharp lateral angles and a

slight ridge in the middle ; from this spine a horny, brown mar-

gin runs down the leaf-edges for 1 inch or more and to the upper-

most teeth. Teeth 6-12 lines apart, comparatively small, only

about 1 5 lines long, straight, or slightly curved up on upper, and

smaller and curved back on lower part of leaf. Scape 8-12 feet

high, 1-2 inches thick, bearing numerous large (2 inches wide at

base, and twice as long, smaller upwards), triangular, closely

adpressed bracts, herbaceous, with scarious brown margins and

sharp points. Panicle itself, in well-developed plants, about 3 feet

long, and 1 foot in diameter, the stouter branches considerably
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flattened, % inch wide, 6 inches long ; ultimate pedicels usually

2-3 lines long. Flowers over 2 inches, the-perigon 12-14 lines

long, tube 4-4^ lines long and wide, lobe 9-9^ lines long and 2

wide ; stamens inserted at the base of the lobes, the inferior a lit-

tle lower than the. exterior ones; filaments if inches, anthers 10

lines long ; style often at last longer than stamens. Capsule wider

in proportion to its length than in any other of our species belong-

ing to this section, about if inches long and half as wide ; seeds

4 lines wide, with flat, punctulate, strongly marked reticulation,

visible under a strong glass.

12. Agave Antillarum, Descourt. Mor. med. Antill. 4 tab.

284 (1827) : subcaulescens ; foliis late lanceolato-linearibus elon-

gatis, margine aculeis parvis distantibus rectis recurvisve fuscis

armato, spina terminali valida fusca terete basi solum anguste

canaliculata ; scapo sub-10-pedali ;
paniculae ovatse ramis hori-

zontalibus, pedicellis longiusculis dense fasciculatis ; florum (au-

rantiacorum) ovai-

io perigonio longiore, tubo late infundibiliformi

lobis lineari-oblongis erecto-patulis ter quaterve breviore, stami-

nibus basi loborum insertis longe exsertis ; capsula ovato-prisma-

tica cuspidata basi in stipitem brevem contracta.

San Domingo, Parry & Wright, U. S. Expl. Exp., Feb. 1871,

in flower.—The unusual color of the flower and the native coun-

try of the plant make it almost certain that this is DescourtiPs

plant, and I adopt his, the oldest, name, even if Grisebach's (Flor.

West Ind. p. 582) suggestion should prove true, that it might be

identical with A. sobolifera, Salm, hort. 1834 (A. viviflara, Lam.,

non Lin.) This plant is also reported to come from San Domingo

and Jamaica, but to have greenish or yellowish-green flowers

(Jacobi, Ag. 122) and to bear capsules as well as bulblets, whence

the names ; but none of our botanists seem to have observed such

proliferation, which in other allied Agaves and in a Fourcroya

were duly noticed. The measurements taken by them in San

Domingo of a "medium specimen" are: height of leaf-bearing

trunk 2 feet, length of leaf 30-36, greatest width 4V inches ; scape

8-10 feet high, at base 2* inches thick, length of lower branches

of the panicle 9, of middle 12, and upper 3 inches; nearly 100

flowers on the strongest branches.

A single leaf before me is 3 feet long and 3$ inches wide, the

terminal spine 9 lines long, a narrow groove occupying only 1 of
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its length; marginal teeth 6-12 lines apart, only 1 or at most 1*

lines long, hard and sharp, deep brown. The flowers are report-

ed as having a yellowish-green tube ; limb and filaments and the

anthers, before opening, are orange. The flowers before me

belong to two forms, one with longer (1 inch) pedicels and larger

flowers, the other with smaller flowers on shorter (3-5 lines)

pedicels. The ovary of the former is 16-18, the tube 4. and the

lobes 10-1 1 lines long ; filaments not twice as long as lobes ; an-

thers 11 lines long. The ovary of the smaller flower is 15, tube

2, lobes J-8 lines long, and the exsert part of the filament longer

than the whole perigon ; in the former the stamens are inserted

a little below the base of the lobes, in the latter at the very base

itself. The capsule of the latter is ij-if inches long and 7-8

lines wide ; seeds 3 lines wide.

** Tubus perianthii lobis brevior vel sequalis ; stamina medio tubo inserta.

f Tubus lobis brevior.

13. Agave Shawii, n. sfi. : subacaulis ; folds perviridibus

erecto-patulis supra basin dilatatam vix denticulatam paulo

contractis ovatis acutis spina valida late excavata acuminatis,

margine corneo fusco vix solubili aculeis subcontiguis maximis

sursum curvatis vel varie flexi sornato ; scapo valido bracteis

foliaceis triangularibus toto imbricate ; ramis paniculas horizon-

talibus seu superioribus adscendentibus apice glomerulum riorum

subsessilium compactum foliaceo-involucratum gerentibus ; ova-

rio prismatico perigonio vix breviore, lobis lineari-oblongis sub-

erectis tubo late infundibuliformi medio stamina paulo exserta

gerente duplo longioribus, stylo stamina superante sa;pius arcuate ;

capsula prismatica acuta.

On the arid hills which overlook the sandy strand of the Pacific

in the southwest corner of California, where the boundary is

marked by the initial monument, this fine species, growing to-

gether with Cereus Emory7, was discovered by Dr. Parry in

1850, and a full description made ; from his memoranda Messrs.

Parker and Hitchcock of San Diego re-discovered it a few months

ago and supplied me with most instructive photographs and

excellent specimens ; last summer Dr. Palmer collected it with

immature fruit, and in November the above named gentlemen

found it in full bloom and sent fresh bunches to St. Louis. This
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is the short history of a remarkable species, which will flourish,

highly esteemed by amateurs as one of the most striking and

beautiful Agaves, and commemorate, among all who love horti-

culture in other climes, the name of Henry Shaw, already so

highly esteemed in St. Louis as the founder and donor of the

"Missouri Botanical Gardens," grand at present, and promising

a future as useful as it will be magnificent.

The trunk of this species is short and globose or more elon-

gated, 8-12 inches long, but all covered with its very regularly

(in T
8
¥) arranged, broad, deep green leaves, forming masses nearly

2 feet in diameter, set off by the large, bright, red-brown spines.

Leaves S-io inches long, 3^-4* wide, with a distinct brown

horny margin, which bears the unusually large, very close-set,

flat spiny teeth, straight, or mostly curved up or rarely down-

wards,or flexuous, the largest (near the middle) 6 lines long and

half as broad ; in old leaves the margin with a few of the spines

adhering, is often partially detached, but not as regularly as e.g.

in A. heteracantha. The stalk, 2-2^ inches thick, 8-12 feet

high, is almost entirely covered with large (4-5 inches long by 2

wide) triangular bracts, foliaceous with brown scarious margins

and tipped with a spine. The branches of the broad oval pani-

cle are very stout (4-8 or 9 inches long, 1— 1 i thick) flattened

above, and bear at the end a most compact cluster of 30-50 flow-

ers surrounded by large foliaceous fleshy bracts, 1-2 inches wide,

2-3 long, which form a sort of involucre ; the whole, after the

flowers have fallen and only the short truncate closely-packed

pedicels are seen, interspersed with subulate bracts, 1-2 inches in

length, simulates the receptacle of some large Composita, 2-3

inches in diameter.

Flowers 3-3 \ inches long, greenish-yellow; prismatic ovary

ii-i£, perigon if-2 inches long, tube outside 8-9, inside 6-7 lines

long, lobes 12-14 lines long, outer a little longer and 3§, inner

shorter, 4 lines wide. Stamens, inserted in the middle of the tube,

only about \ inch longer than perigon ; anthers 14 lines long

;

pollen grains oval, 0.09-0.12 mm. in longest diameter, beautifully

marked. Style,* in the numerous specimens before me, curved

* A triangular channel penetrates the style to near its base, where, by salient angles

meeting in the centre, the cavity is divided into three tubes, which lead to the ovarian cells,

somewhat obstructed, however, about the neck of the ovary by loose cellular tissue.
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and £-f inch longer than the filaments, apparently already con-

siderably lengthened when the stamens begin lo unfold. Cap-

sules cuspidate but not stipitate, 2*-2f inches long, not quite i

inch in diameter, forming a densely packed radiating cluster, 6

inches in diameter ; seeds 4 lines wide.

f f Tubus lobis vix brevior vel cequalis.

14. Agave rigida, Mill. Diet. ed. 8, 1768 : caulescens ; foliis

lanceolato-linearibus glaucescentibus, margine aculeis distantibus

rectis parvis fuscis dentato, spina terminali valida terete saepe

torta basi ipsa solum paulo excavata in marginem corneum de-

currente ; scapo elato foliaceo-bracteato, paniculaa ovataa capsuli-

geras viviparaeque ram is horizontalibus ramulosis fasciculos

florum laxiores bracteis triangularibus brevibus stipatos gerenti-

bus ; ovario perigonio paulo breviore, staminibus medio tubo

infundibuliformi lobis paulo breviori vel supra medium insertis

longe exsertis stylo demum aequilongis.— Fourcroya rigida,

Haw. Syn. 74, Kunth en. 5, 843 ; A. atigustifolia, Haw. Saxif.

35 ; A. Ixtli, Karw. ap. Salm, Hort. Dyck. 304; Jacobi Ag. 95.

Var. i.ongifolia : foliis multo longioribus glaucis, aculeato-

dentatis, spina terminali 11011 decurrente.

Var.? Sisalana : foliis multo longioribus viridioribus margine

integris seu pauci-dentatis, spina terminali non decurrente.

—

Agave Sisalana, Perrine, vide infra.

The original plant was, according to Miller, brought from Vera

Cruz ; my specimens, on which the above diagnosis is based,

were collected in Yucatan by Dr. Schott. Dr. Perrine forty, and

Dr. Schott ten years ago, studied in Yucatan this interesting plant,

its different forms and economical uses, and left us accounts

of it, the former in Senate Doc. 300, Washington, Mar. 12, 1838 ;

the latter in the Report of the Agricultural Department at Wash-
ington for 1869. Both agree that there is a common native spe-

cies in Yucatan, called Chelem by the aboriginal inhabitants ; but

from time immemorial a number of varieties, all characterized

by much longer leaves, and one also by the absence of marginal

spines, and differing among themselves in the quantity and qual-

ity of their fibre, have been cultivated by the natives of Yucatan,

and are a staple product of that country to this day, furnishing

the well-known Sisal hemp. The people know them as jfene-
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quen (Schott) or Henequen (Perrine), and distinguish, as Dr.

Schott reports, the Taxci (Yashki) as furnishing the best quality

and the Sacci (Sacqui) with the largest quantity of fibre ;
Chu-

cumci, larger than the last, produces coarser fibre ; Babci has

fine fibre but in smaller quantity ; Citamci, with small narrow

leaves and poor fibre, stands probably nearest to the wild plant.

Dr. Perrine mentions another variety, Istle, evidently the Ixtli

of Karwinski, as furnishing a fine fibre called Pita. These plants

yield a return of leaves when four or five years old, and may last

50 or 60 years under proper management ; the flowering scape is

cut off as soon as 4 feet high, when, evidently, axillary branches

continue the growth of the plant, which is thus kept so long

alive by being prevented from flowering.

The trunk of the wild plant of Yucatan— which I refer with

little doubt to Miller's old A. rigida— is 1-2 feet high, leaves

1 \-2 feet long and as many inches wide, contracted above the

broader base and widest about the middle ; lateral teeth f or even

1 inch apart, mostly straight, from a broad base 1-2 lines long,

rather unequal, with smaller ones interspersed, dark brown ; ter-

minal spine 1 inch long, if lines in diameter, straight, or often

somewhat twisted, terete, scooped out at base but not channelled,

dark red-brown, a dark corneous margin extending down the leaf-

edge for several inches and bearing the uppermost teeth. Scape

12-15 feet high ; flowers pale yellowish-green, 2i-2j inches long,

perigon 16, tube 6-7, lobes 9-10 lines long; stamens inserted

about the middle of the tube, "blood-red upwards," 1 inch longer

than the perigon ; anthers 10-102 lines long ; styles at last as long

as stamens.

A. Ixtli, which in 1872 flowered in the gardens of the late Mr.

Thuret at Antibes, is entirely similar, flowers of the same dimen-

sions, anthers a little larger ( 1 1 \ lines long) ;
capsules, which

grow with the bulbs on the same panicle, oval, over 2 inches

long, ii wide, very short stipitate ; seeds uncommonly large, 4^

lines high, with a ventral hilum (in many other Agaves I find

the hilum more basal, a character which may be of some value).

I believe this is the first time that the flowers of the Ixtli have

been described ; they identify the plant with the old A. rigida,

or at least the above-described Chelem. A. Karivinskii, Zucc.

is probably the same thing.
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With the name of longifolia I designate the variety known

as Sacci and extensively cultivated in Yucatan ; it is principally

distinguished hy its much longer spiny leaves, 4-5 \ feet long, 3-

4^ inches wide ; flowers very similar to those of the wild plant,

but filaments greenish. A. fourcroides, Jacobi, Ag. 107, proba-

bly belongs here, and A. elongata, Jacobi, 108, I would also refer

to this form if the description did not expressly mention a chan-

nelled terminal spine.

Agave Sisalana is the name that Dr. Perrine gave to the plant

known to the natives of Yucatan as Yaxci, the most valuable of

the fibre-producing Agaves, and which was introduced by him

into South Florida some thirty-five or forty years ago, during his

efforts to acclimatize commercially valuable tropical plants in

that almost tropical portion of our territory, efforts which were

aided by Congress by a large grant of land, but which were de-

stroyed, together with his own life, during the subsequent Indian

wars. With this Agave, however, he has been successful, as it

is now fully naturalized, and is quite abundant at Key West and

the adjacent coast. Dr. Parry found it there in full bloom in

February, 1871, and gives the following description of it: trunk

short, leaves pale green but not glaucous, 4-6 feet long and 4-6

inches wide, generally smooth-edged, but here and there bearing

a few unequal, sometimes very stout and sharp teeth ;
terminal

spine stout, often twisted, purplish-black ; scape 20 or 25 feet

high, panicle 8 feet long and half as wide ; one of the largest

plants examined had 35 branches in the panicle, the largest (near

the middle) 2 feet long, upper and lower ones shorter. The flow-

ers are slightly larger than those described, with a shorter, thicker

ovary, stamens inserted a little higher up in the tube. The plants

bore no fruit, but produced an abundance of buds, by which they

propagate themselves and from which this interesting form has

been multiplied in this country and in Europe.

If this plant is, as is most probable, only a cultivated variety of

A. rigida, it is of the greatest importance for the study and the

understanding of the Agaves, indicating, as it does, the extent

of variation which they may undergo. It shows that the size of

leaf and scape, or color of leaf, are of no great specific value,

and also that the presence or absence of spiny teeth on the mar-

gin is not an unalterable character, not any more than the
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cartilaginous margin decurrent from the terminal spine. The

presence of a trunk, the proportions of the leaf (in A. rigida and

all its varieties the length equals 12-14 times the width), proba-

bly the form of the terminal spine, the character of the inflores-

cence, and, above all, the form and proportions of the flower and

its parts, remain constant, and perhaps also the proliferous char-

acter of the inflorescence of some species.

15. Agave Palmeri, «. 5^. : acaulis ; foliis lanceolatis sursum

attenuatis in spinam gracilem teretem ultra medium canalicula-

tam excurrentibus, margine aculeis insequalibus sagpius recurvis

flexuosisve atro fuscis dentato ; florum albidorum pedicellis brac-

teis abbreviatis carnosis fultis ;
ovario perigonio aequali sen paulo

longiore, tubo lobis vix longiore stamina longe-exserta medio vel

paulo supra gerente ; capsula gracili prismatica brevi-cuspidata

in stipitem contracta, seminibus minoribus minute verruculosis.

In the mountains of Southern Arizona Dr. Schott collected the

flowers in 1855 ; in 1869, Dr. E. Palmer, who during ten years

has made Arizona and the adjacent regions the field of his explo-

rations, and for whose services to botany in that district this

species is named, gathered more complete specimens and seeds
;

and last year, 1874, Dr. Rothrock, of Lieut. Wheeler's expedi-

tion, brought very fine specimens found there at an altitude of

6.300 feet.—Fl. July and August.

This species seems to take in the southern part of Arizona the

place of A. Parryi of the northern part of that territory, and is

used there for the same purpose ; it is easily distinguished from

it by its longer and narrower leaves, the much less deeply divided

perigon, and the slender capsule and small seeds.—Leaves 10-20

inches long, 2-2-0- wide, slightly contracted above the base, long

pointed ; terminal spine 8-14 lines long, deeply channelled to

above the middle, decurrent with brown, horny margins about 2

inches; lateral teeth \-\ inch apart, \\~z lines long, often inter-

spersed with smaller ones, straight, or usually hooked, or often,

especially the lower ones, flexuous. Scape 8-12 feet high (bracts

not noticed by the collectors) ; branches of the panicle repeatedl

y

and loosely ramified, ultimate pedicels crowded, about 1 line long.

Flowers if-2 inches long; perigon 10-12 lines long, whitish
;

filaments, anthers, and style, purple ; lobes usually a little shorter

than the tube, exterior ones strongly cucullate and much thick-
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ened at the apex, interior shorter, broader and thinner ; nectarif-

erous part of tube, below the insertion of the stamens 25-3 lines

long, a little longer than upper part of tube ; exsert part of fila-

ments about the length of perigon, anthers 8 lines long ; capsules

slender, 18-24 lines long, 7-8 wide ; seeds among the smallest of

this section 2 J lines in the longest diameter, easily distinguished

by the minute tubercles, 0.0 1 line wide, which, different from

other Agave seeds, cover the surface.

16. Agave Wislizeni : acaulis ; foliis ovatis supra basin paulo

angustatis medio latissimis acutis, spinas subflexuosae supra late

exarataB margine acutiusculo decurrente, dentibus rigidis atro-

fuscis superioribus majoribus distantibus rectis, inferioribus

parvis confertis subdeflexis ;
panicula laxiflora ;

ovario perigo-

nium et tubo lobos fere asquante, staminibus ultra medium tubo

adnatis longe exsertis ; capsula gracili prismatica utrumque acuta

nee stipitata, areolis seminum planis punctulatis.— A. scadra,

Salm, Bonpl. 7, 89 ;
Jacobi, Ag. 88.

This interesting species was discovered by Dr. A. Wislizenus

on the celebrated march of Doniphan's corps through Northern

Mexico, on the Nazas River near San Sebastiano, in the south-

east corner of the State of Chihuahua, not far east of Parras, May

10, 1847, in fl. and fr. Living shoots were sent by me to Prince

Salm and seeds to different European correspondents, among

others to Prof. A. Braun of Freiburg. Two years later Gen. v.

Jacobi obtained some of the young plants raised from these seeds

in the botanic garden of that university and afterwards commu-

nicated them to Prince Salm, who described them (1858) under

the inappropriate name A. scadra, though, as the General ex-

pressly states, they are perfectly smooth on both sides.* As thus

the published name is inadmissible, I deem it proper to substitute

for it that of the discoverer of this and so many other interesting

plants of Northern Mexico.

Jacobi describes his specimens (then 16 years old, and, as he

thinks, full grown) as 8 inches high and 15 in diameter, rosulate

and somewhat squarrose, with broad, nearly rhombic and almost

flat leaves, 5 inches long, 3* wide, pale grayish-green, teeth distant

* Agave asperrima, Jacobi. is one of the few rough ones, and the only hairy one known,

I believe, is A. pubescens, lately described by Regel. This species, obtained from Mexico

and flowered at St. Petersburg, is one of the smaller ones and seems to belong to the first

section.
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and curved downwards. The leaf of the wild plant, now before

me, is S inches long and 4 wide, terminal spine very stout, 10-n

lines long, decurrent about the same distance ; arrangement of

marginal teeth quite peculiar, the uppermost ones the largest,

ii-22 lines long from a broader base, straight, almost black and

very rigid, 6-8 lines apart ; teeth below the upper third smaller

and closer set, and below the middle only 2-3 lines apart, less

than 1 or only £ line long and strongly curved downwards.

Scape 12 feet high, branches of the panicle loosely ramified,

branchlets 3-6 inches long, pedicels 1-2 lines long; flowers in

small clusters, 3-6 or 8 together, z\ inches long, perigon half as

long, divided to the middle ; stamens inserted about § from the

base of tube, exsert about | inch above lobes; anthers 10-10?

lines long. Capsule 18-22 lines long, 7-8 wide, similar to that

of last species but not stipitate ; seeds 2 J lines in diameter, cells

of the surface, under the microscope, flat, punctulate.

I have a flower and a capsule of Agaves differing from any

above described, and thus perhaps indicating two other species ;

but as the material is too incomplete to characterize them, I only

indicate them here for further investigation.

Agave sp. " Common on mountain-sides in the Wild Rose

Pass on the Limpio," West Texas, Chas. Wright, No. 1906 ;

flowers only, collected June 11, 1S51, referred by Torrey in Bot.

Bound. 213 to A. Americana. Flower not quite 3 inches long,

perigon equal to ovary, divided to the middle; stamens inserted

about § up the funnel-shaped tube, reaching 14 lines above the

lobes; anthers 10 lines long.—Could it belong to the last de-

scribed species, which was found 300 miles further south?

Agave sp. Dragoon Mountains, Southeastern Arizona, Capt.

Chas. Bendire, U. S. A. A capsule and seeds only, with the

verbal information that the leaves are about 3 feet long and 4

inches wide, and the scape nearly 20 feet high. The capsule is

ovate-prismatic, 2 inches long, 10 lines wide, strongly cuspidate,

at base obtuse; seeds 3* lines in longest diameter, apparently

minutely pitted.— It is not probable that this could be a form of

A. Americana, as that species has, I believe, always a stipitate

capsule and larger seeds with flat, punctulate areae.

[Jan. 10, 1876.]
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ADDITIONAL REMARKS.

The highest trunks of cultivated Agaves which I find noticed

are 3-4 feet high and 3-4 inches in diameter ; the thickest one

was 14 inches through, but less high. I have met with no account

of the size they may attain in their native country.

The scape of A. Americana is said to measure sometimes 36

feet in height.

The flowers of Agave are always more or less erect and of a

coarser, calycine texture, while those of Yucca are pendulous and

corolline.

NOTICE TO BOTANISTS.

I wish to direct the attention of botanists, who have the oppor-

tunity to observe the development of these plants, to the following

questions :

At what hour of the day do the anthers of the different species

burst and begin to shed their pollen, when do they become en-

tirely effete, and in what state is then the style? How long after-

wards and when does the style of the same flower attain its full

development, and when and how much do the stigmatic lobes

open or spread, and when does the stigmatic liquid fill the cavity

of the style and cover the inside of the lobes?— I have above

given an account of these physiological processes in A. Virgi-

nica ; the only reference to them in literature which I can find

is made by Jacobi, Ag. 310, where he says of an Agave of the

second section, that the full development of the style and the

separation and partial spreading of its lobes takes place only after

the stamens have faded, which, as far as it goes, fully coincides

with my observations. His further remark, that the stamens are

not inflexed in the buds of that species {A. Goeppertiana), is

unquestionably erroneous. Of the floral development of the

Agaves of the third section nothing at all seems to be.known.
I wish also to direct the attention of observers to the time and

nature of the secretion of honey in the lower part of the flower-

tube.

The inflorescence of those Agaves of the second section which
are said to bear 1 or 3 or 6-8 flowers in a fascicle requires fur-

ther investigation.—A careful examination of the young (form-

ing) inflorescences of the third section will disclose the true

nature of their arrangement.
Another point which claims the attention of observers, is the

place and time of the formation of bulblets in the proliferous

Agaves.

ERRATA.—P. 293. note, 1. 3 from "while" to end of paragraph should be carried and
added to the paragraph ending in "stigmas" at 1. 8, top of page.

P. 304, 1. 4 from bottom, strike out "to."
P. 314, 1. 21, for " flexi sornato," read " flexis ornato."
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o^a

Notes 011 the Yucca Borer, Megathymns yucca (Walk.)

By Chas. V. Riley.

'•He who. by a minute analysis ofany animal, ena-

bles us to soli'e any dubious point connected therewith,

does more for the elucidation of this much abused

natural system than the greatest and most ingenious

theorist who has yet taken the subject in hand."
Westwood.

[Fig- 2v]

l&T, #> The study of aberrant forms

in Nature is always inter-

esting. They are continually

confronting the naturalist.

They baffle the systematist

and constantly remind him of

the necessarily arbitrary nature

of his classificatory divisions.

Few divisions seem more na-

tural, at first glance, than that

of the Lepidoptera into Rho-

palocera (butterflies or day-fly-

ers) and Heterocera (moths or

night-flyers). It was no soon-

er proposed by Boisduval than it was recog-

nized as a most convenient arrangement, and

adopted very generally. The antennae in this

Order are always conspicuous, and their club-

bed or non-clubbed tips are easy of observa-

tion, and associated with other important cha-

racteristics which separate the two groups.

The Sphingidse, however, by their crepuscu-

lar habit and their antennae thickening toward

the end. though terminating abruptly in a

point, bring the two groups in close relation-

ship and diminish their value; while the

Castniidse on the one hand and the Hesperi-
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dae on the other so intimately connect them, that it becomes

almost a matter of opinion as to whether the former should be

considered butterflies, or the latter moths. Urania and other

abnormal genera* make the relationship of the two groups still

more perplexing. On anfennal structure alone—whether we

consider the clubbed or non-clubbed tips according to Boisduval,

or the rigidity, direction, and length, which Mr. Grote deems of

greater importance]-—two primary divisions cannot be based. If

we take the spring or spine on the hind-wings, which is so char-

acteristic of the Heterocera, we meet with the same difficulty ;

for a large number of moths do not possess it, while an accepted

Hesperian (Eusckemon Rafflesice, Macl.) from New South Wales

is furnished with it. Nor is there anyone set of characters which

will serve as an infallible guide to distinguish moths from butter-

flies ; and the number of moths described as butterflies, and the

fact that Kirby considers the position of Barbicomis, Tfircnodes,

Pseudopontia, Rliipheus, JEgiale, and Euschcmon^ included in

his "Synonymic Catalogue of Diurnal Lepidoptera " as doubtful

butterflies, gives sufficient proof of the truth of the statement.

Between all classificatory divisions, from variety to kingdom, the

separating lines we draw get more and more broken in pro-

portion as our knowledge of forms, past and present, increases.

Every step in advance toward a true conception of the relations

of animals brings the different groups closer together, until at last

we perceive an almost continuous chain. Even the older natu-

ralists had an appreciation of this fact. Linnanis's noted dictum,

" Natura saltus non facit" implies it ; and Kirby and Spence

justly observe that "it appears to be the opinion of most modern

physiologists that the series of affinities in nature is a concatena-

tion or continuous series ; and that though an hiatus is here and

there observable, this has been caused either by the annihilation

of some original group or species * * * or that the objects

required to fill it up are still in existence but have not yet been

discovered." Modern naturalists find in this more or less gradual

blending their strongest argument in favor of community of de-

scent, and speculation as to the origin, or outcome rather, in the

near present or remote past, of existing forms, is naturally and

* Westwood tlntr. ii. 359) figures Barbicomis Basalt's, God. as an Erycinid butterfly

with tapering and ciliate antenna:.

f Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci. xxii., B. 111.
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very generally indulged, even by those who a few years back

were more inclined to ridicule than accept Darwinian doctrine.

Shall we then say that the old divisions must be discarded be-

cause not absolute ? As well might we argue for the abolition of

the four seasons because they differ with the latitude, or because

they gradually blend into each other ! Entomologists will always

speak of moths and butterflies, howsoever arbitrary the groups

may come to be looked upon, or however numerous the interme-

diate gradations.

These thoughts naturally present themselves in considering so

osculant a species as the Yucca Borer.

BIOLOGICAL.

The reader of these Transactions is aware that the queenly

Yuccas cradle and nourish a very curious and anomalous Lepi-

dopteron—the Pronuba yuccasella* (cf. pp. 55-64 and 178-80).

The genus is further interesting, from the entomological side, as

giving us the insect under consideration.

* P. C. Zeller (Beitr. zur Kenntniss d. nord-amerikanischen Nachfalter; dritte Abtheil,

pp. 134-6, Wien, 1875) shows that his Tegeticula alba, described in )S73 from the male only

as a Hyponomeutid. is nothing but Pronubayuccasella. He also condenses my account of

its habits and offers some remarks which I deem it proper to notice. I. Of the specific name,

he observes in a note, " Yielleicht mit einer kleinen Abanderung in Tucceeella, da Yucca-

sella eine gegen die Regeln der lateinisclien Wortbildung streitende Ableitung von Yucca

ist." The pedantry is perhaps excusable in so venerable and careful an author, though it

required little grace to see that I purposely deviated from grammatical usage; for in

nomenclature I prefer euphony to strict classical construction where the latter gives us

unpronounceable names. 2. "Die Raupe ist ohne Bauchfiisse und Nachschieber(?)" The

question raised here is, perhaps, also excusable, since the want of anal prolegs is so anoma-

lous in Lepidopterous larva?. Nevertheless Pronuba in this respect, as in many others, is

anomalous. The larva has no anal legs, there being not the faintest sign of hooklets ; and

my description was so detailed that Prof. Zeller might have omitted his query 3. Speaking

of the 9, he remarks: "Das Merkwiirdigste an dem Ex. ist der grosse, hellgelbe, wachs-

ahnliche, anscheinend solide, nicht aus Kornchen zusammengesetzte Klumpen, welcher

zwischen der Wurzel des Saugrii-;sels und den Vorderhiiften fest angeklebt ist. * * *

DieErkliirung welche Riley von der Ansammlung der Fig. 74 richtig dargestellten Pollen,

masse gibt will mir nicht geniigen, da ich die Maxillartaster nicht fur brauchbar zu dem

Zweck halte. Der kraftige SaugrUssel scheint mir dazu allein brauchbar; aber wie durch

allmaliges Ansammeln des Staubes eine solide, wie zusammen geschmolzene Masse ent-

steht, bleibt noch genauer zu untersuchen. Meines Erachtens hat Riley bei seiner hochst

interessanten Entdeckung noch nicht Alles gesehen, und noch andere Beobachter werden

erforderlich sein, urn die sonderbaren Vorgjinge bei der Fortprlanzung der Motte ganz

geniigend zu erklaren." I remember very well the £ specimen which Prof. Zeller had

under his eye, and which was received' from Mr. A R Grote, to whom I had given it. She

had already partly used her ball of pollen before being captured by me, and by repeated

rubbing in the stigma and soaking in its nect ir the mass had become welded and compacted.

A little soaking in pure water would have resolved and separated the grains. A more

careful reading of my articles on this insect would also have greatly helped Prof. Zeller's

comprehension; for I have shown (6th Mo. Ent. Rep., p. 133) that the pollen is collected
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In the home of the Yuccas, and more particularly in the home

of the caulescent species, like T. aloifolia and T. gloriosa*

persons who have occasion to dig up the roots, or subterra-

nean trunks, often notice that these are bored and hollowed out

along the axis (Fig. 25, <$), the burrow cylindrical, and lined

at its upper end with silk, which is generally intermixed with

a white, glistening, soapy powder. These tunnelings are made

by our Yucca Borer, which dwells therein ; and their presence

may generally be detected by masses of excrement observable

among the leaves, and by certain chimney-like projections made

by the twisting and webbing together of the more tender heart-

leaves, or even of the flower-stalk, after they have been partly

devoured, into a sort of funnel, from which the excrement is

expelled (Fig. 25, a, a). The tunnelings weaken the trunk

and induce rot, so that the plant is not unfrequently prostrated

thereby ; and as the insect is sufficiently common in the Gulf

[Fie. 26.

Megathymus yucc^e: F

without difficulty, being glutinous, and generally remaining in an entire lump on the con-

tracted and curled anthers, so that a single anther may furnish the required amount. After

stating (p. 60 of these Transactions) that my account of the mode of collecting the pollen

was founded on repeated observation, and showing that the spinous maxillary tentacles are

admirably adapted to the purpose, the opinion that the smooth tongue can alone be em-

ployed for the purpose is unworthy so careful a writer as Prof. Zelle>-; and as for the reflec-

tion in the last sentence which I have quoted. I am vain enough to believe that there is no

other provocation for it than a certain ill-will on my critic's part. It comes, too, with all

the less grace from one who confessedly made hasty and incorrect observations on the posi-

tion of the species. From one less honored and esteemed, such captious remarks would

have received no notice at my hand.

* Though I have positive proof of its working in aloifolia, gloriosa, and filamentosa t

its range does not seem to be co-extensive with this last species, as I believe the insect has

not yet been reported north of latitude 36°.
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States to sometimes be found in every third plant over extended
regions, its work renders the Yucca worthless as a hedge plant,

for which it has been tried.

[Fig. 27.]

'^V i^PIr

Megathymus vucCiE: a, egg, side view, enlarged; b, egg from which the larva has
hatched; bb, bbb, unhatched eggs, nat. size; c. newly-hatched larva, enlarged; cc, full-

grown larva, nat. size; d, underside of head of same, enlarged to show the trophi.

In the months of April and May, in South Carolina, but earlier

in more southern latitudes, the parent Megathymus may be

observed, where the Yuccas abound, passing, with very rapid,

darting flight, from plant to plant, remaining but a few seconds

at one place, during which she fastens an egg (Fig. 27, bb) to

some portion of a leaf. She is generally seen at this work in the

morning hours. The eggs, which are well-developed when she

issues from the pupa, are laid singly, though several are often

attached to the same leaf, generally near its tip and on the upper

or under side indifferently. In the course of about ten days the

young, reddish-brown larva (Fig. 27, c) gnaws its way out through

the crown of the egg and conceals itself in a web between some

of the more tender terminal leaves. Generally it will be found at

first near the tip of a leaf where the sides naturally roll up and

afford a safe retreat. It then gradually works to the base, feed-

ing the while and rolling and shriveling the blade as it descends.

Other blades are often joined, and, in fact, the insect lives

among the blades till it is about one-fourth grown, and seldom

enters the trunk before that time. How soon, in the larval

development, the white, powdery secretion, already spoken of,

appears, or how many larval molts occur, has not been ascer-

tained ; but the more mature larva is alwavs more or less covered
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with this powdery matter, which doubtless serves as a protection

from the mucilaginous liquid which the tissues of the Yuccas

contain and freely exude upon interference or maceration. Pupa-

tion does not take place till the subsequent late winter or spring
;

there being, from all that I can ascertain, but one brood each year.

The burrow often extends two or more feet below ground, and

during the coldest weather the larva probably remains in a par-

tially dormant state at the bottom. Occasionally two larvae

inhabit the same trunk, in which case their tunnelings are kept

separate, side by side. The pupa state (Fig. 28) is generally as-

sumed just below the chimney-like funnel at the top of the burrow,

and no other preparation is made for it than partial closing, near

head and tail, to insure suspension. This funnel is, in reality, built

and extended by the larva, and what little matter besides silk

goes to make its exterior has been added and worked in from the

[Fig. 28.] outside. In the several larvae that I have had

feeding in breeding-cages, this habit of building

up and making tubes, for which remnants of

leaves and other extraneous substances are

pressed into use, struck me as quite character-

istic ; and in one instance I have had such a

tube extended over nine inches from the tun-

neled trunk, the moss on which the section of

Yucca rested being used in its construction.

In the issuing of the imago the pupa skin is

rent on the middle of the riotum and across the

eyes, and the casings of the legs are never, and

those of the antennae seldom, severed from their

solderings in the exuvium.

The imago rests (Fig.

29) with its antennae
slightly diverging and ge-

nerally directed forwards
;

with the wings elevated,

closely appressed, and

with the costa of prima-

ries at an angle of about

45 from the body. Re-

garding the flight, which

is diurnal, Dr. J. H. Melli-

Megathymus yuc
c^e: Pupa.
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champ, of Bluffton, S. C, was impressed with the extremely

rapid and darting motions of the insect as it passes from plant

to plant; and Mr. E. A. Schwarz, of Detroit, who has had very

excellent opportunity of observing the species in Volusia Co.,

Florida, informs me that, when startled, Megathymus flies

directly upward 20 or 30 feet, then horizontally for a long stretch

— sometimes out of sight— and descends as directly as it rose.

It frequents open places, is very shy, and generally settles near

the ground.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL.

The first notice of this insect that we have any record of is

that by Boisduval and LeConte, who figure it under the name

of Enda?nus? yuccce on Plate 70 of their Iconographie.*

Though there is no text accompanying the plate, it is evi-

dent from the generic reference that the insect is considered

Hesperian, and no one could hesitate to so consider it if guided

by the figures. In those of the imago the head is unnaturally

broad, the body too slender, and the antennas with the club too

slender and too much hooked. The wings in repose are thrown

forward as in Theda; the antennas erect, and the legs too slen-

der. The larva has the large and nutant head, narrow thoracic

ioints, and green, yellow and white longitudinal stripes so charac-

teristic of Hesperid larvae. The pupa has much the form and

color of Epargyretts Tityrus (Fabr.) In short, these figures,

in many respects, and those of the larva and pupa more particu-

larly, are so unlike the insect considered in the present paper,

that the question might justly be raised as to whether I am deal-

ing with the Yuccce of Boisduval and LeConte, if the figures in

the work in question were known to be generally trustworthy.

But I have already shown in these pagesf how inaccurate and

unreliable some of the said figures are ; while the food-plant, as

indicated by the specific name, and the size, markings and color

of the perfect insects in the plate, leave no doubt as to the iden-

tity of Yuccce B. & L. and the species here considered. Too

much imagination entered into the composition of that plate, and

the probability is that after LeConte's figures were received in

* Hist. Gen. et Icon, des Lipid, dc /'Am. Sept.. 1S33.

f Transactions, etc., pp. 193-4.
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Europe by Boisduval, the latter by mistake coupled with Tuccce

the larva and pupa of some other large Southern Hesperian.^"

The next reference to this insect is by Walker,* in 1S56, who
is the first to briefly describe it as Castnia yuccce. In 1871,

Kirby referred it doubtingly to SEgiale, Feld. in Hesperidas.t

In 1S72, Scudder made it the type of a new genus {Megathymus)

in Hesperidse,! without further diagnosis than the incorrect fig-

ures in the Iconographie alluded to. This reference is followed

by Wm. H. Edwards in the Synopsis accompanying the first

volume of his work on N. A. Butterflies (1872). Scudder sub-

sequently states that "it is not a butterfly,"§ and Mr. A. R. Grote.

after an examination of specimens collected in Florida, regards it

" as belonging to the Castnians, where it is placed by Walker."||

It will thus be seen that this insect has sorely perplexed sys-

tematists, having been bandied from the butterflies to the moths :

and that the balance of opinion withdraws it from the butterflies

and places it with the Castnians— a family which, in some re-

spects, combines the characters of the two great Lepidopterous

divisions, but is regarded, and justly, as having most affinities

with the moths.

I shall endeavor to show that this opinion is not well-founded ;

that Megathymus is a genuine butterfly, and that its greatest

affinities are with the Hesperians. Together with one or two

IT They belong, however, neither to Tityrus nor Proteus, with the early stages of which

I am familiar. It would seem that Boisduval already had in his possession a more correct

figure of the larva of 7'iiccce ; for Mr Scudder has transcribed for me the following memo-
randum, which is accompanied by a truthful outline of the larva:

"Larva de la grande Hespekia: Habitat in caulibus et radieibus diversarum speci-

erum Vitrei, nidum format longum cylindricum e tela sericea fragmentisque foliorum
plants. Cum tempus meianiorphoseos appropinquat pulvere albo larva conspergitur et idem
ckrysalidem vestal."

This memorandum was originally in BoisduvaPs possession, but has been purchased by the

Boston Soc. Nat. Hist , among other original drawings by Abbott, under the supposition

that it was one of this naturalist's sketches There is good reason icf believing, however,

that it was made by the late Major John LeComte, who, as we know from his son (Proc.

Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci. xxii. B, 13, note), had nothing to do with the preparation and sys-

tematic arrangement of the Iconographie. though he made numerous notes and drawings

which were retained in Europe by his co-editor.

* List of the specimens of Lep. Ins. in the Coll. of the British Museum, Part VII., p.

15S3. No. 43.

t Synonymic Cat. Diurnal Lep., p 60S. W F. Kirby: London, 1S71

J Systematic Revision of some of the Am. Butterflies, etc.. p. 62. S. H. Scudder: Sa-

lem. 1S72.

§ Historical Sketch of Generic Names proposed for Butterflies, p. 213. Salem, 1S75.

||
Canadian Entomologist, September, 1S75. p. 173.
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other species it forms a small, aberrant Tribe ; but, in order to

more fully discuss its affinities, it is necessary to give an exposi-

tion of its characters, as no detailed descriptions have yet been

published.

DESCRIPTIVE.

Egg—Subconical, the top flattened or depressed, and with a slight 'cen-

tral dimple; the attached base concave; smooth but not polished. Color

pale green when laid, inclining to buff-yellow or brown before hatching.

Diameter at base 2.5 mm. ; height 1.8 mm. ; the transverse diameter often

varying slightly in two cross directions. Fourteen examined that were

naturally deposited and many more in the $ abdomen.

Larva.— Newly-hatched Larva (Fig. 27, c) : Length 6 mm. Color dark

brick-red with pitchy-black head and cervical shield; the abdominal joints

showing two principal transverse folds. Six longitudinal rows (2 dorsal

on anterior fold, 2 subdorsal, and 2 stigmatal on posterior fold) of black

stiff hairs, arising either directly from the skin or from very small tuber-

cles, longest posteriorly where they often exceed in length the diameter of

the joint bearing them ; some less conspicuous stigmatal and subven-

tral hairs. Head larger than first thoracic joint, rounded, but rather flat

in front; cervical shield narrow and in one piece; both minutely punctate.

No anal plate. Full-grown Larva (Fig. 27, cc) — Average length 2.60

inches; diameter 0.40 inch. Color edematous white. Surface faintly

aciculate, and sparsely armed, dorsally, with minute, evenly distributed,

short, rufous bristles, springing from the general surface, and not very

noticeable with the naked eye: covered more or less copiously with a white,

glistening, powdery secretion.* Cylindrical, the abdominal joints with 8

annulets, the first 3 occupying anterior half, the 3rd most prominent and

widening laterally, and the other 5 on the hind half of the joint—all best

defined dorsally. The thoracic joints somewhat larger than the rest, more

deeply and irregularly wrinkled ; the substigmatal region with longitudinal

folds. Head black, perpendicular, and asperous or deeply shagreened;

epistoma and labrum brown, small, and usually with a transverse median

ridge, the A-shaped mark white, forking before the suture, and the forks

having the shape of U : mandibles stout, subtriangular, non-dentate : an-

tennae (Fig. 27,/") 2-jointed, exclusive of bulbus, the terminal joint twice as

long as the basal, sometimes showing a faint constriction, and with an apical

nipple and long seta : maxillae and labium and mentum forming a subquad-

rate piece, bulging out prominently from beneath, the parts seemingly sol-

dered together and separated only by deep sutures, the maxillary palpi

(Fig. 27, e) consisting of two broad joints, the second surmounted by two

stout nipples, squarely docked at tip, the inner one stoutest and both armed

* This secretion is of a waxy nature, analogous if not identical with that secreted by so

many Homopterous and some Hymenopterous larvae. It is soapy to the touch, and dis-

solves readily in alcohol, leaving however a distinct scum on the surface.
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with bristles (the parts not clearly shown in figure) : the labium small,

trapezoidal, highly polished, with the spinneret (h) twice as long as palpi

(g) which are small, recurved and 2-jointed, exclusive of bulbus : a few

stout bristles on labrum, on palpigerous piece of maxilla, on mentum, base

of mandibles and around the ocelli, which are not easily distinguished from

the more globular of the shagreenations. Cervical shield more glabrous

than head, and scarcely darker than the body except around hind border.

Thoracic legs very short but stout, with the horny parts deep brown, and
sparsely armed with bristles. Prolegs well developed, the hooks in double

row and forming a distinct purple-brown, transversely oval annulus, but

slightly broken at the narrow ends. Anal shield rounded behind, corea-

ceous rather than corneous, and with a slight increase of bristly hairs,

especially around border. Stigmata large, with a purple-brown, oval

annulus.

Pupa—Average length i.so inches. Cylindrical; broadest at shoul-

ders, the abdomen large, recurving ventrally toward anus, and terminating

in a broad, flattened, posteriorly rounded, transverse, slightly decurving

flap, the borders thickened basally and extending ventrally so as to sur-

round the bilobed anus. Eyes prominent, with a transverse carina : wing-

sheaths reaching hind part of 4th abdominal joint, ventrally; hind tarsi

to about the hind third of these, and the club of antennae—which forms a

prominent bulge but tapers to a point—nearly as far. Surface but slightly

polished and faintly corrugate; a few extremely minute bristle-like spines

distributed over the abdominal joints, dorsally, and the two or three ter-

minal joints with stiff rufous hairs, increasing posteriorly and thickest on

the flap. Chitinous covering delicate, and all the members clearly de-

fined. Prothoracic spiracle showing as an opaque, elliptic-ovoid wart.

Color brown-black anteriorly, paler on the abdomen, and more or less

densely covered with a white powdery secretion like that which character-

izes the full-grown larva.

Imago.—Generic Characters—Head small, the width, including eyes, not

much more than half that of the mesothorax; the antennal bulbus large,

and the inter-antennal space not wider than one of the sockets; covered

with rather evenly shorn, dense hairs, and flattened scales not overhang-

ing the eyes. Eyes small and smooth. No ocelli. Labial palpi (Fig. 30,

c) stout and short, not reaching to top of eyes, 3-jointed, the basal joint

broad but short, the middle joint 4 times as long, the terminal joint tuber-

culous and I as long as the preceding : clothed in short and thick hair-like

scales. Tongue filiform, rather more than £ the antennal length. Anten-

nae rigid, cylindrical, terminating in an elongate knob (Fig. 30, d) which

is slightly flattened and slightly tapering and recurved at tip, but without

apical spine or tuft : having rather more (o*) or rather less (?) than half

the costal length of primaries. Thorax very robust, recalling that of

Xyleutes ; clothed with close-lying hair which becomes longer and looser

behind; the patagia rather broad, forming two crescent-shaped, slightly

raised layers; the tegulae closely appressed. Legs (Fig. 30, e,f, g, front,
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middle and hind) with brushy hairs beneath the femora; the tarsi all

studded beneath with minute reddish spines, the hind and middle tibiee

still more strongly spined, and each with a pair of more prominent spine-

like, apical spurs, of equal size, and hardly longer than the other spines
in 6" and not longer than the diameter of tibia; in $ : the front tibia? un-
armed, the nodule on the inner apical third ovoid and dark: tarsal claws
with a very small pulvillus between them: front femora 5.5 mm. long;
tibia; rather more than half as long; tarsi as long as femora : middle
femora 7.4 mm. long; tibiae and tarsi but slightly shorter: hind femora
same length as front ones; tibia; \ longer. Wings, with the scales, small

but mostly long, narrow and
dense, with long hair at base
superiorly and with the general

shape and venation (Fig 30. a,

b) of Hesperia, the primaries

with the apical angle more acute,

but less so than in 7 hymele; anal

angle not produced but rounded :

secondaries narrow and more
rounded than in any other Hes-
perid genus known to me : veins

quite stout. Abdomen ^, very
stout and heavy, thickening be-

hind, blunt at tip, and truncate

below; o
71 more slender and gra-

dually tapering. Specific Char-

acters — Average expanse 2.50

inches; length of body 1. 12 inch-

es. General color, above, deep
umber -brown, the body more
grayish, especially the tegula;;

the longer hairs of mesothorax
and base of abdomen inclining

to ferruginous : whitish in front

and around the neck and back
of the eyes. Primaries with a

notched ferruginous band on the

a narrower mark running from

line with

Megathymus: «, b, venation of frort nnd

hind wings; c, labial palpus, denuded ; d, club

of antenna; e,f,g, front, middle and hind legs.

outer fourth bounded by veins 1 and 4:

the posterior margin of this between 4 and 6; a paler mark
the first band between 6 and 9, and a ferruginous mark again just within

the discal area—the veins traversing these spots showing distinctly black:

an apical shade, a costal streak between veins 8 and 9, and alternate marks
on the fringes, are pale yellowish ; while the basal hairs are ferruginous.

Secondaries with a ferruginous border and straw-yellow fringes. In the
6* the antennal stem is paler, the spots on primaiies smaller and paler,

and the border on secondaries wider; while in the ? the secondaries have
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from two to four ferruginous spots just outside the disc and between the

inferior veins.* Beneath, the whole coloration is brighter, the spot between

veins 6 and 9 being pure white, the others saffron-yellow, and the poste-

rior portions of all the wings, and a broad costal streak on secondaries,

pearly-gray : a spot of the same color is observable on the outer third of

secondaries below vein 2, a more distinct and triangular mark on the inner

third just below the costal vein ; while the orange superior spots in $ show

dark brown. The antennae are white with the exception of the club; the

palpi and front trochanters whitish-gray, deepening posteriorly. The legs

are brown with the tarsi but faintly tinged with gray.

The ten specimens that have come under my observation show consid-

erable variation, aside from that which is sexual, in the depth of color and

size of the spots, as well as in the distance between them and the hind bor-

der of the wing; but none of them have the spot on primaries, indicated

in one of Boisduval's figures, just within the middle of the wing and below

vein 2.

AFFINITIES.

Let us now compare the foregoing detailed characters with the

Castnians on the one hand and the Hesperians on the other.

Scudder, who has certainly given more attention than perhaps

any other author to the Hesperians, divides them into two groups,

which he considers of tribal value.f The first to which he ap-

plies Latreille's name Hesperides is characterized chiefly by the

primaries in the 6* having a costal fold (often inconspicuous,

however) ; by the posterior extremity of the alimentary canal

being protected beneath by a corneous sheath, which extends be-

yond the centrum or body of the upper pair of abdominal appen-

dages, sometimes nearly to the extremity of the appendages ; by

the club of antenna? being elongate, roundly bent, or with a sinu-

ous lateral curve ; by the prevailing color being dark brown with

white or translucent angular spots ; by the stout body and swift

flight ; by the eggs being distinctly ribbed vertically ; and by the

larva? generally feeding on leguminous plants and living in hori-

zontal nests made with the leaves. The second tribe, to which

he gives Hiibner's name Astyci,\ the front wings of 6* have no

costal fold ; the extremity of the alimentary canal is not protected

* The secondary sexual characters are confounded by Boisduval, as quoted by Morris

(Synopsis of Lep. of N. A., p 113), though, as there is no text in the Iconographie, the

error doubtless originated with Morris in making descriptions troni the figures.

t Bulletin Buffalo Soc. Nat. Sci., p. 105.

\ I think such diversity of ending in terms used for divisions of the same value should

be avoided.
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by any extruded sheath ; "the prevailing tints of the wings are

tawny and black, marked also but often feebly with pale, some-

times vitreous, spots" ; the antennae have a stout club, which

either tapers rapidly or is devoid of a crook ; the hind wings are

usually horizontal in rest ; the eggs are smooth, usually broader

than high ; and the larvae " feed on Gramineae, and generally

construct vertical nests among the blades."

The eggs of the Castnians are, so far as I am aware, unknown
and undescribed. In both butterflies and moths they present an

infinite variety in form, in sculpture, and in the manner in which

they are laid. As a rule, however, those of the larger moths are

either ovoid, spherical or flattened, and rarely subcorneal or sculp-

tured ; while those of butterflies are more often conical, and

present greater variety in form and sculpture. The eggs of Hes-

perians are subconical, and those of the Astyci, as we have just

seen, in being smooth and broader than high, agree exactly with

those of Yucca-.

The larva? of the Castnians are, according to Boisduval,* endo-

phytous, boring the stems and roots of Orchids and other plants,

like the Sesians and Hepialians, and like Yucccz. But they are

ornamented with the ordinary horny piliferous spots or warts

which characterize Heterocerous larvae, and have a horny anal

plate. Butterfly larvae, on the contrary, rarely possess these

warts, but frequently have the body uniformly beset superiorly

with close-shorn bristles as in Yuccce, such bristles generally

springing from minute papilla?. The newly hatched larvae of the

two divisions approach each other more nearly in general ap-

pearance, as all animals do, the farther we go back to the com-

mencement of individual life ; but though the newly-hatched

larva of Yuccce bears a general resemblance to the same stage in

many endophytous Heterocerous larvae (e.g. Xyleutes, Cossus),

yet in the stiff hairs springing from the general surface, or from

very minute points, instead of from distinct tuoercles, it agrees

with the Rhopalocera. The legs, both false and true, together

with their armature and the trophi, are so extremely variable in

both divisions that comparisons can hardly be instituted. The
endophytous habit, though very exceptional, is found in butter-

flies (e.g. Thecla Isocrates, Fabr. : see Westwood's Intr., ii.,

* Suites JiBuffon; Sfkingides, Sfct'idcs, Castniides ; Paris, 1S74.
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p. 369). None of the Helerocerous borers, so far as my experi-

ence goes, line their burrows continuously with a matting of silk
;

but use the silk very sparingly, or not at all, till about ready to pu-

pate. The larva of Yuccce, for the most part, lives in a tube of silk,

which it builds and extends often several inches beyond the trunk

or stem in which it burrows, and from which it often, especially

when young, issues to feed. In this, again, it approaches the

Hesperians, which are partial concealers, and live, when not

feeding, within silken cases or tubes constructed among the leaves

of their food-plants.

The pupae of the Castnians, like those of all Heterocerous

borers known to me, are, according to authors, armed with rings

of minute spines on the hind borders of the abdominal joints

—

the spines serving a very useful purpose in assisting the pupa out

of its cocoon. Heterocerous borers also pupate in a more or less

perfect cocoon, made either within or without the burrow ; and,

in the issuing of the imago, the mesothoracic covering generally

collapses, the leg-cases become unsoldered, and those of the an-

tennae are always separated and often curled back over the head

in the exuvium. The Hesperians pupate*within the silken cavity

occupied as larva, or else in a separate slight cocoon : the pupa

is generally attached to a silken tuft by the hooks of the cremas-

ter, and sometimes by a silken girth around the middle of the

body besides : it is not ^infrequently covered with a slight pow-

dery bloom, and is characterized by the prominence of the pro-

thoracic spiracle* : the exuvium more nearly retains its form,

the leg-cases remaining soldered, and even those of the antennae

being rarely separated. In not having a well-formed cocoon, in

being covered with bloom, in the characters of the exuvium, in

the conspicuity of the prothoracic spiracle, but more particularly

in the want of minute spines on the borders of the abdominal

joints, Yuccce is again Hesperian and not Castnian. Indeed,

except in the broader anal flap, densely surrounded with stiff

bristles, in place of an apical bunch of hooks, in the smaller head

and larger body, it resembles Nisoniades in general form, color,

and texture.

The typical Castnians, in the perfect state, have the wings large

* In Nisoniades Juvenalis (Fabr.) this spiracle takes the form of a prominent sooty-

black horn or tubercle.
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with loose and very large scales, and the hind-wings invariably

armed, at costal base, with the long stout spine, or spring, which

serves to lock the wings in flight by hooking in a sort of socket

beneath the primaries, and which is so characteristic of the Hete-

rocera. The venation resembles more nearly that of the Hepia-

lians, and is totally unlike that of the Hesperians. The veins are

slender: in the primaries la and 5 are as stout as the rest; the

discal cell is short, connected transversely with 3 and with an

areolet above : in the secondaries the cell is nearly obsolete, and

the independent or vein 5 of secondaries is as stout as the others.

(Comp. Fig. 30 a, b, with Fig. 31.) The antennae, though thickened

at tip, are generally long and more or less

supple, and there are two distinct ocelli be-

tween the eyes, behind the antennae. The

Castnians vary much in general appearance,

but, whether we deal with the Brazilian Cast-

nia Linns (Cram.) with its narrow, elongate,

rounded, clear-spotted wings, and its remark-

ably elongate and swollen basal joint of the

middle tarsi ; or with C. Licus (Cram.) which

has broad, angular wings ; or with the genera

Ceretes, Ort/iia, Gazera, and Synemon—we
Venati

L
D
rif(Fit")*

Pha
" find the characters above mentioned constant

:

they are typical of the Family and are Heterocerous characters.

Tuccce, on the contrary, has none of these characters ; but in the

smaller wings, in their venation, in the closeness of the small and

narrow scales and hairiness at base, in having no ocelli, and in

the unarmed secondaries, entirely agrees with the Hesperians.*

I attach much less importance to the antennas, size of head and

body, or even the spurs of tibiae ; because they are all more varia-

ble. Thus, while most of the Castnians have the antennal club

tipped with a spine or a bunch of bristles, others (e.g. Castnia

Orestes, Walker, from Surinam) have it of the same shape as in

Yucca, and unarmed, or even more short and blunt (Synemon

* These views were communicated to my friend Mr. Scudder during the first week ia

December, and were by him brought before the entomological section of the Bost. Soc. Nat.

Hist, on the ?2nd of the mo.:th. On the 26th of the same month I received from Mr. Kirbjr

the copy, published in the Appendix, of Felder's description of JEgiale Kollari, and the

opinion that its affinities are Hesperian. JEgiale is so near Mtgathymus that the simi-

larity of Felder's views and of my own, independently arrived at as they were, is grati-

fying.

iii—22 [Mar. 23, 1S70.]
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Theresa, Doubl.) Again, in most Hesperians the club tapers, or

is curved at tip ; but there are all degrees of variation, from the

extremely curved club of Epargyreus Tityrus (Fabr.) to the

straight and blunt club of Oarisma Poweshiek (Parker). The
small head and subobsolete spurs in Tticcce are abnormal com-

pared with either family ; for most of the Castnians have the spurs

much as in Hesfieria, and the head almost as broad as the tho-

rax. In the stiffer, relatively shorter antennae, with large club
;

in the spines which stud the tibiae,* as well as in the stoutness of

the thorax and abdomen, Tuccce is again Hesperian rather than

Castnian. The Castnians, like the Uranians and many other

exceptional moths, resemble the butterflies in being day-flyers
;

but the position of the wings in repose, which is a more impor-

tant character, is said by all observers to be similar to that of

Catocala, Drasteria, and other Heterocera, viz., deflexed or

incumbent. 7uccce, both in manner of repose, in color, and in

pattern, is a staunch Hesperian.

In short, a careful consideration of the characters of our Yucca

Borer shows that in all the more important characters it is essen-

tially Hesperian ; and that in most of those characters by which

it differs from the more typical species of that family—as in the

small spurs, in having only the apical ones on the hind tibiae, in

the tibial spines, and difference in size of legs— it is more Rho-

palocerous than Heterocerous. The same holds true when we
consider the adolescent states. In the small head of both larva

and imago, and in the very large abdomen, it is abnormal ; but

these characters are traceable to the abnormal larval habit, and

are very unimportant compared to the pterogostic and other char-

acters cited. I have long since concluded that general larval form

and appearance is so dependent on habit and so variable accord-

ing to habit, that it is less valuable than more minute structural

characters, and that for purposes of classification it has even

less value than egg-structure, and infinitely less than imaginal

characters. All endophytous Lepidopterous larvae, of whatever

family, have certain general resemblances that are a consequence

f In the Castnians that I have been able to examine none of the tibia? have spines, while

those on the tarsi are very minute : the middle tibia? have a pair of unequal, prominent sub-

apical spurs, and the hind tibia? have two similarly unequal pairs, the anterior pair from

about the terminal fifth.
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of similarity of habit ; and I give it as my emphatic opinion that

Tuccce is a large-bodied Hesperian, which, though approaching

the Castnians through Synemon, has no real relation with them.

In certain marked characters it departs from the Hesperians as at

present understood, and the only question which a careful study

of the species gives rise to in my mind is—not whether it should

be considered a Castnian, but whether it offers charactei's that

necessarily separate it from the Hesperians. Families should, I

think, be made as comprehensive as possible and not unduly mul-

tiplied ; and in considering aberrant forms, the objects of classifi-

cation are best subserved by retaining them in whatever division

can claim the balance of characters. It is better to widen than

to restrict in the higher groups. LeConte does better service in

bringing Platypsylla among the Coleoptera than does VVestwood

in creating a new Order— Achreioptera— for it. Phylloxera, in

Homoptera, is much more wisely retained in the Aphididae than

made the type of a new Family. Let Yucca, therefore, be re-

tained in Hesperidas. By its aberrant characters it may constitute

the type of a third tribe, for which I would propose the name

Castnioides. This Tribe consists at present, in addition to

Megathymzis yuccce, of two other good species, the one from

Mexico, the other from Costa Rica. It is very probable that

this number will be greatly increased as we become more

familiar with the Lepidopterous fauna of Mexico and Central

America, where the Yuccas and Agaves abound ; for I have lit-

tle doubt that the last-named plants will also be found to nourish

other species of the Tribe.

I have reared from the Yucca Borer eleven Tachnia flies, all

belonging to the species which I have designated anonyma, and

which infests the larvae of a number of other Lepidoptera.* The

fact that Tuccce is attacked by such a parasite is further proof that

it is more or less an external feeder, since it is hardly probable

that the parent Tachina would enter the burrow, and I know of

no genuine endophytes that are similarly attacked.

4th Mo. Ent. Rep., p. 129.
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CONCLUSION.

Whether we have in our Yucca Borer a remnant of more an-

cient and synthetic types from which the Castnians on the one

hand and the Hesperians on the other are derived, or whether we
have in it a more recent variation from the move typical Hespe-

rians, are questions which, with present knowledge, permit only

of a speculative answer. The former hypothesis is, however, the

more plausible. The Castnians, while occurring in Mexico, find

their greatest development in Central America and Brazil. The
few Castnioides known, inhabit the southern part of X. America.

During the tertiary period, when the ocean reached over the whole

Mexican plateau northward, the fauna of North and South Ame-
rica was much more similar than at the present time. It is not

difficult to conceive how a Lepidopterous family that was then

common to both divisions of the continent, may since that time

have deviated in the two directions indicated, and yet have left

some less modified forms in the intermediate country. We are

assisted in this conception if we view, with some botanists, the

Yuccas as remnants of an ancient flora.

We may learn from the history of this butterfly, as from that

of the Hackberry butterflies,* how unsafe it is to describe, and

particularly to create genera, from mere drawings. Megathy-

mus, as founded on Boisduval's figures, is very much of a myth.

It is so with all genera erected by the mere coining of a name

without recognizable definition ; and while a Hiibner, in making

a number of divisions on superficial grounds, may accidentally

hit upon relationships which subsequent research proves correct,

he certainly does not greatly benefit science by his work. Again,

we may learn the necessity for the adoption by entomologists of

some rules for guidance in matters that do not come within the

scope of present accepted rules. Can names connected solely

with published figures be accepted? Shall we write Yucca

Boisduval or Vacac Walker? huch questions become the more

important when two different names are employed. A figure,

however good, cannot be considered a definition ; and, whilst

most entomologists would consider that the species in question

Transactions, p. 203 ; 6tll Mo, Ent. Rep., p. 150.
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had not virtually been named until described by Walker, others

take a different view, and perhaps with reason, since a good

figure, so far as recognition of the thing intended is concerned, is

infinitely more definite than the majority of the earlier descrip-

tions of species in entomology.

In conclusion, I take pleasure in expressing my obligations to

Mr. W. F. Kirby of Dublin, Mr. John A. Ryder of Philadelphia,

and Mr. Herman Strecker of Reading, Pa., for kind assistance in

my studies of this insect ; and more particularly to my esteemed

correspondent Dr. J. H. Mellichamp of Blufllon, S. C, for his

efforts in furnishing material, and to my friend Mr. S. H. Scud-

der of Cambridge, Mass., for valuable aid, always freely given.

APPENDIX.
As a matter of convenience and future reference, especially for those

living where the Yucca Borer occurs, and allied species are likely to be

found, and where scientific libraries are nearly unknown,—I have brought

together in this appendix the descriptions of those species that belong to

the Castnioides. It will be seen that s&giale Felder comes very close to

Megathymus. The antenna?, however, appear to have the club more fal-

cate ; while the legs, in having the tibiae unarmed and hairy, and the

wings, in being broader, more triangular, with the posterior border more

convex, would seem to distinguish s&giale. Felder's Kollari, as Mr.

Kirby informs me, is believed by Mr. Butler to be synonymous with

Walker's Hespcriaris— s. belief founded, no doubt, on comparison of the

types, since Walker's description is very insufficient.

Castnia yuccce.—Nigro-fusca ; antenna? capitate, non falcatas ;
alae basi

subfnlvescentes, anticae fascia subapicali incompleta antice duplicata tes-

tacea, posticae testaceo-marginatae.

Blackish-brown. Antennae capitate, not falcate ; middle part whitish.

Wings with a slight dingy tawny hue at the base. F.w. with a subapical,

pale, incomplete, testaceous band, which is forked in front. H.w. with

pale testaceous borders. U.S. with hoary borders, and with a triangular

white subcostal spot. Length of body. 10-12 lines; of wings, 21-2S lines.

This species connects the Castnice with the Hesperice. Georgia.

—

[Walker, List Lep. Het. B. M. vii., p. 15S3 (1S56). Belongs to Mega-

thymus.

^Eglale Felder.

Caput mediocre, porrectum, villosum.

Oculi nudi, prominentes.

Antenna; crassiusculae, sat longre, costae dimidium aequantes, in clavam
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elongatam subrectam apice mucrone brevissimo terminatam incrassatae,

distincte articulatae.

Maxillae spirales longs, sat angustae.

Palpi breves, dense squamato-villosi, sursum ascendentes, capitis verti-

cem non aequantes, approximati, articulo primo secundo dimidio breviore,

tertio minimo, obtuso pennicillato-setoso.

Thorax valde convexus, ovatus, robustus, dense villosus.

Alee elongatae, integerrimae, basi dense villosae, venis validis, ciliis latis

variegatis, cellulis clausis.

Alae anticae trigonae acutae, costa subrecta, margine externo convexo,

costalis dimidium aequante, interno subrecto, costa breviore, disco paginae

inferioris villo longiore tecto, cellula angusta, vena costali recta, post cos-

tee medium desinente, vena subcostali quinque-ramosa, ramis intervallis

aequalibus ante cellula? extimum ascendentibus, vena discoidali prima

ramo ultimo subcostali valde approximata, secunda remota, ad venae

medianae extimum oriente, vena' disco-cellulari incurvata, vena mediana

triramosa, ramis intervallis longis inter se distantibus.

Alee posticae costa arcuata, antice dilatata, angulo apicali subproducto,

anali subtruncato, calcaribus binis praecostalibus validis, cellula praecos-

tali angustissima, vena costali subrecta, post costee medium desinente,

ramis binis subcostalibus intervallo sat longo distantibus, secundo ad

cellulae extimum oriente, vena discocellulari distincta, incurvata, vena

discoidali a ramis subcostalibus valde remota, basi arcuata. ramis tribus

medianis approximatis rectis, vena submediana et postmediana parum

distantibus.

Pedes validi, femoribus tibiisque longe villosis, tibiis inermibus, femore

tertia parte brevioribus, tarsis subtus spinulosis, quinque articulatis, arti-

culo primo longissimo tibiam fere aequante, ungulis minutis curvatis.

Abdomen subconicum robustissimum.

Type ^E. Kollari.— § alae ciliis albidis, fusco intersectis, supra nigro-

fuscae, basi rufo-fulvo villosae, anticae fascia discali abbreviata recte laete

fulva, intus tridentata (dente infimo usque ad basin protracto) maculae

costali albae adhaerente, strigaque incurvata subapicali, antice alba, postice

fulvescente; posticae macula basali obsoleta fasciaque sinuata submedia

laete fulvis. Alae anticae subtus nigro-fuscae, fascia strigaque paginae

superioris, costa limboque apicali cinereis, fusco-atomatis. Alae posticae

cinereae, fusco-atomatae, macula costali nigra, fascia subbasali obsoleta

alteraque submedia maculari in loco fasciae paginae superioris dilutioribus,

nigrocinctis, ilia macula cellulari alba nigrocincta notata. Antenna? albae.

Caput postice albido-cinctum. Palpi, thorax et pedes cinereo-villosi.

Thorax postice et abdomen basi fulvo-hirsuta, hoc nigricans.

Antennae and habitus resembling Castnia; but the want of the bristle

on the h.w., the neuration, and the hairy clothing of the wings, show it to

be Rhopalocerous, and to belong specially to the family of the Hesperidae,

in which it forms a new genus, characterized by the structure of the anten-
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nae, the short palpi, the unspurred feet, and by the position of the discoi-

dal and median nervures of front wing, as well as by the robustness of all

parts, and may be best placed near Pamphila, Westw. Mexico.—[Wien.

Ent. Mon. iv., p. ioo (i860).

Cast?u'a Hesperiaris.—Nigricans, alae ochraceo-fulvae, nigro-strigatae et

marginal, antica; strigis duabus subcostalibus testaceis ;
posticae subtus

cinereae, lineis undulosis nigricantibus.

Blackish, stout. Antennae clavate, falcate, luteous towards the tips.

Abdomen towards the base with somewhat ferruginous hairs. Wings

orange-tawny, bordered with black, and with interrupted whitish ciliae.

Front-wings with a trifurcate black streak which proceeds from the costa,

and with two irregular, oblique, pale, testaceous subcostal streaks. Hind-

wings with slight blackish streaks, underside gray, with several slender,

oblique, blackish, undulating bands. Length of the body, 12 lines; of the

wings, 30 lines. Mexico.— [Walker, Cat. Het. B. M., p. 1583 (1856). Be-

longs to SEgiale.

^Egiale t'tidectsa.— Alte supra nigro-fuscae, area basali fulvescenti-

hirta, anticae macula discoidea; punctis tribus in serie arcuata subcostali,

ponecellam; duabus apud medium marginis extemi, maculisque tribus

in serie obliqua infra ramos medianos ochraceo-albidis : ciliis omnibus

albis, fusco-notatis ; corpus supra fuscum, metathorace fulvescenti-hirto,

oculis albo-cinctis; antennis nigris; alae anticse subtus nigrae, apice gri-

sescente; costa fuscescente ; maculis superinis albidis
;

posticae cinereae

fusco adspersas; dimidio interno fuscecente; macula discoidea, altera

majore interno-mediana, et subtribus fere lunatis discalibus margini sub-

parallelis, nigris: ciliis albis, fusco variis ; corpus subtus fuscum, abdo-

u:a.mine cinereo-squamoso. antennis albicantibus, exp. al. 2f in. Costa Ri

The genus s&giale seems to me to belong rather to the CastniidcB

than to the Htsperidce; for not only does it differ remarkably from all the

genera of the latter family in neuration, but in its small palpi and compa-

ratively narrow head, thickened antennae, clumsy legs, and apparently

flexible abdomen.*— [Butler & Druce, Cist. Ent. i., p. 116 (1872).

ADDENDA.

After the matter on p. 328 was printed, it occurred to me that

the method of pupation had not been described with sufficient

explicitness. The exposed portion of the blackened, chimney-

like funnel has a length of from four to six inches ;
but the funnel

virtually extends from one to three inches below the still green and

growing leaves before it reaches the more solid portion of the trunk,

where the true burrow may be said to commence. Throughout

this entire length the funnel is elastic, with a tendency to con-

* These remarks will appear ill-founded in the light of what Felder wrote and of what I

have written.
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traction. It is within the hidden base of this elastic funnel, or just

above the burrow proper, that the pupa state is generally, if not

always, assumed. A more careful study of Yucca tops in which

the pupa was naturally formed—i.e. in plants not cut till after

pupation—shows me, also, that the partial closing of the bur-

row near head and tail is due solely to the elasticity of the funnel.

No additional silk is used, and nothing that can well be called a

cocoon is constructed. Just above the natural contraction that

occurs at the junction of the more elastic with the more firm and

solid portion of the burrow, the pupa rests— the cast-oft' larval

skin generally helping to close up the lower passage. Here the

pupa has perfect freedom of motion, and readily twirls the lower

part of the body when disturbed. The natural recurvature of the

abdomen, as shown in the figure, presses the bristled, dorsal and

terminal portion of the body on the one side, and the ventral,

middle portion on the other, against its elastic confines, and holds

it securely. A few muscular movements, aided by the leverage

and hold which the aforementioned bristles insure, bring the

pupa, when the imago is about to issue, toward the top of the

funnel, which readily opens under the pressure, since it is closed

only by contraction. In the issuing of the imago the pupa re-

mains within the tube.

Having recently (March 13) let several of the butterflies loose

in a spacious chamber in order to watch their movements, I can

confirm what has been said of the rapidity and strength of their

flight. I would further add, that, in resting or walking, as in all

their actions, they have the characteristics of the larger-bodied

skippers. When the wings are not used in flight, the inferior

portion of the secondaries is folded along vein 1 and tucked in

under the submedian, as is, I believe, the case with all Hesperians.

At rest, the outer portions of primaries are brought more closely

together than my Fig. 29 indicates. The favorite position of the

insect when at rest is vertical, or even hanging from beneath an

oblique object. In walking, the wings open more or less, but the

hind ones are not held horizontal. In walking on a flat surface,

the fore body is strongly raised on the legs, while the end of the

abdomen, especially in the female, generally touches the ground,

so that the costas of primaries are nearly on a plane with the sur-

face. The antennae are most often on a plane with the body, and

strongly diverging.
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The Rocky Mountain Locust and the Season 0/1875.

By G. C. Broadhead.

The season of 1S75 has been rather a peculiar one for Western

Missouri, and the attendant phenomena instructive and worthy of

close attention.

During the fall of 1874 large numbers of locusts (Caloptenus

spretus Thomas) appeared in Western Missouri, coming from

the northwest, and leaving destruction in their path—depositing

their eggs late in the fall. Early in April, 1875, they began to

hatch, the hatching continuing for over a month. Having under-

gone the several molts, the perfect insect appeared with wings

early in June. In about two days their wings were strong enough

to fly, but, as the different individuals gained their wings at irre-

gular periods, they did not essay very far journeys until about the

15th, but by the 20th all had departed. Leaving no eggs, they

passed away, by high flights, in a northwest course.

A large black cricket {Udeopsylla robusta Serv.), heretofore

unobserved in Western Missouri, was often seen during May
and June, but I cannot hear that it was seen after the locusts

left. I did not find it to be destructive, but it may be. Its body

was nearly f of an inch in diameter and 2 inches long, with long,

awkward legs. Color dark brown. It remained chiefly hidden

under old lumber, or in mouse or mole burrows, but could some-

times be seen abroad on damp or drizzly days, from which cir-

cumstance I suppose its habits to be chiefly nocturnal.

The locusts generally first attacked clover, wheat, timothy,

oats, blue-grass, in the following order as to preference and rate of

destruction ; to wit, all the wheat, all the timothy and clover, and

most of the blue-grass, was eaten close to the ground and entirely

killed. Most fields of oats were entirely destroyed, but some only

partially, so as to produce a poor and stunted crop. In some

instances blue-grass was killed ; some of mine was, probably

over one-half, and the remainder eaten to the ground twice, to

rise again and afford good pasturage during the latter half of

July, August, and September ; but no blue-grass went to seed.

The timothy was all killed by the middle of May. The weeds

were nearly all destroyed. The various garden vegetables were
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eaten to the ground as fast as they sprouted above the surface.

Corn eaten to the ground would again sprout, some as much as

the third time, but was generally killed by that time. Irish pota-

toes whose sprouts were eaten off close, afterwards bore a crop,

but were a little later than those planted just after the locusts

left.

Towards the latter part of May vegetation became scarce, and

the locusts, being larger and more ravenous, would eat things

previously discarded.

Early in the season the leaves had been eaten off the grape-

vines, currant and gooseberry bushes, strawberries, and most

small shrubs, and many shrubs were killed Later in the season

the larger bushes and some trees suffered ; all the gooseberry and

currant bushes were killed. Leaves were now eaten off the apple,

pear and peach trees, and the young fruit was also devoured ; next

the buds were appropriated, and then the pests would commence
to eat the bark off the young twigs. In this way many young

fruit trees, chiefly apple, were destroyed. The sumach {Rhus)

and wahoo (Euonymus) were denuded of leaves, and often the

entire bark from trees 6 feet high was stripped. The locusts

would climb forty feet to the tops of coffee trees (Gymnocla-

dzes) and eat the leaves. At night they would ascend apple trees

for rest, and be ready by early morning to climb to the top limbs

and eat buds and leaves. For this reason our apple trees, the

present year, had either no apples, or very few and small ones,

on the upper branches.

Generally retiring before sunset, the insects would climb on

fences and trees, and there remain until 8 or 9 o'clock next morn-

ing ; and if it was cool, damp, or rainy, they would scarcely move

from their place of repose during the whole day. On damp days

my apple trees would be covered, and I could pass among them

with a flat board and brush off many thousands of the insects.

After constant occupation of the fences as resting places, we
would find them denuded of the softer, rotten exterior, it having

been eaten oft", so that the fences would have the appearance of

being well scraped.

At one time the locusts covered a field of mine as thick as 5

bushels to the acre, and several persons estimated that in the

township of 3 by 9 miles they would average 1 to 1 i bushels per
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acre. They are very tenacious of life. After exceedingly heavy

rains, I would go out and find them thickly seated on a low stalk

of oats, and it seemed that the rains washed very few into the

streams and drowned but few, if any. Bushels of them might

be swept into a pile, and straw thrown over them and set on fire
;

only those at and near the surface would be burned—those in the

interior scarcely scorched.

Chickens and hogs would eat the locusts with avidity, and

these would eat each other when maimed.

AFTERWARDS.
The fields and woods at the period of departure of the lo-

custs were dry and verdureless as a well-beaten road ; in fact,

in some places scarcely any vegetation grew during the entire

season, unless seeds were planted. Rich creek bottoms were ob-

served bare of all vegetation a month after the " hegira," except

the leaves upon the trees, whereas ordinarily these bottom lands

present a luxuriant growth. The chief forest trees were not much
intei-fered with.

June 20th, we find growing only the following plants wholly

or in part not interfered with, viz. : Salvia trlchostemmoldes,

Vemonla JVoveboracensls, Apocynum cannabinum, Ascleplas

Cornutl, Ipomixa pandurata. The Ascleplas, after being cut

and withered, would be eaten, and once I detected the locusts

nibbling at the growing plant. These were about all the

plants vegetating at that time. Others growing up imme-

diately thereafter were purslane ( Portulacca oleracea), very

abundantly, more so than I ever saw it before, and occupying

entire fields, and even yards and roadsides and waste ground,

places where not ordinarily found. Phytolacca decandra (poke-

weed) was very abundant, filling small fenced lots ; and what

seemed curious was, that most plants appeared gregarious, only

a single species, but in great numbers, occupying a certain space.

The lately introduced, but now abundant, prostrate Amarantus
Blitum was unmolested ; many of its stems were 6 feet long,

spreading over perhaps ioo square feet, the entire plant weighing

15 pounds. The common nettle, Solanum Carollnense, soon

sprang up everywhere ; although always common in Eastern

Missouri, it has not heretofore abounded here so as to be trouble-

some. This year it was abundant, growing on all soils. The
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black nightshade, Solatium nigrum, was not more common than

usual. The sand burr, Solatium rostratrum, of the plains, here-

tofore of rare occurrence, was occasionally found growing large

and spreading very wide. I would remark that only a few years

ago this plant was unknown in Missouri ; now it has advanced

75 miles into the State. The cockle burr, Xanthium strumari-

um, was abundant as usual. The Salvia tric/wstemmoides grew
over 2 feet high, and often patches of it would average 3 feet.

The various species of morning glory put forth their energies,

and were great pests in the fields.

The locusts did not seriously interfere with the prairie grasses,

not eating them much anywhere, and none at all where there

was other more genial food. The seasons being favorable, the

grasses grew very luxuriantly, forming fine meadows and

pastures.

Up to the 20th of June we find no kitchen vegetables in the

country excepting such as were imported, and the many that have

been raised are all results of plantings at that time and after-

wards. The season was favorable : potatoes were finer, turnips

larger and more abundant than ever known. My grape-vines

grew 10 to 12 feet, but bore no fruit. Melons were also finer and

more abundant. Large quantities of all kinds of seeds were sown
and the result was a magnificent yield. The summer apple trees

had a few blossoms after the first crop, and late in season found

apples of second growth one inch in diameter.

The growth of wild grasses was more luxuriant than I have

known for many years. On the 20th of September I observed

the following grasses : Andropogon furcatus, 61 feet high ; Spar-

tina cynosuroides, 6 ft. ; Sorghum nutans, 6 to S ft. ; Panicum
sanguinale, 6 ft. ; P. Cms gatli, 5$ ft. ; P. capillare, 4$ ft. ;

P. virgatam, 52 ft. ; P. glaucum, 5I ft. ; Eragrostis poceoides,

3^ ft. ; E. Purshii, 2 ft. ; ~Vilfa vagintejtora, and Aristida oli-

gostachya, over 2 ft. Some of these grasses, as Vil/a, I do not

remember to have seen here before ; it abounds in S.E. Missouri

on post-oak and white-oak land, and probably may be common
on similar soils of Western Missouri. The Aristida, although

growing abundantly south of this, I have rarely seen here before.

The Eragrostis I have only heretofore seen in yards and road-

sides, recumbent and scarcely to be noticed ; but, this season,
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behold their luxuriance ! tall and growing thick, looking like fine

meadows ready to be mowed. The Panicum sanguinale (crab-

grass) grew luxuriant and thick, and in some fields sufficiently so

to cut for hay. The Setaria glauca (foxtail) also formed meadow-
like fields. The Spartina, Sorghum, and Andropogoft

,
grew very

tall and formed seed. These prairie grasses I do not remember to

have seen in seed for over a half dozen years, nor do I remember
them to have grown so tall for as long a time. Two years ago,

in Bates County, the grass grew on the prairies only a few feet

high ; this year it would average 5 to 5$ feet for miles, and pre-

sented a beautiful scene. The most common upland species is

Andropogon scopariiis, and is very much valued by people for

hay. The reason of the luxuriance of this growth we find in

the frequency of moistening rains at the proper season. The
presence of strange plants, and the unusual abundance of oth-

ers, is owing to the absence of most of the previous known com-

mon plants. This absence was caused, in the first place, by the

dryness of the season of 1S74, and by the damage the locusts had

done, and the consequent failure to produce or ripen many seeds
;

in the second place, the locusts, in the spring of 1875, destroyed

all the young plants as fast as they appeared above ground and

before the time arrived for them to blossom and seed.

Such causes as the above may in time considerably change the

flora of the country.

The Meteor of December 27, 1875.

Bv G. C Broadhead.

About 9 p.m., Dec. 27, 1875, a brilliant meteor was seen to

dart across the northern sky from west to east, being chiefly ob-

served in Northwest Missouri, illuminating the heavens, for a few

seconds, brighter than the brightest moonlight, and then bursting

into fragments; and after an interval of a few minutes a sound

was heard resembling distant thunder.

I find that the explosion was only heard in Northwest Mis-

souri, although the meteor was seen as far north as Nevada and

Clinton ; also at Lawrence (Kansa-.), Council Bluff's and Iowa
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City (Iowa) ; at Kirksville and St. Louis (Missouri) ; at Cincin-

nati (Ohio), Ripley (Indiana), and Falls City (Nebraska).

Mr. Wm. Kaucher and wife, of Oregon, Holt County, observed

it quite accurately, and state that at 9 p.m. it was observed near

the constellation Gemini and a little S.E. of those stars, passing

near Procyon and beyond, exploding 30 below that star and 20

above the horizon in a southeastern direction. Mrs. K., who first

saw it, says that it seemed suddenly to flash into view, lighting

up the whole sky, and before reaching Procyon began to leave a

train of innumerable rocket-like sparks. The width of the train

was probably a half degree, becoming smaller near the nucleus.

The duration of the illumination was about three seconds.

Mr. Kaucher further says that about five minutes later an ex-

plosion was heard resembling the firing of several pieces of artil-

lery, followed by a long metallic reverberation which lasted for

several seconds.

Mr. Kaucher's meteorological observations give—thermometer

28 ; barometer 28.966, corrected to freezing point for elevation,

and elevation 1 100 feet above the sea ; force of vapor .090 ; rela-

tive humidity 0.56 ; no clouds, wind south, night very bright, the

sky hazy, becoming more dense afterwards. Rain fell on 29th

and 30th.

C. W. Irish, at Iowa City, Iowa, first observed it S. 6o°, W.
altitude 65 ; its size about that of an ordinary shooting star,

then gave out a flash that illuminated the whole concave of the

heavens.

A. Slingerland, of Kirksville, Adair County, Missouri, observed

the meteor at 30 to 40 altitude, and io° to 15 northwest. It

lighted up the sky and passed quickly out of sight to the south-

west.

At RockjDort, Atchison County, it was seen passing in a south-

eastwardly course.

At Hiawatha, Kansas, it was seen to pass from northwest to

southeast, causing a brilliant illumination of a few seconds' dura-

tion. Time, about 9 p.m.

The Rev. Mr. Huntley, observing it near Maryville, Nodaway
County, Missouri, says it resembled a calcium light, and three

minutes afterwards an explosion was heard.
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At Graham, Nodaway County, it was seen passing eastward-

ly, and a few minutes thereafter a rumbling sound was heard.

The Savannah (Andrew County) Republican states that 20

minutes past 9 p.m. it flashed across the sky for a moment with

an illumination nearly as bright as day, but only for a moment,

then disappeared in the S.S.E., and that it apparently came from

the N.N.W. It exploded just above the horizon 5 to 12 , and,

three minutes after, a noise was heard resembling the discharge

of a battery of cannon. Many saw it at this place and they gen-

erally unite in the above statement, and also say that portions

were thrown off' two or three times.

The St. Louis Globe-Democrat says, it seemed to start from

the zenith, suddenly changed its course, darted in an eastwardly

direction, bursting like a sky-rocket, and several minutes later a

low, rumbling sound was heard resembling distant thunder.

Stephen Sale, at corner of Main and Franklin streets, St. Jo-

seph, between 9 and 10 p.m., the night being tlear and bright,

observed a meteor with a nucleus and long tail immediately over

him, passing horizontally from N.W. to S.E., exploding and

emitting sparks like a sky-rocket, then disappearing, the train

apparently brighter for awhile and then vanishing. The duration

of the illumination was about thirty seconds, the light white and

bright as noonday. Three minutes thereafter a noise was heard

resembling the discharge of heavv guns, followed closely by a

succession of rumbling reports sufficiently heavy to jar the win-

dows of houses, and lasting probably ten seconds.

Thomas Crawford and Arthur Kirkpatrick, of St. Joseph,

occupying different points of observation, substantiate fully the

above account of Mr. Sales, with the following exceptions and

additions : — Thomas Crawford says it passed from N.W. to

E.S.E., and continued in view three or four seconds ; first ap-

pearing red, then blue, then white and bright like a lamp, and

that the illumination was so intense that one could easily see to

pick up a pin from the ground. The nucleus was apparently

one-half the size of the moon, followed by a fiery sheet ; sparks

like coals were emitted, and a rushing sound was heard resem-

bling distant thunder. Arthur Kirkpatrick gives the course about

85 S. of E., and says the nucleus was apparently four times as

large as the sun, and occupied 30 seconds in passing, exploding
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and disappearing like a sky-rocket ; and two to three minutes

afterwards a sound was heard resembling distant thunder, fol-

lowed by a deep rumbling lasting about 60 seconds. He further

says that the meteor was of too dazzling a brightness to rest the

eyes upon.

The Kansas City Chief says it passed from N.W. to S.E.,

leaving a lurid streak in its wake, and making all out-doors

brighter than moonlight ; two minutes later an explosion was
heard resembling the discharge of heavy cannon.

At Pleasant Hill, Cass County, Mr. R. S. Wilson and others

observed it about 9 P.M., the sky first being brightly illumin-

ated, and, immediately after, a bright nucleus similar in appear-

ance to a comet, or ball of fire, with a short tail, appeared in the

northwest, shooting up like a rocket from the horizon towards

the zenith, and descending eastwardly. Less than a minute was
occupied in the total passage.

Mr. Jno. W. Stewart, of Clinton, Henry County, says it passed

in a northeast direction at an angle of 30 with the horizon, and

apparently was twice the diameter of the sun, leaving a long lu-

minous tail, not spread out, and of a bluish or violet color, the

ball appearing brighter.

Although the meteor was seen at various points from Nevada,
Mo., to Council Bluffs, Iowa, or for three hundred miles north and

south, and over as wide a space east and west, yet I do not find

that any explosion was heard south of Kansas City, nor any further

eastward. From the apparent course, and time of hearing the sound

after the flash, it would appear as if it had burst at a distance

of 40 to 70 miles from the observers in Northwest Missouri, or a

little east from DeKalb County, probably in Daviess or Caldwell

County ; but observers in that neighborhood do not mention an

explosion, nor do they say that its appearance excited much
remark.
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Archeology of Missouri.

By A. J. Conant, A.M.

There is, doubtless, now no richer field for archaeological

research in this great basin of the Mississippi Valley than is to

be found in the State of Missouri. The wonderful extent and

variety of the ancient works and monuments therein, the relics

they disclose, the huge burial mounds filled with the bones of the

dead, disposed in orderly array, as though by loving hands, along

with vessels of pottery of graceful forms and varied patterns, often,

too, skillfully ornamented,— all bear witness to a settled and per-

manent condition of society and government and obedience to

law, and to certain convictions of a future life. Mounds are found

almost everywhere throughout the length and breadth of the State.

The largest tumuli and most extensive works are seen upon

the river terraces of the Mississippi and its tributary streams.

Here were the large towns and populous centres, seats of gov-

ernment, and doubtless, too, where the national solemnities of

their worship were celebrated. The truncated, oblong mounds,

with a graded way leading to a higher elevation at one end, are

so like the pattern of the Teocalli of Mexico, as to compel the

conviction that their purpose was the same, and that from these,

too, ascended the smoke of the sacrificial altars in the worship of

the heavenly bodies. In the centre of the enclosures rise the

commanding residence sites of the dwellings of their chiefs, and

grouped around them were similar structures of less notable

character. It is interesting to note, also, that the dead were not

carried to some distant, isolated spot for interment, but in the

very heart of the town, where the homes were the thickest, the

last resting-place— the burial mound—was erected.

In many places, the streets of the cities may be traced. The

sites of the long rows of dwellings, built of such perishable mate-

rial that no vestige now remains, may be identified by the con-

stant presence of the family hearth, showing by its reddish, baked

appearance, to the depth of several inches, the long continued

action of fire.

But not in works like these alone are to be found the evidences

of an ancient and vast population. Within the State, from Pu-

iii—23
[Apr. 5, 1S76.]
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laski Co. to Arkansas, in all the little valleys which wind in and

out among the flint-crowned hills of the Ozarks, are seen what

may be termed garden mounds. These are elevated about two

or three feet above the natural surface of the land, and are from

fifteen to fifty feet in diameter, varying thus in size according to

the amount of richer soil which could be scraped together. Their

presence may always be detected in fields of growing grain by its

more luxuriant growth and deeper green.

These Ozark mountains have preserved their treasures well.

and demand of the archaeologist serious examination and careful

study. These hills are honeycombed with caves, many of them

of unknown extent. Their openings may be seen in the precipi-

tous bluffs along the Gasconade river, in great numbers, on either

side, or the majestic arches of their openings span the divides

where the smaller hill ranges meet. Do these numerous caves

and channels evidence an ancient system of drainage, in operation

long before the Gasconade had asserted its " right of way" and

scooped for itself a course, and the rocks had melted away before

its ceaseless flow?*

In these caves the ancient dead were buried and the funeral

feasts were celebrated. The deep deposit of rich nitrogenous earth

in the larger chambers, and the bones of various animals, birds,

and mussel shells—the refuse of the funeral feasts,—the alternate

layers of ashes and charcoal mingled with earthy matter, contain-

ing human bones in different degrees of preservation, tell of oft-

repeated visits and recurrence of the funeral rites. Here, too, are

found the mounds of stone, the largest on the highest and most

inaccessible elevations, and always where the prospect is most

delightful and commanding. Sometimes they are ranged in con-

jinuous lines from the brow of the precipitous escarpment hun-

dreds of feet in height, along the barren ridges. Sometimes they

stand alone on the hillside which overlooks some pleasant valley.

Who built them ? Did the red man? Possibly. But it was no

child's play to climb up the mountain side carrying those great

stones, some of which might trouble a strong man to move far

from their place, and deposit them together until the heap should

cover a space thirty feet in diameter, with an elevation of five or

six feet. Of what was deposited there with such labor, nothing

* See Sir Chas.Lyell's remarks upon the Valley of the Meuse, "Antiquity of Man," p. 73.
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now remains, as far as is at present known, but a few human

teeth and fragments of bone. No one who has seen and studied

these ancient remains, thus briefly alluded to, will consider the

statement extravagant, that they furnish convincing evidence that

Missouri was once inhabited by a population so numerous, that,

in comparison, its present occupants are only as the scattered

pioneers of a newly settled country. But who they were, what

was their origin, what became of them, may perhaps never be

known. Still it seems possible, and probable even, that the an-

cient monuments of Missouri which are vet undisturbed, if exam-

ined seriously and thoroughly by those well qualified for the work,

may yet disclose some facts, and furnish some records, which will

throw light upon these dark questions. Leaving for a future

occasion the consideration of many interesting facts concerning

the habits and manners of life of these vanished peoples, and such

discussions as might properly engage our attention in this con-

nection, the remaining space allotted to this paper will be occu-

pied with the description of the remains of a city situated upon

the banks of Bayou St. John, in Southeast Missouri.

This Bayou, as near as could be ascertained, is about seventy-

five miles long, finding its outlet into the Mississippi near the

town of New Madrid, about eighteen miles from which place the

works examined are located. At this point the bayou is one and

a half miles wide. The interesting works found here consist of

enclosures, large and small mounds in great numbers, as well as

countless residence sites of the ancient inhabitants. A descrip-

tion of a single group will give the general characteristics of all

in that region. Upon the western bank of this bayou, which (it

should be stated) is a dense cypress swamp, the works under con-

sideration are found. From the level of the bayou to the prairie

land above, the ascent is by a gradual slope to a vertical height

of fifteen feet. Upon this belt of sloping ground, now covered

with a heavy growth of timber, the works are most numerous

;

while from its edge, westward, the level prairie (that is, the allu-

vial plain of the Mississippi) has been under cultivation for sixty

or seventy years. Here, including forty acres of the cultivated

field and ten of the sloping timber belt, is an area of about fifty

acres, enclosed by earthen walls which may be distinctly traced

for several hundred feet, but gradually disappear on the western

side, having been nearly obliterated by the long cultivation of the
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field. Where it is best preserved in the timbered land, its height

was found to be from three to five feet, and fifteen feet wide at

the base.* In the centre of the western side of the enclosure and

close to the wall, as near as could be judged, is a mound of

oblong shape, three hundred feet in length at the base, and at its

northern end one hundred feet wide, and twenty feet high at the

present time. The top of it slopes gradually to the south, and

although the plow has passed up and down its sides for sixty years,

still on its eastern side may be distinctly seen the evidences of a

graded way to its summit, which marks it as a temple mound.

Close to its northeastern side, where the mound is widest, is a

deep depression in the field, about ten feet in diameter. Mr.

Wm. M. Murphy, a farmer who has long resided in the neighbor-

hood, told me that when he first saw it he could not get in and

out of it without a ladder, and that it had since been nearly filled

up by the tillers of the soil with stumps, logs and earth. It is con-

jectured to have been a well. The wells of this region are usually

sunk to the depth of twenty-five feet. In the centre of the enclo-

sure stands a circular mound seventy-five feet in diameter, and

also twenty feet high, which upon examination disclosed nothing

but broken pottery. It belongs to that class usually termed resi-

dence mounds. The view from its summit towards the west and

south commands a prospect several miles in extent ; on the north

the view is cut off by a heavy growth of timber, and on the east

by the cypress swamp. In a direct line with the two mounds

thus described, partly upon the edge of the cultivated field and

partly upon the declivity which descends towards the swamp, in

the midst of a large group of smaller works, stands a large burial

mound, about fifteen feet high and one hundred feet in diameter.

Its original height could only be conjectured, as it has long been

occupied as a residence site by the present inhabitants. The ruins

of a log house are still standing upon its summit. It has been the

sepulchre of many hundreds, perhaps a thousand individuals.

The manner of interment, as far as my own observations extenel-

ed, was to place the corpse upon the back with the head towards

the centre of the mound. The number of articles of pottery

* It will readily be perceived that absolute accuracy of measurement would be impossi-

ble, where the ground has been so much disturbed by cultivation. In the dimensions stated

above, and those which follow, the figures given above are as close estimates as was possi-

ble under the circumstances to make.
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which have been taken from this mound, from time to time, it is

impossible to compute. Many of them are now scattered among
the cabinets of curiosity collectors, many hundreds I myself have

counted, while the ground is strewn with the fragments of those

destroyed by careless excavators. Three vessels of this ware

were usually found deposited with each individual.* A gourd-

shaped jug with a long neck, holding from half a pint to two

quarts, was placed close to and by the side of the head ; on the

other side would be found a smaller jug or drinking vessel, with

the mouths of both sorts often moulded into the form of the head

of some bird : the owl seems to have been a favorite model. Not

infrequently the whole figure of the bird or animal, or of the

female form, would be rudely represented. In the latter case,

while the maker seemed not to be deficient, to some degree, in

the knowledge of anatomy of the human form, and has suggested

the spinal column with considerable accm-acy, it is always dis-

torted by a curvature from the base of the neck outward, so as to

make the figure decidedly humpbacked ; the lower limbs are

folded under the body and barely suggested, while the sexual dis-

tinctions are so strongly marked as to render the object sometimes

indecent.

As already noted, the corpse was placed lying upon the back,

the arms folded across the breast. In the angle formed by the

bend of the arm, and resting upon the arm and the side of the

chest, would be found the third article of pottery mentioned.

This had usually the shape of an ordinary pan with flaring sides
;

often, too, like a bowl, and as often again the vessel would be

moulded into the shape of a frog, fish, or large clam shell ; some-

times a much smaller cup would be found within the larger dish,

placed close to one side. In one of these cups was observed a

small bone or relic (not yet identified). The vessel n. sting upon

the arm was doubtless filled with food, as some sort of small fruit,

completely carbonized, was found in one. I also observed in

others fragments of mussel shells, so thoroughly decomposed as

* For the plates here given I am indebted to the kindness of Dr. G C. Swallow. Dean

of the Agricultural College of the State University of Missouri. Although they were

engraved from pottery taken by him from mounds at New Madrid many years since, no

better representations could be made of many of those recently exhumed from the works

upon Bayou St. John. As stated in another place, thsy all seem to have been made of the

same material and after the same models.
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to be of the consist-

ence of paste. The
larger jugs, as well as

those of various and

fanciful forms, were

undoubtedly drinking

vessels.

Within the enclo-

sure, from near the

edge of the swamp, upon the side of

the slope, in close proximity to the

burial mound as well and extending

quite a distance

into the cultiva-

ted field, are great

numbers of de-

pressions in the

soil from one to

three feet in

small drinkixg vessels. depth, and from

fifteen to thirty in diameter ; sometimes in parallel rows, and usu-

ally about thirty feet from centre to centre. In many of these,

forest trees of large size are still growing, and others equally large

are lying upon the ground in various stages of decay. Upon
digging into them, in almost every shovelful of earth were found

pieces of broken pottery ; many of these fragments indicated ves-

sels of large size which must have had a capacity of from ten to

fifteen gallons. Upon joining these fragments together, the mouths

or openings were found to vary from three to twelve inches in

diameter. They were doubtless stationery receptacles of food or

water, as they were so thin that it would hardly seem possible

they could be moved, when filled, without breaking. In many

of these deprt ssions examined were found large rough masses of

burnt clay, of the color of common brick, full of irregular and

transverse holes, which seemed to indicate, that, before it was

burned, the desired form of a chimney, fire-place, or oven, had

been rudely made out, by intertwining sticks, twigs and grass, and

the whole plastered inside and out with moist clay, to the thick-

ness of several inches, and then burned until it became red and
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hard as the bricks now in use. At the depth of about two feet,

at the bottom of all which were examined, what seemed to have

been a fire-place was disclosed. The earth was also burned, so

as to present the color and hardness of the fragments of brick, to

the depth of several inches. Along with the broken pottery were

found, quite often, fragments of sandstone of various sizes, the

larger pieces with concave surfaces, and all showing that they

had been used for polishing or sharpening purposes, especially

the smaller pieces, which are covered with small grooves one-

eighth of an inch deep across the whole length and width, and

at various angles with each other, as though they had long

been used for sharpening some small metallic instrument or gra-

ver's tool.

One other significant characteristic of these works remains to

be noted. All along the shore of the bayou, in front of the en-

closed works, small tongues of land have been carried into the

water, of varying length and width, averaging perhaps thirty feet

in length by ten to fifteen feet in width, and about the same

distance apart, resembling, upon a small scale, the wharves of a

sea-port town. The cypress trees grow very thickly in all the lit-

tle bays thus formed, and the irregular, yet methodical, outline of

the forest, winding in and out, close to the shore of these tongues

of land, is so marked as to compel the conviction that they are of

artificial origin : and further, that, when these works were inhab-

ited, what is now a cypress swamp was then the channel of a

river. And the idea is no novel or original one, that anciently

the Mississippi poured its flood through this long bayou and

formed the terraces upon which these works are found.

One mile south of this point, and about three hundred feet from

the margin of the swamp, is a peculiar work which is worthy of

notice. It may be described as an oval or egg-shaped excavation,

one hundred and fifty feet long and in its largest diameter seventy-

five feet wide and about six feet deep. It is sui rounded by an

embankment about eight feet high around its northern curve : on

the southern end the wall is not over five feet high, in which is

a narrow opening, and extending from it is a curved, elevated

way to the swamp, into which the earth taken from the excavation

seems to have been deposited, until a circular mound or wharf

was raised about twenty feet in diameter and five feet high in the
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centre. The same opening and elevated way is seen at the north-

ern end, extending to the water. It is doubtless an unfinished

work, but its purpose cannot be conjectured.

About eight miles, in a southeasterly direction, from the works
upon Bayou St. John, upon what is known as West Lake, is an

extensive group of works almost identical with those described

above, differing chiefly in this, that thty are covered throughout

with a heavy growth of timber; and the residence sites are found

covering a much larger space, and in prodigious numbers; while

in the centre of the group is an open space of several acrts which

seems to have been made perfectly level, containing no elevations

or depressions whatever

In conclusion, it should perhaps be stated that the works de-

scribed thus at length are only clusters of a continuous line of

works extending along the shores for many miles in close connec-

tion, and for the most part covered by dense forests, the growth
of centuries.

POTTERY.

The pottery of this whole region, including several counties in

Southeast Missouri, through all the varieties of form and orna-

mentation, is so similar, that it would seem as though it might

all have been the product of one manufactory. The clay seems

first to have been mixed with pounded shells, and the articles

then subjected to various degrees of heat. Some of the largest

pots were burned till they became red ; the medium sizes are

usually dark gray ; while some of the animal forms are of a yel-

lowish-drab, and seem to have been made of clay of much finer

quality, and with a very smooth surface ; which surface is also

frequently ornamented with stripes of white and red lines, in cir-

cles, curves, and spirals—the red circles, enclosing white lines.

crossing each other at right angles. In fact, the decorations in

many instances are quite artistic, not only in the relation of curves

and angles, but in the representation of animal forms as well,

which are so true to nature that we may well believe, that, when
the human face is attempted, the artist drew from models before

him.

CRANIA.

The bones were so thoroughly decayed that very few could be

saved, and none in a complete state of preservation. Still, the
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Fig. 32—Front and Side View.
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various stages of decomposition in which they were found showed
that a long time must have intervened between the first and last

interments.

Fig. 32 shows the normal type, with vertical occiput flattened

on the right side ; the rest of the skull symmetrical, well-rounded,

and high forehead. Fig. 33 shows this artificial flattening to a

remarkable degree, and strongly resembles the Peruvian skulls

from the Temple of the Sun.* I observed, however, two marked
exceptions. In these instances the skulls differed in almost every

important particular. Only a fragment of one could be preserved,

as they crumbled to dust upon the first exposure to the air. No
trace of artificial flattening could be observed. Its longitudinal

diameter, as compared with the others, was very great (see fig. 34).

The forehead is lower and more retreating than any I have seen

from the mounds or caves, while the superciliary ridges are largely

developed, altogether suggesting a mental organization but little

above the ape. It bears a closer resemblance to the pictures of

the Neanderthal skull than any which have come under my obser-

vation. When nry eyes first rested upon this remarkable skull, I

had no doubt that it was an intrusive burial by the Indians, such

as I had frequently seen near the surface of other mounds which

were unmistakably such, and my suspicion was strengthened by

the fact that it was located upon the very outer edge of the mound
;

but, upon careful examination of its position, I found that it was
deposited in the usual manner with the head towards the centre,

with the drinking vessels in the usual position, also, beside the

head, and corresponding in all particulars of its interment with

the rest. From all these circumstances it was impossible to

escape the conviction, that, to whatever distinctive race or tribe

the individual may have belonged, he was buried by those who
erected the mound, and in the same faith.

CHRONOLOGY.

While all generalizations upon the facts here presented, with a

view to ascertain the length of time during which these works

were occupied, or the period of their abandonment, may seem

premature and idle, still there are two considerations suggested

thereby which it is hoped may not be entirely out of place or

valueless.

* Sec Morton's Crania Americana, Plates B and C.
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First, as to the different degrees of preservation of the skele-

tons. While all were so decayed that it was possible to secure

only three or four skulls—the under jaw seldom or never com-

plete—the bones were usually so far gone as to have no more

consistency than the sand which covered them. In many instan-

ces, only a faint streak, or whitish line, in the earth, as successive

sections were shaved down by the spade, would disclose the form

of the head. And, again, the jugs and bowls, or pans, would be

found in their relative positions, but no trace of the skeleton what-

ever ! These facts prove, as remarked above, that many years

must have intervened between the first and last interments.

Again, the high bank which marks the boundary of the bayou

shows the long continued action of flowing water. To those who
are acquainted with the habits of this capricious river, the state-

ment that here was once the channel of the Mississippi, will cause

no surprise. The town of New Madrid, eighteen miles away, is

a moving town, and slowly retiring before its resistless encroach-

ments. In 1804 its site was one mile farther east than now, and

upon what is now the eastern shore. The towns and cities of the

mound builders were almost always upon the banks of some
river. If it be granted that this high terrace upon which they

stand was once the bank of the Mississippi, and that they were
abandoned when the river left its ancient bed, the question arises,

is there any ascertainable uniform rate of recession by which the

centuries may be estimated which have passed since that time?

Perhaps the question admits of no satisfactory answer. Still, we
will venture one speculative estimate. The river has receded (as

at New Madrid) about one mile in seventy years. Assuming the

mean distance of these works to be now fifteen miles inland, the

computation upon these premises would give, in round numbers
one thousand years as the time of their desertion. Another ques-

tion arises here relating to the length of time required for the

cypress swamp to take possession of the deserted channel of the

river. Does it follow it up by slow degrees, or appear at one and

the same time throughout its length ?

One other fact only can be noted in this connection. This whole

region has been terribly shaken and disturbed by earthquakes.

During the earthquake of 1S11 the old town of New Madrid dis-

appeared, the river changed its southward course and for several
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hours flowed back upon itself. For many miles, long zig-zag fis-

sures and yawning chasms were opened, large tracts of land sank

down and lakes and pools of water now fill the openings, over

which as we sail, far down in the deep, still water, may be seen

the ghostly branches of the sunken forests. Possibly some similar

catastrophe suddenly changed the course of the river and caused

its bed to become a vast malarious swamp, rendering the whole
region sickly and almost uninhabitable as it is to-day. The ap-

pearance of these remains would favor the idea that they were
suddenly abandoned. The chronological question may be a sealed

book which no man can open ; and the speculations thus briefly

indulged in may possibly—if they have no other value—indicate

the direction in which we may look with some signs of promise for

those facts which shall shed further light upon the life and times

of this mysterious race.

Age of our Porphyries*

By G. C. Broadhead.

In the American Naturalist of April, 1S75, Prof. T. Sterry

Hunt says, " The porphyries of Southeast Missouri seem to be
identical with those of Lynn, Saugus, Marblehead, anil Newbury-
port, Mass., which are traced thence along the coast of Maine and
New Brunswick, and are well developed about Passamaquoddy
Bay, where they occasionally contain small deposits of iron ore."

They are also compared with the rocks of the north shore of Lake
Superior, and are regarded as Huronian. On the coast of New
Brunswick they are intimately associated and interstratified with

schistose rocks, supposed to be of Huronian age.

On p. 187 of his Chemical a?id Geological Essays, Dr. Hunt
says, "they present great uniformity of type, though in every

place subject to variations from a compact jaspery rock to a more
or less coarsely granular variety, all of which are often porphy-

rinic from the presence of feldspar crystals, and sometimes include

grains or crystals of quartz. In color they are generally some
shade of red, varying from flesh-red to purple, pale yellow, green-

ish, or black. On the coast, these rocks are distinctly stratified,
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and are closely associated with dioritic, chloritic, and epidotic

strata."

Further on, he says, "stratiform rocks seemingly identical with

these quartziferous feldspar porphyries abound in Missouri,

where they are associated with the iron ores of Iron Mountain

and Shepard Mountain. The breccia and conglomerate, in which

is found the native copper of the Calumet and Hecla and the Bos-

ton and Albany mines of the Keweenaw peninsula, on the south

shore of Lake Superior, is mnde up in large part of the ruins of

similar orthophyres."

Again, in Proceedings of Boston Society of Natural History,

April, 1S75, Dr. Hunt mentions the feldspar porphyry, or ortho-

phyre. so abundant along the eastern coast of Massachusetts,

Maine and New Brunswick, and which passes on the one hand

into a jaspery petrosilex, and on the other into a finely granular,

almost granitoid, rock.

In its typical and most common form, it is a fine-grained im-

palpable mixture of orthoclase and quartz, generally of red,

brown or purple color, and porphyritic chiefly from presence of

feldspar (orthoclase) crystals, and often grains of crystalline

quartz. This rock is in contact with the fossiliferous Lower
Cambrian (Menevian) strata of Braintree, Mass., and is identi-

cal with thg porphyries of Southeast Missouri. It is referred to

the Huronian rocks.

Further on, Prof. Hunt says that " the unchanged fossiliferous

strata are seen resting on the Huronian rocks, and include in some
cases fragments derived from these rocks. These strata are like-

wise seen to be older than the Menevian. which at St. John, New
Brunswick, includes materials derived therefrom. At Hastings,

Ontario, these ancient rocks occupy a position between the Lau-
rentian and the fossiliferous beds of the Trenton."

Prof. T. B. Brooks, in Am. your, of Science for March, 1876,

speaking of the rocks, above referred to, near Lake Superior, re-

gards them as Huronian.

Prof. Pumpelly, in Mo. Geological Report for 1872, speaks of

Archaean rocks of S.E. Missouri, but does not say whether he
considers them as Huronian or Laurentian ; but he infers that the

granite of S.E. Missouri may be older than the porphyry.
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Prof. Dana, in his Manual of Geology, 1S74, speaks of the

rocks at Pilot Knob, Mo., as Laurentian.

Our best authorities on the Archaean rocks are Dana and Hunt

;

they have carefully studied them and are high authorities, yet we
know that in many important points of geology they do not agree.

Their opinions are greatly to be respected. We honor them for

their life-long devotion to science. We could wish that they could

visit every place where porphyry or granite is found in Missouri.

Prof. Hunt has seen the porphyries at Iron Mountain and Pilot

Knob and near by these places. We do not know to what extent

nor how far from those places he has seen them.

Prof. Pumpelly studied the porphyries and iron ores very care-

fully near and at those points, but I scarcely think he has seen

sufficient to form a decided opinion of the age of the rocks of the

whole region ; for, in a note on page 3 of Mo. Geol. Rep. 1S72,

he states that there are no hornblendic dykes in the porphyry.

Now, I know of a dyke of hornblendic rock, 6 feet wide, standing

up like a wall and in a porphyry region, 14 miles south of Pilot

Knob, on south side of Buck Mountain. Greenstone is frequently

found in both Iron and Madison Counties, Mo., associated with

porphyry ; and, although more often found in loose, tumbled

masses, it occurs along a certain course, so as to leave no doubt of

its being from dykes protruding through porphyry. In the Geo-

logical Report for 1874 (Madison Co. Rep.) several greenstone

and dolerite dykes are mentioned, some protruding through gran-

ite, others through porphyry.

Not having seen the rocks on the Atlantic coast referred to by

Prof. Hunt, I am unable fully to compare ours, but I think it

highly probable that our granites and porphyries may be of dif-

ferent age ; the granites may be older than the porphyries. Very

careful geological study of these districts of Missouri may result

in important deductions very useful to science.

In these rocks we have no fossils to guide us, and we can only

be guided by their lithological appearance, or mineral contents.

Prof. Hunt's description of the eastern porphyries would answer

for many of ours. Ours are divided mainly into two classes, one

an exceedingly fine-grained jaspery rock, and the other a coarser

one, which in texture resembles a granite. The finer grained

ones are either black, or with some shade of red ; in fact, even the
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darkest colored will show a reddish tint on a thin edge, if viewed

with a magnifying glass. Some of them contain particles of both

quartz and feldspar imbedded in a feldspathic paste. Many of the

porphyries are banded, and show cleavage planes. Sometimes

well marked lines of stratification are seen on a grand scale.

Fragments are in my possession that appear to be ripple-marked,

but I could not positively so decide unless I were to see the body

from whence they were obtained, for this may be due to flexure

of strata. Epidote, hornblende, and serpentine occur, and beds

and veins of specular iron ore are of frequent occurrence. These

veins also occur in the granite of Madison County. Slate (resem-

bling roofing slate) is found at one place in Iron County, although

in beds too rough to be useful. Quartz veins occur both in the

granite and porphyry. A black magnetic iron sand is often found

washed out and lying along the surface in the vicinity of the

greenstone dykes.

Our Archaean rocks contain neither gneiss nor limestone : all

of our limestones may be referred to more recent age.

Beds of coarse conglomerate are often seen resting on these

rocks. These conglomerates are also chiefly made up of rounded

fragments of Archaean rocks.

Besides the conglomerates just named, it is not uncommon to

find shales or slate entirely composed of porphyritic debris, and

resting on unaltered porphyry.

I have examined the porphyries over most of Iron and Madison
Counties, also some of those of Wayne, Reynolds and St. Fran-

cois Counties. The granites chiefly occur in the northern portion

of this Archaean region. That near Iron Mountain is a coarse red

variety, looking well when polished. Near Knob Lick are both

the red and the gray. South of Burns Mountain, in Madison
County, is a very coarse granite. At the latter place, it touches

the porphyry. Along the northern part of Madison County, both

granite and porphyry appear, but at no place have I seen these

rocks under such circumstances as to say that one was older than

the other. One strong evidence in favor of the older age of the

granite, is, that the older unaltered magnesian limestones are often

found resting on beds of porphyry, or filling valleys between por-

phyry hills ; but I have nowhere seen these limestones reposing

on granite. I have seen these unaltered limestones reposing on

iii—24 [May 31, i9j6.]
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beds of sandstone. I have also observed the sandstone resting on

porphyry, and have also seen beds of sandstone, or conglomerate,

resting on porphyry, or on granite.

We feel ourselves inclined to regard the granite as the older,

the porphyries as of more recent formation.

Pleasant Hill, Mo., March, 1S76.

Addition to Dr. Engelmanris Article on Agave,

p. 291-322.

Additions and corrections have accumulated in the interval

between printing and publication.

Page 293. The words of the first note, line 3, "while" to the

end of the sentence u liliaceae" should be earned up into the text

and added to the first paragraph, line 8, ending with the word

"stigmas."

Page 294. It requires further and extensive observations in the

field and in the garden to ascertain the limits of variability of the

edges of the leaf and its aculeate-toothed margins. Cultivators

have already discovered considerable latitude in this respect in

plants raised from seeds from the same parent.

Page 302. Var. tigrina does not grow in salt-marshes, but

was found by Dr. Mellichamp, "in one spot only, on a tongue of

partly brackish land, extending out into the salt-mud and marsh,

under dwarfed live-oaks, Cassine, and saw-palmetto, on the de-

cayed shells, mixed with sand and earth, of what seems to be an

old Indian oyster-heap" !

Page 304. A. falcata. The lately introduced A. Hystrix of

the Belgian nurseries may have to be referred to this species ; na-

tive country and flowers, as usual, unknown.

Page 305. A. Schottii (better than Schotti, as printed). It

is proper to add that A. geminiflora, Gawl., the Bonapartea

ju?icea of the gardens, is a very different plant, and has nothing

to do with Schottii, except that both belong to the same section

of the genus.

Page 310. A.deserti. In characterizing the foliage, I was led

into the too common mistake of adopting the individual charac-
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ters of a single individual as those of the species. Full grown
leaves are at least 15-20 inches long, and 2-3 inches wide above

the base. The terminal spine is compressed and narrow-grooved

only in the young, not fully developed leaf; in the adult it is ter-

ete-triangular with a wide and shallow excavation above.—The
locality is Vallecito, not "Valcitron."

Page 314. A. Shawii. To the liberality of Mr. Henry Shaw
we are indebted for the fine photographs of this species which
grace this number of our Transactions. They were taken by Mr.

J. C. Parker of San Diego, last January. Plate 2 represents a

group of these plants on the mesa near the coast of the Pacific,

which is seen in the distance ; one specimen is in full bloom, oth-

ers flowered in November and are now bearing fruit sparingly.

Decaying old plants are seen around, and young ones sprouting.

The phyllotactic arrangement of the short broad leaves is beauti-

fully displayed ; the bright spiny teeth appear almost white from

the effect of reflected light. The scape is conspicuously covered

by the broad, triangular, imbricated bracts. The figures are about

one-twenty-fourth of the natural size, or half an inch to the foot.

Plate 3 shows, in Fig. 1, a young plant; its leaves are more

deeply concave than they are later, and therefore seem to be nar-

rower ; the teeth and their impressions on the adjoining leaves

are remarkably well developed. One-fourth of natural size.

—

Fig. 2 is a cluster of flowers, exhibiting a densely compacted

mass, unfortunately not distinct enough in its details ; but the

outlines of the cluster, the enveloping bracts, the very long, mostlv

vertical, anthers, and the exserted styles, are well rendered. It is

two and a half times less than the natural size.

Page 322, line 1. In the Berlin botanic garden an Agave atte-

nuata is cultivated which has a trunk 6 feet high ; it is said to

have grown 4 feet within the last 18 years.

Addition to the Article on Yucca, p. 17 of this Vol.

Page 47. T. brevifolia has sessile, densely-flowered panicles
;

flowers greenish-white, inconspicuous, and fetid. Fl. in April

and May.—It is remarkable that at least in Southeastern Nevada,
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north of the great bend of the Colorado River, where Messrs.

Johnson and Parry have repeatedly examined numerous plants,

no fruit has ever been found.

Page 54. T. Whipplei has now become quite familiar through

living specimens and beautiful photographs. From the latter we
learn that the scape is imbricately covered with conspicuous,

broad, at last patulous or drooping bracts, and that the panicle is

densely flowered, narrow, spike-like, almost lanceolate.

About the Oaks of the United States.

By Dr. George Engelmann.

We have quite a large number of oaks in the United States,

which for more than a hundred years have attracted the attention

of botanists, and we thought we knew them prettv well, i.e. we
thought we could distinguish, limit, and group the species. That

may have been so, to a great extent, in the old States ; but when
the Rocky Mountains came to be explored, and the regions west

of them, new forms were discovered, and often on single speci-

mens, and not rarely on imperfect ones, species were founded and

incompletely described, so that now a straight, clear path through

such intricacies is difficult to find.

A striking example of the deceptive polymorphism of these

western oaks is furnished by the common Rocky Mountain scrub-

oak. This interesting species grows on the foot-hills of the east-

ern slope of the mountains of Colorado, sparingly near Denver,

scarcely north of that city, but abundantly southward, about the

Pike's Peak region, and thence extends through New Mexico

eastward into Texas and westward through Utah and Arizona

into Southern California. The centre of distribution perhaps, at

all events the classical locality of this species, are the mountains

above Canon City in Southern Colorado.

In the valley and on the mountain slopes about this place the oak

thickets abound, 6-S ft. high, single trees occasionally 401-6 inches

thick and rising up to 12 or 15 feet, rarely higher. The leaves

are 3-4 inches long, broadly obovate, deeply lobed, sometimes

pinnatifid, underneath stellate-pubescent; the broad lobes obtuse
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or refuse, often again 2-3-lobed. They bear middle sized or small

oval acorns in more or less knobby hemispherical cups. Scattered

copses of these broad-leaved oaks, often of a beautiful brownish-

purple in September, accompany us to within a few hundred

yards of the top of the canon, but here the character ofthese shrubs

changes : the bushes are lower, the leaves smaller and in outline

narrower, the lobes narrower and mostly undivided, but still ob-

tuse. Now we near the precipice itself; from the ragged, dizzy

edge we here an'd there get a glimpse of the young Arkansas,

whose clear green waters toss and foam, twelve or fifteen hundred

feet under us, through the inaccessible gorge, rushing towards the

plains. The oak bushes accompany us even here, but now they

are only 4-6 feet high, with leaves 2 inches long, ovate-lanceolate

in outline, no longer lobed, but coarsely dentate, the acute teeth

terminating in a sharp point ; the acorns are scarcely different

from those noticed before. A few steps more and we have

reached the brink of the precipice itself: oak bushes here too,

but only 3 or 4 feet high, with small (1 inch long), oval, firm,

almost cartilaginous, semipersistent, spiny-toothed leaves, here

and there with only very few teeth or quite entire ; the acorns

proportionately smaller, of the same short oval shape, or often

elongated from an unusually small, scarcely knobby, and some-

times peduncled cup.

We feel satisfied that we might have abundant material to

characterize several distinct species, certainly 4 or 5 well marked

forms, and, indeed, they have been considered such. The first is

Nu'ttall's Quercus Gambelii (Q. stellata, var. Utahensis, D. C.

Prod.) ; the second is Q. alba, var. Gunnisoni of Torrey ; the

third, with acutish lobes or coarse teeth, is Torrey's old j^. un-

dulata of Long's Expedition, the first oak obtained from these

mountains, and described about fifty years ago ; the fourth, from

the edge of the precipice itself, is what has often been mistaken

for Torrey's Q. Emoryi, or what has been named c^. fungeus,

Liebm., in part ; with it occur entire-leaved forms which seem

to unite with this as a fifth form the Q. oblongifolia, of the same

author, and Q. grisea, Liebm. As a large and broad-leaved

southeastern form somewhat allied to J^>. Gambelii I consider

j^. Drummondii, Liebm. In herbarium specimens they all

appear distinct enough, but, looking around us, the very alum-
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dance of material must shake our confidence in our discrimina-

tion : within the compass of a few hundred yards we find not

only the forms above distinguished, but numbers of others which

are neither the one nor the other, but which are intermediate

between them and clearly unite them all as forms of one single

extremely polymorphous species.

If one oak behaves thus, why not others ? Thrown into a sea

of doubt, what can guide us to a correct knowledge ?

Though oaks are so common and such well-studied plants, I

venture in the following pages to repeat old observations in order

to combine with them some which I think are new, and which

will help to throw a little more light on the subject.

The trunk—its bark as well as its wood—is what we first

contemplate, and this at once takes us to one of the principal

points I wish to discuss.

That the trunk is that of a large, sometimes one of the largest,

or of a middle-sized tree, or occasionally that of a shrub, even a

very low one, is well known. On the Atlantic slope of the con-

tinent most species of oaks make trees and only a few are known
as shrubs ; I can now recall not more than one species, the live-

oak of the south, which occurs in both forms : usually an im-

mense tree, it occasionally bears a rich harvest of fruit as one of

the smallest bushes. But it is different on the Pacific slope

;

there we find many oaks as trees in the lower countries, and as

shrubs, usually with smaller foliage and smaller fruit, in the moun-
tains. The lesser number of oaks seem to occur solely in one or

in the other of these forms.

Examining the bark, we at once become aware of the fact

that the popular distinction of "White-oaks" and "Black oaks" is

based on correct observation. The paler, ashy-gray bark of the

former and the darker, often nearly black, color of the latter cor-

responds, as will be shown, with other essential characters, and

well marks the two principal groups of our Ameiican Oaks. The
bark of the White-oaks is inclined to be scaly or flaky, that of the

Black-oaks is usually rougher and deeply cracked and furrowed.

The -wood of the White-oaks is tougher, heavier, and more com-

pact—the only wood which is fit to be used by the wheelwright

or cooper, and is for their purposes unsurpassed. The wood of
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the Black-oaks is brittle and porous, makes poorer firewood, and,

made into barrels, holds only dry substances. Undoubtedly the

microscopical investigation of both classes of oak-wood will sci-

entifically establish and confirm these distinctions.

While many other trees, such as Pines, Walnuts, Hickories,

Gleditschia, etc., grow rapidly in the first decades of their life,

and make narrower and narrower annual rings as they grow old-

er, the oaks either hold their own, the annual rings being as wide

in age as they are in youth, or they grow more rapidly after the

first 50 or ioo, or even 150 years of their existence.

The winter-buds, especially the terminal ones, show some cha-

racteristic differences ; they are larger or smaller, acute or obtuse,

smoothish or hairy or tomentose
;
^uercus Garryana can be

readily distinguished from all the allied Californian oaks by its

large, pointed, tomentose winter-buds.

In the leaves, so extremely variable in form, certain types are

generally recognized. It is not here the place to expatiate on

these well-known topics ; but I may be allowed the observation,

that those oaks, which in the perfect state have deeply-lobed or

pinnatifid leaves, show in young shoots or on adventitious branch-

lets less divided or only dentate, sinuate, or even entire leaves

(e.g. j^. alba, stellata, falcata, coccinea, palustris, etc.), while,

singularly enough, the oaks whose leaves in the adult tree are

entire or nearly so, often have on the young shoots dentate or

lobed leaves. I need for examples only refer to j£>. aquatica, «^.

Phellos, and Ji^. virens ; and even j^. nigra belongs here.

The vernation of the oak leaves has sometimes been mentioned

as conduplicate, meaning that the upper sides of both halves of the

nascent leaf are applied together, and this really is the case with

most oaks which I have been able to examine in this early stage.

We find it both in White and Black-oaks—almost always, I be-

lieve, in those with broad and deeply-lobed leaves ; I mention

only J^. alba, macrocarpa and Garryana, <^>. coccinea and pa.

lustris, and also the forms allied to j£>. Prinus, even those with

narrower, dentate leaves. In the more deeply-lobed, broad-leaved

Black-oaks the two halves of the leaf are, besides, plicate parallel

with the principal nerves.

Next to these range the oaks with the young leaves concave

and imbricately covering one another. Such we find in j£. stel-
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lata of the first, and J^. nigra of the second group, both with

densely tomentose, thick, young leaves. In other oaks, mostly

such as have broader and more or less entire leaves, the young

leaves imbricatively cover one another like those last mentioned,

but are convex on the upper side, with the edges turned down or

back. Such is the case in ^>. cinerea, myrtifolia, agrifolia,

aquatica, chrysolepis, and, I believe, also in J^. undulata, and

in <*£>. Wislizeni ; I find the same to be the case in the deeplv

lobed Q.falcata.

The narrow-leaved oaks of both sections have revolute young

leaves, the halves being spirally rolled backwards towards the

midrib, so that only the upper side of the leaf is exposed ; the

point of the young leaf is somewhat spreading so that the branch-

let has a squarrose appearance, while in those with imbricative

vernation it is compact. I find the revolute leaf in j^>. virens,

pumila, Phellos, heterophylla, and imbricaria. In J^>. Catesbcei

I observe an inflexed vernation, the long bristle-pointed lobes of

the nascent leaf being curved down over the still younger one.

I believe that the characters of vernation will not only help to

distinguish allied species or doubtful varieties, but will also assist

in unravelling the intricate questions of hybridity.

The young leaves of almost every oak are coated with a dense

stellate down, which in some (Q. alba, rubra, etc.) is early de-

ciduous, or it disappears later, or is entirely persistent. Besides

these stellate one-celled hairs, several species, those with a clam-

my feeling of the young leaf, have another kind of hair, single -or

a few stellately connected, consisting of several cells, obtuse or

clavate, sometimes branched, and often colored, apparently glan-

dular. I notice these articulate hairs, among the White-oaks, in

<^>. stellata, and less conspicuously in ^. macrocarpa ; among
the Black-oaks, in .Q. nigra, myrtifolia, cinerea, falcata,

aquatica, and laurifolia ; in Q. chrysolepis the characteristic

"golden scales" are no scales, but consist entirely of such articu-

lated yellow hair, and the young Q. Catesbcei has the same rusty

coating.

The venation and more or less distinct reticulation of the

leaves also present characters not to be neglected ; by them, e.g.

two easily confounded Californian oaks, J^>. agrifolia and Wisli-

zeni can readily be distinguished even in sterile branchlets.
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The persistence of the leaves is a good character in some spe-

cies, while in others it is unreliable ; j£>. fiumila and laurifolia

on the eastern and J^. agrifolia on the western coast sometimes

retain their leaves until the new ones are fully developed, and

other specimens, even in the same neighborhood, lose them be-

fore the buds swell ; some have deciduous leaves northward and

partly persistent ones southward. The broad-leaved forms of

Q- undulata are decidedly deciduous, while those with small,

coriaceous, spiny.toothed leaves retain them through part of the

winter, or, towards their southwestern limit, even into summer.
Only such oaks ought to be called evergreen which retain the

greater part of their old leaves at least until the new ones are fully

grown ; the leaves of some oaks persist even into the third year.

The male flowers are important for the diagnosis of some
species, and to some extent even for the grouping of them. I

pass by the form and pubescence of the bracts and of the calyx

lobes as well as the pubescence of the anthers (among all our oaks

only observed in ^. stellata and virens) ; even the sometimes

present cusp or point of the anthers seems to be of lesser value,

because variable in some species. Of greater importance is the

size and the number of the anthers. The smaller and more

numerous (usually from 5 to 8 or even 10, rarely only 4) occur

in the White-oaks, while in the Black-oaks the anthers are

usually larger and fewer, as a rule only 4, in some species as

many as 5 or 6 ; only in J|>. agrifolia, which also shows other

abnormal characters, 6-8 stamens are the rule, and sometimes 10

are found. The pollen-grains of both groups have a diameter of

about 0.03-0.04 mm.
In numerous flowers of a certain tree of ^. nigra I have seen

abortive pistils with prominent filiform stvles—singularly enough

always 2, where we might have expected 3. In flowers of «^.

agrifolia the connective of the anthers was seen to elongate, the

cells to dwindle down and finally to disappear.

The female flowers furnish valuable characters to distin-

guish the principal groups of our oaks. The pistil consists

normally of 3 carpels and 3 stigmas; not rarely 4 occur, and in

some Californian species (^. agrifolia and Wislizeni) I have

i-epeatedly seen as many as 5. The stigmas in our species are

dilated, retuse, or emarginate ; in the White-oak group they are
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sessile, or rarely (and that sometimes in the same species) borne

on short, more or less erect, styles ; in the Black-oaks we always

find them on longer, patulous, or recurved styles * As the stig-

mas are measurably persistent, we often recognize this difference

even in the mature fruit.

The fruit exhibits the most important characters in the period

of its maturation, first noticed by Michaux, and especially in the

position of the abortive ovules, the beautiful discovery of A. De
Candolle. But before I speak of these I must allude to the

position of the fruit on the branch. It is single or clustered

in the axils of the leaves or their scars, sessile, or more or less

peduncled. In the Black-oaks the peduncle is short or missing,

but in the White-oaks it is sometimes several inches in length
;

its presence, however, is of very little specific value, as in many
species either sessile or peduncled acorns are found. In some oaks

this feature is connected, with slight differences, in the length of

the petiole, or the shape of the leaf; the distinction between the

European J^. Robur and j^. pedunculata is based on such dif-

ferences, and we have an analogous difference in our j|>. alba,

where, at least here in the Mississippi Valley, the form with

deeply pinnatifid leaves has usually peduncles as long or little

shorter than the acorn, and the other form with more broadlv-

lobed leaves has shorter peduncles or sessile fruit ; but sometimes

we find sessile and peduncled fruit on the same tree. Some
White-oaks have always sessile or nearly sessile acorns, as j£>.

stellata, while Q. bicolor always bears them on long peduncles.

The acorns mature either in one season or in two, and gener-

ally speaking we find the annual maturation among the White-

oaks and the biennial maturation in the Black-oaks, but the ex-

ceptions to this rule prove that this peculiarity is not necessarily

connected with the essential characters of the two groups. We
have one western White-oak, Q. chrysolepis,\\\\.b. biennial fruit,

and three Black-oaks with annual maturation, ^. pumila of the

east, and J^>. agrifolia and J^. hypoleuca of the west.

The biennial maturation is easily recognized in the oaks with

deciduous leaves ; the tree is never without younger or older fruit,

* A group of White-oaks with biennial fructification, peculiar to Southern Europe and
Eastern Asia, the best known representatives of which are jg. Cms. j§| Pseudo-Suber, and

jg. occidentalis, differs from all these by their patulous or recurved styles bearing ligulate.

acutish stigmas.
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or, from May to September, with both ; the older acorns are then

seen on the older, leafless part of the branchlet, and the young,

incipient ones on the younger, leafy part. In oaks with per-

sistent leaves some difficulty may arise from the peculiarity

that the branchlets which had flowered the previous year, and

are now maturing the fruit, often in the second year do not

elongate or make new leaves or new wood—in short, do not per-

form any function but the maturation of the fruit. In this case

the fruit is found near the end of the branchlet, absolutely as if it

were an annual fruit ; but the appearance of the leaves as well

as of the epidermis of the branch proves them to be over a year

old, and wherever a new shoot of the present year can be discov-

ered, the difference between this and those of the last year easily

solves any doubts. In Q. chrysolepis this peculiarity is quite

striking; very rarely (at least in the herbarium specimens exam-

ined by me) the fruit-bearing branchlets elongate and again bear

flowers, which is the rule in our deciduous biennial oaks.

The cup of the acorn, an involucral organ, is in all our species

covered with imbricated scales, appendicular organs which simu-

late bud-scales, and even occasionally seem to assume a pseudo-

phyllotactic arrangement. In the Black-oaks these scales are

membranaceous and never thickened at base; in the White-oaks,

on the contrary, they sometimes have herbaceous tips and, at

least the outer and lower ones, are always more or less thick-

ened, inflated, or knobby at base ; they are very thick, e.g. in ^.
alba and lobata, and very slightly thickened in Q. stellata and

Garryana ; in Q. macrocarpa they are herbaceously tipped.

The shell of the nut or acorn is thinner in the White-oaks and

thicker in the Black-oaks ; a much more important and striking

character is, that in the former its inside is dark, smooth, and even

shining, or rarely pubescent, and in the latter densely silky-tomen-

tose, a difference which, I believe, is constant.

Only one of the 6 ovules of the oak-ovary is developed, while

the 5 others persist as small but distinctly recognizable oval,

dark colored, pendulous bodies, outside of the seed-coat, in the

White-oaks at the base of the perfect seed, in the Black-oaks

just below its tip. Only in one of our species, ^>. chrysolepis,

are they intermediate or lateral, in some acorns almost basal, and

in others scattered over the side from near the base to two-
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thirds up. DeCandolle has observed the same in the Cork-oak

of Europe and in some Mexican White oaks. The Black-oaks

with annual fructification have these ovules always suspended

near the tip of the seed, and are in this respect undistinguishable

from the regularly biennial Black-oaks.

It is well known that in the southeastern Live-oak both cotyle-

dons are united into one mass—a singular but isolated fact which
has no systematic significance.

In the foregoing pages I have purposely left aside the very

peculiar Californian ^. densi/tora, which is in every respect diff-

erent from the other oaks, and thus far the sole representative of

a peculiar group named by DeCandolle A7idrogyne. In many
respects it is more a chestnut than an oak, for it has, just like the

chestnuts, the same dense-flowered, erect male spikes, 10 stamens

to each flower, very small anthers on long filiform filaments, with

very small pollen-grains (0.017 mm. in diam., not much more

than half as large as in other oaks), and in the female flowers

slender, terete, pointed stigmas, grooved above. In place of the

spiny involucre of the chestnut our plant has a spiny cup. and

is thus made an oak and not a chestnut. The maturation is

biennial. The shell of the nut is thicker and harder than in any

other of our oaks, the inside thickly tomentose, and the abortive

ovules are found near the top of the seed. The wood is brittle

and worthless.

It results from these investigations that our oaks, leaving again

aside the one last mentioned, arrange themselves into two great

groups, often alluded to above as the White-oaks and the Black-

oaks.

The White-oaks are characterized by paler, often scaly, bark,

tougher and denser wood, and sessile or subsessile stigmas, and

bear the abortive ovules at the base or rarely on the side of the

perfect seed. Besides this, the leaves and their lobes or teeth are

obtuse, never bristle-pointed, though sometimes spinous-tipped :

their stamens are more numerous, the scales of the cup more or

less knobby at base, the inner surface of the nut glabrous or

(rarely) pubescent ; the fruit generally matures in the first year.

The Black-oaks have dark, furrowed bark, brittle and porous
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wood, styles long and spreading or recurved, abortive ovules al-

ways near the tip of the perfect seed. The leaves and their lobes

are bristle-pointed, at least in youth ; lobes and teeth acute ; teeth

sometimes spinous. Their stamens are usually less numerous, the

scales of their cup membranaceous, the inner surface of their nut

always tomentose ; the fruit generally matures in the second year :

We may then arrange our oaks in the following order :

Quercus, Lin.

I- LepidobalailUS, Endl. : Amenta mascula pendula; pollinis cellulas

0.03-0.04 mm. latse; flores feminei a masculis distincti: stigmata dilatata.

A. Leucobalanus : Ovulaabortiva infera vel raro lateralia ; stamina

plerumque 6-8; stigmata sessilia vel subsessilia; mix intus glabra s.

rarissime pubescens.

* Maturatio annua; nux intus glabra; ovula abortiva infera.

f Folia decidua.

Q. lyrata, 1 macrocarpa,"1 alba, lobata, stellata, Garryana, bico-

lor, Micfiaitxii,'6 Prinus, 4 frinoides, Douglasii, undulata. 5

f
( Folia sempervirentia.

«^>. dumosa, 6 Emoryi.' reticulata,* virens. 9

** Maturatio biennis; nux intus pubescens; ovula abortiva infera vel latera-

lia ; folia sempervirentia.

Jg. chrysolepis. 10

b. Melanobalanus : Ovula abortiva supera; stamina plerumque

4-6; stvli elongati demum recurvi; nux intus sericeo-tomentosa.

* Maturatio annua; folia persistentia s. subpersistentia.

Q. agrifolia, 1 l hyfoleuca, 1 2 pumila. J 3

* * Maturatio biennis.

I Folia decidua.

Q. fialustris, rubra, Sonometisis, cocci?iea, li ilicifolia, Georgia-

na, Catcsbcei, falcata, nigra, cif/erea, 15 aquatica, laiirifolia, 1 *

heterofihylla, x ~ imbricaria, Phellos.

t | Folia sempervirentia.

4£. IVislizeni, 1 * myrtifolia. 19

II. Androgyne, A. DeC. : Amenta mascula erecta, basi fiores femineos

gerentia; pollinis cellulre fere 0.017 latse ; stigmata linearia.

J9. de?isifiora.

NOTES.
1. Quercus lyrata, Walt., extends as far north as Taxodium does, to tTie

banks of the lower Ohio in Illinois.

t. Q. macrocarpa, Michx.,is extremely variable in the-size of its acorns,

and especially in the depth and the margin of its cup. which sometimes
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covers the acorn scarely one-half, usually three-fourths, and occasionally

entirely; the margin is profusely or sparsely fringed. — Throughout the

north-west, north of the Missouri river, a low scrubby form is found, which
might be designated as var. depressa, as it is undoubtedly the obtusiloba
i. depressa, Nutt. gen. 2, 215, which has smaller leaves and much smaller

acorns than the species, but is clearly a form of macrocarpa.

3. Q. Michauxii, Nutt. gen. 2, 215, excl. svn.—The figure of Michaux.
quoted by Nuttall, refers to Q. bicolor, and none of his figures represent

our plant. Elliott adopts Nuttall's name, but Chapman as well as DeCan-
dolle consider it a form of Prinus. J^>. Prinus was described bv Linn?eus
with foliis obovatis tttrinque acuminatis, which sufficiently well agrees

with all the forms of Prinus proper. Our plant is distinguished bv having
the leaves obtuse, or mostly cordate, at base; thicker, more leathery, and
tomentose, on the lower side ; and the male flowers 10-androus. All the

forms of Prinus proper have a very deciduous pubescence on the lower
side of the leaf, which is acute or acutish at base.

4. Q. Prinus, Lin., would then comprise Michaux's varieties, palustris,

monticola, and acuminata.

5. J£. undulata, Torr., has been treated of in the introduction to this

paper: the different forms, there also enumerated, are— a. Gambelii v.

Gambellii, Nutt. and probably ^. Drutnmondii, Liebm.) ; 5. Gunnisoni
(J^. alba, var. Gunnisoni, Torrey^

; ;. Jamesii, Torrey's original plant.

figured in Ann Lye. N.Y. 2, t. 4 ; the original figure reproduced with slight

alterations in Nuttall's N. Am. Sylv. 1, t. 3; <l Wrightii, often confounded
with Q.Emoryi, and apparently one of the forms comprised by Liebmann
in his J^>. puugens. d^. oblongifolia, Torr., and ^>. grisea Liebm., seem
to be forms with more or less entire leaves ; or the latter may perhaps have
to be referred to the Mexican ^>. microphylla.

6- Jg. dumosa, Nutt., N.Am. Sylva, 1, p. 7; Torrey, Bot. Mex. Bound,

p. 207. £>_. acutidens, Torr. ib. tab. 51, is a larger form of the same. Q.
berbcridifolia, Liebm., DeProd. 16, 2, p. 36, seem to belong here either

entirely or at least in part. A shrub of the southern part of California,

often very squarrose, sometimes with slender and erect branches; leaves

oval, obtuse, often cordate or obtuse at base, spinous-dentate or sometimes

entirely dark green above, hoary tomentose or pubescent below, from \ to |

or sometimes 1 inch long; fruit sessile; cup strongly tuberulate, black.

between 2 and 6 lines in diameter; acorn large for the size of the plant,

oval, or small and narrow.

7. J£. Emoryi, Torr. Emory Rep. 1S4S, p. 151, t, 9, J£. hastata, Liebm.
Quite distinct from J^. undulata, var. Wrightii, which is often confounded

with it; the peduncled acorn of Torrey's figure may belong to that form

of undulata. This pretty Arizonian species was collected by Emory in 1846,

and soon afterwards by Wright, and then not again until Dr. Rothrock,

a year or two ago, brought back fine specimens from Lieut. Whipple's Ex-

pedition. The leaves are not roundish or oval and pale as in Wrightii.

but lanceolate, cordate at base, and dark green ; the acorns in all the
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specimens seen by me are sessile, the bright brown scales of the cup only

slightly thickened at base.

8. ^>. reticulata, H. B. K., has been found in Southern Arizona by Dr.

Rothrock, in the expedition just mentioned.

9. Q. virens, Ait. A shrubby form is var. maritima, Chapm., Jg. mari-

tima, Willd., from which var. dentata, Chapm., cannot be separated ; both

have shorter and often larger acorns on shorter peduncles than the spe-

cies ; the former is the larger shrub, rarely as much as 10 feet high, with

usually entire lanceolate leaves; the latter often bears fruit when only i-i£

feet high; leaves sometimes dentate or sinuate-dentate, 1-2 inches long;

vigorous ground shoots occasionally produce broad oval, entire, or dentate

leaves, 3-4 inches long and i£-2g wide.

10. Jg. chrysolepis. Liebm., has so often been spoken of in the foregoing

pages that little need be added. Its fructification was misunderstood until

the abundant material, brought together by Prof. W. H. Brewer for the

California State Survey, permitted me to clear it up. The size of the plant,

of the leaves, and of the fruit, is extremely variable ; and even the yellow

pubescence, which has given it its name, is neither persistent, nor is it

present in all cases. Young vigorous shoots or young trees have spiny-

dentate leaves; older trees, especially on fertile branches, usually entire

ones. The acorns are sometimes very large and the shallow cup extremely

thick: this is the form Torrey (Pacif. R.R. Rep. v. 365, tab. 9) has de-

scribed as 4>. crassipocula ; Dr. Parry sends from San Bernardino still

larger cups, if inches in the outer 'diameter. Dr. Kellogg's J^>. fuloescens,

in Proc. Calif. Ac. 1, 67 & 71, seems (from specimens seen in Hb. Brewer)

to refer to the form with middle-sized acorns and cups of the ordinary

shape, without that unusual thickening; his Q. vacciniifolia, ib. 1, 96

(106 ed. 2) is a small-leaved mountain form. Of this variety specimens

are found entirely destitute of the yellow, scurfy pubescence even in the

earliest youth. The anthers of this species, usually 10 in number, are

always strongly pointed; the broad stigmas are closely sessile. The late-

ral position of the ovules has been mentioned.

11. J£. agrifolia, Nee, the first western oak that became known (1802),

is quoted by the author as inhabiting " Nootka Sound " and California

perhaps by mistake, as now it does not seem to be known much north

of the Bay of San Francisco, and it extends as far south as the southern

boundary of the State, but does not ascend the mountains. It is a fine

large almost evergreen tree, but makes miserable timber and even poor

firewood. The old leaves partially fall off in winter, so that the heads be-

gin to look less dense towards spring; in some trees the last leaves have

fallen before the young ones are developed, but generally they do not come

off entirely before the young verdure covers the branches. Dr. Bolander

remarks that occasionally odd-looking trees are observed which in spring

retain all their old leaves without bringing forth flowers or young shoots

—

a state of things which resembles the condition of «^. ckrysolepis, above

alluded to; that species, however, performs the function of maturing its
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fruit, though it bear no young leaves, while in this case there would be in

spring an almost absolute winter-like stagnation of the vegetation. It has

certainly an annual fructification, but is in every respect, except in the

number of the large stamens (6-S and often more), a regular Black-oak.

The acorn is always long pointed, whence the name Torrey gave it, ^>.

oxyadcnia, (Sitgr. Rep. tab. 17), is not inappropriate.

A southern variety of this species is shrubby, with smaller leaves, occa-

sionally pubescent, and with smaller but very abundant fruit. From the

often very similar £>_. Wislizeni it can, even without fruit, always be distin-

guished by the dull, pale upper surface of the leaves, which is usually con-

vex, and by the absence of reticulation on it.

12. 2|>. hypoleuca I name an Arizona oak which Torrey, in Mex. Bound.

Rep. p. 207, refers to Q. confertifolia, H. B. K., a species with biennial

fructification and slightly pubescent leaves. Our plant is characterized,

besides its annual acorns, by lanceolate thick leaves with revolute mar-

gins and a white tomentose lower surface. The globed calyx is scarcely

hairy and bears 4 stamens; no bracts seen even before the flowers open.

13. 2|>. pumila, Walt. Fl. Carol p. 234. Michx. Sylv. tab. 17 (where the

fruit is erroneously represented as biennial, otherwise the figure is good).

This interesting shrub, though first described nearly a century ago, has

only, through the efforts of Dr. J. H. Mellichamp, become properly known
in the last few years. Living in the immediate vicinity of its habitat, the

pine barrens of the low country of South. Carolina, this acute observer has

aided me in the most liberal manner in studying this as well as other dif-

ficult oaks of that region.

2^. pumila is called the Running-oak because by the aid of its wide-

spreading stolons it covers large patches, sometimes acres, with its thick-

ets. It is often, especially where kept down by the frequent fires, only 1-2

feet high, and has been seen loaded with flowers when only of 6 inches

;

in other localities it grows 8-10 feet high, with stems 1 inch in diameter.

The leaves, revolute in vernation, are usually about 2 inches long, lanceo-

late, entire and often undulate, only occasionally dentate-lobed, but in

vigorous shoots sometimes broad ovate and deeply and acutely lobed

:

another form has obovate obtuse leaves. They are slightly pubescent

when young, but soon become quite glabrous, persist through the winter

and occasionally beyond the flowering period. In the male flowers I find

pretty regularly 4 stamens, and in the female 3 long recurved styles. The
globose fruit in its shallow cup is nearly sessile in the axils of the same
year's leaves.— j^. pumila, Walt., Michx. Sylv., Nutt. gen., Elliott Flor.

;

£>_. Phellos var. pumila, Mich. Querc. & Flor. ; 2^>. cinerea var. pumila,

Chapm., A. DeCand. Prod.

Var. sericea has similar narrow, or larger, ovate-lanceolate leaves, al-

ways silky-white underneath; the larger leaves on fertile branches grow
over 4 inches long by \\ inches in width, and on sterile shoots even larger.

— J^. sericea, Willd., Pursh.; j9. Phellos var. sericea, Ait.
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Over a year has past since the foregoing part of this paper was
published ; of the concluding seven pages only a small edition for

private distribution was then printed. Continued study of the

genus, aided by numerous kind communications of observations

as well as of specimens, have enabled me to make the following

corrections and additions.

Pag. 374, 1. 22. Low shrubby forms of J^. stcllata occur on

the southeastern seacoast, and of Q. macrocarpa on the north-

western plains.

L. 2 from below ought to read : the only oak wood.—The wood
of J^>. Prinus, however, makes an exception, being more porous

than most other White-oak woods.

A careful study of the numerous American oak woods dis-

played by the Agricultural Department and by different .States, at

the Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia, has revealed further

interesting facts. The Black-oaks grow, on an average, nearly

twice as fast as the White-oaks, and, if j^. nigra and the ever-

green Black-oaks be left aside, the disproportion will be found

still greater. In the average of 20 different White-oaks, from all

parts of the country, I find the growth nearly equal through the

first 40 years ; in 14 specimens of Black-oaks the growth is more

rapid in the first 30 years than between the 30th and 40th. The
"following little table will exhibit this more distinctly.

AVERAGE WIDTH OF THE ANNUAL RINGS

in 20 White-oaks : in 14 Black-oaks:

In the first 20 years o-S lines 1.6 lines.

From the 20th to the 30th year 0.8 " 1.7 "
" 30th " 40th " 0.7 " 1.2 "

The heartwood of the White-oaks is always readily distinguish-

able from the sapwood by its darker color, varying between dark

gray and light brown, but in the Black-oaks the heartwood is

scarcely darker than the sap, and in some species or some indi-

viduals cannot be distinguished at all. Only in Q. nigra and the

curious j^. Emoryi is it often irregularly mottled with black.

In the limited number of specimens which I could examine,

the sap turned into heartwood,

in 19 White-oaks, in S Black-oaks,

after 22 years, 17 years.
having attained a thickness of. . 18 lines, 21 lines.

Only in these 8 Black-oaks a line of demarcation was visible.

iii—25 [Oct. 15, 1S77.]
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In a geographical point of view, we notice that the Black-oaks

of the present day are confined to America, and are principally

developed in the Atlantic part of North America. We have there

15 species, including a single abnormal type, while west of the

Great Plains and on the Pacific slope only 5 species occur, 3 of

them receding from the normal type. Numerous Black-oaks are

found in Mexico and Central America ; in DeCandolle's Prodro-

mus 20 are enumerated with known maturation, and of iS, of

which the fructification is not ascertained, some may also belong

here. In the tertiary period the Black-oaks, it seems, extended

into the old world, just as many other recent North American
types did.

The White-oaks are more uniformly distributed over the tem-

perate parts of the northern hemisphere. We have on the Atlan-

tic slope S species and 9 in the western half of the continent,

only 2 of the latter abnormal.

Thus we have in our Flora nearly as many White-oaks as

Black-oaks ; but while the former are nearly equally distributed

between east and west, the latter predominate eastward.

Pag- 375- Vernation—A too hasty examination, partly of

specimens too far advanced, has led me into several errors. The
vernation is conduplicate only in part of the White-oaks (in the

European type of the genus, Q. Robur ; in our Q. alba, macro-

carpa, Garryana, and in all the species of the Prinus group
;
pro-

bably in lyrata, Douglasii'and lobata). The imbricate vernation

is the rule for the balance of the White-oaks (Q. stellata, undu-

lata, dumosa, and chrysolepis) and for all the Black-oaks, with

the exception of the. few species (p. 376) with rcvolute vernation.

In the oaks with imbricate vernation the outer leaves are always

imbricate, but the inner ones are imbricate or fiat or even

slightly revolute on the margins in the species with thicker,

firmer leaves {undulaia, dumosa, chrysolepis ; Emoryi, agrifo-

lia, nigra, aquatica, laurifolia, cincrca, myrtifolid). In the

others, with broader and more lobed leaves (coccinca, rubra

palustris, falcata. etc.) the 2 or 3 innermost leaves are con-

duplicate. The indexed vernation, mentioned as occurring in j£.

Catcsbcei, is also occasionally seen in falcata, evidently in oaks

with slender-lobed leaves, but it is by no means constant and of

no specific value.
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The suggestion that the character of vernation would be an

important assistance in classification, and in the discovery of alli-

ances of hybrids, has been verified by actual observation, as will

be shown below.

Page 376. The glandular colored pubescence appears on both

sides of the young leaves in Calesbcei, sinuaia and myrtifolia

:

on the lower side in chrysolepis and somewhat in stellata; on

the upper side in falcata, and also in Catesbcei-laiirifolia. I do

not find this pubescence on seedlings of these species, nor is it

often seen on the youngest leaves, but becomes developed when
the leaf has attained \ to 2 of its full size.

The reticulation is generally more marked on the upper than

on the lower side of the leaves, and in the Black-oaks more than

in the White-oaks ; an exception occurs in J|>. falcata and (as

already indicated) agrifolia ; in both the upper surface is :dmost

smooth ; in cinerea and ilicifolia the reticulation is much less

prominent than in most others.

Pag. 377. The male aments are produced from scaly buds

which are not further developed, or from the lower part of

bn-anchlets, usually in the axils of budscales, or rarely from the

axils of the lowest leaves ; thus often in ^. agrifolia. They are

mostly simple, but in chrysolepis I find them often branching,

such as they are described in the Asiatic section Pasania.

Pag. 37S, 1. 16 and 17, strike out the comma after "connected,"

"differences" and "petiole." Add in before "the shape."

L. 33. Four Black-oaks with annual maturation, including

J^>. Ejnoryi.

Pag. 379, 1. 22. Occasionally Black-oaks are found with cup-

scales thickened at base ; Prof. Sargent has collected near Cam-
bridge fruits of ilicifolia with this peculiarity, and it does not

seem to be rare at all in northern forms of rubra.

L. 6 from below. The abortive ovules are not oval and pendu-

lous, but rather bottle-shaped bodies, suberect in the White-oaks,

hemitropous in the Black-oaks.

Pag. 380, I.5. J^. Emoryi, in every other respect a true Black-

oak with annual fructification, has basal ovules, another remark-

able instance of mere botanical characters not always coinciding

with essential ones. Hence the word " always," in the first sen-

tence of the following page, must be qualified by adding almost.
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Pag. 381. The following is believed to be a more correct enu-

meration and more natural arrangement of our oaks.

I. Lepidobalanus, Endl.

a. Leucobalanus.
* Maturatio annua.

t Folia decidua.

Q. alba, lobata (fruticosa*), Garryana, stellata, macrocarpa,

lyrata, bicolor (Mic/iauxii), Prinus, Miihlenbergii (prinoides),

Douglas//, undulata (pungent).

ft Folia persistentia.

£>_. oblong/folia, dumosa, reticulata, virens.

** Maturatio biennis.

J^. chrysolepis (vacciniifolia, Palnieri), tomentella.

b. MELANOBALANUSf : Ovula abortiva (excepta J^. Emoryi) supera,

etc., ut in pag. 381.

* Maturatio arihua, folia persistentia.

Q. Emoryi, agrifolia. piimila, hypoleuca.

** Maturatio biennis.

t Folia decidua.

Q. rubra, coccinea (linctoria), Sonomensis, Jalcata, Catesbai,

ilicifolia, palustris. Georgiana, aquatica, laurifolia, nigra, cinerea,

imbricaria, P/iellos.

j f Folia persistentia.

Q. Wislizeni, myrtifoliu.

II. Androgyne, A. DC.

£>_. detisiflora.

ADDITIONAL NOTES.

J£. lobata, Nee, has heretofore been known only as a large tree with

slender, even pendulous.branches, deeply lobed or pinnatifid leaves, the

lobes often retuse, notched or again lobed, pubescent below; with large,

long, conical-pointed (therefore longigla?ida, Torrey) acorns in a deep,

almost always strongly tuberculated cup. No essential variation of this

type has been noticed, unless we class a shrub-oak here, 2-6 feet high,

which Prof. Brewer found on the mountains west of Shasta, and Mr. Lem-
mon near the Tuolumne River. The foliage is the .same as that of lobata,

perhaps. smaller and even more deeply lobed, but the large oval acorns

have their base scarcely immersed in a very shallow cup ; cup 8-9 lines

wide, 3-4 high; acorn 12-15 lines high, sessile or (in the Tuolumne

* The names in parentheses designate subspecie?.

f The Black-oaks, many yaars ago. were grouped by Spach, and later by Liebmann and

others, under the name of Erythrobalanus (Red.oaks), but with other characters and other

limits than I assign them.
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specimens) peduncled. The form of the acorn and cup might justify me
in considering this bush as a distinct species, but, well aware of the

extreme variability of the western oaks, I provisionally append it to

e^. lobata as a subspecies under the name of fruticosa.

^. Garrya?ia, Dougl. ap. Hook., well known in California by the name
of Mountain White-oak, though not found in the higher mountains; it

extends farther north than any other oak on the west coast and is the only

representative of the genus north of the Columbia River, is common on

Vancouver Island (where a variety has been called J£. jfacobi, R. Br.

min.) and according to Prof. Dawson has been met with sparingly on

Frazer River; on the Columbia it extends as high up as the Dalles ; in

exposed northern situations it is scrubby. Southward it seems to be lim-

ited by San Francisco Bay. It can always be readily distinguished by its

rather large, variously but commonly deeply-lobed thick leaves, tomentose

or downy beneath, and by its large (3-5 lines long) tomentose winter

buds. ^. Necri, Liebm. (Hartweg in Hb. Gray) is a form with more
knobby cups.

£>_. stellata, Wang. (^>. obtusiloba, Michx ) is of a uniform character in

the middle States, but varies considerably southward. Dr. Mellichamp

finds on the coast of South Carolina, 1. a scrub form, often with almost

entire, undulate or angular leaves mixed with other shrubs or trees of the

normal foliage; 2. a tree with normal leaves but glabrous branchlets and

glabrous anthers; and 3. a tree with flaky bark, and narrow, cuneate

leaves with oval lobes, and like the branchlets glabrous ; anthers unknown.

The last two may prove to be hybrid forms between stellata and alba, for

-which see further on.

Q. macrocarpa. Michx. often occurs in the north and northwest with

unusually small oblong acorns, half or more covered by the mossy cup,

when it is ^_ olivceformis. Michx. ; another form has oval acorns of the

size of those of coccinea in a shallow, mossy cup; on the lower Ohio

acorns have been gathered 15-16 lines in diameter, in a very mossy cup

over 2 inches wide. The leaves vary from the nearly entire, obovate, sinu-

ate-dentate to the lyrate-pinnatifid form with almost naked midrib. The
branchlets, always thick, are either corky or smooth.

«^. lyrata, Walt., originally known from the banks of the southeastern

rivers, is also found in the damp woods of the lower Ohio and down the

Mississippi River. It properly stands between macrocarpa and bicolor

and has a good deal of both. I have seen from the same localities (Mount

Carmel on the lower Wabash, Dr. J. Sckneck, and Memphis, A. Fendler)

specimens with the typical enclosed acorns, and others with cups, some-

what mossy on the edge, only half enclosing the acorn. The bark is flaky

like that of bicolor.

J£. bicolor, Willd. is generally a well characterized tree with flaky bark,

cuneate-obovate, coarsely sinuate-dentate leaves, white below, 6-8-androus

flowers, and large acorns in long-peduncled, mossy cups ; but numerous

aberrant forms occur, some with light downy leaves and green below,
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others with much smaller or longer acorns ; in some the cup is scarcely

fringed.

c^. Michauxii, Nutt., such as it appears in the south and up to the lower

Delaware River {Michaux, Candy, Commons), and to the lower Ohio {Dr.

Schneck), would seem to be a well marked species; but my notes, p. 382.

based upon too few specimens from a single locality, are not quite cor-

rect. It is certainly ^. Prinus palustris of Michaux (the «^. P. discolor,

quoted by Nuttall as synonym, is ^>. bicolor). The tree grows in low

grounds ; has a gray, flaky bark ; leaves (usually large, 5-6 inches long) oval

or obovate, regularly (commonly not deeply) dentate acute, obtuse or even

cordate at base, generally thick and very soft downy below, rarely only

slightly pubescent or even almost glabrous (in Delaware, A. Commons);
male flowers mostly 10-androus; fruit the largest of the Prinus group,

short-peduncled, cup shallow, obtuse or flat below, with deltoid, acute, rigid,

distinctly imbricate scales, without any fringe. — Distinct as this tree

seems to be, a series of forms, apparently common from the Delaware

{Canby, Commons') to the Potomac (L. F. Ward, Dr. Vasey), evidently

unite it, contrary to the views of most American botanists, with Q. bicolor.

DeCandolle (Prod. 1. c. p. 20) already assumed their identity; he, however,

on the next page, wrongly quotes Michaux's ^. P. palustris for «^>. Prinus.

The leaves of this intermediate form are in some instances purely those of

bicolor, in others more those of Michauxii; the acorns are subsessile, mid-
dle sized, with a deeply hemispherical cup, and less regular, often knobby
and sometimes appendaged scales. If these connecting forms were not so

common in the region mentioned, I might feel inclined to take them for

hybrids between two distinct species ; as it is, I must consider J^. Michauxii

as a subspecies of bicolor.

Q. Prinus Lin., ^. Prinus monticola Michx., Jg. montatia Willd. Only
after visiting the Alleghany Mountains and their eastern slopes, and see-

ing thousands of these trees, have I fully realized the accuracy of Michaux's

description in his Sylva and have become convinced of the absolute speci-

fic difference of this tree from the other members of the Prinus group; and,

indeed, its peculiar bark and wood distinguish it from all other White-

oaks. I suppose it to be the type of Linnaeus's ^. Prinus, because it is the

most common of the group in Virginia, whence the original came from :

arbor procera Virginiana, Pluck.
; foliis serratis denticulis rotundatis

uniformibus, Lin. H. Cliff.—The bark of the young tree before the age of

10 or 12 years is smooth and even shining, of a purplish-brown color ; then

it begins to crack and in the old tree becomes thick (often 1-2 inches and
more) and deeply cracked and furrowed without peeling off, so that Mi-

chaux could, not inaptly, compare it with the bark of the chestnut, which,

however, is darker. The wood is more porous than that of other White-

oaks, and is said to be not much more useful than that of Black-oaks, and
unfit for barrels to hold liquids. Though its proper home seems to be

in the mountain districts, it is not rarely seen in the low country eastward.

Westward it is common in the mountains of Tennessee and Georgia, and
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has been collected on Seneca Lake in Western New-York ; it is unknown

in the Mississippi Valley proper.—The leaves are thick, often almost cori-

aceous, pale below with a short and close pubescence, obovate to lanceo-

late, sometimes even acuminate, those of the lower branches of the tree

often much wider and larger than the leaves of the upper, fertile branches;

teeth coarse and regular, obtuse, rarely larger, or occasionally almost ob-

literated in the sinuate margin; the lateral nerves usually terminate above

the most prominent part of the shallower teeth, and even in the sin us and

only in the most prominent teeth at their apex. Fruit short-peduncled ; cu p

deep, somewhat turbinate, tubercled— rough, as the descriptions express

it; base of the scales often raised in two knobs, between which the sho rt

and almost indistinct tip of the scale next below is almost buried : acorn

large, sometimes i-il inches long and 1 inch thick.

Q. Miihlenbergii,* Q. castanea, Miihl. ap. Willd., J£. Printis acuminata

Michx., occurs scatteringly throughout the middle and northern Atlantic

States, in Pennsylvania only on limestone soil {Porter)., but its proper home

is the Mississippi Valley, where it entirely supplants «^>. Pri?ius, more com-

monly on limestone hills and ridges, but also abundantly in river bottoms.

Its flaky, pale ash-colored, thin bark and very tough wood (light yellowish

brown when mature, whence probaby the popular name of "Yellow-oak")

distinguish it at once from Prinus, as do also the small globose or common-

ly ovate acorns in a subsessile, shallow and thin cup covered with small

canescent, obtusish, rarely much thickened, scales. Leaves on petioles

f-i or even i\ inches long, thinner, more membranaceous, below pale and

with an inconspicuous down, usually sharper serrate, often with inflexed

teeth, and either lanceolate with a long acumination, 5-6 inches long by

l£-2 in width (the typical form of Michaux and Muhlenberg) or larger,

sometimes even in fertile specimens as much as 7 inches long and 5 wide,

broadly ovate or obovate with more rounded teeth, which form has often

been taken for ^>. Prinus, but is in bark and fruit identical with the

narrow-leaved form.

^. prinoides, Willd., distinguished from the last by its low stature,

smaller, more undulate than sharp-toothed leaves on shorter (\-\ inch

long) petioles, and commonly by deeper cups with more tumid scales, is

apparently well enough marked eastward, but westward, from Western

Missouri to Kansas and Nebraska, where it abundantly bears when only

1-3 or up to 30 feet high (E. Hall, G. C. Broad/iead), it runs into the

arborescent Miihlenbergii. It is suggested that annual prairie fires are the

main cause of the stunted growth of this low form (while other species

are not affected in this manner), and that often large and knobby root-

stocks are found to produce numerous shoots, fertile in the first season.

Prof. Gray informs me that Muhlenberg, in his manuscript Florula Lan-

castriensis, considers this form a variety of his castanea ; he enumerates

* As Muhlenberg's as well as Michaux's names for this very distinct species are preoc.

cupied, it seems fit to commemorate the celebrated Pennsylvanian botanist's name by this

oak which he had so well distinguished.
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the following of the Prinus Group : ^>. castanea with /3 prinoides. Q. Pri-

nus, and J^. bicolor.*

Q. Douglasii, Hook, is the only Californian oak which might be con-

founded with ^>. Garryana ; but, if I understand it aright, it can always be

distinguished by its small oval, obtuse, bright brown, slightly hairy winter

buds; its smaller, more sinuate than lobed leaves, which, downy in early

youth, soon become glabrous on the upper side, with a bluish tinge, whence
it has received locally the name of Blue-oak, or Blue Mountain-oak. It

extends not as far north as Garryana, probably not into Oregon, but far-

ther south on the lower hills and mountains of the Pacific slope.

e^. undulata, Torr. Enough has been said in the introduction to this

paper and on p. 382 about the wide limits of variation which this species

enjoys ; local botanists, however, are not agreed as to the relations these

forms bear to each other. We are safe in arranging all the varieties in two
groups; the first is characterized by larger, strongly lobed, darker green

and decidedly deciduous leaves, and narrower, ciliate calyx lobes ; the

second has smaller, paler, more rigid, mostly spinous-dentate, and — at

least southward—more or less persistent leaves, and broader, woolly calvx

lobes. In both groups the sweet and edible acorns are oval, oblong, or

sometimes elongated; the subhemispherical, sessile, short- or sometimes
long-peduncled cup varies from scaly to very knobby; in the dark-leaved

forms the acorns are often thicker and shorter, in the pale group slender

and longer. Distinct as both groups seem to be, the original Q. undalata,

my var. Jamesii, completely connects them. Var. Gambelii, with broader

emarginate or even lobed divisions of the large leaf, on one side runs into

var. Gunnisoni with narrow and entire lobes, and on the other into var.

breviloba (Jg. obtusiloba var. breviloba, Torr. Bot. Bound., and probably
cig. Durandii and J£>. San Sabeana, Buckley) with sinuate or broad- and
short-lobed leaves. The forms of this group are found from Western Texas
through parts of Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, and Arizona, but not west

of the Colorado River. Var. Jamesii is a Gunnisoni with acute lobes of

the smaller, more rigid leaves, found thus far only from West Texas to

Colorado. The transition is almost imperceptible from this to the pale-

leaved forms which southward become evergreen, in so far as they lose

their old leaves not before the new ones develope. They do not extend as

far north nor east as the dark-leaved group, but farther southwestward
through the California desert and into the mountains bordering it on the

west.

This pale-leaved group consists principally of var. pungens (4£. fungens,
Liebm. as to sp. Wright 664; var. Wrightii, p. 3S2, which has con-

* The insects appear to understand the natural relations of the species of this group as

well as we do; on all of them, and on no other oaks, I have noticed a very peculiar gull

—

for a gall I must take this excrescence to be—on the cups, singly or several together, usual lv

surrounded by fringe-like scales, sometimes hollow, sometimes containing what looks like

a diminutive acorn. Entomologists are, I suppose, well acquainted with these galls. Some,
times they have been taken for minute abortive acorns from the axils of cup scales : but

cup scales are not leaf organs, and cannot well produce axillary buds.
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stantly been confounded with 4>>. Emoryi) with small (1 inch or less long)

sinuate-dentate leaves, the teeth very rigid and pungent. Var. grisca (^.
grisea, Liebm., Wright 665 from West Texas) with oblong, more or less

entire, often hoary leaves, which commonly passes for £)_. oblongifolia,

can scarcely be distinguished from pungens, as both forms occasionally

are found on the same-bush. Var. grandifolia, with very large (3-5 inches

long) nearly entire or undulate leaves and very long peduncles, was found

by Dr. Palmer in Arizona and by Mr. Brandegee on the upper Arkansas.

41- oblongifolia, Torr. Bot. Sitgr. t. 19. not of Bot. Mex. Bound., the

South California "Live-oak," a bush or a middle sized tree with pale flaky

bark; oblong, obtuse, coriaceous, subpersistent leaves, at first soft downy,
but soon glabrous on both sides (like those of J|>. alba) ; short, oval, woolly

calyx lobes, and sessile or short peduncled acorns. The leaves of young
shoots are usually dentate, those of fertile trees are entire or rarely sinu-

ate.—This species seems to come to perfect ion on the coast mountains and
in the valleys of Southern California from San Diego to San Luis Rey and

Los Angeles, but extends into Western New Mexico, where it was first dis-

covered, and into the adjacent parts of Mexico (Chihuahua, Dr. Gregg).

,^>. dumosa, Nutt. (see p. 382), the characteristic scrub-oak of the Cali-

fornian coast ranges from San Francisco southward, is closely allied to the

last and still more so to var. pungens of J^. undulata, but occupies a dif-

ferent geographical range, has more sinuate-dentate than spiny-toothed

leaves, dark green above; calyx lobes lanceolate, acute. The cup scales are

strongly tuberculate, or rarely almost even.—Coulter's 661, on which Lieb-

mann founded his Jg. berberidifolia, is exactly this species ; but Fremont's

specimens, also quoted by him, at least those in Hb. Torrey, all belong to

fungens.,
Yar. bullata, with thicker, paler, convex leaves, persistently woolly on

both sides, has been found on the Santa Lucia mountains and near New
Idria by Brewer, and in Pope Valley by Bolander.

Pag. 382, 1. 12 from below, put entire, dark for "entirely dark."

Pag. 383. «^. c/irysolepis—I distinguish as a subspecies Q.vacciniifolia,

Kellogg, a small-leaved evergreen shrub of the Sierras, the oblong or lan-

ceolate leaves, except in young shoots, entire, rarely more than 1 inch long,

the yellowish scurf very deciduous or sometimes entirely absent. Another

extreme and somewhat aberrant subspecies I name for its discoverer ^.
Palmeri. It is a stout and scraggy shrub, in the mountains So miles east

of San Diego, 8-10 feet high, with very rigid and spiny, sinuate-toothed,

broadly oval leaves, less than 1 inch long, scurfy on the lower side;

anthers about 10, smaller than in ckrysolepis, emarginate, not cuspidate;

cup obconic (| inch wide, \ inch high) ; its scales almost hidden in the

dense, fulvous tomentum ; nut inside densely woolly, which I find in no

other White-oak; abortive ovules basal.

<^>. lomentella, n. sp., is an oak from the Island of Guadaloupe off the

coast of the Californian peninsula, which I had formerly classed with

chrysolepis (Palmer, Flor. Guad. Nos. SS & S9), but which appears to be
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well distinguished by its tomentose young leaves and branchlets, which

latter retain this coating for several years. The full-grown leaves are

short-pedicelled, ovate- lanceolate acute, at base obtuse, undulate-crenate

(only on young shoots spinose-dentate), glabrous above and brownish-

furzv below, about 2 inches long and half as wide, and persist into the third

year. Male aments tomentose, calyx lobes oval-obtuse, anthers about 10.

cuspidate; female flowers short-peduncled. Large oval acorns (16 lines

long) in a shallow cup covered with dense brown wool, from which pro-

trude the small triangular tips of the scales. Maturation of the fruit un-

known, but, from the close affinity to chrysolefis, probably biennial, though

the apparently nearly allied ^>. tomentosa, Willd. has annual fructification.

^. Emoryi, Torr. (see p. 382, where, 1. 3 from below, "Whipple" ought

to read Wheeler). This form, which connects the White-oaks with the

Black-oaks, is of the greatest interest to the student, but annoying enough

to the systematic botanist. While we have several other Black-oaks with

annual fructification, I know of only this one with basal abortive ovules,

like the White-oaks; but the black rough bark, the wood, the small num-

ber (2-5) of large anthers, the long, recurved styles, the membranaceous

brown cup scales, and the tomentose inner coating of the shell, can leave

no doubt about its proper position among the Black-oaks. It grows from

West Texas through New Mexico to Arizona, generally as a large bush,

but Dr. Palmer and the Rev. Mr. Greene have found it also a tree up to

2 feet diameter at base and 30 feet high. Its leaves are persistent through

winter, but fall about the flowering-time.

J>. rubra, Lin., so easily recognized in its typical form, is really one of

the most variable of the Atlantic species, especially north and northwest-

wardly. All the forms have a smoothish bark with rather shallow fissures,

the young leaves lose their early thick down (usually pale below and bright

red above) at or soon after flowering-time, and the scales of the ordinarily

very shallow, large cups are small, closely appressed, and slightly downy

or almost glabrous. The lobes of the normal leaf taper almost undivided

from a broad base, bearing a few coarse or small teeth; but other forms

have leaves similar to those of coccinea, with divaricately pinnatifid lobes,

or the leaves are smaller and more deeply divided, with fewer lobes, much
like those of palustris: their acorns are always smaller than in the typical

rubra and the cup rather deeper. Var. runcinata has narrower, lobe-

dentate leaves, the large, regular teeth nearly entire. The acorns of rubra

are between 6 and 12, usually 9 or 10 lines thick, ovoid, rarely elongated

or sometimes subglobose. In northern forms the cup is apt to become

more hemispherical or even turbinate, and the scales not rarely tumid at

base after the manner of the White-oaks. This form I take to be^>. ambi-

gua, Michx., which by others is thought to be a variety of the next species-

Some oaks from Northern Illinois (Bebb, Nos. 4, 5 & 7). with rather larger

and looser cup scales, and, except 7, with deeply pinnatifid leaves, come

near to coccinea, and may possibly be hybrids of rubra and coccinea

.

^>. coccinea, Wang, is readily distinguished by its turbinate cups with

large, loosely imbricate (when dry almost squarrose), yellowish -gray
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pubescent scales, the acorns mostly ovoid-globose, retu«o, or oval and

pointed. I have, with some hesitation, followed DeCandolle and Gray in

uniting with this species J^. thictoria, Bart., which has longer and more

pointed buds; broader, less lobed and firmer leaves, paler on the under

side, smaller and more pointed acorns, at least in the few fruiting speci-

mens I have been able to examine, and a deep yellow-colored inner bark.

I suspect that specific differences may yet be discovered ; for the present I

venture to introduce it as a subspecies.

=^>. Georgiana, M. A. Curtis, confined, as far as known, to that isolated

granite rock, the Stone Mountain, east of Atlanta in Georgia, which is also

the only locality for Gymnoloma (formerly Rudbeckia) Porteri, Gray, and

for Isoldes mela'nosfiora.* Leaves glabrous from the first, generally lance-

oval, oval or sometimes obovate, mostly coarsely sinuate-toothed, with 2-4

teeth or lobes, rarely pinnatifid or sometimes entire or undulate; crowded

acorns small, subglobose ; shallow, flat cups, truncate or rarely rounded at

base, with triangular, obtuse, nearly glabrous, appressed scales. Perhaps

too near ^>. palustris, from which the fruit is scarcely distinguishable,

though the locality, the growth and the foliage differ.

^. laurifolia, Michx., appears after all to be distinct from ^. aquatica ;

whether entire or lobed, the leaves of the latter mostly have a cuneate out-

line widest in the upper third or at least above the middle; the calyx lobes

are larger and very conspicuous, and the filaments enclosed and only the

anthers exsert. Q. laurifolia has lanceolate oblong leaves, widest about

the middle whether entire or lobed ; the calyx lobes are much small-

er; filaments exsert; this in flowering specimens of both species from

Bluffton, the only ones which I could compare. A specimen from the

gulf coast of Mississippi has oval entire coriaceous leaves 4 inches long

and \\ inches wide, while those of the South Carolina plants are narrower,

and rather approach to Phellos, but never to aquatica. They usually per-

sist until the budding time, but not beyond it.

^>. cinerea, Michx. In specimens from South Carolina I find, together

with the ordinary stellate pubescence, an abundance of yellow articulated

* Isortes melanospora. n. sp. amphibia, parvula, gregaria, plerumque monoica; trunco
placentiformi bilobo; foliis paucis (5-10) distichis stomatosis sine fasciculis fibrosis peri-
phericis ; velo sporangium suborbiculare totum tegente ; macrosporiis (0.35-045 mm.
diam.) minutissime sub lente verruculosis obscuris (humidis nigricantibus) , microsporiis
(0.02S-0.031 mm. longis) papillosis obscuris.

In shallow depressions a couple of inches deep and a few feet in diameter, on the naked
granite surface near the top of the mountain, where occasional rains and dews furnish tem-
porary and precarious moisture, but where for weeks and even months the glaring sun,
flashing on the naked rock, parches and bakes them : discovered by Wm. M. Canby in
May, 1S69; revisited by Prof. Gray in April, 1S75, and by Mr. Canby and myself in Septem-
ber, 1S76, when nothing was perceptible but ihe dead, matted rooVfibres "attached to the
small shrivelled conns.—Corm 3-4. lines in diameter, flat, only yz -\ lin^ thick; leaves 2-2^
inches long, in all the specimens examined distichous, which I have not seen in any other
species: sporangia >2-', l line in diameter, usually emarginate above, almost black from then-
dark contents, but without any brown cells ; often rtmaining for a time attached by then-
base when their leaf has withered away. The plant, which I have cultivated for several
years, seems to vegetate as soon as moisture is furnished, but lies dormant part of the year:
spores mature in May and June.—This species, I. flaccida from Florida, and I. Nut'tallii
from Oregon, are the only American Iso'elet in whjch the spore case is entirely enclosed in

and covered by the velum; and it is the only one of ours with dark spores, all the others
having white ones.
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hair on the young leaves, while in flowering Texan specimens it seems to

be entirely wanting.

.£. Wislizeni, A. DC. With his usual acumen, A. DeCandolle discov-

ered this species in a small fruiting specimen, brought by Dr. Wislizenus

in 1851 from the American Fork of the Sacramento River, but, through

a mistake of mine, he located it near Chihuahua. Since then nothing fur-

ther, I believe, has been published about this remarkable oak, though an

abundance of material and very full notes have been gathered by different

collectors, principally by Prof. W. H. Brewer and Dr. H. Bolander.

This species is found throughout the western parts of California from

Shasta to San Diego, principally in the region of the foot-hills, but does

not ascend the higher mountains. In some localities it makes a "magnifi-

cent tree" 40 to 60 feet high, with a trunk occasionally 6 feet in diameter,

but branching 5 or 6 feet from the ground, as most of the large Californian

oaks of both groups are wont to do. On the coast ranges from Monte Dia-

blo to San Diego it also occurs as a small shrub with small leaves.

The bark is pale and smoothish in younger, very rough and black in

older trees. The firm, leathery leaves persist 14 or 15 months on the

branches ; they vary excessively, often on the same tree, from broad ovate

to narrowly lanceolate; cordate, obtuse, or acute at base; the margin

entire, or with a few teeth or sharply and closely dentate ; shoots or young-

trees have usually dentate, old and fertile ones more commonly entire

leaves. In the earliest age the leaves are very slightly concave, and in

vernation imbricate; they bear on both sides articulated hair, but soon

become glabrous; the full grown leaves are mostly dark green and shin-

ing, and delicately reticulate, principally on the upper surface. They are

usually 2-4 inches long and half as wide, or rarely narrower; petioles

5-9 lines long; in var. frutesce?is the leaves are only i-ii inches long,

oval, entire, or often very sharply and deeply lobed-dentate
;
petioles 1-2

lines long.

The rhachis of the aments is stellate-canescent, or nearly glabrous

;

calyx lobes 5 or 6, large and broad, nearly glabrous or ciliate-bearded

;

anthers 3-6, often pointed. Bracts of the sessile (or often peduncled) female

flowers large, orbicular, membranaceous ; the long, recurved styles not

rarely 4 or 5 in number. Acorns always elongated, 9-1S lines long, im-

mersed ^ to § in the cup, which I find varying from 6-1 1 lines in depth

and 5-6 lines in width; cup scales elongated, acutish, light brown, and

nearly glabrous.

On one hand this species approaches to J^. agrifolia, with which it has

often been confounded, and on the other to Q. Sonomensis.

Dr. Kellogg, in Proc. Cal. Ac. 2, 36 (DC. Prod. 16, 2, 79). scantily de-

scribes an oak under the name of. ^. More////s, which may belong here.

4>. myrtifolia, Willd. Willdenow's description of the foliage, which

cannot possibly refer to any other oak, together with his locality, makes

it certain that in Dr. Mellichamp's very complete specimens we have

his plant before us, and, thanks to him, I can now reestablish this
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little known and often doubted species. It grows on the poorest sand

ridges near Bluffton, together with Pinus australis, very rare there,

but apparently extending along the coast to Florida. It makes an ever-

green shrub from ih~-, usually 4-5. and up to S feet high. Leaves
rounded ovate, cordate, obtuse, or sometimes acute at base, obtuse and in

youth bristle-pointed at tip, revolute on the margin, thick and leathery,

persisting 15-18 months. Leaves vary sometimes to broadly obovate, or

are rarely, in young shoots, sinuate-angled; they are usually i-i£ or even

2 inches long, but in vigorous ground shoots have been found 2i and 3
inches in length by 2 in width. The young leaves are densely covered

with a rusty, clammy scurf of articulated hair, which after a month or so

disappears, leaving a glossy surface. Vernation imbricate
;
youngest leaves

flat with recurved margins. Aments about iA inches long with stellate-

canescent rhachis, 5 oval pubescent calyx lobes, and a few (mostly only

2-3) small cuspidate anthers. Fruit sessile or usually short peduncled,

single or in twos; cup very shallow, about 6 lines wide, with ovate-trian-

gular obtuse scales; gland ovate or subglobose, 5 or 6 lines long, covered

by the cup for \ or J of its length.—Jg. myrtifolia, Willd., Nuttall, Pursh,

Elliott, only the first two of which seem to have seen sterile specimens;

flower and fruit had been unknown.— J9. Phcllos var. arenaria, Chapm. ;

^). aquatica var. myrtifolia, A. DC.

Hybrid Oaks.

The question of hybridity in plants is in every case difficult to

solve where its usual character, the sterility* of the hybrid, fails

us, and where we have nothing to rely on but the rarity and indi-

viduality of a form that seems to stand intermediate between two

well established species which occur in its neighborhood, and

which could be considered its parents.

This is just the case in oaks. All the supposed hybrids are

abundantly fertile, and those of their acorns which have been

* On ihe muddy banks of the Mississippi near this city, where several species of Nas-
turtium (palustre, obtusum, sessiliflomni, and sinuatuui )'a.re abundant, two hybrids occur
among them which will illustrate the different sexual qualities which hybrids may possess.
The first, an offspring ofpalustre and simiatum, is a normal hybrid with small anthers and
abortive, shrivelled pollen grains, with unimpregnable though apparently well- formed
ovules, and small and absolutely sterile pods. It is perennial Uke'siuuatum, and erect like

palustre, abundant flowers of intermediate size, in long, virgate racemes, and, singularly
enough, with uncommonly large stigmas. The other, a hybrid between palustre and obtu-
sum, on the contrary, produces i^ood pollen and is quite fertile, so that it might be ques-
tionable whether it really is a hybrid; and indeed it has all along been considered a form of
obtusum until Mr. Eggert pointed out its intermediate character. The true obtusum is

always prostrate and small (branches not more than 6 inches bong), has minute whitish
flowers, petals only half as long as sepals, small orbicular anthers, and elongated, suberect
pods on very short pedicels. N. palustre is erect, has large oblong anthers and shorter
patulous, long-pedicelled pods. The cross occurs in all forms, from the small and pros-
trate to the tall and erect one, often as if struggling between an erect and a decumbent
habit, with some branches in one, others in another direction; the yellow petals aie longer
than in obtusum but much smaller than in palustre, anthers as in the former; pods shorter
than in obtusum, on longer, patulous pedicels.
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tested have well germinated ; in fact, as far as I know, no differ-

ence in fertility or germinating power between them and the

acknowledged species has been discovered. The seedlings of

such questionable individuals do not seem to revert to a supposed

parent, a sport of which they might be claimed to be, but propa-

gate the individual peculiarities of the parent ;
" come true," as

the nurserymen express it. For how many generations this may

continue, and whether in time forms approaching one or the other

parent may not appear, remains to be seen. At the same time it

is a remarkable fact, that, notwithstanding their fertility, they do

not seem to propagate in their native woods ; we may properly

ascribe this to a lesser degree of vitality in the hybrid progeny,

which causes them to be crowded out in the struggle for existence :

one of the provisions of nature to keep the species distinct ; or, as

Dr. Gray suggests, fertilization by one of the parents may soon

extinguish the hybrid characters. I find ten forms, enumerated

below, which I consider as real hybrids ; of them only a few, often

only single individuals, have become known. Their existence

cannot well, without straining facts, be considered due to innate

variability in the supposed parents. When more carefully looked

for. undoubtedly more will be discovered.

White-oaks and Black-oaks are too distinct to be crossed.

Among the W7hite-oaks hybrids seem to be much rarer than

among the Black-oaks, or it may be that they are more difficult

to discover. Of the former, I have thus far been able to trace

3 forms only which I must take for hybrids, and all of them point

to Q. alba as one of the parents.

SK albay^macrocarpa is sent by M. S. Bebb (No. 27) from Northern Illi-

nois": the leaf is that of alba, with a persisting down on the under side
;
the

cup is not larger than in alba, but a little deeper and with the prominent

triangular scales of macrocarpa. Another specimen, much nearer macro-

carpa, was studied by E. Hall, a number of years ago, in central Illinois

(Amer. Ent. & Bot. 1870, p. 191 ). The leaves are those of the latter species
;

the bark, the down of the young leaf and inflorescence, and the acorn, more

that of alba; while the deep cup, covering half the acorn, is that of a small

fruited macrocarpa, but entirely destitute of a fringe; its acorns develope

much slower than those of macrocarpa, and more conform to alba. Of the

allied oaks, macrocarpa, alba and siellata, the first developes its acorns

soonest and the last latest; these last are not larger than peas by the end

of August, when those of alba are nearly full grown.
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J~>. alba X stellata. A specimen from the same careful observer (Bebb,

No. 24) must, I believe, be referred here. Leaves similar to those of alba,

with the narrow lobes occasionally widened forward and retuse, after the

manner of stellata, pubescent on the under side, as well as petioles, branch-

lets, and shallow cups ; cup scales distinct and regular but considerably

tumified at base ; in alba these scales are almost entirely changed into very

prominent knobs with short obtuse membranaceous tips ; in stellata they

are lanceolate, very distinct, only slightly tumified, and more canescent.

Bark and flowers of Mr. Bebb's tree are unknown to me.

Specimens from South Carolina, sent by Dr. Mellichamp, mentioned

p. 389, seem to indicate other hybrid forms of the same parents. One has

the leaves and furrowed bark of stellata, but the glabrous branchlets and

glabrous anthers of alba. The other's bark is flaky like that of alba ; the

branchlets, the sinuate or obtusely-lobed leaves, and young acorns, are

glabrous; anthers unknown. Of neither have I seen the fruit.

Q. alba X Prinus. A single tree, now unfortunately destroyed, was

observed by Dr. G. Vasey near Washington. Bark " rougher and darker

than in alba'; leaves incised-serrate, of firm texture, glossy above, pale

and slightly pubescent beneath ; hemispherical cups with distinct tumid

scales terminating in triangular membranaceous tips. The leaves are more

those of Prinus than alba, the acorns belong rather to the latter. Both

supposed parents grew with it on a gravelly hillside.

The hybrid Black-oaks are much more numerous, or, to speak

more correctly, more have thus far been noticed, perhaps because

their leaf-forms are more various, and thus the intermediate ones

are more easily recognized. The mixture of entire-leaved with

lobe-leaved forms would of course be most readily discovered from

the intermediate leaf- form of the illegitimate offspring ; but it

remains for further close examination to ascertain whether lobe-

leaved species do not hybridize among themselves as well, or

entire-leaved forms also mix together, producing offspring of less

strikingly marked characteristics.

That we have to look for one of the parents of three ofour hybrids

to one and the same species, seems to correspond well with other

observations, all pointing to the fact that some species of a genus

are more prone to hybridize than others. This is true of Verbena,

hybrids of which abound in this neighborhood in numerous forms

as well as in a great many individuals ; of most of them V. stricta

appears to be one of the parents, perhaps because one of the most

common species, or from some innate quality which makes it

mix more readily with others ; perhaps from a peculiar structure
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of the flower which may promote insect agency. Our hybrid

Verbenas differ from the hybrid oaks in having almost always

abortive anthers and in bearing scarcely any fertile seeds, while

at the same time they are so common that evidently they are

readily produced anew.

Our Black-oak hybrids are the following

:

Probable Parents. Name under which described. Habitat.

sinuata,^. Catesbcei,

^. Catesbcei,

^. imbricaria
j£. imbricaria
J^. imbricaria

4>. Phellos,

j£. ilicifolia,

aquatica,
lanrifolia,

nigra,
falustris,
coccinea,

coccinea,
coccinea,

tridentata,

Leana,

heterophylla,

South Carolina.
South Carolina.
Illinois.

Missouri.
Ohio to Missouri

near Washington.
N. Jersey& Delaware.
Massachusetts.

and

«g. CatesbiziX aquatica; ^>. sinuata, Walt. Car. 235, DC. 1. c. 74. It

is quite probable that in the tree observed by Dr. Mellichamp, several

years since, near Bluffton, S. C, we meet with Walters' obscure and long
ignored species. Mr. Ravenel has also observed a similar form in South
Carolina, and indicated cinerea as one of the parents. Dr. M.'s tree grows
on a sandy ridge with Catesbati, falcata and virens; aquatica and the rarer

cinerea are not far off. It is 40 feet high and well grown, has a "very dark,

deeply cracked bark, which is red inside like Catesb&i." Leaves 4, rareiv

5-6 inches long, about half as wide, attenuated at base into a partially

margined petiole, 3-6 lines long; leaf itself oblong to obvate, sometimes
almost rhombic; sinuate with shallow obtuse lobes to divaricately dentate-

lobed ; lobes obtuse, or acute and bristle-pointed, dark green and shining
on upper surface, paler but glabrous and with some axillary down beneath :

leaves imbricative in vernation ; in early youth both sides, the lower more
than the upper, are covered with the rusty, articulated pubescence of
Catesba>i; male flowers with 4 large, pointed anthers. Acorns sessile : cup
hemispherical, turbinate, S-10 lines wide, 5 or 6 high ; nut oval, 8-9 lines

high and 6-8 thick, \ or i covered by the cup. The leaves of seedlings are
lanceolate to obovate, spinulose-dentate or sinuate, rarely entire. In the

seedlings of this plant as well as of the regular Catesbcei none of the ful-

vous glandular pubescence, which is so characteristic of the young leaf of
the grown plant, is yet developed.— One of the parents is doubtless c^>.

Catesba;i, as, among other characters, this abundant rusty down proves;
as the other aquatica, cinerea, ox: falcata, present themselves; falcata is

excluded by the form of its leaves; cinerea might be the parent, as I for-

merly assumed, but the usually obovate outline of the. leaf as well as the

character of the acorns seem to point rather to aquatica.

{Continued on p. 539.)
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Corrections of the present Theory of the Moon's Motions,

according to the Classic Ecli-pses

.

Bv Prof. G. Seyffarth. A.M.. Phil. & Theol. D.

Multiform! Luna ambage torsit ingenia contemplantium et, proximum ignorari sidus,

dignantium.—Pliny, II. N. ii 6, 12.

INTRODUCTION.

The present disquisitions were, four years ago, called forth 03' the learned

treatise, " Historical Eclipses," reprinted in Nature, New York, July 25,

1S72, to which my attention was directed by Dr. C. H. F. Peters, Director

of Litchfield Observatory, Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y. The meritori-

ous author of the treatise, J. R. Hind, Director of Bishop's Observatory,

Twickenham, Eng., made the historical chronology of the Romans, Greeks,

and Babylonians, as set down in Petavius's Doctrina Temporum, and bona

fide repeated down to Clinton in all later chronologies, the groundwork of

his computations of ancient eclipses ; and, moreover, he presumed Hansen's

Lunar Tables, principally based on Ptolemy's Almagest, to be perfectly

correct. To both very much divulged prejudices I remonstrated in an
extensive letter of Feb. 11, 1873, which, soon after, was transmitted to Prof.

Hind. Compliance with the added request to publish my communications
in an astronomical journal seems to have been prevented by circumstances

down to this day. In the mean time many friends of history, even distin-

guished astronomers, being occupied with re-examining the usual theory

of the moon, desired, for the promotion of science, the publication of my
disquisitions concerning the true dates of ancient eclipses and the resulting

amendments of our Lunar Tables. These particulars, apart from others,

may excuse the final appearance of these historico-astronomical investi-

gations.

In the next place the reader has to bear in mind that all, both historical

and astronomical dates, to be mentioned hereafter, refer to the astrono-

mical method of counting the years, and not to the so called historical

one, because the former is the most practical and the only true one. The
historians commence, in consequence of Beda Venerabilis, the original

Dionysian Era too late by one year, and augment all dates preceding the

Christian Era by a unit ; and hence they refer Christ's birth to a wrong
year. The astronomical year 400 B.C. is. according to the historians, the

401st B.C., and so forth.

It is an axiom that no theory of the moon's motions can be correct, as

long as it does not correspond with the times and magnitudes of the most

reliably ascertained eclipses of old. The most trustworthy ancient eclipses,

however, are those mentioned in the classical works of the Romans and

Greeks; for, their authors were, in nearly all instances, eye-witnesses,

iii—26 [May 20, 1S77.]
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otherwise reporters, of what earlier eye-witnesses had perceived. Thus
Livy, Cicero, and others, mention the eclipses recorded in the Annates
Max/mi, and this great work, still existing in Tiberius's days, contained

all remarkable events of Roman history which the annalists of the Capitol

had, day by day, once recorded. The classical authors, moreover, were

reasonable and honest men ; they were able to speak truth, and willing to

do it. What would they have gained by telling falsehoods, by improvising

eclipses which nobody had seen, or by referring them to wrong years, sea-

sons, days, and hours? Of this character are, for instance, Thucydides,

Xenophon, Aristophanes, Herodotus, Pindar, Plutarch, Josephus, Philos-

tratus, the Roman chroniclers, Livy, Cicero, Tacitus, Pliny, and the like.

All these ancient authors deserve confidence as long as the impossibility

of their traditions is not clearly demonstrated. This is and must be the

stand-point of all historians.

Formerly, it is true, the eclipses in Ptolemy's Almagest were considered

to be the most reliable ones, but erroneously; for, Ptolemy, 140 A.c, had

not, with his own eyes, observed those ancient eclipses; and their particu-

lars are not the result of Babylonian observations, but the fruits of Ptole-

my's computations, as will be seen below. Had Babylonian astronomers

themselves observed the minutes of those eclipses, the times and magnitudes

of the latter, as specified in the Almagest, would agree with each other

and with the classic eclipses. Instead of this, careful computations of Ptol-

emy's 19 lunar eclipses, by means of Hansen's Lunar Tables, have brought

to light that one of them finished prior to the rising of the moon, and that

another obscuration of the moon amounted only to a quarter of an inch,

which nobody would have perceived with the naked eye. Paradoxes

similar to these are coming. Granting that the Babylonian eclipses were

exactly described in Ptolemy's Almagest; granting that Hansen was right

in deducing from the same eclipses the secular accelerations of the moon's

motions and other elements of his Tables,—how is it that the latter do not

correspond with the ascertained Roman and Greek eclipses? The obscu-

ration of the sun in —400, July 1, e.g., which was, according to the Annates

Maximi, a total one in Rome, amounted, according to Hansen"s theory, to

2' 34" only. How came it to pass that all the Lunar Tables, from Ptole-

my down to Damoiseau, based both on the Almagest and modern obser-

vations, proved incorrect some years after their construction ? The reason

is that the terminus a quo, the Babylonian eclipses in the Almagest were

wrong ones ; that Ptolemy had referred them to wrong years; that the

longitudes of the moon, her Nodes and Apsides, were in 721 B.C. other

ones than those determined by means of the Almagest.

In short, it is evident that, in establishing a true theory of the moon's

motions, either the eclipses in the Almagest or else those in the Classics

must be given up. Tertium non datur. It is true that, sometimes, the

astronomers determined the dates of Greek and Roman eclipses a priori,

and in spite of the actual history and chronology, and only by the instru-

mentality of Lunar Tables based on the eclipses in the Almagest ; but this
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was obviously a gross mistake. For all events of Greek and Roman history
are at present, by infallible historical and mathematical certainties, so
accurately fixed that none of them can be referred to a date later or earlier
by one, or ten, or twenty years. These evidences, finally, are confirmed
by an authority which every astronomer will respect. In 1S57, Prof. Airy
was still fully-convinced of the correctness of Hansen's theory of the lunar
motions; for in that year he determined, by means of the said Tables, the
dates of three total eclipses which he (but erroneously) referred to 309,
and 555, and 583 b.c. (See Transactions of the R. Astron. Soc. 1857, V <>1.

xviii. p. 92, and Month. Not. vol. xvii. p. 233.) Yet, a few months ago,
our newspapers report as follows : "In his last report Prof. Airy devotes a
few words to the great work he has been engaged in, namely, the prepara-
tion for the formation ofLunar Tables, according to a new treatment of
the theory by which he hopes to be able to give greater accuracy to the
final results, by means of operations which are entirely numerical through-
out the work. Considerable progress has been made in these numerical
developments, and he expects, at least, to put his theory in such a state

that there will be no danger of its entire loss in the event of his death."

—

This is, indeed, a gratifying confirmation of my iterated researches con-
cerning the secular accelerations of the moon's motions. First in 1S46 I

essayed to harmonize the classic eclipses with the usual theory ofthe moon
based on the Almagest. (See the author's Chronologia Sacra, p. 2S1 to

358.) The same was done, but much more carefully, in Seebode, Jahn,
and Klotz's "Archiv fur Philologie," 1S4S, p. 5S6; in Jahn's " Astrono-
mische Unterhaltungen," 1S53, p. 172; in "Gottinger Gelehrte Anzeigen,"
1855, No. 125; in my " Berichtigungen der alten Geschichte und Zeit-
rechnung," 1855, p. 92; in "Transactions of the St. Louis Academy of
Science," 1S60, p. 3S5. Twenty years ago I predicted, without being a
prophet, that Hansen's Lunar Tables would, after forty or fifty years,
prove as incorrect as Damoiseau's Tables did in 1851, on occasion of the
total eclipse of the sun in Germany; and from the publication of Han-
sen's Tables to 1875, less than twenty years having elapsed, the incor-
rectness of those Tables comes to light.

These arguments will suffice for understanding that the theory of the
secular accelerations of the moon, her Nodes and Apsides, mainly depends
upon the classic eclipses, and not upon Ptolemy's computations in the Al-
magest; for the ancient eclipses which, according to reliable eye-witnesses,
coincided with sunrise, or sunset, or certain hours of the day, determine
the real longitude of the moon on the respective hours. To this class of
ancient eclipses refer, e.g., the solar eclipse in —478, Feb. 27, 15b. 30m.,
perceived, during sunrise, at Smyrna, and that in —752, May 25, 16I1.,

which was seen in Rome 2 hours and about 30 minutes after sunrise.
Further, the eclipses which were total in certain localities determine the
real longitudes of the moon's Nodes on the respective days. From the
very small eclipses witnessed by ancient authorities we learn how far the
longitude of the moon's Nodes must be diminished in order to obtain a
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corresponding obscuration of the sun. Thus the very small eclipse of the

sun in —420, Jan. 18, 2h., y 17 east of the sun, was invisible in Athens,

and vet the eve-witness Aristophanes saw it. Finally, many of the twenty-

nine total solar eclipses mentioned in the classics were, according to our

Lunar Tables, annular ones; and by means of them the usual secular

acceleration of the Apsides can be corrected. To this class, e.g. the eclipses

in —5S1, Mar. 27 ; —400, July 1 ; —360, May 12 ; —306, June 13. belong.

Since, then, the classic eclipses are very important in establishing a

correct theory of the moon's motions, the next task must be. first, to col-

lect, at least to a.d. 400, all reports of the classic authors referring to an

eclipse either of the sun or the moon, and specifying the localities, and

magnitudes, and hours of the respective eclipses; in the second place, to

reduce the latter to their real years. The chronology of ancient eclipses

is inseparably connected with the historical Chronology of the Romans,

Greeks, Babylonians, Egyptians, Chinese; and, in this respect, history

has made considerable progress since Ptolemy, especially since Peta-

vius, whose chronology is notoriously based upon Ptolemy's erroneous

Historical Canon.

New Astronomical and Historical Subsidiaries of Ancient Chronology

and History.

Since the year 1627, in which Petavius's Doctrina Temporum.

the hasis of all later Chronological Tables down to Clinton and

Fischer, made its appearance, a great many of both astronomical

and historical materials have come to light, by which all events

of Roman, Greek, Babylonian, Egyptian, Hebrew, and other his-

tories, especially the dates of ancient eclipses, are incontrovertiblv

fixed, as will be seen in the author's "Astronbmia .Egyptiaca."

1S33 ; in his "Chronology of the Roman Emperors" (Gettysburg

Quarterly Review, 1S72, p. 47), and the other aforecited works

(p. 403). It will be sufficient to specify only, and as briefly as

possible, the following :

1. Planetary Configurations, Lectisternia, Pulviiiaria,

'/spat xAcvat, that is to say. representations of the ancient seven

planets—Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus, Mercury, and Moon

—together with the Signs and smaller parts of the Zodiac with

which the former were conjoined on certain days of certain years.

Nearly all these autoptical observations were performed on the

cardinal day preceding the historical event which they referred

to. These planetary configurations are the most solid fundamen-

tals of ancient chronology, because none of them returns twice
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Liming a period of 2146 years, in which the procession of the

fixed stars amounts to 30 degrees, one sign of the Zodiac ; and

because the ancients, being destitute of the Copernican System,

could not calculate earlier places of the seven planets. All epochs

of ancient history determined by a planetary configuration are

fixed with mathematical certainty. We mention the following

ones only :

Sixteen Egyptian monuments, representing the planetary con-

figuration, observed on the day of the summer solstice in — 27S0,

previous to the beginning of the first Canicular period on July
19th, the time of Menes' arrival in Egypt. Hence the Canicular

periods of 1460 Julian years commenced in —2780, —1320, -f-

140, and not, as Petavius imagined, one year earlier. Together

with the same dates, the Apis periods of 25 Egyptian years, each

of 365 days only, commenced ; and hence these periods recom-

menced, during the period from —1320 to -f- 140, in all years

which being divided by 25 give the remainder 20, e.g. in —520,
— 495, —320. This is very important, because several events of

Persian and Greek histories are linked to the epochs of Apis pe-

riods. With the same July 16 in — 27S0, moreover, the Egyptian

period of 30 years, called TpcaxovTaeTypiz, so often mentioned on

Egyptian monuments, had begun. To-wit, in — 27S0, July 16, a

close conjunction of Mars with Saturn took place, and this con-

junction returned after 30 Egyptian years, whereby several epochs

of Egyptian and Greek histories are mathematically fixed. The
renewals of this Triacontaeteris occurred, during the period from
— 1320 to +140, in such years, of which the number being divided

by 30 leaves the remainder o, e.g. in —210, in which Ptolema3us

Epiphanes, "the lord of the Triacontaeteris," was born. A copy

and the explanation of the planetary configuration of — 27S0 will

be found in the author's "Berichtigungen," etc.

The Olympian Altars. Pausanias (v. 14) and the Scholiast of

Pindar (01. v. 10, x. 59) narrate that at the beginning of the

Olympiads six altar's were erected, and each of them contained

two statues, one of a- planetary, and one of a zodiacal god. This

planetary configuration, expounded in the same "Berichtigungen,"

p. 230, refers to —777, March 29, the day of the vernal equinox,

preceding the first Olympian games. Consequently the latter

were celebrated in June of the year —777, and hence "01. i.
1"
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signified, conformably to all ancient eras, the first year subse-

quent to the end of the quadriennial period of the first Olympiad.

Hence the second Olympian games were delivered in —773 ;
and

it was a deplorable mistake, committed by Petavius, to commence

the Olympiads two years earlier, —775, instead of —773. The

consequence of this blunder was that Petavius and his followers

antedated all events of Greek history in general by two years.

All Olympian games were repeated every four years, namely,

prior to the summer solstice, in such years before Christ, of which

the number being divided by 4 gives the remainder 1 ;
but after

Christ, in all years, of which the number -being divided by 4

leaves a remainder of 3, e.g. in — 1 and +3. It is, moreover, a

strange phenomenon, not yet explained, that several fathers of the

church, and some later authors, commenced the Olympiads two

years earlier. But these are exceptions to the rule. (See Ideler's

Chronologie, ii. p. 465.)

The Statue of the Olympian Zeus. Subsequent to the battle at

Marathon, the Greeks, applying the gold taken from the Persians

on occasion of the Marathonian battle, erected a grand statue to

Zeus, the deliverer of the country ; and on the pedestal of his

statue the planetary configuration referring to the same battle

was represented. This astronomical monument, described by

Pausanias (v. 11, 3), concerns the autumnal equinox, Sept. 25 in

— 4S9, as will be found in my " Berichtigungen," etc. p. 234.

The date of the battle, August 6th in — 4S8, is confirmed, as will

be seen below, by the solar Calendar of the Greeks. Conse-

quently, Petavius has antedated the battle, and the reigning-time

of Xerxes by one year.
,

The Parthenon frieze in Athens contains the planetary configura-

tion concerning the battle at Salamis, subsequent to the battle at

Thermopylae. The latter Herodotus (vii. 206) refers to the cele-

bration of the Olympian games, and to the Archonship of Kallia-

des, i.e., according to Petavius, to —479, but the Parian Marble

puts the battle in the following year. The latter is confirmed by

the aforesaid planetary configuration, observed on the winter sol-

stice in —479, and by Thucydides (i. iS), who counts ten years

from the battle at Marathon, on Aug. 6 in — 4SS, to the battle at

Salamis in —478, Sept. 23. Consequently, Petavius has again

antedated these events by one year.
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The planetary configuration (Solin. Pol. i. 18) referring io the

foundation of Rome demonstrates that Rome was founded in — 75 2
'

and not, as Petavius imagined, in —753- (See Seebode, Jahn,

and Klotz's Archiv f. Philol. 1S4S, p. 596.)

The Lectisternium (Liv. v. 13 ; Dion. xx. 9), viewing the Bruma

in —396, evidences that the tribuni Ginucius, Pomponius, etc.,

ruled in —395 and not in —397. Petavius, having shortened the

history of the Roman kings by one year, arbitrarily intruded in

— 331 a consular year, which is not to be found either in Livy

or other annalis's. (See " Berichtigungen," etc. p. 229.)

Tlw Lectisternium (Liv. xxii. 10) puts beyond any question that

the Coss. Geminus and Flaminius ruled in — 215, and not in —216.

(See "Berichtigungen," etc. p. 226.)

77/i? Ara A/biini, representing the nativity of Emperor Augus-

tus, demonstrates that Cicero was consul in —62, and not in— 63 ;

that, accordingly, Augustus was born one year later than Petavius

stated. (See "Berichtigungen," etc. p. 239.)

Jhe Puteolian Basis, the nativity of Tiberius, refers his birth to

— 40, and not to —42. Hence the consuls Blancus and Lepidus

officiated two years later than Petavius and his adherents pre-

sumed. (See "Bericht." etc. p. 223.)

7//<? Puteale Capitolinum refers the birth of Claudius to the year

— 8. (See " Bericht." p. 244.)

The Ara Gabiuia, the nativity of Vespasian, states that he was

born in the year -(-9. ("Bericht." p. 20S.)

77/^ Ara Capitolina, the nativity of Caligula, argues that his birth

and the respective consuls Germanicus and Capito belong to the

year 4~ r 4' and not, as Petavius brought out, to -f-12. (See "Be-

richtigungen," etc. p. 226.)

The Borghesian Candelabre (A/a) represents the nativity of Clau-

dius like the Puteale Capitolinum, but takes into view the preceding

vernal equinox, March 22, —7. (See "Bericht." etc. p. 24S.)

The nativity of Galba, represented in "Memoires des Sciences,"

Paris, 1709, p. no, PI. i., refers to the year — 1, Sept. 22.

The nativity of Cassarion (Rosellini's Monum. del Egitto, vol.

iv., PI. cccxlix.) puts Caesarion's birth in —45 ; consequently,

Caesar's expugnation of Alexandria in the last month of —46,
and not in —47.

All these astronomical monuments concur in demonstrating
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that the usual chronology of the Egyptians, Romans, and

Greeks, antedates the concerned events, respectively, by one or

two years.

2. The Solar and Lunar Calendars of the Greeks.— Many

ancient authors, e.g. Theodorus Gaza (Petavius's Uranol. c. 9),

Censorinus (De d. n. iS), witness that the Greeks used not only

lunar, but also both solar months and tropic years. The latter

concerned the civil life of the Greeks, but their festivals were

celebrated according to the former ; for instance, the Olympian

games. The latter, it is well known, were performed from the

nth to the 16th days of the lunar month preceding the summer

solstice (Thucyd. v. 49. 50; Scholiast to Pind. Ol. iii. 35). The

new moons commencing the lunar months of the Greeks and

Romans were the days on which the first crescent after sunset

became visible, viz. commonly 24, sometimes 4S hours after the

astronomical conjunction of the moon with the sun ; hence the

full moons were, like the days, 24 to 4S hours after the astro-

nomical full moons. Since, moreover, the lunar year contained

only 354 days, the Greeks and Romans had, every two or three

years, to add a thirteenth lunar month, a second Poseideon or

December, in order to keep the lunar year in harmony with the

seasons of the tropic year. The solar year of the Greeks was first

discovered by Halma (Chronologie de Ptolemee, p. 40) in an an-

cient manuscript ; and I do not understand how it came to pass

that Clinton, Fischer, and other modern chronologers, knew

nothing about this very important calendar, as follows. We join

the names of the Macedonian months, because the latter com-

menced with the same days of the Julian year. (Demoth. D. C.

Or. G. i. 2S0.)

Attic. Macedonian. Julian.

Gamelion,
Anthesterion,
Elaphebolion,
Munvchion,
Scirophorion,
Hecatombreon,
Metageitnion,
Boedromion,
Pvanepsion,
Maemacterion,
Poseideon,

Appellreus,
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As the ancient Romans commenced the months with the ap-

pearance of the crescent subsequent to the astronomical new-

moon, and, accordingly, each day with sunset, 6 hours prior to

the Julian day. beginning at midnight ; it is natural that our Me-

nologium commences, e.g. Pyanepsion with Sept. i, and so in all

other cases. In order to harmonize the Greek days, likewise

beginning with sunset, with our civil days, we have the Julian

dates in the preceding table diminished by a unit. The Spartan

months began, as we learn from Thucydides (v. 19, iv. 11S ; Plut.

Nic. 28). two days later.

The leap-years of the Greeks were, as Cenborin (De d. n. iS)

reports, the same in which the Olympian games were celebrated.

In such years, the first three months of the Greek year com-

menced with the following day of the Julian months, as specified

in the Table.

By means of this Solar Calendar of the Greeks, e.g. the follow-

ing events of Greek history are incontrovertibly fixed ; first, the

years in which Archon Apseudes ruled. Diodor (xii. 36) reports

that, during the archonship of Apseudes, Meton commenced his

Lunar year and Lunar cyclus of 19 years with the 13th day of Sci-

rophorion, that is, as our Table shows, with the 15th day of May.

Julian stvle. In — 42S the new moon happened on May 13th

about 7 o'clock after noon, and consequently the crescent became

visible on May 15th after sunset. Since then no new moon coin-

cides twice with May 13th during a period of 19 years; the

archonship of Apseudes, extending from July in — 429 to July in

— 42S, is mathematically fixed. Petavius ard his adherents put

Apseudes earlier by one year, but erroneously. By the way, this

fact demonstrates that ldeler's exposition of Meton's Lunar Cal-

endar is wrong, because he referred Apseudes to a wrong year.

This result, moreover, is confirmed by Ptolemy (Aim. iii. 2, p.

162, 163. II.), who reports that, during the same year of Apseu-

des, Meton and Euctemon found the summer solstice coinciding

with sunrise on June 27 (Phamenoth 21st), because the summer

solstice happened, according to our Solar Tables, on the same

day at 5 o'clock a.m , during the year — 42S

These two facts involve a result of great importance. The Pelo-

ponnesian war commenced, on the part of the Athenians, with

their naval expedition against Sparta, which took place in the
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early spring during the archonship of Apseudes' predecessor, viz.

Pythodor I. (Thuc. ii. 2 ; Diod. xii. 36 ; Argum. Medeae ; Schol.

Av. 99S) ; accordingly, in January of the year — 429, and not, as

Petavius imagined, in — 430. This is confirmed by the nearly

total eclipse in — 429,Jan. 26, 2ih. (Thuc. ii. 28), observed dur-

ing the embarkation of the Athenians. The Peloponnesian war

it is well known, came to an end with the destruction of the

Piraeus on March 19th (Munichion 16th), as Plutarch's Lys.,

Xenophon's Hell. ii. 4, 43, etc., witness, in the course of the

archonship of Pythodor II. ; and this year is confirmed by the

solar eclipse in — 401, Jan. 18. Accordingly, Pythodor II. must

have ruled from July in — 402 to July in — 401 (Xen. Hell. ii. 3,

1). Now, from the spring in — 429 (Pythodor I.) to the spring

in — 401 (Pythodor II.) really 28 years elapsed, and consequently

the Peloponnesian war lasted 28, and not 27 years, as Petavius

"post in'gentem laborem" brought out : to-wit, the latter knew not

that the first chapters of Xenophon's Hellenica, containing the

history of an entire year, are lost; that Thucydides (v. 26) ex-

pressly testifies to the Peloponnesian war commencing with the

expedition against Sparta one year after the destruction of Poti-

daea by the Spartans, and finishing with the destruction of the

Piraeus, lasted "four times seven years" ; that, inclusive Endius

(Thuc. viii. 9), Xenophon (ii. 3, 10) specifies, for the same pe-

riod, 29 annual Ephori of the Spartans ; that the Parian Marble,

as every historian knows, counts, for the same time, 2S, and not 27

archons. I do not understand how Petavius arrived at the conclu-

sion that "the good Xenophon erred" {bonus Xenophon erravit).

The same Calendar, moreover, serves to fix many other epochs

of Greek history, as follows: Herodotus (vi. 106, 120) reports

that the battle at Marathon was fought on the 6th day of Boedro-

mion, that is, according to our Calendar, on August 6th, namelv,

" three days after the full of the moon." During a period of 19

years, it occurs only once that 3 days prior to August 6th a full

moon takes place, which was the case in — 488. The astrono-

mical full moon happened on July 31st, the civil of the Greeks

(p. 408) two days later, because the crescent had become visible

first two days after the real conjunction of the moon with the sun.

Subsequent to this full moon the Spartans marched out, namely,

on August 3rd, and they arrived on the battle-field " after three
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days" ; consequently on August 6th, but "after the end of the bat-

tle," as Herodotus narrates. Accordingly, the battle at Marathon

belongs to — 4SS (Arch. Phcenippus), and not, as Petavius ima-

gined, to— 489. Thus, in the same time, the year is fixed in

which Xerxes occupied Attica, viz. in —478, for Thucydides

(i. iS) bears witness that the latter occurred "ten years after the

Marathonian battle" in — 4SS, to which it is likewise referred by

the planetary configuration on the pedestal of the Olympian Zeus

(p. 406).

Further, the eye-witness Aristophanes (Nubes, 580) testifies

that in the tenth year of the Peloponnesian war (—420) both a

very small eclipse of the sun and a total of the moon were, in the

early spring, a short time prior to Kleon's orderly election as

strategus, perceived in Athens ; and the Scholiast in Scaliger's

Synagoge (Euseb. 165S, p. 431) reports that the former took place

on the 16th day of Anthesterion, i.e. according to our Calendar

(p. 40S), on January iSth. Since it happens very seldom to see

two eclipses within 1 5 days, and because only after 19 years a

solar eclipse coincides again with January iSth, which was the

case in — 420, two hours after noon, the .10th year of the Pelo-

ponnesian war and the archonship of Aristophanes are fixed with

mathematical certainty.

Furthermore, Thucydides (viii. 20) specifies 21 days from the

eclipse of Nicias to the capture of the Attic army in Sicily (Thuc.

vii. 50; Clinton F. H. ii. 70), and the latter event happened on

the 27th day of the Spartan month Carneius, the 29th of Meta-

geitnion (Pint. Nic. 28 ; Thuc. iv. 11S) ; accordingly on the 30th

day of July, Julian style (p. 40S). Therefore Nicias's eclipse,

perceived 21 days prior to Metageitnion 29th, belongs to the 8th

day of Metageitnion, i.e the 8th of July ; and on this very day,

7h. 45m. after noon, an eclipse of the moon took place in — 410,

and not, as Petavius imagined, in — 411. Since this was the

20th year of the Peloponnesian war (Thuc. vii. 18), the latter

must have commenced in — 429. Petavius, again, has antedated

by one year all events reported by Thucydides.

The ten Attic Pritany ruled each 36 days, and their office

commenced on the 1st day of the lunar Hecatombaeon (Corsini

F. A. ii. 26). An inscription, referring to Archon Glaucippus

(Boeckh's Corp. Insc. i., Pt. ii., Nos. 107 & 108), parallels the
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dates of the lunar months of this year with the dates of the

solar ones as follows: The ist day of the 2nd Pritany coincided

with the 8th clay of the solar Metageitnion (July 10), the 13th day

with the 21st, the 17th with the 25th, the 22nd with the 30th of

Metageitnion, the 23rd with the 1 st of Boedromion, the 24th with

the 2nd, the 36th with the 14th day of the solar Boedromion.

According to our solar calendar the Sth day of Metageitnion com-

menced on July 10th, and consequently the ist Pritany must have

begun 36 days prior to the Sth day of the solar Metageitnion, that

is to say, on July 3rd, being the ist day of the lunar Hecatom-

baeon. Indeed, the first astronomical new moon during the

archonship of Glaucippus took place in — 408, on the ist day of

June about noon, and the crescent appeared on June 3rd after

sunset, with which the ist Pritany commenced to officiate. This

inscription, therefore, puts beyond any question that Archon
Glaucippus ruled in—40S, and not, as Petavius imagined, in—409.

A similar inscription (Corpus Insc. Pt. ii., No. 11, p. 50) reads

as follows :

,
EttI Ntxodopou &p%ouzo<z ini z/

t
z KexpoTcidot: s/.z^z

IJpuravsiac, Fap.ziuovoz hdv/dz7h ixzvj xal sc/.oaz^ z-^z 7ipuzavsia<-

/..T. A. Hence, during .the archonship of Nicodorus the 26th day

of the 6th Pritany coincided with the nth day of Gamelion (Dec.

14). Accordingly the ist Pritany must have ruled earlier by 206

days (5X36-1-26= 206), i.e. since May 23rd, and this day must

have been the first day of the lunar Hecatombaeon. This was
the case only in — 312, for the astronomical conjunction took

place on May 20th about midnight, and the crescent appeared on

May 22d after sunset, with which the lunar month Hecatombaeon
began. Consequently Archon Nicodorus must have ruled since

July in — 312, and not, as Petavius fancied, two years earlier.

Alexander the Great was, notoriously, born on the 6th day of

Hecatombaeon (Daesius), i.e. June 7th, Archon Elpines, Ol.

106, 1, namely, u during the Olympian games" (Plutarch Al. 3 :

Cic. De div. i. 23). The latter being celebrated from.the nth to

the 1 6th day of the lunar Hecatombaeon preceding the day of the

summer solstice (Thuc. v. 49. 50; Schol. Pind. Ol. iii 35), the

respective new moon must have preceded Alexander's birth-day

(Jun. 7) by about 1 1 days, and this was the case only in — 353 ; for

during thisyear the astronomical new moon happened on May 2^

about 11 p.m., and the crescent became visible on May37th, and
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hence the Olympian games were in — 353 celebrated from June

5th to 9th. Thus Alexander was born on the 2d day of the Olym-

pian games in — 353, and not in — 355, as Petavius brought out.

All these astronomical certainties concur in demonstrating that

Petavius has antedated all events of Greek history, all Olympian

years, and all archons. from — 4S9 to — 407, by one, thence by

two years, as the archonship of Nicodorus and Alexander's birth

evidence.

The latter is confirmed by the lunar eclipse preceding the bat-

tle at Arbela ; for Arrianus (Al. iii. 7, 6) and Cicero {De div. i.

53) report that this small eclipse, 11 days prior to the battle at

Arbela, happened in Pyanepsion (Aug. 31 to Sept. 30) "a short

time before sunrise, whilst the sun stood in Leo." About that

time only one lunar eclipse occurred in August and a short

time previous to sunrise, viz. that in — 328, Aug; 31,5 hrs. after

midnight in Arbela (ft 1 2° west of the sun). Consequently the

battle at Arbela belongs to the year — 32S, and not, as Petavius

imagined, to — 330.

3. The Solar Calendars of the Hebrews.— Formerly it was

universally believed that the Hebrews used only lunar months,

but the contrary has come to light. See the author's "Chronolo-

gia Sacra," etc. p. 26-6S, and "Zeitschrift der Deut. Morg. Ges."

1848, p. 344, and "Berichtigungen," etc. p. 14. There the matter

having been discussed in extenso, we only briefly mention the

principal proofs. Josephus parallels very often the Greek solar

months with the Hebrew months. The Hebrew months were

solar ones in Syria, Arabia, Ascalon, Gaza, etc. Greek and Ro-

man authors, especially Josephus, the Books of the Maccabees,

and the New Testament, refer Saturdays to certain days of He-

brew months, which would have been impossible provided the

latter were lunar months. Even the Talmud bears witness that

the Hebrews, prior to the destruction ofJerusalem by Titus, used

onlv both solar months and a tropic year. Moreover, the Old

and New Testaments— especially Josephus, Philo, and Hebrew

inscriptions — demonstrate that the Hebrews celebrated their

feasts according to their ecclesiastic year, commencing 17 days

prior to their civil year (Minjan Shtaroth). The commencement

of the ecclesiastic year is, apart from other arguments, fixed by
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Eusebius (Hist. Ecc. iii. 4), Chrysostomus (L. iv. De sacerdot.

i. 7), and others, who report that Dionysius Areopagita, while

travelling in Ethiopia, perceived, a.d. 33, an eclipse of the sun

on the 14th day of Nisan, which eclipse, by the way, was invisi-

ble in Palestine, and it differed from the obscuration of the sun

during the crucifixion of Christ. Further, the commencement of

the civil year is fixed by Josephus, who reports that the civil

months began in the midst of the ecclesiastic months {xara

asXTjVTjV), for asXijvifj signifies very often the full of the moon,

especially the 17th day after the astronomical new moon, and, in

general, the middle day of all months of the tropic year. This is

confirmed by the oaooazov (h'JzeooTtoojzou, that is to say, the

secondfirst day of the year, the newyears day of the civil year (Ev.

Luke, vi. 1), which day is still celebrated among the Jews like

the Sabbath at the beginning of the ecclesiastic year. Hence
the months of the Hebrews, since the Babylonian captivity, com-

menced on the days of the Julian Calendar, as follows. It is r

however, to be remembered that the Hebrews commenced the

day six hours prior to the beginning of our days.

Ecclesiastic Year. Civil Year. Julian Year.

1. Nisan March 6.

Nisan March 22.

2. Ijar April 5.

Ijar April 21.

3. Sivan May 5.

Si van May 21.

4. Thammuz June 4.

Thammuz June 20.

5- Ab July 4.

Ah July 20.

6. Elul August 3.

Elul August 19.

7. Thishri September 2.

Thishri September iS.

8. Marcheshvan October 2.

Marcheshvan October 18.

9. Kislev November 1

.

Kislev November 17.

10. Tebeth December 1

.

Tebetli December 17.

11. Shebat December 31.

Shebat January 16.

12. Adar January 29.

Adar February 14.

Intercalary days March 1

.

Intercalary days March 17.
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By means of these Calendars many epochs of the Old and New
Testaments, of the Books of the Maccabees, and even of Roman

history, are determined. For instance, the Talmud (Tract Thaan.

fol. 29, 1) bears witness that Titus "destroyed the temple on the

9th day of Ab, on a Saturday"; consequently on July 28th, "just

after a new class of the priests had entered the temple," that is,

on July 27th at sunset. This day being only a.d. 71 a Saturday,

it is evident that Jerusalem was taken in 71, and not in 70 a.d.
;

accordingly, that Vespasian reigned one year later than Petavius

brought out: for Jerusalem was, notoriously, destroyed in the 2d

year of Vespasian. Further, Josephus (B. J. v. 9, 4 ;
Ant. xiv.

4, 3 & 16, 4) and other authors report that during Cicero's consu-

late (01. 179, 1) Pompeius captured the temple of Jerusalem on

a "Saturday" and "on the 10th day of Tishri," i.e. Sept. nth,

which was only in — 61 a Saturday. Consequently Cicero ruled

one year later than Petavius imagined ;
• and Ol. 179, 1, com-

menced in June — 61, and not two years earlier. Remember that

the Hebrew day commenced on the preceding Julian day with

sunset.

4.. Transits of Venus, the so-called self combustions of Phoe-

nix.—The ancient traditions concerning that famous myth will be

found collected in the "Zeitschrift d. Deut. Morgenl. Ges.," 1S49,

p. 63, of which the summary is as follows:—The ancients distin-

guished two Phoenixes, depicted in many copies of the sacred rec-

ords of the ancient Egyptians, and accompanied with their respec-

tive names, Bennoh and Choli. The latter name agrees with the

Hebrew name Choi (Job 29: iS),the Coptic "Alloe, Phoenix"; the

former (Bennoh*) is obviously the Coptic Bene (Jer. viii. 7), the

Latin Venu(s), ancient Beuu(s), probably related with the Coptic

Wein— splendere, pulchrum esse. Hence Hermapion translates

the image of the Phoenix on the Flaminian Obelisk by qoivi/.toe,

i.e. pulcher, venusius. Accordingly Bennoh signified Venus, but

Choli was the planet Mercury, called the "wrong Phoenix"; and

their combustions mean their transits before or behind the sun's

disk. Venus, it is well known, crosses the solar disk in case the

distance of her nodes from the sun amounts to less than i° 49' ;

otherwise Venus transits south or north from the borders of the

sun. The ancients, however, being destitute of telescopes, it was
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extremely difficult to determine real transits of Venus before or

behind the sun's disk. Their only help was to observe, with the

naked eye, the latitude of Venus a short time prior to her con-

junction with the sun, and hence it came to pass that the ancients

sometimes took close conjunctions of Venus with the sun for

transits of the former. For the same reason the ancients deter-

mined very different periods of the reappearance of Phoenix. By
means of such ancient transits of Venus many epochs of Roman
history are incontrovertibly fixed.

First, Pliny (H. N. xxx. 3 ; x. 2) narrates that the year u.c.

657, i.e. — 95, coss. Licinius and Cn. Cornelius, was the 215th

year of the Phoenix period. Consequently a transit of Venus
must have occurred in — 309 (954-214= 309), coss. Bubulcus

Brutus III. and Aim. Barbula II. Pliny's authority is Manilius,

the notorious Roman astronomer. Indeed, in — 309, Nov. 22d,

the longitudes of the sUn and Venus were 7
s 26 , and that of the

U was likewise 7
s 26°. Accordingly Venus traversed in —309

nearly the centre of the sun, but behind it, because the former

was in its superior conjunction with the sun. This astronomical

fact in u.c. 443 puts beyond the reach of controversy that Rome
was founded in — 752, and not, as Petavius made out, in — 753 ;

that the consuls Licinius and Cornelius as well as Brutus III. and

Barbula II. ruled one year later than formerly was believed.

Further, in Tacitus (Ann. vi. 28) we read: "P. Fabio et L.

Vitellio coss. post longum saeculorum ambitum Phoenix in ./Egyp-

tum venit prasbuitque materiam doctissimis indigenarum et Grae-

corum, multa super eo miraculo disserendi." About that time

only one close conjunction of Venus with the sun was possible,

viz. a.d. 36, May 31, on which day the £1 of Venus lay 6° west

of the sun. During this conjunction the distance of Venus from

the sun amounted to 3S only. Consequently the said consuls

ruled one year later than Petavius stated.

Aurelius Victor (Claud, iv. 12) : "hujus (Claudii) anno sexto,"

says he, "DCCC. urbis, mire celebratus visusque apud - Egyptum
phoenix"; and Pliny (H. N. x. 2) reports: "Cn. Valerius phceni-

cem devolasse in yEgyptum tradidit, Q. Plautio, Sex. Papinio

coss. (a.d. 38) ; Allatus est in urbem, Claudii principis censura,

a. u. DCCC. ; et in Comitiis propositus, quod actis testatum est."

Suidas (v. 0oiv£) and Salinus (c. 36) narrate the same. About
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that time only one close conjunction of Venus with the sun was

possible, namely, a.d. 4S, May 29 ; for the U of Venus lay only

5 west of the sun ; therefore Venus stood, during the conjunction,

32
/ only from the sun's northern borders. In the same year, as

Aurelius Vict. (Claud, iv. 12) reports, "in yEgaeo mari repente

insula ingens emersit nocte, qua defectus lunae acciderat," name-

ly, a.d. 48, June 14, 6h., which confirms Venus's transit a.d. 48.

All these reports put beyond question that the foundation of

Rome, as well as the consulates and the reigning of Claudius, are

to be postdated by one year.

Since, however, so many hypotheses exist concerning the myth

of Phoenix, it will be necessary to add some new proofs clearly

evidencing that the true Phceuix signified the planet Venus, and

that its combustions were transits of Venus. Thus, for instance,

Lepsius (Vorbedingungen zur Entstehung einer Chronologie, etc.

Berlin. 1S48, p. 1S0) imagined the Phoenix to signify the human
soul, purified, during the period of its transmigrations, in animal

bodies. Hence he concluded that the Phoenix period, commen-
cing with the Canicular periods, contained exactly 1 500 years,

sometimes however 1,000 years, sometimes 500, sometimes only

250 years. This chimera, however, is inconsistent with all ancient

reports concerning the Phoenix, and it is apparently refuted by

all epochs of ancient history to which a reappearance of the Phoe-

nix is linked. The true Phoenix, represented by a crane (Jer.

viii. 7) is simplv Venus, as its Coptic name Bene, and the hiero-

glyphic term Bennoh, and many other circumstances demonstrate.

Further, the Egyptian sacred records, e.g. Lepsius's Todtenbuch

(xxx. Si) themselves enumerate the planets, according to their

apparent celerities, in the following order: [Saturn,] Jupiter,

Mars, Venus, Mercury ; of which, the latter two are called '-Ben-

noh" and " Choli.*' The same records (iv. 13) call the same

Bennoh "the greatest of the stars," and this clearly denotes Venus.

The said hymns, moreover, refer to Bennoh what the Greeks and

Romans referred to Venus, viz. all objects of beauty, e.g. "the

four gamuts (musical scales) of the Muse of the seven tones.''

Besides, Strabo (x. 3, p. 474) tells us that "the ancients veiled

their physical conceptions by riddles, and added myths to their

scientific contemplations." Thus, e.g., the 12 works of Hercules

signified the effects of the sun, during the year, in the 12 signs of

iii-27
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the Zodiac and the corresponding 12 months. The myth, accord-

ing to which Hercules, being still in his cradle, killed two ser-

pents, signifies the sun's victory over the two houses (signs) of

Saturn (serpents), near the point of the winter solstice. The
myth, according to which Typhon (the water) killed Osiris (the

main-land), and Pontus (the sea) overcame Demarus (adam-arez,

the earth), refer to the deluge. The myth allegorizing Jupiter

(the sun) to burn Semele (the vineyard), whereupon he saved

and perfected Bacchus in his thighs, simply contains a mythical

description of the origin of the vine, and the like. Therefore the

myth of the Phoenix burning itself in Heliopolis (the sun), must

involve a similar contemplation of a natural phenomenon, and

not the transmigrations of the human souls. The ancients ex-

pressly say that only one specimen of the fowl (planet) Phoenix

(Bennoh) is in existence, and "nobody had seen it eating."

5. The Seasons of the Greeks* discussed in extenso in the

author's " Berichtigungen," pp. 67 & 262, are very important in

correcting the common Greek history, and establishing a correct

chronology of the Greek eclipses, especially those mentioned by

Thucydides and Xenophon. Plutarch (Symp. iii. 7, 1 ; viii. 10)

certifies that the Greek year was divided into "two equal parts,"

viz. depot and %ei/ubv, ofwhich the former commenced subsequent

to the winter solstice, or, according to the aforementioned Calen-

dar, with the month Anthesterion (Jan. 3d). Hence the Greek

summer contained the six months January, February, March,

April, May and June, and the following months belonged to the

Greek winter. Moreover, that depot; was divided into the spring

(eap) and the shorter depot;,— the former comprising January,

February, March, the latter April, May, June. Xeifiwv likewise

was subdivided into d~copa (July, August, September), and the

shorter %eijJ.<6v (October, November, December). Plutarch's

reports are confirmed by Thucydides and Xenophon ;
for Thu-

cydides (iv. 52, 117 ; v. 20; vii. 19, etc.) expressly says that the

spring {eap) belonged to the semi-annual depot;. This division of

the Greek year, moreover, is easily proved ; for in Homer's days

and later times Sirius rose heliacally, i.e. prior to sunrise, on July

25th, and Orion rose on July 10th. Both risings Homer (II. xxii.

17), Aristotle (Probl. xxvi. 4), and Theophrast (De vent. p. 414)
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refer to oxcopa, and hence Homer (II. v. 3) calls Sirius expressly

aorqp OTtcopivoz, the star of the autumn. Consequently the sea-

son of autumn {oxtopa) must have contained the months July,

August, and September. Accordingly all other Greek seasons

must have begun with the aforesaid months. Even the Greek
name of our January, viz. WvQzoTzpuov, the month of flowers,

demonstrates that the Greek spring commenced three months
prior to our spring. Further, Thucydides (v. 49. 50) testifies that

yztpcov began soon after the Olympian games, which were always

held in ftipo^, and a short time prior to the summer solstice.

Thucydides, moreover, refers the rising of Arcturus after sunset

to the middle of &epo<;, and in that time Arcturus rose about the

end of March, and hence &epo<; must have contained the months
from January to July. Again, Plutarch (Symp. iii. 7, 1 ; viii. 10,

3) bears witness that Anthesterion, commencing with January 3d.

was " the first month after yzipcov." Still further, Harpocratio

(v. Macpaxr.) tells us that yecpcbv commenced with the month
Maemacterion, of which the first day, as we have seen (p. 408),
coincided with September 30th, Julian style. Hence this quarter

of the Greek year must have been followed by iap, beginning
with January 3d. Moreover, Xenophon (Hell. vii. 5, 14) testifies

that the Mantinean battle "on the 12th day of Scirophorion"

(May 15th) happened in &epoz, and prior to yecpcov. Add to this

that Thucydides (iv. 52) certifies the small solar eclipse in the

8th year of the Peloponnesian war to have taken place " soon

after the beginning of #i
(

ooc," and about that time only one small

eclipse of the sun was possible in the early &epo<;, viz. that in

— 420, Jan. 28th, as we shall see hereafter. Finally, Plutarch

(/Era. Paul. c. 16) narrates that the battle near Pydna was pre-

ceded by a lunar eclipse in the last days of the summer (d-spo^

(fdcvovTOc), and about that time only one eclipse of the moon
coincided with the end of #i,ooc, viz. that in — 166, June 10th

;

conseqnently %scpwv must have commenced with Metageitnion

(July 2d), whilst d-spo^ began on January 3d.

These arguments will suffice to convince every intelligent

reader that the Greek seasons &epo$ and yzipoiv, of six months
each, commenced respectively on January 3d and July 2d. By
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means of these Greek seasons many epochs of Greek and Roman
history are fixed. For instance, the consuls ^m. Paullus II. and

Lie. Crassus must have ruled in — 166, and not, as Petavius

imagined, in — 167 ; because the battle near Pydna being fought

during the same consulate, happened, as we have seen, in — 166.

This date confirms the aforesaid result, that, down to Julius Cae-

sar, all events of Roman history, as determined by Petavius, have

to move clown one year.—Again, the eye-witness Thucydides (ii.

28) testifies that the solar eclipse observed in Athens in the course

of the first year of the Peloponnesian war, Arch. Pythador I.,

happened in fripo^ soon after noon. About'that time only one

eclipse agrees with Thucydides, viz. that in — 429, Jan. 22, 22h.

P. T. Petavius, on the contrary, recurred to the eclipse in — 430,

Aug. 3, 5h. 30m. after noon ; but, alas! this eclipse belongs to

%stfi(ov, and not to &ipo^.—The eye-witness Aristophanes (Nub.

580J testifies that, in the course of the 10th year of the Pelopon-

nesian war, on occasion of Cleon's election as strategus, during

the early spring, a partial eclipse of the sun and a total one of the

moon happened ; of which, the former, according to the scholiast

in Scaliger's Synage, took place on Jan. 18th (Anthesterion 16th).

These two facts demonstrate that the events of the Peloponnesian

war narrated by Thucydides happened one year later than Peta-

vius made out.— Xenophon (Hell. ii. 3, 4) bears witness, that,

during fripo^ of the last year of the Peloponnesian war, an eclipse

of the sun was perceived which Petavius referred to —403, Sept.

2d. But, alas ! this eclipse of Sept. 2d belonged to ysi/uov, and not

to deou^. The eclipse under consideration happened two years

later, viz. in — 401, Jan. 18, 9 o'clock a.m. Thus the seasons of

the Greeks, apart from all other arguments, evince that the Pelo-

ponnesian war comme'need in — 429, and ended in — 401 ; that

the same lasted 28 full years, as Thucydides and Xenophon tes-

tify ; that all events narrated by Thucydides come down by one

year : that the first part of Xenophon's Hellenica is, at present,

missing ; and that all events narrated by Xenophon. all Greek

archons and Olympian games subsequent to the year — 407, are

to be postdated by two years.

6. Greek and Roman Inscriptions and Coins.— Subsequent

to Petavius's u Doctrina Temporum," 1627, many Greek and Ro-
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man inscriptions and coins have come to light which, not being
subjected to learned or unlearned alterations, are decisive in

fixing the years of Greek and Roman history. We specify the

following

:

The Fasti Capitolini. This catalogue of Roman consuls, going
down to Tiberius, originated from the Annales Maximi, the work
of the Capitolian annalists, who had, from the beginning of Ro-
man history down to Tiberius, recorded, day by day, all remark-
able events of Roman history. This precious monument refutes

the usual Roman history and chronology in two principal points.

First, it demonstrates that Petavius shortened the period of the

•Roman kings by one year, and authoritatively intruded a consular

year in — 331, u.c. 421. The consuls L. Papirius Cursor with

C. Poetil. Libo II., whom Solinus (c. 40) mentions again five

years later, have never ruled, as the Fasti Capitolini, Livy, Dio-

dor, and Cassiador, bear witness. (See the author's "Berichtig-

ungen,"p. 56). In the second place, Petavius shortened the ruling

time of Julius Caesar by one year ; the latter must have ruled six

years, and not five years. For the Fasti Capitolini bear witness

together with Livy that Caesar was dictator in the course of six-

consecutive consular years ; and even Josephus (Ant. xviii. 2, 2),

Cicero's letters of this time, Dio Cassius, and other authors, count

six years trom Caesar's crossing the Rubicon to his death. (See
the author's u Berichtigungen," p. 52 )

The Ancyran Marble, written by Augustus himself, evidences

that Caesar died in — 41, and not in — 43; and that Augustus
died, not a.d. 14, but a.d. 16. For the Ara Albani, the nativity

of Augustus (p. 407), furnishes evidence that Augustus was born
in — 61, coss. Cicero and Antonius, whilst the former delivered

the fourth Catilinaria, and "Capricornus rose heliacally" (Sueton.

Aug- 94)' consequently in February of— 61, especially, accord-

ing to the erratical lunar calendar of the Romans, ix. Kal. Oct.

Moreover, Cicero's consulate is fixed, as we have seen (p. 415),
by the capture of the Hebrew temple on Sept. 1 1 in — 61, a "Satur-

day." Now, according to the Ancyran Marble, Augustus himself

tells us that, subsequent to Caesar's assassination, he came from
Apollonia to Rome whilst he was 19 years and some months
old (annos undeviginti natus). Accordingly Caesar must have
died in — 41, and not in —43 (61 —20=— 41), and this date is
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confirmed by many other ancient reports. (See the author's

" Berichtigungen," p. 52.) Since Augustus, moreover, being born

in — 61, died aged 77 years (Joseph. Ant. xviii. 2, 2), he must

have died a.d. 16, and not, as Petavius taught, two years earlier

(— 61-f-A.D. 16— 77). Further, the following inscriptions evi-

dence that Claudius reigned only 12 years, instead of 13 years,

as Ptolemy's Canon and Petavius state. In Glutei's Thesaurus

(p. 238, no. 39) and Wolf's Suetonius (no. 2 & 3) the following

inscription will be found : "T. Claudius, Drusi filius, Caesar Au-

gustus Germanicus, Pont. Max., Trib. pot. V., Imp. X., P. p.,

Cos. design. IIII.," etc. The first Tribunitia potestas of Claudius

commenced on that day on which his predecessor Caligula died,

i.e. a.d. 43, Jan. 24th, and consequently his 5th Trib. pot. began

a.d. 47, Jan. 24th, in which year Claudius became Cons, designa-

tus IV. Since all consuls, as is well known, were designated six

months previous to the beginning of their consulates, Claudius

must have been consul quartum a.d. 48. Petavius, on the con-

trary, refers the fourth consulate of Claudius to a.d. 49, and gives

the consules suffecti C. Valerius Asiaticus, associated with M.

Junius Silanus, the whole of the year 4S. The same is proved

by another inscription (Gruter's Thesaur. p. 238, no. 39 ;
Wolf's

Sueton. no. 3), which reads as follows: " Ti. Claudius, Aug.

German., pont. max., Trib. pot. V., imp. XL, p. p., cos. IIII.,"

etc. For this inscription refers to the days from January 1st to

January 24th, a.d. 48, in which Claudius already officiated as

consul, whilst his 6th Tribunitia potestas commenced later, on

January 24th, a.d. 48. Add to these authorities the decree of

Claudius in Josephus's Ant. xx. 1, 2: KXaudtoz KoXaap A,ou«-

K'zoc, drjiiapyr/S^ kqouaiaz to 7ri/jiTov, uxutoz dnodeoscy^voc: to

TSToaoTOV— iypdyq npo Tzaodpcov Kakavoiov ' lo'JAiou ini bizd-

tcov Pooifoo xai IJo/iKr/cou Itldvou. For this decree concerns

June 27, a.d. 47, during which Claudius, being invested with his

fifth Tribunitia potestas, became Cos. des. IV. Accordingly

Claudius was Cos. IV. a.d. 48, and Rufus with Silanus were,

a.d. 47, coss. suffecti instead of Vinicius II. with Statilius Taurus

Corvinus. The conclusion therefore is that the latter heing coss.

suffecti, the following consuls ruled only one year later than Peta-

vius brought out. That, moreover, Claudius reigned only 12,

and not 13 years, is confirmed by numismatics and epigraphies,
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because no coin and no inscription referring to Claudius's sup-

posed 13th year are in existence.

Another class of inscriptions evidences that Vespasian likewise

reigned one year less than, down to this day, was generally be-

lieved. Gruter's Thesaurus (p 270, 2 ; 243) and Eckhel's D. N.

(vi. 343) contain the following inscriptions : " Imp. Qesari Ves-

pasiano Aug., Pont. Max., Tribun. pot. VIII., imp. XVII., Cos.

VIII. , des. IX., censori.," etc. ; and, "Pontifici Max Trib.

pot Imp. XVII., Cos. VIII., des. Villi., conservatori," etc.

Of the latter inscription Gruter obtained two copies, made in dif-

ferent times and by different persons. These inscriptions appa-

rently demonstrate that Vespasian, like Claudius, administrated

two consecutive consulates. Petavius, on the contrary, puts

between these 8th and 9th consulates of Vespasian a whole year,

the consules suffecti Com modus Verus and Novius Prisius.

Accordingly, Vespasian must have reigned one year less than

Petavius imagined ; he must have governed nine years, instead

of ten years. This is confirmed by Eutropius, and both by

numismatics and epigraphies. There exists not one coin, and

not one inscription, vindicating the supposed 10th year of Ves-

pasian.

The coins of Julius Caesar concerning the introduction of his

solar calendar, which happened 2 months and 15 days prior to

Caesar's assassination, represent a crescent, because the first Julian

year had commenced with the appearance of the crescent. The

same crescent is, moreover, testified by Macrobius (Sat. i. 14).

It was only in — 41 that a crescent became visible in Rome on

the first day of the first Julian year. Since, then, during a period

of 19 years, only one new moon coincides with January 1st, and'

only in — 41 a crescent was to be seen on the beginning of Janu-

ary, it is clear enough that the Julian Calendar was not intro-

duced, and that Caesar died, not in — 43, but — 41. According

to Petavius, the first day of the Julian Calendar would have com-

menced twenty-two days prior to the new moon, which stands in

direct opposition to both Macrobius and the coins.

The calendrical inscriptions according to which the archons Glau-

cippus and Nicodorus respectively ruled later by one or two years,

have been spoken of in the premises (p. 41 1-12).

The Parian Marble, which specifies the most important events of
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Greek history, and refers them to the epoch — 261, demonstrates

that the archons down to the year — 407 ruled one year, the fol-

lowing two years, later than Petavius stated. Since, moreover,

Persian history is connected with the Greek, the same monu-

ment evidences that all events of Persian, Median, Assyrian, and

Babylonian histories, connected with certain archons, likewise

happened respectively one or two years later than Ptolemy's His-

torical Canon says. Accordingly, the eclipses in the Almagest,

being linked to certain years of the same kings and archons,

must necessarily be referred to other dates than those cited by

Ptolemy.

7. A number of Solar and Lunar Eclipses unknown to Pe-

tavius.—Since the year 1627, in which Petavius's Doctrina Tem-

porum appeared, several ecliptic new and full moons, unknown

to Petavius, have come to light, which are well qualified to cor-

rect the present history and chronology of the Greeks, Romans,

Egyptians, and other nations of old. We specify the following

only :

The total eclipse of the sun in Rome, u.c. 450, — 400, July 1st,

17b. 45m., mentioned by Cicero (De rep. i. 16), which work was

discovered about sixty years ago. The same is the case with the

Armenian Eusebius, who mentions several eclipses formerly un-

known.

The solar eclipse preceding the conquest of Nineveh by Cyrus.

in — 532, Jan. 27th, 15I1. 45m. P. T., described by Xenophon

(Anab. iii. 4, 7).

The total eclipse of the moon, and the very small one of the

•"sun, at Athens, in — 420, Jan. iS, 2I1., and Feb. 2, 6h., of which

the former happened on the 16th day of Anthesterion (Jan. 18).

Aristoph. Nubes 581, and the Scholiast in Scaliger's Synagoge.

The total eclipse of the sun at Thebes, Boeotia, in — 465. Dec.

20. (Pindar in Dionys. Hel. p. 167, 18 Sylb.)

The total eclipse of the sun in Pekin on the day of the autum-

nal equinox in — 2192, of which the date is fixed by a planetary

configuration. (Gaubil's Histoire de l'Astron. Chinoise, Paris,

1732, vol. 2, p. 140.)

The partial eclipse of the moon, observed during the year of

the first Canicular period, at Tanis. Egypt, in — 2780, May 32d,
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13I1. (Suidas, v. Axiq\ Plutarch Symp. Q. i. p. 718 ; De Iside,

p. 368 ; Strabo xvii. 555 : Ammian xxii. p. 245. etc.)

With these new chronological resources are to be numbered

8. Pingres Computations of all Ancient Eclipses, visible in

the Old World from 1000 B.C. to A.D. 2000.— These compu-

tations, published in "Histoire de l'Academie R. des inscriptions

et belles-lettres," T. xlii. p. 7S, Paris, 17S6, and "L'art de verifier

les dates," vol. i. p. 243, Paris, 1S18, and p. 147, Par. 1S19, rely

on Halley's Tables referring to Paris time. In all instances Pin-

gre determined the magnitudes of the lunar eclipses, and, so tar

as the solar eclipses are concerned, he described the curves of the

total shadow of the moon, viz. at the beginning, at noon, and at

the end of each eclipse. These computations, relying on Halley's

Tables, it is true, have been declared to be inexact (Bode's Astron.

Tahrbuch, 1S20, p. 202), and yet they are very useful in deter-

mining the dates of ancient eclipses. It is true, moreover, that

Halley's and La Hire's Tables, if applied to modern eclipses.

prove incorrect, but they quite sufficiently agree with all the old

eclipses ; for the terminus a quo of Halley's Tables were the

eclipses in the Almagest, and the same are the bases of Burck-

hardt's, Damoiseau's, and Hansen's Tables. Pingre's computa-

tions, at any rate, furnish, with few exceptions, the dates of all

ancient ecliptic full and new moons mentioned by Roman, Greek,

and other authors.

These astronomical and historical auxiliaries, unknown to

Petavius and his followers, viz planetary configurations, transits

of Venus, calendrical inscriptions, observations of the solstices,

eclipses referred to certain days of the tropic year, the solar calen-

dars of the Greeks and Hebrews, new Greek and Roman inscrip-

tions, Julius Cassar's coins, the seasons of the Greeks,—these new

resources of ancient chronology, I say, will suffice to re-estabish

the true ancient history and the chronology of the eclipses men-

tioned in the classic and other historical works. For all ancient

eclipses are linked to certain years of the ^Era urbis conditae, or

to that of the Olympiads, or to certain years of the Babylonian and

Roman kings and emperors, or to certain consuls and archons
;

and by the very same historical and mathematical certainties
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numberless events of Roman, Greek, and Babylonian histories

are incontrovertibly fixed.

Before, however, entering into a closer examination of the true

dates of ancient eclipses, it will be necessary to prove the incor-

rectness of the present theory of the moon's motions, and to

determine approximately the corrections of the principal statements

of the usual Lunar Tables. We confine ourselves to the secular

accelerations of the moon, her Nodes and Apsides, because the

solution of the whole of the problem belongs to professed astrono-

mers only. In all the following computations I shall apply

Lalande's Tables owing to their handiness, and because they suf-

ficiently agree with Damoiseau's and Hansen's Tables so far as

the old Babylonian, Greek, and Roman eclipses are concerned.

Approximate Corrections of the present Theory of the Principal

Motions of the Moon.

It is a well known fact that the total eclipse of the sun observed

in Germany a.d. 185 i, happened later than Damoiseau's Tables,

inclusive of Airy's correction, had predetermined, and that in that

year the longitude of the moon's Node was somewhat shorter.

The late Prof. Moebius, Director of the Leipzig Observatory, and

myself observed this eclipse, and we found that both the begin-

ning and ending of the obscuration happened 57 seconds later,

and that the obscuration of the sun amounted in Leipzig to less

than 10 inches, as was predicted by means of the said Tables.

Prof. D'Arrest, however, who observed the same eclipse in Dan-

zig, found that the obscuration of the sun commenced and finished

only 56 seconds later than Damoiseau's Tables, corrected by Airy,

had predetermined. Now, granting the mean motions of the moon,

her Nodes and Apsides, to depend, as all astronomers maintain,

on the law of gravitation, it follows that the difference of the com-

putation and the observation of the eclipse a.d. 1851 is to be put

on account of the secular accelerations of the moon's motions,

erroneously derived from the Babylonian eclipses in the Alma-

gest. The following compilations will, in the first place, de-

monstrate that on occasion of all ancient ecliptic new moons the

longitude of the nodes must have been somewhat shorter than

Damoiseau's Tables state. The total eclipse of the sun "u.c. 350,

Nonis Tunis," i.e. — 400, July 1st, 17I1. 57m. mean Roman time,
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belongs to the most reliably ascertained eclipses of the ancients,

because it is corroborated by the Annales Maximi, Ennius, and

Cicero (R. P. i. 16). Pingre (Art de ver. les dates) refers the

conjunction to July ist, 1711.45m. mean Paris time, and this result

agrees, with trifling exceptions, with the following computation,

the work of Prof. DAirest, who applied Damoiseau's Tables and

Airy's corrections of the latter. The letter t signifies time.

Long. © 95 0'
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the U from the sun must have been about 5 only. According to

Lalande's Tables the longitude of the sun was likewise 3
s
3 58,

and that of the U 3*5° 5'.

The total eclipse of the moon, and the partial one of the sun,

in the 10th year of the Peloponnesian war, i.e. -420, of which

the latter was seen on January iSth, both being observed by the

eye-witness Aristophanes (Nub. 581), belong to the most reliably

ascertained eclipses of ancient history ; and yet the ecliptic new

moon in -420, Jan. iS, 2h., was, according to our Tables, invisi-

ble on our globe, because the IS lay 17 west of the sun. Even

Pingre states that on the said day no solar eclipse was possible in

the old world. Consequently the longitude of the IS must have

been shorter by about, 5 , which agrees with the aforesaid eclipse.

Further, the eye-witness Thucydides testifies that the nearly

total eclipse of the sun in _ 429, January 26th, 22d, happened, in

Athens, after noon (/J.STO. fieayfiSpidv) ; consequently the longi-

tude of the moon must have been shorter, and the conjunction

must have been later by about three hours.

Herodotus reports that the total eclipse of the sun in Smyrna

(Sardes), noticed by the whole Persian army, in -478, Feb. 27.

15I1. 30m., coincided with sunrise in Sardes. According to our

Tables, however, this eclipse was over prior to sunrise in Sardes :

consequently the longitude of the moon must have been shorter,

and, again, the conjunction must have been retarded by about 3

hours and 20 minutes.

The whole Roman history bears witness that Rome was found-

ed on the day of the Roman parilia (the vernal equinox), and

that during the building of the city an eclipse was seen within the

third hour after sunrise. Tarutius narrates that the same eclipse

was observed at Teos in Ionia ; our Tables, on the contrary, state

that this eclipse was invisible in Rome, even in Asia Minor. In

order to obtain a corresponding eclipse, the longitude of the moon

in -752, May 25, i6h. must be shortened, and the conjunction

postponed by about 3 hours 50 minutes.

Finally, many eclipses of the sun, reported by ancient authors

to have been total, were, according to the present theory of the

moon's motions, annular ones. On occasion of the total eclipse

in -400, as we have seen (p. 424), the radius of the sun was

greater than that of the moon by 10 seconds.
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Add to these the following eclipses: -360, May 12, 3h. 15m.,

at Thebes, Boeotia ; -306, June 13th, 22h. 45m., a little east of

Syracuse ; _ 201, Oct. iS, 23!!. 30m., near Carthage, and so forth,

which were likewise, according to ancient authorities, total, but,

according to our Tables, annular ones.

These examples will be sufficient for understanding that the

present theory of the moon's motions principally fails concerning

the secular accelerations* of the moon, her Nodes and Apsides.

Now, remembering, on the one hand, that the present theory

of the moon relies on the Babylonian eclipses in Ptolemy's Alma-
gest, and that the times and magnitudes of those eclipses, speci-

fied in the Almagest, are the results of Ptolemy's computations
;

that, on the other hand, the dates of the classic eclipses are

mathematically fixed,— the problem remains to bring our Lunar
Tables into harmony with the reports of the classic authors. For
this purpose we proceed in the following way.

Since the total eclipse in a.d. 1851 commenced and ended, at

Danzig, 56 seconds later than our Tables had predetermined, we
presume the real longitude of the moon on that day to have been
shorter by 13 seconds, which gives a retardation of 24 seconds.

The longitude of the Perigeum may be diminished by 17 seconds,

which effected the conjunction to come later by 32 seconds.

These corrections would explain that the said eclipse commenced
and finished later by 56 seconds than it was expected. Moreover,
since the central shadow of the moon then traversed unexpectedly
higher degrees of latitude of our globe, we presume the longitude

of the moon's Nodes to have been, during the conjunction, shorter

by 37 seconds. These quantities increase, of course, proportion-

ally to the squares of times ; and hence we obtain the following

TABLE OF APPROXIMATE CORRECTIONS.

Epochs.

[800

[700
1600

[500
- I4OO

[300
[2CO

[IOO

>n.
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Epochs.
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of the Roman Emperors," Gettysburg Quarterly Review, 1872,

p. 47 ;
" Chronologie der Romischen Kaiser," Rudelbach's Zeit-

schrift, Halle, 1872, p. 50; "Probst's Theologische Monatshefte,"

Allentown, 1S72, p. 168, and in the premises,—it would be super-

fluous to repeat in extenso all that has been done in this respect

;

it will be sufficient to remember, in short, the principal proving

arguments. The following Table shows the difference of Peta-

vius's and the author's Roman histories and chronologies. Since

the consuls, preceding the introduction of the solar calendar of

Julius Caesar, commenced to rule on different days of the lunar

calendar, and since the dates of Roman eclipses depend on the

times -of the consulates, the days on which the earlier consuls

commenced to rule are, in accordance with Livy, specified in all

instances. The asterisk (*) joined to the years of the cera urbis

conditee denotes the Olympian games celebrated in the same years.

The names of the consuls are abbreviated. T signifies total

eclipse, P partial one.

ROMAN KINGS, AND THE RESPECTIVE
ECLIPSES.
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roman consuls, etc. {continued.)

Livy

Petav. I Sevf.

7. © T. in Rome, U IO° E -> ^P 1 - 2 5. i8h

vii. 28 ; J. Obseq. c. 22

L. Papirius II. and Poetilius Venno, Kal. Jul.; Livy

viii. 19

App. Claudius and L. Volumnius, since the Kal. Jan.

8. ? © 15 I2 ° E -> March 23, 2311 Livy x. 23.

Liv. Salinator & .Em. Paullus, since the Idus Mart..

9- J) 13 3° w in Mysia (25 W.), Mar. 9, 4h. Po-

lvb. v. 58, p. 383.

Corn. Scipio & Semp. Longus. since the Idus Martiae

10. © small, in Sardinia, U 5° E., Feb. II, 2h. 30

m. Livy "xxii. i.

Nero and Salinator, since the Idus Martiae

The Olympian games celebrated. Livy xxvii. 35,

xxviii 7; Polyb. xi. 5.

Serv. Scaepio and C. Servilius, since the Idus Martia;

11. O T - U 3° W -' near Cartha»e >
Oct. 18, 23I1.

Zonar. Ann. ix. 14.

CI. Nero and Serv. Pulex, since the Idus Martiae

12. © sma11 ' near Cumae, U *3° E -, March 3, 23b.

Livy xxx. 38
T. Flaminius and Paitus Cato. since the Idus Martiae

13. © small, in Rome, SI 3° W., Aug. 6, 15*1. 30m.

in — 197. Julius Obseq. c. 48.

' 14.? © small, SI "° w
> J L1 Lv -5th, 2ih. 45 m., in

— 196. Jul. Obseq. c. 48.

Purpurio and Marcellus ; Isthmia aest. celebr. Livy

xxxiii. 32

Corn. Scipio and C. Laelius, since the Idus Martiae..

15- O 13 4° E' J ulJ l6
'

2° h
-

Liv^ xxxvii
- 4-

Manlius and M. Fulvius, since the Idus Martiae

. 16. © SI 3° w- —186, Jan. 10th, 23b. 30m. Livy

xxxviii. 36 (2-3 p m.)
O^Martius and Cn. Servilius, since the Idus Martiae.

17- J) T. 15 3 E., in Macedonia. Cicero De R. P.

i. IS; Plutarch. .Emil. 17; Valer's M. xi. 1.

L. .Era. Paullus and C. Licinius, since the Id. Mart.

18. j) 13 P. 5 W., in Macedonia, June 10, 13I1. 30m.

Livy xliv. 37 (from 2-4 a.m.) ; Pliny H. N.

ii. 12
;
Qjjintil. i. 10, 49.

C. Marius and C. Flavius, since the Kal. Januar

19. T . U i.S°E.,Dec. 2, i 9 h. Jul.Obs. io3(3d h.)

C Marius and L. Valerius, since the Kal. Januar. ••

R. Antonius and A. Posthumius, since the Kal. Jan..

L. Aurelius and L. Manilius, since Kal. Jan. (vi. Id.

Dei)
Horatius born, his coss. Suet. v. Hor. p. 52.

Horat. Carm. iii. 21, 1; Epod. 13, S; Epp. i. 20, 27

(See— 5).

L. Jul. Caesar and C. Marius Fig., since Kal. Jan. ••

M Tullius Cicero & Caj. Antonius, since Oct. 13 in —
20. ]) T. U 5 57'E., Oct. 27, 8h. Cicero DeCons.

s. ii. 17.

D. Silanus and L. Licinius, since Kal. Jan. (Nov.)..

-341

3^9
-94

21S

217

2C6

200

197

167

64

62

-340 — 4I 2

328 4-3

^93
I

458*

216

205

200
;

551

199
196 555

194
189
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roman consuls, etc. {continued.')

21. O Mar. 27, 4h. 15m. ft o° W. Jul. Obseq. c. 123

C. Jul. Caesar and Marcus Calpurnius
L. Calpurnius and A. Gabinius
P. Cornelius and Q^ Csecilius Metellus

Cn. Cornelius and i>. Marc. Philippus

Cn. Pompeius and M. Licin. Crassus
L. Domitius and Appius Claudius
Cn. Domitius and Marc. Valerius Mesalla
Cn. Pompeius III. and Q^ Caecilius Metellus, v. Kal.

Mart
Serv. Sulpicius and M. CI. Marcellus, Kal. Jan. (Dec.

30, — 50)
Luc. .Em. Paullus and C. CI. Marcellus, Kal. Jan

(Dec. 19, —49)
C. Cl. Marcellus and L. Corn. Lentulus, Kal. Januar.

(Dec. S, — 48)
22. © T. in Rome, 13 12 E., Jan. 3, 2ih. Lucan's

Phars. i. 53s ; Dio 41, 14; Petron. Sat. c. 122

23. j) T. in Rome, ft 3 W., Jan. iS, gh. Lucan'
Phars. i. 535.

CONSULS AND EMPERORS. Emp.

J. Caesar Dictator I

J. Caesar Consul II. and P. Serv. Yatia,

Kal. Jan., Nov. 27 in — 47

J. Caesar Diet. II., Kal. Jan., Nov. 16, —46
J. Caesar Diet. III., Kal. Jan., Nov. 5, — 45

J. Caesar Diet. IV., Kal. Jan., Oct. 24, — 44

J. Caesar Diet. V., Kal. Jan., Oct. 13, — 43
Oct. 13, --43, ann. confusionis begins.!

J. Caesar Diet. VI., since the 1st Julian Jan.
Jan. 1st, the crescent visible.

24. j) T. in Asia, ft 7 E., Mar. 13, ih.

45m. Ovid Met. xv. 769.
2 5- O '£• in Asia, ft 7°W., Mar. 27. nh.

45m. Serv. ad Geo. i. 467 ; Ovid
Met. xv. 7S9; Tibull. ii. 5,75 ; Jo-
seph. A. xiv. 22 ; Euseb. Chron.
p. 197 ad Ol. 184, 3.

Julius Caesar dies on Mar. 15. . . Augustus
Pansa and Hirtius, since the Julian Jan. 1

26. O 13 H°E., in Rome, Aug. 10, i6h.

15m. Dio 47, 40.

Plancus and Lepidus, since Jan. 1st of the

Julian year
27- O y"6° E., in Rome, July 30, 1SI1.

15m Dio 47, 40; p. 529 R.
L. Antonius Pietas and P. bervil. Vatia . .

.

Calvinus II. and Pollio. Olympian games
celebrated. Joseph. An. xiv. 14, 4; xv.

10, 1 ; B. J. i. 9, 13 ; his coss.

28. O ft 9° W., in Rome, Jan. 1.3. 2ih.

30m. Euseb. Chron. ii. 197, ad
Ol. 185, 2.

iii—28

..II

.III

• IV
.. V
.VI

VII

III

43

-692
694*
695
696
697
69S*

699
700

703

704

704

705
706*

707
708

709

712

713

7H H
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CONSULS and emperors (continued). Emp.

Censorinus and Calvis. Sabinus
|

VI
Pulcher and Flaccus VII
Agrippa and Gallus VIII

29. © ft 7° W., in Rome, Oct. 31, 22I1.I

Fasti Sic. ad Ol. 1S5, 4.

Poplicola and Nerva IX
Cornificius and 1'ompeius X
Libo and Antoniu- XI
Augustus II. and I'ullus XII

Ahenobarbus and Sosius
;

... XIII

Augustus III. and M. Valerius Messalla

Corvinus XIV
30. Q y io° E.

;
in Rome. Jan. 4. 19b.

Fasti Sic. ad Coss. Augustus III.

and Corvilius (Corvinus).

Augustus and Crassus XV
Augustus and Apuleius '• ... XVI
Augustus and Agrippa IT XVII
Augustus and Agrippa III XVII

I

Augustus and Taurus ... XIX
Augustus and Silanils

|

XX
Augustus and Flaccus

i

•• XXI
Augustus and Mursena •

..XXII

Marcellus and Aruntius XXIII

Lollius and Lepidus
\

•• XXIV
Apuleius and Nerva • • • XXV
Saturninus and Vespillo

Marcellus and Lentullus

Furnius and silamTs. .
•

•

Ahenobarbus and Scipio

Libo and Piso

Crassus and Augur
Nero and Varus
Messalla and Appianus

XXXV
XXXVI
XXXVII

. . XXVI

. XXVII
XXVIII
..XXIX
...XXX
. . XXXI
.XXXII
XXXIII

Tubero and Maximus
|

XXXIV
Antonius and Airicanus _

Germanicus and Capitolinus

Censorinus and Gallus

Horatius dies his coss. aged 58 years.

(Sueton. v. Hor. (see— 63.)

Nero and Piso

Balbus and Vetus
Augustus and Salla

Sabinus and Rufus
Lentulus and Messalinus

31. 1> Q> o°W. in Jerusalem, Jan. 9, 1 ih.

30m. Joseph. Ant. xvii. 6, 4.

Augustus and Silvanus

Lentulus and Piso

C. Caesar and L. Aim. Paullus

Vinicius and Varus
Lanio and Servilius

Catus and Saturninus

L. Valerius Messalla and Cn. Corn. Cinna
Magnus

XXXVIII
XXXIX
.... XL
... XLI
...XLII

..XLIII

..XLIV

. . . XLV

..XLVI
XLVII
XLVIII

XLIX

Petav.
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CONSULS AND emperors {continued). Em p.

32- © y 15° E., in Rome, Feb. 5, 23b..

Dio lv. 22, p. 390 St., his cons.,

and the 48th year of Augustus.
^Em. Lepidus and L. Aurel. Nepos
Silianus and Creticus
Camillus and Quinctilianus
Sabinus and Camerinus
Dolabella and Silanus
Lepidus and Taurus
C?esar and Capito
Silius and Plancus
Pompeius and Apuleius
Augustus obit on Aug. 19 Tiberius

33- O 15 o°E., August 20, i6h, in Asia.
Euseb. Chr. Arm. ad Ol. 198, 1

;

Hieron. Chion. p. 157; Dio lvi.

29, p. 472 St.

Drusus and Flaccus

34- j) T. ft 8° E., near Laybach, Jan.
30, bh. Tacit, i. 28; Dio Ivii. 4,

p. 522 St.

Taurus and Libo
Rufus and Flaccus
The Olympian games celebrated in the

3d yr. of Tiberius. Ol. 199, 1 ; Euseb.
Chron. Arm. ad Ol. 199, 1 ; Cramer's
Anecd., Paris, p. 15.

Tiberius and Germanicus
Silanus and Flaccus
Messalla and Cotta
Tiberius and Drusus

|

Galba and Agrippa
|

Pollio and Veter
|

Cetheius and Varro
Isauricus and Agrippa I

Gethulicus and Sabinus
|

Crassus and Piso
Silanus and Nerva

|

R. Geminus and F. Geminus
Quartinus and Longinus
Tiberius and Sejanus

35- T. y 8° E., in Nicsea, Bithynia,
Sept. 11, 22h. 30m. Euseb. Chr.
i. p. 77, ii. p. 202, ad Ol. 202, 4,
and the 19th year of Tiberius;
Paul. Diac. Hist. misc. 7 to the

6th hour of the day; Fasti Sic. p.

222 P.
Ahenobarbus and Vitellius I

Galba and Felix
j

F. Persicus and Vitellius

Gallus and Nonianus
[

Plautius and Papinius
i

Proculus and Nigrinus

...LI

.. LII

. LIU

..LIV

.. LV

..LVI

.LVII
LVIII

I

.... V

... VI

.. VII

. VIII

... IX
X

...XI

.. XII

. XIII

. XIV

.. XV
. XVI
.XVII
XVIII

.. XIX

... XX

.. XXI

. . XXII
• XXIII
(XXIII)

Seyf.
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consuls and emperors (continued). Emp.

Tiberius ob. March 16th Caligula

Julianus and Aprenas
Caligula II. and Caesia

Caligula III. alone

Caligula IV. and Saturninus

Caligula ob. January 24th.

Claudius II. and Largus
Claudius III. and Vitellius .

...I

..II
Ill

IV
: (iv)

Claudius I

II

Ill

VI

36. © (great) U o° E., Rome, July 31,

22h. Dio lx. 26, p. 76.

Crispinus and Taurus '

Vinicius Quartinus and Corvinus
j

Coss. suffecti Caj. Val. Asiaticus and M.

Jun. Silanus

37. J 15 8° W., in Rome. Dec. 21, i6h.

45m. Cassiodor. his coss. and to|

the 5th year of Claudius. Seneca

Q^ N. ii. 26, his coss.

Claudius IV. and L. Vit. Nepos III
j

38. D ft 7° w -> June H' 6h., in Greece.

Aur. Victor : Claud, iv. 22, to the

6th year of Claudius, and to u.c.

800, in which Phoenix appeared.

Dio lx. 29, his coss.

Vitellius and Vipsanius I
VII

Gallus and Verannius VIII

Vetus and Nervilianus -IX
Claudius V. and Orfitus X
Faustus and Titianus XI

Torquatus and Antoninus XII

Marcellus and Aviola XIII

Claudius ob. Oct. 13th Nero I

Nero and Vetus II

Saturninus and Scipio Ill

Nero II. and Piso IV

Nero III. and Messalla V
Vipstanus and Fontejus Capito VI

39 O T. ft 1° W., Campania, Oct. 12,

19I1. ; Armenia ioh. 30m. Pliny

H. N ii. 70 (72) his coss. ; Tacit.

A. xiv. 12 ; Dio lxi. 16, p. 36 St
;

Euseb. Chron. ad Ol. 209, 2 ; Hie-i

ron. ad Ol. 209. 3.

Nero IV. and Lentulus ••• VII

Paitus and Turbilianus VIII

Celsus and Gallus IX
Regulus and Rufits X
Bassus and Frugi XI
Silianus and Atticus XII

Telesinus and Paulinus. The Olympian

i

games postponed by Nero ... XIII

40^ © ft 3 W., Rome, May 31, 3 h .
Phi-

lost. V.A.4.43, p.i83 01.,hiscoss.
J

Capito and Rufus
I

• • • XIV

44

45

[46]

47

Seyf.

-791
792

793
794*

795
796

797
798*

58
59
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consuls and emperors {continued). Seyf.

4i- ]) T. ft 2° E., Rome, May 5, i2h.
;

and
42. ]) T. ft 2 W., Rome, Oct. 28. iSh.

30m. Dio xlv. 8, p. 1S0 St. ; xlv.

11, p. 1S4, ad Coss. Galba & Cris-
pinus(V) ; Zonar. xi. 16, p. 574.

Trachalus and Italicus

Nero ob. June 9th Galba
Galba and Rufinus
Galba ob. January 15th
Otho ob. April 16th Vitellius
Vitellius ob. Dec. 20..July 1, Vespasian

Vespasian II. and Titus

43- D P-U S° E., Rome, March 4, 8h.
Pliny IT. N. ii. 13 (10) his coss.

44- O P- ft 8° W., Rome, Mar. 19, 22h.
Pliny 1. 1. his coss.

Vespasian III. and Nerva
Vepasian IV. and Titus II

Domitian and Messalinus
Vespasian V. and Titus III

Vespasian VI. and Titus IV
Vespasian VII. and Titus V
Vespasian VIII. and Titus VI

Coss. suff. Verus and Priscus
Vespasian IX. and Titus VII
Vespasian ob. June 23d Titus

Titus VIII. and Domitian VII
Nonius and Verucossus
Domitian XVII. and Clemens. Olympian

games , Domitian

[XIV]
I

,...[1]

I

I

I

...II

..III

. . IV

...V

..VI

.VII
VIII
..IX
..[X]
...x
....I

...II
. . Ill

XIV

71

72

73

74
75
76

77
[78]

79

So
81

95

820

S21

823
824
825
826*

827
82S
829

S30*

S3

1

S3?

S46*

Subsequent to Titus, the emperors and consuls reigned, ac-

cording to Petavius, in the same years to which the author refers

them. This is, apart from other arguments, demonstrated by the

celebration of the Olympian games in the 14th year of Domitian,

and by all the later ones ; for the Olympian altars (p. 405) ma-
thematically determine that the Olympian games were celebrated

in such years before Christ, which being divided by 4 give the

remainder 1 ; but after Christ, in such years, which being divided.

by 4 leave the remainder 3,; and of this character is a.d. 95, etc.

Chronology of the Roman Eclipses down to Titus.

We proceed now to the following questions : First, to what years

of the Christian and ante-Christian eras do the Roman eclipses
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really belong? Secondly, in what localities and in what hours

of the day were they observed by ancient eye-witnesses? Further,

of what magnitudes were they according to classical reports?

Finally, respecting the presumed corrections of the secular accele-

rations of the moon, her Nodes and Apsides (p. 429), are they

approximately correct? In answering these questions, it is an

indispensable duty to cite the respective passages of the classics,

as has been done more explicitly in Seebode, Jahn & Klotz's

Archiv f. Philol., 184S, p. 586. We follow the chronological suc-

cession of the Roman Eclipses.

1. Plutarch (Rom. c. 12) reports that about six months prior

to Romulus' s birth a total eclipse of the sun (6 Vjhoz ici/.:zs nav-

ts/>(oz) happened on the 19th day of November (Xotax TpcTjj xo.l

eixddi), during the. 3rd hour (zpirrjs wyac), 01. 2, 1. The same

total eclipse (rbv fjhov ixAiTis'tv oAov) is mentioned by Dionysius

Halicar. (ii. 56). Since Rome was founded in -752 on the Pa-

rilia, as we have seen (p. 407), whilst Romulus was " 19 years

of age," the eclipse under consideration belongs to Nov. 19th in

_ 77 1 * The Olympiads being in later times 'counted from -775,
the date Ol. 2, 1, likewise refers to -771. Moreover, about that

time only one eclipse was possible on Nov. 19, viz. that in -771,
45m. past noon. According to the present theory of the moon,

as Pingre's computation states, the conjunction took place in

— 771, Nov. 19th, oh. 45m. P. T. The U lay 14 E. of the sun.

and the obscuration of the sun was invisible south of the 27 N.
Lat. It is to be remembered that Plutarch relies on the report

of the famous astronomer Tarutius, and that the astronomers

commenced the day with noon ; therefore the said 3rd hour com-

menced at 3 o'clock p.m. According to our correction, the lon-

gitude of the 13 for _ 771 was shorter by about 7 17', and hence

the same eclipse was total, or nearly total, in Latium. The
correction of the longitude of the moon for the same epoch was

(p. 429-30) about _ 2° 30/, i.e. 4I1. 43m. Consequently, the

ancient reports agree sufficiently with the Table on p. 429-30.

Petavius referred to the eclipse in -771, June 24th, 10I1. 15m.

a.m., U 13 W. ; but June 24th never corresponded with Chceak

(November), and the obscuration of the sun reached only the 6o°

of northern latitude, and therefore it was invisible near Rome.
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2. Plutarch (Rom. 12) reports that Romulus, being iS years

old, founded Rome in Ol. 6, 3, on the 9th day of Pharmuthi, be-

tween the 2d and 3d hours of the day, and that during the same

hour of the same day a partial eclipse of the sun took place

{ouvoooz ixZcTzrixy), observed also in Teos, Asia Minor. Since

Plutarch, as we have seen, counts the Olympiads from -775' tne

foundation of Rome on the Parilia belongs to _ 752, and Pharmuthi

corresponded with March and April. Solinus (Pol. i. iS) says:

vk Romulus fundamenta murorum jecit, xviii annus natus, xi. Kal.

Majas (Apr. 21), hora post secundam ante tertiam plenam" ; and

he specifies the planetary configuration, previous to this event,

which refers again the foundation of Rome to -752, and to the

day of the Roman Parilia. Even Cicero (Divin. ii. 47) certifies

to the same eclipse. Since about that time no solar eclipse about

the vernal equinox, as Pingre's computations evidence, was possi-

ble except that in -752, May 25, i6h., the beginning of the sera

urbis conditae is incontrovertibly fixed. This eclipse took place

nearly 4 hours later (p. 429), which corresponds with the ancient

reports, according to which the same eclipse was observed nearly

2I1. 30m. after sunrise in Rome. Moreover, the longitude of ft

S° E. was shorter by 7 11', and hence a small obscuration of the

sun was visible both in Rome and Teos. Petavius had reference

to the eclipse in -753, July 5th, 5h. ; but Rome was founded on

the Parilia and not in July, and in _ 753, July 5th, Romulus was

17 and not iS years old. Moreover, July 5th belonged to Ol. 6, 4,

and not to Ol. 6, 3. Besides, July 5th corresponded by no means

with Pharmuthi (March and April). In consequence of this blun-

der Petavius antedated by one year all events of Roman history

down to Julius Caesar, and hence his chronology of the Roman
eclipses is in general wrong.

3. Livy (i. 16), in accordance with the Annales Maximi and

many other authorities, reports that Romulus, having reigned 37

years, disappeared during a total eclipse of the sun. Cicero (De

rep. i. 16) writes: "Defectio solis, quae Nonis Quinctilibus fuit

regnante Romulo, quibus Romulum tenebris natura ad humanum
exitum abripuit " Plutarch (Rom. c. 27) represents this eclipse

to have been a total one (zoo fjXioo to <pcoc ixAc7iz.1v— vuxza xazao-

^eZv). The same we read in Florus (i. 1), Seneca (Ep. xviii. 5,

31), Dionysius Hal. (ii. 56), Lampridius Com. (Ant. c. 2) ; and
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Livy shows this eclipse to have taken place past noon in Rome.

Since the Romans obtained their lunar calendar first byNuma, it

is evident that the "Nona? Quinctiles" referred to the ancient solar

year of the Romans, and hence the Nonas Quinctiles signified, as

is well known, June 5th. About that time only one solar eclipse

coincided with June 5th, viz. that in -715, June 5th, 2ih. 15m.

Moreover, from the foundation of Rome in — 752 down to _ 7 1
5

.

as history reports, exactly 37 years, 1 month, and some days

elapsed. That eclipse, however, preceded noon in Rome, but,

according to our Table (p. 429-30), the conjunction took place

4I1. 30m. later, which agrees with Livy. Further, the place of

the ft was then, according to all Lunar Tables, 2° E. of the sun,

and hence Pingre found that, during this eclipse, the shadow of

the moon described the following curve : _ 14 , -f- io°, _ 9 . Con-

sequently this eclipse was invisible in Rome. According to our

Table (p. 429-30) the longitude of the ft, however, was shorter

by nearly 7 3' ; it lay, in accordance with history, 4 W. of the

sun. Petavius referred to the eclipse in -714, May 26, 5b.. 30m. :

but this ecliptic new moon happened not on the " Nonas Quincti-

les," viz. June 5th ; it coincided with sunset, and not with noon :

it was, moreover, a small one ft 6° W. (the curve of the moon's

shadow being 25 , 34 , 40 ) ; and from Petavius's date of the

foundation of Rome in -753 to this eclipse, not 37 years only, as

history says, but 39 elapsed.

4. Livy (vii. 2S) reports that, in the course of the consulate of

Rutilus and Torquatus, u.c. 409, an eclipse about sunrise and a

shower of stones occurred, and that both prodigia had likewise

happened in the last years of Tullus Hostilius, who died in -63S.

Indeed, a similar eclipse occurred in -642, Jan. 11, iSh., ft i° E.

( _6° 2S' ) ; but Livy (i. 31) mentions only the shower of stones,

and not the eclipse ; therefore the latter is dubious.

'>. Pliny (ii. 12, 9) reports that, u.c. 170, and 01. 4S, 4, a total

eclipse of the sun, predicted by Thales, occurred in Miletus.

Solinus (Pol. c. 15, 16) refers the same eclipse to Ol. 49 [1], and

to the 604th year after the destruction of Troy ; consequently to

— 581 (1184- 603= 581). Since Rome was founded in _ 752, the

1st Julian year p. u.c. commenced in -751, and hence u.c. 170

commenced likewise in _ 5S1, to which Pliny refers the Thalesian

eclipse. Pliny, moreover, counting the Olympiads from _ 775,.
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confirms the date ; because Ol. 4S, 4, began, according to the

Romans, with January in -581. This eclipse, moreover, was a

total one in Miletus, and it coincided with sunrise. For Themis-

tius (Or. xxvi. p. 317, Dind.) says: npoeipTJTSvaav— Mdyaioii;,

bzi vi>z iaoczo iv fjpepv. xai o'jos.zo dua b rfkioz xai urzodsuasza:

aurbv -fj asfojvy, wcrze d-ozipueada: zr^ auyrjv xai zdz axxlva^,

Herodotus (i. 74 & 103) combines the eclipses in _ 5S1 and _63i,

as we shall see hereafter, and refers the latter to noon, the former

to sunrise (zloov vuxva dvzi ^fikp'qz ytvoftsvrjv). Eusebius (Chr.

ii. p. 161) likewise refers this Thalesian eclipse to Ol. 48, 3, i.e.

— 581. About that time only one eclipse coincided with sunrise

in Miletus, viz. that in -581, Mar. 27, 17b. 45m. ; for, according

to our Table (p. 429-30), the obscuration of the sun happened

4h. 9m. later. The longitude of ft being 2° E. according to the

present theory, the curve of the moon's shadow was _ 22°,_4°,
-f-

13 ; but, according to our Table (p. 429-30), the place of the ft

was about 4 W. Hence the eclipse was total near Miletus.

6. Cicero (De rep. i. 16)— "Anno CCCL. fere post Romam
conditam," says he, -'Nonis Tunis soli luna obstitit et now Atque

hac in re tanta inest ratio atque sollertia, ut ex hac die, quam
apud Ennium et in Maximis Annalibus consignatam videmus,

superiores solis defectiones reputatae sint, usque ad illam quae

Nonis Quinctilibus fuit regnante Romulo" (no. 3). These words

are uttered by Scipio, who, as Ideler's Chronology states, referred,

according to Dionysius, the foundation of Rome to _7^o. Hence
u.c. CCCL is the year -400, and about that time only one eclipse

was possible in June or July, viz. that in _ 400, July 1st, 1711.45m.,

ft i° 5' E., which was invisible in Rome (p. 426). According

to our Table (p. 429-30), however, the place of the ft was 4 21

'

W., and the conjunction happened 3b. 31m. later. (See the

specialities of this eclipse, computed by means of Carlini's and

Damoiseau's Tables, in the premises, p. 427). From -407 to

— 401 and -399 to -39S no similar eclipse was possible.

7. Livy (vii. 28) and Jul. Obsequens (c. 22) report that u c.

490, during Rutilus and Manlius's consulate, extending from the

Kal. Quinctiles (July) in -341 to the same in -340, "nox inter-

diu visa intendi," which words signify a total or great eclipse

of the sun at sunrise. Since the lunar months of the Romans, as

is well known, sometimes preceded our solar ones by 30. even
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by 60 days, and vice versa, it was natural that July corresponded

sometimes with our September. About that time only one great

eclipse happened near sunrise in Rome, viz. that in -340, Sept.

25th, iSh., 13 io° E. This eclipse, however, preceded sunrise in

Rome, and, the present theory of the moon being true, it would

have been a small one ; but, according to our Table \ p. 429-30),

the obscuration happened 3 hours later, and the longitude of the

y was 4 shorter. According to Eingre, the shadow of the moon

extended only to 4S , 32 , 12 X. Lat. ; hence this eclipse was.

according to the present theory, invisible in Rome.

8. Livy (x. 23) narrates that u.c. 457, coss. Claud. Caecus and

Vol. Flamma, " prodigia fuerunt— supplicationes in biduum."

Solar eclipses belonging to Roman prodigia, Calvisius referred

to the eclipse in -295, Nov. 6, 22I1. 30m., U., 3 W. ; but it was

not yet known that the consuls of this time ruled one year later

than Petavius had stated, and that the Roman year commenced

several months later than the Julian one (Comp. no. 7). Hence

the eclipse reported by Livy was that in -293, March 23d, 23I1.

(-f3h. 13m.), 15 12 E., or rather 7 E. Without this correction

the shadow of the moon would seem to have reached o°, 29 , 5S

only.

9. Polybius (v. 78, p. 383 Sh.) reports that coss. Liv. Salinator

and .Emil. Paullus, u.c. 535, a lunar eclipse {ixhcdn^ as/^w^j

was observed in Mysia (29 E.) Petavius alluded to the eclipse

in _2i8, March 19th, 14I1., because he had antedated the consuls

by one year. Polybius's eclipse is that in -217, March 9, 4!!., X5

3° W. According to our Table (p. 429-30), the said eclipse hap-

pened three hours later, and without this correction the eclipse

would have preceded sunset in Mysia.

10. Livy (xxii. 1) and Obsequens (c. 31) bear witness that

u.c. 536, i.e. _2i6, a small eclipse of the sun (solis orbem minui

visum) happened in Sardinia. This was the eclipse in _ 216,

Feb. 1 1, 2h. 30m., IS 5° E. According to the usual theory of the

moon's Nodes, the obscuration of the sun in Sardinia amounted

to eight inches, which clearly contradicts Livy ; consequently the

longitude of the X3 must have been shorter by about 4 34'

(p. 430). Since, moreover, in -217, no solar eclipse was possi-

ble, this eclipse again demonstrates that Petavius has antedated

the consuls clown to Caesar by one year.
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11. Zonaras (An. ix. 14, p. 441, 6 rjhoq oufmaz i^i/.!~eu) nar-

rates that, during the battle at Zaraa, near Carthage (35 30' X.

Lat.) a total eclipse of the sun happened. Petavius had reference

to the eclipse in _ sot, Oct. iS, 23I-1. 30m. ft 2° W. ; which eclipse,

however, was very small in Northern Africa, because the curve

described by the moon's shadow was 37 , 2 , _ 1S . The longi-

tude of the ft being rather 6° 30' W. of the sun (p. 430). the

obscuration of the latter must have been total, or nearly total,

near Carthage. Moreover, Zonaras erroneously referred the same
eclipse to the battle at Zama, for Livy puts the latter in _ 200,

coss. CI. Nero and Serv Pulex. To the same consuls Livy (xxx.

2) refers a phenomenon described as follows—'••arcus solem tenui

linea amplexus est, circulum deinde ipsum major solis orbis ex-

trinsicus inclusit"; which words Petavius took for a description of

an annular eclipse of the sun observed in _ 202, May 6, lh. 45m.
p.m., 13 7° E. ; magnitude of the obscuration of the sun 7 inches

on the northern part of the sun's disc. This eclipse, however,

contradicts the series of the consuls, and the description rather

points us, as Struyk in Ruperti's Maazin (i. p. 353) maintained,

to a ring, or iris, encompassing the sun's disc.

12. Livy (xxx. 3S) and Obsequens (c. 45) report that u.c. 551,

coss. CI. Nero and Serv. Pulex, a small eclipse of the sun was
noticed at Cumae, near Rome (Cumis solis orbis minui visus).

The year u.c. 55 r, extending from the Parilia in _ 200 to the same
in _ 199, and the consuls reigning since the Idus Martian, the said

eclipse was that in _ 199, March 3, 22b., 13 13 E. This eclipse,

however, was hardly visible at Cumae, because the shadow of the

moon touched only 12
, 32 , 67 ; but, according to our Table (p.

429-30) the longitude of the 13 was shorter by 4 31'.

13 i£ 14. Julius Obsequens (c 4S) refers another small eclipse

(solis orbis minui visus) to u.c. 555, and to the consuls Flaminius

and Paitus, who ruled since the Idus Martiae in _ 196. The only

eclipse of this year on July 25th, 2ih. 45m., ft 1
1° W., was invisi-

ble in Italy. The eclipse in _ 197, Aug. 6, 1 5 H. 30m., happened,

according to Calvisius, one hour prior to sunrise, but, according to

our Table (p. 430), two hours after sunrise. The ft lay 3 W., and

the curve described by the central shadow of the moon was 34 ,

34°, -5°; but. according to our Table (p. 430), the ft lay 7 30'

west, and hence this eclipse was indeed a small one in Rome.
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This eclipse is not mentioned in the original work of Obsequens.

but in its later additions, and hence it may be offered in excuse

that the late interpolator confounded the consuls Lentulus and

Tappulus with Flaminius and Paitus.

15. Livy (xxxvii. 4) certifies that coss. Corn. Scipio and C.

Lselius, who ruled since the Idus Martiaa in _ 18S, u.c. 564, about

the Idus Quinctiles (June 13th), and about the time of the Ludi

Apollinares (July 5th), and, especially, about noon (interdiu), a

partial solar eclipse occurred in Rome (coelo sereno interdiu

obscurata lux est, cum luna sub orbem solis subisset). U.c. 564
being the year— 187, and the said consuls ruling in the same and

the following years, we obtain the eclipse in — 187, July 16, 2oh.,

15 4 E., whilst the curve of the central shadow of the moon was

24 ,
46°, 1

9

. According to our Table (p. 429-30), the longitude

of the IS 4° E. must be shortened by about 4 27', and the con-

junction happened 2I1. 54m. later. In the preceding year, — 18S,

no solar eclipse was possible ; for which reason our chronology

of the consuls is confirmed, and that of Petavius refuted.

16. Livy (xxxviii. 36) reports that u.c. 565, i.e. — 186, a short

time prior to the coss. Salinator and Messalla of the same vear, a

great eclipse of the sun occurred between the 3d and 4th hours of

the day (luce inter horam tertiam ferme et quartam tenebrae obor-

tae fuerant). Since the aforesaid consuls ruled from the Idus Mar-

tiaa in— 1S6 to the same in — 1S5, our eclipse, observed prior to

the Idus Martias in — 186, was that in— 1S6, Jan. 20, 23b.. 30m.,

SI 3 W. ; curve, Southern Egypt, Arabia, Western India, centr.

1
7°. Accordingly this eclipse would have been very small, or

invisible, in Rome, and the obscuration of the sun would not have

taken place between the 3d and 4th hours past noon (interdiu).

Our Table (p. 429-30), however, brings the ft nearly to 7 30'

west of the sun, and the conjunction to about 2h. 55m. past noon.

In — 1S7 no eclipse was possible in January, February, March,

April, and May. Petavius, on the contrail, alluded to the eclipse

in — 1S7, Jul. 16, 2oh. ; but this is irreconcilable with the Annales

Maximi referring to an eclipse in January or February, and not

to an eclipse 4b.. 40m. after sunrise. Besides, this eclipse again

confirms the result that the consuls, down to J. Caasar, ruled one

year later than formerly was believed.

17. Cicero (De rep. i. 15) bears witness that a total eclipse of
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the moon (serena nocte subito candens et plena luna defecit) was

seen near Apollonia (20 io' E.) during the year preceding the

consulate of /Em. Paullus and Caspio, which office commenced
in — 166, Idus Mart., consequently in — 167. Plutarch (.Em.

Paul. c. 17) confirms the statement that this eclipse was a total

one (r
t
aeATJvy efieXalvsro xai too (fcozoc d-oAi~6vzoc, auyyv %poa£

£fiei(paoa -auzudo.-d; j/tpavtady). This is the eclipse in — 167,

June 2 1st, 711.45m., 15 3°E., which, as Cicero says, Gallus, "anno

fere antequam Consul est declaratus, haud dubitavit postridie

palam in castris docere, nullum esse prodigium." Gallus being

consul in — 164-5, he was designatus in— 166, and, since that

eclipse happened one year prior to Gallus's designation, the for-

mer indeed belonged to June in — 167. This eclipse has errone-

ously been confounded by Petavius with the following.

18. Livy (xliv. 37) says : "Gallus pronunciavit, nocte proxima
— ab hora secunda ad quartam horam noctis lunam defecturam

esse.— Nocte, quam pridie Nonas Septembres insecuta est dies,

edita hora luna cum defecisset." Pliny (H. N. ii. 12) writes:

"Gallus—turn Tribunus militum— pridie quam Persus superatus

a Paulo est, in concionem ab imperatore productus—ad predican-

dam eclipsin." The same we read in Quinctil. Ins, or. i. 10, 47 ;

Frontin. Stra. i. 12, S; Justin. H xxxiii. 1. ; Plutarch /Em. c.

17. Since the battle near Pydna (20 io' E.) belongs to the con-

sulate of .Em. Paullus and Lie. Crassus (— 166), and to the first

days of the lunar September of the Romans, the partial eclipse

was that in— 166, Jun. 10. 13I-1. 30m., 15 5 W. The obscuration of

the moon amounted, according to the present theory of the moon,
to 1 1 f inches, which disagrees with Livy, who reports that this

eclipse lasted only two hours. Total eclipses of the moon lasting

three hours, and never only two, it is apparent that the longitude

of the V must have been shorter, namely, by about 4 24', as our

Table (p. 429-30) shows. Moreover, nox, in its specific sense,

designated the time from midnight to morning, whilst vesper lasted

from sunset to midnight. Hence mane comprised the hours from

sunrise to noon ; dies specifically extended, as we have seen, from

noon to sunset ; accordingly vespera was the time from sunset to

midnight ; wherefore Venus, being visible after sunset, was called

Vesper. Hesperus. Now, Livy narrates that the middle of our

eclipse was 3 o'clock a.m. local time, whilst the usual Tables
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refer the middle of the same eclipse to about 2I1. 10m. a.m., Pydna

time. This result confirms our Table (p. 439-30). Petavius erro-

neously referred both eclipses (Nos. 17 & 18) to — 167, June 21st,

7h. 45m.

19. J. Obsequens (c. 103) reports that u.c. 649, coss. C. Marius

and C. Flavius ruling since the Kal. Jan., " hora diei tertia solis

defectus lucem obscuravit." This is the great eclipse in — 102,

Dec. 2d, 19I1., 15 i5°E.; for on that day the sun rose in Rome
about 7h. 30m. a.m. (local time), and hence the third hour of the

day in Rome extended from 9b. om. to 9I1. 45m. a.m. The

middle of the said eclipse coincided in Rome with 7h. 42m. a.m.,

consequently nearly two hours too early. But, according to our

Table (p. 429-30), the conjunction happened 2h. 40m. later.

Moreover, the moon's shadow touched, according to Pingre, 41 °,

22
,
35° only, and hence this eclipse could not obscurare lucem in

Rome. Our Table (p. 429-30), on the contrary, shortens the lon-

gitude of the 15 by 4 6', and makes the eclipse greater.

20. Cicero (De cons, suo, ii. 17) testifies that, in the course of

his consulate, and about the Latinae, held in January of the lunar

year, which at that time preceded the Julian January (as we shall

see below, Nos. 22 & 23) by some 60 days, and whilst the moun-

tains of Albano were already "covered with snow," a total eclipse

of the moon (luna stellanti nocte peremta est) occurred in Rome-

The beginning of Cicero's consulate in — 62, is, apart from all

other evidence, fixed by the Ara Albani (p. 407), the nativity of

Augustus ; for this emperor was born whilst Cicero delivered the

fourth Catilinaria in January, and the said planetary configuration

refers to — 62, Dec. 23. Moreover, Josephus (An. xiv. 4, 2 ; B.

J. v. 9, 4) reports that, during Cicero's consulate (01.179,1),

Pompeius captured the Jewish temple on the 10th day of Thishri

(Hyperberetaeus), i.e. Sept. 11 (p. 414), being a Saturday (Kpovou

fj[xsf>a, Dio 37, 15), and this day was only in — 62 a Saturday.

Hence Cicero's eclipse was that in — 62, Oct. 27th, 7h. 30m., 9>

5 37' E. (—

4

). Ideler points us to the eclipse on May 3d, 3h.

30m. a.m., but during May no snow exists in Italy near Rome.

21. Jul. Obsequens (c. 123) reports that, coss. Afranius and

Caecilius, u.c. 693, an eclipse of the sun happened one hour prior

to sunset (die toto ante sereno circa horam undecimam nox se

intendit, deinde restitus fulgor). The said consuls ruled in — 58
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since the Kal. Jan., and u.c. 693 commenced about the same time ;

but the eclipse in — 5S, July 31, oh. 15m., 13 I4°E., was invisible

in Europe, because it commenced after sunset. The same is the

case with the eclipse in — 5S, March 5, 7I1. 30m. ft 16 W. One
year earlier the ecliptic new moon happened on March 16th, 4b..

45m., ft 8° W., which likewise followed sunset; wherefore Peta-

vius transferred this eclipse to Spain, and yet it was there also

invisible. The only eclipse coinciding with sunset was, at that

time, that in — 60, March 27th, 4h. 15m. P. T., ft o° W. ; curve,

— 15 , 3 , 24 . Since the ft, however, lay rather nearly 4 W. of

the sun, the obscuration of the latter must have been nearly total

in Rome, where the sun set about 6h. 4m. (local time), in Spain

20m. later. During this eclipse, as Pingre's Cometography states,

Posidonius discovered a comet, probably near the sun, which

would have been impossible without a great obscuration of the sun

in Rome. The correction o( the secular acceleration of the moon,

amounting for — 60 to about -f-2h. 34m., the retardation of the

apsides is to be taken into account. Moreover, since Obsequens

lived 400 years a.c, and since at that time the true series of the

consuls was already corrupted, as the chi-onographer of a.d 354
bears witness, it is not to be wondered at that Obsequens referred

this eclipse to the consuls Afranius and Caecilius instead of Sila-

nus and Licinius.

22 &2S. Lucan (i. 535, "Titan involvit orbem tenebris—Phoebe

expalluit umbra"), Petronius (Sat. cxxii. 44, " Titan vultus cali-

gine texit"), and Dio (xli. 1, 14, p. 692 St., "o rf/MC, avfmaq

i^ekine"), bear witness that whilst J. Caesar, having crossed the

Rubicon, marched against Rome, two total eclipses were noted

within fifteen days, coss. Marcellus and Lentullus, u.c. 704, i.e.

— 47. The season when these eclipses took place is fixed by

Lucan, who certifies that on that day "the Rubicon was cov-

ered with ice," and that Caesar crossed it three weeks after the

inauguration of the consuls, Kal. Jan., which at that time coin-

cided with Dec. 8. Caesar himself (Bell. C. i. 13) says that he,

having passed over the Rubicon, took first of all Corfinium on

viii. Kal. Mart., i.e. on the 28th ofJanuary. The said solar eclipse

took place on Jan. 3d, 2ih. 30m., 13 i2°E., curve touching 30 ,
22°,

4S ; consequently the obscuration of the sun was, in Italy, a very

small one. But, according to our Table (p. 429-30), the longi-
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tude of the 15 was 3 53' shorter, and the conjunction happened

2h. 30m. later, to the effect that a total, or nearly total, obscura-

tion of the sun took place at that time near Rome. The total

lunar eclipse took place on Jan. 18th, 9I1. 30m.. ft o° W. Since

the phenomenon of two eclipses within fifteen days recurs only

after long intervals, the first year of Caesar's reign is fixed with

mathematical certainty. Petavius arbitrarily referred Caesar's

first year to — 50, but failed to produce two eclipses in January

of — 50.

24, 25. Ovid (Met. xv. 789) reports that about the day of Cae-

sar's assassination (Mar. 15) a total eclipse of the moon had taken

place (sparsi lunares sanguine currus) ; and Servius (ad Virgil.

Georg. i. 467) says, "Constat occiso Caesare solis fuisse defectum

ab hora sexta usque ad noctem." The sixth hour means, accord-

ing to the Julian day, sunrise, and the obscuration of the sun from

sunrise to sunset involves the opinion that on the occasion of solar

eclipses our globe is successively twelve hours under the shadow

of the moon. Virgil (Geor. i. 467) mentions only a solar eclipse

about the time of Caesar's death—" sol caput ferrugine texit"; and

the same we read in Ovid (Met. xv. 789)— " Lucifer ferrugine

textus erat"; and Tibullus (ii. 5, 75)
—" solem defectum lumine

vidil." Euseb. Chr. ii. 197, refers the same eclipse to Ol. 184,

3, consequently to the same year — 41, because he commenced

the Olympian years with the preceding local newyears day. Both

eclipses, it is true, were invisible in Rome ; but the said authors

intended only to commemorate the singular phenomenon, that,

about the time of Caesar's assassination, two eclipses occurred,

and that the Roman astronomers had, for a long time prior thereto

(p. 445), been able to determine in advance the times of eclipses.

The eclipses referred to are the following : D — 41, March 13th,

111.45m. p.m (P. T.), ft 7°E., obscuration S, 5 inches. ©—41,
March 27th, nh. 45m. p.m., ft 7 W. The former being partial,

was total, according to our Table (p. 429-30), because the ft lay

only about 3 io' E. of the sun, which agrees with the ancient

reports. Since in the preceding year — 42 two eclipses within

fifteen days was impossible, these eclipses put it beyond question

that Caesar ruled 6 yrs. 3 mos., and not, as Petavius and his adhe-

rents believed, 5 yi's. 3 mos. ; that, moreover, Caesar died in — 41,

and not, as stated in all our Chronological Tables, in — 43. This
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result, from which the whole of the Greek history depends, is histori-

cally and astronomically confirmed by the following eighteen irre-

futable arguments :
'

The Fasti Capitolini and other authorities attest that C»sar

was six times dictator, but, according to the present chronology,

five dictaturae only came out, and this contradiction our chronolo-

gers could not obviate by the hypothesis that the Romans omitted

to mention Caesar's first dictatorship. Even Josephus, Plutarch,

Cassiodor, Eusebius, and others, assign to Caesar a reign of six

years and three months, and not of five years and three months.

Further, supposing Caesar to have governed only five years and

three months, then we have to accept the absurdity that during

Caesar's last year two annual magistri equitum existed simultane-

ously, namely, Antonius and Lepidus. (See Fischer's "Romische

Zeittafeln.")

Furthermore, Josephus (Ant. xiv. 4. 2) reports that Pompeius

captured Jerusalem, in the course of Cicero's consulate, on Sept.

nth, a Saturday (Dio 37, 15), consequently, as has been shown,

in — 62. On the same day of the week, during the consulate of

Agrippa and Gallus, Herod conquered Jerusalem, but "27 years

later." (Joseph. B. J. v. 9, 4 ; Ant. xiv. 6, 4), i.e. — 35. Accord-

ing to Petavius, however, the interval amounts to 26 years only,

because he had shortened the ruling-time of Caesar by one year.

Moreover, the battle at Pharsalus was given, coss. Caesar II.

and Vatia Isauricus (— 47), v. Idus Sept. (June 28th) in — 46

(B. C. iii. 85), and, two months after, Pompeius died pridie Kal.

Oct., i.e. Aug. 18 in — 46. From this day to Caesar's assassina-

tion on March 15th, says Plutarch (Caes. § 267), four years and

some months elapsed. Consequently Caesar died in — 41, and

not in — 43. The nativity of Caesarion (p. 407) mathematically

confirms that Pompeius died in — 46, and Caesar took Alexandria

in December — 46.

Add to this that Augustus, being born in January, — 61, as we
have seen (p. 407), testifies himself to have been 19 Roman years

old (Mon. Anc. 1, "annos undeviginti natus") subsequent to Cae-

sar's death. The latter, accordingly, belongs to — 41, and not

to — 43. The same results from the ages of Caesar, Varro, Vir-

gil, Horace (p. 432, 434), Cleopatra, and other notables of that

iii—29
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period, who would otherwise have been made to live one year

less than history reports.

To these the following astronomical certainties may be ap-

pended. Macrobius (Sat. i. 14) reports that the first day of the

Julian Calendar commenced, consistently with the preceding

Roman months, with a new moon, the same day on which the

crescent appeared in Rome, and this was the case only in — 41,

Jan. 1st. Even the Julian coins, struck at the same time, and for

the purpose of perpetuating the introduction of the tropic year,

represent the crescent as visible on the first day of the first solar

January of the Romans, as will be seen in Eckhel's " Doctrina

Numorum." According to Petavius, who referred the introduc-

tion of the Julian year to — 41, the crescent appeared 22 days

prior to the first day of January.

The last lunar year, the so-called annus confusionis of the Ro-

mans, contained, as the ancients report, and as every historian

knows, 445 days ; in other words, fifteen lunar months; where-

fore that lunar year must have commenced on Oct. 13th, being

the 445th day prior to the 1st day of January of the first Julian

year. The Romans being in the habit of beginning their lunar

months and years with the appearance of the crescent, the annus

confusionis must have begun in — 43, Oct. 13, because on that day

only the crescent became visible, 445 days prior to the beginning

of the first Julian year. According to Petavius, who referred the

beginning of the annus confusionis to Oct. 13 in — 45, the Romans
had been in the habit of commencing their lunar months 22 days

previous to the new moons. Is not this nonsense?

Many ancient authors (Plutarch, Cass. 63 ; Sueton, Caes. 81
;

Dio, 44, 17 ; Obsequens, c. 127) recount that in the night preced-

ing Caesar's assassination i.e. on March 14th, Calpurnia, Caesar's

wife was awakened by the light of the full moon (lunae splendore,

xaxalaimouaqq, t7
t
c, aeArjvrjQ). The latter happened, as we have

seen (p. 44S), on March 13th in — 41 ; consequently the still full-

orbed moon (otlrjvq, p. 414) rose in Rome, on the 14th day of

March, about 8 o'clock p.m., and so it could, about midnight of

the same day, awaken Calpurnia. In — 43, on the contrary, to

which Petavius refers Caesar's assassination, the moon rose about

daybreak, and, being crescent-shaped, could not awaken anybody

"at midnight" on March 14th.
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The fact that Caesar died in — 41, and not in — 43, is, finally,

confirmed by the Olympian games, celebrated, as Cicero testifies

in several places (Epis. ad Att. 15, 5 & 24 ; 16, 7), three months

after Caesar's decease; for the planetary configuration of— 777
(p. 404) demonstrates that the Olympian games were celebrated

in all years before Christ which, being divided by 4, give the re-

mainder 1, and of this character is the year — 41.

Further, Livy (27, 35 ; 18, 7) and Polybius (11, 5) narrate that

during the consulate of Nero and Salinator, i.e., as we have seen

(p. 432), in — 205, u.c. 547, the Olympian games were celebra-

ted. Petavius, on the contrary, refers the same consuls to — 206,

and Caesar's death to — 43, to the effect that the Olympian games
were once celebrated every third year. In — 205, even a Roman
embassy, as Livy in the Annales Maximi found, had. been sent to

attend the same Olympian games.

Further, Cramer's An. P. p. 151, and Euseb. Arm. ad. Ol. 199,
1 . bear witness that during the third year of Tiberius, who reigned

since the death of Augustus on Aug. 19th, a.d 16, the emperor's

quadriga conquered during the Olympian games, consequentlv

a.d. 18. According to Petavius, who refers the third year of Ti-

berius to a.d. 17, and the consuls Nero and Salinator to — 206,

the Olympian games again would once have been enacted every

three years.

Moreover, Plutarch (Anton, p. 942) relates that Antonius and
Cleopatra assisted at the Olympian games in the course of Ahe-
nobarbus and Sosius's consulate, i.e. in — 29 (p. 435), which
agrees with the Olympian games in — 41, and those in the years

-(-19, — 205, and — 777. According to Petavius, the said con-

suls ruled in— 3 c (p. 435), and accordingly the Olympian games
were repeated every three years, if Petavius was right.

Again, Josephus (B.J. i. 21, 8; Ant. xvi. 5, 3) recounts that

Herod I- participated in the Olympian games during the 25th

year of his reign. This Herod obtained the crown of Palestine

within the consular year of Calvinus and Pollio in — 37, and in

the same year the Olympian games took place (Joseph. An. xiv.

14, 4; xv. 10, 1 ; B.J. i. 9, 13). After that time Herod is said

to have reigned 37 years (Joseph. Ant. xvii. S, 1). The same
king, assisted by Sosius, conquered Jerusalem during the consulate
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of Pulcher and Flaccus in — 35 (p. 434), and after this year he is

said to have actually reigned 35 years (Joseph. Ant. xiv. 16, 2 ; xv.

1, 2). The year— 35 is confirmed by the report (Dio xlix. 22) that

Herod took Jerusalem on the 10th day of Hyperberetaaus (Sept.

14th). "being a Saturday"; for in — 35 only the nth day of Sep-

tember was a Saturday. The year being fixed in which Herod's

reign of 35 years commenced, it is evident that Herod must have

died in the year called o, that is to say, during the first year of

our original Dionysian era, and subsequent to Christ's birth, as

the Evangelists and the Fathers of the Church bear witness.

These results are astronomically confirmed by the total lunar

eclipse in the year o, January 9, nh. 30m., ft 3 E., which pre-

ceded Herod's death by about three months (Joseph. An. xvii.

6, 4). According to Josephus, Herod died a short time prior to

Easter, celebrated always on March 20th (p. 414), and nearly

three months after the eclipse on Jan. 9th of the year o. Since,

then, Herod visited the Olympian games in the 25th year of his

reign, he assisted at them in — 9 ; and this, again, is a year which,

being divided by 4, gives the remainder 1, like — 41.

Besides these epochs, thirteen years of later times are mentioned

by Roman and Greek authors, during which the same Olympian

games have been held. We specify the following : Philostratus

(V. A. iv. 24, 17 ; 18, 34) relates that the Olympian games took

place seven years prior to Nero's departure for Greece, namely,

a.d. ^9, Ol. 209, 1, Nero himself, coss. Telesinus and Paulinus,

went over to Greece for the purpose of attending the Olympian

games to be held in the same year, a.d. 67. as Philostratus (v.

7, 11), Pausanias (x. 36, 4), Eusebius (ad Ol. 211, 1), Cramer

(Anecd. ii. p, 151), Dio (63, 8), Suetonius (Nero 19), Josephus

(B.J. ii. 20, 1), Suetonius (Vesp. 4), recount.

Further, Philostratus (V. A. viii. 14) relates that, coss. Domi-

tian XVII. and Clemens, i.e. a.d. 95, Ol. 21 8, 1, the Olympian

games were celebrated.— Again, Pausanias (Perieg. v. 21, 6)

reports that the Olympian games were re-enacted a.d 127,01.

226, 1.) The same author (x. 34, 2) writes that during the third

year of Auielius and Verus, Ol. 235, 1, the same games were

repeated.

Furthermore, Gellius (N. A. viii. 3), Lucian (viii. 297), Am-
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mian (xxix. i, 39), Hieronymus (a. A. 21S1), and others, report

that the philosopher Peregrinus burned himself to ashes while

the Olympian games were taking place in Ol. 236, 1, a.d. 167.

—

Still further, Malala (xii. 372) recites that the same games were

transferred to Antiochia in the 260th year of the Antiochian era,

which commenced in — 48, consequently a.d. 211, Ol. 247, 1.

—

Besides, Censorin (c. iS, 21) says that u.c. 991, y£r. Act. 267,

JEr. Jul. 283, in the first year of Gordian, i.e. a.d. 239,01.254, 1,

the Olympian games were repeated.—Again, Libanius (i. p. 91?

94) tells us that, subsequent to Julian's death, 01. 2S5, 1, the same

festival took place a.d. 263.

Finally, Cedrenus (p. 325) bears witness that the Olympian

games, interdicted by Theodosius during his 16th year, came to

an end a.d. 395, Ol. 293, 1 ; u.c. 1146. All these epochs of the

Olympian games concur in putting beyond question that, after

Christ, these games were repeated in such years which, being

divided by 4, leave the remainder 3. And these arguments will

suffice to convince every unbiased man that Caesar died in — 41,

and not in — 43 ; that, consequently, the fallowing consuls and

emperors, down to a.d. 47, ruled two years later than Petavius

brought out. (See the Chronological Table p. 433-37 ) In one

word, the Olympian games are the basis of the whole Greek and

Roman histories.

We return now to the chronology of the Roman eclipses ob-

served after J. Ca?sar's death in — 41.

26. Dio Cassius (L. xlv. to the coss. Hirtius and Pansa, u.c.

711) reports that a small eclipse of the sun occurred in — 40

(to re <fco^ too -qkioo iXazzobaHai zs xal aoewzatlai), and the

Chronicon Paschale refers the same eclipse to the second year of

Augustus, Ol. 184, 4 ; consequently to — 40, viz. to Aug. 10, i6h.

15m., 13 14° E. According to the present theory of the moon,

however, the obscuration of the sun reached only 6o°, 71 , 39 ,

and finished prior to suni-ise in Rome. Our Table (p. 429) puts

13 io° only E. of the sun, and the conjunction 2h. 29m. later. In

— 41 and —42 no solar eclipses were visible in Rome, as Pin-

gre's computations evince.

27. Dio Cassius (xlvii. 40, p. 519, Reim.) mentions a great

eclipse of the sun (6 qhoc, zbze i/Mzzobzo xal i?A%cazoz syi^zzo),

u.c. 712, coss. Lepidus II. and Plancus. This is the eclipse in
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— 39, July 30, i8h. 15m., V 6° E., curve 44 , 55 , 29 . The con-

junction happened (p. 429) about 2I1. 29m. later, and the longi-

tude of the 15 was shorter by about 3 50'. Hence this eclipse

was a great one in Rome.

28. Eusebius (Chron. ii. 197, ad coss. Censorinus and Calv.

Sabinus, 01. 185, 2) mentions a solar eclipse which belongs to

the year — 37, because in — 36, the real consulate of Censorinus

and Sabinus, no eclipse of the sun was possible in Europe. This

eclipse, — 37, Jan. 13th, 2ih. 30m., ft 9 W., curve 47 , 33 , 51 ,

was nearly total in Rome, owing to the longitude of the ft being

shorter by about 3 50'.

29. The Fasti Siculi (p. 190) report that coss. L. Gellius Popli-

cula and M. Coccejus Nerva, u.c. 719, Ol. 185, 4, exAifaz fjktou

iyiuevo. The said consuls ruled in — 33, but no eclipse was
visible in that year ; wherefore we have again to recur to the pre-

ceding year, viz. to the eclipse in — 34, Oct. 31st, 22b.., ft 7 W.,
curve 62 , 28 , 14 , which was greater in Rome b}T reason of the

ft lying about io° west of the sun.

80. The Fasti Siculi (p. 190) mention another eclipse (£xXt<pts

jAcou iyevszo), coss. Augustus III. and Corvilius (read Corvinus),

u.c. 722, Ol. 187, 4 (?). The aforesaid consuls officiated in — 28,

during which the eclipse of Jan. 4, 19b. (-(-2h. 26m.), U io° E.

(—

3

48'), curve 24 , 13 , 42 , occurred. In the preceding year

both ecliptic new moons happened after sunset. In — 30, which

Petavius referred to the same consuls, the only eclipse, on Aug.

20, 7h. 15m. p.m., was likewise invisible in Italy. The eclipse

in — 27, June 18, 15b. 45m., curve 20
, 3S , io°, ft i° VV., was

greater, but it does not agree with the consuls, and preceded sun-

rise in Rome.
31. Josephus (A. xvii. 6, 4) reports that an eclipse of the moon

happened in Jerusalem on the night preceding the fast-day sol-

emnized in commemoration of the siege of Jerusalem by Nebu-

chadnezzar, which siege commenced on the 10th clay of the tenth

month (Tebeth) of the civil year, as proven by 2 Kings, xxv. 1.

l

Mavdia^j Josephus says, Upbfievos iv vuxti rfj (pepouorj ec<;

ifjfiepaV) 7j j wjareea ivtcrraro, idozsv— xal t
j

oe\r}\>t
t
ok tfj

ovzjj vuxrt izs/.t-sv. This eclipse, moreover, occurred, according

to Josephus, nearly three months before Easter (March 20th) and

the death of Hercd. About that time only one lunar eclipse was
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visible in Jerusalem during January (Tebeth, p. 414), viz. that in

the year o of our era, Jan. 9, uh. 30m. p.m., ft o° W. On this

occasion it may be seen that the Hebrews never used lunar

months ; for on the 9th or 10th day of any lunar month no lunar

eclipse could take place, consequently Tebeth and all other He-

brew months must have been solar ones. (See p. 414.) It is

evident, by the way, that, prior to the Babylonian captivity,

Tebeth 1st must have coincided with Jan. 1st, as has been demon-

strated in the author's Chronologia Sacra, p. 40. Petavius and

Ideler referred this eclipse to — 3, March 12th, 1 3 h . , ft S° W.,
obscuration 4

T

4 inches ; but this eclipse was invisible because the

ft lay ii° 42' \W, and it is refuted by Josephus's History, which

specifies that two months intervened between the eclipse and

Herod's death, previous to March 20th.

32. Dio (lv. 22, p. 390 St.) asseverates that in the 2Sth year of

Augustus, which year extended from Mar. 15, a.d. 6, to Mar. 15,

a.d. 7, u.c. 759, coss. Messalla and Cinna, a small eclipse of the

sun was seen in Rome {zoo qliou re ixAinez iyivero). This is the

eclipse a.d. 7, Feb. 5, 23!!., XS 15 E., which was. however, invisi-

ble in Rome, as Pingre states, provided the longitude of the 15

was not shorter by 3 23' (p. 429). In a.d. 5. to which Petavius

refers the 28th year of Augustus and the aforesaid consuls, no

such eclipse was possible at all.

33. Eusebius Armen. mentions a solar eclipse about the time

of Augustus's death (Aug. 19) in Ol. 19S {xa&- bv y^pbvov £xAc<p«z

fjAiou iyevezo). The same is reported by Hieronymus (Chron.

ii. p. 157), and by Dio (lvi. 29, p. 472 St.) Since Jerome com-

mences the Olympiads, in accordance with the Roman year, on

Jan. 1st, his Ol. 198, 1, coincided with a.d. 16. Indeed, during

this year, only one day after Augustus's death, an ecliptic new
moon occurred, viz. on Aug. 20th, 1711., U 2 E., curve 27°-3o°,

15 , 12 . Since the sun rose on that day about 5 o'clock (Rom.
T.), the conjunction took place, in consequence of the parallax,

prior to sunrise, but, according to our Table (p. 429), 2h. 23m.

later. The longitude of the y being shorter by 3 37' . it is pro-

bable that the eclipse was perceived in Thebes, Egypt, 25 N.,

or in Ethiopia. Petavius referred, in accordance with Ptolemy,

the death of Augustus to a.d. 14, and, no solar eclipse being
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possible in a.d. 14, he metamorphosed even this eclipse into a

" supernatural phenomenon."

34. Tacitus (Ann. i. 2S) and Dio Cass. (lvii. 4, p. 522 St.) re-

port that nearly six months after Augustus's death a total eclipse

of the moon happened, soon after sunset, in Laybach, Tyrol,

which eclipse terminated the rebellion of the legions there sta-

tioned. This is the eclipse of a.d. 17, January 30th, Sh., ft S° E.,

obscuration 6 inches. Since, however, the ft lay only 4 20' E.

of the sun (p. 429), the eclipse was indeed a total one. Petavius

had in his mind the eclipse of a.d. 14, Sept. 26ht, i8h. (Laybach

T.) ; but this eclipse commenced a short time before sunrise, and

not soon after sunset. It is, moreover, opposed to all the facts ;

for, from Augustus's death (Aug. 19) to Sept. 26th, only 38 days

elapsed, and this short time was insufficient to accomplish what,

according to Tacitus's detailed description, was done during this

period. This eclipse apparently confirms the fact that the consuls

after Caesar ruled two years later.

35. Phlegon and Thallus (Euseb. Chr. i. 77 & ii. 202 ; Paulus

Diac. Hist. Misc. 7, p. 253 ; Syncel. p. 256, Ven. ; Fasti. Sic. p. 222,

Par.), bear witness that in the 19th year of Tiberius, Ol. 202, 4.

a total eclipse of the sun (ix/.!</,':c fjXioo zsAsca) had been seen

about noon (&pj) zxty, rijc -fjfiepa^ in Nica?a, Bithynia (40 30'

N., 27 30' E.) The years of the emperors commenced. in Egypt

and other Roman provinces, it is well known, with the local

newyears day preceding the epoch of their actual reign ; and

hence the 19th year of Tiberius began in the autumn of a.d. 32.

Accordingly, the attested .eclipse must have been that in a.d. 33,

Sept. 11, 22h. 30m. P. T., t5 S° E., curve 7S , 63 , 33 . Accord-

ing to our Table (p. 429-30), the conjunction happened 2h. iSm.

later, and the 13 lay 4 25' only east of the sun, and hence the

eclipse was total in Nicaea, and, as history reports, there it coin-

cided with noon.

36. Dio Cass. (ix. 26, p. 776) relates that "on Claudius's birth-

day" (Aug. 1 st) an eclipse of the sun occurred in Rome (o //.hj;

ixkei<pecv hit'/liv). The only eclipse, about that time, coincid-

ing with the 1st day of August was that of a.d. 45, July 31, 22h.

ft o° W., curve 22 , 19 ,
— 14 . The longitude of the ft being

shorter by 3 30', the obscuration of the sun in Rome must have
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been nearly total. Dio refers the same eclipse to the 5th, and not

to the 3d year of Claudius, probably because 7
-1

(3) was taken

for E (5), being very similar to the former.

37. The decree of Claudius, and the inscriptions referring to

his consulates, demonstrate, as we have seen (p. 422), that Clau-

dius reigned not 14, but 13 years only, and that the consuls Asia-

ticus and Siianus were extraordinarii, and not ordinarii. Hence

all consuls subsequent to a.d. 47 must have ruled only one year

later than Petavius stated. This result is mathematically con-

firmed by the transit of Venus referred to the 6th year of Claudius

(p. 415) and to the Sooth year urbis conditae ; for, since Rome
was founded in the spring of— 752, the Sooth year u.c. was annus

Domini 4S (800— 752= 4S. or 799— 751=48). According to

the same rule, the third centennial jubilee of Rome was, as

Livy narrates, celebrated, coss. Valer. Maximus and Vir. Tri-

costus in — 452 (p. 431), i.e. u.c. 300; consequently, the lunar

eclipse referred to the 5th year of Claudius belongs to a.d. 47.

Seneca (Q N. ii. 26) mentions an eclipse of the moon observed

in the course of the consulate of Valerius Asiaticus, i.e. a.d. 47 ;

but the same eclipse Cassiodor refers hoth to the consuls Vinicius

Quartinus and Corvinus and to the 5th year of Claudius. Con-

sequently Valerius Asiaticus must have been a consul sutiectus in

the 5th year of Claudius, a.d. 47, whilst Quartinus and Corvinus

were ordinarii. Hence the said eclipse was that in a.d. 47, June

25, 15I1. 30m. (+2h. 15m.), U i° E. (—3° 29') Petavius refer-

red the same consuls to a.d. 45, during which year, however, no

lunar eclipse whatsoever occurred.

38. Aurelius Victor (Claud, iv. 12) reports that in the same
year in the course of which the jubilee of Rome was celebrated,

and Phoenix appeared, i.e. in the 6th year of Claudius, an eclipse

of the moon happened. The same eclipse Dio Cassius (lx. 29)
refers to the coss. Claudius IV. and L. Vitellius III., i.e. a.d. 4S.

Hence the attested eclipse was that in a.d. 48, June 14, 6h. p.m.,

D, 7 W. During the same eclipse, however, the island of Thera
emerged from the yEgean sea, which Seneca (Q. N. ii. 26) refers

to the preceding year, in accordance with Eusebius (Chron. ii. p.

204, ad Ol. 205, 4).

39. Pliny (H. N. ii. 70 = 72) says: " Solis defectum Vipstano

et Fontejo consulibus, qui fuere ante paucos annos, factum
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Campania hora diei vii et viii. sensit, Corbulo, dux in Armenia,

inter horam diei x. et xi. prodidit visum." As the same author

(ii. 79) informs us that the Roman priests only counted the hours

from midnight ("a media nocte ad mediam"),and since the same

eclipse was seen in Armenia between 10 and 1 1 o'clock after sun-

rise (diei), it is evident that this eclipse coincided (p. 429) with

about noon, R. T. Tacitus (xiv. 12) simply reports, "sol repente

obscuratus"; but according to Dio (Ixi. 16. p. 36 St.) this eclipse

was total {eufXTtaz i^eXmev) in Calabria. This is the eclipse a.d.

60, Oct. 12th, igh. (-f-2h. 11m.), ft 6° W., curve 5S , 32 , 22 .

According to our Table (p. 430), the longitude of the ft was

shorter by 3 27', and hence the eclipse must have been nearly

total in Campania. Petavius, of course, alluded to the eclipse a.d.

59, April 30, 2311., 13 3 E., obscuration 9 inches ; but this eclipse

stands in direct opposition to Pliny and Dio, and to Roman chro-

nology. The date "pridie Kal. Majas" is, in the present editions

of Pliny, apparently altered to suit Petavius's erratic chronology.

40. Philostratus (V. A. 45, S & 1 1, p. 1S6 & 184 St.) testifies

that during the consulate of Telesinus an eclipse of the sun took

place (ysuojusur^ ixfai^zios zoo -/JAcou), consequently a.d. 67,

May 31st, 3I1., ft 3 W., curve 40°-28°; Europe, Africa, S.W.

Asia. Since the longitude of the ft was shorter by about 3 25',

the obscuration was great in Rome. The year of the eclipse is

fixed by the Olympian games, for in the course of the same

consulate, and the 12th year of Nero, the emperor went over to

Greece to assist at the festival ; the games, however, were post-

poned for one year, and were celebrated a.d. 68 (Philost. V. A.

iv. 17, 18, 24; Sueton. Nero, 19 ; Pausan. x. 36, 4, etc.) Petavius

referred the same consuls Telesinus and Paulinus to a.d. 66, but

alas ! during this year no eclipse at all was possible.

But it came to light on occasion of the observance of the jubi-

lee of the martyrdom of St. Peter and St. Paul, notoriously sol-

emnized in Rome a.d. 1867^ that it was enacted too early by one

year. For, in the first place, the Father of Church History,

Eusebius, insists that both Apostles died during the 13th year of

Nero's reign, and this 13th year extended from Oct. 13, a.d. 6j

to the same day a.d. 6S, and not, as Petavius, in consequence of

insufficient chronological resources and erroneous conclusions,

stated, from a.d. 66 to 67. (See p. 437.) This result is mathe-
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matically confirmed by the solar eclipse a.d. 67 (No. 40), and

by the epochs of all Olympian games mentioned in Roman and

Greek histories (p. 449). Petavius erroneously referred the usual

celebration of the Olympian games to a.d. 65, accordingly their

postponed celebration to a.d 67, and then the nonsense comes

out that -kpuot (the preceding year) signified two years earlier.

As, then, both Apostles died in the "-13th year of Nero, June 29,

they must have been martyred a.d. 68, and not a.d. 67. Hiero-

nymus, it is true, twice refers the same martyrdom to the follow-

ing, the 14th year of Nero, a.d. 69, and not, as Eusebius does, to

his era 20S3, but 2084 after Abraham. Yet the statements of

Eusebius and Hieronymus do not contradict each other ; for Hie-

ronymus commences the same era, as every historian knows,

one year earlier than Eusebius does, and hence his 14th year of

Nero was the same that Eusebius calls the 13th ; in the second

place, Clemens Romanus, who lived at the same time in Rome,

testifies (Ad Corinth, i. 5) that both Apostles were put to death

in that year in which Nero attended the postponed Olympian

games, a.d. 68. This testimony is confirmed, furthermore, by

the explicit reports in the "Martyrologium Pauli" (a.d. 396) ; for

it relates that the Apostles suffered death on the ' k
iii. Kal. Jul."

(June 29th) "in the 69th year after Christ's birth." Christ, as

we have seen, was born seven days previous to the year o, the

first of the original Christian era, two weeks prior to Herod's

eclipse of the moon (No. 31, p. 454)? observed in the same year

o ; consequently the Apostles were put to death a.d. 6S, this year

being the 69th after Christ's birth. Further, the same Martyrolo-

gium adds that the martyrdom of the Apostles occurred "in the

36th year after the crucifixion of the Lord," which, as we have

seen, took place a.d. 33, Mar. 19th, being the 14th day of Nisan

(p. 414) ; therefore the Apostles died a.d. 6S, this year being the

36th after the crucifixion. This result, finally, is positively

confirmed by the eclipse a.d. 6j y
May 31, observed in the course

of the consulate of Telesinus a.d. 67, because the Apostles died

during the following consulate, the 13th year of Nero, and in a.d.

66 no solar eclipse was possible. These historical and astrono-

mical certainties put it beyond any question that the jubilee of

St. Paul's and St. Peter's martyrdom ought to have been solem-
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nized a.d. 1868, and not in 1S67. Perhaps, however, the next

jubilee will take place a.d. 196S.

41 & 4?. Dio Cass. (lxv. 8, p. 180; lxv. 11, p. 1S4 St.) and

Zonaras (An. xi. 16, p. 574 D.) relate that. coss. Snip. Galba

and T. Vin Rufinus, two total eclipses of the moon (alpuiTtodirjz

/at fiekatvrj) occurred, of which one happened "on Oct. 29th."

These are the eclipses in a.d. 68, May 6, i2h., ft 2° E. (—3° 25'),

and Oct. 29, 6h. 30m. a.m., y 2 W. (—

3

25') ; for in a.d. 70,

to which the said consuls belong, no lunar eclipse at all occurred,

and in a.d. 69, to which Petavius referred, both lunar eclipses

were partial, and neither coincided with Oct. 29th. The consuls

of a.d. 6S, Capito and Rufus, have been confounded with the

consuls a.d. 70, Galba and Rufinus, because Rufus and Rufinus

were very similar names.

43 & 44- Pliny (H. N. ii. 13 & 10) narrates, " ut quindecim

diebus utrumque sidus quereretur, Vespasianis patre et filio

consulibus." The rare phenomenon of two great eclipses within

fifteen days occurred, about that time, only a.d. 71, Mar. 4, Sh.,

13 8° E., obscuration 4^ inches; and March 19, 2ih. 30m., ft 7

W., curve 1 6°, 39 ,
66°. Since the longitude of the nodes was

then 3 25' shorter, both eclipses were great ones, as Pliny says.

The words "Vespasianis patre et filio consulibus" obviously

mean that year in which Emperor Vespasian was, for the first

time, associated with Titus in exercising the consulate. Accord-

ingly, these consuls must of necessity be referred to a.d. 71, and

not, as Petavius calculated, to a.d. 70; for Pliny was an eye-

witness. Since these eclipses were irreconcilable with Petavius's

chronology, according to which the consuls Vespasian II. and

Titus I. ruled a.d. 70, Petavius would have us to read, " Vespa-

siano III. filio iterum consulibus" ; and hence our philologers

have been so kind as to transform Pliny's genuine words, as they

read in old manuscripts, into " Vespasiano III., filio iterum con-

sulibus"; or even into, "Vespasiano IV. filio iterum consulibus.

But Vespasian cos. III. was the colleague of Nerva, and not

of Titus. The other so-called emendation of Pliny, '-Vespa-

siano IV. Tito II. coss." is the worst of all, because these consuls

ruled, according to Petavius himself, a.d : 72, during which year

Pliny's eclipses were quite impossible. These two eclipses in-
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controvertibly demonstrate that all consuls and emperors from

Claudius to Titus reigned one year later than hitherto has been

believed; hence Jerusalem was destroyed a.d. 71, and not, as

Petavius conjectured, a.d. 70.

Since the consuls Commodus Verus and Novius Priscus, as we
have seen (p. 423), were a.d. 78 extraordinarii, and not ordinarii,

to whom Petavius erroneously attributed an entire year, and since

Vespasian reigned not ten but nine years only, it is natural to

conclude that Titus commenced to reign in the same year (a.d.

So) which Petavius assigned him, and that all consuls and all

Roman eclipses after Titus belong to the very same years during

which the latter were observed, according to Petavius's Doctrina

Temporum.

Roman Eclipses from Titus to Constantinus Magnus.

£J. O —(— 73, July 22, 22h., Bosotia. Plutarch (De facie in orbe

lunse, c. 13 ; vol. ix. p. 6S0 Reis) asserts that he really witnessed

a total eclipse of the sun in Chaeronea (38 30' N. Lat., 20 46 '

Long.), which commenced with noon— (zauTTjc zvayyoc zrjc

auvoduu, ftvsadeisTSi;,
~/f

TtoXha iikv dffzpa TtoXXayodtv too qbpavou

deswr^ev^ eudbc ix fieaijfiS.piaz dp£apiei>y xpaaw ok, olov to auxo.u-

ys:, to) dipt -attioyzv.) The computation will be found further

on, Greek Eclipses, No. 26.

46. © -f- 95, May 21st, 15b. 30m., U 5 E., Ephesus (3S N.,

25 15' E.), curve 16
, 47 , 50 . Philostratus (V. A. viii. 23,

p. 365) narrates as follows : zbv tuu rftlou xuxXov xepceAdcbv aze-

cai<oc, iotxioz lii'.dc, ty^s a.xT~tva ^ua.'jpou.— which phenomenon
happened in the 14th year of Domitian, a.d. 95. Eusebius (Chr.

ii. 203, ad Ol. 218, 4) mentions only dtooYjfxetat iioXXai. Lambert
and Struyk took the phenomenon for an eclipse of the sun in

Ephesus, a.d. 95, May 21, 1511. 30m.. 15 5 E., curve 16
, 47 , 50 ,

obscuration 1 inch. The report, however, is very doubtful, and

it probably means an iris around the sun ; otherwise the eclipse

agrees with our Table (p. 429).

47. O +98, March 21st, 3h, U io° E., Rome, curve 7i°-73°,

Europe. Aurel. Victor (Ep. xii. 12) reports that " eo die, quo

(Nerva) obiit (Jan. 25th), solis defectio facta est." Since Nerva

died on Jan. 25, and no eclipse, about that time, occurred on that

dav, it is evident that Aurelius Victor referred the death of Nerva
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to a wrong date. According to Petavius and his adherents, Ner-

va died a.d. 98, and hence they recurred to the aforesaid eclipse.

It is, however, still a question whether Nerva died a.d. 98 or

99; for Petavius himself (Doct. Tern. xi. 20, p. 182) concedes

that the year 98 is in conflict with Domitian's coins, and that

some authors put the death of Domitian in 97 a.d. Since, then,

Nerva died 16 months after Domitian, Nerva's death belongs to

a.d. 99 ; and, in this case, the eclipse under consideration was that

of a.d. 99, Sept. 2d, 22h. (+2h. 9m.) P. T., ft 2° 20' E., curve

ii°, o°, *. According to our Table (p. 429), the ft lay i° west

of the sun, and hence the eclipse was plainly visible in Rome.
48. O +118, Sept. 2, 22h. 30m., ft 6° W., Rome, curve 53 ,

42 , 14 . The Chronographer of a.d. 354 (Anonymus Norisii),

published by the R. Saxon Society of Science, Leips., 1S50, p.

660, relates that "his consulibus" (Hadrian II. and Tib. Claud.

Tusc. Salinator a.d. i iS) "sol eclipsin passus est." The longitude

of the ft was (p. 430) shorter by 3 15', and the conjunction

happened later, about 2 p.m.

49. O -f-200, Mar. 31, 2ih. 30m., ,0,4° E., Utica (Carthage),

curve #, — 15 , 7 . Tertullian (Apol. ad Scop. c. 3, p. 70) nar-

rates : "nam etsol illo in conventu Uticensi extincto paene lumine

adeo portentum fuit, ut non potuerit ex ordinario deliquio hoc

pati, potius in suo hypsomate et domicilio," etc. The Council of

Utica took place in the course of the eight-year reign of Emperor

Severus, a.d. 200 ; for which reason Petavius recurred to the

aforesaid eclipse, although it was invisible in 36 51' N. Lat.

According to our Table (p. 429), however, the ft lay only i" E.

of the sun. The eclipse in +199, Oct. 7th, 5b.. 30m., happened

after sunset, and that of a.d. 201, March 21st, I2h., was visible

only in Eastern Asia.

50. O +219, April 1st, 20I1., ft 3°W., Rome, curve i°, 26
,

4S . The eye-witness Dio Cassius (78, 30, p. 769) reports that

u.c. 971, a.d. 219, rfkiou £-/.h<ptz 7zzpnpavzaxd.rq.bizb r«c 'qpipo-Z

ixsivaz I'fivzro. This small eclipse, however, was nearly a total

one in Rome, because the ft lay about 6° VV. of the sun, and the

conjunction happened nearly two hours later (p. 429).

51. O +237, April 12, 3h. 30m., ft 2 W., Rome, curve 44
-

48°. Julius Capitolinus (Gord. iii. 23 ; vol. ii. p. 13, ed. Lugd.)

bears witness that, within the first year of Gordian (a.d. 237), a
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total eclipse of the sun was observed ("eclipsis solis facta est,

ut nox crederetur, neque sine luminibus accensis quidquam agi

[legi ?] posset.") Scaliger. Petavius, and Calvisius, computed
the aforementioned eclipse, but the obscuration of the sun in

Rome amounted, on the southern part of the sun, to 10 inches

only. Since the SI, however, lay (p. 429) nearly 4 3S' west of

the sun, the eclipse must have been total, or nearly total, in Rome.
This is a clear confirmation of the Table, p. 429. Struyk (Ru-
perti's Magaz. i. 353) maintains that, two years later, a similar

eclipse occurred, which, according to ancient reports, happened a

short time after the Olympian games, a.d, 239. Hence the latter

eclipse would have been that of a.d. 239, Aug. 16, 2h., 13 12 , or

rather 9 20' E., which eclipse was a partial one.

52. © +291, May 15th, 2h. 30m. SI 0° W., Rome, curve 30 -

24 . Idatius (Scaliger's Thesaur. p. 30) reports that in the 7th

year of Diocletian, coss. Tiberianus and Cassius Dio, a.d. 291,
"tenebrae fuerunt inter diem." According to Petavius, the obscu-

ration of the sun amounted to S inches south. The longitude

of SI being shorter by 2° 39', the obscuration was greater in

Rome.
53. J) +303, Sept. nth, yh. 30m., SI 5 E., Rome. Scaliger

(Emend, temp., Proleg. xviii. ed. Col. 1629) cites a Martyrolo-
gium, according to which Bishop Felix suffered martyrdom in

the 19th year of Diocletian, which was, according to Eusebius
(Chron. ad 2319), a.d. 303; and in the following night a total

eclipse of the moon happened (et ductus est ad passionis locum,
cum etiam ipsa luna in sanguinem conversa est, die iii. Kal. Sep-
tembres). Calvisius had reference to the eclipse a.d. 304, Aug.
31, 9h., SI 3°W. (—2° 37'), which was not total, but nearly coin-

cided with iii. Kal. Sept. Scaliger alluded to the eclipse a.d.

301, Nov. 3d, 2h. 45m. a.m., SI 9 W. ; but the moon scarcely

touched the shadow of the earth, and iii. Kal. Sept. is not Nov.
3d. The eclipse a.d. 303, Sept. 11, >jh. 30m., SI 5 E., amounted,
according to the present theory of the moon, to 11 3^ inches only,
and hence the lunar orb could not " assume the hue of blood"

;

but, according to our Table (p. 429), the SI stood distant from the
centre of the shadow of the earth by two degrees only. Accord-
ingly, this eclipse was total indeed. For the rest, instead of "iii.

Kal. Sept.," read iii. Id. Sept.
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oj^ © -j-316, Dec. 30th, 19I1. 30m., ft 2°W., Constantinople,

curve 1

3

,
—

2

, 25 . Aurel. Victor (Qcs. xli. 1) reports that a

short time after Diocletian's death, which happened a.d 316,

Dec. 3d, a partial eclipse of the sun occurred in Constantinople

(quod—defectu solis fcedato iisdem mensibus die patefactum est.)

Calvisius had reference to the eclipse a.d. 316, July 5th, 17b.., 13

0° E.. curve 20 - 36
, 35 , 27 ; obscuration in Constantinople 5

inches. This eclipse, however, did not " follow," but preceded.

Diocletian's death, and, since the 13 lay (p. 429) 2° 36' west of

the sun, no solar eclipse was visible in Constantinople. On occa-

sion of the aforesaid eclipse, a.d. 316, Dec. 30, the corrected place

of the ft was 4 26' W.,and the obscuration of the sun, visible in

Constantinople, was very great.

55. O +317, Dec. 20th, ih., ft n° W., Constantinople, curve

Eur., Afr. Idatius (in Scaliger's Thes. p. 30, ed. Roncall. p. 10)

reports that, coss. Val. Licinian. Licinus Aug. V. and Fl. Jul.

Crispus Caesar, a.d. 317, a solar eclipse occurred three hours prior

to sunset in Constantinople (tenebne fuerunt hora nona). Peta-

vius referred this eclipse to a.d. 317, Dec. 20th, ih. ft n° west,

obscuration 7 inches. Indeed, this eclipse happened in Constan-

tinople three hours past noon (p. 429), but the obscuration was

greater, the longitude of the ft being shorter by about 2° 36'

.

This result agrees with Idatius's words, "tenebne fuerunt," and

confirms our Table, p. 429.

56. 0+324, August 6th, 2h., ft 4 W., Campania, curve

40-20 , Eur., Afr. Cedrenus (p. 285 Par.) recounts that, coss.

Crispus and Constantinus III.., a.d. 324, a total eclipse of the sun

occurred in the afternoon (fi'Aiou ixtetcpcQ ruca.'jzrj, a>; aorepac;

<pavrjvcu iv faepa). Calvisius, agreeably to the present lunar

theory, stated this eclipse to have been partial, for the reason that

only seven inches of the southern limb of the sun were covered.

According to our Table, p. 429, however, the longitude of the ft

was shorter by about 2° 36' , and hence the obscuration of the sun

must have been a total one in Campania about 4 o'clock p.m.

57. O +334, July 16th, 23b. 30m., 13 2° E., Rome(?), curve

42°, 40 , 5 . Firmicus (Astron. i. 2) informs us that "sol medio

diei tempore— cuncta mortalibus fulgida splendoris sui denegat

lumina, quod Optati et Paulini consulatu— mathematicorum sa-

gax praedixit intentio." Petavius computed the eclipse a.d. 334,
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July 1 6th, 45m. past noon, Roman time, obscuration n inches.

Since the longitude of the 15 was shorter by 2° 35', the eclipse

was smaller in Rome, and total in Africa only. The eclipse in

the preceding year, July 27. 2ih. P. T., or, according to the Table

on p. 429, 23IL 22m. in Rome, likewise took place about noon
;

but, the 15 being n°, i.e. about 8° E., the obscuration was great

only in Northern Italy.

58. © +346, June 5th, 17I-1. 30m., SI 7 W., Constantinople,

curve 30 , 65 , 64 . Theophanes (p. 31 ed. Goar) reports that,

within the 10th year of Constantius (a.d. 346), on the 6th day of

Da^sius (June 6th), and within the 3d hour of the day, a total, or

nearly total, eclipse of the sun took place in Constantinople (zw

o'auzu) izei ixfaapcz fjXiou iyepszo, ware xai daripaz tpavrivou iu

zco oupauw, iv &pa y tyjz fjfj.ipa<z, pyvt Aacaioo 7'). The same
we read in Cedrenus. Eusebius and Hieronymus (Chr.ii. p. 183)

refer the same eclipse to the same 10th year of Constantius. The
position of Constantinople presumed to be 31 10' Long, and 41

N. Lat., the sun rose there on June 5th about 4h. 40m. ; conse-

quently the 3d hour of the day commenced about 6h. 26m. local

time, and, in consequence of the parallax, the eclipse began nearly

two hours earlier. According to our Table (p. 429), however,

the conjunction was nearly ih. 34m. later, which agrees with

Theophanes and Cedrenus. Even Petavius found that, accord-

ing to his Lunar Tables, the eclipse happened one hour too

early. This eclipse, moreover, was partial in Constantinople.

(See No. 59.)

59. © -r-347, Oct. 20th, 3h., 15 i4°E., Constantinople. Theo-

phanes reports that in the course of the nth year of Constantius,

"on a Monday," a partial eclipse of the sun occurred (Theoph.

p. 32 ed. Goar : b TjXtoz TtdXiv ahypqpbztpoc, yerovsv ip wpa ft

z?^ xupiaxqz ^jp-spaq). The obscuration amounted, as Petavius

calculated, to 7 inches ; but, according to our Table (p. 429), the

longitude of 15 was shorter by 2° 33', and hence the obscm-ation

was greater. But this eclipse happened on a Tuesday, and not

on a Sunday. The only eclipse coinciding about that time with

a Sunday was that of a.d. 345, June i6th, ih., U i°E., or rather

(p. 429) i° 34' W., which must have been a nearly total one in

Constantinople ; for the central shadow of the moon traversed at

noon, as Pingre states, the 16th degree of north latitude, but,

iii—30
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according to our correction, the former really touched the latitude

of Constantinople. Hence it is evident that three consecutive

eclipses, observed in Constantinople, have been confounded with

each other: the first was that of a.d. 345, June 16th, ih., on a

Sunday ; the following happened a.d. 346, June 6th, two hours

after sunrise, on a Friday ; and the third, a.d. 347, Oct. 20th, 3h.

p.m., on a Tuesday. The first was the total one witnessed by

Theophanes and Cedrenus.

60. O +34S, Oct. S, 2oh., U 5 17' E., Constantinople, curve

52 , 23 , 1-2 . Hieronymuf, as Petavius found in some manu-

scripts, mentions an eclipse (solis facta defectio) observed in the

1 2th year of Constantius, and Ol. 282, 1. The latter points to

a.d. 347 (No. 59), the former to a.d. 348. The same eclipse

Cassiodor (p. 220, ed. Rom.) refers to the consuls Fl. Philippus

and Fl. Salius (his coss. solis facta defectio), and to the 12th year

of Constantius. The obscuration amounted, according to Peta-

vius, to 8 inches in Constantinople ; but it must have been small-

er, the 13 lying 2° 33' nearer to the sun.

61. O +360, Aug. 27th, i6h., U 3 W., Mesopotamia, curve

34-37°, 26 , 21 . Amm.Marcellinus (xx. 3, p. 203 Wagn.) says :

''eodem tempore per Eoos tractus coelum subtectum caligine cer-

nebatur obscura, et a primo aurora? exortu ad usque meridiem

intermitabant jugiter stellae—primo attenuatum in lunaa cornicu-

lantis effigiem, deinde in speciem semestrem, postea in integrum

restitutum." This eclipse Ammian refers to the coss. Constantius

X. and Julianus III., a.d. 360. According to Petavius, 11 inches

of the sun's disc were covered in Mesopotamia, but, according to

a careful computation of the same eclipse, performed by means of

Damoiseau's Tables and Airy's corrections of the latter (Zech's

Preischrifren uber die wichtigeren Finsternisse der Griechen und

Romer, 185.5), t ^ie eclipse was over prior to sunrise in Mesopota-

mia. Both contradictions are removed by our Table, p. 429, for

the U lay 2 32' more west of the sun, and the conjunction hap-

pened nearly ih. 32m. later. The report that the eclipse lasted

six hours, means that the total shadow of the moon traversed dif-

ferent places of Asia successively. (See p. 44S.)

62. © +364, June 16, ih., U 6° W., Alexandria, Egypt ; curve

*, 6o° (noon), 3S . Theon (Can. L vi. p. 277 & 2S2 ed. Bas., p.

161 Hal.) testifies that on the 23d day of Thoth (June 16), yEr.
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Dioclet. So (a.d. 364), a solar eclipse occurred {jzvofxkvr^ auvo-

dou— ixkatzixy^ Tuyyavobaqi^). The longitude of the ft was

shorter by 2° 32', and the obscuration commenced about ih.

32m. later.

63. D +364, Nov. 25th, 14I1., 13 6° E., Alexandria. Theon

(Can. vi. p. 90. 162) records that on the 6th day of Phamenoth

(Nov. 25th), JEr. Dioclet. 81 (a.d. 364), a "total eclipse of the

moon" was there seen. According to our Table, p. 429, the ft

lay 2° 32' nearer to the centre of the earth's shadow, and hence

that "total" eclipse was a total one indeed.

64- © +374, Nov. 19, 22h, 30m., ft 2 W., Alexandria, curve

7 , —

9

, *. Theon (Can. vi. p. 74 Hal.) reports that a solar

eclipse happened in Alexandria during Phamenoth, ALr. Diocl.

90, and in the 3d hour of the day (p.m.) Theon's eclipse, how-

ever, was invisible in Alexandria, provided the ft lay not farther

from the sun by about 2° 32' (p. 429). The eclipse commenced

ih. 32m. later (p. 429), which agrees with Theon.

60. O+378, Sept. 7th, 23I1. 30m. ft 2 W., Alexandria, curve

25 , 19 , *. Theon (Can. vi. p. 7^. H.) mentions a solar eclipse

belonging to the year 94, _Er. Diocl. Since the ft lay farther

from the sun by 2° 32' , the obscuration was greater in Alexandria

(31 13' N.)

06. O +393, Nov. 19, 23h. (+ ih. 29m.), ft io°W. (—

2

29')

Rome or Constantinople, curve 53°, 40 , 37-45°. Zosimus (Hist.

iy - 5^? 3) narrates that coss. Theodosius III. and Abundantius,

a.d. 393, during the battle of Theodosius against Eugenius, a

great eclipse of the sun occurred (rjtiou ixteupcv iv abzw xw

xaifjco rij/C f
Jdy/^ auve^-q jeviadac zocaurrju wars vuxta ecvac

fidXXov kni Tz/.siova vofu^aQai %fjbvov). Marcellin (Seal. p. 36;

ed. Rone. 271) says: "tunc quippe hora diei tertia tenebrae factae

sunt." The same is reported by Prosper Aquit. Chron. i. 672.

The obscuration in Rome amounted, according to Petavius, to

10 inches on the northern side of the solar disc. Since the ft,

however, lay nearly 2° 29' farther from the sun, the eclipse was
smaller in Rome. The "third" hour probably means the third

hour after noon, because the Romans were in the habit, in later

times, of counting the hours both from midnight and from noon.

(Comp. No. 64.) Hieronymus refers, perhaps, the same eclipse

to Pentecost (June), and such a one occurred a.d. 392, June 6th,
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i8h., 13 i°E., curve 3 , 2S , 29 ; which was also a small one

because the 15 lay i° W. of the sun. (Comp. Calvisius's Opus

Chron.)

The Actual History of the Greeks.

The history of the Greeks and the chronology of their eclipses

depending, of course, upon the Olympiads, it is to be borne in

mind that the Olympian games were celebrated two years later

than hitherto was universally believed, namely, in all years B.C.

which, being divided by 4, gives the remainder i,and in all years

of the Christian era which, being divided by 4, leaves the remain-

der 3. The proofs have been discussed in the premises (p. 437O
For the planetary configuration referring to the celebration of the

first Olympian games, as well as all those mentioned in Roman
history, place this statement beyond question, as the following iS

examples clearly show :

!• —777' March 29, Plan. Conf. Schol. Pind. Ol. v. 10; Pausan. v. 14.

2. — 205, Coss. CI. Nero and Salinator II. Livy, 27, 34.

3. — 41, Subsequent to Julius Caesar's death. Cic Epis. ad Att. 16, 7;

i5» 5 5
2 4-

4. — 37, Coss. Calvinus and Pollio. Joseph. Ant. xiv. 14,4; xv. 10, 1 :

B.J. i. 19, 13. (Seep. 433.)

5.
— 29, Coss. Ahenobarbus and Sosius, 13th year of Augustus. Plut.

Ant. p. 942.

6. _
9) Coss. Messalla and Appianus, 33d year of Augustus. Joseph.

B.J. i. 21, 8. 12.

7. -f- 19, Coss. Rufus and Flaccus, 3d year of Tiberius. Cramer An.

p. 151.

8. -4- 43, Coss. Caligula IV. and Saturninus, 1st year of Claudius.

Malala x. 320.

9 .
_L. 59 , Coss. Nero III. & Messalla. Philostr. V. A. iv. 24, 17. iS. 34.

io . _|_ 67, Coss. Telesinus & Paulinus, 12th yearof Nero. Pausan. x. 36, 4.

u. _|_ 95) Coss. Domitian XVII. and Clemens, 15th year of Domitian.

Philostr. viii. 14-1S.

12. -f- 127, in the 8th year of Hadrian. Pausan. Perieg. v. 21, 6; Ol. 226, 1.

x-j. _|_ 163, in the 3d year of Aurelius and Verus. Pausan. x. 24, 2; Ol.

135, i-

14 . +167, death of Peregrinus. Amm. xxix. 1, 39; Gell. N. A. viii. 3:

Hieron. A. A. 2181.

15. -[-211, yErse Ant. 260. Malala xii. 372.

16. +239, u.c. 991; yErae Act. 267; ^Eraejul. 283; Censorin c. 5.

17- +327. 33*1 335) 363- Liban. iii. 123, no.

18. +395, interdicted in the 16th year of Theodosius. Cedren. p. 325 C.
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Accordingly, the following epochs of Grecian history are incon-

tiovertibly fixed in advance:

r - — 777) the first year of Archon ^Eshylus. Euseb. Chron. ii. 31S.

2. — 477, battle near Thermopylae Her. vii. 206; Arch. Calliades. Par.

Marb. Ep. 52; Her. viii. 51.

3- — 42 5> the 4th year of Peloponn. war, Arch. Diotimus. Thuc. iii. 8.

4. —417. the I2thyear of Pelopon. war, Arch. Astyphilus. Thuc. v. 40.

5. —405, the 24th year of Pelop. war, Arch. Antigenes. Xen. H. i. 3, 1.

6. —401, the 28th yr. of Pelop. war, Arch. Pythodor II. Xen. H. ii. 3, 1.

7- — 361, the 2d year of the Arcadian war, Arch. Arimnestus; battle

near Olympia. Xen. H. vii. 4, 29.

8- — 353, Alexander the Great born, Arch. Elpines. Plut. Al. 3.

9 _
345i the 13th year of Philippus. ^Esh. F. L. p. 29. Arch. Theo-

philus.

10. —321, Arch. Hegesias; Alexander the Great dies in the following

year. Arr. vii. 2S, 1.

All these epochs refer to the years in which the Olympian
games were actually held, and by means of them it will be an

easy matter to determine the true dates of all the eclipses men-
tioned in the history of the Greeks.

The following Chronological Table summarily shows the dif-

ference between Petavius's Greek history and that of the author,

and, at the same time, it includes the true dates of all Greek
eclipses. We add the epochs of the Persian kings, fixed by clas-

sic authorities. In the next place, the Olympian games confirm

the results (p. 409). that the Peloponnesian war lasted, from the

first naval expedition of the Athenians to the destruction of the

Pirasus, 2S full years, as Thucydides and Xenophon testify, and

not, as Petavius "post ingentem laborem" made out, 27 years only
;

that, moreover, the history of the 21st year of the Peloponnesian

war and the first chapters of Xenophon's Hellenica have been

lost. For, the Olympian games being held in the 4th and 12th

years of the Peloponnesian war (Thuc. iii. 8 ; v. 49), i.e. — 425
and —409, do not agree with the Olympian games celebrated dur-

ing the 23d and 27th years of the same war (Xen. Hell. ii. 3, 1,

and i. 2, 1), i.e., according to Petavius, in — 406 and — 402,

because the games would have been repeated after an interval of

3 years, Besides, the years — 406 and — 402 disagree with the

epochs of all Olympian games mentioned in Roman history

(p. 451). The aforesaid loss of one year of the Peloponnesian
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war is, moreover, placed beyond question by the Parian Marble,

which, for the same period, counts one archon more than Peta-

vius did ; further, by the 28 ephori who ruled during the_ Pelo-

ponnesian war (Xen. Hell. ii. 3, 10, and Thuc. viii. 6), by the

history of the kings of Bosporus (Diod. xii. 31, 36), by the ages

of Sophocles, Plato, Socrates, Isocrates, and others, who, the

missing year between Thucydides and Xenophon not being ex-

pleted, would have lived one year less than history reports. Add
to this the celebration of the Isthmia, and Pythia, mentioned in

ancient history. The Pythia, repeated, like Olympian gamesi

every four years, were celebrated during the autumn in — 419,

the 10th year of the Peloponnesian war, Arch. Alcaeus (Thuc. v.

1) ; consequently in a year which, being divided by 4, gives the

remainder 3. Since the same Pythia were held (Xen. Hell. iv.

13, 14; v. 2, 29, etc.) in —391, — 379> — 37 1 '
— 36 7> — 3 2 7>

— 287, it is evident that one year must be inserted between Thu-
cydides and Xenophon. Furthermore, Thucydides (viii. 10) tells

us that the Isthmia ^estiva were celebrated during the 20th year

of the Peloponnesian war, i.e. 409, a year which, being divided

by 4, gives the remainder 1. Since the same Isthmia took place

in — 3S9, Arch. Philocles, as Xenophon (Hel. iv. 5, 1) testifies,

Petavius must have omitted one year intervening between Thu-
cydides and Xenophon. This is confirmed by the same Isthmia

celehrated in — 3S5 (Xen. Hel. v. 1, 29), and those in — 193,

Coss. Purpurio and Marcellus ruling from the Idus Mart. 194 to

the same in 193 (Livy 33, 32), as well as by the Isthmia hiberna

a.d. 68, during the 12th year of Nero (Sueton. Nero 24 ; Philost.

V. A. v. 41). The simple logical deduction, therefore, is that

Petavius has antedated all events of Greek history down to Xeno-

phon bv one year ; the following, however, by two years.

Olymp.
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1

Olymp. Seyf.
|

Petav.

89, I 421

-53l

53S

533

53?

526

5i7
5i6

479
478

4i7

410

409

403
402

-582

539

534

533

527

5i8

5*7
480

479

479

476
470
469
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Olymp.

96.2

104, I

105, I

IO5, 2

in, 4

116, 4
"7. 3

162, 4

212,3

Seyf. I Pehiv.

357
356

356

33o

312

3^7
306

126

+73

Historical Events and Eclipses.

403

394
393

363

359
358

35S

332

33o

3i4

309
308

[ 5m.

Xen.

Plut.

Plut. Dion,

Nic.

(17) ©, Athens, Jan. 17, 2ih. 30m. Xen. ii. 3. 4.

Darius Nothus obit. Diod. xii. 104. Artaxerxes

Mnemon reigns.

June—The Olympian games celebrated, Xen. ii. 3, 1.

July 2. Archon Eubulides.

(iS) © (/ui/voetd/'/g), Bceotia, Jan. 26, 22h.

H. iv. 3, 10.

July 2. Archon. Timocrates.

(19) © T., Thebes, Bceotia, May 12, 3h.

Pel. 31, P.3S9.
July 2. Archon Callimedes.

(20) O, Syracuse, Feb. 28th, 23b.. 15m.

c. 19, p. 2S6 R.

July 2. Archon Agathocles.

(21) J) T., Sicily, Aug. 9th, 6h. 45m. Plut.

Dion. 24.

July 2. Archon. Nicocrates.
(22*)

J) T., Sept. 10th, 7h. 30m., referred to Arbela.

Ptolemy Geog. i. 4.

July 2. Archon Aristophanes. The last year of Da-
rius Codomannus, succeeded by Alexander the

Great.

(23) D P-, near Arbela, Aug. 29, 12 h. Cic. Div. i.

55 ; Arr. iii. 7, 6.

Archon Nicodorus. (See p. 412.)

July 2. Archon Hieromnemon.
(24) O T., near Syracuse, June 13, 21I1. 25m. Jus-

tin, xxii. 6; Diod. xx. 5.

(25) ]), Athens, Oct. 14th, 1311.30m. Diog. Lae'rt.

iv. 9, 64.

(26) © T., Chreronea, Bceotia, July 22d, 22I1. Plut.

vol. ix. p. 680 R.

It is true, the succession of the archons in general is less reliable

than the epochs of the Olympian, Isthmian, and Pythian games

mentioned in history. For, e.g. the scholiast of Aristophanes Aves,

997, places Apseudes before Pythador I. in —430; the scholiast

of ^Eshines (p. 15 St., p. 740 R.) makes Nicephorus the predeces-

sor of Themistocles ; the Parian Marble counts, from Diphilus to

Pythador I. one archon more than Diodorus does ; the latter puts

all archons mentioned by Xenophon later by one year, whilst the

Parian Marble, in accordance with Xenophon, puts the archons

Antigenes, Micon, and Laches, one year earlier ; the same Dio-

dor puts Apseudes before Pythador I., and he (xiii. 7) inserts

between Chabrias and Cleocritus, in —411, Pisander, an archon

not elsewhere mentioned ; Pausanias names archon Charon four
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years prior to Diodor's date, and the latter postdates archon Phce-

nippus and thebattle at Marathon by one year ;
Diodor, comparing

his archons with the Roman consuls, was compelled to repeat five

consular magistracies twice in order to harmonize his Greek his-

tory with the Roman. Besides this, in the present editions of Xeno-

phon (Hell. i. 2, 1) the Olympian games are referred to the year

— 406, instead of —405, which is obviously a repeated blunder of

an ancient copier of Xenophon. Furthermore, Thucydides calls the

year preceding the first expedition of the Athenians against Spar-

ta, namely, the year in which the Spartans destroyed Potidasa, the

first year of the Peloponnesian war. This is evident from the fact

that Thucydides (ii. 56) makes Pericles to have been a participant

in the naval expeditions of the Athenians first " in the 2d year of

the Peloponnesian war," and this year is astronomically fixed by

the nearly total eclipse No. 11 of the Table. Xenophon, on the

contrary, counted the years of the Peloponnesian war from that

January during which the Attic fleet first started against the

Peloponnesus. Hence it came to pass that both the last year

of Thucydides and the first (now lost) year of Xenophon were

originally termed the 23d year of the war. Nevertheless,

none of these incongruities, as we shall see, affect at all the

aforesaid dates of the eclipses observed during the Pelopon-

nesian war. The inscriptions (p. 411) demonstrate that, in gene-

ral, all archons down to —409 ruled one year (the following,

two years) later.

Examination of the Eclipses of the Peloponnesian War.

11. The eye-witness Thucydides (ii. 2S) reports that 3 yrs. and

5 mos. prior to the Olympian games in— 425 (p. 471), consequent-

ly in the year —429, in the beginning of diooc, therefore during

January of —429, at noon (fxevd /Jsarj/jLOfnav), a nearly total

(tj.evozcdrjz) eclipse of the sun happened in Athens.
c

y'jho^ (says

he) iseAiTte fiava fiea/jfiSpiav, y.a\ ~dhv dvajzX/jpcbdir) yzvofxevo^

fxf^ozcdr^, xai davepcou zcvcov kxtpave^zcou. Cicero (R. P. i. 16) :

adds, "cum tota se luna sub orbem solis subjecisset"; and Quinc-

tilian (In. Or. i. 10. 47), "cum Pericles Athenienses solis obscu-

ratione territos, redditis ejus causis, metu liberavit." Plutarch

(Per. c. 35, p. 661 R.) narrates the same. The words fxetd
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ftsarjjjfipiau signify, analagously to fi£$ fjpepav (during day),

during noon. About that time, as Pingre's computations show,

only one eclipse was possible in the early spring, and about noon,

viz. that in —429, Jan. 26, 22h, P. T., ft i°E., curve — 15 ,
— 30 ,

— 3 . According to our Table, p. 429, however, the longitude

of the U was shorter by about 5 35', and hence the obscuration

amounted to about 1 1 inches in Athens. The conjunction took

place nearly 3h. 37m. later, which agrees with Thucydides. Pe-

tavius, of course, had reference to the eclipse in —430, Aug. 3d.

5b.. local time, obscuration 11.20 inches; but, unfortunately, this

eclipse belonged to yj.tp.cov (p. 418), and not, as Thucydides tes-

tifies, to the early d-dpo^. Moreover, this eclipse was too late in

the afternoon, and it happened, according to Petavius's chronolo-

gy, one year too late ; for Petavius referred the Olympian games
to —427, and since the said eclipse, as reported by Thucydides,

occurred 3 yrs. 5 mos. prior to the Olympian games, Petavius

ought to have recurred to a similar eclipse in —431, during which

year no similar eclipse was possible. Finally, it is well known
that Buerg's Lunar Tables were, in spite of the Almagest, based

upon 3200 Greenwich observations, and that the former, on occa-

sion of the total eclipse in 1851, proved more correct than Burck-

hardt's and Damoiseau's Tables. By the aid of Buerg's Tables,

Prof. Heiss (Ueber die Finsternisse des Peloponnesischen Kriegs,

Koln, 1834) computed the same eclipse, but the obscuration of

the sun was only 7.9 inches. In this case, as Thucydides testifies,

nobody would have seen fixed stars.

12. Thucydides (iv. 2.) narrates that, in the course of the 9th

year of the Peloponnesian war, the tanner Cleon was extraordi-

narily elected strategus ; and the scholiast of Aristophanes (Nub.

581) says that about that time, Arch. Stratocles, a lunar eclipse

occurred in August (iTtidk ex?.£!(pi<; azlrpsr^ zw Tzpozepip izec ixi

— zpazoxXio'JZ BoydpopucoM, i.e. August; p. 23). This is the

eclipse in — 421, Aug. S, oh. 15m., 13 io°E., which confirms our

Table, p. 429; for the longitude of the moon was i° 57' shorter

(3I1. 35m. later), and without this correction the said full moon
would not have been visible in Athens. The obscuration of

the moon must have coincided with sunset. Petavius recurred

to the eclipse in —424, Oct. 23d, 6h. 30m., which clearly is con-

tradicted by the consecution of the archons and the years of the
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Peloponnesian war, as the two following eclipses evidence. The

later scholiast perhaps viewed the eclipse during the rule of Arch.

Isarchus, in —420.

13 d- 14. The eye-witness Aristophanes (Nubes, 581) testifies

that in the early spring of the following year, and a short time

previous to Cleon's first orderly election as strategus, a very small

eclipse of the sun and a total one of the moon were perceived in

Athens. Ecza (says Aristophanes) zbu IlafXayova -/}vr/ Ijpeia-

6ac azpazrjbv, zaz, b<ppbz quurjyoysv xanotovpev decva— /} aefojv/j

(Vix/J/M-e va<: boob- (Herod, vii. 37), 6 0' iy/roc, zrjv dpta/lid* sc:

kauzbu sudicoc quvsAxuoaz, ob ipavetv £<paaxev u;uv, el avpazvj-

jfjozt KXuov 6./J: baojz etXeadac zobzou. The scholiast in Scali-

ger's "Synage" informs us that the same solar eclipse took place

on the 16th day of Anthesterion (' AuOcffzr^oubpo^ exzrj irzc bs/.a),

that is, as we have seen
#
(p. 408), on Jan. iSth. About that time

there is but one year to be found within which a solar and lunar

eclipse occurred during spring, at which time the strategi were

elected ; and it was only in —420, Jan. iS, 2h., 15 17° E., that a

small eclipse of the sun happened on the iSth day ofJanuary.

The total eclipse of the moon took place on Feb. 2d, 6h. p.m., ft

2°E. (— S°
3 2 ')- These two eclipses, then, mathematically de-

monstrate that Arch. Isarchus ruled during dspoc in —420, and

his predecessor Stratocles in —421 ; that, moreover, Thucydides'

reports (iv. 119) concern the year —420. It is strange, however,

that Thucydides (iv. 52) refers the same solar eclipse to the pre-

ceding year, to —421, in which neither solar nor lunar eclipses

were visible in Athens during the spring ; for the solar eclipse on

Feb. 26th, 23b.., 15 5 W., described the curve -56 , -44 , -5 ,

and hence it was invisible in Athens. The lunar eclipse in —421,

Feb. 1 2th, 22I1. 30m. coincided with noon. It is, therefore, pro-

bable that Thucydides (iv. 52 : zob liztrftyvopkvou d-epooc, vjff'K

zoo fjAioo l-^li-rjZ "•' iyevezo), whilst writing his work twenty

years later, confounded with each other, concerning the eclipse,

the 9th and 10th years of the Peloponnesian war. Besides, the

ascertained solar eclipse in —420,'Jan. iSth, confirms our Table,

p. 429 ; for the 13 lay not 17 , but 12 only east of the sun, and

without this correction no eclipse would have been possible at all.

Petavius, as was natural, had recourse to the eclipse in —423,

March 20th, 20I1., 13 io° E., which contradicts the eye-witness
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Aristophanes, because in —423, about Mar. 20, no lunar eclipse

was possible. Moreover, supposing the Athenians had elected

their strategi after March 20th, the warlike exploits of the Greeks

would have commenced prior to the orderly elections of the stra-

tegi ; for Thucydides and Xenophon narrate that usually all bel-

ligerent expeditions set out in January.

15. Thucydides (vii. 50, fj aetyvq ixhinec), Plutarch (Nic.

33, p. 393 R.), Diodorus (xiii 12, p. 551 S.), Polybius (Exc. ix.

19, xrfi oetfvr^ ixlmovo-fjz dstatdatnovrjaat; w; re dscvbv TTpoay-

[la&ove'/jQ insane rrjv dva^rf/jp)^ report that at the end of depot;

a total elipse of the moon, soon after sunset, happened in Sicily,

which caused the ruin of the Attic army in Sicily, viz. during the

20th year of the Peloponnesian war, Archon Callias, two years

prior to the archonship of Glaucippus in — 40S, which year is

mathematically fixed by the calendrical inscription, p.411. Thu-

cydides specifies 21 clays from the eclipse to the capture of the

army (see Clinton's F. H. to this event), and the latter Plutarch

(Nic. 33, p- 393 R-) refers to "the 27th day of the Spartan month

Carneius," consequently to the 29th of Metageitnion, the 31st day

of July, Julian style (p. 40S). Since, then, the eclipse happened

21 days prior to July 31, the same must have taken place on July

8th in —410, soon, as Thucydides says, after sunset. Indeed, in

— 410 only, July 8th, 7I1. 45m., a total eclipse of the moon hap-

pened soon after sunset. No lunar eclipse coinciding twice, dur-

ing a period of 19 years, with July Sth, the epoch of this eclipse

is fixed with mathematical certainty. The obscuration of the

moon, however, amounted, according to the present lunar theory,

to 6.5 inches only, because the 15 lay f E. of the centre of the

earth's shadow ; but, according to our Table, p. 429, the longitude

of the 15 was shorter by 5 29', and hence this eclipse was, as the

authors report, a total one after sunset. Petavius, according to

his erratic chronology, recurred to the eclipse in —412, Aug. 27,

ioh. 15m., 15 4°W. ;
yet this eclipse belonged to izquov, and it

did not precede, but followed, the fall of Nicias, on July 31st, by

27 days.

16. Xenophon (Hell. i. 6, 1) reports that during the 26th year

of the Peloponnesian war, Archon Callias, namely, a short time

after the beginning of frspo;, and soon after sunset if) aOfv^

Izehn&v kffTZSfja;), a lunar eclipse occurred in Athens. This is
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apparently the eclipse in —403, Feb. 23d, 6h. 30m. U 9°E., i.e.

4 E. (p. 429). Agreeably to the present lunar theory, 33- inches

only were obscured. Petavius computed, as was to be expected,

the eclipse in —405, April 15th, ioh. local time ; but this eclipse

is irreconcilable with Xenophon, who refers that eclipse to the

first and not to the last months of depot, and, especially, to even-

ing {koitepd). (Comp. p. 445.) The present editions of Xeno-

phon put this eclipse in the 25th year of the Peloponnesian war,

beginning, as Xenophon affirms, with the first expedition of the

Athenians against Sparta in —429 (p. 471) ; but the particular

passage {jzapakrjAu&ozoQ qd/j zou y_pbvou xat zw noUfitv zezzd-

p<ov\ according to the Petavian chronology, contains an altera-

tion of the original text, perpetrated by some ancient transcriber

or modern editor.

17. Xenophon (Hell. ii. 3, 4) attests that in the spring, during

&±poz of the last (28th) year of the Peloponnesian war, Archon

Pythodor II., an eclipse of the sun occurred in Athens (xazd zo 7j-

zov zbv xacpbv Tispc -fjXiou extern*). This is the eclipse in —401.

Jan. 17th, 2ih. 30m., U io°E. (—5° 26'), curve 37 , 32 , 6o°,

which commenced 3I1. 31m. later (p. 429). Petavius mistook

Xenophon's eclipse for that in — 403, Sept. 2d, 2ih. 30m., ft

6° W., curve 57 , 38 ,
2°

; but, unhappily for him, this eclipse

belonged to yziptov, and not to ftipoz. The same eclipse, more-

over, confirms Thucydides and Xenophon, who unanimously bear

witness that the Peloponnesian war lasted fully 28 years ; for.

from the eclipse in —429 (No. 11) to this eclipse in — 401, the

last year of the Peloponnesian war, 2S years really transpired.

Petavius, on the contrary, referring the first eclipse of the war to

— 430 and the last to — 403, made out, of course, that the war

lasted only 27 years, and that "bonus Xenophon erravit."

18. Xenophon (iv. 3, 10) narrates that within &ipo^ of the 1st

year of the Corinthian war, Arch. Eubulides (— 392 to 391), a

great eclipse of the sun (pr^oscdrjc) was seen on the northern

bounds of Boeotia (3S 40' N. Lat.) The same we read in Plu-

tarch (Ages. 17, vol. viii. p. 654 R) On the occasion of the

ecliptic new moon in — 391, Jan. 26th, 22I1. 30m., U 9 W., the

shadow of the moon touched only 33 , 23 , 47 . Since, however,

the longitude of the Q> was shorter by 5° 24' (p. 429), the obscu-
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ration must have been very great in Bceotia. Petavius, of course,

computed the two-years earlier eclipse in— 393, Aug. 13th, 23I1.,

ft 2° east, curve 24 , 29 , o° ; but, alas ! this eclipse happened in

yetfJL(bv and not in fri^o^, and it was, moreover, too small (nine

inches according to La Hire's Tables) and not tx^uuiidr^.

19. Xenophon (Hell. vii. 4, 29-32) reports that the battle near

Olympia was fought during both the Olympian games and the

archonship of Timocrates, accoixlingly in the month of June of

— 361. Nearly 10 months after this battle, consequently in — 360,

during the spring, Pelopidas died in the city of Thebes, Boeotia,

as Plutarch (Pel. 31, p. 3S9 R.) narrates, whilst a great eclipse

of the sun took place {axozoz £v fyiepa ztjv xohv ea%ev). The

same we read in Diodor (xv. 81, p. 65 W.) This is obviously

the eclipse in — 360, May 12th, 3I1. 15m., ft i° W., curve 2 , 2S
,

21 ; but the obscuration was very small in Boeotia (38 20' N.,

21 5' E.), according to the prevalent lunar theory. Thus, our

correction (p. 429), according to which the ft lay nearly 6° west

of the sun, and the conjunction happened 3h. 25m. later, is con-

firmed. In — 351 no solar eclipse was visible in Greece. Peta-

vius, who put the Olympian games two years earlier, and the

archons of this time earlier by three years, recurred to the eclipse

in _ 363, July 12, 22h. 15m., ft 6° W., curve 41 , 54 , 17 ; but the

obscuration of the sun amounted to 4 inches only, and it is con-

tradicted by Plutarch, by the epochs of the Olympian games, and

by the succession of the archons.
I

20. Plutarch (Dion 19, p. 286 R.) narrates that during Plato's

third sojourn in Sicily (01. 105, 3), a remarkable eclipse of the

sun, predicted by Helicon, occurred in Syracuse (37 2 1 N., 12

56°E.) Petavius, commencing the Olympiad 105, 3, with July in

— 357, computed the eclipse in — 356, Feb. 2S, 23b.. 13m., ft 4
W., curve ii°, 26

,
41°; but the obscuration amounted in Sicily

to 4 inches only. Other authors refer the same eclipse to Ol. 104,

3, commencing with Jul}' 2d in — 361, and in this case Helicon's

eclipse would have been the same mentioned by Xenophon (No.

19). But Petavius correctly demonstrates that Plato's third visit

to Sicily belongs to — 357. According to our Table, p. 429, the

longitude of the ft was shorter by 5 14' in — 356, Feb. 28th,

23b.. 30m. P. T., to the effect that the sun was probably totally

obscured in Syracuse.
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21. Diodor (xvi. 9), Plutarch (Nic. 23, p. 394 R., -/.afP 6v

yob-uov rjiusAtev apo.c, ix Zaxuv&oo ttAs7v i~c Jcowjacop ixkiTiou-

ar^ r^c tfs/^C oudku dcavapayOs^ dvyj%&yf), Plutarch (Dion.

24, fisza xaq, anovodc, '/.at zaQ yzvop-iatihac, xavsu-£a~ iqi'Amev in

<JS./,7Jv/j), and Quinctilian (In. or. i. 10, 4S, "Dion cum ad destru-

endam Dionysii tyrannidem venit, not est tali casu deterritus),

report that in Ol. 105, 4, in the course of the archonship of Aga-
thocles, a total eclipse of the moon happened in Sicily, soon after

sunset. This eclipse must have been total, because it is paralleled

with that of Nicias (No. 15) and called a "terrible" one. About
that time only one lunar eclipse was possible soon after sunset,

viz. that in ^356, Aug, 9, 6h. 45m. P. T., V io° E., obscuration

2 ? inches (Pingre), or 4 inches (Calvisius). Since, however, the

longitude of the U was nearly 5 14' (p. 429) shorter, this eclipse

was total indeed. Diodor refers the eclipse to the same year,

because Ol. 105,4, commenced, according to his Olympiads, with

July 2d in — 356. Even Calvisius recurred to the same eclipse,

because all the following eclipses disagreed with the ancient re-

ports. Agathocles ruled two years later ; but in — 354 no simi-

lar eclipse occurred, as Pingre demonstrates.

22 & 23. The ancient authors erroneously refer two different

eclipses of the moon to the same battle near Arbela, for they refer

those eclipses to different Greek months and hours. Cicero and
Arian, who are the most reliable authorities, place the battle in

— 32S, Sept. 10, and the eclipse preceding the latter in Aug. 29,
I2h. P. T. ; for Cicero (Div. i.53) says, "si luna paullo ante solis

ortum defecisset et in signo Leonis, fore ut armis Darius et PersEe,

prselio vincerentur." Arrian (Exp. Al. iii. 7, 6, & 15, 7) reports

that the battle, 1 1 days after the eclipse, was fought both in the
month of Pyanepsion, i.e. in September (p. 408), and during the

archonship of Aristophanes ; moreover, that the eclipse was a

partial one (r^c oUqvr^ to tzoXu ixAtTzkt; ij-iusro). About that

time only one lunar eclipse coincided with sunrise near Arbela

(41 40' E.), viz. that in —328, Aug. 29, 12b.., i.e. 311.44m. after

midnight, Arbela time, and, according to our Table (p. 429-30),
about three hours later, 6h. 50m. local time. In consequence of
the parallax, the obscuration became visible at Arbela nearly two
hours earlier. Since Plutarch (Al. 31), however, reports that the

Persian army. 1 1 days after the eclipse, came in sight of Alexan-
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der, and since he may have marched eastwardly, during these 1

1

days, 40 geographical miles, the difference of time is to be dimin-

ished by about 3 hours. The U lay 9 , according to our Table

nearly (p. 429) 14 W. This eclipse agrees with the reporters.

First, it was indeed a small one ; it occurred a short time before

sunrise ; the sun stood then among the eastern stars of Leo, near

Virgo ; the eclipse happened during Boedromion (Aug., p. 40S),

as Arrian teaches. Further, since the archons of this time ruled,

as we have seen, two years later, Aristophanes belongs to — 32S.

Finally, a few months prior to the battle near Arbela, Alexandria

was founded, and this event Solinus (32 & 42) refers to the con-

suls Luc. Pap. Cursor and C. Poetilius in — 328, and to Ol. 112,

[1,] that is again to — 328 (p. 432).

The two-years earlier eclipse in — 330, Sept. 20th, erroneously

referred to the battle at Arbela, is mentioned by the following

authors: Pliny (H. N. ii. 70=72) says, " nobili apud Arbelam

Magni Alexandri victoria luna defecisse noctis secunda hora pro-

dita est, eaque in Sicilia oriens." Ptolemy (Geogr. i. 4) puts the

same eclipse in the 5th hour (iv ' Apftrjloic, Tzkp.nx7jZ &pa<; (pavrj-

vai, iv ok Kapffldove dsuripat;). Plutarch (Alex. 31) refers this

eclipse to Boedromion, and to the beginning of the mysteria in

Athens (rtspc rrjv rtov juoarspuov rwv Wfr-qvTjOtv upyyv). Cur-

tius (Hist. Alex. iv. 10) reports: "prima fei-e vigilia luna defi-

ciens primum nitorem sideris sui condidit, deinde sanguinis colore

suffusum lumen omne fcedavit." Plutarch, referring the eclipse

to the beginning of the mysteria celebrated according to lunar

months, it is evident that Boedromion means the lunar month

which corresponded with September, because in the course of the

preceding year a lunar month had been intercalated. This total

eclipse of the moon, then, belongs to — 330, Sept. 20th, 7h. 30m.,

ft 4°E. ; according to Petavius, 5I1. 47m., or 6h. 31m. The sun

then rising in Arbela 3I1. 40m. P. T., this eclipse agrees with our

Table, p. 429-30: for the opposition took place 3h. 19m. later;

consequently the eclipse was perceived a short time prior to mid-

night in Arbela, which agrees with Ptolemy. Besides it is easily

explained how it came to pass that the later authors antedated by

two years the battle near Arbela ; for in later times, as we have

seen, the practice of counting the Olympiads from 775, instead of

773, prevailed.
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.'.'(. Justiims (xxii. 6) and Diodor (xx. 5, p. 409 S.) relate that

during &ipo^ of Ol. 117,3, consequently in the summer of — 306,

the 7th year of King Agathocles of Sicily, whilst Hieromnemon
was archon in Athens, a total eclipse of the sun occurred between

Syracuse and Carthage. This eclipse happening one day after

the fleet left Syracuse, the locality and the time of this really total

eclipse of the sun are sufficiently fixed {rfj o' bozztiaia Tykcxaurqv

ixfaipcv rjkiou aovsSrj yzviodat, wars d/.oyjpcoz (pawjvcu vuxva,

d-Bajpoufiiutov xtov davepwin -a^zayub). Petavius recurred, of

course, to the eclipse in — 309, Aug. 14th, 2oh. 15m., ft 4 VV..

curve 4 2°, 35 , _4°, obscuration 10 inches ; but, alas ! this eclipse

occurred in yeipci)> and not in d-epot;, and the archons of this

time ruled two, even three, years later than Petavius believed.

About that time, viz. in &epo<;, only one total eclipse of the sun

was possible near Syracuse, i.e. that in -306, June 13, 22I1, 45m.,

ft o° 43
r E., curve o°, 21 , _3°. According to our Table, p. 429,

the ft lay 4 W. of the sun, and hence the obscuration of the sun

was total near Syracuse. The calendrical inscription (p. 412)
referring to Archon Nicodorus mathematically demonstrates that

the archons of this time ruled two, even three, years later than

Petavius made out. Compare No. 19, p. 478, and the eclipses,

discussed further on, referring to _ 197 and —196 (Babylonian

eclipses Nos. 11, 12, 13).

25. Diogenes Laert. (iv. 9, 64) reports that, according to Apol-

lodor (01. 162, 4), the death of Carneades was followed by an

eclipse of the moon {ixhtytz ou/jvr^) in Athens. On occasion

of the ecliptic lull moon in — 126, Oct. 14, 13I1. 30m., ft 9 W.,
which the Olympiads point to, 6 inches were obscured. This

eclipse, however, being too small, and Apollonius living in later

times, we may presume the Olympiads to have been counted from
— 775, and in this case Apollonius and Diogenes Laertius would
have had in view the two-years earlier eclipse in 128, Nov. 5th,

13I1. 30m., ft 7 E., which was, according to our Table (p. 429,)

a total one, because the longitude of the ft was 4 12' shorter.

26. Plutarch (De fac. i. o. 1. chap. 13, vol. ix., p. 6S0 R. ; see

the passage p. 461), being born a.d. 45 (Clinton F. R. p. 85) in

Chseronea, Bceotia, became when nearly 20 years old a pupil of

Ammonius in Athens (Plutarch De ec, p. 3S5), and returned,

iii— 31
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several years after, to Chaeronea (3S 30' N.), where he had the

good fortune to see a total eclipse of the sun, of which an exact

description is to be found in the before-mentioned passage (p.

461). "During the eclipse," he says, "which I lately observed,

many stars in all directions of the sky became visible, and while

it (the eclipse) commenced exactly at noon (ix {i£ayfi8pia£ dp£a-

ftewj)) the air assumed a hue like that of twilight." Really total

eclipses of the sun, it is well known, return to the same places of

our globe only after centuries, and it happens very seldom that

solar eclipses commence with noon ; wherefore Plutarch, during

his life-time, could not have seen in Boeotia two such obscurations

of the sun as he describes. Pingre's computations of ancient

eclipses show that, about that time, only the following eclipses

coincided with noon in Boeotia whilst Plutarch lived there :

A.D. 71, March 19, 2ih. 30m., & S° W >
curve l6°> 39°> 66°-

" 73' July 22
>
22h -> ?3 4° E -' curve 63-64 '

6l °> -4°-

" 75, Jan. 5, ih. 30m., Q 6° W., curve 16-42 .

" 76, May 21, noon, 15 I2 ° E., curve Northern Europe & North-

ern Asia.
il 78, April 29, 22th. 30m, y 2 W., Southern India.

" Si, Feb, 27, noon, y 2 E., curve *, 20 , S.W. Asia.

None of these eclipses could have been really total in Boeotia, or

other regions of Greece except that in a.d. 73, July 22, 22h. P.T.,

Plutarch at that time being aged 26 years. Prof. Hind ("Nature,"

New York, July 25th, 1872) computed, by means of Hansen's

Tables, all the eclipses visible during the last half of the first cen-

tury of our era and during the first part of the second century, but

none of them corresponded with Plutarch ; and this fact alone will

suffice to convince every astronomer that the present theory of the

moon's motions is incorrect. According to our Table, p. 429, the

U lay, a.d. 73, July 22, about 3 24' nearer to the sun, and hence

the central shadow of the moon traversed, about noon, nearly the

3Sth degree of N. Lat., and not, as Pingre found, the 61st degree.

The conjunction happened 2h. 12m. later, which agrees with Plu-

tarch, who testifies that the eclipse "commenced at noon." All

these 26 Greek eclipses confirm the result, obtained by the Ro-

man eclipses, that the longitudes of the moon and her Nodes

were, in earlier times, shorter than our Lunar Tables, based upon

the Almagest, induce.
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Some earlier Solar and Lunar Eclipses of the Greeks.

2. This eclipse, predicted to the Milesians by Thales, and refer-

red to sunrise by Herodotus (i. 74), has already been alluded to

(p. 440). It is not the same which Herodotus refers to the battle

on the Halys ; for the latter, likewise predicted by Thales, hap-

pened several hours later, as we- now shall see.

1 & 4- The dates of these two eclipses depend on the stages of

Cyrus's life. Herodotus (iii. 27) reports that Cambyses, the son

of Cyrus, conquered Egypt in the course of the 5 tli year of his

reign, and that in the following year a new Apis period of

25 years commenced. These periods began, as we have seen

(p. 405), together with the Canicular periods, in — 2780, — 1320,

and a.d. 140; and the renewals of Apis periods occurred, sub-

sequent to — 1320, in all years which, being divided by 25, give

the remainder 20, e.g. in — 520, —495, — 320, and so on. Since,

then, an Apis period recommenced in the 6th year after Cyrus's

death, viz. in — 520, it is apparent that Cyrus must have died in

— 526, and not, as Ptolemy's Historical Canon erroneously pre-

sumed, in — 528. Even Eusebius refers the death of Cyrus to

01. 62, 3, that is, to — 526. This result is confirmed by Daniel,

Cyrus's contemporary, and by the "turnus" of the Hebrew priests

down to the birth of John the Baptist and that of Christ. Xeno-

phon (Cyr. vii. 4, 16) bears witness that Cyrus, subsequent to the

capture of Babylon, reigned nine years, and Herodotus (viii. 7)

reports that Cyrus, seven years prior to his death, destroyed Nine-

veh and the Median supremacy in Asia, in consequence of which

Cyrus permitted the Hebrews to return to Palestine and to rebuild

the temple. Daniel (ix. 25) says :
" Know therefore and under-

stand, that from the going forth of the commandment to restore

and to build Jerusalem unto Messiah the Prince, shall be seven

weeks and threescore and two weeks," etc. Likewise, Daniel

reckons 33 years from the birth of Christ to the crucifixion. The
seventy weeks of Daniel have been explained in the author's

Chronologia Sacra (p. 107, 112), and in "Gettysburg Review,"

1861, p. 341. Daniel, in one word, reckons 532 years from the

destruction of Nineveh to Christ's birth, which happened, as we
have seen (p. 454), seven days prior to the beginning of the year

O, the first of the original Dionysian era. Moreover, the same
year — 532 results from the "turnus" of the 24 classes of the
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Hebrew priests, as has been demonstrated in the author's Chro-

nologia Sacra, 1846, p. 97 John the Baptist having been born

six months before Christ, and on the longest day (June 24), had

been announced to Zacharias, a priest of the 8th class (course),

viz. that of Abia, whilst the same was in the temple about Sep-

tember 20th, in the year — 2. Now, the Hebrews, having returned

to Jerusalem, inaugurated the new altar on the day of the autum-

nal equinox (Ezra iii. S), and during this week the first of the

reorganized 24 classes of the priests had to serve the sanctuary.

Hence, an easy computation establishes the fact that from the

inauguration of the new altar down to the annunciation of the

Baptist neither more nor less than 1 151 turnus and 7 weeks trans-

pired. Consequently the end of the Babylonian captivity, and the

destruction of Nineveh, withwhich the reign of Darius Medus alias

Cyaxares II. expired, and the monarchy of Cyrus commenced,

belongs to — 532 ; and this year was, as we have seen, the seventh

prior to Cyrus's death in — 526. To this very year, then, the solar

eclipse belongs which preceded the conquest of Nineveh, called

Laryssa (Heb. rasas, the ruins), the present Mosul (36 31 ' N., 43

30' E.), as Xenophon (Anab. iii. 4, 7) testifies. He reports that

the king of Persia (Cyrus), when taking the supremacy from the

Medians, besieged Nineveh (Laryssa) for a long time, but in vain.

till, one day, the sun disappeared {qhov vsysfo) TtpoaxaXu^ouaa

i,<p£vtoxe ft&Xpt iEeAarbv ol avd-pcoxoc xat oozco<; id/.oj). This is.

then, the eclipse in — 532, Jan. 26th, 1 5I1. 45m. P. T., 15 20 E. :

curve, touched by the shadow of the moon, 34 , 36 , 64 . Accord-

ing to our Table (p. 429), the longitude of the 15 was shorter by

nearly 6° 5', and hence the eclipse must have been a large one

in Nineveh. The conjunction happened, according to our Table.

nearly one hour before noon, local time. On this occasion it

comes to light that Layard referred the destruction of Nineveh

too eaily by 74 years. Prof. Airy referred Xenophon's eclipse to

— 558, May 19, 2h. 15m. Paris time; but in this case the Baby-

lonian captivity would have lasted 47 years only, and not, as the

Hebrew chroniclers testify, 70 full years.

We come now to the famous total eclipse (No. 4) observed on

the Halys in the course of the battle between the Medians and

Lydians. Herodotus (i. 74) reports that in the sixth year of ihe

war between the Medians and Lydians. during the battle on the
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southern Halys near Lydia, that is, about 39 N. Lat., 36 E., a

total eclipse of the sun occurred {o'lvzoxztooqc, t?j<; po-%/^ zyv

qfjtspav £qamvr}Q wj/za yeveadae). In consequence of this unex-

pected phenomenon the battle immediately ceased, and the kings

Cyaxares and Alyattes resolved to intermarry their adult children.

From this marriage Mandane, the mother of Cyrus, originated in

the following year. In another place Herodotus (i. 103) repeats

that this eclijDse was a total one, and that it took place in the

course of the battle (ore vvz -q fypiepy iyiuszo apt. pay_opzvdlat)i

and that Thales had predicted it. The same is reported by

Clemens Alex. (Strom, i. 130, 5), Cicero (De div. i. 50), The-

mistius (Orat. xxvi., p. 317 Dind.), even in the Shanameh, as

Hammer (Wiener Jahrbiicher ix. p. 13) vouches. This eclipse

has been very often confounded with that mentioned by Pliny,

Eudemus, Eusebius, Hieronymus, and referred by the same

authors to Ol. 48, 4, and u.c. 170, i.e. to — 5S1 (No. 2), because

both eclipses had been predicted by Thales. Oltmanns, however,

correctly distinguished two eclipses mentioned by Herodotus, and

he referred the older one, that on the Halys, to — 609, Sept. 30 ;

but this eclipse is inconsistent with history, as we shall see direct-

ly. The date of the eclipse on the Halys is fixed by the following

data :— Cyrus died, as we have seen, in — 526, six years prior to

the renewal of the Apis period in — 520, viz.. as Cicero (De div.

i. 33) avers, "70 years old"; consequently Cyrus was born in

— 596. Further, he destroyed Nineveh, as Xenophon (Cyrop.

viii. 7, 1), the seventy weeks of Daniel, and the "turnus" of the

Hebrew priests, corroborate, seven years prior to his death, i.e.

in -532 ; and two years' earlier, i.e. nine years prior to his depar-

ture (Cyrop. vii. 4, 16), he took Babylon, and at that time, as

Daniel (vi. 1), Cyrus's contemporary, testifies, he was 62 years

old. Consequently Cyrus was really born in -596. Now, Hero-

dotus (i. 107) narrates that Mandane, the daughter of Astyages,

the son of Alyattes, at the time of marrying the father of Cyrus,

was a marriageable virgin (iouaa fjdrj dvopb^ wpairj)
; and in

that heroic age, mirrored in the monuments of Nineveh, being at

present 2470 years old, no girl could be called a marriageable

virgin before reaching her 20th year. Accordingly, the eclipse

during the battle on the Halys must have taken place twenty or

more years prior to Cyrus's birth in —596, that is, about the year
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— 621. About that time only one total eclipse was possible near

the southern Halys, viz. that in _62i, May 17th, 2oh. 15m., ft 2°

46' E., curve -25°, 2 ,
_6°. According to our Table (p. 429),

however, the ft lay 4° W. of the sun, and hence the obscuration

of the sun near the 39 N. Lat. must have been total. The eclipse

happened on the Halys, as Pingre states, about noon, but, accord-

ing to our Table (p. 429-30), 4b. 14m. later, which agrees with

Herodotus, who reports the eclipse to have taken place in the

course of the battle {(ripe />.ayofj.svo7(Tc). Oltmanns, it is true, had

reference to the eclipse in -609, Sept. 29th, 2ih. P. T., ft 4 W.,

curve -+-, 55 , 22 ; but this eclipse was not total on the Halys,

and the battle-field would have been nearly the middle of the

Black Sea. Moreover, according to this eclipse, Mandane would

have been born in _6o8, and, since Cyrus was born in -596.

Mandane, aged eleven years, would have been married to Cyrus's

father. Who is able to believe that, 2470 years ago, girls of 11

years were "-marriageable virgins"? Prof. Hind, however, as

well as Prof. Airy, took the eclipse in -583, May 17th, 2oh., for

that on the Halys witnessed by Herodotus ; but this eclipse was

total only between Sardes, Iconium, Tarsus, Issus, Ancyra, and

not on the Halys. By the way, since Mandane, according to this

eclipse, was born in -582, whilst Cyrus was born in -596, the

wonderful discovery is made that Cyrus was born fourteen years

prior to his mother.

S. The Fasti Siculi (Chronicon Pashale, p. 144 Par.) refer

a solar eclipse, probably observed in Greece, to 01. 59, 4 (jfyAiou

ixXapcz iysvsTo). In the year — 538, Nov. 22d, 19b.., ft 8°W.,

curve 12 , _ 26 , _ 25 , the longitude of the ft was shorter by 6° 6'

(p. 429) ; consequently the obscuration of the sun must have been

great in Greece. Two years earlier no solar eclipse occurred.

5. The same Fasti (p. 146) refer a solar eclipse (ixXtfitz fjliou

iyiuizo) to 01. 65, 1. In — 519, Nov. 22d, 17b , ft 7 W., curve

52°, 17 , 16 ; the conjunction happened 3h. 54m. later, and the

longitude of the ft was shorter by about 6° (p. 429), and hence

this obscuration of the sun in Greece must have been great. Two
years earlier no eclipse of the sun occurred in Greece. Hence it

is evident that the Fasti Siculi counted the Olympiads from _ 77.3

correctlv.
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6. We proceed now to the famous total eclipse of Xerxes, ob-

served near Sardes (Smyrna), about sunrise, in the early spring.

Herodotus (vii. 37), who was born about the same time, reports

as follows : 6 yhoq, ixhruov t?jv ix too oupavou idpav ayavrfi

rjv, out i7uus<petea>v iouraju, aidpirjQ rt ~a pdAuTza' 'Avrt rj
t

ui-

>>a; re wz iyevsro. Aristides (Or. 46, p. 241 Din.) calls the

same eclipse a total one ($ tou jJA/ou oouzdoa ixXupiz), and the

scholiast to Aristides (p. 222 Fr.) likewise refers the obscuration

to sunrise (is duavoXrjt;), and to the vicinity of the Hellespont.

Herodotus (viii 51), the Parian Marble (Ep. 52), Dionysius (ix.

17, 3S), and Diodor (xi. 1) put the eclipse a few months prior to

Archon Calliades (June, 478), and Thucydides (i. 18) counts ten

years from the battle at Marathon, of which the date (— 488,

Aug. 6) is fixed with mathematical certainty (p. 40S-410) down

to the eclipse of Xerxes. Moreover, a short time after this eclipse

the battle at Salamis (according to Plutarch) on the 16th day of

Munychion (March 19) was fought in — 477 ; and from Xerxes'

eclipse to the Olympian games in —477, during which the battle

at Thermopylae took place, Herodotus [vu. 206) counts about iS

months. Even Plutarch (Ages. ii. 1) and Nepos (Ages. 4) also

specify 1 year 6 months from Xerxes' passage over the Helles-

pont to the Olympian games. Thus the date of the eclipse near

Smyrna is both mathematically and historically ascertained.

About that time, during spring, only one eclipse coincided with

sunrise in Smyrna (29 26' E., 3S 28' N.), viz. that in — 47S,

Feb. 27th, 15b.. 30m. P.T., 13 if E., curve touching 39 , 57 , i°.

According to our Table (p. 429), however, the conjunction occur-

red 3I1. 46m. later, i.e. about 7b.. 10m. a.m. Paris time, i.e. 9I1.

Smyrna time. The parallax makes the obscuration of the sun

nearly two hours earlier (7b.. local time), and about the same mo-

ment the sun rose on Feb. 27th in Smyrna. The 15, moreover,

lay (p. 429) 5 49' nearer to the sun, i.e. 12 E., and hence the

eclipse must have been total near Smyrna. Finally, in the pre-

ceding and following years no other eclipse coincided, as Pingre's

computations demonstrate, with sunrise. Petavius being unable

to produce, about that time, a total eclipse of the sun coinciding

with sunrise, did not hesitate, in spite of all ancient authorities,

to declare this eclipse to have been "a supernatural phenomenon."

Hind recurred to the eclipse in —477, Feb. 17th, nh. 10m. a.m.,
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which was, however, a partial one near Sardes (15 9°E.) ; it did

not at all coincide with sunrise, and, besides, it clearly disagrees

with ancient history and chronology.

7. Herodotus (ix. 10 : 6 iqhoz, daapcodrj ev vcp obpavwi) bears

witness that two years after Xerxes' eclipse, one year after the

celebration of the Olympian games (June, — 477)), arch. Callia-

cles (— 476), a partial eclipse of the sun happened near Corinth,

one year subsequent to the battle at Salamis (— 477, March

19th). This is the ecliptic new moon in — 476, August 1st, ih.

30m. (-r-3h 46m.), ft o° E., (—5° 49'), curve 14 , 15 , — 21 .

Petavius had recourse to the eclipse in— 479, Oct. 2d, ih., ft 9

west, obscuration seven inches ; but this eclipse preceded Xerxes'

arrival in Greece, and it is in conflict with the epochs of the

Olympian games.

9 & 10. The Fasti Siculi (p. 162: 6 r'jhoc, i^eXtTteu) refer a

solar eclipse to Ol. 78, 4, i.e. to — 460, Mar. 9, 23b. 30m., 15 16

E , curve touching 46 , 6S°, -f- According to our Table (p. 429),

the longitude of the 15 was shorter by 5 44', and hence the

obscuration of the sun was nearly total in Greece. In — 461 and

— 462 and — 463 no solar eclipse was visible in Greece. Euse-

bius (ad Ol. 78, 4, Armen. p. 338) and Hieronymus likewise

mention an eclipse referring to Ol. 78, 4, which is, no doubt, the

one aforesaid. It is, however, to be mentioned, that Philostratus

(i. 11) reports Anaxagoras, living from — 497 to — 421, who was

the instructor of Pericles, the ruler of Attica from — 47S to—428,

to have predicted, like Thales, a solar eclipse in Athens whilst he

(Anaxagoras) was "32 years old." Consequently, Anaxagoras

may have predicted the eclipse in — 465 (497— 32=465), and

in the course of this same year an eclipse occurred on Dec. 25th,

20I1., ft 6°W., curve 37 , n°, 27 . Philostratus (i. 2), moreover,

relates (see Pingre's Cometography i. 256) that during the eclipse

predicted by Anaxagoras a comet was discovered near the sun,

which would have been impossible on occasion of a partial obscu-

ration of the sun like that obtained by Halley's Tables. Accord-

ing to the Table on p. 429, the longitude of the ft was in — 460

shorter by 5 46', and hence the obscuration must have been

total, or nearly total, in Athens. Even Pliny (H. N. ii. 59) and

Plutarch's Lysias report that, Ol. 78, 2, a comet was visible dur-

ing 75 days.
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8. Pindar, being born in — 575, deceased in — 436, aged 76

years, and he flourished from _4So to 440 in Thebes, Thessalia

(38 20' N., 21 E.), where he had the opportunity to see a really

total eclipse of the sun. A fragment of the hymn by which he

immortalized this rare phenomenon is to be found in Dionysius

Hal. (p. 167, 18 Sylb., vol. vi., p. 972 R.), which reads thus:

dxvtQ aikiou, re— dazpov bnkpraxov Ivb-fikpn. '/Astttousvov XtTtoua

l&rjxaz d/xd%avov laybv itorafibv dvftpdot xa't oaxpaveiat: bdov x. r./.

(See G. Hermann i De Pindari ad solem deficientem versibus,

Lips., 1S45.) The fact being known that during a period of So

or more years only one total eclipse of the sun can occur on the

same place of our globe, there is no doubt that Pindar's eclipse

was that in — 469, March 20th, ih. 30m., SI o° E., curve -24°,

_ll°, -J- io°. According to our Table (p. 429), however, the ft

lay about 5° 46' west of the sun, wherefore the obscuration of the

sun must have been total in Thebes, Thessalia.

27. To these 26 Greek and 66 Roman eclipses, discussed in the

premises, 2 very old ones may be added which concur in verify-

ing that the present theory of the moon's motions needs some

fundamental corrections. First, it is notorious that the Chinese

authors mention an infinite number of eclipses, but the majority

of them are not chronologically fixed. The date of the following,

only, is determined by a planetary configuration :—The Chinese

annals, it is universally known, contain an uninterrupted series of

Chinese regents down to this day. Their dynasties go back, like the

Egyptian dynasties specified in Manetho's Sothis, further in the

so-called "Vetus Chronicon," by the Tables of Abydos and Kar-

nak, by Herodotus, Eratosthenes, and Diodor of Sicily, to about

the "Dispersion of the nations in Peleg's days," 666 years after

the deluge ; in other words, to about the commencement of the

first Canicular period, beginning with July 19 in the year _ 27S0,

which epoch is mathematically fixed by sixteen astronomical

monuments. (See the author's " Berichtigungen der alten Ge-

schichte und Zeitrechnung," Leipz., 185=5, p. 103.) According to

Chinese historians, as will be seen in Mailla's "Histoire de la

Chine" (vol. i. p. 1, vol. ii. p. 1), the history of China commenced
in — 333 2 i and the first regent of the presumed first Chinese dy-

nasty reigned since the year — 259S. This chronology has been

repeatedly attacked for two reasons. In the first place, many
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modern historians maintained it to be improbable in the extreme

that the Chinese recorded the names and years of their sovereigns

and dynasties as early as 3332, or, at least, 2598 B.C. This argu-

ment, however, falls short ; for the Egyptians have likewise re-

corded, from Menes (2780 b c ) down to the Roman emperors,

the years of their kings and dynasties, and this chronology in

general has been confirmed by a great number of planetary

configurations. (See the author's "Astronomia /Egypt." and

" Berichtigungen," p. 137.) Similar historical traditions, more-

over, going back to the dispersion of the nations, to the deluge

(3446 B.C.) and even to the antediluvian patriarchs, are to be

found among other nations of antiquity, especially the Chaldeans,

Parsees, Indians, Phoenicians, etc. Hence it is not at all impro-

bable that the Chinese dynasties are in general as reliable as the

Egyptian.

The second and more important objection is that the Chinese

dynasties do not agree with the chronology in the present Hebrew

text of the Old Testament. The question, however, is whether

the present Masoretic Hebrew Testament, or else the Hebrew

Bibles of the Israelites in Ethiopia, examined by Bishop Gobat in

Jerusalem, which reckon 6,000 and not 4,000 years from the crea-

tion to Christ, and if the texts of the Septuagint interpreters who

translated, about 280 b.c. the Hebrew Testaments obtained from

Jerusalem, which manuscripts likewise once reckoned 6,000

years from Adam to Christ, contain the true chronology. This

question has, from the Fathers of the Church down to this day,

been ventilated by numberless savans, and they all, with few

exceptions, arrived at the result that the Septuagint, apart from

some clerical errors, has preserved the true chronology. Apart

from Josephus, a faithful and orthodox Israelite, and all Fathers

of the Church, we mention the following vindicators of the Sep.

tuagint:—Julian of Toledo (a.d. 6S0), P. Burgensis, Pagninus,

Bredambachius, Porchetus, Hieronymus a S. Fide, Galatius,

F.de Escatante, Leo a Castro, Huntaeus, Alf. Samero, Gretserus,

Dieghus, Peyva ab Andrada, Bellarminus, Baronius, Fr. Vata-

blus, Joh. Lorinus, Gilb. Genebrardus, Joh. Isaac, Adam a Con-

zen, Sim. de Muis, Joh. d'Espeires, Huetius, Phil. Quadagnolus,

Calvinus, Drusius, Casaubonus, Junius, Am. Polanus, Mencerus.

Andr. Rivetus, Chamierus, Sixt. Amama, Buxtorf, Hottinger,
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Pokok, Walton, Bochart, Perizonius, Freret. Many other learned

men of the same conviction will be found mentioned in Fabricii

" Bibliotheca Antiquaria." Even P. Mailla, the author of the

"Histoire de la Chine" (vol. i. p. clix.), wrote to Freret, one of

the most distinguished chronologers and members of the French

Academy at that time, as follows :
" Vous etes pleinement

convaincu, me dites vous, qu'il faut preferer la chronologie des

Septante ; il est en eflait evident qu'aucun des quarante et plus

sentiments des chronologists Hebraisants ne seroit s'accorder

avec la chronologie des Chinois, sans parler de celle des autres

peuples." The chronology of the Septuagint, moreover, has been

verified by many new methods, especially by planetary configu-

rations and other astronomical observations going back to_ 1951,

— 1578, — 3446, — 3725, — 5870. (See the author's "Summary

of Recent Discoveries," etc., New York, 1S57, PP- 1 14-60 ;
" Die

wahre Zeitrechnung des Alten Testaments," St. Louis, Mo. 1S57,

pp. 22-69.) Hence, seeing that the corrected Greek text of the

Old Testament refers the deluge to — 3446, it would be prepos-

terous to condemn Chinese history which commences with the

year 3332, and refers the first emperor of the first dynasty to

— 2598, whilst the Egyptians, according to numerous astronomi-

cal monuments, put their first king, Menes (Thinites), residing at

This, i.e. Tanis (Heb. Koan), in — 27S0, viz. in the 666th year

after the Deluge, and in Peleg's days.

Now, the aforesaid Chinese history and chronology—which is,

by the way, excepting a few ciphers corrupted by transcribers, the

same in all Chinese annals—state that King Tchouen-Hio, the 2d

regent of the 1st Chinese dynasty, reigned 7S years, namely, from

— 2^13 to — 2435. And in the Universal History of China we find

a passage, translated by P. de Mailla (Histoire de la Chine, Paris,

1 777, vol. i. p. cliv.), as follows: " Imperator Tchouen-Hio fecit

Calendarium, ut principio veris Luna esset prima. Hoc a/i/io prima.

Lunce prima die processerat ver. Quinque planetce convenere in ccelo.

iransmissa constellaiwne ' Che' ( Aquarii)." " Lorsque l'empereur

Tchouen-Hio fit le Calendrier, il etablit le commencement de

l'anne au commencement du primtemps. Cette annee le premier

jour de la premiere Lime etait entree dans le primtemps. Cinque

planetes s'assemblerent au ciel, on avait passe la constellation

'Che' (Aquarius)." The sun standing, in our age, on the day
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of the vernal equinox, near the middle of the constellation Pisces,

the sun was, one month prior to the vernal equinox, as the Chi-

nese say, in conjunction with the first stars of Pisces about the

year — 2460; and, indeed, in this very year the conjunction of

five planets, referred to, actually took place, as the following

approximate computation, according to Lalande's Tables, demon-

strates :

Longitudes of the Planets in — 2460, March 12, Julian style.

Heliocentrically. Geocentrically.

The Sun io8 30°= 11 s o°

The Moon 10 30 = 1 1 o
Mercury 5 8 27 33' 10 24
Venus". 11 27 2S 10 29

Jupiter 11 16 13 10 24

[Mars 7
s 26 42'= 9

8 i°]

[Saturn 6 22 15 =z 6 26 ]

On the vernal equinoctial day in — 2460, April nth, jh. 36m.

Pekin time, the longitude of the sun was n 8 29° 23', and that of

the moon o8
1

7

7' ; hence the crescent (luna prima) was visible

on the vernal equinoctial day, which Thouen-Hio made the be-

ginning of the year, after sunset, namely, 30 days subsequent to

that conjunction of five planets.

Such a conjunction of the said planets, whilst the sun stood

between the constellations Aquarius and Pisces, occurs but once

within 164,000 years: for the sun stands again in conjunction

with the moon, on the corresponding clay of the year, first after 19

vears, with Mercury not until after 26 years, with Venus not until

after 4 years, with Jupiter not until after S3 years ; consequently

a similar conjunction of the same planets returns after 19 X 26 X
4 X 83 years. This observation, then, of the year — 2460 proves

that the history of China, according to which Tchuen-Hio, the 2d

regent of the 1st Chinese dynasty reigned from— 2513 to — 2435,

cannot be very wrong, because the planetary configuration referred

by the Chinese annals to this king occurred in — 2460 only.

The same annals report that Emperor Thong-khang, the 4th of

the 2d dynasty, reigned from 2158 to 2145 B.C., and about that time

a total eclipse of the sun occurred in Pekin, as the Chou-king, a

compilation of the oldest religious books of the Chinese, testifies.

This Chou-king contains the following passage, according to P.

Gaubil's translation in u Histoire de l'Astronomie Chinoise," Par.,
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1732, vol. ii. p. 140: "Thong-khang venoit de monter sur le

throne. Au premier jour de la derniere lune d'Autumne le soleil

et la lune dans leur conjunction n'etant pas d'accord" (i.e. they

conflicted with each other) "dans Fang; l'Aveucle a frappe le

tambour, les Mandarins sont montes a cheval, et le peuple

s'accourut," etc. The first day of autumn was the autumnal

equinoctial day, as we have seen; for Tchouen-Hio ordered

the spring and the year to commence with the vernal equinox,

thirty days after the aforesaid planetary configuration. The

date of the eclipse under consideration is confirmed by the

Chou-king itself, because the latter reports that on that day

the sun and the moon stood in " Fong," which is, as Gaubil

states, the second star south of the bright star in the front of

Scorpio, and about the year — 2200 the sun stood, on the day of

the autumal equinox, near the first stars of Scorpio. Moreover,

the Chinese astronomers themselves, as well as Gaubil, referred

that eclipse to the day of the autumnal equinox. It is natural,

however, that neither the Chinese, with their imperfect theory of

the moon, nor the European astronomers in China, being desti-

tute of a correct Lunar Table, succeeded in authenticating this

very important eclipse, which must have been a total one, because

it caused such great excitement in the capital. The Chinese

astronomers, from a.d. 620 to 908, who, moreover, were not yet

acquainted with the secular acceleration of the moon, nor even

with the Anomalia media, came to the conclusion that the eclipse

of the Chou-king referred to — 2127, which decision is obviously

wrong ; for the year does not agree at all with the Chinese annals,

according to which Thong-khang reigned from — 215S to —2145,

or some years earlier. Besides this, on the autumnal equinoctial

day of — 21 27 the ft lay 13 west of the sun, and hence the obscu-

ration was not visible in Pekin. Gaubil insisted upon it, that the

same eclipse was that in —2154, Oct. 12th, 6h. 57m. a.m. Pekin

time; Q and D in Libra o° 23' 19", ft in Virgo 25 24' 27", i.e.

4° 58' S 2
" west of the sun, latitude of the moon 26' 10", obscu-

ration in Pekin 51'. Unfortunately, however, this eclipse pre-

ceded sunrise in Pekin (114 7' E. of Paris, 39 54' N.), and

even in Gan-y-hein, where the sun rose 20 minutes earlier ;
for

Gaubil states that the Tartarian translation of the Chou-king nar-

rates that the same eclipse took place in Gan-y-hein at S o'clock ;
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that is, obviously, after sunrise, and not 8 hours after midnight.

He accordingly computed the said eclipse by means of eight dif-

ferent Tables, those of La Hire, Riccoli, Longomontanus, Wing,

Philolaus, Rudolph, Carlin, Flamstedt ; and yet the eclipse

preceded sunrise, according to all Tables, both in Pekin and

Gan-y-hein. And why? Because all these Tables were based

on Ptolemy's eclipses in the Almagest. Since, then, during a

period of 912 years only one total eclipse of the sun happened

on the same day in Pekin, we come to the eclipse in — 2192,

Oct. 10th, iSh. Par. T., i.e. ih. 36m. p.m., in Pekin (114 7' E.

of Paris) ; for all nations of antiquity commenced the civil day

with sunrise, for which reason the " 8th hour" commenced about

2 o'clock p.m. Since, moreover, the eclipse of the Chou-king

happened in Gan-y-hein, where the sun rose 20 minutes earlier

than in Pekin, it follows that the said eclipse was seen in Pekin

about two hours past noon, on Oct. nth, in — 2192, which day

was, as the Chinese report, the day of the autumnal equinox.

On that day (— 2192, Oct. 10, iSh. Par. T.) the longitude of the

sun was nearly 68 o° 46' , that of the moon 68 6°4i', that of

the Q> 68 io° 22 . According to our Table, p. 429, the longi-

tude of the ft was shorter by 17 15' , and hence the ft lay 7 40'

,

likely 6° only, west of the sun. According to the same Table,

the moon's longitude was 6s o° 35', because it must be shortened

by 6° 6 1'; but a more exact computation of the moon's place will

decide the question how far our coefficients concerning the secu-

lar accelerations of the moon, and her Apsides and Nodes, are to

be diminished. Besides, this eclipse is well qualified to determine

more exactly the secular acceleration of our globe. Finally, it is

not to be wondered at that our eclipse happened 34 years earlier

than the present chronology of the Chinese emperors requires
;

for, in copying ancient manuscripts, the ciphers were most of all

subject to corruptions, as the copies of Manetho's dynasties in

Eusebius, Africanus, and in the Armenian translation of Euse-

bius, demonstrate. (See the author's "Theologische Schriften der

alten ./Eg.," 1855, p. 104.) By the way, all students of Chinese

literature maintain that Fohi, "during whose life the columns of

the heavens broke down," is the Chinese Noah ; and the Chinese

annals, as we have seen, refer him to — 3332, whilst the deluge,

according to the corrected Septuagint and the planetary configu-
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ration represented in the Noachian alphabet, ended in — 3446.

The date of our eclipse, it is evident, harmonizes Chinese chro-

nology with the Septuagint, apart from 80 years (3446= 3332-!-

34-J-80). The time will come when all other Chinese eclipses

will be once more chronologically fixed, as well as the Greek and

Roman ones.

28. The oldest eclipse mentioned in history is, no doubt, that

observed in Tanis about the time of Menes' arrival in Egypt,

and about the beginning of the first Canicular and the first Apis

periods, namely, the lunar eclipse in — 2780, May 23, 1511. P. T.,

ft 12 E. It is known that the Apis-bull was a living emblem of

the moon, as Jablonskius (Panth. ALg. iv. 4) and my Astronomia

^Egyptiaca (p. ico) have demonstrated. Horapollo (ii. 4, i. 10),

and the fact that the so-called Isis Table, the Nativity of Trajan,

signifies the sun by the Mnevis-bull and the moon by the Apis-

bull, put beyond question that Apis represented the moon. This

is, moreover, confirmed by the Apis periods of 25 Egyptian years
;

for the longitude of the moon is exactly the same after 25 vague

years of 365 days, i.e. after 25 Julian years, minus 6 days and

6 hours ; and this singular phenomenon gave rise to the Apis

periods, i.e. Moon periods of 25 Egyptian years, so often men-

tioned in Egyptian, Greek, and Roman histories. For instance,

in _ 2780, July 19, which was the first newyears day of the Egyp-

tians, on the 1 st day of the month called Thoth, the moon and the

sun stood distant from each other 1S0 ; it was the day of the full

moon: and 25 years later, viz. in -2755, the full of the moon

again coincided with the 1st day of Thoth, the newyears day.

The Apis, however, signified the moon not in general only, but

also especially an obscuration of the moon, a lunar eclipse about

the beginning of the first Apis period in— 27S0 ; for the Apis

must always be a black bull with a white crescent-like figure on

his side, as archaeology reports. It would have been absurd to

represent the candent full moon by a black bull with a crescent-

shaped white sickle. Even the myth that Menes was devoured by

a crocodile, points us to a lunar eclipse about the time of Menes'

arrival in Egypt ; for Menes simply signifies the moon, like the

Greek M'/jv, the Hebrew mem, the Arabic mana, our moon,

men-sis, and the like ; and even the Coptic name of poppy, viz.

ne-man, signifies the flower of the moon, the German Mokn.
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Hence the name of King Menes was syllabically expressed by the

figure of the crescent, e.g. in Burton's u Excerpta hieroglyphica."

PI. XV. representing the planetary configuration of Menes in

— 2780, July 16, the day of the summer solstice. The mythical

description of a lunar eclipse by the devouring of the moon by a

crocodile, is analogous to that of the Chinese, according to whom,

the sun and the moon, at the time of eclipse, are being devoured

by a dragon.

The time ofMenes' eclipse is astronomically fixed ; for the Vetus

Chronicon, preserved by Syncellus, expressly reports that Menes

and the following dynasties reigned " since the beginning of the

Canicular period" in — 27S0, and, accordingly, that the first fif-

teen dynasties ruled simultaneously in different provinces of Egypt.

The Table of Abydos, furthermore, specifies 38 kings succes-

sively reigning from Menes to the last king of the 18th dynasty,

viz. Ramses, who ruled, according to the nativities of several

kings of the same dynasty, about —1647 B.C., and Eratosthenes

counted from Menes down to the end of the same dynasty 1076

(_|_57) years. The Table of Karnak, in accordance therewith,

enumerates in juxtaposition, on one side, the kings from Menes

to the middle of the 18th dynasty who ruled successively, and on

the other side it specifies the coetaneous dynasties. All these

ancient reports concur in demonstrating that Menes settled in

Egypt in the course of the year — 27S0. The matter has been

discussed in extenso in the author's "Theologische Schriften der

aiten ./Egypter," Leipzig, 1855, p. 102. This result, finally, is

mathematically confirmed by the so often mentioned astronomical

monuments referring Menes' arrival in Egypt to the 16th day of

July, in the year — 27S0. According to these monuments, one of

which is represented in the author's "Berichtigungen," PI. I., and

another in Burton's "Excerpta hieroglyphica," PI. XV., the places

of the planets were on that day as follows : the sun in Cancer o°,

Saturn in Sagittarius 4 , Mars in Sagittarius 6°, Jupiter in Aries

1

3

, Venus in Cancer 15 , Mercury in Cancer 2
,

the moon in

Scorpio 3 . The said day was, therefore, the day of the summer

solstice, and it is odd only that Menes commenced the Egyptian

year not with the summer solstice, a cardinal day, but, three or

four days later, with the 19th or 20th day of July. The prevail-

ing opinion is that the Canicular periods commenced with July
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20th, but Ideler's Chronology, vol. ii. p. 594, cites Hephaestion,

according to whom that period commenced one day earlier, and

the latter has been confirmed by the Tanis stone. How, then,

came it to pass that Menes made July 19th the first day of the

year? The reason is, no doubt, that he intended to commence

the year and the Canicular period with the beginning of a new

week ; for July 19th in -2780 was a Saturday, and this day was

the first day of the original week, as the series of the ancient pla-

nets, arranged according to their apparent velocities, evidences.

Take of the natural series of the planets always the fourth, and

you will have the succession of the days of the week as follows

:

h ll % © 9 2 J)1642753
Moreover, our week was already known to Menes, because the

sacred records of the Egyptians, written, as history reports, in

Menes' days, mention the week. (See the author's l * Summary of

Recent Discoveries," p. 65.)

The conclusion, therefore, is that the image of the Apis-bull,

his black skin and white sickle, signified a partial obscuration of

the moon about the time of Menes' arrival in Egypt, and this is

the lunar eclipse in _ 27S0, May 23, 1 5I1. P. T. Long. O i
8 8° 4'

;

Long. J) 7
s

1

5

iS', i.e., according to our Table, p. 429, nearly

7
8 6°i8'; Long. U i

8 20 4S', i.e. according to p. 429, 13 9 9' VV.

of the centre of the earth's shadow, which caused a partial obscu-

ration of the moon.

The actual History of the Persians. Medians, and Babylonians.

No man will gainsay that the Babylonian and other lunar eclip-

ses specified in the Almagest have taken place in the same years

of the kings and archons to whom they were linked in the cata-

logue of eclipses which, as Ptolemy says, came once into his hands.

The question, however, is whether Ptolemy, in whose days (140

a.d.) chronology was in its very infancy, and who was still desti-

tute of correct Lunar and Chronological Tables, correctly referred

his first 15 lunar eclipses to their real dates, or not. This ques-

tion principally depends on the question whether Ptolemy's His-

torical Canon, by means of which he determined the dates of the

said eclipses, is true or erroneous. Since many of the Babylonian

iii—32
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Median, Persian. Greek, Egyptian, and Roman regents, succes-

sively enumerated in Ptolemy's Historical Canon, occur in Bibli-

cal, Greek, and Roman histories ; and since the principal epochs

of the latter have been, in the premises, fixed by a multitude ofv

infallible historical and astronomical certainties, it will be an easy

matter to decide the question to what years the 19 eclipses in the

Almagest really belong. In advance we put in juxtaposition the

successive regents according both to Ptolemy's Historical Canon

and his Nabonassarian Era on one side, and on the other their

epochs according to other chronological resources, especially the

Greek ones (pp. 470-72). It is to be remembered that the basis

of Ptolemy's Narbonassian Era is the vague year of the Egyp-

tians, which every four years commences earlier by one Julian

day, and that Ptolemy in general referred, as Ideler says, the last

months of a king subsequent to the newyears day to the reigning-

time of his successor. Freret, on the contrary, maintained that

Ptolemy referred the first months of the Babylonian kings preced-

ing the newyears day to the reigning-years of his predecessor.

Nabonassar
Mardokempad's first year

(1) 5 Ec. March 19.

Mardokempad's 2d year

(2) j) Ec. March S.

(3) ]) Ec. September I.

Nabopolassar

(4) J) Ec. during his 5th year.

Nabokolassar (Nebuchadnezzar)
Babylonian captivity, 2 Kings xxv

Nabonnad (Belshazzar)

Cyrus
Cambyses

(5) J) Ec. during his 7th year.

Darius (Hystaspes)

(6) j) Ec. during his 20th year.

(7) j) Ec. during his 31st year.

Xerxes
Artaxerxes (Longimanus)
Darius (Nothus)
Artaxerxes (Mnemon)

(8) j) Ec. 381, December 12.

(9) D Ec. 3S0, June 6.

(10) J) Ec. 380, December 1.

Ochus
Arses (Arogus)

— 746- 720
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Darius (Codomannus)
Alexander (Magnus)
Philippus Aridseus (Ptolemteus Soter I.)

Alexander II. (Cassandra)
Ptolemasus Lagi (Soter I.)

Pt. Philadelphus
Pt. Evergeta I

Pt. Philopator
Pt. Epiphanes

(11) ]) Ec. — 199, September 12.

(12) j) Ec. — 197, July 23.

(13) J) Ec. — 196, January 16.

Pt. Philometor

(14) j) Ec during 7th year of Philometor.
Pt. Evergeta II

(15) J) Ec. —138, June 1.

Pt. Soter II

Pt. Dionysus (Alexander II.)

Cleopatra
Augustus
Tiberius
Caligula
Claudius
Nero
Vespasian
Titus
Domitian
Nerva
Trajan
Hadrian . .

.

(16) ]) Ec. + I2 S) November 5.

(17) j) Ec. +133, May 6.

(18) J) Ec. -[-134, October 20.

(19) j) Ec. -I-136, March 5.

Antoninus Pius

— 335— 33*
— 323
-3i6
— 304— 2S4
-246

— 204

Nov. 15
Nov. 14
Nov. 12

Nov. 10
Nov. 7
Nov. 2

Oct. 24
Oct. 18

Oct. 13

— 1S0 Oct. 7

— 145 Sept. 29

- 116
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the day of his predecessor's death, and the planetary configura-

tions, the Apis periods, the Triacontaeteris, mentioned in the

premises (p. 405), place beyond question that the Canicular peri-

ods commenced in -2780, — 1320, + 140, and not, as Ptolemy.

Petavius, and Ideler imagined, one year earlier.

2. Ptolemy counts from Caligula to Titus two years too much,

because he knew not that the consuls a.d. 47 and 7S were Extra-

ordinarii, as the inscriptions and coins have demonstrated (p. 422).

3. In consequence of this gross blunder, Ptolemy referred the

death of Augustus to a.d. 14 instead of 16, for the latter year is

confirmed by many infallible arguments, both historical and as-

tronomical (p. 455). Hence the battle near Actium, fought

during the 14th year of Augustus, happened in _ 28, and not, as

Ptolemy stated, in —30, which result is confirmed by Josephus

(An. xv. 5, 2) ; for he refers this battle to the 7th year of Herod,

who reigned from Sept. nth in -35, as we have seen (p. 454),

accordingly to _ 28. Moreover, since the reign of Augustus com-

menced with Caesar's death, three months prior to the Ob mpian

games, i.e., as a multitude of historical and mathematical develop-

ments have brought to light (p. 448), in -41, and not in -43- it is

evident that Ptolemy must have likewise antedated by two years

all events of Greek history connected with the Olympiads ; for

the Olympian games were celebrated, and the archons, closely

connected with the Olympiads, ruled two years later than Ptole-

my conjectured. Hence Ptolemf's eclipses, referred to the

archons Phanostratus and Evander, and to the Calippian periods,

must of necessity be postdated by two ) ears.

4- According to the Olympian games, the Apis periods, and

several eclipses, Alexander the Great died in -320, and yet Ptol-

emy's Historical Canon refers this event to -323, three years too

early. On this occasion even Ideler, the boldest advocate of

Ptolemy's chronology, concedes Ptolemy's statements to be some-

times wrong. Alexander's death in -320 is, in the first place,

confirmed by the renewal of an Apis period in —320; for Diodor

(i. 76, S4 p. 25 B.) and the Almagest itself (Ideler Chron. i. 1S2)

report that one year after Alexander's death, i.e. in the first year

ot Ptolemaeus L.i^i (Soter I.) the Apis period was renewed, which

was also the case in -320 (p. 405). Further, Diodor (xviii. S)

and Diuarch (Dsm. 81, p. 10S, 28; bear witness that Alexander
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died in the year subsequent to the Olympian games which were

repeated in -321 (p 451)- Consequently Alexander died three

years later than Ptolemy supposed.

5. Ptolemy's Canon refers the foundation of Alexandria and

the battle near Arbela, fought some months prior to Darius Codo-

mannus's death, to -331 and -330, respectively. But Curtius

(iv. 5, n) testifies that Alexandria was founded some months

after the Isthmia aestiva which were celebrated in -329 (p. 432,

ad u.c. 558 ; comp. p. 471, Ol. 92. The eclipse, eleven days

prior to the battle at Arbela, observed in -328 (p. 472), demon-

strates that Darius Codomannus died in -328, and not, as Ptolemy

made out, in -331, or —330.
6. Darius Nothus died, as Diodor (xiii. 104, 10S) recounts, a

short time (fitxpov) after the end of the Peloponnesian war, viz.

in '/£c/j.ojv, _40i (p. 471); Ptolemy, on the contrary, refers the

death of the same king to -403, again two years too early.

7. Since Darius Nothus reigned, according to Ptolemy's His-

torical Canon, 19 years, he should have commenced to reign in

— 422, as Ptolemy states. But, alas! Thucydides (viii. 58) nar-

rates that the Lacedaemonians, about the end of the 20th year of

the Peloponnesian war, namely, "So days after the summer sol.

stice," confederated with the same king, viz. in the course of his

13th year (toitw xal ov/Axu) ezec Aapioo ftaadeouovzot;). Conse-

quently, since the 20th year of the Peloponnesian war commenced

(p. 471) with the year — 409, Darius Nothus must have reigned in

— 422, and not, as Ptolemy misjudged, in 423. Moreover. Clin-

ton's Fasti Hellenici (p. 315) affirm that Ptolemy omits the reigns

of Xerxes II. and Sogdianus ; that, consequently, Darius Nothus

ruled one year less, or that he ruled simultaneously with both the

said kings.

S. Thucydides (iv. 50) informs us that Artaxerxes Longimanus

died during yztp.tov of the 7th year of the Peloponnesian war,

commencing with the year 422 (p. 471), and yet Ptolemy's

Canon refers the death of the same king to -423 ; that is also

one year too early.

9. Herodotus (vii. 1, 3, 4) reports that Darius Hystaspes died

four years after the battle at Marathon, and that in the same year

Xerxes commenced to reign. The battle at Marathon in -488,

Aug. 6th, being incontrovertibly fixed by the Solar Calendar of
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the Greeks, and by the astronomical full moon four days prior to

the 6th day of August (pp. 408, 409, 487), it is apparent that

Xerxes must have reigned since -484 and after August 6th. The

Parian Marble (Ep. 48), which counts the years down to Archon

Diognetus (July in -261), refers the battle at Marathon to the

same year (227-I- 261 =:4S8). Hence the same authentic monu-

ment counts 223 years from Xerxes to Diognetus, to the effect

again that Xerxes reigned not in -4S5, but in -4S4. (See

Boeckh's Corpus Inscript., vol. ii., p. 294.) Ptolemy's Histori-

cal Canon, on the contrary, refers Darius Hystaspes' death and

Xerxes' reign to -4S5. Eusebius likewise puts Xerxes in 01.

73, 4, i.e. in -4S4; the Armenian translation reads " Ol. 74, I,"

which makes no difference.

10. Herodotus (vii. 20), who was born about the same time in

— 481, and "53 years prior to the beginning of the Peloponnesian

war" (Gell. xv. 23, Suidas ad v.), reports that Xerxes maixhed

out against Greece in the 5th year of his reign, consequently in

— 479. His arrival at Sardes in — 478 is mathematically fixed

by the total eclipse of the sun in the early spring of— 478, Feb.

27 (p. 487). In the following year, — 477, the battle near Ther-

mopylae was fought during the Olympian games (Her. vii. 206),

and the Parian Marble (Ep. 51 ) counts from this event to Diogne-

tus 216 years ; wherefore the said battle belongs to — 477. This

date is confirmed by Thucydides (i. 18), who counts ten years

from the battle at Marathon (Aug. 6,— 4S8) to Xerxes' arrival in

Greece, and by Eratosthenes, who counts 48 years from Xerxes'

crossing the Hellespont to the beginning of the Peloponnesian

war in — 429. Ptolemy's Canon, on the contrary, refers the first

year of Xerxes to — 485, i.e. again one year too early.

11. It is universally known that the Babylonian captivity com-

menced in the nth year of King Zedekiah, the 1st of Nebuchad-

nezzar (Jer. xxxix. 1 ; 2 Kings xxv. S ; 2 Chron. xxxvi. 17) ; that

the same bondage lasted full 70 years (2 Chron. xxxvi. 22, "ful-

fil threescore and ten years"), and ended in the 1st year of Cyrus

(2 Chron. xxxvi. 22; Ezra i. 1). Now, Ptolemy's Canon puts

"Nebuchadnezzar in — 603 and Cyrus in — 537 ; accordingly, the

captivity lasted 66 years only. Indeed, this is the chronology of

Petavius, who made out that the Babylonian captivity "lasted

only 66" and not 70 years with some months. But,, who is capa-
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ble of believing that the Prophets, who lived at the same time,

and the sacred chroniclers were mistaken? The simple con-

clusion, therefore, is that Ptolemy's Canon is again erroneous.

Cyrus, as we have seen (p. 4S3), permitted the Jews to rebuild

Jerusalem subsequent to the conquest of Nineveh in — 532, seven

years prior to his death, and that year is incontrovertibly deter-

mined by the solar eclipse in — 532, by the Apis periods, by the

turnus of the priests, and by the seventy weeks of Daniel. Con-

sequently, Ptolemy ought to have put Cyrus's monarchy in —532,

and not in — 537, i.e. he put it at least four years too early. How
came it to pass that Ptolemy committed this error of four years?

First, Ptolemy antedated in general, as we have seen, all his kings

by two years, and, moreover, he forgot to mention Cyrus's prede-

cessor, viz. Darius Medus, whom Josephus expressly inserts with

two years between Cyrus and Nabonad (Belshazzar).

12. Ptolemy (Almagest iii. 6, p. 204 Hal.) says expressly that

from the 1st year of Nabonassar (— 746, Feb. 26) down to Alex-

ander's death (— 323, Nov. 12th) 424 vague years elapsed. The

account is true, for — 746, Feb. 26, — 424, Nov. 12, gives 322

Julian years and 8 months. But the question, however, is whether

Alexander actually died in — 323, or not. Alexander's death in

— 320, on the 6th day of Thargelion (April 6th), is, as we have

seen, placed beyond any question, because he died one year after

the celebration of the Olympian games (Diodor xviii. 8 ; Dinarch,

in Dem.81, p. 100, 28
; Joseph, c. A.I. 22 ; Ant. viii. 2S ; ^Flian.

V. A. ii. 25 ; Laert. vi. 79), and in the 1st year of an Apis period

(Diod. i. 84, p. 25 Bip.), and eight years subsequent to the lunar

eclipse preceding the battle at Arbela in — 328, and, as history

says, 33 years after his birth, which happened during the Olym-

pian games in — 353 (Plut. Alex. 3 ; Cic. de Div. i. 23 ; Euseb.

ad 01. 106, 1 )-. The natural inference, therefore, is that Ptolemy

likewise antedated the reigning-time of Mardokempad by three

years, because he had antedated Alexander by three years.

IS. Finally, so far as Ptolemy's chronology of the Lagides is

concerned, at least three errors are apparent. First, Alexander

having died in — 320, and not — 323, Ptolemaeus Lagi must have

reigned three years later than formerly was believed. Further,

Cicero (Legg. agr. ii. 17) testifies that King Ptolemasus Alexan-

der died during his own consulate, and, since the latter's reign
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began in — 62, and not in —63 (p. 432), the said king reigned

one year later than Ptolemy stated. Consequently, Soter II.,

the predecessor of Dionysus, who ruled 30 years, must have died

in — 79. and not in — So. Finally, since Cleopatra assisted at

the Olympian games in —29 (p. 451), and not in —31, anil since

the battle near Actium happened in — 28, and not in —30, it is

evident that Cleopatra's history must likewise be postdated by

nearly two years.

These arguments, apart from many others, remaining in petto,

will suffice to convince every sane historian that the whole of

Ptolemy's Historical Canon down to Titus is wrong; that, there-

fore, all eclipses linked to Ptolemy's kings and other historical

epochs must of necessity be referred to later dates. It is singular,

indeed, that a world-renowned astronomer like Ptolemy should

commit such gross errors as his Chronological Canon contains ;

but errare huma?zum est, and it is known that he does not at all

belong to the class of reliable ancient authors ; for Biot, a savant

whose wisdom and discernment inspired, a long time since, all

the scientific world with veneration, pronounced as follows :

—

"Since I examined Ptolemy's catalogue of fixed stars, I have lost

the last remainder of respect concerning the Alexandrian astrono-

mer."

It is, moreover, not the first time that Ptolemy's Historical

Canon has appeared to be erroneous, for many historians before

us have likewise given judgment against Ptolemy. We mention

only the following authors : Masson's Histoire critique de la re-

publique des lettres, Paris, 17 14, T. i. p. 22 ;
another author, in

the same work, T. v., p. 114; Lobbi's Introductio Chron. ii. 3S ;

the anonymotis author of the Dissertatio de Canone astronomico,

p. 149; Koch's Entsiegelter Daniel, p. 131; DrumeVs Proben

einer verbesserten Harmonie der heiligen und Profanscriebenten,

Frankfurt, 1746; Johan Kepler's Eclogaa Chronologicae ; Me-

gerlin's Commentar. Chronolog. in Tabulam mathematico-hist. ;

Conring's Canonem mathem. Nabonassaraeum non mereri fidem

(Graevii Syntagmata) ; Harduin's Chronologia V. T. Amstel.,

1709; Artopcvus's Dissertatio de summis imperiis ; Ravins'

s

Chronologia inlallibilis ; Wagner's Institutiones historical ;
Idel-

er's Chronol. ii. 122, etc. Others maintained Ptolemy's Canon

to be incorrect, except the years to which eclipses are linked, and
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to this class of opponents Scaliger, Dodrjuell, Des Vignoles, and

Freret, who put Ptolemy's newyears clays in the ist year of each

Babylonian king, are to be numbered.

The real dates of the Eclipses in the Almagest.

11, 12 & 13. Ptolemy (Aim. iv. 10, p. 279) says that in the 54th

and 55th years of the second Calippian period three lunar eclipses

happened, of which the latter two belonged to the same Calippian

year (zw auzw us irei). These eclipses the Almagest refers to

— 200, Sept. 22d; to — 199, Mar. 19th, and to— 199, Sept. 12th.

Since, however, the Greek year commenced with the ist day of

HecatombaBon, June 2d (p. 40S), it is evident that Ptolemy's

eclipses in — 199, March 19th, and in — 199, Sept. 12th, refer to

two different Calippian years, and not to the same Greek year

(auzpv eroc) : for the eclipse in —199, March 19th, belonged to

the 53d year of the Calippian period, whilst the eclipse on Sept.

1 2th in —199 appertained to the 54th year of the same period.

Moreover, the first Calippian period was, as is well known, a

continuation of Meton's lunar cyclus of 19 years, which had com-

menced not in — 429, as Ptolemy imagined, but in — 428, with

May 15th (p. 40S), viz. during Apseudes' archonship ; and the

archons of the times of Calippus ruled, in consequence of the lost

year between Thucydides and Xenophon (p. 469), two years later

than Ptolemy calculated. Consequently, the aforesaid 3 eclipses

are to be postdated as follows :—The first of them happened in

— 199, Sept. 12, 13I-1. 30m., 13 3 W., which year belonged to the

54th year of the Calippian period ; the 2d refers to — 197, July

23d, nh. 45m., a n°E. ; the 3d to— 196, Jan. 16th, 511.30m.,

y 5°E. According to our Table (p. 429), the longitudes of the

Nodes were at that time nearly 4 31 ' shorter, and the oppositions

happened about 3 hours later. Indeed, the latter eclipses apper-

tained, as Ptolemy's ancient historiographer said, to the same

Greek year, because July 23d in — 197 and Jan. 16th in — 196

belonged to the very same Calippian year. Hence these three

eclipses alone demonstrate that Ptolemy's chronology of ancient

eclipses is wrong.

15. Ptolemy (Aim. vi. 5, p. 390) mentions a lunar eclipse

observed in Rhodus during the 37th year of the third Calippian

period, which he referred to — 140, Tan. 27th, 9I1., 13 n°W.,
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obscuration 2 J inches. But. the Calippian years and archons

coming down by two years, that eclipse happened in — 13S, June

1st, ioh. 15m., 13 2° \\\, i.e., according to our Table (p. 429).

6° W.
8, 9 d 10. Ptolemy (Aim. iv. 10, pp. 275, 277, 27S) cites three

eclipses observed during the archonships of Phanostratus and

Evander, and he referred to Phanostratus both the eclipses in

— 382, Dec. 23, 5I1. 45m., 13 ro° E., obscuration 2 inches, and in

— 381, June 1 8th, 6h. 45m., ft 7 45' E., obscuration 55 inches:

but to Evander the eclipse in — 381, Dec. 12, o,h. 30m., 13 2 E.,

as Pingre states. Inasmuch, however, as the Olympiads and

archons of this time come down by two years (p. 470), the latter

eclipse should be referred to —379, May 27th, 12b.., ft S° W.,

obscuration 4 inches, but the ft lay too far west of the centre of

the earth's shadow (p. 429). On the other hand, it is apparent

that Ptolemy's eclipse in — 3S2, Dec. 23, 17b.. 45m. P. T., which

he referred to the archonship of Phanostratus, is erroneous, be-

cause it happened, as we shall see below, subsequent to sunrise

both in Babylon and Greece. Ptolemy's eclipses occurred one year

later than he imagined, viz. in — 3S1, Dec. 12th, 9I1. 30m. P. T.,

13 2 E., or rather 3 W. (p. 429) ; further, in —380, June 6th.

7h. 45m. P. T., ft 3 E., i.e. 2 W. ; and in — 3S0. Dec. 1st, oh.

30m., that is, 4I1. 25m. in Babylon, and, according to our Table,

p. 429, nearly at 8 o'clock p.m. local time ; 13 i° W.
5. The years in which Cambyses and Darius Hystaspes com-

menced to reign are, as we have seen, historically and mathema-

tically fixed (p. 483); for Cyrus died in — 526, seven years after

the conquest of Nineveh, and this epoch is put beyond the reach

of controversy by the eclipse in — 532, by the turnus of the He-

brew priests, and by Daniel. Accordingly, Cambyses must have

reigned since — 526, and this year is confirmed by the renewal of

an Apis period in the 6th year of his reign, viz. in —520 (p. 405).

Consequently, the lunar eclipse observed in the 7th year of Cam-

byses (Aim. v. 14, p. 341) belongs to the year— 519, Nov. Sth,

2h. p.m. P. T., 13 S° E., obscuration 2\ inches. Babylon time

being earlier by 2h. 45m., and the opposition beginning later by

nearly 4 hours, this eclipse happened in Babylon about S o'clock

p.m. The 13 lying 6° nearer to the sun (p. 429), this eclipse was

a total one in Babylon. Ptolemy, on the contrary, not knowing
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in what years the Apis periods were renewed, referred the eclipse

observed in the course of the 7th year of Cambyses to — 522, July

16th, 9I1. 30m. P. T., 13 6° E., obscuration 6 inches. Conse-

quently, Ptolemy again antedated Cambyses by two years, or

three, the day of Cyrus's death being unknown.

6. Ptolemy (Aim. iv. 8, p. 269) refers the lunar eclipse observed

within the 20th year of Darius Hystaspes to — 501, Nov. 19, ioh.

P. T. Since, however, Cambyses died two years later than Ptol-

emy supposed, Darius Hystaspes must likewise have l-eigned and

deceased later by two years. This is confirmed by Herodotus,

who narrates that Darius died four years after the battle at Mara-

thon, viz. in — 484, as we have seen (p. 410). Therefore, the

real eclipse of the 20th year of Darius belongs to— 499, May 4th,

ioh. 15m. p.m. P.T., ft 4 W. According to our Table, p. 429,

the opposition took place about 4I1. 50m. after midnight in Baby-

lon, and the ft lay io° W.
7. Ptolemy (Aim. iv. 5, p. 267) reports that in the course of the

31st year of the same Darius a lunar eclipse was observed, which

he refers to — 490, April 25, 8h. 45. P. T., ft n° E., obscuration

1 inch. But, Darius reigning two years later (p, 501), his 31st year

commenced in — 4SS, or, since the day of Cambyses' death is

unknown, in — 489. Besides, in — 4SS no lunar eclipse was visi-

ble in Babylon. Hence, the eclipse referred to happened in— 489,

Oct. Sth, 4b.. 30m. p.m. P. T., y i° W., i.e., according to our

Table, p. 429, 1 hour before midnight in Babylon, 13 7°\V. of the

centre of the earth's shadow.

4- Ptolemy having learned that in the 5th year of Nabopolas-

sar a lunar eclipse happened in Babylon, referred it (Aim. v. 14,

p. 340) to — 620, April 21st, 14b.. 45m. P. T., ft 9 E., obscura-

tion 1 1 inches. But, since all the following kings reigned two

years later, Nabopolassar must likewise have ruled in — 622, and

not in — 624; and hence the eclipse of the 5th year of Nabopo-

lassar belongs to— 619, Oct. 6th, I2h. 13 0° E., and, according to

our Table, p. 429, this total obscuration of the moon took place

in Babylonia about one hour prior to sunrise. The eclipse in

— 620, April 21st, 14I1. 15m., happened after sunrise in Babylon.

1. Since Alexander the Great died in — 320, three years later

than Ptolemy states, and since the latter (Almag. vi. 6, p. 204)

expressly reports that from the 1st year of Nabonassar down to
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Alexander's death "424 years elapsed," we have to presume that

the first kings of the Nabonassarian era reigned not two years, as

was the case with Nabopolassar and his successors, but even three

years later. Hence the lunar eclipse in the first year of Mardo-

kempad which Ptolemy refers to — 720, March 19th, Sh. P.T.,

13 i° W., is to be referred to —717, Jan. 16th, 4I1. P. T., 13 5°E.

The longitude of the Nodes was (p. 429) shorter by 7 3', and

this total obscuration of the moon took place about 3 hours 30

minutes after midnight in Babylon.

2. The following eclipse in the 2d year of Mardokempad,

which Ptolemy refers to — 719, March 8th, ioh. P. T., 13 9° VV\,

obscuration f of an inch, belongs to — 716, Nov. 26th, oh. P. T.,

for the longitude of the O was 7
s 2S , that of the moon I

s 2S , that

of the 13 Ss
1

9

. The opposition in Babylon took place 2h. 46m.,

and according to our Table, p. 429, nearly 4 hours 33 minutes

later, i.e. about 7 o'clock p.m. local time. The longitude of the

13 was shorter (p. 429) by about 7 3' . Since, however, the Lunar

Ecliptic Limit is commonly 12 , and not 13 , this eclipse is to be

computed more exactly. The longitude of the Apsides was then,

according to our Table, p. 429, shorter by about 3 21'.

3. The other ecliptic full moon of the 2d year of Mardokem-

pad, which Ptolemy refers to — 719, Sept. 1st, 711.30m. P. T.,

£3 9 W., obscuration 5 inches ; happened in — 715, May 21, 5I1.

P. T. ; long. O I
s 21 49'; Long D f 21 43'; long, ft 2

6
9 59'.

The opposition in Babylon took place a few minutes after mid-

night, and the ft lay (p. 429) io° 41/ E. of the sun.

1J/.. Ptolemy (Aim. vi. 5, p. 3S9) mentions a lunar eclipse ob-

served in the 7th year of Ptolemgeus Philometor, which eclipse he

refers to — 173, April 30th, 12b. 45m, P. T., ft 9 W., obscura-

tion 7 inches. Since Ptolemteus Soter, however, ruled three years

later than Ptolemy's Historical Canon states, and since Ptolemasus

Alexander and Cleopatra died, respectively, one and two years

later, as we have seen (p. 503), it is probable that Philometor

likewise reigned one or two years later, and that, accordingly,

Ptolemy's eclipse happened in — 171, Sept. 2d, 1 ih. 30m. P. T.,

13 5 59' E., obscuration ni inches. The full moon in — 173,

April 30th, was not ecliptic (p. 429), and in — 172 no lunar

eclipse occurred.
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16-19. Finally, we come to the four Alexandrian eclipses ob-

served by Ptolemy himself, provided the latter really lived at the

same time. These ecliptic full moons he referred to a.d. 125,

April 5th, yh., ft io°E., obscuration i\ inches; to 133, May 6th,

9I1. 15m., 13 5 E., obscuration I2f inches; to 134, Oct. 20th, c>h.

15m., ft 5 W., obscuration 10 inches; to 136, March 5th, J-fh..

13 9 E., obscuration 5 inches. The times and magnitudes of

these four eclipses, however, disagree very much with Hansen's

Tables, as will be seen further on. Moreover, since Ptolemy

observed these eclipses with the naked eye, and without chro-

nometers and micrometers, it is evident that his statements

concerning the times and magnitudes of said eclipses are not suf-

ficiently accurate for establishing a correct theory of the secular

accelerations of our satellite, her Nodes and Apsides. According

to our Table, p. 429, the eclipses a.d. 125, 133, and 136, were

some inches greater than Ptolemy states. The eclipse of a.d.

134, ft 5 W., obscuration 10 inches, was smaller, because the ft

lav 3 11' farther from the centre of the earth's shadow. Besides,

none of these eclipses took place, according to our corrections,

after sunrise.

Corollaries.

The following are, in short, the results of the preceding re-

searches :

1. By means of new historical and astronomical methods, both

totally unknown to Petavius and his adherents down to Clinton

and Fischer, it came to light that all the dates of ancient history

down to 80 a.d. are to be postdated, and the respective eclipses

mentioned by Roman, Greek, and Babylonian authorities have

been observed later, respectively, by one or two, and even three

years than was formerly believed correct. Some of them greatly

differ from those that have been determined by the instrumentality

of modern Lunar Tables.

2. If we compute the hundred and some ancient eclipses, fixed

in the premises, by means of our Lunar Tables, the majority of

the former remain irreconcilable with the reports of ancient eye-

witnesses ; for all total eclipses of the sun mentioned in Greek,

Roman, and other histories would have been partial, sometimes

even invisible ones. The same is the case with several total
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eclipses of the moon witnessed by ancient authors. Moreover, all

the eclipses which, according to history, coincided with sunrise,

or with fixed hours of the civil day, preceded sunrise and the

attested hours according to the usual Lunar Tables. Finally, a

number of very small eclipses of the sun and the moon, witnessed

by coeval authors, would have been fictitious ones if our Lunar

Tables were right.

3. If we, on the other hand, compute the hundred and some

ancient eclipses by applying the approximate corrections specified

on pp. 429-30, none of the ancient eclipses drop out of existence
;

all total eclipses were total ones, all partial ones agree with the

statements of the Tables, and the alleged hours of ancient eclipses

prove more or less true.

4. The secular accelerations of the moon, her Nodes, her Apsi-

des, and probably other elements of the moon's motions, are to be

determined by means of the classic eclipses, and not by those in

Ptolemy's Almagest. It is impossible to bring both classes of

eclipses into harmony ; either the former or the latter must be

given up. Tertium non datur.

Objections concerning the New Theory of the Moon's secular accel-

erations.

The proposition that the principal motions of the moon are to

be fixed by means of the classic eclipses, arid not by those in the

Almagest, is so paradoxical that there is no doubt all kinds of

objections will be raised, which deserve to be canvassed in

advance.

1. The nineteen eclipses of the moon, of which the times and

magnitudes are so nicely specified in the Almagest, it will be

objected, agree with all Lunar Tables constructed since Ptole-

my ; consequently, it will be said, the eclipses cited in the

Almagest must have been the same which the ancients ob-

served, and hence any other theory of the moon's motions

differing from the Almagest is nonsense. But, alas and alack !

this logical deduction is a gross conclnsio in circulo, a vicious

circle, and I cannot altogether conceive how it came to pass

that so many learned astronomers and historians were blinded

by the chimera. To state the case clearly : the Babylonian

eclipses in the Almagest are the principal basis, the ter?ninns a
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quo, of all former Lunar Tables ; the latter were artificially

harmonized with the former ; Hansen, and all other authors of

Lunar Tables, put, for the epoch — Soo, the moon, the Apogee,

and the Nodes of the moon in the same degrees of the Zodiac

presumed by Ptolemy, in order to obtain the same eclipses spe-

cified in the Almagest. Therefore, whenever we recalculate

Ptolemy's eclipses, our Tables will necessarily, as a matter of

course, represent them in conformity to the Almagest. Instead

of referring the Babylonian eclipses to the same years, days, and

houi'S, as Ptolemy did, the previous question ought to have been

answered, whether or not Ptolemy's Historical Canon is true, and

whether or not all other, or at least the most decisive Greek and

Roman eclipses, agree with Ptolemy's theory of the moon's mo-

tions. Let us take an example for illustration. The learned

Kircher, 200 years ago, translated entire Obelisks containing the

usual 600 hieroglyphs : he assigned, distinctively, to each figure

a word, ideologically expressed, and thus the first Hieroglyphic

Dictionary was produced. Many years after, another Egyptolo-

gist translates the same inscriptions by the aid of Kircher's

Dictionary, when lo ! the same words and contents come out.

Consequently, says he, Kircher's Hieroglyphic System must be

right. In this vicious circle the entire evidence is involved. The
previous critical inquiry ought to have been whether other hiero-

glyphic inscriptions, being interpreted by the said theory, yield a

logical sense, or not. And thus, in reference to the moon's theory,

adopted in all lunar Tables, the principal inquiry ought to have

been, whether the theory of our satellite, derived from the Alma-
gest, agrees with the Greek and Roman eclipses, or not. This

conclusio in circulo, then, proves nothing.

2. It is a matter of indifference to what years, and days, and

hours, the Greek, Roman, and other ancient historians referred

their eclipses : the dates of ancient eclipses are to be determined

a priori by means of the Lunar Tables alone. This was the

position of Ptolemy and of his numberless followers, and yet it

wr
ill meet with the approbation of no scrupulous historian.

History has its inviolable rights. The historians of the Greeks,

Romans, Hebrews, etc., were honest and intelligent men, being

both able and willing to tell the truth ; and hence their reports,

founded on actual personal observation, or on the testimony of
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earlier eve-witnesses, must be respected so long as their traditions

are not clearly demonstrated to be impossibilities. This is and

will be the stand-point of all present and future historians, espe-

cially in reference to the chronology of the ecliptic new and full

moons witnessed by Greek and Roman authors. History is not

to be constructed a priori.

S. The correctness of the Babylonian eclipses, as described in

Ptolemy's Almagest, is placed beyond question by careful calcu-

tions according to the most perfect Lunar Tables in existence,

viz. those of Hansen. This assertion, however, is likewise unten-

able. The Almagest specifies, as is known, in nearly all instances

in what hours and minutes each of its 19 eclipses commenced, in

what time they reached the middle, and came to a close ; more-

over, how many inches and minutes the moon's disc was obscured.

Supposing these minute measurements to have been the result

of Babylonian observations, those astronomers must, at least

since the year — 720, have been in the possession of instruments

capable of measuring the minutes of hours, and parts of inches

of the moon's diameter. In this case, of course, the specified

times and magnitudes of the Babylonian eclipses would agree

with each other. Now, if we compute the Babylonian eclipses by

means of the most accredited Lunar Tables— those of Hansen—
what is the result? One of them (No. 3) turns out to have been

invisible; another one (No. 15) happened one hour and fifteen

minutes later than Ptolemy states ; another obscuration of the

moon (No. 6) amounted to one inch and fourteen minutes instead

of three inches, as the Almagest says. Let us come nearer to the

subject. Prof. Hartwich has taken upon himself to recalculate

Ptolemy's ^eclipses by means of Hansen's Tables (Schumacher's

Astronom. Nachrichten, 1S60, No. 1241, p. 257), and the result

was that Ptolemy's statements differ very much from the compu-

tations. For,

No. 2. Obscuration 0.206 {2\ inches) instead of 0.250 (3 inches).

No. 4. Obscuration 0,071 (I inch) instead of 0.250 (3 inches).

No. 6. Obscuration 0.113(1! inches) instead of 0.250 (3 inches).

No. 7. Obscuration 0.022 (i inch) instead of 0.167 (2 inches).

No. 14. Obscuration 0.671 (SJ inches) instead of 0.5S3 (7 inches), etc.

As to the times of Ptolemy's eclipses, the following incongrui-

ties came to light:
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No. 9. Duration 2h. 5m. instead of 3I1.

No. 15. Beginning 8h. 41m. instead of 9h. 56m.

No. 17. Middle ioh. 41m. instead of nh. Sm.

No. 19. Middle 15I1. 29m. instead of i6h. 13m., and so forth.

What astronomer would have committed so many and such gross

mistakes !

The worst of all, however, is that the eclipse No. 2, so well

described in the Almagest, concerning its time and magnitude,

and which Ptolemy referred to the year — 719, Sept. 1st, 6h. om.,

terminated, according to Hansen's Tables, prior to the rising of

the moon in Babylonia. "This difficulty," says Prof. Hartwich,

"we would overcome by lessening the longitude of the moon in

— 719; but, alas! in this case the ecliptic full moon (No. 8)

— 282, Dec. 22d, i8h. 53m., in the Almagest would drop out of

existence." What then? Besides, the U lay 16 W. of the earth's

shadow on occasion of the aforesaid eclipse.

These mathematical facts will, as it appears to me, suffice to

destroy the whole of the reliability of the Almagest thus far, as

well as the groundwork of the present theory of the moon. Oth-

erwise, 1 take the liberty to request the reader to answer the

following questions : With what instruments may the Babylonian

astronomers have seen an invisible eclipse, so mimitely described

in the Almagest? How could they notice an obscuration of the

moon amounting to one- quarter of an inch only, i.e. to 37"

?

How could they take an eclipse of \ of an inch for an eclipse of

3 inches ?

Moreover, the unfavorable statements of Hansen's Tables are

confirmed by other ones. Ideler (Abhandlungen der Berlin. Aca-

demie d. W. 1814-15, p. 221), having computed anew the seven

older Babylonian, eclipses, discovered that the magnitude of one

of them was only 1 inch 30 minutes, and not 3 inches, as the Al-

magest narrates, and so on. The same Tables brought to light

errors of ih.4m., of 49m., of 35m., of 30m., of 15m., and so forth.

In short, Ptolemy's eclipses could never have been observed by

astronomers.

Finally, it is well known that Buerg, disregarding the Alma-

gest, based his Lunar Tables upon 3200 Greenwich observations,

and by means of these Tables Ideler recalculated the same seven

eclipses. The result, however, was that 3 of the said 7 eclipses

i«—33
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could not have been seen in Babylonia at all. And yet, on occa-

sion of the total eclipse in 1851, it turned out that Buerg's Tables

were more correct than those of Burckhardt and Damoiseau, based

on the Almagest.

In one word, the Babylonian eclipses are by no means con-

firmed by Hansen's and other Tables. It is Ptolemy who, a.d.

140, determined the times and magnitudes of the Babylonian

eclipses, having referred them to wrong years.

4. The present theory of the moon's motions, especially Han-

sen's Lunar Tables, principally derived from the Babylonian

eclipses, have been ratified by eminent astronomers. It is true,

Prof. Airy determined the dates of three famous eclipses of the

sun by means of Hansen's Tables. (See Phil. Transac. of the R.

Astron. Soc. of London, vol. 8, p. 92 ; Monthly Not. of the Lon-

don Astr. Soc. 1S57, pp. 233-355.) First, he referred the total

eclipse of the sun of Agathocles, Arch. Hieromnemon (p. 472,

No. 24), to — 309, Aug. 14th, 2ih. 15m., 0, 4 W. ; but, unfortu-

nately, this eclipse belonged to yzifi(bv, and not, as history reports,

to d-epoQ (p. 418), and the archons of this time ruled, as we have

seen, two years later. Consequently, this eclipse ought to have

been referred to — 306, June 13, 22h., £1 o° 45', correctly 4 W.
of the sun. Accordingly, this eclipse does not confirm, but con-

futes, the present theory of the moon. — The second eclipse

by which Prof. Airy intended to assure the present lunar theory,

especially Hansen's Tables, is that observed on occasion of the

expugnation of Nineveh and the destruction of the Medo-Babylo-

nian supremacy in Asia, which eclipse he referred to — 556, May
19th, 2h. 15m. P. T. ; but this eclipse is refuted by a great many
of the most reliably ascertained historical events, as we have seen

(p. 483). For instance, the Babylonian Captivity, it is universally

known, commenced in — 601, the first year of Nebuchadnezzar

(P.49S), and hence, had Cyrus destroyed Nineveh in — 556, the

captivity would have lasted 45 years only. Who is able to believe

that the coeval Prophets and chroniclers did not know the dura-

tion of the Babylonian captivity, which lasted, as they narrate,

seventy years and some months? And yet Airy persists that

about that time, and during a period of forty years, only one total

eclipse of the sun was, according to the present lunar theory and

Hansen's Tables, possible in Nineveh, viz. that in — 556. The
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date of this eclipse, moreover, is refuted by the Apis periods, by

the turnus of the priests, by Daniel, by the reports concerning

the years in which Cyrus was born, in which he conquered Baby-

lon and Nineveh, and died, as we have seen (p. 483). Finally,

a short time since, Airy himself conceded the untenableness of

Hansen's Tables, for our newspapers report the following item :

" In his last report, Prof. Airy devotes a few words to the great

work he has been engaged in, namely, the preparation for the

formation of Lunar Tables, according to a new treatment of the

theory by which he hopes to be able to give greater accuracy to

the final results by means of operations which are entirely numeri-

cal throughout the work. Considerable progress has been made

in these numerical developments, and he expects, at least, to put

his theory in such a state that there will be no danger of its entire

loss in the event of his death." In one word, Prof. Airy himself

discovered Hansen's theory to be incorrect.—The third and last

eclipse computed by Airy for vindicating the usual lunar motions

and Hansen's Tables is that in —584, May 2Sth, 4I1. 15m. P. T.,

ft 2 W., which he referred to the battle-field on the Halys (Her.

i. 74). As this eclipse, however, was, according to Hansen's

Tables, not total on the Halys, Airy was compelled to place the

battle-field between Smyrna, Tarsus, Ancyra, Iconium, and Issus.

Moreover, since Cyrus was born, as we have seen (p. 485), in

— 596 ; and since Mandane, the mother of Cyrus, was born one

year after the battle on the Halys, viz. in —620, the strange event

came to pass that Cyrus was wonderfully born thirteen years prior

to his mother.

We proceed now to the 16 eclipses in "Nature," 1872, July 25,

p. 251, carefully computed by Prof. Hind, by which the present

theory of the moon and Hansen's Table appeared to be mathe-

matically justified.

No. 1 relies on a cuneiform inscription, explained by Rawlin-

son. I do not know either how far the study of the cuneiform

literature of the Assyrians has since my "Alphabeta genuina,"

Lipsiae, 1S40, p. 133, advanced, or what reasons led Hind to refer

this presumed eclipse to —762, June 15. At that time no chrono-

logical eras existed except those of single kings ; consequently

the hypothetic eclipse must concern a certain year of a certain

Assyrian king whose name is not determined by Rawlinson.
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Moreover, the kings of that time, as we have seen (p. 507), reign-

ing three years later than Ptolemy made the world believe, this

eclipse would belong to — 759. I fear, moreover, that the date

of this eclipse was not fixed at all in the inscription, and that its

epoch was made out only by the aid of Hansen's Tables.
(

Pur-

suant to my approximate corrections of the latter, the longitude

of the Lunar nodes was, about that time, shorter by 7 14'. By
the way, this solar eclipse is not all the "terminus a quo for

researches on the historical eclipses"; for the eclipse observed

during the building of Rome is of the same age, and, being fixed

both by a planetary configuration and subsequent ascertained

eclipses, it is much more reliably ascertained than that of Rawlin-

son. Moreover, the Chinese eclipse of— 2192, likewise fixed by

a planetary configuration, is 1300 years older than that in — 762.

(See page 494 )

No. 2. I believe with Hind that the retrogression of the shadow

on the dial of Ahaz signifies a solar eclipse. Hind refers it to

— 6SS, Jan. 10th, 22h. 15m., P. T. ; but, since Hezekiah died in

— 696, and since 2 Kings xx. 6, reports the phenomenon to have

taken place fifteen years prior to the king's death, it is apparent

that Hind's eclipse cannot be the true one. (See the author's

"Summary," Appendix, the year — 696.) Consequently, the

eclipse under consideration may have been that in —715, June 5,

21I1. P. T., whilst the corrected place of the SI was nearly 5 W.
of the sun. (See the eclipse p. 439, No. 3.) The pi-oper eclipse

in — 710, March 13th, 23b., happened likely after sunset in Jeru-

salem.

No. 3. The total eclipse of the sun predicted to the Milesians

by Thales, Hind took for the same which terminated the war
between the Medians and Lydians, and hence he referred the

eclipse to —5S4, May 28th, 4b.. 15m. P. T., ft 2 W. This state-

ment, however, stands in opposition to all ancient reports and

established facts ; for, in the first place, Herodotus (i. 74) ex-

pressly states that this eclipse predicted by Thales coincided with

sunrise (eldov v'r/.za dure tfjuipaz ysvofxiv/jv), whilst Hind's

eclipse took place in the afternoon (4 hours p*m.) Even Euse-

bius, who notoriously begins the Olympian years with the preced-

ing local newyears day, puts the Thalesian eclipse in Ol. 4S, 3,

i.e. in —581, and not in — 584. Further, Pliny (H. N. ii. 12, 9)
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refers this eclipse to Ol. 48, 4, and at the same time to u.c. 170.

Now, then, the Olympiads beginning two years earlier than was
formerly believed (p. 79. 98), 01.48,4, extended from June, — 5S2,

to the same in — 581. And, moreover, the first year post urbem

conditam commencing with the Julian month ofJanuary in — 751,

the year u.c. 170 began with January in — 581. Thus the time of

the famous Thalesian eclipse predicted to the Milesians is incon-

trovertibly fixed ; it must have taken place between January and

June in the year— 5S1, namely, during sunrise, as Herodotus says.

Indeed it was the ecliptic full moon in — 581, March 27th, 17I1.

45m. P. T., to which Pliny and Eusebius point us. According to

the present theory of the moon's motions, however, this eclipse

preceded sunrise in Miletus by nearly two hours ; and it was
there not total at all, because the ft lay 2° E. of the sun. But,

according to the Table on p. 429, this eclipse commenced 4J1. 9m.

later, and the longitude of the ft was about 6° 23' shorter ; it lay

nearly 4° W. of the sun. How came it to pass that chronologers,

being acquainted both with the asra urbis conditam and the Olym-

piads, referred the year u.c. 170 and Ol. 48, 4, to the year — 5S4?

But it is much stranger still that Hind's predecessors confounded

the Milesian eclipse with that on the Halys, and terminating the

Lydo-Median war ; for Cambyses, the son of Cyrus, reigned, as

we have repeatedly seen, since — 526, because in his sixth year,

i.e. in— 520, a new Apis period commenced : accordingly, Cyrus

must have died in — 526. Further, in — 532, the Jews, having

returned to Jerusalem, rebuilt the Altar six years and some

months prior to Cyrus's death (Cyrop. viii. 7, 1), which is con-

firmed by the turnns of the Hebrew priests. Two years earlier,

in — 535, Cyrus conquered Babylon (Cyrop. vii. 4, 16), and

Daniel, his contemporary (Dan. vi. 1), testifies that in the same
year Cyrus was 62 years old ; consequently the latter must have

been born in — 596, and this date is confirmed by Cicero (De div.

i- 33)? wno reports that Cyrus died 70 years old. Now, then,

seeing that Cyrus died in — 526, being 70 years of age, it follows

that he must have been born in — 596. Moreover, since Cyrus
conquered Babylon 9 years prior to his death, as history reports,

viz. in— 535, "whilst he was 62 years old," we obtain once more
the very same birth-year — 596. Thus Cyrus's natal year is put

beyond any question. Now, Mandane, Cyrus's mother, was born,
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as before asserted, one year after the battle on the Halys, during

which a total obscuration of the sun happened there ; and this

Mandane was, at the time of marrying Cyrus's father, an adult

virgin of about 25 years ;
consequently, the eclipse on the Halys

and that predicted to the Milesians by Thales must have been two

separate occurrences. If we refer the eclipse in — 584 to the

battle on the Halys, Cyrus, being born in —596, would have been

born 13 years prior to his mother. The eclipse terminating the

battle on the Halys near Lydia was that in —621, May 17, 2oh.

25m. P. T., which happened, as Herodotus says, " some hours

after the beginning of the battle," and not with sunrise, ft 2° E.

of the sun; but according to our Table, p. 429, 4 W. of the sun.

Consequently Mandane was born in —620 ;
and one year prior

to Cyrus's birth, in —595, she was 25 years of age. About that

time no other eclipse of the sun could have been total on the south-

ern Halys; consequently Hind's eclipse of — 5S4 clearly refutes

the present theory of the moon's motions.

No. 4. The notable total eclipse of the sun near Sardis, in

sight of the whole army of Xerxes, coincided with sunrise (Her.

viii. 51, vii. 37), for dvrt ^fikpac, vbz iywero. It was, moreover,

a total one (6 r/Xtoz hyavrfi 9}v), and happened in the early spring,

1 year and 6 months prior to the Olympian games. The latter

being celebrated, subsequent to the occupation of Attica by Xerxes,

during June in — 477, the epoch of this eclipse is evidently fixed.

In the year —478, Feb. 17th, 1511. 30m. P. T., the 15 lay 17 , but

according to my Table, p. 429, only 12 east of the sun, and the

conjunction happened almost four hours later. Petavius referred

Xerxes' departure from Sardis to — 480, but Hind, nevertheless,

had recourse to the eclipse in —477, Feb. 16th, 23b.. 10m. This

eclipse, however, did not coincide with sunrise, as Herodotus,

born in the same year, asserts, and it was not at all a total one

near Sardis, but partial and "annular," and it disagrees appa-

rently with the epochs of the Olympian games. Besides, the solar

eclipse of Cleombrotus, mentioned by Hind, and observed near

Corinth one year after the same Olympian games (Herod, ix. 10)

subsequent to the battle at Salamis, was that in — 476, Aug. 1st,

ih. 301m, P. T., ft 5 west of the sun (P.4S8). Hind, on the con-

trary, computed the eclipse in— 479, Oct. 2d, ih. P.T., ft 9 W.,

which eclipse does not correspond with all other reports. It pre-
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ceded both Xerxes' passage over the Hellespont and the battle

near Thermopylae.

No. 5. The eclipse in the seventh year of Agathocles, Archon

Hieromnemon, noticed during d-epo<; between Syracuse and Car-

thage, was, according to Hind, that in— 309, Aug. 17, 2ih. 15m.,

SI 4 W., i.e. the same to which Airy recurred. Since, however,

this eclipse belonged to ^f/zwv, and not to dipo:;, finishing with

July 2d (p. 40S), and since all thearchons ruled from two to three

years later (p. 412), it is apparent that Hind likewise referred the

eclipse of Agathocles to a wrong year. The said eclipse belongs

to — 306, June 13th, 22h. P. T., U o° 43' ; according to our Ta-

ble, p. 429, 4 15' W.
No. 6. The total eclipse of the sun subsequent to J. Caesar's

passage over the "frozen" Rubicon, Hind refers to — 50, March

7th, oh. 50m.
;
yet this eclipse was annular, and it is contradicted

by all ancient reports. First, during March no river in Italy is

" covered -with ice." Moreover, Petronius testifies that during

Caesar's march against Rome a total eclipse of the moon also took

place, which was, as Pingre shows, impossible in that year — 50.

Further, the same historians— Petronius, Lucanus, Dio Cassius

(p. 448)— put these two eclipses, happening within fifteen days,

in the year u.c. 705, that is to say, in — 47, and not in — 50 : for

Rome was founded in — 752, and not in —755 (p. 439). Indeed,

it was only in — 47 that two total eclipses were possible, in the

course ofJanuary, south of the Rubicon, viz. the solar eclipse on

Jan. 3, 2ih. 30m. P. T., U 15 E., according to our Table (p. 429)

1
1° E. of the sun, and the total lunar eclipse on Jan. 18, 9h. 30m.

P. T., i\ o°, correctly 3 W. of the sun. These two so important

eclipses regulate, as we have seen, the whole of the Greek and

Roman histories, and they are preeminently adapted to correct

the present lunar theory. The dates of these eclipses, moreover,

are confirmed by the eclipses observed about the time of Caesar's

assassination, March 15th. The Fasti Capitolini, Josephus, and

other authors, record that Caesar, subsequent to his crossing the

Rubicon, ruled six years ; he must, therefore, have died in — 41.

In the same year, on March 27th, 1 ih. 45m. P. T., a solar eclipse

(U 7 , corr. io° W.) occurred in Asia, because the conjunction

happened 2I1. 30m. later. The lunar eclipse took place in — 41,

March 13th, ih. 45m. P. T., that is, 2h. 30m. later, ft 7°-3° 50'
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E. (p. 429). Both eclipses were invisible in Italy, but the writers

who mention these two eclipses only intended to record the sin-

gular phenomenon that two eclipses had occurred about the day

of Caesar's assassination, but visible in the eastern Roman provin-

ces only. The same year is fixed by the recurrence of the Olym-

pian games (P.44S).

No. 7. Hind correctly determines the date of Herod's lunar

eclipse, witnessed by Josephus (Ant. xvii. 6, 4), which happened

in the year o, Jan. 9th, 1 2I1., ft o° \V. ; for Christ was born 16 days

earlier, and Herod died a few months later. Thus the error of

Ideler, who puts the same eclipse four years earlier, comes to light.

Ideler's eclipse, moreover, was invisible (p. 454), and Christ was

not born four years prior to the accepted date of his nativity.

No. 8. The total eclipse of the sun observed at Nicrea in Bithy-

nia (40 30' N. Lat., 27 30' Long.), which Phlegon and other

ancient authors refer to the 19th year of Tiberius, and to Ol. 202,

2, and to midday, was that of a.d. 33, Sept. 1 ith, 22I1. 30m. P. T. ;

for, since Augustus died a.d. 16, on the 19th day of the month of

August, the 1st year of Tiberius commenced on the very same day,

and his 19th year began a.d. 34, according to Roman usage. But

the Egyptians and oriental nations, as is known, reckoned the

reigns of the emperors from the previous local newyears day, and

hence the 19th year of Tiberius commenced in Asia Minor a.d.

33. Some authors put the same eclipse in Ol. 202, 4, instead of,

as we have seen, Ol. 202, 2, because some ancient chronologers

were in the habit of beginning the Olympiads two years earlier.

The said ecliptic conjunction took place a.d. 33, on Sept. nth,

22h. 30m. P. T., but, according to the Table on p. 429, 2I1. iSm.

later. The 13 lay, according to Lalande, 8° E., and the curve

described by the moon's shadow was, according to Pingre, 7S ,

63 , 33 . Since, however, the longitude of the 13 was shorter (p.

429) by 3° 32' , it will be found both that the obscuration was total,

and that the eclipse commenced really with noon in Bithynia.

Hind, on the contrary, referred Phlegon's eclipse to a.d. 29, Nov.

24th, nh. 10m. a.m. Jerusalem time ; but the obscuration of the

sun was not total there, and was very partial in Bithynia ; it did

not, moreover, begin with " the sixth hour of the day" ; it also

remains irreconcilable with Roman history and with the 19th

year of Tiberius.
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On this occasion Hind mentions a lunar eclipse, observed a.d.

33, April 3d, 3b.., in Jerusalem, SI 7 W., obscuration Jl inches ;

but no ancient author cites it. Calvisius's "Opus Chronologicum"

only mentions, as something noteworthy, that about the time of

Christ's crucifixion, which, according to ancient tradition, pre-

ceded the full of the moon by one day, an obscuration of the moon

had taken place. The 14th day of Nisan, the day of the cruci-

fixion, was always the 19th day of March, Julian style (p. 414).

No. 9. The really total eclipse of the sun in Chasronea, wit-

nessed by Plutarch (p. 482), commenced with noon (ix \xzar
t
fi-

6pia$ dpza/uivq), and happened a.d. 73, July 22d, 22h. P. T.

;

for about that time only one eclipse of the sun, viz. the one just

mentioned, coincided with noon, 15 7° E. ; curve 63°_o4°, 6i°,

24 . It must have been total in Chasronea (38 30' N. Lat., 20 15

46 ' Long.), because the longitude of the 15 was shorter by nearly

3 24' . Hind examined, by means of Hansen's Tables, all eclip-

ses of the second half of the first century, as well as the ecliptic

new moons of the first part of the second century, but failed, of

course, to discover Plutarch's really total eclipse. Hence the in-

ference is self-evident.

No. 10. Eye-witnesses have certified that a.d. 418, July 19th,

7 hrs. after sunrise in Constantinople, a total eclipse of the sun

happened there, and a comet was discovered during the eclipse.

Hansen's Tables, on the contrary, state this eclipse to have been

partial in Constantinople ; it was only total several miles south of

Constantinople. Since, however, the western distance of the SI

from the sun amounted to 5 , and not to 4 , the totality of this

eclipse in Constantinople is saved. This important eclipse will

contribute to establish the true secular acceleration of the moon's

Nodes.

No. 11. Hind alleges a total eclipse of the sun, observed in

Medina a.d. 671, Dec. 6th, 22h. 3m.—which was, however, annu-

lar according to Hansen's Tables—and the obscuration of the sun

amounted to T
8-^ only, SI 6° W. The longitude of the SI being

shorter by i° 31' (p. 429), and that of the perigee shorter by 4°,

I conjecture that this eclipse was total in Medina.

No. 12. It is reported that a.d. 840, May 5th, ih. 15m., a total

eclipse of the sun was seen in Worms (Lat. 49 38'), and yet its

totality was visible, according to Hansen's Tables, but 100 miles
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south of Worms. As, however, the 13 lay not 6° but 5 east of

the sun, it is evident that the obscuration of the sun must have

been smaller in Worms, probably total in Strasburg. The cor-

rection of the time (-|-46m.) and the parallax alter this result a

little. According to Pingre, the central shadow of the moon de-

scribed the following curve : 43 , 45 ,
49°_37°.

No. 13. English and Holland chroniclers (Calvisius's Opus

Chr.) narrate that a.d. 1133, Aug. 2d, about noon, a total eclipse

of the sun happened both in London and Bruegge. Hansen's

Tables state that the central line of the shadow traversed Nor-

thumberland, because the longitude of the 13 (S° E. of the sun)

was too great. Pingre's curve is 55 , 50 , 13 . Since the 13,

however, lay about 36' nearer to the sun (p. 429), its total obscu-

ration was nearer Bruegge by many miles. In recalculating this

eclipse, the correction of the place of the apogee (-5') is to be

taken into account.

Nos. 14, 15, and 16, finally, refer to certain days of a.d. 1433,

1598, and 1652 ; and the magnitudes of these solar eclipses, com-

puted by Hind, remain nearly the same. For my approximate

corrections of the secular accelerations of the moon, her Nodes

and Apsides, are not very important for epochs of such modern

dates. Besides, the localities of the related solar eclipses, some-

times copied in the chronicles of that time, are not always accu-

rate and reliable.

Summarily, the objection that the present theory of the moon,

especially Hansen's Tables, has been confirmed by Hind's

Ancient Eclipses, misses the mark ; for, in the first place, the ma-

jority of the computed eclipses are irreconcilable with history,

fixed by mathematical facts. Prof. Airy, moreover, being at pres-

ent about to establish, as he himself says, another theory of the

moon's motions, I do not doubt that Prof. Hind is now equally

convinced that the usual theory concerning the accelerations of

the moon, her Nodes and Apsides, deduced from the eclipses in

the Almagest, is no longer tenable in face of the really observed

eclipses of the Greeks and Romans ; otherwise, Prof. Hind would

certainly have disavowed, either publicly or privately, the con-

tents of my missive of Feb. 11, 1S73 ; for, amicus Plato, tnagis

arnica Veritas.

5. The most important objection is, no doubt, the following :
—
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The present theory of the moon's motions is deduced from the

unalterable law of gravitation
; consequently all other lunar theo-

ries essentially differing from the present are to be rejected. To
this argument of professed astronomers I have, of course, to re-

spectfully submit. And yet, as a reminder, I venture to offer

the following facts. Granted that Damoiseau's Tables, Airy's

corrections inclusive, are based upon the immutable law of gra-

vitation, including the influence of the planets,—how comes it to

pass that these Tables disagreed so much with the observation of

the total eclipse in 1S51 ? How comes it that all the total eclipses

of the sun, verified by Greek and Roman historians, are partial

when computed by Damoiseau and Hansen's Tables? that, ac-

cording to the same Tables, many ascertained ancient eclipses

were invisible, that the latter preceded sunrise and the attested

hours of the day? How is the phenomenon to be explained that

the numberless Lunar Tables, constructed successively from Ptol-

emy to Hansen, differ so much from each other concerning the

mean motions and the secular accelerations of the moon, her Ap-
sides and Nodes ; that, moreover, all these Tables, some years

after their construction, proved useless ? I refer to the statements

of the Tabula? Prudenicaa, of Rudolph, Marinus, Pagan," La Hire,

Cassini, Clairaut, Halley, Mayer, Mason, Lalande, La Place,

Wurm, Buerg, Voiron, Burckhardt, Bouvoir, Euler, Damoiseau,

Hansteen, Airy, Hansen, which I compared with each other.

How is it that Buerg's Tables, based on 3200 Greenwich observa-

tions, agree much better with the eclipse in 1851 than those of

Burckhardt? that Prof. Airy, being down to 1S75 fully convinced

of the correctness of Hansen's theory, is just now occupied with

a new theory of the moon's motions ?

It is not yet known what will result from the researches of this

distinguished astronomer. Should he, by a closer examination of

the planetary attractions, arrive at the result that in —2300 the

longitude of the moon was shorter by about 6°, that of the Nodes
shorter by about 1S , that of the perigee nearly 8° shorter than

the usual Tables state, then he will be under the necessity of aban-

doning the eclipses in the Almagest, as I have done, since 1S46,

in different places. On the other hand, should it be impractica-

ble, in this way, to explain the greatly accelerating motions of the

moon, as specified in our Table, p. 429, which is approximately
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deduced from the authenticity of classic eclipses, then it is to be

borne in mind that the possibility of expounding the fact is not yet

exhausted. The exploration of nature has not yet reached the end.

In the first place, it is well known that the comets accelerate, and

this phenomenon is put to account of the resistance of the ether.

Humboldt (Kosm. p. 406, Philad. ed.) presumes this fluidity to

move round the sun from west to east, and points us to the zodia-

cal light and to the evaporating tails of the comets. That ethereal

substance, of whatsoever nature it may be, opposes the motion

of all heavenly bodies of our system ; and hence, the moon, more

and more retarded, and consequently attracted, by the earth, must

gradually perform shorter revolutions. In this way, perhaps, the

aforesaid accelerating motions of the moon can be explained.

The following results of the preceding researches are true

:

1. All eclipses in the Almagest, apart from the four later,

occured in other years than was formerly accepted bona Jide.

Their times and other minutiae are the result of Ptolemy's errone-

ous computations. Consequently, any theory of the lunar motions

deduced from Ptolemy's Babylonian eclipses must necessarily be

incorrect.

The chronology of the other eclipses discussed in the premises

is true, because it is both based upon the reports of intelligent and

honest eye-witnesses, and confirmed by infallible mathematical

facts.

3. No Lunar Tables are to be considered correct as long as

they disagree with the most reliably ascertained eclipses of the

ancients, and as long as the former turn all total eclipses of the

classics into partial or annular ones, many small eclipses into

invisible ones, and according to which all eclipses coinciding

with sunrise, and those of which the hours are fixed by ancient

authorities, preceded sunrise and the attested times.

Catalogue of all Classic and other Eclipses discussed in the

premises.

The following eclipses refer to astronomical and not to histori-

cal years before Christ.

The added hours and minutes of the eclipses are according to

Paris time, wherever no local time is mentioned.
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O signifies a solar eclipse, of which the magnitude and hours

have not been fixed by ancient classic authors.

3 signifies a lunar eclipse, of which the magnitude and hours

are not specified by ancient classic authors.

O * and 5 * signify a solar or lunar eclipse reported to have

been total.

03 a solar eclipse which has been nearly total ({Jtyvosioyz)

according to ancient classic authors.

O w and D ^ eclipses of the sun and the moon reported to

have been small ones.

O solar eclipses coinciding with sunrise according to ancient

classic authorities.

||
and D ||

solar and lunar eclipses, of which the hours have

been specified by the same authors.

The ciphers below O and j) signify the pages in the premises

where the respective eclipses have been discussed.

The ciphers below the times of the eclipses mean the approxi-

mate corrections of the Lunar Table, p. 429-30.

The ciphers below ft and 13 refer to the approximate correc-

tions of the Lunar Table, p. 429-30.

E. (east), W. (west) of the centres of the sun's shadow respec-

tively.

j> ^ •

495....

0*ll
492 ...

O* II

438. ...

©^ II

439....

j) ....

507....

508 . .

.

j) ....

SoS • • •

•

O* II

439....

O ••••

516....

O * ? Rome
440

LOCALITIES.

Tanis. Northern,
Egypt

;

Gan-y-hein and
Pekin, China

j

Rome, Latium.

Rome andTeos,
Asia Minor .

.

Babylon

Babylon

Babylon.

Rome . •

Jerusalem.

27S0,

2192,

77i,

752,

717,

716,

7i5>

7i5,

7i5,

-710,

642,

TIMES.

May 23, I5h. Par. T
" +i4h. ± ...

Oct. 10, 7h

+ "h
Nov. 19, oh. 45m

-f- 4h. 43m. . .

.

May 25, i6h

-f- 4I1. 40m. .

.

Jan. 16, 4h

+ 4h - 33m- • • •

Nov. 26, oh

+ 4h - 33m-
May 21, 5h

-f- 4h. 33m. ...

June 5, 21I1. 15m. . .

+ 4h - 33™. . .

June 5, 2ih. 15m.. .

Mar. 13, 23h

-f 4h. 33m...
Jan. 11, iSh

-f- 4h. 18m.. .

ft 13

ft 12° E.
-21° +
a io° e.
-i7° i5'

yi4°E.
-7° i7'

ft S°E.
-7 11'

TJ5°E.
— 73
13 14 E.
-7° 3'

ft 19° E.
-7° 3'

&2=E.
-7° 3'

ft 2°E.

ft 4° W.
-7° 3'

ft i°E.
-6°

3S'
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LOCALITIES.

O >K Southern Halys,
485 Asia Minor..
j) Babylon
507
© >K © • • • Miletus, Asia
441,515,516 Minor
© Greece
486
© 5fC ? . . . . [Laryssa (Nine

4§4> 5H' veh), Mosul.
Babylon

.

Greece
506...

© •••

486

J) Babylon... .

507 ,

j) Babylon
507
©*©... Smyrna
486, 518

© W iCorinth

4S8 1

© * Thebes, The
489

j

salia

© ^C Athens
48S '

© Greece
488 ,

0D [Athens

473- ••

j) ...

474...

©^ •

475;-
D *
475 •••

j) *
476..

j) -..

476...

©...
476..

O*
441 .

.

OD
447 • •

D •••

506..

506.

506

© (great)

478

o
o

478

Athens

Athens

Athens

Sicily

Athens

Athens

Rome

Bceotia, N

Babylon

Babylon

Babylon

Thebes, Bceotia

Syracuse, Sicily

ft y
621,

619.

5sr

53s

532

519

519

499

489

478

476

469

465

460

429

421,

420

420,

410.

403:

401

400
:

39i

381

38o
;

380,

360

356

May 17, 2oh. 15m.

-f- 4h. 14m.
Oct. 6, I2h

-\- 4h. 14m. .

March 27, i7h. 45n
-(- 4h. 9m

Nov. 22, i9h

+ 3h. 57m
Jan. 26, i5h. 45m

+ 3h- 57m
Nov. 8, 2h

+ 3h. 54m.
Nov. 22, i7h

+ 3h - 54m
May 4, ioh. 15m.

+ 3h- 50m.
Oct. 8, 4h. 30m.

.

-r-3h - 49m "
Feb. 27, i5h. 30m

-j- 3h. 46m
Aug. 1, ih. 30m.

-f 3h. 46m.
March 20, ih. 30m

+ 3h- 45m
Dec. 25, 2oh

+ 3h - 44m -

March 9. 23IL 30m
+ 3h- 43m

Jan. 26, 22h

+ 3h - 37m
Aug. 8, oh. 15m.

.

+ 3h. 35m --

Jan. 18, 2h

+ 3h. 35m..
Feb. 2, 6h

+ 3h. 35m..
July 8, 7h. 45m.

.

-f- 3h. 33m.

.

Feb. 23, 6h. 30m.
4~ 3h. 31m.

Jan. 17, 2ih. 30m
-f- 3h. 31m

July 1, i7h. 45m.
+ 3h - 3 Im -

Jan. 26, 22h. 30m
4- 3h. 29m

Dec. 12, 9h. 30m.

+ 3h. 2Sm.
June 6h. 7h. 45m

+ 3h. 28m
Dec. 1, oh. 30m.

.

+ 3h. 28m..
May 12, 3h. 15m.

+ 3h. 25m.
Feb. 28, 23h. 30m

+ 3h - 24m

ft2° 46'E.
-6° 32'

U o°E.
-6° 32'

U2°E.
-6° 23°

a 8° W.
— 6° 6'

y 20° E.
-6° 5'

U S° E.
— 6°

ft 7°W.
— 6°

ft 4°W.
-5° 55'

U i° w.
-5° 52'

y 17 e.
- 5° 49'

fto°E.
- 5° 49'

fti°E.
-5° 47'

ft 6° W.
- 5° 46'

y 16° E.
- 5° 44'

ft i°E.
-5° 35'

y io°e.
-5° 33'

y i7°E.
-5° 32'

ft 2°E.
-5° 32'

ft7°E.
- 5° 29'

y 9° e.

- 5 ° V'y io° e.
-5° 26'

ai°45'E.
-5°26-
ft 9°W.
— 5° 24'

y 2 w.
— 5° 20'

ft 3°E.
5° 20'

J i° W.
5° 20'

ft i°W.
•5° H'

4 W.

y

si
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J) #....

479
©*©•
441.....

D *ll ••

480

D w II
•

4S0

O* •••

481.5H.519
o
442

LOCALITIES.

Sicily

Rome

Arbela and Si

cily

Arbela and Car-
thage

S. E. of Syra-
cuse, Sicily •

Rome

442..

©^
442..

O*
443"

443"

Mysia, Asia Mi
nor

Sardinia

Zama, Africa .

Cum a;, near
Rome

Greece

505

505

©^ •••

444
D
505

O (great)
||

444
© (great)

||

444
D
508

]) *-..
445

445'

J) •

505 •

4Si

O (great)

445

D* ....

446

O (great)
||

447
©*...
447. 5i9
j)*...
448
D *...
448
©*...
448

Greece

Rome .

Greece

Rome .

Rome .

Egypt

.

Apollonia,
Greece

Pydna, Macedo

ft 15

356, Aug. 9, 6h. 45m y io° E.

+ 3h - Hm — 5°H'
340, Sept. 25, iSh y IO° E -

-4- 3I1. 20m 5 9'

330, Sept. 20, 7h. 30m.. .. ft 4 E.
-4- 3h. 19m 5

° 6'

32S, Aug. 29, i2h ft 9° W.
+ 3h. iSm...- 5

°5'

306, June 13, 22h. 45m... fto°4=;'E.

+ 3h. 14m.

293, March 23. 2T,h

-|- 3h. 13m
217, March 9, 4h

+ 3 h. 5Sm..
216, Feb. 11, 2h. 30m...

+ 2h. 58m...
201, Oct. 18, 23h. 30m..

-\- 2h. 56m..
199, March 3, 22h

-\- 2h. 56m.
199, Sept. 12, i3h. 30m.

+ 2h. 55m...

Rhodus

Athens

Rome

Rome

Rome

N. of Rome.

,

Rome

Asia

Asia

197, July 23, nh. 45m
+ 2h. 55m

197, Aug. 6, i5h. 30m
+ 2h. 55m....

196, Jan. 16, 5I1. 30m
-f- 2h. 55m

187, July 16, 2oh

+ 2h. 54m
186, Jan. 10, 23IL 30m

— 2h. 54m
171, Sept. 2, nh. 30m

— 2I1. 50m
167, June 21, 7h. 45m

— 2h. 50m
166, June 10, i3h. 30m. ..

-f- 2h. 50m. ..

13S, June 1, ioh. 15m
-J- 2h. 45m

126, Oct. 14. 13I1. 30m....

-f- 2h. 44m
102, Dec. 2, igh

-f- 2h. 40m
62, Oct. 27, 7h. 30m

-T-2h.34m
60, March 27, 4h. 15m....

+ 2h-34m
47, Jan. 3, 2ih. 30m

4- 2h. 30m
47, Jan. 18, 9I1. 30m

-\- 2h. 30m
41, March 13, ih. 45m....

4- 2h. 30m
41, March 27, nh. 45m...

-f- 2h. 30m.. ..

- 5 °
y 12 E.

-4° 55'

15 3° w.
- 4° 34'

15 5° E.

- 4° 34'

ft 2 W.
-4° 3i'

U 13° E.
-4° 3i'

15 3° w.
- 4° 3o'

15 ii° E.

- 4° 3o'

ft 3°W.
- 4° 3o'

15 5° E.

- 4° 30'

y 4°E._
4
° 27'

ft3°W.
-4° 27'

U5°59'«-
-4° H'
15 3°E.
-4° 24'

15 5° w.
- 4° 24'

15 2 w.
-4°i5'
ft 9° W.
-4° 12'

15 15 E.
- 4 6'

ft5°37'E.
-3° 57'

ft o° W.
- 3° 57'

15 15° E.

-3° 53'

ft o° W.
-3° S3'

ft 7°E.
- 3° 50'

ft 7° W
-3° 5o'-
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O* II
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456, 520

o
456

457-
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*
460.

460

o
640

O* II

••••

4S2, 461, 521

o?
461

o
461

o
461

3>

509

i>

509

509.

509•
o*
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LOCALITIES.

Rome

Rome

Rome

Rome

Rome

Jerusalem

Rome

Egypt?

Laybach, Tyrol

Nicsea, Bithynii

Rome

Rome

Rome.

Naples and Ar-
menia

Rome

Rome .

Rome? .

Rome

Rome

Ch;eronea, Boe-

tia

Ephesus, Asia
Minor

Rome

Rome

Alexandria,
Egypt •.

Alexandria,
Egypt

._

Alexandria,
Egypt

Alexandria,
Egypt

Utica, near Car-
thage

— 40, Aug. 10, i6h. 15m..

-J- 2hi 29m ••

— 39> July3°) J 8h. 15m...
-\- 2h. 29m. ..

— 37. Jan. 13, 2ih. 30m...
4- ah. 28m...

— 34, Oct. 31, 22h
4~ 2h. 27m..

— 28, Tan. 4, igh

+ 2h. 26m...
-+- o, Jan. 9, 11 h. 30m

-f- 2h. 24m
+ 7, Feb. 5, 23h

+ 211.23m....
+ 16, Aug. 20, i7h

4- 2h. 22m
4- 17, Jan. 30, Sh

4- ah. 22m
+ 33, Sept. 11, 22h. 30m..

+.2h. iSm..
-r-45> JulJ 3i> 2 2h

+ 2h. 16m...

+ 47, June 25, i 5 h. 30m...
+ 2h. 15m...

4- 48, June 14, 6h
4- 2h. 15m. ..

4- 60, Oct. 12, 19I1

4- ah. 13m...
+ 67, May 31, 3h

4- ah. 13m
4-68, May 5, I2h

-f- 2h. 13m
4- 68, Oct. 28, i8h. 30m . .

.

4- 2h. 13m....

+ 71, March 4, Sh ,

-f- 2h. 12m. ..

4- 7i> March 19, 2ih. 30m.
4- 2h. 12m

+ 73) July 22, 22h
4- 2h. 12m. .

,

-f-95, May 21, 15b. 30m. ...

4- 2h. 10m. . ..

4- 99, Sept. 2, 22h
4- 2h. 9m

4- 1 iS, Sept. 2, _22h. 30m
4- 2h. 6m. . .

,

4- 125, April 5, 7h
+ 2h. 5m

4- 133, May 6, 9h. 15m
4- 2I1. 4m

-\- 134, Oct. 20; 9h. 15m. ...

4- 2h. 4m
4- 136, March 5, i4h

4- 2h. 4m
-4- 200, March 31, 2ih. 30m

+ ih. 55m,

ft 15

t5i4°E.
- 3° 5o'

U 6°E.
- 3° 50'

9, 9° w.
— 3° 50'

ft 7°W.
- 3° 49'

15 io°E.
-3°4S'
a o° w.
-3° 42'

13 15° E.
- 3° 39'

y 2°E.
— 3° 37'

ft3°E.
-3° 37'

U S° E.
-3° 32'

ft o° W.
-3° 3o'

ft i°E.
-3° 29'

ft 7° W.
-3° 29'

ft 6° W.
-3° 27'

0, 3° W.
-3° 25'

ft 2°E.
3° 25'

J f W.

?5' s°"e.
•3° 25'

Q> 7°w.
— 3° 25'

15 7°E.
-3° 24'

15 5°E.
— 3 20'

ft 2°E.
-3° 19'

I 6° W.
-3° 15'

ft io° E.

3° 13'

15 5°E.
•

3°ii'

ft 5°W.
-3° 11'

15 9°E.
-3°"'
ft 4°E.

2°
5 S'
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466
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467

Oil
467

o
467

Oil
458

O* II
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LOCALITIES.

Rome -j- 237, April 12, 3h. 30m
4-ih. 49m.

Rome U- 239, Aug. 16, 22I1

I

+ ih. 48m.
Rome + 291, May 15, 2h. 30m.

,

I

-4-ih. 43m..
Rome -)- 303, Sept. 11. 7I-1. 30m.

,

j

-)- ih. 42m.

.

Constantinople, -f-3'6, Dec. 30, 19b. 30m
J

-f- ih. 39m.
Constantinople.

'-f- 317, Dec. 20, ih

I

+ ih. 39m..
Campania, Italy+ 324, Aug. 6, 2h

I

+ih. 37m...
Rome or Sicily,

-f- 334, July 16, 23b. 30m.
; " +ih-35m.

Constantinople. -)- 345, June 16, ih

I

+ih. 34m..
Constantinople.-)- 346, June 5, 17I1. 30m. .

I
+ ih. 34m.

Constantinople. -4- 347> Oct. 20, 3b

i

+ in. 33m...
Constantinople. -4- 34S, Oct. 8, 2oh

I + ih- 33™--
Mesopotamia . . -\- 360, Aug. 27, i6h

I + in. 32m.
Alexandria, -f- 364, June 16, ih
Egypt

'

+ ih. 32m.
Alexandria, ,-f- 364, Nov. 25, 14b
Egypt 4-ih. 32m.

Alexandria, '-f- 374, Nov. 19, 22h. 30m.
Egypt I +ih. 31m...

Alexandria,
j

4-378, Sept. 7, 23I1. 30m..
Egypt

j

-f- 1 11.31m..
Rome or Con- -f- 393, Nov. 19,2311

stantinople . -I -4- ih. 29m.
Constantinople. + 41S, July 18, 19b

i
4" In - 26m-

Medina, Arabia 4" 671 > Dec. 6, 22h. 3m...
I 4~ In - om. .

.

O * Worms? Stras-4- 840, May 5, ih. 15m . . -

521 burg I 4- 46m...
© >fc London and 4~ ll 33> Aug. 2, noon
522 Bruegge I 4~ 22m • •

O*

ft y

ft 2° W.
— 2 so'

U 12 E.
— 2° 49'

a o° w.
-2° 39'

a 5 e.
-2 37'

ft 2°W.
-2 36'

ftn°W.
-2° 36'

ft 4° W.
— 2° 36'

ft 2°E.
— 2 35'

ft i°E.
-2 34'

ft 7° W.
-2° 33'

13 14° E.
-2° 33'
*J5°i7'E.
-2° 33'

ft 3° W.
-2° 32'

ft 6° W.
-2° 32'

y 6° e.
-2° 32'

ft 2° W.
— 2° 32'

ft 2° W.
— 2° 31'

ft io° W.
— 2° 29'

ft 4° W.
-2° 23'

ft 6° W.
-i°3"
U 6° E._ T

o
7

,

U 8° E.
-36/

To these 116 eclipses the following total obscurations of the

sun, mentioned in later chronicles, and collected in "Calvisius's

Opus Chronologicum," may be added, because they will proba-

bly confirm or amend our approximate corrections of the present

theory of the secular accelerations of the moon's motions. Pin-

gre's curves are enclosed in brackets.

iii-34
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Mound Explorations in Southeastern Missouri.

By C. Croswell.

[Read June 18, 1S77.]

The interest which attaches to any new facts connected with

the prehistoric races which once peopled this continent, is mani-

festing itself in the numerous publications* and in the constantly

increasing reseaixhes and explorations in different parts of the

country ; and it is a source of gratification to find that these inves-

tigations have not been entirely barren of results— that they are

developing, little by little, the habits of life and the surroundings

of this mysterious people. Ultimately, by comparison, we shall

obtain knowledge sufficient to determine, approximately, the

origin of the race. It affords me extreme pleasure to find that

during my brief absence I have been enabled to add a few items

to the facts heretofore disclosed in connection with this engross-

ing subject.

I found on the borders of a cypress swamp in New Madrid

county evidences of a former densely populated settlement, the

site of which is overgrown with heavy timber, and which, so far

as my observation extends, is, like all other selections for resi-

dence by this people, pleasantly located convenient to water. The

swamp appears to have been transformed from a large body of

water to its present state during some of the convulsions to which

this section of country was subjected centuries ago. It may formerly

have been a lake ofmany miles in extent, as some of the inhabitants

now living on its borders maintain ; or an arm of the Missis-

sippi, as others feel equally confident. There has been no radical

change, however, in the swamp-bed within the last four hundred

years ; still the banks indicate, by what seem to be water-lines,

that the large district of swamp was once covered by water of

considerable depth. The inhabitants in the vicinity term it

"West Lake" to distinguish it from another of similar character,

lying parallel to this at a distance of three miles, called "East

Lake." Along the margin of these swamps are belts of heavy

timber, flanking on either side a beautiful and well cultivated

* We refer, among others, to the publication ot Mr. A.J. Conant, on page 353 of this

volume, which partly goes over the same ground.
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prairie. This settlement had a breadth of about fifty rods, and
was traced for a third of a mile to a cultivated field on the south r

where it abruptly terminated. On learning that the field had been

under cultivation nearly forty years, I concluded it accounted for

the sudden limit to the settlement in that direction, as constant til-

lage for that length of time would completely obliterate all traces.

To satisfy myself of this fact, I followed the bank of the swamp by

a path deeply worn in the soil to a narrow belt of timber separating

the first from a second cultivated field, and found, as I anticipated,

depressions in the soil overgrown with timber. This discovery

extended the settlement to considerably over half a mile, greatly

augmenting the number of dwelling-places.

The evidences of this ancient settlement consist of circular cavi-

ties in the earth, generally three feet in depth, with diameters

varying from eight to fourteen feet. They were originally some
twenty inches deeper than at present, the growth and decay of

vegetation from year to year having partially filled them. We
may suppose that the dwellings, being well covered, were com-
fortable quarters in cold weather, completely sheltering the

occupants from the low temperature of winter, while in summer
they could quickly be made as open and airy as desirable. The
covering was probably constructed of poles and bark, and were

of no considerable height, not equal to the ordinary wigwams of

the Indians. If it were possible, with the evidence I shall adduce,

to doubt the object sought to be attained by the inhabitants in

digging these cavities, the opinion of an eminent English antiqua-

rian may be quoted. He says, "we have undoubted proofs from

history and former existing remains, that the earliest habitations

were pits or slight excavations in the ground, covered and pro-

tected from the inclemency of the weather by boughs of trees or

sods of turf." *

I examined twelve of these dwellings, and found in each a

hearth the substance of which was composed of a mixture of clay

and coarse grass, having the color and appearance of brick,

though in no instance the molded form. Many of the hearths

were located on the west side of the cavities near the surface,

others were discovered in the centre. These hearths average

Sir R. C Hoare on the Antiquities of Wiltshire.
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twenty-four by thirty inches, with a thickness of two and a half

inches. They were made by smoothing the space desired to have

covered ; the clay was then prepared after the manner of the

Egyptians by mixing it with straw, or its equivalent, and was

spread over the surface ; in due time a fire was kindled upon it,

and thus the mixtm-e was burnt and the hearth completed.

I have computed the area occupied by the settlement at some-

thing over fifty acres, and the number of excavations at thirty-five

to the acre, making the number of dwellings one thousand seven

hundred and fifty. It is customary to estimate the number of

inhabitants in a community in the United States by allowing

five members to a family. If we base our calculation on such an

estimate, we shall have as the result eight thousand seven hun-

dred and fifty, a population more than sufficient to entitle any of

our modern settlements to the denomination of city. I consi-

der, however, that the estimate falls far short of the reality, if we
take into consideration the prevalence of polygamy among all

barbarous and semi-civilized nations.

A few articles of burnt clay were obtained, but I am not able

to determine the uses to which they were applied. The most

notable of these odd pieces was a sphere of two and a quarter

inches diameter, with compressed sides, and dotted over the

whole surface with small rings, as if made by cutting the lower

end of a goose-quill at right angles and stamping the soft clay.

Dr. Schliemann, in giving an account of his explorations at the

site of ancient Troy, speaks of finding many hundreds of them,

all having the same circular form, but in other respects varied.

He has in his collection perfect spheres, half spheres, cones, and

elongated centres, as well as the compressed spherical form I

have described. They were wrought from lead, marble, and

blue-stone, but by far the greater number were of burnt clay.

While referring to those obtained in one portion of his excava-

tions, Dr. S. says, "they are all made of terra-cotta, and it is

quite evident that the decorations were engraved when the clay

was still in a soft state. All are of such excellent clay, and burnt

so hard, that I at first believed them to be of stone, and only per-

ceived my mistake after having carefully examined them." Some
were quite plain, others contained a great variety of decorations,

the sun and stars very generally forming a portion of the orna-
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mentation. They were found at various depths beneath the

soil, many having a covering of thirty-three feet. Owing to their

resemblance to a spinning-top he calls them whorls, and ex-

presses the opinion that they were emblems of ancient Aryan

sun-worship.

Contiguous to this settlement, between it and the swamp, there

are several mounds. One immediately on the bank was not less

than twelve feet high, and between thirty and forty feet long by

twenty wide, running parallel with the swamp. An excavation

to a depth of eight feet was made in the top of this mound and

careful examinations instituted along the margin of the same, but

nothing whatever of interest was found. I conjectured that it

was erected for the observance of religious ceremonies, as it was

directly opposite the principal mound where the dead were de-

posited in great numbers. I desired to cross section this mound

to the surface of the ground in search of an altar, but felt con-

strained to defer it until I had more time at my disposal.

There must have been deposited in the adjacent mound at least

three hundred bodies— it was the largest of the several burial

places of the inhabitants. The mode of raising this mound was

apparently by first depositing a layer of the dead over the space

appropriated for the purpose and covering them to a depth of

about fourteen inches. After this had been accomplished a second

layer was commenced, gradually contracting the circle to give

the required slope. When the mound had received all the bodies

that was desirable, soft clay was spread over the whole surface,

after which followed a final covering of sand. The coating of

clay was probably intended to prevent the penetration of water.

In the manner described the mound was gradually raised to a

height of about seven feet. All the skeletons were found on the

north, south, and east sides of the circle, while the west next the

swamp and the adjacent mound just mentioned was destitute of

everything except pieces of broken pottery and a few scraps of

bone. As a reason for this omission to fill the space on the west

as on the other three sides with the remains of their friends,

I can only conjecture, that, as the mound immediately on the

bank of the swamp had been consecrated to their forms of wor-

ship, the latter was regarded by them as too sacred to be conta-

minated with the near presence of the dead. Notwithstanding
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the apparent want of necessity for the labor bestowed upon that

portion, the west side was symmetrically rounded oft' and per-

fected in the same manner as the other three sides.

There appeared to have been no observance of order in depos-

iting the dead in this mound, but this seeming carelessness may
have been methodical and attributable to some peculiarity in their

customs ; of course, I make an exception of the systematic care

practised in gradually drawing in the circle and increasing the

height to the centre. The skeletons were as often with the feet

as the head towards the centre, and were lying on the back, on

the face, on the right side, and on the left, and in two instances

appeared drawn up, as if placed in a sitting posture. As the first

skeletons were uncovered on the outer margin, they were found

lying side by side with a covering of about fourteen inches of earth.

The next layer immediately above was advanced a little nearer

the centre. Then followed others in the same order, until finally

they were found lying six deep, the bones much decayed, sepa-

rated and broken, and mingled together in a mass interspersed

with the sand which had covered them. I could determine the

number only by the skulls, many of which (and, as usual, they

were the best preserved portions of the remains) would not bear

removal. From the whole number exposed, I could obtain but

eighteen.

In the second mound opened, a skeleton was found extended

at full length on the back, with the skull resting upon a stone

weighing sixteen pounds. The stone is a smooth drift boulder of

quartzite, having on one side, which lay uppermost, nearly a flat

surface with an artificial depression in the centre. It resembled

the old-fashioned lap-stone used by shoemakers. Another singu-

lar form of burial discovered in this mound was that of a skele-

ton extended on the back with the skull resting in a shallow dish,

the side next the shoulders having been removed to accommodate

the head and neck, and keep the whole on a level.

The skulls obtained from these mounds form very interesting

objects of study, as they present all the characteristics of the faces

represented on the pottery, proving that these were no ideal fig-

ures, but an actual study from the living features of their own
race. The shape of the nasal bone between the eyes and the

spinal bone of the upper maxillary at the point dividing the nos-
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trils, indicate a very prominent arched nose, which is accurately

produced on all pieces of pottery that I have seen representing a

human face. I also found on every skull that was sufficiently

well preserved to permit of examination, the flattened shape of

the occipital region so characteristic of the Mound-builder head.

In stature these people were not giants, accurate measurements

of all the skeletons that came under my notice proving them to

have been of medium height, although the bones were large and

joints massive ; I did not find a skeleton that measured six feet.

During the examination of the second mound a hearth was ex-

posed covering a space of about twelve feet square, in the imme-

diate vicinity of which three vessels were discovered which had

contained red and yellow paint. From this circumstance com-

bined with the unusual size of the hearth, I was led to the con-

clusion that they had carried on the manufacture of pottery at

that point. In removing a portion of the hearth, the spade struck

and crushed one of the pots containing red paint which had been

placed beneath it. Why it had been deposited in such a position

I could not conjecture.

The Pottery, nearly all of it graceful in curved lines, and many
pieces smooth and well polished, is decidedly beautiful. It doubt-

less formed a prominent feature in their domestic affairs as it

evidently did in their burial ceremonies, and must have been

regarded by the owners as of the greatest value and importance.

These articles of combined utility and luxury, when placed in the

ground, we feel assured, were filled with food such as tempted

the appetite of the living, that it might cheer and support the

spirit on the journey to its future abode. The several vessels

were arranged systematically around the head, generally two

pieces to each body, viz. a bottle and pot. In some instances this

was varied, I suppose according to the wealth, prowess, or exalted

position of the individual ; there were instances where three pieces

had been provided, a shallow dish being added to the other two,

while at the head of others there was but one piece. To the arti-

cles of pottery enumerated, I must add a class of vessels occasion-

ally met with, which, from their diminutive size, shape, and the

holes in the rim for suspension, I conclude were incense cups.

The pottery varied greatly in the amount of ornamentation be-

stowed upon it. Some vessels were elaborately wrought into the
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shape offish, frogs, and images of grotesque shape ; while others

were decorated with human heads, and those of quadrupeds,

birds, coiled serpents, &c. Among the birds, the Pelican and

Owl were the most conspicuous. Bottles were found adorned

with painted figures representing the sun, stars, and other designs

remarkably graceful and tastefully executed. The favorite colors

used in their works were red, white, and yellow ; black was found

upon only one piece. The largest pieces of pottery obtained

were two vessels each capable of containing about two gallons.

From their peculiar shape it is conjectured they may have been

used as filters. They are circular in form, open at the top, the

bottom gradually tapering to an orifice one and a quai'ter inches

in diameter. Dr. Schliemann gives a description of one found

at Troy, as follows: " Of the earthenware found in this excava-

tion, there is one piece especially deserving of attention. This

is a vessel in the form of a helmet, with a round hole at the

bottom ; it may have served as a kind of funnel." Fragments of

urns were found, the rims of which when entire measured

eighteen inches in diameter.

It is evident from the number of shells found in the mounds

that they formed an important item among the treasures of the

Mound-builders. From them they wrought articles for use and

ornament. Many of them are sea-shells, inhabitants of the Gulf

of Mexico, and from the long distance whence they were brought

it is reasonable to suppose they were considered of great

value. I found several large sea-shells of the Pyrula species in

different stages of preservation, and one circular ornament three

inches in diameter that had evidently been cut from a large

specimen. The convex face was entirely plain, but the concave

side bears the figure of a Tarantula, or large spider, very skilfully

engraved, the body being formed by a circle enclosing a cross,

showing beyond doubt its sacred and symbolic character. This or-

nament, when found, lay on the breast-bone of a skeleton, with the

concave or ornamented side uppermost. Two holes in the upper

part were evidently intended for the thong or string by which it

had been suspended from the neck. A circumstance that renders

this relic still more interesting is the fact that two other shell orna-

ments bearing precisely similar devices have recently been found

in Illinois within seven miles of this city, thus proving that the
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figures were not a mere fanciful invention, but had some symbolic
meaning. In the same mound, and in the immediate vicinity of
the skeleton from which the engraved shell was taken, an altar or

hearth of burned clay was found, on which stood a large shallow
dish, the sides not exceeding four inches in height, containing
charred animal bones and a few fragments of charcoal ; the ves-

sel had been subjected to such great and continuous heat that it

was impossible to remove it, as it crumbled on being touched
;

but the bones were carefully collected and preserved. From these

facts a conclusion may naturally be drawn, that the wearer of the

symbolic shell bore the priestly office. What would be more
natural than that the priest should be interred in immediate prox-
imity to the altar he had served in life !

From time to time pieces of sandstone have been found in the

mounds of this State, deeply grooved and furrowed as if they had
been used lor the purpose of sharpening some metallic imple-
ment, and I believe this was the general impression in regard to

their use. I was so fortunate as to find one of these stones, and
by its side a knife or implement, formed of bone, which exactlv

fitted the grooves and markings on the stone, thus leaving no
doubt as to the manner in which this and similar tools had been
made and sharpened.
The question as to the antiquity of the earth-works which I

explored, is one involving so many elements of uncertainty that

I will not now attempt to discuss it. All the evidences I found
point to a remote antiquity, and although the trees growing on
the mounds afford no clue to the age of the latter, stdl it must be
admitted that they are older than the trees. All the mounds
opened by me bore a heavy growth of timber ; one tree, an elm,
measured fifteen feet in circumference, a size which it must have
required centuries to attain.

Whatever may have been the fate of the race whose remains
are so abundantly scattered over our State— whether they emi-
grated to more congenial climes—were driven from their hearths

and altars by the incursions of fiercer and more warlike tribes—
or whether pestilence swept them away, and none were left to

perpetuate their race and bear evidence of their history and cus-

toms, it is certain that our knowledge of them is very limited.

To extend this knowledge, and to inscribe upon the pages of
history the memorials of a lost race, are objects that may never
be fully realized, but are at least worthy of all the skill and per-

severance that can be brought to bear upon them. The explo-

rations which have been commenced by the members of the

Archaeological Section are already yielding results which en-
courage them to hope that they may be able in time to make
important contributions to the knowledge obtained by previous
workers in this interesting field.
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The Oaks of the United States.

(Continued from p. 400.)

Q. CateslnviY^ laurifolia, a late discovery of Dr. Mellichamp, is found

in the same neighborhood, ''in the cove with laurifolia and falcata, a tree

50 feet high, bark very much like that of the former."— Leaves lanceolate

to ovate in outline, the uppermost narrower and entire, the lower wider,

and generally near the middle with 1 or 2, rarely with more, divaricate

or even falcate, acuminate lobes, coriaceous, strongly reticulate above,

persistent through the greater part of winter, 3-4^ inches long, |-2 or i\

inches wide, petioles £inch long; youngest leaves imbricate in bud, slightly

downy below, densely fulvous-glandular above, soon glabrate ; leaves of

vigorous shoots much larger and more lobed ; acorn subglobose, 7-7^ lines

wide, about half immersed in a hemispherical, turbinate, downy cup.

The tree and its foliage resemble laurifolia, but the acorns and the

shallow cup of this species are quite different ; the long falcate lobes of

many leaves point to falcata or Catesbai as the other parent, while the

larger size of the acorn and the deep cup indicate the latter as the most
probable Notwithstanding these signs of hybridity, the probability is not

excluded that we may have nothing but an abnormal form of laurifolia

before us.

Q.'imbricaria Y^ nigra ; £>_. tride?itata, Eng. in Hb.
; Q. nigra var.

tridentata, DC. I.e. 64. A single tree, rather small, which was soon after-

wards destroyed, was found by me, in the autumn of 1849, on the hills 6

miles east of St. Louis, in company with both supposed parents and cocci-

nca and rubra, together with some White-oaks. Foliage as well as fruit

are of such decided character that the origin of this hybrid can scarcely be

doubted ; the leaves are rather those of imbricaria, with a touch of the pe-

culiar lobation of nigra, and the fruit is more like that of nigra. Leaves

elliptical to obovate, entire or often coarsely 3-dentate at the apex, occa-

sionally with a few teeth on the sides
;

4-7 inches long. 2 or 3 wide

;

base rounded or acutish ; upper surface dark, shining green, lower one
pale, and in September not yet quite glabrate; petiole 4-10 lines long.

Acorns closely sessile; the hemispherical, turbinate, canescent cup about

half-enclosing the globose nut.

Q. imbricaria Y^fialustris was observed by me a few years ago, 8 miles

west of St. Louis, in a little dell where imbricaria abounds; palustris,

coccinea, and nigra, together with some White-oaks, were near by ; the

tree was only 8 inches in diameter but in full bearing. It had, unfortu-

nately, to give way to a railroad track; but ripe fruit was obtained, which
to Mr. Meehanof Germantown has furnished fine young plants, completely

agreeing in charact-er with the parent. — Leaves slightly revolute in ver-

nation, though not as much as in imbricaria, pubescent, especially be-

low, but completely denudated before the end of May. Full-grown leaves

broad-lanceolate, mostly acute at base, entire or more frequently with a
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few (sometimes more) coarse, triangular-lanceolate, acute, bristle-pointed

teeth, glabrous on both sides; about 4 inches long, 1^ wide, rarely larger;

peduncles 3-4 lines long; cup moderately deep, turbinate at base, 6-7 lines

wide, 3- 4 high ; ovate, obtuse scales, canescent, with bright brown margins.

Q. imbricaria Y^ coccinea was first described and figured by Nuttall.

about thirty years ago, under the name of «^>. Leana, Nutt. Sylv. Contin.

1, tab. 5 bis; DC. 1. c. 62. The original tree was discovered by Mr. T. G.
Lea, near Cincinnati, and is still in existence; soon afterwards, Dr. S. B.

Mead found another tree in Hancock Co., Illinois. My specimen, obtained

from the first discoverer, has entire or sinuate or dentate or dentate-

lobed leaves, 4-6 inches long and half as wide, and even in September
slightly pubescent below; lobes acute and bristle-pointed or quite obtuse :

base attenuated into a petiole 5-8 lines long; acorns similar to those of

coccinea, cup shallower with obtuse scales. The leaves in Nuttall's figure

have a cordate base. Dr. Mead's tree is similar to Lea's; leaves appa-

rently more commonly entire or undulate-sinuate, 5-7 inches long and half

as wide, obtusish at base on a petiole 1 inch long; the pubescence has

almost disappeared on the lower side of the autumnal leaf; acorns globose,

covered £-£ by the canescent cup. Prof. G. C. Swallow found a similar

tree in Missouri; Mr. E. L. Greene sends another specimen from Macon Co.,

Ills., rather more glabrous but otherwise similar; and Mr. L. F. Ward
discovered one near Washington.—The relationship to imbricaria is un-

questionable, and among the lobe-leaved Black-oaks we must look to one
of the forms of coccinea for the other parent, as the acorns and especiallv

the cup and its scales indicate. I have not seen very young leaves, but

doubt not but that they are like those of the other imbricaria - hybrids,

revolute on the edges.

Three years ago, I found in St. Clair Co., Ills., 20 miles from St. Louis,

in low, fertile woods where both rubra and imbricaria form the bulk of

the forest, a hybrid which I took to be an offspring of those species
;
growth

of the tree and bark like rubra ; leaves of the lower limbs ample, 4-8 or 9
inches long, 2-6 inches wide, obtuse or cordate, rarely acute, at base, the

smaller more commonly oblong and entire, the larger ones oval or obovate,

entire or sinuate, or with a few broad and shallow obtuse or triangular

bristle-pointed lobes ; in June still downy on the lower surface
;
petioles

J-l inch long, pubescent; the nascent leaves revolute on the margins, but

much less so than imbricaria-, and white-tomentose on both surfaces.

—

Now, since I have obtained upper branches and ripe fruit, I am convinced

that rubra, though growing close by, is innocent of its existence, and that

coccinea, forests of which grow on the hills a quarter of a mile off, must be

one of the parents; in short, that it is a form of Leana itself. The cup of

the acorn is, to me, decisive; it is turbinate, covered with rather large

canescent scales, squarrose at tip, and very different from those of either

rubra or imbricaria, but approaching those of coccinea. The globose

acorn, 7 lines in diameter, one-third covered by the cup, shows 22-25 black

stripes, so common in many Black-oaks. The leaves of the fertile branches
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are cordate or obtuse at base, and almost all deeply runcinate-serrate.

—

This instance ought to make us very careful not too hastily to judge of the

parents of a hybrid from the species growing nearest to it.

Q. Phellos y^coccitiea, Q. heterofhylla, Michx., is distinguished bv the

petioled leaves of lanceolate outline, entire, sinuate, spinulose-dentate,

coarsely serrate, or with simple, sometimes spreading or falcate, lobes

;

leaves of different form on the same tree and often on the same branch,
the uppermost leaves usually entire;* or some trees more with entire,

others more with dentate or with lobed leaves. Youngest leaves strongly

revolute, pubescent above, white-downy below, becoming glabrous in sum-
mer. Acorns subglobose to oval, 5-7 lines long, a little less wide, scarcely

half immersed in the shallow-hemispherical, somewhat turbinate, canes-

cent cups; scales lanceolate, obtuse. Fruit of same size and very similar

to that of falcata, but cup usually deeper and with larger scales.

The typical specimen described by Michaux, found by him "in a field

belonging to Mr. Bartram near Philadelphia," has long since been de-

stroyed, but its offspring was introduced into Europe, and the trees now
seen in Bartram's garden in West Philadelphia, at Marshall's place in

Marshalltown, and in J. Hoopes' garden in Westchester, as well as those

of the European gardens at Verriere, Herrnhausen and Prague, the latter

fertile, are believed to be its seedlings. Only within the last ten or fifteen

years the tree has been re-discovered, and now numbers of individuals are

known in low woods on both sides of the Delaware below Philadelphia

(6 miles east of Camden, Smith, Leidy, Burk, Martindale, and 2 miles

west of Wilmington, Commons. Canby), often in groups together, probably

the offspring of some few original hybrid trees.

A. DeCandolle and others viewed this hybrid as a form of aquatica

others as belonging to Phellos, while I was long inclined to follow Michaux
in considering it as a distinct species. With aquatica, which does not grow
within a hundred miles, it has no relationship ; aside from other charac-

ters, the revolute vernation abundantly distinguishes it from that species;

from Phellos it differs in the form and size of the leaves and their thick

down in youth (in Phellos even the youngest leaves are almost glabrous),

and in the larger acorn in a deeper cup bearing much larger and longer

scales. That it is a hybrid is most probable on account of its great rarity

and its so very variable foliage. One of its parents is undoubtedly Phel-

los; for the other we must look among the lobe-leaved Black-oaks of its

neighborhood, falcata, rubra or coccinca. While the sometimes falcate

lobes of the hybrid and the similarity of its acorns point to the first, and
its frequency in those localities to the second, we find the texture of the

leaf and its reticulation as well as size and form of the cup and its scales

intermediate between Phellos and tinctoria, and quite different from the

* This is the case generally in heterophyllous hybrids, i.e. hybrids between entire-leaved

and lobe-leaved species ; the uppermost leaves of an axis are apt to be entire, while the

middle ones are lobed, etc. ; thus the lower branches also often bear entire leaves, while the

upper ones have more lobed ones.
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other two species, and thus come to the conclusion that the former must be

the parents.

^>. ilicifolia X coccinea, Robbins in Gray Man., ed. 5, pag. 454, dis-

covered by Dr. Robbins at Uxbridge, Massachusetts, in 1855, of which

I have seen flowering and fruiting specimens in the Cambridge Herbari-

um, seems just intermediate between the two parents. "Tree 40 feet high,

19 inches in circumference, both parents within 4 rods"; leaves 4-5^ inches

long, nearly 4 wide, sinuate-lobed, lobes acutate, mostly bristled-toothed

towards their apex; youngest ones greenish pubescent above, canescent

below, at maturity strongly reticulate {ilicifolia is very slightly so) and

shining above, and with the branchlets lightly pubescent below; cup

deeper than in ilicijolia, glabrate. The persistent though light pubescence

resembles ilicifolia, while the shape of the leaf reminds one of rubra rather

than coccinea.

Several forms of oaks have at one time or another been consid-

ered as hybrids which most probably are varieties or sports of

of one or the other of the well-established species.

J^. olivceformis, Michx. is a variety of macrocarpa with elon-

gated acorns in a deep and narrow cup, and not a hybrid of ma-

crocarpa with alba, as has been suggested.

^. runcinata was the name given to a form I found in the

richest Mississippi bottom-lands opposite St. Louis, together with

rubra, imbricaria, and ftalustris. From its smaller and nar-

rower, coarsely dentate, not lobed leaves, and its smaller fruit, it

seemed distinct enough from rubra, and was possibly a hybrid

of it and some other small-fruited allied oak. But the leaves of

rubra are so variable in size and outline that DeCandolle (1. c.

60) was right in considering it a variety of rubra.

Q. falcata var. subIntegra is a variety offalcata which I had

taken for a hybrid of that species and Cinerea. Dr. Mellichamp

sent it from South Carolina and Mr. Canby from Maryland; It

seems to be nothing but a strange sport of falcata itself, an ex-

treme state of var. triloba, with trilobed as well as entire leaves.

The glandular pubescence of the young and the smoothish, not

reticulated, upper surface of the mature leaf are those of the spe-

cies. Fruit not seen.

j£>. quinqueloba I named a form of nigra with 5-lobed leaves,

which I found on the hills of St. Louis, and at one time consid-

ered as a cross between nigra and tinctoria ; DeCandolle (1. c.

64) places it correctly with nigra. It is not even a variety, but

rather a juvenile state which had become permanent in that tree
;
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young trees or shoots of nigra have sinuate-dentate or many-
lobed leaves, but in fertile ones the leaves are almost always

more or less 3-lobed or 3-dentate at the much-widened apex. I

have since seen a tree which on one fruit-bearing branch had only

the leaves of qtdnqucloba, while all the other branches had the

regular cuneate 3-dentate nigra leaves. The same form occurs

near Washington, L. ~F. Hard, in "Field and Forest," October,

1S75, where several other real or supposed hybrids are enumer-

ated, which call for further careful investigation in loco.

ADDITIONAL NOTES.

New material having come to hand since the above was in type, I have

to add some further remarks.

The typical «£>. palustris has globose or depressed acorns, but near

St. Louis it is occasionally seen with oblong or even elongated acorns. A
specimen of Q. Texana, Buckley, sent bythe author to the Agricultural

Department, Washington, is evidently this form of palustris, though it is

said to grow near Austin "on hills."

Pag. 394. Another abnormal type, which I cannot but refer to rubra,

has been sent from the bottom lands of the Comale and Blanco rivers,

affluents of the Guadalupe, Texas, by Lindheimer and Wright. The leaves

have the cut of coccinea; the large (1 inch long by less than § wide) oblong

acorns are borne in hemispherical slightly turbinate cups, covered by

small, appressed, smoothish scales. The bark of the tree is "pale and
smoothish, much like that of aquatica.'" In many respects the tree seems

to be intermediate between rubra and coccinea, an "ambiguous" form.

«^>. coccinea : numerous specimens, fresh ones from this neighborhood,

and dried ones with mature fruit from different localities, have weakened

my hope of distinguishing tit.ctoria from the typical coccinea. The yel-

lowish-canescent, squarrose cup scales are found in all the forms of this

region, but northward as well as eastward they do not seem to be so cha-

racteristic of the species ; there they are often smaller, more appressed,

and less canescent; and this may be the form which Michaux has figured

as his coccinea, while his tinctoria has larger and paler scales. We may,

then, distinguish the following varieties: 1. Large winter buds, leaves

with broader undivided lobes, cup scales squarrose, acorns oblong or glo-

bose. 2. Small winter buds; leaves with slender, deeply cut, divaricate

lobes, cup scales and acorns as in 1. 3. Buds and leaves as in 2 ; cup scales

smaller, more glabrate, appressed ; acorns more commonly ovoid.

The first may be Bartram's ^_. tinctoria, the third the true coccinea, and

the second an intermediate form. The third variety closely approaches

what I have considered as the form ambigua of Q. rubra.
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On the Larval Characters and Habits of the Blister-

beetles belonging to the Genera Macrobasis Lee. and
Epicauta Fabr.*; with Remarks on other Species of
the Family Meloid^e.

By Charles V. Riley.

[Read Nov. 5, 1877.]

The larval habits of the European Cantharis of commerce, as

also those of its congeners in our own country and in other parts

of the world, have hitherto remained a mystery, notwithstanding

the frequency with which the beetles occur, their great abundance

at times, and their commercial value and interest. The same re-

mark holds true of the allied genera Macrobasis, Epicauta, and

Henous, the species of which have the same valuable vesicatory

properties as Cantharis. Some of these species are very com-

mon in the United States and quite injurious to vegetation,

swarming at times on potato-vines, beans, clematis, and other

plants. Their great numbers and destructive habits make it all

the more remarkable that so little has hitherto been discovered

of their early life. Harris, who evidently had hatched the first

larva of the Ash-gray Blister-beetle {Macrobasis ?inicolor Kir-

by), says : "The larvae are slender, somewhat flattened grubs, of

a yellowish color, banded with black, with a small reddish head,

and six legs. These grubs are very active in their motions, and

appear to live upon fine roots in the ground ; but I have not been

able to keep them till they arrived at maturity, and therefore

know nothing further of their history." {Ins. inj. to Vegeta-

tion, p. 13S.) Latreille, according to Westwood, states that the

larvae live beneath the ground, feeding on the roots of vegetables

(Intr., vol. i., p. 301), but the statement is evidently founded

on conjecture. Ratzeburg, who well describes the method of

oviposition of the European Cantharis vesicatoria, and roughly

figures the first larva {Forst Insecten, II., Col. Taf. ii., Fig. 27

* As stated by Dr. Horn (Rev. of the Sp. of several Genera of Meloida; of the U. S.

—

Am. Phil. Soc, Feb. 2i, 1877). these two genera are very closely brought together by con.

necting species. There is certainly nothing in the adolescent habits or characters to sepa-

rate them. Yet the same thing may be said of almost any two allied genera when com-
prehensively considered, and I follow LeConte's separation because it facilitates study,

and because the species considered in this paper illustrate very well the differences on

which the genera in question are founded.
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B), believed that it was a plant feeder in the immature state.

Olivier describes what is possibly the second larva as a soft, yel-

lowish-white, 13 -jointed grub, with short, filiform antennas, and

short, corneous, thoracic legs—"living in earth" (Traite JSlem.

etc., M. Girard, Col., p. 618) ; but his account is very loose, and

may apply to any number of other coleopterous larva?. Audou-

in, who studied the Cantharides intently, making them the

subject of his thesis in his medical examination, was obliged to

confess that absolutely nothing was known of their larval his-

tory ; and Mr. William Saunders, of London, Ont, in a paper

on the same subject read at the 1S76 meeting of the American

Pharmaceutical Society, could add nothing more definite.

This is about all we learn from the older writers, and the

opinion was general among them that, like their parents, the

blister-beetle larvae in question were vegetable feeders. In 1S74

Laboulbene mentioned the fact {Ann. Soc. Ent. de France,

1874, lxxxiii.) that some one (name not given) had seen the

European Cantharis vesicatoria issuing from ground in the

neighborhood of which there were wasps {guepes— no spe-

cific reference given), and rashly concludes that the former were

parasitic on these. Still more recently, M. J. Lichtenstein, of

Montpellier, France, has endeavored to discover the larval habits

of this species, and in 1S75 he succeeded, after many fruitless

attempts, in causing the first larva to feed on honey kept in a glass

tube, and to undergo one molting. While spending a few days

with him, I had the pleasure of making a sketch of this second lar-

va as it swam on the honey. It subsequently died. He afterwards

reared two others in the same way until they had passed through

three molts, and is of the opinion that Cantharis develops in the

nests of Halictus. These facts, as well as analogy, pointed to

a parasitic life and partly carnivorous, partly mellivorous diet

for our own allied species, since the life-history of two genera

in the Family, viz. Meloc Linn, and Sitaris Latr. has been fully

traced. Indeed the young of all vesicants belonging to the Meloi-

dce, so far as anything has yet been known of them, develop in

the cells of honey-making bees, first devouring the egg of the bee

and then appropriating the honey and bee-bread stored up by the

same. They all are remarkable, in individual development, for

passing through seven distinct stages, viz. the egg, the first larva

iii—36 [Nov. S> 1S77.]
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or triungulin, the second larva, the coarctate larva or pseudo-

pupa, the third larva, the true pupa, and the imago.

HISTORY OF MELOJi.

The history of Meloe may be briefly summed up as follows :

—

The newly hatched or first larva (now generally called triungu-

lin) was first mentioned in 1700 by the Holland entomologist

Goedart, who hatched it from the egg Frisch and Reaumur both

mistook it for a louse peculiar to bees and flies. DeGeer, who
also obtained it from the egg, mentions it in 1775 as a parasite of

Hymenoptera. Linnaeus called what is evidently the same thing,

Pediculus apis; Kirby in 1S02 described it as Pediculus melittce,

and Dufour in 1828 named it Triungulinus andrenetaru?n. New-
port in 1845 (Prans. Linn. Soc, vol. xx. p. 297) first rightly

concluded that it was carried into the nests of bees, and described,

in addition, the full-grown larva from exuvial characters, and the

coarctate larva and pupa which he found in the cells of Antho-

phora retzisa. He failed, however, to fill the gap between the

first and full-grown larva ; and this Fabre first inferentially did in

185S {Ann. d. Sc. Nat., Zool. t. ix. p. 265) bv tracing the analo-

gous stages of Sitaris.

The female Meloe is very prolific. She lays at three or four

different intervals, in loose irregular masses in the ground, and

may produce from three to four thousand eggs. These are soft,

whitish, cylindrical, and rounded at each end. They give birth

to the triungulins, which, a few days after hatching—the number

depending on the temperature—run actively about and climb on

to Composite, Ranunculaceous and other flowers, from which they

attach themselves to bees and flies that visit the flowers. Fasten-

ing alike to many hairy Diptera and to Hymenoptera which can

be of little or no service to them, many are doomed to perish, and

only the few fortunate ones are carried to the proper cells of some

Anthophora. Once in the cell, the triungulin falls upon the bee

egg, which it soon exhausts. A molt then takes place and the

second larva is produced. Clumsy and with locomotive power

reduced to a minimum, this second larva devours the thickened

honey stored up for the bee larva. It then changes to the pseudo-

pupa with the skin of the second larva only partially shed ; then

to a third larva within the partially rent pseudo-pupal skin, and

finally to the true pupa and imago. These different changes of
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form are known by the name of hypermetamorphoses, the term

first given them by Fabre to distinguish them from the normal

changes from larva to pupa and imago, experienced by insects

generally. The triungulin or first larva (Fig. 35, a) is character-

ized by a prominent labrum, very stout thighs, unarmed shanks,

F'g-- 35-

^^
three broad and

subspatulate tarsal

claws, feeble and

reduced trophi,

untoothed jaws,

3-jointed antennas*

ending in a long

seta, and four anal

seta;, the two in-

ner ones longest.

When the abdo-

men is shrunken

the general aspect
dllary

j g vel-y mUch that
nt; //, J

of Pediculus, and

it is hardly surprising that some of the early describers so deter-

mined it.

Meloe.- — a, first larva; b. claws; c, antenna; d ma:

palpus; e, labial palpus; /, mandible; g, an abdominal joi

imago ? ;
»', antenna of J".

* My figure is from specimens affecting the mature honey-bee at San Diego, Cal. It

corresponds very closely with Newport's original figure and description of that of the Euro-

pean .)/. cicatricosus, and belongs doubtless to one of our Pacific coast species, probably

M. barbarus, Lee. It is 2 mm. long. The head is produced in front, with a strong labrum,

beyond which the smooth jaws do not reach ; the antennae are 3-jointed, and similar to those

of cicatricosus; the mouth parts are diminutive, the maxillary palpus 3-jointed, the 3d joint

longer'than the others together and tipped with a few short, weak points; the labial palpus

is 2-jointed; the coxae are armed with a few very strong spines; the femora are very stout

and faintly imbricated; the tibiae are unarmed, and the tarsal claws subspatulate, the middle

one pale, X longer and twice as broad as the two outer ones, which are dark, articulate close

together and curve slightly outward. The first pair of stigmata are distinctly dorsal and on

the mesothoracic joint. The dorsal hind border of the abdominal joints is armed with S

spinous hairs, the 4 intermediate ones only half as long as the others. Newport is evidently

wrong in considering the jaws articulate in themselves, while Candeze is wrong in describ-

ing the antennas as 5-jointed {Mcm.de la Soc.Roy. des Sc, viii. p. 530, Liege, 1853). Pack-

ard's figure of what is in all probability M. angusticollis Say, fails to indicate the

characteristic mesothoracic spiracles, and probably makes the two outer anal setae too short

— these anal appendices being in reality nothing more than prolonged spinous hairs, such

as occur on the other joints. The form of the abdomen varies, contracting somewhat with

age. Newport remarks on the similarity of the triungulins of Meloe violaceus, M. prosca.

rabmis and M. cicatricosus being so great that he could discover no differences. Judging

from figures sent me by M. Lichtenstein, very slight differences occur in the relative length

of the antennal joints, and none other.
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HISTORY OF SITARIS.

The history of Sitaris is also well known and agrees very

closely with that of Meloe. Its first larva was figured many
years ago by Westwood (Introduction, etc., Fig. 34, 5) from

specimens obtained from Audouin, who found the female Sitaris

in the cells of AntJiophora enclosed in its thin pseudo-pupal and

second larval skins, which Audouin erroneously took to be the

pellicle of the devoured bee-larva. But the complete life-history

of the genus was first given by Fabre in 1857 (-Attn. d. Sc. Nat.,

Z00L, t. vii. p. 299 ; t. ix. p. 265), who studied the S. humeralis

Fabr., while that of S. colletis V.-M. has been more recently

given by M. Valery-Mayet, of Montpellier, France (Ann. Soc.

Ent. de Fr. 1875, p. 65), from whom I have specimens in

all stages. The former species infests the nests of Anthophora,

the latter those of Collctes. In the former the newly hatched

larvse hybernate in huddled masses in the galleries of the bee ; in

the latter they hybernate in the bee-cell, slowly feeding while the

temperature permits ; but such differences doubtless depend on

the relative earliness in the autumn that the eggs are laid. The
first larva or triungulin (Fig. 36, a) agrees very much in the head,

tarsal and general

characters with that

of Meloe, but differs

in several important

particulars and espe-

cially in having a

pair of pre-anal spin-

nerets, from which

is secreted a serous

sticky fluid, which
-£ td^y 4 ~ aids the animal in
Sitaris :-a first larva; g, anal spinnerets and clasps of

hol(jjng firmly to the
same; b, second larva; e, pseudo-pupa; /, third larva; c, o j

pupa; d, imago ? (after V.-Mayet). bee that is • to Carry

it into the nest. A pre-anal pair of claspers also assists in this

work.* The hypermetamorphoses are very similar to those of

* The small size (about I mm. long) and the hairless and spineless nature of this larva

contrast strongly with the other triungulins considered in this paper. The tarsal claws are

somewhat narrower than in Meloe, and unicolorous. A few soft lateral hairs are repre-

sented on the abdominal joints in the figure, but they are scarcely perceptible under the
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Meloe. The triungulin after absorbing the contents of the bee

egg, molts, and thereafter floats upon and devours the honey—the

pseudo-pupa, third larva and true pupa all forming in due time

within the second larval skin. The female does not feed, and on

account of her heavy abdomen travels but a short distance from

the bee-burrows where she developed.

It is generally stated by writers on the Hive-bee that the Oil-

beetle (Meloe) is one of its parasites. The posssibility that our

more common blister-beetles were similarly parasitic on bees, tak-

en in connection with the frequent complaints from apiarians of the

wholesale death of bees from causes little understood, led me,

some years since, to pay attention to the biological characteristics

of the blister-beetles, in the hope of ascertaining whether or not

they really bear any connection with bee mortality. From these

investigations I am satisfied that Meloe is only parasitic on the

perfect Hive-bee as it is on so many other winged insects that

frequent flowers ; and that it cannot well, in the nature of the case,

breed in the cells of any social bee whose young are fed by nurses

in open cells.

I have had no difficulty in getting the eggs or the first larva of

several of our vesicants, and described some of them at the Hart-

ford (1874) meeting of the Am. Ass. Adv. Sc. ; but these young

larva? refused to climb on to plants furnished to them, or to fasten to

bees or other hairy insects. Nor would they nourish upon honey,

bee-bread, or bee larvae on which they were placed. They showed

a proclivity for burrowing in the ground, and acted

quite differently from those of Meloe or Sitaris,

which not only readily attach to bees in confine-

ment, but which, in the case of Meloe, I have

known to so crowd upon mature hive bees as to

worry them to death and cause extended loss in the

apiary. Explorations into the nests of Solitary bees

Epicauta vit. gave no clue, and, in fact, the immense numbers

normal form, in which the more common blister-beetles occur

rendered a parasitic life upon such bees highly improbable. In

strongest microscope. Nor do any hairs or spines appear in any of the subsequent stages,

even on the true pupa. The pseudo-pupa lacks the prominent lateral ridge so striking in

the others. The stigmata are so faint in the triungulin that Mayet could not resolve them

;

but with proper light and specimens rendered transparent 1 have discerned them in the

same positions as in Meloe. The mandibles are toothed.
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sweeping plants and flowers with the net, I had never met with

any of the first larvae with which I had become familiar, as already

indicated ; while I had on several occasions, in digging ground

where there was no trace of bee nests, met with the curious

pseudo-pupa so characteristic of the Family. While analogy and

the law of unity of habit in species of the same family pointed,

therefore, to a parasitic life, I began to conclude, from the facts

just stated, that the parasitism was of another kind, having satis-

fied myself by various experiments that the triungulins did not

feed on roots. Few discoveries are stumbled upon. We find

as a rule that only which we anticipate or look for. Late last

Fall, in digging up the eggs of the Rocky Mountain Locust ( Ca-

loptenus spretus) at Manhattan. Kansas, the pseudo-pupae were

not unfrequently met with. The thought at once occurred to me

that locust eggs might be the proper food for these blister-beetle

larvae, and it was encouraged by the fact that the Meloids abound

most in those dry western regions where the Acrididae most pre-

vail, and by a pretty distinct recollection, which my notes support,

that the years when the vesicants were most injurious to potatoes

had been preceded by dry Falls, during which there had been

much locust injury and, necessarily, unusual locust increase.

The suspicion thus raised that these blister-beetles preyed in the

preparatory states upon locust eggs was confirmed last spring

by finding the larvae of different ages within the egg-pods and

devouring the eggs of Calopteitus spretus* Mr. A. N. Godfrey

F!g. 3S. had, also, no diffi-

culty, under my di-

rections, in finding

them last May at

-p Manhattan ; while
they were sent to me
among other locust-

-L egg parasites by Mr.

S Seth H. Kenney of

a, normal gray form ; b, black MorristOWn, Minn.,
(murina) form; C, d, male and female antenna; of either. 1 frnrn Of. T>f>ff>,-<;

in the same State by Prof. Cyrus Thomas, who had no suspicion

of their nature.

From such larvae preying on the eggs of spretus I have reared

Macrobasis i'nicolcr:
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the unicoloroHS form of Epicauta cinerea (Forster), or the Mar-
gine Blister-beetle*; the Epicauta pennsylvanica (DeGeer),for
the Black Blister-beetle ; the Macrobasis zmicolor (Kirby),j or the

Ash-gray Blister-beetle ; and the form of it described as murina
by LeConte, or the Black-rat Blister-beetle.

Since then I have found it very easy to trace the larval habits

and development of the two more common potato-feeding spe-

.

cies around St. Louis, viz. the Striped Blister-beetle {Epicauta
vittata, Fabr.)§ and the Margined Blister-beetle {marginata
Fabr.) just alluded to.

Careful examination of locust eggs in the vicinity of potato

fields frequented by these beetles show a varying proportion of the

egg-pods affected, and in some locations nearly every pod of the

Differential Locust ( Caloptenus dift'crentialis) will contain the

Epicauta larva. The eggs of this locust are laid in large masses
Fig ' 7'9

'

j4f̂ .
of 7° to about

^^^\^ 100. The pod is

but slightly bent,

rather compact

outside, while the

Caloptenus differentials. eggs are irregu-

larly arranged, and capped with but a shallow covering of mucous

matter. It is the egg-pod of this species which the larva? of the

two Blister-beetles in question prefer ; for while they will feed

upon those of other species in confinement, I have so far found

* The black, gray-margined form, very appropriately described by Fabricius as margi-
nata, is referred to cinerea Forster by modern systematists, and specifically united with it

by Dr. Horn. Yet the fact remains that the two are not ordinarily, if ever, found com.
mingled. The margined form is very common in potato fields in Missouri. It shows little

variation and is found almost invariably in conjunction with vittala, but not with the uni-

colorous form in question, which is most common farther west and occurs abundantly with-

out the margined form—all which is against the specific union of the two.

t = alrata Fabr.

% = cinerea Fabr., Fahricii Lee, murina Lee, debilis Lee. I accept Dr. Horn's conclu-
sion that the last two are but poorly developed forms of this species. Yet the murina form
is not due to rubbing or injury, but issues from the pupa without a trace of gray scales on
the elytra.

§ = Iemniscala Fabr. Dr. Horn retains lemniscata as a distinct species in his Revi-
sion already referred to. 1 he outer stripe in the bi-vittate specimens divides up in others

so as to give the tri-vittate character on which lemniscata is founded. Both extremes and
every possible variation between them occur constantly together in the same potato field in

Missouri, and there are no other differences of specific value.

Js%*^
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none in the deeper-necked, narrower, more compact egg-pods

either of Caloptenus femur-rubrum, C. Atlantis, or CEdipoda

sulphurea, in which the eggs are regularly and quadrilinearly

arranged as in those of C. spretus. Not only have I found a large

proportion of the egg-pods of C. differenttalis naturally infested

with these Epicauta larvae, but I have succeeded in hatching

•and rearing numbers in-doors, and have them even at this writing

(Oct. 30th) by hundreds in all stages from the first larva to the

pseudo-pupa. Referring the reader to the end of this paper for

detailed descriptions, let me illustrate the larval habits of the

genus by reciting those of one of the species in question, viz.,

vittata.

From July till the middle of October the eggs are being laid in

the ground in loose, irregular masses of about 130 on an average

—the female excavating a hole for the purpose, and afterwards

covering up the mass by scratching with her feet. In confine-

ment she sometimes omits both these instinctive acts and ovi-

posits on the surface of the ground. She lays at several different

intervals, producing in the aggregate probably from four to five

hundred ova, judging from examinations made on the ovaries of

some that were gravid. She prefers for purposes of oviposition

the very same warm sunny locations chosen by the locusts, and

doubtless instinctively places her eggs near those of these last, as I

have on several occasions found them in close proximity. In the

course of about 10 days—more or less, according to the tempera-

ture of the ground—the first larva ortriungulin hatches. The hatch-

ing takes place without the aid of any ruptor ovi, for the egg-shell

is so delicate that it easily splits, from mere expansion, along the

back near the head, and breaks and shrivels up with the escape

of the larva. These little triungulins (PI. V., Fig. 2), at first fee-

ble and perfectly white, soon assume their natural light brown
color and commence to move about. At night or during cold or

wet weather all those of a batch huddle together with little mo-

tion, but when warmed by the sun they become very active, run-

ning with their long legs over the ground, and prying with their

large heads and strong jaws into every crease and crevice in the

soil, into which, in due time, they burrow and hide. Under the

microscope they are seen to fairly bristle with spinous hairs, which

aid in burrowing. As becomes a carnivorous creature whose
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prey must be industriously sought, they display great power of

endurance, and will survive for a fortnight without food in a

moderate temperature. Yet in the search for locust eggs many

are, without doubt, doomed to perish, and only the more fortu-

nate succeed in finding appropriate diet. Upon the slightest

disturbance they curl up in a ball with the head bent pretty close-

ly on the breast.

Reaching a locust egg-pod, our triungulin, by chance, or

instinct, or both combined, commences to burrow through the

mucous neck, or covering, and makes its first repast thereon. If

it has been long in the search, and its jaws are well hardened, it

makes quick work through this porous and cellular matter, and

at once gnaws away at an egg, first devouring a portion of the

shell, and then, in the course of two or three days, sucking up

the contents. Should two or more triungulins enter the same

egg-pod, a deadly conflict sooner or later ensues until one alone

remains the victorious possessor. By the time the contents of an

egg are consumed, the body of the parasite has perceptibly in-

creased so that the white sutures between the segmental plates

show conspicuously, especially as there is a tendency on the part

of the animal to curve its body, and bring the sutures more into

relief. A second egg is attacked and more or less completely

exhausted of its contents, when a period of rest ensues, the triun-

gulin skin splits along the back and there issues the Second Larva

(PI. V., Fig. 4)— white, soft, with reduced legs and quite differ-

ent in general appearance from the first. This molt is experi-

enced about the eighth day from the first taking of nourishment.

The animal now naturally lies in a curved position (PI. V., Fig.

4, d), but, if extracted from the egg-pod, will stretch itself and

move with great activity, reminding one very strongly of many
Carabid larvae, for which reason I would designate this as the

Carabidoid stage of the second larva. After feeding for about

another week, a second molt takes place, the skin, as before, split-

ting along the back and the new larva hunching out of it until

the extremities are brought together and released almost simulta-

neously. This kind of molting, which is characteristic of our

blister-beetles up to the pseudo-pupal state, is exceptional among
insects, the skin being ordinarily worked backward from the head.

The modification at this molt is slight. The mouth-parts and legs
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become rudimentaiy and the body takes on more fully the clumsy

aspect of the typical Lamellicorn larva, for which reason I desig-

nate this as the Scarabceidoid stage of the second larva.

Another six or seven days elapse and the scarabaeidoid skin is

rent and shed with but slight modification in the form and char-

acters of the animal.* In this, the Ultimate stage of the second

larva (PL V., Fig. 5) the creature grows apace, its head being

constantly bathed in the rich juices of the locust eggs, which it

now rapidly sucks or more or less completely devours. The color

is more yellowish than it was before, and the power to stretch

and travel on the venter on an even surface is still retained. In

another week it forsakes the remnants of the pabular mass, and,

by burrowing a short distance in the clear soil, avoids the deleteri-

ous decaying influences of these egg remnants. In the soil it forms

a smooth cavity, within which it lies stretched on one side, mo-

tionless and gradually contracting. The skin separates and

becomes loose at the end of the third or fourth day, when it splits

on the top of the head and thoracic joints and is worked toward

the extremity, but never fully shed. The mouth-parts and legs

are now quite rudimentary and tuberculous, the soft skin rapidly

becomes rigid and of a deeper yellow color, and we have what

has been called the semi-pupa (PI. V., Fig. 8). The term pseudo-

pupa given it by Fabre is more appropriate, and I should prefer

myself to call it the Coarctate Larva, for it is nothing but a rigid

and dormant larval stage, having its counterpart in the well-

known ''flaxseed" stage of the Hessian-fly larva and in the so-called

coarctate pupa of the Diptera generally. A similar dormant but

less rigid larval stage occurs with many Tenthredinidae in Fly-

menoptera, and, in fact, the summer dormancy of certain Lepi-

dopterous larvae and the winter dormancy of others is analogous.

We find something similar, therefore, in all the Orders undergo-

ing complete transformations, but in no insects is the change so

marked and exceptional or the freeing of the subsequent larva

from the coarctate larva so striking as in these Meloidae. The

* None of the observers of Meloe or Sitaris mention the two molts which the second larva

undergoes, though these doubtless occur in those genera as they do in Epicauta- Only by

the most careful watching from day to day of a number of specimens have I been able to

observe these molts ; for the exuviae are generally devoured as soon as they are cast, and this

fact doubtless accounts for their not having been observed in the two genera first men-

tioned.
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insect has the power of remaining in this coarctate larval condi-

tion for a long period, and generally thus hybernates.

In spring the coarctate larval skin is, in its turn, rent on the

top of the head and thorax, and there crawls out of it the Third

Larva,* which diners in no respect from the ultimate stage of the

second larva already mentioned, except in the somewhat redu-

ced size and greater whiteness. The coarctate skin, when deserted,

retains its original form almost intact. The third larva is rather

active, and burrows about in the ground ; but while there seems

to be no reason why it should not feed, nourishment is not at all

essential, and all my specimens have, in the course of a few days,

transformed to the true pupa without feeding. In the transforma-

tion to pupa (PI. V., Fig. 9) the third larval skin is worked into

a wrinkled mass behind, as is also the skin of the true pupa when
shed. The pupa state lasts but five or six days, and before the

wings of the imago are fully expanded, or the abdomen con-

tracted, the general aspect of Epicauta forcibly recalls the ma-

ture Henous.

Like all parasiticf insects that nourish on a limited amount of

food and possess no power to secure more, the blister-beetles vary

greatly in individual size in the same species, and the larvae have

the power of accommodating their life to circumstances, and of

assuming the coarctate larval form earlier or later according to

the size of the egg-mass which they infest. I have had some

interesting illustrations of this in my experiments with them In

an average sized egg-pod of the Differential Locust, however,

there are more than enough eggs to nourish the largest specimen

of E. vittata, and a few are usually left untouched.

The period of growth, from the first feeding to the coarctate

larva, averages, as will be gathered from the foregoing, about a

month
;
yet in the month of September, out-doors, under screens

where I have had the Differential Locust oviposit for the experi-

ment, I have known the full larval growth of vittata to occupy

* The coarctate larva is, properly speaking, the third and that following it the fourth;

but just as I have preferred to designate as special stages of the second larva the stages

between the first and fourth molts, so I prefer to call the last larva the third, to conform to

the nomenclature now generally employed.

f An insect is not properly parasitic that simply feeds on eggs, but the term is permissi-

ble and even necessary to characterize and distinguish those species which develop within

and are confined to a locust egg-pod from the predaceous species that are not confined but

pass from one pod to another.
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but 24 days. As this species occurs in the beetle state as early

as June in the latitude of St. Louis and as late as October, there

are possibly two annual generations here and farther south.

Larval Habits of Macrobasis and Henous.

The characteristics of the triungulins of the blistle-beetles, rep-

resented by Epicauta and Henous, are remarkably similar, and

point to unity of habit. The slight differences of some are given

in the appended descriptions. The same holds true of the char-

acters of the second, coarctate and third larva and of the pupa of

Epicauta and Macrobasis. They are precisely alike ; so that,

while appreciable differences may be found in the triungulins, it

is doubtful whether the subsequent developmental stages will

indicate specific or even generic differences in species of similar

size in these three genera.

That the eggs of Epicauta may exceptionally hybernate is

possible, but, from their delicate nature, improbable. That the

triungulins frequently do so there can be no doubt, especially in

species like the Black Blister-beetle, which is found on the flowers

of Solidago, Eupatorium, etc., till the end of October, and con-

tinues laying till frost. I have at the present time many of these

last that are quietly huddled together, and, with winter tempera-

ture, will doubtless remain so ; while others have worked in be-

tween the locust eggs, there evidently to remain without feeding

till spring opens. I have also found as many as five triungulins of

this species curled up in the deep red mucous matter that sur-

rounds the eggs of CEdipoda phancecoptera— all numb and torpid,

and evidently hybernating.

CONCLUSION-

From the foregoing history of our commoner blister-beetles, it

is clear that while they pass through the curious hypermetamor-

phoses so characteristic of the family, and have many other feat-

ures in common, yet Epicauta and Macrobasis differ in many
important respects from Meloc and Sitaris, the only genera hith-

erto fully known biologically. To resume what is known of the

larval habits of the family, we have :

1st—The small, smooth, unarmed, tapering triungulin of the pro-

lific Sitaris, with the thoracic joints subequal, with strong
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articulating, tarsal claws on the stout-thighed but spineless*

legs, and, in addition, a caudal spinning apparatus. The
mandibles scarcely extend beyond the labrum ; the creature

seeks the light, and is admirably adapted to adhering to bees

but not to burrowing in the ground. The second larva is

mellivorous, and the transformations from the coarctate lar-

val stage all take place within the unrent larval skin.—We
have :

2nd—The more spinous and larger triungulin of the still more

prolific Meloe, with long caudal seta?, but otherwise closely

resembling that of Sitaris in the femoral, tarsal and trophial

characters, in the subequal thoracic joints, in the unarmed
tibiae, and in the instinctive love of light and fondness for

fastening to bees. The second larva is also mellivorous, but

the later transformations take place in the rent and partly

shed skins of the second and coarctate larvae.—We have :

3rd—The larger and much more spinous triungulins of the less

prolific Epicauta, Macrobasis, and Hcnons ; with unequal

thoracic joints, powerful mandibles and maxillae, shortened

labrum, slender femora, well-armed tibiae, slender, spine-like,

less perfect tarsal claws—combined with an instinctive love

of darkness and tendency to burrow and hide in the ground.

The second larva takes the same food as the first, its skin is

almost entirely cast from the coarctate larva, while the sub-

sequent changes are independent and entirely free of the shell

of this last.

Larval Habits of Cantharis.

The question naturally arises here, whether Cantharis, in its

larval habits, will most agree with Meloe and Sitaris or with

Epicauta. The triungulin, except in becoming almost black,

has much in common with Meloe, in the subequal thoracic joints,

the toothless mandibles, and the long antennas ; also in its habit,

observed by Lichtenstein, of fastening to bees. The fact that it

can nourish on honey, though it does not appear to do so freely,

would also indicate that it breeds in the nests of solitary bees.

Nevertheless, in the slender thighs and the caudal and abdominal

* The larva of S. humeralis appears to differ from that of S. collet is in having- hairs on

the femora and tibias.
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characters it agrees more nearly with Epicauta, and in the stage

following the first molt the legs are still quite long and the general

aspect much like the carabidoid stage of that genus. I should

not be surprised, therefore, if Cantharis also nourished on locust

eggs, and I hope that my friends in South France will not fail to

make the test.

What is known of the Larval Habits of other Meloid Genera.

Mylabris, Fabr. {nee Geoff.), according to V.-Mayet, is much
less prolific than any Meloids so far observed. The egg is 2.5 mm.
long and j as wide, with a tolerably thick shell and the embryo
more fully bent within it. The triungulin has many of the char-

acters of Epicauta, judging from the published description (A?zn.

Soc. Ent. de Fr., 1876, p. exevi.), which is, however, not suffi-

ciently detailed as to the tropin. I doubt not that the genus will

be found to infest locust eggs.

Horia, Fabr., from what little is known of it, would seem to

have a similar partial parasitism to Meloe, but on Carpenter bees.

Tetraonyx, Latr. was found by Guerin-Meneville in places fre-

quented by Bumble-bees.

The eggs of Apalus Fabr., as well as its triungulin, are said to

resemble those of Meloe.

Zonitis, Fabr. is known to develop in the cells of Osmia and
Anthidium, and to have a coarctate larva much like that of

Sitaris.

descriptive.

Epicauta vittata.—Egg.—Average length 1.6 mm., diameter rather

more than i the length. Elongate, cylindrical, rounded at extremities,

the anterior end being very slightly larger than the posterior. Rarely a

little curved. Color very pale whitish-yellow. Smooth and shiny—the

shell somewhat stiff, bearing considerable finger and thumb pressure and
cracking with some noise. Laid loosely in the ground in irregular batches

of 130 and upward. Embryo lying straight, with head bent on breast.

Larva: First Larva or Triungulin.—Elongate, subcylindrical, the ven-

ter being flattened. Average length when just from the egg, 3 mm. Width
across prothoracic joint not quite \ the length ; tapering thence gradually

to anus. Head prominent, well separated from neck, flattened, slightly

depressed, as broad as, or slightly broader than joint 1 ; with the ordinarv

Y-shaped suture superiorly and with an elongate medial triangular piece

interiorly, attenuating to thorax; also, a suture interiorly starting from
near the middle and curving toward base of antenna? ; with a few spinous
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hairs from the sides and on the horny mouth-parts ; mandibles long, promi-

nent, sickle-shaped, the outer edge having a slight elbow about the middle,

and the inner edge armed along terminal half with about 11 blunt, quad-

rate teeth, and slightly produced basally ; labrum short, slightly excavated

at middle, studded with very minute short hairs and with 4 stouter spinous

hairs around border. Antenna? not extending as far as do the mandibles, 3-

jointed, the basal joint bulbous and stout, the 2nd more slender and about

as long, the 3rd as long as the other two together and surmounted with

two fleshy tubercles, the outer unarmed and fusiform, the inner more
elongate and tipped with 4 or 5 stiff hairs. Maxillae short with a strong

3-jointed palpus, the basal joint less long than wide, the 2nd twice as long

and the 3rd four times as long, fusiform and slighly flattened and armed
with short spines on the inner terminal third—the chitinous covering on

all joints showing regular imbrications (the maxilla proper is composed of

two pieces not more than twice as wide as the palpus, so as to look rather

like two stout basal joints). Labium composed of a short basal piece and

a heart-shaped terminal piece, surmounted each side with a 2-jointed pal-

pus, the terminal joint thrice as long as the basal and with short stiff

apical hairs. Eyes round, dark, not prominent, and on the side, just behind

antennae. Body with the normal 12 joints and subjoint; with a corne-

ous covering superiorly, laterally, and across joints 11 and 12 ventrally.

the fleshy sutures distinctly separating the plates; joint 1 (prothoracic)

somewhat longer than joints 2 and 3 together, broadening posteriorly

somewhat thicker than the others and with a few stiff hairs at sides
;
joints

2 and 3 subequal, with a transverse row (8 superior and several lateral and
subventral) of spinous hairs; joints 4-12 gradually diminishing in width
but increasing in length, each with a transverse row of superior short coni-

cal spines, and of longer spinous hairs at posterior border, a few more slen-

der ones nearer the middle, and a ventral row of still more slender ones

across the middle; anal joint with 2 longer setous hairs, about as long as

the 3 terminal joints together. Legs long; coxa? stout, swollen in middle

and I as long as femora ; trochanters small and short ; femora slender ; tibia?

still more slender and somewhat longer; tarsi rudimentary and with three

long spinous claws of unequal length : all parts beset with spinous hairs,

and the tibia* with four regular rows of more slender ones. Stigmata sub-

dorsal, with difficulty distinguished, from being concolorous, the first pair

mesothoracic, the rest on joints 4-1 1 inclusive. Color yellowish-brown,

with more or less black on the lower corners of joints 1, 4, 5, 10 and 11
;

borders of head, thorax and of joints also somewhat more dusky; tips of

jaws and eyes dark brown ; legs and venter paler. A pale medial longi-

tudinal line observable especially on joint 1 ; the fleshy sutures and venter

white : the lobes of anus, ventrally, may swell so as to appear like fleshy

tubercles or pseudopods, but they are not used in running.

Second Larva ; Carabidoid Stage. — With the first molt the whole

aspect changes. The head is now narrower than the prothoracic joint

and this again narrower than the three succeeding joints, so that the body
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tapers both ways ; the legs are shortened and thickened, the corneous

plates give way to fleshy wrinkles ; the dorsal spinous hairs to a few weaker

ones ; the lateral ones are still stout and the anal seta; are lost. Protho-

racic joint faintly corneous ; antennae with basal joint longest, 2nd joint

short, and the unarmed apical tubercle longer than the other : the maxillae

are totally changed, having a rudimentary 2-jointed palpus and an inner

lobe; the labium is not much altered, but the two inferior claws of tarsus

have become tibial spines. The color is white and the skin is seen to be

finely granulated under a strong power, while the stigmata are more easily

discerned. Scarabceidoid Stage— With the second molt the trophi are

still more shortened, the legs more rudimentary, the wrinkles of body more

pronounced, and the general aspect is that of the typical Scarabaeid larva.

The head is faintly mottled. The jaws have anteriorly a large obtuse tooth,

which still shows, more or l.ess distinctly, the minute teeth of the first larva.

The body is cream-white in color, and devoid of strong or spinous hairs,

but sparsely covered instead with short setaceous points. A third molt

takes place with little change, except that the dorsal wrinkles are evenly

beset with tolerably dense, closely shorn, fulvous, setaceous hairs. Ulti-

mate Stage— A fourth molt produces little change in general appearance,

except that the color becomes more yellowish. The full-grown larva pre-

sents the following characteristics : Body soft, curved, largest in middle,

tapering slightly toward head, more rapidly toward anus ; heavily wrinkled

transversely, and with a prominent lateral submonoliform fold ; the soft

parts evenly covered, except at sutures and on venter, with dense, ferrugin-

ous, setaceous points. Head slightly retractile, about half as wide as joint

i, with no distinct sutures, but with two b'-shaped impressions on the face,

and one running a short distance from base of mandibles, relieving the

cheeks : color pale yellow, shaded with spots of a deeper yellowish-brown,

which spots are most intense in the depressions, and in some specimens

relieve a distinct, pale, Y-shaped line. Trophi much as in second larva,

except that they are shortened, thickened, and less perfect. A slightly

chitinised cervical shield, with a few faint ferruginous spots along middle,

relieving a- pale line. Legs with no distinct claws, and covered with the

similar dense setaceous points that occur on other parts. A brown, horny,

convex breastplate (already noticeable in the second larva) runs from the

head on the front part of joint i ventrally. Stigmata light brown, the first

pair on an anterior mesothoracic fold, the others, on joints 4-1 1 inclusive,

just above the lateral fold.

Coarctate or Quiescent Larva.—Length 7 to 8.5 mm. Dorsum regu-

larly arched, the transverse segmental sutures but faintly indicated. Ven-

ter convex, with transverse sutures still more faint; bulging at thoracic

joints. Lateral outline elongate-ovate. Depth at joint 6 (from dorsum to

venter) rather less than \ the length, diminishing thence slightly to anal

joint. Width at joint 6, J the length. A prominent longitudinal, lateral,

rounded ridge, faintly constricted at segmental sutures and reaching from

base of joint 4 to end of joint 11. Head small, well separated ventrally
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but not dorsally, the mouth-parts— consisting of a bow-shaped labrum.

conical mandibles and maxillae, and exarticulate antennae— brown, rudi-

mentary, and tuberculous ; eyes small, imperfect, and scarcely raised. Six

brown conical tubercles in place of the thoracic legs. Stigmata as in full-

grown larva, but more conspicuous, being darker brown and raised. Anus

rounded and unarmed. Color gamboge-yellow. Chitinous covering firm,

and very faintly corrugate. The larval skin adheres, in shrivelled mass

with its dark mandibles ventrally, to the end of the body, and sometimes

extends to the middle.

Third Larva. — Somewhat paler, more contracted and clumsy than

the ultimate stage of the second, but otherwise differing in no essential

features.

Pupa.—Having the folded legs well-drawn back from sternum, the hind

legs reaching well nigh to anus, with a transverse dorsal row of spines on

all but the two or three terminal ventral joints, and about 6 much stouter

ones each side of prothorax, near its hind border.

Eficauta cinerea (Forster .

The black, gray-margined form (marginata Fabr.) I have had in all

stages from the egg to the coarctate larva, reared on the eggs of Calopte-

nus differentialis, and the unicolorous form, from the scarabaeidoid stage

of the second larva to the imago, on those of C. spretus. The egg is 1.3

mm. long, and somewhat stouter than in vittata. The triungulin is some-

what darker than that of vittata, and not quite so large (length 2.6 mm.)
The head has a less formidable aspect, and, with the prothoracic joint, is

more nearly of the same diameter as the abdomen. It may also be distin-

guished by the lateral dark brown of the prothorax being medial rather

than at the lower corners, and by joints 3, 9, 10 and 11 being dark—almost

black—across their entire dorsal posterior half. The metathoracic joint (3)

is always conspicuously dark. The central apical antennal seta is longer,

and the maxillary and labial palpi have frequently a minute apical, 2-joint-

ed, fleshy process. The spinous hairs on the body are somewhat less

strong. Otherwise it is undistinguishable, agreeing in every minute struc-

tural particular, as do all its subsequent phases.

Epicauta pennsylvanica (DeGeer).

The eggs of this species are but 0.9 mm. long. The triungulin averages

but 2 mm. in length, and, while having the same form and characteristics

as the other species, is easily distinguished by the following particulars,

aside from the smaller size : The color is darker and more uniform, joints

1, 4, 5, 10 and 11 contrasting less with the others. The prothoracic joint

is more slender, being about as long as wide. The maxillary palpi

have the terminal joint less flattened inside and surmounted with a small

fleshy 2 -jointed apical process: the maxillary piece is scarcely broader

than the palpi. The antennae have the apical tubercles of equal length, the

setous one, as also the labial palpi, likewise having a similar 2-jointed fleshy

apical process to that on the maxillary palpi. These minute processes

iii—36 [Nov. 16, 1877.]
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occur on all the specimens I have examined (40), but they are but modified

setae, and may exceptionally be noticed in vittata and more often in mar-

ginata. The subsequent states show no structural differences from the

other species.

Macrobasis unicolor (Kirby).

The triungulin of this species is yet unknown to me, but from the coarc-

tate larva to the imago I have noticed no characters of any importance or

value which would distinguish it from the previous species.

Henous confcrtus (Say).

The eggs of this species, which also feeds on Potato, I have had laid in

Jul v. They are 1.8 mm. long, \ as wide, and differ from those of the other

species described, in being of a deeper yellow and more compactly glued

together in the lump by means of a reddish, glistening fluid, which sepa-

rates in globules between the eggs and pulls in fine, web-like threads. The

triungulin measures 3.2 mm. in length when first hatched, but otherwise

differs but little from that of vittata. The dark brown color is more often

confined to the lower corners of the prothoracic joint, and never occurs on

joints 4 and 5 ; the head is rather more rounded ; the mandibles are slightly

more feeble, with only about 8 rather stronger teeth. The spinous hairs

are somewhat more numerous and longer, but there are no short conical

spines : the abdomen tapers less, being more nearly of a diameter with

head and prothorax, and thus giving a heavier, more clumsy look; the

dark eyes have a pale centre; the antennal maxillary and labial characters

agree with those of i? fennsyloa7iica, and the caudal hairs sometimes ex-

ceed the longest lateral ones but very little in length. I have not watched

it through the subsequent changes, my notes being from specimens obtained

in 1874; but the triungulins act just as in Epicauta, and doubtless feed

on locust eggs.

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON CANTHARIS.

Since the first part of this paper was run off the press, a com-

munication from M. J. Lichtenstein has reached me.* He has

succeeded, by furnishing the larvas of C. vesicatoria with artificial

nourishment composed of the filled stomachs of honey-making

bees, and especially of Ceratina, in tracing the development from

the triungulin to the coarctate larva, which last differs from those

of the other species considered by me, in freeing itself entirely

from the second larva skin. He has thus established the fact that

Cantharis agrees with the other species of the family in its hyper-

metamorphosis; but its natural habits remain as much as ever a

mystery, which, let me hope, the present communication to the

Academy may help to solve.

* Comptes Retnius de I'Ac. des Sc, Paris, Oct. n. 1S77, P.62S.





EXPLANATION OF PLATE V.

All the figures enlarged unless otherwise stated, the hair-lines indicating

the ?iatural sizes.

Fig. i.—Egg-pod of Caloptcnus differentialis with the mouth torn open,

exposing the newly hatched larva of Eficauta vittata ( i a) eating

into an egg. and the passage which it made through the mucous

covering—natural size.

Fig. 2.—Dorsal view of the first larva, or triungulin, of E. vittata; 2a,

one side of the head of same from beneath, greatly enlarged so as

to show the mouth-parts; 2 b, terminal joint of maxillary palpus

showing imbrications and flattened inner surface armed with stout

points; 2 c, leg, showing more plainly the tarsal spines; 2 e,

labrum; 2d, one of the abdominal joints from above, showing

stout points, stigmata, and arrangement of spinous hairs.

Fig. 3.—Eggs of E. vittata, the natural size indicated at side.

F,-g. 4.—Dorsal view of the Carabidoid stage of the Second Larva of E.

vittata; 4a, its antenna; 4 b, its right maxilla; 4c, its leg: + d.

side view of same, showing its natural position within the locust-

egg mass.

Fig. 5.—Lateral view of the Ultimate or full-grown stage of the Second

Larva of E. vittata ; 5 a. portion of the dorsal skin, showing

short setaceous hairs.

Fig. 6.—Third head, or that from the Scarabasidoid stage of the Second

Larva of E. vittata, from beneath, showing the reduction of

mouth-parts as compared with the first head (2 a) ; 6 a, antenna

of same; 6b, maxilla of same ; 6c, mandible of same.

Fig. 7.—Fourth head, or that of the full-grown larva of E. vittata, from

above; 7 a, leg of same; j b, the breast-plate or prosternal corne-

ous piece.

Fig. 8.—Lateral view of the pseudo-pupa or Coarctate Larva of E. vit-

tata. with the partially shed skin adhering behind; Sa, dorsal

view of same; 8b, its head, from the front; 8c, same from side;

8d, tuberculous leg; 8e, raised spiracle : 8/, anal part of same.

Fig. 9.—Lateral view of the true pupa of Epicanta cinerea Forst; ga, ven-

tral view of same.

Fig. 10.

—

Epicauta vittata (lemniscata or trivittate var.)

Fig. II-

—

Epicauta cinerea Forst. ( = marginata Fabr.)

Fig. 12.—Antenna of the triungulin of Epicauta pennsylvanica • 12a,

maxilla of same ; 12b, labial palpus of same.

Fig. 13.— cT Hernia minutipennis, dorsal view; \^a. lateral view of same :

13 £, simple claw of same ; 13c, Coarctate Larva; 13 d, leg of

ultimate stage of Second Larva.
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On a remarkable new Genus in Meloid.^ infesting Mason-

bee Cells in the United States.

By Charles V. Riley.

[Read Nov. 5, :377.]

While the natural history of none of our N. A. species of Meloe

has been traced or recorded, they will, beyond all doubt, be found

to agree with their European congeners in their partial parasitism

on Mason-bees. In examining the cells of Anthophora sponsa,

Smith, I have so far failed to discover that Meloc is parasitic

upon that species, but Meloc is, in reality, very rare around St.

Louis. I have, however, found on four different occasions in

the Fall, within the sealed cells of the bee mentioned, a very

interesting and anomalous Meloid which may be taken to repre-

sent the typical partial parasitism of the family in the United

States. There is a tendency in the family to wing reduction, but

in no hitherto described species is the reduction carried to such ex-

tremes as in this, both sexes (PI. V., Fig. 13) having the elytra as

rudimentary as in the $ of the well-known European Glow-worm
{La/npyris noctiluca). Another characteristic feature is its

simple tarsal claws, which, together with the rudimentary wings

and the heavy body, show it to be a degradational form.

Anthophora sponsa, its host, builds mostly in steeply inclined or

perpendicular clay banks, and, in addition, extends a tube of clay

from the entrance. The burrow has usually two branches which

decline about an inch from the surface of the bank, and 6 or 8

cells are arranged end to end. By means of saliva the inside of the

cell is rendered impervious to the moisture of the honey and bee-

bread stored in it for the young, It is evident, therefore, that this

clumsy Meloid will have difficulty in crawling out of or about

the cells, and it is probably subterranean and seldom, if ever,

leaves the bee gallery. It can climb and drag its body, but

with some difficulty, up a steep surface, and, as it does not

leave the bee-cell till spring, when the Anthophora tubes are

very generally broken and have fallen, it may possibly wan-

der a short distance from the mouth of the bee-burrow. The

triungulin is yet unknown, but the ultimate stage of the second

larva as well as the coarctate larva, as shown by the distended

and unruptured skins, exhibit the ordinary family characteristics,

the legs and mouth-parts being atrophied in the former, and
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merely tuberculous in the latter. The lateral ridge, as found in

Epicauta and J\feloc, is not conspicuous, and in this respect, as

well as in the final transformations taking place within the two

unrent skins, the insect approaches Sitaris. In the hairless and

unarmed surface of the second larva, and of the third larva and

pupa, as shown by careful examination of their shrunken exuviae,

the insect also resembles that genus. I take great pleasure in

dedicating the genus to Dr. Horn, who has so well studied the

structural characters of our Meloids.

Hornia, Nov. Gen. — Head oval denexed, suddenly constricted poste-

riorly ; clypeus emarginate in front; labrum transverse, truncate; men-

turn slightly longer than wide, rounded in front; labial palpi with the last

joint elongate-oval; maxillary palpi with the 2nd joint rather longer than

the others, the terminal joint somewhat longer than the preceding and

elongate-oval; mandibles moderately prominent, acute at tip; antenna?

filiform, slightly flattened, 11-jointed, slightly arcuate, as long as head and

thorax in the %, scarcely longer than the head in the 9 j j°mt J ro ~

bust, conical, 2 transverse, 3 somewhat longer than the others, 4-10

equal, 11 longer than the preceding and oval at tip. Scutellum cordi-

form. Elytra very small, semicorneous and translucent, oval, diverging

from scutel, reaching to and resting against the first abdominal joint.

Hind wings of same form but not | as large as elytra, through which

they may be discerned. Meso- and metathorax very short and constricted

:

side pieces small, partly covered at anterior end by the elytra. Tarsi spinu-

lose, claws simple. Abdomen 8-jointed, elongate-oval, large, membran-

ous ; in the ^ with two series of approximate, subquadrate, semicorneous.

dorsal plates, and two more rounded, more widely separated ventral series:

in the 9 these plates are obsolete. First abdominal joint covered beneath

by the metasternum. First pair of spiracles mesothoracic.

H. minutipennis, n. sp. — % Head, palpi, prothorax, and legs, rufous

antenna; and horny abdominal plates darker; labium, wings, and elytra,

whitish; abdomen yellow. All the corneous parts, as also the elytra,

sparsely covered with short stiff dark hairs. Head, prothoracic and semi-

corneous abdominal plates, also sparsely punctulate. There is a dark,

transverse, narrow line in the suture between metathorax and abdomen

also similar sutural lines between the ventral plates. Length 16 mm.

9 Differs from % in the antennae being scarcely longer than the head;

in the semicorneous pieces on metanotnm more nearly covering the same

:

in the semicorneous plates entirely lacking on the venter, which is more

evenly spinuloses in the dorsal plates, except on the anal joint, being sub-

obsolete and colorless ; and in the color of the abdomen being whiter.

Four % 's and one examined.

Ultimate stage of second larva with the jaws broad and simple, the other

mouth-parts as in Epicauta, but with the three leg-parts well separated

and tapering to a single tarsal point (PI. V., Fig. 13, d).
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Coarctate larva with the trophi tuberculous as in Epicauta, but with

the lateral ridge but slightly developed, and the skin less firm and show-

ing all the wrinkles of the larva (PL V., Fig. 13, c).

Fig. 40. rpj
ie varjatjon from the more complex to the

(^^^\twtw5^ more simple —the degradational tendency in

^- ;=^ the tarsal claws of the Meloidae is shown by

outlines in Fig. 40.

In the Nemognathini the claw is double and

"S\ the upper and thicker portion is strongly ser-

rate beneath (Fig. 40, a). In the Lyttini, the

upper portion becomes simple (b). In Calos-

pasta, Tegrodera, Enpompha, Rhodaga, the lower

division is shorter than the upper, and connate

^ with it (c). In Poreospasta the lower part is still

shorter, connate, and scarcely visible {d). In

Megetra, and allied genera, the faint basal suture

is obliterated, and the hook varies somewhat in

size (<?)• In Cordylospasta the hook is more

/ acute and nearer the tip {/) ; while in Hortiia

the claw is entirely simple (g).

The following table of our N. A. Meloini
TAR

MELo,
L
D
Ar °F

will serve as an amplification of that given by

Dr. Horn in 1863 {Trans. Am. Ent. Soc, vol. ii. p. 139), and show

the position of the genus, which I have added.

A.—Antennae n-jointed. Hind wings obsolete, or near-

ly so.

b. Elytra imbricated ; claws equally cleft Meloe.

c. Elytra divergent from scutellum ; claws toothed . .Megetra.*
cc. Claws simple • • • • Hornia.

d. Elytral inner margins contiguous at anterior

third ; claws equally cleft Nomaspis.
dd. claws with lower part very short and connate. Poreospasta.

e. Elytral inner margins contiguous their whole
length and entirely (or nearly) covering the

abdomen ; claws equally cleft ; elytra sub-

connate Henous.
ee. Claws toothed; elytra connate and inflated . .Cysteodemus.

B.—Antennae 8-jointed, last joint equal to the three

preceding. Hind wings feeble.

Elytral inner margins contiguous throughout near-

ly the entire length ; claws feebly toothed at

middle Cordylospasta.

* Pseudomeloe (Kairm. &Germ.) is, as has been recorded by Dr. Horn (Zoo!. Record,

London, 1875. p. 346), but a synonym of Megetra.
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Additional Notes on Megathymus yucc^;.

By Charles V. Riley.

[Read Nov. 5, 1877.]

Having reared this insect from the egg to the imago since the

publication of the first article (p. 323, ante), I am able to give

some additional facts, part of which appeared in my last State

Report. There is but one generation annually, and the charac-

teristic glistening powder that covers the full-grown larva is not

secreted till toward the last molt. The habit of living at first

within a cylinder made with one of the rolled leaves, webbed

across with silk, is very marked, and even where the larva at first

works at the base of a leaf, it will web the leaf and feed along up

to its tip before entering into the more solid portions of the plant.

In extruding the excrement the larva backs up to the end of the

retreat, which is kept only partially closed.

Where several larvae hatch out on the same plant (which not

unfrequently happens), there is a struggle as to which shall usurp

the privilege of entering the stem, and the first one to do so gene-

rally keeps the others out on the leaves, so that in the end they

doubtless perish. The parent is by no means particular as to

where she fastens her eggs, for Dr. Mellichamp has sent me dry

leaves of Quercus falcata that had accumulated around his Yuccas

and that have eggs fastened to them.

One larva I kept for a long time in a tin box, occasionally sup-

plying it with fresh leaves. It formed a perfect cylinder of silk

and excrement around the bottom of the box, fastening thereto

the ends of the cut leaves, so that the cylinder was necessarily

broken each time the leaves were changed. This specimen went
through no less than seven molts at irregular intervals of 10, 11,

24, 14, 61, 15 and 21 days respectively. It changed but little in

appearance, except in becoming somewhat paler, after the second

molt, and died when about three-fourths grown—death resulting,

I think, more from the mould that formed from the excrement,

and which it was impossible to prevent, than from the nature of

its food. It is doubtful if so many molts are suffered in more
natural and healthy conditions.

Another specimen that entered a Yucca plant, in the garden

of Dr. G. Engelmann, throve admirably, extending over a foot
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beneath the ground, and attaining full growth by the end of Sep-

tember ; while a third, in a potted Yucca aloifolia in-doors, hollowed

out the entire root, pupated on the 26th of January, 1877, and gave

out the imago on the 25th of the following month.

I add the following to complete the description of the larva

given on p. 331 :

In the second stage (after first molt) the head is deep gamboge-yellow,

with dark jaws—not polished but faintly shagreened : the cervical shield is

narrow, entire, and polished black; and an anal plate is also obvious, also

polished, dark brown, with the hind borders thickened and black. The

body is olivaceous-brown ; the stiff, black hairs of the first stage are very

much shortened and pale, and the whole surface has a faintly pubescent

appearance, caused by numerous minute points, each giving rise to a short

soft hair. The wrinkles of the mature larva are already well defined. In

the third stage the head is chestnut-brown, and the stiff, piliferous hairs

are scarcely longer than the other minute ones on the general surface.

The larva has now all the characteristics of the last stage, except in lacking

the white powder, and in being of a pale olive-brown color. The cervical

and anal shields are still highly polished and black, and the skin, instead

of looking faintlv pubescent, as in the previous stage, is translucent and

glossy.

The imago is more variable than I had supposed. Thirteen

other specimens, all from larva? that fed at Bluffton, S. C, range

in expanse from if to nearly 3 inches; 2 ? 's have the wings

broader and the posterior border of primaries more rounded than

is usual, resembling sEgiale in this respect ; 1 ? has the spot

(usually lacking) on primaries just within the middle of the wing

and below vein 2 ; while in 2 o*'s, and among them that which I

bred in-doors, the yellow is pale almost to whiteness. Some spe-

cimens, captured in Florida by Mr. A. Bolter of Chicago, expand

only 1 5 inches, and the secondaries have five such distinct yellow-

spots and such broad yellow borders that they look two -banded.

Mr. H. K. Morrison captured many specimens in Colorado, the

past summer, about Yucca angustifolia, and this Colorado form is

remarkable for its small size and the paleness of its colors com-

pared with those reared farther south on the larger-leaved, more

luxuriant Yuccas. It is also distinguished by a second narrow

white line on the underside of secondaries just outside the larger

triangular white spot from costal vein ; also by the dark spots on

this underside of secondaries, generally having a white pupil—

a

tendency thereto being noticeable in the Carolina specimens. I
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cannot consider such differences more than varietal, and would
designate this small pale variety as var. Coloradensis. The /Hgiale

Cofaqui of Mr. Strecker (Proc. Ac. Sci. Phil. 1876, p. 14S), taken

in Georgia, should, I think, also be considered but a well-marked

variety.

Regarding the boring habit in butterflies, I learn from Prof. P.

C. Zeller, of Stettin, Prussia, that there is also a Hesperian [Eryn-

nis alceoz, Esp.; malvarum, Hoffm.) which Kirby gives as common
to Europe, Asia and Africa, whose larva bores in autumn into

the stems of its food-plant (Malva sylvesfris), in which it hiber-

nates, and in which it goes through its transformations the fol-

lowing spring.

Regarding other insects that bore the stems of Yucca, Mr.

Bolter found a Cerambycidous larva at this work in Florida. It

appears to belong to Elaphidion, enters from the side, but not very

deeply, and enlarges the bottom of its burrow. The Curculionid

Scyphophorus yuccce, Horn, is said to bore the stem of Yucca glo-

riosa* in California.

Further Remarks on Pronuba yucca sell a, and on

the Pollination of Yucca.

By Charles V. Riley.

[ Read Nov. 5, 1S77.]

In a recent Bulletin of Hayden's Geological and Geographical

Survey of the Territories (vol. iii., No. i) is an extended article by

Mr. V. T. Chambers on "The Tineina of Colorado," in which,

on the very first page (121 of the Bulletin) the following para-

graph occnrs

:

Pronuba yuccasclla Riley.—Very abundant in the flowers of "soap-weed"

(Tucca) as high up on the mountains as 7,000 feet, in the vicinity of Colo-

rado Springs. Mr. Riley says (Fifth Annual Report Noxious and Benefi-

cial Insects of Missouri, p. 151), " Front wings uniformly silvery-white,"

but at least half of the numerous specimens observed by me in Colorado
had the wings more or less spotted with black (like Hyponomeuta, to which
in the form and neuration of the wings it seems somewhat allied, though

* Probably baccala or Whipplei, since, according to Dr. Engelmann, irloriosa docs not

occur in California.
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its affinities seem to be rather with the true Ttnefdcr : it is, however, sui

generis). These spots vary in number from o to 13, and when all are

present are arranged as follows : one (the largest) at the end of the disk,

with three others before it, making a coffin-shaped figure; one on the dor-

sal margin before the cilia, and eight others around the apex. The one

at the end of the cell is found oftener than any of the others, and those

around the apex oftener than the other four. The expanse of wings is

given by Mr. Riley at 1.00 inch for the $ and 0.90 inch for the <$ . The

largest $ specimen observed by me scarcely exceeded 10 lines and the

smallest 0* was scarcely 6 lines, so that it seems to attain a greater devel-

opment of wings in the east than in the west, contrary to the rule said by

Prof. Baird, Dr. Packard, and others, to prevail among other insects and

birds.

The statements in the above extract are altogether erroneous,

being based upon mistaken identity. A careful examination of

these supposed spotted Pronubas which I have been permitted to

make through the courtesy of Dr. H. A. Hagen of Cambridge,

Mass., whither Mr. Chambers had sent all his examples, enables

me to state positively that the spotted moths which Mr. C.

mistook for Pronuba yuccasella are, in reality, Hyponomeuta; and,

what is the more remarkable, they are one of Mr. C.'s own de-

scribed species

—

H 5-punctella. Of the six specimens submitted

to me, there was but one Pronuba, and that was immaculate, as

the species always is. The spots on Hyponomeuta are very

variable, while some individuals of 5-puncte//a are immaculate,

when at first sight they might be mistaken for Pronuba. Setting

aside the less easily observed venation, this Hyponomeuta may at

once be distinguished from Pronuba by its smaller size, narrower

and at the same time less pointed wings, and more pearly-white

color. The 6* differs in the anal hooks, and the.? in having the

ovipositor of different shape and faintly notched superiorly, as

well as in lacking the characteristic maxillary tentacles.

I have reared upward of 500 specimens of Pronuba, and have it

from South Carolina, Texas, California, Colorado and Missouri,

and there is never the faintest tendency to maculation. The tend-

ency to variation is, also, exceptionally small. If anything, the

Colorado specimens are above the average size, which is natural,

since the capsule of Yucca angusti/o/ia, in which the Colorado spe-

cimens breed, are larger than in other species cultivated around

St. Louis.

Mr. Chambers' premise being at fault, there is, of course, no
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force in what he savs against the general rule laid down by Baird

and Packard.

White moths are naturally attracted to white flowers, and it

is rash to assume, without careful examination, that all white

moths found in Yucca flowers are Pronuba.

An interesting fact connected with Yucca pollination came to

my notice in the summer of 1S76. I have elsewhere shown that

the Pronuba larva, as it lies in the cocoon underground, is not

susceptible to the forcing influences that hasten the development

of most other insects. The moths usually issue in St. Louis too

late to pollinize the flowers of Yucca angustifolia. This species

blooms from two to three weeks earlier than Y. filamentosa. which,

with its varieties, is most commonly cultivated. As a consequence,

the former very rarely produces seed. One of the rare occasions

on which it did so was in the year stated, in the garden of Dr.

Engelmann. All the early flowers at the base of the raceme fell

infertile, but a few of the very latest at the apex were fructified.

and, as the subsequent discovery of the Pronuba larva in the cap-

sules proved, they had been duly visited by the moth.

Since the publication (pp. 208-210, this vol.) of the article

" On the Oviposition of the Yucca-moth," the experience of three

summers has confirmed everything there said both as to the mode
of oviposition and pollination, and as to the remarkable fact that

Pronuba is the sole pollinizer of our Yuccas. This reiteration of

the facts there recorded will scarcely seem necessary to those who
have carefully perused what I have written. But one writer, Prof.

P. C. Zeller, in Stettin. Prussia, has seen fit to doubt the accuracy

of the observations ; while a second. Mr. J. Boll, of Dallas, Texas,

has attempted to refute my conclusions, in an article in the Ento-

mologische Zeitung (1876, pp. 401-5), published at Stettin. To this

article I wish, briefly, to reply ; for I do not deem it altogether a

waste of time, in a mattter so interesting, to notice even that which

is palpably superficial and erroneous.

Prof. Zeller, as already shown in these Transactions (p. 325,

note), considers the $ maxillary tentacles "not available" for pur-

poses of pollination, notwithstanding I had shown so clearly that

they were. "The strong tongue seems to me alone available

therefor," he writes, and then vouchsafes the opinion that "other

observers will be necessary to entirely clear up the curious cir-
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curn&tances connected with the propagation of the moth." Inci-

ted, as he avers, by this expressed belief of Prof. Zeller, Mr. Boll

determimed to be one of the "other observers," by carrying some

cut Yucca flowers (species not given) containing moths into the

house, and placing them in glass cages, where he could observe

the doings of the moths. Here is a literal translation of what he

says he saw, with a few parenthetical figures of my own adding,

to facilitate reference :

The females bored with the fine, pointed, horny ovipositor into the

outer flesh of the pistil, which is certainly not quite soft, but on the con-

trary tolerably hard, and about a line thick (1), and laid each time an egg
therein. Afterward they generally clambered on to the anthers and
scratched the pollen grains out of the cleft of the same with the maxillary

palpi so well fitted for the purpose (2). As soon as they had a sufficient

quantity formed into a little lump between the rolled-up tongue, they

pushed it into the hole previously made by the ovipositor (3). This oper-

tion they often repeated several times on one and the same pistil, and

then wandered to another flower. As Prof. Zeller has just narrated, Riley

observed the same thing in exactly the same way. From this operation,

Riley concludes, as I understand it, that the insect fructifies the plant, and

even believes that a natural fructification cannot take place (4).

On which I would remark: (i) Before fructification the pistil

is always soft : if unfructified, it remains soft till it wilts and falls :

if fructified, it hardens from day to day. Mr. Boll's specimens

were probably already fructified, and the poor moths, unable to

obtain the sweets from the nectary, lacked the natural inducement

to the act of pollination, which may account, perhaps, for their

conduct, as he records it, in working at what little moisture there

may have been at the punctures.

(2) Mr. Boll means, of course, that the pollen was scratched

into a lump by the maxillary tentacle, and I hope this testimonv

as to the availability of those organs for that purpose will satisfy

Prof. Zeller more than my own seems to have done. In reality

the moth has little need of scratching, as described by Mr. Boll.

Dr. Engelmann has well remarked that the anthers open, con-

tract and curl back before the perigon opens, and often expel the

large, adhesive pollen grains, which then lie on the inside of

the petals, from which the moth may gather them. When not

expelled, as is more often the case, they remain in an entire lump
on the curled anthers, and the moth, as I have stated (6th Mo.
Ent. Rep. 1S73) has no difficulty in accumulating her little load.
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(3) I have never noticed anything of the sort in my studies.

This is owing, doubtless, to the fact that they have been made on

the plants as they naturally grew, assisted by a confederate who
carried a dark lantern. The conditions surrounding Mr. Boll's

observations were unnatural, and to this circumstance or to pure

imagination must be ascribed the stated conduct of his moths.

(4) Now, as I did not observe "the same thing in exactly the

same way," but observed and described something totally differ-

ent, viz., the thrusting of the pollen into the stigmatic tube (a?Ue,

p. 208), it is evident that Mr. Boll did not know what he was
writing about. In truth, as is patent from the article itself, and

as he has since confessed to me, Mr. Boll knew at the time abso-

lutely nothing of my writings on the subject except what he

learned through Prof. Zeller's notice. Further comment is need-

less. The fact that Yucca is not a self-fertilizer, I have demon-

strated (ante, p. 209) by excluding the moth : it does not rest on

my testimony, however, but is well known to all botanists who
have studied the genus.

Following the portion of the article which I have translated is

a long dissertation on the nature of the Yucca flower, in which

we are vouchsafed the interesting information that the fruit can

only be fertilized through the stigma, and not through the walls

of the pistil ! The argument is also made, that the capsules

containing no Pronnba larvae must have formed without the aid

of the moth, notwithstanding I have conclusively shown that pol-

lination may, from one cause and another, be performed without

oviposition. The statement is reiterated about the self-fertilizing

power of the flower, against experience, experiment, and author-

ity. But the most amusing exhibition of Mr. Boll's logic is where

he explains the object of stuffing with pollen the punctures made
by the ovipositor, to be the closing of the wound, because the

"pollen as soon as it comes in contact with the sap, rapidly

swells"; and then, almost in the same breath, tells us that when
pollen is not forthcoming, the papillose hairs of the stamens are

gathered and used for the same purpose ! ! Do these swell, too?

The truth is that the puncture of the ovipositor is so fine that no

single pollen grain could be put into it, while the same will hold

true of the papillose hairs referred to, which, by the way, the

moth has no means of detaching, and for which Mr. Boll doubt-
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less mistook, under his microscope, the hairs of the moth. The
article closes with the following

:

Fertilization of plants exclusively by insects is, to my knowledge, not

yet positively proven ; but intentional fertilization, if one should take this

for such, would belong to the realm of fable. This moth, in my opinion,

is no Pronuba, but a corruptrix.

Mr. Boll should increase his knowledge by perusing what has

been written on the fertilization of flowers by insects. He should

also learn something more than he has done in this instance of a

subject he intends to treat, and especially of observations which

he undertakes to criticize. Investigations, however instigated,

should be carried on, not under the warping influence of indi-

vidual motive, but solely for the love of truth and knowledge.

On the Differences between Anisopteryx pometaria,

Harr. and Anisopteryx ^scularia, W.-V., with

Remarks on the Genus Paleacrita.

By Charles V. Riley.

[Read Nov. 5, 1S77.J

Through profound study alone can we arrive at the true rela-

tionships of animals, especially in the inferior classes. Among
insects, dozens of species in some families are absolutely undis-

tinguishable in the imago state, though differing widely in the

adolescent stages and in habit ; while others, again, vary to such

a degree that the same species has been described under more

than a dozen names, and not unfrequently been made the basis

of different genera. The Canker-worms furnish good occasion

for these remarks. In the previous communication to the Acade-

my on these insects, I stated (p. 27S) that Anisopteryx pometaria

differed from the other species of the genus, so far as was then

known, in having an additional pair of prolegs in the larva state,

but added: "For the present I deem it best to refer it to Aniso-

pteryx, as more careful study will probably show that in the char-

acters of egg, larva, and chrysalis, the European species of the

genus agree with it, and that some of the structural features of

the adolescent states have been overlooked in Europe, as they so
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long were in this country." Through the kindness of Mr. Wm.
Buckler of Emsworth, and . of Mr. J. Hellens of Exeter, Eng.,

who have furnished me specimens, I [am able to state that this

surmise has been fully justified. A more careful study of the

European A. cescularia, than had hitherto been made, shows it to

agree with pometaria in structure and habit. The eggs have the

same general form and are laid in the same regular manner ; the

larva has the third pair of prolegs (overlooked by former describ-

ers) on the 8th joint; the chrysalis is formed in a similar silken

cocoon, and in both o* and ? is undistinguishable from pometaria

except in the rather more distinct punctations on the abdomen.*
While the two insects agree so well generically, cescularia is at

once specifically distinguished by the eggs being somewhat broad-

er, more rounded, less compactly pressed together, of a reddish-

brown color, and particularly in being partly covered with hairs.

The larva, while found on Elm, as is pometaria, feeds also on Oak,

Lime and other trees, and has different colorational characters,

t

and the female is at once distinguished by a conspicuous anal

tuft of hairs, which supplies those with which her eggs are cov-

ered. Yet the males of the two species bear such close resem-

blance that the best entomologists would be somewhat puzzled to

separate a dozen of the least typical of each, if mixed together.

The European species is, on an average, rather larger, lighter

colored, and has the pale transverse band of secondaries more

bent, especially on the underside.

In his "Monograph of the Geometrid Moths," published last

year under the auspices of Dr. Hayden's Geological Survey of the

Territories, Dr. A. S. Packard, Jr., gets badly confused on our

two American Canker-worms. Although the misleading nature

of Dr. Harris's language regarding the two species had been

pointed out by Mr. Mann and myself (ante, p. 273), Dr. Packard

nevertheless falls into the old error of concluding that Harris's

potnetaria is Peck's vernata. He does not stop here, however, but

heightens the confusion that had once existed but had at last been

dispelled, by re-christening pometaria with the new name of autum-

* I have described the chrysalis of pometaria as not pitted, but there is a very faint, more
or less obsolete, punctation observable on more careful examination.

t Mr. Hellens has published a full description of it in Ent. Monthly Mag.. London, Oct.

1S77, p. 114.
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nata, and by calling the other species vernata Harris instead of

vernata Peck. The inconvenience of this course, for which there

is neither excuse nor justification, is seen in many parts of the

work and particularly in the Introduction, where (p. 8) the nanies

pometaria (not autumnata) and vernata are used in such manner

that, after what is subsequently said on p. 402, the reader can

only guess at the species intended.

But there is far graver error in what is published in the Mono-

graph about these Canker-worms, and I call attention to it

because it forms a marked exception to the high character and

general excellence of the work. The structural characters which,

as I have shown, separate Anisopieryx and Paleacrita are partly

brought together in a generic diagnosis of Anisopieryx, which dif-

fers essentially from all other diagnoses of it, and which ends with

the following remarks :

While Mr. Mann has shown, with much ability, from a consideration

of the imaginal characters, that we have two well-marked and perfectly

distinct species. Professor Riley has carried the matter further, and judges,

from a comparison of the egg, larval and pupal states, as well as the ima-

ginal, that not only are the two species distinct, but that there are really

two genera, and for vernata he proposes the name Paleacrita. While his

work shows great care and thoroughness, I am unable to agree with Mr.

Riley's opinion that the differences he points out are of generic import-

ance. The imaginal characters are certainly not so ; for in other genera

we have as great differences between the different species. The European

ivscularia would have to form the type of a third genus, if Mr. Riley's

views are correct. We have seen that, as regards the larval characters,

vernata in one case has an extra pair of legs, and the two species are some-

times easily confounded in the larval state. The eggs of the two species

are very distinct; but the form and structure of the eggs in the Phalcenids

have not been examined enough yet for us to form a decided opinion as to

what are generic and specific characters among them.

The facts that have just been stated of cescularia show clearly

enough that that species will not have to form a new genus ; and

as to the single case of the larva of vernata Peck having an extra

pair of legs, on which case Dr. Packard leans for several general-

izations, a critical examination of the specimen enables me to pro-

nounce it not vernata as unhesitatingly as he pronounced it to be

that species. It differs from vernata in the indistinctly spotted

head, and especially in the dark top ; in having but six superior

pale lines ; in having the medio-dorsum dark and without black
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ornament ; in the sub-obsoleteness of the piliferous spots, and the

nonconspicuity of those on joint 11 ; in the subdorsal region being

pale and the stigmatal region dark. All these characters, together

with the third pair of prolegs, belong to pometaria as distinguished

from vernata. From pometaria the specimen differs in the nar-

rowness of the pale lines, and of the medio-dorsal dark line ; and

while it may be an aberrant specimen of this last, it cannot possi-

bly be vernata. The probability is that it belongs to another spe-

cies entirely, as there are several other Geometrid larvae that feed

on Elm and Apple.

I speak with confidence because I have reared both the Canker-

worms from the egg and have a vivid knowledge of their larval

characteristics, some of the most important of which are not stated

in Dr. Packard's description of vernata.

Though the word either occurs with awkward frequency in the

diagnosis referred to, it should nevertheless occur still more often,

until all the opposite and heterogeneous characters in the left-hand

and right-hand comparative columns, as published by me (pp.

274-7), are brought together.

The mixed genus thus obtained is cited by Dr. Packard, in the

Introduction of the work, as an instance of the small classifica-

tory value of the number of legs in larvae ; which is about as con-

vincing as it would be to a botanist, if some one were to throw

Caltha and Anemopsis together because of their superficial resem-

blance, and then cite the mixed genus as evidence of the classifi-

catory worthlessness of the important characters which cause

those genera to be placed in different families.

There is no recognized standard by which authors guage gene-

ric characters, and the greatest want of uniformity in custom

unfortunatelv prevails among genus makers. Structure is of alto-

gether more consequence than form, color, or dermal ornamenta-

tion ; but the generic value of any character will depend on its

invariability and rarity within the Family or Order. Wing-

venation, on which systematists most rely in classifying moths,

may be, and often is, of less value, on account of its variability,

than special body covering. The abdominal spines and the gen-

eral hairiness of Paleacrita are such vei-y rare characteristics in

the Family and even in the Order to which it belongs, that they

acquire an importance which they otherwise would not possess.
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As to the larval characters, the Geometrids have been separated

into two great divisions on the pedal differences that distinguish

Paleacrita and Anisopteryx, and while the divisions thus proposed,

whether by Dennis and Schiffermuller, by Samouelle or by Du-
ponchel, may be more or less artificial, Dr. Packard will, I think,

have few followers in denying generic value to the characters on

which they are based.

The fact that Dr. Packard differs from me in this matter is in

itself of no scientific importance ; but I cannot pass unnoticed the

error which seems to have contributed to his decision, and on

which he builds a generalisation that is not warranted. The fact

that in certain restricted localities in New England the two in-

sects sometimes occur on the same tree, has had a tendency to

lessen the importance of their differences in the minds of some

entomologists. At first reluctant to admit that there were two

species,they still imagine the differences may prove to be dimor-

phic. They forget that pometaria is confined to New England,*

and that vernata is wide-spread through the west and south, where

no specimens of the other have yet been reported.

A nezv Oak-gall on Acorn Cups.

By Charles V. Riley.

The gall which Dr. En^elmann refers to in the note to p. 393
is an undescribed species, the only hitherto known gall on the

cups of acorns being the Quercus-firunus Walsh (Proc. Ent.
Soc. Phil. iii. p. 639, and Am. Ent. i. p. 104), a quite large (j to

f inch diameter) spherical, plum-like, fleshy growth, maturing in

autumn on both ®hiercus tinctoria and c^. rubra. It grows out

of the cupule, and, when fresh, is yellow with rosy spots. The
new gall is more or less completely imbedded in the cup, and, on
account of its resemblance to a diminutive acorn, I name it glan-
dulus. I first received it from Dr. E. Michener of Toughkena-
mon, Pa., who wrote concerning it, Oct. 10, 1S70:

"I found them this morning on the cups of <^>. bicolor Wild. I think,

although it was a shade tree in a field where cattle pastured, and the acorns

* In 7th Mo. Ent. Rep. I have quoted it (p. So, note) from Dallas, Texas, on the author.
ity of Dr. Packard ; but I have since learned from Mr. Boll that it does not occur there, the
specimens which he sent to Dr. Packard being vernata.

111 37 [Dec. 20, 1877.]
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were badly trodden, that full two-thirds of the cups observed were affected.

Those which I have opened still contain the larva."

I have seen it on j^. prinoides and J^. bicolor* The parent

Cynips lays the egg very early in summer, as the gall is often

formed on the aborted or blighted acorns, in which case, how-
ever, it seldom attains perfection. The ripe and well developed

gall falls out of its cavity on to the ground, where the larva

remains within it till the following spring. Those galls which
remain within the cavity are generally imperfect. The fly pro-

ducing this gall has not yet been reared nr described.

Cynips Gall ^uercus-glandulus

:

—An elongate, pip-like body, averag-

ing, when well developed, 5 mm. long, and not quite half as wide; sides

sometimes parallel, but more often slightly bulging, more or less deeply

corrugate longitudinally, and whitish-green; base truncate and covered

with whitish down ; crown flattened or slightly concave, with a central,

conical nipple; color yellowish, often with a roseate tint. Larva lying in

a cell near the crown. Formed in a cavity, and causing more or less bulg-

ing and swelling of the cupule. The mouth of the cavity either strongly

fimbriated, or simple, according to the nature of the cup scales, and thus

either hiding the gall or exposing a large part of it.

This gall is allied in structure to that described by Mr. Bassett

as Quercus frondosa (Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil. iii. p. 6SS), which
is a deformation of an oak bud. The axillary bud is made by the

sting of the Cynips to prematurely develop a number of lanceolate

or ovate leaves which surround one or more cells, which loosen

from their leafy matrix when ripe and drop to the ground. An ana-

logous deformation of an oak bud, caused by Cynipsfecundatrix
Hartig, is very common in Europe, and is known in England as

the Artichoke-gall. The cell of this gall has been described as

an aborted acorn by Mr. Albert Miiller,f who has made a special

study of galls. It is not surprising, therefore, that our glandulus
gall should very generally be looked upon as a diminutive or sec-

ondary acorn. Yet such views are quite erroneous. The cells of

very many other Cynipidous galls resemble acorns in form, and
the resemblances to different fruits among these singular plant-

and-insect productions is often so striking as to easily mislead.

* Dr. Engelmann has noticed it on ^>. Prinus, &>. Michauxii, and jg. Muhlenbergii.

It thus occurs on every form of the Prinus Group, to which it is apparently conrined.

t Jour, of Linn. Soc. (London) Zoiil., vol. xi. p. 3.
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The Flowering of Agave Shawii.

By Dr. George Engelmann.

In May, 1S76, Mr. Shaw received from San Diego, Cal.,

through the kind offices of Messrs. Hitchcock and Parker, a full-

grown specimen of the fine species named for him. In June the new,

innermost, leaves became more slender and their marginal teeth

smaller. Early in July the flowering stalk began to rise. Regu-

lar measurements of its growth were made by Mr. Gurney, the

superintending gardener, at 7 o'clock a.m. and at 7 p.m., from

July Sth to September 5th. I have divided this period of 60 days

into 6 decades, and have added the mean temperature and the fall

of rain (at my station, 3 miles northeast of the garden) of each

decade. The oliowing table exhibits these data :

AMOUNT OF GROWTH IN TEN DAYS.

1S76. 7 P.M.-7 A.

July 8-17 2! i

" 18-37 3 '

" 28-Aug. 6 4!
'

Aug. 7-16 7 '

" 17-26 5 '

" 27-Sept. 5 4I
'

\.M.-7 P.M
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The largest growth in 24 hours, 15 inches, took place in the 4th

decade, Aug. ioth-nth, mean temp. 7S ; while on Aug. 18th,

with mean temp. S4 , the growth is marked only i inch, and Aug.

23rd and 25th, mean temp. S5 , it amounted to 1 inch and | inch

respectively.

The quantity of rain had apparently little or no immediate ef-

fect, as it was pretty evenly distributed through the whole period.

The full-grown scape measured 54 inches to the base of the

panicle, which, when fully developed, was itself 21 inches long

and a little wider, and consisted of 19 branches, the lowest ones

the longest, somewhat v -shaped, and horizontal, with the end

turned up.

About newyears the lower branches of the panicle, which thus

far had formed a pointed club covered by the large bracts, began

to straighten out, while the upper ones with their bracts yet formed

a large cone. The first flowers opened on the lowest branch on

Feb. 5th; the innermost ones of each cluster developed first, the

others flowering n quick succession, so that all the flowers of

a bunch were in bloom within about three days. Two or three

weeks later the plant may be said to have been in fullest bloom,

though the lower clusters were passed and the uppermost not yet

open. These last flowered about March iS-20th, so that the flow-

ering period (at this season and in a greenhouse) occupied from

six to seven weeks.

Abundant opportunity was afforded to study the gradual devel-

opment of the flowers (see also p. 29S). I have, on Plate IV.,

represented these various phases by a series of figures carefully

drawn from nature.

The bud bursts in the morning or in the middle of the day

(Fig. 4) ; the bent filaments begin to straighten out, the still

closed anthers commence to protrude, the top of the style has

not yet reached the tip of the perigonial lobes. Only thus far

the perigon and its lobes are fresh, exhibiting their fullest devel-

opment.

In the evening of the same day the filaments are straightened

•out above the perigon, the anthers begin to open at the upper and

lower ends, as Fig. 6 shows, and then all along their commis-

sures ; the style has not 3 et reached the length of the filaments,

but the perigonial lobe are already withering at tip.
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On the 2nd day the anthers are shrivelled, though quantities of

pollen remain adhering to them ; the perigon withers more ; the

style in the morning is still shorter than the filaments, but in the

evening has exceeded their length somewhat ; the stigmatic lobes-

remain entirely closed.

On the 3rd day these changes go on gradually and slowly-

(Fig. 7-)

On the 4th the style is 2 inches onger than the perigon, the

lobes of which are wilted and twisted, while the filaments also

wither; in the evening the stigmatic lobes begin to separate and

exude some moisture. The color of the flower, which at first was
greenish and sulphur-yellow, now is of a deeper dirty yellow.

On the 5th day the stvle has reached its full development, 2\-

2% inches longer than the wilted perigon ; the filaments are droop-

ing, the anthers shrivelled, much pollen yet adhering to them
;

the stigmatic lobes have separated and are covered with a large

drop of sweet, glutinous stigmatic liquid, which causes the pollen

grains that drop into it to develope their long tubes (Fig. S).

The drop of stigmatic fluid remains fresh and full for another

and often even a third day. and then gradually dries up ; the func-

tions of the flower are ended wi h the fertilization of the ovules.*

I have not yet made mention of the abundant secretion from

the nectariferous lower part (all the part below the insertion of

the stamens) of the perigonial tube. During the several days in

which the flowers were open the whole tube was filled to the brim

with a sweetish watery liquid, of a slightly nauseous odor. I am
not aware that such a secretion has before been observed in Agave
flowers, and would now consider it as an abnormal phenomenon,

originating under artificial circumstances, had not others, whose

attention I had directed to such secretion, noticed the same in

other species. Prof. C. S. .Sargent, of Cambridge, Mass., saw it

in an A. yucccefolia which bloomed there last winter under glass,

but could not find it in two specimens of the same species which

in September flowered in the open air. Of greater importance,

because made on a wild plant on its native mountains, is the

observation of the Rev. E. L. Greene, who found last summer in

* Buds or flowers that are kept for a while separated from the plant such e.g. as are sent

fresh by mail, become distorted, the ovary swells, the style lengthens, but the perigon and
stamens wither even if not yet fully developed.
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Southwestern New Mexico the large paniculate Agave Parryi

so loaded with this liquid that it actually rained on him when

he knocked on the stalk, or when the wind shook the panicle.

South European botanists, who have numerous cultivated species

and especially the naturalized A. Americana at their disposal,

are in a position to investigate and experiment upon this curious

physiological fact. Our A. Virgi7iica exudes only a small quan-

tity o honey in the base of the tube, but nothing like such a

watery abundance.

Explanation of Plate IV.

Fig. 1. Diagram of the .flower. Three exterior lobes of the perigon cover

the thin margins of the 3 interior ones; 6 stamens opposed to the

lobes
; 3 carpels opposed to the 3 exterior lobes, each with two series

of ovules; in the centre the stigma, its 3 lobes alternating with the

carpels.

Fig. 2. Top of the flower-bud, showing one interior between two exterior

lobes.

Fig. 3. The same, inside, exhibiting the broader hood of the inner lobe

between the longer and narrower outer ones, all of them downy below

the tip.

Fig. 4. An opening bud in the forenoon of the first day; the filaments

begin to straighten, raising the anthers, apparently in irregular order,

above the perigon ; style quite short.

Fig. 5. Section of the same, with style and filaments cut off; the perigon

is seen in full development before it begins to wither; insertion of the

filaments in the middle of the tube, the inner one slightlj' lower than

the outer ones.

Fig. 6. Flower fully open on the first evening : filaments >traight ; anthers

opening at the upper and lower end ; style not yet of the length of

the filaments.

Fig. 7. Flower on the third day : anthers and perigon shrivelling, fila-

ments yet erect; style of nearly full length; stigma yet closed.

Fig. S. Flower on the fifth day : perigon and filaments wilted ; style fully

developed, stigmatic lobes separated and bearing a large drop of glu-

tinous liquor.—All these figures in natural size.

Fig. 9. Stigma closed.

Fig. 10. Same with expanded lobes, both magnified 4 times.

Fig. 11. Pollen grains magnified 100 times : one intact, slightly elliptic;

the other, developing its tube and somewhat contracted.
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The American Junipers of the section Sabina.

By Dr. George Exgelmann.

The species of our Junipers, are, on the whole, well enough

recognized, but their scientific definition is very insufficient— the

characters, given in the books, vague and indefinite.

I have had a good opportunity to study the different species

and forms from all parts of our country, fresh and living as well

as preserved in numerous collections ; among them those con-

tained in the great Herbaria of New York and Cambridge (Tor-

rey and Gray) and those of Kew (Hooker), and especially those

of Berlin, whence the types of the different Mexican species were

sent to me by my late excellent friend, Alexander Braun.

With the exception of fu/iiperus Sabina, which with us is al-

ways a prostrate plant, all our species occur both in the form of

low shrubs or of trees, a few of them of magnificent dimensions.

In the arid mountain regions, the trunks of the different species

which occur there frequently assume peculiar conical forms, very

thick at base and rapidly tapering to a slender point.

The bark is in most species thin, fibrous, and at last detached

in shreds; only in y. pachyphkva it is 1-3 inches thick, cracked

like that of some oak or chestnut, the surface at last pealing oft'

in thin layers.

The wood is fine-grained and compact but not always hard
;

its growth is very slow, so that trees of 200 years have a diameter

of 4-6, or, in the species growing in more generous soil and a

more favorable climate, of 13-18 inches. Therefore, when we
hear of mountain forms (necessarily of slow growth) having near

their base a diameter of 3 feet, we cannot help estimating their

age* at a thousand years and upwards. In J. occidentalis the

annual rings are often quite eccentric. The resin is confined to

the cambium layer and the inner bark ; the wood is quite free

from it but extremely durable, and, at least in J. Virginiana,

almost indestructible. In this species the heartwood is red (hence

the name Red Cedar) and very aromatic, soft, and splitting easily
;

* This is also alluded to in a letter received, alter the above was in type, from Sir J. D.
Hooker, who had just returned from an exploration of our western mountain regions, in

which he speaks of the " stupendous age " of their Junipers, meaning probably J. occi.

doita Iis.
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in y. Bermudiana it is said to be similar but harder; in all the

others, the wood of which I could examine, it is paler red or

yellowish, harder and less fragrant; they split less readily, but

are, in the regions where they abound, not rarely the most avail-

able and highly esteemed firewood.

The leaves of young plants or of vigorous shoots are, it is

well known, acicular and arranged in alternating whorls of threes

(rarely in twos), quite similar to the permanent leaves of the

yumpers of the section of Oxycerfrus, but the older and especially

the fertile plants have very short, mostly closely imbricate, almost

scale-like leaves, the lower part more or less adnate to and form-

ing part of the branchlet itself. These leaves occur in some spe-

cies in pairs, in others usually in threes, so as to form 4- sided or

6-sided branchlets, but this arrangement is not constant and ought

not to be much relied on for specific characters. The leaves bear

their stomata on the concave, upper, oppressed side ; the lower,

convex side or back has no stomata, but is marked by a more or

less distinct, either prominent or sunken "gland," as it is called:

the dorsal and only resin-vesicle or duct of the leaf. This is glo-

bose or oblong according to the shape of the leaf, or rarely (in

y. Bermudiana) elongated, and lies in some close to the epider-

mis, or is in others separated from it by a layer of parenchyma-

tous cells. The contents of this resin-vesicle are in some species

or in some localities excreted through the epidermis, and are apt

to appear on the back of the leaves as an aromatic balsam, and,

later, as condensed resin.

The edges of the leaf are rarely entire, mostly delicately denti-

culate, or irregularly fringed with minute, corneous, often curved

processes. This character permits us to distinguish species where

others may fail.

In the figure on the next page the form and proportions of the

leaf-margin of the different species is represented as it appears

when magnified 280 times ; but a much lower power, even a

good glass, in a favorable light, will enable the student to recog-

nize its character. The figures show that only y. Virginiana and

Bermudiana have entire leaves, while y. Californica has the most

marked fringe ; the other species are intermediate between these

extremes.

Of the old world Sabince, which I have examined, only y.
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Ckinensis (cultivated specimens) is in this respect similar to y.

Virginiana ; y. fcetidissima (coll. Hohenacker) has the strongest

dentation, somewhat like Fig. 2, but with more erect teeth
; y.

phanicea (from Italy) and y. thurifera (from Spain) are less

marked, more like Fig. 3, and y. excelsa (coll. Kotschy) still less

so, somewhat like Fig. 4, and only a little more than y. Sabina

(from Switzerland), Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 & s.

Margins of the leaves magnified 2S0 times, and seeds twice the natural size : Fig. 1,

J. Californica ; 2. J. Mexicana ; 3. J. pachyphlcea ; 4. J. fiaccida ; 5. J. occidentalis ;

5*. var.? conjungens ; 6. J. tetragona ; 7. J. Sabina ; S. J. Virginiana and Bermttdiaita

.

On the seeds the impressions made by the resin vesicles and the pale bilobed hilum are dis-

tinctly visible. The seed under Fig. 7 & S is the same in both.

The species of Sabina are subdioecious, or more commonly

dioecious ; no specific characters can be founded on these pecu-

liarities.
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The male flowers {vulgo aments) and female aments have,

like the peduncles, and in continuation of them, binate or ternate

scales; the edge of the anther-scales corresponds in its character

to the margin of the leaves of the same species; the number of

anther-cells varies from 4 to S on each scale, more in the robuster,

less in the slenderer forms.

The juicy strobil, Galbulus, which we may for shortness' sake

designate by the popular name of berry, matures like the fruit of

many oaks and of the true pines in the second year, but, unlike

them, it attains almost its full size in the first autumn, when even

the stony coating of the seed is pretty well formed, but it matures

fully a year later. We often observe berries of both years, young

and maturing ones, on the same stock ; but where it bears only

every other year, as conifers often do, fruit of one season and of

one state of maturation only is found at one time. The berry is

generally closed, but in some species (I have seen it in J. Mexi-

cdna, jf. occidentalis, and J. tetragona) it occasionally—on certain

trees almost always—remains open at top, with protruding seeds.

The berry is always full of resin receptacles, mostly close to

the seeds, often leaving longitudinal impressions on their sur-

face, giving them a grooved appearance. In some species the

berries are larger, drier, of a reddish-brown (when fresh reddish-

glaucous) color, fibrous texture and sweetish taste, the resinous

matter—present in the immature berry—having apparently most-

ly been changed into sugar ;* in other species they are black

with a blue bloom, smaller, more pulpy, and retain to a great

extent their resinous contents unchanged. These differences in

the berries may be used to divide the species into two groups,

while form and arrangement of leaves are unavailable for this

purpose.

The seeds vary in number ; in some species they are single or

sometimes in twos, rarely in threes, while in others the number
rises from 5 to 10 or even 12, of which some usually remain im-

perfect The seeds have a hard, stony coating, often of great

thickness, ovate in general outline, smooth, or grooved or angled

and variously compressed, and sometimes rough or tubercled
;

* I have been able to examine the fresh fruit of only J. Callfornica and pachyphlcea, but

have little doubt that that of the other two species, referred here, is of the same character.

A similar process seems to take place in the sap of the sugar-pine, Pinus Lambcrliana.
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they are brown and shining upwards, and are marked below with

a larger or smaller, mostly bilobed, pale hilum. I cannot discover

that the shape of the seeds, the presence or absence of the grooves

or impressions, or the roughness of the surface, have much spe-

cific value.

The embryo of most species has two cotyledons ; only in y.

Californica I find regularly more (4-6, mostly 5) cotyledons— a

curious repetition of a constant character of Abietiruce, and per-

haps the only instance of it in Cupressinetz. Marked as this

peculiarity is, it is not accompanied by any other character

which would justify us in separating this species generically

from its allies.

The geographical distribution of our Junipers is an inter-

esting and, at least in regard to one of the species, an abnormal

one. Most of the Junipers are rather local. Three species (y.

Mexicana, Jlaccida, tetragona) are confined to the highlands

of Mexico and one (y. Bermudiana) to several West Indian

Islands. Among those within our boundaries, one (y. Califor-

nica) is peculiar to the coast ranges and islands of California,

and another one (y. fiachyphlcea) to the interior of Arizona and

New Mexico, into which and into Utah a variety of the former

also extends. Another species, properly named J. occidentalism

is characteristic of the whole western mountain region from West
Texas, New Mexico, and Colorado, as far as California and

Oregon.

Then there is the northern y. Sa&ina, which as well as y.

communis, of which we do not treat here, follows the laws of

high northern, or, as it is called, circumpolar distribution, ex-

tending from Maine and Nova Scotia along the great lakes and to

British Columbia as well as through Northern Asia and Europe,

y. com?nunis reaching down to lower latitudes than the other,

especially in the mountain ranges.

Thus far all our species have not deviated in their distribution

from the well known laws of geographical botany. But one spe-

cies, our common Red Cedar (J. Virginiaita), makes a remark-

able exception. It is the only conifer and one of the very few

trees* which is found east as well as west, and certainly the only

* The others belong to the universal poplars, and may perhaps as well be classed among
the circumpolar vegetation extending south along the mountains
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one which at the same time extends through so many degrees of

latitude. It is well known from the St. Lawrence to the Cedar

Keys of Florida, from the Atlantic to the Rocky Mountains ; and

farther, even to the Pacific coast of British Columbia.

I arrange the eight American species in the following order :

I. Sabin.e, with larger, reddish-glaucous, fibrous, dry, sweetish berries.

a. Seeds single or few; leaves fringed or denticulate.

a. Cotyledons 4-6.

1. J. Californica.

b. Cotyledons 2.

2. J. Alexicana.

b. Seeds numerous, 4-12; leaves slightly denticulate.

3. J. pachyphhva.

4. J. flaccida.

II. Sabin.e, with smaller, bluish-black (rai-ely brown) pulpy berries, of

resinous taste.

a. Leaves ciliate or denticulate.

5. J. occide?iialis.

5*. J. conjungens.

6. J. tctragona.

b. Leaves entire or nearly so.

7. J. Sabina.

S. J. Virgin in 11 a.

9. J. Bermudiana.

1. J. Californica, Carriere : A stout shrub, or small tree (rarely 20 to

even 35 feet high) with stout branches, the branchlets perhaps the thick-

est of any Sabina : leaves almost always in 3's, in young shoots acerose,

white above, in adult plants, even on the thicker branches, closely appres-

sed, short and thick, rounded at tip, distinctly cartilaginous-fringed on

the margins ; anther-scales (18-24) mostlj' in 3's, rhomboid, scarcely acute
;

scales of female ament usually 6, spreading; berry globose or mostly oval,

5-6 lines long, with scale-tips scarcely prominent; seeds 1 or sometimes 2,

4-6 lines long, with a very thick and hard shell, smooth, shining brown

above, with large bilobed whitish hilum. — Rev. Hort. 3, 352 (1854);

Conif. 5S. J. tetragona, var. osteosperma, Torr. Bot. Whipp. in Pac. R.

Rep. 4, 141; Bot. Mex. Bound. 210. J. Cerrosiamis, Kellogg, Proc. Calif.

Acad. 2. 37, fide spec, auctoris in Herb. Torrey. (See Fig. 1.)

Var. Utahensis : In all the parts smaller, leaves and tips of fruit-scales

often in pairs, fringe of leaf-margin shorter; berries more commonly glo-

bose; seeds mostly single, smaller.

California, from San Francisco (Monte Diablo) southward, principally

on the Coast range and on the Islands ; the variety all over the southern

parts of Utah and into Arizona and Nevada. — Bark shreddy, wood pale;
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about St. George, Utah, where the variety furnishes the common firewood,

it is a small tree 20 feet high; berries smaller, 3-5 lines long; cotyledons

same as in the species, never less than 4. Dr. Palmer has sent from the

Colorado River"a form with whitish, scaly bark, which I cannot otherwise

distinguish, but have seen no mature fruit of it.—The plant is often con-

founded with the stouter forms of y. occidentalis. but in fruit can always

be readily distinguished.

2. jf. Mexicatia, Schlechtend. : A bush or (fide Parlatore) a pyramidal

tree; spray much more slender than the last, older branchlets with semi-

acerose, squarrose leaves; leaves o ultimate branchlets mostly in pairs,

slender, acute, irregularly denticulate; anther-scales in pairs (about 12)

strongly cuspidate or almost acuminate; scales of female anient about

2 pairs, spreading, rarely in 3's ; berry globose or oval, as large as and

similar to that of the foregoing species; seeds single or often 2 or 3, simi-

lar to the last. — Linnrea 5, 77 (1830); ib. 12,494. Parlat.'in DeProd.

16, 2, 491. (See Fig. 2.)

Mexico.—The i-seeded form is Shlechtendal*s original, sent by Schiede

from Llanos de Perote ; Real del Monte, Hartiveg, 433. A 2-3 -seeded

form has been collected at the last locality by Ehrenberg (often with

protruding seeds) and Gregg, 636; in the Sierra Madre, Seemanu, 2001
;

Cosiquiriachi, Wtsh'zenus, 230.—Most collectors describe this species as a

bush or small tree, but Parlatore assigns to it, without giving his author-

ity, a height, sometimes, of 70-90 feet; he gives the bark, as seccdcns,

shreddy. The slender branchlets, the acute, denticulate, not deeply

fringed leaves spreading on the older branchlets, and the regularly 2-coty-

ledonous embryo, distinguish it readily from the last.

3. J. pachyphlcea, Torr. : A middle-sized tree with a spreading.

rounded top, thick and much cracked bark and pale reddish wood, closely

allied to the last, with the same squarrose leaves on the stouter branchlets,

but distinguished by the slenderer, acuter, less prominently denticulate or

ciliate leaves, usually in pairs, and by the obtusish anther-scales; berry

globose or irregularly tubercled, 5-6 lines thick; seeds mostly 4, angular.

—Bot. Whipp. in Pacif. R. Rep. 4, 142 (1S57); Bot - Mex. Bound. 210:

Pari. 1. c. 490. J. flochyderma, Sitgr. Rep. (1853), tab. 16, spalm.
;

Pari. 1. c. 492. (See Fig. 3.)

New Mexico and Arizona, Wood/iousc, Parry, Wright. Coues, Palmer,
Greene.—Further examination must show whether it stands not too close

to the last; but the character of the bark seems to distinguish it completely

from that and any other species. In the report of Sitgreave's Expedition,

p. 12, this singular species is mentioned, and on page 173 Torrey gives a

short account of this and two other forms, without naming them. The
plate with the name of J. plockyderma, probably a mistake of the litho-

grapher for packy'derma, gives a rough figure of our tree.

4. J. flaccida. Schlectend. : A bush, or small or middle-sized tree with

shreddy bark, with spreading branches and slender, nodding branchlets;

leaves always in pairs, acute with spreading tips and slightly denticulate
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margins; male flowers quadrangular, narrow, consisting of 16-20 keeled

cuspidate anther-scales : large (6-7 lines thick) globose or often irregularly

tubercled berry, mostly with recurved acute scales, containing S-12 seeds

in several tiers ; seeds small, much distorted, many of them abortive.

—

Linnaea 12, 495 (1838); Parlat. 1. c. 492. (See Fig. 4.)

Mexico, Ehrenberg and others; Coulter, 1419; Saltillo, Gregg, 432, a

shrub, 10 feet high. —Well distinguished by its slender branchlets and

acute, mostly somewhat spreading leaves.

5. J. occidentalis, Hook. : A shrub, or mostly a small tree (in Oregon
of the largest dimensions^ with shreddy bark and pale reddish-yellow

wood; closely appressed leaves in 3's or often in pairs, obtuse or acutish.

delicately fringed on the edges ; anther-scales obtusish or short-cuspidate

;

berries 4-5 lines in diameter, with 1 or more seeds.—Hook. Fl. Bor. Am.
2, 166 (1S40) ; Pari. 1. c. 4S9. (See Fig. 5.)

Var. a. pleiosperma with straighter, stouter branchlets, leaves almost

alwavs in 3's ; berries larger (4-5 lines diam.), very resinous, deep black-

blue, with 2-3 much grooved seeds.

—

y. excelsa, Pursh. Fl. 2, 647, not. M.
Bieb. y. Andina, Nutt. Sylv. 3, 95, t. no.

Oregon to the higher mountains of California, in the north sometimes

a large tree (Lewis, Douglass, Newberry), generally smaller or bushy;

if without fruit, it is not always easily distinguished from y. Californica

which Parlatore unites with it; the margin of the leaf is much like that

of var. Utahensis of that species, but the fruit is very different.

Var. ,3. monosperma, a shrub or small tree, often with eccentric layers

of wood (Canon City, Colorado), of scraggy growth, with short branchlets

at right angles; leaves as often in 2's as in 3's; berries smaller, with 2 or

more, commonly only 1, less grooved seed.

From the Pike's Peak region of Colorado through West Texas and New
Mexico to Arizona and California, where var. a takes its place.—In Colo-

rado the berries are often copper colored, as Parlatore describes those of

the species, and in some trees the seeds protrude.

Var.? }. conjungexs, a bush or tree 20-40 feet high, often with eccentric

layers of wood; branchlets slender, with 4-ranked, obtuse, closely appres-

sed, slightly denticulate leaves: anther-scales obtuse or slightly cuspidate;

berries globose, 3-4 lines thick, with 1-2 smooth or more or less tuber-

culate seeds. (See Fig. 5*.)

West Texas, where it forms forests and is an important timber tree,

"although not as large nor as easily worked and useful as the red cedar of

the plains of Eastern Texas" (F. Lindheimer). Berlaudier, 671, 2081;

Lindhcimer, Wright. Bigelozv, Hall. — Mr. Chas. Wright found in the

damp rocky woods of the mountains of Eastern Cuba a few individuals of

a middle-sized tree, apparently very rare, of which only male specimens

were obtained (PI. Cub. 3187, y. Vtrginiana, Griseb. PI. Cub. 217), which

without fruit I cannot distinguish from this Texan form; what I take to

be the same thing, has been sent from Mexico by Sartorius in Hb. Torrey,

and by Aschenborn from Zimapan, 381, in the Berlin Herb.; the latter
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with small i-seeded berries.—This form connects the northwestern J.occi-

dentalis with the southern J. tetragona, so that it is sometimes difficult

to clearly separate them.

6. J. tetragona, Schlechtend. : A low bush with spreading branches

and thick sharply quadrangular branchlets; leaves closely appressed, ob-

tuse, strongly keeled, distinctly denticulate; anther-scales obtusish, short-

cuspidate; berries globose, dark blue-black (4-5 lines thick), 3-5 seeded,

seeds angular and more or less grooved or pitted.—Linnsea 12, 495 (1S3S) ;

Parlat. 1. c. 491. (See Fig. 6.)

Var. oligospermia, a bush or low tree; berries smaller, with 1 or 2

more regularly formed seeds.

Mexico, Real del Monte, Ehrenberg, Hart-veg, 436, U/ide ; Orizaba,

Linden.—A low shrub 3-6 feet high. The variety from Saltillo, Gregg,

106 & 398, 10-30 feet high, with seeds somewhat similar to var. ? con-

jungens of the last species, and occasionally protruding, but with stouter

branchlets.

7. J. Sabina, Lin. ; var. procumbens, Pursh. : A prostrate shrub with

appressed or slightly squarrose acute leaves in pairs, margin slightly or

indistinctly denticulate; anther-scales obtusish, nearly entire; berry on
short recurved peduncles, 3-4 lines in diameter, with 1 or 2, rarely 3, often

rough seeds. — Fl. 2, 647 (1S16); J. Sabina, Michx. Fl. 2, 246; Parlat.

1. c. 4S4; J. frostrata, Pers. syn. 2, 632; J. repens, Nutt. gen. 2, 245;

J. Sabina, ,)' hvmills, Hook. Fl. Bor. Am. 2, 166. (See Fig. 7.)

From Maine and New Brunswick to the shores of the great Lakes and

northward to the Hudson Bay regions; westward to the Yellowstone River

and to British Columbia and the Pacific coast.—Michaux as well as Hooker
seem to indicate that northward the ordinary form of J. Sabina is also

found, but I have seen no specimens; the plants from the localities given

above are all prostrate, spreading over and closely carpeting sandy shores

and rocks, with stems up to 1 inch or more in thickness, with red heart-

wood and brown scaly, scarcely shreddy bark; the branches extend 6-10

feet or more ; branchlets often covered with subacerose leaves, and some-

times even bearing fruit in that state; but generally the fertile plants have

the short, appressed leaves common to the whole section. Mr. H. Gill-

man— late of Detroit, now in Waldo, Florida— who has very attentively

studied the Flora of the Upper Lake country, found the branches usually

flattened, and with eccentric annual rings. He observed that where they

recline on rocky soil, the lower part, touching the rock, is rubbed off, or

the formation of wood there prevented ; but where they spread over fine

sand, the lower side is protected and the upper surface undergoes a similar

process through the friction of wind-driven sand. He occasionally found

berries even 5 lines thick, containing as many as 4 seeds.

8. J. Virginiana, Lin. : The largest, the widest spread and the most

useful of our American Junipers, commonly of pyramidal form, with

shreddy bark and red and aromatic heartwood ; slender 4- angled branch-

lets, with opposite obtuse or mostly acutish leaves with entire margins

;
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anther-scales 10-12, rounded, entire, each bearing usually 4 or sometimes

6 anther-cells; berries on straight peduncles, 1-2 -seeded; seeds angled,

mostly grooved, and often rough toward the upper end. — Spec. PI. 1471

(1753) ; Parlat. I. c. 4SS. (See Fig. 8.)

From the St. Lawrence to Florida and from the Atlantic to the North-

ern Pacific; it is not found in Southern Texas, in the greater part of

Utah and Arizona, and in the whole of California and perhaps Oregon;

in Washington Territory and British Columbia it associates with Sabhia

and perhaps with occidentalis, and in the Rocky Mountains south of Pike's

Peak with the latter species; on the upper Missouri (Cedar Island) it

attains large dimensions. — Usually the berries are small, about 3 lines

thick, but in the Rocky Mountains forms occur with berries of 4 or 5 lines

in diameter, and with larger seeds; among the foot-hills of Pike's Peak

the trees of this species have the size and shape of an apple tree, with a

rounded, spreading top.

9. J. Bermudiana, Lin. ; A tree said to have been common on the Ber-

mudas, and also in other West Indian Islands, of which I have seen only

a few specimens. Branchlets stout; leaves in pairs, oblong or linear-

oblong, obtuse, closely appressed, with entire margins and a well marked

linear gland or resin-duct on the back; anther -scales about 16, large,

rounded, smooth-edged, with about 6 cells ; berry with 2-4 seeds, much

like those of the last species.—Spec. PI. 1. c—Parlat. 1. c. 490. (See Fig. 8.)

jf. Barbadcnsis, Lin. is said to be the same species, and Biota Melden-

sis, Gord. its acerose young state. Michaux, as well as Parlatore, quotes

Florida as its home, but all the specimens from that country which I have

seen, even those from Cedar Keys, and those of Michaux's Herbarium

in Paris under the name of J, Barbadensis, are nothing but forms of J.

Virginicuia, with very small, rounded and strongly convex leaves. The

forms from the different West Indian Islands, all referred to J. Bermu-

diana, require further examination, as we know that one at least, from Cuba

.(see p. 590), is certainly quite different from it.
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A Synopsis of the American Firs (Abies Link.)*

By Dr. George Engelmann.

Great confusion prevails in regard to the distinction of species

of our Firs and in their synonymy. This is owing partly to the

innate difficulty of the subject and to the very imperfect descrip-

tions in the books, and partly to the inordinate zeal of seed col-

lectors and horticulturists. But in the last decade the western

mountain regions, the homes of most of our firs, have been more
fully explored and the geographical limits of the species ascer-

tained ; and in about the same period the anatomical structure of

their leaves has been investigated, and has furnished welcome aid

in the distinction and the classification of the species.

It is a most interesting as well as significant fact that while

the anatomical structure of the leaves of higher organized plants

shows considerable uniformity, so that it rarely can be made
available for diagnostic purposes, the conifers exhibit such a

wonderful variety of leaf-structure (approaching thereby the low-

est orders of vascular plants), that often a single leaf is sufficient

to recognize the genus, and often the species, even when the ordi-

nary characters may leave us in doubt.

The anatomy of coniferous leaves has been often examined into,

but the first to appreciate their characters as a means of classifi-

cation was F. Thomas, who in 1S65 published an extensive trea-

tise on the subject in Pringsheim's Jahrb. 4, pp. 23-63. He was
followed in 1S71 by C. E. Bertrand, Bull. Soc. Bot. France,

18, pp. 376-S1. The same author gave a more elaborate paper
on this subject in 1874 in Ann. Sci. Nat. Bot. 20, pp. 5-153, with

12 plates. He was followed in the succeeding year by W. R. Mc
Nab in Proc. Irish Acad. 2, pp. 209-13, with 1 plate ; and in

* I follow Link {Linnaa, 15, 525, 1S41) in his name, definition, and circumscription of
the Genus, which seems 10 be a very natural one, comprising the silver or balsam firs. The
synonym Picca Don. in Loudon Arb. 4, 2329, 1S3S. is the older name and enjoys the Lin-
nean prestige, but is contrary to classical (Plinius, etc.) and philological authority. The
name Abies is generally adopted on the continent of Europe, while Picea was heretofore

principally used in England, but is now being abandoned. Pica Link (the same as Abies
Don) is the proper name for the spruces. Tournefort, the elder DeCandolle, Gray, and
others, comprise under the name of Abies both firs and spruces. The generic distinctions

between them are based both on the floral and fruit characters as well as on the leaf

anatomy.

hi 3S [Jan. 10, 1S78.]
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1S77 the same published an exhaustive paper in the same jour-

nal, pp. 673-704, with 4 plates. E. Purkinje, of the Foresters''

Academy of Weisswasser in Austria, made, four or five years

ago, extensive investigations on the same subject, but has, I be-

lieve, not yet given his results to the public. My own studies in.

this line, commenced some fifteen years ago, when the conifers

of the Rocky Mountains first got into the hands of botanists, have

been carried on more assiduously within the last three years.

Highly important as the microscopic investigations of the leaf

anatomy are, they have sometimes been relied on too exclusively,

disregarding the characters furnished by the reproductive organs.*

It may not be useless to repeat that the leaves of all firs are

sessile with a circular base (leaving a circular scar in falling oft),

and without the prominent persistent ligneous cushion which is

peculiar to the spruces. They are usually more or less flattened,

grooved above and keeled below, and those of the branches are

mostly twisted above the base so as to give them a more or less

distichous direction ; the leaves of the erect shoots are thicker and

convex above, and not twisted. The tip of the leaves of young

trees and of the lower branches of older ones is notched in almost

all species ; the leaves of robust shoots and of fertile branches are

mostly entire, obtuse in some, acute in others.f All the leaves

have stomata on the under side, arranged in a smaller or larger

number of series, forming bands on each side of the keel. On
the upper side of the leaf stomata are present in some, especially

in those with thicker leaves, and absent in other species, mostly

in those with flatter leaves ; in several species the leaves of the

lower or sterile branches are without stomata above, and the

thicker ones of the upper or fertile branches have a few (in the

upper part of the groove) or many. The thick epidermis of the

upper surface is mostly underlaid and strengthened by very ro-

bust longitudinal cells, with thick walls and a very slender cavity,

* The separation by Bertrand, followed by McNab, of Abies nobilis from the other firs,

and the connecting it with Pseudotsuga Douglasii, notwithstanding their striking differ-

ences in pollen, fruit, and seed, must be considered as the result of such one-sided investi-

gation.

t Hence the necessity of collecting, if possible, branches of a young tree, erect shoots,

lower branches of older, fertile trees (the only specimens which we usually find in herbaria

because easily attainable) and branches with male and such with female flowers, or with

their vestiges; besides these, the cones and seeds and young seedling plants are important

A slice of the bark of old and of young trees ought to complete the material.
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which have been named pseudo-bast cells, but are now generally

known as hypoderm cells. They are almost always present on the

edges and the keel of the leaf, there sometimes crowded in 3-5
layers, and they often form a more or less interrupted stratum on

the upper side. Where stomata pierce the epidermis, the hypo-

dermic stratum is incomplete, or entirely absent. Only in a few

species (A. bracteata and religiosa and the Asiatic^rwa) we find

such cells also in the interior of the leaf, a case which is common
in true pines. In some species the diameter of these cells is equal

to that of the epidermis cells ; in some it is smaller, and in a very

few larger. Their presence, distribution, and relative size, is tol-

erably constant, and furnishes good specific characters.

I do not describe the parenchymatous cells containing chloro-

phyll, nor their variety the so-called pallisade cells (elongated

cells perpendicular to the upper side of the leaf), as no essential

characters are derived from them. But of great diagnostic im-

portance are the resin ducts, of which there are always two in

the Abies leaf, readily seen in a horizontal section. In some spe-

cies they are placed on the lower side of the leaf, close to the

epidermis and mostly near the edges ; in others we find them in

the parenchyma, about equidistant from the upper and lower

surface.

The fibro-vascular bundle occupies the centre of the leaf either

single (in the more square leaves of the 4th section), or mostly

divided in two distinct bundles (in the flat leaves). Both cases

occur sometimes in the same species. The bundles show the

larger (ligneous) cells above and the smaller (bast-) cells below
;

they are surrounded by small pith-like cells, and the whole sepa-

rated from the parenchyma by a sheath of larger cells.

On the differences of the leaf-structure we can base the sub-

divisions of the genus with much greater certainty than on the

length of the bracts, as was formerly done.

Sec. I. Balsame.e : Resin ducts within the parenchyma, in the inte-

rior of the leaf; leaves on lower branches notched, and mostly without
stomata on the upper side, on fertile branches entire, obtuse, or often

acute, mostly with a few or more stomata above, towards the tip.—Two
eastern and one northwestern species.

* Exserta: bracts protruding, recurved.

I. A. Fraseri.
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** Incluscc-. bracts shorter than the scales.

2. A. balsamea.

3. A. subalfina.

Sec. II. Grandes : Resin ducts close to the epidermis of the lower

side, towards the edges ; leaves on lower branches notched or obtuse : on

upper obtuse, rarely ever acute ; bracts enclosed.—Two western species.

4. A. grandis.

5. A. concolor-

Sec. III. Bracteat^e : Resin ducts as in last; upper side of the rigid,

mostly acute, leaves without stomata, with a continuous layer of hypoderm

cells, usually similar cells within the sheath of the fibro-vascular bundle;

pallisade-parenchyma very strongly developed; bracts exsert.—A Mexican

and a southwestern species.

6. A. religiosa.

7. A. bractcata.

Sec. IV. Nobiles: Leaves of the adult tree and especially of the fer-

tile branches quadrangular, short, curved, but scarcely twisted : resin ducts

close to the epidermis of the lower side, and equidistant from the edge and

keel ; fibro-vascular bundles single ; stomata on both sides ; leaves ofyoung

trees much like those of Sec. II.—Two species of the higher mountains of

the Pacific slope.

* Exserta-, bracts protruding.

S. A. nobHis.

** Inclusa bracts shorter than scales.

9. A. magnified.

1. A. Fraseri [Pinus, Pursh. Fl. 2, 639, 1816; Parlatore in DC. Prod.

16, 2, 419), Lindl. Pen. Cyc. 1, No. 5 (1S33), Forbes, Link, etc. This is

probably the most local species in the United States, being confined to the

tops of the highest mountains of North Carolina, which have an altitude

of 6,000 feet or more, and the tops of which it covers together with some

Picea nigra, but it never occurs mixed with the following species. — A
small tree rarelyas much as 30 or 40 feet high, and 12 or iS inches in diam-

eter, probably never more than 60 to 75 years old, with cinnamon-brown

smoothishbark; readily distinguished from balsamea by the shorter, more

oval cones with largely exsert and refiexed bracts, and always, even when

sterile, by the almost uninterrupted stratum of hypodermic cells .on th<_-

upper side of the leaf, more crowded on the edges. The white bands on

the under side of the leaf consist usually of S or 10, or even 12 series of

stomata; heighth of scales (without the stipe) equal to one-half or two-

thirds their width; length of seeds equal to length and width of wing.

—

Forms of the next species with exsert tips of bracts, in the mountains of

Pennsylvania, Vermont, and other northern regions, seem to have been

mistaken for this species. In eastern as well as in European gardens forms

of balsamea are often cultivated under the name of Praseri.
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2. A. balsamea (Pinus, Lin. sp. pi. 1421, 1753; Pari. 1. c. 423), Mar-

shall Arb. Am. 102, Link, etc. A. balsatnifera, Michx. Fl. 2, 207, in part.

—The northeastern "Balsam" extends from Canada and the northeastern

States along the mountains to Virginia, and along the Great Lakes to and
beyond the Mississippi. It is a larger tree than the last, often 70 feet high,

ih feet in diameter, and up to 150 years old; bark smooth and reddish-gray

when young, brown and much cracked in old trees. Its slenderer cones

with enclosed bracts (only their points sometimes protruding), and espe-

cially the leaves with scarcely any hypoderm cells above and very few on
edges and keel (fewer than in any other of our species and sometimes none)

and with narrower bands of stomata below (of 4-S, usually about 6 series),

readily distinguishes it. A. Hudsonia of the gardens, often considered as

a form of Fraserz, is a sterile dwarf form of balsamea, found also on the

White Mountains of New Hampshire above the timber line.

3. A. subalpina, Engelm. in Am. Naturalist, 1876, p. 554. A. lasio-

carpa, Hook Fl. B. A. 2, 163. ? A. bifolia, Murr. Proc. R. Hort. Soc. 3, 31S.

A. amabilis, Pari. 1. c. 426, in part. — Closely allied to the last species,

the western representative of which it must be considered to be ; it extends
from the higher mountains of Colorado and the adjoining parts of Utah
northward to Wyoming and Montana, where it is the only species, and
westward to the mountains of Oregon and into British Columbia (Fraser's

River) and southward probably to Mount Shasta, always' scattered in the

subalpine forests, and, at least in Colorado, coming up almost to the tim
ber line, but never alone constituting forests. It is a larger tree than
balsamea, often over 2 feet in diameter and 60-100 feet high, with thin,

pale whitish, smooth bark, which only in very old trees becomes cracked
and ashy-gray; timber so poor and soft that in some parts of the Rockv
Mountains it is called pumpkin pine. Leaves like to those of balsamea,
notched on sterile and pointed on fertile branches; hypoderm considera-

ble, though interrupted on upper surface, crowded on edges and keel.

Cones retuse, brown-purple, 2-3.^ inches long, 1-1^ inches in diameter, the

smaller ones near the timber line. Scales rounded or almost square, often

almost as high as broad, similar in their proportions to those of balsamea,
but larger; bracts short, emarginate, mucronate; seeds, including the

wing, over 1 inch long, the latter nearly twice as long as it is wide.

Var. fallax has the resin ducts of this species, but the foliage almost
of concolor ; leaves sometimes ih. or even if inches long, mostly obtuse,

and covered with stomata above, glaucous when young.—Dr. Newberry's
specimen in the Herb. Agricult. Dep. Washington, collected on the higher
tops of the Cascades, south of the Columbia River, and described* bv him
as A. amabilis in Pac. R. Rep. 6, bot. 51, belongs here ; the loose scales (12

* His description of the foliage, however, seems to refer to what I call below A. grandit

var. densifolia. Dr. N. may have mixed both forms, an unfortunate mishap which is by no
means rare in such collections, mostly made in haste and often under unfavorable circum-
stances.
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lines wide, 11 high, with pointed bracts, seed with narrow wings, as in

the species, but larger) brought home, indicate a large cone, such as he

describes as 6 inches long and 2^ thick. S. Watson and lately A. L. Slier

collected a similar form on the Wasatch Mountains ; but the loose broad

scales sent by the former may possibly belong to concolor, which grows

in the same region. The mere fragments of this interesting form, seen by

me, do not permit me to give more than the above indications.

This species has troubled botanists considerably. It is probable that

Hooker's lasiocarpa belongs here, as a branchlet together with a few scales,

preserved under that name in the Kew Herbarium, seems to point out; but

the description in the Flor. B. A., which mentions the leaves as the long-

est of any N. A. Abies, refers perhaps to something else, and has certainly

given cause for the application of the name to the long-leaved forms of

concolor in the English nurseries. Then, in 1863, A. Murray distinguished

a form of this species, collected by Lyall in British Columbia and on the

Upper Columbia River, as A. bifolia, recognizing the different forms of

foliage, but misapplying the scientific name. About the same time speci-

mens and seeds from Colorado were distributed by Dr. Parry and by E.

Hall as A. grandis, and may now be cultivated as such in Europe. That

Parlatore and others have taken it for amabilis has already been stated.

4. A. grandis (Pinus, Douglass Mss., 1830, and in Bot. Mag. Comp.

2, 147, 1836; Pari. 1. c. 427), Lindl. Pen. Cyc. n.3 (1833), Link, etc.—This

is one of the tallest firs known and therefore properly named grandis by

Douglas, a tree up to 200 and frequently 240 (Nuttall) or even 300 feet

high (E. Hall), but in diameter less than some others, perhaps not more

than 4 feet; bark smooth and brownish (Nuttall); wood white, soft, and

coarse: a native of the litoral regions of the northwest coast, from Cape

Mendocino in California, Bolander, Vasey, which seems to be the south-

ern limit of several northern trees, to the British Possessions (in Vancou-

ver's Island as A. Gordoniana Carr.) at least as far north as Fraser's River,

Jeffrey, Lyall. But, common and valuable as this timber tree is in Ore-

gon, very little information about it has reached us, and its cones seem to

be almost unknown in collections.—The foliage is glossy green, without

stomata above, and with 2 well marked white bands, each of 7-10 rows,

below; leaves mostly 1-2 inches long, more markedly distichous, at least

in the sterile branchlets, than in most other of our species, strongly

grooved and notched; leaves on the fertile branchlets similar but rather

shorter, and occasionally rounded at tip. The hypoderm cells are scat-

tered all over the upper surface of the leaf, forming an interrupted stratum

under the epidermis; on the sides and keel they are, mostly, only moder-

ately developed. Cones cylindric, 2-4 inches long, with broad scales

(nearly twice as broad as they are high), and short, bilobed or 2-auriculate

bracts, with or without a short mucro. Seeds with a broad, very oblique

wing, almost as broad as it is long.

This species is cultivated in European gardens from Douglas' seeds,

sent home 45 years ago; in the Edinburgh bot. garden under its proper
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name, in Dropmore Park as A. amabilis ; but, though now over 40 years

old, seems not to have coned yet. In the same establishments another fir

is cultivated, in Edinburgh as amabilis, in Dropmore as grandis, thus

continuing the confusion which has existed from the first in regard to

these names. I suspect this to be the real amabilis of Douglas, but take it

for a variety of grandis, which—Douglas' name being doubtful—may be

designated as :

Var. densikolia : Foliage denser than in the species, clustered on the

upper side of the branches like that of Nordmanniana ; leaves dark glossy

green above, with 2 very conspicuous white bands below; hypoderm cells

more crowded under the upper surface of the leaf; cones and seeds the

same.—Apparently a mountain form of grandis. from the base of Mount

Hood, E. Hall, mixed with subalfina, to British Columbia, Lyall. Doug-

las found his amabilis in September, 1825, "on the mountains immediately

south of the Grand Rapids of the Columbia," together with A. nobilis;

but the cone sent home by him (at that time or later?) was a much larger

one, 5-6 inches long, 2^-3 thick, with lanceolate bracts; from its seeds the

above-mentioned trees are said to have sprung. Unfortunately the large

cone, figured by Lambert as grandis, and by Loudon and in Pinet. Wo-
burn, as amabilis, and formerly preserved in the collection of the London

Horticultural Society, seems to have been lost since the sale of that collec-

tion ; it may have been similar to Newberry's cone of fallax, described

above.

The following species have been claimed for amabilis: A. subalpina

is called so by Parlatore 1. c, who seemed to rely on its native local-

ity and on its leaves (or many of them) being entire, but overlooks other

characters. — Var. fallax of that species, taken for amabilis by New-

berry, has a large cone and similar bracts, but is not in cultivation, as

Douglas' tree is supposed to be.

—

A. magnifica, the amabilis of the Cali-

fornian botanists, has the large cones, the lanceolate bracts, and the entire

leaves, claimed for amabilis ; but the foliage is quite different, and so is

its locality.

—

A. nobilis : Prof. McNab finds the leaves of the type specimen

of amabilis in Herb. Kew identical with nobilis leaves; I have examined

the same leaves and take them with scarcely a doubt for those of a form of

grandis.—A. concolor has been named amabilis in some gardens.—Locally

the "yellow fir" of Oregon, as Pseodotsuga Douglasii is often called,

seems to have been also taken for amabilis, perhaps on account of its entire

leaves.—There remains only the tree which I have designated as A. gran-

dis var. densiflora, which, together with grandis itself, is the only western

Abies {nobilis excepted) which has sprung from Douglas' Oregon seeds.

No subalpina, magnifica or concolor has been in cultivation longer than

the modern knowledge of California extends back and the influx of English

seed collectors, beginning with Jeffrey in 1851 . None of these species, then,

can be Douglas' amabilis, but every consideration points to the tree culti-

vated under that name in Edinburgh. Prof. McNab has come to the same

conclusion, but differs from me in considering it a distinct species. Fur-
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ther exploration of the Cascade Mountains between the Columbia River

and Shasta, probably the least known mountain region of the Pacific coast,

will, it is hoped, clear up these doubts.

5. A. concolor {Pinus, Engelm. in Herb. 1848; Parlat. 1. c. 426) Lindl.

Mss. in Gordon Pin. 155, 1858. Long known only from Fendler's New

Mexican specimens No. 82S, coll. 1S47, this elegant species now proves to

be wide-spread over the southern Rocky Mountains, from Pike's Peak in

Colorado, where it occurs only in the valleys of the foothills, to the higher

mountains of New Mexico, the southern parts of Utah, and the northern

of Arizona, and throughout the Californian sierras, at an elevation of

3-7,000 feet, to Mount Shasta; whether in the southern Cascades, is not

known. It is A. Lo-wia?ia Gord. suppl. 53 ; A. grandis of the Californian

botanists; A. lasiocarfa of the nurseries (so called from its long leaves,

which constitute a character of the original lasiocarpa) ; A. amabilis of

some establishments (because of the large cones and obtuse leaves) ; A.

Parsoniana of the gardens. It is a stately tree, in California up to 150 feet

high, 3-5 feet in diameter, and 200-300 years old (Lemmon) ; in the Rocky

Mountains not quite so large.—The bark is pale in young trees, but darker

than in subalpina, and soon becomes rough and of an ash-gray color, in

old trees often several inches thick and deeply fissured. The wood is

more valuable than that of subalpina, perhaps equal to that of grandis,

but much less so than the wood of magnified. The tree is always readily

distinguished by its pale glaucous foliage, which at last gets dull green,

and by the length of the leaves of the young trees, 2-24 and sometimes

even 3 inches long—longer than in any other of our firs. Only such leaves

or those of the lower branches of old trees are notched at the end ; on the

older trees thev are shorter, very broad, convex above, usually falcate, and

always obtuse ; on the flowering branches they become oftdn quite thick,

keeled above, and almost quadrangular. On older trees stomata cover the

upper surface; in young ones they are usually confined to the middle line

of the leaf, but are never absent. Hypoderm cells are interruptedly dis-

tributed over the upper surface. Cones oblong, 2-4 or even 5 inches long,

retuse, or in some trees short-pointed; usually apple-green before full ma-

turity, but, at least in Color-ado, varying to different shades of brown or

purple.* The scales are very broad in proportion; the bracts short,

rounded, or truncate, or sometimes emarginate, with, or rarely without a

short mucro; wing of seed broad, as wide as it is long; cotyledons 5-7,

usually 6.

6. A. religiosa {Pinus H. B. K. n. gen. sp. 2, 5, 1817; Pari. 1. c. 420)

Schlecht. Linnrea 5, 77, 1830.— On the higher lands in Mexico, extending

to Guatemala. A tall tree with linear, acute, or rarely obtuse, dark, glossy

leaves; cones oval-oblong, 3-5 inches long, \\-2 thick; bracts more or less

* The color of the cones is often considered as of specific value, but in the Black Forest

of Germany all the shades between light green and deep purple maybe seen on the cones of

A. pectinata, just as in our concolor in Colorado.
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protruding, acute or cuspidate ; scales one-third_wider than they are high ;

seed-wings longer than wide; cotyledons 5.— A. hirtella {Pinus, H.B.K.

ib. is scarcely a variety.

7. A. bracteata {Pinus Don in Trans. Lin. Soc. 17, 443, 1837; Pari.

1. c. 419) Nutt. Sylv. 3, 137, 1S49. P- venusta Dougl. Bot. Mag. Comp, 2,

.152, 1S36.—A well marked, but little known tree, of very limited geogra-

phical distribution, being confined, as far as known, to the Santa Lucia

Mountains in Southern California, though other localities in different

parts of California are attributed to it by seed dealers, and having been

gathered only by very few collectors.— Leaves linear-lanceolate, always

acute, of very firm texture. The bract is scarcely longer than the some-

what rounded, glabrous (all the other firs have pubescent ones) scale,

but its awn or midrib protrudes i-i^ inches; wing of seed rounded.

8. A. nobilis {Pinus Dougl. Comp. Bot. Mag. 2, 147, 1S36; Pari. 1. c.

419) Lindl. Penn. Cyc. 1, No. 5. Pseudotsuga nobilis Bertrand, McNab,
under Pinus : the red fir of the Cascades in Oregon, extending southward

to the Shasta region of California ; stately trees, 200 feet high, with rigid,

glaucous foliage; thick, rough, cinnamon-brown bark, and useful timber.

A section in the Oregon collection of the Centennial Exhibition was taken

from a tree 2^ feet in diameter, bark 1 inch thick, 119 annual rings of

nearly even thickness throughout. The leaves of young trees and of the

lower sterile branches of old trees are longer, flat and grooved, the resin

ducts lateral, and the fibro-vascular bundles more or less divided in two;

those of the fully developed and especially the fertile branches are shorter,

flat-quadrangular, their thickness not more than i or rarely § of the

width;* bundles single, cylindrical. Bracts more or less protruding and

reflexed ; scale high in proportion to its width (7 : 10) ; the oblique, angu-

lar wing of the seed about as wide as long and as long as the slender seed;

the only good seed I could examine had 7 cotyledons.

9. A. magxifica Murray Prov. Hort. Soc. 3, 318, 1863; A. nobilis var.

robusta in Hort. Dickson & Turnbull ; A.campylocarpa Murr. Trans. Bot.

Soc. 6, 370; A. amabilis of the Californian botanists ; Pseudotsuga mag-
nified McNab : the red fir of the higher California sierras, at an altitude of

7-10,000 feet; large trees often 10 feet in diameter, over 200 feet high, with

thick cinnamon-brown bark, and valuable wood.f Leaves of young spe-

cimens flat but scarcely grooved, never, I believe, notched, the fibrous

bundles often in twos. On full-grown trees, and especially on fertile

branches, the leaves are mostly \ wider than thick, or even perfectly

square; the resin ducts in these leaves are placed equidistant from the

edges and the keel, separated from the epidermis by a layer of hypoderm

* The leaf sections, figured by McNab, all seem to refer to young trees; none are as

thick as I find them in native^specimens.

t A section in the Agricultural Dep. of Cent. Exh., sent by J. G. Lemmon, indicates a

tree 6| feet in diameter, with brown, almost fibrous, bark, 3 inches thick, ab >ut 400 years

old, with a pretty uniform growth. 10 rings measuring 1-2 inches in thickness, about the

same as in a specimen of nobilis in the Oregon collection.
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cells, which is externally indicated by a green stripe dividing the bands of

stomata, so that these leaves show 4 lower white bands. Cones 6-8 inches

long, 24~3i thick, purple; bracts lanceolate, shorter than the broad scale

(height to width as 6 : 10) ; wing of slender seed very oblique, wider than

long; the only seed examined had 10 cotyledons.

Many years ago it was suggested by Mr. McNab of the Edinburgh gar-

den, that nobilis and 7nagnifica might be forms of the same species ; some

seedsmen of California seem, also, to have come to this conclusion ; and

now Messrs. Hooker and Gray, who a few months ago enjoyed the oppor-

tunity of examining both on their native mountains, incline to the same

opinion ; magnified would thus be the southern, short-bracted, and nobi-

lis the northern, long-bracted form. It is quite probable that the length of

the bracts may vary; we know it of nobilis, but it is doubtful whether this

could be the case to such an extent as to permit us to unite both species.

In magnified no lengthening of the bracts has been observed thus far,

and in nobilis they never, I believe, become shorter than the scale. But

besides this, I confess, rather doubtful difference in the length of an or-

gan of minor importance, the flatter and grooved leaves of the young

?iobilis, and the higher and proportionately narrower scales of this species'

together with the smaller number of cotyledons (if constant), seem to indi-

cate specific distinction. Further explorations must show whether mag-

nified, or anything like it, grows in the regions which we know as the

home of nobilis.



JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS.

March 16, li

Dr. George Engelmann in the chair.

Five members present.

Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

The Committee on Publication reported that arrangements had

been made for the publication of No. 3 of vol. ii. of the Trans-

actions.

Mr. Spencer Smith presented a map from the report of the U.

S. Land Commissioner, mounted on rollers.

Hon. T.J. C. Fagg presented several geological specimens from

the limestones of Louisiana, Pike county, Mo., some of them ex-

hibiting an oolitic structure.

Afril 20, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Ten members present.

Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

Dr. Engelmann presented a cone from a species of Pine (Pinus

Coulteri) from California.

Charles V. Riley, State Entomologist, was elected an associate

member.



May 4, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Ten members present.

Letters were read, and various foreign exchanges were laid

upon the table, by the Corresponding Secretary.

Dr. Briggs exhibited a specimen of the Mayflower {Epigcea

repens) from New Hampshire, in bloom, a primrose (Dodeca-

theon) and a small fern {Camptosorus) from St. Clair county,

Illinois.

Dr. Wislizenus reported as the result of his meteorological ob-

servations for March and April, that the mean temperature for

March (51.1 ) was much above the average, and that for April

(50.4 ) was far below it. Vegetation started, accordingly, much

earlier in March than usual, but was checked again by the cold

weather in the first half of April. The rain in these months very

much exceeded the average, being for March 7.67 inches, and for

April 7.85 inches.

Mr. Holmes presented a specimen of the iron made at the new

Carondelet Furnace, in South St. Louis, with the bituminous coal

from the Big Muddy River in Illinois. It had been pronounced

to be of excellent quality.

May 1 S, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Five members present.

The Corresponding Secretary laid upon the table No. 1 of vol.

i. of the Transactions of the Chicago Academy of Science, and

reported that No. 3 of vol. ii. of the Transactions of our Academy

had been issued, and copies duly forwarded to the various socie-

ties upon our exchange list.

Dr. L. D. Morse, Commissioner of Statistics, presented a copy

of the "Missouri Statistics for 1867."

Dr. O. H. Potter, having resigned the office of Recording Sec-

retary, Mr. Spencer Smith was elected to fill the vacancy.



June i, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Seven members present.

Dr. C. W. Stevens reported that the artesian well at the Insane

Asylum, near St. Louis, had reached the depth of 3,076 feet, and

that the boring was still going on at the rate of about two feet a

day. On comparing the actual measurement of the thickness of

the strata, it was found that they agreed very nearly with the geo-

logical estimates of Prof. Swallow.

June 15, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Three members present.

Letters were read, and exchanges from foreign societies were

laid upon the table.

Judge Holmes called the attention of the members to an inter-

esting paper, entitled "The Ancient and Modern Ligurian Race

in Italy," by G. Nicollucci, Member of the Royal Academy of

Sciences of Naples (Atti dell' Acad, delle Scienze, vol. ii. No. 1,

Napoli, 1865).

The learned writer gives very satisfactory reasons for believing that the

ancient Ligurians of Piedmont, and other parts of Italy, were identical in

race and language (with some difference of dialects) with the ancient Ibe-

rians of Spain, Southern France, and other parts of Europe. They are

traced historically, and are identified, not merely upon philological data,

but upon craniological and physiological peculiarities, as belonging (to-

gether with the Finno-Ugrians of Northern Europe) to the aboriginal Tu-

ranian stock which was indigenous over Europe before the advent of the

Aryans (Pelasgian, Celtic, or Teutonic). Weighty reasons are given for

believing that this Turanian people inhabited Europe as far back as the stone

age. They were the same in race, (though comprising various nations,)

and were called Liguri and Siculi in Italy, Iberi in Spain, Finni and

Tatari in Northern Europe, and Scythi in the East. They were brachy-

cephalic in type of skull, in complexion brunette, medium in stature, with

eyes black and horizontal, and square visage, and black flowing or curly

hair; while the Aryan or Indo-Germanic stock is characterized in general

as dolichocephalic, with blue eyes, light complexion and hair, and larger

stature, with the exception of the Sclavonians, in whom the Turanian ele-

ment appears to prevail over the Aryan.



By a comparison of ancient crania, and by the study of linguistic affini-

ties, the author refutes the opinion that the Iberians came from Libya, or

Northern Africa, as the Guanches of the Canary Islands most probably did,

since the ancient crania of this people exhibit something of the prognathous

type of skull.

The author sums up his researches in five distinct propositions (which

may be translated) thus :

1. The Ligurians of the present day are the direct descendants of those

Ligurians of antiquity who inhabited, not only Italy, but a part of France

and of Spain, in the ante-historical epoch.

2. They were kindred in stock with those other peoples that inhabited

Europe before the arrival of the Aryan families, and were a race distinct

from them by the brachycephalic character of the skull, and by those other

natural characteristics which are peculiar to the Turanian race.

3. The Aryan colonies which penetrated into Italy have in part replaced

the more ancient inhabitants, and have been superimposed upon the indi-

genous race whose type disappeared and was absorbed by the Aryan, which

became the general type of the Peninsula.

4. And in Piedmont and Liguria the old race remained predominant,

because the ancient type was either not pushed aside or was only slightly

modified, for there is still observable, at this day, in the majority of the in-

habitants of those provinces, the brachycephalic form of the skull which is

preserved unchanged from what it was in the more remote age.

5. Nevertheless, the natives of Piedmont and Liguria, commingled with

the rest of the inhabitants of the Peninsula, and bound together with them

by community of language, religion and customs, have for a long time

formed but one single nation, as the whole territory between the Alps and

the sea has for a long time formed, and still forms, but one sole and indivi-

sible country.

July 6, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Five members present.

Dr. Wislizenus reported an abstract from his meteorological

journal for the last month, showing an average temperature about

the same as for the last 30 years in the same month. There was

a wide range of the thermometer, the lowest being 50 , and the

highest 99 . The amount of rain was 1.58 inches. The usual

average is 5.56 inches. During the month of May, rain was nearly

twice the usual average. At points 20 miles distant the electrical

state of the atmosphere had been much disturbed. The rain-storms

prevailed over small areas only, while sections in close proximity



had no rain for nearly four months. Positive electricity in the at-

mosphere had been extremely low (only one quarter of a degree,

the usual mean being 3 ). Positive electricity had been very

low this year. Thunder-storms are usually accompanied by nega-

tive electricity.

Judge Holmes tendered his resignation as Corresponding Sec-

retary.

August 3, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Six members present.

Dr. Wislizenus presented from the Hon. C. D. Drake the Re-

port of Commissioner Brown on the Mineral Resources of the

Country west of the Rocky Mountains.

He stated, also, from his journal, that the mean temperature for

the last month had been 84 ; the mean for the last 30 years being

79 . The highest range in this month was ioiJq , for several

days ; the lowest was 66°. Quantity of rain 2.03 inches ;
the usual

average for the month being 4.17 inches. There had been nine

slight thunder-storms. Positive electricity low (about i\°). Dur-

ing the period of extreme heat, the mortality had rapidly increased.

Dr. Charles E. Briggs was elected Corresponding Secretary, in

place of the Hon. N. Holmes resigned.

August 17, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Five members present.

Foreign exchanges received were laid upon the table.

Dr. Wislizenus, in addition to his report of the temperature of

last month, communicated the observations of Mr. Fendler, of Al-

lenton, St. Louis county, showing that on the 18th ofJuly last, the

thermometer had stood at 109 in the shade, and at 156 in the sun.

During the same "heated term" in St. Louis, the thermometer

had stood for six days at above ioo°, and for three weeks at over

90 , the daily maximum falling below 90 only three times.



September 7, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Eight members present.

Publications received were laid upon the table.

Dr. Sander presented, in the name of Col. Jacobs, several pam-

phlet reports on the Route of the Pacific Railroad.

Dr. Wislizenus read an abstract from his meteorological record

for the last month, as follows : Mean temperature of the month,

77.71 ; usual average, 76.5 ; warmest day, (August 6th), 95 ;

rain, 8.53 inches; usual average for August, 4.15 inches; whole

amount of rain from May 1st to May 28th, 8.86 inches.

Mr. Hayes remarked that he had observed the star-shower, com-

mencing on the 1 2th of August; that about the same number

(20) fell every night, and that the number observed was some-

what less than during the same time last year, but that the shoot-

ing stars were much brighter.

On motion of Mr. Richard Hayes, a committee, consisting of

Dr. G. Baumgarten, Messrs. S. Smith and R. Hayes and the

Vice-President, were appointed to arrange an agreement with the

Board of St. Louis Public Schools, whereby the property of the

Academy might be transferred to the Polytechnic Institute build-

ing, and suitable rooms be provided therein for the use of the

Society.

September 21, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Eight members present.

Letters were read, and publications received were laid upon

the table.

Mr. Charles Keates, of Keatesville, Mo., was elected a corres-

ponding member, and Dr. P. V. Schenck, of St. Louis, was

elected an associate member of the Academy.



October 5, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Six members present.

Publications received were laid upon the table.

On motion, the Hon. Samuel Treat, Dr. C. E. Briggs, Dr. John

Green, and Mr. Enno Sander, were added to the committee on

removal of the Academy to the Polytechnic Building.

Dr. Wislizenus presented to the Academy, from Dr. B. F. Shu-

mard, a collection of specimens of meteoric iron, which had been

received from Prof. Silliman, in exchange for other specimens of

minerals.

His monthly record for September, showed for mean tempera-

ture 63. 2°. Usual average, 69.

9

; maximum, S4.5 ; minimum,

40.5 . Rainfall, 5.2 inches. Positive electricity, 1.4 .

October 19, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Six members present.

Publications received were laid upon the table.

Mr. G. Sharswood, of Philadelphia, a corresponding member,

being present, made some remarks upon the depredations of an

insect on the potato in Pennsylvania. He stated that the crop in

some places had nearly been destroyed by it.

November 2, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Nine members present.

Publications received in exchange from foreign societies were

laid upon the table.

Dr. C. E. Briggs, from the Committee on Removal reported a

memorandum of proposals made to the St. Louis Board of Public

Schools, for accommodations for the Academy of Science in the

Polytechnic Building

:

That the stated meetings of the Academy are held on the first and third

Mondays in each month, at >jh p.m., and that for this purpose room is desi-

rable for seating fifty persons.



For the Library, arranging it upon shelves, there are needed, at present,

seven rows in height, and eight feet in length, and twenty feet more are re-

quired for the probable growth in five years.

For the Cabinet, if arranged, on upright cases placed against the wall,

one hundred feet in length are requisite ; but the Academy possesses cases

constructed for standing in the middle of the room.

It is the opinion of the Academy that it would elevate the system of pub-
lic education to accomplish this union, by which the Public Schools would
be formally connected with the advance of the Natural Sciences in this

country and Europe, and the Academy proposes to grant the use of its Li-

brary and Cabinet for the instruction of the teachers in the Public Schools,

and of the pupils of the High and Normal Schools.

The proposals were approved, and the committee continued,

with authority to act in the matter.

Dr. Wislizenus communicated his monthly observations in me-
teorology : Mean temperature for October, 55.3 . Usual average,

55.8 ; highest, 76.5 ; lowest, 31 . Range, 45.5 . Rainfall, 2.1

1

inches ; average, 3.39 inches. Positive electricity, 2.6° ; average,

6.3 . Prevailing wind, mostly N.E.

On motion of Dr. Pollak, the regular dues collected from Dr.

John P. Hodgen were ordered to be refunded to him in consider-

ation of his liberal donation of the use of the Hall for the meetings

and museum of the Academy.

November 16, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Five members present.

Publications received were laid upon the table.

The Corresponding Secretary reported a donation from Gen.W.
T. Sherman, of a copy of the map of his " March to the Sea," for

which the thanks of the Academy were voted to Gen. Sherman,
and the map was ordered to be mounted on rollers, and hung up
in the Hall.

Dr. C. E. Briggs presented a small collection of human bones

and Indian beads, made of bone, taken by himself from the Big

Mound of St. Louis.

Mr. Spencer Smith read a paper on the origin of the Big

Mound at St. Louis. Referred to the Committee on Publication



December 7, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Six members present.

Publications received were laid upon the table.

The Committee on Removal reported the proposals agreed

upon with the Board of St. Louis Public Schools for the use of

rooms in the Polytechnic building, as follows : That the parties

were to enter into contract for two years, subject to six months'

notice of removal by either party, room No. 6 of said building

to be used for meetings and for the Cabinet, but not to interfere

with the use of the room by other societies. The Library of the

Academy to be placed in the Library of the Public Schools, to be

used only as a library of reference, and $3 a year to be paid by

members consulting it.

The report was approved in general terms by the Academy,

and the committee was instructed to treat with the Board on the

above basis.

December 21, 1868.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Six members present.

Dr. Sander read a letter from Dr. Baldermus, President of the

German Ornithological Society of Berlin, proposing an exchange

of publications. The proposition was accepted.

S. A. Holman, M.D., of St. Louis, was elected an associate

member.

January 4, 1869.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Fifteen members present.

Letters were read by the Corresponding Secretary, and various

publications received were laid upon the table.



Dr. Wislizenus reported the mean temperature for December

at 27.

9

; lowest, n° below zero; average for 33 years, 33. 8°.

For 24 days in December, the thermometer had stood below the

freezing point. Rainfall, 3.09 inches.

Dr. Wislizenus also presented his annual report of Atmos-

pheric Electricity observed at St. Louis, accompanied with dia-

grams. Referred to the Committee on Publication.

The annual address of the President, Dr. B. F. Shumard, was

then read, as follows :

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT.

Gentlemen : We have just entered upon the thirteenth year of the

existence of our Academy, and as your President it devolves upon me to

lay before you some account of its progress during the year that has just

passed, and its prospect in the future.

There is much cause for congratulation that our institution, notwithstand-

ing the_ serious pecuniary embarrassments under which it has labored almost

from its commencement, has gone steadily onward, contributing its share to

the great fund ofscientific knowledge, until it now occupies an exalted position

among learned societies throughout the world, and its memoirs and trans-

actions are eagerly sought for and prized wherever science is cultivated.

" What has the Academy of Science done ?" has not unfrequently been asked

by some paying members who do not attend our meetings, but cheer-

fully contribute their annual dues. I propose to answer that question, this

evening, bv giving some account of the present condition of its Museum
and Library, and of its system of exchanges with scientific bodies in all

parts of the world.

I hope to be able to demonstrate that ouk Academy, though working very

quietly, has accomplished a great deal, and that its object and aims are

eminently worthy of support and encouragment, not only from its mem-
bers, but from the intelligent citizens of St. Louis. It will be seen that our

Collections and Library, if properly classified and displayed, would prove

not only an ornament to the city, but a most useful Museum of reference

to the manufacturer, the miner, and the man of science. And who can

doubt that such a Museum would be in the highest degree attractive to

strangers, and an object of honest pride to" every citizen ?

Mammalogy. The collection of mammals, though not large, contains

some rare and valuable specimens, in a remarkably fine state of preserva-

tion. Among them we may mention the stuffed skins of a full grown

Grizzly Bear, a cub of the same, several Rocky Mountain Sheep and Goats,

the head of a Buffalo, several specimens of Deer and various smaller ani-

mals from the Rocky Mountain region. For these rare objects the Academy
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is indebted to our members, Charles P. Chouteau, Col. Vaughn, and Dr.

Stevens. In this department we have lost some valuable skins from the

ravages of insects, the funds of the Academy not permitting the employment

of a taxidermist to care for their preservation. For this reason our Rocky

Mountain friends have not taken the same pains to secure for us rare speci-

mens as in former years. This is much to be regretted, since many of our

wild animals are becoming rapidly extinct with the advance of civilization,

and in very few years the opportunity for obtaining them for our Museum
will be lost forever.

Ornithology. The collection of Birds is handsomely displayed in two

large cases ; they are neatly mounted and labelled, and present quite an at-

tractive appearance. The number of specimens amounts to several hundred,

some of them of great rarity and beauty. A large number of them have

been donated to us by the Academy of Natural Science of Philadelphia, and

the Smithsonian Institution in exchange for other specimens. Others have

been obtained through members and by purchase. It is earnestly recom-

mended that this collection, as well as that of the mammals, be placed in

the hands of a competent taxidermist at an early day, to prevent further

ravages from insects.

Herpetology. This department contains a collection of Serpents and other

Reptiles preserved in alcohol, and dried preparations of tortoises and turtles,

chiefly from the Mississippi Valley, presented byDrs. Stevens, Sander, Pol-

lak, Engelmann, and Shumard.

Icthyology. We possess but a meagre representation of Fishes in our

Museum. It is therefore highly desirable that more attention be directed to

this great department in the future, for there is certainly no branch of zoology

which is more attractive, or which promises to the earnest naturalist aricher

harvest. Our western rivers, creeks, lakes, and ponds, abound in fishes in

great variety of species and some of them of great beauty. Many of them

are yet unknown to science and to the museums of this country and Europe.

Conchology. Our collection of marine shells consists of about six hundred

specimens, and about three hundred species donated by the Smithsonian

Institution. They are arranged in a long vertical case, numbered and label-

led according to the Smithsonian catalogue. These add not a little to the

attraction of our Museum. We possess, through the liberality of the same

institution, a considerable collection of shells from the Pacific coast labelled

by Dr. Warrington Carpenter, of England, and a box of fresh-water and land

shells from various parts of the United States. These have not yet been un-

packed for want of room and cases for their display. Drs. Engelmann, Pope,

Steven*, and Shumard, and Mr. Broadhead, have also contributed fresh-

water species from Western waters. When the entire cabinet is arranged,

it will form a valuable reference collection to the student of Conchology.

Entomology. We possess several cases of insects donated by members of

the Society. In view of the importance of this department, it is highly desir-

able that more attention be paid to it in future. Our Museum should, at

least, have a full suit of insects injurious to vegetation.
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Zoophytes. The collection in this department consists of several tin cases

containing medusa;, star-fishes and sea urchins, presented by Edwin Harri-

son, Esq., of St. Louis. These, when properly arranged in glass jars, will

form an interesting feature of our Museum. To the Smithsonian Institution

we are also indebted for dried star-fishes, and several species of corallines.

Botany. Our botanical collection embraces an extensive series of lichens

and mosses, amounting to several hundred species, chiefly from Western

States and Territories. These were collected by Dr. T. C. Hilgard of this

city, and by him presented and arranged in our Museum. We are indebted

to Dr. Engelmann for a suit of canes and woods from various portions of the

United States, and to Dr. McPheeters, and Mr. G. C Broadhead, for col-

lections of plants from Missouri. Besides the material in our own Museum,

we may mention the magnificent Herbaria of our resident members, Dr. En-

gelmann and Mr. Henry Shaw, comprising many thousand specimens col-

lected with great labor and at great expense from all parts of the world, and

which these gentlemen, with great liberality, have rendered accessible to the

student of Botany.

Ethnology This department contains distorted crania from the mound

near Little Rock, Ark., also stone axes, spear and arrow heads, quoits, shells,

and coralline beads, and other aboriginal implements and ornaments from

Western States. The principal donors were Drs. Wislizenus, Briggs, George

G. Shumard, and C. A. Pope. We may also mention some Indian costumes,

war implements, cooking utensils, and ornaments of the Upper Missouri

Indians, donated by Charles P. Chouteau, Dr. C. A. Pope, and Col. Vaughn,

and an interesting series of some twenty figures representing costumes of the

natives of the East Indies, from the Rev. C. C. Marsh. In this department

we find a beautiful series of porcelain ornaments in bas-relief, representing

figures of men and animals, and used as decorations in the great Porcelain

Tower of China; also highly polished bricks employed in its construction.

This very interesting collection was obtained by Mr. William Clark of this

city, shortly after the destruction of the Tower, and by him deposited in our

Museum.
Comparative Anatomy. Our Museum is unusually rich in fine specimens

of skeletons and crania of mammals, birds and reptiles, donated by C P.

Chouteau, Col. Vaughn, Dr. Stevens, Lieut. Bryan, U.S.A., Dr. Shumard,

and the officers and employees of the American Fur Company. The total

number of specimens cannot now be ascertained, but they maybe estimated

at several hundred, included in upwards of one hundred species. They con-

stitute by far the largest cabinet of the kind in the Mississippi Valley. Among
the more prominent objects may be enumerated the crania of the moose, deer,

elk and antelope, with antlers attached; of the bison, Rocky Mountain goat

and sheep, grizzly and black bear, prairie wolf (several species), wild-cat,

American panther, lynx, otter, martin, prairie dog, &c, &c. We also pos-

sess a fine specimen of the skull of the Bos arus of Europe, a species becom-

ing rapidly extinct, and now only found living in the parks of the Empe-
ror of Russia. Besides our own collection, Dr. Chas. A. Pope has deposited



in our Museum his extensive and choice series of mounted skeletons of

mammals purchased in Europe, and transported by him to St. Louis at

great expense.

Mineralogy. The cabinet of minerals consists of about 1,200 specimens

from all parts of the world. It embraces a pretty full suite of Missouri mine-

rals and ores, and therefore forms a valuable reference collection to those

engaged in mining pursuits in our State. For these specimens we are in-

debted to the old Western Academy at St. Louis. Prominent among the

treasures in this department, is the well known Nebraska meteorite, found

about twelve miles west of Fort Pierce, on the Upper Missouri River, and

presented to the Academy by Mr. C. P. Chouteau. It originally weighed 40

pounds, but it has been reduced several pounds by cuttings to supply the

principal cabinets of Europe and this country with specimens. For these,

the Academy has received in exchange valuable slices of meteoric irons from

both foreign and home localities. Our collection at this time contains speci-

mens of meteoric iron, representing thirteen different localities.

Geology. The collection of rocks may be estimated at from 400 to 500

specimens. Among these we find a valuable series from our fellow-member

Dr. Wislizenus, collected by him during his memorable tour to Western

Mexico, in connection with Col. Doniphan's Expedition. The collection

also contains volcanic rocks from Italy, some of them neatly polished, and

donated by the old Western Academy of Natural Sciences.

Palaeontology. The cabinet of fossils forms, perhaps, the most valuable

part of our Museum. But while the faunas of some of the great geologic

periods are well represented, others have scarcely a place in our Museum.

From the Post-Tertiary period, our Museum contains a number of teeth and

bones of Mastodon giganteus and Elephas primigenius, in good preserva-

tion, from Missouri and other Western States; a very fine example of the

head and several vertebra; of Bos bomb'frons, an extinct fossil ox which was

exhumed by Drs. Pope and Stevens, several years since, from Chouteau's

Pond, and by them deposited in the Museum of the Academy. The fossil

is so rare that only two specimens have hitherto been discovered. We have

also a full skeleton of the great cave bear (Ursus spelceus) from Europe,

belonging to the same geological period. From strata of Miocene age, we
possess an extensive series of bones and teeth of extinct animals, col.ected

from the celebrated MauvaisesTerres of Nebraska, chiefly by Dr. F. V. Hay-

den, and presented to our Museum by C. P. Chouteau, Col. Vaughn, and

some liberal citizens of St. Louis. This collection contains three species

and 14 specimens of extinct fossil turtles, the remains of the gigantic Titano-

therium, two species of extinct rhinoceros, a hyena, and two species of

Oreodon. Of the latter, we possessm any specimens of the head and teeth

in fine preservation. Of Cretaceous fossils, a fine suite has been donated

by Drs. Stevens and Pope, and by Messrs. C. P. Chouteau and Charles Gil-

pin of the American Fur Company. From the Paheozoic strata, we have

a suite of Silurian fossils from Cincinnati, donated by the President (Dr.

B. F. Shumard), and a small display of species from the St. Louis Lime-

stone.



In concluding this account of our Museum, it must not be supposed that

all its objects have been enumerated, for there are many others amounting

to hundreds of specimens which cannot now be noticed.

LIBRARY.

Our Library is the best and most extensive west of the Alleghany Moun-

tains. It consists of about 3,200 volumes and pamphlets, kept in admirable

order and preservation by our Librarian, Dr. G. H. E. Baumgarten, who

without compensation has generously devoted much time and labor to its

classification and arrangement.

Many of the volumes are neatly and substantially bound, the funds for

this purpose having been furnished by a few of the members. The Library

is particularly rich in memoirs and transactions of foreign and home soci-

eties, many of them being of the most costly character. At the present time

we are receiving regularly the transactions of upwards of 170 foreign acad-

emies and societies, and of about 75 home societies. These are sent to us

in exchange for our own publications, of which two large octavo volumes

have been published, embracing about 1,400 pages, and profusely illustrated

with maps, and diagrams, and engravings of objects of natural history.

Papers. During the past year, papers have been read before the Academy

by Dr. Edmunson, and Messrs. Wislizenus, Holmes, Swallow and Spencer

Smith; and many scientific subjects have been brought before the Society,

and discussed by its members.

Removal. From the organization of the Academy to the present time,

our meetings have been held in the Dispensary Building, rooms having

been generously provided by Dr. C. A. Pope, and, since his removal to Eu-

rope, by Dr. John P. Hodgen, free of expense to the Academy. We are now

expecting to remove our Library and Museum to the Polytechnic Building,

where it is hoped sufficient accomodations will be allotted to us to arrange

our collections and Library in rooms which will be more accessible to the

public. It is confidently believed that in a few days arrangements will be

perfected that will be satisfactory to both the Institute and the Academy.

The election of officers of the Academy for the ensuing year

resulted in the choice of the following gentlemen :

President—Benjamin F. Shumard, M.D.

1st Vice-President—Adolphus Wislizenus, M.D.

2d Vice-President—John Green, M.D.

Corresponding Secretary—Charles E. Briggs, M.D.

Recording Secretary—Spencer Smith.

Treasurer—Dr. Enno Sander.

Librarian—G. H. E. Baumgarten, M.D.



yanuary 18, 1869.

Dr. John Green, Vice-President, in the chair.

Seven members present.

Dr. Green reported from the Committee on Removal, that all

the conditions of the contract between the Academy and the

Board of Public Schools had been agreed upon, and only awaited

the proper legal forms to be drawn up and executed.

Dr. C. W. Stevens made some remarks upon the skull of the

fossil ox {Bos bombifrons), found, several years ago, at the bot-

tom of Chouteau's Pond, in the city of St. Louis, and now be-

longing to the Museum of the Academy.

Dr. Stevens also stated that the boring of the Artesian Well,

at the Insane Asylum, near St. Louis, had reached the depth of

3,562 feet, and that the boring was, at present, in the white sand-

stone, supposed to be below the 4th Magnesian Limestone.

February 1, 1869.

Vice-President Wislizenus in the chair.

Eight members present.

Dr. C. E. Briggs reported from the Committee on Removal, that

the contract with the Board of Public Schools could not be signed

at present, for the reason that some business touching the posses-

sion of the Polytechnic building had yet to be transacted. And
at the suggestion of Mr. Hayes, it was directed that a removal

should not take place until the contract could be signed in due

form of law.

Dr. Wislizenus gave a summary of his metereological record,

as follows : Mean temperature for January, 37. 2° ; average for

33 years, 32.4 ; range from 23 to 62°. No snow during the

month. Further south there had been 7 inches of snow, and

several severe storms. Rainfall during the month, 2.2 inches
;

average, 3.16 inches.

Mr. Spencer Smith stated that he had recently made a trigo-

nometrical measurement of the height of the Big Mound of St.

Louis, and found it to be 34.59 feet above the sidewalk on

Broadway. It was remarked that this sidewalk was some five

feet below the natural level of the ground, which would reduce



the actual elevation of the Mound on the west to less than thirty

feet, while toward the east it rose much higher above the slope.

Charles E. Hornstein, M.D., H. Z. Gill, M.D., and W. T.

Harris, Superintendent of the Public Schools, were elected asso-

ciate members.

February 15, 1869.

Dr. Charles W. Stevens in the chair.

Six members present.

Dr. Stevens stated that the boring at the Artesian Well had

now reached the depth of 3,624 feet.

He had compared the borings brought up by the pump with

some pulverized granite from the well-known granite quarries,

near the Iron Mountain, and to all appearance and under the

microscope the material appeared to be identical. He concluded,

therefore, that the boring had reached the primary rocks, and that

it would be useless to continue the work.

On motion of Mr. Spencer Smith, a petition was directed to

be prepared to be sent to the Legislature of the State, now in

session, asking for the completion of the State Geological Survey.

March 1, 1869.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Six members present.

The Corresponding Secretary laid upon the table numerous

foreign publications received in exchange.

March 15, 1869.

Dr. Charles E. Briggs in the chair.

Five members present.

Various foreign publications, received in exchange, were laid

upon the table.

Dr. Robert von Schlagentweit was elected a corresponding

member of the Academy.



April 5, 1869.

Vice-President Wislizenus in the chair.

Eight members present.

Publications received were laid upon the table.

Dr. Wislizenus presented to the Academy, from and in the

name of Mr. Fendler, of Allenton, Mo., an ancient urn, dug up

in a field in the State of Venezuela, South America.

Dr. Wislizenus reported the following summary of his metero-

logical record for the last month : Mean temperature 37.3 ;

average for March, 44.4 . Rain and snow, 4.24 inches; aver-

age, 3.81 inches.

George D. Rand, Esq., was elected an associate member.

At a special meeting, held on the 16th day of April, 1S69,

(Vice-President Wislizenus in the chair,) upon the occasion of

the death of the President, Dr. Benjamin F. Shumard, the follow-

ing resolutions were unanimously adopted, and ordered to be

published in the daily papers and printed copies to be transmitted

to all the learned societies in communication with the Academy :

The Academy of Science of St. Louis having sustained a great loss on

the 14th of April, 1869, in the death of its President, Dr. Benjamin Frank-

lin Shumard ; therefore be it

Resolved, That the Academy has been deprived of an ornament of

which it had no equal, and of a leader and fellow-laborer that itcanscarcel

hope to replace.

That his name has been an honor to us. for which no distinction that we
have been able to confer upon him could be deemed an equivalent.

That by publishing these resolutions in the Transactions of the Academy,
we desire to announce to members of learned societies, who occupy them-

selves in palaeontology, geology, and the other branches of Natural

Science, in which Dr. Shumard was distinguished, the sad news of his pre-

mature death, and to ask their sympathy in our peculiar loss.

That we respectfully tender to his family circle this expression of our

regret for the departed, and our high esteem of his worth.

April 19, 1869.

Vice-President Wislizenus in the chair.

Six members present.

The Corresponding Secretary laid upon the table numerous

exchanges from American and European Societies.



Dr. Wislizenus presented for the Museum a string of shell

discs (Indian beads), found in the excavation of the Big Mound
at St. Louis, which, with other human remains found in the same

mound, furnish indubitable evidence of its artificial and sepul-

chral character.

Dr. Briggs and Mr. Smith made some further verbal communi-
cations on the same subject.

Dr. Wislizenus offered some remarks upon the Aurora Bore-

alis lately observed in the Eastern States, and noticed in general

its connection with terrestrial magnetism and atmospheric elec-

tricity.

Special Meeting, May 10, 1869.

Vice-President Wislizenus in the chair.

Eleven members present.

The Vice-President explained that the object of the meeting

was to consult upon the condition of affairs resulting from the

late fire at the Medical College building, in which the Museum
and Library of the Academy were kept and its meetings held.

Upon discussion it was agreed that little could be done until

some permanent settlement of the negotiation with the Board of

St. Louis Public Schools should be effected ; and, on motion, it

was ordered that the removal of what remained uninjured by the

late fire should be under the control of the Curators ; and that

the Corresponding Secretary be requested to address the Board

of Public Schools for permission to use their meeting-room for

the future meetings of the Academy.

Afay 17, 1869.

Vice-President Wislizenus in the chair.

Seven members present.

Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

Dr. Green, from the Curators, reported, besides the Library

saved, nearly all the volumes of the Transactions of the Academy
had been recovered, though a large number of them were badly

wet, and were being dried as rapidly as possible ; and that a few



anatomical specimens had been recovered, but that until the

debris was removed, there was little hope of obtaining any more.

Dr. Briggs stated that he had addressed the Board of Public

Schools, as requested at the last meeting, and had received the

following reply :

Office of Superintendent of Public Schools, )

St. Louis, May 15th, 1869. 5

Charles E. Briggs, M.D., Corresponding Secretary of the Academy

of Science.

Sir : The President of the Board of Public Schools requested me to

acknowledge your communication of the date of May 10th, and to say to

you that the use of room at the times you speak of is fully and freely

granted for the present. He desires me to add that the proper committee

is about to be appointed to take the completion of the contract into consid-

eration and makeover permanent accommodations to your honored society.

I am, very respectfully, in behalf of the President of B. P. S., yours, &c,

WM. T. HARRIS, Supt. P. S.

Dr. Briggs also reported that, in compliance with the resolution

passed at a late meeting, he had transmitted to Mrs. B. F. Shu-

mard a copy of the resolutions of the Academy, together with a

letter of condolence upon the decease of her late husband, our

lamented President.

On motion of Dr. Briggs, who stated that he had had some

conversation with Mrs. Shumard in relation to the cabinet and

library of her late husband, it was

Ordered, That a communication be addressed to the Board of

Public Schools, asking for room to deposit the said cabinet and

library in the Polytechnic building.

Also, Ordered, That a committee be appointed to draw up a

circular to kindred societies asking such aid as they may be will-

ing to contribute for the purpose of restoring our cabinet.

September 6, 1869.

Adjourned meeting in the Directors' Room of the Board of

Public Schools, Polytechnic building.

Vice-President Wislizexus in the chair.

Four members present.

Correspondence read and publications received, were laid upon

the table.



Mr. Spencer Smith read a paper on the " Origin of the Big

Mound at St. Louis," which was referred to the Committee on

Publication.

September 20, 1869.

Vice-President Wislizenus in the chair.

Four members present.

The Corresponding Secretary stated that he had received from

the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, a number of pamphlet

publications, together with a collection of plants ; and he pre-

sented, also, in the name of Mr. D. C. Jaccard, a beautiful Geo-

logical Map of Switzerland, with an accompanying text, entitled

" Materiaux pour la Carte Geologique de la Suisse," by Mr. Au-

guste Jaccard, published at Berne, Switzerland.

October 4, 1869.

Vice-President Wislizenus in the chair.

Four members present.

The Recording Secretary produced a copy of the contract

between the Academy of Science and the Board of St. Louis

Public Schools, providing for accommodations for the Academy
in the Polytechnic building.

On motion of Dr. Green, it was ordered that the President and

Recording Secretary be authorized to execute the same whenever

the verbal error now existing in our copy should be corrected.

A communication as follows, was received from Mr. G. C.

Broadhead on a

FOSSIL HORSE IN MISSOURI.

In vol. ii. No. 2, p. 418, of Trans. St. Louis Acad, of" Science, Prof. Swal-

low announced the discovery of horse remains in the altered drift of Kansas.

I have now the honor to announce that similar remains have recently been

discovered in a well at Papinville, Bates county, Missouri. Mr. O. P. Oh-
linger procured a tooth at the depth of 31 feet from the surface, resting in a

bed of sand beneath a four inch stratum of blueish clay and gravel. Above
the last was 30 feet 10 inches of yellowish clay to the surface.



Beneath the sand containing the tooth, was found a gravel bed of 5 feet

in depth, consisting mostly of rounded pebbles resembling river gravel,

generally hornstone, many partially and some firmly adhering together.

Other pebbles shown me from the same bed were of iron ore, coal, and

micaceous sandstone. I was further informed that some remains of fluviatile

shells were found. I sent the tooth to Prof. Joseph Leidy of Philadelphia,

who pronounced it to be the last upper molar of a horse, probably an ex-

tinct species. From a similar gravel bed on the banks of Marais des Cygnes

a fragment of a tusk was given me, very much resembling that of a mam-

moth. Its whole length was said to be 7 feet 4 inches. About 10 miles

above Papinville, the banks of Marais des Cygnes River appear to be of

similar formation to the well of Ohlinger, consisting of about 12 feet of

brown sandy clay, resting on 10 feet of blue clay, with many pebbles of worn

gravel at the lower part.

These gravel beds I consider of more recent age than the Drift, but older

perhaps than the Bluff or Loess, and we may regard them as altered drift.

They seem rather to abound on the Osage and its tributaries, and are often

reached in digging wells. The tooth from Maysville, Kansas, was found

in altered drift at a depth of 45 feet from the surface. Dr. Albert Koch ex-

humed the famous Missourium {Mastodon giganteus) from a bed of gravel

and clay, on Pomme de Terre River, 20 feet below the surface. In these

beds of altered drift, we may therefore expect to find many interesting re-

mains of mammals.

October 18, 1869.

Vice-President Wislizenus in the chair.

Four members present.

The Vice-President stated that the contract with the Board of

Public Schools had been duly signed. He expressed the hope

that the society would now prosper, and soon be able to replace

the losses which the Cabinet had sustained by the lire last spring.

Mr. Spencer Smith remarked that he had recently visited a

newly discovered iron mine near Vineland Station, on the Iron

Mountain Railroad, on land belonging to Dr. W. S. Dyer. A
body of ore, thirty feet long and twenty feet deep, had been un-

covered. The deposit appeared to run under the Magnesian

Limestone, and was probably not a mere surface deposit. The

ore was the red hematite. Occasionally small pieces of yellow

ochre were found in it.



IVovember I, 1869.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Nine members present.

A letter was read announcing the death of Hon. Gottfried

Theobald.

The Corresponding Secretary stated that he had received nu-

merous publications and exchanges, which he would keep until

the Library Room was ready to receive them.

The President remarked that the room for the Library was now

ready, and only awaited the attendance of the Librarian to put

the books in order.

Dr. Wislizenus read an abstract from his monthly metereolo-

gical record for October : Thermometer—highest, 77?° ; lowest,

20°
; range, 572°. Mr. Fendler's themometer showed io° lower.

He had found, on consulting Dr. Engelmann's tables, that a

lower temperature for the month had occurred only once in 33

years. Rain fall, 3.42 inches ; average for the month, 3.39 inches.

Positive electricity had been unusually high, reaching 72°,

November 15, 1869.

Vice-President Wislizenus in the chair.

Six members present.

The President announced the death of Dr. F. E. Baumgarten,

an associate member, and Dr. John Green was appointed to report

at the next meeting suitable resolutions commemorative of the

deceased.

Various foreign exchanges were laid upon the table by the Cor-

responding Secretary.

Dr. Wislizenus announced that the contract with the Board of

Public Schools for the use of the Polytechnic building for the

purposes of the Academy, had been finally signed, sealed and

delivered.

Mr. G. C. Broadhead made the following communication on

the discovery of

BONES OF LARGE MAMMALS IN" DRIFT.

From the foundation pit of a bridge abutment on the Pacific Railroad, 4

miles north of Pleasant Hill, Missouri, I obtained the tooth of an extinct



species of ox. The excavations passed through soils and clays, and at 12

feet below the surface of the bottom lands a bed of gravel containing de-

composing remains of fresh-water shells was reached. From this gravel

bed the tooth was obtained.

In 1868, when in Moultrie county, Illinois, I found in alluvial banks of

the Kaskaskia River the skull and a part of the vertebral column of an ox

(probably the "Bos latifro7is"). The skull measured across between the

horns at their roots 12 inches, the same distance between the eyes. The

horns were short and thick, and slightly curved upward and forward. The

bones were surrounded by dark clays and debris. Trees 2 feet in diameter

were growing upon the bank above.

In 1S71 I obtained a portion of a bone of a mammal, probably a horse,

from a well dug in the bluff clays at Pleasant Hill, 28 feet below the surface.

VEGETABLE REMAINS IN DRIFT.

Sticks of wood have often been found in modified drift, at 20 or more feet

beneath the surface. In North Missouri, sticks of wood have been found at

75 feet from the surface, part of a grape vine at 40 feet. In Illinois, a piece

of cedar at over 100 feet beneath the surface. In Nevada, Missouri, a walnut

log 2 feet thick was dug up from 16 feet depth ; and four miles north, charred

wood and bivalve shells at 19 feet below the surface.

BOULDERS.

Boulders and pebbles of igneous rock are rarely met with south of the Mis-

souri River. Very large boulders and many rounded pebbles of granite, sye-

nite, greenstone, quartzite. and limestone with accumulations of drift sands

abound in North Missouri, more especially in the northern part, becoming-

less frequent as we go south. I have only observed evidences of boulder

drift at a few localities south of the Missouri, viz : Kansas City, near Lexing-

ton, Berlin, and at one locality in Osage county. In Sullivan county, I

observed a granite boulder 25 feet in diameter. In Monroe, a greenstone

boulder 3 feet in diameter. Near the Missouri River it is rare to find one

over a foot in diameter.

The Missouri River sands abound in small pebbles of granite, quartzite,

greenstone, &c. These are borne down from the head waters in the Rocky

Mountains. The range of granitoid boulders extends much farther south in

Illinois than in Missouri.

The absence of granitoid pebbles in the accumulations along the Osage

and its tributaries may be sufficient evidence to place the era of these de-

posits in a different and probably a more recent period of time than that

of the modified drift of North Missouri. They may be of the same age as

the older bluff deposits near the Missouri River. And we may conclude

that the horse, ox, mammoth, and mastodon of Missouri were co-existent.

It is even very probable that they may have roamed America during the life

of the mound builders.



Dr. Green presented for the Museum a fine specimen of rattle-

snake, preserved in alcohol, which he had received from Dr.

Spinzig.

Dr. George Engelmann gave an interesting account of his re-

cent journey through Europe, and especially of observations

made during an eruption of Mt. Vesuvius.

December i, 1869.

Vice-President Wislizenus in the chair.

Five members present.

The Corresponding Secretary read a letter from J. M. Currier,

M.D., Secretary of the Orleans County Society of Natural His-

tory of Vermont.

Dr. Wislizenus reported the result of his meterological observa-

tions for November : Mean temperature, 393° ; average for 30
years, 43.

4

; range during the month, 55 ; rain fall, 7.48 inches,

nearly twice the average quantity.

Lieut. J. C. Clifford, U. S. A., was elected an associate member.

December 20, 1869.

Vice-President Wislizenus in the chair.

Eight members present.

Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

Dr. Wislizenus exhibited a fossil tooth, said to have been found

in St. Louis by Mr. Shands. The fossil having been referred to

the authority of Dr. Joseph Leidy, of Philadelphia, was deter-

mined by him to be 'a lower molar of Entelodon Mortoni, be-

longing to the fossils of the Mauvaises Terres" of Nebraska. Dr.

Leidy had promised to send to the Academy a copy of his new
work on the " Extinct Mammalian Fauna of Dakota and Ne-
braska," which would soon be published.



yanuary 3, 1870.

Vice-President Wislizenus in the chair.

Sixteen members present.

Dr. Green reported resolutions commemorative of our deceased

associate, Dr. F. E. Baumgarten, which were adopted as follows :

"Whereas, In the death of F. E. Baumgarten, M.D., the

Academy of Science of St. Louis has lost one of its oldest and

most respected associates
;

" Resolved, That the Academy record its testimony to the ster-

ling integrity of character, the kindly nature, and the eminent

professional, scientific and literary attainments of our late colleague

and officer, and that we tender to the surviving members of his

family our heartfelt sympathy in their great bereavement."

Dr. Wislizenus read his annual report of Meteorology and At-

mospheric Electricity observed at St. Louis for the last year.

Referred to the Committee on Publication.

Dr. A. Wislizenus, acting President of the Academy, then de-

livered his annual address, as follows :

ANNUAL ADDRESS.

Fellow-Members of the Academy :—The last year has been one of

uncommon fatality. Our late President, Dr. B. F. Shumard, prostrated by

hopeless disease, paid his debt to nature and left a vacuum in our midst that

cannot be easily filled. His eminent services in geology and palaeontology

were appreciated both here and in Europe, and no member of the Academy

is at present capable of filling his place. Another active member of our

society, Dr. F. E. Baumgarten, was unexpectedly taken from us by a sad

accident that cut off his useful career within a few days. Aside from these

personal losses, we suffered a great material loss in the conflagration which

in the month of May destroyed the building, where, by the generosity of

Dr. Pope and his successor, Dr. Hodgen, we were accustomed to hold our

regular meetings, and where we kept our Museum and Library. The Mu-
seum, collected by the labor of long years, and containing most valuable

specimens in all branches of natural science, but especially in Western pa-

laeontology, has been destroyed almost entirely. The few remnants that are

left are comparatively of inferior value, or a great deal injured. The only

specimens of higher value left uninjured are the skull of the "Bos cavi-

fro?is" some vertebra? of the mastodon, and several meteorites. As all

our cases, too, have been destroyed, and our finances are not very flourish-

ing, we shall have to begin again on a small scale, and preserve only speci-

mens of greater value, and not requiring much care or labor. Although

the loss of our Museum was a hard blow to the Academy, we had, after all

the satisfaction of saving our entire Library. This Library, acquired



mostly by exchanges and donations from scientific societies all over the

globe, and containing between three and four thousand volumes and pam-

phlets, is exclusively of a scientific character, and especially devoted to

natural science. Hundreds of learned societies, who favor us with their pub-

lications, increase yearly the number of our books, and thus provide us

with a Scientific Library which for its generality, intrinsic value and variety

could not be procured in book stores even at great expense. This valuable

collection is now in the reading room of the Polytechnic. The Board of

Public Schools, who own at present this magnificent building, offered us,

after our expulsion by fire, with great liberality, a room in the Polytechnic

for meetings, and a separate place for our books in their own Library. A
contract to that effect was signed by both parties towards the end of the

year. Being provided again with a proper room, and with cases for our

Library, we ought to make strenuous efforts to have the books at once put

up, rearranged and catalogued to make them useful to ourselves and the pub-

lic. After all the afflictions that befell us the past year, it was not to be ex-

pected that we should have felt encouraged to unusual activity: still we kept

up our regular meetings (except during the hottest months) ; we continued

scientific discussions, regular meteorological reports were made, occasion-

ally papers were read, for instance, one by Prof. Spencer Smith, on the

origin of the Indian Mounds, which stirred up many antiquarians ; but most

of our time was, after all, taken up by unavoidable business, and the pub-

lication of our Transactions was this year out of the question. Being rein-

stated, we now begin a new year with renewed efforts towards progress.

The number of our present associate members is about 70, six of which

have been received in the past year. The report of the Treasurer will show

you that if the regular contributions of our associate members were paid

more promptly, they might cancel our present debts, amounting to about

$400. At any rate the next annual contribution coming in March, will

have that result, and, it is the hope, leave us a surplus to publish again

some Transactions, provide for the Library, start a new Museum, etc.

Having disposed of the business part of my report, allow me yet to add

a few words in regard to the scientific purport of our Society. Academies

of Science generally flourish more in older countries, where, patronized by

government, they find ample pecuniary means, and more men of leisure

pursuing specialties in natural science. The patronage of government is

not so much needed in a country where the liberality of individuals is wont

to furnish means for the most various public undertakings. But immediate

usefulness is the criterion by which all such institutions are judged in this

practical land of utilitarianism. The quiet and tedious pursuit of scientific

researches is not always appreciated, except when accompanied by visible,

eminent results. Such golden fruits, however, do not every day ripen and

fall from the tree of science ; the harvest is but occasional, while the labor

is constant. Lovers of science have, therefore, to content themselves often

with the conviction of having searched after truth, which is the highest

and last aim of science; truth, in investigating the complicated phenomena

of Nature; truth, in reducing them to certain laws. This is the great privi-



lege oi" mankind. Stones, plants, animals, obey unconsciously the laws

of nature, but they neither understand them nor make them. Man alone,

of all created things on this earth, though also subject to the same physical

laws, has been endowed with the privilege of investigating and appreciat-

ing the laws of nature, and of applying them to his own life. But as all

nature is a unit in design and effect, and as the smallest and the largest

things in the universe are connected by an endless chain of cause and effect,

there is nothing too small or too large for our investigation, and the scientific

man who, with the highest microscopic power, examines the invisible

spores of a despised fungus, accomplishes as much for truth as the explorer

of celestial bodies. Every new discovery will eventually evoke others.

Such splendid discoveries as the application of steam power or electricity

did not spring from the intellect of one man, like Minerva from the head of

Jupiter, but resulted really from the labor of thousands of scientific men who
had worked up physical science to such a degree of certainty that the new link

could be added. Natural sciences'cover, now-a-days, such a large field that

nobody can longer overlook its whole extent, and nobody can work these

exclusively for himself. Division of labor has therefore been introduced by
common consent, and one works for the other, and all for one purpose,

for the unity of nature. The younger members of our Academy may learn

from that how desirable it is to devote themselves to some special study in

the wide domain of natural science. Every one is thus enabled to add a

few grains to the mass of knowledge, accumulated for thousands of years

by the highest intellects of all nations. No object in nature is too trifling

for observation, and nobody can determine in advance its importance in

the chain of nature. Let every one, therefore, pursue some special favorite

object of study. If some special advantage to mankind is attained by it, so

much the better; if not, every increase in knowledge and enlargement of our

views is sufficient reward.

The following gentlemen were elected officers of the Academy
for the ensuing year :

President—George Engelmann, M.D.
1st Vice President—A. VVislizenus, M.D.
2d Vice-President—Isaiah Forbes, D.D.S.

Corresponding- Secretary—Charles E. Briggs, M.D.
Recording- Secretary—Spencer Smith.

Treasurer—Dr. Enno Sander.



yanuary 17, 1870.

The President in the chair.

Eight members present.

Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

Dr. Forbes presented to the Academy a copy of the "Dic-

tionnaire Francaise, Illustrc par B. D. de Vosepierre," in 2 vols,

quarto.

Dr. Engelmann exhibited some photographs and drawings

from the vicinity of Naples, comparing the present state of the

Temple at Pozzuoli and of Mt. Vesuvius with their condition

when visited by him some ten years ago.

Mr. John J. Bailey was elected an associate member, and also

Librarian of the Academy.

February 7, 1870.

The President in the chair.

Eight members present.

Prof. Leidy's work "On the Extinct Mammalian Fauna of

Dakota and Nebraska," lately received, was laid upon the table.

Dr. I. Forbes, from the Auditing Committee, reported that the

committee had examined the accounts of the Treasurer for 1869,

and found them correct, and the report was approved.

On motion of Dr. E. Sander, a special committee, consisting of

Drs. Forbes and .Sander, and Mr. Bailey, was appointed to confer

with the Board of Public Schools with a view to securing a room
for the Cabinet of the Academy.

Messrs. H. Morgan, J. E. Kimball, and W. D. Butler, were

elected associate members.

February 21, 1870.

The President in the chair.

Seven members present.

Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

Dr. Wislizenus presented a Biographical Sketch (in pamphlet)

of the late Dr. Benjamin F. Shumard, by L. P. Yandell, M.D.



Dr. Wislizenus presented for the Museum a molar tooth of

Elephas primigenius, which had been sent to him from Montana

Territory by Mr. Auguste Steitz, of Helena, Montana.

Mr. Spencer Smith sent in his resignation of the office of

Recording Secretary, on account of continued ill-health.

Dr. Charles Lips and Messrs. Lipmann and C. F. Cuno were

elected associate members.

F. L. Yoakum, M.D., of Larissa, Cherokee County, Texas,

was elected a corresponding member.

March 7, 1870.

The President in the chair.

Four members present.

Dr. Engelmann presented the report of the United States Naval

Observatory on the recent total eclipse of the sun. He announced

also the receipt of a package of plants for the Herbarium, from

Prof. Paul Reinch, of Zweibriiken, in Rhenish Bavaria.

Dr. John Green was elected Recording Secretary in place of

Mr. Spencer Smith, resigned.

March 21, 1870.

Dr. Wislizenus, Vice-President, in the chair.

Eleven members present.

The Corresponding Secretary made his report of correspond-

ence and exchanges received.

Dr. Bollman, Dr. Whittaker of the British Army, and Prof.

W. J. Davis, of St. Petersburg, Russia, were present as visitors.

Prof. Davis, upon invitation, favored the Academy with an in-

teresting address.



April 4, 1870.

The President in the chair.

Eight members present.

Dr. Forbes, from the Special Committee, reported progress in

the negotiations for a room for the Cabinet in the Polytechnic

building, and received instructions to complete an arrangement.

Mr. James Duross was elected an associate member.

April 18, 1870.

Vice-President Forbes in the chair.

Five members present.

Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

May 2, 1870.

The President in the chair.

Eight members present.

On motion of Dr. Forbes, a committee consisting of Hon. S.

Reber and Drs. Forbes, Sander and Engelmann, was appointed

to memoralize the Governor of the State with a view to securing

the completion by Prof. G. C. Swallow of his Geological Survey

of Missouri.

Mr. John Gillespie was elected an associate member.

May 16, 1870.

The President in the chair.

Eight members present.

Exchanges received and laid upon the table.

On motion, a committee consisting of Dr. Wislizenus, Mr.

Malinckrodt, and Dr. Curtmann, was appointed to procure data

and report upon the Artesian Well at the County Asylum for the

Insane.



fune 6, 1870.

The President in the chair.

Six members present.

Dr. Wislizenus announced the sudden death, at Salt Lake City,

Utah, on the 4th ofJune last, of our associate member, Mr. Spen-

cer Smith, one of the oldest and most active members of the So-

ciety ; whereupon resolutions commemorative of the deceased were

adopted as follows :

" That by the unexpected decease of Prof. Spencer Smith the

Academy has lost one of its oldest and worthiest associates, a man
of high intellectual attainments, a true devotee to science for

science's sake, a zealous explorer after truth in natural philosophy

and natural sciences.

" That by his services as our Secretary for many years, and by

his unremitting attention to the interests of the Society, our de-

parted friend has well earned the grateful remembrance of the

Academy, and that his loss will be long felt in our midst.

" That his long and successful activity in this city, his devotion

to the rational pursuits of life, his strict integrity and righteous

character, have justly entitled him to the deep regrets of a large

number of friends who deplore that his useful career has been cut

off too soon.

" That as a last tribute to his merits we will follow his earthly

remains to their last resting place, and communicate these resolu-

tions to his family as expressions of sympathy with their sad be-

reavement."

Dr. G. H. E. Baumgarten donated to the library a collection of

books, partly from the library of his late father, Dr. F. E. Baum-

garten, and partly from his own, being two quartos, fourteen bound

octavos, and twelve pamphlets.

Dr. John Green exhibited a mould fungus {Aspergillus) taken

from the external auditory meatus of a man ; it had set up a mod-

erate degree of inflammation of the dermis of the meatus and of

the i7iembrana tympani.

jfune 20, 1870.

The President in the chair.

Five members present.

Lieut. Clifford presented for the museum some specimens of



Trilobites from the Grafton quarries on the Mississppi, below the

mouth of the Illinois river, and minerals from the St. Louis Lime-

stone.

Prof. William Eimbeck was elected an associate member.

August I, 1870.

The President in the chair.

Six members present.

Resolutions reported by Dr. C. E. Briggs, commemorative of

the late Prof. Charles A. Pope, M.D., of St. Louis, one of the

founders, and most active members, and most liberal patrons of

the Academy, who died in Paris, France, on the 5th of July,

1870, were unanimously adopted.

A communication was received through Dr. A. Wislizenus,

embracing a paper, entitled " The Pleasures of Science," by the

late Prof. Spencer Smith, which was read, and referred to the

Committee on Publication, to be published at their discretion in

the Transactions.

November 7, 1870.

The President in the chair.

Seven members present.

Mr. Auguste Steitz exhibited a fine specimen of the last lower

molar tooth of the left side of Elephas firimigeniiis, found forty

feet below the surface, near the Missouri River and within one

mile of Helena Montana, in excavating for gold mining works,

lying above the gold-bearing quartz. Me observed that many

teeth and tusks had been found, but the tusks crumbled as they

dried. Full skeletons doubtless existed in the same bed, but they

had not been dug up, because they crumbled to pieces. Another

tooth from the same locality had been presented to the Academy
on the 2 1 st of February last.

Dr. Engelmann exhibited the fruit of Philodendron pertusum,

from Mr. Shaw's Botanical Garden. It was the fruit of an aroid

climbing plant, with large palmate and perforated leaves. The

fruit was about ten or twelve inches long, and two and a half

inches in diameter, edible, and of a taste and odor which sug-

gested that of the pine-apple.



November 21, 1870.

The President in the chair.

Four members present.

Publications received were laid upon the table by the Corres-

ponding Secretary.

Lieut. Clifford exhibited several specimens of minerals (topaz,

sulphuret of nickel, and fluor in cubic crystals), some fossils from

the Lami-street sewer excavations at St. Louis, and moss agates

from the vicinity of Fort Laramie, and a silicious cast of a shell.

Dr. Engelmann exhibited the large pods of Canavalia raised by

him from seeds from Sonora, originally from the East Indies, not

maturing in this climate, edible, and of a bean-like taste.

Mr. G. C. Broadhead communicated the following paper on the

Mineralogy of Cole County, Missouri

:

GENERAL GEOLOGY.

In the northern portion of the county is a limestone area of Carboni-

ferous and Devonian rocks. But the greater part of the county includes

formations in which most of the rich mineral deposits of Missouri are

found. I mean the Magnesian Limestone series of the Missouri Geologi-

cal Reports.

In Cole County we have the 2nd magnesian limestone, 2d sandstone,

and 3d magnesian limestone. The base of the 2d magnesian limestone, as

observed, occupies the tops of hills and the bluffs from Jefferson City to

the south-west corner of Cole County, appearing low down, near the river,

atJefferson City, and rising rapidly to the tops of the hills within two miles.

The 2d sandstone crops out alongthe Moreau and Osage, and the3d mag-

nesian limestone forms the main bluffs of the latter stream.

LEAD MINES.

The lead mines of Cole County occur in the lower beds of the 2d

magnesian limestone, and include various deposits on South Moreau,

Fowler's mines and Clark and Eaton's mines.

Clark and Eaton's Mines.—1 hese mines lie due south of Hickory Hill,

on the waters of Little Tavern Creek. The country around is hilly, the

hills rising above the valleys from 200 to 300 feet, by long slopes, over

which are scattered stunted oaks and prairie grass. Half-way down the

hilMdes the rough cellular beds of 2d magnesian limestone crop out; in

this rock occur a few univalve shells.

The ore at the*e mines is pure galena (sulphuret of lead) associated

with a gangue of heavy spar (sulphate of Baryta), calc spar, and magne-
sian limestone. Associated with the lead and gangue rocks are beautiful

"crystallized forms of iron ore, of the brown hematite variety, not occur-

ing in sufficient quantity for economical purposes, but forming beautiful

cabinet specimens.



We here also find minute quantities of blue and green carbonate of

copper disseminated through the limestone and spar, and sometimes in-

crusting the lead, often forming very pretty cabinet specimens. Sidpku-

ret of Copper is also found.

Fine crystals of sulphate of Baryta and Dogtooth spar are quite

abundant at these mines. The carbonate of lime when broken in thin

plates along the planes of crystalization exhibits a beautiful double re-

fractive power.

The lead ore occurs in pockets and layers disseminated through the

gangue rocks, and from appearances a good deal of mining has been

done. From information obtained, I believe the mines well worth work-

ing. They have paid well. The ground lies well for drainage, the only

thing necessary is an expenditure of capital to place the mines in good
working order. The owners will then be fully remunerated.

At Fowler's mines I noticed lead, zinc and heavy spar, the latter in

very clear amber colored crystals, also in blue lamellar forms.

The above is only a partial report of observations made at different

times in Cole County.

December 5, 1870.

The President in the chair.

Seven members present.

Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

Dr. Wislizenus read a letter, giving descriptions of certain spe-

cimens of Indian pottery found in Perry County, Mo.
Dr. Wislizenus also noticed the gale blowing to-day (Dec. 5),

which had been preceded by a marked change in the atmospheric

electricity. About 3 o'clock P.M., yesterday, the electrical

manifestations (which had been constantly positive) totally dis-

appeared for twenty-four hours, reappearing only at 6 o'clock

P.M. of to-day (again positive). The barometer showed no

change until last night, when it fell as usually observed in such

storms.

Mr. Regis Chauvenet was elected an associate member.

"January 16, 1871.

The President in the chair.

Seventeen members present.

Dr. A. Wislizenus communicated his annual report of Meteor-

ology and Atmospheric Electricity for the year 1S70, illustrated

by diagrams, of which the following is an abstract

:



YEARLT REPORT OF ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY,
TEMPERATURE, AND HUMIDITY, FROM OBSERVATIONS MADE
AT ST. LOUIS, MO.

By A. Wislizenus, M.D.

I.

—

Monthly Mean of Positive Atmospheric Electricity in 1S61-1S70,

based on daily observations at 6, 9, 12, 3, 6, and 9 o'clock, from morning

till night.
ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY.

Year.



$— Yearly Mean of Positive Electricity, of Temperature, and of Rela-

tive Humidity of the atmosphere at the hours of 6, 9, 12, 3, 6 and 9,

from morning till night, based upon daily observations at those hours

in 1 86 1— 1870.

ELECTRICITY.

TEMPERATURE.

YEAR.



The President, George Engelmann, M.D., delivered his

annual address as follows:

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT.

Gentlemen :—Our constitution requires me to lay before you a can-

did exposition of the condition of our Academy at the present time, and,

should it prove to be not as favorable and as nattering as we fondly hoped

when, fifteen years ago, we laid its foundation, to probe the causes of

the unsuccess and to propose remedial action.

The history of this Academy is that of many similar institutions.

Begun with a great deal of zeal (in the commencement of the year 1S56),

members were numerous and full of good cheer and promise; the meet-

ings were well attended, scientific papers were read, discussions followed,

and in the succeeding year, 1857, tne ^ rst number of our Transactions

could be published. A Museum and a Library were founded, partly by
the liberal contributions of some members, partly by the donation of the

old stock of a similar institution, the " Western Academy of Natural Sci-

ence," which preceded our Academy full twenty years (1S36), in the then

small town of St. Louis.

To the first number succeeded a second, third and fourth number of our

Transactions, which together made a fine volume of valuable scientific

matter, the greater part of it original additions to different branches of

learning, and illustrated by 21 plates, and completed in the year i860.

These publications attracted the attention of the scientific world, and
brought us the most liberal exchanges from nearly all the learned socie-

ties in America and in Europe, and in fact the whole civilized world.

Through these exchanges we have amassed a Library of great value,

which money could not buy. The Library fortunately has escaped de-

struction by the fire of May, 1869, which swept off our large and valuable

Museum.
We have continued to publish our Transactions, and have been able to

issue a second volume, in three numbers, from 1S63 to 186S, not inferior

to the first in scientific value.

Those who take an active interest in our doings know how these

volumes are made up. and how they are published. None of the con-
tributors (nor any of the members of the Academy) are men who are so

situated that they could make the pursuit of science the object of their

lives. All of them had their profession or their business to attend to, and
had to labor, as the trite saying is, for their bread; few leisure hours only
could they devote to that labor of love, their purely scientific studies.

And the results of these labors 'were given to the world by the aid of the
small annual contributions of the members, and by such subscriptions as

the more liberal among them, at times of necessity, chose to make.
We were happy to have with us as the scientific staff of our Academy,

enlivening our meetings and furnishing the most valued contributions to

our Transactions, men like Prout, like Shumard, like Seyfarth, whose
names and whose papers told for us in the world of science, not to speak



of a dozen others who worthily united with them. But some are dead,

others have removed from here, and few remain to keep to the work, and

(this is the greatest difficulty we labor under) scarcely any have come to St.

Louis to step into their places, and, worse still, no new generation grows up

to take up the work when the pioneers of this Academy will have departed.

We fortunately never had to pay rent for a hall to meet in, else we
could not have gone on at all. Over ten years, Dr. Chas. A. Pope, and

through him Col. O'Fallon, both now deceased, furnished us, in the build-

ing of the Medical College on Myrtle Street, a hall of meeting, a Library

room, and a large hall for our Museum. This liberal grant was continued

by Prof. Hodgen when he succeeded in the possession of the building,

until its destruction by fire. Since then the Board of Public Schools, with

whom we had been long before in treaty, afforded us a temporary abode, the

place of meeting we now occupy, in this Polytechnic building, and gave

room to our books in the great library hall of the Public Schools, where

our volumes are now put up with, but separately from, the School Library.

A Museum hall we have not as yet been able to obtain from the Board,

though hopes are held out. The consequence is that specimens flow in

slowly, and that they have to be kept in private hands of members until

they can be put up publicly.

There are drawbacks that money could remedy. Money could build

up a Library, money can build up a Museum, money can, by paying com-

petent curators, keep it in proper condition, and make it a means of in-

struction and an ornament to the city. And money may, if properly

applied for, be obtained in so rich a city as St. Louis, where a kindred

institution, the Mercantile Library Association, has just celebrated its

25th anniversary with the most glowing prospects of future and increased

success.

But what money cannot do is to get us men of science, men who are

willing to devote their labors, at least that of their leisure hours, to the

building up of such an Academy as we had in view fifteen years ago, and

still have in view, though the vista may now be more distant, though suc-

cess may seem to be less easily attainable, may to some doubtless even

appear to be impossible in this city of St. Louis.

If we compare similar institutions of learning, we find in Europe that

the}- are mostly organized and kept up by governments; in this country,

those that flourish are certainly supported by cultivated public spirit, and,

through this spirit, by liberal private aid. The size of a city, the riches

of a community alone, could not do it, else splendid New York would
have the most magnificent institution of the kind. But quiet Philadel-

phia has one paramount to any in this country, with a Museum superior

in some points to any in the world. Sober Boston has an Academy
only secondary in rank to that of the last named city, not to forget the

treasures of its neighboring Cambridge. Then there are numerous east-

ern cities and western ones too, not to speak of the struggling California

Academy or the new one of Kansas, boldly stepping forth on the scarcely

broken soil of the prairie.



In the series of our Transactions we have certainly an important bond

with the scientific world. But San Francisco threatens to come up with

us, and Chicago has by its splendid volumes far surpassed us.

Our meetings during the past year have been regular; but few mem-

bers, only half a dozen perhaps, usually bring their scientific contribu-

tions to our mart. Few papers have been read, and scarcely any material

has been furnished for the commencement of a third volume of our

Transactions; but though no number has been published since 1S6S, our

exchanges come iu regularly and with the true liberality of science.

Many new members have joined us during the year, but most of these

do give us only their passive countenance, and but few of them meet with

us in our semi-monthly exercises.

We are, as has been stated, at this hall provisionally allowed us by the

Board of Public Schools free of charge. Our exchequer is empty, but

we may say that our finances are in a fair condition, as for the first time

in many years we are now free of debt, our Treasurer having paid the last

instalment due the "Missouri Republican" office, for the printing of

the last number of our Transactions, after a liberal deduction had been

allowed.

The number of associate members amounts now to 72, who pay their

instalments.

This is the present status of our Academy. You must perceive that

without some essential change it will cease to live, and these present

members who continue their scientific labors will become connected with

the institutions of other cities and the results of their studies will redound

to the credit of other places.

As a means to revive our Academy, it seems to be absolutely necessary

to revive the interest of the public in its existence and its doings ; to con-

vince them that such an institution is as much the means to promote high-

er culture as it is the proof of the existence of such culture among us, and

that it is an ornament to our city. It is further necessary to draw to us

all such active forces as may exist among our population—and this is the

great and most important point : to make an effort to influence the educa-

tion of the growing generation so as to imbue them with a greater love for

science, and in particular for natural sciences, than has hitherto been ex-

perienced, so as to raise up among them zealous and active workers in

the great field.

Is it not strange that most of us, living as it were almost on the bor-

ders of civilization, surrounded by the vestiges of a grand and imposing

nature, should so little care for the external objects which really influence

our welfare and our very existence, for their laws of development and

being, and their bearings on innumerable practical questions.

Much more might be said on the value of education in these branches,

hitherto with us almost entirely neglected, and of its importance in the

culture of the mind paramount to that in the classics, and its importance

equally great in practical points of view.

Leaving this subject now, I close by recommending you to elect a set
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of officers, who, with a popularity equal to their zeal and scientific stand-

ing, will be able to interest our citizens in the promotion of our unselfish

objects more than the present officers were able to do, and for yourselves

regularly to attend our gatherings, and each of you to try and bring his

share to heighten the scientific interest of these meetings.

The Corresponding Secretary and Treasurer presented their

annual reports, and the accounts of the Treasurer were referred to

an auditing committee.

The annual election of officers of the Academy resulted in the

choice of the following :

President—John B. Johnson, M.D.
\st Vice-President~~Louis Charles Boisliniere, M.D.
2d Vice-President—Edwin Harrison, S.B.

Corresponding Secretary—Hon. Samuel Reber.

Recording Secretary—Charles V. Riley.

Treasurer—Dr. Enno Sander.

Librarian—J. J. Bailey.

February 6, 1871.

Dr. J. B.Johnson, President, in the chair.

Ten members present.

The Corresponding Secretary reported his correspondence and

exchanges.

Dr. Briggs, from the Auditing Committee, reported that the

Committee had examined the accounts of the Treasurer and found

them correct.

The President appointed Dr. George Engelmann chairman of

the Committee on Publication.

Dr. E. Sander read a letter from a correspondent announcing

the discovery of a skeleton of a Mastodon in the State of Missis-

sippi.

Di. Engelmann presented a fragment of shell rock (coquina)

from St. Augustine, Florida. It was a recent conglomerate of

shells with some corals loosely cemented, and could be easily

worked with a saw or hatchet. He exhibited, also, a specimen

of white printing paper, of good quality, made from the fibre of

AbutHon Avicennce, a common barn-yard weed of the family of

Malvaceae, perfectly naturalized in this country, from Asia via

Southern Europe, but not as completely naturalized in Europe as

here.
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February 20, 187 1.

The President in the chair.

Eleven members present.

The Committee on Publication reported, through their chair-

man, that there was not a sufficient number of papers in their

hands to make a new number of the Transactions.

Books were donated as follows :

By Mr. Aug. Steitz, "Mining Statistics West of the Rocky

Mountains for 1870."

By Mr. C. V. Riley, " The American Entomologist," Vols. I.

and II., and " Annual Report on the Noxious, Beneficial and

other Insects of the State of Missouri."

By Mr. Bailey, a Catalogue of the Public School Library, in-

cluding a Catalogue of the Library of the Academy of Science.

Mr. Steitz exhibited some specimens of gold nuggets and

crystals from Montana.

Mr. Richard Hayes read a paper on " Earthquakes, their

Causes and Periodicity," which was referred to the Committee

on Publication.

Dr. Engelmann remarked that in nature many changes are

going on before our eyes, which are due to the growth of

innumerable microscopic fungi, though at one time ascribed

to chemical change. It was interesting to observe how the

knowledge of these facts had gradually increased during the

last thirty years, for, in the works of chemistry of forty

years ago, a body was described under the name offerment, and

its chemical properties considered, and it was then looked upon

as an unaccountable and mysterious thing. They knew then that

beer when filtered would not ferment, but could not tell why. We
now know that it is because the fungus is kept out. Alcohol, or

freezing, also destroys the fungus and produces the same effect.

No fungus can grow in substances which do not contain nitrogen.

The raising of bread is not due to the fungus, but to the carbonic

acid produced by the fungus. These fungi are very minute vesi-

cular bodies, and their true botanical nature was only recently

discovered. He described the two modes of propagation, by bud

and by sexual organs. The yeast fungus is only known to prop-

agate in the first manner. He stated that the fungi found in de-

caying organisms were the cause of the decay.
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Mr. C. V. Riley admitted that such was the general belief

among botanists and mycologists, but cited some instances of rot

in fruits and vegetables which led him to believe that fungi were

sometimes the effect instead of the cause of the rot.

Dr. J. B. Johnson questioned whether they might not be the

effect rather than the cause, just as certain fungi are known to

follow the injuries caused by the itch mite (Acarus scabiei), on

the human subject.

Mr. H. T. Maree de Beauregard, of St. Louis ; A. Hager*

State Geologist, and H. N. Spencer, M.D., of St. Louis, were

elected associate members.

March 6, 187 1.

The President in the chair.

Eight members present.

Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

Dr. Engelmann exhibited three specimens of the Abutilon

Avicennce (Indian Mallow), the common weed which is coming

into use for paper-making, as stated at a former meeting. They
differed but slightly—one being from St. Louis County, one from

the south of France, and one from Italy.

Mr. C. V. Riley asked if Dr. Engelmann had any explanation

of the fact, that so many of our commonest plants and weeds

were introduced from abroad, and had become naturalized here,

while so few of our plants had become naturalized in Europe.

He had shown in his second report that no le^s than 233 distinct

species, excluding from consideration all cryptograms, all doubt-

ful cases, and all cases where the same plant is supposed to be

indigenous on both sides of the Atlantic, had been introduced

into this country from Europe, and that no less than forty-three

were most pernicious weeds.

In insects, the same facts obtained ; for while dozens of our

more injurious species are of European origin, but two or three

American species had ever become greatly multiplied there.

Dr. Engelmann thought that no theory was necessary, as such

a state of things was to be explained by the fact that some plants

are more vigorous than others. He was also disinclined to be-

lieve that there was such a contrast.
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Mr. Riley undertook to account for it on the Darwinian

theory, that from the greater competition and struggle for exist-

ence that had gone on in Europe under the civilized conditions

of man, their species were, many of them, better able to thrive

under similar conditions here than our own indigenous species.

Dr. Engelmann feared such theories would lead us astray.

Dr. Wislizenus attributed the greatest increase of European

plants when introduced into this country to the fact they had

more room here than in their native soil.

Dr. Engelmann exhibited cones and bunches of Pinus jlexilis

from Montana, first discovered by Dr. James of Long's Expedi-

tion in 1820. The seeds were used as food by the Indians.

Messrs. Wm. N. Symington, John H. Tice, and S. A. Bailey,

were elected associate members.

March 20, 1871.

Vice-President, Dr. Boisliniere, in the chair.

Thirteen members present.

Publications and letters received were reported by the Corres-

ponding Secretary.

A letter from Mr. Charles Becke, of Ems, Austria, asking for

an exchange of botanical specimens, was referred to Dr. Engel-

mann for an answer.

A paper from Dr. A. Hager, of Fort Snelling, Minn., was
read, entitled " Tables for Reducing Barometrical Observations

to the Freezing Point," and referred to the Committee on Publi-

cation.

Dr. Engelmann exhibited ears of common corn, which con-

tained some grains of sugar-corn, though none such had grown
in the neighborhood of the stalk. There had been sugar-corn,

however, in the vicinity of the corn from which the seed was
taken, and it was presumable that the impregnation had taken

place in the mother plant.

Specimens of cinnabar ore from the New Almaden Mines of

Santa Clara County, California, wei-e exhibited by Dr. Briggs.

Messrs. A. J. Conant and Daniel P. Potter, and Alexander J.
P. Garesche, Esq., were elected associate members.
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April 3, 187 1.

The President in the chair.

Fifteen members present.

Mr. C. C. Whittelsey mentioned the deposit, by a storm

(which occurred on the 15th of March) in various parts of Ohio,

of large quantities of a yellow substance which was generally

supposed to be sulphur. He suggested that it was the pollen of

some tree.

Dr. Engelmann remarked that it was the pollen of some species

of Pine, most probably of the long-leaved Pine, as that was the

only species he could think of which was in bloom at the time.

This Pine occurs abundantly in Alabama, Mississippi, and

also on Red River, and the pollen is often transported at this

season by storms coming from those regions. He illustrated on

the blackboard the singular form of this pollen, which could

always be distinguished from the pollen of ordinary deciduous

trees by being trilobed, instead of, more or less, spheroid.

The lateral lobes seem to constitute air cells, which assist in

floating the pollen through the atmosphere. It also contained

oily particles, and burned when ignited, so that the popular idea

of its being sulphur was a very natural one.

Mr. Edwin Harrison observed, that while in the Rocky Moun-

tains last summer he had noticed, about the 8th of July, portions

of a lake covered with what he at first took to be sawdust, but on

closer inspection it proved to be pollen.

Dr. Spencer had seen pollen fall in New Orleans.

Dr. Wislizenus ^ave an account of the researches of Prof. Ehr-

enberg, of Berliu, who made a special study of the deposits

of storms, and hoped that members would send the Professor

samples of pollen and other materials known to be so deposited.

Mr. C. V. Riley called attention to the subject of Mimicry and

protective resemblances in animals, and especially in insects. He
instanced more particularly the mimicry by an otherwise defence-

less butterfly, of one whose great numbers and wide distribution

indicate that it enjoys peculiar advantages. He illustrated the

only such case known in North America, namely, the imitation

of Danais archippus by Li?nenitis di'sippus, exhibiting speci-

mens of the insects, and showing that the protection afforded to

the disippus by this mimicry enabled it to multiply and become
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much more numerous than its congener, Limenitis zersu/a, the

only other species of the genus in the Mississippi Valley. He
ventured to account for this imitation on the theory of Natural

Selection, as expounded by Darwin.

Mr. C. C. VVhittelsey believed the only way to account for such

phenomena was to attribute them to design. There was but

one force in the universe, and that is will—human will and de-

sign, or Divine will and design.

April 17, 1871.

The President in the chair.

Twenty members present.

A note was received from the Corresponding Secretary, saying

he was too ill to attend the meeting, and had deposited the pub-

lications received in the Library.

Mr. C. V. Riley, State Entomologist, presented a copy of his

" Third Annual Report on the Noxious, Beneficial and other

Insects of the State of Missouri "

Dr. W. M. McPheeters mentioned a singular freak of elec-

tricity, by which a tree was shattered from below, and lifted out

of the ground, leaving a large hole. It seemed to show that

electricity rushed from below upward as well as from above

downward.

It was observed by Drs. Engelmann and Wislizenus that the

case could be thus accounted for, and that, though exceptional,

there were other authenticated instances of the kind on record.

Mr. Richard Hayes believed that upward electricity was more

common than was generally supposed. He had himself seen

lightning going up from a pine tree.

Dr. Engelmann remarked that some trees attract lightning

more than others, and among them was the oak.

Mr. Edwin Harrison mentioned a curious case where the

lightning struck a rick, wet at top, and, making a hole through it

as large as a man's fist, continued its course for some distance

under ground.

Dr. Wislizenus cited a case where a house was enveloped for a

moment in flames, both inside and outside. The inmates thought

it came from below, but it was afterward traced from above.
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Mr. John H. Tice accounted for the case mentioned by Dr.

McPheeters by supposing there was water near or in the tree.

Dr. S. G. Moses exhibited a tooth of Elephas primigenius

from Sulphur Springs, El Paso, New Mexico.

Dr. Engelmann remarked upon the earliness of seasons, that

since 1S33, we have had here two springs earlier than the pres-

ent, and several almost as early. The mean temperature of

March and April, during that time, was 50 . The earliest season

occurred in 1842, though the springs of 1834, 1S42, 1S51, i860,

and 1 87 1, may be called unusually early seasons. At first, the

present season bid fair to be earlier than that of 1842, but the

severe drouth has rendered it at present later. He had noticed

the flowering of some of the more common trees in the order of

their earliness, viz: soft maple, elm, peach, sweet cherry, plum,

then pear about the same time, apple, quince, and lastly, lo-

cust or acacia. On the 23d of April, 1834, a severe frost de-

stroyed all the young fruit and foliage of orchard and forest, and

we have since that time had two instances of late frosts in May.

Dr. Wislizenus mentioned another peculiarity of the present

season, namely : its storminess as well as its lack of rain. Rain

guage so far, i| inches ; in ordinary s< *.:»^ns it is 8.29 inches.

Mr. D. T. Snyder was elected an associate member.

May 1, 187 1.

Dr. Boisliniere, Vice-President, in the chair.

Thirteen members present.

Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

Dr. Wislizenus gave a summary of his Meteorological Obser-

vations for March and April : Mean temperature for March,

53.03 ; average for 30 years, 44.4 . Mean temperature for

April, 61.

2

; average for 30 years, 56.1°. Rainfall in March,

1. 21 inches ; average for 30 years, 3.81 inches ; in April, .3 of an

inch ; average, 3.96 inches.

During the frost on the morning of the 22d of April, he had

noticed a difference of 13 in a difference of elevation of 100 feet.

Dr. Engelmann remarked that the black locust tree was in full

bloom. In thirty-eight years, only one instance had occurred
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-when this tree had bloomed in April at St. Louis, and that was

in 1842, in which year the season was two weeks earlier than

this.

Dr. Wislizenus exhibited a larva which was found shining in a

cobweb after having been mutilated. Mr. Riley said it was the

larva of our commonest " fire-fly" {Photinus pyralis), and gave

an account of its transformations.

Mr. Judd presented a tooth of a Mastodon, found in Illinois.

Mr. E. F. Hobart was elected an associate member.

May 15, 1871.

Albert Todd, Esq., in the chair.

Publications received were laid upon the table.

Mr. C. V. Riley exhibited some silk- worm cocoons, spun by

worms fed upon the Osage Orange {Madura aurantiaca).

He had experimented with this plant, and had been quite success-

ful. The worms were exceedingly healthy, and the silk seemed

to be of fair quality. He also asked for the appointment of an-

other recording secretary, as he was about to leave for Europe.

Mr. Hayes was appointed.

Mr. Hayes stated that he had observed several shooting-stars

a about 9 o'clock on the evening of the 7th instant, and in a nar-

row space up to 1 1 o'clock he had counted nine, some of which

were quite brilliant, and one more so than the planet Venus. We
were now approaching the belt of shooting-stars, and from the

24th to the 26th of May quite a number might be expected to

be seen.

Dr. S. V. Summers was elected an associate member.

June 5, 1 87 1.

Vice-President Wislizenus in the chair.

Thirteen members present.

Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

Mr. Conant presented some Indian relics taken from a mound

at Grand Rapids, Michigan. Among them was a knife and

several needles made of copper, and a small, round, stone-shaped
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piece of copper, the use of which he did not know. He had seen

a stone pipe from the same mounds, of beautiful workmanship,

and bluish-gray in color, not red as usual. He remarked that

articles of copper had been found in Mexico which the form of

crystalization proved to have been brought originally from the

copper mines of Lake Superior.

Dr. Wislizenus reported the mean temperature for May at

68.9 , the usual average being 66.3 . Highest, 95 ; lowest, 40.5 .

Rainfall, 3.01 inches, the usual average being 4.94 inches.

Messrs. William Twining and J. B. Merwin were elected asso-

ciate members.

Julyz, 1871.

The President in the chair.

Foreign exchanges received through the Smithsonian Institu-

tion were laid upon the table, and a letter from the Institution of

Archives, Florence, Italy, asking for an exchange of publications,

was appropriately referred.

Dr. Engelmann presented a specimen of coal from Colorado

Territory. This coal had been found in several places on the

eastern base of the Rocky Mountains. He stated that it had

proved, upon examination, to be entirely destitute of bitumen,

and could not be used in the manufacture of gas, though it was

useful for fuel under locomotives and for other purposes. He

was of the opinion that it belonged to a much later period than

the other coals of the United States, probably the Cretaceous. It

had been found in large masses in many localities.

In answer to inquiries by the President, Dr. Engelmann stated

that the large trees of Calaveras County, California, belonged to

the order of coniferous trees, of which the common cypress, juni-

per, &c, were species. They bore close relations to fossil speci-

mens found in the Tertiary formations, not only in this country,

but in Europe, confirming the already well-established fact of

the similarity of the vegetation of the Tertiary period on the two

continents. The age of these great trees had been overrated.

One of the largest felled had about 1,200 rings, so that the age

was 1,zoo years. The impression had gone abroad that no

young trees of this species were ever found, but this was a mis-
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take. As in other forests, it was after the old trees had fallen

down that there was room for the young ones to spring up. A
second species of this Californian genus, the redwood, attained

the size of twenty or twenty-five feet in diameter, and is very

important timber. Our ordinary forest-trees are probably very

few of them over two hundred years old.

Dr. J. B.Johnson said he had examined the immense trees of

Calaveras County. After visiting them two or three times they

begin to grow upon you. He rode into the hollow of one a dis-

tance of ninety feet.

Dr. Johnson mentioned the snow-plant or blood-flesh flower.

It was very peculiar in its character, and no one had been able

to propagate it. It has no green leaves. Placed in a box, it will

remain vigorous two or three weeks and then perish.

Dr. Engelmann explained the impossibility of cultivating this

plant, the Sarcodes, from its being a parasite ; we have similar

parasites, but of a wax color, in our woods, the most common
and striking of which is Alonotropa unijlora.

October 2, 187 1.

The President in the chair.

Ten members present.

The Corresponding Secretary reported that the exchanges re-

ceived had been deposited in the Library.

A communication from Dr. T. A. Cheney, of Leon, Cata-

raugus County, New York, dated September 18, 1S71, relating

to the recent discovery of Mastodon remains at Jamestown, New
York, and asking for missing numbers of the Transactions of the

Academy for the Georgic Library under his charge, was referred

to Dr. Wislizenus with instructions to return the proper answer.
Mr. C. C. Whittelsey informed the Academy that a large num-

ber of geological specimens and fossils belonging to the Museum
were to be found at the Washington University, and that he had
in his possession a large meteorite, also saved from the fire ; and
Prof. Hager was appointed to take charge of them.

Dr. Engelmann noticed the rnetereological characteristics of
the past summer

:
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The past season has proved an extraordinary one in a meteorological
aspect. After a very dry summer last year, the autumnal and winter
months brought us nearly an average quantity of rain, but from the be-
ginning of March to October 2 the drought in this neighborhood has been
unprecedented, at least within the period of his observations,which extend-

ed over 33 years. In every month since then less rain has fallen than the

average, and in two months, April and September, less than ever observed
before during the same time; and usually, when in other seasons there

was less rain in one month, the quantity that fell in the preceding or suc-

ceeding months to some extent made up for the deficiency. But this year

we have had seven months with only two of them, May and August, with
a bare sufficiency, the other five with an absolute scarcity of rain. The
following table will show this to be the case

:

Average quantity of rain. Quantity in 1871. Proportion.

March - 3.81 inches. 1.14 inches. 1-3

April 3.96 " 0.25 " 1-16
May 4.94 " 3.40 " 2-3

June 5.66 " 2.S7 " 1-2

J uly 417 " i-H " 1-4

August 4.15 " 3.00 " 3-4
September 3.25 " 002 " 1-16

Thus the average quantity of rain in spring is 12.71, and in summer
13.98; while the quantity in the spring of 1871 was only 4.79, and in the

summer of 1871 only 7.01.

In thirty-three years we had only one spring, namely that of i860, which
approaches the past one. In that spring there was only five and a half

inches of rain, but it was followed by twelve and a half inches of rain in

summer. One summer, that of 1854, had less rain than the past, namely,

not quite six inches, but then the spring had over twenty-one inches of

rain. In the six months together we never before had less than eighteen

or twenty inches of rain in the dryest seasons, while this year the quantity

was not quite twelve inches.

The three autumnal months are usually dry here, the average fall of

rain amounting to nine and three-quarters inches, and observation shows

that a dry summer is commonly followed by a dry fall. The first autumnal

month, the past September, proves the rule for the present season, and it

is to be feared that the next two months will not change it.

The fear has been expressed that this region is growing dryer from year

to year, and that drouths will become the ordinary condition of our

country, and it is a fact that this neighborhood, at least, is dryer than it

used to be. Even without draining, ponds disappear, and lakes that used

to abound in fish and fowl have become cornfields. No doubt this state of

things depends more especially on the more general cultivation of the soil,

together with the felling of timber, but dry seasons have alternated with

wet ones for the last thirty years. In 1842 we had only 32 inches of rain, in

1853 not
<I
u 'te 31, and in i860 less than 30; while in 1S4S we had 65 inches;

in 1859, 61 inches, and in 1858 over 6S inches, which is the greatest quan-

tity since 1839, when my observations of the rainfall commenced. Since

1859 I have never thus far observed as much as 47 inches in one year.
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Another peculiar feature of the past spring and summer was their high

temperature, and, in consequence, the early development and maturity of

the vegetation. Every month from March to August was warmer than the

average of thirty-seven years, as the following indicates :

Warmer than Average.

Average. 1871. 1SU.

March 44-o° 49-5° 5-5°

April 56.1 60.4 43
May 66.2 67.2 1.0

Spring 55-4° 59-°° 3-6°

Tune 74-7° 78-S° 4-*°

July 79- 1 79- 2 - z

August 76 -7 7s-5 !-8

Summer 76-8° 7S.8 2.0

In the last thirty-seven years we have had three years in which the

spring was warmer, and four in which the summer temperature was higher

than in this year. In one of them—1860—the spring, as well as summer,

was warmer than this year.

The years of warmer springs were 1842, 1844, i860; warmer summers,

1838, 1854, 1858 and i860.

It must be remarked that the heat of the past summer was, nevertheless,

not excessive, the high average being produced rather by an absence of

great changes and occasional low temperatures.

September made an exception to the rule which had prevailed through

the spring and summer. The changes were considerable, and the mean

temperature of the month, 66.8°, was considerably lower than the average

of this month, 69. 2°.

Mr. J. R. Gage was elected an associate member.

October 16, 1871.

Dr. George Engelmann in the chair.

Eleven members present.

Publications received were laid upon the table.

Mr. C. V. Riley gave an abstract of a paper prepared for his

report, entitled "On the Cause of Deterioration in some of our

Native Grapevines, and the Reason why European Vines have

so generally failed in the Eastern half of the United States." He
showed that one of the principal causes of this deterioration and

failure was attributable to the workings of Phylloxera vastatrix

Planchon, a plant-louse, which formed galls on the leaves and
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knots on the roots ; but whose presence on the roots had not hith-

erto been suspected in this country. Also, that it is identical with

the grape-root insect which is causing so much alarm in the south

of France ; and that there is every reason to believe that it was

originally taken there from this country, where it is indigenous

on our wild vines.

November 6, 1871.

Dr. George Engelmann in the chair.

Fourteen members present.

The Corresponding Secretary submitted a communication from

the Board of St. Louis Public Schools, the nature of which is

explained by the following resolution of the Board :

" Resolved, That the Polytechnic Building Committee in con-

junction with the Architect and the Chairman of the Building

Committee be authorized to fit up the southeast corner room of

the fourth floor of the Polytechnic building with suitable cases for

the reception of the Mineral and Zoological Cabinet of the Acad-

emy of Science and the Public School Library, the expense of

said cases not to exceed $500."

On motion, this proposition of the Board was accepted, and

Messrs. Hager, Lips, Hayes, and Engelmann, were appointed a

committee to take charge of the matter in conference with the

Public School authorities.

Dr. Wislizenus exhibited a corn-cob, showing a very marked

fasciation. Dr. Engelmann said it was not uncommon in plant-

stems, as, for instance, in Ailanthus. In the common tomato and

coxcomb it occurs regularly and is propagated by seed.

Messrs. W. P. Heston and E. H. Currier were elected asso-

ciate members.

November 20, 187 1.

Albert Todd, Esq., in the chair.

Fifteen members present.

The committee appointed to confer with the School Board

Teported that they have received assurance from the Architect of

ithe Board that the cases would be provided at as an early a day
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as practicable and in accordance with the plan recommended by

the committee.

Mr. A. D. Hager presented in the name of Messrs. Belt &
Kive a valuable collection of minerals from this State, which had

been on exhibition at the recent fair.

Dr. Engelmann exhibited several Aroid plants grown in the

hot-house of Shaw's Botanical Garden. The Aroid is a tropical

family of plants, and in the tropics they grow to enormous dimen-

sions, and often have a climbing habit. The species which occur

in this latitude are several species of Arum or India turnip and

Acorus calamus, the well-known aromatic calamus root. A beau-

tifully variegated leaf of another Aroid of the same genus (Calla-

dium) was also shown.

On motion of Mr. Riley, the Corresponding Secretary was in-

structed officially to inform the Board of Public Schools of the

acceptance of their proposition in relation to the Cabinet, and

to returna them the thanks of the Academy.

Mr. Andrew A. Blair was elected an associate member.

December 4, 1871.

The President in the chair.

Nine members present.

Mr. Wm. N. Belt was elected an associate member.

December 18, 1871.

Dr. Engelmann in the chair.

Thirteen members present.

Dr. C. E. Briggs stated that in Brooklyn, N. Y., when the trees

were destroyed by the measuring-worm, they were replaced by

the Ailanthus, which succeeded admirably.

In answer 'O inquiries, Dr. Engelmann said he did not think

the Ailanthus was poisonous, though an unpleasant odor was

exhaled by the male flowers, and by the leaves when bruised.

Mr. C V. Riley said he had never been more favorably im-

pressed with the Ailanthus than while passing through the cities

of New York and Brooklyn last summer. It was wonderfully
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hardy, and the pistillate trees were really beautiful, without mate-

rial odor, and were more elegant in growth than the staminate

trees. It was very free from insects, only two species, viz. : a

brown worm, the larva of a pretty little moth, described and fig-

ured in his first annual report as CEta compter, and the imported

Japanese silk-worm (Attacus cynthta). He attributed the failure

of tree growth in the city of St. Louis, in a great measure, to

insect depredation, severe heat, drouth, smoke and gas.

Dr. Engelmann observed that while the Black Locusts all died,

the White Elm, Silver-leaf Maple, and Sycamore, seemed to

thrive well.

Dr. Curtman had noticed that the Osage Orange did well, and

was not affected by insects, and he thought it deserved more atten-

tion than it had received.

Dr. Engelmann gave an abstract of his observations on the

freezing of the Mississippi River at St. Louis ; it had been frozen

over 13 times in 40 years, and lour times two years in succession.

In the winter of 1845-6 it closed on the same day as this year, and

this was the earliest date. It had been closed, during his obser-

vation, six times in December, five times in January, and twice in

February. Longest time closed, about one month.

Mr. William Lucas was elected an associate member.

January 4, 1872.

Dr. L. C. Boisliniere, Vice-President, in the chair.

Twenty members present.

The Corresponding Secretary submitted circulars from the

American Museum of Natural History of New York, from the

President of Harvard College, and from the University of Stras-

bourg, in relation to exchanges, publications, and specimens.

On motion of Dr. Briggs, the Secretary was instructed to send

a full set of the Transactions to the University of Strasbourg.

On motion of Albert Todd, Esq., the following resolution was
adopted :

" Whereas, It is reported that the Managers of the St. Louis

Public School Library offer to bind the unbound books of the

Society without expense to it

;
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and authorize the Committee on Binding to arrange with said

Managers therefor, and report to the next meeting."

On motion of Dr. Engelmann, it was ordered that the Commit-
tee on Publication be instructed to ascertain whether there be any

possible chance of publishing anotiier volume of the Transactions

•during the present year.

The Treasurer's Report was accepted and referred to an audit-

ing committee. The report showed a balance of cash on hand
of $143 ; debts, none ; dues from members, $343.
The annual election of officers resulted in the choice of the

following

:

President—James B. Eads, C. E.

15* Vice-President—Albert Todd, Esq.

2d Vice-President—Geo. Engelmann, M.D.
Corresponding Secretary—Wm. T. Harris.

Recording Secretary—Charles V. Riley.

Treasurei—Dr. Enno Sander.

Librarian—John J. Bailey.

Curator—A. D. Hager.

Committee on Publication —Dr. G. Engelmann, Wm. T.

Harris, C. V. Riley.

January 15, 1872.

The President in the chair.

Twenty members present.

The President, on assuming the chair, delivered his inaugural

address as follows

:

INAUGURAL ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT.
Gentlemen of the Academy of Science:—The Charter of your

Association, granted fourteen years ago, contemplates the creation of an

Institution in St. Louis, for " the advancement of Science and the estab-

lishment of a Museum and Library for the illustration and study of its

various branches." Through the labors and influence of several of the

scientific gentlemen first enrolled among its members, aided by the liber-

ality of older kindred societies and private individuals in America and

Europe, the Institution thus created grew apace during the earlier years of

its existence, and accumulated many valuable records and scientific works,

which formed the nucleus of what would have grown to be by this time a
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valuable library. Liberal donations of objects of interest in great variety,

illustrating many of the most important departments of science, flowed

in from private citizens and corporations, both at home and abroad,

with such generous profusion, that its Museum began to be one of the

most attractive features of our city. After a few years of such encourag-

ing prosperity, the building in which the Library and Museum of the

Academy were contained, on Myrtle street, near Seventh, was unfortu-

nately destroyed by fire, and these valuable collections perished in the

flames.* This misfortune coupled with the knowledge that the loss was

not even covered by any cash value of insurance, together with the fact

that the still more sad and desolating calamity of civil war had just swept

through the land, cast such discouragement upon its members, that for

several years little effort was made to restore its prosperity. The rapid

increase of membership and the lively interest which have recently marked

the history of the Academy give, however, good reason for its friends to

hope that it will soon rank among the most useful, attractive and credi-

table institutions in the country.

Your Constitution declares that the Academy shall embrace the depart-

ments of Zoology, Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Palaeontology, Ento-

mology, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, Meteorology, Comparative

Anatomy, and Physiology. By the liberal provisions of your Charter,

the scope of your investigations may be extended to such other branches

of science as the members controlling the Institution may deem proper.

It will be seen, therefore, that the fields from whence are to be culled the

treasures with which your records and museum are to be enriched, may
really embrace the entire universe.

The majority of mankind, even of those possessing more than mediocrity

of intellect, are so constantly occupied with the daily industrial and com-

mercial pursuits of life, that they know but little of what Science is accom-

plishing at the present day. They are still less aware of the great aggre-

gate of patient labor that has been performed by those who have chiefly

contributed to her advancement; and, I regret to add, that they have but

a faint idea of the immense benefits that flow to the human race as a result

of scientific investigation and discovery.

Could a correct appreciation of the great mental improvement and

physical amelioration that have come to man through the aid of Science

be but once established in the popular mind, your Academy would not

lack public encouragement; it would be promptly and liberally endowed

by the State of Missouri herself ; the greatest interest in its success would

be felt by our people at home, for it would be recognized as one of the

most certain means of elevating and improving the condition of the human

race. No institution in Missouri more richly deserves the patronage of

the State, because no other one can be made more capable of increasing

the intelligence of the people, and of directing them how to reap the

largest degree of benefit from the immense fields of wealth so profusely

spread out around them.

*The entire Library and a small portion of the Cabinet only were saved.
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There exists no reason save that which is to be found in the indifference

of our own citizens, why an Institution like this, created for the diffusion of

useful scientific knowledge among men, and located in the midst of a region

of unparalleled resources, and rich in the promise of future greatness be-

yond any example of the past, cannot be built up to an eminence equaling,

if not surpassing, that of any similar institution in Europe. It numbers al-

ready among its members men of science, whose contributions to its pub-

lished records have awakened profound attention, and elicited the most

respectful comments from foreign academies ; and whose talents and learn-

ing are acknowledged in the most enlightened circles of Christendom-

These gentlemen, and other members equally zealous, but less known per-

haps to fame, would, if encouraged, cheerfully devote much of their time

in communicating to the scientific world at large the results of their own
valuable experience and investigations ; and likewise aid in arranging and

collating the scientific data that would be promptly furnished in return by

men eminent in science in other parts of the world. In this manner, here

in our own midst, the results of scientific inquiry everywhere might be

continually unfolded, and its discoveries could be from time to time pre-

sented in simple and charming vesture to those whom it should be the

aim of all governments to improve and elevate; those who are daily toil-

ing in the development of the material interests of the nation, and who
constitute the nation's reliance in her hours of trial— the working classes.

of the country. It should be one of the chief purposes of government

to encourage, in every judicious manner, the dissemination of such scien-

tific facts among this, the largest portion of our population, as will give

them a general knowledge of the principles involved in the physical de-

velopment of the human race* the preservation of health; the nature of

disease; the peculiar qualities and composition of the natural elements

with which they are surrounded; and, in a word, to supply them with

whatever important truth science can impart of value in the preservation

of life, the promotion of happiness, and the attainment of the highest per-

fection in the various departments of human industry.

Unless the immutable laws which regulate existence be understood, they

cannot be intelligently obeyed in the preservation of health, nor advan-

tageously applied in accomplishing the purposes of life. One of the grand

objects for which the human mind seems specially designed, is to com-
prehend the sublime phenomena with which it has been surrounded;

hence all wise governments should encourage such institutions as are

particularly designed to accomplish this evident purpose.

The wonders that are presented by science for the contemplation of

men are frequently so startling as to be deemed by the mass of mankind
only the idle fancies of those who first bring them to our notice. Science,

however, only recognizes those theories as established truths, when every

one of the particular phenomena to which the theory is applicable can be

satisfactorily explained by it, and by no other. It is only by keen observa-

tion and thoughtful study of the phases of nature that Science advances-

The recorded knowledge of those who have gone before must be carefully
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examined and compared with the experience and observation of the pre-

sent. Even then years of seemingly unrewarded labor, in almost impene-

trable darkness, sometimes ensue ; but such stores of facts are at last

accumulated that she suddenly ushers us into the glorious presence of a

new-born day. In its pure light the mists which hung over our vision

melt away, and we see revealed some grand law of nature hitherto unre-

cognized. Such, for instance, was the law of gravitation, discovered by

Sir Isaac Newton, and by which the movements of the heavenly spheres

are explained to us. The development of the theory of the conservation

of matter, and the correlation of forces, is another illustration of the dis-

covery of, perhaps, a still grander truth; one which Faraday pronounces

" the highest law in physical science which our faculties permit us to per-

ceive."

Indeed, some of the results of scientific inquiry have been so amazing,

that the powers of the human mind seem almost elevated by them to the

verge of omnipotent wisdom.

The discoveries in Astronomy are especially calculated to raise our con-

ceptions of the power of man's intellect to a degree that is well nigh im-

pious. Fortunately, however, for our humility, that department of science,

more perhaps than all others, is best calculated also to elevate, to the

highest possible point, our ideas of the power and wisdom of the Creator.

What grander illustration, for example, of the wonderful power of intel-

lect can be imagined than that exhibited in the discovery of the planet

Neptune?
Studying the perturbations of the planet Uranus in its orbit, two emi-

nent mathematicians, Leverrier and Adams, were led, each unknown to

the other, to investigate their cause. They knew that the attraction of

gravitation could alone account for these irregularities, and they believed

the inducing force was an unknown planet. They had nothing but the

eccentric orbit of Uranus and its mass as the data by which to find the

orbit, and the place in that orbit of the disturbing body. Yet before that

unknown world, ninety-four times greater in bulk than this earth, had

been recognized by human eye, the equations of Leverrier enabled him

to track its majestic sweep around the distant verge of planetary

space with such unerring certainty, that he was enabled to indicate

almost the exact place in the firmament in which it was to be discovered.

He wrote to Galle, in Berlin, that at that date it could be found in a certain

part of the heavens. The very first night after his friend received this

letter, he turned the telescope in the observatory of Berlin as directed by

Leverrier, and the mighty planet stood triumphantly revealed, within a

single degree of the place indicated.

Sometimes scientific discovery pauses in apparent hopelessness in cer-

tain fields for centuries; in others it advances with slow but constant

pace, each step being due to the successive or united labors of many

minds; whilst in others, again, it moves onward with strides so rapid and

startling as to challenge the admiration of the world. Some of the

phenomena of electricity and magnetism were known for ages before
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any forward step was made to unravel their mysteries. In the inves-

tigation of the laws of light and heat it has, in these latter years, made

marvelous advances.

Some of the recent discoveries in this field are so wonderful, and at the

same time so beautiful, that I feel tempted to explain a few of them this

evening, very briefly however, for the benefit of those of our members

who may not have had time to become acquainted with them.

Newton discovered that when a beam of light was passed through a

•denser medium than the air it was refracted or bent, in its passage through

the denser medium, out of a direct line. When the beam was passed

through a glass prism, he discovered that some of its rays were bent more

than others, and thus became separated beyond the prism, and that when

thus separated these rays were of different colors, and when thrown upon

a screen the colors were ranged in the order in which we see them in the

rainbow.

The colors thus produced by the dispersion or separation of the rays

of a beam of sunlight, are usually known by the name of "The Solar

Spectrum."

Newton found, also, that by passing these colored rays back through

another prism, suitably placed, they became combined again, and then

-appeared, as before, in a single beam of white or colorless light.

In this alternate analysis and synthesis of light did Newton ponder.

•He had made the first great step in the investigation of its marvelous phe-

nomena, but even his giant intellect could advance no further in solving

its mysteries.

The anatomy of the silken tresses which grace the brow of a rustic

maiden are to her no more mysterious than were those pencils of light to

'the mind of Newton. She may spread out her flowing wealth in the sun-

shine, and wonder at its lustrous beauty, but she can no more number

each one of its single fibres than could Newton count the threads which

came to him in that beam from the distant orb of day. To her the mys-

tery of its growth, the cunning workmanship of its roots, the delicate

architecture of its fairy-like chambers, and the pristine fluid that for a few

brief years will circulate within its tiny channels and keep the snow-flakes

•of age from dimming its raven sheen, are no less unknown, than were the

scores of fascinating truths we now possess respecting light unknown to

that great philospher. Yet this was the first grand step toward those

wonders which have culminated within the last twelve years in the aston-

ishing revelations of the spectroscope.

Subsequent philosophers, investigating the solar spectrum thus spread

out by Newton, discovered that when the thermometer was exposed in the

variously-colored rays in succession, from the violet to the red, the mer-

cury rose gradually and attained its greatest height within the red rays.

Continuing still further with it in that direction, the remarkable discovery

was made, that the mercury rose much more rapidly beyond the red where

no color whatever was visible. Thus was the curious fact discovered,

that the sun emitted certain rays incapable of exciting vision, yet possess-
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ing far more heating power than any of those revealed to us by sight. The
temperature was then tried at the other end of the spectrum, beyond the

violet, but here there was scarcely a trace of heat to be found. But on

placing certain substances beyond this end of the spectrum, what was
equally as startling as the existence of the obscure rays of heat beyond
the red, was the discovery that there were invisible rays beyond the violet,

which possessed remarkable chemical power. These are called the

actinic, or chemical rays, and are those which are most valuable to the

photographer.

It must be remembered that all illuminated bodies possess the power
of reflecting the rays of light. By illuminated bodies are meant all white

and colored objects revealed to us by sight; as it is only by the rays of

light which fall upon them, being reflected from their surfaces, through

the eye, upon the delicate nerve tissues of the retina, that their presence

is revealed to us. All objects which do not reflect light are black. In

comprehending the art of the photographer it is important to remember
these facts. Hence it matters not whether certain chemical solutions are

exposed in the direct sunlight to these invisible rays, or whether these

rays are reflected from the face of a human being, a house, the moon, or

other illuminated object upon such solutions. Their action will work the

same chemical changes. These chemical rays, reflected with the others

from illuminated objects placed before the camera of the photographer,

produce an atomic change upon the sensitive solutions with which his

plates are prepared, and thus form upon them images of such objects as

are in the field of the lens at the time.

The colored rays of the spectrum possess chemical power also, but. like

their heating power, it is less than that possessed by the invisible rays.

The phenomena exhibited by the invisible heat rays at the red end of

the spectrum are no less remarkable than those manifested by the chemi-

cal rays. A correct idea, however, of the cause of these phenomena can-

not be well comprehended without some knowledge of the Undulatory
theory of Light, now almost universally accepted as the only one by
which all of its various phenomena are believed to be explained.

The analogies in the phenomena of light and sound are so numerous
that a brief explanation of some of those of sound will enable us to com-
prehend more easily those of light. Sound and light are reflected in the

same manner, the angles of incidence and reflection being equal. Sound,
like light, is refracted when passing through media of different densi-

ties ; each may be doubled in intensity, or destroyed, by interference;

and each is propagated by the undulations or vibrations of the conducting
medium.

The phenomena of heat and light are likewise so closely allied that a
theory which is applicable to one will probably explain every phenomenon
of the other. Heat is reflected, refracted, transmitted and polarized in the

same manner as light.

All sonorous bodies create sound by imparting their vibrations to the

air when they are themselves thrown into vibration. When they vibrate
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in a vacuum, without contact with objects outside of the vacuum, they

produce no sound, because they cannot affect the air.

Many other substances convey sound equally as well as the air, but air

being the only element usually in contact with the ear, it is the natural

medium for man. The metals, water, wood, and many other substances,

are excellent conductors of sound.

If it were possible for us to seethe particles of air when they are set in mo-

tion bv a harp-string making about eleven hundred vibrations per second,

-we would see them spaced off in equal distances of about one foot in length,

in every direction from the harp-string. In every alternate foot or space

Ave would see them moving towards the string, and in each intermediate

space we would see them moving from the string. The next instant the

atoms in all these spaces would have their motions reversed. Each alter-

nate set of atoms would be seen approaching and compressing each other,

and then instantly rebounding from each other and compressing the set on

the opposite side. These motions to and fro would be found to correspond

exactly in time with those of the harp-string creating them. It would be

seen that the impulse from the harp-string would be first imparted to the

set of atoms nearest to it, and by this set it would be imparted to the next

and so on out to the most distant ones in the system. Hence eleven hun-

dred vibrations would have to be made by the string before the air eleven

hundred feet distant would be set in motion. These vibrations of the air,

when they fall upon the tympanum, create the sense of sound. They

travel at the rate of about eleven hundred feet per second, the speed vary-

ing with the density and temperature of the air. The to and fro move-

ment of the atoms in each of these eleven hundred spaces, or waves of air,

is called the swingor vibration of the atoms. This swing is ofmuch greater

amplitude near the string, and diminishes as the vibrations are more

and more distant. Hence the impulses upon the ear will be much more

energetic near the string than at a distance. The note sounded will there-

fore be louder. It will still be the same note, however, whether the string

be distant or near, because each wave created by it is of exactly the same

length, and hence the waves fall in exactly the same periods. It is the

rapidity of these impulses on the ear that determines the pitch of the note.

If the harp-string were shorter, or if it were lighter, or if it were more

tightly drawn, its vibrations would be more rapid. Then the waves would

be shorter, and more of them would be required to make up eleven hundred

feet in a second of time. Consequently, as the waves travel at the same

rate without regard to their size, they would come into the ear more rapidly

and a note of higher pitch would be the result.

The same note sounded by a rapidly approaching steam whistle on a

locomotive has a higher pitch to the stationary listener before, than it has

after the whistle has passed and is retreating from him. If the listener be

himself on a train rapidly meeting the one on which the whistle is sound-

ing, the change of pitch at the moment of its passing the hearer will

be much more marked. The current of steam issuing from the contracted

opening in the whistle is thrown into rapid vibrations by being directed
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against the sharp edge of a hollow metalic cylinder. These vibrations

are at once imparted to the air just as they would be if made by a harp

string. If the whistle itself be moving, the sound waves will be shorter

in advance of it than in its rear. The more rapidly it moves the greater

will be the difference in their length; hence if it be approaching, more

waves will enter the ear in a second of time than if it be retreating.

The tympanum is thrown into vibrations corresponding with those of

the air, and when these fall in regular periodic succession at a rate not less

than sixteen per second, nor more than thirty-eight thousand per second,

they create the sensation of musical sounds. When the vibrations are

irregular, the sense of noise is the result. Without stopping to explain

how these vibratory motions of the tympanum are conveyed from it,

by the four minute bones within the ear, to the fluid contained in the

complicated organ called the labyrinth, and from thence to the nerves,

I will simply refer to the wonderful little organ discovered in the laby-

rinth by Marchese Corti, and which Tyndall pronounces to all appear-

ances a musical instrument similar to a lute; with three thousand micro-

scopic fibres stretched in such a manner that some one or other is actu-

ated by the various vibrations within this great range of periods. These

vibrations are thus taken up from the labyrinthine fluid and trans-

mitted to the nerve filaments which traverse the labyrinth, and by these

the sensations are conveyed to the brain. An ordinary lute string may be

roused into vibration by a note from the voice, or by an organ peal, when
the periods of vibration of the air producing the note and the periods

of vibration of the string concur. If there be discord between the note

and the string, the latter cannot be roused. If you sing into an open

piano, the strings in unison with the voice are thrown into vibration, but

none other. A feeble note, because of its coincidence with the periods of

a sonorous body, may rouse it into sound, while a far more powerful note,

because of its non-concurrence, would produce in it no excitement what-

ever.

If two tuning-forks of exactly the same pitch be placed at a considerable

distance from each other in the same room, and one be struck, the other

will immediately respond to it. If there be discord between them the one

at rest will remain silent.

The ear is attuned to a wide range of sounds. The slightest musical

tremor which falls upon it, within the range of eleven octaves, excites

some delicate fibre within the ear whose periods of vibration synchronize

with it; and the sense of music is thus awakened in the brain. Each one
of the great multitude of wavelets sent forth from a grand orchestra finds

in the delicate lute of Corti some chord in unison with it; thus the con-

cord of sweet sounds is analyzed and each tremulous ripple in the air

faithfully reported to the brain. If vibrations strike the tympanum but

find no responsive chord within the ear, they are powerless to excite audi-

tion. Those less than sixteen and more than thirty six thousand per

second find no chord in this marvelous lute attuned in harmony with

them, and hence they fall upon the ear unheard.
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Light and heat are transmitted by the vibrations or undulations of a

fluid far more attenuated than the air or any known gas. This fluid fills

the illimitable regions of space, and is known by the name of the lumini-

ferous ether. By its wonderful tenuity it is able to pass almost without

hindrance through the molecular structure of the densest substances known.

To use the illustration of Thomas Young, who was chiefly instrumental

in establishing this theory, " this fluid passes through the solid matter of

the earth as a breeze does through a grove of trees." With our ideas of

the solid and compact structure of certain bodies, it is hard to compre-

hend the possibility of any fluid possessing such tenuity as to enable it to

pass almost instantaneously through glass, crystal, metals, and stones,

yet the creation of an etherial vacuum seems an utter impossibility ; while

the evidence of the existence of the luminiferous ether within the most

perfect atmospheric vacuum that man has yet devised, is absolutely irre-

fragable. Hence we must admit that the atoms of matter are not in

such immediate contact as to prevent the passage of this fluid through

them.

The length of the waves of light, and their periods of vibration,

although so infinitely small and inconceivably rapid, have nevertheless

been accurately determined. They are known to be transmitted at the

rate of about one hundred and ninety thousand miles per second; or

from the sun to the earth in eight minutes. The length of the waves that

produce what are called the visible or colored, rays, have been accurately

ascertained. How this can be done I have not time now to explain; but

when it is remembered that the length of a wave of red light is only

the -ss^sjs part of an inch, and of a violet wave only the 57 J 7ff part of

an inch; and that 699,000,000,000,000 of the violet waves strike the re-

tina in a second of time, we can comprehend what a triumph of Science

is exhibited in ascertaining these minute facts so positively as to be capa-

ble of indubitable proof. Four hundred and seventy four-millions of

millions of the waves of red light enter the retina per second. Less than

this number of heat rays enter the eye per second, but the rapidity of

their vibration is not sufficient to excite vision. The chemical rays are

still more rapid, but because of their great rapidity the retina is not

affected by them. They are therefore invisible to us.

When the ethereal waves fall too rapidly or too slowly upon the retina,

they fail to throw the atoms of the nerve tissue into periods of vibration

which coincide with them, and are. therefore, unable to excite vision ; just

as a powerful musical note fails to awaken into responsive vibration a

tuning-fork, a harp-string or other sonorous body whose vibratory periods

do not concur with it.

All waves of light and heat travel at the same speed, hence the shorter

waves beat more rapidly upon the objects on which they impinge than

the longer waves. It must not be supposed, however, that the ether it-

self is moving at this immense speed. A sea-fowl floating upon the

surface of a lake rises and falls with each wave that rolls into the shore,

but the bird simply makes a slight movement to and from the shore with
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each wave, without being borne in upon the beach. This shows that the

waves are only the undulating motions of the fluid and do not indicate

the existence of a current in the fluid itself.

According as the ethereal waves break more or less rapidly on the re-

tina, the various sensations of color are created. The waves more rapid

than the red create the impression of orange; those still more rapid, of

yellow; and as they increase in rapidity, the sense of green, blue, indigo

and violet are created; the violet rays being the most rapid of all that

affect the retina. Thus color is to the eye what pitch in music is to the

ear. Hence color may justly be termed the music of the spheres. The

red corresponds with the low musical notes and the violet with the higher

ones.

The ear, though less sensitive, is, however, far more comprehensive

in its range than the eye, the eye being limited to a single octave of wave-

lets, whilst the ear embraces eleven. Each octave is produced by double

the number of waves of the octave below it.

The ultimate particles of matter do not seem to be so closely com-

pacted, even in the densest metals, as to prevent a freedom of movement

among themselves to such an extent as to admit of a vibratory or mole-

cular motion. This motion reveals itself to us by the sense of heat. Heat

is simply molecular motion.

If we imagine an atom of matter surrounded by other atoms, yet not

so closely as to prevent a certain degree of movement, and the first atom

have motion imparted to it, it will, if perfectly elastic, rebound when it

has reached the limit of its motion in one direction, and then, if it were

not retarded by friction, the luminiferous ether, or some other influence,

it would rebound with undiminished force in the opposite direction, and

thus repeat its vibrations forever.

A tuning-fork makes a definite number of vibrations in a given time,

whether the vibrations be of great or small amplitude, and we have good

reason to believe that the vibratory swing of an atom of matter always

requires a certain period of time also for its movement, whether the ex-

tent of vibration be great or small. This amplitude of vibration may vary

very greatly however. When the hand is laid on iron, if the amplitude

of the vibrations be small, the piece will appear cold. If the amplitude be

great, it will appear hot, and it will then impart to the ether in contact

with it, and to the atoms of the hand, a motion corresponding with its

own periods of vibration. This vibratory motion of the atoms, or mole-

cules of matter, is revealed to us by the sense of heat, either by direct

contact with the substance, or by the impinging upon our bodies of the

ethereal waves which are set in motion by the heated body. Therefore,

when we approach an object whose atoms are in more violent vibration

than our own, we experience an increased sense of warmth, caused by (he

atoms of our body having an increased degree of motion imparted to them

from the increased amplitude of the vibrations of the ether.

When the amplitude of the vibrations become so excessive as to over-

come the attractive force by which the atoms are held together in the
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solid form, the substance then assumes the liquid stat^. If the motions

of the particles be still more highly agitated the fluid will assume the

gaseous form.

This vibratory motion is simply so much foi-ce imparted bj' the hotter

body to the ether, the air, or other cooler body in contact with it, and, un-

less the excessive motion in the warmer body be kept up by some other

force, its vibrations gradually subside to that condition which corresponds

with the temperature of the adjacent or surroundingbodies. When itfa'ls

below that, from any cause, t),c vibratory Taction of its par'icles will re-

ceive additional motion from the vibrato -y atoms of the adjacent ones.

That molecular motion or heat is simply a form of force, may be

proved by causing the warmth in the hand to be converted into mechan-

ical effector visible motion.

For instance, if the hand be held near the bulb of a thermometer, the

force or heat radiating from it will cause the mercury to rise. Or this

force, stored in the hand as heat, may be converted into another form of

force, and this still into another kind, and this latter form, being equally

invisible, may be made to produce a visible mechanical effect. Thus, if

the hand be held near a thermoelectric pile, the heat discharged by the

hand will be converted into electricity, this will in turn induce still another

form of force, magnetism, and this will cause the needle connected with

the pile to be deflected, and so produce visible dynamic force, or motion.

To our countryman, Benjamin Thompson, better known as Count

Rumford, belongs the credit of first proving that heat is simply molecular

motion. This he did by boiling water with the heat developed by the

friction of a blunt or dull drill, made to revolve by horse-power in a brass

cannon which he was boring out, the cannon and drill being immersed

in a vessel containing the water. Finding that he could continue to

create the heat as long as he kept up the friction of the drill, and that

neither the drill nor the brass was consumed in the operation, he rightly

assumed that " anything which any insulated body or system of bodies

can continue to furnish without limitation, cannot possibly be a material

substance." Thus the theory of caloric, as taught in the earby part of

this century, was overthrown. Heat, or, as it was then termed, caloric,

was supposed to be a highly attenuated, mobile and imponderable fluid

contained within other matter, or attracted by other matter, and capable

of being extracted or given off by such matter, just as moisture is ab-

sorbed by, or evaporated from, a piece of sand-stone.

The friction of Rumford's drill excited in a high degree the molecular

motion of the two metals, and this motion was manifested as heat, and

by it the water was boiled. The force developed by the horse might at

first be deemed the p-imary one which produced the heat in the cannon,

but a little reflection would lead us to see that quite as much water could

be boiled by the direct combustion of the provender consumed by the horse

during his labor, if this food had been judiciously burned under the water.

We must therefore consider the sun as the prime motor, for the provender

was simply the result of the energy of the sun's rays, by which the con-
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were converted into vegetable forms suitable for the wants of Rumford's

horse.

Although in the manifestation of heat many millions of millions of

these atomic vibrations of matter occur in a second of time, science en-

ables us with great probability, if not with absolute certainty, to estimate

the rapidity of them in many substances. The phenomena attending the

absorption of light by these substances proves that the periods of their

vibrations concur or synchronize to a certain extent with the periods of

vibration of the waves of light.

We see that the waves of sound will rouse into vibration sonorous bodies

whose periods concur with those of the sound waves. Now, a moment's

reflection will suffice to show that this can only be done by a loss of force

on the part of the sound waves. Let us imagine, for example, the

waves of sound of a certain rate of vibration directed against an

intercepting screen composed of a great mass of harp-strings, all of the

same pitch. If these were in accord with the sound waves they would all

be at once roused into vibration. The result would be that the whole force

of the sound waves would be expended on, or taken up by, these strings.

In such an event none of the waves would be transmitted through the

screen. Such a screen might be said then to be opaque to such a note.

But to soundwaves of a different rate of vibration such a screen would not

be opaque; its strings would not be roused into activity; the force of the

sound impulses would not be absorbed or taken up by them, and the sound

would then be transmitted beyond the screen. Heat and motion are con-

vertible terms. If these strings be thrown into motion, they become warmer

than when at rest. Hence when the screen is opaque, the force of the

sound waves will increase its heat by rousing the strings into motion.

If it do not intercept the sound waves it is because its strings remain at rest

;

they take up none of the force of the waves, and therefore they are not

heated.

Suppose the various sound waves of an orchestra were directed against

such a screen as I have described; a person placed beyond the screen, and

protected from airwaves of sound except such as passed through it, would

be unable to hear the particular note to which the harp-strings were at-

tuned, whilst all the others would reach his ear.

If such a screen were composed of three or four sets of strings, each set

being differently attuned, then the person so placed would fail to hear the

three or four notes in accord with the different sets of strings when such

notes were sounded by the orchestra.

Now let us apply this illustration to the phenomena of light.

When the waves of light fall upon a body whose periods of molecular

vibration concur with them, the force of the waves is expended in increas-

ing the amplitude of the vibrations of the molecules of the body, just as

the waves of sound would throw into vibration such harp-strings as they

were in accord with, and hence an increase of heat is developed. Through

such a body it is more difficult for those waves to pass whose periods coin-
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cide with these vibrations, whilst the other waves not concurring with

them, would be less retarded.

This enables us to comprehend why some of the waves of light will pass

through certain substances, and maintain their respective periods of vibra-

tion and consequent energy beyond them, whilst others are taken up and

absorbed by the vibrations of these substances, and therefore can give no

evidence of existence beyond such intercepting media.

When a beam of light falls upon a body which absorbs a portion only

of those rays which excite vision, the others which pass through will pro-

duce the effect of color. When all the rays of light play upon the retina,

the sense of white or colorless light is produced. White may be pro-

duced also by several pairs of colored lights. Yellow and blue are exam-

ples of colored lights which combine to produce white. Such colors are

termed complementary colors. If instead of blue and yellow lights we
combine pigments, the result is quite different. This would produce green.

The waves of light and the obscure heat rays both pass freely through

a crystal of rock-salt, the periods of its molecular vibration being such

as scarcely to intercept them at all. Hence rock-salt is said to be trans-

parent to the rays of light and transcalescent to the rays of heat.

Clear glass is only transparent to the rays of light, while to the rays

of heat it is nearly opaque. Hence a glass screen placed in front of a

fire permits the light rays to pass freely, but intercepts the heat rays.

Rock-salt would not be heated sensibly by the passage of either class of

rays. The obscure rays of heat arouse molecular vibrations in the screen

and are absorbed, and hence persons seated beyond the screen are pro-

tect ed from those rays. The glass becomes heated by absorbing them,

but this heat is radiated from it not only in the direction of the rays but

in all other directions, so that those behind the glass only receive a

small portion of the heat which is radiated.

Ice will transmit very freely the waves of both light and heat through

it ; and Faraday has even exploded gun-powder in the focus of a lens of ice.

The air we breathe is almost perfectly transparent to the rays of heat

and light, but it is quite different with the invisible vapor of water held in

suspense in the air. The heat rays are absorbed to a large extent by this

vapor, while the rays of light pass freely through it. Hence in climates

favored by the sea-breeze, the air is so saturated with moisture that while

the light of the sun is undimmed by it, his intense heat rays are to a

large extent intercepted. At night when the earth would rapidly radiate

the heat received during the day, this vapor interposes a protecting shield

again, and prevents the intensely cold nights that would result from this

loss of heat. Thus countries over which the trade winds pass have equa-

ble climates and experience but little difference in the temperature of

night and day. In the elevated regions of high mountains this vapor is

condensed by the cold and becomes visible to us in fogs and clouds, and

finally falls in the form of mist, rain and snow. The atmosphere, when

thus relieved, permits the heat rays to pass through it so freely that they

attack the human form with such intensity, even amidst snow and ice in
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the highest altitudes, that the face and neck are soon blistered when ex-

posed to them, although the mercury in the shade is at the time near the

freezing point. Immense volumes of vapor are daily raised from the

equatorial regions of the Atlantic by the action of that portion of the heat

rays which are not intercepted. Hence the air in those regions is con-

stantly being charged with vapor as it comes from the East deprived

of it by the African continent. Being thus charged in its passage across

the Atlantic, it is swept over the South American Continent by the action

of the earth's rotation, and gives to the countries east of the Andes a de-

lightful climate of great evenness of temperature, in which vegetation,

protected by this humid screen from the scorching rays of the sun, is con-

tinually reproducing itself in never-ending cycles of marvelous exuber-

ance. Having reached the high and cold ridges of the Andes, the trade

winds thus burdened with vapor give up their load at the eastern slopes

of the mountains,'and the resultant rains fill the channels of the mightiest

system of rivers on the earth. On the Pacific slope of the same range of

mountains, the rivers are insignificant, and rains are almost unknown;

whilst Africa, unblest with vapor-laden breezes to intercept the heat waves

which the sun is incessantly sending forth, possesses, in the same latitude,

the most terrible climate endured by man.

Iodine, bromine and lamp-black intercept the rays of light, but per-

mit the obscure heat rays to pass freely. This quality is called diather-

mancy. A lens of rock-salt coated so thickly with smoke or carbon as to

cut off every ray of light, will yet transmit the heat rays so freely as to

create a high degree of temperature in its focus.

Certain substances have the power of reducing the rate of the wave

periods of the luminiferous ether. Thus the chemical rays which are too

rapid to excite vision, if passed through gla -s alloyed with uranium, are

reduced in their periods so that they become visible to us as green rays.

This phenomenon was demonstrated to you in the beautiful and instruc-

tive lecture of Dr. Curtman last January. When these rays fall upon cer-

tain substances, distilphate of quinine, for example, the body is made lumi-

nous. This is because the vibrations of the atoms of the quinine, being

of slower periods, the rays have their periods correspondingly lessened

and thus become visible. This phenomenon is calledfluorescence.

On the other hand, the obscure heat rays may be made visible by concen-

trating them through a lens upon a refractory substance; the molecular

vibrations become so much increased thereby as to produce luminosity.

This is called calorescence.

If a hollow glass lens be filled with a solution of iodine and placed in

the sun, the few rays of light passing through the glass edge of the lens

will converge and indicate its focus. Let the lens be fixed, and the loca-

tion of the focus marked, and when this is done paste around the glass

edge of the lens black paper or cloth, so that no ray of light can possibly

pass through it. Within the dark shadow of this obscure lens, in its in-

visible focus, the heat rays will have such power that refractor)' metals may
be raised to whiteness, fusible metals melted, and gunpowder exploded.
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Perhaps one of the most marvelous facts connected with this phenome-

non is, that while these ethereal billows possess such wonderful dynamic

energy that their concentrated impulses can excite the atoms of metals into

such violent clashing as to effect a dissolution of their compact masses,

they dash harmlessly upon the far more delicate reticulations of the optic

nerve, simply because their periods of vibration do not correspond with

any of those of the atoms of the nerve tissues.

Doctor Tyndall concentrated the rays from an electric light by a glass

lens, and in this beam he interposed, in a glass vessel, a solution of iodine

and bisulphide of carbon by which every ray of light was cut off. The

heat rays, however, which constituted nine- tenths of the whole beam,

passed freely through, and in the dark focus thin plates of tin and zinc

were readily fused and brown paper set on fire. Into this focus he fear-

lessly placed his eye. The heat upon the eyelids was unbearable, and to

protect them from it he cut a circular aperture through a card slightly

larger than the pupil, and through this opening these powerful rays were

actually thrown upon his retina without the least harm. A removal of

the iodine would have permitted the concentrated rays of light to have

entered the pupil, and the instant destruction of the retina, by its atoms

being roused into excessive vibration, would have been the result

"Nothing," says this eminent phi'osopher, "could more forcibly illus-

rate the special relationship which subsists between the optic nerve and

the oscillating periods of luminous bodies. The nerve, like a musical

string, responds to the periods with which it is in accordance, while it

refuses to be excited by others of vastly greater energy which are not in

unison with its own."

I have endeavored to give you, very briefly, an idea of the theory

adopted by the most eminent men of the present day, as that which clearly

explains the phenomena of light and heat. I have also tried to give you

some account of a very few of the wonderful properties possessed by the

invisible rays which outline each end of the prismatic colors of the solar

spectrum. I will now briefly refer to some of the marvels discovered,

by the spectroscope in the variously tinted field comprising the visible por-

tion of the spectrum.

Dr. Wollaston was, I believe, the first to discover that the colors

were not continuous from one end of the spectrum to the other, but

that the continuity of the tints was interrupted by dark vertical bands

which seemingly severed them at several places in the different colors.

These dark bands soon attracted the attention of many scientific ob-

servers. Frauenhofer devoted so much labor to the mapping of them,

and to their description, that they are known as Fraunhofer's lines. In

the spectrum their respective positions are invariably the same.

Let us imagine a small circular saw, laid flatwise, and having only six or

eight large teeth projecting at intervals from its periphery, and upon these

teeth as many prisms placed with their sides vertical and their angles cor-

responding with the angles of the teeth of the saw, and we will then have

the chief feature in the arrangement of a spectroscope.
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If a beam of light, admitted through a small vertical slit about one-six-

teenth of an inch wide, be caused to fall upon the first prism in the series, it

will be bent in its passage through that prism, and its rays will be separated

also in consequence of the different lengths of the various waves compos-

ing the beam. As these fall upon the second prism they will be still more

refracted or bent and still more widely dispersed.

These effects will be increased by each prism of the series through

which the beam is successively passed, and in this manner the lines in the

spectrum may be spread out with great distinctness for careful investiga-

tion. In this way the colors are of course ranged horizontally and not

one above the other.

By the arrangement of several prisms as described, the lines have been

more accurately studied. Some of these bands are composed of sev-

eral smaller bands, while others are composed of innumerable dark

threads. The amount of labor expended in carefully mapping out these

lines, locating them accurately upon charts and measuring their relative

distances from each other, and in various other scientific observations of

them, is really wonderful. Among these laborers, besides Fraunhofer,

are to be named Kirchhoff, Bunsen, Angstrom, Janssen, Lockyer, and seve-

ral others.

These dark interruptions in the solar spectrum were rightly believed to

be caused by rays from the sun, which from some cause failed to reach

the earth with an intensity equal to that of the brilliant ones revealed by

the vividco ors of the spectrum.

To Kirchhoff belongs the glory of having solved the enigma of these

missing rays, and in their solution Science has received a power of ana-

lyzing both terrestrial and celestial matter, surpassing in delicacy of test

and exceeding in amplitude of research all that the wildest dream of

the imagination could have suggested.

It seems incredible that the ingenuity of man should have enabled him

to perfect an instrument by which he can detect with absolute certainty,

in the slightest dust brushed from his clothes, a trace of metal so m'nute

that one hundred and eighty millions of such particles would weigh but a

single grain; and with the self-same instrument analyze with equal cer-

tainty the chemical constituents of worlds so infinitely remote in the re-

gions of stellar space, that the human mind utterly fails even to conceive

distances so profound.

I will endeavor to explain some of the wonderful revelations of this

marvelous instrument, for which we are mainly indebted to Kirchoff.

The spectrum of the electric light exactly resembles that of the sun

except that Frauenhofer's lines are absent from it. Incandescent metals

produce continuous spectra like the electric lamp, but the vapors of such

metals do not create continuous spectra. They simply produce one or

more independent bright lines.

By so arranging a prism that a beam of sunlight was passed through

its upper end, and a beam from an electric lamp through its lower end,.

Kirchhoff produced the two spectra upon the same screen, the one immedi-
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ately above the other ; the location of the colors in both exactly coinciding.

He then brought the vapor of burning sodium in the path of the electric

beam, and immediately a bright yellow line was seen in the electric spec-

trum exactly coinciding in position with the darkD line of Frauenhofer in

the solar spectrum. (This line is located between the orange and the

yellow, and it has since been found to be composed of two distinct bands.)

When magnesium, iron, calcium, and several other metals, were burned

separately, each one marked the electric spectrum with differently located

threads of bright light, exactly corresponding in position with dark threads

in the solar spectrum. Some of these threads were located in one color

of the spectrum and some in others. Some of the metals produced several

threads of light in two or three colors, as for instance iron, which has al-

ways several threads in the green and two in the violet. When the beam

was passed through the vapor of several different metals at the same mo-

ment, no confusion occurred, but the lines of each metal were distinctly

visible and each in its appropriate place in the spectrum. This discovery

established the fact that there was a direct connection between the causes

which produced these threads in the solar spectrum and those which

caused them to appear at the will of the experimenter in the spectrum Of

the electric light. But in the one they appeared as dark lines, and in the

other as bright ones. Here was a discrepancy that had to be explained

before it could be asserted positively that the dark D line, for instance, in

the solar spectrum was produced by incandescent sodium in the sun, just

as the same bright line was caused in the electric spectrum by the vapor

of burning sodium.

I explained that the waves of light are absorbed with great energy by

matter whose periods of molecular vibration concur with the periods of

the ethereal waves. A body therefore absorbs with special facility such

rays as it can itself emit. If we bear in mind that the energy of the vibra-

tions of matter generally affect only their amplitude, and not their rapi-

dity, we will see that incandescent sodium will emit rays whose periods of

vibration are the same as those emitted by the gaseous flames of sodium,

and that if the rays of incandescent sodium be transmitted through sodium

vapor, they must be absorbed by the vapor.

This remarkable fact was demonstrated by Kirchhoff by interposing the

vapor of burning sodium in the spectrum of incandescent sodium, by

which the bright D lines became at once black.

The inference is therefore unavoidable that the nucleus of the sun is

composed of certain incandescent metals, some of the rays from which are

absorbed by the gaseous products of the same metals surrounding the sun.

If they could come to us without being intercepted, the solar spectrum

would appear uninterrupted by these dark lines. These absent rays are

absorbed by the vapors of the different metals which emit the rays, and we
have in their stead only the fainter rays emitted by these different vapors

themselves. These really produce bright lines also, but they appear dark

in the spectrum because of the presence of the more intensely brilliant

ones which reach us without interception from the nucleus of the sun.
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The fact that the rays from an incandescent metal are absorbed with

great energy by the vapor of the same metal, seems to be an additional

proof that the periods of vibration of the atoms of the metal, and those of

the vapor are not altered in rapidity by the change from the incandescent

to the vaporous form, but only in amplitude of vibration.

Roscoe tells us that the spectroscope has shown that common salt or

chloride of sodium is the most widely disseminated substance known in

the world. The mist raised from the agitated surface of the ocean by the

winds is carried up into the aerial regions; the watery portions are soon
evaporated and the infinitely minute particles of salt are left suspended in

the air, and by it are borne over the most distant regions of the earth.

(This action of the winds must not be confounded with the evaporation

caused by the sun, for this does not carry up the salt.) These salt atoms
seem constantly present in dust, and Roscoe asserts that a book laying for

two hours on a table will collect sufficient to be detected by a spectroscope,

if the dust be brushed off and burned in the light of the instrument. The
one hundred and eighty millionth part of a grain thus burned will produce

visibly the bright yellow D line of the spectrum !

To detect the suspected presence of a metal or earth in any substance

under analysis, two separate beams are used to produce two different

spectra, one being by an arrangement of the spectroscope, shown imme-
diately above the other. If the presence of copper, for example, is sus-

pected in the substance to be examined, a piece of copper is burned, and
a piece of the substance to be analyzed also. The vapor from each is

brought into the paths of each of the beams of light at the same moment,
The characteristic green lines of copper will appear at once in the one
spectrum; and if copper be present, in the minutest quantity, in the sub

tance to be examined, the other spectrum will be marked with lines iden-

tically the same in color, position, and number; if it be absent, these lines

cannot possibly be produced. The spectra are viewed through the tele-

scope forming part of the instrument, and by it they arc magnified and are

thus thrown upon the retina.

Bunsen in i860, having occasion to examine the alkaline earths contain-

ed in the waters of two springs at Durkheim, observed that their vapor gave

certain bright lines in the spectrum never before observed, and he at once

argued that they must have been caused by the presence of some unknown
metals.

Acting upon this idea, this eminent chemist evaporated forty-four tons

of the water, and obtained from it two hundred grains of the new metals,

Caesium and Rubidium. Cresium produces two beautiful blue lines in

the spectrum, and Rubidium, as its name implies, two bright red ones. It

is found in many vegetables, especially in tobacco, and in beets, and also

in certain minerals.

More recently, Mr. Crooks, in England, discovered by the spectroscope

another new metal, Thallium. This metal produces a bright green line

in the spectrum. Another new metal. Indium, has since been similarly

discovered. It produces a bright blue line.
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The various gases yield, by the spectroscope, lines equally as character-

istic as the metals and alkaline earths. Hydrogen, for instance, gives one

line of red, another of blue, and one of indigo.

The location of the various lines of all spectra are very nearly indicated

by their colors. Thus the blue lines will appear in that part of the electric

spectrum occupied by the' blue color, the yellow lines in the yellow part,

and so on of the others.

In the manufacture ofBessemer steel, the spectroscope is used to examine

the vapors emitted by the converter in which the moltfen metal is being

decarburized. By it the presence of various substances in combination

with the iron are detected. By the Bessemer process five tons of pig iron

in the converter are made into steel in twenty minutes. The carbon in

the iron is completely burned out by the oxygen of the atmosphere which

is driven in a blast through the molten mass. The heat thus generated

is intense, but quickly subsides after the carbon is consumed, and it is of

great importance that the blast be then immediately stopped. If this be

delayed ten seconds the mass becomes so viscid that it cannot be poured

from the converter. If the blast be stopped too soon, the metal will crumble

like cast iron when it is under the hammer. The spectroscope reveals the

moment when the carbon lines disappear from the spectrum, and thus

furnishes an exact scientific admonition, where the quickness of vision

was previously the sole dependence for success. When all of the carbon

is burned out, the exact quantity requisite for the quality of steel desired

is immediately returned into the converter by pouring in a certain amount

of molten spiegeleisen (specular iron), the percentage o f carbon in which

is definitely known. It is necessary to burn all of the carbon out of the

iron first, as it contains too much for making steel, and it is impracticable

to know when exactly enough has been consumed. Hence, all must be

removed so as to enable the steel maker to introduce the exact percentage

required.

By the spectroscope we are enabled to declare with absolute certainty

that several constituents of the sun. the planets, and the fixed stars, are

identical with those composing our earth. It has also established the

fact of the gaseous constitution of the nebulae and comets, and has

supplied us with a knowledge of celestial chemistry, such as the most

ardent enthusiast would scarcely have dared to anticipate. In it we have

a realization of the poet's dream

—

" What skillful limner e'er would choose

To paint the rainbow's varying hues,

Unless to mortal it were given

To dip his brush in dyes of heaven."

With his celestial pencils charged with the glowing tints of heaven, the

scientific artist now creates the perfect rainbow at his will; nay, more,

with skillful eye he scans its wonderous texture, and reads, amidst its

blending shades, the sublime story of the constellations. Thus does Sci-

ence unfold her bow of promise to mankind. One that is rich in the assu-

rance of still grander truths ere long to be revealed.
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Following step by step the sequences of cosmical phenomena, science

leads the human mind continually to the confines of that profound void

within which rests the apparently insoluble problems of creation. The
spectroscope, surpassing the romantic marvels of the lamp of Aladdin,

illuminates her pathway within this mysterious region, and. guided by its

wonderful revelations, she leads us onward in search of the priceless

truths so coveted by adventuring human wisdom.

Amidst prismatic hues she traces out the mysterious language of the

spheres, and points us not unhopefully to those yet unsolved enigmas
which seemingly transcend all reach of human intellect. Can she explore

the dim "recess of wisdom and of wit," and tell us of the secret and ma-
terial springs from whence immortal thought is born ? Can she unravel

the miracle of life, or penetrate the profound silence which infolds the

genesis of force and matter? Who that is enrolled in membership of our

infant Institution shall win for himself eternal fame, by pointing the way
through one of these unexplored and awful mysteries?

Dr. J. B. Johnson announced that he had recently learned, in

conversation with a gentleman, that the latter had it in his mind

to give a lot of ground to the Historical Society, knowing that it

was necessary that the Society should have a place for their

papers, documents and other valuable contributions that might

be made to them. He had asked him if he would have any ob-

jection to allowing the Academy to assist the Historical Society

in putting up the building, and he said he would be very glad to

give a lot of 50 by 109 feet deep in the central part of the city,

providing the Historical Society and the Academy of Science

would erect a building upon it. Dr. Johnson added that it was-

likely that a gift of twelve or fifteen thousand dollars might be

bestowed upon the Academy, and suggested the appointment of

a committee with authority to act upon the subject.

On motion, Dr. J. B. Johnson was appointed such committee.

The Corresponding Secretary reported that he had deposited

the exchanges received in the Library.

Prof. Hager read a paper on " Petroleum, its History, Geologi-

cal Position and Probable Origin." Referred to the Committee

on Publication.
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February 5, 1872.

The President in the chair.

Twelve members present.

Dr. Charles O. Curtman made a communication on " Light

in vacuo."

After a few introductory remarks on the close relation of the different

dynamical agents to each other, and the production at will of any mode

of motion from the others, the subject of light was briefly discussed. Its

compound nature, marvelous velocity in traversing space, and still more

wonderful quickness and minuteness of oscillation. Then the solar spec-

trum was explained and compared with that derived from various terres-

trial sources, especially that of electric light. The visible part of the

spectrum, consisting of various degrees of refrangibility, color, wave,

length, and velocity, was shown to be accompanied by invisible spectra of

rays called respectively calorescent, which exist beyond the least refran-

gible red, and fluorescent, beyond the most refrangible violet. Modes

were pointed out for making visible those rays which, under ordinary

circumstances, do not affect our eye, and which must be brought to oscil-

late synchronously with the visible rays before being seen as variously

colored light. The electric light being very rich in fluorescent rays is well

adapted for experimenting with them, being so easily controlled by the

operator.

A number of experiments were then made, illustrating the foregoing

remarks. The electro-magnetic force was applied to the production of

mechanical motion in various ways. By means of the Ruhmkorfs In-

duction apparatus, long and powerful sparks were at first transmitted in

open air. Afterwards, through tubes of several feet in length, exhausted

of air by means of a large air-pump, they were shown to increase amaz-

ingly in length and in brilliancy of color. The tube was filled with tur-

pentine vapor instead of air and again exhausted, when the light lost

most of its red rays and became almost white, and stratification of alter-

nate luminous and dark portions was plainly visible. Afterwards, a

number of tubes were exhibited, which had been previously prepared by

filling them with various gases and vapors, and after almost complete ex-

haustion, had been permanently sealed, the communication with the

interior space being effected by platinum and aluminum wires

—

Gessler

tubes. Into these tubes were also introduced pieces of Uranium glass,

or they were surrounded by glass capsules filled with various fluorescent

solutions, so as to exhibit the different phenomena of fluorescence.

Others contained some of Becquerel's phosphorescent sulphides, which

continued to emit colored light after cessation of the primary illumina-

tion. The remarkable difference between the luminous appearances at

the positive and negative poles was rendered strikingly distinct by vari-

ous tubes and by changing the direction of the electric current. Tubes

with diaphragm in centre, having both ends filled with different gases.
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showed the currents inflected upon themselves with the negative halo at

both terminals. An electro-motorv apparatus was then supplied with

tubes and connected with the batteries, one for propulsion, the other for

illuminating the tubes, when beautiful figures of revolving light shone
with great brilliancy of tints Some tubes filled with oxygen had by re-

peated use permitted the oxygen to combine with the metal of the elec-

trodes and become so vacuous that even the strongest battery power was
unable to force a passage and illuminate the tube, showing that the pres-

ence of matter is necessary for the transit of the oscillations of the forces

of light and electricity.

Prof. W. B. Potter, Messrs. E. O. Schwagerl, John H. Terry,

James Player, Ira Terry, H. M. Thompson, J. B. Carson, W. C.

Glasgow, E. F. Aehle, and Dr. Walter Coles, were elected asso-

ciate members.

February 19, 1872.

Dr. Engelmann, Vice-President, in the chair.

Twenty-nine members present.

Correspondence and exchanges received were reported by the

Corresponding Secretary.

Dr. Wislizenus read an abstract of his observations on Atmos-
pheric Electricity during the past year, and compared the results

for the year with the average of the past ten years as observed

by him.

On motion of Mr. Conant, a committee, consisting of Messrs.

Reber, Riley, and Green, was appointed by tbe chair to take into

consideration a thorough revision of the Constitution and By-

Laws of the Academy.

Col. Henry Pomeroy, Messrs. J. R. Meeker, W. H. Pulsifer,

J. K. Cummings, Hon. Henry T. Blow. Colonel Cook, and

Messrs. R. B. Bonner, and Gerard B. Allen, were elected asso-

ciate members.

March 4, 1872.

The President in the chair.

Seventeen members present.

The Auditing Committee reported that they had examined the

accounts of the Treasurer for the last year and found them cor-

rect, and their report was approved.
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Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

The Corresponding Secretary laid before the Academy a com-

munication from Dr. G. A. Maack, of the Museum of Compara-

tive Zoology at Cambridge, Mass., asking for the loan of certain

specimens of fossil mammalia in the possession of the Academy,

with permission to make casts of them.

Dr. Engelmann stated that the specimens referred to had been

destroyed in the late fire, with the exception of one choice speci-

men of the skull of Bos cavifrons, which the Secretary was in-

structed to place at the service of the Cambridge Museum.

Mr. C. V. Riley presented for publication a paper by the late

Benjamin D. Walsh, deceased State Entomologist of Illinois,

entitled kt Descriptions of North American Hymenoptera." He
paid a feeling tribute to the author, and stated that as Mr. Walsh's

associate in the publication of the American Entomologist, sun-

dry manuscripts had been sent to him in the summer of 1870 by

Mr. Win. B. Pettit, who had charge of Mrs. Walsh's affairs.

These manuscripts were forwarded to Mr, E. T. Cresson, to be

deposited in the archives of the American Entomological Society,

of which he was then secretary. Among them, these descriptions

of Hymenoptera were found ready for publication, and, by re-

quest, Mr. Cresson, who makes a specialty of this Order of insects,

consented to edit the paper, and let it be published in the West.

He stated that it was written on both sides of the sheets, and from

numerous interpolations and additions, was evidently intended to

be copied ; but Mr. Walsh's writing was so peculiarly distinct

and careful, that the printer would have no difficulty in following

it; and he believed the paper would form a valuable addition to

the Transactions as it was to American Hymenopterology.

Referred to the Committee on Publication.

Dr. Engelmann presented twigs of a new Pine, showing blos-

soms and young cones. This new species had actually been dis-

covered in South Carolina, which had been so thoroughly ex-

plored by botanists. The celebrated botanist of South Carolina,

Mr. S. Elliott, was evidently aware of its occurrence, but does not

seem to have been certain as to its distinctive character. Dr.

Engelmann proposed to name it Pinus Elliottii. It grows along

the coast under the influence of a saline atmosphere. The wood

is valuable for timber, and is used there. The tree is remarka-

ble for its long coarse leaves, which occur in 2s and in 3s, and for
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•germinating the same fall that the seed ripens. In some respects

it resembles the Long-leaved Pine of the South, and still more

the Maritime Pine of southern Europe {P. Pinaster), and seems

to be confined to South Carolina, and perhaps Georgia and Flor-

ida. He explained the character of the pollen in pines generally,

and how fertilization takes place mostly by the agency of the

wind, and illustrated the hygrometric nature of the mature cones.

Prof. R. Pumpelly, Chancellor W. G. Eliot, Prof. M. S. Snow,

and Messrs. John B. Thompson, B. V. B. Dixon, R. J. Rom-
bauer, Geo. W. Belcher, and M. L. Harter, were elected asso-

ciate members.

March 18, 1872.

The President in the chair.

Nineteen members present.

Dr. Briggs presented some fine specimens of gold-bearing

quartz from California.

Mr. Edwin Harrison donated a large photograph likeness of

Prof. Louis Agassiz.

Dr. Wislizenus reported an abstract of his Meteorological Ob-

servations for the last three months :

The winter had been remarkable for its steady cold weather, yet the

thermometer had at no time sunk below 3 below zero; while in previous

years, it had been observed to fall 20 and 22 below zero. It had been

peculiar for its extreme drought. The following table shows the tempera-

ture and rainfall for December, January and February, compared with the

average for the last 30 years :

Temperature.—December, 1871 29.o° F. Average.. 33.
8°

January, 1872 27.1 "
32.4

February, 1872 31.4 . " 35.3

Average 29.2 33.8

Rainfall.—December, 1S71 .. .. 1. 12 inches. Average.. 3.16 inches.

January, 1S72 1.15 " " 2.14 "
February, 1S72 2.02 " " 2.66 "

Total 4.29 7.96

Messrs. H. E. Paulin, Louis F. Soldan, Hugh McKittrick, and

Enos Clark, Esq., were elected associate members.
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Afril i, 1872.

Albert Todd, Esq., Vice-President, in the chair.

Thirteen members present

Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

Mr. A. D. Hager, State Geologist of Missouri, read a paper

on " Fish Culture ; its History ; Peculiarities of the Salmon and

Trout, and Artificial Propagation." Referred to the Committee

on Publication.

Mr. C. V. Riley inquired of Mr. Hager if he knew anything

of the little web-worm which made what is known as the death-

web of young trout, and which was supposed by Mr. Seth Green,

of Mumford, to be one of the worst obstacles to trout-breeding.

The worm is the larva of a species of Buffalo gnat (Simulium),

and he had named it Sitnulium fiiscicidum. Mr. Riley gave

an account of its singular transformations, and showed how it

spun its web. The young trout were said to get entangled by

thousands in this web, and thus die ; but there was difference of

opinion as to wdiether the worm really had anything to do with

the death of the young fish. Prof. Hager answered that he had

never been troubled with anything of the kind.

Mr. Richard Hayes made a statement with regard to the recent

hurricane at St. Louis., as follows :

In regard to the tornado which occurred on the night of March 30th,

last, he stated, that on the next day he commenced at Seventh street to

trace it towards the west, by keeping as near as he could on the southern

edge of its path, and following it as far to the westward as any trace of its

violence could be seen ; and on returning, he traced the northern edge as

far as possible to the eastward, so that by means of field notes taken at the

various points, he was enabled to describe its exact limits, and the various

phenomena within them. Beginning the description on Grand avenue,

at the head of Lafayette avenue, where the force of the wind was only

strong enough to break down the weakest fences and a few decayed trees,

not much violence was indicated until, in its course, it reached as far to

the east as Toney street. Here it crossed Park avenue, and became more
violent. On the south side of Park avenue, the west chimney of a house
was blown off in such a manner as to fall northwardly, notwithstanding

its largest dimension was from north to south, thus indicating the whirl-

ing motion of the wind. On the north side of the avenue were several

houses whose chimneys and walls had been injured. Further eastward on
Carolina street, the houses suffered more or less, and on reaching Missouri

avenue, he found three houses with their eastern gable walls blown east-

ward, and two of them had their west walls blown westward. There were
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no chimneys projecting from these walls, so as to expose a large surface

to the action of the wind. Pursuing the same general course, its northern

edge crossed Chouteau avenue just west of Mississippi avenue, and its

southern edge crossed it at Grattan street. At Tayon avenue its width

extended from Singleton street to Chouteau avenue. This was its wides'-

part. It crossed Fourteenth street at the Pacific Railroad. On Randolph
street, house No. 1309 had its west end partially thrown down, although

the next house west of it is not more than four or five feet distant, and
rises ten or twelve feet above it, thus completely sheltering it from the

progressive motion of the wind. When it reached the market on Seventh

street, it took off the northern half of its roof on the western side, and car-

ried a large part of it across the street, demolishing some of the houses on
the eastern side. Here it was where the principal injury to human life oc-

curred, as the market was thronged with people at the time. Here, too,

it seemed to have spent its violence, though its track was distinctly marked
till it reached the river near the foot of Market street.

In East St. Louis, it took off a small part of the roof of the Elevator,

also destroying the circular engine-hou^e of the Vandalia Railroad, the

walls of which were thrown outward, except a small portion of the west-

ern side. Further on, it lifted a small two-story frame house from its

foundation, carrying it about three feet to the northeast. After this, but

few signs of its violence were visible.

Throughout the entire length of its course, the northern edge was
sharply defined and perfectly straight, having a bearing of N. 735 E. The
southern edge was not so well defined, and was somewhat irregular. The
width of its path was from 500 to 800 feet. Its violence seemed to be

most intense in low grounds, where its path also became narrower than

on the higher lands. Its circular motion, as indicated by the position of

the debris, was opposite to that of the hands of a watch placed upon its

back. It crossed four railroad tracks, each at an angle of 22 , without

being in the least deflected by them. It also passed numerous telegraph

wires at various angles, without any apparent change of its course.

Prof. C. M. Woodward. N. DeVere Howard, M.D., and Mr.

Henry K. Foster, were elected associate members.

April 15, 1872.

Vice-President Albert Todd in the chair.

Nine members present.

Dr. Englemann noticed the statement of Mr. Hayes at the last

meeting, that the course of the tornado was not changed or in

any way affected in crossing the railroad tracks. It had been

supposed by some that railroads had some influence on storms
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by conducting the electricity. But the soil itself was a perfect

conductor of electricity, and this fact should be borne in mind.

He had himself observed in the past that these hurricanes were

always most severe in the lowest places, and he cited Millcreek

Valley as an example. They passed over the country in the

form of a whirling inverted cone, and the lower part of the cone

had the greatest force.

Mr. Joseph Shippen was elected an associate member.

May 6, 1872.

Dr. Engelmann, Vice-President, in the chair.

Eleven members present.

Publications received were laid upon the table.

Mr. C. V. Riley presented to the Academy a copy of his fourth

annual report on the Insects of Missouri.

Mr. Riley stated that he had in his possession a specimen of

Menobranchus, taken from a water-pipe in the city, which he

would turn over to the Academy whenever it could be properly

cared for.

Dr. Engelmann remarked that there were several species of

these animals known in this country, but only one species known
in Europe. They belonged to the lowest order of reptiles, and

were the only actual amphibia endowed with lungs as well as

gills, which are classed among the lowest batrachia approaching

the fishes. We have at least two distinct animals of this nature

here in our waters : one is the Menobranchus which lives in our

river and is occasionally discovered in the water-pipes of the

city ; the other and the smaller is the two-footed siren found in

the lakes and rivers. Two others, the Salamandrops and Am-
phiuma, are found in the United States. A fifth one, the

Axoltel, is found in the lakes of Mexico ; while a single one, the

Proteus, lives in the subterranean waters of Austria. Four allied

forms live in the tropical regions of South America and in Af-

rica. It is a singular fact that these ttn almost embryonic ani-

mals constitute, as now understood, ten monotypic genera.

Mr. Hager presented a piece of oak-wood from Frederick,

County, Me., stained with green, and stated that it was taken
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from a live and apparently healthy tree, and that the ashes from

such wood (of which he exhibited samples), when made into lye

or soap, stained the clothes yellow.

Dr. Engelmann thought the stain must be produced by a

mineral substance, and most probably by iron.

Dr. Johnson said be believed that trees, like animals, had the

power of appropriating or of assimilating different substances.

Dr. Engelmann objected to the term assimilate, and stated

that whenever plants do not elaborate their fluids by the ordinary

means, a simple mechanical mixture takes place.

Mr. Mallinckrodt undertook to analyze the coloring material

of the wood presented.

May 20, 1872.

The President in the chair.

Seventeen members present.

The Committee on the Constitution made their report, and

were discharged.

The amended Constitution, as reported, was then taken up,

discussed, and adopted by sections.

The Committee on Publication reported that a sufficient num-

ber of papers had been referred to them, or were now being pre-

pared, to make a number of the Transactions of about 300 pages,

illustrated by some ten or twelve plates, and that they were ready

to commence printing as soon as the Academy should place the

necessary funds at their disposal. They found that the expense

of such a number would be from $1,600 to $2,000, according to

the number of copies printed. It was thought 1,100 or 1,200

copies would be enough. It was recommended that it should

contain the revised Constitution, an abstract of the history of the

Academy, and a complete list of members. It was further sug-

gested that a subscription paper should be circulated for sub-

set iptions in aid of the funds in the treasury.

The report was accepted, and the matter of the size and number

of copies to be printed was left to the determination of the com-

mittee.

On motion, Dr. C. E. Briggs and Mr. R. Hayes were added

to the Board of Curators.
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Dr. Engelmann exhibited a living specimen of the Black Spruce

{Abies nigra) fresh from the Adirondack^ of New York, infected

with a diminutive parasite of the mistletoe family, which he had

named Arceuthobium minutiim. All the species of this genus

inhabit Conifers. One occurs on Junipers in the Mediterranean

and Caucasus regions of the old world. A second was found by
Humboldt on Pines on the highest mountains of Mexico ; and
several more have been found since on our Rocky Mountains and
westward, mostly also on Pines. The peculiarity of this species,

discovered about the same time last summer, by two different per-

sons in different parts of the State of New York, besides its

spring flowering (all the others being autumnal), consists in the

occurrence of the sexes in distinct colonies in different trees, male
and female plants never, thus far, having been found together on
the same trees ; and in the great abundance of individuals on
these trees, where the flowering plants almost always occupy the

three year old branchlets, while the two year old ones exhibit

germinating plantlets like small knots. The necessary inference

is that these parasites are propagated, or we should rather say

multiplied, by stolon-like fibres, almost analogous to the myce-
lium of Fungi, spreading under the bark of the growing branches

and always from the older to the younger ones, rather than by
seeds, which, though abundant enough, could not produce such a

copious and regular crop, and invariably of one or the other sex

only. Dr. Engelmann had been elaborating a monograph of

this curious genus, which he would offer to the Academy for

publication.

Mr. Lucius H. Cheney was elected an associate member.

June 3, 1872.

Vice-President Albert Todd in the chair.

Fourteen members present.

Dr. J. B. Johnson made a report concerning the lot of ground
which had been offered to the Academy in conjunction with the

Historical Society, on condition that the two societies would erect

a suitable building thereon. He introduced Capt. Silas Bent

and Genl. N. Ranney, from the Committee appointed by the His-

torical Society, who were present to confer upon the subject.
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Genl. Ranney, being invited to address the Academy upon the

matter, in the course of his remarks, announced that our fellow-

citizen, James H. Lucas, Esq., was the donor of this liberal gift,

and paid a fitting tribute to his generosity.

A committee, consisting of Dr. J. B.Johnson and Albert Todd
and C. C. Whittelsey, Esqs., was appointed to tender to Mr.

Lucas the thanks of the Society for his liberal offer, and to accept

the lot on the conditions mentioned.

Dr. Engelmann exhibited specimens of an evergreen fern {Poly-

podium incanum), which grows in the south and even in the

woods around Cairo, mostly on the bark of trees, but does not

reach as far north as St. Louis. It has the property of shriveling

up and apparently dying, but opens again when moistened.

These pseudo-parasitic plants, unlike the true parasites, do not

absorb nourishment from the plants to which they fasten, but

live on whatever collects in the crevices of the bark, etc.

Mr. C. V. Riley exhibited some large and handsome specimens

of a Japanese silkworm, {Anthercea yama-mai) reared from

eggs imported from Japan. Of all the species of silk-producing

insects that have been experimented with here, or in Europe,

during the last few years, as substitutes for the Mulberry silk-

worm, which has been so badly attacked by an epidemic, he said

this one gave the greatest promise. It was a large green worm,

with silvery spots, and feeds on the leaves of different oaks. The
cocoons were as large as a small hen's egg, and the silk was valu-

able, strong and lustrous, and was much used in Japan. He had

had very good success in feeding them this year.

Mr. Riley also exhibited specimens of wild sage {Artemi-

sia tridentata) from Utah, handed him by Dr. Engelmann. They

were peculiar from the fact that there were three distinct galls

growing from them. As the plant was rare, these galls were

doubtless undescribed.

Mr. Mallinckrodt reported that he had analyzed the green oak-

wood presented at a former meeting by Prof. Hager, and found

in the ashes a large percentage of iron ; and he believed the green

appearance to be produced by tannate of iron, as the only acid

that could be in the wood was tannic acid. There was also found

in the ashes carbonate ot lime, carbonate of potassa, and traces

of soda, magnesia, manganese and silicic acid. The tannic acid,

in combination with the iron, would produce the green color.
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Mr. Richard Hayes read a paper giving a list of the Earth-

quakes mentioned as occurring during the year 1S71, on 151 dif-

ferent days. Referred to the Committee on Publication.

June 17, 1872.

Albert Todd, Esq., Vice-President, in the chair.

Eight members pi-esent.

Dr. J. B. Johnson, from the committee appointed at a former

meeting in relation to Mr. Lucas' donation of a lot of ground to

the two societies mentioned, presented a deed therefor duly

executed.

On motion of the Hon. Samuel Reber, the following resolu-

tions were unanimously adopted :

"Whereas, The Hon. James H. Lucas, and Marie, his wife,

have generously donated to the Missouri Historical Society and

the Academy of Science of St. Louis a lot of ground, on the

south side of Locust street, in block 515, of the city of St. Louis,

by deed dated June 8, 1872 : Now, be it

" Resolved, That the profound thanks of this Society be, and

are, hereby tendered to the Hon. James H. Lucas and his wife

for their noble donation to this Society.

"'•Second, That the President is hereby authorized and directed

to subscribe his name to such deed, as such President, in proof of

the grateful acceptance of said gift by the St. Louis Academy of

Science."

A committee of five, consisting of Dr. Engelmann, Judge

Reber, Mr. Riley, Dr. Johnson, and Dr. Forbes, was appointed

to confer with the Committee of the Historical Society for the

purpose of getting subscriptions for a building and obtaining

plans and estimates.

Mr. M. L. Gray informed the Academy that the late Dr. B. F.

Shumard's collection was now offered for sale in St. Louis, and,

on his motion, a committee, consisting of Drs. McPheeters and

Engelmann and Mr. Malinckrodt, was appointed to effect a pur-

chase, if possible, for the Academy of Science.
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September 2, 1872.

Dr. Engelmann, Vice-President, in the chair.

Mr. C. V. Riley read a paper for publication, entitled " On a

new genus in the Lepidopterous Family, Tineidce^ with Remarks

on the Fertilization of Yucca." Referred to the Committee on

Publication.

The Secretary presented to the Academy, on behalf of Mr. Ed-

win Harrison, a life-size photograph of the late Dr. Benjamin F.

Shumard.

September 16, 1872.

Albert Todd, Esq., Vice-President, in the chair.

Fourteen members present.

The Corresponding Secretary reported exchanges received and

deposited in the Library.

Letters were read from the Mercantile Library of Baltimore,

and from the Illinois Museum and Library, asking for copies of

the Transactions of the Academy, and were referred to the Libra-

rian to be complied with as far as practicable.

Dr Engelmann read a communication from Mr. G. C. Broad-

head, of the State Geological Survey, concerning ancient mounds

andcircumvallations discovered in the County of Saline, Missouri.

He stated that when recently at Miami, he had visited an interest-

ing locality four miles southward of that place, where he observed

an ancient walled fortification on high ground in a dense wood.

It was about a quarter of a mile in diameter, somewhat circular,

but varying with the ravines making from the hill, and becoming

re-entrant at such places. Around this space extended a double

wall and a double ditch, with a flattened ridge on either side,

showing in the cross section, first, alow ridge 10 feet wide and i|

feet high ; then a depression 10 feet wide and 3 feet deep ; then a

ridge S feet wide and 3 feet high ; and then a depression 6 feet

wide and 3 feet deep, rising into another ridge 8 feet wide and

3 feet high. The two last mentioned ridges extended entirely

around the included area, and were built wholly of earth taken

from the ditches. No rock was seen near. Black-oak trees three
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to five feet in diameter were growing over the walls, ditches, and

inner area, and the whole surface was covered with a dense growth

of luxuriant bushes, vines, and trees. The ridges had evidently

been originally much higher, and the ditches deeper. The hill

faced the eastern edge of the Petite Osage Plains. On the

neighboring fields, human bones, spear heads, and remnants of

pottery, had been plowed up, and he had, himself, picked up

arrow-heads and spear-heads of flint in the same neighborhood.

Dr. W. M. McPheeters presented specimens of petrified wood
of the stumps of trees found thirty miles northwest of Pike's Peak,

and a quantity of ores and fossils brought from Colorado Territory

by the Rev. Dr. Forman.

Dr. McPheeters doubted the correctness of the theoiy of the

formation of such petrifactions of wood, by the substitution of

mineral substance in place of the decayed tissues. He thought

that an incrustation would be formed in such manner as to pre-

vent decay, and that some other theory must be resorted to for an

explanation of the phenomenon.

Dr. Engelmann accounted for it by supposing a submergence

and a subsequent upheaval of the land, many such trees showing

evidence of having been submerged.

Dr. Engelmann exhibited a plant of the genus Yucca, familiarly

known as Adam's needle and Spanish bayonet. He had dis-

covered the mode of its fertilization, and gave an abstract of a

paper on the subject which he desired to present to the Academy.

The paper was referred to the Committee on Publication.

Novembei- 18, 1872.

Vice-President Albert Todd in the chair.

Seventeen members present.

Dr. Engelmann said he wished to make some statements with

reference to the fossil-wood presented to the Society at its last

meeting. He had submitted it to several tests, and had found it

perfectly fire-proof, and chemical tests pioved the fibres to be

silex. He would further state that some of those present

thought the wood could not be petrified as some of it was rotten,
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and crushed under the fingers. The wood was rotten, and its

structure in a measure destroyed. It felt like a fine, mealy

powder ; nevertheless it did not change in the red heat. The

sound wood, as well as the rotten material, was changed into

silex. The sound wood showed the structure to be coniferous,

distinct from our pine wood and more allied to the California

red wood. It is an interesting fact that these trees are found in

great abundance in the fossil state, not only in America but

over both northern continents. He thought that most probably

this fossil-wood belonged to the Tertiary geological period.

Dr. Engelmann said he understood it was the intention to have

a joint meeting of the Academy of Science and the Historical

Society, to take into consideration the propriety and means of

erecting a four-story building for the joint use of the two societies.

He saw but few members of the Historical Society present, and

he supposed they had not been informed in regard to the meeting.

President Todd said several members of the Historical Society

had met at the time appointed, but there were not enough present

to form a quorum. He was sure the Historical Society was de-

sirous of meeting with them, and that if any action was resolved

upon, and they notified, there would doubtless be no difficulty

about a joint meeting.

December 2, 1872.

Pursuant to notice, a joint meeting of the members of the

Academy of Science and of the Missouri Historical Society was

held on this evening, at which some twenty-five members of the

two societies were present, and John H. Terry, Esq., was called

to the chair.

After some discussion in relation to the best mode of raising

funds for the erection of a suitable building upon the lot of

ground recently donated to the two societies, and procuring

plans for such building, the following resolution offered by W.
H. H. Russel was adopted :

Resolved, That the present joint building committee be con-

tinued, and are hereby empowered to devise, select and report
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thereon at the next first meeting of the two societies, and that said

report be submitted in writing, and that said committee be allowed

further time to report.

S. B. Johnson, Silas Bent, and Albert Todd, on the part of the

Historical Society, and Dr. McPheeters, Mr. Lynch, and Enno

Sander, on the part of the Academy of Science, were appointed

a Finance Committee to solicit subscriptions.

December 16, 1872.

Mr. J. R. Meeker in the chair.

Mr. C. V. Riley presented for the museum a well-preserved

skin of a rattlesnake, measuring over six feet in length, and

having twenty- eight rattles. He observed that the statement

was recently made in Chambers' journal that the poison of the

rattlesnake was pressed from a gland, or sac, in the gum, at the

base of the fangs, and ran down the outside of the tooth, and

not, as was generally believed, through a channel in the centre of

the tooth. He did not attach any weight to the statement.

The rattles of the rattlesnake had been a stumbling-block to

the Darwinians, as it is generally taken for granted that they

must prove a serious detriment to the snake by frightening away

any prey that might come within hearing. The theories lately

put forth by Prof. N. S. Shaler and J. G. Henderson, in the

" American Naturalist," give us, however, a different impression

on this subject. It is there held that the rattle serves as a lure to

birds, who mistake the noise for the drumming of the Cicada.

This would be an explanation, perhaps, satisfactory to some
;

but there is added another and more natural explanation of the

rattle. It is this : that since the rattle is never resorted to except

when the snake is greatly agitated, the vibrations of the tail are

then intended to serve as a dread alarm-note to strike terror to

the heart of an assailant, who may be, and frequently is, im-

mensely stronger than the snake, and could crush it at a blow.

The dread of the bite of the snake serves as a powerful curb upon

the enemy, and many animals which, on the first impulse, would

run at and kill it, are deterred by the fear of the terrible bite, the

effect of which they know by instinct. Again, should these views
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late meeting of the Essex Institute, viz : that the rattle serves to

call the sexes together, would still prove its advantages to the

snake. The best antidote against the bite consisted in large doses

of whisky.

Mr. Riley also exhibited a small worm, an inch in length, and

of the thickness of a sewing-needle, which was coughed up from

the lungs of a patient of Dr. Clemens, of this city, from whom
he had received it. From the double-segmented appearance of

the abdominal joints, being apparently twenty-jointed, it was evi-

dently the larva of some species of Scenopinus, a two-winged

fly, something like the common cheese-fly. These larvae usually

live on decaying animal and vegetable matter. The lung must

have been far advanced in decomposition to allow the larva to

flourish and come to full growth within it.

A communication was received announcing the death of Dr.

M. L. Harter, an associate member of the Academy.

Messrs. J. F. Wielandy, C. A. Frederickson, Adolph Schmidt,

William E. Guy, W. R. Hodges, S. T. Rowley, Charles E.

Mitchell, P. G. Robinson, and Rev. Charles Peabody, were

elected associate members.

January 6, 1873.

The President in the chair.

Twenty-five members present.

Minutes of previous meeting read and approved.

The Corresponding Secretary reported the receipt of a number

of exchanges which were properly catalogued by him. He also

announced the application on the part of the Illinois Museum of

Natural History, and of the Baltimore Academy of Science, for

copies of our Proceedings. On motion, he was instructed to grant

copies to the Societies mentioned, and to the Recording Secretary.

Dr. Engelmann communicated the following meteorologica

observations :

Though our present winter commenced pretty early (on November 20th

the thermometer indicated 9 , and on November 30th 2°), and the first

three weeks of December were colder than common, we were scarcely pre-
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December 20th, till Saturday, December 28th. From Saturday evening

until the following Friday morning the temperature sank every day to or

below zero, and Monday, the 23rd, at 5 p. m., till Wednesday, the 25th, at

nine a. m., for forty hours, the temperature remained below zero. The same

has happened in St. Louis during the last thirty-seven years (my meteor-

ological observations in St. Louis extend through that period—more than

a third of a century) only once, and that during the cold spell of new

year of 1S64, from the evening of December 31, 1863, to the morning of

January 2, 1S64. The lowest temperature occurred in the night from De-

cember 23 to 24, probably in the early hours after midnight. With me,

on the outskirts of the city, two miles from the river, it reached 19. 5 ;
in

the city itself different observers noted 14.17 degrees below zero. On the

new year's day of 1864 the lowest temperature observed by me amounted

to 22.5.

During the cold spell of the past weeks the temperature remained below

the freezing point from Saturday night, December 14, to Sunday noon,

December 29—over 14 days.

The past December was, on the average, by far the coldest I have ob-

served here in 40 years. My observations gave me the mean for the

month 23.5 degrees, those of the signal service 25 5; but even this last

temperature is several degrees lower than I have ever noted it before.

The mean temperature of December in St. Louis is nearly 34 degrees;

this last December was the ninth on which I have found it below 30;

the coldest of these were those of 1838, 1845, 1S59 and 1S68—while in two

instances, 1857 and 1862, it was over 40 degrees.

But coming to a more pleasant and hopeful view of this question of cold

and chilliness, I find that my records exhibit the fact that cold Decem-

bers have in all the above enumerated instances been followed by mild

Januarys, and that every winter which began with such a severe December

turned out, on the average, a moderate or even a mild one. Let us hope

that the coming months will not falsify so favorable precedents.

It may be proper to add that the winter temperature within the city of

St. Louis appears to be getting milder and milder as the city enlarges, and

as hundreds of thousands of fires warm the houses and send their smoke

upwards to form a dismal and dark, but sheltering canopy over the city.

The outskirts are not as warm in winter, and I may add not as warm in

summer, as the heart of the city. And from isolated observations we

must conclude that the temperature in the country, even at a moderate

distance, is, in many localities at least, still more extreme in heat as well

as in cold.

Dr. Engelmann also stated that he had received a copy of the

London Lancet containing an interesting account of a fossil man

found at Mentone, on the coast between Genoa and Nice. The

conditions under which it was found, and the associated remains

of animals, many of which are extinct, indicated great antiquity
;



and the specimen was, perhaps, the most perfect of its age that

had yet been found. It was over 6 feet in height, and though un-

mistakably human, possessed some peculiarities of interest. It

was being carefully exhumed under French care, and further de-

velopments might soon be looked for.

Prof. J. Luce presented specimens of a very fine carbon found

at Belleville, Ills., and made some remarks as to its nature.

Mr. Riley offered the following resolutions, which, after brief

remarks in their favor by himself and Mr. Harris, were unani-

mously adopted :

" Resolved, i. That after the ist ofJanuary, 1S73, the Journal

of Proceedings of the St. Louis Academy of Science be published

in instalments of 16 pages, and that it be the Recording Secretary's

duty to prepare these Proceedings for the press, the pages to be

numbered in Roman numerals.

" 2. That the Transactions of the Society be likewise printed

in instalments, i.e., that every paper or communication presented

to the Society be published forthwith, when so ordered by the

Publication Committee, and that 50 separate and paper-bound

copies, or less if desired, be at the disposal of the author.

" 3. That the Transactions be paged in ordinary numbers, and

that it be the duty of the Corresponding Secretary to send the sig-

natures to subscribers and members every three months, or as often

as three or four signatures have accumulated.

" 4. That it be the duty of the Publication Committee to take

charge of the signatures, and, whenever sufficient material shall

have accumulated to make a fair-sized volume, to prepare an index

and order all the copies remaining in possession of the Society to

be bound."

The Treasurer submitted his Annual Report, showing that the

balance on handJanuary, 1872, was $143.50 ; amount of subscrip-

tions collected during the year, $648; expended, $150; balance

on hand, $639.50. Including the subscriptions to fall due on

March ist, there will be in the Treasury, after their collection,

$1,400. The number of paid associate memberships was 120.

The report was referred to an auditing committee, consisting of

Messrs. Forbes, Todd, and Engelmann, and found correct.

President Eads called Mr. Harris to the chair, and made the

following remarks

:



Gentlemen of the Academy of Science :

Another year has been scored on the records of your youthful institution

and in contemplating the results achieved in this brief period, you have

much cause for congratulation and encouragement.

The contributions to science made by several of your members during

the past twelve months, in different departments of investigation, have

been characterized by so much novelty, have shown such comprehensive

and careful observation, and in most instances have been presented to the

scientific world with such simplicity of language and originality of thought,

that increased attention on the part ofkindred societies throughout Ameri-

ca and Europe has been directed towards this prolific field of inquiry, and

the most respectful consideration is accorded to the facts announced. The
reports made from time to time by your efficient Corresponding Secretary

give flattering assurances of a lively interest in your observations, and a

cordial desire for your success on the part of older societies and savants

abroad.

Your financial condition is also very encouraging. You are clear of

all debt; your revenue is constantly swelling, and you have a moderate

surplus on hand.

The remarkable increase in the number of new members has given

substantial evidence that an earnest spirit of scientific inquiry has been

developed among our own citizens, to an extent never before witnessed.

The long roll of names of intelligent gentlemen, now numbered as mem-
bers of the Academy, assures me that its darkest hours have passed by,

and 1 see the warm tintings which mark the dawning of a glorious day, at

length, brightening its future.

Already one generous patron (Mr. James H. Lucas), doubly blest with

the wisdom to appreciate and the wealth to advance your high purpose,

has stepped forth unsolicited, and with princely munificence donated a

valuable lot of ground centrally located, on which to erect a building for

the safe-keeping of your records, library and museum; and in which

scientific truths and phenomena may be hereafter explained to our

citizens.

Other liberal and intelligent friends of education stand ready to con-

tribute of their abundance in aid of the erection of this temple of science,

the intrinsic value of which to this city cannot be overestimated.

No one can compute the benefit which would result to this community
from the annual delivery of a comprehensive course of lectures in our

midst upon the physical and natural sciences, demonstrated with such

necessary apparatus, illustrations and specimens as it is the intention of

this Academy to po-sess. One lecture on electricity or light, on zoology

or botany, or upon any of the great departments of science, when given

by one thoroughly informed upon the subject, and demonstrated with the

necessary means, will oftentimes convey to the student a clearer compre-

hension of it than he could acquire by the study of a whole volume written

upon the same topic. Frequently an error which has trammelled the



mind for years has been dissipated in a moment, by simply exhibiting the

phenomenon itself whilst explaining the laws that control it.

The difficulty of retaining in the memory scientific facts acquired by

the study of the subject in books alone, is well known to every one; but

when they come to us accompanied by some visible or tangible evidence,

the mind is indelibly impressed. In this way, too, the pursuit of knowledge

becomes more attractive. Whenever a few of the chief principles in any

department of science are clearly explained and understood by the student,

the fascination of the subject begins at once to appear. He feels that he

is no longer a drudge, but that his labor is one constant source of plea-

sure. A world of novelties are developed in succession before him. and

with delight he moves forward to examine each in its turn. When all the

facts which have been garnered by others have been studied and mastered,

he wanders forth into unexplored by-ways eagerly searching for new
truths, or treads again the old familiar fields to seek such treasures as

may yet be undiscovered.

In all civilized lands Ave find a class of intelligent men who assume to

disregard everything scientific. This affectation comes simply from a

want of reflection. The lives of all men, even of those having but a

small share of common sense, give the lie to such pretension. In

sickness, the patronage bestowed upon the mountebank springs from an

innate respect for a higher degree of knowledge than that which the suf-

ferer feels himself possessed of. In every department of industry, and in

all the avocations of life, men who speak thus lightly are nevertheless

continually manifesting by their actions their deference for science. In-

deed, the blrssings, comforts and facilities which attend mankind in every

nook and corner of civilization, and which are the direct results of the

teachings of science, are so multitudinous, that no man of ordinary in-

telligence can fail to be impressed with their number.

The civilization of to-day is in reality mainly founded upon our know-

ledge and application of physical science. To this cause are we almost

wholly indebted for the superior refinements, methods of life, and multi-

plicity of appliances for increasing our happiness. Nor does the glory

of science end with these magnificent and tangible evidences of her power.

To her is chiefly due that moral force which characterizes civilized life.

She pervades all departments of intellectual labor, and all theories and

forms, whether of law, commerce, agriculture, social economy or g vern-

ment, are subjected in some measure to her crucial tests. Even Sacred Writ

accepts just such interpretations as her inexorable laws demand. Through
her teachings we are learning to correctly estimate the value of experi-

ment and observation, and to demand that evidence shall precede belief.

Already has the startling fact dawned upon the human understanding,

that man's welfare on earth is wholly dependent upon his implicit obser-

vance of certain immutable laws ; and only through the most perfect

knowledge of these, can he hope to yield that invariable obedience which

secures the highest degree of human happiness. Science, which we have



been too prone to look upon simply as a means of advancing our material

prosperity, here proves our friend in a higher cause. She alone can unfold

these vital laws to man.

Her domain, embracing as it does the entire cosmos, is so boundless

however, and the mental scope and lifetime of man so limited, that it is

only by some judicious co-operative system, in which individuals confine

themselves to special departments of investigation, and in which careful

records are preserved to convey to future workers their observations and

discoveries, that mankind can hope to attain the earliest possible insight

into all the mysteries of nature.

"One science only will our genius fit,

So vast is art, so narrow human wit."

We see, therefore, the importance of encouraging such institutions as

this, where investigations in all departments of natural and physical

science may receive such aids through experiment, demonstration and

observation, as genius when fostered by wealth can accomplish, and

where the records of the past and the details of present discoveries in

the world of science can be temptingly placed within the reach of every

inquirer.

What purer philanthrophy can we conceive of than that which has for

its aim the most thorough instruction of our fellow-men in the compre-

hensive knowledge of those unalterable moral and physical laws, on the

observance of which, and their proper application, depends the ameliora-

tion of mankind? This is the noble purpose of your institution.

The acquisition of wealth usually quenches man's love for his fellow.

The pursuit of knowledge, on the contrary, awakens one of his noblest

attributes. The cultivation of the mind inspires the wish to benefit our

neighbor; and the desire increases in proportion as knowledge supplies

the power to elevate and improve his condition.

Let us labor then in the confident assurance that, as our knowledge

of the laws which control the universe increases, the welfare of mankind

will in like manner also increase. Hence, as the mighty scheme of crea-

tion unfolds itself to the undertanding, and the intellect is filled with

sublimer truths, a more intelligent comprehension of the power and

wisdom of the Creator will develop a more enlarged and effective philan-

thropy. Science, while thus leading man upward and onward to the

very threshold of omnipotence, will inspire him with a holier love of God

and humanity.

The annual election of officers resulted as follows

:

President—Capt. J. B. Eads, C. E.

1st Vice-President—Hon. Albert Todd.

2nd Vice-President—Geo. Engelmann, M.D.

Corresponding Secretary—Hon. Nathaniel Holmes.

Recording Secretary—C. V. Riley.



Treasurer—Dr. Enno Sander.

Librarian—Jno. J. Bailey.

Curator—Rich. Hays.

Committee on Publication—-Dr. G. Engelmann, W. T.

Harris, C. V. Riley, and N. Holmes.

Mr. J. Luce, J. L. Sanborn, and J. N Judson, were elected

associate members.

January 20, 1873.

Vice-President Albert Todd in the chair.

Eleven members present.

Books and pamphlets received were laid upon the table.

A revised but unprinted copy of the Constitution and By-Laws

was presented, and an amendment to Art. 4, Sec. 5, offered by

Mr. Todd, was laid over to be acted upon at the proper time.

Mr. Riley presented a piece of stone showing very perfect

petrifactions of the spines of an Echinite. It was taken from the

bottom of a small stream near Kirkwood, where the specimens

were tolerably common. He also presented a piece of wood

which, though encountered at the bottom of a well 30 feet below

the surface of the ground, at Centralia, Ills., was scarcely car-

bonized at all.

Judge Holmes made the following remarks on

THE FOSSIL MAN OF THE MENTONE CAVE.

In the London Lancet of Dec. 7, 1S72, p. 818, an account is given by

J. Henry Bennet, M.D., of a complete human skeleton, discovered by the

French Geologist, M. E. Riviere, in the bone caverns at Mentone, on the

coast of the Mediterranean between Nice and Genoa, and now deposited

in the geological museum at Paris. The more notable facts stated are

these : skeleton six feet in length, skull dolicocephalic, not negroid ; teeth

nearly complete and worn flat; orbital cavities peculiar in length and

diameter ; found lying in an interior part of the cave at a depth of 19 feet

in the undisturbed deposits, with implements of flint, stone, bone and

deer-horn accompanying it, and with remains of trie extinct mammalia of

the Post-Pleiocene period above, around, and below it. The facts seem

to be well authenticated.

The significance of this discovery lies in the fact that it furnishes the

first indubitable or undoubted instance of a human skeleton being found

in deposits contemporary with animals of the extinct fauna of the Post-



Pleiocene priod {Elephas primigenius^ ursus spelceus, Sic), and of near-

ly if not quite the oldest known age of flint and bone implements of hu-

man workmanship. Not that this evidence was necessary to establish the

existence of man in that age; forthat fact was already conclusively proved

by the flint, or stone, and bone implements, of unquestionable human

workmanship, previously found in caves, and still older deposits in both

France and England. Nor, indeed, that no other human bones contem-

porary with the same extinct animals were known before; for the Engis

skulls found by Dr. Schmerling, and the Neanderthal skull described by Dr.

Fuhlrott, had long ago furnished very satisfactory evidence of that fact,

though at the time of their discovery geologists were not prepared to

admit the possibility of such facts being true. And the fossil jaw-bone

reported to have been found with the oldest flint implements of the valley

of the Somme, in France, might be taken as another instance, if skillful

geologists and especially so able an observer as Mr. John Evans, the dis-

tinguished English geologist, had not cast a slur upon it as a possible

case of imposition, or as not having been seen in situ by any scientific

geologist. Probably in such a matter the oath of a dozen ordinary work-

men would not be taken as any proof of the fact; but here, now, is an

instance which it is not possible tor any rational man to dispute.

Secondly, it is significant in being six feet in length, dolicho-cephalic,

and not negroid in type, and in being peculiar in its orbital cavities. So

far as can be judged from the engraving, it resembles somewhat the Nean-

derthal skull, and is even suggestive of the boat-shaped skulls of the older

English barrows. But since the age is fixed as that of the Post-Pleiocene

animals, goingback, within a few strata of the end of the Pleiocene period—

to a period so vastly remote in time as scarcely to admit of any compari

son with ethnological data in respect of the distribution of races or colors,

or any possible classification, in point of race or color, with the compara-

tively modern men of the present science of Ethnology—we are carried

back far beyond the category of nations and Ethnology proper, and are

taken into the purely zoological province of Anthropology.

Nevertheless, in view of all that is known upon the question, it would

seem as yet to be highly probable that these oldest men of Europe pro-

ceeded, originally, from the Southeastern Asiatic centre of human origins,

the seat of the Asiatic Simiada? and the home of the reddish-yellow Orang,

as all the later migrations into Europe certainly did, whether from High

Asia or from the Peninsula of Hindustan, including perhaps the negroes

of Africa; for it is possible that the negroes carne into Africa along the

coasts of Hindustan, Beloochistan, and Southern Arabia, as they are

known to have reached the ancient Colchis, through the valley of the

Euphrates, at a comparatively recent period; but it is altogether more

probable that they came into Africa by continuous land or islands which

have been sunk in the Indian Ocean since the beginning of the human

period. The geological fact of such sinking of Southeastern Asia where-

by a part of the continent became islands, since the Tertiary period, is

well established. The affinities of the native languages of Madagascar



with the Kawi speech of Southern Asia, and the use of the same imple-

ment for blowing the fires in smelting iron in Madagascar as that used

for the same purpose in the Asiatic Islands, being a hollow cane worked

on the principle of the air-pump, instead of the skin-bellows in modern

use in the interior of Africa, strongly point in the same direction. On
the other hand, modern researches concerning the most ancient peoples

of Babylon, Southern Arabia, Egypt, and Africa north of the Sahara

(as summed up by Lenormant and Chevallier), all go to show that

those regions were peopled by streams of migration across the lower

Indus from Hindustan of the reddi-h-brown or yellowish types, the Cush

of the Bible. Yet it might be hazardous to say, in the present state of

our knowledge, that it is impossible that the negroes of Africa may have

originated in the African centre, the tropical home of the African Simi-

dae and of the black chimpanzee and gorilla.

Twenty years ago, geologists did not admit that man was older than

the recent alluvial deposits. The discovery of flint implements in the

Valley of the Somme convinced them that he must be carried back to the

Post-Pleiocene age of the mammoth and cave bear. As to time, not to

speak of other recent discoveries, the scientific work of Evans on the

" Flint Implements of Great Britain" is enough to demonstrate that the

length of the human period has been so inconceivably vast that any at-

tempt to reckon it in years, whether by thousands or millions, would be

idle, and that it is expressible only by indefinite geological epochs. Mr.

Evans compares the age of these implements in England with the period

in which the original plateaus (where now are the basins of the Ouse and

the Thames), as they were when first finally raised out of the ocean, have

been denuded and cut down into the present basins and valleys of those

rivers; during which, also, large areas of land and at least one whole

river valley have been swept into the English Channel. Another measure

may be conceived by ascending from the Iron Age to the Bronze Age,

and thence to the Stone Age, and then considering that this age of sim-

ply flint implements may be divided into at least three vast periods, char-

acterized, first, by rudely worked flints; then by flint skillfully chipped to

fine edges; and, finally, by polished flints, ground smooth and sharp by

rubbing them on grit-stones.

But geologists will have to trace these human remains still further

back, and even far into the Miocene period, before they arrive at the

anthropoid Dryofiithecus of that age, which Mr. Darwin suggests as in-

dicative of the point of transition, in the course of linear branching de-

scent, from the anthropoid to the completely human type. And what

objection can there be to that, if it pleased the Creator to take that length

of time for His work and to do it in that way?



Mr. Conant followed with remarks, earnestly urging the impor-

tance of establishing an archaeological museum in St. Louis.

Dr. Engelmann exhibited a small slab of a whet-stone, given

him by Mr. Todd, and supposed to come from a petrifying lake

in Ireland, and to be fossilized or petrified wood. He explained

the difference between incrustation and fossilization, and showed

that the specimen in question was nothing but a siliceous shale.

Mineral and even animal substances often appear in layers, and

are taken for fossil wood bj^ superficial observers.

Mr. Morgan requested data relating to the Academy to be pre-

sented before the Vienna Exposition, and was referred to the

Corresponding Secretary, who was instructed to give the re-

quested information.

Dr. H. Z. Gill and Dr. W. Van Blarcom were elected asso-

ciate members.

February 3. 1873.

Vice President Albert Todd in the chair.

Sixteen members present.

The Corresponding Secretary laid upon the table a number of

publications lately received from foreign societies, and called the

attention of members to several papers containing matters of new
discovery and peculiar interest, of which he gave a brief abstract.

Dr. Engelmann presented a copy of the recent Report of the

U. S. .Signal Service, and observed that it contained much inter-

esting matter, corroborating, in many respects, the observations

that had heretofore been made in Europe, and especially in

England and Germany. Owing to the vast extent of the United

States as compared with the countries of Europe, the work of our

Signal Service promised important results. It was the commence-
ment of accurate meteorology in the U. States. The probabili-

ties and predictions sent out each day had proved surprisingly

correct, and were of great advantage to commerce. The map
showed that corresponding barometrical changes took place over

a great extent of country, not simultaneously, but progressively.

He exhibited a map on which he had represented the mean tern-



perature and rain-fall, abstracted from the Report, and stated

that, during the recent severe cold, his minimum thermometer

on the morning ofJanuary 29th marked 23 below zero.

Mr. W. T. Harris said he was gratified to hear the remarks of

the Corresponding Secretary on the subject of the geological

proofs of the antiquity of man. To the geological discussion of

the antiquity of man we owed the great scientific contributions

of the present clay on the subject of Anthropology. It was that

which had cleared the way for the study of anthropology or the

natural history of man. The study of primitive man, as it is now
carried on, adds every clay to our knowledge facts of the greatest

importance in determining the laws of psychological growth and

development. He spoke from the stand-point of an educator. He
supposed the physician feels more especial interest in the facts

and discoveries of science relating to physiology and the sources of

health and disease. The interesting phase to him was more espe-

cially that which throws light upon "primitive culture" ; and with

the labors of such men as Lubbock, Milne-Edwards, Lartet, and

Tylor, we are recovering one by one the lost threads that belong

to those epochs of human history that antedate all written records.

What histories our future historians will be able to write when
natural science has once unfolded the law of sequence in the pro-

gress of human invention !—the discovery of the art of metallur-

gy, of the use of wheels and of taming animals !—the arts of using

fire, of grinding grain and making bread, and of weaving !—each

one of these arts marking an epoch in the growth of the race.

When shown in their real sequence and in their correspondence

to the unfolding of the spiritual faculties of men, they will throw

a flood of light on the periods covered by written history, and

more especially upon the science of pedagogy, which has for its

province the elevation of the human being out of the stage of

infancy—that age corresponding to unconscious, pre-historic, pri-

mitive culture—into an active participation in modern culture

and civilization. Before the mind could be prepared for the sci-

entific spirit that is necessary in the investigation of the natural

history of mankind, there was necessarv a fifty years' contest be-

tween geologists and theologians in regard to the meaning and

significance of facts and of revelations. Out of this contest has

resulted a great purification of scientific method—the utmost care



in sifting facts and freedom from all exaggerations in announcing

results.

Judge Holmes observed that, in respect of our knowledge of

man, it was undoubtedly true that as archaeological and philolo-

gical researches had carried us far beyond the bounds of critical

history, so geology carries us back far beyond the scope of eth-

nology proper as an account of existing races, and takes us into

the sphere of Anthropology as a branch of purely zoological sci-

ence. Zoology, he thought, was certainly one of the most meta-

physical of the sciences, even if mathematics be more metaphy-

sical. He was inclined to regard mathematics (in its scientific

rather than in its practical aspect and in its highest reaches) as a

science of universal dynamics, statics, and equilibrium, if not of

pure reason or the laws of thought taken universally. When
free force takes on fixity, or is fixed, in the atom (a thing con-

ceivable, if not yet experimentally proved), and so becomes

(as it were) '••stored force," then the sphere of fixed fate, chance,

mechanical laws and powers, and "the properties of matter," be-

gins ; and when science comes to reach beyond these properties of

dead substratum and what it calls "physical laws" into the region

of the total free force, pure reason, and ultimate causation, and so

arrives at the end of that chain of causes which Bacon and the

ancients said was tied to the foot of Jupiter's throne, then it is

probable that science itself will become something like metaphy-

sical science, and scientists and speculative philosophers will stand

near together on the same platform, and perhaps the theologians

themselves not be excluded.

Mr. W.J. Lee of Iron Ridge, Mo., was elected a correspond-

ing member, and Messrs. John A. Scholten, Edward P. Curtis,

and David Hushes, were elected associate members.

February 17, 1873.

Vice-President Dr. Engelmann in the chair.

Twelve members present.

The Corresponding Secretary read a letter from Mr. W.J. Lee

of Iron Ridge, Mo., acknowledging his election as a correspond-

ing member.



Certain charts and reports of meteorological observations were

received from Mr. E. H. Singleton, U. S. Signal Observer, at St.

Louis, with an offer to continue them monthly. They were di-

rected to be filed for preservation.

Mr. C. V. Riley on behalf of Mr. James Harkness presented

for the museum a probable Indian skull found at a depth of fifteen

feet in one of the mounds near East St. Louis. The skull

was somewhat peculiar in form, being decidedly dolichocephalic

in tvpe, and very low in the frontal and superior regions, thick,

and heavy. The exact position where found and the accompany-

ing circumstances were not communicated.

Mr. Riley exhibited specimens of Acridtum a?nericamim, the

whole inner soft parts of which had been eaten away by the small

red ant
(
Myrmica miiiuta). leaving nothing but the outside skin

Or shell. Just as ants will neatly clean the flesh from the internal

vertebrate skeleton, so they had done in this instance from the

external invertebrate skeleton.

Mr. Enno Sander presented from Dr. H. Johnson of Jackson-

ville, Ills., a piece of shale showing impressions, which were re-

cognized by Dr. Engelmann as impressions of some plant.

The following amendment to the Constitution of the Society

in relation to the office of the Treasurer was adopted

:

Add to § 5 of Art. IV. these -words : "And he shall deposit, in the name

of the Academy of Science, all funds of the Academy coming to his hands,

when amounting to twenty-five dollars, in such incorporate bank in the

city of St. Louis as shall from time to time be designated by the Academy

by resolution ; and the same shall draw from said bank by check in the

name of the Academy of Science, signed by him as Treasurer of said Aca-

demy, as needed for the payment of its debts or expenses."

Messrs. E. H. Singleton, U. S. Signal Observer, and Adolph

Willhartitz, were elected associate members.

March 3, 1873.

Vice-President Albert Todd in the chair.

Twenty members present.

The Corresponding Secretary laid upon the table numerous

publications received in exchange from other societies.



A communication was read from the Bureau of Education, at

Washington, asking for statistics for use at the Vienna Exposi-

tion, to which the Corresponding Secretary was directed to return

a suitable answer.

On behalf of Mr. W.J. Lee of Iron Ridge, Mo., a collection of

iron ores from that locality was presented for the museum, for

which the thanks of the Academy were voted to Mr. Lee.

Dr. Engelmann communicated the following observations on

ONE OF THE TWO COLDEST WINTERS IN ST. LOUIS, IN THE LAST 40 YEARS.

Two months ago I stated to you that, after passing through by far the

coldest December witnessed by me here, we would probably experience a

milder Januarv and Febuary, as such had been my experience in all the win-

ters the beginning of which had been unusually severe. Facts have proved

these expectations futile. We have passed through one of the severest win-

ters in my record which embraces just forty years. If I say we have passed

through it, I mean meteorologically; for meteorologically our winter is cal-

culated to last from December 15th to the last of February. Actually and

practically we are in winter yet. and it will be weeks probably before the

flower-buds of our Elms and soft Maples open, which in more favored sea-

sons gladden us before the end of February.

The mean temperatures of our winters I find to be 33-6°, and the past

winter marks only 26.

3

, more than 7 less than the average. The only

winter which, in my experience, can be compared with it in severity is that

of 1855-6, which came up to 26.

4

, you may say about the same average

temperature as this winter. But, comparing the different months of both

winters, we find December, 1855, up to 32.

4

, only one degree below the

average, while January with 20.i°was nearly 12 below the mean, and

February with 26 6° nearly 9 below. January was by far the coldest month

of that winter, from 3 to 4 degrees colder than in this winter.

In this winter, however, December and January were the cold months;

and February, though cold and raw enough, and about T,k degrees below

the average, was far less severe.

The following little table will more distinctly exhibit these conditions:

Winter of Winter of Average
1855-6. 1872-3. of 40years.

December -•-• 32-4° 23-3° 33-4°

January 20.1 23.7 32.0

'February 266 31.9 35.3

Whole Winter 26.4 26.3 33.6

Last December was the coldest ever experienced by me here : January

was colder, as above stated, in 1856, and still colder in 1857 (i9°.3).

February was colder nine times within my experience than the one just

passed.



CIV

Last winter was also remarkable for the uniformity of its low tempera-

ture; in December tbe mercury fell below zero on five days (between the

22d and 27th), in January on seven days (10th, 17th and between the 25th

and 30th), and in February once (on the 2d). The highest temperature in

December (54 ) was reached on the 7th, in January on the 12th (53°-5),

and once in February (iSth) it rose to 65.

5

, only to fall nearly 40 degrees

before the following morning. The masses of snow spread uniformly over

the northern and northwestern plains are believed to be the cause of this

uniformity of cold.

The cold winter has destroyed our prospects of a peach crop for this and

perhaps for the next year, and has treated almost as badly the grape crop
;

and has belated the development of spring : it is believed that this will in-

clude all the material damage done. The lateness of spring will, agricul-

turally speaking, be rather an advantage than otherwise.

In regard to human health, the severity of the winter has been injurious

in many respects, and diseases of the respiratory organs particularly were

prevalent and often fatal, while typhoid fevers were observed much less

frequently than in other more open winters.

Mr. Gage, of the Geological Survey of Missouri, read a paper

on "Iron," which he illustrated by the aid of numerous specimens

of ores and irons which were donated to the museum. The paper

was referred to the Committee on Publication.

Mr. E. H Singleton, U. S. Signal Observer at St. Louis, com-

municated his meteorological observations with a daily series of

weather-charts for the last month.

On motion of Dr. Enno Sander, it was voted to print 100

copies of the diploma of membership of the Academy for the use

of such members as desire to procure them, on payment of the

usual fee of $3.00.

Dr. H. Johnson ofJacksonville, Ills., was elected a correspond-

ing member, and Messrs. J. L. Tracy, J. I>. Watkins, J. Thrail-

kill and Dr. A. Galney were elected associate members.

March 17. 1S73.

The President, James B. Eads. in the chair.

Eleven members present.

The Corresponding Secretary laid upon the table various pub-

lications received from other societies, together with meteorologi-

cal reports and weather-charts for the last month received from

E. II. Singleton. U. S. Signal Observer at St. Louis.



Dr. Wislizenus read a Summary of his Meterological Observa-

tions at St. Louis for the past year, which was referred to the Com-

mittee on Publication.

Dr. Theodore Fay was elected an associate member.

April 7. 1873.

Vice-President Todd in the chair.

Five members present.

Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

April 21, 1873.

Vice-President Todd in the chair.

Seventeen members present.

Publications received were laid upon the table.

Several letters were read by the Corresponding Secretary relat-

ing to exchanges.

Ordered that the Minnesota Academy of Sciences be placed

on our list of exchanges.

Mr. Gage presented some relics from an Indian mound in Illi-

nois, and also exhibited a specimen of the shovel-fish found in the

Mississippi river.

Dr. Engelmann remarked that it was a fish that inhabited our

waters, and had been sometimes sold in our market. It was

allied to the sturgeon, and known to science under the name of

Polyodon folium.

Dr. Spencer exhibited a fang of the rattlesnake, showing the

canal, and its termination near the point of the tooth, through

which the poison is injected into the wound made by the bite.

May 19, 1873.

Vice-President Todd in the chair.

Thirteen members present.

Correspondence and exchanges were reported by the Corre-

sponding Secretary.



Dr. Engelmann presented for the museum a collection of spe-

cimens in natural history received from the Agassiz Scientific

Institute of Sacramento, Cal., through Dr. I. Logan, president

of that society ; for which it was voted that the thanks of the

Academy be communicated to the society.

Messrs. N. H. Clark, Charles F. Bendire, E. C. Cushman,
Samuel Knight, and Dr. R. Roemer, and Col. C. Shaler Smith,

were elected associate members.

June 2, 1873.

President Eads in the chair.

Nine members present.

A letter was read from the Secretary of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution, dated May 31, 1873, informing the Academy that the

Smithsonian Institution would take charge of the transmission

of the Transactions of the Academy to foreign countries in the

same manner as it had heretofore been done.

Mr. E. H. Singleton communicated his meteorological obser-

vations and weather-charts for the month of May, as made at the

office of the U. S. Signal Service at St. Louis.

Mr. C. V. Riley read a supplementary paper on the Yucca

moth {Pronuba yuccaselld) , the fertilizer of that plant, describing

the chrysalis, and showing by illustration and description how
admirably it was adapted to its wants and conditions, and how
by a series of levers it was able to pry its way through the soil

and issue as a moth just about the time the Yuccas bloom. Re-

ferred to Committee on Publication.

Dr. Engelmann remarked that the opinion had been every-

where expressed that the month of May past had been a very wet

and unusually cool month, which only showed an aptitude to

forget the past in our realization of the present ; for the mean

temperature of May was 65 , only one degree less than the aver-

age for May in this city. Only once (on May 4) the thermome-

ter indicated less than 47 ; on the morning of that day it fell to

40 ; frost, we had none, nor did the temperature on any one day

rise higher than 88°.
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The quantity of rain was only 4^ inches, less than the average by about

half an inch. The rains were frequent, occurred on fourteen days, but

only two rains, both on May 26, could be called heavy. All the others

amounted to at most one-third of an inch.

In May of last year, 1872, we had more rain than this year, but the mean

temperature was one and a half degrees higher.

The unusual drought which has prevailed for the greater part of three

years, has made us forget that April, May and June are usually our wettest

months ; and last year, dry as was its greater part, May, June and July had

quite a sufficiency of rain. I observed more than 10 inches of rain in May,

1844 and 185S, both years of floods, and less than 3 inches in 1841, 1S49,

1851, i860, 1862, 1863, 1S66 and 1870, eight years.

Mr. Richard Hayes gave an account of the recent hail-storm

that touched this city, as follows :

In referring to the hail-storm which passed over St. Louis about thirty-

five minutes past three o'clock on the afternoon of May 19th, I desire to

state that, at the time of its occurrence, I was not in a position where I

could observe it as carefully as I would have liked to do. On the next day,

however, I proceeded to investigate the various phenomena that marked

the path of its progress. I first went as far S.W. as any marks of hail could

be seen upon the trees and fences, and traced its southern edge westward

to the Tower Grove Park. Within the park but few signs of hail could be

seen and I was informed that but little fell there. It must have commenced

at that point as a hail-storm and proceeded in a northeasterly direction, its

centre moving almost in a straight line, to somewhere near 24th and Can-

streets, where it met with another which must have formed near the St.

Charles road and Grand avenue. After the two met they moved on togeth-

er in a more easterly direction, the centre reaching the river at Madison

street. On the southerly edge of the southern part the wind blew almost

directly from the west; between the southerly edge and what I have desig-

nated as the centre it veered more and more towards the south, and at the

centre it blew directly from the south ; between the centre and the north-

erly edge it blew from an easterly direction, and at that edge it came direct-

ly from the east. The characteristics of the northern part were similar to

those of the southern, and the same may be said of the whole after the two

parts united.

From these characteristics, it is clear that the storm began as two whirl-

winds which approached each other and united near 24th and Carr streets,

passing on to the river as one. Whether it crossed the river or not I am
not informed. The violence was not very great, though considerable dam-

age was done to the young leaves of the trees and flowers in several parts

of the city. Window-glass was broken in some localities where the wind

came directly from the south, but in others none was broken. The south-

ern limit extended along a line drawn from Arsenal road and Grand ave-

nue to Menard and Lafayette avenue and thence to the river.



Mr. C. V. Riley observed that it had been stated in an article

by Mrs. Mary Treat, published in the American Naturalist,

that she had made certain experiments with the larva; of two

insects, which were deprived of food for some time, and the con-

clusion she came to was that she could produce males by starving

the larvae, and females by feeding them to excess. He had him-

self experimented with the larvae of some six species in which

there is a great disparity of sex, and had obtained no such results
;

and he concluded that the results of Mrs. Treat's experiments

could be accounted for on other grounds, and principally by the

fact that the female in the Insecta is usually the largest and most

vital, and requires the greatest amount of nourishment : so that,

in starving a batch of larvae, the females would be the first to

succumb, and more males would naturally be obtained from

larvae thus treated.

In answer to a suggestion that the female sex appeared to be

something like a case of arrested development, Mr. Riley said that

he believed sex in insects as well as in all animals was always

determined at the moment of conception, and that the production

of queens or workers in the honey-bee was only a question of

relative development, the workers all being undeveloped females

or queens.

June 1 6, 1873.

Vice-President Todd in the chair.

Ten members present.

Publications received were laid upon the table.

June 30, i S73-

The President in the chair.

Twelve members present.

Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

It was ordered, on motion of the Corresponding Secretary, that

a copy of vols. I. and II. of the Transactions be sent to the Impe-

rial Observatory of Rio Janeiro, Brazil.



The Treasurer presented a bill for the printing of No. i of vol.

III. of the Transactions, amounting to $943.63, which was or-

dered to be paid.

Mr. Hobart presented a photograph of a large skull of the Musk

Ox which had been found in a well twenty feet below the surface

of the ground, about ten miles west of Sauk City. Sauk Co., Wis.,

said to be the only specimen of the kind ever found in the limits

of the U. States. On comparison with the skull of the fossil ox

(Bos cavifrons) in our museum, from alluvial deposits in Chou-

teau's Pond, in St. Louis, it was found that but very slight simi-

larity existed between them.

Mr. Riley exhibited a specimen of a huge and curious spider

(Nephila plumipes Koch) which had been sent to Dr. Engelmann

from South Carolina, and remarked that it was peculiar from the

diminutive size of the male as compared with the female, the

body of the former being but one-quarter of an inch long, while

that of the latter was nearly an inch longer. The female has also

brushes of stiff hairs upon her legs, and loses no opportunity of

displaying her superiority of size and strength by devouring her

mate whenever she gets a chance. The silk of this spider may

be drawn out of the abdomen in one continuous thread, and is

quite strong and beautiful. Prof. B. G. Wilder had once reeled

upwards of two miles of it.

Mr. Riley also explained the peculiarities of the Mexican

honey-ant, presented by Dr. Engelmann. It was the Myrmecocys-

tus mexicanus of Westwood (Entomb ii. p. 225, note). The species

has two kinds of neuters, those with ordinary sized abdomens,

and those having the membrane of the abdomen much swollen

and distended. These last do not quit the common nest, but de-

vote their time entirely to the elaboration of a kind of honey,

which they discharge into cells made somewhat after the plan of

those of the common honey-bee.

He also exhibited a plant possessing flowers of such peculia 1
*

structure that large Sphinx moths were often caught in them by

not being able to withdraw their tongues when once inserted.

The plant was known as the Pliysianthus albens, rarely seen in cul-

tivation in this country, though a very beautiful climber.

Mr. Henry Senter was elected an associate member.



October 6, 1S73.

Vice-President Albert Todd in the chair.

Eleven members present.

A large number of publications received during the summer

were laid upon the table, and among them the publications of

three new correspondents, the Astronomical Observatory at Ley-

den, Holland; the Entomological Society of Belgium, Brussels,

and the Royal Geological Institute of Hungary, Pesth, Austria. It

was ordered that the Transactions of the Academy be sent to these

societies in exchange.

Dr. Engelmann presented a specimen of sea-horse {Hippocam-

pus Hudsonicus) from the mouth of the Delaware. Tt was very

similar to that occurring- on the shores of the Mediterranean.

October 20, 1873.

Mr. Richard Hayes in the chair.

Eight members present.

The Corresponding Secretary made a report of correspondence

and exchanges received.

He called attention to a recent discovery reported to have been

made by Mr. Wm. McAdams ofJerseyville, Ills., in the drift on

Otter creek, about four miles south of that place. The drift had

a depth of forty feet, and was situated at the base of a perpendicu-

lar bluff. Some interesting fossils were found in this drift ; among
which were several teeth of an animal related to the Pachyderms,

resembling rhinoceros; a tusk, some 12 inches in length, much
resembling that of the walrus, a number of large vertebra, and

bones of an extinct horse and of rodents. The locality had been

examined by Mr. Worthen, State Geologist, and it was said that

some of the newly discovered fossils had been sent to Dr. Leid)

of Philadelphia for examination.

Mr. Riley exhibited a specimen of the Spreading Adder (Hete-

rodon platyrhinos), and said it was unusually common, as, indeed,

were all kinds of snakes, the present summer, near Kirkwood,

St. Louis county, and that he had observed that the coppery color

about the head was noticeable only when the animal broadened



and flattened its head, which it was prone to do when alarmed,

the change of color being produced by the scales separating and

exposing the coppery surface which is normally hidden.

Dr. Engelmann presented a mineral substance which might be

mistaken for white sand, but was really granular gypsum. It

came from the Mesilla Valley, New Mexico, where it covered an

area ten miles in extent, making the country perfectly sterile.

Mr. Riley read a paper entitled " Descriptions of the early

Stages of Apatura Lycaon Fabr. and A. Herse Fabr., with Re-

marks on their Synonymy," which was referred to the Committee

on Publication.

Dr. Jno. C. Christien, W. M. Bryan, W.J. S.Bryan, and Geo.

B. McClellan, were elected associate members.

November 3, 1S73.

Vice-President Todd in the chair.

Seventeen members present.

A number of publications received from foreign societies were

laid upon the table by the Corresponding Secretary, who called

the attention of members to several papers containing matters of

peculiar interest.

Among them was a paper in the Proceedings of the Phil. Society of Glas-

gow, by Dr. McAdam, explaining the cause of the explosions of flour-mills

which had occurred in Scotland. It was attributed to the fine flour-dust

floating in the air in the mill, being composed chiefly of carbon and hydro-

gen and thus resembling in composition an explosive carbon-oil, being set

on fire by a candle, or by a spark from a nail or other substance getting

between the mill-stones. Such accidents had not occurred in this country

that he was aware of, but evidently might happen unless due precaution

were taken.—Prof. Schiaparelli, in an elaborate paper on Comets, Shoot-

ing Stars, and Meteorites (in the Memoirs of the R. Istituto Lombardo,

Milan), had come to the following conclusions : 1. That falling stars and

meteorites were identical in their nature; 2. That they are not of planetary

or cometary origin, but most probably come from stellar space, and in di-

verse directions; 3. That they do not originate in any one body; 4. That

they tend to prove the identity of the chemical and molecular structure of

all the bodies of the universe.—A paper in the Bulletin of the Anthro-

pological Society of France, by M. Hamy, upon the fossal human skeleton

discovered by M. Riviere in the caves of Mentone, near Nice, had satisfac-



torily ascertained that it belonged to the same Quaternary age as the skull

of Cro-Magnon, and was contemporary with the extinct mammalia of that

period.—M.Jules Marcou, in a pamphlet on "Australasia," had maintained

that there were no good geological reasons why the existence of Man might

not be carried back to the Triassic period, pointing to the probable land

connection between Africa and New Holland and between South America

and New Zealand in the Triassic and Eocene periods, and to the distribu-

tion of races in those parts as seen in modern times. This view (Judge

Holmes thought) was contradicted by both the geological and the zoologi-

cal evidences. On the theory of evolution and transition of type, since

the tvpe next lower than the human (in the Simiadae) is not traced back

beyond the Eocene, and received its largest development in the Miocene, or

at least first reached to anthropoid forms in that age, it would seem to be

altogether more probable that the transition to the completely human type

took place in that age, or in the Pleiocene. The configurations of land and

water that existed in the Tertiary period, especially in the southern hemi-

sphere, he thought, should be more thoroughly studied and considered, as

well as the possible migrations by sea and consequent mixtures of races,

(or the spread of different races into the same islands or continents.) before

such sweeping conclusions could be safely drawn.

Dr. Engelmann wholly dissented from the opinions of Prof.

Marcou. He was inclined to think that the proofs failed to esta-

blish any theory of the evolution of man out of the ape. He could

not believe that man lived in an age when only fishes and Sauri-

ans, among vertebrates, are known to have existed.

Some further remarks were made upon the subject by Messrs.

Todd and Riley and Dr. Briggs, controverting the views of Prof.

Marcou.

November 17, 1873.

The President in the chair.

Twelve members present.

Publications received were laid upon the table.

On motion of Mr. Albert Todd, the following resolutions were

adopted :

Whereas, since the last meeting ofthe Academy, there has died one who

was a sympathetic friend and a generous contributor towards establishing

its success; therefore,

Resolved, 1. That the memory of the late James H. Lucas is forever

entitled to the grateful regard and honorable esteem of this society.



2. That the Secretary send a copy of this proceeding to his bereaved

widow, certified under the seal of the Academy of Science of St. Louis,

with the respectful condolence of its members.

Dr. Copes, President of the New Orleans Academy of Sciences,

being present, was invited by the President to address the society.

Dr. Copes gave an account of the operations and vicissitudes of

the New Orleans Academy for the last twenty years, and alluded

to the contributions of its members to the progress of science and

the useful arts ; and particularly to the discovery by Mr. Lamb
of a mode of charging water with heated steam so as to make it

applicable as a motive power in engines for driving street-cars.

He had been led to this invention by experiments on the use of

ammoniacal gas as a motive force.

Capt. Roy, lately of New Orleans, being introduced, gave a

more detailed statement of this invention and of its actual use in

driving cars on street-railroads in New Orleans. An engine could

be charged at the stations with sufficient power to drive the cars

around a circuit of six to nine miles before being re-charged.

Capt. Roy also gave an account of the means that had been

employed for deepening the outlets of the Mississippi river, with

a statement of his views upon that subject, and in particular as

to the effect of jetties, which he did not think could be made

effectual.

Capt. J. B. Eads stated that the theory of jetties had been mis-

understood : he believed they would prove successful at the mouth

of the Mississippi. Sir Charles Hartley (whom he had lately

had the pleasure of entertaining at his house, when in St. Louis)

had succeeded in deepening the mouth of the Danube by the use

of jetties. He saw no good reason why they might not be equally

effectual at the mouth of the Mississippi.

An objection had been made that the effect of the jetties dam-

ming up the waters in the outlet where they were placed would

be simply to cause the waters to flow off through the other out-

lets, leaving that one to be filled up only so much the faster. He
did not believe that such would be the effect ; but that, on the con-

trary, the weight and pressure of the water would tend at once to

scour out the sands between the jetties to a greater depth, and so

inevitably to deepen the channel. His observations by the use

of diving-bells in the river, and upon the action of the current be-



tween the piers of the bridge at St. Louis, in filling, or scouring,

the bottom as the river rose and fell, or carried a greater or less

load of sediment with the change in the velocity of the current,

had confirmed him in the certainty of his conclusions.

December i, 1S73.

The President, J. B. Eads, in the chair.

Twenty-two members present.

The Corresponding Secretary laid upon the table several pub-

lications received, and among them a pamphlet by Col. C. G. For-

shey of Louisiana upon the " Delta of the Mississippi River."

Judge Holmes observed that Col. Forshey was of the opinion that the

proper delta of the Mississippi extended up to within a few miles of Cape

Girardeau in Missouri, though Sir Charles Lyell had taken the head of

the Atchafalaya branch below Natchez as (geologically speaking) the hetfid

of the delta. In one sense, he was inclined to think Col. Forshey might

be correct. The present configuration of the land showed a valley having

its apex just below Cape Girardeau and expanding in width below to thirty

and ninety miles (or say an average of sixty miles) between the highlands

on either side. This whole valley, now an alluvial plain, had evidently

been filled up by alluvial deposits from the river to a greater or less depth.

In the Tertiary period, the Gulf had certainly ascended this valley thus

far. This fact was proved by the existence of Tertiary deposits in South-

eastern Missouri, and in Southern Illinois, at no great distance from the

Mississippi and the Ohio. Since that time, there had been, not only a

considerable elevation of the land, but some change in the level of the con-

tinent. This was proved, not only by the known upheaval of the Rocky

Mountains in the Tertiary period, but by the fact that, as late as the Qua-

ternary, a great inland fresh-water lake, or expansion of the Mississippi

and Missouri rivers, existed, having the ridge crossing at Grand Tower

as its probable southern barrier, and extending far up the Mississippi and

its tributaries. The extent of this lake is evidenced by the extent of the

fresh-water deposits or Loess. And now, if the existing elevations at

Omaha, Kansas City, Quincy, St. Louis, Grand Tower, and the mouth of

the Ohio, be taken into consideration, it will be apparent that the existence

of such an inland fresh-water lake would be impossible with the continent

at its present levels. A change of level is, therefore, quite certain; and,

during this change, it is probable that the barrier at Grand Tower was

gradually cut down, and the lake drained off. This is analogous to what

happened on the Columbia river, and on other great rivers of the globe.



Dr. Engelmann remarked that the mouth of the Ohio was some

300 feet above the level of the Gulf, so that, as far back as the

present configuration of the country existed, the gulf or delta, if

such an inappropriate name should be chosen, could never have

extended as high up as that point.

Judge Holmes replied that the gradual elevation of the conti-

nent, with a change of level, might explain how the bottom of

the valley had been considerably raised, and that as the Gulf gra-

dually retired down the valley the alluvial deposits from the river

would follow the retiring ocean down to where the salt and fresh

waters now meet ; the river constantly raising its immediate banks

above the general level of the alluvial plain.

Dr. Copes stated that, according to his recollection, the projec-

tion of the river deposits and delta into the Gulf was now going

on at the rate of one mile in fourteen or sixteen years.

Mr. Rile)- exhibited a living specimen of Menobranchus late-

ralis, caught in Meramec river. Some years ago, he had caught

the same species in Lake Michigan. He also exhibited flowers

of the Physianthus albens, of which he had spoken at a former

meeting, and which held captive by their tongues a number of

different owlet moths {Noctitidtc) and some large Sphinx moths,

especially Deilephila lineata. This climbing plant belongs to

the Asclepiadacea: ; the brown, ovoid corpuscles, peculiar to the

stigma of this family, catch in their cleft the moth's tongue or any

thread-like body that gets into it, and, together with the pollen-

masses connected with them, are torn off from their attachment.

Firmly adhering to the tip of the tongue, they prevent its with-

drawal whenever, in seeking honey, it gets into the narrow groove

formed by the stiff' antheral projections. A moth is sometimes

thus held by a single corpuscle, and though, when once captured

such a moth may break loose, it would seem to be always at the

sacrifice of a part of its tongue, judging from the number of

tongue fragments found in the flowers. The holding power of

these flowers appears wonderful when we reflect on the size and

muscularity of the larger Sphinx moths. Nerium oleander was
known to catch Sphinx moths in Europe in a somewhat similar

way, and Oenothera grandijlora by a different method.

Mr. Riley also offered a brief paper on the oviposition of the

Yucca moth. Referred to Publication Committee.



December 15, 1873

Vice-President, Dr. Geo. Engelmans, in the chair.

Twelve members present.

The Corresponding Secretary laid upon the table exchanges

and several publications received. He particularly called attention

to the fifth volume on the Geology of Illinois, and to the second

Geological Report of Missouri, giving digests of their contents.

In one of the Indian mounds in Illinois a large copper knife

had been found with a blade 14 inches long and \\ wide. It is

described by Foster in his work on Prehistoric Man in America.

Associated with it were the bones of a mastadon. In the Mis-

souri report were facts which showed that Silurian strata had

been deposited against the Iron Mountain, so that the deposit of

iron is older than the Silurian, and seems to carry us back to de-

posits analogous to the Laurentian in Canada.

A communication from the Geographical and Statistical So-

ciety of Mexico was received, asking for an exchange of publica-

tions. The society was placed on the exchange list.

Mr. G. C. Broadhead, State Geologist, exhibited specimens of

limonite, or crystalized brown hematite, found in Adair county,

crystalized in calcite veins in septaria. He also exhibited a fos-

sil fish, found in a coal vein near Knob Noster, Johnson county,

the only specimen found in this State.

Judge Holmes presented, in the name of T. B. Daley, a flexible

strip of stone, found in North Carolina, where it is not uncom-

mon. It is a diamond-bearing sand-rock, and is found also in

Georgia, in Brazil and India. It is composed of grains of silex,

held together probably without any cement.

The rest of the evening was taken up in eulogies on Professor

Louis Agassiz, recently deceased, by Dr. Engelmann, Judge

Holmes, Dr. Copes, and Mr. Riley ; and a committee, consisting

of Messrs. Holmes, Engelmann, and Riley, was appointed to draft

resolutions expressive of the sense of the Academy upon his la-

mented death.

Dr. C. S. Bull was elected an associate member, and Dr. J. S.

Copes, of New Orleans, a corresponding member.



'January 5, 1874.

James B. Eads, President, in the chair.

Thirty-nine members present.

The Committee who were charged with the duty of framing

resolutions expressive of the sense of the Academy of Science

upon occasion of the lamented decease of Professor Agassiz, at

Cambridge, Mass., on the 14th of December, 1S73, begged leave

to report the following, which were unanimously adopted :

That the members of this Academy have heard with profound regret of

the great loss which this country, in common with the whole world of

science, has sustained in the death of Professor Louis Agassiz, the distin-

guished zoologist, whose valuable instruction and illustrious example

have contributed so largely to awaken renewed interest in scientific stu-

dies in America, and whose many important works in Zoology, Palaeon-

tology, and Geology, have accomplished so much for the advancement of

science in general.

That his labors in this kind have been so vast and various, and his

merits so great, and both so well known, that it would be in vain for us

to attempt to signalize them here, further than to record in this manner

our high admiration of his abilities, genius, and character, and our grati-

tude for a life devoted with singular zeal and entireness to the lofty pur-

pose of enlarging the bounds of human knowledge and increasing the

good of mankind.

That as a mark of sympathy a copy of these resolutions be communi-

cated to the family of the deceased.

A letter was read from Prof. Spencer F. Baird, of Washington,

D. C, relating to the publication of condensed abstracts of the

proceedings of scientific societies in the New York " Tribune."

The matter was referred to the Recording Secretary, with liberty

to furnish such abstracts of our proceedings as he might deem

proper.

A letter was read from Dr. Joseph S. Copes, of New Orleans,

acknowledging his election as a corresponding member.

A letter was received from Henry Dexter, Esq., of Cambridge,

Mass., offering to furnish the Academy with a duplicate in plas-

ter of Paris of his bust of Agassiz, at the price of $25. The Cor-

responding Secretary was authorized to order a copy.

Exchanges received were laid upon the table.

The Corresponding Secretary submitted his Annual Report for

the year 1873, which was read and accepted.



By the reptort, it appeared that

The number of Societies and individuals upon our Foreign List of Ex-

changes is, at present, 196; on the Home List, 82— 278 in all. During

1S73. 12 were added to the Foreign List, and 5 or 6 to the Home List.

In July last, No. 1 of vol. iii. of the Transactions was issued from the

press, and immediately distributed to foreign correspondents, through the

Smithsonian Institution, and to home correspondents (including Canada
and Mexico), through the mail.

During the year, a full set of our Transactions has been sent to each of

the following new correspondents, which have been added to the lists :

r. The Astronomical Observatory at Leiden.
2. The Royal Institut de G^ologie de Hongrie.

3. La Societe Entomologique de Belgique.

4 La Sociedad Mexicana de Geografia y Estadistica, Mexico.
5. L'Observatoire Imperial de Rio Janeiro.
6. The Chicago Public Library.

7. The Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge.

No. 1 of vol. iii. Transactions has been sent to the Academy of Sciences

of Paris, France, by order of the Academy, with an. offer to exchange pub-

lications, and to send a full set, if accepted.

Eighteen numbers of the Transactions have been sold for $18.50.

Two extra copies were sent to the

1. Royal Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg.
2. Royal Academy of Sciences of Munich.
3. Royal Academy of Sciences of Vienna.
4. And 10 extra copies to the Smithsonian Institution, Washington,

for distribution at discretion.

We have received publications in exchange, during the year, from 89

Foreign Societies, and from 24 Home Societies, on our List of Exchanges,

and also donations of 64 volumes and pamphlet publications from about

50 individual donors, not upon the regular List of Exchanges.

From these Foreign Societies we have received about 480 volumes and

numbers, and from the Home Societies on the list, about 80 volumes and

numbers; making approximately, a total of—Foreign 4S0, Home So, Indi-

viduals 64—624 volumes and numbers as an addition to the Library.

And besides these some volumes and numbers have been directly pre-

sented at the meetings of the Academy, which are not entered on my
record, but go directly to the Librarian.

^The number of corresponding members on our list (and still living so

far as can be ascertained) is 115, of which three have been elected during

the past year. The number already marked deceased is 30.

Of No. 1 of vol. iii. of the Transactions, there have been distributed

through the Corresponding Secretary, to exchanges 279 copies, extras 16,

— total 295. Copies sold, of all numbers, 18—total disposed of 313. Full

sets donated to new Societies. 7 equal to 56 numbers—grand total (nearly)

369 numbers.



The expenditures feu the year were $11 .27 in excess of the receipts, the

balance being carried into the next year's account.

Our foreign exchanges have been transmitted, both ways, as heretofore

(almost entirely), through the Smithsonian Institution and its foreign

agencies, without other expense to us than the cost of transportation be-

tween Washington and St. Louis. The Academy is under great obligations

to the Smithsonian Institution for this gratuitous and very important

service. Without it our system of exchanges would be scarcely possible

with our present means.

The Treasurer submitted his Annual Report, which was refer-

red to auditors, and, being' found correct, was accepted. The

whole expenditure during the year was $1 138.24, and the balance

in the treasury was $350.26. A year ago there was a balance of

$639.50, and $849 had been collected. The printing of the Trans-

actions had cost $957.44. The Treasurer had been allowed ten

per cent, for collecting, and had defrayed the expenses of the

office. There was $500 yet to be collected.

Mr. J. R. Gage, Assistant State Geologist, of the Missouri Sur-

vey, exhibited an interesting collection of pottery, arrow heads,

and other relics from an ancient Indian mound in Issaquena Co.,

in the State of Mississippi, upon which he made some extended

remarks, which, at the request of the Academy, he intends em-

bodying in a paper to be published in the Transactions.

The President, on retiring from the chair, delivered his Annual

Address as follows :

Gentlemen of the Academy of Science : — On this occasion, the

first meeting in the eighteenth year of your chartered existence, I have the

honor to congratulate you upon the improved character of your status as an

academy of science. During the year last closed you have been able to re-

commence the publications of the Transactions of the Academy which had

been suspended since the year 1S68. Two hundred and ninety-five copies

of the first part of vol. iii. have been sent to exchanges. For the most part,

our Library is filled with valuable scientific works sent to this Academy from

the numerous kindred societies at home and abroad that are recorded on

our exchange list. From this source we have received the past year an

aggregate of 600 volumes and numbers of scientific periodicals. The im-

portance of sustaining the prestige of the Academy by a frequent publica-

tion of its transactions will be readily understood and appreciated. The

resolution of the Academy to publish its proceedings as often as a sheet

of sixteen pages is in readiness for the printer will be carried into

effect, and the flourishing state of your finances gives assurance that in

the future you will be able to meet the expense necessary for this purpose.



The continual accession of new members is a matter of further congratu-

lation. The provision made for the preservation and exhibition of jour

Museum should encourage on all hands zealous cooperation in collecting

specimens, and a few years of such effort would in a great measure make

good the disaster which overtook the Academy's Museum in 1869.

While affairs are thus prosperous within our organization, the cause in

whose name we assemble, Science—and more especially Natural Science

—

is in a state of extraordinary prosperity. Never before in the history of

the world have so many first-class minds devoted their energies to its pro-

secution. Never before have brilliant discoveries followed in such rapid

succession. Natural Science has from the first befriended the cause of

humanity. By means of Science man has gained an empire over the

powers of Nature, and the emancipation of the human race from want and

suffering has been the result. The pursuit of Science in a free and disin-

terested manner, with the sole view of eliciting truth, has rewarded its

votaries with the meed of usefulness, besides the satisfaction of arriving

at truth. The illustrations of this are matters of daily occurrence. Few
persons who listened to the lectures of Tyndall on Sound, and saw his

minute and painstaking experiments, made with a view to discover the

7-atio)iale of the so-called "singing flames," would have expected that from

so whimsical an affair a useful invention would arise. Yet among the

most valuable applications of Science to the Arts recently made, is an

alarm-lamp which indicates to miners the presence of dangerous, inflam-

mable gases in the mine. The vibration of the flame, acted on through

wire gauze by the explosive gases, produces a sound varying in pitch and

intensity according to the height and calibre of the lamp-chimney.

The cultivation of Soience for itself, as Tyndall informed us, is the great

desideratum. No one can tell in advance which province of Science will

prove the most useful in application. Free, disinterested investigation of

Nature—the trivial manifestations of force as well as the most gigantic— is

the surest course to discover the truth, and it is also the method that will

prove the most useful to the well-being of man.

But the fruits of Science in giving to man the direct mastery over Nature

are nowhere more desirable than to us who inhabit the valley of the Mis-

sissippi. What opportunities to study the laws of mineral formation has

the citizen of Missouri! What immediate fruits will reward the patient

enthusiasm of the investigator! How much does the improvement of the

Mississippi river to-day need the elaboration of a scientific theory respect-

ing the deposit of alluvium by rivers! A careful induction based on long

and patient study of such deltas as those of the Ganges, the Nile, the

Danube, the Rhine, and the Mississippi, would be worth to our commerce

enough to pay for the endowment of all the scientific schools in this na-

tion. The famous Vauban pronounced the bars at the mouth of rivers

"incorrigible." But a thorough knowledge of the laws which control the

transportation and deposition of the solid matter borne by these streams

to the sea, and the action of the tides and waves upon their currents at



their mouths, will simplify all the problems involved in the endeavor to

deepen the channels through them.

A remarkable fact has been observed by savants, that the alteration of

river courses in consequence of the rotation of the earth, an influence which

would lead us to expect the continual erosion of the western bank of the

Mississippi, is neutralized here on account of a gradual upheaval of the

western chains of our continent, and the Mississippi system and likewise

the Texas svstem of rivers—in short, all the rivers that flow into the Gulf

of Mexico uniformly tend toward the southeast. This tendency is pro-

moted by the gradual subsidence going on in the Appalachian chain of

mountains. Whether these views are well-founded or not, they serve to

call attention to the importance of noting the modification of local laws of

alluvial deposit by vastly extended surface upheavals and depressions.

The local action of the waves of the sea, of the oceanic currents, of the

tides, of the river freshets, must be studied, and, in addition to this, the

behavior of the entire river system revealing the slow but inevitable influ-

ence of terrestrial rotation and vast upheavals or depressions.

When we look abroad upon Nature as presented to us by Science we re-

alize more and more fully the words of Humboldt in which he describes it as

a "whole moved and animated by internal forces," a vast process in which

even the "everlasting hills" seem to move and to perceptibly crumbre away

under the disintegrating influence of the air and water. The gradual

contraction of the eaith's crust effects a local upheaval or wrinkle, while

the perpetual process of the atmosphere undermines and levels all.

Foremost upon our attention to-day, the means and appliances adopted

in the interest of the science of Meteorology force themselves. The esta-

blishment of the United States Signal Service and the daily collection and

publication of the results of the scattered observations is one of the great-

est events in the scientific world of to-day. Consider only how it has

cleared up the theory of storms. The valuable researches of Redfield,

Espy, Henrv, Loomis, and Dove, are complemented and reduced to har-

mony by the generalizations of the Signal Service.

Cyclones are formed by the meeting of contrary winds. The grand

"battle-ground" on which our cyclones arise—and all storms are proven

to be cyclonic— is the circle of trade-wind influence, and this in summer is

between the ioth and 12th parallels of North latitude. The tendency of the

southeast trade-winds to invade the territory of the northeast trade-winds

by sweeping over the equator into our hemisphere is the origin of cyclones,

according to Maury. All collisions of contrary winds tend to produce a

vortical whirl by reason of the influence of the revolution of the earth. A
wind blowing southward is deflected to the west, and one blowing north-

ward is deflected to the east. Hence the movement of cyclones in the

Northern hemisphere is found to be opposite to the movement of the hands

of a clock, while in the Southern hemisphere the movement is the same

with the hands of a clock. Any vortical movement in the atmosphere, no

matter how slight, produces an ascending current of air, and this relieves
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the pressure of the atmosphere from the barometer. Hence the law of
storms says the winds blow from all sides towards a point where the ba-

rometer is low.

Again, the upward current of air in the centre of a vortical whirl carries

up the warm moisture-laden atmosphere, which immediately becomes con-

densed, and a fall of rain or hail occurs. But, again, the condensation of

vapor into rain-drops is accompanied by the evolution of heat, and this

heightens the momentum of the ascending current. Hence the tendency
of a small vortical movement in the atmosphere is to expand into a general

cyclone. The ultimate result of the cyclone or storm is to restore an equi-

librium between the upper and lower strata of the atmosphere in regard to

temperature and moisture ; the storm proceeds until the upper stratum has

become warmer and more moist, while the lower stratum has become cooler

and less charged with moisture. The vast movements of the air between

the equator and poles to restore the equilibrium act continually to produce

a tension between the upper and lower strata of air, and thus give occasion

to the ever-recurring cyclones. Another remarkable feature in the theory

of storms takes note of the fact that while there is more water in the South-

ern hemisphere than in the Northern, yet there is less atmosphere. The
cause of this has been shown, mathematically, to be found in the fact that

in the Northern hemisphere, where there is more land and more numerous
and lofty mountain chains, the resistance to the deflecting tendency which
arises from the earth's rotation is greater than in the Southern hemisphere.

The consequence of the more rapid and regular movement of the winds in

the Southern hemisphere is a greater depression there. The trade-winds

blow from the Southern hemisphere with greater velocity and momentum,
and overcome the northern trade-winds, forcing them several degrees north

of the equator, permanently.

The subject of Meteorology, considered in its more general aspect, is

one that influences many important phases of human interest. In some
remote future, when the air-currents are thoroughly understood, aerial

navigation may become entirely practicable. Even now, when so few of

the conditions are known that the weather can be foretold for scarcelv one
week in advance, our commercial marine is greatly benefited. When it

becomes possible to forecast the season for one or three months ahead, the

farmer will be provided with the means to avoid the uncertainty attendant

on his vocation. "Scientific agriculture" may then exist as a fact as well

as in name.

Next among the important items which the scientific interest of the new
year brings to mind is the approaching transit of Venus. On the 8th of next

December occurs the first transit of Venus that has occurred since the im-

provement of the telescope. It is one hundred and five years since the last

one took place. Extensive preparations are making in this country and in

Europe for the most accurate mathematical verification of the several ele-

ments of the phenomenon. The moment of contact with the limb of the

sun, if fixed accurately from different points of observation, will settle the



question of the sun's distance. Indeed, the computation used until recently

was based upon the observations made on the last transit in 1769, before

the invention of accurate instruments. Photographs will be taken at the

different stations at various stages in the progress of the transit. Spectro-

scopic observations will be made in several instances. The spectroscopic

is more accurate than any other method for the measurement of the exact

moment of the second or interior contact with the sun's limb. The Ger-

man, Russian, English and American corps of observers, already selected,

are training for the occasion by practising with the chosen instruments

upon an apparatus used to represent the transit. Stations for observation

will be chosen in Russia, Siberia, China, Japan, and on sundry islands in

the Indian and Pacific Oceans. The importance of accurately determining

the distance of the earth from the sun cannot be properly estimated unless

one remembers that that distance is taken for the unit of measure in most

of the calculations of Astronomy, and that a change in the standard ac-

cepted will involve a change in all the distances as recorded in our astro-

nomical tables.

In my inaugural address before you two years ago, I spoke of the

wonderful calculations of the elements of the orbit of Neptune by LeVer-

rier. On the morning of the 24th of March last, another confirmation by

actual observation was made of the existence of a planet within the orbit

of Mercury, to which the name of Vulcan has been assigned. Certain dis-

turbances in the motion of the planet Mercury had long since led LeVer-

rier to calculate the elements of a planet interior to it, and with a period of

revolution which he computed at 19^ days. Certain well-defined circular

black spots have been observed passing rapidly across the sun's disc, the

same having been seen by a French physician in 1859, anc* by an ob-

server in Manchester in 1S62. Mr. Hind of the Twickenham Observatory,

England, made calculations from these and other observations, and pre-

dicted its transit across the sun's disc on the 24th of March, 1873, and at

that time it is said to have been actually seen by an observer at Shanghai,

China.

It has been long suspected that Venus is accompanied by a satellite. If

such be the case, it is more than probable that the observations at the time

of the transit next December will detect the fact.

The brilliant discoveries made by the spectroscope on its first introduc-

tion have been eclipsed by still greater ones made within the past two

years. The method of measuring the rise and fall of the hydrogen flames

in the sun by the variation of the lines in the spectrum has made it possi-

ble to keep a record of the prominent disturbances on the solar surface for

every day in the year not obscured by clouds. The observations of Dr.

Huggins, of the Royal Astronomical Society, upon the movements of the

"fixed" stars, have been before the public for some time. He finds by the

variation of the lines in the spectrum that some stars are approaching us

at rates exceeding fifty miles per second, while others are receding quite

as rapidly. Sinus is at present leaving our system at a rate exceeding



twenty miles per second. That there has been some remarkable change

in the movement of this star in respect to the solar system we may well

believe when we read Humboldt's statement, that observers who noted its

appearance two thousand years ago describe it as a bright red star. Its

rate of departure must have very much diminished during that time in

order to shorten the wave-lengths sufficiently to change its color from a

bright red to a light yellow.

Science has reached a stage wherein its own progress, reacting from the

effect of mechanical inventions which it occasions, is very materially accel-

erated. To say nothing of such instruments as the spectroscope and the

transit instruments, the improvements in the manufacture of object glasses

for achromatic telescopes have rendered possible unhoped for achieve-

ments. One of the most skilful manufacturers of telescopes now living—
our own countryman, Clark—has undertaken the construction of a refractor

for the United States Observatory which will have a clear aperture of 26

inches ! It should have double the power of the celebrated instrument at

Cambridge which has done such eminent service, its defining power being

superior to the great reflector of Lord Rosse.

But perhaps the most wonderful instruments invented to supplement our

imperfect senses are those employed to render visible the contour of the

electric sparkor the lightning flash. Professor Rood's contrivance for this

purpose is an ingenious combination of Becquerel's phosphoroscope with

Wheatstone's photometer. By it he can measure the duration not only of

the entire flash of electric light, but can follow it through its several stages,

and measure each one even down to the ten billionth part of a second. He
finds that the duration of the brightest electric sparks is but one twenty-rive

millionth of a second each. The singular property of phosphorescence, or

the retention of light after exposure to it by such bodies as phosphorus, the

diamond, and some others, is discerned by Becquerel's instrument to belong

in a less degree to all bodies. A "seismograph" is an instrument for the

automatic registration of earthquake shocks. Whenever the shock comes,

it records all of its phases by means of a very delicate and complicated

machine. Its direction, its intensity, whether vertical or horizontal, the

number of shocks, the time of their occurrence and their duration, all are

recorded. This apparatus is used in the Observatory of Mount Vesuvius.

A similar device has been applied to register the history of the waves of the

sea, and also for detecting and measuring atmospheric electricity.

The spectroscopic experiments on the Nebula; have proved them, at least

in some instances, to be of a gaseous instead of a solar nature. More won-
derful has been the revelation regarding the nature of comets and meteoric

showers. Schiaparelli identified one of the comets of 1862 with the August
meteor shower. It requires six hours for the earth to traverse the cometary

ring that intersects the earth's orbit at the point which it passes on the

10th of August. Further calculations have identified the comet of 1866

with the November shower of meteors, which has at times presented

the startling phenomenon of a rain of falling stars. Thus the former terror



and dismay which attacked the strongest hearts on the approach of a

comet, and more especially upon the astronomical prediction of the return

of the great comet of 1264 to cross the earth's orbit at a point near the

actual position of the earth, seems to have been groundless. It was stated

on high authority that a collision with a comet would " shiver the earth to

atoms and diffuse it throughout space." But we now know that such a

collision with a comet takes place every thirty-three years, and is only a

grand display of fire-works. It takes place in fact, to some extent, twice

every year, and possibly three or more times. However harmless such

collisions are upon the constitution of our planet, we are convinced that

the impact of such bodies upon our atmosphere must generate large quanti-

ties of heat, and thus have an important influence upon the general forma-

tion of cyclones. What the specific form this influence may be, it remains

for the science of Meteorology to investigate and determine. Thus not

only the phenomenon of the restoration of equilibrium between the upper

and lower strata of the atmosphere demands the attention of the student

of Meteorology, but he must note the disturbing elements that arrive from

the remote regions of space. He must note especially the cyclones and

vast upheavals in the sun which appear as spots and protuberances on its

surface, and seem to be connected in some mysterious manner with the

phenomena of the aurora borealis, of earthquakes, of the variations of the

magnetic needle, and of the electrical currents moving round the earth.

The doctrine of the correlation of forces, now adopted by all physicists,

will perhaps, in time, lead us to the exact knowledge of conditions under

which heat, light, electricity, and magnetism, undergo metamorphoses

into each other.

The prevailing tendency of the science of our age is synthetic. It places

before itself the problem of combination and generalization. While special

analytic studies are pushed out on all hands by troops of physicists, each

one desires to see the modifying result of his researches upon the net total

of previous observation.

It is to be expected that the study of the physical conditions of the life

of man will always attract most attention. At present this phase of Natu-

ral Science takes three directions. The first is that of the natural history

of Man, its various tendencies being grouped together under the head of

Ethnology. One class of observers, like Tylor and Lubbock, study the

stages of man's prehistoric life through what geological evidence comes to

light. Another class investigate the question of the transmutation of the

species under natural conditions and organic reaction or adaptation. Dar-

win and his extensive school, together with their opponents, occupy this

field. Secondly, there is the physiological school, which likewise includes

two classes, one—headed by Virchow, Huxley, Bastian, and others—study-

ing the subject of cell-growth and spontaneous generation ; another branch

noting carefully the correlation between the mental and physiological phe-

nomena. This school is represented by Bain, Maudsley, and others. Then
there is another class devoted to Sociology in its various phases : Quetelet



studying the subject through statistics, Spencer noting the divergence of

the human institutions from the basis of animal instinct, Bagehot discuss-

ing the physics of political movements.

From these contributions to the science of Man very many useful modi-

fications have already come into our social organization. The treatment

of the Insane has radically changed; Criminal Jurisprudence has been

modified ; Medicine has been incalculably enriched by the germ theory of

disease; the science of Education is undergoing transformation from the

effect of the same causes.

In Molecular Physics great progress has been made since the law of

transmutation from motion in masses into molecular motion has been de-

veloped and applied. But it deserves mention that a recent writer in the

Popular Science Monthly, Judge Stallo of Cincinnati has criticized with

trenchant acumen the several subsidiary hypotheses which have been in-

troduced by scientific men for the purpose of explaining or rendering intel-

ligible the abstract mathematical results of scientific research. The old

scholastic caution " not to multiply hypothetical existences without the

most obvious necessity for them" is sound and well-founded. The hypo-

theses of atoms, and of an extremely attenuated ether for the transmission

of the waves of light, when made use of for any other purpose than that of

a convenient scaffolding for the purpose of clear exposition, becomes dan-

gerous and subversive of the true spirit of Science. It is, therefore, a true

service to the cause of Physics to criticize its hypotheses in the manner that

Judge Stallo has done. Perhaps no greater service has been rendered dur-

ing the past year to the department of Molecular Physics than the presen-

tation of his strictures on its Methods.

Turning to the more personal aspect of the progress of scientific dis-

covery, the voyage of the lamented Capt. Hall, in the ship Polaris, deserves

more than passing mention. A portion of the crew having drifted 1,500

miles, after incredible hardships were rescued off the shores of Newfound-
land by a British steamer. The results of the expedition, when published,

will form a valuable addition to science. By reason of the rapid changes

in the state of our knowledge regarding aerial currents and ocean currents,

the need of careful observation in the polar regions becomes every year

more pressing. In this connection, it may be mentioned that, of late, there

has been made a series of deep sea soundings, carefully conducted, which

has changed the views formerly held as to the possibility of animal and
vegetable life at great depths in the ocean.

I am happy to note the fact that the improved facilities for rapid transit

in latter years has brought about frequent personal intercourse between

the scientific men of different countries. Personal contact serves to stimu-

late individual endeavor and to encourage self-sacrifice in the pursuit of

Science. The late visit of the distinguished physicist, Tyndall, to our

shores, is an event of this class, and will long be remembered.

In closing this rapid survey of the scientific situation of to-day, it is

fitting that we turn aside to pay our tribute of respect to the memory of



the great men whose mortal presence has passed away from us within

the year. The illustrious names of Maury, Liebig, and Agassiz, will at

once occur to the mind at these words. To Matthew F. Maury, more
than to any other individual, we are indebted for what is known of the

Physical Geography of the Sea. He is the American star of the constel-

lation to which Ritter and Humboldt belonged. The distinguished John
Stuart Mill, born in the same year (1806), and recently deceased, will be

remembered in this connection for his labors on Political Economy. Pro-

fessor Joseph Czermak, of the University of Leipsic, whose researches into

Hypnotism in Animals have greatly interested the scientific world, died

last September. Earlier in the year, America lost one of her most eminent

Botanists in the person of Professor John Torrey, whose reputation has

been established for the past fifty years in this country, and in all countries

where Botany is studied. Baron Liebig, universally celebrated for his

labors in Organic Chemistry— a department which owes almost its very

existence to him—died on the 27th of last April. The scientific basis of

Agriculture has been furnished mostly by his writings. He was—like the

other great men who died during the past year—born near the beginning

of the present century, in 1S03, and was four years the senior of Agassiz.

Both he and Agassiz owed much to the favor of Alexander von Humboldt
in early life.

Side by side with the gre"at names of Linn aeus, Cuvier, and Humboldt,
the name of Agassiz is destined to shine. Educated at the universities

of Erlangen, Heidelberg, and Munich— having studied Anatomy and
Physiology under Tiedemann, Zoology under Leuckert, and Botany un-

der Bischoff—he formed intimate friendships with such great men as Oken
the Zoologist, Martius the Botanist, and Schelling the Philosopher. He
interchanged views with Oken on classification and studied embryonic de-

velopment of Animals with Dollinger. He enjoyed the respect and esteem

of Humboldt and Cuvier, the latter being so much delighted with his knowl-
edge of fishes that he offered to give up to him all the materials he had
collected for a work of his own on the subject. In 1833 it was the liberality

of Humboldt that enabled him to publish his great work on Fossil Fishes.

To him belongs the credit of being a pioneer in the discovery of the move-

ment of Glaciers. But the chief portion of the biography of Agassiz belongs

to the United States. In the autumn of 1S46 he arrived in Boston, and the

following year a Professorship was offered him in the newly-founded scien-

tific school at Harvard. His numerous lectures and writings, his wide corre-

spondence and unremitting observations in the field of Zoology, have made
him the best known of scientific men. His great work—undertaken in 1857
— "Contributions to the Natural History of the United States,'" remains a

fragment; but there are hundreds of his disciples scattered all over the land

who have availed themselves, step by step, of all his latest results, so that

his views will be more prolific of books hereafter than ever before. His

journey to Brazil in 1865, and explorations of the lower Amazon, resulted

in the discovery of upwards of 1,800 new species of Fishes. With him has



passed away the most potent personal influence in Science since Alexander

von Humboldt. Good cause, then, have scientific bodies like our own to

turn aside from their work and pay their tribute of respect to the memory
of their greatest collaborator.

But Science remains with us though life flits away. The noblest word

that can be said in commemoration of the services of these illustrious dead

is this : They labored for the cause of Truth ; and Science, the temple of

Truth, will bear eternal witness to their endeavor.

The annual election of officers of the Academy for the ensuing

year resulted in the choice of the following gentlemen :

Preside?it—William T. Harris.

ist Vice-President—George Engelmann.

2d Vice-President—Albert Todd.

Corresponding Secretary—Nathaniel Holmes.

Recording Secretary—Charles V. Riley.

Treasurer—Enno Sander.

Librarian—J. J. Bailey.

Curators—W. B. Potter, H. H. Morgan, and J. Luce.

Committee on Publication—Geo. Engelmann, N. Holmes, C.

V. Riley, and W. T. Harris.

yanuary 19, 1874.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

Twenty members present.

The committee appointed to negotiate for the purchase of some

cases belonging to J. L. Tracy, of the Fair Museum, reported

that it was not advisable to purchase said cases, as the Directors

of the St. Louis Public Schools had agreed to supply the Acade-

my with cases so long as the cases were kept in the Polytechnic

building.

The report was approved and the committee discharged.

A communication was received from Prof. C. F. Hartt, of Cor.

nell University, inquiring as to how the palseantological works

of the late Dr. Shumard could be obtained. The Corresponding

Secretary was instructed to communicate the desired information.

The Corresponding Secretary laid the exchanges on the table.

He called the attention of members to the Researches of Dr. W.



B. Carpenter on the Surveying Ship Shearwater (Proc. R. S. of

Lond., No. 138) :

Deep soundings for temperature and currents were made in the Atlantic

Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea. It was ascertained that there was a

deep current of cold water in the Atlantic downward from the Arctic

Ocean to the Equator, and a superficial current of warmer water from the

Equator to the Arctic Seas— a vertical circulation, which Dr. Carpenter

explained on the principle of gravity. There was a ridge across the straits

of Gibraltar, and there was as an upper current flowing inward from the

Atlantic and an under current flowing outward from the Mediterranean.

In the depths of the Mediterranean, there were but few signs of animal

life. This was to be attributed to the effect of the fine silt from the Nile

and other rivers, held in solution in the waters. The glacial cold in Britain

in the Quarternary period might be explained on the hypothesis of Arctic

land shutting oft" the circulation of currents into the Arctic Sea, whereby
the Gulf Stream would be stopped and the Arctic cold would reach further

southward. The existing deposits at the bottom of the Atlantic were iden-

tical with those of the Cretaceous period, containing the same Globoge-

ririce as the British chalk formation; and it was suggested that the Creta-

ceous period still continued at the bottom of the Atlantic.

Mr. Riley presented for publication a paper entitled " Descrip-

tions of Two New Mites," being descriptions of Tyroglyphus phyl-

loxera Planchon & Riley, which he found preying on the Grape

Phylloxera underground, and of Hoplopluwa arclala, n. sp., which

is found in conjunction with it. Referred to Committee on Pub-'

lication.

Mr. J. R. Gage called attention to the necessity of investigating

the mounds in the vicinity of St. Louis, and moved that a commit,

tee be appointed to undertake the investigation at their own ex-

pense, the Academy to pay only for the labor ofopening the mounds.

Mr. J. R. Gage was appointed on the committee, with power

to choose his own assistants, and, on motion of Dr. Forbes, the

President was authorized to draw on the Treasurer for $50 for

the purpose stated.

Mr. Todd offered the following resolution, which was adopted :

Resolved, That a Committee of three be appointed to draw up a suitable

memorial to be addressed to the General Assembly of the State of Missouri,

praying that the present laws authorizing the operations of the geological

survey of the State and of the State Entomologist may not be repealed, nor

said operations suspended, believing that the small saving of money to be

realized by such suspension would be no compensation for the much greater



loss which the commercial and agricultural industries of the State would

suffer thereby, the same to be signed, when drawn, by the President and

Corresponding Secretary, under the seal of the Academy, and forwarded

to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House.

N. Holmes, S. Reber, and Richard Hayes were appointed on

the committee.

Capt. vSilas Bent and Chas. Doty were elected associate mem-
bers, and J. E. Tett a corresponding member.

February 2, 1874.

W. T. Harris, President in the chair.

Thirteen members present.

Publications received, laid upon the table.

Mr. Albert Todd presented a specimen of silver ore, of very

rich quality,- from the mines of Georgetown, Col. ; also a curious

piece of a Rock formation found in the same locality, and known

there by the name of "Devil's Beeswax," because of the grooves

upon its surface resembling the cuts made in beeswax by draw-

ing a thread over it.

Capt. C. F. Bendire exibited a curious lizard—the Holodema

horridnm—which he had collected in Arizona. It is reputed poi-

sonous, but Prof. Baird of Washington doubts the fact of its being

so, though it has a groove in the back part of the tooth like that

of some poisonous serpents.

Dr. J. S. Copes presented, in behalf of the New Orleans Aca-

demy of Science, specimens of a very fine rock salt taken at a

depth of So feet from the salt formations on Petite Anse island in

Vermilion Bay, La. It is a very pure salt, but cannot profitably

be brought to the New Orleans market in competition with that

which is brought over as ballast from Liverpool. He also pre-

sented specimens of sulphur taken from the mines of Calcasieu

Parish, La., said to be the largest deposit in the world.

The meeting closed with a metaphysical discussion, participated

in by Messrs. Holmes, Todd, Harris, Copes, Briggs, and Riley,

on the imponderables.



February 16, 1874.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

Nine members present. Prof. J. W. Clark, of Torquay, Eng-

land, assisting.

The Corresponding Secretary presented a communication from

the Society of Acclimatization of Paris, asking for certain num-

bers of our Transactions, and was authorized to supply them.

The exchanges were laid upon the table, together with a map

of the sources of the Snake River, from the Department of the

Interior, prepared by the U. S. Geological Survey, being the first

authentic topographical map of that region ; also the monthly

weather reports and charts for November, 1873.

Messrs. Samuel Hays, R. A. Campbell, Robert S. McDonald.

and Hon. Chas. P. Johnson, were elected Associate Members.

March 2, 1874.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

The Recording Secretary being absent, R. Hayes was appoint-

ed to act pro tempore.

Publications received, laid upon the table, and among them a

copy of Professor Broadhead's Geological Report, for which the

thanks of the Academy were voted.

Judge Holmes spoke of the contents of some of the publications

received, and particularly of an article in regard to measurements

of the human brain which tended to show the effects of education

on the increase of the brain and especially of the frontal lobes.

A discussion followed on the distribution of the early races of man,

and the evidences of geology and philology on the same subject.

Judge Holmes thought that the evidence of philology did not ex-

tend sufficiently far back to be of much value in the question of

the origin of man. Mr. Harris thought that, though the evidences

from philology do not extend so far back as those from geology,

they do go back at least 13,000 years. He did not believe that

geology shows whether migration was from India westward to

Europe, or from Europe toward India. He was of the opinion

that philology shows the migration to have been from Europe



toward India. Judge Holmes thought that the origin of man

could be traced to an East Indian centre, somewhere near the

island of Borneo, and that the distribution took place from that

centre. Dr. Maughs stated that the differences in the races were

as great in the remote past as they are at the present day, and

that there is no evidence that the negro ever came from India.

Dr. Engelmann spoke about the meteorological conditions of

the past winter.

He remarked that the commonly expressed opinion, that it was a very

mild winter, one of the mildest we ever experienced here, only proved how

short our memory was, and how soon we forgot what was not of immedi-

ate interest and experience. The past winter was indeed a mild one if we

compare it with the one immediately preceding it, for that was together

with the equally cold winter of 1S55-56 the coldest in a series of 40 years,

as far back as his observations reach — 26°.3. But, compared with the

average of our winters, the last one was only half a degree above the

average, and we have had in the above specified period eleven winters

which were milder than the past; the very mildest was that of 1844-45,

with 4O .4; the average is 33°-6, and last winter showed 34°.i. The sub-

joined table will more fully explain these conditions :

Mt-an

for Dec. 33°-4

" Jan. 32°.o

" Feb. 35°.3 .

•'Win. 33°.6 ..

February, usually the warmest of the three winter months, was colder

than either December or January eight times in thirty-eight year-,: oi

these eight winters, four were very mild and four very cold.

Within the last forty years we have had December milder than in the

pastwinter nine times
;
January was fifteen times and February was twen-

ty-three times milder than last month.

I ought to have stated that we ought not to be blamed too much if we

considered the past winter an unusually mild one, for not only, compared

with the immediately preceding one, was it very mild, but it was milder

than the eleven preceding ones; we have to go back to that of 1S62-63,

with 3S°.2, to find one so mild or milder. This period of eleven years

might possibly be brought in connection with the well-known period of

the sun-spots, and the phenomena now usually connected with them.—

I

may however be permitted to state that such general cosmic causes would

exert their influences over the whole globe, while we find the temperatures

of continents or even parts of continents greatly at variance; the past

winter was a mild one in Central and Western Europe, while in Southern

Europe it was very cold, and to our very cold preceding winter corre-

December,



sponded an unusually warm one throughout Europe; so that we have to

look for more local, or at least terrestrial, causes for these conditions.

A peculiarity of this winter was its dampness and cloudiness, and

evidently, in connection with this, the smaller range of thermometrical

extremes, as the following table exhibits :

Minii:



condition and evidently of recent burial. In the centre of the mound,
about 25 feet below its apex, there was an excavation or trench, running
north and south, in which there were a good many skeletons. One of

these had a fine natural appearance, but it fell apart as soon as it was han-

dled. One of the specimens now presented was a fragment of it.

Mr. Terry stated that he had a number of specimens of bones

and ornaments similar to those presented ; also a piece of cloth

apparently woven with some kind of wood, a conch-shell, and

several small shells use I for beads, all from the mound. He pro-

mised to present them to the Academy.

Judge Holmes said the piece of blanket and the shells would

be very acceptable to the Academy.

These small shells belonged to the genus Marginella, and came from the

sea-coast. The same species of shells were found in the Grave Creek.

Mound, near Wheeling, Ya., and in many other Western mounds. In

1870, he took some of these shells from the Big Mound at St. Louis to the

Museum of Comparative Zoology of Cambridge, where they were identi-

fied by Prof. Shaler as a species of Marginella. and they were presented

to the Museum of Ethnology at that place. They were perforated with

small holes for use as beads.

Judge Holmes spoke of Mr. Foster's work on archaeology as containing

the best account of these mounds. He states one fact with emphasis, and

that is that all the skeletons found fall to pieces unless immediately im-

mersed in a solution of glue. This fact argues the great antiquity of the

mounds. Mr. Foster also establishes pretty clearly that there were two

different types of skulls in these mounds, the older skulls being more do-

lycocephalic than the later. The mound-builders certainly belonged to a

very remote antiquity. Writers have tried to approximate the lapse of

time by the growth of forest-trees, but it is altogether superficial and no

criterion. Some figure out the age at from 600 to 1,000 years, but the pro-

bability is that it is nearer 10,000. Another fact seems to be established

by these researches, and that is, that the Peruvians, ancient Mexicans,

and the inhabitants of this country, were of the same race. The inhab-

itants of this country certainly had some civilization, as the fortifications,

specimens of pottery, etc., go to show. The question then comes, "By
what means was this civilization broken up?" From all the evidence, the

strong probability is that the people inhabiting the more northerly regions

retained their savage customs, and crowding down upon the more peace-

ful inhabitants of this valley, the latter were finally driven out and pushed

southward. Yet we have every evidence that they were the same race of

people. This involves the manner in which population began here. We
are certain that the country became peopled at a date so remote, and the

residence here has been so long, that the traits of the original settlers have

had time to undergo much modification. The evidence goes to show that



there have been several migrations from the other continents in very

remote times, instead of one. It is well known that there have been, at va-

rious periods, driftings of boats on ocean currents from China and South-

ern Asia to the coasts of America. It is an established fact that traces of

resemblance have been discovered between the Chinese and some tribes of

Indians : a tribe was discovered in Central America who had a language

similar to the Chinese. With regard to the age of the mounds, the stone

structures in Central America were undoubtedly older, and the colossal

stone buildings high up on the Andes were probably still older. The

stones used in this building were of immense size, and necessarily required

some kind of leverage and' rollers, as used by the ancient Egyptians, in

raising them ; and this fact showed that there must have been some know-

ledge of mechanics among the builders.

Dr. Engelmann thought that all discussion about the age of the mounds

was speculative. The condition of the bones would be governed altogether

by circumstances. An alternation from moisture to dryness would bring

on an early decay, while uninterrupted and favorable conditions might

secure preservation hundreds and thousands of years longer than when

subject to change or to other conditions.

Judge Holmes said that Foster had reviewed all the facts with great care

and ability, and bethought the mounds of much higher antiquity than that

generally accorded them.

A communication was read from Mr. R. A. Campbell to the

effect that he is preparing a Gazetteer of Missouri, and requesting

historical contributions thereto.

Dr. Engelmann submitted a communication from the Agassiz

Memorial Comittee, at the same time stating that at a meeting

in Boston a committee had been appointed to raise the funds ne-

cessary to complete the museum the great scientist began during

his life, and which, when completed, would be a monument more

appropriate than any other. He was appointed a committee of

one to collect subscriptions from members and forward the

amount in the name of the committee.

Mr. Albert Todd was appointed a committee of one to take

charge of and rent out the lot donated to the Academy and the

Historical Society by Mr. Lucas.

G. C. Broadhead, State Geologist, read a paper "On the

Occurrence of Bitumen in Missouri," also one on the "Well at

the Insane Asylum." They were referred to the Publication

Committee.

Frank A. Fitzpatrick, Thomas DeWitt, and Dr. G. J. Engel-

mann were elected Associate Members. Jno. P. Jones of Keytes-

ville, Mo., was elected a Corresponding Member.



April 6, 1874.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

Fourteen members present.

Publications received, laid upon the table.

A paper "On the Climatic Changes of Illinois and their Caus-

es," by Mr. Amos Sawyer, was read and referred to the Publica-

tion Committee after having elicited some discussion.

Judge Holmes called attention to an article in the "American

Journal of Science and Arts," by Prof. O. H. Marsh, which very

strongly supported the hypothesis of evolution by decrease of toes

in the fossil Uitgulata.

Prof. Marsh, in discussing the genesis of the Horse, suggested that the

line of descent was through Oro/iippus, of the Eocene ; Mio/iippas, and

Anchitherium, of the Miocene; Anckippus, Hipparion, Prolo/iippus, and

Pliohippus, of the Pliocene; and Equus, of the Quaternary and recent.

Oro/iippus has all four digits on the fore-foot; in Miohippus the fourth

has disappeared; in Hippario?i there are three, but the outer ones are too

short to be of any use; while in Equus they are represented only by rudi-

mentary splint bones. He thought that while it is plain that the change

from the cretaceous 5-toed vertebrates involved some kind of continuation,

the problem was to get at a conception of the mode and manner of that

continuation. Continuous descent as from father to son—from individual

to individual—was an erroneous conception. Descent is only from the

pair, and there is an interweaving of pairs until all are related. The indi-

vidual perishes, and nothing continues to live or to change but the type, or

the ideal species. This view presents us with the true conception of the

doctrine of evolution ; and so conceived that doctrine would cease to be

so objectionable. Such a conception is in harmony with the idea of new
creation and also of evolution.

Mr. Riley thought the process of evolution was not a matter of

conception but of fact ; that modification through climatic changes,

natural selection, and the other natural influences now recognized

by evolutionists, were suffic ent to account for the origin of spe-

cies ; and that to conceive of the modification through any other

means than descent was begging the question, and only another

way of expressing the old idea of special creation.

Mr. Todd presented two newspaper accounts of the late terrific

storm at Alton, Ills., for preservation in the records.

Mr. E. Harvey was elected an Associate Member.



April 20, 1874.

Albert Todd, Vice President, in the chair.

Publications received, laid upon the table.

The following communication from Mr. Amos Sawyer, of

Hillsboro, Ills., was read and ordered to be inserted in the pro-

ceedings :

THE METHOD ADOPTED BY SQUIRRELS FOR SECURING TIIKIR WINTER'S
FOOD.

It should be our constant endeavor to correct errors wherever found,

even in so small a matter as the one to which I shall now direct your

attention.

I had been puzzled to know why it was that during cold winters the

squirrels became poor, and not unfrequently starved to death, notwith-

standing that nuts of all kinds had been very abundant the previous fall.

I therefore concluded to watch the succeeding fall and see just how they

secured their winter's supply of food : and it was while hunting in the woods
that I made the discovery that the squirrels (I refer to the Gray and Fox)

do not lay up their winter's store of nuts in hollow trees, as all our natu-

ral histories teach: but take a nut in their mouth, and, descending to

within a few feet of the ground, jump from the tree, and where they touch

the earth bury the nut; and never more than one in a place. The wisdom
of this measure is pla 11 to be seen; for if they stored all their nuts in a

hole in a tree, the wood-mice, which abound in the timber, would be sure

to find and devour their supply, or some other squirrel appropriate them
;

whereas the other way they can lose but few during the winter.

After cutting all the nuts from a tree, they turn their attention to those

that have fallen, but always climb a short distance up the trunk of a tree

and make their jump before planting : the object may be to better observe

if they are watched by an enemy, or, remembering how far they bound,

find it easier to get their food in the winter by repeating the jump : at all

events, where you find one nut, by going round the same tree in a circle

you will discover more, placed with almost geometrical precision the same
distance from it. I have never seen them recover their food, only store it,

so do not know what process they adopt.

The only objection to their plan is that during severe weather in winter

they are unable to open their little caches, and if it continues for any length

of time they become poor in consequence.

Although this may at first seem of little importance, yet by calling atten-

tion to the fact it will enable some author to correct the old and false idea,

when convinced that my statement- are correct. These mistakes arise

chiefly from the difficulty of making personal observations in order to con-

firm the conclusions of others.

Too much stress cannot be laid upon the importance of observing, and
reporting the result of such observation either in confirmation or denial of



the accepted theory as regards the habits of animals, for by this means
only can we hope to arrive at correct conclusions.

Mr. 'Riley, while he agreed with the writer that too much stress

could not be laid on the importance of testing accepted views by

personal observation, yet thought it was even more important not

to make sweeping generalizations from isolated observations,

when the last conflict with long accepted opinions. He had him-

self seen the abundant remnants of what were taken for squirrel

winter stores, in holes in felled trees, and could not believe that

naturalists like Audubon and Bachman were all astray in this

matter.

Mr. Geo. B. McLellan said he had had much experience in hunt-

ting squirrels, especially the Gray Squirrel; and, however true Mr. Saw-

yer's story may be in his own locality, it cannot apply to the extreme

north; for, i. The depth of snow in winter would prevent access to food

thus stored; 2. In New Hampshire, in cutting down trees in which gray

squirrels have taken refuge, deposits of nuts have been found in the same

holes with the game. It cannot be true of the south ; for, 1. The extreme

moisture of the winter months in the Gulf States would cause decay; 2.

This mode of storage would afford no security against the depredations of

wild hogs and other animals that abound in the southern swamps. The
probable conclusion is that the habits of the same species of animals differ

in different localities and varying conditions of season and climate.

Mr. Hayes said that when a little boy in New Hampshire he

had many a time cut down trees and found pints of nuts stowed

away, and these had always been considered squirrel stores.

Beech nuts were generally shelled.

Dr. Galney inclined to the views of Mr. Sawyer.

Dr. McPheeters presented a piece of rock from St. Augustine,

Fla., where it is used as a building material. The specimen drew

forth some interesting remarks on the peculiar rock-formation

and on the shell-mounds.

Mr. McLellan thought that the existence of natural deposits of

comminuted and more or less compacted shells on the St. Johns,

and the coast, is the result of the geological growth of the penin-

sula, which is gradually rising from the sea on a basis of coral;

and that in regard to the large artificial shell-mounds on the Indian

and St. Johns Rivers in Florida, tradition and recent research

unite in the conclusion that they have been heaped up by succes-

sive generations of Indians who have resorted to the sea-coast

periodically for supplies of shell-fish as food.



Dr. Geo.
J.
Engelmarm exhibited a specimen of Venus's Flower

Basket (Ewplectella speciosa), belonging to the sponge family,

and made some remarks as to its nature and habits.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann presented an appendix to his paper on

Yucca, stating that the genus is purely American, extending trom

Virginia to Guatemala, but not occurring in South America.

Mr. Riley stated that the Yucca is not only an interesting

plant botanically, but that entomologically it is curious as nour-

ishing, hist, that most anomalous of moths Pronuba yuccasella

;

second, a rather anomalous butterfly, having so much the aspect

of a moth that it effectually links the Rhopalocera with the Hete-

rocera. The larva of this butterfly bores the stems and roots of

the different species of the genus, and through the kindness of Dr.

J. H. Mellenchamp of Bluflton, S. C., he had lately succeeded in

rearing this butterfly. It was long since described as Eudamus

yucca: by Boisd. et Lee. from Georgian specimens ;
afterwards

catalogued as Castnia yucca by Dr. F. Walker of the British

Museum, and finally made the type of a new genus, Megathy-

mus, by one of our own entomologists. Mr. S. H. Scudder.

Dr. Galnev presented some paper pulp made from corn-pith.

Judge Holmes called attention to a valuable work on the Great

Ice Age. by Mr. James Geikie, who brings out and establishes a

glacial period of great cold, followed by an interglacial period in

which the ice-sheets were melted and retired into the valleys—
followed then by submergence— then another glacial period—
then a warm period down to the present time.

Mr. O. H. Fethers and Dr. L. A. Richardson were elected

Associate Members.

May 4, 1874.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

Twelve members present.

Dr. Briggs exhibited a living specimen of Arctomys Ludovi-

cianus, which derives its popular name of Prairie Dog from its

bark resembling that of the dog. He reminded the Academy that

this animal is classed with the Mqridae, although it appears to be

the connecting link to the Sciuridai, its dentition resembling that
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of the Squirrel, namely, two incisors and two premolars above

and below, with four molars on each side above and below. It

resembles the European Marmot, and like that animal can be

tamed. With regard to the concurrent statement from numerous

sources that the Prairie Dog lives amicably with the Burrowing

Owl and the Rattlesnake which invade its quarters, Dr. Briggs

did not consider it so improbable that it should be rejected upon

that ground ; holding, that, as it is known that the antipathy to

serpents is not equal in the different genera of other animals, it

is quite possible that there are some genera that have a tolerance

for them.

Mr. Riley gave some account of the colorational adaptation of

the animals of the Western plains with the general tint of their

surroundings, and thought there was nothing strange in finding

rattlesnakes and owls in the burrows of the prairie dogs on these

treeless plains where no other hiding-places can be found. The
stories of their amicable association, however, should (he thought)

be taken cum grano sails.

Dr. Johnson, from all he could learn about the subject, had

concluded that the three animals mentioned did live amicably

together.

Dr. Briggs mentioned that in places where rattlesnakes abound,

hogs were used to drive them off, and the popular impression was
that the fang of the snake does not reach the circulation, but loses

its force in the fat.

Mr. McLellan had known the flesh of a hog to swell from the

bite of a Water Mocassin. Deer kill snakes by jumping, with all

four feet closed together, upon them.

Dr. Galney stated that the tame hog will not attack a rattle-

snake, but that the wild hog will.

Mr. Riley presented, on behalf of Prof. Luce, the fragments ot

a large fossil tusk of a Mastodon, found in the Indian Territory.

Dr. Wislizehus told of a strange electrical phenomenon that

had recently come under his observation. A tree situated on a

ridge of ground was struck by lightning, and the trunk from the

branches to the ground, a distance of thirty feet, was cut in a spi-

ral column, about six inches wide and three inches deep. The
winding of the column was very regular. He did not think it

killed the tree.
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Mr. McLellan remarked that although lightning indulges in

many freaks hard to explain, yet extensive observations in sec-

tions that are subject to frequent and violent thunderstorms have

led to the conclusion that, when trees are struck, the electric fluid

almost invariably follows the grain of the wood. This appears

from the following facts, viz. :

i. The track of lightning down the trunk of a tree growing on upland

shows a greater twist of the grain than in the case in trees of the same

same species growing in swamps. Sometimes the spiral completes the

circuit of the trunk in a space of twenty or thirty feet, and the same timber

when afterwards split into rails shows the same twist in the grain.

2. Long and slender splinters are frequently thrown off with the bark

showing unbroken continuity of the wood-cells.

Mr. Todd stated that he had recently found an additional item

to confirm him in the belief that forest trees have a strong influ-

ence in producing rain-fall. It was to the effect that the Italian

government is preparing to have all the bare mountains in the

country planted with trees, in order to protect the country in their

vicinity from sterility.

Mr. Riley reiterated his belief that while the planting of trees,

and other means at man's command, might affect the rain-fall in

restricted localities, that of the entire country must remain the

same, as forests acted as distributors and not as sources of rain.

Dr. Wislizenus concurred with Mr. Riley. We cannot increase

the volume of rain-fall, but we can do much to equalize the dis-

tribution of it, as Marsh in his "Man in Nature" has very well

shown.

Mr. S. S. Bassler was elected as an Associate Member, and

Mr. Amos Sawyer, Hillsboro, Ills., a Corresponding Member.

"June I, 1874.

Albert Todd, Vice President, in the chair.

Twelve members present.

The Corresponding Secretary laid the exchanges on the table,

and drew attention more especially to the following:

M. Paul Broca (Bull, de la Soc. d'Anthropologie de Paris, T. viii., No.

4, p. 572) gives an interesting account of certain artificially flattened skulls

of the ancient Cymri or Cimmerians (the macrocefhales of Herodotus)
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found in sepulchres of the Bronze Age, near Tifflis, in the Caucasus, bv M.
de Smirnow, a Russian archaeologist. These Cymric Celts were the rear

guard of the older branch of the same Aryan migration, the Gaelic Celts,

who passed into Europe across the Caucasus and to the northward of the

Black Sea, having occupied the Crimea and Southern Russia from time

immemorial prior to the Iron Age, which was itself much older than the

Iliad of Homer. This practice of flattening and elongating the skull, by
means of bandages bound tight across the frontal regions, has been traced

along the line of march of this ancient people, from the Caucasus and the

Crimea to Denmark and to Toulouse in the south of France. Those of

Toulouse used but one bandage, while the more ancient custom was to

employ two. Comparing the researches of Amadee Thierry with the

account of Herodotus, it was rendered highly probable that the Scythian

nomads, pressing upon them from the east, cut the nation in two. forcing

one portion of them into Asia Minor and the other ino Russia north of the

Black Sea. There was evidence also that, about seven centuries before

the Christian era, a wave of this people was turned back eastwards across

the Caucasus into Central Asia, whence they originally came. In these

sepulchres at Tifflis bronze implements were numerous, but there were none

of iron. Hippocrates mentions that in his time these people had abandoned
the practice of flattening the skull, and that then their heads were devel-

oped in the normal shape.

M Faidherbe (ibid. pp. 605-12) states the results of his researches on
the populations of Northern Africa, as follows :

Lybian Indigenes, ) R ,

Whites from the North in very ancient times, 5
aerbers 75 percent.

Phenicians 1 "
Romans, auxiliaries, and Greeks 1 "
Vandals (in the East) i "

Arabs (nearly pure) .... 15 "
Negroes (of all shades, pure and mixed) 5 "
Israelites (analogous to the Arabs) 2 "
Turks and renegade Europeans £ "

100 "

M.Topinard also read a paper showing extensive and minute researches

upon the origin of the different races in Northern Africa.

Other members expressed the opinion that this Celtic migra-

tion into Europe extended much farther back in time, and was
more ancient than the observations of Dr. Broca would seem to

imply.

Drs. T. L. Brunson and J. Payrer, on the Poisons of the Venomous
Snakes of Hindustan— the Colubrine {Cobra) and Viperine (Cro/aitts),

Naja, Daboia, &c, in the Proc. Royal Soc. of London (No. 149, p. 68)

—

state, as the result of numerous and varied experiments, that the poison acts

directly upon the nervous system and great nervous centres, and has the

effect to stop respiration rather than the action of the heart. Death ensues
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from the want of aeration of the blood; the nerves seem to be paralyzed;

absorption and excreti6n do not help much towards removing the poison;

and ammonia and all other reputed antidotes proved useless when the poi-

son was administered in sufficient quantity to produce death. No remedy
was known to them.

Dr. Copes, alluding to the poison of snakes, remarked that he

had never known a case of death from snake-bite, or of a well

authenticated case, and desired to remove the fearful apprehen-

sions people entertain, and which frequently have much to do

with the results of snake poisoning.

Judge Holmes recollected having read of a number of cases of

fatal snake poisoning, and cited the case of the death of a soldier

from the bite of a Tarantula in Texas.

Mr. F.J. Stanton of Denver. Cob, was elected a Corresponding

Member.

'Jane 15, 1874.

Albert Todd, Vice President, in the chair.

Sixteen members present.

The Corresponding Secretary read letters from Capt. Augey,

of the Signal Office, requesting a copy of the Transactions, which

was sent. Also, letters from the Royal Society of London, the

Zoological Society of London, and the Society of Geography and

Statistics of Frankfort-on-the-Main, acknowledging the receipt of

copies of the Transactions.

Exchanges received, laid upon the table.

Dr. Engelmann, from the Committee on Agassiz Memorial,

reported that he had not succeeded in raising any funds.

Dr. Engelmann presented to the museum of the Society a spe-

cimen of Big Muddy coal, given him by Prof. Heiss. On the

face of it were characters which, he stated, a number of persons

declared to be chirographic characters bearing an analogy to the

Hebrew writing of Upper Egypt.

He explained, however, that the coal belonged to a carboniferous forma-

tion of an age long before that of warm-blooded animals, and long before

that of man. The characters were not writing, but were the impressions

of the leaves of a hollow-stemmed plant, belonging to Sigillaria, which

flourished at that time. Coal thus marked is rarely found in Illinois, but

is quite common in Iowa and Pennsylvania.
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He then referred in terms of praise to the late Report of the Signal

Service Bureau, and gave the following interesting facts which he had

condensed from it. Regarding the rise in our rivers, he stated that dur-

ing the two years of observation the Mississippi and Missouri showed the

smallest amount of variance in volume, and were the most regular in their

variations of all our western rivers. The high periods of the Mississippi

were from March to July, and the highest point reached as a general thing

was is feet above low water. It rose higher at St. Louis than farther

north, reaching 28 feet above low water. From February to May the

Ohio rose 40 feet. The high season in the Cumberland was in February,

in the Red River in June. The Lower Mississippi was highest the end of

May. The rise between the mouth of the Missouri and the mouth of the

Ohio was not so great as it was below the mouth of the Ohio.

It was also interesting to note the difference in climate in different parts

of Missouri. The observations of the signal stations at Leavenworth, Keo-

kuk, Cairo, and St. Louis, represent nearly every quarter of the State.

The summer temperature in all four was identical last year. The winter

temperature differs considerably. In the winter of 1S72-73 it was eleven

degrees warmer at Cairo than at Keokuk, and five degrees warmer at St.

Louis than at Leavenworth, although the latter two have the same lati-

tude. This difference in temperature may possibly be accounted for by the

fact that the St. Louis observations were slightly influenced by the prox-

imity of buildings, but this would not make a difference of five degrees.

Keokuk is three degrees of latitude north of Cairo and Leavenworth is four

degrees of longitude west of St. Louis. As we go west on the great plains,

the extremes are more severe until a point midway between St. Louis

and the Rocky Mountains is reached, where the rule changes. At the

mountains the variations are not nearly so wide, and at San Francisco

the difference between the temperature of summer and winter is only a

few degrees.

Dr. Briggs presented a collection of fresh-water shells, which

he had obtained at a point where a small adjoining lake empties

into Lake Monona, Wise.

Mr. Riley presented a copy of his Sixth Annual Report on the

Insects of Missouri, for which a vote of thanks was tendered on

motion ofJudge Holmes, who spoke in praise of the Report.

Dr. Engelmann stated that he had prepared two papers to he

read before the Society. One was on

••The Cedars of America," or, rather, what we choose to call Cedars, they

being really Junipers. The species of this class of trees are so numerous,

and authorities have so poorly distinguished them, that he had, by close

microscopical study, and an extensive knowledge of the trees, tried to give

the geographical limits and the distinctive features of each kind.
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His other paper was on

"The Oaks of the United States." The very many different species of Oak

which abound in different parts of the United States, the largest number

being found in the Carolinas, have been, like the Cedars, so confused by

botanists, that he had given the matter much study for the purpose of

bringing order out of confusion.

Both papers were referred to the Committee on Publication.

Mr. Riley also presented two papers for publication, one "De-

scriptions and Natural History of two Insects which brave the

Dangers of Sarraceiiia variolaris" ; the other, " Notes on the

Yucca Borer, Megathymus yuccce." They were both referred

to the Committee on Publication.

October 5, 1874.

W. T. Harris, President, in tne chair.

Eighteen members present.

A large amount of correspondence and a large number of ex-

changes were laid before the Academy by the Corresponding

Secretary, and on motion he was instructed to send a series of the

Transactions, excepting vol. i , to Mr. B.W. Irving of Tecumseh,

Nebr., in consideration of a donation of birds' eggs collected at

Tecumseh, Nebr.

Dr. Stevens, who had just visited the Onondagua limestones of

New York, exhibited a number of fossils including two fine speci-

mens of trilobites, which he had collected there.

Mr. Gage, from the committee appointed to investigate certain

mounds, reported having done so, and that he will lay the results,

with specimens, before the Academy at a future meeting.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann then gave an interesting account of obser-

vations, geological and botanical, made during the summer in the

Rocky Mountain region of Colorado.

He referred to the gradual and continued rise from St. Louis to the foot of

the mountains, scarcely noticeable as one travels over the plains except hy

the uniform eastward flow of the rivers; to the fact that coal of good qua-

lity, belonging to a later formation than the carboniferous, and probably

to the cretaceous or tertiary, was found in the foot-hills of the mountain*,

and to the prominence on the plains of the buffalo-grass. He dwelt on the
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well-known peculiarities of this grass, and stated that it ceases to grow

within So or 90 miles of the mountains, where the soil is more arenaceous.

In describing the flora of the mountains and the replacement of decidu-

ous trees by conifers, he mentioned the discovery of a balsam fir {Abies

concolor) which had not been reported from that region before, but which

he had described, a number of years ago, from Santa Fe. He found ten

species of Firs, Spruces, and Pine, and three species of Junipers; none of

them occurring in the east except Juniperus communis. J-. occidentalis

had its N.E. limit in Southern Colorado. The only Oak (Q. undulata}

is a small shrub with acorns which taste like chestnuts, and so variable in

its leaf that it had formed the basis of several fictitious species.

In ascending the mountains the growth does not cease gradually, but

with comparative suddenness. Good healthy trees, 50 feet high, will be

succeeded by a stretch of a quarter of a mile of stunted ones, always bent

eastward by wind and snow, with the bark stripped on the west side.

He referred to the number of fir-cones found severed from the trees

while green, and supposed that the severing was done by squirrels to pre-

vent the breaking up of the cones and scattering of the seeds, which takes

place in the firs when the cones are ripe—the object being to save laborand

to secure their winter food without too much trouble.—Also, that it was a

mistake to suppose that there was anything, in the nature of a desert

between here and the mountains. The land was everywhere rich and cov-

ered with Buffalo-grass.

Mr. Riley remarked that while such a statement as this last

would hold true of the country along the Kansas Pacific, there

were vast tracts of land, farther north, with no other vegetation

than a few cacti, which might not inaptly be called desert land.

Mr. Todd referred to the contradictory reports made by corre-

spondents and officers of the Custar expedition to the Black Hills,

and how the glowing accounts of the profusion of flowers and the

perpetual spring and summer of that country were apt to mislead,

as it is one of the characteristics of the far west that the flowers

are abundant and beautiful in summer even where the weather

is so severe as to preclude human habitation during a great part

of the year.

After a few further remarks by Dr. Geo. Engelmann on the

importance of regularity in meteorological observations, the meet-

ing adjourned.
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October 19, 1874.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann, Vice President, in the chair.

Publications received, laid upon the table.

The Corresponding Secretary presented a gold medal received

from the Royal Frederick University of Norway, and struck in

commemoration of the 1,oooth anniversary of the first kingdom.

Dr. L. A. Richardson spoke of several mounds which he opened

last July and August in the vicinity of King's Lake, on the Mis-

sissippi, a few miles above the Missouri. They were burial

mounds, and the graves were all laid north and south, and were

covered with stone slabs. They were on the high crests of the

bluff.

Dr. Engelmann referred to observations by Dr. Wislizenus of a

similar nature in similar situations, some distance down the river.

The graves were rather close together, not covered with a mound,

and the remains surrounded by slabs of limestone.

Mr. Riley gave some new biological facts regarding the Grape

Phylloxera, showing how the studies of the present year had well

given us its complete natural history.

He had obtained the sexual individuals of three distinct species, namely,

of Ph. vastatrix Planchon, Ph. Rileyi Lichtn., and a large species beaten

from ^hiercus obtusiloba and which was apparently Ph.caryivcaulis. Fitch,

which makes galls on Hickory. The life-history of Ph. vastatrix may be

thus epitomized : It hibernates, mostly as a young larva, torpidly attached

to the roots. With the renewal of vine-growth in the spring, this larva molts

and rapidly increases in size and commences laying eggs. These eggs hatch

and produce, in due time, apterous, egg-laying, parthenogenetic mothers

like the first one. Five or six generations of these virgin mothers follow

each other, when, about the middle of July, some of the individuals begin

to assume wings. These are all females, and, like the wingless mothers,

bring forth parthenogenetic eggs. They rise in the air and spread to new

vineyards, where they lay their eggs—usually 2 or 3 in number and not

exceeding 8—and then perish. These eggs are of two sizes, and in the

course of a fortnight the larger ones give birth to females, the smaller to

males, which are born for no other purpose than the reproduction of thei r

kind, and are without means of flight or of taking food or excreting. The

sexes pair and the female is delivered of one large egg, which doubtless

gives birth to the ordinary larva, which crawls on to the roots and re-

commences the virginal underground multiplication. He had some reason

to believe that there were two of these developmental cycles each j'ear,

i.e., that the winged and sexual forms were twice produced annually; yet
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there is no intermission in the appearance of the winged females from the

middle ofJuly till frost, but the increase reaches its acme the latter part of

August.

He found it very difficult to obtain the sexual individuals, as, though

the winged insects delivered themselves of their eggs with the greatest

ease, attaching them in clusters to the sides of tubes or jars in which they

were contained, or pushing them into the tomentose portions of the vine,

or into crevices in the earth; yet the eggs generally failed to hatch, and
the embryo perished most often when just at the point of hatching and

when sufficiently developed to show its character. He had, however, suc-

ceeded in hatching two males, and had been much more fortunate with the

American oak species.

He had recently received a letter from M.J. Lichtenstein of Montpellier,

France, in which that enthusiastic entomologist made the astounding an-

nouncement of having discovered that Phylloxera vastatrix, in the winged

form, congregates and swarms on the leaves of the Chermes oak (Quercus

cocciferci), which it uses as a nidus for its eggs. Mr. Riley stated that with

all his faith in M. Lichtenstein's knowledge of Phylloxera, he was forced

to the conclusion that some other species had been confounded with vasta-

trix, and microscopic examination of specimens of the sexed individuals

kindly sent by Lichtenstein only confirmed him in the opinion. It was,

therefore, with no little interest that he noticed, from the abstracts given

in Nature of the doings of the Paris Academy of Science, that Balbiani

considered the species found on J|>. cocci/era as distinct from vastatrix,

and proposed to call it Lichtensteinii.

Dr Engelmann exhibited a section of the trunk of Jttniperus

Califomica, var. Utahensis, which was not quite 4 inches in

diameter and yet showed an unmistakable age of 127 years, each

ring being on an average about \ of a line wide. The largest

growth in 10 years had been about 4 lines, the smallest in 10

years about ij lines. It was one of the most remarkable instances

of slow growth that had come to his notice. .

November 2, 1874.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

Fifteen members present.

Several communications were read by the Corresponding Secre-

tary, who was instructed to send the Transactions, from vol. iii.

No. 1, to the Rantoul Literary Society, Rantoul, Ills.

The following communication, from Mr. Amos Sawyer, was

read and ordered incorporated in the minutes :
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"on the origin of ravines in the prairie."

In this paper I propose to record my observations upon this subject, as

I do not remember to have seen it mentioned in any of your transactions.

To the present generation it may be of little interest, as they know—or,

if curious, can be informed by those who have witnessed the change—how
most of the ravines in the prairie originated; but a century hence, should
the question be asked, it would probably prove to be a problem not so

easily or satisfactorily solved, unless there should be accessible some well

authenticated record of their origin. I therefore call your attention to this

subject.

The prairie situated one mile east of Hillsboro could, thirty years age,

during the wet season, truly be said to be an immense lake, interspersed

with islands; for the tough sod, together with the rank growth of grass,

reeds, and flags, offered a considerable barrier to the rapid flow of the wa-
ter during the spring and summer floods, as it had to filter through the

roots of the grass, or percolate the drifts of broken and decaying vegeta-

tion which always lined the shores of the prairie-lakes, to again encounter
the rough surface of the tough native sod in its struggle to reach the fluid's

goal. Its progress was necessarily so slow that it did not attain sufficient

velocity to cause any washing of the soil ; however, it forced the water to

spread over a large scope of country, requiring at that early day weeks to

discharge the same volume that will now pass off in forty-eight hours.

The change was wrought in this way : after the first ofJune, until quite

late in the fall, the prairies used to swarm with " green-head"' flies, and so

vigorous in their attacks were they that all domestic animals were driven

to the woods after eight o'clock in the morning, nor did they dare to return

until just before sunset, when they would emerge from their retreats and
march in single file through the long grass to the nearest pond for water,

and thence on to their feeding-ground—the different neighbors' cattle

having their own path, pond, and feeding-ground. In course of time, this

constant passing to and from the pond completely killed the sod, and when
the spring rains came, the cow-path being lower, and the water meeting

with no obstruction, poured down these new-found channels, and in time

cut a ravine, which in most instances has become of sufficient size and im-

portance, where it crosses a public road, to require bridging.

In conclusion, I would say I have watched quite a number of these cow-
path streams from their inception to the present day ; and the size they

have attained during this time would astonish any one after becoming
acquainted with their history.

The Corresponding Secretary laid a number of exchanges on

the table, and called special attention to the following :

Bulletin of the Anthropological Society of France, No. 5, July, 1873, p.

671, M. de Mortillet presented a flint lance-head, found by the Abbe Bour-

geois in the Miocene, of unquestionable human authorship, and this dis-

covery put the question of the existence of men in the Miocene capable of
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making such lance-heads beyond dispute. Madame Clemence Royer, at

the same meeting, remarked that there was nothing in the present state of

geological or zoological knowledge that would preclude the possibility

of the existence of such anthropoid human ancestry in the Miocene. This

lady had also attempted, in the same Bulletin, to map out the appearance

of the world in the Tertiary. This map closely resembled one which Judge
Holmes had himself constructed some years ago for the same purpose. But

in one respect Mad Royer arrived at a quite different conclusion to his

own. She concludes that the white Aryan race had its origin in Europe,

while, as he had stated at a previous meeting of the Society, he thought

such a conclusion untenable.

Prof. Gage exhibited a number of vases, implements, and other

antiquities, formerly belonging to the mound builders in Louisiana

and Mississippi. He had obtained these relics by an exploration

in those States, and promised to prepare a paper on the same for

the Transactions.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann referred to an article on curious plants,

in one of the morning papers, and gave an account of the very

curious Welwitschia, and exhibited a colored plate of the same.

Mr. B. V. B. Dixon exhibited a curious forked growth, which,

as he had been assured on credible authority, had been taken from

the inside of the skull of a soldier on a battle-field, the process

branching into the brain. Several members gave opinions as to

the nature of the growth, and it was finally referred to Mr. Enno
Sander for analysis.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann read the following communication, from

a private letter by Mr. Henry Gillman, relative to the perforating

of Indian skulls found in mounds

:

Do von know anything, personally, or in any writings, of the custom,

among the former inhabitants of this country, of perforating the skull

after death ? A short time ago, a large number of skulls were taken out

of a mound at Thunder Bay, Lake Superior, all with this peculiarity.

From its proximity to Isle Royale, this is most interesting. And now I have

lately taken from the ancient mound on the Rouge River, near Detroit,

two skulls with similar perforations; thus greatly increasing the interest.

The hole is in the top of the head, sometimes at the exact juncture of the

sutures: it is from about the size of a bullet-hole to three quarters of an

inch or more in diameter, being much larger on the outside—sometimes

exceeding an inch in diameter, and evidently made with a rude (probably

stone) implement. I am unable to find anything on the subject in any

work accessible to me at present, and would be much obliged if you would

kindly communicate any information which you maj^ be possessed of as to

this most peculiar custom.
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No additional facts were elicited from the members.

Mr.Jno. C. Ellis presented some bitumen taken from the under

surface of a large rock in the shaft of a mine, 86 feet deep, at

Joplin, Mo.
Mr. R. Hayes presented a paper enumerating earthquakes of

1S72-73. Referred to Committee on Publication.

November 16, 1874.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

Fifteen members present.

Mr. J. R. Gage, from the Committee to Investigate Mounds,

reported having opened some recently near Mascoutah, Ills., in

which, among other things found, was a complete skeleton, which

he had managed to preserve intact, and hoped to present at a

future meeting.

Publications received, laid upon the table.

Dr. McPheeters exhibited a curious piece of ancient pottery,

supposed to have been buried for 300 years in the grave of one

of the Inca kings in Peru, it having been dug up near Valparaiso.

The vessel represented the head of some ruminant, and probably

the llama ; it was probably rilled with some native liquid made
from the grape, as was the custom of the Incas.

Dr. Richardson spoke of finding lately a number of solid balls

of hair in the first stomach of cattle. The explanation given was
that the hair was licked and swallowed in sufficient quantities as

to become felted together and impassable into the smaller intes-

tines ; and that the only way such balls were voided was bv

vomiting.

Mr. Edwin Harrison had taken as much as seven pounds of

specular ore, in different sized lumps, from the stomach of an ox

which had worked around iron mines.

In answer to a question from Dr. Galney, Dr. Engelmann stated

that several species of Cacti had tuberous roots, and that such

roots were characteristic of many plants, especially such as grow

on the arid plains of the west.

Speaking of tuberous plants, Mr. Harrison said that he had

found the wild potato growing in New Mexico, though our culti-
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vated varieties were supposed to have originated in Chili and

Peru. Dr. Engelmann stated that the tuber referred to by Mr.

Harrison was a small one, belonging to a species of Solatium

different from the Solarium tuberosum, which gave rise to the

cultivated varieties, and was never larger than a marble. Mr.

Riley stated, that, on account of the degenei"acy noticed of late

years in most of our cultivated varieties of potato, some agricul-

tural journals had suggested the propriety of experimenting anew

with the wild tuber, with a view of producing more vigorous

varieties.

Judge Holmes referred to some experiments cited by Dr. Car-

penter with Faradic electricity on different parts of the brain, the

notable results of which went to show that the increase of intel-

lect was in proportion to increase of the middle and posterior

parts of the cerebrum, and not of the front parts, as was

generally supposed.

December 7, 1874.

Dr. J. B.Johnson, in the absence of the President, was called

to the chair.

Thirty-six members present.

The Corresponding Secretary submitted communications and

exchanges.

Mr. G. C. Broadhead donated a copy of his Geological Survey

of Missouri, and a vote of thanks was tendered him for the

same.

Dr. Engelmann presented three maps of Colorado, sent to him

by Prof. F. V. Hayden as illustrating the work of the Govern-

ment Geological Survey in that Territory the past year. One

curious thing noticeable was the fact that many of the higher

peaks are so nearly of the same height, being within a few feet of

each other. Gray's Peak is the highest, but only one foot higher

than Mt. Rosalie, and five feet higher than Torrey's Peak. He

also presented some meteorological observations condensed from

the Records of the U. S. Signal Service at Canon City, in South-

ern Colorado, and made the following comparisons of means and
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extremes between Philadelphia, St. Louis, and Canon City, the

latitude of the last two being about the same—Canon City being,

however, about 5,000 feet higher than St. Louis, though much

sheltered :

MEAN TEMPERATURE.

Philadelphia, St. Louis. Canon City.

November, 1S73 44°-° 4Q°-3 49°-9
December, " 34 .5 35 .9 •• • 43 -o

January, 1S74 31.8.... 33-9---- 40-7
February, " 32.3.... 34.5.... 37.2
March, " 41 .0 4^-4 40 .5

Winter 33°-5 •••• 34°-S •»»• 4Q -3

EXTREMES.

--I.Louis. Canon City.

Max. Min. Range. Max Min. Range.

November, 1873.... 72°.o-... i3°.o.... 59°.o 73°---- 2S .... 45
December, " 68 -o 14 -o 54 .0 62 20 42

January, 1874 66 .5 —2 -o 68 .5 58 18 40
February, " 61 .5 11 .5 50 .0 60 —4 64
March, " " 77 -o 19 .0 5S -o 67 iS 49

The whole winter in Canon City until January is mild, fair, and clear;

but February and March are much more wintry and disagreeable.

Dr. Richardson presented several balls of hair taken from the

stomachs of oxen, and Dr. Galney presented a smaller ball with-

out any hardened exterior and probably from the stomach of a

hog, as it consisted of bristles intermingled with a few feathers.

Professor Adolph Schmidt read a paper "On the Forms and

Origin of the Lead and Zinc Deposits of Southwest Missouri."

Referred to Committee on Publication.

Judge Holmes remarked that the old theory of the formation of

lead and other ores was that they came up from below in a gase-

ous form. This idea is now abandoned for that of solution in

water, and he asked, what is or was the source of the lead?

Prof. Schmidt remarked in reply that time enough has trans-

pired to account for the deposition of our present lead ores by

water containing no more than many waters of the present day

are known to contain.

Dr. Engelmann announced as a triumph of Science the late

discovery of a splendid coal vein from 6 to 7 feet thick, at a

depth of 560 feet, at Centralia, Ills., as explained in the following

communication to the ''Engineering and Mining Journal" for

November 7, 1S74 :
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IMPORTANT DISCOVERY OF COAL AT CENTRALIA, ILLS.

To the Editor. Lasalle, Ills., October 29, 1874.

Sir :—Although deprived, by unavoidable circumstances, of the pleasure

of meeting with you and the Institute, I am to-day placed in a position to

communicate to you a fact which is of considerable practical interest. A
bed, 6 to 7 feet thick, of good quality of coal (evidently the Belleville-

Duquoin vein) has been struck to-day in a shaft sunk at Centralia, on the

Illinois Central Railroad, at a depth of 560 feet, 30 miles east and 22 miles

north of the nearest coal mines working on the same vein, which is the

only vein in this part of the State of more than purely local and very small

importance. There is no reason now to doubt that the Illinois and Indiana

fields connect continuously from east and west, and not merely at the rim

of the basin. From careful detailed surveys of several of the adjoining

counties, as Assistant Geologist of Illinois, I had predicted, ten years ago,

that if this vein of coal extended thus far, it might be expected at a depth

of between 560 and 640 feet. Mr. Worthen, the State Geologist, could not

see the strength of my argument, and stated in his report that this vein of

coal would be found not much over 300 feet deep. On the strength of his

argument the citizens of Centralia sank a shaft, but, not finding the coal

at that depth, remembered my prediction, and came to me for advice.

Their funds having all been "sunk" in the shaft, they raised an additional

amount upon my suggestion, with the above result. Although I have not

received particulars, I am satisfied that this stratum is the equivalent of

the Belleville and Duquoin seam of bituminous coal, the vein which fur-

nishes most of the coal used in St. Louis. Mr. Worthen considers these

two veins as distinct, but I have never been able to see it.

H. Engelmann.

Theodore Allen, C. E., was elected an Associate Member.

December 21, 1874.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

Fifteen members present.

The Corresponding Secretary submitted communications and

exchanges, and called especial attention to a work by T. Sterry

Hunt, entitled "Chemical and Geological Essays." One idea

contained in the work struck him forcibly, viz., that the law of

water congealing into ice, whereby it becomes lighter, does not

hold with regard to many minerals, which in cooling and con-

densing from the molten state become heavier. Hence the nucleus
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of the earth, as of all globes, is probably solid, though it is now

believed that there is a molten space between the nucleus and the

crust. Another idea of importance is that the rocks down through

the oldest stratifications to the Lawrentian, or the whole of the

cooled crust of the earth, is not necessarily formed by the cooling

and solidification of the crust, but by later condensations and

deposits from the atmosphere and ocean.

Complete sets of the Transactions (as far as they could be fur-

nished) were ordered sent to the Buffalo Society of Natural His-

tory and the Royal Geographical Society of London.

January 4, 1875.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

Eighteen members present.

Among the communications read was one from the San Diego

(Cal.) Society of Natural History, a newly organized society,

requesting to be placed on our exchange list. On motion, the

Society was placed upon the exchange lijst, and the Transactions

from vol. iii. No. 1 ordered sent.

The Corresponding Secretary then submitted his annual report,

as follows :

REPORT OF THE CORRESPONDING SECRETARY FOR 1S74.

To the President ef the Academy of Science.

As Corresponding Secretary, I submit my report of operations for the

year 1S74. The correspondence and exchanges of the Academy have been

continued as heretofore, and with rather increased activity. The effect of

sending forward another number of our Transactions, in 1873, has been

quite perceptible in the increase of returns received by way of exchange.

Another number will doubtless be distributed in the coming spring. Some

few of the Societies, which ceased to send us their publications during the

intermission of our Transactions, have not yet renewed their sending; but

most of them have done so. The greater number of the Foreign, and

nearly all of the Home, Societies have continued to send us their publica-

tions uninterruptedly. Four Foreign Societies and three Home have been

added to our list during the year 1874.

The number of Foreign Societies and authors to whom we are now send-

ing our Transactions in exchange is 201 ; and returns are received from the

greater part of them.
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The number of Home Societies and authors and public Libraries to

which our Transactions are regularly sent (and Canada is included in this

list) is S6; and we receive from nearly all of them such exchanges as they

have to return.

Our foreign exchanges are conducted through the agency of the Smith-

sonian Institution as heretofore, without other expense to us than the cost

of freight and postage between Washington and St. Louis. This service

of that excellent Institution, thus rendered gratuitously to all the scientific

Societies in the United States, must be regarded as of immense value to

the whole country.

Four names have been added to the list of Corresponding Members
during the year.

I submit herewith my account of receipts and expenditures, showing a

total of receipts $7S 64
" expenditures 75 76

and a balance in hand of $ 2 88

Of the receipts, there has been received

From the sale of Transactions $13 S9
" last year's account 16 00
" the Treasurer for expenses 10 00
" " " " the Bust of Agassiz 3785
'

' freight charges refunded ' 90

$78 64

The expenditures are almost entirely for freight and postage.

Yours respectfully, NATHANIEL HOLMES,
Corresponding Secretary.

The Treasurer's Annual Report was next submitted to an audit-

ing committee consisting of N. Holmes and S. Pollack, and was
found correct. It showed that the sum of $350.16 remained in

the hands of the Treasurer at the commencement of the year

1874; $614.00 were collected during the year from various

sources, and of the total amount of $964.16 the sum of $508.00

was expended for different purposes, but especially towards print-

ing the Transactions of the Academy, which consumed $342.75 ;

the cash balance amounts to $456.16.

Air. J. R. Gage presented some interesting specimens taken

from a coal mine in Moniteau Co., and read a communication

thereon, which was referred to the Committee on Publication.

Dr. Richardson presented a specimen of coagulated blood

albumen.

Dr. Engelmann made the following report on the meteorology

of the year

:
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The mean temperature of the past year, at mv place, in the outskirts of

the city, where the influence of densely built up squares is not felt, was

56°.o; while the mean temperature of the city itself, according to my forty

years' observation, is only 55°.4. Last year was one of the unusually warm
years with us; 1858, and again i860 and 1861, as well as 1S70 and 1S71,

were warmer, and 1854 with 58°.o mean temperature was the warmest

observed by me.

My tables show that January was very mild, February and March a

little below the average, and April decidedly cold, marking 9 below the

average, so that spring was cool and late. But all the other months of the

year, with the exception of November, were unusually warm ; May indi-

cated about 3, June even 4, July and August each 2 degrees above the

average.

The rain-fall of the year, of 33 inches, though less by 9 inches than the

average, and 7 inches less than in the previous year, seems to have been so

beneficially distributed as to bring the crops to perfect development. But

the rain-fall of the years 1870, '71 and '72 was too limited, less than we had

observed it for many years, and on the whole insufficient for the farmer

and gardener.

The President then called Mr. Todd to the chair and read his

animal address, as follows :

president Harris's address.

Gentlemen of the Academy of Science :

Upon retiring from the chair, which I have filled the past year through

your kind sufferance, I comply with the usual custom, and offer a few

reflections upon the recent achievements and present status of science.

From year to year we have beheld a steady increase in the number of

investigators of Nature, and in proportion as their labors have become

systematic and organized their influence upon civilization has become

more marked and more generally recognized. We may look upon science

now as the great power of the age, having not only its indirect influence

upon the arts of man and upon the theoretical views of the learned, but

having likewise a direct effect upon the masses of common people, who
read its glad tidings in myriad books carefully adapted to convey to the

popular mind the processes and results of scientific investigation. The

earth and the atmosphere; the waters of the sea and the rivers; the distant

stars; the invisible infusorial world, and the subtle molecular changes in

bodies; the wonders of organic life exhibited in plant and animal;—all

these, in their minute subdivisions, are unfolded to the people, high and

low.
THE NATURAL HISTORY OF MAN,

too, is written with the aid of all other sciences. In many respects, the

moral and religious life of man is receiving direct modification from his

familiarity with scientific methods and results. His physical life is so radi-
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cally changed in its conditions by the same cause as to occasion no longer

any surprise at the enumeration of special instances. Freed from the

goading importunity of physical wants, man is more and more devoting

his life to a theoretical activity, increasing thereby the breadth and accu-

racy of his survey of the world in which he lives, and concentrating more

attention upon the organization of society, in whose processes ebb and

rlow the tides of his spiritual life. Out of the immense mass of data which

the scientific activity of the past year has placed at my disposal, I can at

best only mention here and there a striking detail, and hold it up as a

sample of the stores of which I can attempt to give no inventory.

ASTRONOMY.

The visit of the distinguished astronomer Proctor to our city, the past

year, is still vividly remembered by us all as a practical demonstration of

the superior interest which attaches to all masterly expositions of Nature.

Later in the year, the appearance in our skies of the comet of Coggia for-

nished illustration of the exposition which he made of the nature of these

singular bodies. The careful investigations of Huggins and Secchi regard-

ing its spectra have added much not before known. It must be remem-

bered that Coggia's comet is the first large one visible since the utilization

of the spectroscope. The old theory regarding comets has been exploded.

They are not composed of nitrogen, as at first supposed, but of carbon

vapor and— as Dr. Vogel and Dr. Zenke think— watery vapor. Mean-

while, their connection with meteoric showers has received additional

confirmation. It is not probable that the nucleus or the tail of a comet is

composed of meteors, but it seems that meteors follow the nucleus without

luminosity, except when impinging upon our atmosphere. The proba-

bility of immense showers of comet or meteoric dust upon the earth, by

reason of our annual passage through three or four streams of these bodies,

has led to the investigation of the soil of widely separated tracts, in order

to discover if possible traces of matter of a composition similar to that of

meteoric stones hitherto analyzed. The investigation has proved sucess-

ful, and Prof. Nordenskiold of Stockholm relates in Poggendorfs Annalen

that he has found these traces of metallic iron and carbon, as well as of

nickel and cobalt, in the snow of certain great snow-storms supposed to be

connected with meteoric disturbances.

While the spectroscope is yielding great returns to science in the way
of determining for us the chemical analysis of the most distant bodies in

the universe, the telescope is again rapidly improving. Immense refracting

instruments are now being made with a perfection hitherto deemed impos-

sible. That of the Naval Observatory at Washington—twenty-six inches

in clear aperture—is likely to be rivalled by another one constructed by the

same maker—Mr. Alvan Clarke— for the Washington and Lee College of

Virginia; and we hear of a monster endowment of $750,000 for the purpose

of building an observatory on the Sierras in California, and furnishing it

with a telescope of a size far beyond anything hitherto attempted. As the
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great refractor at Washington cost only $44,000, it may be well understood

that the California instrument may, at the price of $100,000 or $200,000,

surpass anything yet attempted in this line. Add to this fact the marvel-

ous purity of the atmosphere in the Sierras, and we may anticipate some-

thing of a new revelation of the starry depths. The long looked for transit

of Venus has come and gone. Our absolute distance from the Sun is pro-

bably ere this well fixed, but no report has yet reached us of these calcula-

tions. The American stations for the observation of the transit were eight

in number, and located at Kladiwostock, Pekin, Nagasaki, Hobart Town,
Bluff Harbor, Chatham Island, Kerguelen Island, and Possession Island

—

three stations being in the northern hemisphere and five in the southern.

The chances of foul weather at all the points of either hemisphere were

very small, and the event has justified anticipations. The parallax as

determined by Encke was S r
5 7

g
7 '% seconds, while from other observations

made on Mars the parallax has been placed at S^%^ (American Naut. Al.)

or S ^'oV (Brit. Naut. Al.) Thus our present results vary y^ths of a second.

The probable error of the coming result will not equal xJoths of a second.

Besides, whatever experience teaches in this experiment as desirable in

the observation of transits will be made available at the next transit, which

fortunately occurs in 1882, only seven years hence. While the recent tran-

sit was visible in the longitude of Asia only, the next one can be most

favorably observed in America.

While mentioning these matters of astronomic interest, we should not

omit to mention the labors of Dr. Gould at the new observatory, located

at Cordoba, in the Argentine Republic. The mapping of the stars in the

southern hemisphere has been vigorously prosecuted by him, and is the

basis for future great discoveries which we may look for.

The investigations of Lockyer and Secchi into the composition of the

Sun are still progressing, and new and more reliable results are continually

reached. Some most remarkable phenomena are reported, which seem to

indicate a temporary change of diameter in the Sun accompanying the

appearance of spots and protuberances. The minimum diameter of the

Sun seems to coincide with the maximum manifestation of spots and

protuberances.

In this connection should be named certain fluctuations of the American

lakes observed by Dawson, the geologist of British North America, to be

synchronous with the development of sun-spots. This comparison extend*

from 1790 to 1870. In Lockyer's work on Solar Physics is exhibited the

parallelism of the periods of solar energy as denoted by the outburst of

solar spots, with the maximum periods of rain-fall and cyclones. In this

we have the clew to the variation of water-level of the lakes, which is ex-

hibited in a diagram and shown to fluctuate almost exactly in correspond-

ence to the maxima and the minima of the sun-spots.

THE EARTH'S MOTION.

Of equal interest are the researches of Professor Newcomb into the varia-
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tion in the rapidity of the Earth's revolution. Certain apparent inequali-

ties of the Moon's motions led him to suspect that the siderial da}' is not

of uniform length. His conclusion is that the Earth rotated more slowly

than the average rate for ten or twenty years previous to 1S60, and that

about 1S60 this motion was accelerated, so there has been a gain of at least

a second per year till about 1S72. This startling theory has since been

proved by an independent investigation, conducted on the satellites of

Jupiter; and, in addition, the researches of Mr. Glasenapp, the Russian

astronomer at Pulkova, sustain Prof. Newcomb's hypothesis.

METEOROLOGY.

Astronomy has, of late, become closely connected with meteorology.

The meteoric showers in the high regions of the atmosphere must have a

close relation to storms. Still more intimately is the electric and magnetic

condition of the air connected with the great solar process which produces

spots and protuberances. Hence the labors of the various astronomical

observatories are supplemented by the Signal Service Bureau, and both

conspire to force from Nature the secret of the climate and the key to the

control of the weather. A prediction for several months in advance is

equivalent to a direct control of the weather, for it is possible for man to

adapt himself to any contingencies which he can sufficiently anticipate.

The international congress which met recently at Vienna to discuss me-
teorological affairs, and settle upon a system of international signals by

which each national bureau is to hear daily by telegraph what the weather

"probabilities" are, was a first great step. Holland, Spain, Portugal, the

Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and China, there entered into agreement

with England, Russia, Turkey, and the United States, for a uniform sys-

tem of observations, to be made throughout the northern hemisphere at

12 m. London time, or 7 135 a.m. Washington time. By this system a

storm may be traced from its first vortical whirl to its last stages, and after

a few years it will be possible to foretell the weather for a whole season in

advance, by combining solar observations with known cyclical movements

on the earth.

Professor Loomis, last July, read before the National Academy of Sci-

ences a paper on the movements of storms, in which he gave careful esti-

mates of the velocity of storm-centres for 314 days, as deduced from the

data of the maps of the Weather Bureau. The average velocity he finds

to be 26.6 miles per hour; the average direction of the storm-paths for two

years was S° north of east. It seems, moreover, that the area of rain-fall

extends further on the eastern than it does on the western side of a storm-

centre.

ENTOMOLOGY.

It is perhaps not a very abrupt transition to pass from meteorological

storms to the devastating locust storms which have proved so disastrous

to our western neighbors the past year, and this more especially if it is

found, as suggested by distinguished authorities, that these swarms of
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locusts are connected with the occurrence of droughts in the mountainous,

desert countries lying to the west. Dr. Gould's description of the immense

swarms of locusts that devastated Cordoba, in the Argentine Republic,

would seem to suggest the desert of Atacama as the source in that instance.

He speaks of a cloud of locusts, extending like a thick, black trail of smoke

over 160 degs. of horizon, and for an altitude of 5 degs.— a swarm at least

twenty miles in length and six miles in breadth. In 1S35 China was

ravaged by locust swarms, which obscured the sun and moon like clouds.

In 1797 these insects covered the ground on the sea-coast in South Africa,

forming a drift near the sea four feet in depth and fifty miles long. Charles

XII. of Sweden, when conducting his army through a defile after the dis-

astrous defeat at Pultowa, suddenly found himself obliged to halt by a

hail-storm of locusts which came down upon them with a roar that sur-

passed that of the breakers on the sea-shore. Meteorology, perhaps, will

yet be found to furnish the key to the mystery of the times and seasons of

these plagues, which, like the famous one in Egypt, seem to be all con-

nected with some desert country situated nearby. Inasmuch as the future

colonization of North America is to be more and more directed to the re-

gions lying contiguous to the great mountain chains of America and its

accompanying deserts, we shall find this subject a very practical one.

This topic, although suggested by meteorological questions, in fact be-

longs to entomology. And here, therefore, it is appropriate to allude to

the valuable discoveries, made in the interests of science and of economic

agriculture equally, relating to the habits of insects. Every one of us, I

trust, feels proud that to a member of this Academy has been awarded the

French medal of honor for his services in developing the natural history

of the Phylloxera or Grape root-louse, which has proved so damaging to

French vineyards. The Report of the State Entomologist is a credit alike

to the gentleman who writes it, and to the State which creates and supports

such an office.

Missouri, so vast in its natural resources, whether in the direction of

agriculture, mining, or manufactures, can ill-afford to spare her special

scientists who are charged with the task of pointing out her resources, and

in caring for the protection of the same.

THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

of the State is, perhaps, the most important scientific enterprise of the kind

in the United States. Certainly the welfare of the country does not depend

on the mining of the precious metals, while it is most immediately con-

nected with that of the iron and lead mining. Our Academy has been

under constant obligation to the gentlemen of the State Survey, and the

presence with us of Prof. Broadhead, Prof. Gage, and Dr. Adolf Schmidt,

has frequently assisted our deliberations the past year. The recently com-

pleted volume of the Report of the Geological Survej-, including the field

work for 1873-4, does credit to Prof. Broadhead and his assistants.
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EXPLORATION.

In the recent explorations of the Black Hills of Dakota, the scientific

attention of the country has been aroused, and expectation is now on the

alert for unusual results. The wealth of its flora and the supposed unpa-

ralleled mineral resources will soon attract pioneers there in great num-

bers. It seems, moreover, that the complete insularity of Greenland has

been proved by the voyage of the Polaris.

OXYGEN.

On the first of last August an interesting celebration occurred at Nor-

thumberland, Pennsylvania. It was the centennial anniversary of the

discovery of the chemical element oxygen. Priestley, the honored discov-

erer, had passed his last days at this secluded town in Pennsylvania. The

hundred years since the important discovery has been so rich in great

achievements that could not have transpired without a knowledge of chem-

istry, that we may well understand what constituted the staple of the elo-

quent discourses delivered on the occasion by Professors Cross, Horsford,

S terry Hunt, Silliman, Dr. Smith, and others.

In the midst of the great

VICTORIES OF SCIENCE,

which have all conspired to produce the welfare of man and enable him

to stand over Nature and command its services in the interests of human

freedom, it is important to state the results of investigations into the com-

parative longevity of the race. Dr. Jarvis, in his carefully collected data,

shows that man's life has been expanded, his strength increased, and his

davs on earth prolonged, by better adaptation of means, circumstances,

and habits, through science. The length of a generation—in other words,

the average length of life—has increased from thirty years under the Ro-

man Empire, or v
twenty-one years in the sixteenth century, to fifty years

at the present time.

On every hand we see the lines of discovery in Nature converging upon

the welfare of man. It is the accepted principle in science that everything

that is in Nature should be investigated. Nothing exists isolated, but

every fragment is related to every other fragment of the universe- Social

science is slowly building its immense structure as one by one these phy-

sical relations are traced through to their correlation with the human soul.

The world—the macrocosm and the human body belonging to it—is the

counterpart and visible symbol of the microcosm or human soul.

SCIENCE IS FREE

and fears no results; the truth alone is its object: and wherever the truth

leads, it is for the man of science to follow unhesitatingly. But all cir-

cumspection and all coolness of temper are here requisite. No methods

derived from lower and rudimentary spheres are to be applied without

modification to the higher and more developed ones. In Nature is the

realm of efficient causes ; with spirit begins the sway of final causes. The
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words of DuBois Reymond, who draws the line between the results of

observation of external movements and functions, and legitimate infer-

ences touching the dependency of conscious being upon material condi-

tions, are to be remembered. We never can conclude certainly from an

external activity or movement to an internal feeling or thought; the two

are discrete, distinct genera of phenomena. But it is legitimate, he adds,

to trace out the rich field of correlations. On this investigation depends

our social science and our conquest over Nature.

The pious George Herbert knew the general tendency of this correla-

tion, and stated man's hierarchy over Nature.

'• Nothing has got so far,

But he hath caught and kept it, as his prey.

His eyes dismount the highest star:

He is in little all the sphere.

Herbs gladly cure our flesh, because that they

Find their acquaintance there.

"For us the winds do blow,

The earth doth rest, heaven move, and fountains now.

Nothing we see but means our good,

As our delight, or as our treasure

:

The whole is either our cupboard of food,

Or cabinet of pleasure."

A vote of thanks was tendered to the President for his address.

Mr. Riley, referring to the mention made in the address as to

the possible connection between drought and the locust plague,

remarked that he did not believe there was any real connection

between the two phenomena, and gave his reasons at length.

Dr. Briggs gave an account of Prof. O. C. Marsh's recent pa-

lajontological explorations in the Black Hill country.

The annual meeting, and, consequently, the election of officers,

was adjourned till the iSth, on account of the lateness of the

hour.

W. H. H. Russel and Joseph M. P. Nolan were elected Asso-

ciate Members.

yanna?-y 18, 1875.

Albert Todd, Vice President, in the chair.

Twenty-five members present.

The annual election of officers, for the ensuing year, took place,

with the following: result

:
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President—W. T. Harris.

15/ Vice President—Albert Todd.

znd Vice President—George Engelmann.

Correspondi?ig Secretary—Nathaniel Holmes.

Recording Secretary—Charles V. Riley.

Treasurer—Enno Sander.

Librarian—J. J. Bailey.

Curators—W. B. Potter, Adolph Schmidt, and F. C. A.

Richardson.

Committee on Publication—Geo. Engelmann, N. Holmes,

and C. V. Riley.

Committee on Library—Chas. E. Briggs, S. Pollack, and

G. J. Engelmann.

Committee on Cabinet—Edwin Harrison, G. C. Broadhead,

and R. Chauvenet.

Mr. Bailey made an explanation as to the confused state of the

Library, and promised to keep it in order hereafter if the Acade-

my would have the books catalogued and put in order up to

date.

On motion, the whole matter of cataloguing and arranging the

books was referred to the Committee on Library.

Dr. G. Engelmann read the following meteorological report

:

The unusual and especially the steady and long continued cold weather

of this winter elicits everywhere the inquiry whether it ever was so cold,

or cold so long, here in St. Louis. Consulting my meteorological records

of the last 40 years, I must say that we have experienced colder weather

here in former years, but not such long continued cold. Three weeks ago

to-day the thermometer reached to or above the freezing point for the last

time ; during these last 21 days it has ranged between — 1S and -f-32 , the

freezing point ; and when it will rise above that important limit is now
quite uncertain.

Comparing former years, we find colder weather in the well remembered

winter of 1863-4; but the temperature remained below the freezing point

only 13 days, from December 30 to January 11.

Several cold spells occurred in the severe winter of 1855-6; but the

mercury stood below the freezing point never longer than 9 days in suc-

cession.

The coldest January within the period named was that of 1S57; for 28

days, from Dec. 29 to Jan. 25, the thermometer rose to between 32 and 33

only 3 times, and to 38 once.
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The lowest temperature of that January was — 12°.5, and the highest

45°.5 ; the mean was only i9°-3, while the mean of January in 40 years

proves to be 3i°.8.

The mean temperature of the first 18 days of this present January is

only i3°.5, and how much the last 13 days of the month will raise it is to

be seen ; it will be no doubt one of the coldest, if not the coldest, January

on record.

Several members expressed the opinion that the late severe

cold had some connection with the excessive drought of last

summer.

Mr. Riley called attention to the fact, that, notwithstanding the

glowing accounts given last summer of the climate of the Black

Hill country, the thermometer had there recently fallen to 40

below zero ; and the soldiers sent out to drive away the gold-

hunters, found none such, and were glad to get away, in most

cases, with frozen limbs.

February 1, 1875.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

Twenty-four members present.

The Corresponding Secretary laid the exchanges on the table,

and made some remarks as to their contents.

Judge Holmes next called the attention of members to an in-

teresting article by Herr Plath (Sitzungsb. der K. Akad. der

Wissenschaften zu Munchen, 1873, Heft vi.) on the agricultural

economy of the Chinese and Japanese.

The subject is treated with great learning and minuteness of detail of the

more important facts. It is a matter of singular interest that we have in

China a fine country stretching from the sub-tropical to the cold temperate

zone and climate, and from the low sea levels and valleys to the loftiest

ranges of mountains, and inhabited by 400 millions of people, whose agri-

cultural history and experience reaches back through 4,000 years and more,

and whose libraries contain more than 160,000 volumes relating to agri-

culture alone. Nearly the whole available territory even to the tops of the

highest hills, which, in many places, are terraced and irrigated, is divided

up into small parcels, which we would rather call gardens than farms, and

is thoroughly cultivated, and largely by hand labor. A. proprietor owns

his land no longer than it is worked. Leasings are common. There are

few cattle and sheep, and beef and mutton scarcely constitute an article of
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food, though swine-flesh and poultry are quite common, but still sparingly
in use for food. Single oxen and horses are used somewhat, especially in

the northern parts, as draft animals ; but there are not cattle, horses and
sheep enough in all China, nor in Japan, to furnish flesh for food or ma-
nure for the land. Human excrement is the chief resource for manure.
and it is collected and saved with extraordinary care and with many inge-

nious contrivances, and, mixed with other materials, is poured, in a liquid

state, out of buckets and ladles, about the roots of the plants. Tea, rice,

wheat, barley, buckwheat, millet, corn, cotton, potatoes, mulberry trees,

yams, batatas, onions, cucumbers, melons, beans, cabbage, carrots, and
a variety of other garden vegetables, are cultivated, principally in rows
and in beds, with interval spaces between, in which the seed of one crop is

sown while another crop is ripening for the harvest; and as soon as one
crop is harvested the same ground is immediately prepared and manured
again for another crop, the same season ; so that there is almost a continual

alternation and succession of crops, on the same land, the year round.

Extensive arrangements are made for inundating the rice fields, and for irri-

gating the lands over the whole country and up to the highest terraces on
the hills. The rudest sort of plows, however, with mattocks and hoes, are

used, and water-wheels are employed for raising water out of the rivers for

purposes of irrigation. The harvests are cut with knives and sickles, and
gathered in by hand. Women and children as well as men work in the

fields. It is evident that nothing but the continual and careful manuring
of the soil could have kept up its fertility, under constant cropping, for so

many thousand years. The value set upon manure by these people would
be hardly credible to the European or American farmer. The simplest

methods are employed for threshing grain. Sometimes animals tread out

the grain on threshing-grounds, and sometimes flails are used. There are

different crops for the winter and summer seasons. Agriculture employs

the greatest part of the population. The state of things in Japan is very

similar, but with some differences. In general, there is great industry,

cheerfulness, and plenty; and when scarcity or famine occurs, the neces-

sities of the destitute are provided for by a kind of public depot supplied

by fixed contributions. The public taxes are a large item in the whole

economy. — The peculiar interest of this excellent article consists in the

minuteness and accuracy of particulars, of which no abstract can be given.

A lengthy discussion followed the abstract of Prof. Loomis's

paper, the point of which was the re-affirmation of the well-

known fact that a high barometer is indicative of a low tempera-

ture, and vice versa.

Dr. Engelmann made the following meteorological report

:

The extraordinary low temperature for last January, 2i°-3, was in the

last forty years surpassed only by January, 1856, 20°.i
;
January, 1S57,

i9.°3; and February, 1S3S, 20°.S. These four were by far the coldest

months during the period of his observations. The lowest temperature in
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these years ranged between 5 and 18 below zero, the highest between

45 and 51 above. Generally the warmest days of January attain a tem-

perature of 6o°, and sometimes even 70 .

The river has been frozen over firmly since January 4th, and continues

bridged over to this day bearing the heaviest wagons.

The month of February after the cold January of 1856 was also very cold

(26°.5), but that of 1857 was unusually mild (4i°.S) and our mean temper-

ature for January is 3i°.S and for February 35°.3.

The standing committee on Library reported having examined

into the condition of the library. After stating that Mr. J. J. Bai-

ley agrees to supervise the shelving, classification, and the cata-

logue, which will be made on the most approved card system,

and that he also agrees that the future regular additions to the

library of the Academy of Science shall be catalogued without

cost as they come in, the committee presented the following reso-

lutions, which were passed unanimously :

Resolved, That Mr. Harvey Raymond be engaged from date, January

25, 1S75, to catalogue the library of the Academy of Science, at two dollars

($2.00) per day, under the supervision of the Librarian of the Public School

Library and of the Academy of Science.

Resolved, That the Treasurer of the Academy of Science be directed to

supply the Librarian with a list of those members who have paid their

dues within two years, and to correct said list at the commencement of

each year.

Resolved That the Librarian be authorized to lend books to members
whose names shall be on said list, or who shall furnish other evidence that

they have paid their dues to the Academy within two years.

Mr. Todd suggested that books be opened in the Academy and

the Historical Society for stock subscriptions for a new building

to cost $40,000. It was necessary to commence the building be-

fore the lapse of five years, and two years and a half had already

passed. It was evident that the money could not be raised by

direct subscription.— On motion, Mr. Todd was requested to

bring the matter before the Society in definite shape at the next

meeting, and also to endeavor to get a tenant for the lot until a

building is commenced upon it.

Dr. Geo. J Engelmann exhibited photographic figures of Swiss

lake relics that were offered for sale by a gentleman from La
Crosse, Wis., with whom he (Dr. E.) had been instructed to cor-

respond. The Society concluded not to purchase, and instructed

Dr. Engelmann to so inform the correspondent,

iii

—

l
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Mr. Riley presented the following communication from Mr.

Otto Lugger of St. Louis, in reference to the storing of acorns

and the cutting of pine cones by squirrels :

Near Grand Haven, while resting from an extended tramp through the

woods, I observed several squirrels at work, cutting oft" the cones of pines.

They were always in pairs, one on the ground and one on the extreme end

of a branch. These branches very often were not strong enough to bear

the weight of the animal : it would then slowly crawl toward the cone until

the branch commenced to bend, then it would stretch itself to the utmost

to reach the prize : quick as lightning it performed the operation, and has-

tily retreated to presently repeat the same process. The second squirrel

was almost invariably on the ground. In regard to the storage of food, I

have observed repeatedly the following facts :—Near Chicago and Detroit

I have often found, in early spring, as soon as the snow had disappeared

from the sunny places on the edge of the forest, and while searching for

beetles and chiefly pupa; of moths, great numbers of acorns, loosely covered

with earth and moss, close to the trunks of oak, and chiefly under the roots

These acorns had certainly been put there by some species of squirrel,

since without any exception the germ of the acorn had been bitten out by

sharp and long incisors, such as these animals possess. The number of

acorns thus deposited varies from about half a dozen to upward of sixty.

Dr. C. L. Cassin, 1315 Washington av., G. W. Riggs, and

Prof. F. E. Nipher of Washington University, were elected Asso-

ciate Members.

February 15, 1875.

Albert Todd, Vice President, in the chair.

Eighteen members present.

Mr. Todd, to whom was referred the subject of the best means

toward the erection of a new building to be occupied by the Aca-

demy of Science and the Missouri Historical Society, on the lot

deeded to the societies by James H. Lucas, reported favorably

on the subject of beginning the work as soon as possible. He
proposed a scheme for taking subscriptions to capital stock.

This plan was gotten up on the supposition that a proper build-

ing could be erected for $40,000. If the Academy should get sub-

scriptions to the amount of $15,000, and the Historical Society

would do the same, this would give $30,000 ; and this fact, to-

gether with the fact that the lot was valued at $10,000, would

give a basis for borrowing more than $10,000, or even $20,000,
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in order to complete the building and furnish it with all neces-

sary appurtenances. He proposed the following resolutions,

which were adopted :

Whereas, by a deed dated June 3, 1872, and recorded on page 263 of the

recorder of deeds for the county of St. Louis, James H. Lucas conveyed to

the Academy of Science of St. Louis and the Missouri Historical Society

a lot of ground as a contribution towards the erection of a building for the

occupation and uses of said parties, provided the same were begun within

five years from the date of said deed :

Resolved, 1. That, for the purpose of obtaining money for the erection

of such a building, the Academy of Science of St. Louis will issue its stock

to the amount of fifteen thousand dollars.

2. That said stock shall be in shares of twenty-five dollars each, and be

paid for in instalments as required from time to time by this Society for

paying demands made for the erecting of said building.

3. That in case said lot of ground, after being improved by such a build-

ing, shall ever be sold, the proceeds of such sale shall be disposed of as

follows, to-wit :—The costs and expenses of such sale shall be first paid

therefrom ; next shall be paid therefrom whatever indebtedness maj exist

which is a lien upon the property; next there shall be reserved therefrom,

if enough therefor (and if not enough therefor, then what remains), a sum
equal to the value of said lot of ground, to be held and used for the same

purposes for which the lot was conveyed by said deed. What then remains

of said proceeds shall be divided among the owners of said stock pro rata.

4. For the subscription of this stock a book shall be kept open by the

Secretary at every meeting of the Academy of Science of St. Louis at its

place of meeting, and subscriptions shall also be solicited by advertisement

in the city newspapers and by other means as may be from time to time

directed.

Books and exchanges were laid upon the table by the Corre-

sponding Secretary, who called especial attention to Leo Lesque-

reux's work on the Fossil Flora of the Western Territories,

contained in Hayden's Geological Survey of the Territories.

Mr. Daniel Hough, of Indianapolis, was elected a Correspond-

ing: Member.

March 1, 1875.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

Fourteen members present.

Mr. Riley, from the Committee on Publication, stated that

signature 16 of the Transactions was just oft' the press, that the
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Proceedings up to the last annual meeting were being rapidly

printed, and that No. 2 of vol. iii. would soon be distributed.

Mr. Todd made the following report, which was accepted

:

The undersigned, appointed to get a tenant for the occupation of the

parcel of ground donated to it and the Missouri Historical Society, would
respectfully report: That he placed the same in the hands of Messrs. S. D.

Porter & Co. for letting, and that they have let the same to Messrs. James
L. Ohlhausen & Co., for one year, from March 15, 1875, at the rent of $55
per annum, payable semi-annually in advance, with the privilege of an-

other year at a rent equal to taxes and expenses, provided the Academy
should not require its possession for erecting a building, and in this case

the same to be surrendered upon demand at any time after the end of the

first year. Porter & Co. are to be paid a commission of five per cent, upon

the collection.

He also presented a subscription book and explained its pur-

pose :

It was designed to receive subscriptions to stock to the amount of $15,-

000. Each subscriber was to agree with the Academy of Science to take a

certain number of shares, to be issued by the Society, against his or her

signature, and to pay for the same $25 a share, from time to time, as might
be demanded for the erection of the new building, provided that the sum
can be subscribed for before any payment on the same be demanded. The
book was ruled for the names of the subscribers, number and amount of
shares taken.

The book was accepted, and Mr. Todd's name heads the list

for twenty shares of stock.

Rear-Admiral C. H. Davis sent a copy of the astronomical

and meteorological observations taken during the year 1872. A
vote of thanks was returned for the same.

Captain Robert B. Wade, of St. Louis, sent a sample of lace

taken from the so-called "Lace Tree" of the West Indies. The
sample was referred to Dr. G. Engelmann, and a vote of thanks

was passed to Capt. Wade.
Mr. Riley called attention to the following published corre-

spondence of Mayor Brown on the subject of the Colorado

Potato-beetle, in answer to inquiries made by a Belgian, M.
A. C. Hardy de Boislieu :

Some of the European Governments, fully appreciating the fact that it

is easier to prevent than to cure an evil, and alive to the importance of

economic entomology, have become somewhat alarmed now that this insect

is known to have reached the Atlantic sea-board at a number of different

points, lest it should be carried to Europe. Cognizant of the well-known
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fact that many of the worst weeds and insect pests of agriculture are im-

portations from other countries, and with the history of the Grape Phyl-

loxera—its American origin and recent devastations in Europe—fresh in

mind, they feel the necessity of endeavoring to prevent a possible national

calamity in the introduction of our dreaded potato pest.

To show that this alarm is not entirely unfounded, Mr. Riley

read the following passage from his 6th Report

:

That there will be danger of the insect finding its way to Europe, when
once it reaches the Atlantic sea-board, no one can doubt ; for the impreg-

nated females will live for weeks, and even months, without food, espe-

cially in the spring and autumn, when they also take most readily towing.

Such females, alighting on outward-bound vessels, may easily be given free

passage to European ports, and, as they will be apt to land without pass-

ports, it would be well for the authorities to look out for and prevent such

unwelcome incursions. I do not think that there is danger of its being

carried across the ocean in any other way ; for potato plants, on which the

eggs or larva? might be carried, are not articles of commercial exchange,

and seed potatoes do not, as a rule, harbor the beetles. Let our European

friends profit by our sad experience with this insect, and, taking time by

the forelock, endeavor to prevent its introduction into their potato-fields.

This end will best be accomplished through the agricultural and horticul-

tural societies, which should make provision for the dissemination of

correct information concerning the pest. A small card, giving a colored

figure of the beetle, or of all stages of the insect, setting forth the disasters

which would follow its introduction, and appealing to the reader to assist

in preventing such a calamity, would do good service if posted in the cab-

ins of vessels plying between the two countries, in the warehouses and

seed-stores of sea-port towns, and in the meeting-rooms of agricultural

societies. Some such simple means of familiarizing the public with a

possible enemy should be adopted in a country like Ireland, which will,

perhaps, be the first to receive the pest, and would suffer most from it.

Mr. Riley stated that the subject had already been considered

by the authorities of Prussia, Austria, Switzerland, and France
;

and it was in view of the introduction of a bill in the Belgian

Chambers, prohibiting the importation of American potatoes,

that our Mayor had been importuned for advice, and gave it in a

letter, which concludes as follows :

Treating your letter, therefore, seriously, I have to state that there never

has been a potato-bug seen flying about St..Louis, or any other city in the

United States or Territories ; that the potato-bug never has caused any

alarm in any city nor in the country—only in certain seasons that seemed

to be favorable to the production of them. I am not aware of the potato-

bug attacking any other vegetable. I consider the fears of the people of
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Belgium entirely groundless, even if the ravages of the potato-bug had
been great in any locality the last season (which they have not), and is

a matter of no apprehension or comment at the present time in this

country.

Mr. Riley remarked that every one of the opinions expressed

by our worthy Mayor is diametrically opposed to the facts, and

the letter goes to show, what is too evident in so many other di-

rections, that one may be a good politician and yet have no real

acquaintance with the condition of the agriculture of the country.

Mr. Riley gave an extended history of the Colorado Potato-beetle,

and concluded by expressing the opinion that the course being

pursued by some of the European authorities, in prohibiting traf-

fic in American potatoes, was not the wisest. The only way that

the insect could be carried over in potatoes was by being secreted

in earth or haulm ; and while there is a bare possibility of its

chance transmission in this manner, there is little probability

of it ; and all danger will be removed if the exporters are directed

to see that the tubers are free of earth, and to use no haulm in

packing. If it ever gets to Europe at all, he believed it would

travel in the manner already indicated.

Mr. Todd offered the following resolutions, which were unani-

mously adopted

:

Resolved, That, in the judgment of the Academy of Science of St.

Louis, the highest economical interests of the State demand the continu-

ance of the offices of State Geologist and Entomologist, and it respectfully

protests against any change of them, and most emphatically against their

abolishment; and prays that the General Assembly of the State of Mis-

souri sustain them with its usual necessary appropriations.

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent by the Secretary to the

President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House, certified to under

the common seal of the Academy.

Resolved, That there accompany said resolution the signatures of such

members of the Academy as can be conveniently obtained.

Antonio del Castillo and Mariano Barcena, of the city of Mex-
ico, were elected Corresponding Members.

March 16, 1875.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann, Vice President, in the chair.

Fourteen members present.
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Communications read and exchanges laid upon the table.

Mr. Riley exhibited four interesting fresh-water Crustaceans,

presented by Mr. J. Boll, who had collected them around Dallas,

Texas. One was a fresh-water Shrimp very near the genus

Palemon, found in ponds near Dallas, and the more remarkable

from the fact that while Palemon Jamacensis was known to

occur in flowing fresh-water, no species has hitherto been found,

so far as he was aware, in standing water ; another was an inter-

esting and probably undescribed species of Branchifius, also

found in ponds ; a third was a species belonging to the curious

genus Argulus, which is remarbable for the large carapace or

shield, its rudimentary abdomen, and by the second pair of legs

being transformed into two large suckers, by means of which the

animal attaches itself to the gills of the gar-fish (Lefiidosteus

ferox), where the species in question is found. Argulus is sup-

posed to be parasitic, but Mr. Boll thinks it uses the gar-fish sim-

ply as a beast of burden. The fourth was a species of Estheria.

Dr. G. Engelmann communicated the results ot his observations

of the temperature of last winter and compared it with previous

winters during the last forty years :

December, 1874, . . 2>f-2>
January, 1S75, . . . 2i°.3

February, '* . . 24°.2

Winter 1874-75, . . . 26°.Q-

December, mean of 40 years, 33°.2

January, " "
3 2

°-°

February, " " 35° -3

Winter, " " 33°-5

This table shows that the first winter month, December, was over two

degrees milder than the average; but January was io°7 and February

even 1 i°.i colder than the average, so that the low temperature of the past

winter is entirely owing to the low temperatures ofJanuary and February.

In the last forty vears we have experienced only four winters in which

the mean temperature fell below 30 degrees, viz. :

1855-56 . . 26°.4 I

1872-73 • • 26°. 3

1871-72 . . . 29°.I 1S74-75 . • • 26°.9

In the first and last of these four winters the low temperature was owing

to the excessive cold of January and February (to which a very cold March

succeeded) ; in the third winter December and January were the cold

months, and in the second all three months were very cold, but none so

excessive as in the other three winters.

It appears that three of the coldest winters of forty years occurred within

the last four years, with a milder one (1S73, 79°-34°-3) between them. The

other cold winter dates back nineteen years ; no winter was colder than

30°.5; in the winter of 1837-38 there was an extremely cold February,

while December and January ranged above the average. The question
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then arises whether our winters are getting colder. An answer, as far as

it goes, is given in the following table of mean temperatures, in which I

have arranged the forty years in four decades, and have given the summer
temperatures as well as those of the winters and contrasted them :

Years.



of years ago proves it, that man's action in cultivating the soil and clearing

the forests has important local effects on the annual quantity of rainfall,

which is less dependent on local causes than on the distribution of the rain-

fall throughout the season, and especially on the benefit the soil (and thus

the natural and cultivated vegetation) derives from the precipitated moist-

ure, and the stage of water in the smaller tributaries and larger streams.

If the Mediterranean countries have become more arid, less fruitful,

than they were in the time of the Greeks and Romans, they owe it no

doubt in great part to the destruction of the forests of their hills and moun-

tains, and with it the denudation of the rocky soil, and not to a diminished

annual rainfall. But this rain is probably less evenly distributed, and is

certainly less beneficial to the soil, because not absorbed and retained; it

runs off over the arid surface, washes the soil more and more, swells the

streams rapidly, and disappears rapidly. We see the same effects in coun-

tries where the soil is naturally destitute of forests, e.g in our southwest-

ern regions and Mexico. But in the United States territory the artificial

destruction of forests is, compared with the vast extent of country, so lim-

ited that important general effects on the climate can not have resulted.

Whatever changes we may have observed within a few years, are, like the

changes of temperature spoken of above, evidently only of a temporary or

local character.

The stage of the Mississippi River has not been recorded for more than

fifteen years, but we know of floods of the river at this point during ninety

years, an account of which I have published in our Transactions of 1868

(vol. 2, p. 423). In that period the river seems to have risen more than 40

feet above low-water mark twice, in 1785 and (61 years later) in 1844; and

37 feet also twice, but at shorter intervals, 1851 and 1858; so that in four-

teen years we had three floods, and none as high in the last sixteen years.

But who can say that this coming season or next year will bring us a great

flood again? There is not the least improbability in it.

It is not the rains here about St. Louis or those in Missouri, nor the

melting of the snow in the mountains and northwestern regions, which

alone are the causes of the great floods ; it is the coincidence of many
causes, and especially contemporaneous high rises of the great rivers which

unite just north of us, which cause the highest floods, and there is no rea-

son why they might not occur again in any spring or summer.

Judge Holmes announced to die Academy the death of a mem-
ber, Mr. C. C. Whittelsey, in a fitting speech, and offered the

following resolution :

Resolved, That the Academy of Science has heard with regret of the

death of Charles C Whittelsey, Esq., who had been for many years an

active and useful member to the Academy, and that we desire to give ex-

pression in this form of our high appreciation of his merits and services,

and of his excellent character and scholarly attainments.
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M. L. Gray spoke to the resolution, paying high compliment

to the gentlemanly and scholarly attainments of the deceased, and

closed by earnestly seconding the resolution.

Dr. Engelmann announced the decease of Dr. Theo. C. Hil-

gard, a few days since, in New York, also a former member of

the Academy. Judge Holmes and Mr. Riley referred to their

acquaintance with the deceased in fitting terms.

The following resolution, reported by the Corresponding Secre-

tary, was adopted :

Resolved, That this Academy has learned with profound regret of the

recent decease of our late associate Theo. C. Hilgard, M.D., in the city of

New York. We recognize the high qualities of the deceased and especially

his ardent devotion to microscopical researches, and particularly in botan-

ical and zoological subjects, in which he made very valuable contributions

to our Transactions and to other scientific publications ; and we shall ever

cherish a grateful recollection of his services to science.

Both resolutions were adopted, when the Academy adjourned.

April 6, 1875.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

Twenty members present. Charles J. Norwood, of Columbia,

Mo., assisted.

In the absence of the Recording wSecretary, Mr. B. V. B. Dixon

was appointed pro tern.

No. 2 of vol. iii. of the Transactions was laid upon the table

and 1,000 copies delivered to the Librarian.

Specimens of wood cut by beavers in Jasper Co., Mo., were

presented by Prof. G. C. Broadhead, who stated that the mill-dam

on Spring River is kept in good repair by the beavers. Hack-

berry wood is mostly used, but also other kinds. The beavers are

protected by the mill owners, and thrive and multiply.

Dr. Engelmann's paper on the Trees of Colorado, read at

Washington University, was presented by Mr. Todd for preserva-

tion in the archives.

Dr. Engelmann presented a specimen of the Oxytropis Lam-
berti, a member of the pea family, the herb and fruit of which

family are generally wholesome and nutritious. This species pre-

sents the peculiarity of being injurious, with a few others, such as

the Laburnum and the Calabar-bean of Africa.
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Dr. Engelmann reported with regard to his recent study of

vines

:

American grape-vines are commonly said to be polygamous; he finds

flowers with both pistils and stamens, some of these with incomplete sta-

mens, but none devoid of the same. He deduces from this the theory that

the flowers are incompletely fertile, i.e. that fertilization of a flower by its

own pollen is not so good as fertilization by that of another flower. He

would therefore recommend the cultivation of a few sterile or pollen-bear-

ing vines of the proper species in each vineyard, thus following the plan

of nature, which furnishes a large number of staminate plants. We find

a similar state of things in regard to certain varieties of strawberries.

The cultivated grape-vines in Europe have been propagated from slips

for so long a time that sterile plants are almost unknown ; but sterile

plants can be raised from the seed in European as well as American spe-

cies—a fact unknown to naturalists until recently.

It was thought that the Taylor grape, one of the finest of our varieties,

now not very productive, could be much improved in this regard by the

process proposed.

Mr. Todd mentioned the introduction of Arundel glass in spec-

tacles, the advantage of which he claimed to be that the tinge

of violet absorbed the heat-rays injurious to the eye. Dr. Engel-

mann doubted the fact that the heat from ordinary light was suf-

ficient to injure the eye or cause suffering.

Prof. Broadhead presented specimens of quartz traversed by

capillary crystals of titanium oxide ; also crystals of zincblende

notable for their large size ; also the fossil Actinocrinites firo-

boscidiales.

April 19, 1875.

Albert Todd, Vice President, in the chair.

Ten members present.

Mr. Riley being absent, Dr. S. Pollak was chosen Recording

Secretary pro tern.

The Corresponding Secretary read several communications.

One of these, a paper on Intermittent Fever, by Mr. Amos Saw-

yer, of Hillsboro, Ills., was referred to Dr. Stevens.

Dr. C. F. Tennant sent several teeth for the consideration of

the Society, and desired whatever information the members might

possess on the subject. It was surmised by several that they were

the teeth of some carnivorous animal. Dr. Stevens thought the
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sender should give some statement of the circumstances under

which they wei'e found, as it was impossible for the most scien-

tific to judge of the species of the animal, or to decide whether

the teeth were those of one animal or more than one. The Sec-

retary was accordingly requested to address a note to Dr. Ten-

nant desiring further information.

A daguerreotype of a flash of lightning, taken June 18, 1847,

was received from the artist, Mr. T. M. Easterly, to whom the

thanks of the Society were returned.

Dr. Galney was appointed to fill the place of Dr. Schmidt in

the Board of Curators, recently made vacant by resignation.

May 3, 1875.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

On account of Mr. Riley's absence, Wm. McLellan was chosen

Secretary fro tern.

Thirteen members present.

The Library Committee reported progress.

Communications were then read by the Corresponding Secre-

tary, and several publications were laid upon the table, among
which were the Proceedings of the "Sociedad Mexicana de His-

toria Natural," Mexico.

A letter was read from Senor Antonio del Castillo, of Mexico,

acknowledging his election as a Corresponding Member of the

Academy.
On motion of the Corr. Sec, the " Rantoul Literary Society,"

of Rantoul, Ills., from which a copy of Proceedings had been

received, was placed on the list of exchanges.

Dr. Stevens read a communication on Intermittent Fever, from

Mr. Amos Sawyer, of Hillsboro, Ills. In this paper the " spore"

theory was advocated, and it was claimed that a moist soil and

solar heat in the presence of carbonic acid were the principal

generating agencies.

These views were characterized by Dr. Engelmann and Dr.

Briggs as speculative and non-scientific, and it was voted to de-

posit the paper in the archives.
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May 17, 1875.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

Fifteen members present.

Minutes of previous meetings read and approved.

The Corresponding Secretary read several letters and commu-

nications. He stated that he had received the following works

:

From the Secretary of the Interior—Hayden's 7th Ann. Rep. of

the Geological Survey of the Territories ; Coues' Birds of the

Northwest; Lesquereux's Cretaceous Fauna; Leidy's Extinct

Vertebrate Fauna ; Thomas's Synopsis of Acrididae ; Porter and

Coulter's Flora of Colorado. From the Royal Academy of Sci-

ences, Berlin—a copy of their Proceedings. A Memoir on the

Antiquity of Caverns and Cavern Life of the Ohio Valley, by

Prof. Shaler, Boston ; Herbert Spencer's "Illustrated Sociology,"

from Mr. Ward Combs, of Fieldon, Ills. ; Proceedings of the Aca-

demy of Sciences, Konigsberg. Also a work by Gustav Wen,

"Ueber die Wasserabnahme in den Quellen, Fliissen und Stro-

men bei gleichzeitiger Steiger ungder Hochwasser in den Cultur-

landern," accompanied by a circular asking for facts relative to

the same subject in this part of the world.

Nos. 1 and 2 of vol. iii. of the Transactions were ordered to be

sent to Mr. W. W. Caulkins in return for his work on Fresh-

water Shells.

Dr. Richardson read a brief paper on the appearance of four

rainbows.

Dr. Stevens presented to the Academy a number of crinoids,

trilobites, and orthocerata, obtained from the Grafton stone quar-

ries in Illinois. He reported that specimens were quite numerous

in that rock.

Mr. Riley referred to the ravages of the young locusts in the

western counties of the State as truly alarming. He said, how-

ever, that he did not apprehend that they would do any serious

damage outside of the districts in which they had hatched ; that

the bulk of them would get wings by or before the middle of June

to enable them to fly away, which they would do. He predicted

that they would this season return to the northwest ; that very

few eggs would be deposited in Missouri this year, and that, con-

sequently, there would be no injury from the pests in 1876. He
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thought the only way to obtain relief now, in the sections in which

they were hatching, was for the farmers to destroy them by use

of the roller, by driving them into ditches, drowning or burning

them there, and by thoroughly cultivating the soil. He was of

the opinion that much more could be accomplished by concerted

action among the farmers than would be supposed from the sim-

plicity of the remedies proposed. He thought it would be a good

plan for the State to offer rewards for the killing of the pests and

for the destruction of their eggs. This had been practised in Eu-

ropean countries with good results.

No. 2 of vol. iii. of the Transactions was laid before the mem-
bers.

Mr. Chas. J. Norwood, Columbia, Mo., was elected a Corre-

sponding Member.

May 31, 1875.

Dr. G. Engelmann, Vice President, in the chair.

The regular business was dispensed with, the meeting being

specially called, with an invitation to the citizens generally, to

listen to a lecture by Mr. Riley on the Rocky Mountain Locust,

the ravages of which were absorbing public interest and atten-

tion. The lecturer by the aid of diagrams gave an exhaustive

account of this locust plague—showing how best to manage it,

and prevent a recurrence of the evil which the State is now suf-

fering under—and insisted that the suffering and destitution in

our western counties would soon end, and that the insects in the

course of the next two weeks would leave the State. There

would be time to raise many important crops, and he fully

expected that, within three months, the people in the ravaged

districts would be blessed with a plenty that would be all the

more appreciated by contrast with the present desolation.

October 4, 1875.

In the absence of the President, Dr. Forbes was called to the

chair.

Hon. S. M. Breckinridge was proposed as an Associate Mem-
ber by N. Holmes and R. Hayes.
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The attendance was so small that after informally discussing

various subjects an adjournment was moved and carried.

October 18, 1875.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

Eighteen members present.

The Committee on Building being asked to report, Mr. Todd

said that a former meeting a scheme had been reported for the

collection of money and the erection of a building for the Acade-

my of Science and the Historical Society. It was proposed to

raise $20,000 by subscriptions for shares, and $20,000 was to be

borrowed on the property. The subscription book was in the

hands of the Recording Secretary—who remained that it was

laid upon the table at each meeting for the signatures of mem-

bers, and at the same time suggested that something should be

done to appeal more effectually to the citizens outside the Aca-

demy.

Dr. Briggs, from the Committee on Library and Catalogue,

reported that it had been found necessary to suspend the work of

cataloguing pamphlets, as it was impossible to proceed until the

bound volumes could be overhauled. This could not be done

until the School Board should supply the cases necessary for the

reception of the pamphlets. It was hoped this would be done

within a month. A request for information regarding the num-

ber of volumes in the library had been received from the Com-

missioner at Washington. There were now only eleven copies

remaining of the first number of vol. i. of the Transactions.

On motion, the committee was empowered to take such means

as seemed proper to preserve the pamphlets.

The Corresponding Secretary called attention to a large num-

ber of pamphlets, books and papers on the table. Among them

were the Quarterly Journal of Conchology, published in Leeds,

England ; the Geological Survey of Missouri, from Mr. Broad-

head ; A Volume of Explorations in Colorado, by J. W. Powell

;

Bulletin of the Anthropological Society ; Observations made at

the Magnetic and Meteorological Observatory at Batavia.

Judge Holmes also called attention to an article in the Cana-

dian Naturalist on the Indian Race in America, by Prof. Daniel
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Wilson, which gave data of facts to prove that the American
Indians, whenever located on their reserves in proximity to the

white people, very soon became a race of half-breeds. The pure

Indian blood disappeared, and in time no individual of the pure

race remained. The race became extinct in one sense, but con-

tinued in another.

Mr. Riley presented, on behalf of Capt. Eads, a curious spi-

nous fish from the Gulf of Mexico, and popularly known as the

Toad Fish. He remarked that it was evidently a species of Dio-

don, a genus of Branchiostegous fishes, belonging to the family

Gymnodontes. These fishes have the peculiar power of puffing

themselves up like balls ; when the spines, directed on all sides

and kept in constant agitation, render them quite formidable.

The puffing power no doubt protects the animal from enemies,

though it is said that the boys around New Orleans make foot-

balls of it. The species presented resembles figures of D. orbicu-

laris, which, however, inhabits the seas ofJamaica and the Cape
of Good Hope ; and it differs from D. Phcmieri, which is a

native of American seas, in being covered dorsally with bluish,

anastomosing lines, instead of elongated bluish and white spots.

Not only the wound made by the spines is said to be dangerous,

but the flesh is poisonous.

Mr. Riley read a paper entitled "Remarks on Canker-worms,

and Description of a new Genus of Phalaenidae" ; also one enti-

tled "Notes on the Natural History of the Grape Phylloxera

{Phylloxera vastatrix Planchon). He illustrated both papers

with figures and specimens, and they were referred to the Com-
mittee on Publication.

Prof. Nipher, of Washington University, read a paper " On a

new form of Lecture Galvanometer," which was referred to the

Committee on Publication.

Hon. Samuel M. Breckenridge, of St. Louis, was elected an

Associate Member.

November I, 1875.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

Twelve members present.

Dr. Briggs, from the Committee on Library, made a further

brief report, recommending the proper labelling of our books.
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He also submitted the following communication from the Libra-

rian relating to the present condition of the library :

Dr. C. E. Briggs, Ch. Com. on Library, Acad, of Science.

Dear Sir :—I am instructed by Dr. Auler, President of the Board of Mana-

gers ofthe St. Louis Public School Library, to inform you that at a meeting

of the Book Committee held Thursday, 28th inst., it was ordered that the

duplicate books belonging to the library, and not in circulation, be re-

moved from the book-cases and stored away, and that the shelf-room thus

gained, together with that which will result from bundling and storing

away the Transactions of the Academy (as you suggested), be devoted to

the books and pamphlets of the Academy. The work of getting the pam-

phlets into book-cases will be begun at once, and the cataloguing of the

entire library of the Academy will be pushed on as rapidly as possible.

The count made for the U. S. Commissioner of Education shows the

contents of the library to be as follows :

407 bound volumes Transactions of Societies

904 " " miscellaneous works

962 unbound " Transactions of Societies

162 " " miscellaneous works
(The last two items represent complete vols.)

214 " " Transactions (incomplete)

95 " " miscellaneous "

54 " " pamphlets, Transactions

133 " " pamphlets, miscellaneous
(Computed at 10 pamphlets per vol.)

2931 vols, total contents of library.

As regards the unbound volumes and pamphlets, the haste with which

the count had to be made rendered absolute accuracy impossible. I be-

lieve, however, that the corrected count, to be made while cataloguing,

will not differ materially from the above.

In addition to the foregoing, the Academy library collection contains

the following numbers of its own Transactions :

12 copies Vol. 1, No. 1, Transactions

104 " " 1, " 2,

no " " 1, " 3,

304 " " 1, " 4,

256 " " 2, " 1,

384 " " 2, " 2,

488 " " 2, " 3,

543 " •" 3> " ii

469 " " 3, " 2,
-

750 "' Charter, Constitution, &c.

I beg to suggest that a large proportion of the above unbound volumes

could be bound in "Emerson's Patent Binders" at a cost (labor included)

not to exceed from 13 cents to 45 cents per volume, according to size. We
are using these binders very largely in the Public School Library, and

intend binding with them all our loose pamphlets. Samples of them may

be seen in the library. I have the honor to be
Your very obedient servant,

St. Louis, Oct. 30, 1S75. JNO. J. BAILEY, Librarian Ac of Sci.

iii—

M
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On motion, the committee was instructed to procure labels to

place on the books of the Academy.

Exchanges were laid on the table by the Corresponding Secre-

tary, who called especial attention to the Geological Survey of

Ohio, and gave an interesting resume of Professor Newberry's

views on glacial phenomena, as well as those of Mr. Croll in his

late work on "Climate and Time."

The salient points were that the large lakes of North America

had their basins excavated by the glaciers ; that glacial action

appears in Ohio as low down as the 40th degree of latitude, and

that the alternations of glacial and interglacial periods were due

to the eccentricity of the earth's orbit in conjunction with the

winter solstice occurring in aphelion, and thus causing a longer

period of intense cold and accumulations of glacial ice, and, at

the same time, producing a change in the level of the sea in con-

sequence of the greater accumulation of ice and snow at times in

the polar regions, having the effect to change the direction of the

Gulf Stream and ocean currents, and to transfer large masses of

water from one hemisphere to the other in the form of glacial ice,

with a consequent change in the centre of gravity of the earth.

Dr. Engelmann presented, on behalf of Dr. Boisliniere, male

aments of the bread-fruit tree (Artocarftus) candied in the man-

ner used as sweetmeats ; also a humming-bird nest from Guada-

loupe.

Mr. Riley presented, from the author, Mr. Samuel H. Scudder,

of Cambridge, Mass., a work on Fossil Butterflies, the first

memoir of the American Association for the advancement of

Science.

A skull, supposed to be of great antiquity, found in a mound
at Fenton, Mo., was exhibited to the Academy by Messrs. F. E.

Roesler and F.J. Soldan.

Mr. Gage gave an interesting account of an ancient stone-wall

in Mississippi, near Natchez, presumed, from such examinations

as have been made, to inclose a territory embracing about 400
square miles. He remarked :

In the summer of 1S70 mv attention was called to the existence of an an-

cient wall cropping out at different points in Claiborne County, 18 miles

east of Port Gibson, in the State of Mississippi. Blocks of the stone have

been taken by the farmers for building purposes for many years, and it has

formed a general quarry for furnishing large blocks of stone for laying
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foundations for houses. But the farmers have never, it seems, been aware
of the antiquarian importance of this wall. Prof. Gage employed laborers

and uncovered a portion of the wall 20 feet in width and 175 feet in length,

but, on removing the soil here and there, he traced it 600 feet. The work-
men uncovered the wall to a depth of six feet, but lower than this the ex-

cavations were not continued.

Large forest trees of pine and oak, several hundred years old, are grow-
ing on top of the wall. The blocks are limestone and belong to the tertiary

formation. They were hewn out of this formation, and are 3 feet in length,

20 inches in width, and 22 inches in thickness. One of these blocks has

been shipped for St. Louis, and is expected to be on exhibition in the geo-

logical department before the close of the Fair, and then it will be sent to

Philadelphia for the Centennial.

The wall from which the block is taken forms two sides of a rectangle,

one portion running east and west and the other north and south. The
excavations were made near the angle. Three miles due south from this

point another portion of the wall reappears on the banks of Bayou Pierce,

owing to the washing out of the creek, making it a large exposure, and it

is therefore judged that this is a continuation of the ancient wall. The
wall was built on the side of a ridge overlooking a swamp which, in ancient

times, was evidently the bed of a lake, and the inference is that the wall

was erected by the ancient occupants as a barrier against an enemy. From
other evidences of the extent of this wall, as described by the people in

other sections, it is evident that it included a large area of land, covering

probably 400 square miles and extending to the Mississippi River.

He states that within a few miles there are ancient mounds scattered

all over the valley. Specimens of pottery, vases, stone axes, arrow-heads,

skulls, bones, and sea-shells, have been found in any quantity. The local-

ity where this remarkable wall exists is in the neighborhood of the Natchez

Indians, who were found in a state of considerable civilization when first

visited by the French, and these remains, it is conjectured, may have some

connection with the occupation by the war-like ancestors of this interesting

and famous tribe.

Mr. Riley suggested, as a matter worthy perhaps of going on

record, the fact that the events of the past summer had fully borne

out his conclusions, given at the meeting for May 17, and the

called meeting for May 31, regarding the probable doings of the

Rockv Mountain locusts.

November 15, 1875.

Dr. G. Engelmann, Vice President, in the chair.

Fifteen members present.
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Exchanges received laid upon the table by the Corresponding

Secretary, who also stated that he had called the attention of Mr.

Amos Sawyer to a notice in the "Nature" (313) of his article in

No. 2 of vol. iii. of our Transactions quoting his statement, that

in the State of Illinois " there were at least three million horses,

cattle and mules, and five million hogs and sheep, and that they

will consume more than seventy million gallons of water every

twenty-four hours—quite a lake in itself" ; with the remark that

"surely, this must be a misprint, or American animals are very

thirsty beings." He had received from Mr. Sawyer the following

reply :

Hillsboro, Ills., Nov. 13, 1875.
Judge N. Holmes, St. Louis, Mo.

Dear Sir: — Yours of the 9th at hand and contents noted. In reply

would say, it is not a misprint ; and therefore I presume that "American

animals are very thirsty beings." Had our "British cousin," however,

stopped to consider the difference between his little Island where the atmo-

sphere is always humid, and which at times becomes so charged with

moisture that the animals are really living in a cloud, and that of our

State, with her broad prairies situated nearly in the centre of our Great

Republic, where the temperature of midsummer almost equals that of the

torrid zone, and the atmosphere is so devoid of moisture that for some

years previous to the present season the "fall of dew" was scarcely percep-

tible, and the wind at times approximating a simoon,—he must readily

have perceived that animals would require a greater amount of water here

than in England ; and the statement would not have appeared so extrava-

gant. I should have answered more promptly, but wished to obtain the

views on this point of four men who have been handling stock all their lives,

and whose opinions, therefore, would be valuable. Three of them agreed

with me except in the amount consumed by cattle, considering that too low;

the other thought the estimate for hogs too high. In conclusion, then, I

will say, I have owned a stock-farm for 16 years; and during this time have

owned thousands of cattle, hogs and sheep, and my conclusions are the

result of an experiment made with the view of ascertaining the amount of

water consumed in a given length of time by different animals. This esti-

mate was for six months, commencing with May, the time during which

stock are out on pasture. For winter it must be reduced one-half. Now
for the mode by which I arrived at the result : It was by placing a number

of each kind of animals by themselves and measuring the amount of wa-

ter consumed by each; for instance, I took 12 cattle of different ages— 1°

2°, and 3 . I found a large 3-year old steer, with a big belly, would con-

sume 15 gallons S times a day : but the average amount for 2-year olds,

and upwards, was 10 gallons 3 times a day; yearlings, 7 gallons. The

amount would vary according to the degree of heat, and condition of the
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atmosphere. I own a horse now that will drink from 25 to 30 gallons of

water every day during warm weather. As with man, so with our domes-

tic animals, one will drink more in a given length of time than another.

In arriving at the total amount consumed, I estimated thus for 24 hours :

1,000,000,000 horses, 12 galls, each, - - 12,000,000,000

2,000,000,000 cattle, 25 " " - - 50.000,000,000

2,000,000,000 sheep, 1 " " - - 2,000,000,000

3,000,000,000 hogs, 2 " " - - 6,000,000,000

Total, - - 70,000,000,000

This, I think, will be found to be as nearly correct as it is possible to

make it.

One word with reference to the horse. Carpenter says : "Of the water

taken into alimentary canal or contained within the body, nearly two-thirds

passes off with the fseces; and of that which is absorbed, little more than

one-seventh passes into the urine, the remainder being exhaled from the

lungs and skin." Now I found after repeated measurement that the quan-

tity of urine passed by a horse in 24 hours would average one gallon and a

half; taking even this as a basis for estimating the probable amount of

water consumed during the day, and it will be found that my calculation

for the horse does not exceed the true amount.

. Thanking you for your courtesy in calling my attention to this subject,

and with my best wishes for your prosperity and happiness, I remain

Very truly yours, &c,

AMOS SAWYER.

Dr. Theodore Fay presented a hydrograph of the Missisippi

River, at the foot of Market street, showing the rise and fall of

the river from 1844 to 1875. The highest point attained by the

river the present season was on the Sth of August, when the wa-

ter was five feet below the city directrix. The highest water was

in 1844, the lowest in 1S63. The map is on vellum, and four by

five feet in size. A vote of thanks was tendered to the donor.

Prof. F. E. Nipher made some striking experiments with col-

ored glass, the substance of which was published in the " Notes"

in Nature for Oct. 7, 1S75. It is well-known that if the eye be

forced to look steadily at a certain color—as, for instance, red

—

the sensation of red is gradually enfeebled. If now the eye be

fixed on a sheet of white paper, the red which goes to make up

the white is enfeebled, and the remaining colors impress the eye

with the sensation of green. What is true of red and green is of

course true of any other complementary color.—A much more

striking effect is produced if some white and brilliantly illumin-
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ated object is observed with colored glasses. Look with the right

eye through red glass and with the left through green glass. The
sensations of red and green gradually become more feeble. To
the eye thus fatigued by green, white would appear tinged with

red, and a red color would appear strengthened. To the eye

fatigued by red, white would appear tinged with green, and a

green color would appear strengthened. If now both eyes are

transferred to the red glass, these effects can be brought out in a

very striking manner by opening and closing each eye alternately.

The converse effects are of course observed by placing both eyes

before the green glass. The best object for observations of this

kind is a brilliantly illuminated (white) cumulous cloud.

Mr. Riley remarked that among the changes that took place in

those portions of the State so thoroughly devastated by locusts

last spring, none were more interesting than the wide-spread

appearance of a grass unnoticed in ordinary seasons. This grass

is the Vilfa vagincejlora, an annual which, as he was informed

by Dr. Engelmann, is common from the Atlantic to the Rocky
Mountains. The locusts eat down the blue grass so closely that

in most instances it dies out, and this annual grass takes its place

and grows up rapidly just at the time when most needed by stock,

so that it is considered a God-send by the farmers, who generally

believe that it was brought by the locusts. The seed was scat-

tered over the land the fall before, and the conditions were all

favorable for its starting. In ordinary seasons, on the contrary,

it is smothered and choked down by other plants. It was a beau-

tiful illustration of what Darwin has called "the struggle for ex-

istence." He added other facts of a similar nature and showed
how a certain large worm {Deilefihila lineata, figured and
treated of in the 3rd Mo. Ent. Rep., pp. 140-42) which feeds on

purslane was from similar causes also unusually numerous.

Dr. G. Engelmann remarked that these instances of the abnor-

mal multiplication of a species in exceptional years were very

interesting, and that the unusually wet season and other favorable

conditions helped to give the grass mentioned so wide-spread a

growth.

Judge Holmes objected to the term "struggle for existence," as

if a plant could struggle. If it be intended literally, either it is

asserted that a plant thinks and wills, or it is asserted that an
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animal possessing will struggles only in the same way. He could

not help feeling a little indignation at Mr. Darwin's illogical use

of such expressions as "natural selection," or "a law acting," as

if those things could do anything. A law does not act : it is

merely operative by sheer obstruction and resistance. It is not

an active power.

Mr. Riley defended the use of the first two expressions ; he

thought they were happy, and ought not to be viewed in so hy-

percritical a sense. Words are mere symbols to convev ideas,

and come to have various meanings according as they are used by
high authority. The terms criticized have been generally accepted

as expressions of the meaning Darwin gave to them. This does

not imply present conscious action, and " struggle for existence"

should no more be taken in its literal sense than "shipping a car-

load," or dozens of other expressions which have come to have a

special meaning by common acceptance and accord.

Dr. Engelmann presented a chip from the big California tree,

Sequoia gigantea, now on exhibition in this city, the wood of

which (without the bark) is represented as having a diameter of

25 feet. The specimen, from the external part, or latest growth

of the tree, showed 55 annual rings in a thickness of 55 millime-

ters ; 10 rings had a thickness of 6 mm., in other pieces only of

4 or 5 mm ; the sapwood of this tree has a thickness of about

100 mm., and consists of 120 to 150 annual layers. As a general

rule, then, the external portions of wood proper and of sap in

this specimen have annual rings of \-\ \ mm. in thickness, indi-

cating an increase in thickness of the whole tree during this latest

period of its existence of 1-3 mm. annually, or 4-12 inches every

hundred years. But in its younger years the tree grew much
faster, as proved by a specimen of wood said to come from the

innermost part of the tree, which exhibits 30 rings in a thickness

of 86 mm., or 1 ring nearly 3 mm. thick, indicating an increase

of 2 feet in 100 years. Whether at any time the tree grew more

rapidly can not be ascertained from any of the specimens ; it is,

therefore, not safe to base any calculations on these incomplete

data. They only permit us to say that at one time one foot of

increase was accomplished in 50 years, at a later period in 100,

and even in 300 years. It is well known that Dr. A. Gray, with

much more complete material at his disposal, accorded to this

species an age of about 2,000 years, more or less.
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Dr. S. Pollack in the chair.

Nine members present.

Mr. Riley, from Committee on Publication, laid sig. iS of the

Transactions upon the table.

The Corresponding Secretary laid a number of exchanges on

the table, and read a communication from the Secretary of the

Soc. of Nat. Hist, of San Diego, Cal., making inquiries relating

to the effects of forests on rainfall, which letter was referred to

Dr. G. Engelmann for answer.

JUMPING SEEDS AND GALLS.

Mr. Riley exhibited certain seeds which possessed a hidden power of

jumping and moving about on the table. He stated that he had recently

received them from Mr. G. W. Barnes, of San Diego, Cal., and that they

were generally known by the name of "Mexican Jumping Seeds." They are

probably derived from a tricoccous euphorbiaceous plant. Each of the

seeds measures about one-third of an inch, and have two flat sides,

meeting at an obtuse angle, and a third broader, convex side, with a me-

dial carina. If cut open, each is found to contain a single fat, whitish

worm, which has eaten all the contents of the seed and lined the shell with

a delicate carpet of silk. The worm very closely resembles the common
Apple Worm (Carpocapsa potnonella), and, indeed, is very closely rela-

ted, the insect being known to science as Carpocapsa saltitans. It was

first recorded by Westwood in the Proceedings of the Ashmolean Society of

Oxford, in 1857 (t. 3, pp. 137-S), and repeatedly referred to under the name
of Carpocapsa Dekaisiatia in the Annales of the French Entomological

Society for 1859. The egg of the moth is doubtless laid on the young pod

which contains the three angular seeds, and the worm gnaws into the suc-

culent seed, which, in after growth, closes up the minute hole of entrance,

just as in the case of the common Pea Weevil (Bruc/itts pisi"). Toward
the month of February the larva eats a circular hole through the hard

shell of its habitation, and then closes it again with a little plug of silk so

admirably adjusted that the future moth, which will have no jaws to cut

with, may escape from its prison. A slight cocoon is then spun within

the seed, with a passage way leading to the circular door; and the hitherto

restless larva assumes the quiescent pupa state. Shortly afterwards the

pupa works to the door, pushes it open, and the little moth escapes.

When ripe, the shell is very light, and, as the worm occupies but about

one-sixth the enclosed space, the slightest motion will cause the seed to

rock from one of the flat sides to the other. But the seed is often made to

jerk and jump, and, though this has been denied by many authors, Mr.

Riley had had abundant proof of the fact, and had seen the seed jerked

several lines forward at a bound, and raised a line or more from the
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surface on which it rested. If the seed be cut, the worm will soon

cover up the hole with a transparent membrane of silk; and if two of the

opposite angles be cut, the movements of the worm can then be seen, if the

seed be held against the light. It then becomes evident that the jerking

motion is conveyed by the worm holding fast to the silken lining by its

anal and four hind abdominal prolegs, which have very strong hooks, and

then drawing back the head and forebody and tapping the wall of its cell

with the head, sometimes thrown from side to side, but more often brought

directly down as in the motion of a wood-pecker's head when tapping for

insects. In drawing back the forebody, the thoracic part swells, and the

horny thoracic legs are withdrawn, so as to assist the jaws in receiving

the shock of the tap, which is very vigorous and often given at the rate of

two a second and for twenty or more times without interruption. It is

remarkable that this, of all the numerous seed-inhabiting Lepidopterous

larvae, should possess so curious a habit. The seed will move for several

months, because, as with most Tortricidous larva?, this one remains a long

time in the larva state after coming to its growth and before pupating.

Mr. Barnes gives the following account of the plant, received through

Capt. Polhamus, of Yuma, A. T. It seems to be called both Yerba de

Jlecha and Colliguaja by the Mexicans :

"Arrozv-weed ( Terba de flecha).—This is the name the shrub bears that

produces the triangular seeds that during six or eight months have a con-
tinual jumping movement. The shrub is small, from four to six feet in

height, branchy, and in the months ofJune and July yields the seeds, a pod
containing from three to five seeds. These seeds have each a little worm
inside. The leaf of the plant is very similar to that of the 'Garambullo,'
the only difference being in the size, this being a little larger. It is half an
inch in length and a quarter of an inch in width, a little more or less. The
bark of the shrub is ash-colored, and the leaf is perfectly green during all

the seasons. By merely stirring coffee, or any drink, with a small branch
of it, it acts as an active cathartic. Taken in large doses it is an active

poison, speedily causing death unless counteracted by an antidote."

Mr. Riley stated that the seed of Tamariscus was known to be moved
by a Coleopterous larva (JVanodes tamarisci') that fed within it ; and he

concluded by describing and exhibiting a still more wonderful jumping

property in a seed-like body which may be observed in our own woods.

It is a little spherical seed-like gall produced in large numbers on the un-

derside of the Post and other oaks of the White Oak group. This gall drops

in large quantities to the ground and the insect within can make it bound

twenty times its own length, the ground under an infested tree being some-

times fairly alive with the mysterious moving bodies. The noise made

often resembles the pattering of rain. The motion is imparted by the

insect in the pupa and not in the larva state. He presented the follow-

ing description of the gall, which may be known by the name of ^uercus

saltatorius, the black fly which issues from it having been described as

Cynips saltatorius by Mr. H. Edwards of San Francisco :

Gall of Cynips saltatorius.—Formed in summer on the underside of
the leaves of £>tiercus obtusiloba, Q. macrocarpa, and ^>. alba, often to



the number of 1,000 on a single leaf: each gall inserted in a deep cavity
which causes, on the upper surface, a bulging of a straw-yellow color,

irregularly sub-conical, with the top flattened, or concave, and with a mi-
nute central nipple, sometimes obsolete : the galls becoming detached and
falling to the ground in autumn, leaving a pale, fulvous, circular disc at

the bottom of the cavity. The gall has an average diameter of i mm., and
the color and general appearance of a miniature acorn—the base being
paler than the sides and conically produced to the central point of attach-

ment. The apical portion is slightly constricted into a deep purple-brown
rim, and the top within this rim is flat, with a small central nipple.

Received at different times from M. W. Harrington, of Ann Arbor,
Mich. ; from Irvin Armstrong, of Vevay, Ind. ; from N. B. Baldwin, of
Elgin, Ills., and from Wm. R. Howard, of Forsyth, Mo. : also sufficiently

common in St. Louis Countv.

December 20, 1875.

W. T. Harris, President, in the chair.

Twelve members present— J. M. Mansfield, Professor of Natu-

ral Philosophy, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, assisting.

The Corresponding Secretary laid a large number of exchanges

on the table, among them the transactions of Academies in Na-
ples, Milan, Bologna, Florence, and Rome.

In reply to a letter from Thos. Bicknell, editor of the New
England Journal, asking for a report of the proceedings of the

Academy for publication in the Journal, Mr. Riley suggested

the propriety of making arrangements with one of the daily pa-

pers to publish a full and authentic account of our proceedings.

There was an increasing demand for scientific information in the

country, and such an arrangement would prove advantageous

both to the paper and to the Academy.— On motion of Judge
Holmes, Mr. Riley was appointed a Committee of one to see to

the matter.

A couple of molar teeth, apparently of Mastodon angusti-

dens, were exhibited by Mr. Todd. He said they had been found

in Pike County of this State, and brought to the city by Mr. Jame-
son, of Louisiana, Mo. They had been taken from a creek that

entered the Mississippi River at the upper end of Clarksville, and

were very well preserved, having the enamel still on them. A por-

tion of the mastodon's jaw was attached to one of them.—Judge

Holmes remarked that such remains were most frequently found

in the Loess or Bluff formation of the Mississippi Valley, often

in quite superficial deposits, and in the beds of ancient lakes or

swamps in the eastern parts of the United States. Dr. Koch had



given in our Transactions, some years ago, reasons for believing

that the Mastodon had been contemporaneous with man in Mis-

souri ; and though Prof. Dana had shown that Dr. Koch was not

a scientific and reliable observer, he did not venture to deny that

the fact might be so.

A paper by Prof. G. C. Broadhead, on "The Rocky Mountain
Locust and the Season of 1S75," was read, and referred to the

Committee on Publication.

Mr. Riley made some remarks on the use of Paris green as

an insecticide, and cited some recent experiments by Dr. R. C.

Kedzie, of the Michigan Agricultural College, which fully bore

out his (Riley's) own previous conclusions and advice, and from

which he drew the following :

1. Paris green that has been four months in the soil no longer

remains as such, but passes into some less soluble state, and is

unaffected by the ordinary solvents of the soil.

2. When applied in small quantities, such as alone are neces-

sary in destroying injurious insects, it does not affect the health

of the plant.

3. The power of the soil to hold arsenious acid and arsenites

in insoluble form will prevent water from becoming poisoned,

unless the green be used in excess of any requirement as an insect

destroyer.

He referred to other "potato-bug" poisons, especially one made
at the Lodi (N. J.) Chemical Works, which analysis shows to be

half salt, half arsenic (arsenate of copper). It cost one dollar a

pound, was no cheaper than Paris green, and was more dangerous

on account of its color, which rendered it liable to be confounded

with common salt.

'January 3, 1876.

Albert Todd, Vice President, in the chair.

Nineteen members present.

Mr. Riley, in accordance with instructions at the previous

meeting, reported that he had taken measures to have an authori-

tative report of the Proceedings published in The Western. Mr.

L. B. V. Dixon, with the assistance of the Secretary, will prepare

such a report and the matter will be at once set in type, so that

galley proofs may be had on application to the former gentleman.



Dr. Briggs, from the Committee on Library, made a statement

of what had been done during the year, and read the following

letter from the Librarian :

Public School Library, St. Louis, Jan. 3, 1876.

Dr. C. E. Briggs, Ch. Com. on Library of the Academy of Science.

Dear Sir:—On conferring with Geo. Brooke, I find that more work has
been done than I thought. All the unbound books and pamphlets have
been compared with the Catalogue and located in permanent places on
the shelves of the book-cases. It only remains to compare the bound vol-

umes with the Catalogue ; numbering and labeling them at the same time
;

and to re-write such of the cards as have needed correcting during the pro-

cess of comparing. I am satisfied that the employment of Geo. Brooke
for one month more, at the same rate of payment as last month, will finish

up everything, so that for the future I can keep the Catalogue always up
to date, without further expense to the Academy. I should add that the

Transactions of the Academy have been tied up in bundles of 20 each,

carefully covered with strong wrapping-paper, each package numbered,
and the whole placed where they are safe and easily accessible.

With great respect, your obed't servant,

J. J. BAILEY, Librarian.

The Corresponding Secretary submitted his annual report, as

follows :

To the President of the Academy of Science.

I have to report that the operations of the Corresponding Secretary

have continued in the usual manner, and with good success, for the last

year. One number of our Transactions has been issued and distributed

abroad, and another number is nearly through the press. We have re-

ceived from Foreign Societies numerous publications of great value, in

exchange, which have been duly placed in the library. Six new Foreign

Societies have been added to our list of exchanges within the year. Four
Corresponding Members have been elected during the year. Of the new
exchanges, one is in Mexico, one in England, one in Italy, and three in

the East Indies.

The Smithsonian Institution has, as heretofore, been the medium of

transmission of our foreign exchanges, without other expense to us than

the cost of transportation between Washington and St. Louis.

The receipts of the Corresponding Secretary for the year have been

$57,68, and his expenditures $53.26, leaving a balance on hand of $4.42,

of which a particulur account is herewith submitted.

Of the amount, $12 were received from the sale of Transactions and

$30 from the Treasurer. The expenditures were chiefly for freight and
postage.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

NATHANIEL HOLMES, Corr. Sec.



The Treasurer submitted his annual Report, which showed

that there was a balance at the commencement of last year of

$456.16; there was collected on dues $467— making a total of

$923.16. The sum of $530 has been expended, of which nearly

$400 was for the publication of the Transactions. He thought it

was a favorable condition of the treasury, that the publication

could be thus made without calling for subscriptions on the part

of individual members. There is a balance of more than $400 on

hand and about the same amount standing out. The amount of

cash in bank was $392.96.

There are 109 Active and Associate Members. During the last

year the Academy has elected six Associate Members. Three

members have left the city, three have handed in their resigna-

tions, and three have not paid their dues and may be dropped

from the roll.

The annual election of officers took place, with the following

result

:

President— Charles V. Riley.

1st Vice President—Albert Todd.

2nd Vice President—Silas Bent.

Corresponding Secretary—Nathaniel Holmes.

Recording Secretary—F. E. Nipher.

Treasurer—Enno .Sander.

Librarian—J. J. Bailey.

Board of Curators—G. J. Engelmann, J. R. Gage, and

G. B. McLellan.

The President elect was then introduced by Vice President

Todd, and, on taking the chair, thanked the members for the

honor conferred on him. He hoped that, as we enter on a new
era in this, the Centennial year of the nation, the Academy might

also enter on a new era of prosperity and usefulness. He would

do all he could to further its interests, and he asked the assistance

of the members in so doing, and craved their indulgence for his

short-comings.

NEW USE FOR THE AMERICAN AGAVE.

Mr. Riley referred to the interesting paper on the Agaves

which had just been published in our Transactions by Dr. En-

gelmann. In it Dr. E. gives an account of the economic import-



ance of these plants in their native countries for food and drink,

for fibre, and, he might have added, building material. Mr. Riley

called attention to another use less generally known, to which the

stalk is being put. No valuable or permanent entomological

collection can be formed except in close-fitting boxes lined with

some material in which the finest pins may be securely stuck.

Boiler-felt, bog-peat, the pith of various plants, as elder, broom
and Indian corn, etc., have been used for this purpose ; but

nothing hitherto had surpassed sheet-cork. He exhibited slices of

the stalk of Agave Americana, 12X4X5 inches, which answer

this purpose admirably, the wood being remarkably light and

porous, and pins being pushed into it with great ease, and yet

being held firmly. It is much cheaper than cork. The cele-

brated traveler Mr. A. R. Wallace preserved all his valuable

entomological collectings in the East Indies, in boxes made of

pieces of this substance pinned together with thorns, and it is

now coming into very general use.

THE METEOROLOGY OF 1 875.

The following paper by Dr. George Engelmann, absent, was

read by his son, Dr. G. J. Engelmann :

It is always interesting to review the meteorological history of a year

just past, but it is doubly so when the year has been of such an uncommon
character as the last was.

The general characteristic of the year 1875 was the continued low tem-

perature, and a greater degree of rainfall in the summer, than we have had

for a number of years. Not that the temperature of summer was so low

as to interfere with a proper development of the agricultural products of

our region, or the humidity to any excessive extent injurious to them; but,

compared with other seasons, the temperature was low, and the rainfall at

a certain (to the agricultural interests, important) season, considerable, if

not excessive.

Not only was the mean temperature of the year the lowest one of the

forty years during which I have made such observations here in St. Louis,

but the temperature of every single month in the year was lower than the

average for the month.

Not that every single month of the past year was colder than the same

month ever was before ; that was the case only in August. No month of

August in forty years was as cool as that of the past year. February was

colder only once, in 1838; January twice, and, singularly enough, in two

successive years, 1856 and 1857; April three times; March and September

rive times, and so forth.
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The only exception—and a remarkable one it is— was made by the last

month of the year. The temperature of December was not only higher

than the average of this month, but it was absolutely the highest observed

by me in that long series of years.

The following table will more distinctly exhibit these facts

:



The effect on agriculture was such as was to be expected ; those crops

—especially wheat and hay—which, maturing just at that time, required

drier weather, suffered more or less, especially on low and level lands;

while the later crops, and, above all, corn, received a start which brought

abundance into every farmer's household.

The effect of this extraordinary season on the general health was that

alwaj's experienced from the same causes. The complaints brought on by

excessive summer heat were not as prevalent nor as severe as in other

years; but malarious diseases, produced by excessive humidity, followed

by dry weather, were the great scourge of this whole region during the

latter part of summer and in the fall. The absence, however, of the second

morbific element, the heat, prevented them from becoming so pernicious

as we have sometimes seen them here.

Messrs. G. N. Hitchcock and J. C. Parker, both of San Diego,

Cal., were elected Corresponding Members.

January 17, 1876.

C. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Mr. Riley, as chairman of the Publication Committee, reported

the publication of another signature of the Transactions, and that

the Proceedings were in type up to the last meeting.

The Corresponding Secretary read some correspondence, and

called attention to a paper of Prof. Riitimeyer, of Basle (a notice

of which appears in Nature, December 16, 1875), on the discov-

ery, at Wetzikon, of traces of man in the inter-glacial coal-beds

of Switzerland. Riitimeyer has given a description of the re-

mains, with drawings, which seem to show clearly the existence

of man in one of the warm intervals of the glacial epoch. The
remains consisted of four pointed rods of wood, bearing evident

marks of cutting, while at one part of the rods are marks as if of

a string wound round and round them.

Dr. Richardson exhibited a skull and some specimens of pot-

tery obtained from a mound "near the stock-yards" at East St.

Louis. The mound was about ten feet high, and forty feet in

diameter at its base. At a depth of six or seven feet, eighteen

skulls were found. The bodies had been laid in a circle, with the

heads outwards. Many of the skulls were fractured on the tem-

poral bone. He had also found eighteen graves in the bluffs on

the Belleville or "rock" road. These bones were found under

slabs of stone, with some article of pottery near the head.



Mr. Geo. W. Allen exhibited some pottery and skulls found in

mounds in Southeast Missouri. The mounds were near a swamp,

and enclosed in an earth-work about a quarter of a mile square.

Three mounds were opened. In only one were human remains

found. Here were found the skulls, arms and legs of many skele-

tons. No vertebras nor ribs were found. The bodies had been

placed in a circle with the heads inward. The skulls were near-

ly all flattened on the left side, and pressed out on the right side,

but lav with the face upward. Many articles of pottery were

found with the skulls. Mr. Allen also stated that many of these

adult skulls possess rudimentary teeth. Within the enclosure were

also found many pits, laid out in regular order, apparently the

sites of human habitations. Fragments of clay burnt like brick,

which perhaps were remains of hearths which had served these

rude habitations, were also found.

Mr. A.J. Conant exhibited some skulls and implements of bone

and stone, found by him in caves, in Pulaski Co., Mo., on the

Gasconade river.

These three gentlemen were invited to prepare papers upon

the subjects presented by them.

Mr. Gage then offered the following resolution :

Be it Resolved, by the Academy of Science, that the Commit-

tee appointed at a previous meeting for the Investigation of

Indian Mounds, be hereby authorized to make arrangements for

examining mounds situated in New Madrid county, and are.

empowered to draw on the treasury for the balance of the appro-

priation, amounting to $35.00 now remaining in the treasury,

which was made at said meeting for such investigations : And be

it further resolved, that an additional sum of $25.00 be made

for such investigations.

The President appointed the chairmen of the respective com-

mittees, and these nominated their assistants with the following

results :

Committee on Cabinet—A. J. Conant, Edwin Harrison, Geo. W.
Allen.

Committee on Library— Geo. J. Engelmann. L. F. Soldan, Dr.

S. Pollak.

Committee on Publication—Geo. Engelmann. N. Holmes. F. E.

Nipher, and Pres't Riley.



Prof. Gage, from the Board of Curators, represented the cabi-

net to be in a very unsatisfactory condition.

February 7, 1876.

C. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Six members present.

The Corresponding Secretary made his usual report, calling

attention to the last monograph of the late Jeffries Wyman " On
the Shell Mounds of the .St. John's River in Florida."

A communication in regard to a proposed mound excavation

in East St. Louis, was referred to the committee on mound ex-

ploration.

The Academy voted to endorse the action of the Boston Civil

Engineers' Club, asking Congress to set a day when the metric

system shall go into effect.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann read a paper " On the Meteorologv of

the Month of January," as follows :

The unusual meteorological conditions of December last, of which I

gave an account a month ago, have continued through January. The last

month of last year was the warmest December we have had in forty vears.

The past January was one of the five warmest Januaries in the same period.

The mean temperature was 39.4 , while the usual mean for that month is

31.

5

. January, 1S48, had the same temperature, and was followed by a
February and a March warmer than usual. January, 1S42, was warmer,
and the following four months were warmer than the average. Januarv,

1845, and 1858, had a mean temperature of 40.

5

. In 1S45 the three suc-

ceeding months had a temperature above the average, but the mild Janu-
ary of 1S5S was preceded by an equally warm December, and followed by
a bitter cold February with a mean temperature of 27.2°— over 13 lower.

Thus, in the four years mentioned, three times a warm January was fol-

lowed by a warm February and March, and once the reverse was true.

But what of the unusual quantity of rain which fell last month: It is

commonly thought that mild winters, in which of course southerly winds
prevail, are also wet winters; but what are the facts? Three of the above
mentioned mild Januaries ('42, '45 and '48) had, the first less than 1 inch,

the others less than 2 inches of rain, all three less than the average 2.13

inches, and only the January of that year ('58) which was followed by a

very cold February, and the January just past, have had more than the

average amount of rain, the former 3.42 and the latter 4.44 inches : and



January is on the average the driest month of the year. I have observed

only one January (that of '55) when the quantity of rain was larger than

this vear, viz., 4.66 inches ; in four other years ('49, '62, '63 and '66) it rose

to over 4 inches ; those of '49 and '62 were much colder than the average

:

those of '55 and '66 were slightly and that of '63 considerably above the

mean temperature. In '63 a February and March of nearly average tem-

perature followed. In the other four cases, February was from three to

five degrees below the average, and in some of those March also.

The Corresponding Secretary remarked that he had received

from the Hon. T. J. C. Fagg, of Louisiana, Pike Co., Mo., for

exhibition to the Academy, a remarkable fragment of limestone

from the rocks near that place, enclosing what appears to be a

fossil of some kind. The fossil has the appearance of a piece of

bone or wood 9 inches long, from 1 \ to ij inches wide. 5 to \ of

an inch thick in the middle part, gradually thinning to rounded

edges, is slightly convex on one side and concave on the other,

and tapers gradually towards the smaller end. Both surfaces

show a longitudinally striated structure. One end is hollow to

the depth of half an inch. The fossil exactly fits the cast of it

in the block of limestone. According to Prof. Swallow, the rocks

belong to the Oolitic Onondagua limestone (overlaid by three feet

of impure arenaceous limestone) of the Devonian period.

The fossil was referred to Dr. Engelmann for examination un-

der the microscope.

Mr. Holmes further remarked that Mr. Senoner, of Vienna, in

a recent letter to him. observed that many did not believe that

fly-catching plants derive any material nourishment from the

bodies of the dead insects, and that Mr. Riley seemed to be of

the same opinion. He refers also to some late researches of Mr.

Batolin, of St. Petersburgh, published in the Gartenflora of"Sep-

tember, 1875, as contradicting that idea.

Mr. Riley disclaimed the idea here imputed to him, remarking

that Mr. Darwin, in his work on " Insectivorous Plants," demon-

strates that Drosera and Dioiicea, and some other plants, do actually

digest the nitrogenous matters, absorb and appropriate them. It

was not yet demonstrated that the Sarracenias possess the requi-

site glands for directly appropriating animal food, and Mr. Riley

had simply remarked of S. variolaris, that, apparently, the only

benefit it receives from the captured insects is from the liquid

manure resulting from their putrescent bodies, and passing per-



haps to the root, as Mr. W. H. Ravenel surmises, through the

tubular cells in the leaf-stalk.

F. E. Nipher called attention to the discovery of Dr. Kerr, of

London, who has rendered plate-glass birefrangent by submitting

it to electrical tension. Mr. Nipher remarked that he himself

had made many attempts, during the past year, to produce this

effect, but had never succeeded. He is engaged in a research on

the effect of magnets and electric currents on tesseral or mono-

metric crystals while in the act of crystalizing from a solution, by

which they appear to receive permanently the property of double

refraction. He will in due time present a paper on the subject.

Dr. H. Kinnear was elected an Associate Member.

Feb7'uary 21, 1876.

lion. Albert Todd, Vice-President, in the chair.

Eight members present.

The Corresponding Secretary made his usual report.

A letter from Wra, H. VVahl, of the Polytechnic Review iff Phila-

delphia, requesting reports of our proceedings for publication in

his journal, was referred to the Recording Secretary.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann exhibited several photographs of Califor-

nia plants, taken by J. C. Parker of San Diego. One of them rep-

resented Agave Shawii, recently described by him in our Trans-

actions, in full bloom in January.

He also stated that the fossil from Louisiana in this State, sub-

mitted to his examination four weeks ago, was coniferous wood,

imbedded in chert.

The Library Committee was instructed to confer with the

Library Committee of the Public School Board, with a view to

secure cooperation in the binding of books.

Geo. C. Pratt, George Dennison and Edmund F. Allen were

elected Associate Members, and Dr. G. W. Barnes of San Diego,

Cal., and Prof. Gustavus Hinrichs of Iowa City, Iowa, were

elected Corresponding Members.



March 6, 1876.

Chas. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Ten members present.

The Corresponding Secretary laid upon the table several vol-

umes of the Royal Irish Academy.

G. C. Broadhead read a paper on the meteor of December 9,

1875, which was seen at 9 o'clock p. m. over Southern Iowa and

Northern Missouri. The duration of visibility was variously esti-

mated at from three to sixty seconds. The majority of observers

fix the time between three and ten seconds. At Kansas City, St.

Joseph, Savannah, Oregon, Mound City, Graham, and Maryville,

an explosion was also heard, which was violent enough in many

places to rattle windows.

Mr. Broadhead also remarked that P. Sterry Hunt has decided

that the porphyritic rocks of S.E. Missouri are Huronian. This

opinion is based upon an examination of the mineralogical and

lithological characters of the rock.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann made the following report upon the tem-

perature of the past winter :

After reporting at the time about the unusually warm weather during

every month of this winter, I can now, at the end of three months, Decem-

ber, January and February, which constitute meteorologically the winter

reason, state that the past winter was, together with that of 1844-45 (thirty-

one years ago), the warmest in forty years, namely, a little over 40 degrees

in mean temperature.

The coldest winters were those of 1855-56 and 1872-73, both about 14

degrees colder than the last, while the average winter temperature in St.

Louis is nearly 33^ degrees.

Judge Holmes made the following remarks on

AMERICAN ANTIQUITIES.

For a long time he had been impressed with the general similarity of

the stone sculptures and pyramidal buildings of Palenque, Copan and Ux-

mal, in Central America, with like remains in the island of Java and other

parts of Southeastern Asia— a general resemblance in respect of the stage

of art and grade of civilization, rather than in the particular details or

stvle. A like general resemblance with the earlier Egyptian monuments

is also apparent, but much less striking in respect of the stage of progress,

while in point of style and form in detail the difference is so great that

no inference of a common derivation could be thought of.



More recently, the reading of Mr. Herbert Bancroft's volume on Amer-
ican Antiquities (vol. iv.) had at once recalled to mind what he had read

many years ago upon the subject, strongly suggestive of this resemblance,

and especially Sir Stamford Raffles' " History of Java." with illustration-

ofthejavan monuments.
Dr. Samuel Ferguson, in the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy

(No. 7, p. 137, 1872), has made a like observation, referring to Gailha-

bout's work on Ancient Architecture, and giving a wood-cut of a Javan
pyramidal temple from Sir Stamford Raffles' History. Dr. Ferguson gives

also from the same work some fanciful drawings of the human head and
face resembling somewhat the type of face exhibited in the Central Ameri-
can sculptures; and he thinks that these circumstances are " worthy of

grave consideration in any system of ethnology dealing with Central Amer-
ican origins." He observes, also, that the trunk of the elephant is a

ornamental feature in Hindu architecture, and that the head and trunk of

the elephant (''distorted and conventionalized" according to the American
taste) may be traced in these sculptures of Central America.

This may very well be doubted. Mr. Bancroft mentions that some
writers had expressed that opinion; but the particular examples of it that

are given in his work do not seem at all to justify such an inference. The
resemblance, in these instances, is certainly so remote, and merely fanci-

ful, that it would require a very vivid imagination to discover in them any
proof that the artists had ever seen or heard of an elephant.

Nevertheless, the general resemblance in the character and grade of

these monuments may point to a remote connection with Southeastern

Asia, not perhaps by way of direct importation of the same style of archi-

tecture from Java or Hindustan (however possible that might be in any
period), but rather by way of race origin reaching back into that period of

geological time when a much greater extent of continent and island existed

in the Indian and Southern oceans than has been the case within the re-

motest historical period, and when populations kindred in origin to those

of Asia may have reached America, and, in course of time, attained to a

corresponding stage of progress in art, ideas, and civilization.

Mr. Herbert Bancroft's discussion of the evidences tends to the conclu-

sion that all the Central American monuments may be brought within the

second century of the Christian era, while admitting that there are no cer-

tain data by which the age can be fixed, and that they may very possibly

belong to a much higher antiquity. He infers that some of the ancient

cities were still inhabited when the Spaniards first arrived, but his facts

hardly warrant such a conclusion. He admits, however, that Palenque
had been previously abandoned. It is not easy to believe that the stage

of art and progress indicated by these older remains of Central America
existed, and was flourishing, contemporaneously with that found existing

in Mexico and Peru at the date of the Spanish conquest. There is no cer-

tain proof of the fact. And while the ascertained facts would seem to

show a much more ancient date for these ruined, forest-covered cities, still



their age~may very well be quite modern in comparison with the vast pe-

riod of time during which this continent has certainly been the seat of

human habitation.

Mr. Nipher remarked that Mr. Stephens found the wooden
lintels of doors at Uxmal, which seems to be conclusive evidence

against a very great antiquity.

Mr. Conant exhibited the upper part of a skull from the New
Madrid mound, which was remarkable as having an exceeding

low retreating forehead. The skull gave no evidence of abnor-

mal distortion. It was found buried with the usual pieces of

pottery which accompany the bones of the mound builder.

Dr. G.J. Engelmann presented a bill of $52.75 for expense

incurred in arranging and cataloguing the library, which was

allowed. He also read a letter from Mr. Bailey, stating that the

catalogue of the books in the library was now complete, and that

it would hereafter be kept up to date.

Dr. Engelmann also reported that the Public School Board

could take no action at present in regard to the binding of books.

Dr. John J. R. Patrick, of Belleville, Ills., was elected a Cor-

responding Member.

March 20, 1876.

Chas. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Twelve members present.

Prof. Potter reported that Dr. G.J. Engelmann and himself

had visited the New Madrid mound region during the past week.

They opened four mounds, secured ten or twelve skulls and about

one hundred specimens of pottery. They also made a survey of

the locality, and will soon submit a more extended report.

The Corresponding Secretary read several letters, one of which

made known the death of M. Chas. Desmoulins. of Bordeaux, a

Corresponding Member of the Academy. He also presented a

communication from Mr. Amos Sawyer, of Hillsboro, Ills., on

American Antiquities, which was referred to a committee consist-

ing of Messrs. Conant, Potter, and Geo. J. Engelmann.

G. C. Broadhead read a paper " On the Porphyritic Rocks of

Southeast Missouri," elucidating the evidence that these rocks



are Huronian. This paper was referred to the Publication Com-
mittee.

A.J. Conant read a paper "On the Mounds of New Madrid.'*

The burial mound examined by him was found within an enclo-

sure of about fifty acres, which is surrounded by earthen walls.

Probably a thousand (very much decayed) skeletons have been

already found. Three pieces of pottery occur usually with each

skeleton. Some vessels were more than a foot in diameter, with

walls so thin that they could not have been safely moved when
tilled with water. It was observed that some skeletons were in a

much better state of preservation than others. In some cases the

outline of the skull was only shown by a thin white line in the

sand. In other cases the usual pieces of pottery were found, but

all traces of the skeleton had disappeared. Mr. Conant thought

this an evidence that the mounds had long been a place of burial.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann remarked that the preservation of bones

depends upon humidity and the character of the soil. Many
bones, vastly older than any of the bones of these mound builders,

are found in a state of good preservation, where the external con-

ditions are favorable, especially when immersed in saline mud.

Mr. Conant's paper was referred to the Publication Com-
mittee.

Dr. G. Engelmann made a communication "On North Amer-
ican Oaks." The genus Quercus is more extensively developed in

America than in any other part of the world. In the Carolinas

and in the southwest oaks grow as small shrubs. The leaves of

different oaks show great variations, some resembling the leaves

of the willow, others that of the holly, etc. ; and even the leaves

of the same species vary excessively, as he had shown, e.g., in the

polymorphous Rocky Mountain oak, Quercus undulata ; but the

fruit is very much the same in all. The typical and probably the

primitive oaks of the Tertiary had probably lobed leaves. An
oak found in California {Quercus densijlora) has a flower and

leaves like a chestnut, but bears acorns like an oak ; the cup of

the acorn, however, is spiny like the burr of the chestnut. Dr.

Engelmann remarked that this oak may be a hybrid produced

between the chestnut and oak in bygone times when these genera

were less differentiated, and it is well-known that even now hy-

brid oaks are not sterile, like most hybrids, but will joropagate



when removed from the •• struggle for existence" against more
hardy rivals.

Mr. Riley said that the interesting facts cited seemed to point

to a common origin in the past for the oak and chestnut.

Dr. Engelmann remarked that the oak and chestnut of the

Tertiary appear to be as distinct as they are to-day.

April 3, 1876.

Chas. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Thirteen members present.

Prof. Potter, chairman of the Committee on Mound Explora-

tion, made a partial report, as follows :

The committee have examined and made a survey of five groups of

mounds. Two hundred specimens of pottery have been obtained, of which
one hundred and twenty-six are quite perfect, the remaining specimens
being in a fair condition, and may be wholly or in part restored. The col-

lection also embraces the skulls of twenty individuals, of which number
one is complete, seven nearly so, the remaining twelve being in fragments

of sufficient size to be of value. They have also obtained the leg and arm
bones, and in some cases the vertebrae and other small bones, representing

twelve individuals.

The committee have expended for labor, transportation, etc., the sum
of $88, an amount which exceeds the appropriation granted by the Acade-
my by the sum of $28.05.

On motion ofJudge Holmes, the thanks of the Academy were
tendered the committee, and an appropriation of $28.05 was voted

to cover the deficiency.

On motion of Dr. Briggs, a further appropriation of $50 was
placed at the disposal of the committee for the purpose of con-

tinuing the examination of mounds.

The Corresponding Secretary made his usual report.

A letter from Dr. John J. R. Patrick, of Belleville, Ills., was
read, acknowledging his election as Corresponding Member.

Several numbers of Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy
were placed before the Academy, with vol. i. of the Geological

Record, by Wm. Whitaker, being a catalogue of geological pub-

lications for the year 1874.



Dr. A. Galney presented the Academy with a portion of the

skeleton of a monkey, an arm and leg being lacking.

Mr. Theo. P. Gillespie, a gentleman recently arrived from Peru,

was introduced to the members by Dr. Briggs, and exhibited a

collection of pottery taken from the burial grounds of an ancient

tribe of Peruvians. The graves from which the specimens were

taken were in drift sand near the sea beach. The graves are

supposed to belong to a tribe that was conquered by the Incas

fifty or sixty years before the advent of Pizarro in Peru. Mam-
bones were found, being preserved by the perfect dryness of the

sand in which they were buried. The greater portion of these

relics were found along the line of the Chimbote and Huaraz

railroad, latitude 7 S., and, with few exceptions, they represent

what are supposed to have been drinking vessels. In several of

the specimens the handle, which is hollow, arches over the top of

the vessel, the two branches of the tube uniting in a single verti-

cal tube of several inches in length. The ornamentation, both in

form and color, was in many cases very striking and expressive.

A small mould of strongly baked clav—the negative of a human
face—containing within it the figure which it was designed to

reproduce, was also shown. The collection contains twenty-

seven specimens. Three specimens of copper were also exhib-

ited, viz., a finger-ring, a' long needle with an eye, and a chisel

with a smooth edge and battered head.

The thanks of the Academy were tendered Mr. Gillespie for

his kindness in the exhibition of this interesting collection.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann made the following report on the Meteor-

ology of March, 1876 :

The past March was not only an unusually cool month, but it made
itself so much the more disagreeably and injuriously felt, inasmuch as

it succeeded to a very mild winter and an unusually early and favorable

spring development.

The mean temperature of the past winter was 40. 2°, and that of every
whiter month at least over 39 ; February, the coolest, 39.3 ; and here

comes March with 38.3 , destroying the brightest prospects for full and
early fruit crops. In the last 41 years the mean temperature of March was
over 5 degs. higher than this year; six times it was lower than in the past

month, but it never in that period of time was lower than that of each of
the preceding winter months. As I have stated on a former occasion, the

only winter equal to the past in mildness was that of 1844-45, Dut the
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succeeding March was warmer (though not much) than any of the winter

months, 6 degs. warmer than our past March, and of course the early

development of vegetation did not suffer destruction as it did in the last

few weeks.

The quantity of rain (including snow, which by the way was unusually

heavy) was also more than 3 inches above the average, viz., about 6|

inches. If we examine the records, we find that in 7 out of the previous

40 years the quantity equalled or exceeded that of last March ; and eleven

years ago (1865) it reached the enormous amount of 8.61 inches. All the

-easons which followed such a wet March, exhibited a large, and some of

them an excessive, quantity of rain.

April 17, 1876.

Chas. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Twelve members present.

Several communications were read by the Corresponding Sec-

retary.

At the request of the President of Roanoke College, Salem,

Ya.. a full set of the Transactions, except No. 1 of Vol. I., were

sent to that institution.

G.J. Engelmann exhibited a fragment of the jaw of a mound-

builder, from the collection of Dr. Richardson, showing what was

thought to be a third set of teeth. Dr. Forbes was of the opinion

that these teeth were those of the second set, in an abnormal

position.

Mr. Todd made some remarks on the cave habitations of the

Colorado canyon. He thought the caves at the top of the canyon

sides might have been made when the river was cutting through

the rocks immediately below the caves.

Judge Holmes took grounds against this idea, pointing out that

none of the caves are now inaccessible, and that it was therefore

unwarranted to assume such an antiquity for these cave-dwellers

in order to account for the existence of the caves.

This view was shared bv other members.



Chas. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

members present.

Judge Holmes read letters from scientific societies in Rio Ja-

neiro, and Haarlem, Holland, requesting copies of the Transac-

tions of the Academy. These societies were accordingly placed

upon the exchange list.

Mr. Wm. Lucas donated to the Academy the works of Sir \V.

Jones, 10 vols. 4to, and Say's American Entomology, 3 yols.. ori-

ginal edition.

Mr. Nipher made the following communication tk On the Dis-

tribution of Errors in Numbers Written from Memory" :

In writing logarithms which were read oft* to me, it was observed that

it appeared to be much more difficult to remember the figures in the mid-

dle of .the number than those at the extremes. In order to test this

point, numbers containing six digits were read to a person unaccustomed
to work with numerical tables. Each figure was separately named, the

interval between the names being the same, and all being spoken in a

monotone. After each number had been wholly given, the experimenter

immediately wrote them in proper order. The results here given are

obtained from 100 numbers. The whole number of errors was 125, occur-

ring in 59 numbers. For each 100 errors, the distribution throughout the

number is shown in the column e in the table below.

Chances.
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shown in column four. The differences between the theoretical and ob-

served values, is given in the column d. It will now be seen that column

e also agrees even more satisfactorily with the theoretical values, the dif-

ferences being given in the last column.

By allowing a definite interval of time to elapse between the giving and

writing of the number, Mr. Nipher proposes to obtain numerical esti-

mates of the power of memory.

Mr. Riley treated of the oviposition of Leucania untpuncta, or

the Army-worm moth.

In his Sth Annual Report, the last forms of which were going through

the press, he had remarked that " at first view it seems singular that the

eggs of an insect that appears in such countless myriads from Maine to

Georgia, and from Virginia to Kansas, should have remained undiscov-

ered either by farmers or entomologists. One of the obstacles that have

stood in the way is, that, as soon as the worms have increased so prodi-

giously as to attract attention, their natural enemies become so multiplied

that a very small per cent, of the worms entering the ground issue again

as moths. A second reason is that during the season when the insect is

not numerous, and attracts no attention, no one thinks of searching for

the eggs. A third reason is that the moths that are reared indoors do not

oviposit in confinement. I venture to suggest a fourth possible reason

that has hitherto occurred to nobody : it is that the eggs are for the most

part secreted where they are not easily seen."

Structure is a trustworthy guide to habit, and Mr. Riley had been led

to this last conclusion by study of the structure of the ovipositor of the

moth in question. The time, place and manner of oviposition in this spe-

cies is quite important from the economic point of view, as the insect may
readily be destroyed in the egg state by fire, if the conclusions drawn are

correct.

Mr. Riley had recently been able to verify the correctness of his conclu-

sions by direct observation, having witnessed the mode ofoviposition on blue

grass. The eggs are, as he surmised, secreted, being either glued in rows of

from 5 to 20 in the groove which is formed by the folding of the terminal

grass-blade, or in between the sheath and the stalk. In exceptional cases

they may be pushed into crevices in the ground. The eggs are white,

slightly iridiscent, spherical, and only T£w of an inch in diameter. They
are fastened to each other and to the leaf, and covered along the exposed

portion, by a white, glistening, viscid substance. As they mature the

color becomes more sordid or yellowish, and by the seventh day after

deposition the brown head of the embryon shows distinctly through the

shell. The larva hatches from the eighth to th etenth day, measures

1.7 mm. in length, is dull, translucent white in color, with a large brown-

black head, and is a looper, the two front pair of abdominal prolegs being

atrophied. On account of its extremely small size and of the color resem-

bling the pale bases of the grass-stalks near the ground, it is almost im-

possible to find them even where there are dozens to the square foot.



PARASITES OX BEES.

Mr. Riley also read a communication from G. VV. Barnes of

San Diego, California, in relation to parasites found upon bees

in that State.

The parasite was described as the color of a flaxseed, and easily distin-

guishable by the naked eye. It appears usually under the wing of the bee,

and adheres with considerable tenacity. It occasionally crawls all over

the bee and is quite agile in its movements. The bees affected with the

vermin become agitated and move rapidly over the comb, frequently dying

of injuries. The parasites were first noticed there last year, and have again

appeared this season, giving considerable trouble in large apiaries. Spe-

cimens of the insects afflicted accompanied the letter, and Mr. Riley pro-

nounced them to be the first larvae of the Oil-beetle (Afeloe), and probablv

of our common species M. angusticollis. It was well known that these

larvae attached themselves to bees and were thus carried into the hive.

where they usually left the grown bee and attacked the bee-larvae and
bee-bread. They there soon change their form entirely, undergoing what
is termed hypermetamorphosis. He had not before heard that these insects

injured the fully developed bees. The information was valuable if reliable.

John W. Turner was elected an Associate Member, and the

names ofJ. A. Dacus, Geo. W. Letterman and Dr. G. Hambach
were proposed.

May 15, 1876.

Chas. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Twelve members present.

Dr. Engelmann exhibited a specimen of sponge from Maine.

donated to the Academy by Dr. Richardson.

He also presented the Academy with a specimen of lignite coal

of anthracitic character from Peru, the gift of Mr. Theodore P.

Gillespie.

Mr. Riley read extracts from an article by L.J. Dupre "'On the

Work of the Mound-builders in the Irrigation of the Lower Mis-

sissippi." The author took the ground that the lower valley had

once been under an extensive system of irrigation.

Judge Holmes thought this might well be doubted, as in so well

watered a country such a system of irrigation seems unnecessary.

Dr. Engelmann further pointed out that high-water occurs at a

time when it would be an injury rather than a benefit to the

growing crops.



Judge Holmes remarked as follows upon

MAN AND THE ELEPHANT IN NEBRASKA.

In Dr. Hayden's Annual Report of the U. S. Geological Survey lor the

rear 1874 (recently published) appears the report of Dr. Samuel Aughey

on the Loess deposits of Nebraska. It is stated that the Loess covers

three-fourths of that State, ranging in thickness from 40 to 150 feet, and

extending westward from the Missouri River to a limit beyond Kearney

and the Republican Foik.

The more important fact which he desired to notice was, that Dr.

Aughey, after some years of careful searching, had succeeded in finding

imbedded in this deposit two distinctly shaped and well-worked arrow-

heads, which are figured in his report (p. 255). One of them, a small

arrow-head, was found at a depth of 15 feet at a place three miles east of

Sioux City ; the other, nearly four times larger, might very well have been

a spear-head, and it was found at a place two and a half miles southeast

of Omaha, and at a depth of 20 feet ; and "thirteen inches above the point

where it was found, and within three inches of being on a line with it, in

undisturbed Loess, there was a lumbar vertebra of an elephant (Elepkas

americanus)." The material is not named, nor are measurements given.

Flint chips are mentioned as found "in the bluffs" in Dakota County, but

as not certainly of human origin.

The discovery is important as going to show the contemporaneity of

man and the elephant on this continent during the period of the Loess.

They must have inhabited together the shores of the great inland fresh-

water sea or expansion of the rivers, in which the Loess formation was

deposited. It furnished the first distinct and incontrovertible proof of this

fact that he was aware of. Bones of mastodon, elephant, and other extinct

animals had been frequently found in the Loess of the Mississippi Valley,

but hitherto no human remains had been ascertained with certainty to

belong to it. Mr. Worthen of the Illinois Geological Survey had reported

an instance of arrow-heads being found together with bones of extinct

mammalia in an altered drift covered by Loess near Alton; but the

circumstances, geologically considered, seemed to admit of some doubt

on the question of their contemporaneousness. But here no room would

seem to be left for any other rational hypothesis. Both the arrow-head

and the vertebra must have been deposited in the still waters of the lake,

or been drifted to the spot by the same moving waters of the Loess period.

The arrow-head, certainly, could not have got there if it had belonged to

a more recent period. But it is still possible that the vertebra may have

been washed out of some older deposit, by the action of a river, and been

swept down into the lake; or it may have been frozen into a mass of ice,

and been carried down by the river and dropped to the bottom on the

melting of the ice. The presence of mastodon bones with the arrow-head,

in the Benton County case, has been accounted for in this way. The pres-

ence of the arrow-head proved the existence of man in the alluvial period

only; but, in this instance, the arrow-head must have been contemporary
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with the older Loess deposit; and the bones of mastodon, elephant, and

other extinct species of mammalia, are so abundant in this deposit, not only

in Nebraska, but in other parts of the Mississippi Valley, that no doubt

can remain that these animals were also contemporary with the Loess.

In the instances reported by the late Dr. Koch (Trans. St. Louis Acad,

of Sci. vol. i. pp. 61 & 117) of arrow-heads found together with the bone-

of mastodon, one in the alluvial bottom of the Pommes de Terre River in

Benton Co., Mo., and the other in the bottom land of the Bourbeuse River

in Gasconade Co., Mo., it was possible to explain the facts stated by him

as being the result of more recent changes in the local alluvial drift of the

river valley. Dr. Wislizenus (ibid. p. 16S) endeavored to account for

all the phenomena in this way, and, in the latter case, by supposing that

Indian fires had been built over the spot at a time long subsequent to the

deposit of the bones, and the whole afterwards covered by alluvial over-

flows. He was well acquainted with Dr. Koch, and did not question the

veracity of his statements. Judge Holmes had himself assisted Dr. Koch
in putting his article into shape for publication in the Transactions, and

questioned him minutely as to the particulars stated, and could certify that

the circumstances mentioned were positively asserted by him to be true.

Nor had he any reason for doubting the truthfulness of Dr. Koch. As lately

suggested by Prof. J. D. Dana, it is true that Dr. Koch was not a thoroughly

scientific and practical geologist, and he gave some scope, perhaps, to his

imagination in the matter of theorizing upon his facts; but he had had
some experience in such things, and might be allowed to be capable of

observing the facts which he stated, however incompetent to apply the

requisite tests for a certain conclusion. But the facts observed and reported

were not absolutely conclusive of the matter, though carrying much weight

of probability.

In this new discovery in Nebraska, we have facts well ascertained by a

competent observer; they are not open to the same kind of explanation;

and they seem to afford the necessary confirmation of the supposed con-

temporaneity of man and the mastodon and elephant in this valley.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann gave some results of his observations on
the vernation of American Oaks. He had observed great differ-

ences in the vernation of different species, some having condupli-

cate, and others revolute foldings ; again, in others the budding
leaves are concave or convex, or (at least in one species) inflexed.

But the vernation does not seem to furnish distinguishing charac-

ters between the two principal sections, the White and Black Oaks.

J. A. Dacus, Geo. W. Letterman, and Dr. G. Hambach were
elected Associate Members.
The name of Dr. Samuel Aughev was proposed for correspond-

ing membership, and that of A. L. Whitley for associate mem-
bership.



June 5, 1876.

C. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Twelve members present.

The Corresponding Secretary read a letter from Prof. Hinrichs,

of Iowa State University, acknowledging his election as Corre-

sponding Member, and presented to the Academy 19 pamphlet

publications of Prof. Hinrichs.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann read the following communication on

certain fungi of the Grape and Oak, specimens of which were laid

before the Academy :

OAK AND GRAPE FUNGI.

Some fifteen years ago I presented to the Academy an account, with

microscopic drawings, of two of the most destructive fungi of our grape-

vines. One of them is the "Mildew," a downy white coating on the under-

derside of the leaves, the peduncles of the just forming fruit and the very

young berries themselves causing the leaves to wither and the young fruit

to shrivel and fall off. That fungus was classed as Botrytis, and is now

known as one of the Peronosporce, another one of which constitutes the

potato disease. This appears at the time of flowering or soon afterwards.

The second, and, I believe, more common and more destructive fungus,

attacks the full-grown, yet green berries, and destroys them. After pene-

trating the tissue with its mycelium, it appears on the surface of the berry

as a minute discolored spot, always on the side, which enlarges, and pro-

duces black pustules visible to the naked eye, which at last kill the berry

and cause it to dry up, emitting at the same time their millions of spores.

This fungus, described as Pkoina viticola, makes its appearance in the

latter part of July and in August.

I exhibit to you, to-day, another grape fungus which is new to me, and

seems to have been unknown to those grape growers with whom I have

conversed. A yellowish-brown spot, a few lines in diameter, appears on

the leaf, on the upper side of which a good eye, or a glass, will discover a

number of very minute black specks. These are little globules, 0.13-0. 15

line in diameter, which have a little opening at the top from which they

emit their microscopical spores by the thousand. These oblong or oval

spores are one-celled, and have a diameter of 0.013 or 0.014 line.

This fungus belongs to the family of Coniomycetes, and to that group

which live on decaying vegetable matter. Those yellow spots are the de-

caying substance, but their vitality has been destroyed by the mycelium of

the fungus ; those still more minute threads which penetrate the tissue in

every direction, exhaust and kill it, and thus form what we may call their

fruit, the perithecia, which when mature emit the spores. It belongs to the

genus Depazea, of which many species, mostly leaf-inhabiting, are de-

scribed and it may be called Depazca Labrusc<z—Grape-leai Spot.



This parasite makes its appearance earlier than the others mentioned
above, viz., just before and during the flowering period, and attacks, as far

as known, only the leaves, which, where abundant, it kills, and thus crip-

ples the plant : it is also found, though rarely, on petioles and peduncles.

Dr. "Wislizenus informs me that it attacks indiscriminately all grape varie-

ties, but more the lower leaves of a stock than the upper ones ; while he

finds the Phylloxera galls on the uppermost not yet full grown foliage.

I present to you another fungus, on oak-leaves, which show the same
yellow decayed spots; but here you have to look for the perithecium, the

fruit, if we maj- call it so, of the fungus, to the lower side of the leaf, and
it is not a black gobule as in the grape-leaf, but a brown elevation, little

darker than the surrounding spot. I find no pore at the top, but suppose

that it emits its spores through a rent. These are very different from the

spores of the Depazea, being elongated, usually curved and septate, or

forming three or four distinct compartments; the spores are a little longer

than those of the grape spots, the perithecium is twice as large as that of

the grape.

The septate spores indicate that it belongs to the genus Septoria, and

the fungus may bear the name of Septoria querci.

It is necessary to remind you, that, though we know a great many forms

of fungi, we know the life history of only a very few. It is certain of some,

and very probably of many, that they constitute transition states of other,

more highly developed fungi, and only when we shall have become ac-

quainted with the different phases of their development shall we be able

to appreciate their importance and counteract perhaps their destructive

action.

Mr. Riley remarked on the above communication, that, with

regard to Peronospora viticola, according to his experience, it

came much later in the season, and did not attack the fruit ; and

cited as corroborative a recent paper by Prof. W. G. Fallow,

published in the Bulletin of the Bussey Institution, where the

ground is taken that by shriveling up the leaves, and permitting

the fruit to ripen, the fungus is actually beneficial. This singular

opinion of Prof. Farlow may hold good in the more Northern

States, where the fungus is only moderately abundant ; but in this

latitude the fungus has just the contrary effect, and, by prematurely

robbing the vine of its leaves, prevents the maturing of the fruit.

Acres of Delaware failed to ripen fruit from this cause last year.

The fungus, described as Defazea Labruscce, suddenly ap-

peared after the few cold days that succeeded unusually warm
weather toward the end of May. It did most injury by attacking

the petioles and peduncles, making thereon darker spots than

on the leaves, and often cauterizing the parts. As suggested by



Dr. Engelmann, it is probably but the transition state of some

other fungus.

Mr. Riley likewise submitted the following

ENTOMOLOGICAL NOTES.

Mexican Jumping Seeds.—He exhibited the moths (Carpocapsa salti-

tans) which he had recently reared from the Jumping Seeds brought before

the notice of the Academy at its meeting of Dec. 6, and by their side the

moth of the common Apple-worm {Carpocapsa pomonella) to show the

close generic resemblance of the two.

Periodical Cicada.—He also exhibited specimens of this curious insect

in the pupa and perfect states, recently received from Mr. Chas. McCorkle,

of Lexington, Va. This insect is commonly called the " 17-year locust,"

but the latter term properly applies to the ravenous Orthopterous insects

•which occasionally devastate our Western country. Eight years ago Mr.

Riley had shown that there were 13 as well as 17 year races of this Period-

ical Cicada, and in a chronological history of the species had at that time

predicted that "in the year 1876, and at intervals of 17 years thereafter,

they "will in all probability appear from Raleigh, North Carolina, to near

Petersburg, Virginia; in Rowan, Davie, Cabarras and Iredell counties in

N. C; in the valley of Virginia as far as the Blue Ridge on the east, the

Potomac River on the north, the Tennessee and North Carolina lines on

the south, and for several counties west; in the south part of St. Mary's

County, Maryland, dividing the county about midway east and west; in

Illinois, about Alton; and in Sullivan and Knox counties, Indiana."

The specimens from Mr. McCorkle were proof of the correctness of the

prediction. While this insect requires 13 or 17 years, according to the race,

for its underground development, the actual development had never been

watched from the egg to the mature insect. In 1868 he had collected to-

gether in a particular spot near this city a large number of the hatching

eggs of a 13-year brood which will appear here again in 18S1. and he had

been able to obtain and note the development of the larvae every year since.

They are now about two-thirds grown.

Only the male Cicada sings, and the Rhodian bard. Xenarchus, notes

this peculiarity when he says,

" Happy the Cicada lives,

Since they all have voiceless wives."

Silkworms on Osage Orange.—-He also exhibited cocoons and spinning

worms of the common Mulberry Silkworm (Sericaria morf) reared on

Osage Orange. The worms were a cross between the best French and

Japanese races, and he had reared them for five years on Osage Orange

with no reduction in quantity or quality of silk, and with great increase of

vigor and healthfulness. There is no reason why our ladies might not be

dressed with silk from our own native hedges.

Transformation of a Butte}fly.—We also exhibited a large denuded

branch of the Black Willow (Salix nigra) with about 40 chrysalides, and



a number of the prickly larvae of the Antiopa butterfly (Vanessa Ant/opa),

a beautiful insect with deep purple wings and yellow borders, common to

Europe and America. The larvae, when young, are gregarious, and the

tree from which the branch was taken had been entirely denuded by them.

Some of the larvae were just changing, and admirably illustrated how the

suspended chrysalis state is assumed. Ordinarily rare, the species was

quite abundant in this vicinity the present year.

Dr. S. Aughey, of Lincoln, Neb., was elected Corresponding

Member, and A. L. Whitley was elected Associate Member.

A communication was then read by Mr. Washburn on Solar

Heat.

June 19, 1876.

C. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Twelve members present.

The Corresponding Secretary read a letter from Dr. Samuel

Aughey, acknowledging his election as Corresponding Member.

The Corresponding Secretary presented to the Academy in be-

half of Mr. Amos Sawyer, of Hillsboro, Ills., a spear-head, an

arrow-head, and several pieces of chipped chert, from an Indian

mound near Hillsboro. Mr. Sawyer states that near that place

there are several groups of mounds, three to five in a group, the

mounds being twenty to thirty feet in diameter, and three to four

feet high. They are covered with oak trees, some of which are

three hundred years old. In the centre of the mounds, innumer-

able pieces of chipped chert, and some arrow and spear-heads,

like those now presented, are frequently found. There is no flint

in that part of the country. The chert comes from the limestone

obtainable there.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann remarked, in regard to the recent cool

weather, that the lowest observed temperature was 49 F., occur,

ring on Saturday, the 17th. In past years, the temperature had

not unfrequently fallen to 50 in the month of June, and 45 is

not rare, while in one year it fell as low as 42 . No injury seems

to be done by such cool weather.

Mr. Riley stated that the grape-rot, which had set in in vari-

ous parts of Jefferson and St. Louis counties, had been checked

by the present cool weather.

G. C. Broadhead presented a supplementary note to a former

paper on the



"AGE OF MISSOURI PORPHYRIES."*

Having just examined a suite of the Huronian rocks of New Brunswick,

also those of Massachusetts, I find them to be made up of a variety of Por-

phyries, identical in appearance, and apparently in composition, with

those of Southeast Missouri ; in fact, their resemblance is such that if I

had been shown such specimens without a knowledge of their locality, I

should at once have pronounced them to be from Missouri.

I would remark that these Eastern rocks are of various shades of color,

from light red, or pink, to black and gray, both coarsely porphyritic and

cryptocrystalline, and have also similar intrusive dykes of Dolerite, Dior-

ite, and Porphyrite, like those of Missouri. We may, therefore, call our

Missouri porphyries Huronian.

ENTOMOLOGICAL NOTES.

New Wheat Destroyer.—Mr. Riley exhibited specimens of a worm that

was just at this time devastating the wheat fields of parts of Kansas, and

particularly of Dickinson County. It does not eat the blades, but attacks

the heads. Specimens had been sent to him last week by Mr. John W.

Robson, of Cheever, but in transit they had all eaten out and escaped from

the paper-box in which they were enclosed. On the way, however, they

had molted, and from the heads alone Prof. Riley had determined the spe-

cies to be Leucania albilinea, though the insect had never before been

reported from the West as injurious. Other specimens just received from

Prof. F. H. Snow, of the State University at Lawrence, and from Mr.Jno.

Davis, editor of the Tribune at Junction City, proved the correctness of

the determination. The species is generically allied to the common

Army-worm, and may be popularly called the Wheat-head Army-worm.

As it had never till lately attracted unusual attention, too little was yet

known of its habits to warrant any suggestion as to the best mode of de-

stroying it.

Mite Parasites of the Colorado Potato-beetle—-Mr. Riley also exhib-

ited a specimen of Doryphora lo-lineala that was so completely covered

with a mite parasite belonging to the Gamasidce and allied to the Euro-

pean Uroploda vegetans, that the point of a needle could not be placed on

any part of the beetle's body without touching one of the parasites. He

estimated that there were over 800 of the mites, and they had killed their

victim. Aside from the toad and other reptiles—the crow, rose-breasted

grosbeck, and domestic fowls, among birds—which prey on this potato

pest, he had, in his Reports, figured or described no less than twenty-

three insect enemies that attack and kill it. Only one of these is a true

parasite, and the mite exhibited made the second or just two dozen insect

enemies in all.

He mentioned the fact, in this connection, that the Doryphora had

reached into New Hampshire, and was doing great injury along the At-

lantic coast.

* Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., vol. iii. No. 3, p. 366.



Geo. W. Lettermann stated that he had made a collection of

the birds of this county, which he would be glad to present to

the Academy.

G. J. Engelmann moved that a committee of five, including the

chair, be appointed to consider the means best adapted to advance

the interests of Archaeology—whether it be to establish a Section

or a Committee on Archaeology—and to devise such rules and

regulations as may seem necessary for the good government of

such section or committee. The motion carried, and the chair

appointed the committee as follows : N. Holmes, W. B. Potter,

G.J. Engelmann, Wm. H. Pulsifer.

October 2, 1876.

C. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Ten members present.

A letter was read from Mariano Barcena, a Corresponding

Member of the Academy, which accompanied a publication of

this gentleman on Mexican Meteorites.

Vol. I. of the Proceedings of the Davenport Academy of Sci-

ence was presented by the Corresponding Secretary, and the

Academy ordered a complete set of our Transactions (No. 1 of

vol. i. excepted) to be sent in exchange.

Judge Holmes announced to the Academy the decease of Dr.

M. M. Pallen, one of the founders of the Academy, and moved
that a committee of three be appointed to draft resolutions of

respect to his memory. The President appointed N. Holmes,
E. Sander, and M. L. Gray, to constitute such committee.

CENTENNIAL INSECTS.

Mr. Riley made the following statements in regard to the insect

pests at the Centennial Exposition :

It has been feared by many that the exhibition of foreign grains, pre-

served fruits, etc., at Philadelphia, might be the means of introducing

strange insect pests, and articles have been written by different parties,

stating that the foreign products on exhibition were badly infested, and
that great harm might result. They were particularly noticeable in the

collection from Brazil. There are certain species affecting preserved

grains, roots, fruits, woolens, and other products, which have been al-

ready carried to most parts of the civilized world, and are cosmopolitan,

and the presence of such at Philadelphia should cause no alarm. But if
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there are such as are yet unknown in the United States, the case is very

different, and the greatest precaution should be taken by the Centennial

authorities to prevent their spread, by condemning and burning the speci-

mens in which they occur, or by submitting them to some process of scald-

ing or heating that will utterly destroy all insect life. It is therefore very

important to have the species determined. During my recent stay in Phi-

ladelphia I took pains to look into this matter, with the following result:

i. Bruchus gramirius L., in the Brazilian exhibit. An European spe-

cies, imported into New York a few yeais ago, but not yet widely spread.

2. Bruchus fabceRM&y, in Jamaica beans. A species that has of late

years been quite injurious to our own beans. It is treated of in my Third

Report, supposed to be indigenous, and referred by^our best authority, Dr.

Geo. H. Horn, to obsolclus Say.

3. Calandra oryzce (Linn.) An elongate, reddish-brown snout-beetle,

about ^ inch long. Abundant in Brazilian grains and in the exhibit of

•our own Department of Agriculture. A cosmopolitan species, supposed

to differ from C. grauaria in lacking wings and in other minor particulars.

4. Silvanus surinamensis (Linn.) A brown elongate beetle, about ^
inch long, with three narrow ridges on top, and six teeth each side of the

thorax. In foreign and native grains of different kinds. Cosmopolitan.

5. Butalis cerealella (Oliv.) A small yellowish, Tineid moth, with

long fringes to the wings. In different collections, both native and for-

eign, and particularly in the Egyptian exhibit. Preys on all kinds of

grains. Introduced many years ago into the Southern States, and now all

over the country. Cosmopolitan.

6. Ephestia zece (Fitch). A somewhat larger, reddish-brown moth, of

the same family, with the basal third of front wings pale yellow. Very

common throughout the country in various kinds of grain and dried plants.

Described by Fitch as North American, but found also in the Egyptian

exhibit.

All these species do their injury in the larva state, and they are all I

was able to obtain. There is not one of them that does not occur in the

country, so that no alarm need be felt at their presence. In the case of

No. 1, only, it behooves the authorities to make some endeavor to prevent

its being scattered over the country, as it is at present confined to the

vicinity of New York city.

Mr. B. Pickman Mann, of Cambridge, has sent me a moth, new to my
collection, and belonging apparently to the Crambidce, which he obtained

from the Egyptian exhibit, and I was unable to obtain or determine a small

Tineid from a case containing fine Italian straw goods in the main build-

ing. There may also be other specimens not noticed by me, and, in order

to prevent as far as possible the great benefits of the Exposition from being

marred by subsequent evil, it would be wise in the authorities, and they

owe it to the country, to cause one of the many competent Philadelphia

entomologists to make a thorough examination, and report with sugges-

tions before the Exhibition comes to an end.



October 16, 1876.

C. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Eleven members present.

Judge Holmes, chairman of the Committee to whom was in-

trusted the work of devising means for the promotion of the study

of Archaeology, reported the following amendment to the Consti-

tution, under which a Section on Archaeology could be organized :

Article VII.

—

Of Sections.

Section i. To encourage and promote special investigations in any
branch of science, members of the Academy may form sections, which
shall be constituted as herein provided.

Sec. 2. For the formation of a section, written application shall be
made to the Academy, at a regular meeting, by not less than six active

members. On the approval of this application, by the affirmative votes of

two-thirds of the members present at the next regular meeting, the section

shall be established, and the names of the petitioners shall be recorded on
the minutes as its founders.

Sec. 3. Sections may increase the number of their members by elec-

tion, and may also appoint correspondents ; but only members and corre-

spondents of the Academy shall be elected members or correspondents of
any of its sections.

Sec 4. The officers of each section shall be a chairman, a secretary,

and a curator, who shall be elected by its members at the first meeting of

the section, and subsequently at the first meeting in January of each year.

Sec 5. The collections and books of each section are the common
property of the Academy. Donations of books and specimens made to or

for any section, shall be received as donations to the Academy for the use

of that section.

Sec 6. A report of the proceedings of each section shall be submitted

to the Academy at least once every month. Papers read before any sec-

tion with a view to publication by the Academy, shall take the same course

as papers read before the Academy.
Sec 7. On all points not herein provided for, each section shall be

governed by the constitution, by-laws, orders, and usages of the Academy.

Judge Holmes also presented the following resolutions, which
were unanimously adopted :

Resolved, That the Academy of Science has learned with profound
regret of the decease of Moses M. Pallen, M.D., one of the founders of
the Academy, and for twenty years an active and worthy member, who
departed this life, in this city, on the 24th of September last, in the sixty-

seventh year of his age, and that we desire in this manner to record our
respect for the memory of our lamented associate. Dr. Pallen was born in

King and Queen's County, in the State of Virginia, in 1S10, and graduated
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at the University of Virginia, at Charlottesville, and received his medical

education at the Medical College of the Marjdand University at Baltimore,

and after a few years' practice at Vicksburg, Miss., came to St. Louis in

1842, where he soon acquired an extensive practice. During the Mexican
war Dr. Pallen acted as consulting surgeon at the U. S. Arsenal at St.

Louis; was city health officer in 1849, tne year °f the cholera; and was
for more than twenty years a distinguished Professor in the St. Louis

Medical College, and for several years President of the St. Louis Medical

Society. By his varied scientific attainments, and useful counsels and
support, Dr. Pallen contributed much to the prosperity of the Academy
from its first foundation, and was, as we all know, eminent in his profes-

sion, in which he was too arduously engaged to admit of his devoting

himself to any special scientific research ; but he was always highly

esteemed for his learning and virtues, in all public and private relations,

during a long and useful career of faithful service.

Resolved, That these resolutions be entered and published among the

proceedings of the Academy.

The Corresponding Secretary made his report, calling attention

to a publication by Daniel Wilson, in the Canadian ^Journal, on

the Relation of Brain Weight to Mental Strength. The result

reached by the author is that there appears to be no definite rela-

tion between brain weight and mental ability. WT
hile many great

men have possessed large brains, many have also possessed com-

paratively small ones, while other large and apparently healthy

brains are almost wholly inactive.

Mr. Nipher remarked that the same could be said in regard to

bodily weight and muscular work. Evidently, in both cases, the

achievement depends not only upon absolute capability, but also

upon the disposition to work.

Prof. Potter gave the results of his analysis of the Peruvian lig-

nite which had been referred to him :

ANALYSIS OF PERUVIAN LIGNITE.

The proximate analysis showed :

Moisture 1 1 . 15
Volatile combust 12
Fixed Carbon
Ash

35
70-55
5-95

100.00
Sulphur 0.205

Prof. Potter stated that while the proximate analysis is important, and
gives a tolerably fair idea of the value of a fuel, it is by no means enough
for the determination of its true calorific power. In Germany the ultimate

analysis is almost wholly depended upon in obtaining the calorific power,
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while in this country, where we do things in a hurry, the proximate analy-

sis is used. Prof. Potter remarked that both were important. He had

therefore made an ultimate analysis of the Peruvian lignite with the fol-

lowing results :

Moisture 1 1 • 15

Fixed Carbon 7°-55
Carbon in volatile matter 4.05
Hydrogen " " 1-884
Oxygen 5 . 169
Hydrogen with Oxygen 0.646
Nitrogen 0.396
Sulphur 0.205
Ash 5 . 95
Combined Water 5-815

From the known heating power of the various combustible materials

here shown, the calorific power of this lignite was determined to be 80.4

per cent, of that of pure carbon. Prof. Potter finds the mean calorific

power of Colorado lignites to be 79 per cent, of that of pure carbon. Prof.

Potter will prepare a more complete paper for publication in the Transac-

tions.

Mr. Riley exhibited a flint spear-head and hoe, found in this

county, the property of Mr. D. C. Lee, and also a water-urn, with

rounded bottom, which had been washed from the bank of the

Arkansas River, and was found floating down the stream. The
decoration of this urn was exceedingly interesting, consisting of

the conventional wave-scroll so often seen in Greek ornament.

The figure was large, and was laid on in two colors, white, and

a red somewhat darker than the color of the material used in

construction of the vessel.

Edwin A. Leslie, Charles Knower, John W. Sutherland, and

Frederick F. Hilder, were elected to associate membership.

November 6, 1876.

Vice-President Albert Todd in the chair.

Twenty-two members present.

EXPERIMENTS IN BINOCULAR VISION.

Mr. Nipher made some remarks and described the following

experiments in Binocular Vision, the essential features of which

were published in Nature, Aug. 10 :

1. Fold a sheet of writing-paper into a tube about 'an inch in diameter.

Look through the tube at some distant object with one eye, and look

towards the open hand with the other eye, the edge of the hand being



in contact with the tube. The dissimilar objects producing unlike im-

ages upon the retinae, the sensations blend, and a hole will appear to be

cut through the palm of the hand, through which the tube passes. That
part of the tube between the eye and hand will appear to be transparent,

as though the hand were seen through it.

This experiment is very old, but seems not to have found its way into

scientific literature.

2. Replace the hand by a sheet of unruled paper, upon which a drop of

ink has been placed. By proper management, the ink-blot may be made
to appear within the tube, by so placing the paper that the hole, which is

apparently cut through it, coincides with the blot. Ordinarily the blot

will then appear opaque, the paper immediately around it and apparently

within the tube being invisible. The blot appears as it were suspended in

space. By concentrating the attention strongly on objects seen through

the tube, especially if they are strongly illuminated, the blot becomes more
hazy, transparent, and may even be made to disappear altogether. The
mental effort necessary to do this cannot be maintained more than a few

seconds, and the spot will reappear. If the effort to cause the spot thus

to disappear be kept up, the attention being strained to its highest pitch,

the blot will disappear and reappear at regular intervals of a few seconds,

the absolute time depending upon the illumination. It appears as though

the organs exerted become fatigued, and, relaxing for a few moments, re-

freshment sets in, which again renders possible the exertion necessary in

causing the blot to disappear. It is possible that these experiments may
be so made as to throw some light upon the conditions necessary in fixing

the attention. Interesting experiments may also be made by substituting

a fragment of a plane mirror for the sheet of paper. Looking through

a rather large tube at a distant object with the right eye, the reflected

image of the left eye will appear staring up the tube, the adjoining parts

of the head being invisible.

3. Substituting for the ink-blot a small hole cut through the paper, and
the small hole can also be made to appear within the tube, distinguishing

itself by its different illumination, the surrounding paper being invisible,

unless attention be directed too strongly to the paper in which the hole is

cut. The relative illumination of the small hole and the space immediately

around it depends upon the relative illumination of objects upon which the

tube is directed, and that of the sheet of paper exposed to the other eye.

4. Keeping the same arrangement, place at a distance of one foot from
the end of the tube a sheet of paper, so that objects beyond it are still visi-

ble; arrange matters so that it is visible to the eye looking through the

tube, but not to the other, directed at the small hole in the paper sheet.

This second sheet will now appear to be traversed by a hole the same in

size as that cut through sheet No. 1.

Cutting a small hole in sheet No. 2, matters are easily arranged so that

it appears within the hole which was before seen within the tube. These
experiments may be utilized in showing the simultaneous accommodation
of the two eyes.
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5. Tubes of this kind, blackened on the inside, are very convenient in

studying color sensations. Using two such tubes, look through one with

the right eye—say, at red ; through the other with the left eye at green

paper, illuminated by the direct solar ray. The color sensations fade with

mavelous quickness. Transferring both eyes to either color—say, red

—

the eye fatigued by green sees the red greatly intensified, the effect being

rendered the more striking by the simultaneous impressions received by the

two eyes. Experiments in the combination of color sensations will readilv

suggest themselves.

The editor of the Scie?itijic American has written something quite simi-

lar to some parts of this communication (Oct. 14), but a comparison of it

with my communication to Nature will show that I am not the borrower.

Mr. Shepard Cabanne was elected an Associate Member.

November 20, 1876.

Vice-President Todd in the chair.

Ten members present.

The Corresponding Secretary read the following letter from
Mr. Riley, dated Manhattan, Kansas, Nov. nth :

Parasites on Eggs of Caloptenus spretus.

A large proportion of the locust eggs throughout the country are being
destroyed by parasites, predacious insects, and other enemies. Some are

addled from excessive moisture, while a few have prematurely hatched

;

but the hopes that some people are building on these facts are not war-
ranted. If nine-tenths of the eggs deposited over large parts of Kansas,
Iowa, Nebraska, Minnesota, etc., should from one cause and another fail

to hatch next spring, there will still be young locusts enough to devour
every green thing, and the people should prepare for the worst. With a

mild, alternately freezing and thawing winter, the destruction of the eggs
may be such that the injury will be comparatively slight next spring, but
this will not do to count on. The people throughout this section (Kan-
sas) are in good spirits, and are organizing the better to meet the threat-

ened evil. Let the worst come that can, they are in much better condition

to meet the injury than they were in 1874-75. Corn is plentiful and cheap.

I have discovered four new enemies of the locust eggs. One—the most
common and efficient—is a new species of Anthomyia, which I shall de-

scribe as the calofteni ; the second is the common flesh fly, Sarcofhaga
carnaria : the third is the larva of some Hy7nenopteron belonging doubt-

less to the Ichneumon flies, and not yet reared to the perfect state ; and the

fourth is the larva of a ground beetle (Carabidce) of the genus Harpalus.

The Secretary read another communication from Mr. Riley,

on " Locust Flights East of the Mississippi." He had examined



the locust swarms of Ohio, Illinois, Georgia, and South Carolina
;

and specimens sent him showed at once that they were not the

Rocky Mountain Locust, but species more or less common every

year in the localities where they occurred, and comparatively

harmless. Hence the idea held by the unscientific that the

Western locust plague had overstepped the limits entomology

prescribes to it, and is upsetting the conclusions of science, is

unfounded. The causes which limit the eastward flight of the

Rocky Mountain Locust are briefly these :—The power of flight

of any insect that has a limited winged existence must somewhere

find a limit. Experience has shown that these locusts have never

extended, in a general way, east of a line drawn a little west of

the centre of Iowa, and, as long as the present average condi-

tions of wind and climate prevail, it is reasonable to suppose that

they never will. The species is at home and can come to perfec-

tion only in the high and dry regions of the northwest, where the

winters are long and cold, and the summers short ; and whenever

it migrates and oversweeps the country to the south or southeast,

in which it is not indigenous, the changed conditions are such that

the first generation hatched out in that, to it, unnatural climate,

either forsakes it on the wing, or perishes from disease or the

attacks of insect enemies.

Mr. Nipher remarked that one expression in Prof. Riley's pa-

per appeared to him an unfortunate one—one well calculated to

mislead the unscientific—viz., that entomology "prescribes" the

limits of the locust plague. Past experience may have been of

such a nature that its limits may be predicted with some degree

of certainty.

This idea was concurred in by Dr. G. Engelmann, who brought

up many cases to show that we can base such predictions upon

experience only. He mentioned the well known case of the

potato-beetle, which, when potatoes began to be cultivated in

Colorado, pushed its way eastward to the Atlantic States, and

may even reach Europe. The weeds of the Atlantic and middle

States are largely from Europe, and mainly from England ; those

of the Pacific coast are largely from Spain. A leguminous

plant, Lespedeza striata, now exceedingly common from Vir-

ginia southward, came originally, no one knows how, from South



America. For several years it was known only in limited locali-

ties along the coast, finally spreading, rooting out many noxious

weeds, completely covering barren places whei'e other plants

could not grow, and affording abundant and nutritious pasturage.

Dr. Engelmann insisted upon the idea that experience alone could

teach us, whether, in such cases, a plant or animal would flourish

under the new conditions.

Dr. G. J.
Engelmann exhibited a characteristic mound-build-

er's skull, comparing it with the skull of a Sioux Indian, and with

that of a white woman recently found by himself and Prof. Potter

in a mound, where it had lain 30 years. The last mentioned skull

was interesting, as showing the large amount of animal matter

yet remaining in it, the bones of the skeleton being quite fatty.

Dr. Engelmann also called attention to the conflicting estimates

made by eminent authorities in regard to the mental capacity indi-

cated by the mound-builder's skull, and gave the following char-

acteristics as being the result of careful studies made by himself

and Prof. Potter :—Anterior-posterior axis short
;
foramen mag-

num placed posteriorly ; occipital region flat, and often obliquely

compressed. There is nothing to indicate very great, or very

inferior intellectual power, as is so frequently claimed.

Mr. Nipher remarked that in some mound explorations made

in Iowa during last summer, he had been struck by the absence

of certain bones which one would have expected to find pre-

served, while sometimes fragile bones remained intolerably good

preservation. He described one case of a skull, the facial and

frontal bones of which were so wholly gone that their outline

could not be followed, even after their former position became

known. The teeth lay in the soil in the same positions which

they held when in the jaw-bones, which had wholly disappeared.

Of the teeth, nothing remained but the enamel cap, the dentine

having also decayed. The back of the head (which was down)

with the temporal bones remained, together with the cochlea of

the ears. In another case (an intrusive burial), the pelvic bones

were present, and the bones of one leg, the extremities of the

former being almost perfect ; the other leg was wholly wanting.

A single phalange was also found.

Judge Holmes remarked that some effort should be made to



estimate the relative age of mounds in different parts of the

country.

The amendment to the Constitution, offered October 16, was

unanimously adopted.

G.J. Engelmann, F.F. Hilder, W. H. Pulsifer, F. E. Nipher,

J. J. R. Patrick, and W. B. Potter, offered a petition for the forma-

tion of an Archaeological Section.

Charles Heissler and Dr. C. A. Todd were elected Associate

Members.

December 4, 1876.

C. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Fifteen members present.

The Corresponding Secretary presented a number of scientific

papers which he had received, and devoted a considerable time

to a discussion of the results accomplished by the late Arctic ex-

pedition, stating that, in his opinion, it had been far more valua-

ble to science, in the discoveries relative to the Arctic regions,

than was generally accredited. It had demonstrated that what

had previously been called " President's Land," had really no

existence whatever. It has also demonstrated that there was no

open sea around the north pole, as had so long been supposed.

The official report to which Judge Holmes referred is to be

found in Nature, Nov. 2.

Dr. G. Engelmann exhibited specimens of seed-bearing leaves

of the Sago palm, Cycas revoluta, and spoke about the physio-

gical and anatomical character of the Gymnosperms, which

order comprises the Cycadacece and the Coniferce. The former

in our country are represented by the Zamia integrifolia of

South Florida, which also, like many of its allies, contains an

abundance of amylaceous substance in its trunk, and for this is

now highly prized by the settlers, as it was formerly an im-

portant article of food for the aborigines. The second and much
better known family of Gymnosperms are the Coniferce, to

which our Pines and Junipers belong. The Gymnosperms must

be considered as the lowest type of flowering plants, only a



few degrees removed above those that propagate without proper

flowers, the Cryptogams. Intimately connected with this lower

development is the early appearance of such plants, in the geo-

logical series, many ages before real flowering plants made their

appearance on our globe.—The cycadaceous plants are the pro-

totypes of the monocotyledons, and especially of the palms, and

the conifers those of the dicotyledonous trees. Among animals,

the Marsupials hold a similar position to the ordinary Mammals,

and they are also geologically older than the more complete

animals, which they seem to shadow forth.

Mr. Riley remarked that such facts were of great interest to the

evolutionist, pointing as they do to the divergence, in time, of the

more widely separated forms from some primitive types, of which

in the cases cited the Sago palms and the Marsupials are the

present and possibly modified representatives.

Mr. Riley spoke at some length upon the " Geographical

Range of Species." He regretted his absence at the last meeting,

when his article on " Locust Flights," in which he argued that

the Caloptenus spretus could not permanently thrive south of

the forty-fourth parallel or east of the one hundredth meridian,

was discussed, and exceptions taken to its conclusions by Dr.

Engelmann and Prof. Nipher. The subject was an interesting

one, and the principal difficulty in the way of properly appre-

hending the facts was found in the failure in the popular mind

to discriminate between species. Dr. Engelmann had instanced

the Colorado beetle's spread to the Atlantic ; but there was a

great difference between the spread of a species in nature, and

that spread which is aided or influenced by man. He was very

well aware that species do spread, and he had in his 2d Report

laid particular stress upon the different weeds and insects which

have been imported from Europe. He had also in the introduc-

tion to a little work on "Potato Pests," now being published,

dwelt at length on the same subject ; but he did not think that

any single instance could be furnished of a species which had in

our time extended or contracted its range without the aid of man.

It was in not keeping in view this difference between the natural

range of a species, and that range as affected directly or indirectly

by man, that the objection made to his paper lacked force.—By



careful study of past experience of nearly a century ; by weighing

all the other conditions, he had ascribed certain eastern limits

beyond which the Rocky Mountain Locust could not perpetuate

itself or do continued damage, and he regretted to find Dr. Engel-

mann, on what he must believe were insufficient grounds, lending

the weight of his authority to the opposing statement that there

is not sufficient evidence for the opinion. If he were to announce

that he had discovered the CEneis simidea in the Mississippi

Valley, or in Missouri, every well-informed entomologist would

at once declare it a mistake, and say he had confounded it with

some other butterfly, because the CEneis is known to be confined

to the alpine regions of Labrador and the White and Rocky
Mountains, and is absent from all the intermediate country. The
classified knowledge we have on the subject establishes certain

limits outside of which the species does not thrive, and there is

every reason to believe cannot, except by man's assistance ; and

the same may be said of a whole lot of alpine and sub-alpine

plants. The same is true of many insects and other animals.

—

Past experience shows that the Rocky Mountain Locust cannot

change its habits. It is indigenous to the sub-alpine heights of

the Northwest, and its individual life is bounded by the spring

and autumn frosts. Species are sometimes found to be limited

in a wonderful way to certain areas, and it cannot be explained

why some can and others cannot adapt themselves to different

conditions. The genuine Colorado Potato-beetle spread eastward

through man's agency, as the intermediate territory was settled.

The bogus Colorado Potato-beetle, however, did not and does

not spread in the same manner, as it cannot subsist on the culti-

vated potato.—As to the objection to the expression "prescribe,"

the word has various synonyms, one of which is "establish," and

few would fail to see that it was used in this last sense.

Dr. Engelmann then said, as his name had been mentioned in

the discussion, he would offer a few remarks. The Potato-beetle

and its allied Doryphora would furnish examples to sustain his

views. One has shown its ability, within the past fifteen or twenty

years, to spread itself over a wide range of country, while the

other, its congener, had remained confined in its original area.

Twenty years ago the Potato-beetle was as little known as its

congener. It did not feed on potatoes until the potato had been



cultivated in its native country ; the other stuck to its original

food, but might, for all we know to the contrary, have increased

its range as easily as the beetle. Another dreadful scourge, the

Phylloxera, had also spread alarmingly, through man's aid, dur-

ing past years ; and now the question comes up, might not the

Rocky Mountain locust also spread with the assistance of man?

May not the increasing wheat fields be an inducement for them ?

and may they not in time be able to adapt themselves to cir-

cumstances of climate, etc.? It was impossible to say what,

if any, limits were marked out for them. He instanced examples

of foreign plants, such as the Canada thistle, and several parasites

which were known to thrive in this country, and which are now

plentiful. He also instanced a Cuscuta, which suddenly came up

in several parts of Europe some years ago, and did considerable

damage to the lucerne fields. This plant was a native of Chili,

and was introduced into Europe with the so-called alfalfa seed,

and was a pest for ten or fifteen years. It has now entirely disap-

peared from Europe, but has suddenly appeared in Califor-

nia. Fifty years ago it had been believed that the cholera would

not reach Europe or America, and forty-five years ago, when it

did travel westward, that it would be excluded from high eleva-

tions ; but it has since attacked Switzerland, and spread widely

through Mexico. The geography of plants and animals was a

comparatively recent science. Longitude, latitude, altitude, and

all that we call climate, certainly do limit certain species, but

only the experience of many years can teach us what those limits

are for each individual kind.

Mr. Riley, in reply, said that facts such as those cited by Dr.

Engelmann might be multiplied ad infinitum, and that he had

done much to record them. He insisted, however, that they had

little to do with the argument in point. The locust is omnivo-

rous ; it will feed even upon animal matter, and so it will not be

influenced by man's agency. There has been but little change in

the country, between here and the Rocky Mountains, as to locust-

food supply, and that country affords the locust no more nutri-

ment now than before settlement. By gradually spreading from

year to year, as the Doryphora has done, the species might con-

form to the new conditions, but the transition was sudden from

the high and dry climate of the locust's native home to the more



moist lowlands of the Mississippi Valley. Man cannot introduce

them faster than the winds and their own wings have done.

Former experience proved their inability to thrive in this climate.

Specimens hatched in Pennsylvania as well as in Nebraska did

not become acclimated. And if the species could sustain

itself here, it would
;
probably, in a few generations, become so

modified that it would lose its present injurious character.—The
subject had many sides. He had discussed it at length in his offi-

cial writings, and, as he had laid stress on the very fact that Dr.

Engelmann insists on, viz., that experience alone could guide,

there was little difference of opinion after all. The difference is

that, as against the contrary opinion, entomologists consider that

the experience in the matter of this locust question warrants the

conclusions they have drawn.

Mr. Nipher called the attention of the Academy to an improve-

ment in electric lights. The pieces of carbon have heretofore

been placed end to end, attached to opposite poles of a battery,

and it had been necessary to keep the points of carbon together

by means of clumsy and expensive clock-work. Jabloschkoff had

improved upon this mode, however, by placing the carbon side

by side, with an insulating plate between them, and their ends

barely projecting over the end of the insulating plate, melting it

down as they burned away. This obviates the necessity for the

cumbrous clock-work which has always been necessary to keep

the two opposing points at the proper distance from each other.

He thought the electric light would soon come into general use

for lighting factories, railway depots, etc.

Judge Holmes criticised Mr. Darwin, and some of his sup-

porters, for ignoring the cause of evolution, and confining their

attention to the laws according to which the evolution takes

place.

Mr. Riley thought that neither Mr. Darwin, nor many of

his supporters, denied the existence of the cause, but simply

declined to discuss this point for reasons which appear to them
sufficient.

It was resolved to devote the second meeting in January to a

discussion of some plan for securing a permanent hall or build-

ing, where the library and cabinet of the Academy may find

proper accommodations.



The petition for the formation of an Archaeological Section was
granted.

Mr. J. J. R. Patrick was elected an Associate Member.

December 18, 1876.

C. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Twelve members present.

ON APPLYING MUSCULAR WORK.

Mr. Nipher gave the following communication on the most

favorable manner of applying muscular work :

Although labor-saving machinery is being constantly devised, it seems

to have the effect of increasing the amount of work accomplished rather

than of releasing individuals from the necessity of labor. Hence it seems

to be of growing importance to find the laws regulating muscular action.

Long ago it was experimentally proved by Coulomb, that a man walking

up stairs without any load, and raising his burden by his own weight in

descending, could do as much work in a day as four men working in the

ordinary way with the most favorable load.

Similar isolated experiments have been made by Jevons, Haughton,

and myself, which have been published in Haughton 's Animal Mechanics,

London, 1873, and in later scientific journals.

Although a workman, or a horse, when working with any given tool or

machine, will adapt himself to it, working with a velocity which enables

him to do a maximum, it by no means follows that the conditions might

not be so changed that a greater amount of effective work might be done

with the same effort.

To take a case in point: Haughton observed some fish-women gather-

ing shell-fish on the ocean beach. The beach back from the water several

rods was very rough and rocky. Farther back it was smooth and furnished

good walking. Starting from the edge of the water, and going straight to

the market of the neighboring town, they would have to walk for a long

distance over the rough, stony beach. On the other hand, by walking back

at right angles to the water-mark, they would soonest get to good walk-

ing, but they would have a greater distance over which to carry their bur-

dens. The course which they actually took was an intermediate one, and

Prof. Haughton found that these people, ignorant and unthinking as they

were, were selecting directions which made their work a minimum. But,

of course, the conditions under which they were working might have been

so improved that more useful work might have been accomplished with

the same effort.

Another illustration is afforded in the series of experiments which I

present to you this evening. The experiments were made upon the gym-
nasium swing.



Many of the evolutions performed upon it can be made equally well

upon swings of any length; with others it is different. When the evolu-

tion is such that the swing in one direction marks a period of exertion,

while the return is comparatively a period of rest, then the evolution can-

not be equally well performed with swings of all lengths.

One of the most useful exercises is made as follows : Reaching up and

grasping the rings, let the swing be started, and at the beginning of a for-

ward swing the feet are thrown above the head, the legs being flexed. As

the forward swing closes, the legs are extended and the arms flexed, the

body being thus thrown upward and outward. Here, also, by some prac-

tice, one learns to accomplish the swing with a minimum of exertion, which

a good gymnast always does; nevertheless the number of swings, before

exhaustion takes place, varies with the length of the ropes, as is shown in

the following series of experiments made upon myself:

NIPHER.

/.



The muscular action is here too complex to allow of any mechanical

discussion, but the general results are exactly what the discussions of

Prof. Haughton might have enabled us to predict.

Mr. Nipher remarked, that an experience ofseveral years in the investi-

gation of this subject had enabled him to devise a method of investigation

which promises useful results, but he had not the means with which to

carry on the investigation.

Mr. Riley made a few remarks about the anticipated locust

injury next summer. The soil in a large portion of Minnesota,

Iowa, Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, Texas, and Arkansas, and in

about sixteen counties of the State of Missouri, was thickly plant-

ed with locust eggs. He was receiving eggs from every one of

the sixteen Missouri counties affected by them (four counties in

the extreme northwest corner of the State, and twelve counties in

the southwest portion of the State) almost daily, and was there-

fore being kept constantly informed as to the condition of these

eggs in all the counties. A great many of the eggs hatched in

his office within a week after their arrival here, and it followed

that a week's warm weather next spring would be sufficient to

hatch them all out, provided they were not killed meanwhile.

The only kind of weather that would be at all likely to kill them

was changeable weather, alternating suddenly between very mild

and very cold. Although the locusts hatched next summer

throughout the West will probably be more numerous than in

1875, their devastations will probably be less, for the reason that

the farmers will this time be better prepared for them on account

of the experience of the past.

Mr. Todd called the attention of Mr. Riley to a newspaper

paragraph announcing that seven car-loads of silkworm eggs had

passed through Omaha yesterday on their way to France, and he

asked the Professor how the eggs were packed to preserve their

vitality.

In reply, Mr. Riley described the mode adopted by silkworm

growers in Japan, specialists who grow the worms only for tbeir

eggs, and who are constantly engaged in transporting them. The

eggs are first separated in some liquid and are then sifted upon

silk paper, previously covered with a thin coat of paste. The

eggs adhere to the paste on the silk papers, and the latter are

packed in boxes constructed purposely for them, and are then

ready for shipment.



January 15, 1877.

President C. V. Riley in the chair.

Twelve members present.

The Corresponding Secretary submitted the following annual

report

:

To the President of the Academy of Science.

I have to report that the operations of this office have been continued

in the usual manner.

No. 3 of vol. iii. of the Transactions was published last spring, and sent

to our correspondents. During the year 385 copies, of all numbers, have

been disposed of by way of exchange
; 35 numbers have been sold for cash,

and 9 numbers were sent to the order of an agency' at Salem, Mass., which

have not yet been paid for; and there remain in my hands 29 copies of

various numbers. The total number of copies received of all Nos. by the

Corresponding Secretary was 458.

The demand for our Transactions seems to be increasing from year to

to year. No. 3 of vol. iii. has been sent to 209 foreign correspondents,

and to 102 home societies and individuals.

The whole number of our foreign exchange list is now 217. Of these,

the following iS have been added this year:—The Entomological Society,

London; LaFondation P. Teyler van der Hulst, Harlem ; The Royal Irish

Academy, Dublin; Naturforschende Gesellschaft, Chemnitz, Sax.; La
Societe Paleentologique, Bruxelles; La Societe Malacologique, Bruxelles

;

Societa dei Naturalisti, Modena; Verein der Naturforschende, Reichen-

berg; Observatorio de Madrid, Madrid; Department of Mines, Sidney,

N. So. Wales ; Naturforschende Verein, Gratz ; Society of Arts and Insti-

tutions, London; Instituto historico e geographico do Brazil ; Commis-
sion geologique de l'Empire du Brazil; Naturhistorischer-medicinische

Verein. Heidelberg; Naturvvissenschaftliche Verein, Kiel; Naturwissen-

schaftliche Verein, Karlsruhe; L'Institut National Genevois, Geneva.

The following have been added to the home list:—Boston Public Li-

brary, Boston; Mass. Historical Society, Boston; Mr. J. C. Schroyer,

Cincinnati; Cincinnati Society of Nat. History, Cin., O.

We have received publications in exchange, for 1875-6, from 119 for-

eign societies and from 36 home societies. And, in addition to these, we
have received 99 volumes and pamphlets as donations from individual

correspondents; among these were 9 vols. 4to of the Works of Sir William

Jones, from Mr. Wm. Lucas, and 4 vols, of the Geological Survey of Ohio,

from Mr. J. C. Schroyer of Cincinnati. We have also received from the

Smithsonian Institution vols. xx. and xxi. of the "Contributions to Know-
ledge," and 7 vols, of the Smithsonian Report, to complete our sets. I

may add that we receive regularly the valuable publications of the U. S.

Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories, the Bureau of

Education, the Chief of Engineers of the U. S. Army, and the U. S. Naval

and Astronomical Observatory at Washington.
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As it is well known to members. No. i of vol. i. is out of print. This

number is frequently called for to complete sets of our Transactions, and

it is very desirable that it should be reprinted as soon as practicable.

Our foreign exchanges are carried on for the most part, as heretofore,

through the Smithsonian Institution.

The receipts and expenditures of the Corresponding Secretary for the

year 1876 have been as follows :

Receipts $89 77
Expenditures 68 79

Balance in hand $20 98

The detailed account is herewith submitted, showing that of this amount
received, $55.35 was derived from the sale of the Transactions, and $30
was drawn from the Treasurer. The expenditures were entirely for

freight, postage, and stationery.

At my request, the Librarian has kindly undertaken to furnish me with

a memorandum of any volumes, or parts of volumes, that are wanting to

complete full sets of the several series of publications which our library

contains. It is probable that the few missing numbers may be easily

supplied. Respectfully submitted.

Jan. 1st, 1S77. NATHANIEL HOLMES, Corr. Sec'y.

The Treasurer's report showed that the annual collection had

amounted to $664.00, and the amount now in the treasury is

$159.71. The amount yet due from members is $418.00.

The Chairman of the Library Committee reported that 600

books and pamphlets had been received during the year, of which

417 are foreign exchanges. He strongly recommended that some

steps be taken to secure rooms which would serve as a place of

meeting, and in which the collections and library can be suitably

arranged.

The Academy then listened to the following address by Presi-

dent Riley :

Gentlemen and Fellow-Members of the Academy :—In accord-

ance with a long-established custom, in retiring from the position with

which you honored me a year ago, I take advantage of the occasion to cast

a summary glance at the more important achievements that have marked

the past twelve months in our field of mutual labor. In surveying this

field from a general or international standpoint, one is overwhelmed with

a sense of its vastness ; and where, in almost every special department,

one or more good-sized volumes are annually published to chronicle the

titles or to give the merest abstracts of papers published, and the briefest

digests of work accomplished, it is manifestly impossible, in a brief ad-

dress, to give any adequate idea of the world's progress in science during

a single year—even were any one man competent to do so.
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Science, at one time, belonged to the few— the learned. She was
paraded on such high stilts, clothed in such uncommon garb, that the

gulf intervening between her votaries and the masses precluded all affec-

tion or appreciation for her by the latter. To the tendency of the one

class to break the cold, stiff crust of technicality which environed them,

and to the increased intelligence of the other, must in great measure be

attributed the extraordinary advancement of science of late years, and its

increasing popularization. She to-day belongs, not to the few, but to the

multitude; and merely to chronicle her progress has become an art. The
collector in Nature's treasure-store, though thirsting for all knowledge the

mind is capable of, and loth to slight any specimen whatsoever that may
cross his path, vet, knowing the shortness of individual human life, passes

by the majority of the objects which he meets with, and confines his atten-

tion to those which more particularly belong to the department which he

has made a specialty of, and which he consequently best understands. Let
me in the same way pass over the great multitude of interesting subjects

that confront the chronicler of a year's progress in science, and confine

myself to a few of the more conspicuous events, and more particularly in

American science and in paths most trodden by our own members, and,

hence, most familiar to us.

PHYSICS.

A. M. Mayer has continued his researches in acoustics, determining the

conditions under which one sound may obliterate another.

C. A. Young, of Hanover, N. H., has devised a method by which the

spectra of higher orders (even to the eighth or tenth) produced by gratings,

can be used for spectroscopic work. These are to be preferred, as their

dispersion is greater, and lines which appear single in those of lower or-

ders are seen double in the eighth or tenth spectrum. Ordinarily these

spectra overlap, and Young separates them by refracting them with a prism

in a direction at right angles to the direction of the dispersion by the grat-

ing. With this contrivance he has just demonstrated the displacement

of lines in the solar spectrum due to solar rotation, thus proving the appli-

cability of Doppler*s principle of light— a theory which the researches of

Van der Willigen and Secchi had caused astronomers to doubt.

A. H. Rowland, of John Hopkins University, has made important stu-

dies in the distribution of magnetism in bar magnets. He reaches the

conclusion that hardening is more useful in short-bar magnets than in

needles, and that boring a hole in the centre of the magnet is, in general,

hurtful. J. Trowbridge, of Harvard, demonstrates experimentally that by
distributing the fine wire of an induction coil upon two straight electro-

magnets (instead of one), whose poles are provided with armatures con-

sisting of bundles of thin, soft iron plates, the strength of the spark is

increased 400 per cent, when large condensers are used.

A. S. Kimball, of the Worcester (Mass.) Institute of Industrial Science,

has investigated "Sliding Friction on an Inclined Plane," and finds that

the co-efficient of friction is a function of the velocity when the inclination
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of the plane is constant; that, with the same velocity, it increases with the

inclination.

Among our fellow-members, Prof. F. E. Nipher has devised a lecture

galvanometer, for lantern projection, which can be used in showing the

presence of thermo and induction currents, and can also be used as a

differential galvanometer. He has also shown the unequal distribution of

errors in numbers written from memory, and has devised a method of

measuring the strength of memory, an investigation in which he is yet

engaged. He has also continued his investigations on the laws of muscu-

lar exertion; and has devised new and curious experiments on binocular

vision.

ARCHAEOLOGY.

Much interesting work in this field has been done during the year by the

Davenport (Iowa) Academy of Science, No. i, vol. i., of whose Transac-

tions is largely given to the subject, and is most creditable. Mr. F. W.
Putnam has completed the work left unfinished by the late Jeffries Wy-
man, on the "Fresh-Water Shell Heaps of the St. John's River, Florida."

Our Academy has published the reports of observations and discoveries

made by Prof. Gage, respecting his examinations of mounds and graves

in Illinois, Mississippi, and Missouri, and also of those made by Mr. Co-

nant, near New Madrid, Mo., of remains of an ancient Indian town, and

the opening of mounds in which were found skeletons and pottery.

Prof. Potter and Dr. G. J. Engelmann, from the committee appointed

to examine mounds, have had surveys made of several fortified villages in

Southeast Missouri. Mounds have been opened, and skulls and pottery

obtained, the former characteristic of the mound-builder type. Graves

have been opened on the Illinois bluffs in St. Clair County, where skulls

of the type of the modern Indian were found. Some mounds examined in

the Okaw bottom yielded skeletons unaccompanied by pottery or weapons,

while stone graves and other mounds in the same vicinity inclosed frag-

ments of bones and pottery.

Mounds on the bluffs and in the bottom in the vicinity of the large

Monk's Mound, opened by Dr. F. C. A. Richardson, contained some skel-

etons. Messrs. Hilgard and Patrick, of Belleville, Illinois, have made a

careful and most valuable survey of Monk's Mound, and an interesting

discovery of burnt and broken human bones was made by Mr. Hilgard in

some of the stone graves opened by him on the Illinois bluffs. A num-
ber of the large series of mounds in the Arcadia Valley, Mo., were opened,

and nothing found; so also mounds on the Missouri River were opened

without result. Mr. Howland, of Buffalo, N. Y., made a most valuable

discovery of horn and copper in a mound near Alton.

The Academy has appropriated, in all, $120.31 to defray the expenses of

the committee, and most of the specimens obtained are in charge of Prof.

Potter, at Washington University, for want of room and cases in our pres-

ent quarters. Next to the publication of our Transactions and care of our

library, whatever funds we may have to spare cannot be more profitably

used than in prosecuting this Archaeological work.
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The interest created by the Archaeological work done by the committee

has resulted in the formation of an Archaeological Section of the Academy,

which organized on the ioth inst, and elected W. B. Potter, Chairman ;

F. F. Hilder, Secretary, and G. Hambach, Curator.

Division of labor is most desirable where the laborers are many and the

field of labor is large. Where, as in our own case, however, the laborers

are few, there is strength in union, and I question the wisdom of the sepa-

rate section, because it withdraws just so much from the interest and value

of the meetings of the main body, and all the sectional work could be done

by a committee. The American Association formed an Archaeological

section in 1S75, but the experience of 1876 proved the course unwise.

There were not enough papers to maintain continued interest in the sec-

tion, and those interested in maintaining it were kept from attending the

general Section B.
ZOOLOGY.

Many of the most interesting contributions in this department have

been made through Hayden's Bulletins of the U. S. Geological and Geo-

graphical Survey of the Territories. Mr. J. A. Allen has continued his

interesting papers on the "Geographical Variation in Birds and Mam-
mals"; and indeed the various laborers in this field of Zoology have been

so active that I must forego all mention of work in the different depart-

ments, and confine my remarks to the work in my own specialty more
particularly. The study of the Arthropoda is less popular than that of

the higher animals, but not less important. The Insecta alone in species

outnumber all other animals, and a glance at the Zoological Record, pub-

lished in London, England, is sufficient to show that the devotees of Ento-

mology equal in number those of all other branches of Zoology, and that

the literature of the subject is proportionally great.

Among the important contributions to Systematic Entomology, Le
Conte's long-looked for Rhyncofhora ofAmerica N. of Mexico holds high

rank, and is a most admirable and philosophical treatise of a difficult group

of beetles, which the author is led to believe are the oldest geologically,

and, consequently, the most synthetic of present Coleoptera. Packard's

Monograph of the Geomttrid Mvtks is a classical and admirable review of

an extensive family of moths Osten Sacken's Prodrome of the Tabani-

da? of the United States, and his papers on Syrphidae, are also noteworthy.

The Entomological Club of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science was very largely attended, and certain much-needed rules for

guidance in nomenclature discussed and partly adopted. A vast number
of Hubnerian generic terms, ignored by almost unanimous consent for the

best part of a century, have of late years been adopted by some of our

lepidopterists, and made to usurp the place of those which had been long

accepted and were familiar. It has come to such a pass that a paper

by an author who adopts the innovations is unintelligible even to the spe-

cialist. Few but those who proposed the changes have adopted them,

and the large majority of working lepidopterists believe that there is not

sufficient reason for flooding the science with such a mass of new terms.
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Two factions have thus grown up, and it is greatly to be desired that, by
the adoption of rules for guidance, harmonious views and harmonious
work may result.

The collections made by Capt. Fielden, of the British Arctic Expedition,

add some interesting and unexpected facts to our knowledge of the distri-

bution of insects upon the globe. Frail butterflies and moths, belonging

to families and genera common with us, were taken in Discovery Bay in

8i° 42' N. latitude, and some even a degree farther north; while a bum-
ble-bee and an Ichneumon-fly in Hymenoptera, and various mosquitos

(Culicidcz) and black-flies (Similiutn) in Diptera that were also collected,

show that honey-producers, parasitic species, and animal tormentors, exist

in those high latitudes.

Considerable progress has been made in Economic Entomology.

The Colorado potato-beetle has attracted much attention in the Eastern

States, and has abounded to that extent along the Atlantic coast, as not

only to destroy all potatoes, but to prove a positive nuisance to persons.

I lay before you a little pamphlet entitled Potato Pests, which largely

treats of this insect, and was published in order to meet the demands made
for the information in my earlier reports, which are no longer to be had.

I also lay before you a colored placard published by the German Govern-

ment, to be used on all vessels plying between the United States and Ger-

many, and which is a literal carrying out of my recommendations for

preventing the introduction of the pest into Europe. The Commissioners

of Customs in England have also published a similar order directing the

officers of the out-door department of the service to look for and destroy

any beetle answering a description which accompanies the order.

The Grape Phylloxera has continued to interest our grape-growers,

especially those of California, and to vitally concern the people of France.

The remedy still most practicable and most relied on is the grafting of

the susceptible European vine on to the resisting American varieties, as

recommended by me, and the demand for cuttings of some of our varieties

has not fallen far short of the 14,000,000 sent over in 1875-6. The issue of

the impregnated egg from the root-inhabiting type of this insect has been

proved to be the agamic gall-producing type, and the specific identity of

the two thus still more strongly and absolutely confirmed. There has been,

for some years past, no doubt on this point in the minds of all investiga-

tors who had given the subject most careful study; but the opposite view

was sustained and given a show of support by some very insufficient ex-

periments made by the entomologist to our Department of Agriculture.

Some of the researches in Economic Entomology in Missouri have

been laid, in outline, before the Academy, and others will appear in my
official report. I shall not detain you, therefore, with any account of my
own work. But there is one subject that cannot well be passed over; it

is the
LOCUST SCOURGE.

For us, the locust problem just now transcends all others in economic

entomology. It will be remembered, that, in opposition to contrary opin-
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ion widely circulated, I expressed my belief, a year ago, that in Missouri,

Kansas, and Nebraska, first, there would not hatch as many locusts in the

spring as would naturally hatch in ordinary seasons from indigenous spe-

cies; second, that, compared with other parts of the country, those States

ravaged by locusts in the spring and early summer of 1875 would enjoy the

greater immunity, during the same season of 1876, not only from locust

injuries, but from the injuries of most other noxious insects ; that, in short,

the people of the ravaged section had reason to be hopeful rather than

gloomy; that they certainly would not suffer in any general way from
locust injuries in the early season ; and that the only way in which thev

could suffer from the migrating pest was by fresh swarms, later in the year,

from the far Northwest.

Like the other opinions as to the future doings of this insect which I

had on previous occasions expressed, this last was fully warranted by sub-

sequent events, and the States mentioned have seldom enjoyed such immu.
nity from insect depredations as in the spring and summer of 1876. Later

in the year, however, the Rocky Mountain locust overran a large part of

the western country, and, while in most instances they came too late to

seriously affect maturing crops, they have laid eggs over large parts of

Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas, and Colorado, and in more restricted por-

tions of Iowa, Missouri, Texas, and Arkansas. Throughout the region

named, injury, more or less serious, may be expected next spring. Should
nine-tenths of the eggs be destroyed, there will yet hatch enough young
insects to devour everything green, if no steps be taken to prevent the

injury.

The winter has so far been favorable to the preservation of the eggs,

which, with few exceptions, are yet sound; and while much alternately

thawing and freezing weather between now and spring may destroy the

large bulk of these eggs, such a favorable result will not do to rely on.

Our farmers should expect the worst, and be prepared for it. "Forewarned,
forearmed." Indeed, I am glad to say that they are very generally antici-

pating and preparing, where two years ago they were comparatively indif-

ferent. They are profiting by the experience of 1874-5, an^ by what has,

of late years, been written upon the subject. This is more particularly the

case in Kansas, Nebraska, and Iowa,—and, I regret to say, less so in Mis-

souri ; for, in some of our counties that are threatened, there is no organ-

ization, and little preparation, to meet the enemy next spring. In our own
State the injury will be confined, as it always has been, and, I believe, ever

will be, to the western counties. The middle western counties, which most
suffered in 1875, i.e. the portion of the State in which the winged insects

reached farther east in 1874, and laid most eggs, will not suffer next spring.

Such are the counties of Platte, Clay, Jackson, Lafayette, Cass, Johnson,
Bates, Henry, Pettis, and Benton. In these counties the farmers have
little or nothing to fear, except as they receive a few straggling and com-
paratively harmless bevies of the winged locusts in June and July from the

neighboring country.
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THE COUNTIES THAT WILL SUFFER

are— ist, Atchison and Holt, and the western half of Nodaway and An-

drew, in the extreme northwest corner: 2nd, McDonald, Barry, Jasper,

Lawrence, Barton, Dade, Cedar, Vernon, more particularly in the south-

west half; Polk, in the northwest third; Hickory, in the southwest third;

and St. Clair, in scattering places.

The locusts came into all these counties last fall, very generally ate off

the fall wheat, and filled the ground, near its surface, with their eggs, in

most parts quite thickly; and in all of them we may expect more or less

injury next spring from the young locusts.

With few exceptions the wheat was killed, and the ground will have to

be resown in the spring. Having, in my official reports, treated fully of

the means to be adopted to prevent the injury, I will simply state that they

are sufficient, with concert of action, to enable the farmer to protect his

crops from the unfledged insects. Yet a State bounty law for the collection

and destruction of the eggs and young insects would greatly assist, and

I would earnestly urge our Legislature to enact some such law as I have

suggested on page 138 of my last report.

Against the winged hordes, as they sweep down from the northwest,

}he farmer is powerless, and it is the manifest duty of Congress to make

some effort to palliate an evil which is national in its character. My views

that the destructive swarms that sweep down upon our fertile valley have

their origin in the Rocky Mountain region of the northwest, are well

known to the members of the Academy. They have been very generally

accepted as correct, and Dr. Packard, editor of the American Naturalist,

in an article of the present month's issue of that journal, though confessing

himself at first skeptical as to the correctness of those views, indorses them

since his visit to Kansas and Colorado in 1S75.

The insect is not indigenous to Missouri and many of the other Western

States that it occasionally devastates, and there is much yet to learn of its

native habitat and breeding-places. There is not only a possibility, but

a strong probability, that, by having the proper investigations made, we

may be able to prevent its incursions into the more fertile country. As I

have elsewhere remarked, "The fact that the agriculture of the United

States is of equal importance with all other interests of the country com-

bined, is so often asserted and admitted that it needs no enforcing. This

industry not only feeds our own 40,000,000 mouths, but supplies the staff

of life to millions in foreign lands. Surely, then, it is most important to

study and investigate those causes which affect it injuriously and arrest its

development, among which injurious insects play such an active part.

"When, as in the past few years, the prosperity of nearly the whole

country between the Mississippi and the Rocky Mountains is jeopardized,

and the whole Nation suffers most sensibly from locust ravages, National

measures should be taken to investigate the causes, and to endeavor to

prevent the recurrence of such disasters in the future. Congress owes it

to the farmers of the West that some effort be made to relieve them, as far
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as it is in human power to do so, of this insect burden, which is doing

more than any other to crush them.

" In the present case, it is not merely the question of saving to the Na-

tion, in future, such vast sums of money as this insect has taken from the

producers of some of the Western States— amounting during the past few

years to nearly a hundred million dollars ; it is a question affecting the

welfare of whole commonwealths on this side of the Mississippi, and the

ultimate settlement of a vast tract of country extending from the base of

the Rocky Mountains eastward, to which settlement the ravages of the

locust in question offer the most serious obstacle."

A CONFERENCE OF THE GOVERNORS

of Missouri, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Minnesota, and Dakota,

was held at Omaha last October, to consider this all-important locust pro-

blem, and I lay a copy of the official report before you. The conference

memorialized Congress on the subject, and asked for a Commission of five,

to consist of three entomologists and two practical men of experience with

the locusts, to be appointed by the Chief of the Geological and Geographi-

cal Survey of the Territories, and approved by the Secretary of the Inte-

rior, the duty of which Commission it shall be to examine into the history,

nature and habits of the insects, and to suggest means of destroying them,

and remedies against their ravages; and it asks, for this purpose, that the

sum of $25,000 be added to that part of the sundry civil appropriation bill

providing for said survey of the Territories in order to pay the expenses

and salaries of such Commission.

The National Agricultural Congress, at its meeting in Philadelphia last

September, unanimously prayed for similar action, and many prominent

agricultural and horticultural societies in the West have done likewise. I

have for three years pleaded for some such national legislation, and let us

hope that the demands being made will not go unheeded. The time is

most opportune, for a Commission created this winter would have an

opportunity, that may not occur again for years, of studying and experi-

menting on the young insects from Texas on the South and Missouri on

the East, in addition to their investigations in the extreme Northwest.

The study of plants having always been a favorite one with naturalists,

the rough botanical work of naming and classifying them has, in Europe,

been pretty well accomplished, there being scarcely any new forms to be

discovered, except, perhaps, among the Cryptogamia. Botanical study

has there, as a consequence, legitimately turned to the structure and func-

tions of the different parts, and our European friends begin to look down,

perhaps a little too proudly, on systematic work, which is not less essen-

tial than the other, and must always precede it. As Americans we

have enough to do yet to master the mass of material, and, while not

neglecting anatomy and physiology, must needs study the forms, their

development and affinities. Thus the Flora of California, the first part
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of which has just been published in the report of the California Geological

Survey, gives a most important and long-needed account of the vegetation

of the Pacific coast, so different in manj respects from that of the eastern

part of the continent. The Gamopetala? are by Gray, and the Polypetalae

by Watson and Brewer. Up to this time we have had no connected his-

tory of the Flora of the whole United States. The classical Flora of Torrey
and Gray, published nearly forty years ago, but never completed, remained
far behind the progress of the science. Later work has been scattered in

numerous isolated journals or other publications—often difficult of access.

Botanists, therefore, hail with delight the announcement that Prof. Gray
has now passing through the press his Synopsis of the Flora of N. A. It

is eagerly looked for both at home and abroad. Many other laborers in

this field have, during the year, contributed their share, and the papers

presented by Mr. Meehan to the Philadelphia Academy of Science are

particularly noteworthy. Mr. Meehan is conservative, and does excellent

work. An ardent observer, he seems to delight in the discovery of excep-

tional facts that seem opposed to the general observations and conclusions

of some of the leading workers in botany, and from this tendency not

unfrequently attaches too much importance to such exceptional facts, but

even misconstrues the real facts. In recent papers on the " Fertilization

of Flowers by Insect Agency," he has insisted on the scarcity of insects in

the Rocky Mountains, and the non-scarcity of seed in the colored flowering

plants there. In truth, however, as I know from my own experience and that

of others, no region is richer in pollinigerous and pollinizing species,—the

Hymenoptera, and the Mordellidse and the Meloidae in Coleoptera, being

exceedingly abundant, and the Diptera also abounding, especially the more
hirsute Tachinida?, that are particularly well adapted to carrj pollen. Our
honored member, Dr. Engelmann, has given us an exhaustive paper on
the interesting Agaves, naming one of the most elegant species after our
esteemed fellow-citizen, Mr. Henry Shaw; also a preliminary study of the

difficult American Oaks, which is a most valuable and highly appreciated

contribution to the classification of the genus.

Few who have not done similar work appreciate the amount of labor and

close application in the closet which such a.philosophical resume implies,

.of a subject that has before been treated of at so many hands ; and it is

interesting to note that in this, as in all other monographic work where
large experience is brought to bear, the tendency is to greatly reduce the

number of previously accepted species, and thus add weight to the assump-

tion of evolutionists, that species have a conventional rather than a real

existence in nature.

In cryptogamic Botany, the articles by Prof. W. G. Farlow in the Bul-

letin of the Bussey Institution are noteworthy. The work of the micro-

scopist to the department of Agriculture in this line has often been

open to criticism; and, after the fungus caricatures and unimpressive

dissertations that have on some occasions appeared in the pages of the

reports from said Department, it is refreshing to read Prof. Farlow's papers

on Black Knot, Grapevine Mildew, and other destructive funguses.
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EVOLUTION.

The visit of Prof. Huxley to America must be looked upon as an event

in the progress of evolution in this country—not that he laid before us

anything new, but because he brought in succinct form, and so conspicu-

ously before the public, some of the best arguments in favor of the doc-

trine. All great truths that oppose long established popular belief must

needs belong to the few when nascent. Struggling to overcome the em-

bargo which prejudice and ignorance always set in their path, they at last

win acceptance from the mass of thinking men, who by that time wonder

how there could ever have been serious objection to the new light. The
doctrine of evolution has very nearly reached this second stage : and it must

be gratifying to those who from the first accepted Darwin's conclusions,

to be able to witness the revolution that has taken place on the subject in

the minds of naturalists, and is fast taking place in the minds of the

people. Seven years ago, in discussing the theory of natural selection as

exemplified in two of our common butterflies, I stated my belief that the

idea of the development of species by a conceivable process would in time

not only supersede the old idea of special creation, with naturalists—that

it would come to be recognized as a law : but that the liberal-minded theo-

logian would come to revere the names of men like Darwin, who help to a

higher conception of creation, "instead of anathematizing them, and charg-

ing to their doctrines those atheistic tendencies which in times past have

been vainly charged to those of so many other great, clear-thinking, dis-

covering minds." Late events have justified the belief. Future events will,

I believe, justify it further, since, in my humble opinion, the idea of evolu-

tion is founded on fact, and, like a gem freed from the deposits which for

ages have hidden its lustre, will shine all the brighter as the obstacles

which surround it are removed by the light of truth.

Professor Gray has done good service in bringing together his various

essays on Darwinism under the title of Darwiniana. Always interesting

and enjoyable, Professor Gray tells heavily against the popular but erro-

neous idea that Darwinism is atheistic, by showing how ably it may be

supported by "one who is scientifically and in his own fashion a Darwin-

ian, philosophically a convinced theist, and religiously an acceptor of the

'creed commonly called the Nicene' as the exponent of Christian faith."

In treating of the considerations which have led so many working natural-

ists to accept the derivative hypothesis. Prof. Gray uses the following lan-

guage, which I strongly commend to those who find fault with Darwinians

for nofdiscussing or attempting to explain the remote origin of life : "They
leave to polemical speculators the fruitless discussion of the question

whether all species came from one or two, or more; they are trying to

grasp the thing by the near, not by the farther end, and to ascertain, first

of all, whether it is probable or provable that present species are descend-

ants of former ones which were like them, but less and less like them the

farther back we go."
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GEOGRAPHICAL.

Explorations in many unexplored or little known parts of the world

have been carried on, and the different Government expeditions in our

own country have been particularly active. The return of the British

Arctic Expedition created an unusual interest, and the scheme which Capt.

Howgate, of the Signal Service, has lately advocated for successfully reach-

ing the North Pole, by establishing temporary colonies north of lat. Si°

N., near the shore of Lady Franklin's Bay, is well worthy, the consideration

of Congress.
METEOROLOGICAL.

The tornado in Warren County, Iowa, was among the most serious and

disastrous that have been known in this part of the country, and that

in St. Charles County, in our own State, was quite severe; but all our

meteorological excesses dwindle into insignificance <is one reads of the ter-

rible nature of the late hurricane in the East Indies, which engulfed whole

islands and towns, and sent hundreds of thousands of human beings to

untimely death.

The meteor that passed over this region, from S.W. Kansas to N.W.

Pennsylvania, on the evening of the 21st of last December, was one of the

most brilliant ever witnessed here.

The work of the Signal Service continues to grow in popular favor

and in usefulness, and the appearance of the volume just published by the

Smithsonian Institution, entitled "Tables of the Distribution and Varia-

tion of the Atmospheric Temperature in the United States," marks an im-

portant event in Meteorology.

The Meteorological Congress, assembled at Vienna in 1873, submitted

a proposition urging the establishment of stations for taking one simulta-

neous observation daily, of such character as to be suitable for the prepa-

ration of synoptic charts. Immediate organization was begun, and by

July 1, 1875, when the first International map was issued from the Signal

Office at Washington, reports were received from 26S stations, so distri-

buted as to carry the observations all around the Northern hemisphere on

land. Since that time the number of stations has been increased to 397,

and now, with the view of further extending the system, General Myer

has succeeded in getting the cooperation of the Navy Department, which

has issued orders to commanders of all vessels to have one observation

made daily on all ships, wherever situated, at 7:35 a.m., Washington

mean time. It is hoped that the similar cooperation of all nations will be

received.
OUR TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS.

At the annual meeting for 1873 we resolved from that time forth to pub-

lish the Journal of Proceedings in installments of sixteen pages, and that

it be the Recording Secretary's duty to prepare an official report of said

proceedings for the press, the pages to be numbered in Roman numerals.

This was accompanied by other resolutions providing for the speedy pub-
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lication of papers accepted for the Transactions. The object sought by the

resolution was to keep the work of the Academy before the world, and to

encourage contributors by giving them printed copies of their contribu-

tions as soon as possible. The different signatures are to be kept by the

publishers until such time as enough have accumulated to make a num-
ber. There is indeed much to be gained in this gradual method of pub-

lishing, over the former custom of waiting till sufficient material for a

number had accumulated ; and it is to be regretted that we have not issued

one or two signatures of Proceedings since our last number was distributed.

The custom of publishing an official abstract of our Proceedings in the

Western^ to some extent renders less urgent the strict carrying out of said

resolutions, and the editors of the magazine deserve our sincere thanks for

their courtesy; nevertheless, the reports therein published are necessarily

condensed, and I would respectfully call our Recording Secretary's atten-

tion to the resolutions. Many of the subjects discussed at our meetings

are interesting to the public, but lose much by the time our Transactions

are distributed, and we should endeavor to let shine what little light we
may possess, and not to be too exclusive. We should also endeavor to

send out at least one number of our Transactions each year, however small

the number may be, or even if composed principally of proceedings. We
owe it to the large number of home and foreign societies which so liberally

exchange with us.

OUR LIBRARY.

Our library increases rapidly with the annual addition of our exchanges,

and forms to-day the only general collection of scientific works in the city,

and the best west of the Alleghanies. For two or three years very little

work has been done upon it, except as the Academy has appropriated

money therefor. Our Librarian has been at the same time Librarian

of the Public School Library, and his care, or rather non-care, of our

exchanges has neither deserved nor received much praise. While, how-
ever, we may regret that Mr. Bailey has, from cause whatsoever, taken

little interest in the Academy or its library of late, it must not be forgotten

that he has excuse : ist. In the stated lack of shelf room ; 2d. In our agree-

ment with the Public School Board, one clause of which reads as follows :

" All books in the form of collections or libraries which are deposited by

said parties in the building aforesaid to be placed under the care of the

managers of the Public School Library, to be kept together and used as a

reference library exclusively; members of the Public School Library to

have the privilege of using said collections; members of the organizations

owning said collections or libraries to pay the same fees that annual sub-

scribers to the Public School Library pay (not to exceed three dollars per

annum), provided that said members use said collections; said libraries

and collections to be classified and catalogued by parties owning the same,

or at least under their direction."

BUILDING—MUSEUM.
Soon after we were burned out of house and home, in May, 1869, the

Board of Public Schools most generously offered us quarters, and we have
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regularly met ever since in this Polytechnic building, and had our library

and the remnant of our museum herein deposited. Our meetings were

first held in the northeast corner room of the third floor, then in the south-

east corner of the same, and, finally, in this session room. An agreement

was entered into between the Academy and the Board in December, 1S6S,

and as, by some strange oversight, no copy thereof was transferred to the

minutes, there are few of our memb rs who fully understand the terms of

agreement. From the original document, which I have been at some pains

to procure, and which I lay before the Academy for preservation in its

archives, it appears that neither party to the contract can dissolve it until

notice has been given at least six months prior by the party intending

such dissolution to the other party of the contract. In this connection, it

is proper to recall that nearly five years ago. or in February, 1S72, Dr. J.

B. Johnson encouraged us to believe that a gift of $1,200 or $1,500 might

be made to the Society: whereupon he was appointed a committee of one

to act on the subject. As we have never had a definite report, I would

suggest the dismissal of the committee. Subsequently, by deed dated June

S. 1S72, the late James H. Lucas donated to the Historical Society and the

Academy a lotof ground for building purposes on the south side of Locust

street, in block 515. Unfortunately the deed was conditional, and unless

built upon within five years after conveyance of the deed, the lot reverts to

the donor. This, added to the fact that two societies are equally to share

the lot, may perhaps explain why the gift has hitherto remained unavaila-

ble. Soon after the donation there were held frequent meetings of a joint

committee from the two societies, appointed to get subscriptions and ob-

tain plans and estimates for a building. By direction of this committee,

two plans forabuilding have been made—one at an estimated cost offrom

$60,000 to $80,000, the other at from $40,000 to $50,000. At a joint meet-

ing of the two societies, December 2, 1872, a separate Finance Committee
was appointed, consisting of S. B. Johnson, Silas Bent, and Albert Todd,

on the part of the Historical Society, and Dr. McPheeters, Mr. Lynch, and

Enno Sander, on the part of the Academy. A stock subscription book has

been opened and $1,200 subscribed; beyond this, little if anything has

resulted from the labors of this committee, and I would suggest the ap-

pointment of a fresh one. This question of a building is most vital to the

success of our Academy. By the terms of the deed, the Lucas lot is sub-

ject to forfeiture by the Sth of June next, unless by that time the erection

of a building for the uses of the societies shall be begun in good faith, and

completed " without unreasonable delay," and it is for us to determine

whether to forfeit our claim, or make a vigorous effort to secure it for all

future.

Nothing is so essential to our prosperity as a permanent abode, where
we can have our meetings in the midst of our specimens and surrounded

by our library. Such surroundings have a stimulating influence, and the

museum increases the interest of papers or discussions by furnishing illus-

trations. The early prosperity of the society was in no small measure due

to the commodious rooms granted by Col. O'Fallon, and we must never
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expect greatly increased prosperity until we settle in quarters of our own.

I care not how plain and unpretending a building we commence with.

Let it only be recognized as the St. Louis Academy of Science, and we
shall receive a support from the citizens of St. Louis such as we can hardly

hope for under existing circumstances. Under the protection of the Board

of Public Schools our library and cabinet are lost on the public as a dis-

tinctive feature of the Academy, and they are, and have been for some time,

so cramped that there is no possible room for expansion. Go to New
York, Buffalo, Albany, Philadelphia, Boston, Cambridge, Baltimore,

Chicago, San Francisco, and the museum is one of the city institutions.

Instructive as well as entertaining, it is one of the first things sought by

the visitor from abroad. Many minor towns have their museums ; and yet

St. Louis, the fourth city of the Union, still lacks one. Are we not ourselves

largely to blame? I cannot believe that the wealthy men of this city are

so lacking in public spirit and liberality that they would, if properly ap-

pealed to, refuse to rear a structure that would be a credit to us and to them.

The Academy of Science is one of the institutions of St. Louis, and in

proportion as it is honored before the world, in that proportion does the

city profit. "Cast thy bread upon the waters, for thou shalt find it after

many days." The liberal support of an academy of science, the proper

encouragement of scientific research, are among the things that not only

redound to the honor and credit of a community, but which may be, and

almost always are, productive of increased material welfare and pros-

perity.

The comforts and conveniences of present civilized existence are almost

entirely due to achievements in the domain of science, applied to human
requirements ; and the field of discovery is still open before us. When
the State of New York supports a State Museum of Natural History at

Albany, and the City of New York appropriates $500,000 for a museum
building; when Philadelphia subscribes a still greater sum for a like pur-

pose,—surely St. Louis ought not to beg long for $40,000! St. Louis, by

her central position, would naturally attract and receive the bulk of the

very rich treasures constantly gathered from the bosom of the Mississippi

Valley, did she offer inducement to collectors in the way of a substantial

and safe museum building. She centres a region unsurpassed in the

wealth of its archaeological, ethnological, geological, mineralogical, and

natural history specimens; and the records of the past fascinating history

of this valley, which rightfully belong to us, have been and are now fast

passing from our reach, and enriching Eastern and foreign museums.

For reasons sufficiently apparent, many of the most successful collectors of

museum material remain single, or, if married, are intestate; if the col-

lector have a family, the children generally inherit different tastes. In

either case the tendency on the part of such collector is to will his collec-

tion to some institution that will duly care for and appreciate it. Without

a building we cannot profit by this tendency. But the need of such a build-

ing is urgent and obvious, and I am glad that, by recent resolution, the

next meeting of the Academy is set apart for consideration of this subject.
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I shall not anticipate that discussion by giving you in advance my views

as to the best ways and means of obtaining one; but let me express the

hope that something feasible and practical will result from it.

WHAT HAVE WE ACCOMPLISHED?

Many of our citizens, and some who are good paying members of the

Academy, but who do not attend its meetings, occasionally ask, " What
have we done, or are doing?" The cry of cut bono? is always heard in

this practical age. Our Society, for reasons already stated, bounded into

prosperity soon after its organization. The war and the fire checked that

prosperity, and we lost a museum that was fairly representative of the

general Zoology and Botany of this region, and contained many valuable

specimens in Comparative Anatomy, Ethnology, Palaeontology, Geology,

and Mineralogy. Since the fire we have been creeping along slowly but

progressively, and, notwithstanding there is room for improvement, we

have
JUST CAUSE FOR CONGRATULATION.

When I go back in mind to my early connection with the Academy, and

remember the trials of 1869, when, in mourning the loss of workers like

Shumard and Baumgarten, in addition to that of our museum, scarce a

half dozen of us gathered around our ever faithful Recording Secretary,

the late Spencer Smith; when our Associate Members numbered not fifty,

and we were in debt and unable to publish our Proceedings ; when I recall

those critical days, and then consider what we have done in the past few

years, I feel that we have cause for congratulation. We have during the

year published No. 3 of vol. iii. of the Transactions, and, as our Corre-

sponding Secretary's report shows, there is an increasing demand for the

different numbers of our publications, 385 numbers having been disposed

of by exchange and 35 numbers sold. This number contains, with many
fine illustrations, articles on the following subjects :—Iron Manufacture in

Missouri, Schmidt; Remarks on Canker-worms and Description of a new

Genus in Phsehenidse, Riley; Notes on the Natural History of the Grape

Phylloxera, Riley; On a New Form of Lecture Galvanometer, Nipher

:

Notes on Agave, Engelmann ; Notes on the Yucca Borer, Riley; The

Rocky Mountain Locust and the Season of 1875, Broadhead ; The Meteor

of December 27, 1875, Broadhead; Archaiology in Missouri, Conant; Age

of our Porphyries, Broadhead; Oaks of the United States, Engelmann.

Among the minor communications of the year the following may be

mentioned :—Meteorology of 1875, Engelmann ; American Antiquities,

Holmes; Porphyritic Rocks of Southeast Missouri, Broadhead ; Mounds

of New Madrid, Conant; Meteorology of March, Engelmann; On Distri-

bution of Errrors in Numbers written from Memory, Nipher; Oviposi-

tion of Leucania unipuncta, Riley; Man and the Elephant in Nebraska,

Holmes; Grape and Oak Fungi, Engelmann; Periodical Cicada, Riley

;

Entomological Notes, Riley; Centennial Insects, Riley; On Lignites, Pot-

ter; Binocular Vision, Nipher; Geographical Range of Species, Riley;
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Sago Palm, Engelmann ; On the most Favorable Manner of applying

Muscular Work, Nipher.

During the year we have elected 19 Associate and 6 Corresponding

Members, and we now have 2 Life and 109 Associate Members. Death

has taken 3 members from us, viz., Mr. Pomeroy, Mr. A. Steitz, and Dr.

M. M. Pallen, one of the founders of the Academy. We have paid out

$120.31 for archaeological work, $94.62 for cataloguing and other work

on the library, and $525.08 for publishing our Transactions. There is,

nevertheless, a balance in the treasury of $159.71.

THE JETTIES—CAPT. EADS.

Our Academy may also feel justly proud of the magnificent engineering

achievements of one who has twice honored the chair which I now resign,

and whose fame will never fade so long as our city has a history. The
result of Capt. Eads's work in building the South Pass jetties has not only

demonstrated the soundness of the theory on which he has acted, but has

already secured an open channel to the Gulf of Mexico more than twenty

feet in depth and two hundred feet in width. This gives to the distin-

guished projector of this great national work his first payment of half a

million, and the work still goes on, deepening and widening the channel

from day to day. Its complete consummation, with a permanent channel

of thirty feet, will be worth untold millions to the West and to the whole

world.
CONCLUSION.

And now, not to weary you, let me say that, while we lack many of the

material requirements of an efficient scientific body, we have a rich and

boundless field for^ observation before us. It has been frequently remarked

in Europe that the scientific work of institutions is, in intrinsic value, in

inverse ratio to the magnitude of their buildings, or elegance and costli-

ness of their Memoirs. Let us take courage from this experience, and

remember that our present inability to build up the more outward evi-

dences of labor does not neccessarily preclude real investigation.

Unfortunately, such outward signs, together with immediate usefulness,

are more apt to invoke popular favor and support than the quiet pursuit of

science for truth's sake. The brilliant discoveries of a Morse, a Fulton, a

Stephenson, a Faraday, which invoke universal admiration, are the excep-

tion, and few men not engaged in the work of science appreciate what she

is accomplishing for the amelioration of the race; and our business men,
engrossed with their daily commercial pursuits, and frequently duped by
scientific charlatans, are too apt to consider scientific men visionary and

impractical. Did they pay more deference to science—did they more lib-

erally encourage scientific work,—they would suffer less from such pre-

tenders. Only those who have made some progress in knowledge become
aware of how little they know, and are able to discriminate between the

bogus and the real ; and the failure to thus discriminate has been produc-

tive of more loss to our commerce, and our industries generally, than

would have liberally endowed all the scientific institutions in the land.
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As Dr. Draper, in his late address before the Chemical Society, well

remarks:— "There are among us some persons who deprecate science

merely through illiterate arrogance ; there are some who, incited by super-

ficiality, * * * dislike it; there are some who hate because they fear

it, and many because they find it in conflict with their interests. * * *

Let us not return railing for railing ; but, above all, let us deliver unflinch-

ingly to others the truths that Nature has delivered to us." Let us, I may
add, as members of the Academy, endeavor to teach that, while man is

the interpreter of Nature, science is its right interpretation. Let us, in

entering this, the twenty-first year of our Academy's existence— this

second centenary of our republic, so darkened by political complications

—

determine to do all we can for the advancement of science, which is the

great power of the age.

The election of officers then took place, with the following

result

:

President—Charles V. Riley.

1st Vice-President—George Engelmann.

2nd Vice-President—Silas Bent.

Corresponding Secretary—Nathaniel Holmes.

Recording Secretary—F. E. Nipher.

Treastirer—Enno Sander.

Librarian—
Board of Curators—W. B. Potter, G.J. Engelmann, J. R.

Gage.

Geo. W. Letterman presented the Academy with the egg-case

of a shark, and some mollusk shells, from Atlantic City.

The names of Prof. Crunden, Dr. O. C. Bates, and B. I. Van
Court, were proposed for associate membership, while those of

Gustavus Hilgard, J. Weber, and John Koelle, were proposed

for corresponding membership.

February 5, 1877.

C. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Thirteen members present.

The President stated that, at a former meeting, the Academy
had resolved to make the consideration of securing a proper place

for the Academy meetings the special order of business for the

present meeting.
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After transacting the business of the evening, the following

elections were made : Prof. F. M. Crunden, O. C. Bates, and B.

I. Van Court, were elected Associate Members; and G. Hilgard,

and I. Weber, of Belleville, Ills., and John Koelle, of Berkner

Station, Ills., were elected Corresponding Members.

February 19, 1877.

C. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Eight members present.

Dr. Engelmann presented several botanical publications to the

Academy in behalf of Agostino Todaro, of Palermo ; also a num-
ber of concretions, resembling unio shells in form, from Walter

H. Darby.

Dr. Engelmann stated that a specimen of Agave Shawii, de-

scribed by him in former papers, is now in bloom in the green-

house of Mr. Shaw. This plant came from the Mexican boundarv

line south of San Diego. The scape has been growing since

August last, and is now about 7 feet high and nearly 3 inches

through. Although the individual flowers are not showy, the

plant as a whole is very striking in appearance.

Judge Holmes gave an interesting resume of recent researches

on the geographical distribution of animals, and was requested

to prepare a paper on the subject for publication in the Trans-

actions.

Prof. H. C. Ives and Charles Taylor were elected to associate

membership.

March 5, 1877.

C. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Ten members present.

Mr. Hilder introduced to the Academy Mr. F. W. Sidney-

Hamilton, late of the British navy, who entered into an interest-

ing relation of his observations and experiences in Southeastern

Africa. He stated that about five years ago he had taken a
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trading and exploring company up into the regions of the Lim-

popo and Zambeze Rivers, and into the Blueberg Mountains.

His progress was checked by the ravages of the tsetze fly, which

is so fatal to horses and cattle, and he remained for several days in

an almost circular valley of considerable extent at the foot of the

Blueberg Mountains. He noticed a ridge of rock that had the

appearance of a wall or fortification, and seemed to almost encom-

pass the valley, and, on inquiry among the Kafirs, he learned that

it was the remains of an aqueduct that had some time or other

supplied an extensive city with water. The wall in some cases

crossed crevices or depressions, and then, instead of continuing as

a solid wall, it was continued by a row of pillars, on the top of

which rested the aqueduct. As viewed from a distance, the work-

manship was excellent. He saw nothing resembling the arch in

any of these constructions. He was unable to visit the ruins of

the city as a war was waging between the native tribes. With

his glass, however, he could make out a watch-tower of very old

style, built of stone, with elevated lookouts provided with loop-

holes. He found large quantities of glazed tiles, evidently of

ancient manufacture, some of bright vermillion and some of blue

color. He also saw very large mounds, evidently artificial. During

the few days he remained, many interesting relics were brought

to the camp by natives living near the ruins of the old city. One
native brought a lot of sweet potatoes in an old bronze helmet

:

another person brought a very old double-edged sword, of Byzan-

tine style ; a piece of breast-plate was also secured. Numerous
circumstances went to show that a superior race of people had,

many hundred years ago, occupied that valley. Among other

things, he got a very small article resembling a "castle" or "rook"

in chess, which was made of copper, silver and bronze, and

which had evidently been subjected to great heat. The people

or tribes who had lived there for many generations could give no

account of the people who left these relics, but all admitted that

they must have been a very superior race. About the same time,

Mauch discovered relics evidently of the same race of people at

Zimbava. A rite similar to circumcision is practised among
the Kafirs, and the youths are generally taken in numbers to

some valley in the mountains to have it performed, while at the

entrance to the valley a rock-snake {Python) is suspended on a
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pole. No one seems to have any knowledge as to where or how

this custom originated, but it has been handed down from genera-

tion to generation.

Speaking of the immense gold resources of the Abyssinian

country, he stated that there were old pits that had evidently been

dug hundreds of years ago, and that mam- persons believed that

this was the land of the Queen of Sheba. He also stated that fire-

arms are not effective in the hands of the natives ; for the Kafirs

have a notion that a rifle shoots the hardest when the sight is

raised highest, and consequently if the enemy is at close quarters

the shooting is not effective, the balls invariably passing over the

heads of the persons shot at.

Mr. Nipher exhibited a radiometer, and in answer to questions

gave some of the results of the latest investigations upon the theory

of its action.

Dr. G. J. Engelmann exhibited a sandstone statuette of crude

workmanship, which had been handed him by Mr. Lee, of Kirk-

wood, a Corresponding Member. It was donated by Gen. A. G.

Wilson, of Tennessee, and was turned up by a plow on his farm

about ten miles from Nashville. Dr. Engelmann said that he

knew of only two other such specimens— one owned by Dr.

Patrick, of Belleville, and the other by a gentleman at Anna, Illi-

nois. This specimen, like the others, exhibited none of the Indian

characteristics, but the features, outline of face, and position, all

corresponded with the figures on the pottery made by the Mound-
builders.

Mr. Hilder exhibited a miniature copy of the London Times,

brought to Paris by a carrier pigeon during the siege.

Dr. G. Engelmann made a few remarks in regard to the vernal

development of vegetation. He stated that there were marked
individual differences in this regard. Several soft maples, near

Shaw's Garden, were already far advanced and began to bloom

two weeks ago, while others near them are quite backward. He
also stated that the extremes of development from year to year

were about a month apart. In the years 1842 and 1S43, the times

of average development were nearly at the observed limits, spring

vegetation being over a month later in 1843 than in 1S42.

Dr. G. Seyffarth, of Yorkville, N. Y., and L. de Koninck, of

Liege, Belgium, were elected Corresponding Members.
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March 19, 1877.

A. Todd in the chair.

Eight members present.

The following note from Mr. G. C. Broadhead was read by the

Secretary :

METEOR OF JANUARY 3, 1877.

In Sec. 2, T. 46, R. 2 W., Warren County, Missouri, in the valley of a

tributary of Charette, about sunrise, whilst Wm. H. Lee, D. McLane, Wil-

ford Lee and John H. Hanna were grinding axes, they heard a sound at

first resembling a steam-whistle, approaching from a great distance in the

northwest, growing louder as it approached, and somewhat resembling the

noise produced by the passage of a cannon ball through the air. Looking
up they saw something strike the limb of a tree and fall with a crash to the

ground. Approaching the spot, about seventy-five yards from where the

men were, they found a mass of broken stone of unusual appearance and

hot enough to melt the snow and frozen ground (there was about five

inches of snow on the hard frozen ground). The men found the smaller

pieces warm, but not too warm to handle. The mass was much broken,

and from fragments collected it was estimated to have been about eighteen

inches long, sugar-loaf shaped, and weighing something less than a hun-

dred pounds, and having a black crust on it about one-sixteenth of an inch

thick. No explosion was heard. Examining the spot, I find that the bolide

came from the northwest crushing through the trees, breaking in two a

grape-vine one and a half inches in diameter, and a sugar-tree limb an inch

in diameter. Striking the side of a tree near the ground, a portion flew

off at right angles to the left about sixty or seventy feet, scattering mam-
small fragments about. The main mass went into the ground about four

inches, shivering much of it into dust, and throwing many pieces into the

dry gravelly bed of a stream sixty feet in front. Many very small pieces

were found scattered about, but searchers have picked up nearly all, includ-

ing those of minute size. I cannot hear that any noise was heard away
from the spot, or anything seen.

G. C. Broadhead.
Pleasant Hill, Mo.

Prof. Potter exhibited a few fragments of this meteorite which

had been sent to him. No examination of it has yet been made,

but it appears trachytic, with very fine metallic grains dissemi-

nated through it.

H. B. Howland, of Buffalo, and F. W. Putnam, of Salem, Mass.,

were elected Corresponding Members.
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Afril 2, 1877.

A. Todd in the chair.

Ten members present.

W. B. Potter, chairman of the Archaeological Section, made a

monthly report, of which the following is an abstract:

The total number of members is at present eighteen, of whom fourteen

are Associate and four Corresponding Members.

A valuable collection of stone implements from the Arcadian

Valley, in Iron County, Mo., has been presented by Mr. Thomas
A. Robinson, of Arcadia.

An expedition has been planned for a thorough exploration of

certain mounds of Southeastern Missouri during the present

spring, and it is to be desired that the Academy aid in the en-

terprise.

The Academy voted the sum of one hundred dollars ($100) for

the use of the Section.

Dr. G. Engelmann made the following report on

THE METEOROLOGY OF MARCH, 1S77.

After a very cold December, 10 degrees below the average of 42 years,

and a cold January, 2£ degrees below the average, we had a very mild

February, 4^ degrees above the average, and by the mildness of that month
the character of last winter was so much modified, that it was not one of

the coldest in that period ; still it fell nearly 3 degrees below the average,

and only six winters out of forty-two were colder, among them those of

two, four, and five years ago.

February was so very constantly moderate, that the temperature in the

warmest part of the day always ranged above the freezing point. Animal as

well as vegetable life felt the genial influence of coming spring. Geese and
swans returned northward. Bluebirds appeared again, and on the 17th I

observed open blossoms on a number of soft maple trees (Acer dasycar-

J>um), while our elms a few days afterwards prepared to burst their buds.

But colder weather soon checked them, and March with 9 degrees on the

4th, 6 degrees on the 9th, and heavy snows on the 8th and especially on
the 24th, put us back seemingly into mid-winter. Thus these maples and
elms are not in bloom yet; the earlier were killed, and the later have not

yet recovered.

The winter was an extremely dry one, especially in December, and also

in February; but March has given us (and the agriculturists are especiallv

thankful for it) plenty of rain and snow — nearly four inches— while the

three preceding months together had not more than half as much.
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Theodore C. Link, Augustus Krieckhaus, and Oscar W. Collet

were elected to associate membership.

April 16, 1877.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann, Vice-President, in the chair.

Fourteen members present.

The Corresponding Secretary read a letter from Dr. L. de

Koninck, with acknowledgments for his election as Correspond-

ing Member.

The Corresponding Secretary read by title a paper by Dr. G.

SeyrFarth on " The Correction of the Present Theory of the

Moon's Motions, deduced from the Record of Classic Eclipses,"

which was referred to the Publication Committee.

Mr. Nipher exhibited an apparatus designed to give an alarm

in case of fire breaking out in a building, a bell being guaranteed

to strike as soon as there was heat enough to perceptibly raise the

temperature ; also an apparatus which would infallibly detect any

negligence on the part of anight watchman in making his rounds.

In his explanation he said :

The best way to prevent the loss of life and property by fire is to prevent the

fire. There are two methods of discovering fires in their early stages : one

by the use of night watchmen, the other by the use of automatic heat-alarms.

Either of these means may be used alone, but it is better to combine them.

For controlling the movements of the night watchman many devices have

been put before the public. Without stopping to point out the particular

failings of any of them, I only need to say that the instrument should

fulfill these two conditions : it must be so constructed that it will not get out

of order; and, second, it must be so arranged that the watchman cannot

tamper with it without immediate and certain detection. This instrument

which we have here, invented and manufactured by Chas. Heissler, fulfills

both of these conditions in a very satisfactory way. It requires a battery

in the office, from which two wires lead to each station the watchman is to

visit, connecting them with a key. Connection is also made in the same

circuit with a recording instrument, kept in the office. The watchman

makes his rounds, changing all the keys, turning them all to the right and

then to the left in successive rounds. The changing of the keys reverses

the current in the recording instrument, where a little pencil at the

completion of each round marks a line on a time-dial showing when the

watchman finished his round. Should any one key be omitted, the cir-

cuit will be open and no record made. If the current is closed twice in

succession without the reversal of the keys, it is shown on the recording

instrument.
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The heat-alarm is an instrument which, by ringing a bell, indicates any

rise in the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere. The instrument

can be adjusted, if desired, so as to ring the bell on the approach of a man,

the radiant heat of the human body being sufficient to affect the instru-

ment at a distance of two feet. The heat of a spirit lamp will set it ringing

from a distance of two feet. The instrument can be most delicately set in

basements and places where an even temperature is maintained. It can be

set for any temperature, and has been successfully introduced into hotels.

The principle of the heat-alarm depends upon the unequal expansion of

brass and steel. Two strips of these metals, four inches long, are soldered

together along their entire length. One end being fastened to a firm sup-

port, the warping of the bar on being heated or cooled is made to close a

circuit and ring a bell. Of course, it may be used as a cold-air indicator.

Mr. Nipher asserted that these instruments had been brought to such

perfection, that any building which was worth protecting might easily be

so protected that it need not burn. If the heat-alarm is delicately adjusted

in a place where the temperature varies greatly, it will occasionally give

an alarm when there is no fire. This is, however, a necessary failing in

all fire-alarms, and need not occur often. The city fire department is also

troubled in this way. Where the instruments are put in solely to bring

down the rates of insurance, it may often happen that this will be the only

good secured, for they are readily adjusted so that they will neither give

false alarms nor real ones. The contacts in the instrument are all of pla-

tinum, and its simplicity of construction in only equalled by its delicacy.

Dr. Seyffarth sends the Academy five photographs of the sar-

cophagus which, thirty years ago, he purchased in Trieste for the

Academical Museum at Leipzig. The sarcophagus is of cedar

wood, and has preserved its specific odor during a period of 3400
years. It contains nearly 3000 figures, cut in demi-relief with

great skill. The photographs are said to represent every line of

the original.

Silas Bent presented the Academy with twenty-two exceed-

ingly fine specimens of Corundum from North Carolina. He
remarked that this is the only locality where Corundum is found
" in place."

Chas. K. Ramsay was elected to associate membership.

May 7, 1877.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann in the chair.

Sixteen members present.

Dr. G. I. Engelmann, chairman of Committee to confer with
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Managers of the Mercantile Library with a view to securing

accommodations for the Academy, reported that considerable

progress was being made in the negotiations.

Mr. Hilder, Secretary of the Archaeological Section, made a

verbal report of the proceedings of the section during the past

month, giving an interesting account of the explorations now

being conducted by the section in New Madrid Co.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann read a proposition from the Department

of Agriculture offering to donate to the Academy a set of speci-

mens of American woods, provided that they be exhibited in

proper cases and the collection be accessible to the public.

On motion, it was resolved that the offer be accepted, and that

the collection be placed for the present in the St. Louis Museum
of Arts and Sciences.

H. A. Voelkner, Dr. Ambrose F. Everett, Willis N. Graves,

F. E. Roessler, and Gen. J. H. Simpson, were elected Associate

Members.

May 21, 1877.

C. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Seventeen members present.

Mr. Collet presented in behalf of the Abbe Cyprian Paraguay,

of the Bureau of Religious Statistics, Canadian Government, four

volumes of the Census of the Dominion of Canada, 1S70-71.

Mr. Hilder made a verbal communication on the symbolic

meaning of certain decorations found on the pottery of the

Mound-builders.

The President was instructed to invite the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science to hold its session of 187S

in St. Louis.

Prof. Nipher exhibited Hipp's electric clocks, showing the

method of transmitting uniform time to a system of clocks.

On motion, Mr. Collet and Judge Holmes were appointed a

Committee to confer with other organizations in regard to the

erection of a building for their common use.

Samuel M. Green, of Cape Girardeau, and F. M. Dyer, of

Charleston, Mo., were elected Corresponding Members.
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"June 4, 1877.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann in the chair.

Twelve members present.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann made the following communication on

the Meteorology of the past spring, remarking that differences

between his observations and those made either in the heart of

the city, or farther out into the country, are readily explained by
radiation from buildings and pavements, and the prevention of

terrestrial radiation by smoke-clouds.

The temperature of the spring months, March, April and May, was low,

and in consequence of the development of the spring vegetation late, as

we all know. We may recollect that the spring of last year was earlier,

and especially the month of May much warmer; we then at once come to

the conclusion that this present was the coldest and latest spring. But
meteorological records will teach us differently; they also inform us that

it was not the wettest spring, nor the wettest May, on record.

The average temperature for May in St. Louis is 66.2 deg. ; that of this

year was 63.5. The coolest May I have observed was in 1S3S, also in 1S67,

with 60.5 deg. ; and the warmest, in 1S60, with 72 deg. Three times in 42

years May was cooler than this year (in 1838, '57? '67) and three times of

the same temperature. It will be noted that these low temperatures in

May have come almost every ten years; for 1847 the temperature was the

same as this year. I have tried to ascertain whether this seeming peri-

odicity holds good for the whole spring, or the whole year, or for other

months of the year, especially for October, which is considered as con-

forming pretty nearly to the mean temperature of the year; but I have

failed to confirm such a supposition.

The temperature of March was 5.8 deg. below the average for the

month, that of April 2.0, and of May, as has been stated, 2.7 below; the

whole spring, consequently, was 3.5 deg. below the average; and I find

only five springs in 42 years cooler than the past one (those of 1837, '43'

'57, '67 and '75). But the mean temperatures are not so important to us

as the extremes are; under the extremes we suffer most, we ourselves indi-

vidually as well as through their action on vegetable life and development.

March was wintry almost throughout, but in April we had only a few

days, in the beginning of the month, of hard frost; at the same time the

temperature rarely rose over 70 ; only once, on the 23d, it rose over So :

but on the last day a frost, light in the city, but severe in many localities

in the neighborhood, did some damage to the vegetation. In May the

temperature was also moderate, often scarcely warm enough for the sea-

son, and with me only rose up to 86°, while in the city it reached 90 .

The past month of May appeared a very wet one, not only to us inhab-

itants of the city, but perhaps still more so to those that live in the coun-

try. The fall of rain, however, was not so very heavy, scarcely more than
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2i inches, while the average rainfall for May is here 4^ inches, such as it

was in 1S75 and 1873, in 1872 even 6\ inches: but lighter rains fell very

often, for the first sixteen days of the month almost daily, so that the

ground during that period never could become dry.

The greatest average rainfall is always to be expected in this region in

June, and the first few days of this month seem to verify this old experi-

ence, and may harm the farmer and cause the rivers to overflow. I will

not go back further than to remind you that in 1875 we had over 10 inches

and in 1S73 nearly 9 inches of rain in that month. The average I find to

be 5 inches.

Mi". Hilder exhibited a long-necked vessel of the form so com-

monly taken from the mounds, the decoration of which is quite

elaborate. The groundwork is red, on which, near the base of

the neck, is inscribed in a darker red, four crosses surrounded by

circles. Two of these, which are 180 deg. apart, are surrounded

by a representation of the sun. The lower part of the vessel is

also decorated with small circles, some of which do, and some

do not, contain a cross within them.

Col. Croswell gave an account of his expedition, promising a

paper for the next meeting.

E. M. Boslev was elected an Associate Member.

June 18, 1877.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann in the chair.

Xine members present.

W. B. Potter, chairman of the Archaeological Section, made a

monthly report of the work of the Section, of which the following

is an abstract

:

As the result of the expedition to S.E. Missouri, carried on by the Sec-

tion, 326 specimens of pottery have been obtained, an engraved shell of

great interest, 18 skulls, and a number of bones of associated animals,

besides a large amount of valuable information.

The Section has undertaken the publication of a work, on the ancient

remains of this region, to be composed of several parts, as follows : Part I.

to include results of surveys of mounds and other works, with sketches and

sections, accompanied by descriptive text; Part II., Description of the

Pottery found, with lithographs of characteristic and peculiar forms; Part

III., Human and other animal remains; Part IV., Implements.

Mr. Croswell read a paper on "'Mound Explorations in South.-
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eastern Missouri," which was referred to the Publication Com-
mittee.

W. B. Potter exhibited specimens of copper implements from

Wisconsin, and iron ore celts from Missouri.

Caleb Croswell, Chas. A. Pearce, Geo. O. Carpenter, and Geo.

Class, were elected to associate membership.

Octobe?' i, 1877.

Dr. G. Engelmann in the chair.

Nine members present.

Dr. G. Engelmann made the following report on

THE TEMPERATURE OF THE SUMMER.

The last week was hot, and so were a few days in the middle of the

month. But we have had much warmer Septembers; and the average for

this month, 68.8 degs., did not even come up to the average for Sep-

tember in 42 years, which I have found to be 69.1 degs.; the warmest
September I have observed was that of 1S65, with 75.5 degs., the warmest
day of that month indicating 93.5 degs. But in other years the tempera-

ture rose still higher yet; in 1872 to 96 degs., and in 1864 to 102 degs.

The coolest September I have observed was that of 1865, with only 63.2

degs. mean temperature.

In October the temperature has several times risen to over 90 degs.,

and as late as 1S72 it reached 89 degs., on October 3rd.

And now about the summer temperature, our impression is that it wa^
a delightful cool summer. And so it was also according to thermometrical

observation. The following little table shows that every month was a lit-

tle below the average, not so much as to make it a cold or uncomfortable

summer, and it gives also the warmest and the coolest summer months
and summers in 42 years :

1S77. AV.42Y1-S. Highest Date. Lowest Date.

June 74-i 74-7 7S-S 1S76 70.3
] j||9

J"lv 73.7 79-2 83.5 }
** 73-7 1S4S

August 75.1 76.7 81.4 1851 72.7 1875
Summer 76.0 76.9 So.i 1854 73.7 1848

Mr. Croswell exhibited an engraved tablet, and three vessels,

the decorations of which were quite unique. They will be figured

in the Atlas of Missouri Archaeology, now in preparation by the

Archaeological Section.
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October 18., 1877.

C. V. Riley, President, in the chair.

Fifteen members present.

F. E. Nipher made a communication on " The establishment

of a Missouri Weather Service."

This Service is shortly to be established under the auspices of

Washington, which is to be regarded as the " central station."

For the present, only stations of second grade will be established,

the observations being made upon rainfall, cloudiness, wind and

phenomena, such as early and late frosts, the flowering of com-

mon trees, very high or low temperatures, etc. Special blanks

will also be issued for the record of phenomena observed during

storms.

The observers will also report upon the success of various crops

in their respective counties, with the causes of failures.

Forty-eight* persons in different parts of the State have already

volunteered to make such observations. The observations will

begin Dec. 1, 1S77. As soon as practicable, a system of stations

of higher grade will also be established, where more complete

instrumental observations will be made.

Mr. Nipher also made a communication upon "A Cheap Re-

cording Instrument for Robinson's Anemometer and the Anemo-
mescope," of which the following is an abstract

:

The design of this instrument is to record the number of miles of wind

during each twenty-four hours, and to record the direction of the wind at

the completion of each mile.

The battery circuit is completed as usual through the dial of the anemo-

ter, passing thence to the shaft of the wind-vane, and thence by one of

eight wires (corresponding to the eight principal points of the compass)

to the recording magnets. These are four in number, provided with

double coils (as in the relay of the duplex telegraph), each coil being con-

nected with one of the wind-vane wires, and with the battery. A change

of the current from one to the other coil of the same magnet reverses the

polarity of this magnet. The magnets are provided with polarized arma-

tures the polarity of which is not reversed. The armatures are held mid-

way between the poles of their respective magnets by means of delicate

springs, and carry recording pencils which are in contact with a revolving

drum. Each armature (by its vibration to right or left when the circuit is

closed in the anemometer) registers two different directions. The revolu-

tion of the drum is regulaledhy the descending weight of a common 24-hour

* This number has now (Nov. 29) increased to seventy.
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•clock, the moving power being a weight, from which a string passes around

the axle of the drum. The drum rotates once in 12 hours. At the end of

this time the clock strikes for 12 hours, and, as the striking is finished, the

descending clock-weight strikes a spring, releasing a weight which deflects

the revolving drum longitudinally half an inch. 'The drum is then in posi-

tion to record the succeeding 12 hours. This instrument can be extempo-

rized in any properly equipped laboratory.

LOCUST EXPERIENCE.

Mr. Rile) made some extended remarks on the locust problem,

of which the following is a synopsis:

During his recent trip to British America, he had been able to clear ly

define the Northern limit of the insect's permanent breeding grounds as not

extending beyond the third prairie steppe or plateau. It often extended in

its migrations across the second and first prairie steppes, but very rarely

reached beyond the North Saskatchewan. The experience of the year had

been most valuable, and matters relating to the Rocky Mountain locust

had turned out precisely as he had, from time to time, anticipated. In his

studies of this insect he had previously been able to deduce three general

rules which might be stated as laws governing the insect in the Lower
Missouri and Mississippi valleys. These were, first, the Northwest origin

of the more wide-spread and disastrous swarms; second, the return migra-

tion toward the Northwest of the insects that hatch in the country South

of the 44th parallel and East of the 100th meridian ; third, the Eastern

limit of the insects' spread, at a line broadly indicated by the 94th meri-

dian. All these rules had been strengthened and borne out by the present

year's experience. Mr. Riley was now able to add a fourth rule, viz., that

this locust seldom, if ever, lays eggs thickly for two consecutive years in

the same locality. He remarked that there was a deal of consolation in

this rule for our Western farmers, since it was a guarantee that a year

of thick hatching and great devastation will be followed by a year of

immunity.

MITE TRANSFORMATIONS.

Mr. Riley gave an account of his observations and experi-

anents on Astoma gryllaria LeBaron.

He has, during the summer, proved by experiment that, as he first sug-

gested over three years since would be the case, this little six-legged mite,

which preys parasitically on the winged locusts, is the larval form of

Trombidium sericenm Say, a larger, eight-legged mite that preys upon the

eggs of the locust. Hatching from minute eggs laid in loose masses in the

ground, Astoma the form crawls on to the locust, fastening and swelling

as a tick does on a dog. The Astoma at last drops from the locust to the

ground, where it slowly goes through its transformation into the Trombi-

dium. As wherever the locusts abound this Trombidium also necessarily
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it is no-prevails upon the ground ready to pounce upon the locust e_

wonder that the female locust instinctively avoids such localities in ovi-

positing.

Hon. Henry Overstojz, Jno. B. Maude, and Judge Chas. Speck

were elected members.

November 5, 1877.

The President in the chair.

Ten members present.

Dr. Geo. Engelmann announced a paper on the Agave Shawii\

giving a verbal outline of the same, and presenting lithographs to

accompany the same. Referred to the Publication Committee.

Mr. Riley then read a paper "On the Larval Characters and

Habits of the Blister-beetles belonging to the Genera Macrobasis

Lee. and Epicauta Fabr. ; with Remarks on other Species of the

Family Meloidce" : followed by a short paper, entitled, " On a

remarkable new Genus in Meloidce infesting Mason-bee Cells

in the United States."

Mr. Riley also read by title the following papers, which with

those previously named were referred to the Publication Com-
mittee : "Additional Notes on Megathymiis yucc<z" ; "Further

Remarks on Prontiba yuccasella, and on the Pollination of Yuc-

ca"; "On the Differences between Anisopteryx pometaria y

Harr. and Anisopteryx ccscularia, W.-V., with Remarks on the

Genus Paleacrita."

Dr. Engelmann remarked that during the present night the

temperature of the air would fall below 32 F. for the first time

during the present autumn. During the last 40 years, there have

been 10 years, when, as in the present year, there has been no

black frost in October. In other years such frosts have occurred

as early as Oct. 2d, but not earlier.

H.'W. Tivy was elected to associate membership.

November 19, 1877.

The President in the chair.

Nineteen members present.
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Dr. Forbes laid before the Society, as a contribution from Mr.

F. A. Brewer, of Santa Barbara, California, a specimen of the

tarantula.

With reference to this giant among spiders, Prof. Riley stated

that it was the Mygale Hcrtzii, and that there was an erroneous impres-

sion prevailing as to the effects of its bite. It was not as deadly as was

generally presumed. Wherever this spider occurred it was followed by a

peculiar digger-wasp {Pepsi's formosa) that preyed upon it. The female

wasp was armed with a formidable sting, and. awaiting her opportunity,

she thrust it through the back of the spider. The effect was instantaneous,

the spider falling over paralyzed and helpless. This was the immediate

effect, but there was another still more wonderful. The tarantula was not

killed, but reduced to a state of coma, and would survive for a long period

if not utilized for food by the wasp's progeny. The wasp, after stinging

the spider, would drag it to a hole dug by her, and, after laying her egg

under it, would cover it over. The wasp larva preyed upon the food thus

carefully provided.

Mr. Riley read a paper on "A new Oak-gall on Acorn Cups,"

which was referred to the Publication Committee.

Mr. R. D. Grant, of the Missouri Pacific R.R., exhibited to the

Academy specimens of wood and masonry showing ravages made
by some insect, of which he also exhibited specimens. The raf-

ters of an engine-house of the Missouri Pacific R.R. had been so

injured that the roof had 'to be removed ; and the cement of the

brick walls, built 14 years ago, was found to be perforated in all

directions.

Mr. Riley determined the insect to be the common White Ant

( Termes Jfavipes), and mentioned several other similar cases of

its ravages that had come under his notice. He also read the fol-

lowing communication

ON THE OVIPOSITION OF SAPERDA BIVITTATA SAY.

Notwithstanding all that has been said and written of the Round-
headed Apple-tree Borer (Saperda bivittata), which is one of the worst

insect enemies of the orchadist, its eggs have never hitherto been de-

scribed. Nor has anything that is at all accurate beeti published of its

mode of oviposition. The egg is pale rust-brown in color. 3 mm. long,

} as wide in middle, flattened so as to have a depth of about $ the

width. The shell is fairly tough and resisting: it is not sculptured, but is

sufficiently plastic, when laid, to receive impressions from the wood fibres

between which it is pressed. The embryo lies straight within the shell, and

the newlv-hatched larva differs from the full-grown larva in size alone.
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The female beetle makes an incision in the bark, causing it to be split from
A to sometimes h an inch. The incision is often made entirely through the

bark, and the egg is thrust between the bark and the liber at right angles

to one side of the slip, from \ to \ of an inch from the aperture. Some-
times the bark is but partially penetrated, in which case it is pried open to

one side of the aperture for the reception of the egg. In either case the

egg is accompanied by a gummy fluid which covers and secures it in place,

and usually fills up the aperture. In young trees, with tender bark, the

egg is usually thoroughly hidden; while in older trees it is sometimes so

shallowly embedded as to be readily seen. The ovipositor of the female

beetle is withdrawn and invisible in repose, but may be exserted. It is

horny, broad, flattened, with a thin edge. It is probably strong and sharp

enough to penetrate soft bark without any previous work of the jaws, as I

can find no sure indication of mandibular action in the punctures I have

examined.

Dr. G. Engelmann submitted for publication a paper on "The
Junipers of North America, including Mexico." The Doctor said

the most common of the junipers of this country was the red

cedar, though the name of cedar was a misnomer. It was no

relative to the cedar of Lebanon, and bore no resemblance to it.

It had probably been given its name by the early settlers on

account of its wonderful durability, and perhaps by reason of its

fragrance. It was the only species of conifer found in so wide a

a range, extending from ocean to ocean.

Dr. G. Engelmann spoke as follows on the

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF NORTH AMERICAN FLORA.

It is well known that the broad belt of timberless land which stretches

from the Hudson Bay regions across the valleys of the Upper Mississippi,

Missouri and the western confluents of these rivers through Texas and into

Mexico, separates the floras of the eastern, -wooded, from the -western,

mountainous, regions of North America. This belt has a flora of its own,
which, singularly enough, is little influenced by latitude, at least in its

prevailing features, many of the characteristic plants stretching from Ma-
nitoba down to the Rio Grande.

The Atlantic and Pacific floras are so completely separated by this belt

that scarcely any species of tree of one side is found on the other. Our
Red Cedar constitutes one of the very few exceptions.

The Eastern Flora is generally divided into the strictly Atlantic Flora

and that of the Mississippi Valley. The former includes that of the Alle-

ghany Mountains down to their western declivities, and to the headwaters

and upper valleys of the western streams.* What we may call the Flora of

* Among the interesting facts connected with this floral limit is that the true guercus
Prima is not found west of this line of demarkation, while westward it is represented by
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the Mississippi Valley extends westward as far as our common timber

trees do, and down into Texas.

In this connection, Dr. Engelmann spoke of the change of the character

of the original Floras through the agency of man. On the Atlantic coast

and in the adjacent country the English settlers evidently introduced many
of their weeds, nearly 300 European species being now more or less natu-

ralized, more or less widely spread there. Not half of them have thus far

made their way to the Mississippi, but every year some new immigrants

arrive and make themselves at home here. Spaniards and Frenchmen
brought with them to the Gulf coasts a few other intruders, and Spaniards

again brought others into California, some of which, e.g. the wild oats

(Avena fatua) and the little cranebill {Erodium cicularium) have com-

pletely overrun the country, so that for a long time they were considered

indigenous.

In the great seaports, another mode of introduction of foreign plants has

lately attracted a good deal of attention ; I mean that by means of the bal-

last of ships coming from distant countries, or wool, hides, hay and other

products brought by them. Very few of such plants, however, have

become naturalized or have spread ; they remain only as temporary or

adventitious members of our Flora.

A recent means of extending the area of plants is through cattle droves

from the southwest, and especially through the extension of railroads. In

this way a good many southwestern and western plants have found their

way into Missouri. Such foreign plants often take hold of extensive

grounds as " the fittest to survive," to the detriment of the native Flora.

It is, therefore, important to observe and note the original Flora of a

new region at the time of its first settlement, and then watch the progress

of the gradual change which pasturing and cultivation of the soil and the

various pursuits of man do produce. I have to some extent done this in

this neighborhood, and can say that I have seen great changes in the local

Flora during the 45 years in which I have been acquainted with it. Some
plants have disappeared, others have come in—and weeds of all sorts have

vastly increased : a fit subject for a future paper.

December 3, 1877.

The President, in the chair. Twenty members present.

The Academy was presented with a mound skull, a stone axe,

and two flints, the gift of Capt. W. P. Hall, of the Davenport Aca-

jg. Muhlenbergii, which, however, also extends eastward, though in a limited degree. The
same may be said of Vitis Labrttsca, which is properly eastern, but is found also on the

headwaters of streams flowing westward ; farther west it is represented by V. eestivalis

,

common to both floras, some western forms of which have often been mistaken for La-
brttsca.
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demy of Science. The skull was found 8 ft. below the surface,

in a mound on Buffalo Creek, two miles below Louisiana. Mo.

It was remarked by Mr. Hilder, that the marked posterior flat-

tening shown by this skull was artificial.

Dr. G. Engelmann gave the following

REPORT ON THE METEOROLOGY OF NOVEMBER, 1877.

The month of November, just past, was generally considered a mild and

a rainy month; but, referring to my records, I find that its mean tempera-

ture of 41 degrees (at my station on the outskirts of the city) is considera-

bly below the average, which is nearly 43 . November of 1870 had a mean
temperature of 46°-5 ; 1867, 48°.2, and 1849, even 5 l0 -8» the warmest No-
vember I experienced here. On the other hand, ten Novembers in 42 years

showed less than 40 mean temperature, that of 1838 only 34°.2, the cold-

est of all.

The moisture and fall of rain was considerable; but with me not more

than a little over 3 inches, which is about the average for the month. I

have found the rainfall varying from 8.63 inches in 1847, 7-4§ in l869. and

6.24 in 1850, to 1. 10 in 1845 ; o 91 in 1S75 to no rain at all in 1865.

The mean temperature for the autumnal months I found 55°.S, which is

very nearly normal. As September and November were a little cooler

than usually, this is owing to the higher temperature of October, which

was nearly 3^ degs. above the average.

Mr. Nipher remarked that the anemometers located at the Sig-

nal Service Office, and at Washington University (distant from each other

less than a mile), frequently varied in their daily rates as much as 50 miles

in a run of 250 miles. These differences compensate each other in two or

three weeks, so that the monthly rate is not appreciably affected. He had

mounted one of the signal service anemometers upon the University build-

ing, and found the two instruments to agree satisfactorily in their daily

readings ; but, even here, gusts of air were found to vary the rates for

smaller intervals of time.

It will be the subject of a future investigation to determine the relation

between the distance between the two instruments and the time required

for the differences to compensate each other.

Dr. Herman Nagel was elected to associate membership.

December 17, 1877.

The President in the chair. Sixteen members present.

The following paper was read by the President

:
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ON MIGRATORY BUTTERFLIES.

Many quadrupeds that multiply rapidly often acquire the migratory

propensity. This is especially true of rats and lemmings, of the migrations

of vast numbers of which numerous interesting accounts are recorded.

Many insects, normally non-migratory, also exceptionally congregate and

migrate in vast swarms ; and this is especially the case with butterflies,

nights of which, and particularly of the Yellows (genera Callydrias and

Colias) and the Whites (genus P/eris), have been reported from Equato-

rial and South America, and from different parts of Europe. Vast flocks

have also been observed at sea. The newspapers in the Southwest and the

Signal officers were constantly reporting the passage over Iowa, Kansas,

Missouri and Texas of swarms of butterflies during the months of Septem-

ber and October last. These consisted, in every case were determinations

were made, of the Archippus butterfly (Danais Archippus), which is the

principal species known to thus migrate in North America.

In an account of the swarming of this butterfly, published in 1S70 (3d

Mo. Ent. Rep., p. 151), I wrote as follows :

"It would be difficult to give any satisfactory reason for this assembling

together of such immense swarms of butterflies. * * * There are two

significant facts connected with them from which some corollary might be

deduced, namely, that only those species which have a very extended range

are known to form such flocks, and that they always travel, under these

conditions, in a southerly or southwesterly direction.

"Mr. Bates* gives an interesting account of the uninterrupted proces-

sion of butterflies belonging to the genus Callydrias, which passed from

morning to night in a southerly direction across the Amazon, and, as

far as he could ascertain, these migratory hordes were composed entirely

of males."

As I have abundantly proved by examination of specimens since the

above was written, the individuals composing the swarms of our Archip-

pus butterfly comprise both sexes; if anything, the females prevail. No
satisfactory explanation of these swarms has been given, but I think they

are, for the most part, due to an instinctive tendency to reach a warmer
country in which to hibernate, and to a failure of food in the country

where they developed. The flights almost always occur in the autumn,

when the milk-weeds (genus Ascleptas), upon which alone the larva of

this butterfly feeds, have perished. The instinct to propagate is, therefore,

at the time in abeyance. The butterflies, unable to supply themselves with

sweets from flowers, are either attracted in quantities to trees that are cov-

ered with honey-secreting plant-lice or bark-lice, or else they mustmigrate

southward, where flowers are yet blooming. All insects acquire the mi-

grating instinct when crowded together through excessive multiplication.

The Archippus butterfly hibernates within hollow trees and in other shel-

tered situations. Southerly timber regions offer most favorable conditions

* Naturalist on the River Amazon, vol. I, p. 249.
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for such hibernation. Under the most favorable conditions a large ma-

jority perish. A portion of the females survive the winter. Such hiber-

nated individuals, upon awaking" from their winter torpor, make at once

for the prairies, where the milk-weeds most abound. Faded, and often

tattered, they may be seen flying swiftly over such prairies, for the wings

of the species are strong and large. I have no doubt but that they travel

thus for many hundreds of miles, keeping principally to the north, and,

ere they perish, supplying the milk-weeds here and there with eggs. A
fresh brood is produced in less than a month, and these extend still farther

north, until we find the species late in the growing season as far up as the

Saskatchewan country, where it can scarcely successfully hibernate, and
from whence the butterflies instinctively migrate southward. We can thus

understand how there are two, three or more broods in southerly regions,

but only one toward British America.

The exceptional flights noticed in the spring, and which, so far as re-

corded, take place quite early and in the same southerly direction, find a

similar explanation. They may be looked upon as continuations of the

autumn flights. Hibernating in the temperate belt, the butterflies are

awakened and aroused, upon the advent of spring, to find the milk-

weeds not jet started ; and they instinctively pass to more southerly

regions, where the spring is more advanced. In short, these migrations

find their readiest explanation in the instinct of the species to lengthen the

breeding season and to extend its range, and the prevailing winds at the

particular seasons are of a character to assist it. There is a southward

migration late in the growing season in congregated masses, and a north-

ward dispersion early in the season through isolated individuals— this dis-

persion keeping pace with the advance of spring toward the north. It i*

a notable fact that the two butterflies which most display this migratorv

instinct, viz., the species in question and the Painted Lady {Cynthia car-

dui), have the widest range of known species. This last is cosmopolitan,

occurrring in all four quarters of the globe; while our Archippus, origin-

ally confined to America, though ranging from Canada to Bolivia, appears

to be following the milk-weeds, wherever these are, through chance or

purpose introduced. It has lately spread over some of the islands of the

Pacific to Queensland and New Guinea, and over the Azores to Europe

—

such spread necessarily indicating great power of long-sustained flight,

since the milk-weeds are not plants of commercial value, and it is highly

improbable that the species has been carried in any of the preparatory

states on ships.

It was suggested by the President that the Missouri Weather

Service might render itself useful in noting the migration of birds,

animals, insects, etc.

Dr. G. Engelmann presented some engravings from an English

journal of a microscopic fossil fungus of the carboniferous forma-

tion allied to Peronospora infesta?is.
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In consequence of some recent statements by Prof. A.J. Cook,

of the Michigan Agricultural College, the President desired it to

go on record that he totally disagreed with the Professor as to

there being any connection between the work of Phylloxera and

the ordinary grape-rot.

Dr. G. Engelmann then read a paper on the " Firs of North

America."

Mr. E. H. Long and Dr. J. H. Leslie were elected to associate

membership, and Prof. R. D. Irving of the University of Wiscon-

sin was elected Corresponding Member.
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Big Mound at St. Louis, 15, 133.

Biota Meldensis, 592.

Bitumen in Missouri, 224.

Blister-beetles—Nat. history of, 544.

Bonapartea, 296.

Bones, fossil, in drift, 22.

Bones—Preservation of, in Mounds,
Brachista, 200.

228.

Branchipus, 173.

Bruchus granarius, 221.

fabse, 221.

Buerg, Lunar Tables of, 513, 523.

Butalis cerealella, 221.

Butterfly swarms, 268.

Calandra oryzae, 221.
" granaria, 221.

Calendars, solar & lunar, of Greeks,
408. 41S.

" " of Hebrews, 413.

j

Calendars, solar & luna, of Egyptian
Phcenix-peiiod, 415.

" of Greek seasons, 418.
" of inscriptions & coins,

420, 423.
Callydrias, 268.

Caloptenus spretus— Parasites on
eggs of, 226, 550.

" differentialis, 551.
•' femur-rubrum, 552.
" Atlanis, 552.

Canker-worms—Remarks on, 273.
" Differenees between, 274.

Cantharis vesicatoria. 544, 545, 562.

Catocenthrus philanthoides, 90.

Carpocapsa Dehaisiana, 190.
" porno nella. 59, 190.
" saltitans, 190, 217.

Castnia Linus, 337.

Licus, 337.
" Orestes, 337.
" llesperiaris, 343.

Castnians—Characters of, 335.

Castnioides—A new tribe of Hespe-
rian s. 339.

Celtis occidentalis, 194.

crassil'olia, 194.
" Mississippiensis, 194.

Centennial Insects, 220.

Ceretes, 337.

Ceratina. 562.

Ceratosoma apicalis, 102.
" fasciata, 103.

Cerura multiscripta, 241.
" borealis, 242.
" bicuspis, 242.
" citiscripta, 242.

Canon, Ptolemy's Historical, 499.

Chaenoyucca, 48.

Chauliognathus pennsylvanicus, 59.

marginatus, 59.

Chronology— Ancient monuments
of, 404.

" Egyptian, 405.
" Greek, 406.
" Roman, 407.
•' of Roman kings, consuls

and tinperors, 431.
•' of Seyffarth. Petavius, and

the Olympiads, 470. [437.
'• of Rom. eclipses to Titus,
" " "to Constan-

tinus Magnus, 461.

Classification—Nature of, 324.

Climatic chansre in Illinois, 255.

Clistoyucci, 47, 213.

Coal— Discovery of, at Oentralia,

Ills.. 153.

Colias, 268.

Colorado—Geological and Botanical
Observations in, 145.
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Colorado Potato-beetle in Europe,
Color Sensations. 187. [170.

Configurations, Planetary. 404, 468.

Coniferae. place in system. 229.

Conotraehelus nenuphar, 59.

Cortlylospasta. 565.

Corrections of Moon's Motions—Ta-
ble of, 429, 509.

Corresponding Secretary's Annual
Peport, 118, 155, 194, 237.

Cossus, 33.").

Crotalus durissus. S9.

Cryptoeentrus submarginatus, 157.

Cryptus albicaligatus, 82.

albisoleatus. 80.
u albitarsis, 7G.
" americanus, 79.
" atricollaiis. 72.
44 cinctipes, 74.
41 frater. 80.
44 iridescens, 77.
4 * limatus. 81.
41 nigriealceatus, 77.
44 persimilis, 79.
44 picticoxus, 82.
44 rhoinboidalis, 74.
44 rohustus, 72.
44 rutil'rons, 75.
44 ultimus, 83.

Cteniscus albilineatus, 107.

Cycadese, place in system. 229.

Cylloceria occidentalis, 114.

Cyllocoris scutellatus, 59.

Cynips, 9.
44 saltatorius, gall of, 191.

Cynthia cardui, 209.

Cysteodemus, 565.

Danais archippus, 44* 2GS.

Deilcpheila lineata, 95.
'

Depazea labriiscse, 215.

Diodon orbicularis. 1S2.

Plumieri, 1S2.

Dionaea, 201.

Doryphora in Europe, 170.

Doxocopa, 201.

Drift—Remains in, 22.

Drosera, 201. [426.
Damoiseau's Tables of Eclipses, 523.

Earthquakes in 1871, 73.

in 1872 and 1873, 243.

Echthrus annulicornis, 159.

Eclipses—Catalogue of classic and
other, 524.

44 Chinese annals of, 4S9.
Chronology of Poman, to

Titus. 437.
' 4 4

* to Constantinus
Magnus, 461.

Greek, 408.
iii—

s

Eclipses—earlier solar & lunar, 483.
' 4 Egyptian records of. 495.
44 history of Roman, 430.

' " Greek, 468.
' 4 historical table of. 470.
44 Pingrtf'scompnt'n of.425.
41 real dates of, in the Alma-

gest, 505.
44 of the Pelopon. War, 473.
44 specification of important

ancient, 530.
44 table of Poman. 431.
' 4 " Pers'n & Bab'n, 497.

44 Greek, 470.

Elaphidion, 568.

Elect ricitv, atmospheric, 1S61-1S72,

167, 35.

Entomological Notes, 217, 219.

Epargyreus Tityrus, 329, 338.

Ephestia zea, 221.

Ephialtes gigas, 110.
4 ' pigmanis, 111.
44 pusio, 111.
44 irritator, 112.

Epicauta—History of, 549.
44 vittata, 549, 558.
44 cinerea. 551, 561.
44 pennsylvanica. 551, 561.
44 lemniscata, 551.
14 marginata, 551.

Erodium cicutarium. 270.

Errors in numbers written from me-
mory. 210.

Erynnis'alceae, 568.

Erythrobalanus, 388.

Estheria, 173.

Eumetria punctulifera, 252.

Euryomia melancholica. 59.

Euschemon Patflesiae, 324;

Euyueca, 34.

Evolution not a matter of concep-
tion, 136.

Exenteron flavicoxus, 105.
" 4 ornatus, 105.

Exetastes fascipennis, 147.

suaveolens. 146.

Exochiscus pusillns, 97.

Exochus albiceps. 96.
44 alhilruns, 94.
44 annulicrus, 95.
14 atriceps, iJo.

lasvis, 93.

Fall Canker-worm, 279.

Fertilization of Plants by Insects,
" \ucca, 59 [57.

Fire-fly, 47.

Fossil horse in Missouri, 20.
* 4 fungus, 269.
44 man. 96 111.

Fourcroya rigida, 316.
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Fungi of grape and oak, 215.

Gall on acorn cups, 577.
• of Cynips saltatorius. /.'//.

Galls on Artemisia trideiltata. 84.

Galvanometer, new form of, 287.

Gazera, 337.

Geological formations in Missouri,
thickness. 220.

Geology of Cole Co., Mo., >'>.

Geographical range of species. .'.;/.

Geographical distribution of N-. A.
Flora. 270.

Glypta albiscutellaris, 127.
.'"''• diversipes, 125.

longiventris, 12S.
'• ruflcornis, 129.
" rufipluralis, 125.
" ruflscutellarts, 120.

scitula, 129,
" siinplicipes, 123.

tuberculifrons, lv3.

Grape, fertilization of, /;;.
•• Phylloxera. 281, 269.

impregnated Qg,^
of, 285.

'• •• Practical considera-
tions, 285.

" Sexed individuals
described. 283.

Grape-vines—Cause of deterioration

of, 51.

(.rape-rot not caused by Phyllox-
era. 269.

Gymnoloma Porteri, 395.

Gymnosper'ms in system, 229.

Habenaria, 58,

Hackberry Butterflies of the genus
A pat lira, 193.

" Parasites of. 200.

Bibliographical,

Halictus. 54.->. [201.

Hansen's Lunar Tables, 402, 512, 514.

Heat Alarms, 260.

Henous, 505.

History of, 550,
" confertus, 562.

Hesperoyucca, 54.

Heterodbn platyrhinos, uti.

Hind on Hansen's Tables—Remarks
on, 515.

Hipparchia, 202.

Historical Canon of Ptolemv exam-
ined, -49!). [430.

History, actual, of .Roman Eclipses,
" Greek " 46S.

" " Pers'n 1$ Babyl'n
Eclipses, 497.

Hoplophora arctata, 216.

Horia, 558.

Hornia, 564.

Horse, fossil, in Missouri, 20.

Hvbernia, 278.

Hybrids of Nasturtium. 397.
" '• Quercus, 398.

" Verbena. 399.

Hylotoma calcanea, 68.

cocci nea, 66.

dulciaria, 67.
" scutellata, 65.

llypermetamorphoses of Epicauta
and Hornia, 565.

Hyponomeuta 5-punctella, 569.

Insects as Plant fertilizers. 57.

found in Yucca pods, 59.
" " '' flowers, 59.
" which brave the dangers of

Sarracenia. 235.

Iron manufacture in Missouri, 201.
*• ores in Missouri, 181.

[soetes flaccida. 395.
kl melanospora, 395.
" Nuttallii, 395.

Joppidium xuflceps, 70.

Jumping seeds and "alls. 190.

Juniperus, the American species of
the section Sabina, 583.

Andina, 590.
" Barbadensis, 592.
" Beriiuidiana. P 84, 587, 592.

Californica, 5S4. 587. 588.

Cerrosianus, 588.

Chinensis, 585.

communis, 587.
" excel sa, 5S5, 590.
" flaccida, 587, 589.
" fcetidissima, 585.
" Mexicana, 580. 5s7. 589.

occidentalis. 583. 586. 587,

590i
". var.? conjungens,

59(1.
' ; pachyphloca, 583. 5S7,5S9.

phcenicea. 585.

pluchyderma, 589.

prostrata, 591.

repens, 591.

Sabina, 583, 585, 587.
l " var. procumbens, 591.

tetragona, 586, 587, 591.
'• " osteosperma, 588.

thurifera, 585.
" Virg'miana, 583, 584, 587,

590, 591, 5!>2.

Labena grallator, 162.

Lampronota ainericana, 121.

amphimilaena, 117.
" breviventris, 120.
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Lampronota frigida. 118.
" imitatrix, 121.
" interpellata, 118.
" nigrita, 122.
" pictiventris. 119.
" rubricra, 122.
" scutellaris, 116.
" tegularis, 116.

Lampyris noctiluca, 563. [544.

Larval characters of Blister-beetles.
Lead and Zinc deposits in Mo.. 246.

Lepidobalanus. 381, 3S8.

Lepidosteus ferox, 173.

Leptobatus illinoisensis, 14S.
Leucania unipuncta, 211.

" albilinea. 219.
Leucobalanus. 3S1, 388.
Light in vacuo. 75.

Lightning, effects of, 45, 140.

Ligurian race, 3.

Lignite from Peru, 223.
Limenitis disippus, 44.

" Misippus, 204.
Littaea, 296.

Locusts, ravages in 1S75. 345.
Locust flights E. of the Mississippi.

" ravages, 179, 236. [22C.
" experience in 1877, 267.

Lunar Tables, result of researches
in, 509, 524.

Lygus robiniae, 59.

Macrobasis unicolor, 550, 562.

cinerea, 551.
"

debilis. 551.
Fabricii, 551.

" murina, 551.
Maguey, 294.

Mastodon angustidens, 192.
Megathymus yuccae, 323, 566.

" " var. Coloraden-
sis. 56S.

" Affinities, 534.
" Biological, 325, 344.
" Bibliographical, 329.
" Descriptive, 331.

Enemies, 339.

Megetra, 565.

Melanobalanus, 381, 388.

Meloe, 565.

History of, 546.
" angusticollis, 547, 212.
" barbarus, 547.
" cicatricosus, 517.
" proscarabaeus, 547.

Meloidae— Remarkable new genus
in, 563.

Meloini—Table of genera of, 565.
Memory—Measurement of strength
Menobranchus, SO. [of, 210.

" lateralis, 115.

Mcntone cave—Fossil man of, 96.
Meteorological Reports, 1861-70, 35.

Summer of 1871, 50.

Winter of 1871-2, 78.
" 1872-3, 103.

u " 1873-4, 132.
" 1874-5, 17.1.

" 1875-6. 203.
" spring of 1877, 263.
" summer" " 265.

Notes, 2,4-8, 10, 15. 17.

22, :',. 34, 46. ',s, 60, 78, 90, 99,
103. 106-7, 132, ir,;, 164, 166,

173, U8, 258-9, 263. 267.

Meteorology of 1875. 196.
" Mississippi, high water in, 144.
" " freezing of, at St.

Louis. 54.
" Relative humidity, 1861-70, 35.
" Spring, opening bf, 46.
" Temperature, at St. Louis, 1861

-1870. 35.
" " of Philadelphia, St. Louis

and Canon City. 153.
" Tornado of March 30. 1871, 79.
" Hailstorm ot May 19. 1S73, 107.
" Meteor of Jan. 3. 1S77. 258.

" •' Dec. 27, 1875, 349.
" Missouri Weather Service, 266.

Metopius pollinctorius, !tl

.

Mexican iumping-seed, 190, .'/;.

Mezcal, 294.

Migratory butterflies, 268.

Mildew on grape-vines, 215.

Mimicry in butterflies, 44.
Mineralogy of Cole Co., Mo.. 33.

Mississippi River—Delta of, 114.
" " frozen, 54.

Missouri—Fossil horse in, 20.

Mite parasites of Doryphora, 219.

Mites—Description of two new sub-
terranean, 215.

Mite transformations, 266.
Moon's Motions, theory of, 401.
" " corrections of present the-

ory of. 426.
" " objections of present theo-

ry of secular accelerations
of. 510.

" '• table of corrections of. 429.

Mound burials, 198.

Mounds in Mississippi. 226.
'* " Missouri. 86.
" relics in, 133.
" in Saline Co., Mo., 86.
" near Louisiana, Mo., 267.

Muscular action, 234.
Mygale Hentzii, 269.
MyJabris. 55S.

Myrmecocytus mexicanus.
J.09.

Myrmica minuta, 102.
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Nanodes tamarisci, 191.

Nasturtium hybrids, 397.
" obtusum, 397.
" palu^tre, 397.
" sess liflorum. 397.
" sinuatum, 397.

Natchez— Ancient remains near.i&4.

Nebraska— Man and the elephant
in. US.

Nephila plumipcs, 109.

Nerii.m oleander, 115.

New use for American Ajrave, 195.

Nisoniades Juvenal is, 336.

Nomaspis, 565.

Oaks of the United States, 372, 539.

Oaks—Vernation of, 214.

Oak wood. 374, 385.

Oarisma Poweshiek. 338.

Odontomerns mellipes. 164.

(Edipoda sulfnrea. 552.

GSneis simidea. 2S1.

CEnothera grandiflora, 115.

GEta compta, 54.

Orthia, 337.

Orthocentrus I lifasciatus, 100.

stigmatias. 101.

Orthotylus discoidalis, 59.

Osmia. 558. [211.

Oviposition of Leucania nnipuncta,
" Saperdabivittata, 269.

Paleacrita vernata, 274, 573.

Palemon Jamacensis, 173.

Papilio Turnus, 204.

Parasites on bees, 212.
" the esrgs of Caloptenus

spretus, 226.

Paris Green as an insect destroyer,

Pediculus apis. 546. [193.

nielittae, 546.

Pelopreus, 03.

Pepsis formosa, 269.

Pereospasta. 565.

Periodical cicada. 217.

Peronosponc. 215.

Peronospora infestans, 269.

on Vitis, 215.

Petavius, doctriua temporum, 404,
424.

" chronology of, 469.
" eclipses unknown to, 424,

51)9.

" on solar and lunar calen-

dars. 403, 420, 460, 47S,

Phoma viticola, 215.

Photinus pyralis, 47.

Phylloxera can aecaulis, 147.
k '

(
coceifera, 148.

" Lichtensteinii, 148.
" quercus, 282.

Phylloxera Pilevi. 282.

vastatrix, 51. 147, 269.
" European and American

insect identical. 52.

Physianthus albens. 109. 115.

Phytodictus distinctus. 156.

vulgaris, 154.

Pieris. 268.

Pingre—Computations of ancient
eclipses, 425. 482.

Pinus (see Abies), 593.
•' Elliotti. 77.

Pita, 295.

Pimpla, alboricta, 143.

annulicornis. 135.
" annulipes. 133.

coelebs, 141.
" conquisitor, 138.

indagatrix, 141.
" inquisitor, 138.
14 investigatrix. 142.
" nielanocephala, 131.
•' pedalis, 132.
11 pictipes, 135.
" ptert-las, 133.
" scri|»tifrons, 139.

vidua, 140.

Pollen of lMncs carried offby storms,
Polyanthes. 301. [44.

Polyrhabdus eariniger, 98.

Polysphincta nijrriceps. 144.

i.igrita. 144.

pimploides. 145. [219.

Porphyries—Ajre in Missouri, 366,

President's address for ISr.S, 9.
' 1869, 25.
" " 1870, 37.

" 1871, 55.
" 1S72, 93.

" ' " " 1^73, 119.
" 1874, 157.
" 1S76, 238.

Pronuba—Generic diagnosis of, 55.
•' yuecasella, 106.

56. 325, 568.
" " larva of. 61.

" chrysalis of, 178.
" " oviposition of, 208.

Pseudoponlia. 324.

Pscudoinelue. 565.

Pseudotsuga Dougla*i, 591, 599
" niajrnilica. 601.

nobilis, 001.

Ptolemy's Almagest, 402. 503. 505.
" historical canon, 499.

Quercus, in the United States, 372,
'

•« acuti.lcns. 382. [339.

agrifolia. 370-8, 3S3.

alba. 375-6.
" "X macrocarpa, 398.
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Quereus alba, X Prinus, 399.
" " Xftellata, 399.
" ambigua, 394, 5-13.

" aquatica. 376, 400, 541.
" berberidifolia, 3S2, 393.
" bicolor, 3S9.
" castanea, 391.
" Catesbaei, 376, 400, 539.
*' " X aquatica, 400.

X laurifolia, 539
" chrysolepis, 37G, 378, 383,

393.
" cineroa, 376, 395, 400.
" cocci nea, 375, 394, 540, 541,
" conlertifolia, 384. [543.
" crassipocula, 383.
" densiflora, 3S0.

discolor, 390.
" Douglasii, 392.
" Druminondii, 373, 3S2.
41 dumosa. 382. 393.
" Darandii, 392. [394.
" Emoryi, 373, 382, 3S5, 3S7,
" falcata. 375, 400, 539, 541.

fruticosa, 3S9.
" fulve-cens, 383.

Gambelii, 373, 382.
" Garryana, 375. 3S9.
" Georgian a, 395.

grisea, 373, 382, 392.
" hastata, 382.
" heterophvlla, 376, 541.

hybrids, 398.
" hypoleuea, 378, 384.
" ilicifolia, 3S7, 542.

" X coccinea, 542.
" imbricaria, 37(i, 539, 540.

" X coccinea. 540.
" X nigra, 539.

" " X palustris,539.
44 Jacobi, 3S9.

laurifolia, 376-7, 395, 539.
41 Leana, 540.
44 lobata. 3S8.
" longlglanda, 38S.

lyrata, 381, 389.
44

macrocarpa. 375. 381. 385,
44 Michauxii. 382. 390. [389.
44 micropbylla, 382.
44 montana, 390.
' 4 Morehus, 390.
4
' Muhlenbergii. 391.570.

44
myrtifolia, 376, 396.
nigra, 376, 385. 539. 542.

44 oblongifOlia, 373, 382, 393.
14 obtusiloba, 389.
41

livajlorrnis, 3S9, 542.
44 oxvadenia. 3S4.

Palmeri, 393.
44 pal list ris, 375, 539, 543.
44 pedunculata, 378.

Quereus Phellos, 376, 541.
' 4 X coccinea, 541.

44
prinoides. 391. [270

44 Prinus, 375, 382. 385. 390
acuminata, 391.

44 monticola, 390.
palustris, 390.

41 pumila, 376, 378. 384.
44 quinqueloba. 542.
44

reticulata, 383.
44 Robur, 378.

rubra, 376, 394, 540, 543.
4

' runcinata, 542.
44 San Sabeana, 392.
44

sericea. 384.
sinuata, 400.

44
stellata, 375, 377, 385, 389.

44 Texan a, 543.
44

linctoria, 375. 395, 541, 543.
' 4 tomentella, 393.
44 tomentosa, 394.
44 tridentata. 539.

undulata. 373. 377,382,392.
44

vacciniifolia, 383.
44 vifens, 376. 377. 383.

Wislizeni, 376, 377, 396.

Rattlesnake—Nature of bite, 89.
Philosophy of rattles. 8&.

Ravines in prairies—Origin of, 149.
Retzia punctilifcra, 252.
Rhipheu*, 324.

Rhyssa huinida, 108.

Rivers—Variations of our, 144.

Saperda bivittata, 269.
44 Candida, 269.

Sarcophaga sarracenioa, 238.
Sarcoyucca, 34.

Sarracenia variolaris. 235.
Scenopinus, 90.

Scyphophorus yuccae, 568.
Seasons of the Greeks, 418.
Seyffarth, on Theory of the Moon's

Motions, 401.
44 chronology of, compared

with Petavius and the
Olympiads, 470.

14 results ofancient research-
es on ancient eclipses &
lunar tables, 509. 524.

44 catalogue of classic and
other eclipses, 524.

Septoria querci, 216.
Sequoia gigaii tea. 1S9. [108.
Sex in insects—Influence of food on,
Silkworms on Osa<;e orange, 47, 217.

" oak' 84.
Silkworm t'<x<i^, 236.
Silvanus surinamensis, 291.
Simulium piscicidium, 79.
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Sitaris—History of 548.
" colletes. 548.
" humeralis, 548.

Skull of Mound-builder—Character-
istics of, 228.

Skulls—Perforation of mound, 150.

Spreading-adder, 110.

Spring canker-worm, 279.

Springs, early, 4>j.

Squirrels on conifers, 146.

" storing of food by, 137, 168.

Storm, May 19, 1873, at *
St. Louis,

Synemon, 337. [107.

Tarantula, 269.

Terebratula Mormonii, 252.

Tetraonyx, 55S.

Thecla Isocrates, 335.

Theognis phyllopus, 59.

albicinctus, 59.

Threnodes. 324.

Tree growth in St. Louis, 219.

TriiiDgujinus andrenetarum, 546.

Trombidium sericeum, 266.

Tryphon atricoxus, 194.

Tornado of March 20, 1872, 79.

Tyroglypbus phylloxeras, 215.

Unguinal characters of Meloidae,
Urania, 324. [505.

Uropoda vegetans, 219.

Vanessa an tiopa, 218.

Venus, Egyptian transits of, 415.

Verbena hybrids, 399.

Vilfa vaginseflora, 188. [224.
Vision— Phenomena of binocular,
Vitis aestivalis. '.':<>.

" Labrusca, 270.

Watchman's recorder, 260.

Water—Consumption of. by domes-
tic animals, 187.

Winters, coldest, 103, 173.

Worm, coughed from lungs, 90

Xanthoptera semicrocea, 230.
" Ridingsii, 240.

Xyleutes, 335.

Xylonomus albipictus, 158.
" stigmapterus, 165.

Yucca-borer—Notes on the. 323.

Yucca fertilization, 59.

flowers— Insects found on,
" notes on, 17. [59.
" acuminata, 40.
" albospica, 37, 213.

Yucca angustifolia. 50.
" aloifolia, 34.
" aspera, 37, 212.
" arcuata, 37.
" baccata, 44.
" Boerhaavii, 41.
" brevifolia, 40, 47, 213, 371.
" canaliculata, 43, 212.
" circinata, 46.
" concava, 52.
" conspicua, 35.
" const) icta, 213.
•' contorta, 49.
'• crassifila, 44.
" crenulata, 37.
" DeSmetiana, 41, 210.
•' Draconis, 35.
" " var. arborescens, 47,
" Ellacombii, 41.
" ensifolia, 41.
" exigua. 43.
" filamentosa, 51, 213.
" filifera, 46.
" flaccida, 52.
" flexilis, 41.
11 gigantea, 212.
" glauca, 41, 43, 53.
" Guatemalensis, 38.
" longifolia. 42.
" lutescens. 48.
" obliqua. 40.
" orchiodes, 43.
" Parmentieri, 37.
" pendula, 41.
" periculosa, 46.
" plioata, 40.
" polvphylla, 46.
'• pruinosa, 41.
" puberula, 40, 53.
" recurva, 41.
" recurvifolia, 39.
•' rufocincta, 41.

rupicola, 48.
" scabrifolia, 46.
" Schottii, 46.
11 serrulata, 37.
" stricta, 50.
" superba, 41.
" tenuifolia, 37.
" tortifolia, 48.
" tortilis, 49.
" tortulata, 41.
<« Treeu liana. 41, 210, 212.
" Whipplei, 51. 214, 372.
" Yucatana, 37.

Zinc and Lead deposits in Missouri,
Zonitis, 558. [240.



ccb

ERRATA.

CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS.

Page 24, line 33. Mr. Baker gives 150-1S0 as the number of leaves of Y.
recurvifolia.

" 26. " 5. They are always thus tipped, much more sparingly in

some species than in others; hair usually i-celled,

sometimes articulated.
" 27,

'• 20. The ovules of Y. Treculiatia are among the thickest of
any.

" 28, " 11. Read "does" for "seems to."
" 29, " S. Dr. Engelmann found the pods of Y. aloifolia, Trecu-

liatia, baccata, and brevifolia, perforated and the

seeds eaten by the larvae.

" 32, " 17. Read "2.0" for "2.5."
" 33)

li
-2>- They reach nearly to the same northern latitude.

" 34, " 27. Add to "floribus," " pendulis."
" 42, " 22. Leaves of young plants nearly flat, whence discrepan-

cies in descriptions.
'• 46, " 2. Dr. Wislizenus ascribes to them the same height.

" 26. They rather belong to or near Y. angustifolia ; only

the fruit will decide.
" 48) " 33- Read "subnudis" for " nudis."

Yucca spitiosa, HBK. n. gen. i. 289, is made up of the

flower of a Yucca and the leaves of Dasylirion acro-

triche. (See p. 24, note.)

Yucca acaulis. HBK. ib., is a Fourcroya.
Yucca? parviflora, Torn Bot. Mex. Bound. 221, consti-

tutes the genus Hesperaloe, Engelm. King Bot., 40th

par. 497.

" 81. " 14. Strike out the " a."
" 121, " 3d from bottom, for "im" read " % ."

" 349, " 12, for "scoparius" read "furcat"
*'

35 1
) 1 3' ^me x

i
after "•Globe-Democrat" add ''correspondent from

St. Joseph."
" 3S2, line 3d from below, read "Wheeler's" for "Whipple's"; other

errata in this article are corrected on
p. 387 and farther on.

'• 390. " nth " " " "Pluk." for "Pluck."
" 42S, " 15, read 22b. instead of 22d.
" 430, " 2, " 24 s " 24.

" 432, " 3, " +412 " —412.
" 433. " 2

> " +692 " —692.
" 434> " 2, " +715 " —715-
" 435. " 5. " +6+8+759 " — *•

" 436, " 3. "+38+40+791" — 3S-

" 44S, " 4 from below, read "were" instead of "was."
" 450, " 13, read "— 43" instead of "— 41."



CClxXXvi ERRATA, ETC.

Page 465, line 11 from below, read "Sunday" instead of "Monday."
" 473, " 5 " " " Tiviov instead of TtVWV.

" 477, " 12, add xal sTxoat irtov.
" 479. " 6, read "mom" instead of "not."
" 541, " 20, read "Verrieres" for " Verriere."

last line, " "cocc/»ea" for "twctoria."
" 585, under the figures, read "Fig. 7," "Fig. S," for "Fig. 7 & 8."

" 589, line 15, read "DC." for " De."
" 17, " "Schlechtendal's" for "Shlecktendal's."
" Sth from below, read "Sitgreaves"' for "Sitgreave's."

Page xliii. line 10, for "bunches" read "branches."
liv. " 6, for "cynthta" read " cynthia."

lxxix. " 13, for "piscidium" read '•piscicidium."
cxxxix. " 14, for "Mellenchamp" read " Meliichamp."
cxciii. " 27, for " arsenate of copper" read " arseniate of soda.

ccxxxix. " 14 from bottom, for "of light" read " to light."



Publications received in Exchange 1870-72.

Boston—Amer. Acad, of Arts and Sciences: Memoirs, vol. x. pt. i. 1868;

Proc. 1869-70.
Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist. : Proc. 1870-72.

Washington—.Smithsonian Institution : Contrib. to Knowledge, vols, xii.-

xvii. Transatlantic Longitude, by B. A. Gould, 1869: U. S. Geol.

Survey of Colorado, by F. V. Hayden, 1S69.

U. S. Naval Observatory : Astronom. & Meteorol. Observations for 186S

and 1S70, by Rear Admiral B. F. Sands, U. S. N. ; Dollen's Portable

Transit Instrument, by C. Abbe, 1870.

Philadelphia—Franklin Institute: Journal, No. 511, 1868.

Acad, of Nat. Sciences: Proc. 1869-72.

Amer. Phil. Soc. : Proc. vol. xi.-xiii. 1870-72. ; Transactions, vol. xiv.

San Francisco—California Acad, of Sciences: Proc. 1870.

New 2'ork—Amer. Museum of Nat. Hist. : 1st Annual Report, 1870.

Lyceum of Nat. Hist. : Proc. ix. S-11 Annals, 1870-72.

Cambridge—Museum of Comparative Zoology: Bulletin, ii. 1-3; iii. 1.

Ann. Report of 1869, 1S70, and 1871 ; List of European and American
Fossils; Eared Seals, by J. A. Allen; Northern Furred Seals, by Chas.

Bryant; Preliminary Report on the Crustacea of the Gulf Stream in

Florida; Mammals" and Winter Birds of E. Florida, by J. A. Allen;

Illustrated Catalogue No. IV., Deep Sea Corals, by L. F. de Pourta-

. les; No. VI., Supplement to the Ophiurida? and Astrophytidse, by Th.
Lyman.

Salem—Essex Institute : Proc. 1S69-72 : Bulletin, 1869-73; Annual Rep. of

the Peabody Acad, of Science, 1S69-70; 4th Ann. Rep. of same, 1871 :

Memoirs, i. 2, 1871.

New Haven—Amer. Jour, of Science and Arts, 1869-73.

Connecticut Acad, of Sciences : Trans, vol. i., Pt. 2.

Worcesle)—Amer. Antiquarian Soc. : Proc. Boston, April, 1871 ; Worces-
ter, 1872; Boston, 1872.

Toronto—Canadian Institute : Journal, 1S69-73.

Montreal—Nat. Hist. Society of Montreal : Canadian Naturalist, 1869-73.

Quebec—Literary and Hist. Society of Quebec: Proc. 1870. Trans. 1870-1.

Albany—Albany Institute : Trans, vi., 1870; Manual, 1870.

Madison—Wisconsin State Hist. Society : Report and Collections, 1869-72.

Mihvatikic—Naturhistorischer Verein, Bericht 1872.

Wisconsin Nat. Hist. Society: Trans. 1870-72.

Baltimore—Peabody Institute: 2d Annual Report, 1869; 3d Ann. Report,

1S70; Life and Character of George Peabody, by S. T. Wallis, 1870.

Newport. Vt.—Orleans County Soc. of Nat. Hist. : Trans, vol. i., 1, 1870;

2, 1S71.

GREAT BRITAIN.

Edinburgh—Royal Scottish Soc. of Arts : Trans, v. 8, 1869.



Leeds—Phil. & Lit. Society: Annual Report, 1869-70.
Geol. & Polytechnic Soc. of Yorkshire: Proc. 1870; Ann. Rep. 1870-71.

London—Royal Society of London : Proc. 1869-72.
Nature: Journal of Science, 1869-73.
Journal of Applied Science: 1871-73.

Dublin—Royal Society of Dublin : Journal, vol. vi. 1S70-72.
Glpsgoiv—Phil. Society of Glasgow : Proc. 1867-S, 1869-70, 1870-71.

SWEDEN.
Stockholm—Royal Academy of Sciences : Handlingar, 1S6S-70; Obersigt,

1S69; Meteorologiska Jakttagelser, Band 9-1 1, 1S67-69; and other
publications.

Upsal—Royal Society of Sciences: Nova Acta, vols. vii. & viii., 1S70-71 ;

Bulletin Me'teorologique de TObservatoire de l'Universite d'Upsal, vol.

ii. 1-18, 1S70; iii. 1-6, 1871.

Christiania—K. NorskeUniv. i. Christiania : 12 Publications. 1870-71.

DENMARK.
Copenhagen—Royal Danish Acad, of Sciences: S Publications, 1869-70;

Obersigt, 1870-71.

RUSSIA.

Dorpat—Dorpater Naturf. Gesellschaft : Sitzungsberichte 1869-71 : Archiv.
fur die Naturkunde, Kurlands, Dorpat 1S70; Meteorol. Beobachtun-
gen, 1871.

Moscotu—Societe Imp. de Naturalistes : Bulletin, 1869-71: Nouveau Me-
moires, T. xiii. 3 (xix.)

St. Petersburg—Acaddmie Imperiale des Sciences: Memoires xiv.-xvi.

TS69-70; Bulletin xiv.-xvi. 1S69-70; Report of Central Physical Obser-
vatory. St. Petersburg. 1869; Repertorium fiir Meteorologie. 1869.

Imperial Botanical Society: Enumeratio Plantarum 1841-42: Reise nacb.

dem Nordosten, Dorpat 1848-54; Anatomische Notizen liber Pflanzen,
Riga 1851 ; Animadversiones Botanical ; Schriften, Band ii. 1, 1853;
Series et Descriptiones Plantarum, 1S46-69; Beobachtun«en, 1850;
Catalogues Systematiques, 1S52.

HOLLAND.

Amsterdam—Royal Academy of Sciences : Verhandl. 1S69-72; Verslagen,

1S69-70; Jaarboek, 1869-70.
Haarlem—Societe Hollandaisc des Sciences : Archives, T. v.-vi. ; Pro-

gramme, 1S71.

Rotterdam—Batavian Society of Sciences : Verhandelingen, 1S69-70.

Utre< ht—Provincial Society of Arts and Sciences: Verslagen, 1870; Kata-
logus der Ethnologie.

Royal Meteorological Institute : Jaarboek, 1869-70.

Leyden—Astronomical Observatory: Annalen der Sternwa: te in Leyden,
vol. ii.

GERMANY.
Dafitz'g—Naturf. Gesellschaft : Schriften, 1871.

Frankfurt-a-M.—Senckenbergische Naturf. Gesellschaft: Abhandlungen.
1870-72; Bericht, 1S69-70

Zoologische Garten : Zeitschrift, 1870-72.
Aerzlichen Verein : Jahresberichte, 1869: Statistische Mittheil.. 1870.

frorlitz—Naturf. Gesellschaft: Abhandlungen, xiv. Band.
Alte-bwg-—Naturf. Gesellschaft des Osterlandes : Mittheil. 1869.

Berlin—Deutsche Geol. Gesellschaft : Zeitschrift, Bd xxii.-xxiv. 1870-72
K. Preuss. Akad. der Wissenschaften : Monatsberichte 1861-73: Ver-

zeichniss der Abhandlungen, 1810-70
Verein fur Beforderung des Gartenbaues : Wochenshrift 1869-71.
Zeitschrift fur die Gesammten Naturwissenschaften. 1869-71.

Bonn—Naturh. Verein des Preuss. Rheinlande u. VVestphalens : Verhand-
lungen, 1869-70.



Dresden—K. Leopold -Car. Akad. die Naturforscher : Verhandlungen,
1870; Zool. Mittheilungen, 1S70; Amtlicher Organ, Marz 1871 ; Noti-
zen-zum Gemiilde.

Naturwiss. Gesellschaft Isis : Sitzungsberichte, 1870-72.
Gottingcn—K. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften : Nachrichten, 1870.
Halle—Naturf. Gesellschaft: Abhandlungen, xi.-xii, 1S70-71 ; Bericht 1S70.
Leipzig—K. Sachsische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften : Berichte, Math.

Phvs Classe, 1S67-69, 1870-71.
Mien hen— K. bayerische Akad. der Wissenschaften : Sitzungsberichte,

1869 -71 : Annalen der K. Sternwarte, v. 17 Supp. 9 : Phil. Bidrag, 1S71

;

Annalen der K. Sternwarte, Band xviii. ; Verzeichniss von 3571 Tele-
scopischen Sternen, xi. Supp. ; Ausgaben der Chemische Untersucht,
1871 ; Denkschrift auf C. E. Hermann von Mayer von Carl A. Littel,

Munchen 1870.

Prag—K. bbhmische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften : Sitzungsberichte,

1S69-70; Abhandlungen, 1870; Repertorium, 1870.

Regensb <>

g

—K. Baier. bot. Gesellschaft: Zeitung, 1871, Repertorium der
Periodischen Botanischer Literatur von 1S64 an vii. Jahrg. als Beiblatt
zum Flora, 1870.

Zool. -mineral. Verein : Correspondenz-blatt, 1S70.

Stettin—Entomol. Verein: Zeitung, 1S70.

Stuttgartt—Verein fur Vaterl. Naturkunde : Jahreshefte 1869-70, 1871.

Wien— K. Akad. der Wissenschaften : Sitzungsberichte 1869-71; Register
zu den Banden 51 bis 60, 1870.

K. K zool. -bot. Gesellschaft: Verhandlungen, iS69~7i,and other publi-
cations.

K. K. Mineral. Museum; Zeitschrift fiir Meteorologie, Band vii. 1872;
Die Meteoriten des K. Mineral. Museum, 1871, No. 3-4.

K. K Geologischen Reichsanstalt : Jahrbuch. xix -xxii. 1869-72; Ver-
handlungen 1S69-72; Fossilen Mollusken von E A. Reuss ; Zur Erin-
nerung an Wilhelm Haidinger von Franz Ritter von Hauer, Wien
1S71.

Verein fiir Verbreitung naturwiss. Kentnisse : Schriften ii.-viii. i86[-6S,

1870-71.
Wiesb den—Verein fiir Naturkunde : Tahrbucher, xxi.-xxii. 1S67-6S, 1869

-1S70.

Wurtzburg—Physikalish.-med. Gesellschaft: Verhandlungen, 1S69-71.
Presburg—Verein fur Natur. u. Heilkunde : Verhandlungen, 1869-70.
Etnden—Naturf. Gesellschaft; Schriften, xv. 1871.
Herniannstadt—Siebenburgischen Verein fiir Naturwissenschaften : Ver-

handlungen, xx. Jahrg 1869.

Linz—Vaterland. Museum Francisco-Carolinum ; Bericht, 1869-71: Bei-
trage zur Fauna der Nicobaren von G R. von Frauenfeld, 1S69.

Meklenbifg—Verein des Freunde der Naturgeschichte : Archiv. 1870-71.
Pa<sau—Naturh. Verein : Jahresbericht, 1S69-70.
Offcnbach-a-M. — Offenbacher Verein fiir Naturkunde: Verhandlungen,

186S-69, 1S70.
Pe.sth—Royal Hungarian Soc. of Nat. Sciences: Publications, 1866-71.
Bamberg—Naturf Gesellschaft: Bericht. 1869-70
Kongsbutg—K. Physik.-okonom Gesellschaft: Schriften, 1869-70.
Erfurt—K. Akad. gemeiniitziger Wissenschaften

; Jahrbucher, 1870; Bib-
liotheca Erfurtura, 1863

Freiburg I. #.—Naturf Gesellschaft: Bericht. 1869-70; Festschrift, 1S71.
Darmstadt—Verein fiir Erdkunde : Notizblatt. 1870.
Briinn—Naturw. Verein : Verhandlungen, 186S-69.
Augsburg—Naturh. Verein: Bericht, xxi. 1S71.
Lux mburg—Naturwiss. Verein : Verhandlungen, Band iv. 1868-69.
Karlsruhe—Verein fur Geschichte u. Naturgeschichte : Schriften, 1 larhg.

1870.
J b

Chemnitz—Naturwiss. Gesellschaft: Berichte, 1S68-71.



SWITZERLAND.
Basel—Naturf. Gesellschaft : Verhandlungen, v. 3.
Berne—Naturf Gesellschaft: Mittheilungen, 1870-71.
Neuckatel—La Societe des Sciences Naturelles : Bulletin, viii.

Zurich—Naturf. Gesellschaft: Vierteljahreschrift, xv. 1-4.
St. Gailien—Naturwiss. Verein : Berichte, 183S-69, 1869-70, 1870-71.
Lausanne—La Societe Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles : Bulletin, 1869-70;

Observations Meteorologiques de Lausanne, par J. Marquet, 1870.
Cknr—Naturf. Gesellschaft Graubundens : Jahresbericht xv.-xvi. 1869-72.

BELGIUM.
Bruxelles—L'Acad. Royale des Sciences, Lettres et des Beaux-Arts : Bul-

letin T. xxix & xxxi. ; Phenomenes periodiques de 1869 et de 1867-6S

;

Annales Meteorologiques de 1870; Annuaire de 1871.

FRANCE.

Bordeaux—La Societe des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles : M^moires,
T. vi.-viii. 1S68-72 ; Proces-verbaux, 1870; Terrestrial Magnetism, by
M. Linder, 1870.

La Societe Linneenne: Catalogue, 1869; 7 Publications on Zoology, bv
Charles DesMoulins, 1870; Paleontologie, par M. E. Delfortrie, 1869.

Caen—L'Acad. Nat. des Sciences, Arts et Belles-Lettres : M^moires, 1870-
71; Rapports, 1870-71.

Pay's—La Societe Anthropologique : Bulletin iii.-vi. 1S68-71.
La Societe Imp Zool. d'Acclimatation : Bulletin vi.-ix. 1S6S-72; Pisci-

culture dans L'Amerique du Nord, par M. J. Leon Soubiran ; Rapport
1866-68, par Mr. J. L. Soubiran.

Cherbourg—La Societe Imp. des Sciences Naturelles : Memoires. T. xiii.-

xiv. 1868-69; T. xv. 1S70; Pamphlets on Botany, by A. Lejolis, 1869.
Strasbourg—La Societe des Sciences Naturelles : Bulletin, 186S-69; Me-

moires, vi 2, 1870.

Luxembourg—La Societe des Sciences Naturelles : Bulletin T. xi. 1S69-70;
' T. xii. 1872.

Lyons—La Societe d'Agriculture et des Sciences Naturelles : Annales 4ser.
T. i. 1S68, Paris, 1869.

La Societe .des Sciences Historiques et Naturelles: Bulletin 1871, vol.

xxii.

ITALY.

Bologna— Accademia delle Scienze dell' Istituto di Bologna: Memorie,
1869-71 ; Rendiconti, [869-71 : Armie Utensile di Pieta delle Bolegne-
se, Bologna, 1870; Gemmi Geologici, Bologna, 1S69; L'Eta della Pie-
ta, Bologna, 1871.

Milano—R Istituto Lombardo de Scienze, Lettere ed Arte : Memori%, xi.

1869; Rendiconti, 1869-71 ; Sur Reformatarij, per G. S. Riffi, Milano,
1S70

Societa Italiana di Scienze Naturale : Atti, xii. 1. 1869.
Fondazione Scientifica Cagnola : Atti, 1867-69.

Venezia—R. Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti : xiv. 1868-69; xv -

1870-71.
Napoli—Societa Reale di Napoli, Accad. della Scienze Fisiche e Math. :

Atti, iii.-iv. 1866-69; Rendiconti, 1867-69.
Firenze—R. Comitato Geologico d'ltalia : Bolletino, 1870-71 ; Archivio por

l'Anthropologia, per Dr. P. Montegazza e Dr. Felice Fingi, Firenze,
1870.

Catania—Accademia Giovenia de Scienze Naturale di Catania: Atti. T.
ii. 1869: iii. 1869; Elogio Accademico del Prof. Cav. Carlo Gemmel-
lano, Catania, 1869: Atti, ser. iii. T. v. 1S71.

SPAIN.

Madrid—R. Acad, de Ciencias de Madrid : Annuario del Observatorio de
Madrid, ano ix. 1869; ano x. 1870; Resumen de las Observaciones Me-
teoroldgicas, 1S67-69.



EAST INDIA.

Melbourne—R. Society of Victoria : Transactions, ix. Pt ii., 1870.

Batavia—Nederlandisch-Indische Maatschappig van Nijverheid : Versla^

den Kdnig, 1870.

Publications donated 1870-72.

On the North American Lakes; by Dr. E. Andrews. - Chicago, 1870.

Second Annual Report of the Geology and Mineralogy of New Hampshire.
Manchester, 1870. By C. H. Hiichcock, State Geologist,

Historical Sketch of Chemung Vallev; bv T. A Cheney. Watkins, N.J.,
1668.

Annual Report of the Cincinnati Observatory, 1S70.

Eulogy on Humboldt; by J. P. Luse. New Albany, Ind., 1869.

Observations on Solar Eclipse, Aug. 7, 1669.

Hypotheses of Evolution; by E. D. Cope. Philad., 1870.

Military Maps for the Armies of the Potomac and James Rivers, 1864-5,

1^67.

List of Sir P. Egerton's Fossils, 1869.

James Murray's Lunatic Asylum. (5 pamph.) 1858-68.

Entomologie; par H. de Saussure. Paris.

Report of the Postmaster General of Canada. Ottawa, 1868.

Bernard Quarritch's Catalogues. London, 1869-73.

List of Hymenoptera collected by J. K. Lord in Egypt. London, 1871.

Address of George Bentham, Esq., F.R.S., May 24, 1867, London.
Flint Chips, a Guide to Prehistoric Archaeology ; by Edmund Stephens.

London, 1870.

Tables of Trade and Navigation for 1870, Canada; from Major Huguet-
Latour.

Annual Report of the Chief of Engineers to the Secretary of War for 1870.

Washington, 1870-71.
Steiger's Literairischer Monatsbericht, Band ii. 1871. New York, 1871.

Notice of a Fossil Forest in the Tertiary of California ; by Prof. O. C. Marsh.
New Haven, 1871.

On the Geology of the Eastern Uintah Mountains: by Prof. O. C. Marsh.
New Haven, 187 1.

Description of some Fossil Serpents from the Tertiarv of Wyoming, U. S.

;

by Prof,. O. C. Marsh. New Haven, 1871.

Catalogue of Stereoscopic Photographs; by Wra. H. Jackson, U. S. Geol.
Survey. Omaha, Neb., 1S71.

Annual Report of the Board of St. Louis Public Schools for 1869-70. St.

Louis.
Address before the Library Association, Providence, R. I ; by O. H. Kile,

A.M. Providence, 1871.

Catalogue of the St. Louis University, 1870-71. St. Louis.
The Defences of Washington, D C. ; by Barnard. Washington, 1871.
Catalogue d'une Collection superbe de Series de Zoologie, Pale'ontologie,

etc., 1871, of F. Mueller, Amsterdam.
Memoire sur les Causes et sur les Effets de la Chaleur, de la Lumiere et de

l'Electricite'
;
par M. Sequin aine* Paris, 1868.

Collections de Pieces, Histonques. Paris, 1871.
Introduction pour l'Etude Elementaire de la Linguistique Indo-Europ^-

enne. Paris, 1871.
Collections de Pieces Historiques, Melanges Litte'raires et Scientifiques, for

May, 187 1. Bruxelles.
The Dependence of Life on Decomposition; by Henry Freke, M.D. Dub-

lin, 1871.



Entomological Reports of Missouri, by C. V Riley, 1870-72.
Report of U. S. Geol. Survey and Exploring Expedition of the 40th Paral-

lel ; vol. v. Botany; by Clarence King. Geologist. Washington, D. C.
Delle Antichi Consuetudine e Legge Maritimi delle Provincie Napolitani.

Napoli, 1871.

Third and Fourth Anual Reports of the Flax Extension Association, and
Instructions. Belfast, Ireland, 1S69-70.

Considerations sur la Classification et la Distribution g^ographiques de la

Famille Cicindelites
;
par A. Prudhomme.

Das Aquarium des Zoologischen Garten in Hamburg.
Fiihrer durch den Zoologischen Garten in Hamburg.
DeTense des Colonies, iv., par Joachim Barrande. Prag et Paris, 1870. (^10

copies.)

Distribution des Cephalapodes dans les Contries Siluriennes, vol. iii., 4
ser., PI. 351 a 460; par Joachim Barrande. Prag, 1S70 (10 copies.)

Trilobites; par Joachim Barrande Prag, 1871. (10 copies.)
Report of the Geological Survey of New Hampshire, by C. H. Hitchcock,

State Geologic, for year 1670.
Report of the Chief of Engineers U. S. A. on Surveys of St. Louis and Al-

ton Harbors. Washington, D. C.
De l'Emploi de l'Eau en Chirurgie; par le Docteur Alphonse A. Mussat

fils. Paris, 1850.
Traitement de Cancer du Col de l'Uterus par la galvano-caustique ther-

mique. Paris, 1871.
Report of the Fish Commissioner of the State of Vermont for 1869, and

same for 1867
Report of Commissioners relative to the Restoration of Sea Fish to the

Connecticut River and its Tributaries, by order of the Legislature of
Vermont, 1866; from Prof. A. Hager.

Preliminary Report of Exploration in Nevada and Arizona. War Depart-
ment U. S. Washington, 1871.

Transactions of the Illinois State Dental Society. Eighth Annual Session
at Chicago, May, 1872.

The Constitution and Rules of the Philosophical Society of Washington,

Report of a Rdconnaisanceof the Basin of the Upper Yellow Stone in 1871,
by Capt. J. W. Barbour and Capt. D. P. Heap, with Map. Washing-
ton, D. C, 1872.

Annual Report of the Trustees of the Peabody Institute. Baltimore, June
6, 1872.

Catalogue of the St. Louis University for 1872.
(Specimen Tables of Logarithms of All Numbers up to One Million ; b

v

Edward Lang, Edinburgh.
Catalogue of the School of Mines, Columbia College, 1871-72.
Notes on Chalcidiae, Pt. VI. ; by R. Francis Walker, F.L.S. London,

1872.

Report of the Geological Survey of New Hampshire, by C. H. Hitchcock,
State Geologist, with a Map of the White Mountains.

Report of the Trustees of the New York State Library Albany, 1872.
A New Method of Measuring directly the Vibrating Air in Musical Sounds

;

by Alfred M. Mayer.
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Entomological Reports of Missouri, by C. V Riley, 1870-72.
Report of U. S. Geol. Survey and Exploring Expedition of the 40th Paral-

lel ; vol. v. Botany; by Clarence King. Geologist. Washington, D. C.
Delle Antichi Consuetudine e Legge Maritimi delle Provincie Napolitani.

Napoli, 1871.

Third and Fourth Anual Reports of the Flax Extension Association, and
Instructions. Belfast, Ireland, 1869-70.

Considerations sur la Classification et la Distribution gdographiques de la

Famille Cicindelites
;
par A. Prudhomme.

Das Aquarium des Zoologischen Garten in Hamburg.
Fiihrer durch den Zoologischen Garten in Hamburg.



Publications received in Exchange in 1873.

Christiania—Kongelige Norske Universitet : Recherches sur la Chronolo-
gic Egyptienne, par J. Lieblein, 1873. Forekomster af Kise i Visse
Skifere (Layers of Pyrites in certain States in Norway) af Armend
Helland, ndgivet ved E. B. Munster, Christiania, 1S73. Carcinolo-
giske Bidrag, af G. O. Sars, Christiania, 1S73. Die Pflanzenwelt Nor-
wegens, von Dr. F. C. Schubeler, 1873. Pflanzengeographische Karte,
1873. On some Remarkable Forms of Animal Life from the Great
Deeps of the Norwegian Coast, from MSS. of the late Prof. Michael
Sars, by Geo. O. Sars, 1872. Bidrag til Kundskalien om Christiania-
fjordens Fauna, from MSS. of Dr. M. Sars, by G. O. Sars, 1873. On
the Rise of Land in Scandinavia, by S. A. Saxe, 1872. Beretning om
Ladegaurdsoens Hovedgaard, 1 Hefte, 1872. The Ancient Vessel found
in the Parish of Tune, Norway; dedicated by the Translator to Com-
mander Stephen B. Luce, U. S. N. ; Christiania, 1872. Cantate ved
det K. Norske Fred. Universitets Mindefest for Hans Majestat Kong
Carl den 19 Nov. 1872, text ofJorg Moe, musiken af L. F. Lindemann?
Beretning, 1867 and 1S71. Nordens JEldste Historie af P. A. Munch.
Proveforehesninger, 1873.

Lund—Universitas Carolina Lundensis : Acta, Jahnj. v., vi. & vii. ; 1S68,
3 hefte; 1869, 2 hefte; 1870, 2 hefte; Lund, 1872.

DENMARK.

Copenhagen—Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab : 5 Raekke, na-
turwid. og math. Afd. ix., Band 6 & 7 ; Obersigt, 1871 No. 3, 1872 No.
1 & 2; Memoires, vol. ix. No. 8 & 9, 1S72-3 ; vol. x. No. 1, 1873.

Moscow—Societe ImpeViale de Naturalistes de Moscou : Bulletin, annee
1872, No. 1-4; 1S73, No. 1.

St. Petersburg—Academie Imperiale des Sciences: Memoires, T. xvii. No.
11-12; T. xviii. Nos. 1-10, 1871 ; T. xix. No. 1-2, 1S72, No. 3-7, 1S73.
Bulletin, T. xvii. 1-36; T. xviii., Feuilles 1-15.

Imperial Botanical Society: Publications, 4 vols. 1869-71, St. Petersburg.

Amsterdam— Royal Academy of Sciences : Verhandelingen, Naturk. dl.

xii.; Letterk. dl. vi.-vii. "Verslagen, Letterk. R. dl. ii"; Naturk. R. dl.

v.-vi. Jaarboek, 1S70-71 : Proces-Verbal, 1S70-72 ; Esseiva ad Juve-
nem Satira, 1872 ; C. Seemans Bathmensche Munzschilderingen, Am-
sterdam, 1872.

Harlem—La Societe Hollandaise a Harlem : Archives, T. vi. 4-5; T. vii.

i-3, 1872.

Utrecht—K. Nederlandisch Meteorologisch Institute Jaarboek, 1S71.
Leyden— The Astronomical Observatory at Leyden : Annalen der Stern-

warte in Leiden, von Dr. F. Kaiser,*Directo'r, iii. Band, Haag, 1872.



Germany.

Berlin— K. Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften: Monatsberichte,
Sept. cS: Oct. 1872; Nov. & Dec. 1872; Jan.-Aug. 1873.

Verein fur Beforderung des Gartenbaues : Wochenschrift, No. 1-52, '72.

Zeitschrift fur der Gesammten Naturwiss. : Band v., neue Folge, 1872;
Band vi. 1872.

Bonn—Naturhistorischer Verein der Preuss. Rheinl. u. Westphalens : Ver-
handlungen, xxviii. Jahrg, Heft 1-2; xxix. Heft 1, 1S71-2.

Dresden— Naturwissenschaftlicher Gesellschaft Isis : Sitzungsberichte.

Jahrg. 1872; Jahrg. 1873, Jan.-Marz ; Das K. Mineralogische Museum
zu Dresden, von Dr. Hans Bruno Geinitz, Dresden, 1873.

Dantzig— Naturforschende Gesellschaft : Schriften, iii. Band, 1 Heft,

1872.

Frankfur't-a-M. — Senckenbergische Naturf. Gesellschaft: Bericht, 1871-
'72 ; Abhandlungen, viii. Band. 3-4 Heft, 1S72.

Aerzlichen Verein : Jahresberichte, xii. Jahrg. 1871, xvi. '71, Jahrg. '72;

Statistische Mittheil. iiber der Civilstand der Standt Frankfurt-a-M.,

Jahre 1871 u. 1S72.

Frankfurter Verein fur Geographie und Statistik : Jahresberichte, 1870-

71, 1871-72 ; Beitrage zur Statistik, ii. Band, 4 Heft, 1871 ; Statistiche

Mittheilungen, 1S71.

Der Zoologische Garten: Zeitschrift. xiii. Jahrg. No. S-12, 1872 ; xiv.

Jahrg. No. 1-6, 1873.

Freiburg I. B.—Naturforschende Gesellschaft: Berichte, Band vi. Heft 1,

i373-

Giessen— Oberhessische Gesellschaft fur Natur-und Heilkunde : Bericht

xiv. Giessen, 1S73.

Gottingen—K. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften : Nachrichten, 1872.

Halle—Naturforschende Gesellschaft: Abhandlungen, xii. Band, 3-4 Heft,

1873-

Hamburg— Naturwissenshaftlicher Verein : Abhandlungen, v. Band, 2-3
Abtheil. 1869-70, Hamburg, 1872; Uebersicht, 1871.

Bremen— Landwirthschafts-Verein fiir Bremische Gebiet : Jahresbericht
fur 1870-71.

Leipzig— K. Saehsische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften: Berichte, Band
iv.-vii. 1S71 ; i.-ii. 1872.

Frag—K. Bdmische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften : Abhandl. v. Band,
6 folge, 1871-72; Sitzungsberichte, 1S71. Jan.-Juni, 1872.

Regensburg—K. Baierische botanische Gesellschaft : Flora oder Zeitung,
Neue Reiche, 30 Jahrg. 1872 ; Repertorium, 1871.

Zoologische-Mineral. Verein: Correspondenz-Blatt, xxvi. Jahrg. 1S72.

Stettin—Entomologischer Verein : Zeitung, xxxiii. Jahrg. 1872.

Wirn— K. K. Akademie der Wissenschaften: Sitzungsberichte, 1872, i.

Abtheil. 1-5, ii. Abtheil. 1-5; iii. Abtheil. 1-5: Register vii.

K. K. Geographische Gesellschaft: Mittheilungen, x. Jahrg 1866 und
1867, Wien, 1868; neue folge 1868, No. 1 ; xiii. Band, 1870; xiv. Band,
1871 ; xv. Band, 1S72, Wien, 1873.

K. K. zool. -botanische Gesellschaft: Verhandlungen, xxii. Band, 1S72 :

Zoologische Miscellen., von George Ritter von Frauenfeld, Wien, "73.

K. K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt : Jahrbuch, xxii. Band. No. 2-4, 1872;
No. n-13 Juli-Sept. 1872: Bericht, 1872; General Register der Bande
xi.-xx. der Jahrbuches, 1S60-70, von Adolph Senoner, Wien, 1872;
Verhandlungen, No. 14, 1872 ; Jahrbuch, xxiii. Band, No. 1 Jan.-Marz.
No. 2 April-Juni 1873: Verhandl. 1-7, 1S73 ; Ueber einen neuen Sau-
rier aus Lesina, von Dr. A. Kornhuber, Wien, 1873; Die Cephalapo-
den-Fauna der Gosauschichten in den Nordostlichen Alpen, von Anton
Redtenbacher, Wien, 1873 (Abhandl. v. Heft No. 15).



Wiesbaden— Verein fur Naturkunde : Jahrbucher, Jahrg. xxv. u. xxvi.,

1871-72.
Hermannstadt— Siebenburgischen Verein fiir Naturwissenschaften : Ver*

h'andl. u. Mittheilungen, Jahrg. xxii. (2 copies.)

L;uz— Vaterlandischen Museum Francisco - Carolinum : Bericht xxxi.,

Linz, 1873; Das Oberdsterreichische Museum Francisco-Carolinum in

Linz, 1873.

Mecklinburg—Verein der Freunde der Naturgeschichte : Archiv. xxvi.

Jahrg., Neubrandenburg, 1873.

Marburg— Gesellschaft fiir Befdrderung des Gesammten Naturwissen-

schaften—Sitzungsberichte, 1S69 u. 1871; Schriften, Band ix.-x., At-

theil. 1-4, 1872.

Pesth—Royal Hungarian Academy of Sciences : Almanach 1S72; Ertesito

1S71, 10-17 n - lS7 2 > I_s n -' Mathem. Ersek. i. S-n n., ii. 1 n. ; Teme-
zettud. Ertekez. ii. 9-15 n., iii. 1-3^ ; Evkonyo, xiii. 3 darab 1S72

;

Kdslonv. iv. kdtet, 1S72.

Roval Institut Geologique de Hongrie . Evkdnyve i. Kotet, ii. Kotet 1-2

fuzet; Mittheil. aus dem Jahrbuche, i. Band 2 Heft, ii. Band 1 Heft,

Pesth, 1871-72.
A'du/gsburg—K. Phvsik-okononiische Gesellschaft: Schriften, xiii. Jahrg.

1872, Attheil. 1-2.

Hanover— Naturhistorischer Gesellschaft: Jahresberichte, xxi. u. xxii. ,

1871-72.
Darmstadt— Verein fur Erdkunde : Notizblatt, 3 tolge, xi. Heft, No. 121

132, Darmstadt, 1S72.

Briiun—Naturforschende Verein : Verhandhmgen, ix. Band, 1S70, and x.

Band, 1871, Brlinn, 1S72.

SWITZERLAND.

Basel— Naturforschende Gesellschaft: Verhandlungen, v. Theil, 4 Heft,

Basel, 1S73.

Bern—Societe Helvetique des Sciences Naturelles : Actes, a Fribourg, 55c
Sess. Comptes-rendu, 1S72 ; Fribourg. 1872.

Naturforschende Gesellschaft in Bern: Mittheilungen, Jahre 1S71, No.
745-791. Bern, 1872; No. 792-811, Bern, 1873.

Neuchatel—Societe des Sciences Naturelles : Bulletin T. ix. 2 cahier, 1872.

Zurich—Naturforschende Gesellschaft: Vierteljahrschrift, xvi. Jahrg. Heft

1-4, 1871.

Franenfold— Naturforschende Gesellschaft : Verhandlungen, 1871 ; Frau-
enfeld, 1872.

St. Gallien — Naturwissenschaftlicher Gesellschaft : Bericht, 1S71-2 ; St.

Gallien, 1873.
Lausanne—Societe Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles : Bulletin. 2 ser. vol.

ix. No. 68; xii. No. 69, Lausanne, 1873.

Bruxelles—Academie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres, et de Beaux-Arts,

de Belgique : Bulletin, 2e. ser., T. xxxii.-xxxiv., 1871-72; Annuaire,

1872 et '73; Centieme Anniversaire de Fondation (1772-1872), 2 vols.

8vo., Bruxelles, 1872; Tables de Mortalite, par Ad. Qiietelet, 1872;
Observations des Phenomenes Periodiques pendant l'annee 1870; An-
nates Meteorologiques de 1871, par Ad. Quetelet.

Societe Entomologique de Belgique: Annales, T. xv., Bruxelles, 1871-2.

Louvain—L'Universite Catholique de Louvain : Annuaire, 1837, 1S71 and
Theses, 1872 and '73, Theses 370-378, Theologie

; 72-73 Medecine; 21

Sciences; 21-26 Law; Societe Litteraire, Memoires, T. xi. — Lou-
vain, 1872.



FRANCE.

Bordeaux— Society des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles : Memoires, T.

viii., 3~4cahier, 1872; T ix., ie. cahier, 1873 ; Extracts des Proces-

verbaux, annde 1872-3.

Caen—Academie des Sciences, Arts et Belles-lettres : Memoires, 1873.

Metz—Academie Imperiale de Metz : Memoires, L'Annees 1S68-69, 1869-

70, et 1870-71.

Paris— LAthenee Orientale : Bulletin, T. 144, 2e. ser., No. 13-19, Paris,

1873.
La Societe Anthropologique : Bulletin, T. vii , fasc. 1-4, 1872; T. xvi.,

2e. ser., Paris, 1872.

La Societe. Imp. Zoologique d'Acclimatation : Bulletin, T. ix., No. 6-7,

Paris, 1872.

Cherbourg—La Societe Imp. des Sciences Naturelles: Memoires, T. xvi.,

1871-2.

Luxembourg— L'lnsthut Royal Grand-Ducal de Luxembourg: Publica-

tions, T. xiii., Luxembourg, 1873.

Lyons—

U

Academie Imp. des Sciences, Belles-lettres et Arts de Lyon : Me-
moires, T. xviii., 1S70-71 ; Essai sur les Definitions Geometriques, par

J. F. Bonnel, Paris, 1870.

Societe des Sciences Historiques et Naturelles de L'Yonne : Bulletin, T.

xxvi., annee 1872; 2e. partie, annee 1872; Auxere et Paris, 1873.

Bologna—Accademia delle Scienze del Istituto di Bologna: Memorie, se-

rie iii., T. i., fasc. 2-4; T. ii.. fasc. 1-2, 1872; Rendiconti, 1S71-72;

Indici Generali dei X. Tomi delle 2a. ser. delle Memorie, Bologna, '71.

Milano—R. Istituto Lombardo di Scienze, Lettere, ed Arte : Memorie, T.

xii. (.3 della serie iii.), fasc. 2-5, 1871-2; Rendiconti, serie ii., vol. iv.,

fasc. 14-20, 1871 ; vol. v., fasc. 1-20, 1872: vol. vi., fasc. 1-5, 1873

Societa Italiana de Scienze Naturali : Atti, vol. xiv., fasc. 2-4, 1871-72;

vol. xv., fasc. 1-2, 1S72.

Fondazione Scientifica Cagnola : Atti, vol. iii., 1871.

Venice—R. Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti : Atti, T. i., serie 4,

Di*p. 1-10, 1871-2; T. ii., Disp. 1-5, 1872-3; T. xvi., serie 3, Disp. 7-

10, 1868-71.

PORTUGAL.

Lisbon— Academia Real das Sciencias : Jornal de Sciencias Math., Phys.

e Naturales, T. i.-iii., 1868-71 ; Memorias, nova serie, ire. Classe, T.

i., pt. 1-2; T. ii., pt. 1-2; T. iii., pt. 1; T. iv., pt. i-— ii. , Lisboa, 1854

to 1S71.

Portugalire Monumenta Historica: Leges et Consuetudines, vol. i.,

Fasc. i.-vi. folio, Olisipone. 1856-68; Scriptores, vol. i., Fasc i.-iii.,

Olisipone, 1856-61; Diplomata et Chartae, vol. i., Fasc. i.-iii., 186S-

70, folio.

GREAT BRITAIN.

Edinburgh—Royal Scottish Society of Arts : Transactions, vol. viii., pts.

i. & ii., 1S71-3.
"

..

Geological Society of Edinburgh : Transactions, vol. 11
,
pt. 1, 1072; pt.

2, 1873-
Glasgow— Geological Society of Glasgow: Transactions, vol. iv., pt. 2,

1873.
Philosophical Society of Glasgow: Proc. 1S72-3; Proc. vol. viii., N06. 1

& 2, 1873.

London—Royal Society of London : Proc. vol. xx., 1S71-2; vol. xxi., Nos.

139-45, London, 1873.



Nature: a Weekly Illustrated Journal of Science: vol. vii., Nos. 165-
172; vol. viii., Nos. 173-203; vol. ix., Nos. 204-215.

Journal of Applied Science: vol. iii., No. 35, 1872; vol. iv. No. 39, 1873.
Dublin— Ro_yal Geological Society: Journal, vol. iii., pt. 3, New Series,

1S72-3.
Roval Society ot Dublin : Journal, vol. vi., No. 2, 1872.

Belfast—The Belfast Naturalists' Field Club : 6th, 8th & 9th Annual Re-
ports, 1868-9, 1870-1, 1S71-2.

SOUTH AMERICA.

Rio Janeiro— L'Observatoire Imperial de Rio de Janeiro : Climats, Geo-
logie, Faune et Geographic Botanique du Bresil, par Emmanuel Liais,
Directeur, 8vo, Paris, 1872.

Mexico— Sociedad de Geografia y Estadistica de la Republica Mejicana:
Boletin, T. i., n°. 1-2, Mdjico, 1873.

BRITISH PROVINCES.

Montreal— Natural History Society of Montreal : Canadian Naturalist &
Proc , New Series, vol. vii., Nos. 1-3, 1S73.

Toronto—Canadian Institute : Journal, vol. xiii., Nos. 5-6, 1873; vol. xiv.,

No. 1, 1873.
Halifax—The Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science: Proc. & Trans-

actions, 1870-71, 1871-72; vol. iii., pts. 1-3., 1872-3.
Quebec— The Literary and Historical Society of Quebec : Transactions,

Sess. 1S71-72, New Series, pts. 9-10, 1872-73.

UNITED STATES.

Boston—American Academy of Arts and Sciences : Memoirs, New Series,
vol. ix., pt. 2, Cambridge, 1873; Pr°c, vol. viii., pp. 409-504, 1873.

Boston Society of Natural History: Proc, vol. xv., pt- 2., 1872, Boston,
1373-

Cambridge—Museum of Comparative Zoology: Bulletin, Fossil Cephalo-
pods, Embryology by Alpheus Hyatt, vol. iii., No. 5; Ornithological
Reconnoisance by J. A. Allen, vol. iii., No. 6, 1S72.

Washington—Smithsonian Institution : Contributions to Knowledge, vol.
xviii., 4to, Washington, 1873; Smithsonian Report for 1871 ; Astro-
nomical and Meteorological Observations of the U. S. Naval Observa-
tory, Rear Admiral B. F. Sands, U. S. N., Superintendent, 410, Wash-
ington, 1873.

National Observatory : Astronomical and Meteorological Observations,
1S70, 4to, Washington, 1S73 ; Catalogue of Stars observed at the U. S.
Naval Observatory, during the years 184s to 1871, by Prof M. Yarn-
all, U. S. N., by order of Rear Admiral B. F. Sands, U. S. N., Sup't,
Washington, 1873; Appendix I., a Catalogue of 1963 Stars and 290
Double Stars observed at Santiago, Chili, in 1850-51-52, by the U. S.
Naval Expedition, by Lieut. J. M. Gilliss, LL.D., Sup't, Washington,
1870; Report of Difference of Longitude between Washington and St.
Louis, by William Harkness, Prof. U. S. N., prepared by order of Rear
Admiral B. F. Sands, Sup't, Washington. 1872; Equatorial Funda-
mental Stars, by Simon Newcomb, Prof. Math. U. S. N.. by order of
Rear Admiral Sands, Sup't; Report of Observations of Encke's Comet
in 1871, by Profs. A. Hall and Win. Harkness, U. S. N., by order of
Rear Admiral Sands, Sup't, Washington, 1872; Report of Total Solar
Eclipse of Dec. 22, 1S70, by order of Rear Admiral B. F. Sands, U. S.
N., Sup't, Washington, 1871.

The U. S. Geological Survey of the Western Territories, F. V. Hayden,
U. S. Geologist: Acrididae of North America, by Cyrus Thomas, Ph.
D. (vol. v., 1873) ; Miscellaneous Publications, No. 2 ; Meteorologi-



cal Observations, 1872, for Utah, Idaho and Montana, by Henry Gan-
nett, Ass't, Washington, 1873; Synopsis of New Vertebrata from the

Tertiary of Colorado, in 1873, by Prof. E. D. Cope; Extract from the

7th Annual Report of the U. S* Geological Survey of the Territories,

under Dr. F. V. Havden, U. S. Geologist, Washington, 1S73 ; Contri-

butions to the Extinct Vertebrate Fauna of the Western Territories, by
Joseph Leidy, vol. i. -lto, with Plates, Washington, 1S73, —from the

'Hon. Secretary of the Interior ; 6th Annual Report of the U. S. Geo-
logical Survey of the Territories, by F. V. Hayden, U. S. Geologist

(Depart, of the Interior), Washington, 1S73.

Philadelphia—Academy of Natural Sciences: Proc, pt. iii., Oct.-Dec,
1S72; Proc, pt. i., Jan.-Feb. 1873; pt. ii.. March-Sept. 1S73.

Americal Philosophical Society : Proc, vol. xii., No. 80, 1872; Proc,
vol. xiii., No. 90, 1873.

Albany—New York State Library: Annals of the Dudley Observatory, vol.

ii., Albany, 1S71 ; Annual Reports of the Regents of the University of

New York, "xx.-xxiv.
;

55th Annual Report of the Trustees of the New
York State Library; Proc of the University Convention of the State

of New York, 7th and 8th Anniversaries, 1S70-71.

Nciv Haven— The Connecticut Academy of Sciences : Transactions, vol.

ii., pt. 2, New Haven. 1873.

Americal Journal of Science and Arts, vol. vi., Nos. 26-36, 1873.

San Francisco— California Academy of Sciences: Proc, vol. iv., pt. 5,

1S72 ; vol. v., pt. i., 1873.

New York — Lyceum of Natural History: Proc, 2d Series, Jan. -March,

J 873-
Americal Geographical Society : Bulletin, Sess. of 1873-4, First Meet-

ing Nov. 11, 1873.

Worcester—American Antiquarian Society: Proc, No. 59, Oct. 1873.

Salem— Essex Institute: Bulletin, vol iv., Nos. 9-12; vol. v., Nos. i-S,

1S73.

The Peabody Academy of Science : 5th Annual Report of the Trustees,

for 1872. Salem, 1873.

Madison— Wisconsin State Historical Society: Catalogue of the Library,

edited by Danielis Durrie, Librarian, 2 vols. Svo, Madison, 1S73.

Milxvaukic—Naturhistorischer Verein von Wisconsin : Bericht, 1S72.

Baltimore—The Peabody Institute : 6th Annual Report, 1S73.

i\ezv Orleans—The New" Orleans Academy of Sciences : On the Calcasieu

Sulphur Mine, by W. R. Koonz ; On the Entities, and Development,

and Origin of Species, bv C. G. Forshey, New Orleans, 1873; Nitrous

Oxide Gas, by A. F. McLean, M.D., D.D.S., New Orleans, 1S67; A
Geological Reconnaissance of the State of Louisiana in 1869, by E. W.
Hilgard, Ph D. ; The Delta of the Mississippi River, by Col. C. G.

Forshey of New Orleans, Cambridge, 1873.

Buffalo— The Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences: Bulletin, vol. i., Nos.

1-3, 1873.

St. Louis—The Geological Survey of Missouri. G. C. Broadhead, State

Geologist: Report of the Geology of Missouri, by Raphael Pumpelly,

State Geologist, with an Atlas of Plates, New York, 1873.

Springfield— The Geological Survey of Illinois, A. H. Worthen, State

Geologist: Vol. v.. Geology, by A. H. Worthen and James Shaw;
Paleontology, bv A. II. Worthen and F. B. Meek, 1873.



Publications donated in I&73-

Crustaces divers et Poissons des depots Siluriennes de la Bohemie, par M.
Joachim Barrande, Prague et Paris, 1872 (10 copies)from the Author.

Principes de Biologie appliquees a Medecine, par Dr. Charles Girard, Pa-
ris, 1872; La Vie au point de Vue Physique, par Dr. Charles Girard,
Paris, 1S60, from the Author.

Report of the Bureau of Education for 1S72, Washington, 1S72.
Descriptions of New Species of Alcvonoid Polyps, by Rob't E. C. Stearns.
Report of the Geological Survey of New Hampshire," during the vear 1872,

by C. H. Hitchcock, Ph.D.", State Geologist, Nashua. 1873.
"

Descriptions of N. American Noctuida, No. 3, by Aug. R. Grote.
First Annual Report of the Chicago Public Library, Chicago, 1873.
History of the Names Cambrian and Silurian in Geology, by T Sterry

Hunt, LL.D., F.R.S., Montreal, 1S72.

Catalogue of the St. Louis University, 1872-3.
Beitrage zur physikalischen Geographie der Presburger-gespanschaft, von

Dr. G. A. Kornhuber, mit einer geologischen Karte, Presburg, 1S65.
Report of a Topographical Survey of the Adirondack Wilderness of New

York, by Verplanck Colvin, Albany, 1873.
Economic Value of certain Australian Forest Trees, and their Cultivation

in California, by Robert E. C. Stearns, 1S72.
The Principle of Least Action in Nature, illustrated by Animal Mechan-

ics (3 Lectures), by Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.,
London, 1871.

Proceedings of the American Pharmaceutical Society for 1870 and 1S72.
Official Report of the Louisiana State University atBaton Rouge, 1S72-3.
Report of the Potomac Acqueduct of the Alexandria Canal, bv Wm. Turn-

bull, Major Top. Engrs. U. S.A., 1S35-40, Washington, 1S73.
Note sur la Cereus giganteus Engelmann, par M.Jules Marcou, 1S69: Les

Hommes dans LAustralasia, Paris, 1S71 : Carte Geologique de la
Terre, Paris, 1873 ; Sur le Dyas et Trias de Russie, Paris, '1869; On a
Second Edition of a Geological Map of the World, 1S73; Notes sur un
Meteorite tombe le 11 Juillet 1S68 a Lavaux, par M. Jules Marcou,—
from the Author.

A Catalogue of the Shell-bearing Mollusca of Rhode Island, by Horace F.
Carpenter, 1873,

The Delta of the Mississippi River, bv Col. C. G. Forshev, Cambridge,
i873-

Observations Meteorologiques et Glaciaires de 85 Stations Suisses, par
Dellfus Ausset, Strasbourg, 1869, and Observations Meteorologiques
et Glaciaires au Col du Ste. Theodore (Valais), par M. E. Plantamour,
Strasbourg, 1S6S, from Prof Jules Marcou.

Oggetti inviati alle Esposizione de Milano, Bologna, e Varese ; Specie e
Varieta di Molluschi dtlla Lombardia Catalogo sinonimico, Pisa,
1871; Claussilia de Cattaniae; Neurologia dArio Bertoli e Trompeo ;

Un Invasione d'Insetti, 1S71, dai fratelli Antonio e Gio. Battista Villa,
Milano,—from the Authors.



Manuel El^mentaire de l'Art Heraldique, par Madame Morren, Bruxelles,

1840; Notions Elementaires des Sciences Naturelles, par Charles Mor-
ren— ie. part. Physique, 2e. part. Chimie, 3c part. Mineralogie—par
Charles Morren

; , Notice sur Charles Morren, par Edouard Morren,
Bruxelles, i860; Eloge de Jean Theodore Lacordaire, par Ed. Morren,
Li^ge, 1870; L'Etude de la Nutrition des Plantes. par Edouard Mor-
ren. Bruxelles, 1872 ; Methodes et Objects de l'Education ; Projet de

creer un Jardin d'Acclimatation, Liege, 1863; Bulletin de Congres In-

ternational de Pomologie a Namur 28 Sept. 1862; Rapport Seculaire

sur les Travaux Botaniques, par Edouard Morren (1772-1872) ; Table
G^nerale de la Belgique Horticole, Gand, 1S71 ;

L'Horticulture a

l'Exposition Universelle de Paris de 1867, par M. Edouard Morren,
Bruxelles, 1870; Horticulture, par M. Edouard Morren,—from Prof.
Edouard Morre?i.

Liberty and Law under Federative Government, by Britton A.Hill, Phila-

delphia, 1874, from the Author.
Notes on the First Book of Benson's Geometry, by Lawrence S. Benson,

New York, 1873, and ReP'y to Criticisms on Benson's Geometry, by
L. S. Benson.

Professional Papers of the Corps of Engineers, U. S. A. : Tables and For-

mulae, by authority of the Secretary of War, Svo, Washington, 1873,

from the Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army.



Publications received in Exchange in 1874.

Upsala—K. Vetenskaps Societeten : Nova Acta, sec. iii. vol. viii. fasc. 2,

1S73; Bulletin Meteorologiques, iv. 1-12; v. 1-6.

Copenhagen— Ml. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab : Obersigt, No. 2, 1873;

No. 3, 1S74.

Z> o;^W—Dorpater Naturforsch. Gesellschaft : Archiv. fiirdie Naturkunde,

v. Band, 1-2 Lief; vii. Band, 1 Lief. 1872; Sitzungsberichte, iv. Band,

3-4 Heft, Dorpat, 1872-3.

Moscow—Societe* Imp. de Naturalistes : Bulletin No. 2, annee 1873.

St. Petersburg—Academie Imperiale des Sciences: Bulletin, T. xviii. No.

3-5; T. xix. No. 1-3; Memoires, T. xix. No. S-10; T. xx. No. 1-4;

T. xxi. No. 1-4, 1S73.

Imperial Botanical Garden : Proceedings, vol. i. No. 2, 1S72 ; vol. I, No.

2; vol. ii. No. 1, 1S73.

Amsterdam— K. Akademie van Wetenschappen : Verhandelingen, Afd.

Naturkunde, Dl. xiii. ; Verslagen, Naturk. vii. 2 ; Letterk. iii. 1 ; Jaar-

boek 1S72; Proces-Verbal, 1S72-3; Gaudea Domestica.

Middleberg— Zeuwsche Genootschap des Wetenschappen : Archief, Dl.

iii. Stuk 1, 1S73.

Harlem— Societe Hollandaise des Sciences: Archives, T. viii. 3-4; Pro-

gramme 1873; Questions pour lAnnee 1S74; Bibliotheca Ichthyolo-

gicaet Piscatoria; Catalogus von D. Mulder Bosgoed, Haarlem, 1874.

Utrecht--K. Nederlandisch Meteorologisch Institut : Jaarboek voor 1873.

Berlin—K. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschaften : Monatsberichte, Nov.

&Dec. 1873; Jan.-Aug. 1S74.

Verein fiir Befdrderung des Gartenbaues : Monatsschrift, xvi. Jahrg.

1873.
Zeitschrift fur der Gesammten Naturwiss., Band vii. und viii. 1873; Bd,

ix. 1S74: Mitglieder, 1S48-73.

Bonn—Naturhistorischer Verein der Preuss. Rheinlande u. Westphalens :

Verhandl. xxix. Jahrg. 2 Heft, 1S72; xxx. Jahrg. 1 Heft, 1873.

Dresden—Naturwiss. Gesellschaft Isis : Sitzungsb. Jahrg. 1873, Apr.-Dec.

;

Jahrg. 1S74, Jan -Mai.
Verein fiir Erdkunde : Jahresbericht x. 1S74.

Franhfurt-a-M.—Senckenbergische Naturf. Gesellschaft: Bericht 1872-3;

Abhandl. Band ix. 1-2, 1873.

Aerzlichen Verein : Jahresbericht xvii. Jahrg. 1873; Statische Mittheil.

iiber der Civilstand der Stadt Frankfurt, 1873.

Der Zoologische Garten : Zeitschrift xiv. Jahrg. 7-12, 1873 ;
xv. Jahrg.

i-6, 1S.74.
.

Frankfurter Verein fiir Geographie und Statistik : Beitrage zur Statistik

der Stadt Frankfurt-a-M., Band ii. Heft 5, 1874.

Gottingen— K. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften: Nachrichten, aus dem
Jahre 1S73.

Halle—Naturforschende Gesellschaft : Abhandl. xiii. Band, 1 Heft, 1873 ;

Bericht 1872-3.

Augsburg—Naturhistorischer Verein : Bericht xxii. 1873.

Leipzig—-K. Sachsische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften : Berichte 1872,

iii.-iv. ; 1873, i.— ii. ; Elements des Ersten Cometen vorn Jahre 1830,

von Dr. L. R. Schultze, Leipzig. 1873.



Munich — K. Baverische Akademie der Wissenchaften: Sitzungsberichte.
math.-phys. Classe, 1871, 1872, 1873, 1S74, I-2 ! phil.-histor. Classe.
1S71, 1872, 1S73, 1874. 1-3; Annalen der K. Sternwarte, xix. Band;
Rede von Franz von Loner. 1874; Verzeichniss von 4093 telescop.
Sternen. xii. 11. xiii. Supp. ; Vortrag von Dr. Johan Freidrich, 1S72

;

Rede von J. von Dollinger. 1873 ; Rede von Dr. Max v. Pettenkofer.

1874; Rede von Aug. Vogel, 1874; Rede von J. Dollinger, 1874; Vor-
trag von W. Beitz. 1873; Gedachtnissrede auf Fr. Adolph Trendelen-
burg, von Dr. Karl von Prantl, 1S73 ; Denkschrift von Liebig, von Dr.
F. L. W. von Bischof, 1874.

Prague—K. Bdmische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften : Sitzungsb. 1872;
ii. 1S73; Abhandl. vi. 6.

Regensburg— K- Baierische botan. Gesellschaft : Flora oder Allgemeine
botan. Zeitung, 31 Jahrg. 1S73; Repertorium ix. Jahrg. 1872. Regens-
burg, 1873.

Historische Verein : Verhandl. xxi. Band, 1874.
Stettin— Entomologische Verein: Zeitung, 34 Jahrg., Stettin, 1873.
Wien—K. K. Akademie der Wissenchaften : Sitzungsberichte, 1872. Abth.

i., ii., iii. ; 1S73, Abth. i -ii. ; lxvii. Band. 1S73, Abth. ii.-iii. ; lxviii.

Band, Abth. i.-ii. 1-2 Heft. 1873.
K. K. geotjraphische Gesellschaft: Mittheil. xvi. Bd. 1873, Wien, 1S74.
K. K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt : Abhandl., Band vi. Das Gebirge urn

Hallstatt von E.M.von Mojsvar; i.Theil, Molluschen-Fauna, Wien.
1873. Jahrbuch, xxiii. Band, No. 3-4, 1873; xxiv. Band, 1-2, 1874.
Verhandl. No. 11, 1873; No. 1-11, 1874 ; No. 14-1S, 1S73. Paleophv-
tologise statum recentum exemplo Monocotyledonearum. Voyage de
MM Antinori, Beccari, et Issel, dans le Mer Rouge; Mollusques, i..

ii., iiii., Geneva, 1872. Ueber zwei zweifelhafte Pflanzen Wulfens
Hypecoum literale und Fumaria acanlis, von M. R. von Tommassini.
Die Genera der recenten Siisswasser-Bivalven von S. Clessin : Die
Familie der Najaden von S. Clessin. Oggetto e Indirizzo della Mo-
derna Mineralogia, di Arturo Issel, Geneva, 1873; Nuovi Documenti
sulla Liguria Prehistorica, di A. Issel ; Note Bibliografiche di A. Issel,

1871 ; II Libero Essercizio della Pesca lungo le coste Venete. per N. P.
Norisii.

Wiirzburg— Phys.-med. Gesellschaft : Verhandl. neue folge vii. Band,
1874; viii. Band, 1-2 Heft, 1874.

Presburg—Verein fur Natur-u.-Heilkunde : Verhandl., neue folge 2 Heft,

1871-2, Presburg, 1874.
Emden—Naturforschende Gesellschaft: Jahresbericht 1S72, Emden, 1873.
Hermannstadt—Siebenburgischen Verein fur Naturwissenschaften : Ver-

handl. und Mittheil., Jahrg xxiv. 1874.
Linz— Vaterlandischen Museum Francisco-Carolinum : Summarischer

Bericht in Jahre 1871-72; Statistischer Bericht in Jahre 1S70; xxii.

Bericht, 1874.
Offenbach-um-M.—Offenbacher Verein fiir Naturkunde : Bericht xiii.-xiv.

1872-3.
Prst/i— Royal Hungarian Academy of Sciences : Almanach 1S72 ; Ertesito

1871. 10-17 n , 1872, 1-8 n. ; Mathem. Ersek. Ertekez. i. S-11 n., ii.

1 n ; Temezettud, Ertekez. ii. 9-15 n., iii. 1—3-^ ; Evkonyo viii. 3, 1872;
Koslony iv. Kcitet, 1872.

R. Institut gdologique de Hongrie : Evkonyve. i. Kdtet, ii. 1-3; Jahr-
buche, i. Band, 1-3 Heft; ii. Band, 1-3 Lief, 1871-2-3; Katalog der
Nummuliten in 1873: Ungaribcher Kohlen, 1S73.

Erfurt—-K. Akademie der Wissenschaften : Jahrbucher, vii. 1873.

Darmstadt—Verein fur Erdkunde : Notizblatt, iii. Folge, xii. Heft, 1873.

Briinn—Naturforschende Verein : Verhandl., Band xi. 1S72, Briinn, 1873.

C/temnitz—Naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft: Bericht iv., 1873.



Basel—Naturforschende Gesellschaft : Verhandl., vi. Theil, i. Heft, 1873.

Ncuchatel—Societe des Sciences Naturelles : Bulletin, T. ix., 3e. Cahier.

1873.
Zurich— Naturforschende Gesellschaft : Vierteljahreschrift, xvii. Jahrg.,

1-4 Heft, 1872.

St. Gallien—Naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft : Bericht 1S72-3, St. Gal-

lien, 1874.
Chur—Naturf. Gesellschaft Graubiindens : Jahresbericht, neue folge xvii.

Jahrg., 1S72-3.

Louvain—L'Universite Catholique de Louvain : Annuaire, 1874; Theses.

Theol. 379-394; Med. 74-75; De Droit, 27-32. Dissertatio Historico-

Canonica de Capitulo, Louvain, 1873.

Bruxclles—Societe Entomologique de Belgique : Comptes Rendues, No.
95-100, 1874; series ii. No. 2-5, 1874: Annales, i.-xiv. inch, and xvi.,

1857-1873.
Bordeaux—Societe des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles: Memoires, T.

ix. 2, 1874; Proces-Verbaux, 1S69.

Caen—Academie des Sciences, Arts et Belles-Lettres : Memoires, 1872-74.

Paris—Societe Anthropologique de France: Bulletin, T. xvii.-xviii. 1873-

'74; T. ix.. 2e. serie, fasc. 1, 1S74; T. viii., fasc. 5-6, 1873.

Dijon—Academie des Sciences, Arts et Belles-Lettres : Memoires, 2e. se-

rie, T. xiv. 1866-7; xvi. 1S70, 3c serie, T. i., 1S71-73.

Cherbourg— Societe Imp. des Sciences Naturelles: Memoires, T. xvii.,

1873; Catalogue de la Bibliotheque, par M. C. D. Le Jolis, 2e. partie,

ier. livre, 1S73.

Nancy—Societe des Sciences de Nancy : Statutes and List of Members for

1373-
Auxerre—Societe des Sciences Historiques et Naturelles de L'Yonne : Bul-

letin, anndes 1873 et 1S74.

Catania—Accademia Gioenia de Scienze Naturali di Catania: Atti, serie

4, T. vii.-viii., 1S72-73; Carta Geologica, par Camelo Sciuto-Patti,

Tavole i.-viii.

Edinburgh—Geological Society: Transactions, vol. 2, part 3, 1874.

Leeds—Phil. & Literary Society : Annual Report 1872-3, 1873-4, Leeds,

1S74.

London—Royal Society: Proc. xx.-xxii., 148-50.

Nature: Weekly Illustrated Journal of Science : vol. xx., Nos 216-247,

249, 253-260. 262-266, 1874.

Journal of Applied Science: vol. iii.-v., Nos. 35-60, 1S73-4.

Manchester—Literary & Phil. Society : Memoirs, vol. iv., 3d ser., London,
1871; Proc, vol. xviii., S-12, 1869-1873.

The Manchester Scientific Students' Association : Annual Report for

iS73-

Glasgozv— Geological Society: Transactions, Palseontological Series

—

Part I., Silurian Brachiopoda, by Thomas Davidson, F.R.S. ; Trans.,
vol. iv., pt. 3, Glasgow, 1S74.

Belfast—The Belfast Naturalists' Club: 10th Ann. Report, 1872-3.

Mexico— Sociedad de Geografia y Estadistica : Boletin, T. i., 1-2; 3a.

Epoca, 8-9, Mejico, 1S73.

Boston—Amer. Academy of Arts and Sciences : Proc, vol. viii., pp. 505-
6S0; New Series vol. i., 1873-4.

Boston Society of Nat. History: Proc, vol. xvi., 1-4; xvii., pt. 1—Me-
moirs; vol. ii., pt. iii., Nos. 1-4, Boston, 1S74.

Philadelphia— Academy of Natural Sciences: Proc, pt. iii. Oct.-Dec.

1873; pt. i. Jan.-March, pt. ii. Apr.-Sept. 1S74; Journal, vol. viii.,

pt. i., New Ser., 1874.
Amer. Philosophical Society: Proc, vol. xiii., No. 91, 1S73 ; xiv., No.

92. 1S74: Transactions, vol. xv., New Series, pt. i., 1873.

:i



Washington—Smithsonian Institution : Contrib. to Knowledge, vol. xix. .

Smithsonian Report for 1872; Miscellaneous Collections, vols, x., xi.

and xii.

U. S. Naval Observatory : Astronomical and Meteorol. Observations

for the year 1873 ; Instructions for Observing the Transit of Venus,
Dec. 8-9, 1874.

The Chief of Engineers U. S. Army: Annual Report of the Chief of

Engineers U. S. A. to the Secretary of War, for 1S73 ; Report of the

Effect of Sea-water and Exposure upon the Iron Pile Shafts of the

Brandywine Shoal Lighthouse, by Col. John D. Kurtz and Capt. M.
R. Brown, U. S. Engineers, 1874; Report of Commissioners on the

Irrigation of the San Joaquim, Tulare, and Sacramento Valleys, Cal.,

1874; Report on the Compensating Strength of Building Stones, bv

Lt.-Col. Q^ A. Gilmore, U. S. Engrs , 1874.

Bureau of Education : Circular of Information, No. 1, 1S74.

U. S. Geological Survey— Dr. F. V. Hayden, Director: Bulletin. No.
1-2, 1S74; Map of the Sources, of Snake River and Tributaries, by
G. A. Boeckler and James Stevenson, 1874; Map of Montana and
Wyoming Territories, by Henry Gannett and Adolph Burch, 1874;

Descriptive Catalogue of Photographs, by W. H.Jackson. 1S74; Sy-

nopsis of the Flora of Colorado, by Thomas C. Porter. 1S74; Map of

Lower Geyser Basin of the Upper Madison River, by G. A. Boeckler,

1874; Report of Ornithological Specimens, collected in 1S71-2-3, W.
of the 100th Meridian, by Lieut. G. M. Wheeler, 1S74; Catalogue of

Plants of same, with Descriptions of New Species, 1874.

Ithica—Cornell University: Bulletin, vol. i.., Nos. 1-2, Ithica, N.Y., 1874.

Albany—New York State Library: 5th Ann. Report, for 1S73 ; 25th Ann.
Report of N. Y. State Museum of Natural History, 1873; 23d Annual
Report of the N. Y. State Cabinet of Nat. Hist., for 1869; Proc. Uni-

versity Convocation, 9th Anniversary, 1S72.

San Francisco—-California Academy of Sciences: Proc, vol. v., pt. n,

1S74; vol. i., 1S54-1S57, 2d edition, San Francisco, 1S73.

Ne-v York—Lyceum of Natural History: Annals, vol. x., Nos. 6-9, 1872

-73; Nos. 10-11, 1873.

Worcester—Amer. Antiquarian Society: Proc, No. 62, Worcester, 1S74.

Salem—Essex Institute ; Bulletin, vols, v.-vi, 1-8, 1874.

Peabody Academy of Science: 6th Ann. Report of the Trustees for 1S73,

Salem, 1874.

Minneapolis— Minnesota Academy of Nat. Sciences: Bulletin for 1874;

2d Ann. Report of the Geology and Natural History of Minnesota

for 1873, by N. H. Winchell, State Geologist, and S. P. Peckham,
Chemist, 1S74.

Baltimore—Peabody Institute : 7th Annual Report to Trustees, by N. H.

Morison, LL.D., Provost, 1874.

New Orleans—New Orleans Academy of Sciences : Annual Report of the

Board of Health of New Orleans for 1S73, No. 1.

Cambridge— Museum of Comparative Zoology: Annual Report of the

Trustees, with Report of the Directors, for 1872 ;
Report of the Trus-

tees on the Organization and Progress of the Anderson School of

Nat. History at Penikese Island, for 1873; Ann. Report of Trustees of

the Museum of Comparative Zoology for 1S73.

Ihifalo—The Buffalo Society of Nat. Sciences : Bulletin, i. 4, ii. 1-3, 1S74.

Montreal— Natural Hist. Society : Canadian Naturalist and Proc, vol.

viii. 4-6, 1S74.

Toronto—Canadian Institute : Canadian Journal, vol. xiv. 2-3, 1S74.



Publications donated in 1874.

Structure and Affinities of the Brontotkertdce, by Prof. O. C. Marsh, New
Haven, 1874.

Finance Report of 1873, by Wm. A. Richardson, Secretary of the Trea-
sury. Washington, 1873.

The Lithographer, vol. iv., No. 43, London, 1874.
Catalogue of Easton College, Pa., 1859-60.
Wesly's London Catalogue, 1874.
Descriptions of New Species of Alcyonoid Polyps, by Rob't E. C. Stearns,

1873-
Report of the Massachusetts Commissioners on the Exposition at Vienna,

February. 1874.

Supplementary Report of a Geological Reconnoissance in Louisiana, by
E. W. Hilgard, Ph.D.

Tenth Annual Report of the Washington Home, Chicago, 1874.

Y a-t-il des Faunes Naturelles distinctes a la Surface du Globe, par A. P.
de Bene, Bruxelles.

Introduction a la Geometrie Descriptive des Cristadoides, par le Cte. Leo-
pold Hugo, Paris, 1874.

Mittheilungen aus dem K. Mineralogischen Museum in Dresden, 1872-3,
von Dr. H. B. Geinitz Dresden, 1874.

Thirty-fourth Ann. Report of the Mercantile Library Association of Bal-
timore, 1874.

Algebra Identified with Geometry, by Alexander J. Ellis, F.R.S., London,
1874-

Report on the Tertiary Lignite Formations in the vicinity of the 49th
Parallel, by George M. Dawson, and Capt D. R. Cameron, of H. M.
Boundary Commission.

My Visit to the Sun, by Lawrence S. Benson, 1874.
Sur un Meteerographe Universel, par E. H. von Baumhauer, Haarlem,

1874.
Reception of Dr. Gould, June 22, 1874, Boston.
A National University, by John W. Hizt, 1874.
Systematiches Conchylien-Cabinet von Martini und Chemnitz, von Dr.

H. C. Kuster, 1874.
Catalogue of St. Louis University, 1873-4.
The Chemist and Druggist, No. 9, London, 1874.
Psychical and Physical, by C. H. Hughes, M.D., St. Louis, 1874.
Technical Training, by Thomas Twining, 8vo, London, 1874.
Till Algemes Systematik Nya bidrag af J. G. Agardh : i. Caulerpa, 4to.
Th^orie des Cristalloides Elementaires, Paris, 1867; Les Cristalloides a

Directive Circulaire— Etudes Geometriques— par le Cte. Leopold
Hugo, Paris, 1867.

Annuaire de la Societe Americaine, par Ed. Madier de Montjan, Paris,
1873-

Proc. of the Bunker Hill Monument Association, at Annual Meeting 17th
June, 1873, Boston.

Principles of Animal Mechanics, 2d edition, by Rev. Samuel Haughton,
F.R.S., 8vo, London, 1873.

Bernard Quarritch's London Catalogues, 1874.
Sixth Annual Report on the Noxious, Beneficial, and other Insects of Mis-

souri, by Charles V. Riley, State Entomologist.





Publications received in Exchange in 1875.

Stockholm—K. Svenska Vetenskaps Akademein : Icones Selects Hyme-
nomycetum nondum delineatorum, viii.-ix. ; Meteorologiska Jaktta-
gelser, 12-14,1870-2; Handlingar, ix. 2; x.-xii., 4to ; Bihang, i. 1-2;
ii. 1-2; Ofversigt, 28-31, 1871-4; Lefnadsteckningar, i. 3, 1873; Min-
nesteckning ofver Jacob August von Hartmansdorf af Henning
Hamilton, 1S72 ; Minnesteckning ofver Hans Jarta af Lewis Geer,
1874.

Copenhagen—K. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab : Mdmoires, Classes des
Sciences, xi. i., xii. i. ; Obersigt, Nos. 2-3, 1874, & No. 1, 1875 ;

Ques-
tiones, 1874.

Dorpat—Dorpater Naturforscher Gesellschaft : Meteorologischen Beob-
achtungen ; Sitzungsberichte, iii. Band, Heft 5-6; Archiv, v. 4, vii.

2-4.

Moscozv—Societe Imperiale de Naturalistes : Bulletin Nos. 3-4, 1873, Nos.
1-4, 1S74; Nouveaux Memoires, T. iii. 4, 1874.

St. Petersburgh—Academie Imperiale des Sciences : Memoires, T. xxi.

6-12, 1874, & xxii. 1-3, 1874; Bulletin, T. xix. 4-5, et xx. 12.

Societe Imperiale Geographique de Russie : Memoires, Geogr., T. iii. et

v. ; Ethnographie, T. iii. et v. ; Travaux de l'Expedition Ethnogra-
phique dans le Russie occidentale, T. v. ; Travaux de l'Enquete sur le

Commerce du Grain, i. ; Region Volga Newa, par M. J. Boskrovsky

;

Region occidentale, par M. Raievski ; Bulletin de la Soc, T. vii., ix.

et x. ; Travaux de l'Expedition scientifique en Siberie—Partie tech-

nique T. ii., Partie geologique T. iii. ; Description geographique de
l'Asie, par C. Ritter, T. v. ; Iran, T. vi. ; Exploration du Turkistan,
par N. Levenzof.

Imperial Botanical Garden: Proceedings, T. iii. 1, 1874; iii. 2, 1875.
Middelburg—Zeuwsche Genootschap des Wetenschappen : Naamlijst van

Directeuren in Leyden, 1869-74, ofgericht te Vlissingen in 1790 , Mid-
delburg, 1S74.

Harlem—La Soc. Hollandaise des Sciences a Harlem : Archives, T. ix.

4-5, x. 1-3, 1874-5.
Utrecht—K. Nederlandisch Meteorologisch Institut : Jaarboek, 1S74; Les

Courants de la Mer et de l'Atmosphere, par Dr. Buijs-Ballot, Bruges.
Berlin—K. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschaften : Monatsbericht, Sept.-

Dec. 1S74, Jan.-Nov. 1875; Register, von 1S59 bis l873) Berlin, 1S75.

Verein fiir Befdrderung des Gartenbaues : Monatschrift, 17 Jahrg., Jan.
-Dec. 1874; 18 Jahrg., Jan.-Dec. 1875.

Zeitschrift fur der gesammten Naturwiss. : Band x., Juli-Dec. 1874.
Bonn— Naturh. Verein der Preuss. Rheinlande und Westphalens : Ver-

handlungen, xxx. Jahrg., 3 Folge, 1873; xxxi., 4 Folge, 1874.
Dresden— K. Leopoldnisch-Carolinische deutsche Akad. der Naturfor-

scher: Leopoldina, Heft vii.-ix. 1871-73; x. Heft, 1874.
Naturwissenschiftliche Gesellschaft Isis : Sitzungsberichte, Jahrg. 1S74;

Jahrg. 1S75, Jan.-Juni, Dresden.
Verein fur Erdkunde : Jahresberichtxi. 1S74; xi.-xii. 187=;, Wissenschift-

liche Theil.



Deidesheim—Pollichia : Naturwiss. Verein fur Bayerischen Pfalz : Jahres-
bericht xxx.-xxxii., 1874; Newton und das Gesetz der Schwere, von
Dr. G. F. Koch, 1872.

Frankfurt- a-M. — Siebenbergische Naturforschende Gesellschaft : Ab-
handlungen, ix. Band, 3-4 Heft, 1S75 ; Bericht 1S73-4.

Der Zoologische Garten: Zeitschrift, Jahrg. xv., No. 7-xii., 1874; xvi.

Jahrg., 1-6, 1875.

Freiburg I. B.— Naturforschende Gesellschaft : Berichte, Band vi., Heft
2-3, 1875.

Gorlitz—Naturforschende Gesellschaft: Abhandlungen, xv. Band, 1875.

Gottingen — Konigliche Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften : Nachrichten,

Jahre 1874.
Halle— Naturforschende Gesellschaft : Abhandlungen, xiii. Band, Heft

2, 1S74.

Hamburg— Naturwissenschaftliche Verein : Abhandlungen, Band vi.,

1 Abth., 1S73.

Bremen— Naturwissenschaftliche Verein : Abhandlungen, Band iv., Heft

2-3, 1874-5; Beilage No. 4 zu dem Abhandl. 1874.

Leipzig—V erein fur Erdkunde : Mittheilungen, 1S72-73, Leipzig, 1874.

Regensburg—K. Baierische botanische Gesellschaft : Flora oder allge-

meine botanische Zeitung, neue Reihe, 32 Jahrg., 1S74.

Zoologisch-mineralogischen Verein : Correspondenzblatt, xxvii. Jahrg..

1873, xxviii. Jahrg. 1874; Abhandlungen, x. Heft, 1875.

Stettin—Entomologische Verein : Zeitung, 35 Jahrg. 1874.

Wien — K. K. Akademie der Wissenschaften: Sitzungsberichte, 1S73, i.

Abth. 8-10, ii. Abth. 8-10; 1874. i. Abth. 6-10, ii. Abth. i.~3 ;
— Was-

serabname in dem Quellen, Flussen und Stromen, von Gustav Wex,
Wien, 1S73; Bericht von G. Wex, 1S74; Sitzungsb. 1874, i. Abth. 4-7,

ii. Abth. 4-7, iii. abth. 1-5 u. 6-7.

K. K. Geographische Gesellschaft: Mittheilungen, Band xvii., 1S74.

K. K. Central-anstalt fiir Meteorologie und Erdmagnetismus : Jahrbu-
cher, neue Folge, x. Band, Jahrg. 1873—Wien, 1875, 4to.

K. K. Zoologisch-botanische Gesellschaft: Verhandlungen, Band xxiv.,

1S74.

K. K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt : Jahrbuch, Band xxiii. 4, 1873; xxiv.

1-4, 1S74; xxv. 1-2, 1S75; — Verhandlungen, No. 14-17, 1S73 ; No. 1-

iS, 1874.
Wiesbaden— Nassauischen Verein fiir Naturkunde : Jahrbucher, Jahrg.

xvii. und xviii., 1873-4.
Wnrzburg— Physikalisch. med. Gesellschaft: Verhandlungen, neue Fol-

ge, viii. Band, 3-4 Heft, 1S75 ; Die Pennatulidre Umbellula und zwei

neue Typen der Alcyonarien, von Albert Kolliker; Festschrift in

Wurzburg, 1875.
Emdeti— Naturforschende Gesellschaft: Jahresbericht lix. 1S73, lx. 1S74;

xvii. Ergebnisse der Wetterungs-beobachtungen 1864-73, von Prof.

Dr. M. A. F. Prestel.

Hermannstadt— Siebenburgischen Verein fiir Naturwissenschaften : Ver-
handlungen, xxv. Jahrg., 1875.

Briinn— Naturforschende Verein: Verhandlungen, xii. Band, 1-2 Heft,

1873, Briinn, 1874.
Meldenburg—Verein der Freunde der Naturgeschichte : Archiv, 28 Jahrg.

1874.
Marburg—Gesellschaft fiir Beforderung der gesammten Naturwissenschaf-

ten : Sitzungsberichte, 1S70-73; Schriften, Band x., Abhandl. 5-7,

8-10.

Pesth— Royal Hungarian Society of Sciences: Kosloney, Jahrg. 1S73,

Heft 41-52 ; Die Ebbe und Fluth in der Rhede von Fiume, von E.

Stahlberger, 1874; Die Eisholhe von Dobschan, von Dr. T. A. Kren-



Hanover—Naturhistorische Gesellschaft : Jahresbericht, 23 & 24, 1S72-74.

Darmstadt—herein Rir Erdkunde : Notizblatt, iii. Folge, xiii. Heft, Darm-
stadt, 1874.

Berlin— Repertorium der Naturwwissenschaften : Monathche Albencht,

No. 1-6, Jahrg. i., 1875.

Trieste—Societa Adriatica di Scienze Naturale : Bolletino, No. 2-6, 1875.

Basel—Naturforschende Gesellschaft: Verhandlungen, vi. Theil, 2 Heft,

1875.
Berne— Allgemeine Schweitz. Gesellschaft fur die gesammten Naturwis-

senschaften: Verhandlungen 1872-3. SchaiFhausen, 1S74.

Naturforschende Gesellschaft: Mittheilungen 1S75, Nos. 812-27, Berne,

1S74.

Neuchatel—Societe des Sciences Naturelles : Bulletin, T. x. 1, 1874; T. x.

2, 187s.
Zurich—Naturforschende Gesellschaft : Bericht, xviii. Jahrg., 1-4, 1873.

Chur—Naturforschende Gesellschaft Graubiindens : Jahresbericht, xviii.

Jahrg., 1873-4; Beitrage zurKentniss der Umgebungen von Chur, 1874-

Lausanne—Societe Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles : Bulletin, vol. xiii.-

xiv., Nos. 70-75, 1873-5.

Bruxelles—Academie des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de Bel-

gique: Bulletin, 2 e serie, T. 35-37; Annuaire 1874; Congres Interna-

tional Statisque, par A. Quetelet, 1S73 ; Annales Meteorologiques, par

A. Quetelet, annees 1872-3; Observations des Phenomenes periodiques

pendant l'annee 1872 ; Notices pour 1874, par le Directeur A. Quetelet;

La Comete de Coggia, observee a Bruxelles par A. Quetelet; Obser-

vations Meteorologiques simultanees, par A. Quetelet; Areographie

sur l'aspect de la planete Mars, par M. F. Terby ; Rapport de M. Er-

nest Quetelet.

Societe Entomologique de Belgique : Comptes Rendus, No. 6-22, 1874-5.

Bordeaux— Societe" des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles : Memoires, T. i.

cahier 1-2, 1875-6 (2 e
. serie), et T. x. 1-2, 1875; Proces-verbaux des

Seances, 1875-6.

Societe Linneenne : Actes, T. xxvii. et xxviii., Pt. 1-2, 1872-3.

Metz—Academie Imperiale de Metz : Memoires, liii. annee. 1871-2, et liv.

annee, 1872-3 ; Tables Generates, 1819-71, par Jules Thilley, Metz,

1873.

Caen— Academie Nationale des Sciences, Arts, et Belles-lettres: Me-
moires, 1875.

Paris—Societe" Anthropologique de France : Bulletin, T. ix. 2-4, T. x. 1-3,

1874-5-
Luxembourg— L'Institut Royal Grand-Ducal de Luxembourg: Publica-

tions,!?, xiv. 1874, T. xv. 1875; Observations Meteorologiques faites

a Luxembourg par F. Reuter, vol. vi., 1S74.

Montpellier— L'Academie des Sciences et Lettres de Montpellier : Me-
moires—Medicine, T. iv., 3-6, 1865-72; Sciences, T. vi., 1-2, 1864-5;

T. vii.. 1-4, 1867-70; T. viii., 1-2, 1S71-2.

Lyons— L'Academie Imperiale des Sciences, Belles-lettres et Arts de Ly-
ons: Memoires, T. xix.-xx., 1S71-4.

Auxerre— Societe des Sciences Historiques et Naturelles de L'Yonne

:

Bulletin, T. 2S, annee 1874; T. 29, annde 1S75.

Bologna—Accademia deile Scienze dell' Istituto di Bologna : Memorie, se-

rie iii. T. ii. 1-4, T. iii. 3-4, T. iv. 1-4; Rendiconto, 1872-3, 1873-4.

Milan— R. Istituto di Lombardo di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti : Memorie,

T. xii. 4-6, T. xiii. 1, 1874; Rendiconto, vol. 6-20, 1873, & vol. vii.

1-16, 1874.

Societa Italiana di Scienze Naturale : Atti, xv. 3-5, xvi. 1-2, 1874; xvii.

1-3, 1874-5.
Fondazione Scientifica Cagnola : Atti. vol. vi., pt. i., 1872.

Naples— Accademia delle Scienze Fisiche e Matematiche : Atti, vol. v.,

4to, Naples, 1873; Rendiconti, anno ix., x., xi., 1-12, 1872.



Venice—R. Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti : Atti, T. Disp. 6-10,

1872-3; T. iii. 1-10, 1873-4; T. i., serie 5, Disp. 1-6, 1874-5.

Florence— R. Comitato Geologico d' Italia: Bollettino, No. 1-2, 1874-5;
vol. iv., 1-12, 1873; No. 1-2, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 1S74; No. 3-4, 1S75.

Pisa— Societa Toscana de Scienze Naturale : Atti, vol. i., fasc. 1-2, Pisa,

1875.
Edinburgh—Royal Scottish Society of Arts: Transactions, vol. viii. pt. 5,

ix. pts. 1-2, 1874.

Glasgow— Geological Society of Glasgow: Transactions, vol. v. pt. 1,

1875.
Philosophical Society of Glasgow: Proceedings, vol. ix. No. 2, 1875.

Loudon—Royal Geographical Society: Journal, vols. xlii. 1S72, xliii. 1873,

xliv. 1874; The Lands of Cazembe; Lamdu's Journey to Cazembe in

179S, transl. by Capt. R. F. Burton, F.R.G.S.
;
Journey of the Pom-

beiros (P. J. Baptista and Amaro Jose) across Africa from Angola to

Tette on the Zambeze, transl. by R. A. Beadle ;
Resume of a Journey

by MM. Monteiro and Gamitto*, by Dr. C. T. Beke, London, 1873

;

Proceedings, vol. xx., No. 1, 1875.

Royal Society of London : Proceedings, vols. xxii. & xxiii., Nos. 151-63.

Nature—A Weekly Illustrated Journal of Science : Nos. 26S-333, 1S75-6.

Journal of Applied Science: Nos. 61-64, 1S75.

The Society of Arts and Institutions in Union : Journal, vol. xxii. 1S73-

'74, London, 1874.

The Geological Record— edited by Wm. Whitaker, F G.S. — for 1874;

London, Svo, 1875.

Dublin— Royal Geological Society of Ireland: Journal, vol. xiv., pt. 1.

1873-4, and pt. 2, 1874-5 (vol. iv. new series).

Royal Irish Academy : Transactions, vol. xxiv. pts. 16 & 17, vol. xxv.

pts. 1-22, 4to, 1875; Proceedings, vol. i. Nos. 5-10, 1871-74, vol. ii.

Nos. 1-3, 1S75, 8vo, Dublin.

Belfast— The Belfast Naturalists' Field Club: Guide to Belfast and Ad-
' joining Counties, 1874; Ann. Report of Proc. 1874-5. series 2, vol. i.,

pt. 1.

Melbourne— Royal Society of Victoria : Transactions, vols. x. & xi., 1S74.

Batavia— Nederlandisch-Indische Maatschappig van Nijverheid : Mag-
netical and Meteorological Observations made at Batavia, by Dr. P.

A. Bergsma, Director of the Observatory, by order of the Govern-

ment of the Netherlands India.

Alexandria — Societe Khediviale de Geographie : Statuts, Alexandrie,

1875; Discours a la Stance d'Inauguration, par le Dr. G. Schwein-

furth, President.

Mexico—Sociedad de Geografia y Estadistica : Boletin, tomo ii., epoca iii.,

n°. 1-6, 1875.

Sociedad Mexicana de Historia Natural : La Naturaleza, tomo ii., 1-22,

1S71, y T. iii., 1-18, 1874-5; Descripcion de un Crustaceo Fosil del

gdnero Spheroma, por Mariano Barcena.

Boston—American Academy of Arts and Sciences: Proc, new series, vol.

ii., 1875.

Boston Society of Natural History: Proc, vols. xvii. & xviii., pp. 224,

1875.

Cambridge— Museum of Comparative Zooology : Ann. Rep. of Trustees

for 1S74 and for 1875.

Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology : Sth Ann. Report of

the Trustees, 1-7, 1S68-74.

Worcester—American Antiquarian Society: Proc, Nos. 63-65, 1S75-76.

Philadelphia—Academy of Natural Sciences: Transactions, vol. xv., pts.

i. & ii., 1875, 4to.; Proc, pt. iii. Oct. to Dec. 1874, and pt. iv. May to

Sept. 1S75.

American Philosophical Society: Proc, vol. xiv., Nos. 93-95, 1S75.

American Pharmaceutical Association : Proceedings, 19th, 22d and 23d

Annual Meetings.



Washington—Smithsonian Institution : Reports of 1873 and 1874.
National Naval and Astronomical Observatory : Astronomical and Me-

teorological Observations for year 1872, and for year 1873.
Office of Chief of Engineers U. S. Army: Rep. of Chief of Engrs., 1S49,

pts. 1-2, 8vo; Report on Canal to connect the Chesapeake and Ohio
Canal with Baltimore, by Col. J. J. Abert, Chief of Top. Engrs., 410
1874; Preliminary Report on Invertebrate Fossils collected by Expe
ditions of 1871-2-3, with Descriptions of New Species, by C. A.White
M.D., 1874: Explorations and Surveys W. of 100th Merid., by Lieut.
Geo. M. Wheeler, U.S.A., 4to, 1874; Report of Commission of Engi
neers on Reclamation of the Alluvial Basin of the Mississippi River
1875; Vertebrata of the Eocene of New Mexico, collected by Lieut. G
M. Wheeler, by E. D. Cope, A.M., 1875 ; Northwestern Wyoming, by
Capt. W. A.Jones, U. S. Engineers., 8vo, 1875; Reconnaissance of
Southern and Southeastern Nevada, in 1S69, byLieuts. G. M. Wheeler
and D. W. Lockwood, U. S. Engrs., 1875, 4to; Reconnaissance of the
Black Hills of Dakota, by Lt.-Col. Wm. Ludlow, U. S. Engrs.. 4to,

1874; Explorations in Nebraska and Dakota in 1855-6-7, by Lieut. G.
K. Warren, U. S. Engrs. (reprint), Washington, 1875; Expedition up
the Yellowstone River in 1S75, by Lt.-Cols. James W. Foster and F.
D. Grant, Washington, 1875; Report of the Chief of Engineers, Parts
1 & 2, 1875, 8vo.

Bureau of Education : Circular of Information, No. 3, 1874; Circular,
Nos. 1 & 2, 1875; Reports of Commissioner on Education for 1873 and
for 1S74, 8vo, 1S75.

U. S. Geological Survey of the Territories—Dr. F. V. Hayden, Director

:

List of Elevations W. of the Mississippi River, by Henry Gannett,
1875; Annual Report, by Dr. F. V. Hayden, for 1873; The Fossil
Flora of the Western Territories, vol. vi., pt. 1, The Cretaceous Flora,
by Leo Lesquereux, 4to, 1874; Catalogue of Publications, by Dr. F.
V. Hayden, 1874; Bulletin, Nos. 1-6, 1875; Meteorological Observa-
tions, 1873-4, in Colorado and Montana, by George B. Chittenden;
Birds of the Northwest, by Elliott Coues, 1S74; Extinct Vertebrate
Fauna of the Western Territories, by Joseph Leidy, M.D., ^to, 1873

!

Cretaceous Flora, by Leo Lesquereux, 410, 1874; Acridida? of North
America, by Cyrus Thomas, Ph.D., 4to, 1873; Flora of Colorado, by
T. C. Porter and J. M. Coalter, 8vo, 1874 ; Geomys and Thermomys, by
Dr. Elliott Coues, U.S.A., 4to, 1875; Maps of the Sources of Snake
River, and of the Upper and Lower Geyser Basins in Montana, 1875;
Explorations of the Colorado River of the West, by Prof. J. W.Powell,
4to, 1875; The Vertebrata of the Cretaceous Formations of the West,
by E. D. Cope; Vol. ii. U. S. Geological Surveys, 4to, 1875; Miscel-
laneous Publications, 1-5.

Albany—New York State Library: Proc, 10th Anniversary of the Uni-
versity Convocation, in 1873; 27th Ann. Report of the New York Mu-
seum of Nat History, Albany, 1874; 57th Ann. Report of the Trustees
of the New York State Library for 1874; Proc, nth Anniv. of the
University Convocation, July, 1874.

Albany Institute: Proc, vol. ii., pt. i., 1S72-4; Transactions, vol. vii.,

1876.
New York—Lyceum of Natural History: Annals, vol. xi., Nos. 1-2, 1S74,

and Nos. 3-4, 1875.

Buffalo—Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences: Bulletin, vol. ii. No. 4, and
vol. iii., Nos. 1-2.

New Haven—-Amer. Journal of Science and Arts : Nos. 49-63, 1875-6.
Salem—Essex Institute: Bulletin, vol. vii., Nos. 1-5.
Peabody Academy of Science : Bulletin, vol. vi., 9-12; Memoirs, vol. i.,

No. 4, 1875; Fresh-water Shell Mounds of the St. John's River, Flori-
da, by Jeffries Wyman.



Madison— State Horticultural Society of Wisconsin : 21st Ann. Report,
1875; 22d Ann. Report, 1876.

Wisconsin Academy of Nat. Sciences, Arts, and Letters : Transactions,
vol. ii., 1S73-4.

Milivaukie— Naturhistorischen Verein in Wisconsin : Bericht 1S74; Vor-
trage der Herren Dr. F. Breinig und Dr. F. Brenderke, 1S75.

Baltimore— The Peabody Institute: 8th Annual Report of the Trustees,

1875.

Montreal— Natural History Society of Montreal: Canadian Naturalist,
vol. vii., Nos. 7 & 8; vol. viii., No. 1.

Toronto—Canadian Institute : Journal, vol. xiv., Nos. 4 & 5, 1875.
Quebec— Literary and Historical Society of Quebec: Transactions, New

Series, Pt. ii., 1S75.

Chicago— Chicago Public Library : 3d Ann. Report of the Board of Di-
rectors, 1875.

Poughkeepsie— The Poughkeepsie Society of Natural History: Proceed-
ings, vol. i., No. 2, 1S75-6.



Publications donated, 1875-6.

The Western Journal of Literature, Education, and Art, vol. i., Nos. 1-3,

St. Louis, 1S75, from the Editors.

Views of Nature, from the Author.
La Question de l'Equidomoide et des Christalloides geometriques, par le

Cte. Leopold Hugo, Paris, 1873 (2 copies).

Reply to Charges by S. B. Buckley against Dr. B. F. Shumard and A. R.

Roessler in his Report of 1874 as State Geologist of Texas, by A. R.

Roessler, 1^5,—from the Author.
Origin of the name America, by Jules Marcou, Boston, 1875,—from the

Author.

.

Second Ann. Report of the Geological Survey of Minnesota for 1873, by

N. H. Winchell and S. F. Peckham, St. Paul, 1874.—from the Author.

On the Hametten in Ohio, by N. H. Winchell, April, 1874,—from the

Author.
The Mammoth Cave and some of its Animals, by F. W. Putnam, 1874,—

from the Author.
On the Family Nemophida?, by F. W. Putnam.
Antiquity of the Caverns and Cavern Life in the Ohio Valley, by N. S.

Shaler,—from the Author.
Catalogue of Coleoptera for exchanges, by Dr. V. Plason ; Schweitzer-

ischer Katalog; Vienna Welt-Anstellung, 1S73; Geographische Be-

schreibung Brasiliens. von Joaquim Manuel de Macedo, Leipzig.

1873; Republic of Chile; Eine Reihe nach Raigoon ; Bericht das

Grafen Edward Bethren, Trieste, 1S74—from Dr. V. Plason, Wien.

Notes on Phenomena of the Glacial Period and their Origin, by James D.

Dana, 1S75.—

-

from the Author.
Land and Fresh-water Shells of LaSalle Co., Ills., by W. W. Calkins,

Chicago, 1874.—-from the Author.
The Geologv of New Hampshire, by C. H. Hitchcock, State Geologist;

Part I.. Physical Geography; Concord, 1874,—from the Secretary of
State of IV. H.

On Dr. Koch's Evidence with regard to the Contemporaneity of Man and

the Mastodon in Missouri, by James D. Dana, 1875,—from the Author.

Michigan : being condensed Popular Sketches of the Topography, Climate

and Geology of the State; by Alexander Winchell, LL.D., 1875,—

from the Author.
Archaeological Researches in Kentucky and Indiana, by F. W. Putnam,

1874,—/row* the Author.
El Propagador Industrial: Periodico de la Sociedad Minera Mexicana;

Mexico, 1875; tomo i., n°. 4-6,—from Mariano Barcena.

Fossile Brunen-Mollusken aus Dalmatien, Kroatien und Slavonien, von

Spindion Brusina, Agram, 1S74; Die Excentricitat der Erdbahn als

Ursache der Eiszeit, von Dr. G. Pilar, Agram, 1872, —from the

Author.
Coup d'CEil sur la Distribution Geographique des Reptiles au Mexique,

par M. Francis Semischrast.
Annuaire dc Ville-Marie^, Montreal, 1874, —from Major L. A. lluguet-

Latour.



Report on Salt-spring Lands in Minnesota, by N. H. Winchell ; Notes on
Drift Soils of Minnesota, by N. H. Winchell, State Geologist; Econo-
mical Geology of region of Sheboygan and old Mackinaw, Mich.,
N. H. Winchell,—from the Author.

Datos para el Estudio de las Rocas Mesoz6icas de Mexico, y sus F6siles
caracterfsticos, por Mariano Barcena, Mexico, 1875,—from the Author.

Second Annual Report of the East St. Louis Public Library, June, 1875,

—

from the Directors.
Besucht iiber der^ Wasserbahne in dem Quellen, Fliissen und Stromen,

Wien, 1875.
Annual Report of the Renssalaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y., 1875.
Geological and Natural History and Survey of Minnesota, 3d Ann. Rep.,

by N. H. Winchell, State Geologist; St. Paul, 1875,—from the Author.
La Spia'Ortosismica, da Jacobo Mensini, Firenze, 1875.
Absolute Money: A New System of National Finance, by Britton A. Hill,

St.jLouis, 1875,—from the Author.
Habits of the Blind Crawfish [Catnbarus fiellucidus) and the Reproduction

of Lost Parts, by P. W. Putnam, 1S75,

—

from ike Author.
Quarterly Journal of Conchology of Leeds, Eng., by Wm. Nelson and Jno.

W. Taylor, vol. i. Nos. 1-6, 1874-5, London,—from the Author.
Fragments Zoologiques, Nos. 1-4, par M. Charles Desmoulins, Bordeaux,

1875 ; Notice necrologique sur M. Elie Durand, par M. Charles Des-
moulins, Bordeaux, 1875,—-fro7ii the Author.

Geological Survey of Ohio, vol. i. Geology and Palaeontology with Maps;
Ohio Railroad Report for 1874,—-from J. C. Schroyer.

Maritime Canal of Suez, by Prof. J. E. Nourse, U.S.N., Washington, 1870,

from the Author.
Ein Fund vorgeshichlicher Steingerathe bei Basel, von Albert Miiller,

Basel, 1875.
Die Bildung der Meteoriten und Vulcanismus, von G. Tschermak, Wien,

1875-
On the Odontornitha, or Birds with Teeth, by Prof. O. C. Marsh, 2 Plates,

—from"the Author.
Notes on the Big Woods, by N. H. Winchell, 1875.

La Thdorie Darwinnienne, &c, par Joseph Bianconi, Wien, 1874,—y>w«
Herr Senoner.

Bericht iiber der Rinderpest impfungen, 1872-3, von M. u. K. Raupach.
Le Valhalla des Sciences pures et appliquees, par le Cte. Leopold Hugo,

Paris, 1875,—from the Author.
Giornale della R. Accademia de Medicina di Torino, anno xxxviii., No. 2.

Polytechnic Review, Philadelphia, Nos. 1 & 2, vol. i., 1876.

On the Respiration of Compressed Air, by Thomas Hayden, F.C.P., &c,
Dublin, 1S74,—from the Author.

Psyche: Organ of the Cambridge Entomological Club; vol. i., No. 22,

1876.
Annuaire de Ville-Marie : Origin, Utilite et Progres des Institutions Ca-

tholiques de Montreal: Supplement to Ed. of 1874; Montreal, 1875,

—

from Major L. A. Huguet-JLatour.
Blei- und Zinck-Erz Lagerstatten in Sudwest Missouri, von Dr. Adolph

Schmidt, Heidelberg, 1876,—from the Author.



Exchanges received in 1876-7.

Stockholm— K. Svenska Vetenskaps Akademien : Handlingar, Band xi.,

1872; xiii. Bandet, 1874; xiv. Bandet, 1 haftet, 1875; Behang, Band
iii. 1-2; Ofversigt, 32-33; Meteorol. Jakttagelser, Band. 15-16; Euge-
nies Resa, 13-14.

Upsala—K. Vetenskaps Societeten : Nova Acta, series 3, vol. x. Fasc. 1,

1876; Bulletin Meteorologique mensuel de l'Observatoire de l'Univer-
site d'Upsal. vol. vii., 1875.

Christiana—K. Norske Universitet i Christiania : Die Pflanzenwelt Nor-
wegens, von F. C. Schiibeler, 1875 ; Researches on the Structure and
Affinities of the Genus Brisinga, by Geo. O. Sars, 1875; Om Skur-
ingsmaerker—Glacial Formation—of Prof. Th. Kjerult, 1S73 ; Lade-
gaardsens Hovedgaard, andet hefte, 1875; Transfusion und Plethora,
von Jak. W.Muller, 1S75; Die-^Egyptischen Denkmriler, von J. Lublein,
1S73; Quellen zur Geschichte der Taufsymbols und Glaubensregel,
von Dr. C. P. Caspare, iii., 1875; Enumeratio Insectorum Norwegio-
rum, Fasc. 1-4, autore H. Liebke, defuncto—Editor, J. S. Schneider,
1S77; Postola Sogur—C. R. Unger, 1874.

Copenhagen—K. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab : Memoires, Classe des
Sciences, vol. xi. No. 1, xii. 1; Obersigt, 1875-6-7; Meteorologische
Dagbog, 1S76; Fremstilling, af A. Colding, 1876: Magnetische Un-
dersogelser, af C. Christiansen, 1876.

Dorpat— Dorpater Naturforscher Gesellschaft : Meteorol. Beobachtungen
in Dorpat, Jahre 1S75, von Prof. Arthur von CEttingen und Prof. Karl
Weikrauch (iojahrg. Heft 5, ii. Band); Sitzungsb. Band iv., Heft 2,

1876: Archiv, Band vii. Lief. 5, viii. Lief. 1-3, 1876-7.
Moscow—Societe Imperiale de Naturalistes de Moscou : Bulletin, annee

1875, No. 1-4.

Societe Imperiale dAnthropologic et de Ethnologie : Memoires, T. xi.,

pt. v. 2, Voyage au Turkestan du A. P. Tedtschenko; Orthopteres,
par M. Henri de Saussure.

St. Petersburg—Academie Imperiale des Sciences : Memoires, T. xxii.,

Nos. 4-12; T. xxiii., 1-8; T. xxiv., 1-2, 1877. Bulletin, T. xx., 3-4:
xxi., 1-5; xxii., 1-4; xxiii., 1-2, 1877.

K. Geographische Gesellschaft: Tableau General des Matieres contenu
dans les Publications de l'Academie Imper. des Sciences, ire. Partie,

St. Petersbourg, 1S72.

Imperial Botan'l Garden : Acta Horti Petropolitani, T. v., Fasc. 1, 1877.
Amsterdam—K. Akademie van Wetenschappen : Verhandelingen, Afd. Na-

turkunde, Dl. xiv.-xvi. ; Letterkunde, Dl. viii.-x. ; Verslagen, Afd.
Naturkunde, viii.-x.; Letterkunde, Afd. iv., v.; Jaarbock, 1873-75;
Proces Verbal, 1873-76; Musa. Dl. i. 1 ; Carmina Latina, 1875 ; Cata-
logus, Dl. iii. 1 ; Prijwers Hollandia, 1876.

Societe Royale de Zoologie a Amsterdam : Bijdragen tot de Dierkunde,
Afd. 1-6, 4to & 8 Plate sheets; Tydschrift voor de Dierkunde. Dl. 1-4,

8vo, 1864-66.

Middelberg— Zeeuwsche Genootschap des Wetenschappen : Archief. iii.

Deel, 2 Stuk, 1875.
Harlem—Societe Hollandaise des Sciences a Harlem: Archives, T. x. 4-5

Livr., T. xi. 1-3 Livr. ; De Afdamming van het Sloe, voor P. J. Neyt,



1875; Notice ;Historique. 1 Jan. 1876; Die Triangulation von Java,
i87 5-

Le Fondation P. Teyler van der Hulst: Archives, i. 1, iv. 1.

Utrecht— K. Nederlandisch Meteorologisch Institut : Jaarbock voor 1871,

Utrecht, 1875.

Leyden—Astronomical Observatory: Annalen, Band iv. ; Der Sternwarte
in Leiden.

Rotterdam—Bataafsch Genootschap : Verhandl. ii., Dl. 2, Stuk 2, 1876.

Berlin—K. Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften : Monatsberichte,
December, 1875, to August, 1S77.

Verein fiir Befdrderung des Gartenbaues: Monatschrift. 19 Jahrg., 1876.

Zeitschrift fur die gesammten Naturwissenschaften : Zeitschrift, neue
Folge. Band xi. 1S75, Band xii. 1876.

Bonn—Naturhistorische Verein der Preussischen Rheinlande und West-
phalens : Verhandlungen, Jahrg. 31-33, 1 Heft, 1S74-76.

Dresden—K. Leopoldinisch-Carolinische deutsche Akad. der Naturfor-
scher : Leopoldina, xi. Heft, 1S75.

Naturwissenschaitliche Gesellschaft Isis: Sitzungsberichte, Jahrg. 1875.

-77, Januar-Juni.
Verein fiir Erdknnde : Tahresb. xiii. u. xiv., 1877.

Dantz'ir— Naturforschende Gesellschaft : Schrilten. iii. Band, 2-4 Heft,

1S73-75; iv. Band, Heft 1, 1S76.

Frank/urt-a-M.—Senckenber^ische Naturf. Gesellschaft: Abhandlungen,
Band x., Heft 1-4; xi. Heft 1. Bericht, 1874-5, 1S75-6.

yErzlichen Verein: Jahresberichte xviii., xix., Jahrg. 1S74-5, xx. 1877;
Statische Mittheilungen, 1S74-76.

Freiburg— I. B. Naturforschende Gesellschaft : Berichte, Band vi. , Heft 2-4 j

vii., Heft 1.

Der Zoologische Garten: Zeitschrift xvi., Jahrg. 1S75 ; 1S76, Nos. 1-6.

Geisscn—Oberhessische Gesellschaft fiir Natur-und-Heilkunde : xv. Be-
richt, 1S76; xvi., 1S77.

Gb'tfingcn— K. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften : Nachrichten. Jahre '75-6.

Halle—Naturforschende Gesellschaft: Abhandlungen, xiii. Band, 3 Heft,

1S75; Bericht 1875.

Hamburg—Naturwissenschaftliche Verein : Abhandlungen, 1S76; Ueber-
sicht iiber yEmter-Vertheilung und Wissenschaftlichen Thatigkeit in

I873-4-

Bremen— Naturwissenschaftliche Verein : Abhandlungen, Band iv. Heft

4, v. Heft 1, 5, 1877; Beilage No. 5, 1875; Tabellen.
Augsburg— Naturhistorischer Verein : Bericht xxiii. 1875, xxiv. 1S77.

Leipzig—Verein fiir Erdkunde : Mittheilungen 1S74, Leipzig, 1S75.

K. Sachsische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften : Berichte der math. phjs.

Classe, 1S73, 3-7; 1874-5, 1-5.

Munich—K. Bajerische Akad. der Wissenschaften : Sitzungsberichte 1874
-5; phil. Classe 1S76, 5; 1877, '? math. Classe 1S76. 3; 1S77. 1. Al-
manach 1S75. Annalen der K. Sternwarte, xx. Band, 1S74; xxi. Bd.,

Festreden, 1S75-7.

Prag—K. Bdhmische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften : Abhandlungen,
Band viij. 6 Folge, Prag, 1877; Sitzungsberichte 1875; Jahresb. 1S76.

Regensburg—K. Baierische botanische Gesellschaft: Flora, xxxiii. Jahrg.

1875 ; xxxiv. Jahrg. 1S76.

Zool.-mineral. Verein : Correspondenz-Blatt. 30 Jahrg. 1S76.

Stettin—Entomologische Verein : Zeitung, 36 Jahr, 1875.

Stuttgart—Verein fur Vaterlande Naturkunde : Jahreshefte, xxxii. Jahrg.,
1-3 Heft, 1S76; xxxiii. Jahrg. 1-2 Heft, 1S77; Festschrift 9 Aug. 1S77.

Vienna— K. K. Akad. der Wissenschaften: Sitzungsberichte 1874, '75, '76,

ii. Abth. 1-3. Naturw. Classe 1S76, i. Abth. 1-7; ii. Abth. 4-7;, iii.

Abth. 1-5.

K. K. Geographische Gesellschaft: Mittheilungen, xviii. Band, 1S75.

K. K. Central-anstalt fiir Meteorologie und Erdmagnetismus : Jahrbu-
cher, xi. Band, 1874.
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Verein fur Verbreitung Naturwissenschaftliche Kentnisse : Schriften, xvi.

Band, 1875; xvii. Band, 1876-7.

K. K. zool.-botanisch Gesellschaft: Verhandl. xxv. Band, 1S76; xxvi.

Band, 1877.

K. K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt : Jahrbuch, xxv. Band, 1S75; xxvi.

Band, 1876-7. Verhandlungen, No. 14-1S, 1875; 7-13, 1S76. Cata-

log der Wellenstellung. Wien, 1873.

Anthropologische Gesellschaft in Wien : Mittheilungen, vii. Band, No.
1-6, 1S77.

Wiesbaden—Nassauische Verein fur Naturkunde : Jahrbuch, xxviii. Band,
April-Juni 1877; Verhandlungen, No. 7-10. 1S77. J

Wilrzburg—Physikalisch-med. Gesellschaft: Verhandlungen, ix. Band,
1S75; x. Band, 1S76; xi. Band, 1-2 Heft.

Emden—Naturforschende Gesellschaft: lxii. Jahresbericht, 1S76.

Hermannstadt— Siebenburgischen Verein fur Naturwissenschaften : Ver-

handlungen und Mittheil., Band xxvi. & xxvii.

Linz—Vaterlandische Museum Francisco-Carolinum : 33 und 34 Berichte,

1S76.

Briinn- Natuforschende Verein : Verhandlungen, xiii. Band, 1S74; xiv.

Band, 1875. Katalog der Bibliothek, Briinn, 1S75.

Mechlenberg—Verein der Freunde der Naturgeschichte : Archiv. Jahrg. 29
und 30, 1S75-6.

Marburg—Gesellschaft fur Beforderungder gesammten Naturwissenschaf-

ten : Sitzungsberichte, 1S74-5 ; Schriften, Band x., Abhandl. 12, Sup-
plement, Heft 1.

Prt5.-;r7«—Naturhistorische Verein : x. Bericht, 1871-4, Passau, 1S75.

Pest/t—Royal Hungarian Society of Sciences : Kdslemenyek, vii.-x. 1869-

1875; Krteleyesch, 1873-75; Ertesitdje, 1S73-5; Ertesitdjenek, i.-viii.

1S67-74; Konyvekneh, 1S75 ; Almanach 1874-75 ; Odstok, Dr. Thon-
hoffer Lajos, 1875; Oz Embeir Vese, Dr. Leuhorre'k Josef, 1875; Icones

selectae Hymenomycetum Hungarian, ii. & iii. ; Horvath— Monogra-
phia Lygieidarum Hungarian; Hermann—Ungariis Spiimen-fauna;

Bartsch—Rotatoria? Hungarian; Kerpely—Ungariis Eisenerze.

Royal Ihstitut Geologique de Hongrie : Evkonyve, iv. 3; Eruptis'Kdze-

tei, Pesth Samatdl, 1S76; Die Eruptiven Ge»teine des Fazekasboda-
Moruzzer Gebirgezuges, von Samuel Roth, 1776; Evkonyve, iii 4, iv.

2 ; Mittheil. iii 3, iv. 1.

Bamberg—Naturforschende Gesellschaft : Bericht x. 1871-4, xi. 1S75-6.

Konig,bnrg—K. physik-dkonomische Gesellschaft: Schrilten, Jahrg. xiv.,

xv. & xvi , Abtli. 1-2.

Darmstadt—Verein fur Erkunde : Notizblatt, xiv. 1S75; xv. 3 Folge, 169-

1S0, 1876.

Chemnitz—Naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft: Bericht v. 1874; Phanen-
gamien-Flora von Chemnitz u. Umgegend, von Franz Kramer, 1S75.

Trieste—Societa Adriatica di Scienze Naturali : Bollettino No. 7, 1875;

Annata ii. No. 1-3, 1S76; iii. 1-2, 1S77.

Heidelberg—Naturhistoriseh-med. Verein: Verhandlungen, Band i.. Heft

1, 1874; Heft 2. 1S75; Heft 4, 1876; Heft 5, 1S77; Bandii., Heft 1, '77.

Karlsruhe—Naturwissenschatliche Verein: Verhandlungen, xii. Heft, '76.

Kiel—Naturw. Verein: Band ii. Heft 2, 1877.

Bern— Naturforschende Gesellschaft : Verhandlungen, 5S Jahresversamm-
lung, 1S74-5; Mittheilungen. No. S2S-905. 1S74-5.

Neuchatel—SocieHe' des Sciences Naturelles : Bulletin, T. x. 3, 1876.

Zurich—Naturforschende Gesellschaft: Vierteljahrschrift, xix. Jahrg. 1-4;

xx. Jahrg. 1-4, 1875.

Erdjrenosche Polytechnische Schule : Programme 1875-6, 1S76-7.

St. Gallien—Naturwissenshaftliche Gesellschaft: Bericht 1874-5, St. Gal-

lien, 1876.

Geneva—L'Institut National Genevois : Bulletin, T. xxi. 1S76.

Lausanne—Socie^e Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles : Bulletin, Nos. 76-

78, 1876-7.



Bruxelles—Academie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts :

Bulletin, 38, 39 & 40; Annuaire, 1875 et l876 -

Societe Entomologique de Belgique : Annales, T. xvii.-xix. 1-3, 1876-7:

Comptes Rendus, Nos. 30-44, 1876-7.

Societe Malacologique de Belgique : Annales, T. i.-ix. 1863-74, T. x. '75 ;

Proces-verbanx, T. v. 1876.

Societe Beige de Microscopie : Bulletin, T. i. annee 1874-5, T. ii. annee
1875-6.

JLouvain—L'Universite Catholique de Louvain : Annuaire, 1874-77; The-
ses—Theol. 396-427; Med. 76; de Droit, 33-43 ; Fievre Puerperale de

Ernest Lambert, 1876; Recherches de Waug-Mapalski et G. Bruv-
lants; De Sane. Missa; Sacrificio; Letterbrechten, 1874; Societe Lit-

teraire—Choix de Me'moires, x. 1869.

Bordeaux—Societe des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles : Memoires, T. i.

3
c cahier, 1S76; Proces-verbaux, 1876.

Societe Linnienne : Actes, T. xxxi. 1-3 livr., 1876-7.

Metz—Academie Imperiale de Metz : Memoires, lvc annee, 1873-4; lvie an-

nde, 1874-5.
_

Caen—Academie National des Sciences, Arts et Belles-lettres : Memoires.
1876.

Part's—Societe Anthropologique de France: Bulletin. T. ix.-xii., fasc. 1,

1874-7.
Cherbourg-—Societe Imper. des Sciences Naturelles : Memoires, T. xvm.

. 1874, T. xix. 1875 ; Comptes Rendu de la Seance Extraordinaire tenue

le 30 Dec. 1S76, a l'occasion du vingt-cinquieme anniversaire de la

fondation.

Nancy—Societe des Scienees de Nancy: Bulletin, ser. 2, T. i., 1873-5; T.
ii., fasc. 1-5, 1876; T. iii., fasc. 1/1877.

Monlpellier—L'Academie des Sciences et Lettres : Memoires, T. viii. fasc.

3-4, 1875-6.
p

Lyons—L'Academie Imp. des Sciences, Belles-lettres et Arts : Memoires,
T. v., Classe des Lettres, 1870-4; T. vi. 1874-5.

Societe d'Etudes Scientifiques de Lyon : Bulletin, No. 1-2, 1874-6.

Anxerre—Societe des Sciences Historiques et Naturelles de l'Yonne : Bul-

letin 1875-6.

Bologna—Accademia delle Scienze dell' Istituto di Bologna : Memorie, T.

v. 1-4, T. vi. 1-4; Rendiconti 1S74-5, 1875-6.

Milan— R, Istituto Lombardo di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti : Memorie, vol.

xiii. (iv. delle serie iii.) fasc. 2, 1875 ; Rendiconti, vol. vii. 17-20, 1874

:

vii. 1-20, 1875.
Societa Italiana di Scienze Naturali : Atti, vol. xvii., fasc. 4, 1875; vol.

xviii., fasc. 1-4, 1875-6.

Venice— R. Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti : Atti, T. i., serie 5,

Disp. 7-9, 1874-5.
Florence— K. Comitate Geologico d'ltalia : Bollettino, Nos. 5-12, 1875.

Catania—Accademia Gioenia di Scienze Naturali de Catania: Atti. serie

iii. T. vi. 1870, T. ix. 1874, T. x. 1876; Diploma and Medal of the 50th

Anniversary Festival, 2o-27th Sept., 1S75.

Pisa—Societa Toscana de Scienze Naturali ; Atti, vol. i. fasc. 3, 1876; &
vol. ii. fasc. 1-2. 1876; Adunanza, Mayo-Juglio 1877.

Madrid—Observatorio de Madrid : Observaciones Meteorologicos de Ma-
drid, 1S69-70; Observaciones Meteorol. de las Provincias, 1869-70;
Anuario. afios 11 y 12, 1871-72, 1873 y 1S76; Observaciones, 1871, 2

vols. ; 1872. 2 vols.; 1873, 2 vols., Madrid.

Lisbon—Commissao Central Permanente de Geographia : Annaes, No. 1,

Dec, 1S76.

Edinburgh—Royal Scottish Society of Arts : Transactions, vol. ix., Parts
iii. & iv.. 1S75-6.

Geological Society of Edinburg : Transactions, vol. iii., pt. i., 1S77.



Glasgow—Philosophical Society of Glasgow : Proceedings, vol. x., Nos.

I & 2, 1876-7.

Natural History Society: Proceedings, vol. iii. pt. 1, 1876.

Leeds—Philosophical and Literary Society : Ann. Reports for 1875-77.

Geological and Polytechnic Society of W. Riding of Yorkshire: Pro-

ceedings, pt. iii. pp. 113-206, 1876; pt. ii. pp. 57-112, 1875.

London—Entomological Society of London : Transactions, year 1876, 8vo :

Catalogue of British Neuroptera, by Rob't McLachlan, 1870; Hymen-
optera. by Rev. T. A. Marshall, M.A., 1872; and Oxyura, by same,

1873; Aculeata, by Fred'k Smith, 1871 ; Hemiptera, by J. W. Doug-
las, 1876.

Royal Gographical Society: Journal, vols. xlv. 1875, xlvi. '76; Proceed-

ings, vol. xx. 1876, xxi. Nos. 1-6, 1877.

Royal Society : Proceedings, vol. xxiv. Nos. 164-170, vol. xxv. Nos.

170-174.
Nature : Nos. 335-423. 1876-7.

Manchester— Literary and Philosophical Society: Memoirs, vol. v., 1876;

Proceedings, 13-15, 1873-76; Catalogue of Library, 1875.

Scientific Students' Association : Ann. Rep. 1S75-6.

Dublin—Roval Geological Society of Ireland: Journal, vol. iv., pts. 3-4,

1876-7.

Royal Dublin Society: Journal, vol. vii., No. 44, 1875, Svo.

Melbourne— Royal Society of Victoria: Transactions and Proceedings,

vol. xii., 1876.

Sydney—Roval Society of New South Wales: Mines and Mineral Statis-

tics of N. S. Wales, Sydney, 1875; Annual Report of Department of

Mines, Sydney, 1875; Mineral Map and General Statistics, Sydney.

1876; Progress and Resources of N. S. Wales, Sydney, 1876; New So.

Wales, the oldest and richest of the Australian Colonies, by Charles

Robinson, Sydney, 1873; Official Catalogue of Natural and Industrial

Products of W. South Wales—Philadelphia Exhibition of 1876, Syd
ney, 1S76.

Mexico—Sociedad de Geografia y Estadistica : Boletino, t. iii., Nos. 1 & 2 :

1876; Calendario y Ensayo Arqueologico, por Alfredo Chavero, Me-
jico, 1876.

Museo Nacional : Anales. tomo i., entrega 1. 1S77.

Ministerio de Fomento de la Repiiblica Mejicana : Boletin, Nos. 1-13,

1877; Anales, t. i. 1877; Registro Meteorologico, May to Nov. 6, 1S77.

Rio Janeiro—Commision Geologique du Bresil : Archives, vol., i. Ire tri-

mestre 1876, 4to.

Caracas—Gaceta Scientifica de Venezuela: Ano i°, mim. 5-10, 1S77.

Boston—American Academy of Arts and Sciences : Proc, vol. iii. 1875-6:

vol. iv. 1876-7, May; vol. v. pt. 1, 1877.

Boston Society for Natural History: Memoirs, vol. ii. pt. iv. No. 4; On
the Tabanidse of the U. States, by C. R. Osten-Sacken, 1S76, pt. 4,

No. 5 ; Revision of the North American Porifera, by Alpheus Hyatt,

4to, 1877; Proceedings, vol. xviii. 1S75-6, vol. xix. pp. 1-158, Octo-
ber, 1877, & xix. pt. 2.

Massachusetts Historical Society: Transactions for the year 1S77, pt. 1

Boston, 1S77.

Cambridge—Museum of Comparative Zoology: Annual Report of Trus-

tees for 1876; Agassiz's Revision of the Echini, pts. i.-iv. with Plates;

Agassiz's North American Acalepha; and Starfishes: The American
Bisons, by J. A. Allen: North American Astacidse, by Hagen. Zoo-
logical Results of the Hassler Expedition — I. Echini, Crinoids, and
Corals, by Alex. Agassiz and L. F. de Pourtales ; II. Ophiuridse and
Astrophytidae, by Theodore Lyman. Catalogue No. iv., Deep Sea
Corals, by L. F. de Pourtales : No. v. The Immature State of the Odo-
nata, pt. 1 ; Subfamily Gunphina, by Lewis Cabot ; On some Insect

Deformities, by Dr. H. A. Hagen : No. vi., Supplement to Ophiurida?



and Astrophytidse, by Theodore Lyman. Catalogue No. i., Ophiuri-
dae and Astrophytidae, by Theodore Lyman. Catalogue of Terrestrial

Air-breathing Mollusks of N. America, by W. G. Binney ; Ophiurida?
and Astrophytidas, New and Old, by Theo. Lyman; Exploration of
Lake Titicaca, by Alex. Agassiz & L. W. Garman, 1S76; Mammalia
of Massachusetts, by J. A. Allen. Contributions to the Fauna of the

Gulf Stream at great Depths— Echinoderms, by Agassiz, Lyman, and
De Pourtales; Brachiopoda, by W. H. Dall. Notes of an Ornitholo-

gical Reconnoissance of Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming and Utah, by
J.A.Allen, 1S72. Fossil Cephalapods— Embryology— by Alpheus
Hyatt. Mammals and Winter Birds of East Florida, by J. A. Allen.

with Plates.

Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology: 9th Annual Report,

1876; 10th Ann. Report, vol. ii. No. 1, 1877.

The Nuttall Ornithological Club: Bulletin, vol. i., 1S76; vol. ii. 3 & 4,

1877.
Psyche—Organ of the Cambridge Entomological Club— vol. ii. Nos. 33

-38, 1877.
Worccstc?—American Anticpaarian Society: Proceedings, Nos. 68 & 69,

l877-
Worcester Society of Antiquity : Proceedings, No. 1, 1877.

Philadelphia—Academy of Natural Sciences : Journal, vol. viii. pt. 2, 4to,

1S76. Proceedings, pt. iii. Oct.-Dec. 1S75; pt. i. Jan.-May, 1876; ii.

June-Sept, arid pt. iii. Oct.-Dec. 1S76; pt. i. Jan.-Mar. 1877; pt. ii.

April-Aug. 1S77.

American Philosophical Society: Proceedings, vol. xv. No. 96, xvi. Nos.

97 & 98, 1876.

American Pharmaceutical Society: 24th Annual Report for 1876.

Washington—Smithsonian Institution : Contribution to Knowledge, vols.

xx. & xxi. 1S76; Smithsonian Reports for 1S63, 1S65, 1S6S, 1S69, 1870,

1S75 & 1S76; The Empire of Brazil at the Philadelphia Exhibition

in 1876.

National Naval and Astronomical Observatory: Astronomical and Me-
teorological Observations for 1S74, by Rear Admiral C. H. Davis,

Wash., 4to, 1877; Report on Difference of Longitude between Wash-
ington and Ogden, Utah, by J. R. Eastman, Prof. Math. U.S.N., 4to,

1876; Investigations of Corrections to Hansen's Tables of the Moon,
by Simon Newcomb, Prof. U. S. N., 4to. 1S76; Report of the Differ-

ence of Longitude between Washington and Detroit, Mich., Carlin,

Nev., and Austin, Nev., by J. R. Eastman, 1S74.

Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army : Explorations and Surveys West of the

100th Meridian, by Lieut. G. M. Wheeler, U.S.Engrs.— vol. iii., Ge-
ology, 4to, 1875; U.S. Exploration of the 40th Parallel, by Maurice
King—vol. iv., Mining Industry, by James D. Hague and Clarence

King, 4to, 1870, with Atlas and Plates; Explorations across the Great
Basin of Utah in 1S50, by Capt. J. H. Simpson, U- S. A-, now Co. of

Engrs.,4to, 1S76; Exploring Expedition from Sta. Fe to the Junction

of Grand and Green Rivers of the Colorado of the West in 1S59, by
Capt. J. N. Macomb : Geological Report of Prof. J. S. Newberry, 4to,

1876; U. S. Geographical Surveys of the Territories, by Lieut G. M.
Wheeler—vol. v.. Zoology, 4to, 1875; Annual Report of the Chief of

Engineers U.S.A., 3 pts., for year 1S76, Svo, 1S76; Rep. of Reconois-

sance in Montana Territory in" 1875. by Capt. N. M. Ludlow, U.S.A.,
4to, 1876; Errata of Report of Chief of Engineers for 1876; General

Exploration of the 40th Parallel, by Clarence King—vol. vi., Micro-

scopical Petrography, by Ferdinand Zirkel, 4to, 1876—vol. ii. Descrip-

tive Geology. 4to, 1S77 ; Map of Exploration and Surveys in New
Mexico and'Utah, by Capt. J. N. Macomb, U-S-Engrs., 1S60.

Bureau of Education : "Public Libraries of the U. States, pt. ii. (2 cops.)

1876. Report of Com. of Education for year 1875.

t>



U.S. Geological Survey of the Territories, by Dr. F. V. Hayden, Direc-
tor; Bulletin, vol. ii. Nos. i & 2, 1876; Annual Report for 1874, 8vo,
1S76; Bulletin No. 5; U.S-Geol. Survey, vol. ix. ; Invertebrate Palae-
ontology, by F. B. Meek, 4to. 1S76; vol. x., Geometrid Moths, by A.
S. Packard, 1S76; Bulletin of U. S. National Museum, Nos. 3, 4 & 6;
Black Hills of Dakotah, by W. P. Janney, 1876; The Grotto Geysers,
with Plate, 1876; Classification of Resources— International Exhib.,
1S76, by J. B. Goode; Atlas of Geology of the Uintah Mountains, by
J. W. Powell, 1S76; Geology of the Eastern Portion of the Uintah Mts.,
by J. W. Powell, 4to, 1S76; Bulletin, vol. Hi., Nos. 1, 2, 4. 7 & 9. 1877;
Bulletin of the Entomological Commission, Nos. 1 & 2, 1877; List of
Elevations, 4th ed., by Henry Gannett, 1877; Contributions to North
American Ethnology, by J. W Powell, vol. 1, 1877; Fur-bearing Ani-
mals, by Elliott Coues. 1S77; U.S. Geographical Surveys W. of 100th
Meridian; vol. iv., Palrentology, 4to. 1877.

San Francisco—California Academy of Sciences: Proceedings, vol. v.,

pt- 3- 1S74.

5«^«/o-Buftalo Society of Natural Sciences: Bulletin, vol. iii., Nos. 3 &
4, 1S76-7.

New York—American Geographical Society : Bulletin, No. 4, 1877.
State Library : Report for 1876.

New Haven—American Journal of Science : Nos. 64-S4. 1S76-7 (purch'd).
Salem—Essex Institute : Bulletin, vol. vii., Nos. 6-12, 1S75 ! vol. viii., Nos.

1-12, 1S76-7; vol. ix.. Nos. 1-9, 1877.
Madison—State Historical Society : 23d Annual Report, 1877; Collections

of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, vol. vii., 1876.
The Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters : Transactions,

vol. iii., 1S75-6.
Mihvaukie—Naturhistorischer Verein in Wisconsin : Jahresbericht, '76-7.
Baltimore—-The Peabody Institute: 9th Annual Report to Trustees, 1876:

10th Annual Report to Trustees, 1S77.
Springfield— Geological Survey of Illinois: Report, vol. vi., Geology and

Palaeontology, with Map, 4to, 1S75.
Chicago—Chicago Public Library : 5th Annual Report of Board to Trus-

tees, 1S77.

Poughkeef.sie—Poughkeepsie Society of Natural Society : Proceedings, vol.
i., pt. 3, 1876.

Davenport—Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences : Proceedings, vol.
i., 1S67-1S76.

Montreal—Natural History Society of Montreal : Canadian Naturalist,
vol. viii.. No. 2, 1S76; No. 4, 1S77.

Toronto—Canadian Institute: Canad. Journal, vol. xv., Nos. 1-7, 1S76-7.
Halifax—The Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Science : Proceedings and

Transactions, vol. iv., pt. 1, 1S76.



Donations received in 1876-7.

The Western: A Journal of Literature, Education, and Art, vol. ii., 1876-

7; vol. Hi., Nos. 1 & 2, iSyj,-—from the Editor.
Journal des Occidentalistes, No. 4, Paris, 1876.
Ueber des Auftreten der Wanderheuschrecke am Ufer des Bielusee's, von

Albert Muller, 1876.

Programm der Polytechnischen Schule zu Carlsruhe, 1S75-6.
Ueber die Anatomischen und Physiologischen Eigenschaften der Aiissen

Haut, von Dr. Alex. Riffel, 1875.
Nuove Specie di Phylloceras e di Lytoceras, dal Prof. G.Meneghini; Cri-

noidi Terziarii, Notai del Prof. G. Meneghini. 1S75; Estratodai Ceno-
mentari dell Ateneo di Brescia per l'anno 1875; Paragone Paleonto-
logico dei vari Lembi di Lias superiore in Lombardia, dal Prof. G.
Meneghini, 1875.

—

from Herr Settoner.
Reform der Pilzforschung, von E. Hallier, Jena, 1875.
De la Reduction des Flores locales au point devue de la Geographie Bota-

nique, par Auguste Le Jolis, Cherbourg, 1874.
American Entomology, by Thomas Say, 3 vols. Svo, Philad., 1S24; Works

of Sir William Jones, 9 vols. 4to, London, 1799-1801 ; Memoirs of Sir
William Jones, 2d ed. 4:0, 1S06; The Speeches of Isaeus, by Sir Wm.
Jones, 4to, London, 1779,—from Mr. William Lucas.

Notizie, estratodai Giornaledi Agricoltura del Regno d'ltalia, 1S76; Con-
gresso dei Naturalista e Medici Alemanni a Graz, 1875,—from Herr
Senoner.

Structure and Relations of Dionchthys and other Fossil Fishes, by J. S.

Newberry, 1875, with Plates,—from the Author.
Notice of a new Suborder of Pterosauria and of new Odontornithes; On

Characters of Dinocerata—pt. i., Genus Coryphodon ; On Characters
of Tillodontia—pt. i., Brontotheridje, by Prof. O. C. Marsh,—-from the

Author.
Twenty-one Miscellaneous Publications, —from Prof. Gustave Hinrichs.
Fourth Annual Report of the Geol. Survey of Minnesota, 1876; Economi-

cal Geology of the region of Sheboygan and old Mackinac; Vegetable
Remains of the Drift Deposits in the Northwest, 1875 ; Parallelism of
Devonian Outcrops in Michigan and Ohio; Geol. Survey of Ohio

—

Reports on Counties of Sandusky, Seneca, Wyandotte, and Marion

—

by N. H. Winchell, State Geologist,—from the Author.
Eighth Annual Report of the Noxious, Beneficial, and other Insects of the

State of Missouri, by C. V. Riley, State Entomologist, i8"j6,^from
the Author.

Catalogue of the St. Louis University for 1876.
Geological Survey of Ohio, vol. ii., Pakeontology, 1875; Ohio Agricultu-

ral Report for 1S74; Ohio Statistics of 1S74; Proc. Cincinnati Society
of Natural History, No. 1, 1876 (4 copies),

—

from J. C. Schroyer.
Third Annual Report of the East St. Louis Public Library for 1S76.

Catalogue of Lower Silurian Fossils, by U. P.James, Cincinnati, 1875,

—

from the Author.
Ninth Annual Report of the Board of Health of the City of St. Louis, 1876.

Twelfth Annual Report of the Board of State Charities of Massachusetts,
1876,—from the Board.



Amphiorama, ou La Vue du Monde, par P. W. C. Trafford, Lausanne,

1875,

—

from the Author.
Principes de l'Elevage des Animaux Domestiqucs, par James Law. tradu-

ite par M. L. Quaedvlieg de Vise, Bruxelles. 1874,—from the Author.

Studien im Binaren Werthgebiet, von Dr. Ludwig Wedekind, Carlsruhe,

1S76,—from the Author.
Observations sur les Incendies, par le Commandant Belleville, Toulouse,

1S66.

Extract de deux Lettres addressees a D. B. Boncompagni par le Comte
Leopold Hugo, 1S75.

Noticia Biografica del Ilustre Doctor Louis, por el Dr. Martinez del Rio,

Mexico, 1S75.

Doryphora dece'mlineata, par A. Prudhomme de Bone, 1875; Notes sur

des Impreintes d'Insectes Fossiles, par A. Prudhomme,—from the

Author.
Materiaux pour servira l'Histoire des Roses, par Francois Crepin, 3

e fasc,

Gand. 1874-5.
On the Tides of the Arctic Seas, by Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.D., F.R.S.,

1S74,—from the Author.
Les Poissons des Cotes de Belgique. par P. [. van Beneden, Bruxelles,

1S70; Les Parasites des Charmes-Souris de Belgique, par P. J. van

Beneden ; Memoir sur une Balenoptere, captive en 1869, par P. J. van

Beneden.— from the Author.
American Library Journal, vol. i., No. 1, N. York, 1S76.

Report on the Geological Map of Massachusetts, by "W. O. Crosby, 1876,—

from the Author.
Rocks known as Mexican Onyx, by Mariano Barcena, Philad., 1S76,—/row

the Author.
Berichte und Antrage von der Commission fiir die Donauregulirung bei

Wien, 1S76.

Tronculus de Kergonfels. par Rene Galles, Vannes, 1864: Decouverte de

l'Epoque du Bronze, par L. Galles, Vannes, 1S73 : Tronculus de Tuni-

ca- en Argou, 1864.

—

from the Author.
Geological Survey of Kentucky, vol. i.. new series — N. S. Shaler, Direc-

tor—Report of Progress, Frankfort, iS"j6,—from C. J. Norwood, Ass 't

Geologist.
Annuaire'de Ville-Marie, Suppl. to edit, of 1S64, Montreal, 1876,—from

Major L. A. Hugiiet-Latour.
Astronomie Geometrique, par le Comte Leopold Hugo, 1S76,—from the

Author.
Sulla Balene Fossile Toscane, del Prof. G. Capellini; L'Huomo Pliocenico

in Toscana; Sulla Ballena Etrusca ; Terrene Terziari ; Cetoterii Bolo-

gnese, del I'rof. G. Capellini.—from the Author.
Potato Pests : An Illustrated Account of the Colorado Potato-beetle, by

Charles V. Riley. M.A.. Ph.D., N.York, 1S76.—from the Author

.

Mexican Section: Special Catalogue, Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition,

i8'j6,—from Mariano Barcena, Ccmmis'r for Mixico.
Mineral Map and General Statistics of New South Wales, Sydney, 1S76.—

from Prof. Liversidje.
Fourth Annual Report of the Zoological Society of Philadelphia, 1876,

—

from the Society.

L'Eta della l'ietra nella provincia di Bari e di Benevento, par Dr. Pigori-

ni : Das Praehistorische-ethnographische Staatsmuseum in Rom, von
Heir Senoner, Wien, 1S71,—from the Authors.

Die Colonisirung der Gartner, von Dr. G. Schirnhofer, Wien, iS"]6,—from
the Author.

Emigrants' Guide : A Description of Western Texas, by M. Whilldin,—
from Dr. Galney.

Geological Survey of Ohio: Report of Progress in 1870, by J. S. Newber-
ry, Chief Geologist, Svo, 1871, with Maps and Sections, 1S70,—from

J. C Sch rover.
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The Cincinnati Quarterly Journal of Science, by S. A. Miller, vols, i & 2,

1874-5.—-from the Cincinnati Society of Nat. History.
Terremare Ungherese : Nuove Scoperti Preistoriche nelle Provincie Napo-

litane di Dr. L. Pigorini, Roma,—from Mr. Senoner.
Catalogue of the Columbia College School of Mines for 1876-7.
Beobachtungen in den verfallenen Dorfen der Urvolker der Pacifischen

Kiiste von Nord-Amerika, von Paul Shumacher, San Francisco, 1877,
—from the Author.

Thirtieth Ann. Report, of the Ohio State Board of Agriculture for 1875,

—

frpm y. C. Schroyer.
Summary of Recent Discoveries, &c, by G. Seyffarth, D.D., 2d ed., New

York, 1S59; Entdeckungen in der Biblischen Zeitrechnung algemeinen
Weltgeschichte und ^Egvptischen Alterthumskunde, Szc, by G. Seyf-
farth, D.D., New York, "1857; Five Photographs of the Sarcophagus
purchased in Trieste for the Academical Museum in Leipzig, by Prof.

G. Seyffarth, D.D.,—from the Author.
On the Tineina and Entomostraca of Colorado, by V. T. Chambers, 1877,—from the Author.
Dispersal of Non-migratory Insects by Atmospheric Agencies, by Albert

Mueller, Berlin, 1877; British Gall-Insects, by the same, Basle, 1876;
Notes on a China Artichoke-gall, Sic—from the Author.

Structure and Relations of the Alcyonarian Heliopora cserulea, &c.,by H.
N. Moseley, M.A., Naturalist to the Challenger Expedition; On a
young specimen of Pelagonemertes Rollestoni, by H. N. Moseley,
1875.—from the Author.

Report of the Geological Survey of Missouri of 1873-4, and Atlas, 1874,

—

from G. C. Broadhead.
Annual Report of the School of Mines, Ballarat, Aus., 1877.
Essay on Pear-Blight, by John Brainard, 1876.

Proceedings of the Georgia Pharmaceutical Society, 1877, Atlanta,—from
the Society.

Geology of New Hampshire, by C. H. Hitchcock, State Geologist, pt. ii.,

Stratigraphical Geology, 8vo, Concord, iSyj,—from the State.

Locust Plague in the United States, by C. V. Riley, M.A., Ph.D., Chica-
go, 1877,—from the Author.

Proceedings of the New Jersey Historical Society, vol. v., No. 1, 1877,

—

from the Society.

Preliminary Report on the Palaeontology of the Black Hills, by R. P.Whit-
field, 1877.

Fifth Annual Report of the Geological Survey of Minnesota for 1876, St.

Paul, 1877.
Noticia Scientifica de una parte del Estado de Hidalgo, por Mariano Bar-

cena,—from the Author.
Catalogue of the St. Louis University for i8'j'j,—from the University.
Catalogue of the Missouri State University for 1S76-7.
Introduction and Succession of Vertebrate Life in America: An Address,

Aug. 30, 1877, by Prof. O. C. Marsh,—from the Author.
Magazin fur die neuste Geschichte der Evangelischen Mission und Bibel

Gesellschaften, Yahrg. 1834; Die Nord - Amerikanischen Indianer-
Stamme (containing extracts from C. Colton's Tour in the Northwest
Territory in 1830),—from Albert Miiller.

La Theorie Hugodecimale, par le Comte Leopold Hugo, 1S77.

Report of the Lead Region of Henry County (Geol. Survey of Kentucky),
&c, by Charles J. Norwood, vol. ii., pt. 7, 2d series ; Report on pro-
posed line of Railroad from Livingston Station to Cumberland Gap,
by C. J. Norwood, vol. ii., pt. 6,—from the Author.

Note sur le Gisement des Fruits et des Bois Fossiles, par Th. Lefevre,
Liege, 1875,—from the Author.

Wiener Obst und Garten-Zeitung, ii., Yahrg, i8TJ,—from the Editor.
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